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L. REVERSAL OF FORTUNE
L. Reversal of fortune.
Link: |U0249.0.1.4$, `Need renders the undesirable desirable'. |W0229$, Character mutation. Reversal of
characteristic patterns of behavior.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 405-8.>
L0-L99, Victorious youngest child
L0000, Victorious youngest child.>
L0010, Victorious youngest son. Type: 303B$, 402, 471, 513, 550, 551, 554, 569, 570, 571, 577,
580, 610, 851D$, 935, 1650.
Ref.: Chauvin II 115 no. 88; DOTTI 110 187 188 237 244 269 302 305 311 329 333 335 342
473/{Syr}.>
L0010.1.1, "Thirteen" as name of victorious youngest son. Type: 327B*, 328.
Link: |Z0071.9, Formulistic number: thirteen.>

Ref.: DOTTI 163 173.>
L0010.1.2$, "Twelve" as name of victorious youngest son. Type: 327B*, 328.
Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 245-47 [no. 41]; DOTTI 161 162 163 173 270 272 285 293 637/{Irq,
Mrc}; Ibrâhîm al-Dâqûqî Turâth 1965:6/7 45-46.>
L0011, Fortunate youngest son.>
L0011.1, Seal of humiliation put by youngest brother-in-law on the back of his rivals.
Link: |P0171.0.1$, Seal of slavery (humiliation).

Ref.: Wehr no. 18/cf.>
L0012, Favorite youngest son. Type: 303B$, 758C$.
Ref.: DOTTI xi n. 15 110 422.>
L0013, Compassionate youngest son. Kind to people or animals: rewarded. Type: 513, 550, 550B$,
551, 571, 577, 610.
Ref.: DOTTI 269 302 304 305 333 335 342.>
L0013.1, Youngest wife's son restores eyesight to blinded six wives of raja and reinstates his mother.
Type: 462.
Ref.: DOTTI 233; TAWT 439.>
L0031, Youngest brother helps elder. Type: 312D, 516, 550, cf. 551**.
Link: |P0251.0.6$, Brother helps his brother(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 125 137 179 180 274 291 302 306 344 633 640/{Irq, Plst}; MITON.>
L0041, Younger brother given birthright of elder. Type: 758C$, 851D$.
Link: |A1278.1.2.1.1$, Abel given remodeled houri (from paradise) as wife--(favoring treatment).
|P0017.0.2.0.1$, Eldest son succeeds father as king. |P0017.8, Kingship given to younger brother.
|P0233.11, Birthright transferred by father from the oldest son to another. |Q0441.3$, Punishment:
demotion, reduction in rank.

Ref.: Ions 65; Simpson 117 no. 9/kingship; DOTTI 422 473; MITON.>
L0050, Victorious youngest daughter. Type: 480, 879, 901, 923C$, cf. 1407.
Ref.: CAdlî Ibrâhîm no. 7.>
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L0051, Favorite youngest daughter.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 57/cf.>
L0054.1, Youngest daughter agrees to marry monster; later, the sisters are jealous. Type: 327J1$,
409C$, 433A.
Link: |J2415.7, A snake for the real daughter. [A stepmother's own daughter is killed when she imitates her
stepsister's fortunate marriage to a snake].

Ref.: DOTTI 170 181 198 215 216/{Egy}.>
L0054.2$, Youngest son agrees to marry monster; later, his brothers are jealous. Type: 402, 409B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 187 196; TAWT 455 no. 48/{Sdn}.>
L0055, Stepdaughter heroine. Type: 480, 510, 409C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 198 249 258; TAWT 443 no. 34/{Omn}.>
L0061, Clever youngest daughter. Type: 879.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 596-97; DOTTI 121 159 289 513 548 624/{Alg}; TAWT 427 no. 15/{Egy}.>
L0063, Youngest daughter avoids seducer. Type: 879, 883B.
Ref.: DOTTI 513 524; TAWT 427 no. 15/{Egy}.>
L0063.1$, Only youngest of sisters avoids seducer. Type: 883B.
Ref.: DOTTI 524; Galley Badr 182-99 no. 5.>
L0071, Only youngest of group of imprisoned women refuses to eat her newborn child. Type: 462.
Ref.: DOTTI 233; TAWT 439 no. 30/{Syr}.>
L0072, Youngest animal in group overcomes adversary.>
L0072.1$, Smallest goat (lamb) kills wolf. Type: cf. 123, 124.
Ref.: DOTTI 39 41 48 51/{Alg}.>
L0100-L199, Unpromising hero (heroine).>
L0100, Unpromising hero (heroine).
Ref.: Littmann "il-Bedawî" 69.5.>
L0101, Unpromising hero (male Cinderella). Type: 301, 314, 550, 551.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 68-70 no. 25; Chauvin II 83 no. 9; DOTTI 101 135 302 305.>
L0101.2$, Unpromising hero: half boy (Nuss-Nusais: Halved). Type: 327B*.
Link: |F0525.2.1$, Nuss-Nusais (Halved): boy born as one side of evenly split person. |R0169.10,
Unpromising hero as rescuers.

Ref.: DOTTI 55 162 163 702 705/{Egy, lit., Tns}.>
L0101.3$, Unpromising hero: small boy. Type: 327B.
C

Link: |L0112.7.2$, Scabby-headed (scald-head) person ('aqra ) as hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 163.>
L0102, Unpromising heroine. [Cinderella]. Type: 510A.
Ref.: DOTTI 260.>
L0110, Types of unpromising heroes (heroines).>
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L0111, Hero (heroine) of unpromising origin. Type: 314, 510, 706, 712, 894.
Link: |N0884.2$, Chivalrous (gallant) robber (thief).

Ref.: DOTTI 135 258 380 394 545.>
L0111.1.3$, Outlaw as hero.
Link: |N0884.2$, Chivalrous (gallant) robber (thief).

Ref.: DOTTI 623/{Irq}.>
L0111.2, Foundling hero [(laqît as hero)]. Type: 517A$, 931, 932$-933, cf. 707.
Link: |L0111.5, Bastard hero. |S0354, Exposed infant reared at strange king's court (Joseph, Oedipus).

Ref.: Ions 67/(Anubis)/cf.; DOTTI 286 386 627 630 633; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir
and Sâbrah" no. 6.>
L0111.2.0.1$, Foundling heroine. Type: 885**, cf. 705A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 375 535; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7.>
L0111.2.1, Future hero found in boat (basket, bushes). Legends of Moses, Cyrus, Beowulf, and
others. Type: 930A.
Link: |P0426.3.5.1$, Monk recognizes signs of holiness in person (prophet-to-be). Buhayra/Bahîrâ.

Ref.: DOTTI 623 657 821 846/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah"
no. 5.
L0111.3, Widow's son as hero.
>

Link: |T0149$, Matrilineal descent--miscellaneous.

Ref.: DOTTI 104 107 657 778/{Alg}.>
L0111.4, Orphan hero.
Link: |A0511.1.6, Culture hero a posthumous child.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 274-75/("Ahmad the orphan"); Cachia 235 (saint); Lane 417/cf.; DOTTI 532;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Unjustly-treated Orphan" no. 63.>
L0111.4.2, Orphan heroine. Type: 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 554.>
L0111.4.4, Mistreated orphan hero.
Ref.: DOTTI 961/{Mrc}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Unjustly-treated Orphan" no. 63.>
L0111.5, Bastard hero. Type: cf. 873.
Link: |L0111.2, Foundling hero [(laqît as hero)]. |S0354, Exposed infant reared at strange king's court
(Joseph, Oedipus). |Z0255, Hero born out of wedlock.

Ref.: Ions 67-(Anubis); DOTTI 499.>
L0111.5.0.1$, Bastard heroine.
Link: |L0111.5.1.2$, Girl born of brother-sister incest as heroine.

Ref.: MITON.>
L0111.5.1$, Child born of brother-sister incest as hero: `Son of own maternal-uncle'. Type: 932A$,
933A$.
Link: |A0511.1.3.2.1$, Culture-hero son of sister by her brother. |A0592, Culture heroes and descendants.
|A0164.1, Brother-sister marriage of the gods. |A1297.1$, Cain killed Abel in order not to lose own twin
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sister as wife. |B0754.9.4.0.1$, Incestuous copulating of animal produces the most "thoroughbred".
|H0795.1$, Riddle: "Your father is from your father (or, Your father!: Who is your father?); your father is
your maternal-uncle." (Son of girl raped by her brother). |P0297.2.2$, `A maternal-uncle is a father [to his
sister's child]' (el-khâl wâlid). |Z0084.0.1.0.1$, Insult: "Begotten from own maternal-uncle ('ommoh
gaybâh m-el-khâl)".

Ref.: Jâhiz I 21-22; DOTTI 630 631 634; Hein-Müller Mehri-Hadramî: SAE IX 109-11 no.
41; Prym-Socin 170-75 no. 42; RAFE 159 n. 587; Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII 121-22 no. 104;
Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 45; TAWT 405 n. 807 405 n. 810 455 457; Zîr
137/(poem)/cf.>
L0111.5.1.1$, Boy born of brother-sister incest as hero (e.g., CAzîz-son-of-Abu-Zaid, Luqaym-sonof-Luqmân) as hero. Type: 932A$, 933A$.
Link: |A0112.1.2.1$, Anubis born from brother-sister incest--unsuspecting brother--(Osiris tricked by
Nephthys).

Ref.: Jâhiz/(al-Bayân) I 103: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" 30ff. no. 62; Aalûcî III 212-13;
DOTTI 477 631 632 673/{lit., Omn}; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 45.>
L0111.5.1.2$, Girl born of brother-sister incest as heroine.
Link: |L0111.5.0.1$, Bastard heroine.

Ref.: MITON.>
L0112, Hero (heroine) of unpromising appearance.>
L0112.3, Deformed child as hero. Type: 327B, 327B*, cf. 1087A$.
Link: |A0128.9.1$, Deformed child(ren) of deity. |F0525.2.1$, Nuss-Nusais (Halved): boy born as one side
of evenly split person.

Ref.: Ions 106/cf./helper; DOTTI 55 160 163 702/{Egy, lit.}.>
L0111.6, Anchorite as hero.
Link: |N0844, Dervish as helper. |P0551.0.3.1$, Army of dervishes.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 150 "Khadrah alsharîfah" no. 57 10.>
L0112.7, Skin-sore as hero.>
L0112.7.2$, Scabby-headed (scald-head) person ('aqraC) as hero. Type: 314/532, 1358C.
Link: |K1818.2, Scald-head disguise. |L0101.2$, Unpromising hero: half boy (Nuss-Nusais: Halved).

Ref.: DOTTI 135 293 331 468 758/{Plst}; MITON; TAWT 458 no. 50.>
L0111.8, Heroes sons of wife not favorite of king.>
L0111.8.2$, Hero son of abandoned wife (slave-woman) of king (chief).
C

Link: |L0113.1.8$, Black man (black-slave) in `white' nation (tribe) as hero. ( Antar, Abu-Zaid, etc.).>

L0113, Hero (heroine) of unpromising occupation.>
L0113.1.7, Slave as hero. Type: 516, 851C$.
Link: |N0862$, Slave as helper. |P0174.0.1.1$, Child (son) of slave-woman and free father becomes
distinguished (i.e., savant, ruler, warrior, or the like).

Ref.: Lane 400-13; Noy Israel 171 no. 60/cf.>
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L0113.1.8$, Black man (black-slave) in `white' nation (tribe) as hero. (CAntar, Abu-Zaid, etc.).
Link: |L0111.8.2$, Hero son of abandoned wife (slave-woman) of king (chief).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 103; Ibn-CAasim no. 239/cf./(religious context); Amîn 19-22; DOTTI 273
308/{Alg, Tns}; Hurreiz 96 (147) no. 17; Lane 391-99 414 415/(passim); Shamy (el-) Egypt 155556 278-79 no. 31; TAWT 455; Yunis 13 149.>
L0113.5, Woodcutter hero. Type: 676, cf. 327H$, 1168B.
Link: |P0169.1.4$, Poor firewood (underbrush) garner. |P0458.1$, Firewood (underbrush) gatherer-vendor
(hattâb).

Ref.: DOTTI 166 368 711; Rochemonteix 48ff. no. 4.>
L0114, Hero (heroine) of unpromising habits.>
L0114.1, Lazy hero. Type: 565A$, 675, 986.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 64 no. 233 n. 1, 202; DOTTI 247 324 325 689/{lit., Plst}; Hurreiz 116 no.
44; Littmann al-Quds 26-36 (Arabische 43-58); MITON; Wehr 294 no. 11.>
L0114.3.1$, Trouble-maker (mischievous person) as hero. Type: 650A, cf. 1358C.
Link: |A0521, Culture-hero as dupe or trickster. |V0220.0.6.2.1$, Saint as trickster (has ability to
camouflage, deceive, shift shape, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 100 126 144 354 355 758/{Sdn}.>
L0114.4, Cheater as hero. Type: 1640A$, cf. 859F$.
Link: |L0118$, Braggart (liar) as hero. |P0431.2$, Merchant as trickster (cheat).

Ref.: Zîr 64ff.>
L0114.4.1$, `Hero' commits anti-heroic (shameful, perfidious) act(s).
Link: |A0102.18.4$, Diety commits shameful (perfidious, sinful) act(s).

@P0552.7$, tatarruss (also, taqiyyah). Innocent Moslems used as shield by enemy
(attackers) treated as if enemy combatants. |P0731.0.3$, Bedouin behavior as vile (anti-ideal).
|V0220.0.6.2.1$, Saint as trickster (has ability to camouflage, deceive, shift shape, etc.). |W0229.1$,
Heroine becomes villainess: commits dishonorable acts.
Ref.: DOTTI 433; Zîr 121/(murders guest/nephew).>
L0114.5, Hero with disgusting habits.>
L0115, Successful foolish son.>
L0115.1$, Unpromising son succeeds where others (father, older brother, etc.) fail.
Link: |L0152, Daughter succeeds on quest where son fails.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 255.>
L0117$, Coward as hero. Type: 1640A$.
Link: |N0400, Lucky accident.

Ref.: DOTTI 884 885/{Egy}.>
L0118$, Braggart (liar) as hero. Type: 1640A$, cf. 859F$.
Link: |A0199.8.1$, Braggart deity. |L0114.4, Cheater as hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 479 699 700 704 709 885/{Egy, lit.}.>
L0121, Stupid hero.
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Link: |Z0253, Fool [(idiot)] as hero.>

L0121.1, Half-wit successful.>
L0122, Unsophisticated hero.>
L0123, Pauper hero.
Link: |V0220.0.6.2.1$, Saint as trickster (has ability to camouflage, deceive, shift shape, etc.).>

L0130, Abode of unpromising hero (heroine).>
L0131, Hearth abode of unpromising hero (heroine).>
L0132, Pig-sty [(zareba, stable)] abode for unpromising hero (heroine). Type: 314.
Link: |P0605.9.3$, Basement (kitchen, hearth, stable, etc.): undesirable living quarters.>

L0133, Unpromising son leaves his home and goes into the world.>
L0140, The unpromising surpasses the promising.
Ref.: Delheure 304-5.>
L0141, Stupid person surpasses clever.
Link: |J1067$, The stupid pupil (apprentice) fails to learn.>

L0142, Pupil surpassing master. Type: 325, 1568$.
Link: |V0223.0.3.1$, Infant (child) saint surpasses (defeats) ulama in knowledge.

Ref.: Damîrî II 258; DOTTI 152 585 863/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no.
52 14.>
L0142.1, Pupil surpasses thieves in stealing. Type: 1525E.
Ref.: DOTTI 823.>
L0143, Poor man surpasses rich. Type: 676, 1535.
Ref.: DOTTI 368 842.>
L0143.0.1$, The fortune of the poor.
Link: |N0103$, Ugly women are more lucky.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sabrî and the Pasha" no. 24.>
L0143.0.1.1$, `[If you] take (marry) them poor, God will enrich you'.
Link: |L0213, Poor girl chosen rather than rich. Treasure follows. |T0131.13$, Poverty as obstacle to
marriage.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sabrî and the Pasha" no. 24, "Marriage of the Prophet"
no. 44 15/cf.>
L0143.1, Poor girl chosen as wife in preference to rich.
Link: |T0101.1.1.1$, Rich girl chosen as bride (wife).>

L0143.2, Poor suitor makes good husband, rich suitor cruel. Type: cf. 911*.
Ref.: DOTTI 579.>
L0143.2.1$, Poor in-law kind, rich unkind--(usually sister's or daughter's husband).
Link: |Q0002, Kind and unkind. [Kindness rewarded, unkindness punished].

Ref.: DOTTI 580 777/{Irq}.>
L0143.3$, Poor brother surpasses rich brother. Type: 923C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 606; TAWT 422 no. 9/{Egy}.>
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L0144, Ignorant surpasses learned man.>
L0144.3$, Illiterate boatman surpasses learned man: boat capsized; but learned cannot swim. Type:
cf. 1293C*'.
Link: |J0251.1, The bookman and the boatman: each ignorant of other's work. |J1662, The cat's only trick.
[Saves her self by climbing up tree; but fox is captured].

Ref.: DOTTI 728/{Egy}; Gairdner 90 no. 30[.2].>
L0145, Ugly preferred to pretty sister.
Link: |J0482.2, Better to marry ugly than fair wife. Less hard to satisfy. |U0285.1$, Merits and demerits of
ugliness.

Ref.: DOTTI 251/{Egy}; AUC: 27 no. 5.>
L0145.1, Ugly sister helps pretty one. Type: 711.
Link: |P0252.0.3$, Sister helps sister(s).>

L0147, Tardy surpasses punctual.>
L0147.1, Tardy bird alone succeeds at bird convocation.
Ref.: Chauvin V 38 no. 365 n. 1.>
L0149$, Weak (sickly, handicapped) surpasses strong (healthy).
Link: |L0310, Weak overcomes strong in conflict.>

L0149.1$, Sickly or poor-looking animal (horse, camel, etc.) surpasses healthy.
Link: |F0989.25$, Weak (base, lowly) animal dominates over a powerful (noble) one. |K1815.2.1$, Lame
(sickly) riding animal disguise. |L0315, Small animal overcomes large. |L0458$, Fortune of proud animal
or bird (lion, eagle, falcon) reversed: humbled by lowly one. |K1815.2$, Meek (or ridiculous) means of
carriage (animal, vehicle) as humble disguise.>

L0152, Daughter succeeds on quest where son fails. Type: 923C$.
Link: |H1238$, Failure on assigned quest or mission. |L0115.1$, Unpromising son succeeds where others
(father, older brother, etc.) fail.

Ref.: DOTTI 606; TAWT no. 9/{Egy/implicit}.>
L0153$, Girl succeeds where boy fails (they are paternal-cousins). Type: 923C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 606; TAWT 422 no. 9/{Egy}.>
L0155, Disagreeable and disliked child surpasses the likeable one. Type: 328, 328B*.
Link: |W0129$, Disagreeableness (dissonance, contrariness).

Ref.: DOTTI 173 175.>
L0157$, Female surpasses (outperforms) male. Type: 923C$.
Link: |H1597$, Contest of the sexes: match between man and woman to settle claim as to whose wiles are
more potent.

Ref.: Boqarî 162 166.>
L0160, Success of the unpromising hero (heroine).>
L0161, Lowly hero [(commoner)] marries princess. Type: 300, 301, 302, 303, 306, 325, 505A$,
545B, 560, 561, 681, 725, 859F$, 930.
Ref.: Campbell Arab Tribes 70-109, 131-40; DOTTI 97 101 106 108 115 152 254 255 298
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314 317 331 371 372 373 379 400 479 621/{Egy, Mrc}; CFMC: Siwa 71-10 6-1-no. 6.>
L0162, Lowly heroine marries prince (king). Type: 310, 403, 403D$, 450, 451, 480, 510, 545A,
545G$, 545H$, 705A$, 707, 712, 737C$, 873, 875, 879, 883A, 897, 894.
Link: |T0121.8, King (rich man) weds common girl.

Ref.: DOTTI 116 188 191 222 224 249 258 300 323 350 375 386 394 405 499 504 513 518
522 545 623/{Alg, Irq}; TAWT 425 429; Wickett 133/cf. TAWT 272-73 no. 34.>
L0165, Lowly boy becomes king. Type: 567A, 851C$.
Link: |L0161, Lowly hero [(commoner)] marries princess. |L0490.1$, Common person made ruler (king,
queen). |V0008.1.1$, God makes slaves into kings due to their obedience to Him, and kings into slaves due
to their disobedience.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 156; DOTTI 328 472; MITON.>
L0166$, Powerless (lowly) boy made vizier. Type: cf. 921.
Ref.: DOTTI 592; MITON.>
L0167$, Robber (thief) becomes policeman (lawman). Type: cf. 950.
Link: |P0462.1.1$, Robber (outlaw, master thief) employed as policeman (detective). |V0528$, Sinner
becomes saint.

Ref.: Maspero 201 no. 1y/cf.; DOTTI 655.>
L0178$, Despised brother wins wager (contest) against arrogant brother. Type: 923C$.
Link: |L0353, Mild brother triumphs over warlike. Survives him and inherits property.

Ref.: DOTTI 606; TAWT 422 no. 9/{Egy}.>
L0180$, Promising proves to be disappointing.
Link: |L0160, Success of the unpromising hero (heroine). |W0258$, Surprise at finding a negative where
only the positive is presumed.>

L0181$, Disappointing child (son, daughter). Type: 923C$.
Link: |M0343.0.1.1$, Prophecy: father's death at hands of son (son will kill father). |P0248$, Generational
gap.

Ref.: DOTTI 606.>
L0181.1$, Son born in answer to prayer proves a disappointment to parent(s). Type: 516H$, cf. 700,
920E$.
Link: |M0343.0.1.1$, Prophecy: father's death at hands of son (son will kill father).

Ref.: DOTTI 283 372 588; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no.
23.>
L0181.3$, Daughter born in answer to prayer proves a disappointment to parent(s). Type: 591, cf.
885A.
Ref.: DOTTI 340 534; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
L0181.5$, Adopted child proves a disappointment to foster parent(s). Type: 159C$,/893A$, 920E$.
Link: |M0343.0.1.1$, Prophecy: father's death at hands of son (son will kill father).

Ref.: DOTTI 67 544 588.>
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L0200-L299, Modesty brings reward.>
L0200, Modesty brings reward.>
L0210, Modest choice best.>
L0211, Modest choice: three casket type. [The worst-looking proves to be the best choice].
Ref.: Chauvin III 99 no. 4.>
L0211.1$, Adam given choice of any object in Paradise, chooses the horse: told "You have selected
loftiness (glory) for yourself and your descendants!".
Link: |A0189.18.1.1$, Horse as God's favored beast of burden.

Ref.: Damîrî I 310: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-1.>
L0212.2, Solomon offered any gift from God, chooses wisdom. Granted wisdom and wealth.
Link: |J0231.1, Solomon, permitted by God to make anay request, asks wisdom. Granted wisdom and
wealth.>

L0212.5$, Blessings accepted in lieu of payment prove more valuable. Type: 914$.
Link: |F0179.1$, Blessings (grace, prayers, etc.) as monetary units in utopian otherworld. |L0222.1, Modest
choice for parting gift--money or counsels. Counsels chosen.

Ref.: DOTTI 304 456 580 581/{Egy, Tns, Ymn}; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 7-2-no. 11.>
L0213, Poor girl chosen rather than rich. Treasure follows.
Link: |L0143.0.1.1$, `[If you] take (marry) them poor, God will enrich you'.

Ref.: Chauvin III 103 no. 13; DOTTI 201 481 754 771 885.>
L0215, Unpromising magic object chosen. Type: 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 554; TAWT 426.>
L0215.1$, Unpromising object (item) in inheritance division proves best. Type: 898.
Link: |B0312.6$, Helpful animal (bird) as sole inheritance.

Ref.: DOTTI 304 554/{Egy}; TAWT 426 no. 14/{Egy}.>
L0215.2$, Unpromising animal (bird) chosen: proves magical. Type: 565A$, 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 324 554; MITON.>
L0217.1, Former poverty chosen over new riches.>
L0218$, Blind bargain proves profitable. Type: 914$.
Link: |J0163.1.1$, Profligate (bankrupt person) uses his last coin to buy wise counsel: proves profitable.
|M0223, Blind promise (rash boon). Person grants wish before hearing it. |P0761.2.1$, Rich heir.
|P0764.1.1$, Bargain (investment, etc.) proves profitable because of legitimacy of elements involved.

Ref.: DOTTI 581.>
L0218.1$, Venture proves successful because of goodness (legitimacy) of intent.
Link: |A2249.1.1$, Jealous animal seeking to receive another's good quality fails (is denied coveted
quality). |N0410, Lucky business venture. |P0764.1.1$, Bargain (investment, etc.) proves profitable
because of legitimacy of elements involved. |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)".>

L0220, Modest request best.>
L0221, Modest request: present from the journey. [Present from father's journey proves difficult].
Type: 425, 432, 874, cf. 314B*,/328B*.
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Ref.: DOTTI 107 115 125 199 200 212 311 501/{Alg, Irq}; TAWT 44233/{Egy}.>
L0221.0.1$, Seemingly modest request: present from the brother's journey proves difficult. Type:
425G1$, 432.
Link: |J1805.2.1, Daughter says "Sobur" (wait [patience]) to her father when he asks what to bring from the
journey. Father finds prince Sobur.

Ref.: DOTTI 207 212 213 217 352/{Bhrn, Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 679-?-002-066, 683-xno. 3; AGSFC: BHR 86-4 2-2-??.>
L0221.0.3$, Modest present from husband's journey. Type: cf. 894, 1640A$.
Link: |F0994.3$, Stone bursts out of pity for persecuted heroine.

Ref.: DOTTI 201 481 545 754 771 885/{Alg}.>
L0222, Modest choice: parting gift. Small gift with blessing preferred to large gift with parent's
curse.>
L0222.1, Modest choice for parting gift--money or counsels. Counsels chosen.
Link: |L0212.5$, Blessings accepted in lieu of payment prove more valuable.>

L0221.2$, Present from the journey: unknown object (person) with enigmatic name (e.g., "Pearlson-Vines," "Patience," or the like). Type: 425, 432, 894, cf. 314B*, 327B*, 328, 328B*.
Link: |H0946.1, Task assigned from misunderstanding: search for prince named Sabr ("wait"). |J1805.2.1,
Daughter says "Sobur" (wait [patience]) to her father when he asks what to bring from the journey. Father
finds prince Sobur. |M0223, Blind promise (rash boon). Person grants wish before hearing it.>

L0225, Hero refuses reward. Rides away without it. Type: 300.
C

Link: |W0014.9.1$, Helper, though needy, refuses reward (compensation) for his chivalrous act (ma rûf).
C

|W0037.0.3.1$, "No thanks [due] for a duty (lâ shukr ala wâgib);" i.e., when one performs a moral duty,
thanks should neither be expected nor given).

Ref.: DOTTI 97 463/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 160 no. 34.>
L0225.1$, Hero declines offer of marriage to maiden (princess) as reward.
Link: |T0331, Man unsuccessfully tempted by a woman. [Chaste man].

Ref.: DOTTI 97 99 540 569/{Egy}.>
L0225.1.1$, Saint (anchorite, etc.) declines offer of marriage to maiden. Type: cf. 300.
Link: |F0566.3$, Celibate groups (monks, clerics, saints, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 97 99/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 160 no. 34; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "elBadawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 160; Wickett 82 199.>
L0250, Modest business plans best.>
L0252$, Girl with modest capital realizes large profits. Type: 923C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 606; TAWT 422 no. 9/{Egy}.>
L0290, Modesty brings reward--miscellaneous.>
L0293$, Formerly rich (powerful, pampered) person accepts work as menial (servant, waiter,
doorkeeper, clerk, etc.). Type: 314, 894, cf. 613B$, 923B.
Link: |J0801$, Adapting to changed environment (social or physical). |K1816, Disguise as menial. |L0405$,
Rich (high) becomes poor (low). |P0767.5$, Government (ruler) seizes ownership of large business
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corporations (industrial plants, factories, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 636-37; DOTTI 135 317 348 545 603/{lit.}; MITON; Zîr 102/(Ibn Nâsir).>
L0293.1$, By means of humble work impoverished (deposed) person restores self to former state
(status). Type: 303B$, 314, cf. 922A, 938B.
Link: |J0285$, Value of quality of work. |J1010, Value of industry. |J1014$, Making a living (by earning
wages). |L0410.5, King overthrown and made servant. |P0432.2.1$, Hero (heroine) as waiter (waitress).
|P0767$, Laws that limit amount of private property--(involuntary redistribution of wealth, socialism).

Ref.: DOTTI 110 135 601 644.>
L0295$, Conceited person will be disappointed: someone stronger (richer, more magnificent, etc.)
than oneself exists.
Link: |H1311.1, King seeks one richer (more magnificent) than himself. |Z0063.5$, Formulas signifying
futility of conceit (trying to be the one with `the most').

Ref.: Damîrî II 61; DOTTI 424/{lit.}; CA.A. al-Hasan Rashâydah 87; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 26
no. 12; Shahi-Moore 159 no. 33; Shamy (el-) Egypt 156 no. 31.>
L0300-L399, Triumph of the weak.>
L0300, Triumph of the weak.
Ref.: Chauvin II 204 no. 59; Shamy (el-) Egypt 192-93 no. 49.>
L0310, Weak overcomes strong in conflict.>
L0311, Weak (small) hero overcomes large fighter. Type: 328.
C

Link: |F0638.5$, Blind archer aims at sound of urination: ( Antar's death). |L0160, Success of the
unpromising hero (heroine). |Z0292, Death of hero. |Z0294$, Death of villain (tyrant).

Ref.: Maspero 82 no. 4; ThaClabî 151-52; DOTTI 173; Shawqî 257 [no. 1].>
L0311.6$, Boy slays (overcomes) experienced warrior.>
L0313$, Few overcome numerous.
Link: |D2163.2.1, Heavenly help in battle. |J0291.1$, Strength in numbers (many men, large population,
etc.). |J1625, Armies like seeds and peppercorns. One king sends large sack of seed to the other to represent
the number of his soldiers. The second replies with a small bag of peppercorns: "My army is small
compared to yours but has all the power of the peppercorn compared to your lifeless seed". |K1883.10$,
Deception: objects (black and white pelts, flax) made to look like an attacking army. |V0247.3$, Angel
army.

Ref.: MITON.>
L0315, Small animal overcomes large.
Link: |L0149$, Weak (sickly, handicapped) surpasses strong (healthy). |L0458$, Fortune of proud animal
or bird (lion, eagle, falcon) reversed: humbled by lowly one.>

L0315.1, Bird flies into large animal's ear and kills him. Type: 228.>
L0315.1.1, Mouse runs into buffalo's ear and overcomes him.>
L0315.1.1.1$, Mouse runs into lion's ear and overcomes him.
Ref.: DOTTI 310/{Mrc}; Légey 240-41 no. 66.>
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L0315.2, Mouse torments bull who cannot catch him.>
L0315.2.1$, Mouse torments cat who cannot catch him. Type: 109A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 39.>
L0315.5, Lark causes elephant to fall over precipice.
Ref.: Chauvin II 81 no. 1.>
L0315.6, Insects worry large animal to despair or death.>
L0315.10, Mice overcome camel.
Link: |L0317$, Mice overcome cat(s).>

L0317$, Mice overcome cat(s). Type: 109A$.
Link: |F0981.1.1, Animal bursts from anger. |L0315.10, Mice overcome camel.

Ref.: DOTTI 39.>
L0317.1$, Mice win war against cats. Type: 222C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 85; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cats and Mice War" no. 40.>
L0330, Easy escape of weak (small).
Ref.: Destaing Cheluhs 2 (132) no. 1/cf.>
L0331, Little fishes escape from net. The large are caught. Type: 253.>
L0333, Hummingbird can see fowler's net; eagle is caught in spite of his boasts of good eyesight.
Type: 238A$.
Link: |J0655.3$, Sparrow (eagle, falcon, etc.) jeers at the snare. His keen eyesight does not prevent him
from getting snared (trapped). |N0101.5$, `At the time destined, sight is blinded' (i.e., at the fated moment
vigil (alertness) will be unavailing.

Ref.: ThaClabî 173; DOTTI 88.>
L0350, Mildness triumphs over violence.
Ref.: TAWT 373 n. 232.>
L0350.1, Mildness triumphs over violence: queen advises husband to use kindness to enemy.
Link: |J0026, Enemies can be won more by kindness than cruelty. |J0837.2$, When the bitter (violent) fails
try the sweet (mild). |W0011.5, Generosity toward enemy.>

L0350.3$, Osirian mildness triumphs over Sethian violence.
Link: |P0205.1.1.1$, Abel refuses to match Cain's murderous intent.

Ref.: Ions 65 134.>
L0353, Mild brother triumphs over warlike. Survives him and inherits property. Type: cf. 613,
923C$.
Link: |A0485.0.1.1$, Warlike Set hates peaceful means. |L0178$, Despised brother wins wager (contest)
against arrogant brother.

Ref.: Ions 134/(Osiris/Set); DOTTI 606.>
L0363, Goldsmith gives money to one who addressed him as friend (the goldsmith had no friends
because he has cheated everybody).
Link: |P0447.8.1$, Goldsmith (jeweler) as villain.>

L0364$, Mild-mannered truth wins against violent-mannered falsehood. Type: 613.
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Link: |U0029.1$, `Truth (justice) will inevitably prevail (tomorrow)'. |U0193.1$, `Tidy (neat) lies more
effective than untidy (scattered) truths'--former more believable.

Ref.: DOTTI 100 344 348 467/{lit., A-Afr}.>
L0390, Triumph of the weak--miscellaneous.>
L0390.1$, Tiny but mighty creatures (e.g., flea, mosquito, mite, locust, or the like).
Link: |J0647.4$, Do not slight your enemy no matter how insignificant (small) you may think he is.
|U0281.4.3$, Smaller is better.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 288.>
L0392, Mouse stronger than wall, wind, mountain. Type: 2031, 2031C.
Link: |F0755.1, Speaking mountain.

Ref.: Basset RTP VII 394ff.; Chauvin II 97 no. 55; DOTTI 966 968/{lit.}.>
L0392.0.1$, Ant is stronger than mountain, wind, etc.
Ref.: Bashmî Hikâyât 13-16; Bâtinî (al-) Al-Hikâyât 102-5 no. 18; DOTTI 967/{Bhrn,
Kwt}.>
L0392.1, Mosquitoes sting King Pharaoh and show they are stronger than the man who cannot
escape them.>
L0400-L499, Pride brought low.>
L0400, Pride brought low.
Ref.: MITON; Shawqî 320-21 [no. 45].>
L0401$, Person (Pharaoh, Nimrod, etc.) sets self up as God: fails.
Link: |L0418, King shown he is less powerful than God. [ ]. |L0420.0.1, Overweening ambition punished.
Man sets self up as God.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 505/(Nimrod); DOTTI 106 289/{Egy}; MITON.>
L0402$, Tyrant tries to demonstrate that he can match God's deeds.
Ref.: ThaClabî 45; Ibshîhî 505/(Shaddâd ibn CAad); <Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 56.>
L0403$, Tyrant acting as God nonplussed.
Link: |H1577, Test of divine favor [toward a certain person (creature)]. |N0081$, Wager: sun to travel from
west to east (to rise in west and to set in east). |V0348$, Non-believers nonplussed. |Z0010.2.5.1$, `The
Death-giver to nations and The Resurrector of corpses' (i.e., God).

Ref.: ThaClabî 45.>
L0404$, Tyrant sets certain days as "cross-days" (nahs/karb) and executes whomsoever he sees (or
acts in certain manner) then. (Al-NuCmân ibn Al-Mundhir). Type: 779J3$, cf. 969B$.
Link: |J1675, Clever dealing with a king. |N0127.9.1$, King (tyrant) sets certain auspicious-day: he
rewards whosoever he meets then. |N0129$, King kills everyone he meets on a certain (inauspicious) day.
|J1289.21$, Is ill-omen induced by ruler's cruelty or a man's ugliness (being one-eyed)?. |P0012.2.1,
Tyrannical king. |W0198.0.1$, Tyranny brings about destruction (to tyrant and subjects).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 267-68.>
L0405$, Rich (high) becomes poor (low). Type: 706D$, 750J$, 851, 851C$, 910, 911*, 938, 938B.
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Link: |D0020, Transformation to person of different social class. |J0801$, Adapting to changed
environment (social or physical). |L0293$, Formerly rich (powerful, pampered) person accepts work as
menial (servant, waiter, doorkeeper, clerk, etc.). |L0412, Rich man made poor to punish pride. He boasts
that God has no power to make him poor. |L0419.2, King (prince) becomes beggar. |P0501.3$, Change in
government (new ruler) brings about change in policy (practices).

Ref.: Simpson 239; ThaClabî 88-94; Ibshîhî 156 406; Basset Mille II 305 no. 60; DOTTI 384
471 472 568 579 642; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 47 no. 7, 83 no. 11, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 65;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâmî and Samyah" no. 8, “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32, "Ayyûb" no. 53-b;
TAWT 50 n. 17.>
L0405.0.1$, "No rag cast on a dirt dump that has not seen a day (of better life)".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2667 3015.>
L0406$, Hunter (predator) becomes hunted (prey).
Link: |J1510, The cheater cheated. |K2173$, Guilty party makes innocent accuser look guilty (by means
of stronger, louder accusations). |L0407$, Invincible adversary (warrior, ogre, etc.) killed with his own
weapon. |N0747.1$, Victim of crime (injustice) accidentally presides over trial of the culprit. |Z0040.1.1$,
Chain of killer killed, executioner executed, hunter hunted, etc.

Ref.: Damîrî I 175/(nature of life); Ibshîhî 54; MITON.>
L0406.1$, Food-chain among animals: one predator eaten as prey by another.
Link: |E0704$, Ecology: life-chain (cycle) of matter. Matter becomes living organism and vice versa.
|K1626, Would-be killer killed. |U0030, Rights of the strong. |Z0043.7$, Weak, weaker and weakest.

Ref.: Damîrî I 175; Alf III 12/(beast devours human rapist); Burton V 261/cf.>
L0407$, Invincible adversary (warrior, ogre, etc.) killed with his own weapon.
Link: |G0519.2, Ogre killed with his own iron bar. |L0406$, Hunter (predator) becomes hunted (prey).
|U0160, Misfortune with oneself to blame the hardest.

Ref.: Maspero 82 no. 4.>
L0408$, Captor (jailer) falls in love with captive (prisoner)--captor humbled. Type: cf. 59A$.
Link: |L0500$, An occasion (situation) suddenly turns into its reverse. |P0310.5.2$, Enemy heroine
(princess) and hero (prince) become lovers. |P0311.1, Combatants become sworn brethren.

Ref.: MITON.>
L0410, Proud ruler (deity) humbled. Type: 938B.
Link: |J0019$, Knowledge acquired from experiencing the suffering of others. Imitative learning: suffering
or pleasure. |J0171.5$-(formerly, J0170.5$), Tyrannical person (king, ruler, etc.) repents upon hearing
story. |J0801$, Adapting to changed environment (social or physical).

Ref.: Chauvin V 168 no. 92; DOTTI 67 83 644 647/{Alg}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 264 no. 15;
Wehr no. 18.>
L0410.5, King overthrown and made servant.
Link: |P0506.0.1$, Conspiracy to overthrow government (king).>

L0410.5.1$, King overthrown and then restored. Type: 938, 938B.
Ref.: DOTTI 151 404 624 642 644/{Egy, lit.}; Ritter I.3 500-57 no. 112; Shamy (el-) Egypt
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102 107 no. 15; Sulaymân 110-20 no. III-A-2.>
L0410.5.2$, Heir to throne-lost reinstated as king.
Link: |A0161.0.1$, Son is to succeed father as deity.

Ref.: Simpson 125-26/(Horus); DOTTI 67 83 644 647/{Alg}.>
L0410.6, Ruler enslaved.
Link: |A1611.2.1$, Origin of Gypsies: Arab sub-clan defeated in war by their paternal-cousins. |K0252.4$,
Person painted black and sold (kept) as slave. |K0437.5, Robbers enslaved. [Two robbers sold by means of
false message: (Both?)].

Ref.: Zîr 10, 140/cf.>
L0410.7, Queen forced to become a courtesan.>
L0410.9$, Barmecide Catastrophe: noble family destroyed.
Link: |P0152.4$, Man so rich that king fears his power. |P0767.5$, Government (ruler) seizes ownership of
large business corporations (industrial plants, factories, etc.). |Q0485, Noble person must live in hovel.
|W0195.4.1.1$, King envies vizier's wealth (estates). |Z0356.4$, Sole survivor from destruction of family
(clan).

Ref.: Damîrî II 129; Chauvin V 168 no. 92; DOTTI 140 402 644 860/{lit., Tns}; TAWT 394
n. 584.
L0411, Proud king displaced by angel. (King in the bath) [humbled: restored when he repents].
Type: 757.
Ref.: Chauvin II 161 no. 51; DOTTI 421/{lit.}.>
L0412, Rich man made poor to punish pride. He boasts that God has no power to make him poor.
Type: 836.
>

Link: |L0405$, Rich (high) becomes poor (low). |Q0331, Pride punished.>

L0413, Proud inscriptions sole remains [(relic)] of powerful king. = ["Ozymandias"]. Type: 1645D$.
Link: |F0883.7$, Extraordinary writing (inscription) on stone. |L0413.1$, "I was a mighty ruler who lived
for 1000 years, conquered 1000 cities, defeated 1000 armies, Y. |V0067.9.2$, Tomb has instructions to
would-be robber(s). |V0311.5$, Visiting graveyards--as reminder of death and the life to come--is
recommended.

Ref.: Maspero 184 no. 12/cf.; Ibshîhî 667; Chauvin V 33 no. 16; DOTTI 895; MITON.>
L0413.1$, "I was a mighty ruler who lived for 1000 years, conquered 1000 cities, defeated 1000
armies, deflowered 1000 virgin princesses, but all that remains of me are the ruins you see now".
Type: 1645D$.
Link: |F0883.1.2.1$, Letter written in blood. |L0413, Proud inscriptions sole remains [(relic)] of powerful
king. = ["Ozymandias"]. |V0311.3.0.1.1$, Futility of worldly life: "Procreate for death, and build for
destruction").

Ref.: Ibshîhî 667 669 670/cf.>
L0418, King shown he is less powerful than God. [ ]. Type: 841.
Link: |L0401$, Person (Pharaoh, Nimrod, etc.) sets self up as God: fails.

Ref.: DOTTI 461; Shamy (el-) Egypt 95 no. 12.>
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L0419, Proud ruler (deity) humbled--miscellaneous.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32.>
L0419.2, King (prince) becomes beggar. Type: 706D$.
Link: |L0405$, Rich (high) becomes poor (low).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 406; DOTTI 384; MITON.>
L0419.3$, Queen (princess, chieftainess, etc. C becomes beggar.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 156.>
L0420, Overweening ambition punished.>
L0420.0.1, Overweening ambition punished. Man sets self up as God. Type: cf. 774P.
Link: |F0705, Artificial paradise and hell to punish and reward. |J2052.0.1$, Man wishes (tries) to adjust
(alter) God's creation: shown shortsightedness of his wish (as compared to God's wisdom). |L0401$, Person
(Pharaoh, Nimrod, etc.) sets self up as God: fails.

Ref.: DOTTI 432; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32.>
L0421, Attempt to fly to heaven punished. Car supported by eagles.
Link: |B0552.1.1$, Nimrod carried by four eagles lured by meat held in front of them.

Ref.: ThaClabî 57; Hanauer 26-27.>
L0421.1, Attempt to climb to heaven punished.>
L0423, Peter acts as God for a day: tires of bargain. Type: 774D.
Ref.: DOTTI 429; Shamy (el-) Egypt 150 no. 29: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 109-4.>
L0423.1$, Arch-saints ('aqtâb) exchange duties: tiresome bargain. Type: 774D.
Link: |A0162.9.2$, One deity replaces another (in performing certain function). |J2431.1, Men exchange
duties; each wants to get better of the other. |K1687, The easier job. [Men exchange jobs].

Ref.: DOTTI 429; Shamy (el-) Egypt 141-42 no. 26/(passim), 149 150-51 no. 29; Shamy (el) Egypt 150 no. 29: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 109-4.>
L0425, Dream (prophecy) of future greatness causes banishment (imprisonment). Type: 671, 725.
Ref.: DOTTI 285 400 584/{Egy}.>
L0428$, Only death puts an end to man's overweening ambition. Type: 773$.
Ref.: DOTTI 428; MITON.>
L0430, Arrogance repaid.
Link: |W0166.3$, Haughtiness brings failure.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 422; Basset Mille II 305 no. 60; MITON.>
L0431, Arrogant mistress repaid in kind by lover [(suitor)]. Type: 900.
Ref.: DOTTI 67 83 271 558 560 644 647/{Alg}.>
L0432, Impoverished husband begs from wife's new husband. Type: 706D$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 19; Basset Mille II 305 no. 60; Chauvin II 174 no. 16 VIII 180 no. 212; DOTTI
384/{lit.}; Taymûr no. 798/cf.; Wesselski Hodscha I 263 "N. 232".>
L0432.0.1$, Impoverished husband begs from wife's paramour.
Ref.: MITON.>
L0432.1, Cruel brothers brought to beg charity from abused sister. Type: cf. 872$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 304 488/{Egy}.>
L0432.2, Impoverished father begs from daughter he has banished: recognized.
Link: |Q0291.3$, Hard-hearted parent(s) punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 159 160 172 190 224 265 490 708/{Sdn, Mrc}; CA.)A. Ibrâhîm "Rubâtâb" [no.
3].>
L0432.5$, Impoverished father begs from son he has formerly expelled.
Link: |L0432, Impoverished husband begs from wife's new husband. |S0011, Cruel father.

Ref.: DOTTI 405 609/{Alg}.>
L0432.6$, Impoverished master begs from former slave (servant).
Ref.: DOTTI 551 646/{lit.}.>
L0433$, Arrogant husband repaid. Type: 328C$,/1640A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 201 481 754 771 885/{Alg}.>
L0433.1$, New husband informs former husband of wife's many merits. Type: cf. 706D$, 895B$.
Ref.: Hujelân 229 no. 22-4.>
L0435, Self-righteousness punished. Type: 756A, 756B.
Link: |W0172$, Self-righteousness.>

L0437$, Exaggerated claim of self-worth (accomplishments) disputed.
Link: |Q0331.3.1$, Rebuke (reprimand) for arrogance.

Ref.: Simpson 124; Taymûr no. 2261/cf.>
L0437.1$, Deity's (spirit's) exaggerated claim disputed. Type: 613.
Ref.: Ions 75; Simpson 124/(Osiris's); Shamy (el-) Egypt 100 no. 14/(demon's).>
L0450, Proud animal less fortunate than humble. Type: 245.
Link: |J2413.7.1$, Country mouse tries to procuring food in town (home)--is killed (maimed).

Ref.: DOTTI 89; Shawqî 290 [no. 20].>
L0451, Wild animal finds his liberty better than tame animal's ease.
Link: |U0310.0.1$, Freedom (liberty) above all.

Ref.: DOTTI 42/{lit.}.>
L0451.1, Tame bird and wild bird. The tame bird tells the wild one to look about him. He is shot.
Type: 245.
Ref.: DOTTI 89.>
L0451.3, Wolf prefers liberty and hunger to dog's servitude and plenty. Type: 201.
Ref.: DOTTI 75.>
L0451.5$, Lark (singing bird) prefers freedom to captivity in golden cage. Type: 201A$.
Link: |B0534.1.0.1$, Bird (animal) mother joins her brood (young) in captivity--refuses liberty without
them.

Ref.: DOTTI 75/{lit.}.>
L0452, Ass is jealous of the horse until he learns better.
Link: |J0011, Shipwrecked shepherd distrusts [(fears)] the sea. He had formerly envied sailors. |J0212.1,
Ass envies horse in fine trappings. Horse killed in battle; ass content. |L0454$, War-horse jealous of bull,
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but he sees bull slaughtered at peace time.>

L0452.1, Ass jealous of horse, but sees horse later working in mill.
Ref.: Chauvin III 50 no. 2.>
L0452.2, Ass jealous of horse until he sees him wounded. Type: 214*.
Link: |J0212.1, Ass envies horse in fine trappings. Horse killed in battle; ass content.

Ref.: DOTTI 82.>
L0454$, War-horse jealous of bull, but he sees bull slaughtered at peace time. Type: cf. 214*.
Link: |J0212.1, Ass envies horse in fine trappings. Horse killed in battle; ass content.

Ref.: Destaing Cheluhs 128-30 no. 50 (167); DOTTI 82.>
L0458$, Fortune of proud animal or bird (lion, eagle, falcon) reversed: humbled by lowly one.
Link: |F0989.25$, Weak (base, lowly) animal dominates over a powerful (noble) one. |L0315, Small
animal overcomes large. |U0260.3$, Effects of aging are irreversible.

Ref.: Destaing Cheluhs 2 (132) no. 1/cf.; MITON; A.R. Sâlih 66; Farrân (al-) AAl-Fann alY
)azîm "; Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 13; el-)Oqdah "Safînat al-gharâm" 15.>
L0458.1$, In old age, hawk (eagle, etc.) must feed on food left by creatures that were once his prey.
Link: |J0761.5$, The aged (weak) need to rely on strategy, not on physical strength.

Ref.: MITON.>
L0460, Pride brought low--miscellaneous.
Link: |L0405$, Rich (high) becomes poor (low).

Ref.: Shawqî 326 [no. 50].>
L0465, The mule's double ancestry. [When well fed: mother is thoroughbred horse; hard work:
father was a miserable ass].>
L0471, The man scorns the storm: killed by it. Type: 934**, cf. 68C$.
Link: |J0655.3$, Sparrow (eagle, falcon, etc.) jeers at the snare. His keen eyesight does not prevent him
from getting snared (trapped). |J1740.2$, Foolish fight with the elements (wind, rain, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 31 635.>
L0477$, Person chanting about his proud life (`never been slapped') is humiliated by (envious)
attacker. Type: 1340$.
Link: |J1074.3.2$, `Had it not been for my tongue, the back of my neck wouldn't have been slapped'.
|U0169.2$, Wasp's buzz brings about destruction of own nest--(betrays hidden location). |W0195, Envy.
[("Jealousy of/from" (ghîrah min: envy of Y)].

Ref.: DOTTI 743/{Egy}.>
L0482, Men are too prosperous (happy): things are made more difficult.>
L0485$, Reversal of an object's fortune (land mark, tree, mountain, etc.).
Link: |P0775.4.2$, `Mountains of kohl are depleted (worn-down) by [tiny] applicators, and abundant
money is depleted by the years (Time, usage)'.>

L0485.1$, Community site (city, town, tribal homestead, home, etc.) formerly alive is now lifeless
(abandoned, deserted, ruined).
Link: |P0730.1$, Nomads's temporary residence (transhumant lifestyle). |T0044$, Bewailing separation
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from beloved.

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 232-33/(Church).>
L0485.1.1$, Community site is now occupied by only wild animals.>
L0485.5$, Tree formerly green and full of life (birds) is now dead (wood, tools, etc.).
Link: |U0162, Tree cut down with axe for which it has furnished the handle.

Ref.: MITON.>
L0490$-L499$, Lowly (poor) becomes high (rich).>
L0490$, Lowly (poor) becomes high (rich).
Link: |L0161, Lowly hero [(commoner)] marries princess. |L0162, Lowly heroine marries prince (king).
|L0165, Lowly boy becomes king. |P0501.3$, Change in government (new ruler) brings about change in
policy (practices).

Ref.: Simpson 239; DOTTI 280 533 859/{Omn}; MITON; Taymûr no. 812.>
L0490.1$, Common person made ruler (king, queen). Type: 318, 318A$, 326, 461A, 567A, 930.
Link: |H0171.2, Bird indicates election of king (pope). |L0165, Lowly boy becomes king. |P0011.1.1, King
chosen by lot.

Ref.: DOTTI 147 148 155 232 328 621; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas"
43-4 no. 62R.>
L0490.1.1$, Slave made ruler (king, emperor). Type: 851C$.
Link: |P0508$, Government by slave-class (mamelukes). |V0008.1.1$, God makes slaves into kings due to
their obedience to Him, and kings into slaves due to their disobedience.

Ref.: Damîrî I 244-45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 125; Ibshîhî 156 269; DOTTI 473
591 622 643/{Egy}.>
L0490.1.2$, Fugitive (prisoner) made nobleman (king's courtier, advisor, or the like).
Ref.: Maspero 82 no. 4; ThaClabî 74-75.>
L0490.3$, Layman (simple person) made savant. Type: 750D, cf. 924A.
Link: |P0120, Church dignitaries [(ulama, fuqahâ')].

Ref.: DOTTI 408 610; Shamy (el-) Egypt 129 no. 21; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Armanyoas" 41 no. 62R.>
L0490.3.1$, Hermit (dervish, monk) made head cleric (chief of ulama, pope, archbishop, etc.). Type:
1331E*$, 1694, 1848B.
Link: |K1961, Sham churchman.

Ref.: DOTTI 738 914 936; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 40-41 no. 62R.>
L0491$, Wealth leads to pride (vanity). Type: 159B, 159C$,/893A$, 750D, 751C*.
Link: |U0062.0.2$, Poverty leads to insolence (bad manners). |W0166$, Arrogance (conceit).

Ref.: DOTTI 66 67 408 412 544; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 68-69 no. 6.>
L0491.1$, Fame leads to pride (vanity). Type: 750D.
Link: |U0294$, Merits and demerits of fame and obscurity (being maghmûr).

Ref.: DOTTI 408.>
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L0492$, Vanity of the newly-rich.
Link: |F0647.3, Marvelous sensitiveness: injury from rose leaves falling. |P0159.0.1$, The newly rich.
|U0130.1, Newly rich cannot resist call for distribution of food to beggars. |W0175, Changeableness.>

L0492.1$, Previously rustic man thinks silk is too rough.>
L0492.1.1$, Previously rustic man suffers injury from fruit (vegetable) fuzz. Type: 751C*.
Link: |F0647.3, Marvelous sensitiveness: injury from rose leaves falling. |W0176$, Changeableness:
marvelous insensitiveness to marvelous sensitiveness.

Ref.: DOTTI 405 412 413 594 596 605 690 874 894/{Egy, Sdn}; Farag 341-46; Mitchnik
21-22; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 6-2-no. 6/7-1-no. 1.>
L0494$, Vanity of the once-powerful.
Link: |W0010.9.3$, Kindness to the once-lofty (wealthy, powerful, etc.) recommended. |W0165, False
pride. Son ashamed of his peasant father who brings him money. |W0166$, Arrogance (conceit).

Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) II 171.>
L0494.1$, Dismissed official exercises his lost authority on passers-by.
Ref.: Amîn 242.>
L0494.1.1$, Dismissed officer sets up free water stand, then orders drinkers: "Drink from that waterbottle, not from this one [you are holding]!".
Ref.: Amîn 136.>
L0494.2$, "`Give me alms, [but don't forget that], still, I am your master!'".
Link: |W0151.9.4$, Greedy grant (gift, alms, tip, etc.) recipient. Wants more of the gratuity given him.

Ref.: Amîn 242 439; Shamy (el-) Egypt 139 no. 24; Taymûr no. 1063 1180.>
L0495$, Captive (prisoner) becomes captor (jailor). Type: 159C$,/893A$.
Link: |W0011.5, Generosity toward enemy.

Ref.: DOTTI 67 68 544 591/{Egy}.>
L0499$, Lowly (poor) becomes high (rich)--miscellaneous.>
L0499.1$, The most despised proves to be the most useful. Type: 314, cf. 533A$.
Link: |U0085.5$, Remembered only when needed.>

L0499.1.1$, Despised insect becomes esteemed when it is discovered that it has medicinal value.
Link: |F0950.0.4.1$, Animal excreta as medicine. |U0085.1$, `Cat told, "Your feces is medicine": she dug a
hole and concealed it'.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 317-18/(beetle).>
L0500$-L0519$, An occasion (situation) suddenly turns into its reverse.>
L0500$, Situation suddenly turns into its reverse (opposite).
Link: |F0840.0.1.1$, Powerful object destroyed by a trifle. (The `indestructible' destroyed). |L0408$,
Captor (jailer) falls in love with captive (prisoner)--captor humbled. |N0190.0.1.2$, `God changes a
situation to its opposite in a blink of an eye'.>

L0500.1$, "East became west, and west became east".
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 85 no. 11, 97 no. 14.>
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L0501$, Unhappy occasion (sadness) turns into happy one (joy).
Link: |N0400, Lucky accident.

Ref.: MITON.>
L0501.1$, Funeral turns into a wedding celebration. Type: 885A.
Ref.: DOTTI 534 535/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
L0501.2$, Defeat turns into victory.
Link: |L0507$, Victory turns into defeat.>

L0502$, Feeling (sentiment, emotion) turns into its opposite.
Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 157.>
L0502.1$, Hate turns into love (instantly).
Ref.: MITON.>
L0502.2$, Spurned person becomes loved and vice versa.
Ref.: MITON.>
L0505$, Planned good deed preempted by hasty (foolish) act by intended recipient.
Link: |J0675.0.1$, Preemptive actions: anticipatory treachery countervailed by treacherous acts. |N0100,
Nature of luck and fate. |N0194$, Good fortune interrupted (by deity) due to misunderstanding (mistake).
|N0385, Unintentional [ mistakes] bring unfortunate consequences. |W0196.2$, Had the impatient not
acted in haste, his request would have been granted.

Ref.: MITON.>
L0506$, Happy occasion (joy) turns into an unhappy one (sadness).
Link: |L0501$, Unhappy occasion (sadness) turns into happy one (joy). |N0300, Unlucky accidents.
|Z0077.6.1$, Failed joy.

Ref.: DOTTI 697 842 897/{Irq}; MITON.>
L0506.0.1$, `Light turns into darkness' (to one's eyes).>
L0506.0.2$, `Joy unfulfilled' (happiness short-lived).
Link: |T0044$, Bewailing separation from beloved.

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî I 71.>
L0506.1$, Wedding celebration turns into sadness (funeral).
Ref.: MITON; Alf III 220.>
L0507$, Victory turns into defeat.
Link: |L0501.2$, Defeat turns into victory. |U0149.2.3$, Event means victory for some defeat for others.>

M. ORDAINING THE FUTURE
M0-M99, Judgments and decrees
M0000, Judgments and decrees.>
M0001, Senseless judicial decisions. Type: 1534, cf. 210A$.
Link: |X0335$, Humor concerning senseless (absurd) legal judgments.

Ref.: Chauvin VIII 203 no. 245; DOTTI 79 838.>
M0002, Inhuman decisions of king.>
M0005$, No one knows the future.
Link: |D1814.1, Advice from magician (fortune-teller, etc.); |N0101.5.1.1$, What is not to be will not be;
what will be will be (`Que sera sera, Y');@M0302.4.2$, `Astrologers (diviners) lie even when [their
prognostications come to pass as] truthful'.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 256 no. 6.>
M0010, Irrevocable judgments.
Link: |A0196.2, Decree of gods irrevocable. |V0318.1.1$, Suppliant pleads "not that God revoke His
prejudgment but only that He lighten its impact".>

M0012, Irrevocable sentence carried out even when innocence is proved.
Ref.: DOTTI 402 768/{lit.}; MITON.>
M0012.1$, Irrevocable sentence carried out figuratively when innocence is proved.
Link: |A1568.1$, Clitoridectomy was begun as lesser punishment of maiming penalty motivated by
irrevocable vow (oath). |M0203, King's promise irrevocable. |V0544$, God furnishes substitute (ram) for
human sacrifice. (fidâ').>

M0012.1.1$, One hundred strokes: tapping once with palm branch with one hundred fronds. Type:
750J$.
Link: |K2312.3$, Vow (oath) figuratively fulfilled.

Ref.: ThaClabî 94/(Job strikes his wife); DOTTI 411; Hanauer 19.>
M0013, Sentence [(rule)] applied to king's own son. [ ].
Link: |J1511, A rule must work both ways.>

M0013.1, Ruler has son beheaded for rape [(adultery)].>
M0020, Short-sighted judgments.>
M0021, King Lear's judgment. [Pleased by his elder daughters' flattery and angered by his
youngest's seeming indifference--banishes youngest]. Type: 737A*.
Link: |J0551.6, Only youngest son tells king truth when asked where they got their food: banished.
|W0155.0.1$, Apathy (social insensitiveness, indifference to the plight of others). |Z0094.2.2$, Symbolism:
balanced and imbalanced persons.

Ref.: DOTTI 405.>
M0050, Other judgments and decrees.>
M0055, Judgment: pardon given if hero produces the lady about whom he has boasted.>
M0090, Judgments and decrees--miscellaneous motifs.>
M0092, Decision left to first person to arrive. Type: 155, 613A$.
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Link: |P0017.1, First man to arrive after king's death to be heir.

Ref.: ThaClabî 100/(of two women); DOTTI 60 347.>
M0100-M199, Vows and oaths.>
M0100, Vows and oaths.
Ref.: Amîn 324-25.>
M0100.1$, Vow kept (covenant maintained) in spite of great odds. Type: cf. 779J2$-779J3$.
Link: |M0201, Making of bargains and promises. |M0202.0.1, Bargain or promise to be fulfilled at all
hazards. |M0202.9.1.1$, "A free person's (noble) `word' is a debt". |P0525.0.1, "It is a debt if it is
promised". |W0029$, Constancy [(wafâ')]. |W0037.0.1, Man never breaks his word.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 343.>
M0101, Punishment for broken oaths.

Link: |M0202.9$, Keepers of their `word' (kilmah/kalimah, i.e., bargains, promises, etc.). |M0205.9$,
Breakers of their `word' (i.e., bargains, promises).>

M0103$, Swearing by saint is more binding. God forgives a broken oath, saints do not.
Link: |M0115, Only one oath binding. It must be by so and so or else it is worthless. |M0119.0.1$,
Swearing by God. |M0147.1$, False conditional `divorce-vow' redeemable: perjurer can restore wife
(twice) at little cost. |V0220.0.7$, Pleading to a saint for help.

Ref.: DOTTI 14 932/{Egy, Plst}.>
M0104$, Deceptive oaths: swearing by pseudo-prophet, pseudo-saint, or pseudo-force. Type:
1807C$, cf. 44A$.
Link: |H0249$, Oath by the sacred as test of truth. |M0110.1, Swearing while one knows that his oath is
rendered valueless. |X0590$, Humor concerning the sham pious. |X0599.1$, Humorous oaths.

Ref.: DOTTI 14 932/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cats and Mice War" no. 40;
CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10A 5-1-no. 17.>
M0105, Equivocal oaths.
Link: |K2312.3$, Vow (oath) figuratively fulfilled.>

M0105.1$, Use of "'in-shâ'-Allâh (If God wills)" evasively. Type: 830C.
Link: |C0051.3.1, Tabu: desecration of God's name. |K0231.12.2$, Debt to be paid "in-shâ'-Allâh (If God
wills)": God never wills it.

Ref.: DOTTI 453.>
M0106, Escape from vengeance caused by broken oaths.>
M0106.0.1$, Oath honored (vow fulfilled) in spit of mental reservations--(`merely in order not to
violate oath').
Link: |C0068, Tabu: neglecting to fulfill vow made to god. |M0108, Violators of oaths. |M0202.9$,
Keepers of their `word' (kilmah/kalimah, i.e., bargains, promises, etc.). |M0206, Promise made merely as a
matter of form not binding.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0106.1$, Apparently false oath found (shown) to be valid: swearer spared punitive consequences.
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Type: 918$.
Link: |N0147$, Predestined circumstances of death: time, place, agent, instrument, etc., of mortal's death
preordained.

Ref.: Damîrî II 258; DOTTI 584 585/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ulama and sîdî
Ibrâhîm" no. 60.>
M0108, Violators of oaths.
Link: |C0068, Tabu: neglecting to fulfill vow made to god. |M0106.0.1$, Oath honored (vow fulfilled) in
spit of mental reservations--(`merely in order not to violate oath'). |M0117.0.1$, nadhr/`nadr': conditional
vow: pledge to perform certain (good) act if prayer is answered (request is granted).>

M0108.0.1$, Treacherous violator of sacred oath. Type: 155, cf. 20D*, 136A*.
Link: |C0094.2, Tabu: false and profane swearing of oath. |J0021.8.2$, "Do not take an oath". |K1930,
Treacherous impostors. |K2200, Villains and traitors. |K2297, Treacherous friend. |M0105.1$, Use of
"'in-shâ'-Allâh (If God wills)" evasively. |M0110.1.1$, Swearing falsely (oath as a lie). |M0205, Breaking
of [(reneging on)] bargain or promise. |M0205.9$, Breakers of their `word' (i.e., bargains, promises).
|M0209$, Reminder of unfulfilled (forgotten) vow: recipient must execute own part of pledge (bargain).
|P0520$, Perjury at court of law. |W0037, Conscientiousness.

Ref.: DOTTI 60; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
M0109$, Thief's oath valueless.>
M0109.1$, They said to the thief, `Swear [to your innocence]'? He thought, `Relief (escape) has
come [in spite of guilt]!'.
Ref.: RAFE 301 n. 19; Taymûr no. 2178.>
M0110, Taking of vows and oaths.
Link: |W0037.0.1, Man never breaks his word.>

M0110.1, Swearing while one knows that his oath is rendered valueless. Type: 1807C$.
Link: |M0104$, Deceptive oaths: swearing by pseudo-prophet, pseudo-saint, or pseudo-force.

Ref.: DOTTI 932/{Egy}; CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10A 5-1-no. 17.>
M0110.1.1$, Swearing falsely (oath as a lie). Type: 44, 136A*, 1418.
Link: |M0108.0.1$, Treacherous violator of sacred oath. |Q0263, Lying (perjury) punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0110.3, Oath uttered by pious when in danger of succumbing to temptation.
Link: |M0414.14.1$, "O Satan, may God punish (disgrace) you [for having caused sin]!".>

M0113, Oath taken on arms.>
M0113.1, Oath taken on sword. Type: 159C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 67 68 544 591/{Egy}; MITON.>
M0114, Oath on sacred object. Type: 136A*, cf. 1418.
Link: |M0119.8.6.1$, Swearing by sacredness of love.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 48; DOTTI 56 793.>
M0114.1, Oath on sacred book.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 163 no. 74; Hurreiz 112 no. 31; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 176-77 no.
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41; Wehr 444 no. 17.>
M0114.1.1, Oath by Tora.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0114.1.2$, Oath by Bible (Evangel).
Ref.: MITON.>
M0114.1.3$, Oath (vow) taken on the Koran.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 176-77 no. 41.>
M0114.2, Oath taken on holy stone.
Link: |M0119.5, Swearing on a stone.>

M0114.4, Swearing on sacred relics.>
M0114.5, Taking oath on cowdung. [Indian motif].>
M0114.7$, Swearing by sacred fire.
Link: |M0119.2, Swearing by (clan) gods.

Ref.: Alf III 267.>
M0114.7.1$, Oath by holy fire and light.
Link: |V0001.6.3, Worship of fire.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0115, Only one oath binding. It must be by so and so or else it is worthless.
Link: |M0103$, Swearing by saint is more binding. God forgives a broken oath, saints do not.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0115.1, Three-fold oath.
Ref.: Zîr 63/(poem).>
M0115.2$, Oath so heavy (great) it would shake God's throne.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 119 no. 17.>
M0115.3$, Oath so great it cannot be revoked nor made-up for by expiatory-deed (kaffârah).
Link: |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up for by additional good
deeds.

Ref.: Damîrî II 258; Damîrî II 298-99; Damîrî I 298-99: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
124; DOTTI 585/{lit.}; MITON.>
M0115.4$, Beloved wife (woman) requires divorce-oath from her husband to ensure that her
demands are met.
Link: |P0529.2.2$, Wife granted a wish: she demands divorce.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0115.9$, Exaggerated (weighty) oaths--miscellaneous.>
M0115.9.1$, Husband swears divorce at his wife: "And at wives of seven neighbors as well!"-(humorous). Type: 901A$.
Link: |J1540, Retorts between husband and wife. |M0115.1, Three-fold oath. |M0147$, Conditional
`divorce-vow': oath that divorce will have occurred unless certain matter is brought to pass. |P0529.3.0.1$,
Triple (three-fold) divorce oath: one oath intended to be irrevocable. |Q0315$, Intemperance in truth-
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speaking punished. |Q0432.0.1$, Divorce as punishment. |T0196$, Wife divorced because of a trifle.

Ref.: Damîrî II 258; Ibshîhî 603; DOTTI 560 585/{lit.}.>
M0116, Oath taken on hand of saint.
Link: |P0351$, Covenant of sufi brotherhood: pledge of allegiance (Cahd) required for joining (religious)
brotherhood.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56.>
M0116.3$, Oath by saint's shrine. Type: 44A$, 1842D$.
Link: |M0119.8.2.2$, Oath by the Prophet's tomb (grave).
Link: |M0119.10$, Swearing by a saint. |V0220.0.7.2$, Wishing by saint (saint's shrine).

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 19/cf./(house of god); DOTTI 14 793 935/{Plst}.>
M0116.4$, Oath by sacred writing (or talisman).
Link: |D1266.1, Magic writings (gramerye [gramarye], runes).

Ref.: Burton VII 317 n./("the Seal-ring of Solomon"); MITON.>
M0117, Vow to perform certain act unless cataclysm occurs.
Link: |M0169$, Vow (threat) to commit a cataclysmic act (if certain condition is not met).>

M0117.0.1$, nadhr/`nadr': conditional vow: pledge to perform certain (good) act if prayer is
answered (request is granted). Type: 310, 325, 403, 480, 1538A$, cf. 707.
Link: |C0068, Tabu: neglecting to fulfill vow made to god. |M0108, Violators of oaths. |M0147$,
Conditional `divorce-vow': oath that divorce will have occurred unless certain matter is brought to pass.
|M0209$, Reminder of unfulfilled (forgotten) vow: recipient must execute own part of pledge (bargain).
|M0297$, Vow of abstinence from exercising certain legitimate activity (e.g., enjoying, marrying,
celebrating, eating certain food, or the like--("deeming sinful to oneself"). |V0220.0.7.1$, Pleading to saint
(holy man) for a [blessed] "Glance!". |V0452$, Child promised to God. Usually as nadhr/vow by parent(s).

Ref.: Maspero 156 no. 8/cf.; Ibn-CAasim no. 255; Boqarî 74; DOTTI 116 152 189 249 386
847 867/{Egy}; Kamâl 255-7; MITON; RAFE 18 n. 47, 307 n. 51; Shamy (el-) Egypt 54-55 no. 8;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 7, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 14; TAWT
440.>
M0117.0.1.1$, Make conditional vows (nudhûr) sparingly, and be sure to fulfill them.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2270.>
M0117.1$, Vow to perform certain act if a certain condition is met.
Link: |M0223, Blind promise (rash boon). Person grants wish before hearing it. |Z0070.5$, Empty talk
(chitchat).>

M0117.1.1$, "If the king were to marry me, I would do Y". Type: 707.
Link: |M0205.9.2.1$, Maiden (girl) promises to accomplish certain (impossible) task if certain condition is
met but fails to fulfill her part of the bargain.

Ref.: DOTTI 386.>
M0117.1.2$, "If the gods were to protect me, I would do Y". Type: cf. 325A$.
Ref.: Maspero 157 no. 8; DOTTI 154.>
M0117.1.3$, "If I were to live (survive, "have longer lifespan"), I would do `such and such'".
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33, no. 33-b 246.>
M0117.2$, Vow (threat) to commit certain act if a certain condition is not met.
Link: |K1771, Bluffing threat. |M0170.1.1$, Vow (threat) to commit suicide if demand is not met.
|T0311.2.2$, Girl threatens to kill herself (and husband-to-be) if forced to marry.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 614-15.>
M0117.2.1$, Vow to destroy goods if price is not fair (too low).
Link: |P0774$, Prices. |P0774.4$, Low prices (`a bargain').

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 614-15.>
M0119, Taking of vows and oaths--miscellaneous.>
M0119.0.1$, Swearing by God.
Link: |B0251.7, Animal makes religious oath. |H0249$, Oath by the sacred as test of truth. |M0103$,
Swearing by saint is more binding. God forgives a broken oath, saints do not. |X0599.1.2$, Donkey's
(heavy) oath: "By Him, who is the Creator of barely and the sender of the stick upon asses!"--(i.e., by
God).

Ref.: Maspero 17 no. 1 148 no. 8/(by Osiris) 233 no. 16 241 n. 4; Simpson 113; DOTTI 61
147/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 7/("The forgiver of
sins"/"Ghâfir"); Kisâ'î 22-23: (Thackston 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 37.>
M0119.0.1.1$, Swearing by God's boon (e.g., bread, salt).
Link: |M0119.8.3.2$, Swearing by the milk suckled together during infancy (i.e., mother's or wet-nurse's).>

M0119.0.1.2$, Swearing by one's own attributes: health, eyesight, etc.
Link: |M0119.11.4$, Oath by the `right' of beard (usually gray).

Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.0.1.3$, Oath by one's own limbs.
Link: |N0002.3, Bodily members wagered.>

M0119.0.1.3.1$, Oath by one's own head.
Link: |H0252.4, Oath taken on boy's head: boy to die if false. |N0002.3.1, Head wagered.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.0.1.3.2$, Oath by one's own eye(s).
Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.0.2$, Swearing by God's Powers (manifestations of His Omnipotence).
Link: |A0665.0.2$, God's omnipotence supports the sky `without columns'. |U0263.0.1$, `Glory be to Him
who never forgets' (i.e., only God does not forget).

Ref.: Burton V 214/"by His Glory".>
M0119.9.2.1$, Swearing (oath) by Him who empowered the Prophet [to be] a prophet ("nabbâ ennabî nabî"i.e., God). (Typically, in conjunction with M0119.9.4$).
Link: |M0119.0.2$, Swearing by God's Powers (manifestations of His Omnipotence).>

M0119.0.4$, Swearing by one's own credit from performing religious services (e.g., fasting,
pilgrimage, prayers, etc.).
Link: |Q0026, Keeping fast rewarded. |Q0028, Reward for religious pilgrimage.>
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M0119.1, Swearing by the elements: sun moon, stars, wind.>
M0119.1.1, Oath by River Styx.>
M0119.1.2$, Oath by a well (spring). Type: 136A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 56.>
M0119.2, Swearing by (clan) gods.
Link: |M0114.7$, Swearing by sacred fire.>

M0119.2.1$, Swearing by idol (or local deity).
Link: |M0119.5, Swearing on a stone. |V0001.11, Worship of idols.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 255.>
M0119.5, Swearing on a stone.

Link: |M0114.2, Oath taken on holy stone. |M0119.2.1$, Swearing by idol (or local deity).>

M0119.7, Oath by placing hand on genitals.
Link: |J0551.8$, Self mutilation to demonstrate truthfulness (innocence, lack of interest). |M0119.0.1.2$,
Swearing by one's own attributes: health, eyesight, etc.>

M0119.8, Oath taken by life of a person.
Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 128.>
M0119.8.1, Swearing by one's father and mother. Type: 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 554; TAWT 426.>
M0119.8.2, Swearing by life of father [(or ancestors)]. Type: 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 554; MITON; TAWT 427.>
M0119.8.2.1$, Swearing by grave of ancestor(s).
Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.8.2.2$, Oath by the Prophet's Tomb (Grave).
Link: |M0116.3$, Oath by saint's shrine.

Ref.: Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 11-a.>
M0119.8.3$, Swearing by life of one's mother. Type: 898.
Link: |Z0084.1.1$, Insult: mention of mother's name.

Ref.: Simpson 113/(goddess Nieth); DOTTI 554.>
M0119.8.3.1$, One sibling pleads with another by life of their mother--(usually they are stepsiblings).
Ref.: Ions 75.>
M0119.8.3.2$, Swearing by the milk suckled together during infancy (i.e., mother's or wet-nurse's).
Link: |M0119.0.1.1$, Swearing by God's boon (e.g., bread, salt). |M0119.8.6.1.1$, Swearing by sanctity
(`hurmah') of brother-sister love. |P0250.0.2$, Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of
different races--usually, black and white). |P0313, Milk-brotherhood. |Z0065.3.1.1$, `A milk-[white] day'
(i.e., as white and pure as milk: an auspicious time).

Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.8.4$, Swearing by life of one's children.>
M0119.8.5$, Swearing (pleading) `by [value of] one's own life [for some one else]' (bi-hayâtî-Y/`wi-
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hayâtî-Y').
Link: |M0119.8.6$, Swearing by love.

Ref.: DOTTI 815/{lit.}; MITON.>
M0119.8.6$, Swearing by love.
Link: |M0119.8.5$, Swearing (pleading) `by [value of] one's own life [for some one else]' (bi-hayâtî-Y/`wihayâtî-Y').

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 302 n. 28/cf.>
M0119.8.6.1$, Swearing by sacredness of love.
Link: |M0114, Oath on sacred object.>

M0119.8.6.1.1$, Swearing by sanctity (`hurmah') of brother-sister love. Type: cf. 872$.
Link: |M0119.8.3.2$, Swearing by the milk suckled together during infancy (i.e., mother's or wet-nurse's).
|T0405.3.0.2$, Groom experiences mystical paralysis at defloration of bride: they prove to be brother and
sister. |T0415, Brother-sister incest.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz VI 183.>
M0119.8.7$, Swearing by one's honor (sharaf).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 119 no. 17/cf.>
M0119.9$, Swearing by a prophet.
Link: |H0249$, Oath by the sacred as test of truth.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.9.1$, Swearing by all of God's Messengers.
Ref.: Wickett 70/cf./[a commonplace oath!]Q
M0119.9.1.0.1$, Oath by someone's own religion ("By your faith").
Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.9.2$, Oath by Moses.>
M0119.9.3$, Oath by Jesus (Christ, Messiah).
Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.9.3.1$, Oath by `The Virgin' (Mother of Christ).
Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.9.4$, Oath by Mohammed.>
M0119.9.5$, Oath by Solomon.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0119.10$, Swearing by a saint. Type: 1807C$, 1842D$.
Link: |M0116.3$, Oath by saint's shrine.

Ref.: DOTTI 14 774 932 935/{Mrc}.>
M0119.11$, Oath by the `right' (power, blessedness) of certain object or abstraction.
Ref.: RAFE 185; Zîr 52/(dhimmat al-)Arab).>
M0119.11.1$, Oath by the `right' of certain time (day, month, year).
Link: |D1707.7$, Blessed time-period (year, day, hour, etc.).

Ref.: Zîr 52/(Rajab).>
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M0119.11.2$, Oath by the `right' of a certain place.
Link: |D1707.8$, Blessed places.>

M0119.11.4$, Oath by the `right' of beard (usually gray). Type: 1534E$.
Link: |J1552.1.1, The ass is not at home. [Ass brays; owner: "Will you believe an ass and not a graybeard
like me?"]. |M0119.0.1.2$, Swearing by one's own attributes: health, eyesight, etc.

Ref.: ThaClabî 68; Boqarî 7-8.>
M0120, Vows concerning personal appearance.>
M0124$, Vow of cleanliness.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0128$, Vow to keep mourning signs until certain event is brought to pass.
Link: |M0160.1$, Vow (oath) to avenge murdered relative or friend. |P0681.0.2$, Mourning until certain
event is brought to pass.>

M0130, Vows concerning sex.
Link: |M0149, Vows concerning sex--miscellaneous. |M0152.0.1.1$, Vow to abstain from sexual activities
until

revenge

has

been

accomplished.

|T0000,

SEX:

[ITS

ACCOMPANIMENTS

AND

CONSEQUENCES].>

M0131, Vow of chastity.>
M0131.1$, Vows of faithfulness exchanged between couple.
Link: |M0135.3$, Spouse no-remarriage pact: each of husband and wife vows never to remarry if the other
dies first.

Ref.: DOTTI 693/{lit.}; MITON; Wehr 444 no. 17.>
M0131.1.1$, Vow to become unfaithful if spouse is unfaithful.
Link: |P0187.1$, Wife humiliated by husband's sexual liaison with slave-woman. |S0062.5.1$, Husband's
infidelity (faithlessness) drives wife insane. |T0217, Wife refuses to become unfaithful although she knows
her husband to be so. |T0257.7.1, Wife repays husband's supposed adultery by doing likewise. |T0230.2,
Faithless wife causes her husband to go insane.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 11 no. 1; MITON.>
M0131.3$, Pledge of chastity written (embroidered) on girl's underwear (underpants).
Link: |K1872.8.3$, Valuables (jewels, money, document) hidden in underwear worn--(e.g., underpants,
brazier, trousers' belt, or the like. |T0016.5$, Passion (hawâ) aroused upon seeing a piece of underwear
(undergarment). |T0381.0.6$, Chastity belt to keep a female chaste. (Usually wife or daughter).

Ref.: MITON.>
M0131.4$, Vow never to mate with the beloved in `sin' (fornication).
Link: |Q0555.6.1$, Failure in mission as punishment for fornication while away from home (a-traveling).

Ref.: MITON.>
M0132, Vow of virginity.>
M0132.3$, Vow never to have to do with women (marry). Type: 1406A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 788; Nabhânî (al-) I 282-83/cf.>
M0135, Vow never to remarry. Type: 872$.
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Link: |M0255, Deathbed promise concerning the second wife. |T0311.7.1$, Person prefers not to remarry.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 273/(wife) 595-96; DOTTI 488 788; Juhaymân (al-) I 277-90 no. 19; MITON.>
M0135.3$, Spouse no-remarriage pact: each of husband and wife vows never to remarry if the other
dies first. Type: 318A$.
Link: |M0131.1$, Vows of faithfulness exchanged between couple. |M0255, Deathbed promise concerning
the second wife. |T0291.1, Wife keeps vow never to wed [(remarry)] after her husband's death. |M0297$,
Vow of abstinence from exercising certain legitimate activity (e.g., enjoying, marrying, celebrating, eating
certain food, or the like--("deeming sinful to oneself").

Ref.: Basset Mille II 165 no. 75; DOTTI 148 747/{Irq}; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) I 282-83;
RAFE 127 n. 449; TAWT 434 no. 25/{Egy}.>
M0137, Vow not to be jealous [(distrustful)] of one's wife. Type: 1419M$.
Ref.: DOTTI 798.>
M0138, Vow to marry first person performing certain act.>
M0139$, Vow to marry only a person fitting certain description (size, color, etc.). Type: 313E*,
510B.
Link: |M0146, Vow to marry a certain woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 98 130 261 262 273 633 636 695/{Omn, Qtr}; TAWT 423 no. 10/{Egy} 451
no. 46/{Sdn} 45749-II/{Pen}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 713-x-no. 5.>
M0139.1$, Vow to marry only a girl whom a certain object (shoe, bracelet, etc.) would fit. Type:
313E*, 510B.
Link: |C0684, Compulsion to perform certain task yearly.

Ref.: DOTTI 130 261 263; TAWT 423 no. 10/{Egy} 452 no. 46-3/{Egy}.>
M0139.2$, Vow to marry only the man with the most rosy (red) henna-colored hands. Type: 709.
Link: |T0133.8.1.1$, "Henna-eve" precedes "dukhlah-eve" (night of consummation of marriage). Bride's
(groom's) hands, feet, etc., dyed with henna (rose, pink, red color).

Ref.: DOTTI 391 392/{Mrc}; TAWT 421 no. 8/{Alg}.>
M0144$-(formerly, M0143$), Wedding night vows and promises (made by bride or groom).
Link: |T0160, Consummation of marriage. [("dukhlah", i.e., entering, penetration, etc.)].

Ref.: MITON.>
M0144.1$, Husband vows (makes oath) not to take a second wife ("marry over", "to co-wife").
Link: |J0021.32, "Do not marry more than one woman". |M0255, Deathbed promise concerning the second
wife. |T0291.1, Wife keeps vow never to wed [(remarry)] after her husband's death.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0144.2$, Husband breaks his vow not to take a second wife because first is barren.
Link: |M0205.9$, Breakers of their `word' (i.e., bargains, promises). |T0145.2, Second wife taken because
first is barren. |T0282, Handmaid [(slave-girl)] given as wife unto husband by barren wife.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0145, Vow to wed no man who cannot perform certain feat.
Link: |H0335, Tasks assigned suitors. Bride as prize for accomplishment.>
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M0145.2$, Heroine vows to wed only the man who can defeat her in war-games.
C

Link: |F0565.2.1$, Amazons-like maiden. |Z0205$, Heroines of siyar ( Unaytirah/`)Inaitrah$, Dhât alHimmah, al-Jâziyah, etc.).>

M0146, Vow to marry a certain woman.
Link: |M0139$, Vow to marry only a person fitting certain description (size, color, etc.).>

M0146.4, Brother and sister arrange marriage of their unborn children [(cross-cousins)] to each
other. Type: cf. 885, 900A*, 900C$.
Link: |T0061.5.0.1$, Betrothal of children. |T0069.2, Parents affiance children without their knowledge.

Ref.: DOTTI 532 558 559.>
M0146.4.1$, Brother and brother arrange marriage of their unborn children (paternal-cousins) to
each other. Type: 885, 900A*, 900C$.
Link: |T0587.5.1$, Quasi twin brother and sister: son and daughter born at the same time to brothers
impregnating their wives on the same night. (Usually the wives are sisters).

Ref.: DOTTI 114 334 487 532 533 558 559 608 674/{Egy, lit., Mrc, Syr}; MITON; Ritter I.3
82-123 no. 62; Sâ)î 255-46 no. 55[+1]; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd-the-Orphan" no. 21; Zîr
142.>
M0146.4.2$, Brother and brother betroth their (adult) children.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0147$, Conditional `divorce-vow': oath that divorce will have occurred unless certain matter is
brought to pass. Type: 901A$.
Link: |M0106.1$, Apparently false oath found (shown) to be valid: swearer spared punitive consequences.
|M0117.0.1$, nadhr/`nadr': conditional vow: pledge to perform certain (good) act if prayer is answered
(request is granted). |P0529.0.1$, Only husband has right to instant divorce (by mere oath). |T0196$, Wife
divorced because of a trifle. |T0283.1$, Wife threatens to leave husband to enforce demand.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 567; Damîrî II 145-46 258; Boqarî 189/cf.; DOTTI 350 560 584 585/{Egy,
lit.}; Kh. Ibrâhîm al-maghâzî 71; MITON; RAFE 305 n. 41; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ulama and
sîdî Ibrâhîm" no. 60; TAWT 389 n. 512; HE-S: Suhâj/Doha 86-5 1-2-12, cf. Shamy (el-) Egypt 102
104 no. 15, 124 no. 19, "Folkloric Behavior" 239.>
M0147.1$, False conditional `divorce-vow' redeemable: perjurer can restore wife (twice) at little
cost.
Link: |M0103$, Swearing by saint is more binding. God forgives a broken oath, saints do not. |P0529.2.3$,
Wife (unintentionally) divorced because of `divorce-vow' (divorce-oath) by husband. |P0529.3.1$,
2Unintentional (habitual, careless) divorce oath takes effect. |P0529.4$, muhallil-marriage: legal device for
reinstating thrice-divorced wife. |T0156, Marriage for a night to evade law [(muhallil)].

Ref.: Damîrî I 145-46.>
M0147.2$, False conditional `divorce-vow' is binding--(marital relations sinful).
Link: |C0003.2$, Near-tabu: divorce.

Ref.: Zubayr (al-) "'Iblîs al-laCîn/Cursed Iblis" 11.>
M0149, Vows concerning sex--miscellaneous.
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Link: |M0152.0.1.1$, Vow to abstain from sexual activities until revenge has been accomplished.>

M0149.1, Lovers vow to marry only each other.>
M0149.2, Vow to die rather than marry unwelcome suitor.>
M0149.4$, Vow (oath) to commit fornication publicly.
Link: |C0119.5$, Tabu: exposed sexual intercourse. (Or, intercourse in public place). |V0003.0.3$,
Performing a religious service is to be preceded by declaration of intent to perform it (e.g., "nawaytu (I am
intent on) performing the Dawn-prayer", "I am intent on fasting Y", etc.>

M0149.4.1$, Vow to have sexual intercourse with mistress in the presence of her husband (father).
Type: 1424A$, cf. 1424B$, 1545C$.
Link: |K1315.7.1, Seduction by pretending to instruct (or to need instructions) in marital duties. |M0155.5$,
Vow to perform certain acts of trickery.>

M0150, Other vows and oaths.
Ref.: Littmann Tigré 98-100 no. 79.>
M0152, Vow not to go to bed with wife till enemy is killed.
Ref.: Littmann 63-64 no. 47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 95.>
M0152.0.1$, Vendettist expected (vows) to abstain from life's pleasures until revenge has been
accomplished.
Link: |M0297$, Vow of abstinence from exercising certain legitimate activity (e.g., enjoying, marrying,
celebrating, eating certain food, or the like--("deeming sinful to oneself"). |P0681.1.1.2.7$, Mourning:
abstinence from life's pleasures (non-essentials: e.g., fine foods, drinks, music, etc.).

Ref.: Littmann 63-64 no. 47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 95; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha"/(tradition) no. 32-d.>
M0151.4, Vow not to take food or drink until enemy is killed.>
M0151.4.1$, Vow not to take another person's food or drink until revenge is accomplished.
Link: |C0240, Tabu: eating food of certain person.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0152.0.1.1$, Vow to abstain from sexual activities until revenge has been accomplished.
Link: |M0130, Vows concerning sex. |M0149, Vows concerning sex--miscellaneous. |M0424$, Curse
removed when certain matter is brought to pass.

Ref.: Littmann 63-64 no. 47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 95.>
M0155, Vow to perform act of prowess.>
M0155.2, Vow to find vanished sister. Type: 312, 433A, 552C$.
Link: |S0357.1$, Search for sister by brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 122 215 311; Zîr 130.>
M0155.2.1$, Vow to find vanished brother.
Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) I 318.>
M0155.5$, Vow to perform certain acts of trickery. Type: 1538A$.
Link: |M0149.4.1$, Vow to have sexual intercourse with mistress in the presence of her husband (father).
|V0003.0.3$, Performing a religious service is to be preceded by declaration of intent to perform it (e.g.,
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"nawaytu (I am intent on) performing the Dawn-prayer", "I am intent on fasting Y", etc. |V0301.2$,
Hypocrite declares intent to commit a sin (as in performing religious duties): "I am intent on stealing such
and such", "I am intent on getting drunk", etc.

Ref.: DOTTI 277 300 374 616 751 753 830 847 928/{Plst, Qtr}; TAWT 438; AGSFC: QTR
87-3 749-x-no. 1.>
M0159$, Oath (vow, pledge) of allegiance (to state, king, etc.).
Link: |M0166.5, Oath not to fight relatives of king. |P0011.7$, Ruler (king) chosen by mass pledge of
C

allegiance (bay ah). |P0351$, Covenant of sufi brotherhood: pledge of allegiance (Cahd) required for
joining (religious) brotherhood. |P0743.1$, Homage paid to ruler (king).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 274; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî"
161/(Sufi-brotherhood)/cf. no. 56:.>
M0159.1$, Oath of allegiance: "God (Allah), the King, the Nation".>
M0159.2$, Oath of allegiance: "God, honor, the Nation".>
M0160$, Vows concerning fighting and revenge.
Ref.: Zîr 64ff.>
M0160.1$, Vow (oath) to avenge murdered relative or friend.
Link: |M0128$, Vow to keep mourning signs until certain event is brought to pass. |P0681.0.2$, Mourning
until certain event is brought to pass.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0161.2, Vow to revenge (king, friend, father) or die.
Ref.: Zîr 64.>
M0162.2.1$, Vow to revenge sweetheart's death.>
M0166, Other vows about fighting.>
M0166.4, Vow: never to fight a brother.>
M0166.5, Oath not to fight relatives of king.
Link: |M0159$, Oath (vow, pledge) of allegiance (to state, king, etc.).>

M0169$, Vow (threat) to commit a cataclysmic act (if certain condition is not met).
Link: |M0117, Vow to perform certain act unless cataclysm occurs.>

M0169.1$, Threat to collapse sky (heaven) on Earth.
Link: |A0625.2, Raising of the sky. |Z0061.1.4$, When the sky collapses on earth (i.e., Never).

Ref.: Simpson 111.>
M0170$, Vow to kill (or maim) certain person (animal).
Link: |A1597.3.1$, Sarah vows (swears) to cut off part of Hagar's body: Abraham proposes ear-piercing (boring): hence the beauty practice.>

M0170.1$, Vow to kill self (commit suicide).
Link: |K1465, Blinded slave's revenge. Threatens to jump from tower with lord's children unless lord blinds
himself. Lord does so but slave jumps with children nevertheless. |S0110.0.2$, Suicide intended
(attempted).

Ref.: ThaClabî 180/(Solomon).>
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M0170.1.1$, Vow (threat) to commit suicide if demand is not met.
Link: |M0117.2$, Vow (threat) to commit certain act if a certain condition is not met. |P0248.1.1$, Son
threatens his father with death if latter doesn't abandon old ways. |T0081.2.1.1, Scorned lover (woman)
threatens to kills self. |T0311.2.2$, Girl threatens to kill herself (and husband-to-be) if forced to marry.

Ref.: ThaClabî 180/(Solomon); DOTTI 542/{Omn}; MITON; Zîr 41.>
M0170.1.2$, Vow kill self if quest is not attained.
Link: |S0110.0.1$, Suicide: self-murder.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 255.>
M0170.8$, Vow (oath) to maim certain person (animal).
Link: |N0002.0.3$, Own body and all property as wager.

Ref.: ThaClabî 48.>
M0177, Vow to change religion [(to convert)].

Link: |N0002.0.4$, Own beliefs (faith, religion) as wager.

Ref.: Maspero 273 no. 19/(adopt another god).>
M0182, Vow not to enter any house before reaching one's own.>
M0183, Religious vows.>
M0183.1, Vow to build shrine.>
M0183.1.1$, Vow to repair (restore) shrine.
Link: |E0419.13.2$, Dead demands that tomb be made into shrine (or that shrine be built). |V0220.0.3$,
Attainment of sainthood (saintliness).

Ref.: Ions 71/(by Thuthmosis).>
M0200-M299, Bargains and promises.>
M0200, Bargains and promises.>
M0201, Making of bargains and promises.
Link: |M0100.1$, Vow kept (covenant maintained) in spite of great odds. |P0795.0.1.3$, If your partner is
inflexible (firm), then you should be lenient.>

M0201.0.1, Bargain with God (by holy man [prophet]).
Ref.: ThaClabî 58; Laoust Maroc 308-9 no. 148.>
M0201.0.3$, Eblis secures God's promise to postpone his death till Resurrection Day.
Link: |D1857, Magic longevity. |K2020.1$, Eblis secures God's promise of longevity (till ResurrectionDay) and then vows to corrupt Adam's offspring.

Ref.: ThaClabî 16-17/(17): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 40.>
M0201.0.6$, Kinds (types) of covenants between God and mortal.
Link: |A0185.9, Covenant between God and mortal.>

M0201.0.6.1$, God promises mortal choice of time of own death.
Link: |M0341.0.5$, Person knows time of own death.

Ref.: ThaClabî 58/(Abraham); DOTTI 177 714/{lit.}.>
M0201.0.6.2$, God promises mortal longevity.
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Link: |D1855, Time of death postponed. [Life-span extended]. |D1857.3$, Culture-hero (Luqmân) lives for
the duration of the life-spans of seven (three) eagles (camels, etc.). |M0341.0.5$, Person knows time of
own death.

Ref.: ThaClabî 28-29/(Adam): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 68, 139/(Moses); Ibn-alAthîr I 9-10 18-19.>
M0201.0.6.3$, God promises mortal His protection.
Link: |A0185, Deity cares for favorite individuals. |N0817, Deity as helper.

Ref.: ThaClabî 139/(Moses); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam"/cf. no. 52 7.>
M0201.1, Blood covenant. Contract written (or signed) with blood.
Link: |D1273.0.1, Charm written in blood has magic power.>

M0201.5, Covenant confirmed by marriage.
Link: |T0101.1.1$, Bride quality: family power (wealth, honor, status, etc.).>

M0202, Fulfilling of bargain or promise. Type: 938B.
Ref.: DOTTI 550 644/{Tns}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 107, 264 no. 15.>
M0202.0.2$, Bargain or promise fulfilled.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 269.>
M0202.0.1, Bargain or promise to be fulfilled at all hazards.
Link: |M0100.1$, Vow kept (covenant maintained) in spite of great odds.>

M0202.9$, Keepers of their `word' (kilmah/kalimah, i.e., bargains, promises, etc.). Type: 531, 779J2,
969A$.
Link: |M0106.0.1$, Oath honored (vow fulfilled) in spit of mental reservations--(`merely in order not to
violate oath'). |M0100.1$, Vow kept (covenant maintained) in spite of great odds. |M0205.9$, Breakers of
their `word' (i.e., bargains, promises). |W0014.8$, Right to a woman (girl) surrendered or claimed as an act
of gallantry.

Ref.: DOTTI 292 438 672; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Camel and Gazelle" no. 50.>
M0202.9.1$, "A man's word" (or `Men's word').
Link: |P0525.0.1.1$, `A man is to be fastened (anchored, committed) by his tongue (word)'. |W0201.1.1.2$,
Indicator of manliness: powerful manners (being assertive, firm, resolute).>

M0202.9.1.1$, "A free person's (noble) `word' is a debt". Type: 310, 432.
Link: |P0525.0.1, "It is a debt if it is promised".

Ref.: DOTTI 213/{Egy}; MITON; Taymûr no. 3007.>
M0203, King's promise irrevocable.
Link: |M0012.1$, Irrevocable sentence carried out figuratively when innocence is proved. |V0207$, Vows
of sacred persons (prophets, saints) irrevocable. |W0037.0.1, Man never breaks his word.

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 382 n. 382 442 no. 33.1/{Egy}.>
M0203.0.1$, King's judgment irrevocable.
Link: |P0012.15.1$, King should show no humility (must displays haughtiness). |W0037.0.1, Man never
breaks his word.

Ref.: MITON.>
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M0205, Breaking of [(reneging on)] bargain or promise. Type: 559.
Link: |K0231.2.2$, Sexual service (favor) rendered, promised payment withheld. |K2317$, Promise broken
by equivocation. |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up for by
additional good deeds. |Z0070.8$, Useless bargains and promises (`word').

Ref.: DOTTI 255 313 675 744 929/{Egy, lit., Mrc}; Meissner 39 no. 21; MITON; Shawqî
307 [no. 34].>
M0205.0.1, Promise kept in deed but not in spirit.
Link: |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)".>

M0205.5$, Mother reneges on promise of giving her child away. Type: 920K$.
Link: |T0061.6.1$, Parents renege on betrothal promise.

Ref.: DOTTI 592.>
M0205.6$, Promise of safety made to an evil criminal broken.
Link: |J1675.9$, King's promise of safety secured before breaking news to him.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0205.7$, Lame excuses so as to renege on promise or bargain. Type: 922C$, 1543D*, cf. 1610,
1615A$, 1229A$.
Link: |K0231.2, Reward for accomplishment of task deceptively withheld. |K2059$, Lame excuses for
negligence in religious exercise. |X0474.1$, Pseudo-fairness: subtle setting of level of ease or hardness of
conditions according to visibility of differences.

Ref.: Alf III 216/cf./(house unavailable); DOTTI 602 719 856 875 876/{Egy}.>
M0205.7.1$, King wanted fish of different gender (sex): reward (payment) to fisher withheld. Type:
922C2$.
Link: |J1169.10$, Guessing the sex of fish: hermaphrodite.

Ref.: DOTTI 602/{lit.}.>
M0205.7.2$, Picking up small coin fallen on ground, in spite of large sum of money received:
reward withheld. Type: 922C1$.
Link: |J1161.7.1$, The king's face on the smallest coin makes it worthy of respect (valuable).

Ref.: DOTTI 602.>
M0205.9$, Breakers of their `word' (i.e., bargains, promises). Type: cf. 530.
Link: |A0185.9.1$, Adam violated his covenant with God. |K0300.0.1$, `Trickstery': the art of trickery.
|K0231.12, Debt to be paid "tomorrow". Tomorrow never comes. |M0108.0.1$, Treacherous violator of
sacred oath. |M0144.2$, Husband breaks his vow not to take a second wife because first is barren.
|M0202.9$, Keepers of their `word' (kilmah/kalimah, i.e., bargains, promises, etc.). |P0525.0.1, "It is a debt
if it is promised". |P0525.0.2.4$, Renegotiation of terms of set contract (agreement). |P0774.3.1$, Winner
C

of bidding must honor his bid. |P0726.1$, The he-man ('ibn el-balad, gada ). |W0037, Conscientiousness.
|W0045, Honor. |W0111.2.10$, Procrastinating craftsmen (hirelings, workers): "Tomorrow!". |W0256$,
Stereotyping: generalization of a trait of character, from person to group (and vice versa).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 235; DOTTI 292; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 60-61; Taymûr no.

841.>
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M0205.9.1$, Child as breaker of his word.
Link: |J0404.1.1$, `He who keeps company with children will not be spared indignities'. |J1288.2$, A
pedophile's infamy is due to the fact that his victims (children) cannot keep a secret.>

M0205.9.2$, Woman as breaker of her word.
Link: |M0205.9.7.1$, Viper as breaker of her word (promise). |W0256.6.0.1$, Females stereotyped-general.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0205.9.2.1$, Maiden (girl) promises to accomplish certain (impossible) task if certain condition is
met but fails to fulfill her part of the bargain. Type: 707.
Link: |M0117.1.1$, "If the king were to marry me, I would do Y". |M0206, Promise made merely as a
matter of form not binding. |Q0266.2$, Punishment for failure to live up to a promise made unintentionally.
|Z0070.5.1.1$, "Night-talk is covered with butter: melts away when sun rises [(shines on it])".>

M0205.9.6$, `The other' social group as breaker of their word: member of another ethnic, religious,
national, etc., as breakers of their word.
Link: |W0256.1$, Stereotyping: ethnic and national traits.>

M0205.9.7$, Certain animals as breaker of their word (promise).>
M0205.9.7.1$, Viper as breaker of her word (promise).
C

Link: |B0003$, Viper (hayyah, 'af â/female serpent)--as animal central to supernatural beliefs (religious
records). |B0017.9.1.1$, Viper, by nature, practices deception (camouflage) and injustice (zulm).
|M0205.9.2$, Woman as breaker of her word.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0206, Promise made merely as a matter of form not binding. Type: cf. 915C$.
Link: |M0106.0.1$, Oath honored (vow fulfilled) in spit of mental reservations--(`merely in order not to
violate oath'). |M0205.9.2.1$, Maiden (girl) promises to accomplish certain (impossible) task if certain
condition is met but fails to fulfill her part of the bargain. |P0525, Contracts. |P0525.0.2.5$, Partnership
agreement (contract). |Q0266.2$, Punishment for failure to live up to a promise made unintentionally.
|T0024.9.3.1$, A lover's promise is to be kept secret (unpublished). |Z0070.5$, Empty talk (chitchat).

Ref.: DOTTI 582.>
M0208, Price set on one's head.>
M0209$, Reminder of unfulfilled (forgotten) vow: recipient must execute own part of pledge
(bargain).
Link: |J0167.7$, Token of harsher punishment: physical reminder of the harsher punishment that should
have been received. |M0117.0.1$, nadhr/`nadr': conditional vow: pledge to perform certain (good) act if
prayer is answered (request is granted). |Q0559.12$, Punishment for unfulfilled vow (promise) to God or
saint.

Ref.: DOTTI 557 809/{Tns}; MITON; RAFE 18 n. 47; Shamy (el-) Egypt 40 no. 6; TAWT
427.>
M0209.1$, Dream as reminder of unfulfilled vow.
Ref.: RAFE 307 n. 51.>
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M0209.1.1$, Recipient of unfulfilled promise comes to the promise giver in vision (dream) and
reminds of vow.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 269.>
M0209.2$, Pebbles placed by magician in child's pocket as reminder to child's mother to fulfill her
part of bargain. Type: 325.
Link: |M0219.5$, Bargain with magician (sorcerer).

Ref.: DOTTI 152; Shamy (el-) Egypt 40 no. 6.>
M0209.2.1$, Pinching marks made by magician on child's body as reminder to child's mother to
fulfill her part of bargain. Type: 325.
Link: |S0186.9.1$, Marks (bruises, scars, etc.) on body tell-tale of cruel treatment (beating).

Ref.: DOTTI 93 152 154 181 353 529 548 661 821/{Sdn, Tns}.>
M0209.3$, Supernatural voice as reminder of unfulfilled vow.
Link: |F0966, Voices from heaven (or from the air). [hâtif/`munâdî'].>

M0209.5$, Casual word, act, or object reminds person of forgotten promise or vow.
Link: |H0015.2, Recognition by recalling common experiences. |J0020$, Conditioning: effects associated
with past experience cause man (animal) to respond accordingly (conditioned response). |J0080.0.1$,
Situation in actual life calls for telling (citing, referring to) a narrative that parallels it. (Listener is expected
to infer the solution to own situation from the narrative).

Ref.: MITON.>
M0210, Bargain with devil. Type: 360, 1030, 1353.
Ref.: DOTTI 180 181 216 698 750/{Egy}; Hurreiz 114 no. 37; RAFE 19 n. 49.>
M0211, Man sells soul to devil. (Faust, Theophilus). Type: 330, 360, 361, 756B, 810, 812, 11701199.
Ref.: DOTTI 180 181 216 448/{Egy}; Hurreiz 114 no. 37.>
M0211.1.2$, Eve and Adam unwittingly make bargain with Satan. He in disguise proposes a name
that--allegedly--would ensure survival of unborn child.
Link: |P0208.7.0.1$, Child's name received from supernatural source--by means of prophetic dream (or the
like). |T0596.1, Angel names child.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 67-68/(Thackston 72 no. 31): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 59.>
M0212.2, Devil at gallows repudiates his bargain with robber. Type: 824A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 451.>
M0212.3$, Devil at gallows repudiates his bargain with cleric (hermit). Type: 824A$.
Link: |G0303.9.4.4, Devil tempts cleric (hermit). |V0465.1.1.1, Monk seduces girl; then kills her; becomes
infidel.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 171-72; DOTTI 451/{lit.}.>
M0217, Devil bargains to help man win woman.>
M0217.1, Servant makes pact with devil denying Christ to secure nobleman's daughter.
Link: |M0219.6$, Bargain: reward promised for venerating an idol.>

M0219, Other devil contract motifs.>
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M0219.5$, Bargain with magician (sorcerer). Type: 325, 561, 726*, 936*.
Link: |M0209.2$, Pebbles placed by magician in child's pocket as reminder to child's mother to fulfill her
part of bargain.

Ref.: DOTTI 152 317 640; Wehr 135 no. 6.>
M0219.6$, Bargain: reward promised for venerating an idol. (Usually with Satan).
Link: |M0217.1, Servant makes pact with devil denying Christ to secure nobleman's daughter. |V0001.11,
Worship of idols.

Ref.: ThaClabî 93/(Job)/(Shamy (el-) BTB 43:4 202) 245/(Girgîs/George); Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 2/(Abu Jahl's).>
M0220, Other bargains.>
M0221, Beheading bargain. Giant allows hero to cut off his head; he will cut off hero's later. Type:
cf. 650A.
Link: |E0034, Resuscitation with misplaced head.

Ref.: DOTTI 354.>
M0222, Man umpires dispute in exchange for guarantee of safety. Disputants, bear and tiger, agree
not to eat him.
Link: |J1675.9$, King's promise of safety secured before breaking news to him.>

M0223, Blind promise (rash boon). Person grants wish before hearing it. Type: 318.
Link: |D1761.0.2.2, One wish granted. |H0947$, Task assigned without knowing nature of item demanded.
|J1675.9$, King's promise of safety secured before breaking news to him. |K2020$, Deception through
secured promise of a granted wish. |L0221.2$, Present from the journey: unknown object (person) with
enigmatic name (e.g., "Pearls-on-Vines," "Patience," or the like). |M0117.1$, Vow to perform certain act if
a certain condition is met. |M0205.6$, Promise of safety made to an evil criminal broken. |P0178.3.1$,
Slave granted a blind promise: asks to be freed. |P0529.2.2$, Wife granted a wish: she demands divorce.

Ref.: Maspero 17 no. 1; DOTTI 147; MITON; TAWT 388 n. 510/{Sdn}; Zîr 101-2.>
M0224$, Blind promise of immunity from punishment. Person of authority (king, queen, father, etc.)
grants request for safety for culprit before learning nature of offense. Type: 590, 590A 938B.
Link: |J1675.9$, King's promise of safety secured before breaking news to him. |K2020$, Deception
through secured promise of a granted wish. |M0205.6$, Promise of safety made to an evil criminal broken.
|P0529.2.2$, Wife granted a wish: she demands divorce.

Ref.: DOTTI 823 908; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 12 no. 2, 102 no. 15/(promise of safety).>
M0224.1$, Kerchief of safety (mahramat al-'amân): cloth given to the accused indicating promise of
immunity from punishment.
Link: |M0302.7.2$, Dream interpreter declines to interpret dream. (Usually king's dream. This motif
applies also to diviners: geomancers, fortunetellers, astrologers, and the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 956/{Irq}; MITON; TAWT 398 n. 693.>
M0224.2$, Immunity from punishment bestowed on guilty party by trick (trickster).
Ref.: Boqarî 50-51.>
M0225, Eyes exchanged for food. Type: 403D$, 613.
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Link: |Z0066.2.2$, To be "worth one's own eyes".

Ref.: DOTTI 190 191 192 344 347/{Alg}; Hurreiz 118 no. 49; Shamy (el-) Egypt 261 no.
14; TAWT 444 no. 35/{Irq}.>
M0241, Bargain to divide all winnings. Type: 507C.
Link: |P0760.9.1$, Joint ownership (partnership).

Ref.: DOTTI 256.>
M0241.1, Dividing the winnings: half of the bride demanded. When the hero shows that he is
willing to carry out the bargain, his helper relents. Type: 505-508.
Ref.: DOTTI 253.>
M0241.5$, Agreement (contract) to share earnings. Type: 613A1$,/980*, cf. 9, 51, 1610.
Link: |K0187, Strokes [and presents] shared. |P0525, Contracts. |P0791$, Cooperation: social interactional
process. Joint activity in order to share a reward.

Ref.: DOTTI 360 539 875.>
M0241.5.1$, `[Like a water-wheel where] the full [bucket] pours onto the empty'. Type: 655.
Link: |U0149.2.1.2$, Earthenware (pottery) vessel loses water (by filtration), but inadvertently waters
plants (animals) around it. |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of
visually perceived properties of object. |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on
motion similarities.

Ref.: DOTTI 360; Shamy (el-) Egypt 109 no. 16; Taymûr no. 1510.>
M0241.5.3$, Agreement that the employed (wage-earner) will support the unemployed. Type:
613A1$,/980*, cf. 9A.
Ref.: DOTTI 3 683 684/{Egy}; MITON.>
M0242, Bargains and promises between mortals and supernatural beings. Type: 331, 560, 565A$,
953A$.
Link: |R0113$, Captives in fairyland (jinn-land) ransomed. (Khurâfah).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 169 no. 280/(jinn); DOTTI 176 314 324 658.>
M0244, Bargains between men and animals. Type: 159B.
Ref.: DOTTI 66; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 66-70 no. 6.>
M0244.2, Captured bird promises to deliver fifteen birds in exchange for freedom.
Link: |B0278, Captured animal ransoms self.

Ref.: Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 13-14 no. 5.>
M0246, Covenant of friendship.
Link: |P0311.5, Covenant of friendship.

Ref.: DOTTI 276/{Qtr}; MITON.>
M0247$, Marriage between son and daughter of land owner and treasure-finder as means of
dividing it between the two; each insisting that the other had the right to the whole find. Type:
836G$.
Link: |N0543.3, Treasure to be found by man who married original owner's daughter. |P0760.9.1.3$,
Division of treasure trove between land owner and finder.
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Ref.: Basset Mille II 473 no. 174; DOTTI 457 581/{Egy}.>
M0250, Promises connected with death. Type: 1350X1$.
Link: |P0527$, Legal will (testament) made before death-- (legal preparations for death).

Ref.: DOTTI 748; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 18 no. 62.>
M0250.1$, Deathbed wish: dying person (father, mother, husband, wife, etc.) makes a wish. Type:
480, 510B, 511A, 552A, 552C$, 655, 872$, 910, 911*, 1350X1$.
Link: |J0151.0.1$, Wisdom from father: he instructs his child (usually son). |J0154, Wise words of dying
father. |J2174, Foolish demands before death [(or execution)]. |P0527$, Legal will (testament) made before
death-- (legal preparations for death). |V0028$, Declarations before death or execution (last rites).
|V0220.0.7.1.1.2$, Wish that saint (holy man) attend certain occasion--(usually ritual: circumcision, death,
marriage, or the like).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71; Damîrî I
65/(caliph to son); "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 16; DOTTI 192 249 261 266 310 311 360 488 568
579 748/{Mrc}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a, "Armanyoas" no.
18-19/(advice) 62R; Yâfi)î 173; Zîr 58-59 89/(brother's) 150/(heros').>
M0251, Dying man's promise will be kept.
Link: |M0258, Promise to dying man sacred.>

M0253, Friends in life and death. In pursuance of the pledge, the living follows the other to the
world of the dead. Type: 470.
Ref.: DOTTI 279 673/{lit.}.>
M0254, Promise to be buried with wife if she dies first. Type: 612.
Link: |P0226$, Husband and wife buried together (in same grave). |S0123.2, Burial of living husband or
wife with dead spouse. |T0086, Lovers buried in same grave.

Ref.: Chauvin V 107 no. 37; DOTTI 343.>
M0254.1$, Sister promises to be buried with brother if he dies first. Type: 612.
Link: |P0253.9.3$, Sister entombs herself with dead brother. |P0253.11.5$, Brother and sister buried
together.

Ref.: DOTTI 343/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) I 138.>
M0255, Deathbed promise concerning the second wife. Type: 510B, 1350X1$.
Link: |K0289.5$, Husband will not take another wife till present wife's hair is gray. He tries to make her
look aged early by rough treatment. |M0135, Vow never to remarry. |M0144.1$, Husband vows (makes
oath) not to take a second wife ("marry over", "to co-wife"). |T0210, Faithfulness in marriage. |V0021.8$,
Deathbed confession: made so as to meet God with clear conscience.

Ref.: DOTTI 261 748; MITON.>
M0255.1$, Husband promises dying wife not to remarry until her grave is dry. Type: 1350X1$.
Link: |K0288.1$, "Wait till my grave is dry before you remarry!" Wife hires someone to water (soak) her
grave secretly.

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah no. 14 64; DOTTI 748/{Kwt}.>
M0255.2$, Son promises dying father not to take a second wife.
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Link: |J0021.32, "Do not marry more than one woman".

Ref.: MITON.>
M0256, Promise to dying man broken.>
M0256.0.1$, Promise to dying father broken. Type: 552A, 552C$, cf. 911*.
Ref.: DOTTI 291 310 311 579/{Muscat}.>
M0256.0.4$, Promise to dying wife broken. Type: 480, 511A.
Link: |E0323.2.4$, Only the hand of dead mothers is to be used to punish her children. |M0135.3$, Spouse
no-remarriage pact: each of husband and wife vows never to remarry if the other dies first.

Ref.: DOTTI 249 266 268/{Alg}; TAWT 445 no. 36.>
M0256.2$, Son's promise to dying father broken. Type: 911*.
Link: |J0021.0.1$, Wise counsel breached (ignored) in order to test its soundness (validity).

Ref.: DOTTI 579.>
M0256.3$, Only one son keeps promise to dying father. Type: 530.
Link: |P0233.0.3$, Brothers in the role of sons to their father.

Ref.: DOTTI 291.>
M0257.2, Murdered person's request and promise. Type: 960.
Ref.: DOTTI 667; Zîr 59 60ff.>
M0257.3$, Murdered hero asks not to be avenged. (Usually so as to end vendetta cycle).
Link: |J0494, Choice: death and revenge preferred to life. |P0525.3.1$, Vendettist (avenger).
|W0011.5.0.3$, Forgiveness as personal virtue.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33.>
M0258, Promise to dying man sacred.
Link: |M0251, Dying man's promise will be kept.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 59 60 74ff.>
M0258.1, Promise to dying father leads to adventures. Type: cf. 872E$, 911*.
Ref.: DOTTI 497 579.>
M0260, Other promises.>
M0268, Marriage promised to save life. Type: cf. 450.
Link: |T0052.11$, Marriage (wooing) so as to rescue.

Ref.: DOTTI 222.>
M0270$, Freedom promised to slave (captive).
Link: |Q0121.1, Slaves freed as reward.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" 3 no. 44; Zîr 56.>
M0290, Bargains and promises--miscellaneous.>
M0291, Trickster undertakes impossible bargains and collects his part. ["Death will come first"].
Type: 1750B$.
Link: |K0551.11, Ten (five) years respite given captive while he undertakes to teach elephant (ass) to
speak.

Ref.: Chauvin VIII 117ff. no. 101 n. 1; DOTTI 929.>
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M0292, Wife undertakes man's penance for him: also to go to Heaven for him?.>
M0295, Bargain to keep secret.
Ref.: TAWT 435 445.>
M0297$, Vow of abstinence from exercising certain legitimate activity (e.g., enjoying, marrying,
celebrating, eating certain food, or the like--("deeming sinful to oneself").
Link: |C0901.1, Tabu imposed by certain person. |M0117.0.1$, nadhr/`nadr': conditional vow: pledge to
perform certain (good) act if prayer is answered (request is granted). |M0135, Vow never to remarry.
|M0152.0.1$, Vendettist expected (vows) to abstain from life's pleasures until revenge has been
accomplished. |P0681.1.1.2.7$, Mourning: abstinence from life's pleasures (non-essentials: e.g., fine foods,
drinks, music, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 93; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister, 27/74 no. 33/(marriage); Wickett
138/(c)/(sleep).>
M0300-M399, Prophecies.>
M0300, Prophecies. Type: 725A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 189 217 401 546/{Syr}; Zîr 23-26 and elsewhere; AUC: 11 no. 3.>
M0300.0.1$, Supernatural prophesying or proclaiming voice (hâtif). Type: 720A$.
Link: |F0966, Voices from heaven (or from the air). [hâtif/`munâdî']. |M0363.0.1$, Birth (arrival) of
religious leader (deity) proclaimed. |V0542.0.1$, Life-saving instructions by supernatural (divine) voice
(hâtif).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 186; Ions 50; Maspero 190 n. 4 195 no. 13; Simpson 86 no. 7/(the
Hathors voice); DOTTI 399/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 279; MITON.>
M0300.0.1.1$, Supernatural voice reports what happened but is still unknown. Type: cf. 1418.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 433-34.>
M0300.0.2$, Prophecy will take place only if certain condition exists.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0300.0.3$, Prophesy comes to pass--(happens as foretold). Type: 590, 517, 725A$, 930, 930B$,
930B1$, 930E$, 930F$, 930G$, 931, 934, cf. 315, 590A.
Link: |M0302.4.2$, `Astrologers (diviners) lie even when [their prognostications come to pass as] truthful'.
|M0302.4.2.2$, Prophecy fails to come true (materialize). |M0340.5, Prediction of danger.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 94 no. A-4; Simpson 56 no. 3; ThaClabî 167; Ibshîhî 269 479-80 433-

34/cf.>
M0300.4, Suppression of prophecy.
Link: |M0302.4.2.2$, Prophecy fails to come true (materialize).>

M0300.6$, Measures taken to ensure future success and avoid failure.>
M0300.6.1$, Commencing or avoiding major activities (e.g., marrying, travelling, building etc.)
timed to correspond to certain day of Creation or first occurrence of the activity concerned.
Link: |A0601.0.1$, Days (hours) of creation. |A0604$, Creation of destiny (al-qadar, al-'aqdâr:
determination of fate). |A1390, Ordaining of human life--miscellaneous.
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Ref.: Boqarî 154; RAFE 28.>
M0301, Prophets.
Ref.: DOTTI 417 452/{Plst}; RAFE 141-43.>
M0301.0.1, Prophet destined never to be believed.
Link: |U0086.1$, In its homeland a valuable herb (incense) is only a weed--(because of plentitude).
|U0145.1$, `A prophet commands no respect among his own people'.>

M0301.2, Old woman as prophet.
Ref.: DOTTI 256/{Irq}.>
M0301.2.1, Enraged old woman prophesies for youth. Type: 310, 408, 432, 1353.
Ref.: Campbell Arab Tribes 22-27; DOTTI 116 195 196 212 276 750/{Irq}; Shamy (el-)
Egypt 251 no. 8.>
M0301.3, Druids as prophets.
Ref.: Zîr 74.>
M0301.4, Prophecies from old man who writes in a book.
Link: |F0883.1.0.1$, The proverbial book (in possession of wise old man). |J0152.7$, Wisdom from old
man who has a book in hand. |Z0128, Wisdom personified.>

M0301.5, Saints (holy men) as prophets [i.e., having prophetic knowledge].>
M0301.5.1, Anchorite prophesies at childbirth.
Ref.: Damîrî I 65/cf./(monk about future offspring).>
M0301.6, Fairies as prophets [i.e., having prophetic knowledge].
Link: |D1810.0.4, Magic knowledge of fairies.>

M0301.6.2$, Jinn prophecy death (misfortune). Type: 934, 934A.
Link: |A0471.1.1$, Seven (nine) Hathors prophecy for mortal.

Ref.: DOTTI 635 636/{Plst}.>
M0301.7, Biblical worthy as prophet.
Ref.: Bushnaq 292.>
M0301.7.1, Moses as prophet.
Link: |N0342.8.1.1$, Moses hastily accused of killing Aaron. |V0214$, Moses as prophet (founder).

Ref.: ThaClabî 96-105; DOTTI 230/{Irq}.>
M0301.7.2, David as prophet.
Ref.: ThaClabî 154-62; DOTTI 419 527 585/{Egy}.>
M0301.7.3, Abraham as prophet.

Link: |V0213$, Abraham as prophet (founder): God's bosom-friend.

Ref.: ThaClabî 43-61; DOTTI 177 417 452 714/{lit., Plst}.>
M0301.7.4$, Noah as prophet. Type: 200C$, 774M3$, 747Z$, 758B$, 758D$, .
Link: |F0841.0.1$, Noah's ark (as extraordinary ship).

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 44/(receives God's Command/build ark); ThaClabî 33-34; Shawqî 304 [no.
31] 305 [no. 32].>
M0301.7.5$, Solomon as prophet. Type: 908$, 920, 926, 926C.
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Link: |P0507.4.1.1.1$, Solomon as prophet-king--(the first).

Ref.: ThaClabî 163-64.>
M0301.7.6$, Joseph as prophet.

Link: |V0333.2.1$, Pharaoh converts to "Islam" (Ibrahamic Faith) at hands of Joseph.>

M0301.7.9$, Biblical worthy as prophet--miscellaneous.
Link: |V0223.10.5$, Prophet as warrior (raider). (Samson, St. George, etc.).>

M0301.7.9.1$, Samson ("ShamCûn"/"Shamsûn") as prophet.

Link: |F0627, Strong man pulls down building [(temple)]. |M0301.7.9.2$, St. George (Girgîs/Girgis) as
prophet.

Ref.: ThaClabî 246-47.>
M0301.7.9.2$, Daniel (Dânyâl) as prophet.
Ref.: ThaClabî 187-89; Ibshîhî 453 501; Burton V 97-98.>
M0301.7.9.3$, St. George (Girgîs/Girgis) as prophet. Type: cf. 300.
Ref.: ThaClabî 242-46.>
M0301.7.9.3.1$, Torture like that meted out to St. George (Girgîs/Girgis).
Link: |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 517.>
M0301.9, Half-wit [(idiot 'ablah/"'ahbal")] as prophet.
Link: |D1812.5.0.20$, Omens from actions (words, movements, etc.) of certain persons. |P0192.10$,
magdhûb: half-wit, `village-idiot'.

Ref.: Amîn 189-90; Hasaballâh Yahyâ Turâth VII:2/3 196-7.>
M0301.11, Spirit as prophet.>
M0301.11.1$, Al-Khidr as prophet (messenger of God).
Link: |F0440.3$, al-Khidr (the Green-one): benevolent spirit associated with vegetation and water.
|N0815.3$, al-Khidr as helper.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 35.>
M0301.16, Gods prophesy both good and evil about hero's fate.
Link: |M0340.3.1$, Prophecy: misfortune at outset of life (followed by relief).>

M0301.17, King as prophet.>
M0301.17.2$, Conqueror as prophet.>
M0301.17.2.1$, Alexander as prophet (God's messenger).
Link: |J0191.5$, Alexander as wise man.>

M0301.17.3$, Defeated king's prophecies about fate of victor.
Link: |M0369.5, Prophecies concerning invasion and conquest.

Ref.: Zîr 23-26.>
M0301.18, Poet as prophet.
Link: |C0005.4.1$, Tabu: a messenger of God (prophet) handling poetry. |D1810.0.11, Magic knowledge
of poet. |P0427.7.2.1.1, Poets and fools closely allied.>

M0302, Means of prophesying.
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Link: |D1812.3, Means of learning fortune. |D1812.5.0.19$, Omens furnished by bodily changes (human).
|H0045.0.1$, Recognition of future holy person (or culture-hero). |M0302, Means of prophesying.>

M0302.0.1$, Prophesying by reading animal or bird behavior.
Link: |D1812.5.0.2.1$, Omens from direction bird (animal) travels (sawânih, and bawârih).>

M0302.0.2$, Prophesying by reading animal intestines.
Link: |D1812.5.0.5, Haruspices: divination by condition of animal's liver. [Hepatoscopy].>

M0302.0.3$, 'istikhârah: prophesying by asking God to indicate right choice (through: dream,
opening Holy Book, rosary).
Link: |D1584.1, Charm induces dreams. |D1812.3.3.3, Prophetic dream induced by incantation
[('istikhârah)]. |M0302.7, Prophesy through dreams. |M0302.8, Prophesying from book. |M0302.8.1$,
Prophesying by opening holy book. (Bibliomancy: fath al-kitâb). |M0302.9$, Prophesying by rosary.
|P0208.7.0.1$, Child's name received from supernatural source--by means of prophetic dream (or the like).
|V0017.5.2$, Sacrifice to learn deity's choice.

Ref.: Maspero 171 no. 9/cf. 174 no. 10/cf. 286 no. 22/cf./(by prayer and sacrifice); Romer
68-72; Jâhiz V 267 n. 1/(passim); Qazwînî II 129/(killing JaCfar al-Barmakî); Damîrî II 129; Boqarî
179; Burton V 43-44 n. 1/(prayer); MITON/(prayer); RAFE 179 n. 651.>
M0302.2, Man's fate written on his skull. Type: 517A$, 725A$.
Link: |A0189.7, Deity ascertains destiny of newborn babe and inscribes it upon his forehead. |M0341.7$,
Prophecy: death (killing) of certain number of persons. (Number is usually formulistic: seven, thirty-nine,
forty, ninety-nine, or the like).

Ref.: ThaClabî 88/(Job's); DOTTI 286 288 401 402 451 514 622 628 637 652/{Egy, Sdi, Sdn,
Ymn}; Frobenius Kordofan: Atlantis IV 31-37 no. 2; Juhaymân (al-) I 237-44 no. 15; Kâmil 35-39;
MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 241 no. 2, "Folkloric Behavior" 218-23; Zîr 27/(poem); AUC: 36 no. 7.>
M0302.4, Horoscope taken by means of stars. [Astrology].
Link: |D1812.3, Means of learning fortune. |E0741.1.1.2, Star as sign of birth of hero. |F0897.1.1$, Finding
direction by star(s). |P0481, Astrologer. |T0054, Choosing bride by horoscope. |T0570.3$, Pregnancy
(coition) timed by horoscope. |Z0159$, Celestial (astronomical) symbolism.

Ref.: Amîn 84 189-90 219 275-76; Campbell Town and Tribe 58-72; DOTTI 109 269 309
526 622/{lit., Muscat, Syr}; Lane 259-60 264; MITON; Shahâb 214-ff; Shamy (el-) "Mythological
Constituents of Alf laylah" 28; Wehr 87 no. 4.2.>
M0302.4.1, Astrology forbidden [(tabu)].
Link: |C0053.5$-(formerly, C0051.9$), Tabu: ordaining the future. |C0826.1$, Tabu: astrology.

Ref.: Damîrî II 183/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 109-2.>
M0302.4.2$, `Astrologers (diviners) lie even when [their prognostications come to pass as] truthful'.
Link: |M0005$, No one knows the future.

@M0300.0.3$, Prophesy comes to pass--(happens as foretold). |M0399$, Futility of
auguration (prophecies)--miscellaneous. |N0688, What is in the dish: "Poor Crab". |V0001.2.5.2$,
Satan gives idol (oracle) scanty information learned from eavesdropping on angels in sky.>
M0302.4.2.1$, "The sword is more truthful than [astrologers'] books".
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Link: |M0399.1$, Futility of war prophecy. |W0047.4.1$, `The pen is mightier than the sword'.>

M0302.4.2.2$, Prophecy fails to come true (materialize).
Link: |M0300.0.3$, Prophesy comes to pass--(happens as foretold). |M0300.4, Suppression of prophecy.

Ref.: Boqarî 35/(mrriage).>
M0302.4.3$, Sign of the Zodiac indicates (determines) future.
Link: |Z0159.4.1$, Sign of the Zodiac personified.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0302.5$, Prophesying by certain star (planet).>
M0302.5.1$, Prophesying by Mars.
Link: |A0789.2.1.3$, Mars (al-Marrîkh) controlled ("owned") by Tuesday.

Ref.: Qazwînî I 44-46/(ill-omened); Burtn I 305/(auspecious) V 230/(inauspecious).>
M0302.5.2$, Prophesying by Mercury.
C

Link: |A0785.6$, Mercury ( Utârid) resides in the Second Sky.
U

Ref.: Burtn I 305/(auspecious) V 230/(mixed).>
M0302.7, Prophesy through dreams. Type: 725, 725B$, cf. 517A$, 931, 938B, 1626.
Link: |D1712.3, Interpreter of dreams [by magic means]. |D1812.3.3.2.1$, Truest dream induced by
sleeping in certain place (position). |D1812.3.3.3, Prophetic dream induced by incantation [('istikhârah)].
|M0302.0.3$, 'istikhârah: prophesying by asking God to indicate right choice (through: dream, opening
Holy Book, rosary). |P0479$, Dream-interpreter.

Ref.: Maspero xlix-l; Romer 68-72; ThaClabî 73 188; Amîn 36; Boqarî 33-35; DOTTI 400;
Lane 260-61; RAFE 179 n. 651, 305 n. 43; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Intro. "el-Badawî and BintBirrî" no. 56 2.>
M0302.7.1$, Dream brought to pass (fulfilled) only if interpreted.
Link: |D1812.3.3.10, Dream interpreted by opposites. |Z0194.9.4.1$, `A dream is like a fleeting bird [up in
the air], becomes actual only if interpreted (caught)'.

Ref.: ThaClabî 73 201-3: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 107 n./(implicit).>
M0302.7.2$, Dream interpreter declines to interpret dream. (Usually king's dream. This motif
applies also to diviners: geomancers, fortunetellers, astrologers, and the like). Type: 517A$, 590,
590A, 938B.
Link: |M0224.1$, Kerchief of safety (mahramat al-'amân): cloth given to the accused indicating promise of
immunity from punishment. |J1675.9$, King's promise of safety secured before breaking news to him.

Ref.: MITON; Burton IX 34/(part of dream/time not favorable); Hujelân 131-32 no. 20-2.>
M0302.8, Prophesying from book.
Link: |J0166, Wisdom from books. |M0363.5$, Coming of Prophet Mohammed (Islam) prophesied.
|P0426.3.5$, Helpful monk.

Ref.: DOTTI 100 285 402/{Mrc}; MITON.>
M0302.8.1$, Prophesying by opening holy book. (Bibliomancy: fath al-kitâb). Type: 930.
Ref.: Amîn 304; DOTTI 194 210 217 483 622 624/{Egy}; Lane 260-61; RAFE 300 n. 17;
Walker-IsmâCîl 36.>
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M0302.9$, Prophesying by rosary.
Link: |M0302.0.3$, 'istikhârah: prophesying by asking God to indicate right choice (through: dream,
opening Holy Book, rosary).

Ref.: Amîn 228.>
M0303, Prophesy by reading palm.
Ref.: Amîn 381-82.>
M0305, Ambiguous oracle.
Link: |D1712, Soothsayer (diviner, oracle, etc.). [(kâhin and the craft of kihânah)].>

M0305.5$, Ambiguous (enigmatic, neutral) oracle interpreted according to how interpreter perceives
it. Type: 1641, 1641D$.
Link: |U0248.2$, Fear affects perception.

Ref.: DOTTI 886 889; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 24-26.>
M0306, Enigmatical prophecy.>
M0310, Favorable prophecies.>
M0310.1, Prophecy: future greatness and fame.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 269.>
M0311, Prophecy: future greatness of unborn child.
Link: |Z0254, Destined hero.

Ref.: Maspero 147 no. 8; Damîrî I 65/(thirteen sons).>
M0311.0.4, Heavenly voices proclaim birth of future child hero.>
M0312.0.4.1, The dream about a tree which sprouts enormously, indicates the birth of a hero (saint).
Link: |F0779.5.1$, Woman sees knight (horseman) issue out of her (vagina) while urinating.>

M0311.0.4.2$, Dream about light issuing out of person: birth of great leader (hero, prophet, savior,
etc.).
Link: |A0511.1, Birth of culture hero. |E0741.1.1.2, Star as sign of birth of hero. |F0960.1.0.1$, Heavenly
lights fill universe at birth of prophet. |V0515, Allegorical visions.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 11/cf.>
M0311.4, Prophecy: unborn child to become king. Type: 930E$.
Link: |M0314, Prophecy: man (child) will become king.

Ref.: Maspero 35 no. 2-4; Ibshîhî 436; DOTTI 625.>
M0311.5, Unborn child will become nation's deliverer.
Link: |H1258.1$, Quest for future sacred deliverer of humanity. |P0710.5$, Deliverer of a nation.
Oppressed (persecuted, enslaved, etc.) people freed.>

M0311.7$, Certain person will become nation's savior (deliverer).
Link: |A0513, Coming of culture hero (demigod). |M0342.0.1$, Prophecy: calamities and social strife will
befall kingdom.

Ref.: Simpson 239.>
M0312, Prophecy of future greatness for youth. Type: 725, 725A$, 930, 930A.
Ref.: DOTTI 390 400 401 622 623/{Egy}; CFMC: Oases 71-3 4-1-no. [5]/cf.>
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M0312.0.1, Dream of future greatness. Type: 725, 725A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 400 401; Wehr 105-6 no. 5/cf.>
M0312.0.4, Mother's symbolic dream (vision) about the greatness of her unborn child.
Link: |V0515.1.2, Wife sees moon enter mouth of husband; husband sees star enter mouth of wife: famous
child (saint) will be born.

Ref.: Lane 416.>
M0312.1, Prophecy: wealthy marriage for poor boy. Type: 930.
Ref.: DOTTI 622.>
M0312.3, Eater of magic bird-heart will become rich (king). Type: 567.
Link: |N0335.3.1$, Eating certain part of animal causes death to eater. Organ (heart, liver, etc.) contained
residuals of lethal substance (poison, arrowhead, pellets, etc.).

Ref.: Chauvin VI 170; DOTTI 327.>
M0314, Prophecy: man (child) will become king. Type: 930E$.
Link: |M0311.5, Unborn child will become nation's deliverer.

Ref.: Maspero 35 no. 2/cf.; DOTTI 625.>
M0321, Prophecy: long life.
Link: |D1857, Magic longevity. |M0531$, Supplication: long life.>

M0324, Prophecy: future Golden Age.
Link: |A1101.1, Golden age. A former age of perfection. |U0029.1$, `Truth (justice) will inevitably prevail
(tomorrow)'.>

M0340, Unfavorable prophecies. Type: 934A, 938B.
Ref.: Maspero 186 no. 13; Damîrî I 298: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 123; CAbduh
95-99; DOTTI 344 380 546 624 635 642 644/{lit., Ymn}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt xi n. 264.>
M0340.3, Prophecy of general misfortune to newborn child.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0340.3.1$, Prophecy: misfortune at outset of life (followed by relief).
Link: |J0214, Choice: suffering in youth or old age. |M0301.16, Gods prophesy both good and evil about
hero's fate.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0340.3.2$, Prophecy: misfortune for a certain number of years (e.g., seven, nine, etc.). Type:
938B.
Link: |Z0071.5.9.1$, Seven years of misfortune.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 102 no. 15; Zîr 74.>
M0340.5, Prediction of danger.
Link: |M0300.0.3$, Prophesy comes to pass--(happens as foretold).>

M0340.6, Prophecy of great misfortune. Type: cf. 938B.
Ref.: Zîr 74 103.>
M0341, Death prophesied. Type: 934, 934A,-934P.
Link: |E0545.2, Dead predict death.
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Ref.: Maspero 186 no. 13; 'غhâj Bujâ 36; Barghûthî (al-) 152-57 no. 38 215; CAbd-al-Hâdî
180-83 no. 42; DOTTI 226 487 635 636/{Egy, Plst}; Hujelân 207 no. 2-4; MITON; D.H. Müller
Soqotri: SAE VI 62-64 no. 4; Sabâh el-Khair no. 541[?].>
M0341.0.2, All forty of man's sons [prophesied] to die at once. Type: 844A$, 938.
Link: |N0254$, All of man's children perish at once.

Ref.: DOTTI 465 642.>
M0341.0.4$, Predestined death (of certain person or some other creature). Type: 332, 759F$, 934A,
cf. 947X$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 479-80.>
M0341.0.5$, Person knows time of own death.
Link: |D1812.0.1, Foreknowledge of hour of death. |M0341.1.6, Prophecy: death after certain time. |V0223,
Saints have miraculous knowledge.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71; Ibshîhî
207 443-44; Basset Mille III 466 no. 283; DOTTI 177 677/{lit.}; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) II 8, 9;
RAFE 123 n. 425; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 17 no. 62R; TAWT 444 450.>
M0341.0.6$, Person knows place of own death.
Link: |D1812.0.1.3$, Foreknowledge of place of death. |N0147$, Predestined circumstances of death: time,
place, agent, instrument, etc., of mortal's death preordained. |V0085.5.2$, Burial in holy land.>

M0341.0.7$, Prophecy: death by one of a limited number of means (agents). Type: cf. 934A, 937$.
Link: |M0341.2.4, Prophecy: three-fold death. Child to die from hunger, fire, and water. It so happens.

Ref.: Maspero 186 no. 13; DOTTI 636.>
M0341.0.7.1$, Prophecy: child to die by snake, crocodile, or dog. It so happens. Type: 934A1, cf.
934.
Link: |N0335.9.1$, Person killed (devoured) by land predator (lion, tiger, wolf, etc.). |N0335.9.2$, Person
killed (devoured) by water-animal (crocodile, hippopotamus, or the like).

Ref.: Maspero 186 no. 13; DOTTI 635 636.>
M0341.1.4, Prophecy: death at certain age.
Link: |N0254.0.1$, All of man's children perish at certain age.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0341.1.6, Prophecy: death after certain time.
Link: |M0341.0.5$, Person knows time of own death.>

M0341.1.6.0.1$, Prophecy: death after certain life spans.
Link: |D1857.3$, Culture-hero (Luqmân) lives for the duration of the life-spans of seven (three) eagles
(camels, etc.). |F0571.8, Man lives for nine generations.>

M0341.2, Prophecy: death by particular instrument. In spite of all precautions the prophecy is
fulfilled.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 209.>
M0341.2.3, Prophecy: death by drowning. Type: 934A*.
Ref.: Damîrî I 298/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 123; DOTTI 636.>
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M0341.2.4, Prophecy: three-fold death. Child to die from hunger, fire, and water. It so happens.
Type: 934A1.
Link: |M0341.0.7$, Prophecy: death by one of a limited number of means (agents).

Ref.: Maspero 186 no. 13; DOTTI 635 636.>
M0341.2.4.2, Prophecy: threefold death: wounding, burning, drowning. [Given under C0927.3].
Type: cf. 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |C0927.3, Burning and drowning as punishment for breaking tabu. |F0901.1.1, Extraordinary
threefold death: wounding, burning, drowning.

Ref.: DOTTI 683.>
M0341.2.6.1$, Prophecy: death by dog. Type: 934A.
Link: |M0341.0.7$, Prophecy: death by one of a limited number of means (agents).

Ref.: Maspero 186 no. 13; DOTTI 635 636.>
M0341.2.8, Prophecy: death by poison.
Link: |M0341.2.21, Prophecy: death by snake bite.>

M0341.2.19, Prophecy: death at hands of certain person.
Link: |M0343, Parricide prophecy. [Oedipus].

Ref.: Basset Mille III 41 no. 29; DOTTI 98 104 125 182 273 275 623 633 636 695/{Egy,
Mrc, Omn}; MITON; Mursî "Fayyûm" 109-17 no. 16; Zîr 32-33 103.>
M0341.2.21, Prophecy: death by snake bite. Type: cf. 934A, 937$.
Link: |M0341.2.8, Prophecy: death by poison.

Ref.: Maspero 186 no. 13/cf.; M.I. Hassan 16-17 no. 4; DOTTI 635 636 641; Zîr
25/(poem)/Abu-Bakr's.>
M0341.2.23, Prophecy: death by hanging.>
M0341.2.23.0.1$, Prophecy: death by execution.>
M0341.2.23.0.1.1$, Prophecy: ruler will be executed by rebels.
Link: |P0506.3$, Rebellion against government.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 268.>
M0341.2.23.1$, Prophecy: death by crucifixion. Type: 725B$.
Link: |Z0194.9.1$, Birds feeding from basket person carrying on head--crucifixion and exposure to the
elements.

Ref.: ThaClabî 73; Boqarî 24.>
M0341.2.23.2$, Prophecy: death by blade (sword, knife, or the like). Type: 318.
Link: |S0115, Murder by stabbing.

Ref.: Maspero 12-013 no. 1 n. 4.>
M0341.2.24, Prophecy: death by alligator (crocodile). Type: cf. 934A, 937$.
Ref.: Maspero 186 no. 13; DOTTI 635 636.>
M0341.2.27$, Prophecy: death by insect bite (spider, scorpion, hornet, etc). Type: cf. 934A, 937$.>
M0341.2.27.1$, Prophecy: death by spider bite (poison). Type: cf. 934A, 937$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 479-80.>
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M0342, Prophecy of downfall of kingdom. Type: 930E$.
Ref.: Maspero 35 no. 2-4; Damîrî I 298-99/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 124;
Basset Mille III 41 no. 29, 139 no. 88; DOTTI 622 625/{lit.}; Zîr 32-33/(tribal chieftainship).>
M0342.0.1$, Prophecy: calamities and social strife will befall kingdom.
Link: |M0311.7$, Certain person will become nation's savior (deliverer). |P0470.0.1$, Tale-teller needed
(required)--so as to tell story. |P0752.5$, Social class conflict (strife, struggle).>

M0342.2, Prophecy: son-to-be to destroy lineage. Type: 931.
Ref.: DOTTI 627.>
M0342.2.1$, Prophecy: daughter-to-be will destroy lineage. Type: 315.
Ref.: DOTTI 139.>
M0341.7$, Prophecy: death (killing) of certain number of persons. (Number is usually formulistic:
seven, thirty-nine, forty, ninety-nine, or the like). Type: 517A$.
Link: |M0370.1, Prophecy of death fulfilled. |N0389$, Multiple killings--accidental. |Z0071, Formulistic
numbers.

Ref.: DOTTI 286; Shamy (el-) Egypt 15 no. 2; Zîr 33.>
M0343, Parricide prophecy. [Oedipus]. Type: 931.
Link: |M0341.2.19, Prophecy: death at hands of certain person.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 36 no. 206; DOTTI 501 627 628 635/{Egy, lit.}; HE-S: Minya 70-77 no.
6.>
M0343.0.1.1$, Prophecy: father's death at hands of son (son will kill father). Type: 931, cf. 516H$,
937A*.
Link: |L0181$, Disappointing child (son, daughter).

Ref.: DOTTI 162 174 270 272 283 284 285 293 501 627 628 635 637 706/{Alg, lit., Mrc,
Mrc}.>
M0343.0.1.3$, Prophecy: father's death at hands of daughter (daughter will kill father).
Ref.: DOTTI 624/{lit.}.>
M0343.0.2, Prophecy: mother will be killed by children.
Link: |S0024$, Matricide.>

M0343.0.2.1$, Prophecy: mother's death at hands of daughter. Type: 934E, cf. 931.
Ref.: DOTTI 627.>
M0343.0.2.2$, Prophecy: mother's death at hands of son.>
M0343.0.2.4$, Prophecy: brother's death at hands of his brother.
Link: |S0073.1, Fratricide.>

M0343.0.2.5$, Prophecy: cousin's death at hands of his cousin (paternal or maternal).
Ref.: Zîr 24.>
M0344, Mother-[son]-incest prophecy. [Oedipus]. Type: 931.
Ref.: DOTTI 627.>
M0345, Prophecy: daughter shall commit murder and incest and be sentenced to death.
Link: |K1315.1.3$, Seduction under pretense of fulfilling the predestined (enacting God's Will, or the
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like).>

M0345.1, Prophecy: girl shall have a hundred lovers, shall marry her servant and die of spider's bite.
This happens. Type: 930B.
Ref.: Damîrî II 165; Ibshîhî 479-80; Basset Mille II 208 no. 3; Chauvin VIII 104 no. 80;
DOTTI 624 635 636/{lit.}; Wehr 163 no. 7.>
M0345.4$, Prophecy: brother-sister marriage. Girl shall marry her brother (or vice versa). Type:
313E*, 932,-933.
Link: |T0415, Brother-sister incest.

Ref.: DOTTI 130 132 630 633/{Alg}.>
M0351, Prophecy that youth shall abandon his religion and become Christian. (Baarlam and
Josaphat).>
M0356, Prophecies concerning destiny of country.
Link: |A1088$, Black (`Abyssinians') and white races kill each other at end of world.

Ref.: Basset Mille I 203-4 no. 64.>
M0356.1, Prophecies concerning outcome of war.>
M0356.1.1, Prophecy: loss of battle (combat).
Link: |X0482$, Jokes concerning battle lost.>

M0356.1.2, Prophecies concerning fate of heroes in battle.>
M0356.1.5$, Prophecy: destruction of holy shrine (temple).
Link: |A1088$, Black (`Abyssinians') and white races kill each other at end of world.

Ref.: Damîrî II 173.>
M0356.1.6$, Prophecy: country (island) will vanish.
Link: |D2188.4$, Island vanishes (supernaturally). |F0944.3, Island sinks into sea.

Ref.: Maspero 105 no. 5 n. 4.>
M0356.3, Prophecy: unborn (new-born) child (girl) to bring evil upon land.
Ref.: CAbduh 79-91; DOTTI 141 278/{Ymn}.>
M0359, Unfavorable prophecies--miscellaneous.>
M0359.2, Prophecy: prince's marriage to common woman. Type: 930A.
Link: |M0369.2, Prophecies concerning love and marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 622 623/{Syr}.>
M0360, Other prophecies.>
M0361, Fated hero. Only certain hero will succeed in exploit.>
M0361.3$, Prophecy: yet unborn hero will achieve task (exploit).
Link: |M0363.0.1$, Birth (arrival) of religious leader (deity) proclaimed. |Z0358.1$, Only one person can
produce miraculous occurrence.

Ref.: Maspero 34-35 no. 2-4; Zîr 24/(poem).>
M0363, Coming of religious leader prophesied.
Ref.: Ions 50/(Osiris); ThaClabî 188.>
M0363.0.1$, Birth (arrival) of religious leader (deity) proclaimed.
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Link: |M0300.0.1$, Supernatural prophesying or proclaiming voice (hâtif). |M0361.3$, Prophecy: yet
unborn hero will achieve task (exploit). |V0249.1, Angel makes proclamation.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 186/(Osiris); Ions 50; Simpson 239.>
M0363.1, Coming of Christ (Christianity) prophesied.
Ref.: Cachia 181.>
M0363.1.1, Coming of Antichrist prophesied.
Link: |G0302.10$, Antichrist (the False Messiah: "al-Masîkh, al-Daggâl").

Ref.: ThaClabî 227; Zîr 25/(poem).>
M0363.2, Prophecy: coming of Messiah.
Ref.: ThaClabî 227; Schmidt-Kahle I 254-56 no. 64; Zîr 25/(poem).>
M0363.5$, Coming of Prophet Mohammed (Islam) prophesied.
Link: |A1002.2.7$, Coming of the `Seal of Prophets' as sign of Doomsday. |M0302.8, Prophesying from
book.

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71;
Ibshîhî 435; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 4/(in scriptures); Zîr
24/(poem).>
M0363.5.1$, Christian monk prophesies the coming of Prophet Mohammed.
Link: |N0846.3$, Monk as helper.

Ref.: DOTTI 578 640 895/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no.
44 6.>
M0364, Various prophecies connected with saints (or holy men).>
M0369, Miscellaneous Prophecies.>
M0369.2, Prophecies concerning love and marriage.
Ref.: DOTTI 210 622.>
M0369.5, Prophecies concerning invasion and conquest.
Link: |M0301.17.3$, Defeated king's prophecies about fate of victor.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 23-26.>
M0369.5.3$, Identity of future conqueror revealed in prophetic message (letter, portrait, etc.).
Link: |F0789.4$, Remarkable portrait (painting).

Ref.: MITON.>
M0369.7, Prophecy about birth of children.>
M0369.7.2, Prophecy about birth of heir.
Link: |P0017.0.2.2$, Birth of son (heir) sought in order to succeed father as king (chieftain, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 105/{lit.}; MITON.>
M0369.7.2.1$, Prophecy: son will be born and will succeed father.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0369.7.4$, Prophecy: conception and birth of child will take place only with marriage
(intercourse) with certain person.
Link: |C0162, Tabu: marriage with a certain person. |D1812.5.0.20$, Omens from actions (words,
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movements, etc.) of certain persons. |T0538.3$, Aged man sires a child. |T0539, Miraculous conception-miscellaneous.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0369.7.3, Prophecy: sex of unborn child.
Link: |V0223.6.5$, Sex of fetus changes in accordance with saint's prognostications.>

M0369.8, Prophecies about children born at the same time. Type: 930F$.
Link: |P0311.4, Friends born at the same moment.

Ref.: ThaClabî 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; DOTTI 626.>
M0370, Vain attempts to escape fulfillment of prophecy. Type: 930A, 934A.
Ref.: DOTTI 622 623/{Syr}.>
M0370.1, Prophecy of death fulfilled. Type: 517A$, 934A.
Link: |M0341.7$, Prophecy: death (killing) of certain number of persons. (Number is usually formulistic:
seven, thirty-nine, forty, ninety-nine, or the like).

Ref.: Maspero 20 no. 1 194-96 no. 13; Ibshîhî 540-41/cf.; DOTTI 147 286 635.>
M0371, Exposure of infant to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. Type: 930, 930E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 622 625.>
M0371.1, Exposure (murder) of infant to avoid fulfillment of prophecy of future greatness. Type: cf.
725.
Ref.: DOTTI 622.>
M0371.3, Murder of child to prevent fulfillment of prophecy of ruin she will bring upon kingdom.
Type: 930E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 625.>
M0372, Confinement in tower to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. Type: cf. 934A, 937$, cf. 870,
870A.
Link: |F0721.5.3$, Underground palace as living quarters. (Maiden, woman, etc., found in it). |N0130.1$,
Attempts to alter fate: futile. |R0041.2, Captivity in tower. |T0381, Imprisoned virgin to prevent knowledge
of men (marriage, impregnation).

Ref.: Maspero 186-87 no. 13; Chauvin V 253 no. 150, VIII 105 no. 80; DOTTI 100 194 210
217 285 402 483 484 485 624 635 641/{Egy, Mrc}.>
M0372.1, Confinement in iron house below surface of earth to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. Type:
870, 870A, 870D$.
Link: |J0147, Child confined to keep him in ignorance of life. Useless. |T0617, Boy reared in ignorance of
the world.

Ref.: DOTTI 483 484 485.>
M0373, Expulsion to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. Type: 517, 671, 725.
Ref.: DOTTI 100 285 400 402/{Mrc}.>
M0374$, Prevention of birth to avoid fulfilling of prophecy associated with future birth(s).
Link: |M0444.2$, Curse of childlessness laid on a being (deity, human, etc.) so as to prevent birth of
offspring.
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Ref.: Ions 48.>
M0375, Slaughter of innocents to avoid fulfillment of prophecy.
Link: |P0552.7$, tatarruss (also, taqiyyah). Innocent Moslems used as shield by enemy (attackers) treated
as if enemy combatants. |S0102$, Murder to prevent victim from having offspring (descendants).
|S0184.1.1$, Tyrant rapes (deflowers) virgins. |S0199$, Revolting cruelty to the innocent--miscellaneous.
|T0314.2$, Father murders daughter for "being a woman": all his wives proved unfaithful. |U0022.2$,
Injustice: innocent punished along with guilty.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 453; Basset Mille III 41 no. 29; DOTTI 622 623 624/{lit.}; Zîr 32-33/(Zîr to be
killed).>
M0375.3, Child mutilated to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. Type: 930A, 930B.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 479-80; DOTTI 623 624/{Irq}.>
M0375.5$, All persons (captives) from certain location massacred to avoid fulfillment of prophecy.
Link: |R0051.4, Prisoner massacred.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0378$, Marriage prophecy fulfilled. Type: 930, 930A, 930B, 930G$, cf. 737C$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 479-80; DOTTI 350 405 622 623 624/{Irq}.>
M0379$, Fornication prophecy fulfilled. Type: 930F$.
Link: |A0604.3.1.1$, Sinning (disobedience to God) preordained at creation. |M0456$, Curse: fornication.
|N0100.2$, Predestined sinning (fornication, theft, killing, or the like). |U0230.0.3$, Sinning is preordained
(predestined).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 364 n. 2; ThaClabî 167: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; DOTTI 624
626 794/{Tns}.>
M0382, Futile moving to avoid death. [Place where a person will die foretold: he moves away, but
through accident, finds himself back, and dies]. Type: 934A, cf. 332.
Link: |N0147.1$, Mortal predestined to die at certain place unwittingly seeks refuge from death (Azrael) by
hiding in it. |U0250.0.1$, Death is inevitable.

Ref.: DOTTI 178 635.>
M0390, Prophecies--miscellaneous motifs.>
M0390.0.1$, Choice of time of fulfillment of prophecy. Type: 938B.
Link: |J0214.1$, Choice: suffering now or later.

Ref.: DOTTI 644.>
M0391, Fulfillment of prophecy. Type: 725, 930F$-934N$, cf. 914$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 167: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; DOTTI 626.>
M0391.0.1$, Foretold prophecy fulfilled. Type: 725A$, 930, cf. 934-934C.
Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 380/pt.1; Hujelân 207 no. 2-4.>
M0393, Favorable prophecies: blessings, beatitudes. Type: 725.
Ref.: DOTTI 400.>
M0399$, Futility of auguration (prophecies)--miscellaneous.>
M0399.1$, Futility of war prophecy.
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Link: |M0302.4.2$, `Astrologers (diviners) lie even when [their prognostications come to pass as]
truthful'.>

M0400-499, Curses.>
M0400, Curses.
Link: |C0900.2$, The "Curse of Y" (someone or something). |D1273.3.1$, Reading holy text (scripture) at
someone as punitive spell. |Q0136.2$, Verbal rewards (praise) or punishments (condemnation). |V0057,
Purpose of prayer.

Ref.: Hanauer 198-200; Hujelân 220-21.>
M0400.0.1$, If cursing were actually efficacious, it would have left neither young nor old man
[(alive, well)].
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2553.>
M0400.0.1.1$, Cursing is like throwing stones at someone, one finds its target while another doesn't.
Link: |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1228.>
M0400.1$, Supplication (prayer that begs) for God's punishment (daCwah Cala). Type: 779E$, cf.
310A$.
Link: |D1273.3.1$, Reading holy text (scripture) at someone as punitive spell. |M0411.8, Saint's (prophet's)
C

curse. |M0500$, Supplication (prayer that begs) for God's (deity's) boon (da wah li). |V0050, Prayer.
|W0185.2, Prayer that overbearing knight's illness be increased. A little sickness has made him kind; more
may make him kinder.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 318; Damîrî II 82; Ibshîhî 201 410 624-34; Burton V 250 n. 1; MITON;
Zîr 151/(Fâtimah).>
M0400.1.1$, Supplication (prayer that begs) for God's anger (ire).
Link: |A2922.1.1$, Iblis's wife created out of spark of fire (from God's anger). |P0245$, Parent's prayer
(blessing or curse) always answered.>

M0400.1.2$, Yâ-Sîn Surah powerful when `recited at' tyrant (offender, thief, unjust, etc.). Then,
labeled: "Ciddiyat Yâ-Sîn".
Link: |D1273.3.1$, Reading holy text (scripture) at someone as harmful spell as punitive spell.
|V0065.8.1.2$, Yâ Sîn Surah recited `over the soul of deceased'.

Ref.: Amîn 284; Shamy (el-) Egypt 113 no. 36/("Ya Seen").>
M0400.2$, Covert curse: to invoke God as judge (advocate) of oneself against adversary's injustice
(i.e., "God will justly punish you!"). (hasbanah/ihtisâb).
Link: |A0102.16, Justice of god. |V0090$, Miraculous effects of invoking God's attributes (basmalah,
hasbanah, hawqalah, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
M0401, Cursing match (flyting).
Link: |Z0085$, Insult and counter-insult, accusation and counter-accusation. |Z0086$, qâfyah: males'
formulistic satire match (verbal duel). |Z0087$, radh, tashlîq, taghgîr: women's formulistic insults (poetic
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vulgarities, often obscene).

Ref.: Ibrahim, Assaulting with Words; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 258;
Suwayyân (al-)/cf.>
M0401.0.1$, Poets's formulistic insults (lampoon/naqâ'id).
Link: |P0427.4.1, Fear of druidic lampoon as activating power. |Z0084$, Formulistic insults. |Z0085$,
Insult and counter-insult, accusation and counter-accusation.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 174/(Arabs/lampoon-praise); Ibshîhî 321-27.>
M0401.1$, Curse that some one else's curse be answered.>
M0401.1.1$, A Moslem and a Christian curse each other: Jew: "May the Lord answer both of you".
Type: 1822B$, cf. 1331.
Link: |K1977.1$, Mouse (in mourning) wishes to be dead: cat presents self as God's answer to prayer.
|P0798$, Characteristics of social interaction within triads.

Ref.: DOTTI 737 932.>
M0402, Satire.
Link: |M0401.0.1$, Poets's formulistic insults (lampoon/naqâ'id). |Z0085$, Insult and counter-insult,
accusation and counter-accusation. |Z0088$, Sarcasm.

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 77-80.>
M0402.1, Woman satirist.
Link: |P0427.7.4.3$, raddâhah, shalaq: professional denigrator (satirist). Woman hired to publicly disgrace
a person with vulgarities.

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 77-80.>
M0403, Curse of everlasting terror.
Link: |M0405$, Curse of total ruin for violator(s) of object or site (`curse of the Pharaohs').>

M0404, Unintentional curse or blessing takes effect. Type: 751D*, cf. 1376C*.
Link: |M0411.1.3$, Curse by mother. |M0507$, Unintentional prayer for blessing takes effect. |Q0020.3$,
Thanking God rewarded (failure to do so punished). |V0090.1$, Unintentional curse: accidental calling on
God's name destroys tyrant (devil, etc.). |V0318.2$, "Only God is to be thanked for an affliction (makrûh: a
disliked matter, seeming harm)".

Ref.: Basset Mille III 355 no. 210, 441 no. 266; Burton III 117 n. 2/(Noah's); DOTTI 413
770; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 274 no. 26.>
M0404.1$, Unintentional curse proves irrevocable. Type: 857$,/516F$.
Link: |M0012, Irrevocable sentence carried out even when innocence is proved.

Ref.: DOTTI 476.>
M0404.1.1$, Hero's prayer asking for safety for his companions, instead asks for their destruction
(due to tongue-slip): they all die.
Link: |J1148$, Self-incrimination due to tongue-slip (projection, compulsion to confess). |W0047.1.3$, "A
person dies from his misstatement (`tongue-slip'), but does not die from his misdeed (`foot-slip')".
|W0199.1$, Rationalization: justifying erroneous behavior by reasoning believed to be true.

Ref.: DOTTI 273 521 688/{Sdn}.>
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M0404.1.2$, Noah curses slow donkey: "Get onto ark even if Satan is with you". Satan was clinging
to donkey's tail. Type: 825.
Link: |G0303.23.2$, Devil gets into the ark by hiding inside donkey.

Ref.: ThaClabî 34.>
M0405$, Curse of total ruin for violator(s) of object or site (`curse of the Pharaohs'). Type: cf.
1645D$.
C

C

Link: |C0900.2.1$, The Curse of the Pharaohs (la nat al-farâ inah): persistent misfortune (ill-fate, bad
luck) for violator of pharaonic tabu. |D1266, Magic book. |M0403, Curse of everlasting terror. |M0451,
Curse: death. |M0491, Presence of cursed person brings disaster to land. |Q0222.7$, Punishment for
violating sanctity of tomb (grave, cemetery).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 150 no. A-10/ff.; Maspero 135 no. 7; DOTTI 895.>
M0410, Pronouncement of curses.>
M0411, Deliverer of curse.>
M0411.0.1, Curse by oneself. [Sinking into earth].>
M0411.0.2$, Curse by the weak (disabled, oppressed, etc.)--efficacious.>
M0411.0.2.1$, Curse by woman--efficacious.
Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 232-33/(against unjust ruler).>
M0411.0.3$, Prerequisites for successful curse delivery.>
M0411.0.3.1$, Deliverer of curse must be on good standing with deity (god).
Ref.: Maspero 85 no. 4 n. 2.>
M0411.1, Curse by parent.
Link: |P0245$, Parent's prayer (blessing or curse) always answered.

Ref.: Burton VII 238/cf./("wrath"); RAFE 18 n. 45, 159 n. 586.>
M0411.1.1, Curse by stepmother.>
M0411.1.3$, Curse by mother.
Link: |M0404, Unintentional curse or blessing takes effect. |W0103.1.1.1$, Parent calls own child, "'ibnharâm"/"bint-harâm" (`Child-of-sin'/bastard).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 4/(blindness).>
M0411.2, Beggar's curse. Type: 1871B$.
Link: |J1335$, Beggar turned down through chain of command in a miser's palace. He evokes a divine
chain of command to punish the miser: God, Gabriel, Michael, , Azrael (Death). P0160.0.1$, Beggars's
ways (means).

Ref.: Burton V 171 n.; DOTTI 940; RAFE 299 n. 9.>
M0411.3, Dying man's curse.>
M0411.4.1, Curse by a god.
C

Link: |A0102.17.1$, God's curse (la nah).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 158-59 no. A-11/(by Râ); Ions 48/(Ra on Nut).>
M0411.5, Old woman's curse (satire). Type: 310, 408, 432.
Ref.: DOTTI 107 116 117 118 122 129 195 212/{Egy}.>
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M0411.8, Saint's (prophet's) curse.
Link: |A0054.6.6$, Punishment of Eblis: cursed by God. |M0400.1$, Supplication (prayer that begs) for
C

C

God's punishment (da wah ala). |M0411.4.1, Curse by a god. |V0059, Prayers answered--miscellaneous.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 318/(prophet's); Ibshîhî 410/(Mohammed's) 460/(Abraham's); DOTTI
35 893/{lit.}; Zîr 151/(Fâtimah).>
M0411.8.4, Animal cursed by saint [(prophet)].
Link: |A2231, Animal characteristics: punishment for impiety. |A2231.7.1, Animal cursed for betraying
holy fugitive.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 464/(locusts).>
M0411.10, Curse by berserk, giant (ogre). Type: 310, 313.
Ref.: DOTTI 116 128; Hasan (al-) 4-8 no. 2.>
M0411.18, Curse by poet.>
M0411.19, Curse by animal.>
M0411.19.1$, Curse by fish (actually enchanted person). Type: 449.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0411.20, Curse by spouse.>
M0411.20.1$, Curse by husband. Type: 886A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 536; Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18; TAWT 428.>
M0411.20.2$, Curse by wife.
Ref.: TAWT 53 n. 70.>
M0411.22, Curse by head of religious order.>
M0411.25$, Curse by scribe (author, writer).
Link: |A0165.6, Scribe of the gods. |P0425, Scribe. |P0760.5.3.4.1$, Theft of contents of written book
punished--(intellectual piracy, [plagiarism]). |V0067.9.2$, Tomb has instructions to would-be robber(s).
|Z0010.2.4$, Contentious (threatening) end formula.

Ref.: Maspero 20 no. 1 n. 2.>
M0411.25.1$, Daughter curses her father.
Link: |P0248.4$, Daughter opposes her father's ways.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0411.26$, Parent(s) cursed by own child (son, daughter).
Link: |P0248.0.1$, Rebel child rejects parents's `old-fashioned' ways.>

M0411.26.1$, Daughter curses her father.
Link: |P0248.4$, Daughter opposes her father's ways.>

M0412, Time of giving curse.>
M0412.3$, Reversed curse ("May it be you!").>
M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water
stop in your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!".
Link: |J1350, Rude retorts. |M0432, Curse: to be carried off by evil spirit. |M0500.1$, Supplication that
mimics an action, name, or condition. Reply formula; e.g., A: "Visit us." B: "`May you be visited by vigor
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(Câfiyah)'". |Q0477.1$, Ridiculing by mimicking as punishment. |Z0095.1$, Homophony: "sabr" ([sweet]
patience)--"sabr" ([bitter] aloe). |Z0085$, Insult and counter-insult, accusation and counter-accusation.
|Z0097.3$, Family relations (kinship ties) alliterated (or rhymed, etc.). |Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism:
association based on sound similarities (homophony). |Z0183.0.1.5$, Curse (prayer) that mimics meaning
C

of name: e.g., "O Sa îd (Happy), may God render you unhappy".

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 7/(to be kicked by
ostrich).>
M0412.4.1$, Curse: A: "Take!" B: "May you get taken by Azrael!".
Link: |M0451, Curse: death.

Ref.: RAFE 46 n. 142.>
M0412.4.2$, Curse: A: "la''ah" (i.e., lâ/No!, or Jolt!) B: "May a jolt/("No") jolt/daze you!".>
M0412.4.3$, Curse: A: "naCam" (i.e., Yes) B: "May a naCCâmah/("ostrich") kick you!".
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 7.>
M0413, Place of giving curse.>
M0414, Recipient [(target)] of curse.>
M0414.0.1$, Luck (`Time$, dice, etc.) cursed.
Link: |C0494.1$, Tabu: cursing `Time' (Dahr, fate). |N0100.0.1$, `Luck' as non-sacred entity: e.g., bakht,
hazz (luck), zahr (dice), zaman (Time). |Z0122.7$, Temporal forces (quasi powers of fate) personified:
`Time' (ed-Dahr, ez-Zamân/Zamàn, el-'Ayyâm).

Ref.: RAFE 307 n. 53/cf.>
M0414.0.1.1$, `O Time, may God curse you: for you make a chamber-pot into chandelier!'.
Link: |N0170, The capriciousness of luck.>

M0414.0.2$, A certain man's (group's) religion cursed.>
M0414.1, God cursed.
Link: |M0414.13, Curse on a deity. |W0185.7$, Man loses temper at deity (god).>

M0414.2, Goddess cursed.
Ref.: Ions 48/(Nut by Ra/not to bear children).>
M0414.3, Saint cursed.>
M0414.8, Animals cursed.>
M0414.13, Curse on a deity.
Link: |M0414.1, God cursed.

Ref.: Ions 48/(Nut by Ra/not to bear children).>
M0415, Irrevocable curse.
Link: |M0010, Irrevocable judgments. |V0207$, Vows of sacred persons (prophets, saints) irrevocable.>

M0416.1, Curse: appetite of twelve men. Given with the gift of twelve men's strength.>
M0416.1.1$, Curse: gluttony (being controlled by dictates of the stomach).
Link: |F0610.4, Man with strength of many men.

Ref.: Simpson 165; Shamy (el-) TAWT 354-55 no. 49: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
113-1; TAWT 406 n. 827.>
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M0416.1.1.1$, `He whom the Lord dislikes, will have his stomach set against him (Y)'.
Link: |F0496.0.1$, Gluttony as an illness. |F1041.8.5, Madness from overeating.

Ref.: Simpson 165, 178/cf.; Taymûr no. 2874.>
M0414.14$, Satan cursed.>
M0414.14.1$, "O Satan, may God punish (disgrace) you [for having caused sin]!". Type: 846.
Link: |A0065$, Satan's waswasah (instigation) causes sinning. |M0110.3, Oath uttered by pious when in
danger of succumbing to temptation. |W0199.3.4$, Blaming Satan for one's own mistakes.

Ref.: DOTTI 466 467/{Egy}.>
M0418, Method of curse.>
M0418.2$, Curse pronounced while head is bared and facing heaven.
Link: |M0502$, Deliverer of supplication (suppliant).>

M0420, Enduring and overcoming curses.>
M0422, Curse transferred to another person or thing.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0422.1$, Curse: "May what is afflicting me afflict you!". Type: cf. 480.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0423, Curse removed when person reforms.>
M0424$, Curse removed when certain matter is brought to pass.
Link: |D2064.5, Magic sickness from curse. |M0152.0.1.1$, Vow to abstain from sexual activities until
revenge has been accomplished.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0424.1$, Incestuous brother cuts his sister's hand off, she curses him (to becoming crippled); he
recovers when her hand is restored. Type: cf. 713A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 132 383 395/{Alg}; TAWT 453.>
M0426$, Curse (prophecy) evaded by ruse (strategy).
Link: |M0428, Curse mitigated by deity when superhuman task is performed. |M0444.2$, Curse of
childlessness laid on a being (deity, human, etc.) so as to prevent birth of offspring.>

M0426.1$, Curse of inability to give birth during any month of the year evaded by introducing new
(intercalary) time-period.
Link: |A1162.1.1$, Intercalary period originated to allow for birth of deity (deities). |Q0553.3.2.1$,
Childlessness (inability to conceive or give birth) as punishment for brother-sister marriage (incest).

Ref.: Ions 48.>
M0428, Curse mitigated by deity when superhuman task is performed.
Link: |A1162.1$, New time-period originated to circumvent curse (linked to certain months). |M0426$,
Curse (prophecy) evaded by ruse (strategy).>

M0430, Curses on persons.
Link: |D1273.3.1$, Reading holy text (scripture) at someone as punitive spell.>

M0430.1$, Curse on persons: sickness (illness).>
M0430.1.1$ N.Curse: delivery (giving birth) at hands of physician.
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Link: |P0424.7$, Midwife preferred (more empathetic than physicians).

Ref.: Diyâb 313.>
M0431, Curse: bodily injury.
Link: |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water
stop in your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!". |M0438.1.1$, Curse: to be kissed by snake
(scorpion). |Q0451.0.2, Threat to cut off hand or foot.>

M0431.1, Curse: loss of eye. Type: 1331.
Ref.: DOTTI 737.>
M0431.1.1$, Curse: blindness--("loss of light of eyes", "eye gets pierced/gouged" or the like).>
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 4/(loss of light of
eyes") 15.>
M0431.2, Curse: toads from mouth. Type: 403, cf. 480.
Link: |W0197.1$, Being maladroit with words.>

M0431.4, Curse: arm to fall off.>
M0431.4.1, Curse: hand of person cursed to drop off.
Ref.: TAWT 366 n. 94 395 n. 628 439.>
M0431.11$, Curse: tongue cut off.>
M0431.11.1$, Curse: dumbness (loss of speech). Type: cf. 886, 886A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 536.>
M0432, Curse: to be carried off by evil spirit.
Link: |M0451, Curse: death.>

M0436, Curse: prince to fall in love with witch's daughter. Type: 310.
Link: |D1905.3, Love by curse. |M0301.2.1, Enraged old woman prophesies for youth.

Ref.: DOTTI 116 196/{Irq}.>
M0436.1$, Curse: youth to fall in love with ogre's daughter. Type: 310.
Ref.: DOTTI 116 117 129/{Egy}.>
M0437, Curse: monstrous birth.
Ref.: Noy Jefet 327-28 no. 150.>
M0437.1, Curse: "What I carry may you carry; what you carry may I carry" [Cat's curse on
ungrateful woman].
Ref.: DOTTI 970/{Ymn}.>
M0438, Curse: humiliation.
Link: |M0439$, Curse: infamy or public disgrace (fadîhah).>

M0438.1.1$, Curse: to be kissed by snake (scorpion).
Link: |M0431, Curse: bodily injury.>

M0439$, Curse: infamy or public disgrace (fadîhah). Type: 886A$.
Link: |M0456$, Curse: fornication. |P0788.2.1$, Fear of public disgrace (fadîhah) obliges victim to be
silent. |T0131.14.4$, Public declaration of love for girl as obstacle for marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 536; TAWT 428 no. 16.>
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M0439.1$, Curse: blackened face (in public).
Link: |A2231.14$, Origin of goat's exposed posterior: punishment for refusing to shelter sacred (holy)
fugitive. |H0244.1$, Face of liar supernaturally blackened. |M0521.2.1$, Supplication: face whitened.
|Z0143.3.2$, `Black face': inauspicious person.

Ref.: MITON.>
M0440$, Curse: deprivation of God's graces.
Link: |M0340, Unfavorable prophecies.>

M0440.1$, Curse: absence of blessedness (barakah).
Link: |A2870.1.5.1.1$, Predatory beasts have few offspring: God deprived them of blessedness to keep
numbers down as an act of compassion toward smaller prey. |D1705$, barakah (blessedness): supernatural
[positive] power residing in object, act, or person. |D1752$, barakah (blessedness) passes from body to
body. |Q0140.0.1$, Blessedness (barakah) from God as reward.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 296; Qazwînî II 213/cf.>
M0440.1.1$, `May God not bless [such and such] for Y [someone]'.>
M0440.2$, Curse: suffering effects of God's wrath.>
M0440.2.1$, "May He bring [calamities] and heap [them] upon Y [someone]".
Ref.: TAWT 53 n. 69 396 n. 645.>
M0442, Curse: deformity.>
M0443, Curse: privation.
Link: |M0431, Curse: bodily injury. |Q0556, Curse as punishment.>

M0443.1, Curse: lack of food, shelter, good company.>
M0443.2$, Curse: poverty (loss of property).>
M0443.3$, Curse: ruined home.>
M0443.6$, Curse: loss of senses (lâ yiwCâ wa-lâ yistawCâ).
Link: |M0452, Curse: insanity. |D2072.6.1$, Magic song (formula) causes man to be turned upside down.
|Z0063.6.5$, Ignoring: person may `place his head where feet would be placed'.>

M0443.6.1$, Curse: one's affairs turned upside down.
Ref.: TAWT 366 n. 94.>
M0443.6.2$, Curse: not knowing location of own body member.>
M0443.6.2.1$, Curse: not knowing way to own mouth.
Link: |J2731$, "O Gohâ, where is your ear?" (With arm reaching around the back of head) "Here it is".

Ref.: ThaClabî 58/cf.>
M0443.7$, Curse: loss of limbs.

Link: |M0431, Curse: bodily injury.>

M0443.8$, Curse: excesses (to be doomed to extremism).>
M0444, Curse of childlessness. Type: 883E$.
Link: |P0230.0.1$, Childlessness.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 186/(laid on "Rhea"/Nut); Ions 48; DOTTI 525.>
M0444.1, Curse: failure in all undertakings.
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Link: |W0256.6.3.2.3$, Regret due to following (obeying) woman's advice.

Ref.: Zîr 42/("khayyaba Allahu man yasma) Y").>
M0444.2$, Curse of childlessness laid on a being (deity, human, etc.) so as to prevent birth of
offspring.
Link: |M0374$, Prevention of birth to avoid fulfilling of prophecy associated with future birth(s). |M0426$,
Curse (prophecy) evaded by ruse (strategy).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 186/(laid on "Rhea"/Nut); R.L. Green 24; Ions 48.>
M0444.3$, Curse of same gender births (all-males or all-females): death without issue follows.
Link: |J0229.13.1$, God's punishment: extermination by a blessing or by a curse. Blessing: male offspring
by men, female by cattle; curse: female offspring by men, male by cattle. |Q0553.3.2, Children of
incestuous father die without issue. |Z0356.0.1$, Only one member of one sex (male, female) remains after
calamity: survival of tribe (nation) depends on that person.

Ref.: Littmann 93-94 no. 74: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 79; Littmann, Tigré 93-94
no. 74.>
M0448, Curse: to sink into earth.
Link: |Q0552.2.3, Earth swallowings as punishment. |Z0063.10.2.4$, `Sink' [out of my face (sight), like
water in dried up well] (`ghûr'/ghْr).>

M0451, Curse: death.
Link: |D2061.2.4, Death by cursing. |M0405$, Curse of total ruin for violator(s) of object or site (`curse of
the Pharaohs'). |M0412.4.1$, Curse: A: "Take!" B: "May you get taken by Azrael!". |M0432, Curse: to be
carried off by evil spirit. |V0090.1$, Unintentional curse: accidental calling on God's name destroys tyrant
(devil, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 940.>
M0451.1, Death by suicide [as curse].
Link: |S0110.0.1$, Suicide: self-murder.>

M0451.3$, Death by poison (as curse).
Link: |S0111, Murder by poisoning.>

M0451.3.1$, Curse that food turns into poison for eater. Type: cf. 511A.
Ref.: MITON.>
M0452, Curse: insanity.>
M0452.1$, Curse: spirit-possession (to be `ridden' by demons,).
Link: |F0385.2$, Jinni (fairy) placated.>

M0452.1.1$, Curse: epilepsy (mental disturbance, khawat).
Link: |A1337.3.1$, Origin of epilepsy: from jinn. |D2065.1.1$, Epilepsy from possession by jinn.
|Z0097.3.5$, 'ukht/'akhkh (sister/brother): khawat (epilepsy, mental disturbance caused by counterspirit).
|Z0186.4.3.4$, Symbolism: spirit-possession (being `epileptic$, worn or ridden by spirit)--sexual desire
(lust).>

M0454, Curse: change of sex. Type: 705B$,/953A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 379 658.>
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M0455, Curse: restlessness.
Link: |A2234.1.1, Raven does not return to ark in obedience to Noah: black color is resulting punishment.
|W0122$, Restlessness (anxiety).

Ref.: ThaClabî 35: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 100.>
M0456$, Curse: fornication.
Link: |M0379$, Fornication prophecy fulfilled. |M0439$, Curse: infamy or public disgrace (fadîhah).>

M0456.1$, Curse: committing incest. Type: cf. 931, 932,-933.
Ref.: DOTTI 628 629 634/{Egy}.>
M0458, Curse of petrification. Type: 779E$.
Link: |A0977.5.5.1.1$, Rock in shape of animal (man) is that animal (man) petrified.

Ref.: Littmann 85-87 no. 69: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 114.>
M0460, Curses on families.>
M0463, Curse on tribe (district).>
M0463.1$, Curse on tribe: perpetual wandering.
Link: |A1635$, Banî-Hilâl as wandering tribe. |D2188.5$, Tribe vanishes.

Ref.: Zîr 151.>
M0490, Curses--miscellaneous.>
M0491, Presence of cursed person brings disaster to land.
Link: |M0405$, Curse of total ruin for violator(s) of object or site (`curse of the Pharaohs').>

M0493, Whomsoever demons curse is blessed, and vice versa.>
M0494$, Curse: wishing that object (pebble of salt, offensive appellation or word, or the like) be "in
offender's eye".
Link: |D2071.1.4.3$, Salt as guard against Evil Eye. |J1365.2.1$, A (referring to B): "This marah
(lady/`broad') Y". B (angrily): "`Broad in your eye'! Y". |Z0066.1$, To be `in (on) one's eyes'--endearment.
|Z0069$, Formulas signifying contempt.

Ref.: Burton V 163 n. 2.>
M0500$-M0599$, Supplication (blessing):
ordaining the future through begging God for favors (boon).>
M0500$, Supplication (prayer that begs) for God's (deity's) boon (daCwah li). Type: 750J$, 769*,
845*, cf. 555, 750A.
C

C

Link: |M0400.1$, Supplication (prayer that begs) for God's punishment (da wah ala). |V0050, Prayer.
|V0052, Miraculous power of prayer. |V0057.0.1$, Prayers are to supreme supernatural being (The God, a
deity, holy personage, etc.) to solicit help or to offer thanks. |V0059.3$, Escape (deliverance) from danger
in answer to prayer. |V0316, Efficacy of prayer.

Ref.: Damîrî II82; Ibshîhî 201 410 624-34; DOTTI 313 411; MITON; RAFE 158-59.>
M0500.0.1$, Supplication for God's boon or curse should be made (phrased) in normal daily speech
(no contrived sajC/rhymed prose).
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C

Link: |Z0001.1.3$, Oracle's (augurer's, magician's) rhymed prose (saj kuhhân).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 625.>
M0500.1$, Supplication that mimics an action, name, or condition. Reply formula; e.g., A: "Visit
us." B: "`May you be visited by vigor (Câfiyah)'".
Link: |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water
stop in your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!". |Z0126, Energy (strength) personified.
|Z0013.12$, Tale-teller curses listeners (or tale-characters). (Usually as formulaic ending). |Z0183.0.1.4$,
C

Blessing (prayer) that mimics meaning of name: e.g., "O Sa îd (Happy), may God give you happiness".>

M0501$, Pronouncement of supplication.>
M0502$, Deliverer of supplication (suppliant).
Link: |P0245$, Parent's prayer (blessing or curse) always answered. |M0418.2$, Curse pronounced while
head is bared and facing heaven. |V0293.0.1$, The afflicted (the weak, the persecuted, the orphaned, etc.)
as God's favorite.>

M0502.1$, God teaches man (Adam) certain words with which to plead (supplicate).
Link: |V0316.2$, Prayer brings redemption (forgiveness).

Ref.: ThaClabî 21-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 43; ThaClabî 24-25/cf.>
M0507$, Unintentional prayer for blessing takes effect. Type: cf. 914$.
Link: |M0404, Unintentional curse or blessing takes effect.>

M0507.1$, Casual (routine, matter of form) prayer for marriage to certain person takes effect.
Link: |N0201, Wish for exalted husband realized. |T0068.9$, Prayer (blessing) that marriage to certain
person (maiden, youth) be another's reward (prize).

Ref.: MITON.>
M0510$, Supplication: success (victory).
Link: |V0052.3, Prayer before battle brings victory.

Ref.: Zîr 151.>
M0511$, Supplication: blessedness (barakah). Type: 914$.
Link: |D1705$, barakah (blessedness): supernatural [positive] power residing in object, act, or person.>

M0511.1$, Supplication: blessedness for parent or ancestor.>
M0511.1.1$, Supplication: blessed be the womb and the loins that brought person into being.
Link: |M0440.1$, Curse: absence of blessedness (barakah). |Q0195, Blessings [as reward]. |T0502.1$,
Conception begins with ejaculation from man's (father's) loins into woman's (mother's) womb.
|Z0084.1.6.2$, Cursing the `back' (loins) that ejaculated one into being.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 159 n. 586.>
M0511.1.2$, Supplication: blessed descendants.
CC

C

Link: |Q0191, Family line of good man rewarded [("[May He] yiqa adû-lak fî iyâlak")].>

M0512$, Supplication: safety.>
M0512.1$, "May God accord you safety in every step [you take]".>
M0513$, Supplication: happiness (contentment).>
M0514$, Supplication: forgiveness of sins (redemption).
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Link: |V0316.2$, Prayer brings redemption (forgiveness).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 21-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 43.>
M0519$, Other supplications connected with success.>
M0519.1$, Supplication: being spared enemy's shamâtah (pleasure for failure). Type: 750J$.
Link: |F1041.9.3, Illness from shame of enemy's scorn [(shamâtah)]. |J0857$, Proud person keeps news of
his misfortune secret so as to avoid enemy's shamâtah (pleasure in his suffering). |J0885, Clever person's
defeat pleases inferior. [shamâtah]. |W0183$, shamâtah: [Sinister] pleasure (rejoicing) at another's
misfortune.

Ref.: ThaClabî 94; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
M0519.2$, Supplication: being shielded from infamy or public disgrace/es-satr. Type: 923C$.
Link: |A2221.5.3$, Why sheep's posterior is covered. Reward for helping shelter sacred (holy) fugitive.
|M0439$, Curse: infamy or public disgrace (fadîhah). |T0594.2$, Death of girl (daughter) is a blessing.

Ref.: DOTTI 606; TAWT 366 n. 87 373 n. 222 383 n. 428.>
M0519.4$, Supplication: to be spared being needy.>
M0519.4.1$, Supplication: to do without help from villains (sinners) help.
Link: |L0111.5, Bastard hero. |W0103$, 'ibn-harâm (`bastard$, `of illegitimate birth$, i.e., of bad character,
vile).>

M0520$, Supplication: righteousness (right path).>
M0520.1$, Supplication: may God lead you to right path.>
M0521$, Supplication: to be loved (accepted) by His (God's) created beings. Type: cf. 480.
Ref.: DOTTI 249.>
M0521.1$, Supplication: to be aided (met) by the good-hearted ('awlâd el-halâl).>
M0521.2$, Supplication: to be honored (by God).>
M0521.2.1$, Supplication: face whitened.
Link: |M0439.1$, Curse: blackened face (in public).>

M0521.2.2$, Supplication: `neck lengthened' (i.e., neck upright, head high).
Link: |Z0063.3.3.1.1$, `Returning with back of neck [hot enough (from being slapped, or lowered in
shame) that it can be used for] heating bread' (i.e., head lowered and nape of neck exposed, etc.)--failure.>

M0521.2.3$, Supplication: rank elevated (heightened).
Link: |M0510$, Supplication: success (victory).>

M0530$, Supplication: health (strength, beauty, etc.). Type: 480, cf. 750J$.
Ref.: DOTTI 249 411.>
M0531$, Supplication: long life.
Link: |M0321, Prophecy: long life.

Ref.: Simpson 22 n. 9/(110 years).>

N. CHANCE AND FATE
N0-N99, Wagers and gambling
N0000, Wagers and gambling.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 635-38.>
N0001, Gamblers.
Ref.: Burton V 224.>
N0001.1$, Culture hero as gambling person.>
N0001.1.1$, Luqmân as addict gambler.
Link: |F1041.15.1$, Addiction as an illness. Adverse effects of excessive consumption of commodity or
service (e.g., food, drink, drug, or sex, entertainment, etc.).

Ref.: Burton X 118 n.>
N0001.0.1, Gambling caused by possession of men by evil demons.
Link: |C0866$, Tabu: gambling and wagers. |F1042$, Mania: compulsion--uncontrollable (involuntary)
behavior.>

N0001.3, Betting contest between two kings. Type: 725.
Ref.: Maspero 273 no. 19/cf./(riddling); ThaClabî 165-68/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 101; DOTTI 626 649.>
N0001.4$, Bet (wager) with the unworthy (lowly, trickster, etc.). Type: 882, cf. 561B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 519 873/{Egy}.>
N0001.5$, Betting between animals (birds). Type: 120.
Ref.: ThaClabî 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; DOTTI 85 626 870/{Alg}.>
N0001.6$, Betting between man and animal (bird). Type: 930F$, 946F$, cf. 545F$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 165: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; DOTTI 299 626 649.>
N0001.7$, Betting between supernatural beings (jinn, devils, etc.). Type: 816A$, 871B$.
Link: |H1598, Contest between man and other being.

Ref.: DOTTI 449; MITON.>
N0001.8$, Betting between man and supernatural being (jinni, devil, ogre, etc.). Type: 1353C$.
Link: |F0364.2.1$, Fairy wrestle with man for prize.

Ref.: Maspero 268 no. 18; DOTTI 755; RAFE 157 n. 581.>
N0002, Extraordinary stakes at gambling.>
N0002.0.3$, Own body and all property as wager. Type: 217A$, 303C$, 812, 1920J$.
Link: |M0170.8$, Vow (oath) to maim certain person (animal). |N0002.1, Own body as stake: to be taken
as slave.

Ref.: DOTTI 62 75 84 102 113 114 136 282 306 448 490 518 519 530 952/{Irq, Syr, Tns};
Sâ)î 229-43 no. 53[+1]; Stevens 58-73 no. 12.>
N0002.0.4$, Own beliefs (faith, religion) as wager.
Link: |M0177, Vow to change religion [(to convert)].

Ref.: Maspero 273 no. 19.>
N0002.0.5$, Wagers with uneven stakes (e.g., "If I win you pay me one, if you win I pay you two").
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Type: cf. 1610.
Link: |K0199.3$, Pseudo-riddle (unsolvable), with twice the stakes for the learned riddlee. Trickster
(peasant, illiterate) does not know the answer, but wins half the bet money. |K0257.1$, Deceptive penalty:
strokes with light cloth sack--sack proves to contain stones. |K0264, Deceptive wager. |K0780$, Falling
into adversary's power through game (contest): loser must comply with winner's demand.

Ref.: Maspero 268 no. 18; DOTTI 601 875/{lit., Sdn}; MITON.>
N0002.1, Own body as stake: to be taken as slave. Type: 217A$.
Link: |N0002.0.3$, Own body and all property as wager. |P0173.9.4$, Slave won (lost) in wager.
|P0776.9.2$, Trafficking in human beings as loan repayment.

Ref.: DOTTI 84.>
N0002.1.1$, Woman's body as stake: winner to do with it as he pleases.
Ref.: Maspero 2681.>
N0002.3, Bodily members wagered.>
N0002.3.0.1$, Conditional wager (vow): pledge to cut off own limb if a certain matter is brought to
pass. E.g., "I would cut off my arm if such and such would happened (or wouldn't happen Y).".
Link: |M0117.0.1$, nadhr/`nadr': conditional vow: pledge to perform certain (good) act if prayer is
answered (request is granted). |M0119.0.1.2$, Swearing by one's own attributes: health, eyesight, etc.
|M0170.8$, Vow (oath) to maim certain person (animal).

Ref.: Boqarî 7/cf./(beard).>
N0002.3.1, Head wagered.
Link: |M0119.0.1.3.1$, Oath by one's own head.>

N0002.3.2, Hand wagered. To be cut off.>
N0002.3.2.2$, Arm wagered. To be cut off.
Link: |M0117.0.1$, nadhr/`nadr': conditional vow: pledge to perform certain (good) act if prayer is
answered (request is granted). |M0119.0.1.2$, Swearing by one's own attributes: health, eyesight, etc.
|N0002.3.0.1$, Conditional wager (vow): pledge to cut off own limb if a certain matter is brought to pass.
E.g., "I would cut off my arm if such and such would happened (or wouldn't happen Y).".>

N0002.3.2.4$, Dignity of one's face wagered.>
N0002.3.2.4.1$, If certain thing happens, then you may spit on my face.
Link: |Z0069.4.1$, "Spitting on" (spitting in, or at)--disgust.>

N0002.3.2.5$, Dignity of one's grave (corpse) wagered.>
N0002.3.2.5.1$, "If certain thing happens, then you may urinate on my grave".
Link: |Q0491.1.3$, Defilement of grave as punishment (by urinating or defecating). |V0061.0.2.2$, Grave
(tomb) violated (vandalized, robbed, etc.). |Z0069.2.1.1$, Urinating, spitting, or defecating on someone's
grave--sinister pleasure for defeat of dead person in grave.

Ref.: Boqarî 8.>
N0002.3.3, Eyes wagered. Type: 613.
Link: |J0551.8$, Self mutilation to demonstrate truthfulness (innocence, lack of interest).

Ref.: DOTTI 345 695/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 69-72; Shamy (el-) Egypt 262 no. 14; Shamy
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(el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 36.>
N0002.3.6$, Beard wagered.
Link: |Z0188.9.2.1$, Symbolism: male's whiskers (moustache, beard)--power (prestige, authority).

Ref.: Boqarî 7.>
N0002.3.9$, Other constituents (properties, assets) of self wagered--miscellaneous.>
N0002.3.9.1$, Moon (god) wagers part of his light.
Link: |A0163.5$, Gambling game among gods.

Ref.: R.L. Green 24-25.>
N0002.5, Whole kingdom (all property) as wager.
Link: |N0002.0.3$, Own body and all property as wager.

Ref.: DOTTI 576 762 775 795 804/{Egy}; CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10A 2-1-no. 18.>
N0002.6, Wife as wager. Type: 882.
Ref.: DOTTI 519.>
N0002.6.1, Sister as wager. Type: 1379.
Ref.: DOTTI 519 543 771 772/{Egy}; Meissner 45-47 no. 26; TAWT 436 no. 28/{Egy};
AUC: 44 no. 18.>
N0002.6.2, Daughter as wager.>
N0002.6.3, Damsel as wager.>
N0002.7, Love wagered in game.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0002.8$, Humiliating treatment as wager.>
N0002.8.1$, Loser of wager (contest) is to disrobe publicly. Type: cf. 533A$.
Link: |K0780.2$, Winner of game is to disrobe loser: person masking as of other sex is thus discovered.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0002.8.2$, Loser (male) forced to act as woman.
Link: |W0202.1$, Indicators of femalenes.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33, no. 33-b 246.>
N0003, Supernatural adversary in gambling (witch or giant).>
N0003.1, Gambling with a god.
Link: |A0163.5$, Gambling game among gods.>

N0003.0.1$, Gambling with a goddess.
Ref.: Maspero 196 no. 14.>
N0003.1.1$, God gives man choices of unknown consequences.
Link: |A1327$, Adjustment of life-span granted by God. |J0210, Choice between evils. |N0125, Choice by
chance.

Ref.: ThaClabî 38.>
N0003.1.1.1$, God gives Adam choice between contents of two folded hands.
Ref.: ThaClabî 28-29: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 68; Ibn-al-Athîr I 9-10, 18-19.>
N0003.1.1.2$, God asks ruler (king, chief) of drought-stricken nation to choose one of three clouds:
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white, red, or black. He chooses the black as the one with most promise of rain, but it proves to pack
killer storm (wind).
Link: |F0967, Extraordinary behavior of clouds. |F0968, Extraordinary thunder and lightning. |J0099.2,
Father bequeathes [(bequeaths)] four pots to sons: eldest finds earth in his; econd, bones; third, rice husks;
youngest, [(gold)] rupees (eldest gets land; second, cattle; third, grain; youngest to keep money). |J0210.1,
Four choices, all of which are evil; man to make one choice only. |Q0552.14.0.2$, Sand storm (`Barren
Wind') destroys tribe as punishment for disbelief (idolatry). |Z0070.5.3$, `Summer-time cloud':
inconsequential--(where it never rains during summer). |Z0156, Cloud (mist) as symbol of misfortune.

Ref.: ThaClabî 38-39/(38): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 110.>
N0003.2$, Wager between God and angel(s).
Link: |G0303.9.8.7, Satan makes wager with God about mortal's piety. [Job's faith].

Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89; DOTTI 460 461/{lit.}.>
N0003.2.1$, Angels wager that they can remain sinless even if shackled with humans's qualities
(e.g., sexual desire, lust, greed, etc.).
Link: |A1278.1.2$, Remodeled angel: given physical and emotional attributes suited for life as member of
mankind (on Earth). |H1556.2, Test of fidelity through submitting hero to temptation. |H1573.8$, Test of
sinlessness (ability to resist temptation). |W0046$, Sinlessness.

Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89.>
N0003.6$, Gambling (wager) with the dead (corpse, mummy, ghost, soul, etc.).
Link: |E0577.0.1$, Dead person challenges living to game (wager).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 161 no. A-11; Maspero 133 no. 7.>
N0004, Devil as gambler.>
N0006, Luck in gambling.>
N0006.1, Luck in gambling from compact with devil.>
N0007, Trained rat upsets pieces in gambling game. Type: 1920F.
Link: |K0366.1.5$, Theft by trained monkey.

Ref.: DOTTI 951.>
N0007.1$, Trained cats holding candles used in gambling game. Type: 217A$, 303C$, 1920F,
1920J$.
Ref.: DOTTI 84 113 951 952; Fermé 276-79.>
N0008, Gambler's attention distracted by women.
Link: |K0340.1$, Sexual attraction used to distract owner's (guard's) attention: sex-appeal used as lure.
|K0774, Capture by sight of woman's breast. |T0026, Attention distracted by sight of beloved.>

N0008.1$, Coquettishness of (seductive moves by) beloved causes man to lose game.
Link: |C0105.1$, Tabu: exposing private parts of body (Cawrah). |K0092.4.1$, Chess game won by
distracting opponent's attention: girl makes seductive gestures (motions) that disorient her male opponent.
|K1300, Seduction. |T0026, Attention distracted by sight of beloved. |T0034.2, Falling in love while
playing game. |T0055.6.3$, Coquette: exhibitionist from vanity. |T0059.1$, Lovers's play (foreplay):
embracing, kissing, necking, etc.
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Ref.: MITON.>
N0009.1, Gambler loses everything. Type: 217A$.
Link: |N0002.0.3$, Own body and all property as wager. |N0002.5, Whole kingdom (all property) as
wager.

Ref.: DOTTI 84; MITON.>
N0010, Wagers on wives, husbands, [other relatives], or servants.
Ref.: DOTTI 792/{Syr}.>
N0011, Wager on wife's complacency. Type: cf. 1408B.
Ref.: DOTTI 791; Sâ)î 449-52 no. 107[+1].>
N0012, Wager on the most obedient wife. Type: 901.
Link: |P0232.4.1.4$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: obedience of commands.

Ref.: DOTTI 559.>
N0015, Chastity wager. A man makes a wager on his wife's chastity. Type: 882, 1379, cf. 901C$.
Link: |J2342.4, Husband praises wife=s fidelity. Rascal tests it and finds it lacking.

Ref.: A. Jahn Mehri: SAE III 89 no. 18/cf.; DOTTI 75 409 519 520 759 771 873 923/{Egy,
Tns}; Meissner 13 no. 9/cf.; TAWT 436 no. 28/{Egy}.>
N0015.1, Chastity wager: woman succumbs.
Link: |T0009.2.1$, Woman willing to commit murder in return for sexual intercourse (love).

Ref.: DOTTI 747/{Irq}.>
N0015.3$, Wager on sister's chastity. Type: 1379.
Link: |H0915.1.2$, Task assigned because of a brother's boast of sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 75 490 515 519 540 771 772/{Sdn, Tns}; Shahi-Moore 205 no. 61; TAWT 436
no. 28/{Egy}.>
N0020$, Marriage wager.
Link: |H0331.5.2.0.1$, Suitors contest: race with bride's relatives. |N0002.0.3$, Own body and all property
as wager. |N0002.7, Love wagered in game.>

N0020.1$, Marriage wager: winner will marry loser's relative.
Link: |N0020$, Marriage wager.>

N0020.1.1$, Wager on sisters: winner is to be given loser's sister (in marriage).
Ref.: DOTTI 190 494 631/{Qtr}.>
N0021$, Wager on strength of friendship (brotherhood). Type: 318.
Link: |P0318.0.1$, Dangers to friendship, (acts which threaten friendship).

Ref.: DOTTI 147.>
N0021.1$, Wager that nobody (nothing) can come between two friends (brothers, sisters, etc.).
Type: 318, cf. 318A$.
Link: |T0009$, The power of sex. |U0066.1, Every woman has her price.

Ref.: DOTTI 147 148 149 279/{Omn}.>
N0050, Other wagers.>
N0061, Wager that falsehood is better than truth. Type: 613.
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Ref.: Chauvin V 11 no. 8, 13 no. 9, 14 no. 158; DOTTI 345 347 467/{Egy}; Shamy (el-)
Egypt 262 no. 14; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 36; CFMC: CUKH-I no.
143.>
N0062$, Wager that predestination is the ultimate winner against free-will. Type: 709A, 860A*,
930F$, 934, 946F$, cf. 68C$, 554B*, 934**, 937$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; DOTTI 312 393 480 626 635
641 649.>
N0064$, Wager between two devils on king's corruptibility. Type: 816A$.
Link: |U0066, Every man has his price. [Behavior potential].

Ref.: DOTTI 449.>
N0066, Wager: fortune made from capital or from working at vocation. Test: money given to
workman is stolen or lost; lead for his work given him is lent to fisherman who rewards him with a
fish in which is a diamond. Type: cf. 946D*.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 32 no. 202; DOTTI 649.>
N0068$, Wager to make another behave in certain manner.
Link: |H0341, Suitor test: making princess laugh. |H0343, Suitor test: bringing dumb princess to speak.
|N0064$, Wager between two devils on king's corruptibility.>

N0068.1$, Bet to cause another to laugh.
Ref.: DOTTI 85 870/{Alg}.>
N0073, Wager: whose hunger is the more difficult to appease that of man or that of beast? [Man's].>
N0074$, Wager on who (whose) is the better (more powerful, beautiful, valuable, etc.).
Link: |H1596.0.2$, Who is more beautiful (handsome): mine or yours?. |J0040.1$, Inferences as to who is
more beautiful: man (Adamite) or heavenly body (moon, star, etc.). |T0002.3$, Intercourse with one person
compared to that with another: physical attributes.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0078, Ghoulish wager won. Type: 326, 1318.
Link: |H1432$, Fear test: spending night in cemetery (grave).

Ref.: Alarcَn y Santَn 135-38; DOTTI 155 734.>
N0080$, Wagers contrary to laws of nature.
Link: |H1023.16, Task: making sun and moon shine in the north.>

N0081$, Wager: sun to travel from west to east (to rise in west and to set in east). Type: 561B$.
Link: |A1052.2.3$, Sun rising from west as sign of Doomsday. |F0961.1.2, Sun travels from west to east.
|L0403$, Tyrant acting as God nonplussed.

Ref.: ThaClabî 45; DOTTI 319 320/{Jrd, Plst}; Gh. al-Hasan "Al-'Urdunî@ 231-34 no. 43/cf.;
Sârîs (al-) 275-77.>
N0090, Wagers and gambling-miscellaneous.>
N0091, Purchase of box without knowledge of its contents. Type: 572$, 736.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 17 no. 189 n. 2; DOTTI 334 403.>
N0091.1$, Purchase of fisherman's catch without knowledge of net's contents. Type: 736.
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Link: |N0100.1.2.2$, Fisherman casts net "on someone's luck": catch is indicative of that person's luck
C

(bakht or sa d).

Ref.: DOTTI 403 521 617 618/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0096$, Wager not to fall asleep for three (seven) days and nights. Type: 813*.
Ref.: DOTTI 448.>
N0100-N299, The ways of luck and fate.>
N0100-N169, Nature of luck and fate.>
N0100, Nature of luck and fate.
Link: |L0505$, Planned good deed preempted by hasty (foolish) act by intended recipient.>

N0100.0.1$, `Luck' as non-sacred entity: e.g., bakht, hazz (luck), zahr (dice), zaman (Time).
Link: |A0189.7, Deity ascertains destiny of newborn babe and inscribes it upon his forehead. |A0604.3$,
maktûb, muqaddar, qismah (written, predestined, kismet)--one's fated lot. |M0414.0.1$, Luck (`Time$,
dice, etc.) cursed. |Z0122.7$, Temporal forces (quasi powers of fate) personified: `Time' (ed-Dahr, ezZamân/Zamàn, el-'Ayyâm).

Ref.: Amîn 171/cf.; DOTTI 82/{Egy}; RAFE 307 n. 53; Shawqî 301 [no. 28].>
N0100.0.3$, Fate (predestination) as sacred entity.
Link: |A0604$, Creation of destiny (al-qadar, al-'aqdâr: determination of fate). |N0101, Inexorable fate.
[qadâ'/qadar]. |V0318$, Fatalism. Belief in predestination, not free-will. |V0324$, Heresy: rejecting
(doubting) predestination. |V0462.0.2, Since salvation is predestined, asceticism deemed useless.

Ref.: DOTTI 635; RAFE 25 n. 67; A.R. Sâlih 107-9.>
N0100.0.3.1$, Blaming fate (predestination) frequently is an indication of incompetence.
Link: |Q0223.2.1, Person reminded to make plans dependent on God's Will. |W0004.1$, Being motivated
solely by consideration of God's commandments (i.e., doing or avoiding `for God's sake'--not for secular
consideration).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 402 403/(Satan presents idleness as tawakkul/reliance on God and fate).>
N0100.1$, Predestined income (financial gains and losses). Type: 792$.
Link: |A0189.7.3$, New life comes with its livelihood. |E0190.5$, Resuscitated person cannot remain alive
because his predestined livelihood had already been consumed (during his normal lifetime). |Q0553.5,
Punishment: small catch of fish for child-murderers. [Parents kill their child to have more fish for
C

themselves. Their catch is miraculously reduced]. |V0318.1.0.2$, "While man (el- abd) is planning, the
Lord (el-rabb) is [already] disposing;" (i.e., "Man proposes, God dispses").>

N0100.1.1$, Predestined livelihoods. Type: 745A, 947A, cf. 832.
Link: |A0604.5.2.3$, Creation of livelihoods for certain creatures. |A0661.0.1.1.4$, `Door of Livelihood':
from heavens to Earth. A creature's preordained sustenance is sent down from heaven via that door; it is
shut when that creature's lifetime expires. |J0157.4$, Dream of faucets pouring out various amounts of
water reveals to man his predestined share: poverty. |J0702.1, Dervish who stops work. [Imitates bird
feeding its young; shown his mistake]. |J0708$, Farsighted economy. |J2418$, Foolish imitation of disabled
bird or animal (owl, cat, etc.), being fed by another. |J2199.4, Short-sighted economy. |T0022, Predestined
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lover. Future wife or husband assigned by destiny.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 103-4; DOTTI 406 650; MITON.>
N0100.1.1.0.1$, One creature's livelihood cannot be taken by another.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0100.1.1.1$, Livelihoods are not earned according to a creature's actions--(they are preordained).
Link: |A0604.5.2$, Creation of livelihoods. |J1016$, Glory (success) is achieved in proportion to hard
work. |J2068.3$, Acquiring livelihood (making a living) requires action. |N0190.0.1$, Inexplicable
inequality in possessions (wealth, power, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 103-4; Taymûr no. 1316.>
N0100.1.1.2$, `[Even if] you labor as savagely as a beast, other than your [predestined] livelihood
you will not retain'.
Ref.: MITON; Taymûr nos. 874 879.>
N0100.1.1.3$, `It may be in your mouth but preordained to someone else'.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 871 903.>
N0100.1.2$, Limited number of attempts to gain sustenance (food): predestined gains.
Ref.: Alf I 141/cf. IV 198/cf.>
N0100.1.2.1$, Fisherman casts net only limited number of times (e.g., once, twice, etc.). Type: 707,
736A.
Link: |A0189.7.3$, New life comes with its livelihood. |N0091.1$, Purchase of fisherman's catch without
knowledge of net's contents.

Ref.: DOTTI 176 386 403/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 65 no. 9; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Armanyoas" 24 no. 62R.>
N0100.1.2.2$, Fisherman casts net "on someone's luck": catch is indicative of that person's luck
(bakht or saCd).
Link: |N0091.1$, Purchase of fisherman's catch without knowledge of net's contents.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0100.1.3$, God will care (provide) for all. Type: 759F$, 1645B*.
Link: |A0189.7.1$, `God forgets no one': every creature gets a predestined livelihood. |B0539$, Healthy
animal (cat), or bird (falcon, owl), cares for disabled (sick, old, blind) one. |J0139$, Wisdom (knowledge)
acquired from observing animal behavior. |J0702.1, Dervish who stops work. [Imitates bird feeding its
young; shown his mistake]. |J2418$, Foolish imitation of disabled bird or animal (owl, cat, etc.), being fed
by another. |P0243.0.2.3$, "Father of daughters receives [sufficient] livelihood (marzûq)"--[as a matter of
destiny]. |V0316.1, "He who asks shall receive".

Ref.: Damîrî II 252; DOTTI 35 425 893/{lit.}.>
N0100.1.3.0.1$, "The livelihood of the idiots is the responsibility of the insane".>
N0100.1.3.1$, Disabled (blind, crippled, etc.) creature still receives predestined livelihood--(insects
fly into blind owl's open mouth while it is confined to cave, or the like). Type: 86$, 1645B*.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 112; Damîrî II 241; Ibshîhî 636; DOTTI 35 893.>
N0100.1.3.2$, Orphaned infant left in the wilderness survives and becomes successful (by
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intervention of Providence). Type: 759F$.
Link: |B0486.1.1$, Swarm of locusts protects exposed newborn infant. |R0341, Escape by intervention of
Providence.

Ref.: DOTTI 425.>
N0100.1.4$, Prey thought of as "God sent" ("fortune sent") one's way.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0100.1.4.1$, Wolf protests injustice of depriving him of his livelihood.
Link: |B0211.2.4, Speaking wolf. |U0011.1.1, Animals confess to one another: fox and wolf forgive each
other; punish ass.

Ref.: Damîrî I 362.>
N0100.1.5$, Attempt to increase one's predestined livelihood (income) fails (or produces opposite
result). Type: 947B$.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1315.>
N0100.2$, Predestined sinning (fornication, theft, killing, or the like). Type: 930F$.
Link: |A0604.3$, maktûb, muqaddar, qismah (written, predestined, kismet)--one's fated lot. |K1315.1.3$,
Seduction under pretense of fulfilling the predestined (enacting God's Will, or the like). |M0379$,
Fornication prophecy fulfilled. |U0230.0.3$, Sinning is preordained (predestined).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 136 n. 491.>
N0101, Inexorable fate. [qadâ'/qadar]. Type: 841, 930A-G$, 947B$.
Link: |A0604.1.1$, Tablet of destiny "filled" after fate has been determined at creation. |J0813$, Enemy
whose friendship is a must: humiliation to person of honor. |V0318$, Fatalism. Belief in predestination, not
free-will.

Ref.: Maspero 122 no. 7 n. 1; Basset Mille II 28 no. 15; Burton VII 135/cf.; DOTTI 461 481
622 623 628 636 651 894/{Egy, Plst, Syr}; MITON; Mursî "Fayyûm" 185-66 no. 39; Schmidt-Kahle
I 242-45 no. 60; Shamy (el-) Egypt 260 no. 13; Taymûr no. 2775; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 128, Aswan
70-12B 10-2-no. 6, CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 9-2-no. 4 12-1-no. 5.>
N0101.0.1$, `The pen has [already] run with His Judgment'.
Link: |A0604.2.2$, Pen of destiny runs dry after fate has been determined at creation. |U0230.0.3$, Sinning
is preordained (predestined).

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 6/(Thackston 5 no. 1/cf.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 3; Ibshîhî
213-15; RAFE 297 n. 3/cf.; Zîr 63 122.>
N0101.0.1.1$, `Destiny cannot be erased (altered, escaped)'.
Link: |A0604.3$, maktûb, muqaddar, qismah (written, predestined, kismet)--one's fated lot. |V0318.1.1$,
Suppliant pleads "not that God revoke His prejudgment but only that He lighten its impact".
|Z0063.2.9.1.1$, Inseparability: to be one's predestined lot (kismet, fate, etc.).

Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 230; MITON; Burton I 149 n. 2.>
N0101.0.2$, `What is written on the forehead will [inevitably] be witnessed by the eye'.
Link: |A0189.7, Deity ascertains destiny of newborn babe and inscribes it upon his forehead. |M0302.2,
Man's fate written on his skull.
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Ref.: MITON; Burton II 123; RAFE 25 n. 68; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Bahlûl and
Samîrah" no. 3, "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 10; Taymûr nos. 307 2772; Wickett 12 171.>
N0101.0.3$, `Nothing shall befall us except what God has written for us'.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0101.0.7$, `The befalling of affliction [sooner] is preferable to waiting for it [to occur later]'. Type:
938B.
Link: |J0214.1$, Choice: suffering now or later.

Ref.: DOTTI 644; Shawqî 305 [no. 32].>
N0101.1, Inexorable fate: no day without sorrow.>
N0101.1.1$, Inexorable fate: no household without sorrow. Type: 844A$.
Link: |H1394.1$, Quest for person who has had more grief (chagrin, sorrow).

Ref.: DOTTI 465.>
N0101.1.2$, No tree that has not been shaken by wind.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2379 3014.>
N0101.3, Man cannot die; snake will not bite him though it is provoked by him. Type: cf. 332.
Link: |V0232.2.1$, Mortal falling (jumping) from great height carried safely to ground by angel.

Ref.: DOTTI 177; Shamy (el-) Egypt 267 no. 17.>
N0101.5$, `At the time destined, sight is blinded' (i.e., at the fated moment vigil (alertness) will be
unavailing. Type: 238A$, cf. 68C$.
Link: |J0655.3$, Sparrow (eagle, falcon, etc.) jeers at the snare. His keen eyesight does not prevent him
from getting snared (trapped). |L0333, Hummingbird can see fowler's net; eagle is caught in spite of his
boasts of good eyesight.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 513; ThaClabî 173; Ibshîhî 488 638; Basset Mille III 481 no. 292; Bâzargân
(al-) 24-25 no. 9; DOTTI 31 89 635/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 27.>
N0101.5.1$, `Caution does not prevent [(alter)] fate'. Type: 934A*.
Link: |A0604.3.1$, Origin of sinning (depravity).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 638; DOTTI 636; MITON; RAFE 25 n. 68; Taymûr no. 1038.>
N0101.5.1.1$, What is not to be will not be; what will be will be (`Que sera sera, Y').
Link: |M0005$, No one knows the future.

Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 441; MITON.>
N0101.5.1.2$, Begin at where fate took you.>
N0101.5.1.2.1$, "Anchor your ship wherever it lands".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2750.>
N0102, Fortune comes to deserving and undeserving. Type: 460C$.
Link: |N0195$, Those who do not need are granted more (by God), those who need are not.

Ref.: DOTTI 230.>
N0102.1$, Woman (girl) luckless in spite of beauty, virtue, and wealth. Type: 460C$, 1384C$.
Link: |Z0077.6.1.2$, `When the sad-one tried to be happy she found no place (vacancy) for herself [among
the joyful-ones]'.
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Ref.: DOTTI 38 230 735 776 781 964/{Alg, Egy, Mrc, Qtr}; AGSFC: Doha 85-84 4-no. 20.>
N0102.3$, Master of seven crafts, yet luckless and lives in poverty.
Link: |N0250, Persistent bad luck. |U0087.3.2$, Fine craftsman finds no work because he is poor (lives in
shabby surroundings). |X0371, Master of seven liberal arts begs from wagoner.

Ref.: Hasaballâh Yahyâ Turâth I:4 75-77 (suitor)/cf.; Taymûr no. 1578.>
N0103$, Ugly women are more lucky. Type: 460C$.
Link: |L0143.0.1$, The fortune of the poor. |U0285.1$, Merits and demerits of ugliness.

Ref.: DOTTI 230 231/{Sdn}; Mitchnik 22-27.>
N0104$, Unfortunate beauty: beauty of innocent woman causes communal conflicts (wars). She is
blamed. Type: 880A$.
Link: |F0575.1.1, Birth of daughter so beautiful mother is frightened and abandons her. |F1041.8.1.0.1$,
War waged to procure beautiful woman. |N0134.5$, Being loved (liked) brings ill-luck to person. |S0199$,
Revolting cruelty to the innocent--miscellaneous. |T0370$, Satanic (diabolic) beauty: an utterly wicked
(evil) person with extraordinary good looks. |W0181.2.4$, Singer with marvelous voice castrated for fear
of evoking women's lust.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 595-96/cf.; DOTTI 285 516 676/{Alg, Sdn}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis I 17879 no. 34; T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 157-58/cf.; TAWT 388 n. 510/{Sdn}; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 11220 no. 14, T.M. al-Tayyib al-Humrân 38-43 43-47 (Chapter 4).>
N0106$, `When it departs it will sever the chains, and when it comes, it comes on a hair'. Type:
938B.
Link: |F0989.14.1$, Bird (dove, pigeon) lays egg on narrow wedge. |F0989.26.1$, Drowned riding-animal
(horse, donkey, mule) pulled alive, along with its burdens, out of water by a single hair of its mane.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 53; DOTTI 644; Shamy (el-) Egypt 102 no. 15; Taymûr no. 567/(legend/"no
hist., support") 2901.>
N0106.0.1$, `When it departs evil will come from whence goodness used to be expected. Type: cf.
938, 938B.
Link: |N0251, Person pursued by misfortune (Placidas Eustacius).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 408 637/cf./(verse).>
N0106.1$, `When it comes the dove would lay eggs on a [narrow] wedge, and when it departs, the
ass (dog) would urinate on the lion'. Type: 938B.
Link: |F0989.14.1$, Bird (dove, pigeon) lays egg on narrow wedge. |F0989.25.1$, Ass (donkey, mule)
urinates on lion.>

N0107$, Fate appealed (or mediated).
Link: |V0318.1.1$, Suppliant pleads "not that God revoke His prejudgment but only that He lighten its
impact".>

N0107.1$, Only limited number of calamities impact life on earth daily.
Link: |A1348.2$, Arch-saints bear trouble instead of man.>

N0107.1.1$, Four calamities sent daily to earth (by God).
Link: |A1330, Beginnings of trouble for man.
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 150-51 no. 29.>
N0107.2$, Occurrence of a mishap indicates that another (usually greater) has been averted.
Link: |N0124$, Mechanical associations between cause and effect within the supernatural (e.g., Evil-Eye,
mushâhrah, etc.). |U0191.3.1.1$, Ritual fails: yet, believed to have prevented a more potent one (in
benevolence, or malevolence).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0107.2.1$, An accident `takes [a coming] evil and goes away [with it]'.
Ref.: TAWT 381 n. 376.>
N0107.2.2$, `What is unknown [and could have happened] must have been greater [calamity].' ("mâ
khafiya kâna 'aCzam").
Link: |A0102.1.1$, God's wisdom (providence, prudence). |V0540.0.1$, Providence (God's wisdom) is
behind seemingly apparent injustice (i.e., `The Lord moves in mysterious ways').

Ref.: MITON; Shawqî pp. 289 [no. 19]/cf.>
N0110, Luck and fate personified.
Link: |A0463, God of fate. |Z0122.7$, Temporal forces (quasi powers of fate) personified: `Time' (edDahr, ez-Zamân/Zamàn, el-'Ayyâm).

Ref.: Ions 113/(Shai); Maspero 38 no. 2-4.>
N0111, Fortuna. Luck (fate) thought of as a goddess.
Ref.: Simpson 249 n. 25/(luck).>
N0111.5, Giant is clerk to God of Destiny and measures out mortals' spans of existence.
Link: |A0189.7.0.2$, God(s) of destiny. |A0189.8.2$, Deity as accountant of record of mortal's deeds.
|A0463, God of fate.>

N0112, Bad luck personified. Type: 460B, 461A.
Ref.: DOTTI 230 232; Taymûr no. 754/(limping) 755 no. 2274.>
N0112.1, Bad luck put into a sack. Type: 735A, 736A.
Link: |N0250.4, Bad luck banished and freed. [Bad luck released by envious brother].

Ref.: DOTTI 403.>
N0112.1.1$, Bad luck conquered (beaten). Type: 947C*.
Ref.: DOTTI 652.>
N0112.2$, Bad luck (misfortune, misery) purchased. Type: 894.
Link: |C0014, "Adversity" summoned: [ appears]. |C0021, "Ah me!": ogre's name uttered. He appears.
|Z0094.5.4.1$, "Person seated [by roadside] calling-out: `Provocation (conflict, quarrels) for sale'".
|Z0112.3.2$, Grief (misery, chagrin, etc.) personified.

Ref.: Belamri douleur 29-35; DOTTI 204 205 217 484 503 545 547 548 674 675/{Alg, Egy,
Mrc}; Y. Shâkir II 106-20; AUC: 44 no. 8.>
N0112.2.1$, Seeds of chagrin planted, they grow and blossom. Type: 844A$, 894A$.
Link: |Z0137.1$, Grief (sorrow, chagrin) personified.

Ref.: DOTTI 204 217 465 548/{Alg}.>
N0112.4$, Ill-fate personified.>
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N0112.4.1$, Agent of man's doom speaks to him (declares self).
Ref.: Maspero 191 no. 13/(crocodile).>
N0113.4, Luck can be found in certain place. Type: 430B$,/930G$.
Ref.: DOTTI 210.>
N0116$, Beginner's (good) luck.
Link: |N0623, Lucky cast of spear (weapon).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 143 no. 255; Ibn-CAasim 143 no. 255.>
N0117$, Livelihood personified.
Link: |A0287.3$, Archangel Mîkâ'îl (Michael) as angel of rain and livelihoods. |A0494.0.1$, Angel(s) of
livelihoods (sustenance). |Z0134, Fortune personified.>

N0117.1$, Person's livelihood is found asleep or dead. Type: 460C$.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0118, Issues left to fate (luck).>
N0119, Luck and fate personified--miscellaneous.>
N0119.3, Ill-omened face of king; harbinger of evil. Type: cf. 1874D1$.
Link: |D1812.5.0.7.4$, Aroused expectation (divination) from first occurrence of a day. ('istiftâh, 'istibâh/a
mornining's first happening). |J1289.21$, Is ill-omen induced by ruler's cruelty or a man's ugliness (being
one-eyed)?. |N0134.2$, Person with physical deformity brings bad luck (harbinger of evil).

Ref.: DOTTI 943; AUC: 2 no. 18.>
N0120, Determination of luck or fate.>
N0120.1$, Luck or fat determined by association.>
N0120.1.1$, Entity (animal, human, object, time-period, etc.) associated with certain events becomes
harbinger of omen.
Link: |D1707.7$, Blessed time-period (year, day, hour, etc.). |D1812.5.1, Bad omens. |D1812.5.0.7.4$,
Aroused expectation (divination) from first occurrence of a day. ('istiftâh, 'istibâh/a mornining's first
happening). |P0681.1.1.5$, Mourning: becoming averse to belongings (personal property) of the deceased
(clothes, watch, room, bed, etc.). |R0270.2.1.1$, "Barâqish-[the-bitch] betrayed her people" by her parking.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 187/(Typho/Set); Maspero liii; RAFE 188 n. 675.>
N0120.2$, Name (word, statement, etc.) harbinger of evil. Type: 1696.
Link: |C0434.2$, Tabu: mention of evil entity or thing lest it materializes. |H1048.1$, Task: to "not think
of" a certain thing while performing another task related thereto. |N0134.0.1$, Person brings good luck.

Ref.: DOTTI 914 915/{Alg}; MITON.>
N0121, Fate decided before birth.
Link: |A0189.7, Deity ascertains destiny of newborn babe and inscribes it upon his forehead.

Ref.: Maspero lv/cf./(destiny born with man).>
N0121.2, Death forestalls evil fates. Type: 759, 934C.
Link: |J0225.4, Angel (Jesus) kills man. Done because man is plotting a murder. |J0882.4$, Man with dead
child consoled by prophecy (story) that child would have become evil. |T0594.2$, Death of girl (daughter)
is a blessing.
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Ref.: Kisâ'î 67-68/(Thackston 72 no. 31/cf.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 59; DOTTI
423 637.>
N0122, Lucky or unlucky places.>
N0122.0.1, The choice of roads. At parting of three roads are equivocal inscriptions telling what will
happen if each is chosen.>
N0122.0.2$, The choice of roads: Road of Safety, Road of Sorrow, or Road of No-return.
Link: |D1313.1, Magic ball indicates road. Rolls ahead. |F0129.5, Voyage to land of no return. |F0709.8.1$,
Deadly site: "To enter is to die (`perish'), to exit is to live (`be reborn')".

Ref.: DOTTI 150 287 330 334 337 608/{Egy}; Egypt 18 no. 2, 50 no. 7; TAWT 421 no.
9/{Egy} 439 no. 30/{Syr}.>
N0122.1, Unlucky places.>
N0122.1.2$, Unlucky city site.
Link: |F0709.8$, Exceptionally dangerous lands or places. |F0769.4$, City of harsh living: `foul-city'-(unhealthful, crime-infested, or the like).>

N0122.1.3$, Unlucky buildings. Type: cf. 910K1$.
Link: |F0771.4.5, Castle (house) haunted by demons.

Ref.: DOTTI 575; MITON.>
N0122.1.3.1$, House of misfortunes: whoever inhabits it suffers ill-fate.
Link: |P0774.4.1.2.5.1$, Rent of house is very low because it is haunted (or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 751/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0122.1.4$, Inauspicious words (sayings). Type: 929B$.
Link: |C0434$, Names of dangerous things (animal, disease, murder, etc.) are not to be uttered at a person
without use of precautionary measures (e.g., "Distant one," "Away from you"). |J0816.7$, Tactful and
tactless warnings: patriarch (king) alerted to an inappropriate situation or act.

Ref.: DOTTI 621.>
N0122.1.6$, Unlucky (inauspicious) direction.>
N0122.1.6.1$, The left (north) as unlucky (inauspicious) direction.
Link: |C0005$, Tabu: Satan's ways (the left, etc.). |Z0179.3.1$, Right side is good (blessed); left sides is
evil (cursed).

Ref.: Jâhiz V 516-19.>
N0122.1.7$, Lucky and unlucky (auspicious and inauspicious) colors.
Link: |U0281.1$, Merits and demerits of color (black, white). |Z0140, Color symbolism.>

N0122.1.7.1$, Lucky (auspicious) colors.
Link: |Z0142, Symbolic color: white. |Z0145.2$, Green: auspicious color.>

N0122.1.7.2$, Unlucky (inauspicious) colors.
Link: |Z0142.3$, White as symbolic of mourning. |Z0142.5$, White as symbolic of purity. |Z0143.3$,
Black: inauspicious color. |Z0144.4$, Blue: inauspicious color.>

N0122.5$, Lucky (auspicious) places.
Link: |T0584.7, Hero is born by splitting mother's womb.>
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Ref.: Budge Gods II 186/cf./(birth of Seth); Ions 63.>
N0122.5.1$, Lucky fishing spot.
Link: |N0091.1$, Purchase of fisherman's catch without knowledge of net's contents.>

N0122.5.1.1$, Lucky fishing hunting site.>
N0122.5.2$, Lucky living location.
Link: |F0769.5$, City of remarkably good living: `fair-city'.>

N0122.5.2.1$, Lucky business location.
Link: |P0770$, Markets: buying, selling, trading.>

N0122.5.3$, Lucky direction.>
N0122.5.3.1$, Right side as lucky direction.
Link: |D1708.1$, Use of right side blessed. |N0122.1.6.1$, The left (north) as unlucky (inauspicious)
direction.>

N0124$, Mechanical associations between cause and effect within the supernatural (e.g., Evil-Eye,
mushâhrah, etc.).
Link: |D2071.0.1, Evil eye covered with seven veils. |H0779$, Riddles about incongruity between cause
and effect. |T0591.0.1$, mushâhrah: supernaturally induced barrenness. |U0191.1$, Supernatural beliefs
(efficacy of rituals) are beyond verification (cannot be proved or disproved).

Ref.: DOTTI 367/{Egy}; Lane 256-57; RAFE 197-211.>
N0124.0.1$, Inexplicable psychological attribute (power) responsible for the `mechanical
association' between cause and effect within the supernatural.
Ref.: Qazwînî I 19/(Evil-Eye); RAFE 205-209.>
N0125, Choice by chance.
Link: |N0003.1.1$, God gives man choices of unknown consequences.>

N0125.6$, Person on whose shoulder (head) bird alights is chosen king. Type: 318A$, 326, 461A,
567A.
Link: |H0171.2.1$, Bird (dove) selects new king: by alighting on his shoulder or head. |P0017.1, First man
to arrive after king's death to be heir. |T0063.0.1$, Choosing husband by lot (first to arrive, person selected
by bird, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 148 155 232 328.>
N0125.7$, First to come from certain direction chosen for task.
Ref.: MITON; Damîrî I 244-45.>
N0126, Lots cast to determine luck and fate.>
N0126.1, Lots cast to determine who will undertake adventure [(assignment, task)].
Link: |S0262.3, Sacrificial victim chosen by lot.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32-d.>
N0126.3$, Lots cast to determine who shall die (be executed). Type: cf. 779J3$.
Link: |S0263.3, Person sacrificed to water spirit to secure water supply.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 89-90 no. 154; DOTTI 439.>
N0126.3.1$, Man offered as prey so as to placate predator (lion, tiger) chosen by casting lots.
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Link: |S0264.1, Man thrown overboard to placate the storm.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0126.5$, Winner(s) determined by drawing lots (straws, arrows, cards, sticks, etc.).
Link: |D1316, Magic object reveals truth. |D1318, Magic object reveals guilt. |H0488.1$, Foster father
(guardian) test: names written on reeds and cast on water; the name(s) that float(s) chosen to care for
infant.>

N0126.5.0.1$, Oracular arrows.>
N0126.5.1$, Speaker in council chosen by drawing arrows.
Ref.: ThaClabî 167.>
N0127, The auspicious (lucky) day (days).
Link: |D1707.7$, Blessed time-period (year, day, hour, etc.). |Z0065.3.1.1$, `A milk-[white] day' (i.e., as
white and pure as milk: an auspicious time).

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 188-89; Maspero lvi; Simpson 108-109; Basset Mille II 293-95 no.
52; Lane 261-62; RAFE 28 n. 80; Sayce Folk-Lore XI:4 394.>
N0127.3, Thursday as lucky day.
Ref.: Qazwînî I 115-16; RAFE 28 n. 80; Sayce Folk-Lore XI:4 394.>
N0127.4, Friday as auspicious day.
Link: |A1541.8.1$, Why Friday is the `chieftainess' of the days [of the week]. |N0128.3$, Friday has an
unlucky (inauspicious) hour.

Ref.: Qazwînî I 113-14.>
N0127.9$, Auspicious-(saCd)-time (day, hour, moment, etc.)--miscellaneous.
Link: |D1708$, Blessed acts (deeds, occurrences). |P0963.1.1$, Boys circumcised during a wedding
ceremony (on bride's lap).>

N0127.9.1$, King (tyrant) sets certain auspicious-day: he rewards whosoever he meets then. Type:
cf. 779J3$, 969B$.
Link: |L0404$, Tyrant sets certain days as "cross-days" (nahs/karb) and executes whomsoever he sees (or
acts in certain manner) then.>

N0128, Unlucky days ("cross-days").
Link: |C0637$, Tabu: certain acts on unlucky day ("cross-day"). |C0788.1$, Tabu: work at certain time.

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 188-89; Budge Gods II 187; Maspero lvi; Simpson 108-109; Basset
Mille II 293-95 no. 52; Lane 261-62, 471: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 19; Zîr 74/(seven
years)/cf.>
N0128.0.2$, Time-period (hour, day, year) when tragic event occurred is inauspicious.
Link: |D1812.5.0.7.4$, Aroused expectation (divination) from first occurrence of a day. ('istiftâh, 'istibâh/a
mornining's first happening).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 187/(birth of Typho/Seth); Maspero liii-lvii; Taymûr no.
1559/cf./(winter day).>
N0128.3$, Friday has an unlucky (inauspicious) hour.
Link: |N0127.4, Friday as auspicious day.
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Ref.: Amîn 189-90, 421.>
N0128.6$, Evil occurrence (event) marks unlucky (inauspicious) time.
Link: |P0970$, Commemoration of a death--(social aspects).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 187.>
N0128.6.1$, Day of birth of evil entity as "cross-day".
Ref.: Budge Gods II 187/(Typho/Seth).>
N0128.6.2$, Day of death of benevolent entity as "cross-day".>
N0129$, King kills everyone he meets on a certain (inauspicious) day. Type: cf. 779J3$.
Link: |L0404$, Tyrant sets certain days as "cross-days" (nahs/karb) and executes whomsoever he sees (or
acts in certain manner) then. |W0037.2.1$, Man keeps promise to return to be executed by king: forgiven.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 89-90 no. 154; DOTTI 439 673/{lit.}; Hujelân 129-30 no. 19-2.>
N0130, Changing of luck or fate.
Ref.: DOTTI 231 471/{Ymn}; Noy Jefet 167-72 no. 71.>
N0130.0.1$, Luck can be changed, fate cannot.

Link: |M0370, Vain attempts to escape fulfillment of prophecy. |V0318$, Fatalism. Belief in
predestination, not free-will.>

N0130.1$, Attempts to alter fate: futile. Type: 930F$, cf. 870, 870A.
Link: |A0196.2, Decree of gods irrevocable. |J0147, Child confined to keep him in ignorance of life.
Useless. |M0372, Confinement in tower to avoid fulfillment of prophecy.

Ref.: DOTTI 485 622/{Syr}; Taymûr no. 594/(gen.); Taymûr no. 2779.>
N0131, Acts performed for changing luck. Type: 460B, 461A, 947B$, cf. 737A*.
Link: |D0866.3$, Magic object destroyed because of its evil social consequences.

Ref.: DOTTI 230 232 405 651 786; Shamy (el-) Egypt 260 no. 13; TAWT 449 no. 42/{Sdn};
Taymûr no. 2779/(lantern over door).>
N0131.1, Luck changing after cohabitation. Type: cf. 1397X$.
Link: |N0251.5.1$, Fortune comes with the additional wife: luckless polygynist man becomes lucky.

Ref.: DOTTI 786.>
N0131.2, Turning right-handwise in certain place brings luck.
Link: |D1708.1$, Use of right side blessed. |N0122.5.3.1$, Right side as lucky direction.>

N0131.4, Luck changing after change of name.>
N0131.4.1$, Child left nameless survives (infancy stage).
Link: |C0437, Tabu: giving child a name lest it die early. |P0208.7.7$, Child remains unnamed till reaching
certain age (stage of life). |T0606.1.2$, Death of child to be averted by keeping it nameless.

Ref.: DOTTI 503 542/{Mrc}.>
N0131.5, Luck changing after change of place.>
N0131.6$, Change of luck by removal of luck changing agent.
Link: |D0765.1, Disenchantment by removing cause of enchantment.>

N0131.6.1$, Person thought to bring bad luck exiled (ordered to leave town).
Ref.: MITON.>
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N0132$, Prophesying changes luck.>
N0132.1$, Attempts to acquire a good prophecy.>
N0132.1.1$, Person `buys' a dream (vision).
Link: |N0531.3, Dream of treasure bought.

Ref.: DOTTI 192/{Tns}.>
N0134, Persons effect change of luck. Type: cf. 1874D1$.
Link: |D1812.5.0.7, Divination from first person (thing) met.

Ref.: Amîn 410/(one's own face); Chauvin II 204 no. 61.>
N0134.0.1$, Person brings good luck.
Link: |N0120.2$, Name (word, statement, etc.) harbinger of evil.

Ref.: DOTTI 915/{Alg}.>
N0134.0.1.1$, Wife brings good luck. Type: 737B*.
Link: |N0251.5, Fortune of the lucky wife. [Luckless man marries and lives by wife's good luck].

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 176 no. 41.>
N0134.0.1.2$, Birth of a daughter brings good luck.
Ref.: TAWT 370 n. 158.>
N0134.0.1.3$, A sister brings good luck (prosperity) to her brother. Type: 713A$, 872$.
Link: |H0071.4.1$, Flowers from lips (mouth, footprint) as proof of heroine's identity. |Q0153, Nature
benign and fruitful during reign of good king. |Q0552.3.0.5$, Failure of crops and milk as punishment for
cruelty to relatives (sister). |V0141, Possession of relic brings prosperity, its loss sickness.

Ref.: DOTTI 132 224 263 395 488/{Mrc}; TAWT 453.>
N0134.0.1.5$, Blue-eyed person brings good luck.
Link: |K2266.1$, Treacherous blue-eyed man (woman). |W0256.8$, Stereotyping: physical traits and
appearance--general.

Ref.: ThaClabî 154.>
N0134.1, Persons bring bad luck.
Link: |D1812.5.1.7, Meeting certain persons (animals) a bad omen. |N0265, Person brings bad luck to
others. |W0199.3.3$, Blaming "The other"--(`people/society,' `adversaries/enemies,' `blamers,' `censurers$,
`the envious$, etc.).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 93-96 no. 157/(al-Basûs), Yunis 87.>
N0134.1.2, Wife brings bad luck to husband's family.
Ref.: Hanauer 190-1; Zîr 138.>
N0134.2$, Person with physical deformity brings bad luck (harbinger of evil).
Link: |N0119.3, Ill-omened face of king; harbinger of evil.

Ref.: Basset Mille I 438 no. 142; CHAUVIN II 204 no. 61, cf. V 160 no. 84; MITON.>
N0134.2.1$, One-eyed person brings bad luck. Type: 1874D1$.
Link: |J1289.21$, Is ill-omen induced by ruler's cruelty or a man's ugliness (being one-eyed)?. |P0014.2,
King will not permit a one-eyed man in his presence.

Ref.: DOTTI 943; Lane 262; MITON; RAFE 188 n. 676; Taymûr no. 581/(gen.).>
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N0134.2.1.1$, Person with bad eye brings bad luck.>
N0134.2.1.1.1$, Person with bad left eye surely brings bad luck.
Ref.: MITON; RAFE 188 n. 676.>
N0134.2.2$, Ugly person brings bad luck.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0134.2.1$, One-eyed person brings bad luck. Type: 1874D1$.
Link: |G0303.4.1.2.8.1$, Antichrist ("al-Masîkh, al-Daggâl") is one-eyed. |J1289.21$, Is ill-omen induced
by ruler's cruelty or a man's ugliness (being one-eyed)?. |P0014.2, King will not permit a one-eyed man in
his presence.>

N0134.3$, Beardless person brings bad luck.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1726; Willmore 358 no. 19, cf. Sha)lân 444.>
N0134.4$, Blue-eyed person brings bad luck.
Link: |K2266.1$, Treacherous blue-eyed man (woman). |N0134.0.1.5$, Blue-eyed person brings good luck.
|W0256.8$, Stereotyping: physical traits and appearance--general. |Z0144.4$, Blue: inauspicious color.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 174-75 n. 2 V 331.>
N0134.5$, Being loved (liked) brings ill-luck to person.
Link: |K2108.9.1$, Person (animal, object) said to bring bad luck (a `jinx'). |N0104$, Unfortunate beauty:
beauty of innocent woman causes communal conflicts (wars). She is blamed. |N0134.1, Persons bring bad
luck. |W0195.3$, Being loved (favored) within family envied. |Z0084.5.1$, Insult: being a `jinx' (harbinger
of evil, mash'ûm/manhûs, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 72-73/(Joseph).>
N0135, Object effects change of luck.
Link: |B0147.2.1.0.1$, `Green bird' as bird of good-omen (auspicious bird). |D1561.1, Magic object brings
luck. |D0866.3$, Magic object destroyed because of its evil social consequences.>

N0135.1, Thirteen as unlucky number.
Link: |A1162$, Origin of the intercalary thirteenth month (Y). |Z0071.9, Formulistic number: thirteen.>

N0135.2, Possession of money [by mouse] brings luck.
Ref.: Chauvin II 94 no. 45; DOTTI 220 246 637/{lit.}; Willmore 352 no. 14 (she-mongoose
gives birth only on gold or silver jewelry)/cf.>
N0135.3, The luck-bringing shirt. [Happy man does not own one]. Type: 844.
Ref.: DOTTI 464.>
N0135.3.1, Feast for those who have not known sorrow. Dying Alexander's letter to his mother
ordering such a feast. No one comes. Type: 844A$.
Link: |F1012.1.4$, Long search for a happy person. |H1394.1$, Quest for person who has had more grief
(chagrin, sorrow). |W0030.5.2$, A clique of sorrowers bewail their misfortune: a number of persons (small
group) united by regret for having lost.

Ref.: DOTTI 465.>
N0135.4, Lucky marks on body.>
N0136, The judge's bad-luck bringing boots. [Stolen goods bring bad luck]. Type: 735C*, 946B*.
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Ref.: DOTTI 648.>
N0139$, Object brings good or bad luck--miscellaneous.>
N0139.1$, Magic objects brings bad luck. Type: 1645D$.
Link: |D0866.3$, Magic object destroyed because of its evil social consequences. |N0591, Curse on
treasure. Finder or owner to have bad luck.

Ref.: DOTTI 895.>
N0139.1.1$, Possession of magic book brings misfortune: owner suffers disasters (calamities). Type:
1645D$.
Link: |D1266, Magic book. |E0545.16, Dead predict calamity or disaster.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 159-63 no. A-11; DOTTI 895.>
N0140, Nature of luck and fate--miscellaneous motifs.>
N0141, Luck or intelligence? Dispute as to which is the more powerful. [Luck wins: saves man's life
when intelligence had failed to do so]. Type: 945.
Link: |J0248$, Luck preferred to cleverness.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 102-3 V 382; DOTTI 647.>
N0141.2, Which is more powerful, wealth or wisdom.
Link: |U0069.2$, Money succeeds where all else failed.>

N0141.5$, Which is more powerful, patience or justice?. Type: 948$, cf. 910B, 945A*.
Link: |J0171.9.2$, Counsel: "Be patient".

Ref.: DOTTI 570 647 648 653/{Sdn}.>
N0142, Destiny better than [peasant's] work, [nobleman's] show, or [merchant's] speculation. Type:
cf. 946C*.
Link: |J0702.1, Dervish who stops work. [Imitates bird feeding its young; shown his mistake]. |V0004.6$,
Work (industry) as worship.

Ref.: Chauvin II 109 no. 72; DOTTI 220 246 637 648 649/{lit.}.>
N0143, Luck only with money that is earned honestly.>
N0143.1$, Blessedness (barakah) only with money earned honestly. Type: 842C*, 946C*, 986.
Link: |J0235$, Choice between licit and illicit objects or acts--former little (difficult), latter large (easy).
|J1931, Money tested by throwing it into a stream to see if it will swim [float]. |P0763$, Ill-gotten property
(mâl harâm, illicit). |Q0140.0.1$, Blessedness (barakah) from God as reward. |Q0552.18, Punishment:
disappearance of ill-gotten gains.

Ref.: DOTTI 463 648 689.>
N0146, Man not fated to die cannot be killed. Type: 332, 947-X$.
Ref.: DOTTI 177 575 622 652; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 118 no. 17; Taymûr no.
94/("give me lifespan") no. 1112.>
N0147$, Predestined circumstances of death: time, place, agent, instrument, etc., of mortal's death
preordained.
Link: |M0341.0.6$, Person knows place of own death.

Ref.: MITON.>
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N0147.0.1$, He whose death is predestined to be in certain place (land) dies no where else.
Ref.: Alf IV 228/(poem); Burton IX 226.; Chauvin VI 52-53 no. 218.>
N0147.1$, Mortal predestined to die at certain place unwittingly seeks refuge from death (Azrael) by
hiding in it. Type: 332.
Link: |D1812.0.1, Foreknowledge of hour of death. |M0382, Futile moving to avoid death. [Place where a
person will die foretold: he moves away, but through accident, finds himself back, and dies]. |U0250.0.1$,
Death is inevitable.

Ref.: Qazwînî I 100; Ibshîhî 650; DOTTI 177/{Irq}.>
N0147.2$, Precautions taken to escape death at the hands of certain creature (agent) fail. Type:
934A1.
Ref.: DOTTI 636; MITON.>
N0170, The capriciousness of luck.
Link: |M0414.0.1.1$, `O Time, may God curse you: for you make a chamber-pot into chandelier!'.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 102-3.>
N0170.0.1$, Life (the world, fate, luck, etc.) is a revolving wheel: ups and downs.
Link: |U0250.0.1.2$, The world (life) lasted neither for a holy man nor for a culture-hero (e.g., "neither for
Eve nor for Adam", "neither for David nor for Alexander", "neither for Abu-Zaid, nor for Diyâb", etc.).
|Z0122.7$, Temporal forces (quasi powers of fate) personified: `Time' (ed-Dahr, ez-Zamân/Zamàn, el'Ayyâm).

Ref.: DOTTI 8 12 25 87/{Alg}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn"
no. 18; Taymûr no. 1243 1244; Zîr 31.>
N0170.0.1.1$, "Today [(power, authority)] is yours; tomorrow it is someone else's!" (I.e., One's day
of reckoning will come). Type: 2030C*'.
Link: |J0818.2$, Caution in advising wayward (despotic) king.

Ref.: Damîrî II 232-33.>
N0170.0.2$, The `world' is like a belly-dancer (ghaziyyah), she dances a little for everyone.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1244.>
N0178.1, Broken leg saves man from fatal fight. [Execution had been ordered by king].
Ref.: Chauvin II 152 no. 18.>
N0180$, Person loses all, and then recovers all. Type: 851C$, 935**, 938, 938B, cf. 750J$.
Link: |N0884.4$, Robber returns stolen goods to owner. |P0769.1$, Confiscated goods (property) returned.

Ref.: DOTTI 411 473 637 642 644.>
N0182, Snakes turn to gold in answer to dream.
Link: |D0475.1.1.1, Transformation: ashes to gold.>

N0182.1$, Snakes and scorpions turn into gold. Type: 156A*, 476*, 834, 834A, 1358C.
Link: |D0475, Transformation: object to treasure (or vice versa). |Q0591, Punishment: lie becomes truth.

Ref.: DOTTI 248 351 454 455 758/{Sdn}; S. Jahn 254 no. 34; TAWT 458 no. 50/{Egy}.>
N0182.2$, Seemingly worthless objects (onion skin, garlic skin, etc.) turn into gold. Type: 156B*,
476*, 620, 834, 834A, 1358C.
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Link: |D0475.1.3, Transformation: dead leaves to gold. |F0342.1, Fairy gold. Fairies give coals (wood,
earth) that turns to gold. |F0451.5.1.4, Dwarfs' gold. Seemingly worthless gift given by dwarfs turns to
gold.

Ref.: DOTTI 63 248 350 454 758/{Emrt}; RAFE 108 n. 360.>
N0182.3$, Seemingly gold and silver turn into worthless objects. Type: 1358C.
Ref.: DOTTI 185 758/{Egy}.>
N0183, Money lost twice: recovered third time. Type: 935**, cf. 945A*.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 31 no. 202; DOTTI 637 648.>
N0183.1$, Money (gold) lost with drowned animal recovered. Type: 938B.
Link: |F0989.26.1$, Drowned riding-animal (horse, donkey, mule) pulled alive, along with its burdens, out
of water by a single hair of its mane.

Ref.: DOTTI 644.>
N0183.2$, Legitimately earned money does not get lost.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1959.>
N0190$, Fate's inexplicable inequalities (injustices).
Link: |A0604$, Creation of destiny (al-qadar, al-'aqdâr: determination of fate). |A1599.8, Inequalities of
fortune among men, otherwise the work of the world will not go on. |J1016$, Glory (success) is achieved in
proportion to hard work. |J0225, Choice: apparent injustice over greater wrong. |U0000, Life's
inequalities. |U0022.3$, Injustice: suffering more than other members of one's own generation (group).
|U0061, Dividing after God's fashion: little to poor, much to rich. |U0106$, Scarcity of happiness (joy),
abundance of sadness (misery, unhappiness). |V0318.3$, The seemingly illogical (inexplicable) occurs "for
wisdom known [only] to God". |V0540.0.1$, Providence (God's wisdom) is behind seemingly apparent
injustice (i.e., `The Lord moves in mysterious ways').

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz V 382; RAFE 194 n. 690; Taymûr no. 1359/(gen.).>
N0190.0.1$, Inexplicable inequality in possessions (wealth, power, etc.).
Link: |A1618, Origin of inequalities among men. |N0100.1.1.1$, Livelihoods are not earned according to a
creature's actions--(they are preordained).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 15: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 2; RAFE 297 n. 2; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "CAblah and Mokhtâr" no. 19; TAWT 398 n. 689.>
N0190.0.1.1$, `God grants whomsoever He pleases without limit'. Type: cf. 460B, 745A, 758,
758C$, 834, 841, 842, 947A.
Link: |A0102.16.2$, Fairness of god. |A0604$, Creation of destiny (al-qadar, al-'aqdâr: determination of
fate). |J1015$, Wealth gained by risk-taking and hard work. |U0061, Dividing after God's fashion: little to
poor, much to rich. |V0318.1$, Submission to fate (God's prejudgment: qadâ$, qadar) a mark of true faith.

Ref.: ThaClabî 15 26-27: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" nos. 2/cf. 60 61; DOTTI 230 406
421 422 454 461 463 650; MITON; RAFE 297 n. 2/cf.>
N0190.0.1.2$, `God changes a situation to its opposite in a blink of an eye'.
Link: |L0500$, An occasion (situation) suddenly turns into its reverse. |V0318.1.0.1$, "Let fates run their
courses; never spend a night except with clear (`empty') mind".
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Ref.: MITON; Zîr 121/(poem).>
N0190.0.1.4$, Deities prevent mortals from finding food (wealth) by placing obstacles in their way.
Link: |Q0501.2, Punishment of Tantalus. Stands in a pool that ever recedes from his thirsty lips; branches
of fruit spring away from him; stone over his head threatens to fall.

Ref.: Maspero 152 no. 8.>
N0190.0.2$, Inexplicable inequality in physical constitution (appearance).>
N0190.0.2.1$, `God creates whatsoever He pleases' [in any form that He wills].>
N0190.1$, Creature (man, animal, etc.) protests fate's apparent injustice.
Link: |J1740$, Foolish attempt to punish (reprimand) the higher powers (god, the angels, fate, etc.)--nonreligious. |J2215.1, God's wastefulness. [Fool robbed then finds money; he reprimands fate: "What was the
use robbing one to give another!"]. |U0060.0.1$, God grants not according to one's needs. |V0320.3$,
Punishing the higher powers (god, angels, etc.).

Ref.: Shawqî 289 [no. 19].>
N0190.1.1$, One sibling protests the favoring of the other(s). Type: 303B$, cf. 480, 510, 511A.
Ref.: DOTTI 110 249 258 265; Shamy (el-) Egypt 10 no. 1.>
N0190.1.1.1$, Cain complains against the favoring of Abel. Type: 758C$.
Link: |A1278.1.1.1$, Cain given remodeled female-jinni (from earth) as wife--(unfair treatment).
|A1618.1.1$, Inequalities among social groups (nations) from deity's act favoring a certain group (segment
of population). |J1256.1$, Retorts concerning inherited-rights (birthrights) of blood-relative. |L0011,
Fortunate youngest son. |L0041, Younger brother given birthright of elder. |P0503.5$, Favoritism
(mahsûbiyyah). |T0603.1$, Pampered son(s).

Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 60; DOTTI 422.>
N0190.2$, Adam rewarded with Paradise for `nothing'-done, then punished eternally for a single
mistake.
Link: |W0132.3$, Excessive (cruel) punishment for trivial error.

Ref.: ThaClabî 20-(Abraham) 29.>
N0191$, Long-lived evil.

Link: |W0130$, `Sociopathy': pleasure derived from violating mores (anti-social behavior--thievery, rape,
pedophilia, etc., `for kicks').

Ref.: Amîn 456.>
N0191.1$, "A wretch's [(criminal's, tyrant's, etc.)] span of life lasts".
Link: |W0130.0.1.1$, fâgir (sociopath, person who feels no remorse, has no conscience).

Ref.: MITON; Amîn 456; Taymûr no. 1953.>
N0192$, Short-lived goodness.>
N0192.1$, `Death chooses the best'.
Ref.: DOTTI 178 755/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 224 no. 60.>
N0193$, `A true believer is [always] afflicted [(tested)]'. Type: 750J$, cf. 938B.
Link: |A0185.13, God puts mortal to test. |H0258$, Strength of faith (belief) in God tested. |U0149.2.1$,
Someone's loss is another's gain.
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Ref.: DOTTI 411 644.>
N0194$, Good fortune interrupted (by deity) due to misunderstanding (mistake). Type: 774M2$.
Link: |A0604.5.2$, Creation of livelihoods. |A1618.3$, Inequalities among nations from deity's
misunderstanding. |J1820, Inappropriate action from misunderstanding. |L0505$, Planned good deed
preempted by hasty (foolish) act by intended recipient. |N0385, Unintentional [

mistakes] bring

unfortunate consequences.

Ref.: Ions 59; DOTTI 431.>
N0194.1$, Initial favorable state revoked due to misunderstanding (treachery). Type: 774M1$.
Link: |A1335.1.1, Origin of death: wrong messenger goes to God. |K2259.6$, Treacherous messenger
(emissary, ambassador). |U0267$, The (corruptive) effect of chain of oral transmission on accuracy of
message.

Ref.: DOTTI 431; Shamy (el-) Egypt 146 no. 28.>
N0195$, Those who do not need are granted more (by God), those who need are not.
Link: |N0102, Fortune comes to deserving and undeserving. |U0061.1$, Earless person is granted earring,
toothless hard-shell nuts.

Ref.: Shawqî 273 [no. 11].>
N0196$, Helper accidentally killed (injured).
Link: |J2118$, Harmful help (assistance). |J2131, Numskull injured. |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah,
murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry, courtliness, graciousness).>

N0196.1$, Person drowns trying to save another from drowning.
Link: |J2175.4, Man lets his infant son play in river. Son drowns.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0199$, Fate's inexplicable inequalities--miscellaneous.>
N0199.1$, Desirable (assets, offspring) perishes, undesirable survives.>
N0199.1.1$, A parent's male children die, female survive (live).
Link: |E0724.3.5.2.1$, Counter-spirit causes death to human children. |G0302.9.4, Demons injure and
strangle little children. |P0230.0.2$, Importance of having children (procreation). |P0231.0.1$, Mother of a
son more valuable. |T0606.1$, Measures against death of children.>

N0200, The good gifts of fortune.>
N0201, Wish for exalted husband realized. Type: 707.
Link: |M0507.1$, Casual (routine, matter of form) prayer for marriage to certain person takes effect.

Ref.: DOTTI 386; MITON; 1Shâkir I 98-101; Shamy (el-) Egypt 254 no. 9.>
N0203, Lucky person. Type: 1415, 1640, cf. 736A.
Ref.: DOTTI 403 792 884.>
N0204$, Lucky person untouched by several deadly occurrences (or plots against his life). Type: cf.
315, 461, 516, 590, 930, 947-X$.
Link: |F0615, Strong man evades death. Vain attempts to kill him. |H1510, Tests of power to survive.
Vain attempts to kill hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 139 231 274 336 622 652.>
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N0204.1$, `Like a cat: has seven souls.'.
Link: |B0844.1$, `Cat has seven souls (lives)'.

Ref.: DOTTI 843 876/{Mrc}; Taymûr no. 1503.>
N0206$, Wish for change in physical characteristics realized. Type: 555, cf. 930B1$.
Link: |D0030, Transformation to person of different race.

Ref.: DOTTI 313 625; MITON.>
N0207$, Person (animal, bird) with certain qualities fated to perform task. Type: 325, cf. 561.
Link: |D0791.2, Disenchantment by only one person. |D0827, Magic object received through particular
intermediaries. Only one person can help secure it. |D1581, Tasks performed by use of magic object.
|N0543.4$, Only one person can overcome treasure's protective measures (rasad/incantations) and open it.
|Z0313, Vulnerability only by one person.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 159 n. 587.>
N0207.1$, Task can be performed only by person with certain social qualities (e.g., kinship ties,
name, or the like).
Link: |D2161.5.7, Cure by seventh son of seventh daughter. |L0111.5.1$, Child born of brother-sister incest
as hero: `Son of own maternal-uncle'.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 159 n. 587.>
N0207.2$, Task can be performed only by person with certain physical qualities (e.g., lines on palm
of hand form certain figures, or the like).
Ref.: RAFE 159 n. 587.>
N0207.4$, Task can be performed only by using animal (bird) with certain physical qualities (e.g.,
color, size, age, etc.).
Link: |B0811.3.2.1$, Sacred bull with special markings: Apis. |H1379$, Fool's quests (errands).
|V0012.4.11.1.1$, Rooster (hen, pigeon, etc.) as sacrifice.

Ref.: RAFE 92 n. 305.>
N0211, Lost object returns to its owner.
Ref.: Fâdil M. CAbd-Allâh Turâth III:7 102-3; DOTTI 404/{Irq}.>
N0211.1, Lost ring found in fish. (Polycrates). Type: 736A.
Ref.: ThaClabî 180; Chauvin V 17 no. 10 141 no. 68 VI 32 no. 202; DOTTI 78 201 290 403
404 483 648/{Egy, lit., Sdn}; MITON; Mursî "Fayyûm" 212-13 no. 48; Shahi-Moore 183 no. 50;
Wehr 495 no. 18.>
N0211.1.2, Key (to fetters) found in fish.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 42 no. 62R.>
N0211.2, Unavailing attempts to get rid of [old] slippers; they always return ([i.e., returned]). Type:
946E$.
Link: |F1015.5$, Patched shoes (slippers) so heavy that they cause much (accidental) damage when
disposed of.

Ref.: Basset Mille I 263 no. 14; Chauvin VI 130 no. 283; DOTTI xvii n. 58 649.>
N0211.4$, Lost goods (money) recovered by rightful owner. Type: 936A$, 938.
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Link: |P0778.1$, Merchant loses all capital (goods) and becomes bankrupt.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0212, Money cannot be kept from where it is destined to go. Type: 745.
Ref.: Chauvin II 129 no. 137; DOTTI 406.>
N0214$, Needed money received via mystical means or instructions (dream/vision, hâtif, mysterious
agent, etc.).
Link: |A0473.0.3$, `Bursar of [God's] Omnipotence'--dispenses money that seems to be acquired
mysteriously. |D2179$, Money supernaturally produced (by saint).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 256; Ibshîhî 117 143 209-10 422 465 636/cf.>
N0216$, Bird (kite) drops a purse containing treasure (money, jewel) on person. Type: cf. 434B$.
Link: |N0352, Bird carries off ring which lover has taken from sleeping mistress's finger.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 465.>
N0224, Man finds treasure he refused as gift. Type: 841B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 462.>
N0231, The fourteen lucky daughters. [Husband leaves his wife because of her failure to have a son.
They find treasure, meanwhile husband becomes a beggar]. Type: 891A*, cf. 923C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 606.>
N0250, Persistent bad luck. Type: 841, 947A, 947A*.
Link: |F1041.9.0.1.1$, Melancholy person finds no place for herself among the happy.

Ref.: DOTTI 461 650 651; Taymûr nos. 754 755 948/(no place).>
N0250.4, Bad luck banished and freed. [Bad luck released by envious brother]. Type: 735A.>
N0250.5$, Vain attempts to change bad luck (fate). Type: 947A, cf. 832.
Ref.: DOTTI 650.>
N0251, Person pursued by misfortune (Placidas Eustacius). Type: 938.
Link: |N0106.0.1$, `When it departs evil will come from whence goodness used to be expected.

Ref.: DOTTI 642 650/{lit.}.>
N0251.5, Fortune of the lucky wife. [Luckless man marries and lives by wife's good luck]. Type:
737B*.
Link: |N0134.0.1.1$, Wife brings good luck.>

N0251.5.1$, Fortune comes with the additional wife: luckless polygynist man becomes lucky. Type:
1397X$.
Link: |N0131.1, Luck changing after cohabitation.

Ref.: DOTTI 786/{Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 700-2-no. 6.>
N0252, Messenger announces successive misfortunes. [Ascending disasters]. ("Job hears of
successive misfortunes" [Vol. 6 only]). Type: 938, 1931A$.
Link: |W0025.1, Equanimity of the enslaved unfortunate. Does not complain when beset by series of
misfortunes. |W0026.1$, Job's patience. |Z0046.1$, The climax of calamities: ascending disasters.

Ref.: DOTTI [in Vol. 6 only]). 642 955/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 26/cf.>
N0253, Safety [sought] in shadow of wall. [After many misfortunes: wall collapses on man]. Type:
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947.
Link: |N0331.5$, Wall falls on person and kills him (her). |N0266$, From angry camel to dragon (wild
beast).

Ref.: Chauvin II 86 no. 19; DOTTI 230 647 650 651/{Irq, Syr}.>
N0254$, All of man's children perish at once. Type: 938.
Link: |M0341.0.2, All forty of man's sons [prophesied] to die at once.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hakîm Al-Hikâyah 234-45; DOTTI 465 466 642/{Egy, Ymn}; Hein-Müller
Mehri-Hadramî: SAE IX 122 no. 44; Sayce Folk-Lore XI:4 378-79.>
N0254.0.1$, All of man's children perish at certain age. Type: 938.
Link: |M0341.1.4, Prophecy: death at certain age.>

N0255, Escape from one misfortune into worse.
Link: |R0347.2.2$, Escapee(s) devoured by beasts. |V0546$, Person about to be swallowed by monster is
saved by a natural phenomenon (storm, earthquake, etc.).

Ref.: Basset Mille III 535 no. 325; DOTTI 19 710/{lit.}; MITON; Taymûr no. 1798.>
N0255.0.1$, `Seeking refuge (relief) from hot sand by [resorting to] fire.'.>
N0255.7$, Escape from predator of one kind only to be faced by another of more lethal type.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0256, Unlucky classes. Type: 938.
Ref.: DOTTI 642.>
N0260$, Death shortly before fulfillment of aspirations.>
N0260.1$, Childless person dies before birth of long awaited child.
Link: |M0444, Curse of childlessness. |P0230.0.1$, Childlessness. |T0682, Hero a posthumous son.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9.>
N0260.2$, Sudden death: apparently healthy person dies mysteriously.
Link: |N0383, Man falls dead from sudden realization. |Q0222.7.1$, Mysterious death (illness) for violator
of tomb (grave). |U0250.0.1$, Death is inevitable.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0261, Train of troubles from sparrow's vengeance. [Avenges self on Elephant who destroyed her
nest]. Type: 248, 248A.
Link: |K2143$, Making someone suffer as I suffered: harmful said (alleged) to be wholesome.

Ref.: DOTTI 90/{lit.}.>
N0262$, Train of troubles from boy's (youth's) vengeance. In different disguises he punishes his
cheaters (robbers) by repeated beatings. Type: 1538.
Link: |J0018.1$, Robber reformed by repeated beatings. |K1825.1.3, Trickster masks as doctor and
punishes his cheaters. |W0010.9.4.2.1$, Woman avenges abuse of womankind.

Ref.: DOTTI 845.>
N0263$, Persistent bad luck: need for chosen profession (trade) vanishes.
Link: |J2050.1$, Lack of foresightedness. |P0770$, Markets: buying, selling, trading.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 939/(henna vending) no. 1000 1966 2243 2274 2280 2708.>
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N0265, Person brings bad luck to others.
Link: |N0104$, Unfortunate beauty: beauty of innocent woman causes communal conflicts (wars). She is
blamed. |N0134.1, Persons bring bad luck. |Z0084.5.1$, Insult: being a `jinx' (harbinger of evil,
mash'ûm/manhûs, etc.).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 93-96 no. 157 (al-Basûs); Ibn-CAasim no. 157/(al-Basûs) no. 258/cf.>
N0266$, From angry camel to dragon (wild beast). Type: 157B$, cf. 1154.
Link: |J0229.15$, Choice: angry camel or dragon (wild beast).

Ref.: Basset Mille III 535 no. 325; DOTTI 65 650 710/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) I 234.>
N0267$, Persistent bad luck: unexpected change in nature of things.>
N0267.1$, Persistent bad luck: finding tripe to be mostly bones.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2280.>
N0270, Crime inevitably comes to light.
Link: |U0193.0.1$, `Truth (justice) will inevitably out (tomorrow)'.>

N0271, Murder will out. Type: 780, 960, 960E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 440 667 669; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 80 no. 8.>
N0271.1, The sun brings all to light. Type: 780, 883C.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 381 no. 109; DOTTI 440 524 525/{Irq}; Qasîr Falsafah 146-50; Shamy
(el-) "Sailor" 80 no. 8.>
N0271.2, Murder revealed by unusual names of boys. Type: 883C, 960C$.
Link: |X1507$, Extraordinary name gives absurd meaning when used in context.

Ref.: DOTTI 524.>
N0271.3, The cranes of Ibycus. [As called on by murdered man, cranes follow murderer and point
him out]. Type: 960A.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 465/cf.; Chauvin II 123 VII 146.>
N0275, Criminal confesses because he thinks himself accused.
Link: |J1141.1.9, Thief persuaded led to believe can read thoughts: confesses. |K0493, Dupe betrayed by
asking him ambiguous questions. [He betrays self]. |N0611.1, Criminal accidentally detected: "that is the
first"--sham wise man. |N0691$, Impersonal (neutral) statement taken personally. |U0248$, Mental set
(thematic apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain things).>

N0275.2, Criminal confesses because of misunderstanding of a dialect.>
N0275.3, Detection by accidental remark.>
N0275.3.1$, "Where is that one-eyed dog!" Adulteress thinks reference is to her hidden one-eyed
lover and confesses. Type: 1360E$.
Ref.: Chauvin VII 152 no. 432; DOTTI 764.>
N0276$, Culprit thinks he is about to be discovered: he remedies the situation by undoing what he
has done (e.g., secretly replace stolen goods, correct the forgery, etc.). Type: 1641.
Link: |J1148$, Self-incrimination due to tongue-slip (projection, compulsion to confess). |K2054.3$, Thief
returns stolen goods so as to avert further search for culprit: he thinks he is about to be discovered.

Ref.: DOTTI 886; RAFE 305 n. 40.>
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N0278, Supernatural voice points out criminal.
Link: |V0542.0.1$, Life-saving instructions by supernatural (divine) voice (hâtif).>

N0279$, Crime inevitably comes to light--miscellaneous.>
N0279.1$, Crime solved because judge (ruler) knew real culprit. Type: cf. 926M$.
Link: |W0037.6$, Betraying secret (breaking promise of confidentiality) in order to prevent greater
injustice.

Ref.: DOTTI 617 618/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0300-N399, Unlucky accidents.>
N0300, Unlucky accidents. Type: 938.
Ref.: DOTTI 642 976/{Bhrn}.>
N0300.0.1$, Accidents will happen.
Link: |J0570.1.2$, A speeding horse stumbles. |U0105$, Social life is treacherous and conflict-bound
(strife); noble living is in the wilderness--(compare: `The noble savage').

Ref.: Maspero 302 no. 23; Taymûr no. 637/(gen.).>
N0300.0.2$, Counsellor of caution falls victim to that against which he had warned. Type: cf.
851D$.
Link: |J1062.3$, Teach yourself before instructing others. |U0275$, A professional's own: it shows no
benefit from his expertness.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 424.>
N0300.0.1.1$, `A rolling stone will [inevitably] be nicked.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1029.>
N0301$, Communal disaster. Tragic accident (fire, drowning, etc.) with many deaths.
Link: |A1000, World catastrophes. |P0681.1.0.5$, Bewailing communal calamity (usually in verse).
|F0961.2.10$, Star falls to earth: shooting (falling) star. |P0975$, Death of a national hero (leader of a
modern state).

Ref.: Simpson 54 n. 3.>
N0301.1$, Natural calamity befalls community (earthquake, flood, volcano, etc.).
Link: |F0969.4, Extraordinary earthquake.

Ref.: Simpson 54 n. 3; Damîrî I 298: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 123; Damîrî I 29899; DOTTI 98 337/{Ymn}; MITON.>
N0301.2$, Man-made (caused) calamity befalls community (building collapses, fire, shipwreck,
etc.).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badrashain" no. 38.>
N0301.2.1$, Shipwreck. Ship (ferry-boat) sinks: many drown, much is lost. Type: 332*, 936A$.
Link: |F0962.1.1$, Storm wrecks (sinks) ship.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 90 no. A-4 91 no. A-04; Maspero 101 no. 5; DOTTI 551 639
646/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0301.2.2$, Collision of bus, train, etc.>
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N0301.2.2.1$, Airplane crashes.>
N0301.2.3$, Building collapses.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badrashain" no. 38.>
N0301.2.4$, Dam breaks up (ruptures).
Link: |F0780.1$, Marvelous dam (on body of water). |F0840.0.1.1.3$, Dam destroyed by mouse (rat).

Ref.: Damîrî I 298-99: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 123.>
N0301.2.5$, Community (building) on fire.
Ref.: Damîrî I 244-45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 125.>
N0303$, Entire family wiped out in calamity.
Link: |Z0356.4$, Sole survivor from destruction of family (clan).>

N0303.1$, Only one family member survives calamity.
Link: |Z0356.0.1$, Only one member of one sex (male, female) remains after calamity: survival of tribe
(nation) depends on that person.

Ref.: DOTTI 50 501 537/{Alg}; TAWT 414.>
N0310, Accidental separations.>
N0310.0.1$, Predestined separation (of families or lovers).
Link: |A0604.3$, maktûb, muqaddar, qismah (written, predestined, kismet)--one's fated lot. |M0463.1$,
Curse on tribe: perpetual wandering. |Z0122.7$, Temporal forces (quasi powers of fate) personified: `Time'
(ed-Dahr, ez-Zamân/Zamàn, el-'Ayyâm).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0315, Separation by being on different banks of a stream. Type: 759F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 425.>
N0317, Separation of family by shipwreck. Type: 938.
Ref.: DOTTI 517 642/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0318, Accidental separation of lovers. Type: 434B$.
Link: |N0349.4$, Lover (spouse) offended through misunderstanding. |N0352, Bird carries off ring which
lover has taken from sleeping mistress's finger.

Ref.: DOTTI 216 281.>
N0318.2, Princess accidentally elopes with wrong man.
Link: |T0092.4, Girl mistakenly elopes with the wrong lover. The preferred suitor overtakes them, finds
them asleep and waits for them to awaken. He himself falls asleep and when he wakes they have gone.>

N0318.2.1$, Girl accidentally elopes with robber thinking he is her sweetheart.
Link: |R0012.3.1$, Princess (courtesan) on clandestine visit to lover abducted by robbers.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0320, Person unwittingly killed.>
N0321, Son returning home after long absence unwittingly killed by parents. Type: 939A, 939B$,
cf. 948$.
Ref.: DOTTI 646 653.>
N0322, Eavesdropping person unwittingly killed.>
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N0323, Parricide prophecy unwittingly fulfilled. Type: 931.
Ref.: DOTTI 627.>
N0323.1$, Cannibalism prophecy: son will eat father's flesh. Unwittingly fulfilled. Type: 931.
Link: |N0339.0.1$, Accidental death from falling into liquid (honey, wine, etc.) and drowning.

Ref.: DOTTI 627.>
N0323.2$, Cannibalism prophecy: father will eat son's flesh. Unwittingly fulfilled. Type: 931.
Ref.: DOTTI 416 627/{Qtr, Ymn}; Noy Jefet 242-43 no. 101; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 700-1-no.
3.>
N0324.1, Transformed prince unwittingly killed.>
N0324.2$, Transformed person unknowingly slaughtered (killed). Type: 318, 462A$, 462A1$, cf.
449/1511, 450.
Link: |D0794, Enchanted person attracts attention of rescuer. |N0774.4$, Pursued (hunted) game proves to
be transformed (enchanted) person. |S0403$, Demand that enchanted person in form of animal be killed.

Ref.: DOTTI 147 219 222 235 818/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0325, Unwitting murder because of insane illusion.
Link: |P0523.2.1, Fool [(the insane)] not to be punished for his crime.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ibrahîm el-Sannân" no. 14/cf.>
N0325.2, Women, driven mad, devour their infants' flesh. Type: 462.
Ref.: DOTTI 233.>
N0325.4$, Insane person murders attendant.>
N0325.4.1$, Insane princess murders her maid(s).
Ref.: MITON.>
N0326$, The seemingly murdered proves to be alive. (One person thinks mistakenly he had killed
another). Type: 990.
Ref.: DOTTI 691.>
N0327$, Apparently (seemingly) dead person entombed (buried `alive'). Type: 885A, 930B,
990,/1537.
Link: |E0068, Apparently dead persons revived when certain thing happens. Proper prince appears, or the
like. |N0694.1, Apparently dead woman revives when dropped. Had swallowed a bone. |S0123.1, Burial
alive of drugged person. |W0010.9.2$, Person seemingly dead (fatally wounded) is nursed back to health.

Ref.: DOTTI 534 624/{Tns}; MITON.>
N0328$, Death from non-lethal (non-mortal) wound or blow.>
N0330, Accidental killing or death.
Link: |K2351.5.3$, Adversary's horse frightened: it becomes unruly and brings about defeat of the rider.>

N0330.0.1$, Involuntary killing (injuring) of person is not `murder' (crime).
Link: |N0337.8$, Accidental death (killing) from misdirected blow. |P0522.1, Lex talionis. One life for one
life. |P0526.0.5$, Mitigating circumstances that lessen seriousness of crime. |V0301.1$, "Deeds are
[judged] according to intent (niyyât)". |X0335.1$, Man accidentally causing pregnant woman to miscarry
sentenced to rendering her into the same condition before the miscarriage (accident). |Z0138.4.1$, Evil Eye
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acts independently of owner's will.

Ref.: Alf II 289; Burton V 103-104.>
N0331, Things accidentally fall and kill person.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 166.>
N0331.1, Dagger in wall above bed falls and kills girl. Has been placed there by her lover.>
N0331.1.4$, Horse kills rider when it becomes unruly.
Link: |K2351.5.3$, Adversary's horse frightened: it becomes unruly and brings about defeat of the rider.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0331.1.5$, Object (rock, shoe, knife, projectile, etc.) thrown causes unintentional killing. Type:
779J3$, 1228B$.
Link: |D1691.2$, Magic (miraculous) suspension of object (rock, bomb, etc.) which was falling on a target
(person, village, etc.). |J1833.2$, Shooting (striking) at a pest (bird, insect) alighted on animal's horn
(back): hitting animal. |N0337.8$, Accidental death (killing) from misdirected blow.

Ref.: DOTTI 439 673 719/{lit., Mrc}; MITON.>
N0331.1.5.1$, Man throws object which accidentally kills a supernatural being (jinni, fairy, afrit, or
the like). Type: 953A$.
Link: |N0337, Accidental death through misdirected weapon.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 235 658 659/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0331.1.5.2$, Object carried by flying bird (or airplane) drops and kills person (animal).
Link: |N0332.3, Serpent carried by bird lets poison drop into milk and poisons drinkers.

Ref.: DOTTI 125 182/{Mrc}.>
N0331.3$, Large object (tree, wall, etc.) corroded (damaged) by person falls and kills that person.
Link: |K1601, Deceiver falls into his own trap (literally). |Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'.

Ref.: DOTTI 348 467/{lit.}.>
N0331.4$, Large object (rock, log, etc.) dropped on person from above (so as to kill him)
accidentally falls on would-be-killer's own child (children). Type: 837, cf. 779.
Link: |J1514$, Wisdom of benevolence (exercising goodwill), and foolishness of malevolence (harboring
ill-will). |K0959.7$, Murder from above--by dropping rock (heavy object). |K1626, Would-be killer killed.
|N0332.1, Man accidentally fed bread which his father has poisoned. |N0339.15, Thief crushed to death by
fallen fragments of wall he has bored. |Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'. |Q0581.0.1, Loss of life because one's
own treachery.

Ref.: DOTTI 435 436 457 458/{Egy}.>
N0331.5$, Wall falls on person and kills him (her). Type: cf. 974.
Link: |J0225.10$, Hermit (al-Khidr) rebuilds a falling wall in an inhospitable village: treasure belonging to
orphans hidden underneath. |N0253, Safety [sought] in shadow of wall. [After many misfortunes: wall
collapses on man]. |Z0049.11.1, Wall in construction collapses. [Y].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 424.>
N0332, Accidental poisoning.>
N0332.3.0.1$, Eating animal that proves to have been poisoned brings about eater's death (sickness).
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Type: 851, cf. 285A, 285A*.
Link: |B0779.1.1$, Poisonous mosquitoes immune to poison. |H0802, Riddle: one killed none and yet
killed twelve. (Horse is poisoned; raven eats of him and dies; twelve robbers eat raven and die).

Ref.: Jâhiz V 394-96; DOTTI 92 471.>
N0332.1, Man accidentally fed bread which his father has poisoned. Type: 837.
Link: |K1613, Poisoner poisoned with his own poison. |Q0550.0.4$, Would-be murderer inadvertently kills
himself or one of his own family.

Ref.: DOTTI 137 254 457 458 843 854 862/{Plst, Sdn}.>
N0332.3, Serpent carried by bird lets poison drop into milk and poisons drinkers.
Link: |N0331.1.5.2$, Object carried by flying bird (or airplane) drops and kills person (animal).
|N0332.3.3$, Drinking milk from which a viper (serpent) had drunk kills drinker(s). |Q0597.1.1$, Viper
poisons drinking water to avenge killing of its young (mate).

Ref.: Chauvin VIII 60 no. 25; MITON.>
N0332.3.1, Head of killed snake bites and kills king.
Link: |J1043.2$, "Don't cut off a viper's tail and then stop, but follow up with cutting `her' head".>

N0332.3.2, Snake in jug bites would-be thief.
Link: |K0928.2$, Spirit (deity, demon, etc.) transforms self to snake and bites enemy. |K0929.14$, Murder
by placing venomous animal (snake, scorpion, etc.) in path of intended victim.>

N0332.3.3$, Drinking milk from which a viper (serpent) had drunk kills drinker(s). Type: 285A,
844A$.
Link: |B0784.2.1.1, Snake (frog) in human body enticed out by milk (water). |N0332.3, Serpent carried by
bird lets poison drop into milk and poisons drinkers.

Ref.: DOTTI 339 465/{Plst}.>
N0333, Aiming at fly has fatal results. Type: 1586A.
Ref.: DOTTI 869.>
N0333.1, Person killed by hitting fly on his face. Type: 163A*, 1586, 1586A.
Ref.: DOTTI 869.>
N0333.2, Man accidentally killed by bear trying to chase away flies. Type: 163A*, 1586, 1586A.
Ref.: Chauvin II 118 no. 99 no. 100; DOTTI 70 869.>
N0334, Accidental fatal [or tragic] ending of game or joke.
Link: |J0615.1$, `The minors (youngsters) start it (trouble), the seniors (adults) get entangled in it'. |K0850,
Fatal deceptive game.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hâdî 273-74 no. 66; Schmidt-Kahle I 56-59 no. 26/cf.; Zîr 56-56.>
N0334.9$, Accidental tragic consequences of game or joke--miscellaneous.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0334.9.1$, Injury from throwing (hitting) object (ball, stone, etc.) during play. Type: 310.
Ref.: Boqarî 169; DOTTI 116.>
N0335, Accidental death at hands of an animal.
Link: |N0381.2$, Loose animal (calf, goat, etc.) causes chain of accidents: bloody feud follows.>
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N0335.3, Death by rebounding bow. [Y]. Type: 180.>
N0335.3.1$, Eating certain part of animal causes death to eater. Organ (heart, liver, etc.) contained
residuals of lethal substance (poison, arrowhead, pellets, etc.). Type: 180.
Link: |M0312.3, Eater of magic bird-heart will become rich (king).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0335.4, Accidental death from flying splinter or bone.>
N0335.5, Hound strikes unique vulnerable spot.>
N0335.5.1$, Hound (dog) defending master against attacker (crocodile) inflicts mortal wound on
master. Type: 934A.
Link: |J2118$, Harmful help (assistance).

Ref.: Maspero 196 no. 13.>
N0335.6, Series of accidental animal killings. Type: cf. 2030C, 2030C*'.
Link: |Z0049.13, Chain of killings: bulbul destroys flower and is killed by cat; cat shaken by dog; dog
killed by boy; boy sentenced to death by king.

Ref.: DOTTI 965 966.>
N0335.6.1, Attacking animal is killed by another in ambush.
Ref.: Maspero 192-93 no. 13/cf.>
N0335.8$, Person crushed when animal rolls over him.
Link: |B0299.0.1$, Vengeful animals or birds (they hold grudge). |B0754.9.4.2.2$, Animal (camel) kills
owner upon discovering that it was deceived into copulation with its mother.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 203-4.>
N0335.9$, Accidental death at hands of an animal--miscellaneous.>
N0335.9.1$, Person killed (devoured) by land predator (lion, tiger, wolf, etc.).
Link: |G0477.1$, Ogre (predator) kills (devours) person(s). |M0341.0.7.1$, Prophecy: child to die by snake,
crocodile, or dog. It so happens.

Ref.: DOTTI 636; MITON.>
N0335.9.2$, Person killed (devoured) by water-animal (crocodile, hippopotamus, or the like). Type:
934A1.
Link: |M0341.0.7.1$, Prophecy: child to die by snake, crocodile, or dog. It so happens.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0336, Accidental death through dream.>
N0336.1$, Attempt to change fate revealed in dream leads to man's death. Type: 841, 947B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 461 651.>
N0337, Accidental death through misdirected weapon. Type: 1228B$, cf. 1586A.
Link: |J1833.2$, Shooting (striking) at a pest (bird, insect) alighted on animal's horn (back): hitting animal.

Ref.: Maspero 194 no. 13; Hujelân 357. no. 4-6; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2, "Ibrahîm el-Sannân" no. 14/cf.>
N0337.4$, Accidental death (killing) through ignorance of nature of object found (it proves to be a
weapon). Type: cf. 180.
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Ref.: DOTTI 74; MITON.>
N0337.8$, Accidental death (killing) from misdirected blow. Type: 779J3$, 1534.
Link: |N0330.0.1$, Involuntary killing (injuring) of person is not `murder' (crime). |N0331.1.5.1$, Man
throws object which accidentally kills a supernatural being (jinni, fairy, afrit, or the like). |X0335.1$, Man
accidentally causing pregnant woman to miscarry sentenced to rendering her into the same condition
before the miscarriage (accident).

Ref.: ThaClabî 97; Alf II 289/(rock thrown)/Burton V 103-104; DOTTI 439 673 838/{lit.};
Hujelân 250 no. 32-4; MITON.>
N0337.8.1$, Serious injury (or death) from pushing (slipping or the like) during quarrel. Type:
545H$, 1365B, 1534.
Ref.: DOTTI 300 767; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 210 no. 54/(abortion), 219 no. 57.>
N0338, Death as result of mistaken identity: wrong person killed. Type: 910K, 910K1$.
Link: |P0205.9.1$, Respite from combat in order to inquire about adversary's identity.

Ref.: DOTTI 574 575; MITON; TAWT 435.>
N0338.3, Son killed because mistaken for someone else. Type: 939B$, 948B$, cf. 910B.
Ref.: DOTTI 279 570 646 653/{Lbn}.>
N0338.3.1, Father orders unrecognized son thrown into sea.>
N0338.3.2$, Returning husband finds a youth in his wife's bed and kills him: his own son. Type:
939B$, cf. 910B.
Ref.: DOTTI 570 646.>
N0338.3.4$, Upon learning that he will be murdered, man (ruler) arranges for his murderer's death:
murderer happens to be his own son. Type: cf. 750D2$.
Link: |K0920$, Posthumous murder (killing): one person arranges for another's death after he himself has
died. Usually for revenge (`revenge from the grave'). |M0343, Parricide prophecy. [Oedipus].
|S0011.3.3.3$, Father executes son(s) for committing murder.

Ref.: Damîrî II 56; DOTTI 410/{lit.}.>
N0338.5$-(formerly, N0338.3.1.1$), Husband orders unrecognized wife killed. Type: cf. 910K1$.
Link: |K2213.0.2.1$, Treacherous husband conspires to murder his wife. |S0060.0.1$, Uxoricide (wifekilling).

Ref.: DOTTI 575.>
N0338.8$, One creature mistaken for another and killed.>
N0338.8.1$, Jinni in form of animal (bird) taken for game and killed.
Link: |F0389.4, Fairy killed by mortal. |F0451.4.5.4$, The killing of a jinni or afrit by a human (`fairycide') taken to court. |N0344.3$, A relative hastily mistaken for lover.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 46-7; Alf I 8/cf.>
N0339, Accidental death--miscellaneous.>
N0339.0.1$, Accidental death from falling into liquid (honey, wine, etc.) and drowning. Type: cf.
931, 2023.
Link: |G0061.3$, Liquefied flesh drunk (unknowingly): person drinks liquid (wine, water, honey, etc.) into
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which a person had drowned and been dissolved. |N0323.1$, Cannibalism prophecy: son will eat father's
flesh. Unwittingly fulfilled. |X0021, Accidental cannibalism. [Dried meat stolen and eaten, proves to be
flesh from human corpse].

Ref.: DOTTI 627 962 963/{Irq}.>
N0339.0.1.1$, Accidental death from falling into hot (boiling) liquid. Type: 2023, cf. 124, 327,
2021, 2021*.
Link: |K0891.1.2$, Intruder tricked into jumping down into boiling water.

Ref.: DOTTI 51 157 960 962.>
N0339.1, Man falls into jar of honey and drowns. Type: cf. 2023.
Ref.: DOTTI 962.>
N0339.8, Accidental death from fall on own weapon (shield).>
N0339.10, Youth gazing at own image reflected in water falls and drowns.
Link: |C0003.3$, Near-tabu: immersion in oneself (narcissism). |F1041.8.13$, Madness from infatuation
with oneself (narcissism). |T0011.5.1, Falling in love with one's own reflection in water. (Narcissus.).
|T0380.6.1.1.1$, Gentleman avoids gazing at (watching, scrutinizing) woman's body.>

N0339.12.0.1$, Death from accidental choking on food (bone, fruit, seed, kernel, etc., stuck in
throat). Type: 990,/1537, cf. 76, 1536.
Link: |C0206.2.1$, Envied food stops in throat of eater. |F0840.0.1.1$, Powerful object destroyed by a
trifle. (The `indestructible' destroyed). |K0951, Murder by choking.

Ref.: Damîrî II 71; DOTTI 34 691; MITON; Shawqî 330 [no. 54].>
N0339.15, Thief crushed to death by fallen fragments of wall he has bored.
Link: |N0331.4$, Large object (rock, log, etc.) dropped on person from above (so as to kill him)
accidentally falls on would-be-killer's own child (children).>

N0339.17, Bottle wherein jinn[i] is imprisoned inadvertently opened and jinn[i] escapes to kill his
captor.
Ref.: DOTTI 176 324.>
N0339.18$, Accidental killing when part of body (organ) containing soul is severed (wounded).
Link: |E0714, Soul (or life) kept in special part of the body. |N0699.5, Boy [(man)] while cutting trees
comes to one which happens to be bound up with the life of an ogre. |S0139.2.0.1$, Ghoulish trophy: part
of enemy's corpse kept and displayed (or put to use).

Ref.: TAWT 16-17 -(Muhawi & Kanaana no. 25).>
N0340, Hasty killing or condemnation (mistake). Type: 178, 516, 882, 939B$.
Link: |J1847$, Misplaced condemnation (blame). |N0800.1$-(formerly, N0801.1$), Helper loses his life.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 155/(good bow broken); DOTTI 72 274 519 646; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
N0340.0.1$, Hasty killing or condemnation regretted. Type: 178, 178A, 178C$, 872B$, 881, 882,
883$, cf. 916A$.
Link: |Q0040.1$, Kindness to fugitive (criminal) rewarded. |Z0119.2.1$, "O `No$, where were you when I
said `Yes'!" (Regret).
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Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 269; DOTTI 73 488 516 519 520 583/{lit.}; MITON; Zîr 57/(of pat.cousin).>
N0340.0.1.1$, Regret (chagrin from hasty decision concerning beloved wife (mate, consort, slavegirl).
Ref.: DOTTI 514/{Egy}; Hujelân 229 no. 22-4.>
N0340.0.1.1.1$, Regret (chagrin from hasty divorce of wife.
Link: |P0529.4$, muhallil-marriage: legal device for reinstating thrice-divorced wife.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 604; Hujelân 229 no. 22-4.>
N0340.0.1.1.1.1$, Death or self-injury from chagrin over divorcing wife hastily--(nadâmat alKusaCiyy). Type: 971A$, cf. 150.
Link: |F1041.1.3, Death from sorrow or chagrin. |Z0077.6.2$, Biting own finger's tip: profound regret
(disappointment, sorrow). (Usually index finger).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 155; Akiko 105/(lit.); DOTTI 676/{lit.}.>
N0340.0.1.1.1.2$, Divorce regretted.
Link: |T0199.2.1.2$, Divorced woman wishes to be reinstated (restored as wife) by former husband.>

N0340.0.1.1.1.2.1$, Wife's hasty divorce from husband regretted when food becomes scarce.
Link: |J1549.1.7$, One of a separated couple taunts the other when she (he) comes seeking aid: "You
should have thought of that!" or the like). |P0204$, Patriarch (man of the house: husband, father, elder
brother, etc.) as family provider. |P0529.0.4.3$, Husband is to provide for his wife and children (food,
clothing, shelter, etc.). |S0185.2.3$, Husband refuses to help his pregnant wife.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 186; Hujelân 222, 346 no. 15-4.>
N0340.0.1.2$, Hasty killing of community notables (elders) regretted; in time of national crisis they
are needed for their wisdom and experience. Type: 981.
Link: |P0500.3.1$, Absolute (despotic) ruler disposes of notables opposed to his conduct. |S0110.1, Old
people killed in famine.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0340.0.2$, Hasty condemnation reprimanded. Type: 318, 916A$.
Link: |T0298.1$, Wrongly (hastily) condemned wife refuses reconciliation.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 269; DOTTI 147 519 583 873/{Egy}; MITON.>
N0340.0.3$, Overheard conversation (talking to oneself) causes hasty condemnation. Type: 872D$.
Link: |J1847.7.2$, Expression of admiration for a person mistaken for invitation to an illicit act:
condemned. |K2107.3.1.1$, Rumor of adultery brings about real accusation. |U0194$, Rumors are not
truths. |Z0013.5.2.1$, Addressing self to own heart (mind, reason, or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 496.>
N0340.1, Suicide in remorse over hasty condemnation.
Link: |N0343, Lover kills self believing his mistress dead. |N0347.6, Man falsely accused commits suicide.
|P0214.1, Wife commits suicide (dies) on death of husband. |P0253.9.2$, Brother kills himself because
sister is dead. |P0253.9.4$, Sister kills herself (commits suicide) because brother is dead. |S0110.0.1.2$,
Suicide due to humiliation (shame, guilt). |S0110.0.1.4$, Suicide due to altruistic considerations. |T0037.1,
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Despairing lover at lady's tomb takes poison. [ ] (Romeo and Juliet). |T0211.2, Wife's suicide at husband's
death.>

N0342, Hasty condemnation of man who accidentally becomes suspected of crime.>
N0342.1, Faithful servant guarding master's wife from danger falsely condemned for betraying
master. Type: 516, 516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 107 108 274 281 283 821/{Egy}; Juhaymân (al-) IV 398-404; Shamy (el-)
"Egypt" (1971) no. 2.>
N0342.1.2$, Virtuous woman (maiden) hastily condemned as adulteress (unchaste). Type: 882,
883$, 891B*,/883F$.
Link: |K2107.3.1$, Rumor of moral deficiency brings about accusation of immorality. |K2112, Woman
slandered as adulteress (prostitute). (Usually by unsuccessful suitor). (Crescentia, Genoveva, Susanna).
|N0342.3.1$, Jealous and overhasty brother condemns his innocent (chaste) slandered brother. |T0298.1$,
Wrongly (hastily) condemned wife refuses reconciliation.

Ref.: DOTTI 519 520 527 873/{Egy}; MITON; TAWT 189 no. 20.>
N0342.1.3$, Mother hastily suspected (accused) of incestuous liaison with own son. Type: cf.
939B$.
Link: |K2111.5, Mother falsely accuses son of incest with her.

Ref.: DOTTI 499 646/{lit.}.>
N0342.2, Stumbling over bloody corpse brings accusation of murder. Type: 990,/1537.
Ref.: Chauvin V 136 no. 64; DOTTI 691; MITON.>
N0342.3, Jealous and overhasty man kills his rescuing twin brother. Type: cf. 303.
Ref.: DOTTI 108.>
N0342.3.1$, Jealous and overhasty brother condemns his innocent (chaste) slandered brother. Type:
318.
Link: |N0342.1.2$, Virtuous woman (maiden) hastily condemned as adulteress (unchaste).

Ref.: DOTTI 147.>
N0342.4, False accusation overheard causes hasty killing. Type: cf. 872B$.
Link: |K2107.3.1$, Rumor of moral deficiency brings about accusation of immorality.

Ref.: DOTTI 496/{Egy}.>
N0342.5, Angry brother kills [sister's] husband, thinking latter had killed wife (sister) and baby.
Link: |P0263.2.1$, Woman's brother kills his brother-in-law (his sister's husband).>

N0342.6, Woman mistakenly accused of cannibalism. She is seen biting off finger of corpse to get
its ring.
Link: |K2116.1.1.1, Innocent woman accused of eating her new-born children.>

N0342.7$, True-friend's actions intended to spare impoverished friend's dignity misunderstood and
hastily condemned. Type: 895B$.
Link: |J1848$, Acts intended to be kind (humorous) produce opposite result. |P0320.0.5$, Hospitality is an
attitude (in the manner of how guest is received). |W0010.9.3$, Kindness to the once-lofty (wealthy,
powerful, etc.) recommended.
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Ref.: DOTTI 549 550 552 569/{Egy, lit., Syr}; Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 27.>
N0342.8$, Person hastily accused of murder. Type: cf. 706C1$.
Link: |K2116, Innocent person accused of murder.

Ref.: DOTTI 383; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
N0342.8.1$, Brother hastily accused of killing his brother (sister). Type: 792$.
Link: |S0073.1, Fratricide.

Ref.: DOTTI 444.>
N0342.8.1.1$, Moses hastily accused of killing Aaron.
Link: |M0301.7.1, Moses as prophet.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 237-38/(Thackston 256 no. 70): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 88; ThaClabî
138.>
N0343, Lover kills self believing his mistress dead. Type: 971$, cf. 885A.
Link: |S0110.0.1.1$, Suicide due to hopelessness (failure, disappointment, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 534 674/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23/cf.>
N0343.4, Lover commits suicide on finding beloved dead.
Ref.: DOTTI 674/{lit.}.>
N0343.5$, Warrior near death kills his beloved so as to save her from falling into enemy's hands.
Enemy defeated, warrior recovers, only his beloved loses her life.
Link: |N0348, Jealous husband kills innocent wife. Suspicions aroused when villain leaves his
handkerchief in her room. (Othello). |P0528.2$, Mercy killing by relative (e.g., husband, wife, father,
brother, etc.). |P0552.7$, Innocents Moslems used as shield by enemy (attackers) treated as if enemy
combatants. |P0528.7$, Killing (suicide) to avoid capture (enslavement). |R0169.16, Death as rescuer.
|T0314.1, Father kills daughter lest she become the property of a tyrant. |T0471.3, Husband sends wife
poison to avoid having her ravished by the enemy. |W0180.1.1.2$, Dying person kills the beloved so that
no one else may enjoy her (him).>

N0344, Father kills self believing that son is dead.
Link: |P0016.3.0.1, King commits suicide.>

N0344.1, Wrong sign put out leads to boys' leaving home. Type: 451.
Ref.: DOTTI 224; TAWT 453 no. 47/{Lib}.>
N0344.2, Father causes death of innocent son, believing him guilty of adultery with father's wife.>
N0344.2.1$, Father condemns innocent son to death, believing him guilty of seeking to seduce
father's wife (concubine). Type: 916A$, 917$.
Link: |J0571.5, King restrained from hasty judgment by being told story. |K2111, Potiphar's wife [and
Joseph]. |T0092.9, Father and son as rivals in love.

Ref.: DOTTI 583/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0344.3$, A relative hastily mistaken for lover.
Link: |J1768$, One type of social relationship mistaken for another. |N0338.8.1$, Jinni in form of animal
(bird) taken for game and killed.>

N0344.3.1$, Wife mistakes husband's sister for a mistress: seeks revenge. Type: 706C1$, 872E$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 383 497.>
N0345, The Falcon of Sir Federigo. [Impoverished suitor kills his only asset (falcon) and serves it to
his lady: she had intended to ask for it for her sick son]. Type: 756K$, 938.
Link: |N0349.6$, Animal's actions misunderstood--helpful animal condemned.

Ref.: DOTTI 420 642; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 243 n. 24.>
N0345.0.1$, Host hastily kills his only animal in order to feed his guests: they had come to ask for it.
Type: 756K$.
Link: |P0320, Hospitality. Relation of host and guest. |P0336, Poor person makes great effort to entertain
guest.

Ref.: DOTTI 420; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 243 n. 24.>
N0345.1$, Horse of Hâtim al-Tâ'î: killed and served to guests. They had come to ask for it. Type:
756K$, 938.
Link: |P0336.0.1$, Hâtim at-Tâ'î's hospitality. He kills his only asset (horse) and serves it to his guests; they
had intended to test host's hospitality by asking for his beloved animal for their king.

Ref.: Chauvin VI] 49-50 n. 1 (passim); DOTTI 420 642/{Egy, Irq}; Jehia 62-68; Sallûm
Turâth XVI:3 125 no. 10; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 243; GMC-A I xvi n. 24.>
N0346, Pigeon hastily kills his mate for stealing wheat. [Discovers his fault, kills himself]. Type: cf.
178.
Link: |B0250, Religious animals. |B0270, Animals in legal relations. |N0340.0.1$, Hasty killing or
condemnation regretted.

Ref.: Chauvin II 104 no. 66; DOTTI 73/{lit.}.>
N0346.0.1$, Animal (bird) regrets its own hasty decision.>
N0346.0.1.1$, Viper regrets having poisoned people's drinking water: breaks jug.
Ref.: DOTTI 92; Nâyif al-Nawâysah Turâth X:8 173-75.>
N0346.0.1.3$, Snake regrets having bitten person (sacred): snake forgiven.>
N0347, Innocent man accidentally suspected of crime.
Ref.: DOTTI 73 384 582 657/{Irq, lit.}.>
N0347.1, Clerk who enters tavern arrested with others for murder.
Ref.: Chauvin IX 19.>
N0347.5.1$, Poor person given valuable ring by king is suspected of theft. Type: cf. 706D$.
Link: |J0562, Intemperance in charity.

Ref.: DOTTI 384.>
N0347.6, Man falsely accused commits suicide.>
N0347.6.1$, Person falsely accused refuses conciliation (compensation).
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 436.>
N0347.7$, Chaste person accidentally suspected of sexual crime (fornication). Type: 883F$,/981B*.
Link: |N0349.4.1$, Innocent expression of affect (feelings, sentiments, etc.) misunderstood. |T0331, Man
unsuccessfully tempted by a woman. [Chaste man].

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 436; "Fawzî and Fawziyyah":Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry" no. 2; TAWT
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43-44/rés. no. 3.>
N0347.8$, Thief (burglar) enters house to steal but stumbles on corpse and is arrested for murder.
Link: |K2116, Innocent person accused of murder. |N0342.2, Stumbling over bloody corpse brings
accusation of murder. |N0887.1$, Man enters home to kill owner (for revenge) but finds himself saving
owner's wife from attackers.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
N0348, Jealous husband kills innocent wife. Suspicions aroused when villain leaves his
handkerchief in her room. (Othello).
Link: |T0257.0.2$, Insane (absurd, irrational) acts due to excessive jealousy.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 287-96 no. 25.>
N0348.0.1$, Female unjustly accused of sexual offense. Type: 883$, cf. 872$.
Link: |K2112.1, False tokens of woman's unfaithfulness.

Ref.: DOTTI 520 521 618/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0348.1$, Husband suspects chaste wife of unfaithfulness upon seeing trace of male visitor (`tracks
of lion'). Type: 883F$,/891B*.
Ref.: DOTTI 527; MITON.>
N0348.2$, Oft-suspected fidelity: repeated unfounded suspicions. Type: 883$.
Link: |K1874.2$, Adulteress drives unsuspecting husband insane with doubles (replicas). |N0104$,
Unfortunate beauty: beauty of innocent woman causes communal conflicts (wars). She is blamed.
|T0320.1, Oft-proved fidelity. Repeated attempts to seduce innocent woman. She escapes them all.

Ref.: DOTTI 520 521 618/{lit.}.>
N0349, Hasty killing or condemnation--miscellaneous.>
N0349.1, Warriors erroneously slay allies in night battle.
Link: |P0557.8.1$, Warring parties disengage at night.

Ref.: Zîr 124/cf.>
N0349.4$, Lover (spouse) offended through misunderstanding. Type: 425, 432, 883$.
Link: |H1385.5, Quest for vanished lover. |N0318, Accidental separation of lovers. |N0691$, Impersonal
(neutral) statement taken personally.

Ref.: DOTTI 199 212 520; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 253; TAWT no.
12.>
N0349.4.1$, Innocent expression of affect (feelings, sentiments, etc.) misunderstood.
Link: |J1847.7$, Innocent act mistaken for criminal (immoral). |J1849.5$, Erotic act (hugging, kissing, etc.)
thought to be mere friendliness. |J1849.6.3$, Friendly smile misunderstood as expression of love (sexual
desire). |J1913$, Bodily movements (gesture, facial expression) misunderstood. |N0347.7$, Chaste person
accidentally suspected of sexual crime (fornication). |P0682.7$, Forms of (non-verbal) greetings.
|T0409.3$, Erotic act masked as mere friendliness. |T0410.0.1$, Pseudo-incestuous interaction
(description). Symbolic. |U0110.3$, Care against mistaking one thing for another (misperception).>

N0349.4.1.1$, Friendly kiss on cheek (homosocial) thought to be homoerotic. Type: cf. 883$.
Link: |K2113.5$, Female slandered as lesbian. |K2114.5$, Male slandered as being sodomized (`gay').
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|P0610$, Homosociality: social relations between persons of the same sex. |P0180.8.3.1$, Lesbian liaison
between mistress and female-slave condemned. |U0103.1.1$, A female's casual remark that `black on
white' looks pleasing causes accusation of (interracial) unchastity.

Ref.: DOTTI 520 521 578/{lit.}; MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 184; Shamy (el-)
"Character Transmutation" 253.>
N0349.4.1.2$, Rough homosocial play (involving physical contact) thought to be homoerotic.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 253.>
N0349.4.1.2.1$, Disheveled appearance (hair, robe, undergarment, or the like) during homosocial
play thought to be due to homoerotic activity.
Ref.: MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 184; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation"
253.>
N0349.4.1.3$, Friendly smile misunderstood as expression of love (sexual desire).>
N0349.6$, Animal's actions misunderstood--helpful animal condemned. Type: 178-178D$.
Link: |B0313.3$, Helpful cow out of mother's grave. |B0772, Shipwrecked man repulsed by animals. As he
floats to shore animals push him back into water. |N0361, Sacred animal unwittingly killed. |N0345, The
Falcon of Sir Federigo. [Impoverished suitor kills his only asset (falcon) and serves it to his lady: she had
intended to ask for it for her sick son].

Ref.: DOTTI 73 74; MITON.>
N0350, Accidental loss of property.>
N0351, Money (treasure) unwittingly given away. Type: 841, 947A.
Ref.: Basset Mille III 532 no. 323; DOTTI 461 650 651/{Egy, lit.}; M.I. Hassan 30-32 no.
8.>
N0351.2, Beggar accidentally overlooks money put into his way. Type: 947A.
Link: |J1176.3, Gold pieces in the honey-pot. [Theft of money hidden under honey (pickles) proven].
|K0409.2$, Stuffing inside cooked bird (animal) stolen. |W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial,
selflessness).

Ref.: DOTTI 463 650.>
N0351.3$, Beggar placing his faith in king jealously guards king's gift (wealth, princess) and loses
his life in the process: the gift goes to beggar with faith in God alone. Type: 841, 841A$.
Link: |Q0221.6.1$, Pleading with man (king, chief, etc.), rather than with God, punished. |V0318.1.0.2$,
C

"While man (el- abd) is planning, the Lord (el-rabb) is [already] disposing;" (i.e., "Man proposes, God
dispses").

Ref.: DOTTI 461 462 650/{Irq}; Meissner 83-85 no. 46.>
N0352, Bird carries off ring which lover has taken from sleeping mistress's finger. Type: 434B$.
Link: |N0216$, Bird (kite) drops a purse containing treasure (money, jewel) on person. |N0318, Accidental
separation of lovers.

Ref.: DOTTI 216; MITON.>
N0352.2, Jewel (garment) carried off by bird from bather. Clothes have been left on bank of stream.
Type: 434B$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 216.>
N0352.3, Serpent steals jewels: person falsely accused of theft.
Link: |N0347, Innocent man accidentally suspected of crime.>

N0352.4$, Bird steals jewels: person falsely accused of theft.
Link: |B0778.5$, Thieving bird.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 457-60 V 152-53/(nomad/urban); DOTTI 384/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0353$, Bird (animal) steals precious object from person and accidentally brings it to the attention
of another person: search for owner of object follows. Type: cf. 434B$, 510.
Link: |N0774, Adventures from pursuing enchanted animal (hind, boar, bird).

Ref.: TAWT 272.>
N0355$, Bird (animal) drops stolen object on person facing mortal danger--object used to save self.
Type: 759C, cf. 936A$.
Link: |R0139.4.1$, Bird drops object on sinking ship: passengers use it to save themselves.

Ref.: DOTTI 424 639.>
N0360, Man unwittingly commits crime.>
N0361, Sacred animal unwittingly killed.
Link: |B0811.3.5.1$, Sacred she-camel (nâqah). |N0349.6$, Animal's actions misunderstood--helpful
animal condemned.>

N0365, Incest unwittingly committed. Type: 857$.
Link: |T0410.1, Master discovers that slave girl he wants to marry is a near relative.

Ref.: DOTTI 476; TAWT 455 no. 49/{Bhrn}.>
N0365.1, Boy unwittingly commits incest with his mother. Type: 705A$, 931.
Ref.: DOTTI 375 627; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 36-37 no. 62R; TAWT 417
no. 5/{Sdn}.>
N0365.1.1, Man unwittingly falls in love with his own mother. Type: 674.
Ref.: DOTTI 254 281 297 366 487 628/{Omn}.>
N0365.2, Unwitting father-daughter incest.
Ref.: DOTTI 390 629/{Sdn}.>
N0365.2.1, Father unwittingly falls in love with daughter. Type: 674, 931A$.
Link: |N0681.3.3.1$, Master discovers that slave-girl with whom he is about to cohabit is the daughter of
woman with whom he had cohabited. |N0732.4$, Father accidentally meets girl who proves to be daughter
whom he had ordered killed.

Ref.: DOTTI 140 149 194 262 278 279 296 366 377 389 521 628 629 630 674/{Omn, Sdn,
Syr}; A. Khidr I 103-8; Shahi-Moore 61 no. 1; TAWT 424 no. 12/{Syr}.>
N0365.3, Unwitting brother-sister incest. Type: 857$, 932$, 932A$.
C

Link: |T0410.1, Master discovers that slave girl he wants to marry is a near relative. |T0670.8.1$, Name of
child to be adopted may not be changed.

Ref.: Aalûcî III 212-13; Jâhiz/(al-Bayân) I 103: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
62R/cf./(drunken brother); Chauvin VI 116 no. 277; DOTTI 223 476 630 631 632/{Irq}; K. SaCd-al-
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Dîn Turâth III:10 17; MITON; TAWT 399 n. 715 447 no. 38/{Irq} 447 no. 39/{Ymn} 455 no.
49/{Bhr-Qtr} 457 no. 49-II/{Bhr-Qtr}.>
N0365.3.1, Brother and sister unwittingly in love with each other. Type: 674A$, 857$, 872B$, cf.
885**, 932$.
Link: |P0253.10.1$, Sister as her brother's `first love'. |P0274.1, Love between foster sister and foster
brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 126 190 337 366 476 494 535 630 631/{Irq, Qtr}; Qasîr Falsafah 138-46;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7; TAWT 447 no. 39/{Ymn}.>
N0365.3.2, Boy says, "Whoever eats this mushroom is my wife." His own sister eats it and he runs
away. Type: 313E*.
Ref.: DOTTI 130.>
N0365.3.3$, Boy finds a woman's hair and decides to marry the person to whom it belongs: it is his
sister's. Type: 313E*.
Link: |H0310.2, Brother unwittingly qualifies as bridegroom of sister in test.

Ref.: DOTTI 130 132 133 224 263 395/{Mrc, Sdn}; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 16; TAWT
451 no. 46/{Sdn} 453 no. 46-3/{Egy}.>
N0365.3.4$, Man meets a girl of unknown genealogy and marries her; she proves to be his sister.
Type: cf. 872$.
Link: |N0734.1.1$, Man buys a slave-girl who proves to be his sister--she was abducted and sold into
slavery. |T0053.0.3$, Inquiring about family of spouse-to-be (through friends, acquaintances,
matchmakers, etc.). |T0131.11.1$, Descent (ancestry) as obstacle to marriage. |T0415.5.0.1$, Brother as
suitor for his sister's hand (in marriage). |T0471.1, Man unwittingly ravishes his own sister.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 116 no. 277; MITON.>
N0365.3.7$, Unwitting nephew-aunt incest.
Link: |C0162.5.4$, Tabu: marrying own uncle or aunt (paternal or maternal). |T0092.9.6$, Nephew seduces
(seeks to seduce) "uncle's wife". |T0419$, Lustful uncle's wife.>

N0365.3.7.1$, Man (youth) marries his father's sister (paternal-aunt). Type: cf. 931.
Link: |P0294.0.1.2.1$, Father's sister and her brother's son (nephew).

Ref.: DOTTI 465 627 643/{Plst}.>
N0380, Other unlucky accidents.
Ref.: AGSFC: QTR 87-3 798-x-no. 2.>
N0381, Drop of honey causes chain of accidents. [Bloody feud between villages ensues]. Type:
2036.
Ref.: Chauvin VIII 41 no. 9; DOTTI 970 971/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0381.2$, Loose animal (calf, goat, etc.) causes chain of accidents: bloody feud follows. Type:
2036A$.
Link: |N0335, Accidental death at hands of an animal.

Ref.: DOTTI 971.>
N0382, Fugitive slave takes wrong road and is caught.
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Link: |N0390$, Person gets lost or marooned.>

N0382.3$, Fugitive in tree urinates thus betraying hiding place. Type: 312F$, 872A1$.
Link: |N0696, Fugitive in tree urinates from fright: pursuers think it rain and leave.

Ref.: DOTTI 127 492; TAWT 448 no. 40/{Alg}.>
N0383, Man falls dead from sudden realization.
Link: |F1041.9.4.4.1$, Fainting away from shock, fright or sudden realization (usually at hearing bad
news). |N0260.2$, Sudden death: apparently healthy person dies mysteriously.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 122; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "CAamir-the-Jew" no. 49.>
N0383.2, Man falls dead when he realizes that he has eaten bread from flour used for abscess
plaster.
Ref.: Chauvin VIII 38 no. 6; MITON.>
N0383.3, Mother dies of fright when she learns that she was about to commit incest with her son.
Type: 823A*, 931A$.
Link: |T0410.1, Master discovers that slave girl he wants to marry is a near relative.

Ref.: DOTTI 451 628/{Egy}; AUC: 36 no. 7; HE-S: Minya 70-77 no. 6.>
N0383.4$, Bride and groom die of shame (guilt) when they learn they are mother and son. Type:
823A*, 931A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 451 628/{Egy}.>
N0383.5$, Miser falls dead when he realizes that his treasure has been discovered (stolen). Type:
1407.
Ref.: DOTTI 790; TAWT 429 no. 19/{Egy}.>
N0384, Death from fright.
Link: |F0688.6$, Deity's mighty shriek: causes death. |F1041.1.12, Death from horror.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 191; Ions 59/(fright); DOTTI 155.>
N0384.0.1, Madness from fright.>
N0384.0.2$, Insanity (loss of senses) due to calamity or fright. Type: 462, 751H$, 971$, 971A$,
971C$.
Link: |F1041.8.10, Madness (rage) from hearing about brother's death. |F1041.8.10.15$, Madness (rage)
from learning of betrayal. |F1041.17, Extraordinary result of fear.

Ref.: DOTTI 233 414 674 675 677; RAFE 304 n. 39; TAWT 450 no. 43/{Egy}.>
N0384.1, Mouse frightens man to death. Type: 167*, cf. 326.
Link: |B0778.1.2.1$, Mouse frightens woman so that she may drop object he is seeking to steal.
|F0840.0.1.2.3.1$, Courageous person (warrior) horrified by unexpected sight of small animal (mouse, rat,
bird, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 136; DOTTI 155.>
N0384.14$, Death (madness) from awe at sight of supernatural being (deity).
Link: |F1041.1.11, Death from fear. |V0462.2.3.1$, Ascetic dies (faints) from awesomeness of holy thought
(passage, image, etc.).

Ref.: Ions 59; ThaClabî 3/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 13-1.>
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N0385, Unintentional [ mistakes] bring unfortunate consequences.
Link: |L0505$, Planned good deed preempted by hasty (foolish) act by intended recipient. |N0194$, Good
fortune interrupted (by deity) due to misunderstanding (mistake). |N0680.3$, Lucky liar: lie becomes truth
by accident.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 463 no. 280.>
N0385.1, Person has successive misfortunes while making plans because he forgot to say "If God
wills". Type: 830C, 1696B$, cf. 1430.
Link: |C0454, Tabu: boasting that one has no need of gods' help. |J0151.4, Wisdom from old man: always
say, "if it pleases God". |U0015.0.1, Dwarf king (fairy) laughs at the absurdities he sees about him.
|U0068.1$, Believer in free-will becomes fatalist when his money is stolen. |V0315.5$, Redemption
withheld for failure to say: "O Lord, forgive my sins".

Ref.: ThaClabî 19: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 42; Ibshîhî 422/cf.; Amîn 428-29;
DOTTI 453 805 916.>
N0385.2$, Disaster caused by failing (neglecting) to praise (thank) God. Type: cf. 830C.
Link: |Q0223.2.1$, Neglect to praise (thank) God punished. |V0090$, Miraculous effects of invoking God's
attributes (basmalah, hasbanah, hawqalah, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 453; MITON.>
N0385.3$, Demon possesses person who fails to mention God's name.
Link: |A1513$, Why God's name must be mentioned before eating: devil would eat along (thus, food
unblessed). |G0303.16.8, Devil leaves at mention of God's name. |K2028.1$, Cat blesses mouse with God's
name: mouse prefers to be left alone without the incantation, even if he becomes vulnerable to possession
by jinn.

Ref.: Hanauer 190-91; Taymûr no. 2084/(implicit).>
N0385.4$, Greeting demon (ogre, jinni, etc.) with peace pacifies demon (secures demon's nonaggression).
Link: |D1745.4$, Use of sacred `objects' (God's name, holy verse) nullifies magic power. |Z0018.5$, Ogre
to man: "Had your greeting not preceded your speaking I would have crunched your bones before
devouring your flesh!".

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; Ibn-CAasim no. 280; Shamy
(el-) Egypt 57 no. 8, 70 no. 9.>
N0385.5$, Person refuses to tell dream because listener did not say, "Good, if God wills". Type: 725.
Link: |C0053.5.1$-(formerly, C0051.9.1$), Tabu: planning for the future without saying, "'in-shâ'-Allâh (If
God wills)". |C0434$, Names of dangerous things (animal, disease, murder, etc.) are not to be uttered at a
person without use of precautionary measures (e.g., "Distant one," "Away from you").

Ref.: Lane 261 n./cf.; DOTTI 400; RAFE 180 n. 653.>
N0385.6$, Haphazard claim (lie) has unfortunate outcome: lie coincidentally corresponds to partial
truth. Type: cf. 1641B1$, 1641D$.
Link: |N0619$, Accidental discovery of crime--miscellaneous. |N0680.3$, Lucky liar: lie becomes truth by
accident.
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Ref.: MITON.>
N0386, Lover's wound breaks while he is in bed with mistress. [Y].>
N0386.0.1$, Accident causes trouble for lover(s).>
N0386.5$, Lovers's signal inadvertently altered: troubles follow. Type: 1361A$, 1364.
Link: |K1549.9$, Adulteress forewarns paramour by prearranged signal (object left outside, or the like).
|T0041.5$, Communication of lovers by means of object(s) left outside.

Ref.: DOTTI 544 761 765 766 767/{Egy, Sdn}.>
N0387, Feud starts over trifle. Type: 2036.
Link: |J0615.1$, `The minors (youngsters) start it (trouble), the seniors (adults) get entangled in it'.

Ref.: DOTTI 970 971; Stumme Tلzerwalt 179 no. 24[.1].>
N0387.2$, Dispute over race (game) starts conflict (quarrel, war).
Link: |K0231.8, Girl refuses to pay gambling debt. |K0342, Thief as umpire in contest. [Umpire sets up
race among quarreling parties and steals disputed item (rescued girl)]. |T0626$, Children's quarrels.>

N0387.2.1$, Dispute over horse race starts the "Dâhis and al-Ghabrâ' War".
Link: |F1012.2.1$, The long war.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 442.>
N0388, Blind men accidentally hurt each other. (Trying to kill pig, or the like).
Link: |K1081, Blind men duped into fighting. [Trickster causes blind men to accuse each other and fight].>

N0389$, Multiple killings--accidental. Type: 934G$, cf. 517A$, 725A$, 756C, 763.
Link: |K1086, Woman induces men to fight over her and kill each other. |M0341.7$, Prophecy: death
(killing) of certain number of persons. (Number is usually formulistic: seven, thirty-nine, forty, ninety-nine,
or the like). |S0002.1.1$, Cain's son murders him, and then his own son; (son killed for protesting murder
of grandfather). |S0062.1.1$, Shahryâr (Sheheryar) kills a new wife (bride) every night so as to avenge self
on women. |S0184.2$, Serial murdering of women. |Z0071, Formulistic numbers.

Ref.: DOTTI 286 401 415 427 637.>
N0389.1$, Attacker (aggressor) and defender kill each other.
Ref.: DOTTI 637/{Egy, Tns}.>
N0390$, Person gets lost or marooned.
Link: |F0962.1.2$, Storm throws ship off course--sailors lost at sea. |G0401, Children wander into ogre's
house. |N0382, Fugitive slave takes wrong road and is caught. |N0396, The sleeping guard. Watchman falls
asleep as enemy approaches.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0390.1$, Accidental wandering into enemy's camp (country): lost person finds self facing danger.
Link: |G0406, Lost (marooned) person falls into ogre's power.>

N0390.1.1$, Person a-traveling falls asleep and finds self in enemy's camp.
Link: |N0393$, Joining the wrong procession (party of people) brings unfortunate results. |N0711.10$,
Hero sees maiden first in enemy's camp (land) and he is enamored.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0390.1.2$, Person a-traveling finds self in dangerous territory (e.g., lion infested region, ogres'
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territory, or the like).
Ref.: MITON.>
N0390.2$, Person separated from rest of travelers (caravan, ship, train, etc.) and is left behind.
Link: |R0130, Rescue of abandoned or lost persons.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0393$, Joining the wrong procession (party of people) brings unfortunate results. Type: cf.
1526D$.
Link: |J0580, Wisdom of caution. |J0755, All aspects of a plan must be foreseen. |N0390.1$, Accidental
wandering into enemy's camp (country): lost person finds self facing danger. |U0110, Appearances
deceive.

Ref.: DOTTI 689 774 832 833 907 914.>
N0393.1$, Parasite (sponger) sneaks into a party of seemingly important men, accompanied by
guards, thinking that they are being escorted to feast. They prove to be prisoners to be executed.
Type: cf. 1526D$.
Link: |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music) mistaken for happy event. |J1742.6.8.2$, Party of
guarded prisoners thought to be dignitaries being escorted to honorific affair--fool sneaks into group.
|K0454$, tufaylî (uninvited guest, parasite, sponger). |K0528.2, Escape by substituting self for another
condemned to die. |K0712.7$, Capture by providing deceptive model for empathetic reward. |U0247.1$,
Pleasure felt from another's happy experience (a distant relative's or an acquaintance's).

Ref.: DOTTI 832 833/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0396, The sleeping guard. Watchman falls asleep as enemy approaches.
Link: |N0389$, Multiple killings--accidental.>

N0396.1$, Captor(s) fall(s) asleep: captives escape.
Link: |D1962.4, Magic sleep by hypnotic suggestion. |R0211, Escape from prison.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0397, Accidental self-injury.
Link: |T0060.0.1$, Rough sex-game (or foreplay).>

N0399, Additional unlucky accidents [(miscellaneous)].>
N0399.1, Shipwrecked man lands on deadly enemy's territory and is attacked. Type: cf. 936A$.
Link: |G0407$, Lost ship (boat) lands on shores of land of ogres (cannibals).

Ref.: DOTTI 639.>
N0399.2, Man's inordinate laughter brings unfortunate results. Type: 670, cf. 960.
Link: |N0457$, Reason for smiling (laughing) without cause is demanded.

Ref.: DOTTI 365 667; MITON.>
N0400-N699, LUCKY ACCIDENTS.>
N0400, Lucky accident. Type: 924A, 1646, 1640A$.
Link: |L0117$, Coward as hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 610 896.>
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N0410-N439, Lucky business ventures.>
N0410, Lucky business venture.
Link: |J1015$, Wealth gained by risk-taking and hard work. |P0777.1$, Shares sold to investors in
commercial enterprise or business venture.>

N0411, Object unknown in a country sold for a fortune. Type: 923C$, 936A$, 1651, 1651A.
Ref.: DOTTI 318 606 639 896 897/{Egy}.>
N0411.1, Whittington's cat. Type: 1651.
Ref.: DOTTI 896.>
N0411.1.1, Cat as sole inheritance. Type: 545, 1651.
Link: |B0312.6.1$, Hen (chicken) as sole inheritance.

Ref.: DOTTI 297 298 896/{Egy}; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 232, II: CAyyât 66 no. 8.>
N0411.3, Fortune from informing foreign king of use of saddle, bridle, and stirrup. Type: 936A$.
Ref.: Chauvin VII 19 no. 373D n. 2; DOTTI 639; MITON.>
N0411.3.1$, Fortune from informing foreign king of use of crown (actually, soup bowl). Type:
1689A.
Link: |J2415.1, The two presents to the king: the beet and the horse.

Ref.: DOTTI 911.>
N0411.4, Salt in saltless land sold for fortune. Type: 923C$, 1651A.
Ref.: DOTTI 606 897; TAWT 422 no. 9/{Egy}.>
N0411.5, Sandalwood merchant sells his product at high price in land lacking sandalwood. Type:
936A$.
Link: |P0210.1.2$, Woman's property that can be quickly converted into cash (e.g., gold jewelry, cooking
copper-ware, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 639; MITON.>
N0412, Fortune from trifle sum sent abroad with merchant. Type: 986.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 65 no. 233 n. 1; DOTTI 689.>
N0421, Lucky bargain. Type: 571, 572$, 736.
Ref.: DOTTI 333 334 403.>
N0421.1, Progressive lucky bargains. Type: 1415.
Link: |J2081, Foolish bargain: progressive type.

Ref.: DOTTI 792.>
N0424$, Warrior wishes he were confronting adversary; discovers that he is.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0424.1$, Praise from one's adversary accidentally overheard (by the enemy being praised).
Link: |K1164$, Secret learned by spying (eavesdropping).>

N0424.1.1$, Praise in solitude of raider (robber) brings reward: raider was stalking victim-to-be,
hears the praise (usually a poem), and is flattered.
Link: |Q0091.3, King rewards poem.>

N0425, Abducted princess wishes that she were with rejected suitor; discovers that she is.>
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N0430$, Valuable goods or services needed abroad.
Link: |P0779.1$, Imported finery (expertness, craftsmanship, or goods of higher quality from abroad).>

N0430.1$, Expert healer requested abroad.>
N0430.2$, Efficacious exorciser requested abroad.
Ref.: Maspero 176 no. 10; DOTTI 711/{Syr}; Hanauer 51-55; Prym-Socin 216-18 no. 53;
Shamy (el-) Egypt 284-85 no. 41.>
N0430.3$, Expert clerk (accountant, writer, etc.) needed abroad.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0440-N499, Valuable secrets learned.>
N0440, Valuable secrets learned.>
N0441$, Silence betrays secret. Type: cf. 66A, 517A$, 565B$, 885A, 990.
Link: |J1141.8, Silence points to guilt. Important man quarrels with commoner. Asks bystanders: "Who is
right?" Silence. Newcomer states that the important man is wrong. "Had he been right the others would
have said so". |K2152, Unresponsive corpse. |N0456, Enigmatical smile (laugh) reveals secret knowledge.
|P0529.0.2.2.1$, Virgin indicates consent to her marriage by silence. |W0047.3$, `Eloquent silence'-message conveyed by silence (refusal to reply).

Ref.: DOTTI 30 286 325 534 691.>
N0443$, Dangerous secret(s) learned.
Ref.: Hollis 168 no. 9/cf.; MITON.>
N0443.1$, Person's knowledge of secret puts his life in danger. Type: 318, 871A, cf. 917$.
430B$/930G.
Link: |W0045.3$, Person of honor keeps secret.

Ref.: Hollis 168 no. 9; Ibshîhî 274; MITON.>
N0444$, Accidental learning of a death.
Link: |K1998$, Means of feigning death.>

N0444.1$, Death of person noticed only when his body falls on ground (or becomes corrupt). Type:
cf. 1655.
Link: |H0248.0.3$, Test of death: listening to heartbeat (or other physical indicators). |K2152,
Unresponsive corpse. |R0181.3$, Demons (jinn) escape forced labor through accidental knowledge of
captor's (Solomon's) death.

Ref.: DOTTI 901.>
N0444.1.1$, Corpse held upright by cain (staff, rod) collapses due to decay of cane (by mite).
Link: |J1057.1$, King of crows ignores vizier's warning about mite in tree trunk--tree falls. |K0409$,
Object (animal) consumed from its inside (within), its outside does not betray theft. |Z0167.2.2.1$,
Symbolism: carob tree--decay.

Ref.: ThaClabî 181; Damîrî I 321: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 103; Ibshîhî 469.>
N0445$, Following clandestine traveler (usually on nocturnal trip) leads to learning secret.
Link: |N0770, Experiences leading to adventures. |U0115, The skeleton in the closet. An apparently
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happy man lets another see the actual misery of his existence.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0445.1$, Following person on surreptitious trip reveals infidelity. Type: 449/1511.>
N0450, Secrets overheard.
Ref.: Chauvin V 13 293, VIII 61 no. 26.>
N0451, Secrets overheard from animal (demon) conversation. Type: 670, 674.
Link: |B0131, Bird of truth. |B0566.2$, Cock (husband of fifty hens) advises man as to how to control wife
(by force, beating).

Ref.: DOTTI 366; MITON.>
N0451.1, Secrets of animals (demons) accidentally overheard from tree (bridge) hiding place. Type:
613, cf. 674.
Link: |N0610.1$, Crime accidentally witnessed.

Ref.: DOTTI 345 366; Shamy (el-) Egypt 101 261 no. 14.>
N0451.2$, Secrets of benevolent spirits (angels, arch-saints) accidentally overheard from hiding
place. Type: 613.
Ref.: DOTTI 345; Shamy (el-) Egypt 98 no. 14 (arch-saints).>
N0452, Secret remedy overheard in conversation of animals (witches). Type: 613.
Link: |B0513, Remedy learned from overhearing animal meeting. |B0517$, Overheard conversation of
birds (turtledoves, pigeons) reveals that some of their own organs are the only medicine to cure hero: they
are caught and killed for the cure.

Ref.: DOTTI 192 254 256 345 571/{Plst, Tns}.>
N0454, Conversation of objects overheard. Type: 898.
Link: |H0013.2.5, Recognition by overheard conversation with cups (or other utensils).

Ref.: DOTTI 554.>
N0454.1, Speaking bed-legs overheard. Type: 622.
Link: |D1610.17, Speaking bed.>

N0454.1.1$, Speaking bed overheard. Type: 674A$, 872B$.
Link: |D1610.17, Speaking bed.

Ref.: DOTTI 494/{Ymn}; TAWT 303-304 n. 39.>
N0455, Overheard (human) conversation.
Link: |K1164$, Secret learned by spying (eavesdropping).>

N0455.1, Overheard boast about money brings about robbery. Type: 1577*.
Link: |K1081.1, Blind men duped into fighting: money to be divided.

Ref.: DOTTI 867.>
N0455.2, Robbers' plans overheard: owner warned.>
N0455.2.9$, Other criminal plans overheard.
Link: |P0506.0.1$, Conspiracy to overthrow government (king).>

N0455.2.9.1$, Murder conspiracy overheard: victim-to-be warned.
Link: |T0258.1, Curious wife: wait and see. [A man and his wife overhear thieves planning to rob house,
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put husband out of the way, and have their way with (rape) her].

Ref.: MITON.>
N0455.3, Secret formula for opening treasure mountain overheard from robbers (Open Sesame).
Type: 676, 954.
Link: |N0475, Secret name overheard by eavesdropping.

Ref.: DOTTI 368 660.>
N0455.4.1$, King overhears girls (sisters) boast as to what each would do if married to the king.
Marries them. Type: 707.
Ref.: DOTTI 386.>
N0455.6, Husband learns of wife's fidelity through conversation overheard.>
N0455.6.1$, King (husband) learns of wife's infidelity through overheard conversation between
maids (servants). Type: 449,/1511.
Link: |N0701$, Accidental discovery of infidelity: clandestine (sinful) lovers surprised together.
|P0611.3.1$, Women as spreaders (source) of news (information, gossip).

Ref.: Maspero 25 no. 2-1./(servant informs master); DOTTI 219; MITON.>
N0455.9, Location of sought object learned from overheard conversation. Type: cf. 432, 613, 898,
1577*, 1641, 1641B1$.
Link: |B0513, Remedy learned from overhearing animal meeting. |B0517$, Overheard conversation of
birds (turtledoves, pigeons) reveals that some of their own organs are the only medicine to cure hero: they
are caught and killed for the cure. |H0013, Recognition by overheard conversation. (Usually with animals
or objects). |K0333.4, Blind beggar overheard telling that his money is kept in a stick. Thief exchanges
sticks. |K1956.7, Sham wise man pretends knowledge of dreams: really overheard conversation.

Ref.: DOTTI 212 345 554 867 886 889; MITON.>
N0455.12$, Secret of how to conceive (sire) a child learned from overheard conversation. Type: cf.
301, 459.
Link: |T0570.3.1$, Conception at appearance of certain star ensures birth of hero ("rising star").

Ref.: Damîrî II 21-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 106; Damîrî II 21-22; DOTTI 101
229.>
N0456, Enigmatical smile (laugh) reveals secret knowledge. Type: 545H$, 670, 809*, 960, cf.
517A$.
Link: |D1318.2.2$, Laughing fish reveals wife's (daughter's) adultery. |F1053$, Extraordinary laughter.
|J0148.3$, One idea (or mental image) evokes (recalls) another. |N0441$, Silence betrays secret.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 153 no. A-11; Maspero 117 no. 7; Ibshîhî 465 622-32; Basset Mille
II 381 no. 109; DOTTI 286 300 365 447 667/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah
al-sharîfah" no. 57, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 16; TAWT 419.>
N0457$, Reason for smiling (laughing) without cause is demanded. Type: 545H$, 670, 960.
Link: |N0399.2, Man's inordinate laughter brings unfortunate results.

Ref.: ThaClabî 246; DOTTI 23 47 300 365 667/{lit.}; Littmann 95 no. 76: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 126; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 78 no. 8; TAWT 419 no. 7/{Egy}.>
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N0457.1$, Reason for smiling (laughing) in face of death (execution) is demanded.
Link: |U0110.3.3.1$, `If you see a lion's canine teeth (`fangs') protruding, don't think that the lion is
smiling'.

Ref.: DOTTI 23 47/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes"
no. 58 10.>
N0458$, Overheard animal's (bird's) chant reveals commission of crime (deception). Type: 480, 510.
Link: |B0130, Truth-telling animals.

Ref.: DOTTI 249 258; TAWT 441 no. 32/{Egy}.>
N0458.1$, Cat's chant betrays substitution of bride. Type: 480, 510.
Ref.: DOTTI 249 258; TAWT 441 no. 32/{Egy}.>
N0458.2$, Rooster's chant betrays substitution of bride. Type: 480, 510.
Link: |B0143.1.5.0.1$, Warning rooster (cock).

Ref.: DOTTI 249 258; K. SaCd-al-Dîn Turâth III:10 25.>
N0458.3$, Cat's chant betrays that flesh being eaten is that of the eater's child (daughter). Type:
720A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 399.>
N0458.4$, Rooster's chant betrays that flesh being eaten is that of the eater's child (daughter). Type:
720A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 399.>
N0464$, Secret discovered during physical closeness (contact) with another person. Type: 425L,
872$, cf. 782.
Link: |P0605$, Living (sleeping) arrangements within the household.

Ref.: DOTTI 207 228 392 442 488/{Lib}; TAWT 454.>
N0464.1$, Secret discovered while lousing person.
Ref.: DOTTI 228 392/{Lib}; MITON; TAWT 454.>
N0464.3$, Secret discovered when head is laid in person's lap. Type: 872$, cf. 449/1511.
Link: |T0299.1, Sleeping with head laid in wife's lap as sign of tenderness.

Ref.: DOTTI 488.>
N0465, Secret physical peculiarity discovered by barber. (Midas, [Alexander]). Type: 782.
Link: |F0511.2.2, Person with ass's (horse's) ears. Midas. |F0511.3.2$, Alexander, `the dual-horned'.

Ref.: DOTTI 442; Shamy (el-) Egypt 268 no. 18.>
N0467, King in disguise to learn secrets of his subjects. Type: 472$, 875.
Link: |K1812.17, King in disguise to spy out his kingdom. |K2246.1.1, Treacherous king spies so that he
may levy fines.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 246 504 637/{lit.}.>
N0471, Foolish attempt of second man to overhear secrets (from animals, demons, etc.); he is
punished. Type: 613, 954.
Ref.: DOTTI 345 660; Shamy (el-) Egypt 261 no. 14.>
N0474$, Secret overheard from sleep-talking.
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Link: |H0573.3, Riddle solved by listening to propounder talk in his sleep.>

N0474.1$, Husband learns wife's secret when she talks in her sleep.
Link: |J1148$, Self-incrimination due to tongue-slip (projection, compulsion to confess).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0475, Secret name overheard by eavesdropping. Type: 500, cf. 898.
Link: |N0455.3, Secret formula for opening treasure mountain overheard from robbers (Open Sesame).

Ref.: DOTTI 252 554.>
N0477$, Sudden wealth invites suspicion (accusation). Type: 560, 561, 676, 706D$.
Link: |J1149.13$, Criminal detected by questioning (listening to) the public at crime scene. |K2104, Jewel
presented to king brings false accusation of theft. |K2127, False accusation of theft. |W0257$, Surprise at
finding a positive where only the negative is presumed.

Ref.: DOTTI 66 244 314 317 368 384/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0478, Secret wealth betrayed by money left in borrowed money scales. Type: 676.
Link: |J1149.14.1$-(formerly, K0327$), Gum (glue, tar, etc.) on measure (scales) betrays nature of
substance measured.

Ref.: DOTTI 368 370/{Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 78; TAWT 415; AGSFC: QTR
87-3 701-2-no. 5.>
N0482, Secret learned by torture.
Link: |J1141.1.19.1$, Confession sought or obtained by torture. |K2156.0.1$, Coerced false confessions
(self-incrimination). |P0521, Complacent judge disregards the confession. [It was given by the criminal
after he has been tortured without success and released--(no "double jeopardy"].

Ref.: Amîn 121-23; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 228-29 301 no. 64.>
N0482.3$, Secret (truth) learned by threatening with torture (execution).
Link: |J1141.1.19.1.1$, Confession obtained by threatening with torture (execution).

Ref.: MITON; Hujelân 242-43 no. 28-4.>
N0482.3.1$, Secret learned by threatening to have person (mother, daughter, etc.) dipped in boiling
water. Type: 303A, 655A, 898.
Link: |H0221.4, Ordeal by boiling water. |T0405.2.0.1$, Son washes his mother's back in bath.

Ref.: DOTTI 109 363 555 628 634/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 110-11 no. 16;
Sulaymân 95-98 no. II-2; TAWT 426 no. 14/{Egy}.>
N0485$, Lucky accident diverts (defeats) invaders (pursuers). Type: cf. 967.
Link: |K0632, Mice gnaw enemies' bow strings and prevent pursuit. [As deliberate war tactic]. |N0170,
The capriciousness of luck. |N0659, Life saved by accident--miscellaneous. |V0229.7, Invaders
miraculously defeated by saints. |X0482.1.1$, Allowing invading army to advance, then waiting, during
midsummer desert heat, for ice storm to defeat enemy.

Ref.: DOTTI 671.>
N0485.1$, Natural phenomenon destroys army's weapons (equipment).
Link: |A0185.1, God helps mortal in battle. |Q0552, Prodigy as punishment. [Miraculous punishment
through the elements].
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Ref.: Budge/Romances 190-91 no. A-12; Maspero 171 no. 9.>
N0485.1.1$, Field mice destroys army's equipment.
Link: |K0632, Mice gnaw enemies' bow strings and prevent pursuit. [As deliberate war tactic].

Ref.: Maspero 170-71 no. 9.>
N0486$, Secret (agent, object) of immortality accidentally learned (acquired). Type: 774R$.
Link: |A2579.2$, Why (how) a certain person gained immortality. |D1346, Magic object gives immortality.
|N0534.5, Poor boy accidentally finds deserted city with treasure.

Ref.: ThaClabî 205-7: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 108; Damîrî II 21-22: "Arab
Mythology" no. 106; DOTTI 433.>
N0500-N599, Treasure trove.>
N0500, Treasure trove. Type: 1643.
Link: |P0159.0.1.1$, Source of the newly rich's wealth questioned (suspected).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 386-89; Basset Contes pop. berb. 80 no. 40 81-82 no. 41 92 no. 44; DOTTI 3
404 683 890 895/{lit.}; Laoust Maroc 289-90 no. 136; Scelles-Millie Maghreb 266-68 no. 31,
Paraboles 65-67 no. 4; Massenbach (Von) Nubische pt. B.II 106 no. 6.>
N0503$, Work contract abroad as treasure.
Link: |J0706, Acquisition of wealth.

Ref.: DOTTI 179 180 344 633 640/{Irq}; Webber 2-4 no. 1/cf.>
N0503.2$, Winning big at gambling as treasure.
Link: |N0006, Luck in gambling.>

N0503.2.1$, Winning lottery as treasure.>
N0504$, Finding commodity (marketable goods) as treasure. Type: 910E.>
N0504.1$, Finding wild honey as treasure.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0504.2$, Sunken (abandoned) ship as treasure.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0510, Where treasure is found. Type: 1643.
Ref.: DOTTI 890.>
N0511, Treasure in ground. Type: 834.
Ref.: DOTTI 454; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 98-99; TAWT 415.>
N0511.1.1, Treasure buried in graves.>
N0511.2, Natural underground treasure.>
N0511.3.1, Treasure of mountain spirit. Type: 676A$.
Link: |N0538.3$, Treasure from slain ogress (ogre).

Ref.: DOTTI 369.>
N0511.4, Treasure found in snake hole.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 456.>
N0511.5$, Treasure found in cave (crack in mountain). Type: 327L$, 327L1$, 676, 950.
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Link: |F0721.4, Underground treasure chambers. |N0512, Treasure in underground chamber (cavern).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 463.>
N0511.1.6.1, Treasure found in ruined wall. Type: 759, cf. 910L$.
Link: |N0549.2$, Natural disaster (earthquake, storm, etc.) exposes hidden treasure.

Ref.: DOTTI 423 577.>
N0512, Treasure in underground chamber (cavern). Type: 676, 950.
Link: |F0721.4, Underground treasure chambers. |N0517.2, Treasure hidden within wall (under floor) of
house. |N0520$, Treasure (riches) hidden in tomb (grave, cemetery).

Ref.: Maspero 197 no. 14; DOTTI 368 655; MITON.>
N0513, Treasure hidden under the water.
Link: |D0921.3.3$, Magic lake under which treasure is buried. |F0946$, Underwater abode (hiding place).>

N0515, Treasure found in goose's stomach [gizzard]. Type: cf. 1641.
Link: |D0876, Magic treasure animal killed. (Goose that laid the golden egg). |N0527.3$, Lost gem
(diamond, ring, etc.) found in bird's stomach (gizzard).

Ref.: DOTTI 886.>
N0517, Treasure hidden in building.
Ref.: DOTTI 455 577.>
N0517.1, Treasure hidden in secret room in house. Type: 910L$.
Ref.: DOTTI 577.>
N0517.2, Treasure hidden within wall (under floor) of house. Type: 910L$.
Link: |N0512, Treasure in underground chamber (cavern).

Ref.: DOTTI 456 577/{Irq}.>
N0517.2.1$, Treasure hidden within ceiling of house. Type: 910D.
Link: |J0021.15, "If you wish to hang yourself, do so by the stone which I point out".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 456; DOTTI 573.>
N0520$, Treasure (riches) hidden in tomb (grave, cemetery). Type: 950, 1645D$, 1654.
Link: |N0512, Treasure in underground chamber (cavern). |P0475.0.1$, Grave robber (`nabbâsh').

Ref.: Budge/Romances 150 no. A-11; Maspero 197 no. 14; DOTTI 655 895; MITON.>
N0521, Treasure left in a stick. It accidentally falls apart.
Ref.: Chauvin II 129 no. 137.>
N0526, Treasure found in bundle of rags.>
N0527, Treasure (money) carried by bird to nest. Type: 434B$.
Ref.: Amîr Dhiyâb Tâhir Turâth XIV:5/6 311-12; DOTTI 216.>
N0527.1, Diamond in meat carried to eagle's nest. Type: 434B$.
Link: |F0679.12.1$, Precious stones (diamonds, emeralds, etc.) retrieved from bottom of inaccessible
valley with the help of vultures. (Meat thrown from great heights into valley, stones adhere to meat,
vultures carry meat along with stones to valley ridge where miners can collect them).

Ref.: Chauvin VII 11 no. 273B n. 1; DOTTI 216.>
N0527.2, Talisman found in bird's stomach.>
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N0527.3$, Lost gem (diamond, ring, etc.) found in bird's stomach (gizzard).
Link: |N0515, Treasure found in goose's stomach [gizzard].

Ref.: MITON.>
N0528, Treasure found in hollow of tree.
Ref.: DOTTI 318/{Egy}.>
N0530, Discovery of treasure.>
N0531, Treasure discovered through a dream.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 94 no. 258 195 no. 367, VIII 151 no. 152; DOTTI 892/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0531.1, Dream of treasure on the bridge [at a distant city]. Type: 1645, 1645A.
Link: |H1217.4$, Trip undertaken because of dream (vision). |H1229.3, Quest for marvelous thing seen in
dream.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 94 no. 258; DOTTI 230 412 892/{Egy}; Mursî "Fayyûm" 174-78 no. 36.>
N0531.3, Dream of treasure bought. Type: 1645A.
Link: |F1067$, Shared dream: two or more person have the same dream. (Usually at once). |K0125$,
Swindler plants indicators of treasure to be unearthed (e.g., map, traces of gold or precious stone, or the
like), and then uses them to mulct investor.

Ref.: DOTTI 892.>
N0531.7$, Treasure discovered through supernatural voice (hâtif).
Ref.: MITON.>
N0533, Treasure discovered by magic object.>
N0533.1, Treasure discovered by clairvoyant vase.
Ref.: Chauvin V 259 no. 154.>
N0533.7$, Treasure opens by shedding (sprinkling) of blood. Type: 561D$.
Link: |D0457.1.1, Transformation: blood to rubies. Turns to rubies as it drops. |D1766.2.3, Magic power
from shedding blood. |D2101.0.1$, Blood opens treasure. |S0062.8$, Husband offers his wife as sacrifice.
|S0263.2.4$, Child sacrificed to use his blood in magic ritual. |S0263.7$, Husband is to kill his wife so as to
use her blood in magic ritual to open treasure.

Ref.: DOTTI 320.>
N0534, Treasure discovered by accident. Type: 1381B.
Ref.: DOTTI 93 128 493 776 896/{Alg, lit.}; Elder 9 no. I-25; MITON.>
N0534.1, Stumble reveals depository of treasure.
Ref.: DOTTI 776/{Sml}; Shalabî 142-48.>
N0534.1.1$, Treasure discovered by following an animal.
Link: |B0562.1.3, Birds show man treasure. Doves saved by monk from death show him where to dig for
treasure.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 301-3; Damîrî I 282; Ibshîhî 480/cf.; DOTTI 275/{Syr}; Ghûl (al-) 28-34;
TAWT 25 n. 46 449 no. 42/{Sdn}.>
N0534.1.2$, Slip of the tongue (misunderstanding) leads to hidden treasure.
Link: |J1148$, Self-incrimination due to tongue-slip (projection, compulsion to confess).
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 456 540-41.>
N0534.4.1$, Treasure found as a result of carrying out father's enigmatic command (counsel). Type:
910D.
Link: |J0021.15, "If you wish to hang yourself, do so by the stone which I point out".

Ref.: DOTTI 573.>
N0534.5, Poor boy accidentally finds deserted city with treasure. Type: 545B, 545F$.
Link: |N0486$, Secret (agent, object) of immortality accidentally learned (acquired).

Ref.: DOTTI 172 199 298 299/{Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 712-x-no. 3.>
N0534.6, Treasure found by man when he obeys call of nature.>
N0534.7.2$, Man finds treasure while plowing field.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0538.2, Treasure from defeated giant. Type: 327H$, 545.
Ref.: DOTTI 166 297; MITON.>
N0538.3$, Treasure from slain ogress (ogre). Type: 327.
Link: |F0240, Possessions of fairies. |G0110, Possessions of giant ogres. |N0511.3.1, Treasure of
mountain spirit.

Ref.: DOTTI 157 254 256 369 571 661/{Alg, Plst}.>
N0538.3.1$, Prosperity from living in slain ogress's dwelling. Type: 327.
Ref.: DOTTI 157; TAWT 434 no. 24/{Egy}.>
N0538.3.2$, Comfortable living in absent ogre's (ogress') dwelling. Type: 327, 327L$.
Link: |F0531.6.7, Giant's treasure.

Ref.: DOTTI 157 167 172 809/{Sdn}.>
N0538.3.5$, Treasure from defeated (slain) robber(s). Type: 363, 956A, cf. 676, 1653.
Link: |K0335.1.1, Object falls on robbers from tree. They flee and leave money.

Ref.: DOTTI 181 369 664 897.>
N0543, Certain person to find treasure. Type: 561, 561A$, 561B$, 561D$, cf. 325.
Link: |D0827, Magic object received through particular intermediaries. Only one person can help secure it.
|D1710.1$, Requirements for performance of magic rituals. Success depends on using person or object with
specific qualities. |D1714.0.1$, Medium in benevolent magic ritual must be person without sin. |H0050.1$,
Recognition of supernatural animal (person) by certain physical attributes (color, size, biological parentage,
etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 152 317 318 319 320 321 322/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
N0543.3, Treasure to be found by man who married original owner's daughter. Type: 836G$.
Link: |N0552.1, Treasure opens itself for destined hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 457.>
N0543.4$, Only one person can overcome treasure's protective measures (rasad/incantations) and
open it. Type: 325.
Link: |N0207$, Person (animal, bird) with certain qualities fated to perform task.

Ref.: MITON.>
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N0545, Man in despair digging own grave finds treasure.>
N0545.1, Man in despair preparing to hang himself finds treasure in the tree (beam). Type: 910D.
Link: |J0021.15, "If you wish to hang yourself, do so by the stone which I point out".>

N0545.2, Man ready to kill himself hears voice directing him to buried fortune. Type: 745A.
Ref.: DOTTI 406/{Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 712-x-no. 7.>
N0548$, Animal (ass, mule, etc.) laden with treasure found.>
N0548.1$, Treasure discoverer dies (entrapped): leased (borrowed) animal carrying treasure returns
to its owner. Type: 1645B*, cf. 763.
Link: |P0418.2$-(formerly, P0418$), Animal (donkey, mule, etc.) driver.

Ref.: DOTTI 405 412 427 605 690 874 893 894/{Egy}.>
N0549, Discovery of treasure--miscellaneous.>
N0549.2$, Natural disaster (earthquake, storm, etc.) exposes hidden treasure.
Link: |F0969.4, Extraordinary earthquake. |N0511.1.6.1, Treasure found in ruined wall.>

N0549.6$, Treasure location lost (forgotten): discoverer cannot return to it. Type: cf. 1645B.
Link: |X0031, The dream of marking the treasure. [Dreamer marks the spot with own excrements: only the
marker proves real].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 463.>
N0550, Unearthing hidden treasure.>
N0550.1, Continual failure to find or unearth hidden treasure.>
N0551, Who may unearth a treasure.>
N0552, Treasure opens itself.>
N0552.1, Treasure opens itself for destined hero. Type: 561.
Link: |N0543, Certain person to find treasure.

Ref.: DOTTI 317.>
N0555, Time favorable for unearthing treasure.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0570, Guardian of treasure.>
N0571, Devil (demon) as guardian of treasure. Type: 1645D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 895; Wehr 79 no. 4.1.>
N0581, Treasure guarded by magic object. Type: 1645D$.
Link: |D1560, Magic object performs other services for owner.

Ref.: DOTTI 895; Wehr 79ff. no. 4.1, 85 no. 4.2 no. 4.3.>
N0581.1, Treasure guarded by magic millstone. Type: 1645D$.>
N0581.2$, Treasure guarded by magic automata. Type: 1645D$.
Link: |E0180$, Life-like mummy.>

N0581.2.1$, Dragon statue guards treasure. Type: 1645D$.
Link: |B0011.6.2, Dragon guards treasure. |E0291.2, Form of treasure-guarding ghost. |E0422.9.1.1$,
Living corpse guards treasure (tomb).

Ref.: DOTTI 319/{lit.}.>
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N0581.2.2$, Lion statue guards treasure. Type: 1645D$.>
N0581.3$, Treasure guarded by mechanical device(s).>
N0581.3.1$, Mechanical statue of armed human guards treasure. Type: 1645D$.
Link: |E0422.9.1.1$, Living corpse guards treasure (tomb).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0582, Serpent guards treasure. Type: 1645D$.
Link: |B0108.1, Serpent as patron of wealth. |B0176.1, Magic serpent.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 154 no. A-11; Maspero 125 no. 7 n. 3/(immortal serpent) 127-28 no.
07 n.4; DOTTI 250 895; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 41; Wehr
81 no. 4.1.>
N0582.1$, Viper guards treasure. Type: 1645D$, cf. 561A$.
Link: |B0003.2$, Fire-breathing viper. |F0150.2.4$, Entrance to world of the dead guarded by vipers
(serpents).

Ref.: Maspero 127 no. 7; Ibshîhî 456/cf.; DOTTI 319 895; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 41.>
N0590, Treasure trove--miscellaneous motifs.>
N0591, Curse on treasure. Finder or owner to have bad luck. Type: 1645D$.
Link: |M0405$, Curse of total ruin for violator(s) of object or site (`curse of the Pharaohs'). |N0139.1$,
Magic objects brings bad luck.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 159-63 no. A-11; DOTTI 319 895/{lit.}; Wehr 82 no. 4.1/cf.>
N0591[.1], Treasure from striking animal or person and disenchanting him. Type: 620.
Ref.: DOTTI 350.>
N0595, Helper in hiding treasure killed in order that no body may ever find it.>
N0597, Discovery of underground oil pools.>
N0600-N699, Other lucky accidents.>
N0610, Accidental discovery of crime. Type: 960E$.
Link: |J1140.3$, Mysterious murder solved: murderer detected. |K1553.1.1$, Lover hidden in chest (closet)
discovered by husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 669 757 887 913/{Irq}; Jamali 21-29.>
N0610.1$, Crime accidentally witnessed. Type: 363, 363A$, 971A, 894, 955.
Link: |K1210.0.1$, Hidden paramour discovered (accidentally). |N0451.1, Secrets of animals (demons)
accidentally overheard from tree (bridge) hiding place. |N0611, Criminal accidentally detected: "that is the
first". |N0650, Life saved by accident. |N0659.6$, Criminal's plan accidentally foiled. |N0701$, Accidental
discovery of infidelity: clandestine (sinful) lovers surprised together. |T0016.9$, Erotic scene spied (or
accidentally witnessed) evokes reaction(s)--miscellaneous.

Ref.: DOTTI 181 182 545 662.>
N0610.1.0.1$, Crime accidentally witnessed during commission of another crime.
Link: |N0887.1$, Man enters home to kill owner (for revenge) but finds himself saving owner's wife from
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attackers.>

N0610.1.0.2$, Person attending call of nature observes (witnesses) crime committed (or planned).
Ref.: MITON.>
N0610.2$, Murder (theft) accidentally witnessed.>
N0610.2.1$, Person witnesses act of cannibalism (necrophagia). Type: 317B$, 363, 363A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 145 181 182.>
N0610.2.1.1$, Sister sees her brother being devoured by teacher (schoolmaster). Type: 894.
Link: |F1041.9.9.1$, Dumbness from horror.

Ref.: DOTTI 545 547/{Sdn}.>
N0610.3$, Sexual sins (adultery, sodomy, bestiality, etc.) accidentally witnessed. Type: 449, 871A,
1358C, 1423, 1426*, cf. 1355B.
Ref.: DOTTI 219 485 755 758 799 803.>
N0610.3.1$, Sex orgy (group sex) accidentally witnessed.
Link: |T0402$, Group sexual intercourse (`pagan$, `sex orgy').

Ref.: MITON.>
N0610.3.2$, Bestiality accidentally witnessed.
Link: |J1868$, Consenting beast: animal involved in bestiality punished. |T0465, Bestiality. Intercourse of a
human being and an animal.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 172-73.>
N0610.3.3$, Sodomy accidentally witnessed. Type: 1110$, cf. 894.
Ref.: DOTTI 545 703.>
N0610.4$, Discovery of human corpse reveals crime. Type: 990*, cf. 780.
Link: |S0118.5$, Cut up corpse found (in chest, sack, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 691.>
N0610.4.1$, Discovery of abortion (infant's corpse, etc.) reveals crime.>
N0611, Criminal accidentally detected: "that is the first". Type: 1641.
Ref.: DOTTI 886.>
N0611.1, Criminal accidentally detected: "that is the first"--sham wise man. Type: 1641.
Link: |H0565, Riddle propounded from chance experience. |N0275, Criminal confesses because he thinks
himself accused.

Ref.: DOTTI 886.>
N0612, Numskull talks to himself and frightens robbers away. Type: 1653B, 1653F.
Ref.: DOTTI 898; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16; Wesselski
Hodscha II 211 no. 428, 215 no. 446.>
N0612.1, Man scolds his ass and frightens robbers away. Type: 1653F.
Ref.: DOTTI 898; Wesselski Hodscha I 224 no. 62.>
N0612.2$, Numskull in tree urinates and tries to contain the spread of urine by saying: "Block this
side, and close that side!" Robbers freighted from goods. Type: 1653F.
Link: |K0335.1, Robbers frightened from goods.
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Ref.: DOTTI 898/{Egy}; HE-S: Sharqiyyah 1982-4.>
N0612.3$, Numskull joins robbers and accidentally frightens them from goods. Type: 1653B.
Link: |J2136.5.7, Thieving numskull beats drum (blows trumpet, [pounds mortar], etc.) he finds in
outhouse. Caught.

Ref.: DOTTI 757 887 898 913/{Egy, Irq}; HE-S: Sharqiyyah 1982-4.>
N0614, Cane as evidence of robbery. [Owner's cane lost during robbery found in robber's house].>
N0614.0.1$, Criminal accidentally detected: benefits of crime show on him.
Link: |J0224.1$, Innocent person falsely confesses to stealing a valuable item (necklace) rather than reveal
murder of owner at his home. |J1140, Cleverness in detection of truth. |N0478, Secret wealth betrayed by
money left in borrowed money scales. |N0747$, Accidental meeting of victim (hero, heroine) and criminal
(villain).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 116/(sword, mantle).>
N0614.1$, Dispute (quarrel) over division of booty (bribe) betrays commission of crime. Type: cf.
763, 837, 1654.
Link: |N0619.2.0.1$, `They were not seen stealing, but they were seen dividing [the booty]'. |W0151.8,
Thieves quarrel over booty: owner comes. [Thieves betray crime].

Ref.: DOTTI 73 427 457 583 892 899/{lit.}; Hujelân 258 no. 37-4.>
N0615, Murder revealed to thieves climbing into bank.>
N0615.1$, Secrets learned by thieves in king's chamber. Type: 951A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 657.>
N0616$, Confession to crime inadvertently made.
Link: |J1148$, Self-incrimination due to tongue-slip (projection, compulsion to confess). |J0224.1$,
Innocent person falsely confesses to stealing a valuable item (necklace) rather than reveal murder of owner
at his home.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 116; Hujelân 110 no. 10-2.>
N0616.1$, Criminal unwittingly tells of crime to victim (victim's relative, police, etc.).
Link: |J0148.2.1$, One word (phrase, sentence, idea) evokes another associated with it. ("Principle of
polarity": stability of syntax, word sequence, word order).

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 116; Hujelân 110 no. 10-2.>
N0619$, Accidental discovery of crime--miscellaneous.
Link: |N0385.6$, Haphazard claim (lie) has unfortunate outcome: lie coincidentally corresponds to partial
truth. |N0701$, Accidental discovery of infidelity: clandestine (sinful) lovers surprised together.>

N0619.1$-(formerly, N619$), Lucky (haphazard) guess. Type: 1641.
Ref.: DOTTI 886 889/{lit.}; RAFE 301 n. 19.>
N0619.2$, Clue (evidence) to solving crime accidentally (unintentionally) discovered. Type: cf.
926K$.
Ref.: DOTTI 521 617 618/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0619.2.0.1$, `They were not seen stealing, but they were seen dividing [the booty]'.
Link: |N0614.1$, Dispute (quarrel) over division of booty (bribe) betrays commission of crime.
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 2626.>
N0619.2.1$, Consequences of act betray doer.>
N0619.2.1.1$, Cold bed reveals absence of person. Type: 449/1511.
Ref.: DOTTI 219 818.>
N0619.2.1.2$, Physical condition of riding animal or vehicle (e.g., sweating horse, warm motor, etc.)
betrays its recent use--(and consequently, absence of person who had ridden it). Type: 449/1511.
Ref.: DOTTI 219 818.>
N0619.2.1.4$, Spot of sunlight showing through an umbrella (shield) formed by birds betray's
absence of one (hoopoe).
Link: |B0457.3$, Helpful hoopoe. |F0989.16.3$, Swarms of birds block the sun so as to provide shade for
person--(they act as umbrella). |J1149, Miscellaneous means of detecting.

Ref.: ThaClabî 173; Ibshîhî 487.>
N0619.2.2$, Physical evidence of crime accidentally found.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0619.2.2.1$, Written document that exposes guilty party found accidentally.>
N0619.2.2.1.1$, Love letter by accuser accidentally found: it establishes innocence of accused.
Type: 917$.
Ref.: DOTTI 583; MITON.>
N0619.2.2.2$, Person carrying (transporting) human corpse accidentally apprehended. Type: cf. 990,
1536B.
Link: |K2151, The corpse handed around. (The thrice-killed corpse). Dupes are accused of murder when
the corpse is left with them. The trickster is paid to keep silent.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0619.3$, Accidental attracting of king's (ruler's) attention.
Link: |J1675.1, Clever ways of attracting the king's attention. |K0477, Attention secured by trickery.>

N0619.3.1$, Accidental destruction of king's property draws his attention to culprit who proves to
have been unjustly treated.
Ref.: DOTTI 345/{lit.}.>
N0620, Accidental success in hunting or fishing.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 143 no. 255.>
N0621, Lucky shot with arrow--foot and ear of deer. Deer is scratching ear.
Link: |F0661.13$, Skilful marksman shoots more than one part of animal at once (e.g., foot and ear, mouth
and tail, etc.).

Ref.: Damîrî II 104; Ibshîhî 289/cf./(deliberate); DOTTI 947/{lit.}.>
N0623, Lucky cast of spear (weapon). Type: cf. 402.
Link: |T0054.1$, Choosing bride by lot (shooting arrow, throwing ball, etc.).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 143 no. 255; Ibn-CAasim 143 no. 255; DOTTI 187.>
N0630, Accidental acquisition of treasure or money.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 143-45 no. 256; DOTTI 604 690/{Egy}; AUC: 41 no. 22.>
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N0635, Triple tax. [King gives poet right to demand a coin of the first three persons he meets: the
first hunchback, the first person who is of a certain city, the first person who is of a certain name:
one person meets all requirements]. Type: 1661.
Ref.: Basset Mille I 521 no. 208; Chauvin IX 19 no. 5; DOTTI 902/{lit., Syr}; Sâ)î 183-84
no. 39[+1]; Wesselski Hodscha II 194 no. 382.>
N0636$, Container(s) of ordinary goods purchased prove to be filled with gold (gems, or the like).
Ref.: MITON.>
N0640, Accidental healing.
Link: |V0009$, Religious faith conquers adversity (sickness, despair, poverty, etc.).

Ref.: Basset Mille II 230 no. 14, 311 no. 64; DOTTI 291 889/{Egy, Plst, Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR
87-3 749-x-no. 7.>
N0641, Patient laughs so at foolish diagnosis of sham physician that his abscess breaks and he gets
well. Type: cf. 652A, 1641B.
Ref.: Bushnaq 169-71; Littmann al-Quds 266-68 (Arabische 412-18), cf. Muhawi-Kanaana
206-211 no. 24; Nizâr al-Atrûshî Turâth III:3 168-70.>
N0641.0.1$, Patient laughs so hard at comic actions (scenes) about him, thus abbess breaks (object
in throat dislodged) and he is healed. Type: 652A, 1641B.
Ref.: DOTTI 195 350 356 374 556 808 809 847 888/{Egy, Irq, Plst, Qtr, Syr}; TAWT 427.>
N0642.1, Blind and deaf cure each other by blow on head.>
N0649$, Accidental healing--miscellaneous.
Link: |J2412.9$, Failure at healing--miscellaneous.>

N0649.1$, Amulet containing irrelevant materials (or nonsensical phrase) given to patient: yet
patient is healed. Type: 1641B1$.
Link: |U0191.1$, Supernatural beliefs (efficacy of rituals) are beyond verification (cannot be proved or
disproved). |U0240.1$, Beliefs may heal or cause sickness. |V0301$, Beliefs guide actions.

Ref.: DOTTI 889/{Egy, Plst}; RAFE 299 n. 11.>
N0649.2$, Concoction of harmful substances proves beneficial. Type: 1641B.
Link: |F0959.9.0.1$, Beauty-aid containing harmful element (poison or the like). |J2117$, Remedies
(medical) which prove harmful or fatal.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0649.3$, Accidental rejuvenation.
Link: |D1338.7.1$, Rejuvenation by eating roc's flesh.>

N0649.4$, Blade of would-be murderer accidentally strikes ailing organ: intended victim is healed.
Link: |K1073.1$, Doctor duped into performing surgery on healthy unsuspecting person. Victim reported
to be in critical need of cure (e.g., branding, circumcision, teeth-pulling, etc.) but reluctant to undergo
treatment. |X0372.4, Foolish doctor performs useless operation.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 424.>
N0650, Life saved by accident.
Ref.: MITON.>
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N0652, Nut falls and wakes man about to be bitten by snake. Type: 285B.
Ref.: DOTTI 92.>
N0656, Angry man strikes king just in time to save his life. Type: 1646.
Ref.: DOTTI 896.>
N0659, Life saved by accident--miscellaneous.
Link: |J1521, Swindler's plan foiled. |N0146, Man not fated to die cannot be killed. |N0610.1$, Crime
accidentally witnessed.

Ref.: DOTTI 869/{lit.}.>
N0659.3$, Weapon fails to function: intended target saved.
Link: |D2084.5$, Saint causes motor (machine) to stop. |F1008$, Machine acts as if human.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 10/(knife).>
N0659.3.1$, Brother shoots at his brother: gun fails to fire.
Link: |P0293.7.1$, `Blood would never turn to water.'.>

N0659.6$, Criminal's plan accidentally foiled. Type: 318, 859F$, 951B.
Link: |J1521, Swindler's plan foiled. |K1627.1$, Murder (assassination) plot foiled when conspirator(s)
betray(s) plan. |N0610.1$, Crime accidentally witnessed.

Ref.: Maspero 4-5 no. 1; DOTTI 147; MITON.>
N0659.6.1$, Would-be killer's plan accidentally foiled (interrupted). Type: 318, 859F$.
Link: |B0521.3, Animal warns against attack. |K1627$, Would-be killer betrayed and captured.
|R0211.5.2.1$, Fetters break (accidentally) and allow captive to escape. |S0110.9.1.1$, Attempt to kill
(helpful) animal fails (victim-to-be escapes).

Ref.: Maspero 4-5 no. 1; ThaClabî 72-73; DOTTI 147 479 884/{Sdn}; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18.>
N0660, Accidental [extraordinary] escapes.
Link: |K1627$, Would-be killer betrayed and captured. |R0177$, Execution postponed for a short while:
condemned saved (miraculously or by unexpected development of events).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0660.1$, Token from narrow escape from death. Type: 64A$.
Link: |F1068.1, Tokens from a dream. Man brings objects received during a dream. |J1360.1$, Tailless
mouse accuses mouse with tail of using it for stealing; latter retorts: "Only because you are tailless!".

Ref.: MITON.>
N0660.1.1$, Missing tail of mouse as token of narrow escape from death. (Left in cat's mouth).>
N0660.1.2$, Missing flesh (organs) as token of narrow escape from drowning (being eaten by fish).
Ref.: MITON.>
N0663$, Prey escapes when predator is suddenly attacked by larger enemy. Type: cf. 112.
Link: |K1626, Would-be killer killed.

Ref.: DOTTI 39 42 54 394 424 519 528/{lit., Syr}; MITON.>
N0664$, Narrow escape from trap's (snare's) sudden closure. Type: 112.
Link: |J1425$, "I'd rather lick a whetstone [to counteract hunger] and spend the night contentedly than to
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have your kebab which [almost] killed me!" (said by country mouse to city mouse after narrow escape
from death at restaurant in city).

Ref.: DOTTI 42.>
N0665$, Prisoner escapes when prison wall is accidentally broken through.
Link: |R0211, Escape from prison.>

N0665.1$, Bone struck against wall makes a hole through which an imprisoned youth sees the
outside world (for the first time). Type: 860A*, 870, 870A*, 934, cf. 425.
Link: |J0147, Child confined to keep him in ignorance of life. Useless. |R0211.2, Captive bores way out of
prison.

Ref.: DOTTI 199 204 205 480 483 484 485 635/{Alg}.>
N0680, Lucky accidents-miscellaneous.>
N0680.1, Lucky fool. Type: 1438$.
Ref.: DOTTI 806.>
N0680.2, Series of lucky successes.>
N0680.3$, Lucky liar: lie becomes truth by accident. Type: 859F$.
Link: |J0679.5$, Truth-speaking meddler fails to prove his report (claim): punished for `slander'.
|N0385.6$, Haphazard claim (lie) has unfortunate outcome: lie coincidentally corresponds to partial truth.
|Q0194$, Reward: lie (benevolent) becomes truth. |Q0591, Punishment: lie becomes truth.

Ref.: DOTTI 479; MITON.>
N0681, Husband (lover) arrives home just as wife (mistress) is about to marry another. Type: 301,
303B$, 400, 665, 974.
Ref.: Chauvin V 108 no. 40; DOTTI 101 110 184 677.>
N0681.0.1, Returning home to one's own funeral. Type: 974.
Ref.: DOTTI 677.>
N0681.1, Wife finds lost husband just as he is to marry another. Type: 425, 425B, 432.
Ref.: DOTTI 134 199 201 202 212 496/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 164-66; TAWT 442.>
N0681.2, Ruler makes ready to abandon barren wife and marry another. He remains with her when
he learns that she is with child.
Link: |P0230.0.1.4$, Each of childless husband and wife blames the other for childlessness (inability to
reproduce). |T0145.10.3$, Polygynist's wife is to use love philtre (charm).

Ref.: Burton VII 147/Alf III 213/cf.>
N0681.3, Incest accidentally averted. Type: 674, 674A$, 823A*, 872B$, 873.
Ref.: DOTTI 366 451 494 499.>
N0681.3.0.1$, Incest accidentally averted: talking animals (birds). Type: 674.
Ref.: DOTTI 194 366 389 630/{Sdn}.>
N0681.3.0.2$, Incest accidentally averted: talking furniture (bed, chair, ornament, etc.). Type:
674A$, 872B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 494/{Ymn}; TAWT 448 no. 39/{Ymn}.>
N0681.3.0.3$, Incest accidentally averted: discovery of token. Type: 674A$, 930, 931A$, cf. 873.
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Link: |H0080, Identification by Tokens. |H0090, Identification by ornaments. |T0607.1$, Money (jewelry)
left with abandoned infant. Usually accompanied by instructions to finder as how to care for the child.

Ref.: DOTTI 465 499 622 628 634/{Irq}; CA. Khidr I 103-8; Weissbach 30-35 no. 6.>
N0681.3.0.4$, Incest accidentally averted: discovery of birthmark.
Link: |H0051.1.1$, Recognition by mole (hasanah, shâmah, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 451 628/{Egy}.>
N0681.3.0.5$, Incest believed impossible. Mystically repulsive: `Blood's howling$, `Flesh repels
[same] flesh'. Type: 674A$, 930, 931A$.
Link: |F1075, Blood of brother and sister (and smoke from their funeral pyres) refuses to mingle.
|H0175.7$, Blood-relative mystically recognized: `Blood's yearning,' `Blood's howling'. |T0106.5.2.1$,
Paternal-cousin preferred as spouse because he/she is "Same flesh, same blood". |T0415.1.2$, Brother(s)
suspected of impregnating (raping) sister. |T0416.5$, Aversion to cousin-marriage: incest-like. Cousin
(paternal or maternal) refuses marriage to cousin.

Ref.: DOTTI 622 628; RAFE 159 n. 588; HE-S: Manyal 72-7 265-80.>
N0681.3.1, Man about to consummate marriage with own mother; accidentally prevented.>
N0681.3.2, Man in love with his sister accidentally learns her identity. Type: 872B$.
Link: |T0415.3, Lovers reared as brother and sister learn to their joy that they are not related.

Ref.: DOTTI 494; TAWT 447 no. 39/{Ymn}.>
N0681.3.3$, Father-daughter incest accidentally averted.>
N0681.3.3.1$, Master discovers that slave-girl with whom he is about to cohabit is the daughter of
woman with whom he had cohabited.
Link: |N0365.2.1, Father unwittingly falls in love with daughter. |N0681.3, Incest accidentally averted.
|P0180.8$, Uxoriousness through slaves--(sexual liaison with slaves).

Ref.: Damîrî I 369.>
N0681.5$, Accidental discovery that incest has been committed (token, scar). Type: 674A$, 931,
933A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 627 634.>
N0681.7$, Adultery accidentally averted. Type: 901C$,/1646A$.
Link: |K1547$, The misunderstood foreplay: paramour frightened away by receptive acts of naive woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 562.>
N0683, Stranger accidentally chosen king. Type: 326, 567A, cf. 882.
Link: |P0011.1.1, King chosen by lot.

Ref.: DOTTI 155 328.>
N0683.1$, Female masking as man accidentally selected ruler (king, judge). Type: cf. 712, 882, 884844G$, 923C$.
Link: |K1837.8, Woman in male disguise made king. |T0315.2.6.1$, Continent husband's secret: "I am a
woman like you!" "I have no organ," or the like.

Ref.: DOTTI 519 873/{Egy}; MITON.>
N0688, What is in the dish: "Poor Crab". Type: 1641.
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Ref.: DOTTI 886.>
N0688.0.1$, Answer to riddle (puzzle) thought correct due to riddler's misinterpretation of the
answer. Type: 924A, 1641.
Ref.: DOTTI 610 886; Wehr 251 253 no. 9.>
N0688.0.1.1$, Our beginning was `honey' (great), what followed was `milk' (good), our ending is
`tar' (bad)'. Correct guess!. Type: 1641.
Ref.: DOTTI 886 887 888/{Egy, Tns}.>
N0688.0.2$, King: "What is under the mantle?" Imposter: "Oh Garâdah, wiqiC CAsfûr (O Locust,
[poor] Sparrow is caught)!". Type: 1641.
Link: |H0565, Riddle propounded from chance experience.

Ref.: DOTTI 610 611 858 886 887 888/{Alg, Egy, lit., Mrc}; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 35 no. 1;
Wehr 251 no. 9.>
N0688.1, Doctor Know-all accidentally saves raja. Type: 1646.
Link: |W0142.1.1$, Person cannot bring himself to say: "I do not know".

Ref.: DOTTI 896.>
N0691$, Impersonal (neutral) statement taken personally.
Link: |N0275, Criminal confesses because he thinks himself accused. |N0349.4$, Lover (spouse) offended
through misunderstanding. |U0248.2$, Fear affects perception.>

N0691.1$, Neutral (innocent) words thought to be accusation (condemnation).
Ref.: DOTTI 651/{Egy, Syr}.>
N0691.2$, Neutral words thought to be praise.>
N0691.2.1$, Fox hears people refer to a crafty person as "Fox!," and thinks he is being praised. He
presents himself to them to be honored, but he is beaten. Type: cf. 41A$.
Link: |X0111.7, Misunderstood words lead to comic results.

Ref.: DOTTI 13/{Egy}; Shawqî 324 [no. 48].>
N0694, Apparently dead woman revives as she is being prepared for burial. Type: cf. 990.
Ref.: DOTTI 691.>
N0694.1, Apparently dead woman revives when dropped. Had swallowed a bone. Type: 990.
Ref.: DOTTI 691.>
N0694.3$, Apparently dead man handed around. Revives--(bone in throat). Type: 990,/1537.
Link: |K2151, The corpse handed around. (The thrice-killed corpse). Dupes are accused of murder when
the corpse is left with them. The trickster is paid to keep silent.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 299 no. 55; CHAUVIN V 180 no. 105; DOTTI 691/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0696, Fugitive in tree urinates from fright: pursuers think it rain and leave. Type: 312F$, 872A1$.
Link: |N0382.3$, Fugitive in tree urinates thus betraying hiding place.

Ref.: DOTTI 127 492.>
N0699.3, Companions arrive as hero is about to be killed.>
N0699.3.1$, Truth learned (or terms of bargain fulfilled) as execution is about to be carried out.
Condemned person is thus saved. Type: 779J$-J779J4, 873, 969B$.
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Link: |V0540, Intervention of Providence saves person=s life. |W0037.2.1$, Man keeps promise to return
to be executed by king: forgiven.

Ref.: Alf II 287-89/Burton V 103-104; Basset Mille II 293 no. 52; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 104105/(Fadlûn/résumé).>
N0699.5, Boy [(man)] while cutting trees comes to one which happens to be bound up with the life
of an ogre. Type: 1168B.
Ref.: DOTTI 323 711/{Egy, Mrc}; Stumme Tلzerwalt 73-77 no. 2; AUC: 15 no. 7.>
N0699.5.1$, Afrit pays woodcutter so that he may not cut tree in which he lives. Type: 1168B.
Ref.: DOTTI 711.>
N0699.5.2$, Satan (devil) pays man so that he would not cut sacred tree.
Link: |V0001.7, Worship [(veneration)] of trees and plants.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 495.>
N0699.6, Overheard wish is realized. Type: 707, 841.
Ref.: DOTTI 386 461.>
N0700-N799, Accidental encounters.>
N0700, Accidental encounters.>
N0701$, Accidental discovery of infidelity: clandestine (sinful) lovers surprised together. Type:
449/1511, 971A, 885A, 1419D, 1426A$, 1536B, cf. 1233A$, 1525Q, 1730C$.
Link: |K1210.0.1$, Hidden paramour discovered (accidentally). |K1551, Husband returns home secretly
and spies on adulteress and lovers. |K2063, "Chaste" woman surprised in adultery. |K2064, "Holy" hermit
surprised in amorous intrigue. |N0318, Accidental separation of lovers. |N0455.6.1$, King (husband) learns
of wife's infidelity through overheard conversation between maids (servants). |N0619$, Accidental
discovery of crime--miscellaneous. |T0040$, Lovers mentioned as brother and sister so as to escape
detection.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI 219 220 379 486
534 659 720 795 804 818 819 827 844 924 946/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0701.1$, Man returns home unexpectedly and finds wife (daughter) with paramour.
Link: |K1551, Husband returns home secretly and spies on adulteress and lovers. |K2063, "Chaste" woman
surprised in adultery. |K2064, "Holy" hermit surprised in amorous intrigue. |N0318, Accidental separation
of lovers. |T0040$, Lovers mentioned as brother and sister so as to escape detection.

Ref.: DOTTI 584 675 676 756 796/{Egy}; MITON.>
N0701.2$, Lover hidden in girl's (woman's) room accidentally discovered (by father, husband, etc.).
Type: cf. 517A$.
Link: |K1517.7.1$, Paramour disguised as woman kept by wife (daughter) in her private quarters (harem).

Ref.: DOTTI 286; MITON.>
N0701.3$, Girl (woman) hidden in boy's (man's) room accidentally discovered (by father, wife, etc.).
Type: 885A, cf. 703*.
Link: |T0035, Lovers' rendezvous.
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Ref.: DOTTI 374 534; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
N0703$, Animal encountered proves to be an enchanted (bewitched, transformed) person. Type:
310, 325, 403, 405, 449, 450, 451, 462A$, cf. 318, 505A$, 720.
Link: |B0313, Helpful animal an enchanted person. |D0100, Transformation: man to animal. |D0612.2$,
Animal sold (given) proves to be enchanted (transformed). |D0691, Daily beating of men transformed to
dogs [as preventive measure]. Necessary unless hero himself is to be transformed. |N0774, Adventures
from pursuing enchanted animal (hind, boar, bird). |Q0493, Punishment: being saddled and ridden as horse.
|R0016.1.1$, Girl carried off by animal which proves to be transformed hero.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI 61 116 123 147 152
189 193 219 222 225 235 254 397 664/{Egy}.>
N0710, Accidental meeting of hero and heroine.>
N0711, King (prince) accidentally finds maiden and marries her. Type: 705, 706, 872$, 894.
Link: |P0274.3$, Prince marries maiden found and then raised as his foster sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 374 380 488 545; Shamy (el-) Around the World 159; TAWT 424/{Syr} 448
no. 40/{Alg}.>
N0711.3.1$, King (prince) finds maiden (woman) with limbs amputated in his garden and marries
her. Type: 706, 712.
Ref.: DOTTI 380 394; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
N0711.6, Prince sees heroine at ball [(dance)] and is enamored. Type: 510, 510A.
Link: |K1814.8.2$, Brother (half-brother) sees his disguised sister and is enamored. He wooes her. |T0034,
Lovers meet at social gathering. |T0053.0.7$, Social gathering (ball, party) held so that future spouse(s)
would be selected from among guests.

Ref.: DOTTI 132 258 260/{Sdn}; TAWT 442 no. 34/{Omn}.>
N0711.7$, Lover sees beloved first while she is traveling. Type: 516A.
Link: |V0085.3$, Pilgrimage rituals (sacrifice, circumambulation, stoning Satan, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 275; TAWT 438.>
N0711.8$, Lover sees beloved first while she is looking out of window. Type: 516A.
Link: |T0015, Love at first sight. |T0016.3$, Man falls in love with girl upon seeing her face once (in
garden, field, meadow, window, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 275; MITON.>
N0711.9$, Lover sees beloved first at marketplace (shop).
Link: |T0031.4$, Falling in love (with friend's relative) while visiting friend.

Ref.: DOTTI 675/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0711.10$, Hero sees maiden first in enemy's camp (land) and he is enamored. Type: 885A.
Link: |N0390.1$, Accidental wandering into enemy's camp (country): lost person finds self facing danger.
|T0032, Lovers' meeting: heroine heals hero's wounds. |T0095.0.1, Princess [(girl)] falls in love with
father's enemy.

Ref.: DOTTI 534; MITON.>
N0712, Prince first sees heroine as she comes forth from hiding-box.
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Ref.: DOTTI 294.>
N0716, Lover sees beloved first while she is bathing.
Ref.: ThaClabî 156-57.>
N0716.1, Man stumbles on bathing maiden. Type: 400.
Link: |F0713.7$, Extraordinary artificial lake (pool). |T0035.9.2$, Lovers meet in garden (park, woods,
etc.).>

N0721, Runaway horse carries bride to her lover.
Link: |N0722$, Runaway machine carries youth to maiden (or vice versa) when it stops.>

N0722$, Runaway machine carries youth to maiden (or vice versa) when it stops.
Link: |D1520, Magic object affords miraculous transportation. |D2120, Magic transportation.
|F0414.1, Lover transported to girl's apartment in fortress by spirit. |K1313$, Seduction by use of telepathylike communication (computer, telephone, or the like). |K1346.1, Hero flies on magic carpet to maiden's
room. |N0721, Runaway horse carries bride to her lover. |P0005.3.3$, Means of transportation (airplane,
automobile, carriage, horse, mule, etc.) as indicators of social status. |T0381.1.3$, Guarded maiden first
seen by hero when he accidentally wanders into her quarters.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0722.1$, Youth testing flying machine (mechanical horse) lands on maiden's palace: they are
enamored.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0723, Girl sees man as he lies sleeping by wayside. Type: cf. 519A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 290; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
N0723.1$, Drunken man lies down in basket he sees by the side of road: he is drawn up to female's
apartment.
Link: |B0582.2.1, Hero carried by bird to mistress' chamber. |K1343.1, Man drawn up into female
apartments in basket. |P0196.2$, Lazy (dull, impotent) drunkard.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0725$, Hero defeats valiant warrior in combat; warrior proves to be a beautiful maiden (girl,
woman) masking as man and they fall in love. Type: 519A$.
Link: |K2378.6$, Amazon maiden shams defeat when she sees how handsome her adversary (hero) is.
|N0887.3.1$, Defeated adversary becomes victor's helper.

Ref.: DOTTI 98 123 136 290 306 529/{Irq, Qtr}; Lane 421-22.>
N0730, Accidental reunion of families. Type: 567, 567A, 938.
Link: |P0203$-(formerly, P0200.0.1.4$), Blood relatives (family) deliberately reunited. |P0469.6$, Missing
person or object found through mass-media publication.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 162 no. 327A 167ff. no. 327E; DOTTI 268 327 328 329 642/{lit., Sdn};
MITON.>
N0730.0.1$, Unrestrained expression of happiness at reunion.>
N0730.1$, Expression of affection (love) at meeting of separated family members.
Link: |N0737, Accidental reunion of lovers. |T0024.2.1, Fainting away for love (or sexual desire). |T0040$,
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Lovers mentioned as brother and sister so as to escape detection. |T0049.1.1$, Meeting of brother and sister
described in terms of lovers's rendezvous. |T0075.3, Unrequited love expressed in song (poem).

Ref.: DOTTI 228 392/{Lib}; TAWT 454.>
N0730.1.1$, At reunion, brother and sister embrace and kiss each other.
Link: |T0049.1.1$, Meeting of brother and sister described in terms of lovers's rendezvous.

Ref.: DOTTI 158 296 666 708/{Egy}; MITON; Zîr 136.>
N0730.1.1.1$, At reunion, brother and sister faint (collapse) in each other's arms.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0730.1.2$, At reunion, lovers faint in each other's arms. Type: 895B1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 551; MITON.>
N0730.1.3$, At reunion, brothers (half brothers, stepbrothers) embrace and kiss each other.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0730.3$, At reunion, spouse's (husband's, wife's) expression of affection is restrained.
Link: |P0210.0.3$, Husband and wife address each other formally. |T0202.3.1$, Husband and wife address
each other as "Sister" and "Brother" (as sign of affection).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0731, Unexpected meeting of father and son.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
N0731.1.1, King unknowingly adopts his own lost son. Type: cf. 850*, 872X$.
Link: |K1928$, Father of illegitimate child made to unknowingly adopt it. (Usually it is a son).

Ref.: DOTTI 468 498.>
N0731.2, Father-son combat. Neither knows who the other is. (Sohrab and Rustem). Type: 873A$,
cf. 516H$.
Link: |P0017.15.1$, Father-son combat over rule.

Ref.: Burton VII 89 n; DOTTI 282 283 500 501 628 635/{Egy, lit.}; Hurreiz 96 (147) no. 17;
Lane 399; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 5-2-no. 1.>
N0731.4, At execution block condemned man discovered to be king's unknown son. Type: 873, cf.
674B$.
Link: |P0239.2$-(formerly, P0230.9.2$), Man discovers that he has sired child(ren) of whom he had no
knowledge. |W0037.5$, Culprit (criminal) confesses upon seeing innocent person convicted of his crime.

Ref.: DOTTI 366 499; MITON.>
N0731.4.1$, Condemned person(s) discovered to be king's close relative.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0731.5$, Impoverished father unexpectedly meets abandoned (runaway) son(s). Recognized.
Type: 567A, cf. 511A.
Link: |L0432.2, Impoverished father begs from daughter he has banished: recognized. |L0432.5$,
Impoverished father begs from son he has formerly expelled.

Ref.: DOTTI 268 328 329/{Sdn}.>
N0732, Accidental meeting of father and daughter. Type: 883A.
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Ref.: DOTTI 318 333 488 500 522/{Alg}.>
N0732.1, Father unwittingly buys daughter who has been sold into slavery.>
N0732.4$, Father accidentally meets girl who proves to be daughter whom he had ordered killed.
Type: 931C$.
Link: |N0365.2.1, Father unwittingly falls in love with daughter. |S0311.3$, Father hates daughters (gets rid
of them).

Ref.: DOTTI 140 149 278 279 629/{Omn}.>
N0733, Accidental meeting of brothers. Type: 567A.
Ref.: DOTTI 275 328 345/{Syr}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and
Mabrûkah" no. 16, "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17.>
N0733.1, Brothers unwittingly fight each other.>
N0733.2, Brother unwittingly kills half brother in fight.>
N0733.3, Joseph and his brethren. Elder brothers unwittingly come to maltreated youngest in great
need.
Link: |H0151.4, Recognition by cup in sack: alleged stolen goods. [Joseph accuses his brethren].
|K2211.0.1, Treacherous elder brother(s).

Ref.: ThaClabî 77; DOTTI 285 304 317 321 326 328/{Egy, lit., Mrc, Omn}; MITON;
Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII 1 no. 1.>
N0733.6$, Captive (about to be killed) proves to be victor's sibling.>
N0734, Accidental meeting of brother and sister. Type: 706, 712, 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 125 181 226 380 394 489 537/{Alg}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
N0734.1, Slaves [(servants)] ordered married discover they are brother and sister.>
N0734.1.1$, Man buys a slave-girl who proves to be his sister--she was abducted and sold into
slavery. Type: 932$, 933, cf. 938*.
Link: |N0365.3.4$, Man meets a girl of unknown genealogy and marries her; she proves to be his sister.
|T0410.1, Master discovers that slave girl he wants to marry is a near relative. |T0471.1, Man unwittingly
ravishes his own sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 630 633/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0734.3$, Woman captive (prisoner) brought before king for punishment proves to be his sister.
Link: |R0156, Brother rescues sister(s).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0735, Accidental meeting of mother and son.
Link: |P0203.6.2$, Reunion of mother and son. (Usually son returns home to mother).>

N0736, Accidental meeting of mother and daughter. Type: 545H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 300.>
N0737, Accidental reunion of lovers.
Ref.: DOTTI 551; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15/cf.>
N0738, Accidental meeting of nephew and uncle. Hero takes refuge unwittingly at his uncle's court.>
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N0738.1, Uncle and nephew unwittingly about to kill one another.>
N0738.1.1$, Captive proves to be victor's nephew. (He was about to be executed).
Ref.: MITON.>
N0741, Unexpected meeting of husband and wife.
Ref.: DOTTI 624/{Tns}; MITON.>
N0741.3.1, Calumniated wife is forced to flee. Type: 881, 883$.
Link: |K2210, Treacherous relatives.

Ref.: DOTTI 516 520.>
N0741.4, Husband and wife reunited after long separation and tedious quest. Type: 400.
Link: |T0096, Lovers reunited after many adventure.

Ref.: DOTTI 184 640/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7.>
N0746, Accidental meeting of cousins.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
N0747$, Accidental meeting of victim (hero, heroine) and criminal (villain).
Link: |H0011.1, Recognition by telling life history. |N0614.0.1$, Criminal accidentally detected: benefits of
crime show on him. |Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 116; DOTTI 182 289 692/{Plst}; MITON.>
N0747.1$, Victim of crime (injustice) accidentally presides over trial of the culprit. Type:
613A1$,/980*, cf. 155, 890.
Link: |J1172.3.2, Animals render unjust decisions against man since man has always been unjust to them.
|L0406$, Hunter (predator) becomes hunted (prey). |Q0581, Villain nemesis. Person condemned to
punishment he had suggested for others.

Ref.: Alf II 229-32; Burton IV 212-15.>
N0748$, Accidental meeting of separated friends, descendants of friends, or foster relatives.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0748.1$, Accidental meeting of friend's son (daughter).
Ref.: MITON.>
N0760, Other accidental encounters.>
N0764, Unexpected meeting with wild man.>
N0764.1$, Unexpected meeting with self-banished man (in wilderness).
Link: |F0567.4$, The desert-loner: self-banished man lives alone in the desert. (Sometimes accompanied by
only one favorite person).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0765, Meeting with robber band. Type: 326, 676, 951C, 954.
Link: |P0475.1.0.1$, Band of robbers (raiders, highwaymen, marauders, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 155 368 658 660; MITON.>
N0766, Unwitting adultery with blood-brother's wife. Type: 1364.
Link: |P0264.6$, Sister-in-law and her husband's brother (brother-in-law).

Ref.: DOTTI 766.>
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N0769$, If alive, will inevitably be met (found).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2743.>
N0769.1$, Person(s) given up for dead found alive. Type: cf. 938.
Link: |E0418$, Dead person is `alive' in grave. |F0989.26$, Dead animal found (recovered) alive. |K1889.2,
Deceptive cure by illusion. Man told that he can be cured only with blood of his own child. He is made to
believe that the child is killed. When he learns that the child is still alive, the excess of joy cures him.
|Q0022.2.1$, Unborn infant (fetus) entrusted to God found alive in grave years after mother's death (she
was not left `in God's care').

Ref.: Maspero 106 no. 5 n. 1141 no. 7 n. 1; DOTTI 642; MITON.>
N0770, Experiences leading to adventures.
Link: |N0445$, Following clandestine traveler (usually on nocturnal trip) leads to learning secret.

Ref.: TAWT 449.>
N0771, King (prince) lost on hunt has adventures. Type: 516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 283.>
N0771.0.1$, Person(s) lose(s) way: adventures follow. Type: 327, 709, 1275*, cf. 1291D.
Link: |R0131, Exposed or abandoned child rescued. |S0301, Children abandoned (exposed).

Ref.: DOTTI 157 234 391 727 808/{Qtr}.>
N0771.0.1.1$, Losing way en route to (from) pilgrimage leads to adventure--(usually mystical).
Link: |R0130.1$, Person loses way (goes astray). |V0085.5$, Happenings (to pilgrim) during journey to
(from) holy land.

Ref.: Yâfi)î 172-73.>
N0771.0.2$, Person abandoned in cave (pit, well): adventures follow. Type: 561, cf. 936*.
Link: |S0146, Abandonment in pit. |S0146.2, Abandonment in cave.

Ref.: DOTTI 317 640; MITON.>
N0773.2, Adventure from returning for forgotten comb. Type: 450.
Ref.: DOTTI 222; TAWT 446 no. 38/{Lib}.>
N0773.2.1$, Girl throws comb at person (supernatural being) causes him to fall in love with her.
Type: 434.
Link: |H0888.6$, "[What is] as long as a hand (shibr) and a hand's is his/its length: goes in and out, while
hair is all around?" (Answer: comb). |T0011.4.6, Love through finding lady's ornament (ring, comb, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 216.>
N0774, Adventures from pursuing enchanted animal (hind, boar, bird). Type: 401, 430B$.
Link: |N0353$, Bird (animal) steals precious object from person and accidentally brings it to the attention
of another person: search for owner of object follows. |N0703$, Animal encountered proves to be an
enchanted (bewitched, transformed) person.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 169 no. 280 (ox); Ibn-CAasim 169 no. 280 (ox); Campbell Market Place
105-8; DOTTI 158 186 202 204 210 281 290 315 450 532 533 678/{Egy, Irq, lit., Plst}; Meissner
47-51 no. 27, Weissbach 1-6 no. 1; MITON.>
N0774.1, Adventure from pursuing thieving birds. Type: 434B$, 451*, 610.
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Ref.: DOTTI 216 217 342 402 529 571 722/{Mrc}; Scelles-Millie Maghreb 32-47 no. 3.>
N0774.3, Adventure from pursuing animal (not magic).
Link: |W0151.9.3$, Greedy (ambitious) person pursues large game (animal, fish) without regard to safety:
loses his life.>

N0774.4$, Pursued (hunted) game proves to be transformed (enchanted) person. Type: 318, 462A$,
462A1$, cf. 449/1511, 450.
Link: |N0324.2$, Transformed person unknowingly slaughtered (killed).

Ref.: DOTTI 147 219 222 235.>
N0776.5$, Climbing tower (minaret) leads to adventure. Type: 470D$.
Link: |V0112.2.1$, Minaret.

Ref.: DOTTI 241.>
N0792, Adventures from pursuing objects carried off by bird. Type: 425F, 434B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 205 216.>
N0793$, Adventures from entering pit, hole, cave, well, or crack (in ground). Type: 425, 430B$,
470C$, 705B$, 850*.
Link: |D2012.1, King in the bath; years of experience in a moment. |F0092, Pit entrance to lower world.
Entrance through pit, hole, spring, or cavern. |F0158.1$, Cave entrance to otherworld. |Z0186.3$,
Symbolism: hole (crack, wound)--vagina.

Ref.: DOTTI 199 210 239 379 468; TAWT 449.>
N0793.1$, Mystic (spiritual) experience while in cave (in mountain). Type: 766, 953B$, 967,
1645B*.
Link: |F0158.1$, Cave entrance to otherworld. |F0779.1$, Extraordinary experiences while bathing-(usually illusory, hallucinatory). |F0966.1$, Voices from well (or from a cave). |V0138.2$, Sacred (holy)
cave. |Z0160.1.1$, "Tawbâd Mountain" as symbol of bond between lovers. |Z0186.8.2.2$, Symbolism:
cave, lion's den, pit--vagina.

Ref.: DOTTI 195 428 514 659 671 893/{Plst}; MITON; RAFE 305 n. 43; Shamy (el-)
"Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 29; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Intro. "el-Badawî and
Bint-Birrî" no. 56 1.>
N0794$, Adventure from opening forbidden chamber (door). Type: 313K1$,/510D$, 314, 325, 400,
470E$, 710, 898.
Link: |C0611, Forbidden chamber. Person allowed to enter all chambers of house except one.

Ref.: DOTTI 135 152 184 242 264 393 555; MITON.>
N0800-N899, Helpers.>
N0800, Helpers.>
N0800.1$-(formerly, N0801.1$), Helper loses his life. Type: 178A-178C$, cf. 516C, 561D$, 899,
949, 1534.
Link: |J2143.0.1.1$, Separator between quarrellers ends up only with his clothes torn. |N0340, Hasty killing
or condemnation (mistake). |V0463, Religious martyrdom. |W0028, Self-sacrifice.
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Ref.: Alf I 49/(demon/Afrit and disenchanter); Burton I 134-35.>
N0801, Helper grateful for being bought from slavery. Type: 516.
Ref.: DOTTI 274.>
N0801.1$, Giant man (black) bought from slavery `As is' becomes hero's helper. Type: 516H$.
Link: |G0671, Wild man [(giant)] released from captivity aids hero. |F0531.5.10, Giant as servant to man.
|N0862$, Slave as helper. |P0173.9.1.1$, Slave with shortcoming(s) sold (purchased) `As is'. |X0901, One
lie a year. [Man is believed because of his general truthfulness].

Ref.: DOTTI 283 656/{Qtr}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 2; AGSFC: QTR 87-3
675-x-029.>
N0802$, Helper grateful for being saved from execution.
Ref.: DOTTI 104 280/{Egy}.>
N0803$, Supernatural being receives help from own family. Type: 425, 465.
Link: |H0974, Task performed with help of supernatural wife. |N0810, Supernatural helpers.

Ref.: DOTTI 199 236.>
N0803.1$, Jinni-woman receives help from her sister. Type: 465.
Link: |P0252.0.3$, Sister helps sister(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 236; Shamy (el-) Egypt 27 no. 3.>
N0803.2$, Jinni-woman receives help from her mother.
Ref.: DOTTI 188 238 272 285/{Mrc}; Légey 48-52 no. 9; TAWT 455.>
N0804$, Supernatural being (jinni, demon, flying horse, etc.) gives hero (heroine) a hair which will
summon him. Type: 314, 550, 551, cf. 565A$.
Link: |D1421.4.1, Magic hairs summons giant.

Ref.: DOTTI 99 135 302 305 310 318 331/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 32 no. 4.>
N0810, Supernatural helpers.
Link: |H1233.1, Supernatural creature as helper on quest. |V0067.7$, Statues of persons
(ushabtis/shawabtis) buried with the dead: they come to life and perform manual work for the deceased in
the afterlife (hereafter).>

N0810.1, Invisible guardians.>
N0810.5, Supernatural person disguised as servant as helper. Type: 750D, 751D*, 776$.
Ref.: DOTTI 408 413 434.>
N0810.6, Saint disguised (as poor man) as helper. Type: 750D, 751D*, 776$.
Ref.: DOTTI 408 413 434.>
N0812, Giant or ogre as helper. Type: 516H$, 531.
Link: |F0531, Giant. A person of enormous size. |F0531.5.10, Giant as servant to man.

Ref.: Maspero 190 no. 13/cf.; DOTTI 206 218 274 283 285 292 343/{Alg, Tns}; Frobenius
Kabylen: Atlantis II 165-71 no. 17; RAFE 105 n. 345; TAWT 439.>
N0812.2, Giantess [(ogress)] as helper. Type: 310.
Link: |T0671, Adoption by suckling. Ogress who suckles hero claims him as her son.

Ref.: RAFE 105 n. 345; Shamy (el-) Egypt 56 no. 8.>
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N0813, Helpful genie (spirit). Type: 510, 560, 561, 612, 872$.
Link: |D0813.1.2.1$, Magic food-providing vessel received from afrit (jinni) living in well. |D1273.8$,
Magic formula (incantation) summons demon (afrit, jinni, etc.)--usually by coercion. |F0234.0.4$, Fairy
(spirit) assumes human form and substitutes for man. |F0369.9.1$, Jinni (afrit) offers help to wailing person
so as to get him to be quiet. |N0815.1.1$, Fairy-woman (female-genie) as helper.

Ref.: DOTTI 93 125 128 129 169 258 273 282 290 303 308 314 316 317 318 321 330 331
343 379 479 489 493 503 542 895 947 954/{Alg, Egy, Irq, lit., Mrc, Sdn, Sdn}; Kronenberg
Nubische 206 no. 43; MITON; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 7-8; Stevens 103-4 no. 23; TAWT 435
no. 25/{Egy} 442 no. 34/{Omn}.>
N0813.1$, Jinni (genie) declares he is unable to produce object ordered by master. Type: 331.
Ref.: DOTTI 176/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) I 154.>
N0814, Helpful angel.
Link: |V0246.4$, Angel teaches mortal a lesson.

Ref.: DOTTI 238 272 419/{Alg, lit.}; Duwayk (al-) II 295-96.>
N0815, Fairy [(spirit)] as helper.
Ref.: Damîrî II 178/(gives advice).>
N0815.1.1$, Fairy-woman (female-genie) as helper. Type: 465, 513C, cf. 707.
Link: |F0302.0.3.3$, Jinni foster sister helps her human foster brother. |N0813, Helpful genie (spirit).
|T0202.2.1$, Supernatural wife (lover) affectionate toward her human husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 153 236 270 271 311 316 357 386 803/{lit., Sdn}; MITON.>
N0815.0.2, Helpful water-spirit.
Link: |F0420, Water-spirits.

Ref.: Maspero 190 no. 13/cf.; DOTTI 341 809/{Sdn}.>
N0815.3$, al-Khidr as helper. Type: 303, 550, 550A, 551, 750D, (etc.,).
Link: |M0301.11.1$, al-Khidr as prophet (messenger of God).

Ref.: Damîrî I 224/cf./(as Rudwân); Basset Mille III 300 no. 180, 312 no. 187; DOTTI 108
302 304 305 408; MITON; RAFE 164 n. 606.>
N0817, Deity as helper.
Link: |A0185, Deity cares for favorite individuals. |M0201.0.6.3$, God promises mortal His protection.>

N0817.0.1, God as helper.>
N0817.0.2, Goddess as helper.>
N0819.3.1, Helpful speaking skull.
Link: |E0261.1.2, Speaking skull tells about previous life, reveals future events, etc.>

N0820, Human helpers.>
N0823$, Neighbors (friends) as helpers. Type: 956D, 958, 1333, 1333A$.
Link: |P0305.1.2$, Neighborly intervention (mediation).

Ref.: DOTTI 50 624 665 666 739/{Egy, Tns}; MITON.>
N0825, Old person as helper.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6.>
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N0825.1, Childless old couple adopt hero.
Link: |T0670.1.1$, Couple adopt foundling (newborn baby). |S0354.3, Prince (princess) adopts exposed
child.

Ref.: DOTTI 658 846/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6, "Sâmî
and Samyah" no. 8.>
N0825.2, Old man helper. Type: 431.
Ref.: DOTTI 211 331 468/{Plst, Ymn}; MITON; Shahâb 122-25; TAWT 439.>
N0825.2.1$, Old man by spring (well) as helper. Type: 431, cf. 480.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 109 no. 273 n. 1; DOTTI 211 249 252/{Sdn}; Massenbach (Von) Nubische
pt. B.VIII 147 no. 37.>
N0825.3, Old woman helper. Type: 480, 545G$, 872$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 32: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 90; Amrouche 139-48 no. 15; DOTTI
249 300 374 489 847/{Plst}; MITON; Muhawi-Kanaana 206-11 no. 24; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah" no. 20; TAWT 442 no. 33/{Egy}.>
N0825.3.2, Old woman by spring [(well)] as helper.
Ref.: TAWT 440 no. 32/{Egy}.>
N0825.3.3, Help from grandmother.
Link: |P0292.2$, Grandmother as helper.>

N0826, Help from beggar.>
N0827, Child as helper. Type: cf. 926E$.
Link: |J0120, Wisdom learned from children. |N0832, Boy as helper. |N0887.7$, Callow young helps
(counsels) mature old person. |P0230.0.2.2$, Children as source of power. |P0410.2$, Children as laborers
(wage earners, family providers).>

N0831, Girl as helper. Type: cf. 311, 313.
Link: |N0827, Child as helper. |P0230.0.2.2$, Children as source of power.

Ref.: DOTTI 119 128.>
N0831.1, Mysterious housekeeper. Type: 465, 709, 898, cf. 533A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 236 295 391 555; TAWT 421 no. 8/{Alg}.>
N0831.1.1, Mysterious housekeeper is fairy mistress. Type: 465.
Ref.: DOTTI 236.>
N0832, Boy as helper. Type: cf. 882, 926E$.
Link: |K1342.0.1.1$, Child carried into woman's room hidden in box (chest). |N0827, Child as helper.
|P0230.0.2.2$, Children as source of power. |T0380.3.2.1.1$, Boy asked to spy on happenings in women's
quarters.

Ref.: DOTTI 519 873/{Egy}.>
N0835, Wealthy (powerful) man as helper.>
N0836, King as helper.
Link: |P0014.26.1$, King should give aid friend (ally) who is being attacked.>

N0836.1, King adopts hero (heroine).
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Link: |T0670.1.1.1$, Royal couple adopt foundling.>

N0837, Queen as helper.>
N0838, Hero (culture-hero) as helper.
Link: |F0440.3$, al-Khidr (the Green-one): benevolent spirit associated with vegetation and water.>

N0840$, Nomad (Bedouin) as helper.
Link: |P0731.0.1$, Bedouin behavior (`Arab'-ways) as `The ideal'. |R0141.1$, Nomads (shepherds) rescue
person from well (cistern).

Ref.: Maspero lxvii 77 no. 4; DOTTI 110 272 289/{Sdn}.>
N0841, Shepherd as helper.
Ref.: Maspero xli no. 16.>
N0842, Cook as helper.
Link: |P0432$, Restaurateurs, and servers of food and drink.>

N0842.1, Cook as foster father. Type: 462.
Ref.: Burton I 226; DOTTI 233; MITON; Shamy (el-) TAWT 439 no. 30.>
N0843, Hermit as helper.
Link: |J0152.2, Advice from dervish. |L0111.6, Anchorite as hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 281/{lit.}; MITON.>
N0844, Dervish as helper. Type: 505A$, 681.
Link: |J0152.2, Advice from dervish. |L0111.6, Anchorite as hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 200 254 291 310 319 371 600 657 821 846/{Egy, Irq, Kwt, lit.}; Hanauer 198200; Shamy (el-) Egypt 246 no. 5; Stevens 275-86 no. 47; TAWT 454; JaCfar (al-) no. 13.>
N0845, Magician as helper.
Ref.: DOTTI 317 321 371 372/{lit., Mrc}; MITON.>
N0846, Cleric as helper.
Ref.: Wehr 247 no. 10.>
N0846.3$, Monk as helper.
Link: |M0363.5.1$, Christian monk prophesies the coming of Prophet Mohammed.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 25 no. 62R.>
N0847, Prophet as helper.
Link: |V0219.1$, Pleading to prophet (messenger of God) for help.>

N0848, Saint (pious man) as helper.
Link: |V0220.0.7$, Pleading to a saint for help.

Ref.: DOTTI 106 112 663/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no.
17.>
N0848.1, Hero ransoms maltreated picture of a saint. As reward he gets help from the grateful saint.
Type: 506**, cf. 760B$.
Ref.: Maspero 276 no. 20/cf.; DOTTI 426.>
N0851, Merchant as helper.
Ref.: MITON.>
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N0854.1, Peasant as foster father. Type: 872$, 881, 883$, cf. 403D$.
Ref.: Adîbah al-Khamîsî Turâth III:10 102; DOTTI 191 489 516 520; Shamy (el-) Brother
and Sister 16 no. 16, 30 no. 37; T.M. al-Tayyib al-Humrân 28 (peasant-woman).>
N0854.3$, Gardener as helper. Type: 403D$, 706, 712, 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 191 380 394 489; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no.
4-a.>
N0857, Enemy's servant as helper.>
N0857.1$, Enemy's wife (relative) as helper.>
N0858$, Enemy as helper.>
N0858.1$, Exposed infant reared (adopted) by its enemy, who is unaware of its identity.
Link: |S0354, Exposed infant reared at strange king's court (Joseph, Oedipus).

Ref.: Lane 417-22.>
N0859$, Fisher as helper.
Link: |P0271.2, Fisherman as foster father.

Ref.: Ions 61; Maspero xli no. 16; DOTTI 521 618/{lit.}; TAWT 444 no. 35/{Irq}; CFMC:
Aswan 70-12A 2-1-no. 8.>
N0860$, Seaman (sailor, boatman, diver, etc.) as helper. Type: 327.
Link: |R0217.2$, Passing ship (boat) rescues stranded person(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 157 166.>
N0862$, Slave as helper. Type: cf. 516H$.
Link: |K2251, Treacherous slave. |L0113.1.7, Slave as hero. |N0801.1$, Giant man (black) bought from
slavery `As is' becomes hero's helper. |P0181.3.1$, Eunuch as paternal figure for girl (young mistress)--as
her murabbî/`male-governess'. |R0131.3.5$, Old shepherdess (slave-woman) rescues abandoned child.
|U0296.1$, Merits of slaves.

Ref.: DOTTI 276 283 368 661/{Irq, Qtr}; MITON.>
N0862.0.1$, Slavegirl as helper.
Ref.: MITON.>
N0884, Robber as helper.
Link: |N0887.1$, Man enters home to kill owner (for revenge) but finds himself saving owner's wife from
attackers. |P0475, Robber. |P0475.0.7$, Highwayman (bandit) attacks traveller(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 107 118 122 782/{Egy, Syr}.>
N0884.1, Robber helps king. Type: 951A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 657.>
N0884.2$, Chivalrous (gallant) robber (thief). Type: 969$.
Link: |N0887$, Unlikely helpers.

Ref.: DOTTI 672 675 757 759 760/{Egy, lit.}; Duwayk (al-) II 64-65; Hasaballâh Yahyâ
Turâth I:7 84,; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 354-6; CAlî Mardî SaCd Turâth IV:2 127-34; Sulaymân 172-74
no. VIII-1; TAWT 458.>
N0884.2.1$, Robber (thief) steals from the rich and gives to the poor.
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Link: |P0767.2$, Government redistributes land: takes from rich landlords and gives landless poor.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 223/(poem/Ma)n); DOTTI 460/{Sml}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham"
no. 33; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 246, Yunis 25; TAWT 416 no. 4-1/{Sml}.>
N0884.3$, Robber helps person he had intended to rob.
Ref.: Anonymous "'Ibn CArûs" 12; DOTTI 83 229 413 416 672 759 760/{Alg/Mrc, Alg};
Laoust Maroc 60-61 no. 56; TAWT 458.>
N0884.4$, Robber returns stolen goods to owner. Type: 969$.
Link: |K1668$, Thief tricked into returning goods he stole. |K2054.3$, Thief returns stolen goods so as to
avert further search for culprit: he thinks he is about to be discovered. |U0066.0.1.1$, Thief returns stolen
goods when promised a more valuable reward. |W0014.1$, Robber, disguised as old man on the road,
steals marvelous horse when owner dismounts to help him. Moved by owner's request not to reveal how he
got the horse in order not to discredit chivalry, thief returns horse.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 425; DOTTI 675/{lit.}; Littmann 61 no. 45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
93; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 164 no. 36.>
N0886, Blind man carries lame man. Type: 519:IVb, 520A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 289 291/{lit.}; MITON; Sengo "Kiswahili" 476-92 no. 12; T.M. al-Tayyib alHumrân 30-31.>
N0887$, Unlikely helpers. Type: cf. 327D.
Link: |F0519.1.1$, Hunchback as helper. |G0530, Ogre's relative aids hero. |J0120.0.1$, Knowledge
gained from observing children's play (game). |J1115.8, Clever prostitute. Gives advice on many questions.
|N0884.2$, Chivalrous (gallant) robber (thief). |R0052.4$, Falling in love with captive (prisoner).

Ref.: DOTTI 164; MITON.>
N0887.1$, Man enters home to kill owner (for revenge) but finds himself saving owner's wife from
attackers.
Link: |P0475.3$, Honor among thieves. |S0103.2$, Murder committed during robbery. |W0014$,
shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry, courtliness, graciousness).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 422/cf.; Duwayk (al-) I 35; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and
Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
N0887.2$, One spouse helps the other with extramarital love affair.>
N0887.2.1$, Wife (fiancee) helps her husband (fiance) reach his beloved. Type: 516A1$.
Link: |H0461.1, The clever wife in disguise wins a second wife for her husband. |R0152.1, Disguised wife
helps husband escape from prison. |T0145.0.4.1$, Wife (fertile) insists that her husband take additional
wife (wives). |W0014.8$, Right to a woman (girl) surrendered or claimed as an act of gallantry.

Ref.: DOTTI 276 277 482/{lit., Qtr}; MITON.>
N0887.2.1.1$, Wife purchases for her husband the slavegirl he secretly desires.
Ref.: Damîrî I 71.>
N0887.3$, Enemy as helper.>
N0887.3.1$, Defeated adversary becomes victor's helper. Type: 516, 516H$.
Link: |N0725$, Hero defeats valiant warrior in combat; warrior proves to be a beautiful maiden (girl,
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woman) masking as man and they fall in love. |R0074, Defeated warriors go into the conqueror's service.

Ref.: Zîr 99-101/cf.>
N0887.4$, Co-wife helps (kind to) her co-wife. Type: 462.
Link: |K2222, Treacherous co-wife (concubine). |P0264.0.1.2$, Accommodation is not possible between a
woman and her silfah (wife of husband's brother, sisters-in-law), but possible between co-wives.
|P0268.2.2$, Maidens agree to share one future husband--("One night for me and one night for you.").
|U0245.5.1.1$, Woman (co-wife) blindfolds her eyes in order to learn how the blind feel.

Ref.: DOTTI 233.>
N0887.4.1$, Co-wife reconciles her husband to another co-wife (of his). Type: cf. 516A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 276 556/{Syr}.>
N0887.5$, Sinner as helper.
Link: |N0888$, European (khawâgah) as helper.>

N0887.5.1$, Prostitute as helper.
Link: |J1115.8, Clever prostitute. Gives advice on many questions. |T0450.7$, Repentant prostitute.

Ref.: MITON.>
N0887.5.1.1$, Prostitute sacrifices herself for client who has shown her love.
Link: |V0229.12, Sinful beauty is converted and spends the end of her life doing penance (Mary
Magdalene, Mary of Egypt, [Fâtima Bint-Birrî], and Thais).

Ref.: MITON.>
N0887.5.2$, Advice from prostitute.
Link: |T0453, Advice from woman in bed.

Ref.: Hujelân 268 no. 42-4.>
N0887.6$, Weak helps strong. Type: 75.>
N0887.6.0.1$, He may place His Secret (Power) in the [seemingly] weakest of His creatures. Type:
759,-759F$, cf. 86$, 1645B*
Link: |V0318.3$, The seemingly illogical (inexplicable) occurs "for wisdom known [only] to God".
|V0540.0.1$, Providence (God's wisdom) is behind seemingly apparent injustice (i.e., `The Lord moves in
mysterious ways').

Ref.: Amîn 460.>
N0887.6.1$, Mouse helps lion. Type: 75.
Link: |B0363, Animal grateful for rescue from net. |B0437.2, Helpful mouse. |G0225.7.3$, Rat (mouse) as
witch's familiar (assistant).

Ref.: DOTTI 33 44 59 64/{Egy}.>
N0887.6.2$, Help from powerless (low) social class.
Link: |P0750.0.1$, Basis for social differentiation and stratification.>

N0887.6.2.1$, Fishermen (peasants, beggars, or the like) help monarch (deity) in power struggle.
Link: |P0017.15$, Conflict (war) over kingship. |U0291.1$, Merits and demerits of lowly social class (alghawghâ').

Ref.: Ions 61/(marsh-dwellers).>
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N0887.6.2.2$, A fruit pit will help keep the water-tank (zîr) upright.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 57 60; Taymûr no. 2966.>
N0887.7$, Callow young helps (counsels) mature old person. Type: 981A$, cf. 923C$.
Link: |J0175, Wisdom from young man [(youth)]. |N0827, Child as helper. |P0248$, Generational gap.

Ref.: ThaClabî 90/(reprimands).>
N0888$, European (khawâgah) as helper.

Link: |J0021.46.1$, "Trust not the blue-eyed". |K2287.4$, A Christian as villain. |N0887.5$, Sinner as
helper.

Ref.: Aswad (al-) 215-22 (Jew); Basset Nouveaux 111-14 no. 106; DOTTI 211 282/{N.-Afr,
Syr}.>
N0888.1$, Helper belonging to adversary religious persuasion.
Link: |K2287$, Villains belonging to `other' religious persuasions (sects, denominations).

Ref.: DOTTI 392 472/{Mrc}; MITON; Zîr 99-101.>

P. SOCIETY
P0-P99, Royalty and nobility
P0000, Royalty and nobility.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 252.>
P0001$, Social status.
Link: |P0750.0.1.0.2$, Everyone is to treated according to his social rank (el-nâs maqâmât).>

P0001.0.1$, Social mobility (vertical).>
P0001.0.1.1$, He who is cognizant of his true station in his community is comfortable (i.e., welladjusted).
Link: |J0180.1$, "Know yourself" is the first step toward possession of wisdom. |W0042$, Contentment:
satisfaction with one's lot in life (ridâ).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2851.>
P0001.1$, Ascribed (hereditary) social status.
Link: |P0191, Social status of foreigners. |P0750$, Social classes and social stratification.>

P0001.1.1$, "From father after grandfather" ("'ab-àn Can gàd").
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 133 251.>
P0001.3$, Achieved social status. Type: 300, 301, 303, 880A*, 890, 910K1$, 922A, 923B, 923C$,
936A$, 986, 949*, cf. 325, 550A, 750D.
Link: |D0022, Transformation: common man to exalted personage. |J0140.0.1$, Secular (western-style,
modern) education leads to success. |J1015$, Wealth gained by risk-taking and hard work.

Ref.: Boqarî 133-35; DOTTI 97 105 108 152 304 408 539 575 601 603 606 639 653 689.>
P0001.3.1$, `The master (chief) of a people is [also] their servant'.
Link: |W0010.9$, Kindness (mercy, pity, helpfulness)--miscellaneous acts.

Ref.: Burton IX 99 n./("The Prince of a people ..."); Taymûr no. 2308.>
P0002$, One's actions (words) should be proportionate to one's social status.
Link: |H1574, Test of social position. |J0532$, Unambitious person instructed to name a (large) grant
commensurate with own worth (or giver's rank). |Z0077.4$, `To be the fill out of own clothing' (i.e.,
respectable).

Ref.: Simpson 190.>
P0002.1$, To be the size of one's deeds (words).
Link: |U0135.0.1$, Deeds betray ancestry (origins).>

P0002.1.1$, Person whose words are larger than his status punished. Type: cf. 859-859F$.
Link: |Q0263, Lying (perjury) punished. |Q0331, Pride punished. |Q0338, Immoderate request punished.
|U0087.3.1$, `Life (business) is pretence (fib) and ruse (strategy)'.

Ref.: DOTTI 478.>
P0002.2$, Communications between the one with low rank and the one with high rank--direction
and quality of communication.>
P0002.2.1$, Requirements of social rank observed (maintaining proper social distance).
Link: |Z0001.4$, Official (bureaucratic, governmental) formulas.>

P0002.2.1.1$, No fisher would be corresponding with kings.
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Link: |P0335.3$, Host does not stand up for (notable) guest, nor invite him to be seated.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0002.2.1.2$, No low rank person would be sitting down while addressing high rank.
Link: |P0335.3$, Host does not stand up for (notable) guest, nor invite him to be seated. |Z0179.1$,
Ascendance-descendance (social): act allegorically interpreted.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0002.2.1.3$, No youth would feel free (at ease) in the company of elderly.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0002.2.1.3.1$, Two simultaneous banquets held: one for beardless youths, the other for mature
(bearded) men.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0002.3$, Social expectations should be proportionate to the social status of the granting person.
Link: |J0510, Prudence in ambition. |J0535$, `To be obeyed, demand [only] the possible'. |K2020.2$,
Person secures promise that wish will be granted and then demands the impossible. |W0132$, Lack of
`sense of proportionality,' in action or reaction.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0005$, Indicators of social status (`status symbols'). Type: 545B, 859A,-859F$, 940, 1353B$.
Link: |P0013.9.3$, Royal regalia (symbols of power). |P0605.9.2$, Upper floor(s): desirable (preferred,
honorific) living quarters. |U0130.1, Newly rich cannot resist call for distribution of food to beggars.
|W0164$, Pride (self-esteem, self-respect). |Z0183.4$, Naming person after location: country, region, city,
etc. (e.g., el-Maghrabî, the-Northern, el-Shâmî, el-Baghdâdî, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 647; MITON.>
P0005.1$, Family relations (relatives) as indicator of social status. Type: 48$, 545G$, 1353B1$.
Link: |T0101.1.1$, Bride quality: family power (wealth, honor, status, etc.). |T0101.3.2$, Groom quality:
power (profession, wealth (income), family status, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 16 300 754.>
P0005.1.1$-(formerly, P0003.1.1$), Family (personal) name as indicator of social status. Type:
923C$.
Link: |K0149.2$, Worthless name sold.

Ref.: DOTTI 606; TAWT 371 n. 185 422.>
P0005.2$, Social connections (friends) as indicator of social status.
Link: |P0752.2.1$, Visit from upper-class person to lower-class person is honorific to latter. |W0117,
Boastfulness.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 258; TAWT 49 n. 4.>
P0005.2.1$-(formerly, P0003.2.1$), Name-dropping: frequently mentioning names of famous
persons in a familiar manner so as to impress listener. Type: 1526D$.
Link: |P0005.3.0.1$, Dropping casual hints of great personal financial gains as indicator of self-sufficiency
(social status and wealth). |W0161, Love of publicity.

Ref.: DOTTI 832; TAWT 49 n. 4.>
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P0005.3$, Possessions as indicators of social status. Type: 545B.
Ref.: DOTTI 298; MITON.>
P0005.3.0.1$, Dropping casual hints of great personal financial gains as indicator of self-sufficiency
(social status and wealth). Type: 545B, cf. 859F$.
Link: |J0708.0.1$, Self sufficiency (economic). |K1917.7, "All of these are mine," says wooer as he strokes
his whiskers. The girl thinks he is indicating the fields and live stock past which they are riding.
|P0005.2.1$-(formerly, P0003.2.1$), Name-dropping: frequently mentioning names of famous persons in a
familiar manner so as to impress listener.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 384.>
P0005.3.1$, Clothing, and accessories (jewelry, perfume, etc.) as indicators of social status. Type:
510A, 545B, 859F$.
Link: |P0210.1.2$, Woman's property that can be quickly converted into cash (e.g., gold jewelry, cooking
copper-ware, etc.). |U0087.1.2$, `Better overdressed than overfed [having a big belly]'. |V0001.11.9.1$,
Material from which idol is made indicates owner's social status (class, rank). |Z0147, Symbolic color:
purple.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 385; DOTTI 260.>
P0005.3.2$, Sporting a pet (dog, cat, monkey, etc.) as `status symbol'. Type: 159C$,/893A$, 920ff.
Link: |G0114$, Ogre's (ogress's) pets. |P0014.22, King keeps lions as pets and a lion-tamer at his palace.

Ref.: DOTTI 67 544 586.>
P0005.3.3$, Means of transportation (airplane, automobile, carriage, horse, mule, etc.) as indicators
of social status. Type: 510A.
Link: |B0840.1.2$, Donkey-riding: indicator of rider's low (humble) social rank. |N0722$, Runaway
machine carries youth to maiden (or vice versa) when it stops.

Ref.: Damîrî I 311/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-2; Damîrî I 311; DOTTI 260;
MITON.>
P0005.3.3.1$, Sedan carried by bearers indicates aristocracy of rider.
Link: |P0096.1$, Looking at royal (noble) person is forbidden (by law).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0005.3.4$-(formerly, P0003.3.4$), Owning own dwelling (house) as `status symbol'.
Ref.: MITON; TAWT 53 n. 31.>
P0005.3.4.1$, Living in house in `center' of town as indicator of social status. Type: 516A.
Link: |P0005.7$, District (quarter of residence) as status symbol. |T0380.2.2$, Isolated dwelling (house,
tent, etc.) for virgin. |Z0188.3$, Symbolism: navel--`the center'.

Ref.: DOTTI 275.>
P0005.3.4.2$-(formerly, P0003.3.4.2$), Living in house with `open door' as indicator of social
status.
Link: |P0320, Hospitality. Relation of host and guest.

Ref.: TAWT 54 n. 77 361 n. 11.>
P0005.3.4.3$, Luxurious furnishings as indicator of social status.
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Ref.: MITON.>
P0005.3.4.4$, Owning property (especially land) as source of pride.>
P0005.3.4.4.1$, Selling (losing) family property as shameful. ("CAwwâd"). Type: cf. 736, 910A,
910K1$.
Link: |P0789$, Other shameful acts--miscellaneous. |W0131.1, Profligate [(heir)] wastes entire fortune
before beginning his own adventures.

Ref.: TAWT 36-37.>
P0005.3.5$, Having servants (slaves) as `status symbol'. Type: 545B.
Ref.: Maspero 82 no. 4; DOTTI 298.>
P0005.3.5.1$, Owning slaves as `status symbol'. Type: 545B.
Ref.: DOTTI 298.>
P0005.3.5.1.1$, Owning slaves of multi-racial, and multi-ethnic origins as `status symbol'.
Link: |P0170.0.2.1$, Slave population (staff, crew) of multi-racial and multi-ethnic origins.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0005.3.6$, Being surrounded by men of power (horsemen, fighters, guards, etc.) as status symbol.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0005.3.6.1$, Kingship (government) is possible only with men (supporters, followers).
Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 497.>
P0005.4$, Formal title (e.g., Lord, Chevalier, Pasha, Bey, Prince, Lady, etc.) as indicator of social
status. Type: cf. 318.
Link: |P0029.0.1$, Titles given queens (royal consorts). |Q0136.1$, Title as reward. |Z0067.0.2$,
C

Aggrandizement: to be addressed indirectly via one's `presence' (hadrah), `highness' (rif ah), or the like.

Ref.: Boqarî 104/cf.>
P0005.4.1$, Formal (state) badge as indicator of social status. (E.g., medal, ribbon, baton, or the
like).
Link: |P0013.9.3.2$, King's scepter (baton).

Ref.: Maspero 94 no. 4 n. 2; MITON; Zîr 101/(diamond medal).>
P0005.5$, Profession (occupation, trade) as indicator of social status. Type: cf. 949*, 1353B1$.
Link: |A1471.8.1$, Being a merchant (buying and selling): an occupation blessed by God. |P0431.0.4$, `Do
buying and selling; don't be a hireling'. |P0431.4.1$, Rich merchant: merchant as wealthy (successful) man.
|P0751.3.1.3$, The `effendi' is preferred as suitor. |W0164.1.3$, Display of wisdom (knowledge) as
promoter of self-esteem.

Ref.: Simpson 162/(occupation); Boqarî 50/(saqqâ); DOTTI 653.>
P0005.5.1$, Emblems (tools) of the trade as status symbol.
Ref.: Maspero 219 no. 16/(cuirass).>
P0005.6$, Ability to speak foreign language as status symbol.
Link: |J0193$, Education from the West (Europe). |J1741.5$, Translator must be totally bilingual and
bicultural.

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0005.7$, District (quarter of residence) as status symbol.
Link: |P0005.3.4.1$, Living in house in `center' of town as indicator of social status.>

P0005.7.0.1$, Vagabonds live at the outskirts of city.
Link: |P0005.3.4.1$, Living in house in `center' of town as indicator of social status.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0005.7.0.1.1$, Idle wandering (loitering) brings about disgrace.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1310.>
P0005.7.0.1.1.1$, "He who goes out of his home suffers loss of social status".
Link: |J0416, One's own kind preferred to strangers.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 259.>
P0006$, Social role: ("set of behavioral expectations associated with socially recognized positions
such as `mother,' `friend,' Y").
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Folkloric Behavior 65 203-252/case identifications.>
P0006.1$, Female's (woman's, girl's) social role ("culture specialty"). Type: 1408.
Ref.: DOTTI 791.>
P0007$, Playing multiple social roles. Type: 774D, 1408, cf. 207D$.
Link: |J1545.2, Four men's mistress. [Same husband but in varying roles (servant, knight, fool, priest)].
|W0229$, Character mutation. Reversal of characteristic patterns of behavior.

Ref.: DOTTI 78 429 791.>
P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations.
Type: 123, 450, 451A, 516A1$, 516H$, 872A1$, 931C$, 985.
Link: |J0226, Difficult choices between relatives. |J0763$, Appropriate (strong) action for difficult
problems--(play the correct social role). |P0232.0.3$, Little daughter as mother's helper. |P0232.3.1$,
Mother protects daughter. |P0248$, Generational gap. |P0254.0.2$, Sister helps brother(s). |P0315.1,
Competition in friendship [(self-abnegation, altruism)]: prisoner and jailor. [Prisoner refuses to escape
fearing for jailor's life, king forgives both]. |P0798$, Characteristics of social interaction within triads.
|F0959.8.2$, Treating mental illness by reorganization (rearrangement) of communal expectations (social
roles). Thus, patient is better adjusted for living in community. |U0304.7$, Relativity of perceiving
intensity (strong-weak, violet-mild, kind-unkind, or the like). |W0030$, Conformity. |W0037.6$, Betraying
secret (breaking promise of confidentiality) in order to prevent greater injustice. |W0171.2$, Hypocrisy.

Ref.: Boqarî 145-51/(student-teacher); DOTTI 48 222 227 276 283 492 629 688; MITON;
RAFE 300 n. 17; TAWT 22 n. 26 52 n. 38 53 n. 57 361 n. 2 374 n. 255 394 n. 588 399 n. 713 400 n.
734 402 n. 768; Zîr 113/(mother's side vs. father's).>
P0008$, Resocialization. Re-learning (re-teaching) how to live according to different social rules
(norms) in the same culture (but within different social class; age, gender, professional, etc. group).
Link: |J0801$, Adapting to changed environment (social or physical). |T0311.0.3$, Overcoming aversion to
conjugal relations through conditioning (psychotherapy, resocialization). |T0616$, Rearing of children
(socialization, enculturation). |T0620.1$, Father takes over the proper raising of son from boy's mother:
(resocialization into `manly' roles).
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Ref.: Boqarî 102-09 161-68; Shamy (el-) Egypt lii/(12) 75 no. 10; TAWT 9 84 no. 5 270 no.
33-1.>
P0009$, Social groups--miscellaneous.>
P0009.0.1$, The individual in social group.>
P0009.0.1.1$, A single stalk within a bundle: what can the stalk do?.
Link: |W0030$, Conformity.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1984.>
P0009.1$, Voluntary associations and social clubs.
Link: |P0305.3$, Members (children) of the neighborhood, or lane ('awlâd el-hittah, 'awlâd hârah).
|P0306$, `Children of' (`sons-of$, `daughters-of') same village or country (compatriots, co-villagers:
`baladiyyât'). |P0350$, Sufi brotherhood (religious order). |P0405$, Professional guilds. |P0475.1.0.1$,
Band of robbers (raiders, highwaymen, marauders, etc.). |P0743$, Fealty (walâ'), and partisanship.>

P0009.1.1$, Alumni of school (with sense of belonging among graduates of certain class, year, etc.).
Link: |H0387.2$, Bride test: sense of belonging (identification). |P0351$, Covenant of sufi brotherhood:
pledge of allegiance (Cahd) required for joining (religious) brotherhood.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0010, Kings. [(Caliph, sultan, emperor, etc.)].
Link: |P0710.0.2$, Most powerful king (nation) and less powerful king (nation).

Ref.: Damîrî I 244.>
P0010.0.1$, Hârûn ar-Rashîd: Caliph (sovereign).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 117-18; DOTTI 303 549 614 618 645/{Alg, lit., Ymn.}; MITON; MouliérasLacoste 415-17 no. 63.4; Wehr 291 no. 11.>
P0011, Choice of king.
Link: |B0242, King of birds. |J2055$, Shortsighted choice of ruler (government). |K0815.8, Hawk
persuades doves to elect him their king. Kills them.

Ref.: DOTTI 84/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0011.1, Choice of kings by divine will.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 75 no. 239.>
P0011.1.0.1$, Sinner may not be chosen caliph (sultan).
Link: |P0505$, Rule by disbelievers (infidels, sinners).

Ref.: Lane 402-12.>
P0011.1.1, King chosen by lot. Type: 318A$, 326, 461A, 567A.
Link: |H0171.2, Bird indicates election of king (pope). |N0683.1$, Female masking as man accidentally
selected ruler (king, judge).

Ref.: Chauvin VI 75 no. 239; DOTTI 148 155 232 328; MITON; Noy Israel 172 no. 60.>
P0011.2, Winner of contest to be king.
Ref.: Simpson 117 no. 9.>
P0011.2.1, King chosen by contest: princes finding greatest fault with their father. Type: 920D.>
P0011.4, King chosen on basis of strength and exploits.
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Link: |J2055.1$, Ruler selected for (on basis) of might alone.>

P0011.7$, Ruler (king) chosen by mass pledge of allegiance (bayCah).
Link: |B0236.0.2$, Animal ruler appointed as result of selection. |M0159$, Oath (vow, pledge) of
allegiance (to state, king, etc.). |P0500.0.4$, Government by election (selection) of ruler by citizens
(subjects). (Republic, democracy). |P0506.0.2$, Support (pledge of allegiance, backing, ballot, etc.) for
new ruler secured by coercion (threat).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 13/cf.>
P0011.8$, Dying (departing) king secures from courtiers (army generals) promise of allegiance
(Cahd, mîthâq) for his successor.
Link: |P0017, Succession to the throne.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0012, Character of kings. Type: 920B, 920B*.
Link: |P0509.0.1$, Character of tribal chiefs. |V0223.0.4$, Character of prophets (messengers of God).
(Also extended to saints).

Ref.: Hollis 166-67/(pharaoh); Ibshîhî 283; DOTTI 587.>
P0012.0.1$, Kings's pride.
Link: |W0142$, Inability to acknowledge own character shortcomings. |W0205.0.1$, Authoritarian
person's pride.>

P0012.0.1.1$, Wrath of king when his pride is injured. Type: cf. 879.
Link: |A0102.14.1.2$, God's Mercy precedes His Anger (Wrath). |W0164.2$, Injured pride.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 137-39.>
P0012.1, Hunting a madness of kings.
Link: |P0806.7$, Hunting or fishing as hobby. |P0806.7.0.1$, Game captured and then released.
|P0807.3.1$, Promenading as recreation.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz I 140; Damîrî I 287.>
P0012.2, Injustice deadliest of monarch's sins.
Link: |Q0296, Injustice punished. |S0090.1$, Cruel (capital) punishment for minor crime. (Usually
administered publicly). |W0037.7.1.1$, Judgeship refused for fear of committing an injustice (sin).
|U0010.3.2$, The course of injustice ends in tragedy (calamity). |W0037.8.3.1$, King revokes cruel
practice (decree, law) in order not to be the only villain in a group of chivalrous men.

Ref.: Burton I 190 n. 1/cf./(zulm/injustice).>
P0012.2.0.1$, Unjust (tyrannical) ruler uses fear to control subjects (troops).
Link: |P0551, Army. |P0788.2$, Social control by shaming (publicly) into compliance (conformity).

Ref.: Simpson 162/cf.; MITON.>
P0012.2.0.2$, Ruler labeled "blood-shedder/saffâh"--(due to excessive executions).
Link: |S0101$, Massacre: mass killing.

Ref.: Damîrî I 65/(caliph).>
P0012.2.1, Tyrannical king.
Link: |L0404$, Tyrant sets certain days as "cross-days" (nahs/karb) and executes whomsoever he sees (or
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acts in certain manner) then. |R0230.0.1$, Flight from tyranny. |S0485$, King persecutes subjects.

Ref.: CAbduh 63-72; DOTTI 287 869/{Ymn}; MITON; Noy Jefet 131-35 no. 42; Zîr 5.>
P0012.2.1.1$, `Pharaoh' as tyrant.
Link: |P0012.9.2.1$, Compassionate (kindly) pharaoh helps maiden recover her lost ornament (jewel).
|Z0183.0.1$, Meaning of a name.

Ref.: Maspero 13 no. 1 n. 1/cf.; ThaClabî 227-28/("a pharaoh from the Roman kings");
DOTTI 285 584/{Egy}; K. SaCd-al-Dîn CIrâqiyyah 119-22 no. 5.>
P0012.2.1.2$, Tamerlane (Taymûrlank) as tyrant.>
P0012.2.1.3$, tubbaC Hassân as tyrant.
Ref.: Zîr 4-26.>
P0012.2.2$, Tyrannical viceroy (or minister).
Ref.: Amîn 150-52; Dickson Desert 273-80, 307-10 no. 4; MITON; Qishât (al-) 33; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28; Sha)lân 440; TAWT 451 no. 45/{Ymn}; AGSFC: Doha 854 7-x-no. 3X; CFMC: Siwa 71-10 5-1-no. 7.>
P0012.2.2.1$, al-Hajjâj as tyrant.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 193-94; Burton III 318-19 n. 3; Dickson Desert 307-10 no. 4; DOTTI
595/{lit.}; Juhaymân (al-) II 286-7; MITON; TAWT 451 no. 45/{Ymn}.>
P0012.2.2.2$, Qarâqoash as tyrant.
Ref.: Amîn 173; DOTTI 696 697 706 839 840 843 849 876/{Alg, Irq, Sdn}; Sha)lân 409 444
448-49 452; Yunis 175.>
P0012.3, Usurper imposes burdensome taxes.
Link: |P0531.1.1.1$, Tribute imposed by victor tribe (nation) on loser. |P0532.1$, Heavy taxes.

Ref.: DOTTI 137 148/{Jrd}.>
P0012.5, Good king never retreats in battle.
Link: |P0019.6$, King (ruler) as conqueror. |P0551.4, Hero drives retreating warriors back into battle.>

P0012.5.0.2$, Conquering ruler (king).
Link: |P0507.4.1.1.1$, Solomon as prophet-king--(the first).

Ref.: ThaClabî 163-64/(Solomon).>
P0012.6, Just king brings good fortune upon people. Type: cf. 779D$.
Link: |Q0153, Nature benign and fruitful during reign of good king.

Ref.: DOTTI 436.>
P0012.6.0.1$, Just king (ruler).
Link: |P0500.1.2$, King's injustice. |Q0296.3$, Just ruler rewarded. |W0035.4.1$, `Justice of Omar ([Ibn
al-Khattâb])'. |W0036$, Reverse nepotism: harsher (less fair) treatment for self and relatives (friends).

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 199 204-5/(Amen-em-het I); Maspero 43-67 no. 3 157 no.
8/("beneficent king"); Damîrî I 126/(Emir Ya)qûb/Jacob); MITON.>
P0012.6.1, Four duties of king to subjects: devotion, protection of subjects, justice, and increase of
his kingdom.
Link: |P0500.0.3.1$, Ruler as shepherd. Ruler's responsibilities towards subjects (citizens). |W0035.4$,
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Exemplary justice.>

P0012.6.4$, Offices critical to success of king (ruler).>
P0012.6.4.1$, Officers vital to king's rule: judge, cook, scribe.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0012.7, Clever king knows everything in advance.>
P0012.7.1$, It is the ruler's responsibility to know the affairs (problems) of the subjects. Type: 919$.
Link: |K1812.17, King in disguise to spy out his kingdom. |P0500.0.3.1$, Ruler as shepherd. Ruler's
responsibilities towards subjects (citizens).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 127 449 450-51.>
P0012.7.2$, Knowing much about a person makes dealing with him (her) more fruitful.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 450-51.>
P0012.9, Nobility of character mark of kings.
Link: |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry, courtliness, graciousness).>

P0012.9.2$, Noble (merciful, compassionate) king.
Link: |W0010.9.4$, Pity felt for the afflicted: act of kindness follows.

Ref.: Maspero 29 no. 2-2; Damîrî II 232-33/cf./(reluctantly).>
P0012.9.2.1$, Compassionate (kindly) pharaoh helps maiden recover her lost ornament (jewel).
Link: |P0012.2.1.1$, `Pharaoh' as tyrant.

Ref.: Maspero 29 no. 2-2.>
P0012.11, Uxorious king neglects duties.
Link: |P0012.16$, Negligent king. |T0145.1.1.1$, Man with many (three, four, seven) wives acquires more.
|T0380.0.2.1$, Excessive association with members of opposite sex inadvisable. |X0475$, Humor
concerning ineffectual government (politician).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0012.12, King avenges lack of homage.
Link: |P0743.1$, Homage paid to ruler (king).>

P0012.12.1$, Impersonating (masking as) king is forbidden.
Link: |K1952.9.2$, Fugitive in king's palace (women's quarters) masks as the king (caliph). |P0013.9.3$,
Royal regalia (symbols of power). |P0014.25.2.1$, Courtier must seek king's permission to travel.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0012.13, King quick to anger.>
P0012.14, Modesty of king.
Link: |J0907$, Humility before God brings exaltation from God. |W0050$, Humility as trait of character.>

P0012.14.1$, Modest ruler lives austerely.
Link: |Q0034, Reward for austerities of hermit. [Y] The further he must carry water, the greater his
heavenly reward. |V0462.0.7$, Austerities as means to asceticism. |W0035.4.1$, `Justice of Omar ([Ibn alKhattâb])'. |W0216, Thrift.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0012.15$, Majesty of kings.
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Link: |M0203.0.1$, King's judgment irrevocable. |P0014.25.2$, Protocol of courtier's interaction with
sovereign (king). |P0013.9.3$, Royal regalia (symbols of power). |P0097$, Royal children paraded before
the king.>

P0012.15.1$, King should show no humility (must displays haughtiness). Type: 159C$,/893A$, 757,
920E$.
Link: |J0907$, Humility before God brings exaltation from God. |J0914, King shows humility by mingling
with people. |L0411, Proud king displaced by angel. (King in the bath) [humbled: restored when he
repents]. |W0166$, Arrogance (conceit).

Ref.: DOTTI 67 421 544 588.>
P0012.15.2$, King should offer no apology for misdeed.
Link: |M0203, King's promise irrevocable.

Ref.: DOTTI 499 590/{lit.}.>
P0012.15.3$, Present to king must be commensurate with his high rank. Type: cf. 1689A.
Link: |J0532.1$, King instructs unambitious man to name a (large) grant commensurate with king's rank
(not a small one). |M0203, King's promise irrevocable.

Ref.: Maspero 214 no. 15 n. 1; Ibshîhî 398; DOTTI 911.>
P0012.15.4$, King's grant must be commensurate with recipient's rank (deed).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 194 398.>
P0012.15.5$, Regal speech (conversation) of Kings.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0012.15.5.1$, Historical narratives and legends ('akhbâr) are habitual topics of conversations of
kings (not of merchants/al-sûqah).
Link: |H0038.1, Disguised king (noble) recognized by his habitual speech. |J0169$, sîrah/siyar: personal
life-history (biography, vita). |P0060.1.3.1$, Gentlewomen and sophisticated men socialize around
intellectual (philosophical) topics. (Salon and salonniers). |P0469$, Newsman, reporter, informant, etc.-('ikhbârî). |P0484$, Historian (mu'arrikh, "'akhbârî").

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 148; Alf III 122/(Solomon's).>
P0012.15.6$, Royal decree or letter. Form (syntax) of official letter--formal: ruler (sovereign, king,
queen) dealing with his officers.
Link: |P0425.3.1$, Public scribe finds assistant using weighty word (e.g., nonetheless, aforementioned,
etc.) in petition being written for small fee; he accuses the assistant of `giving-away the store'. |P0503.0.1$,
Formal documents required for bureaucratic (formal) procedures. |Z0001.0.1$, 'inshâ-style literary
composition: constituted mainly from copied (memorized) famous quotations.

Ref.: Alf I 143; Burton II 37.>
P0012.16$, Negligent king.
Link: |P0012.11, Uxorious king neglects duties. |P0502.2.4.1.1$, "O you uxorious king, where are the food
and the clothing ('aynâ al-ghidhâ' wa al-kisâ$, yâ malika al-nisâ'?)". |P0509.3.1$, Uxorious king neglects
government, but only wives (concubines) blamed for poor affairs of state.

Ref.: Maspero 281-82 no. 21.>
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P0012.16.1$, King ignorant of condition of subjects. Type: 1446.
Link: |J2201.1.1$, `If you knew [and did nothing], then it is a calamity [(i.e., grave offense)]; but if you
didn't know, then the calamity is greater'. |J2227, Let them eat cake. The queen has been told that peasants
have no bread. |P0500.1.2$, King's injustice.

Ref.: DOTTI 810.>
P0012.17$, Extravagance (profligacy, wastefulness) of kings.
Link: |C0851, Tabu: wastefulness. |P0760.6.2$, Excessive property (wealth) invites wastefulness.
|Q0451.1.8$, Hands cut off as punishment for `profligacy' (charitableness, almsgiving). |W0131.0.1$,
Wastefulness (extravagance).>

P0012.17.0.1$, Splendor (magnificence, ostentation) of kings.
Link: |F0769.7.1$, Barmecide wealth and splendor. |P0013.9.3.4$, Ruler's procession (parade).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 272; Alf II 45; Burton III 171.>
P0012.17.1$, Excessive generosity of kings (chiefs, princes, etc.).
Link: |W0011, Generosity [and philanthropy].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 272.>
P0012.18$, Capriciousness of kings.
Link: |W0185.5, Violence of judge's temper leads him to have men given death sentence unjustly.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 129-31.>
P0012.18.1$, Insane king disrupts normal life of subjects with bizarre decrees (e.g., work by night
and sleep by day, sale of grapes forbidden, etc.). Type: cf. 1609$.
Link: |S0485.1$, King prohibits practice of crafts (trades, means of livelihood).

Ref.: Damîrî I 250; DOTTI 874; M.I. Hassan 60-62 no. 14.>
P0012.18.2$, Compulsion of kings for being peerless (in dress, jewelry, food, etc.).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 127.>
P0013, Customs connected with kings.>
P0013.4, King must marry.
Link: |P0018, Marriage of kings.>

P0013.5, Crowning of kings.
Link: |P0013.5.2$, Formal procedures for empowerment and disempowerment of head of state (king,
president, etc.).>

P0013.5.1, Anointing of Kings.
Link: |P0743.2$, Publication of homage to ruler--(usually in the form of public praise).>

P0013.5.2$, Formal procedures for empowerment and disempowerment of head of state (king,
president, etc.).
Link: |P0016, End of king's reign. |P0019.4, Kingly powers (rights). |P0506.0.2$, Support (pledge of
allegiance, backing, ballot, etc.) for new ruler secured by coercion (threat).>

P0013.5.2.1$, Empowerment of ruler procedures: crowning, inaugurating ruler.
Link: |H1561.5.0.1$, Test of valor worthy of kingship. |P0013.5, Crowning of kings. |P0013.5.2.2.1$,
Insignia of royalty (divinity) stripped off fallen king (sacred character).
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Ref.: Simpson 117/(coronation); MITON.>
P0013.5.2.2$, Disempowerment of ruler procedures (dethroning, impeaching, etc.).
Link: |P0016, End of king's reign. |P0016.3.5$, King forced to abdicate or is dethroned.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 194-195/cf./(Isis); MITON.>
P0013.5.2.2.1$, Insignia of royalty (divinity) stripped off fallen king (sacred character).
Link: |A0192.8$, Disempowerment of a deity (god, goddess). |P0013.5.2.1$, Empowerment of ruler
procedures: crowning, inaugurating ruler.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 194-195/(Isis).>
P0013.7, Royal anniversaries.
Link: |P0985$, Secular and national celebrations.>

P0013.9, Royal perquisites.>
P0013.9.1, King has first choice in booty.>
P0013.9.3$, Royal regalia (symbols of power).
Link: |A0156, Precious properties of the gods. |P0005$, Indicators of social status (`status symbols').
|P0012.12.1$, Impersonating (masking as) king is forbidden. |P0012.15$, Majesty of kings.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0013.9.3.0.1$, Power transferred by transfer of royal seal (ring, baton, etc.).
Ref.: Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71.>
P0013.9.3.1$, King's crown. Type: 1689A, cf. 706D$.
Link: |H1319.8.1$, Quest for the largest jewel.

Ref.: R.L. Green 49; Maspero 93 no. 4 n. 1&2; DOTTI 384 911; MITON.>
P0013.9.3.1.1$, Crown jewel(s). Type: 1689A, cf. 706D$.
Link: |H1319.8.1$, Quest for the largest jewel.

Ref.: DOTTI 384 911; MITON.>
P0013.9.3.2$, King's scepter (baton).
Link: |P0005.4.1$, Formal (state) badge as indicator of social status. (E.g., medal, ribbon, baton, or the
like).>

P0013.9.3.3$, King's seal (ring).
Link: |D1470.1.15, Magic wishing-ring. [Solomon's Ring].>

P0013.9.3.3.1$, King's emblem (crown, name, seal, etc.) on royal property (palace, carriage, money,
etc.). Type: 922C1$.
Link: |Z0134.3.0.1$, Symbolism of coins (monetary bills of different denominations).

Ref.: DOTTI 602; MITON.>
P0013.9.3.3.2$, King's dagger (sword) of state.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0013.9.3.4$, Ruler's procession (parade).
Link: |P0012.17.0.1$, Splendor (magnificence, ostentation) of kings. |J1742.6.8.1$, Parade thought to be
battle (invasion). |P0097$, Royal children paraded before the king.

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0013.9.3.5$, Royal animals (bird).
Link: |B0240.0.1$, Social stratification among animals.>

P0013.9.3.5.1$, Lion as royal animal.
Link: |P0014.22, King keeps lions as pets and a lion-tamer at his palace.>

P0013.9.3.5.2$, Leopard as royal animal.
Link: |B0431.1, Helpful leopard. |P0553.5.2$, Feline (lion, leopard, etc.) used as weapon in war.
|P0806.7.1$, Hunting with help of animals or birds (dogs, leopards, falcons, etc.).

Ref.: Hollis 166.>
P0014, Particular practices of kings.>
P0014.0.1$, King (ruler, chief, etc.) as patron of arts. Type: cf. 318.
Link: |P0775.2.1$, Grants (gratuities, tips), and acts of generosity (philanthropy).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 110 no. A-05/("The Two Brothers"); DOTTI 147.>
P0014.0.2$, King (ruler, chief, etc.) as patron of sciences and discovery.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0014.0.4$, Kings like to destroy works of their predecessors (or minimize accomplishments).
Vandalism.
Link: |K2369.14$, Destroying natural resources to deprive enemy of their yield. |W0181.2, King kills
architect after completion of great building. [Sinnimâr/Sinmâr's reward].

Ref.: Simpson 185, 186; Jâhiz I 73-74.>
P0014.1, Prisoners released as celebration of king's success.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 101 no. 269 n. 2.>
P0014.1.1$, Prisoners released as an act of king's benevolence.>
P0014.2, King will not permit a one-eyed man in his presence.
Link: |J1289.21$, Is ill-omen induced by ruler's cruelty or a man's ugliness (being one-eyed)?. |N0134.2.1$,
One-eyed person brings bad luck.

Ref.: Chauvin V 160 no. 84 n. 1.>
P0014.6, King's (prince's) sulking chamber. He sulks here until his wishes are carried out.
Link: |P0681.0.5.1$, House of sorrows (bayt al-'ahzân): special quarters for grieving in solitude.>

P0014.9, Law that nobody may give the king bad tidings.
Link: |J0267.3.1$, Believable lies chosen. |P0424.1, Physician hides eyes as he passes graveyard. He does
not want to see those who have died from his medicine. |W0047.1.0.1$, Sweet words preferred to harsh
(but useful) deeds.

Ref.: Damîrî I 71.>
P0014.12, King has his own gifts stolen back for him.
Link: |K0288.4$, Depositor arranges theft (destruction) of article entrusted to a trustee (banker) and then
demands its return.>

P0014.12.0.1$, Kings exchange presents (gifts). Type: cf. 725.
Link: |P0014.26$, Protocol of interaction among kings.

Ref.: Damîrî II 127-28; DOTTI 400; MITON.>
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P0014.13, King gives own wife as reward.
Link: |P0325, Host surrenders his wife to his guest. |T0281, Sex hospitality. Host gives his wife (daughter)
to his guest as bed companion. |W0014.8.1$, Husband divorces his chaste wife so that she may marry her
first (true) love.>

P0014.14, King requires everyone who comes before him to tell a story. Type: 910Z$.
Link: |J0163.5.3$, Precious story: narrator sets conditions for tale-telling. |P0470.0.1$, Tale-teller needed
(required)--so as to tell story.>

P0014.15.1, Old, wise counsellor of court [(mudabbir, hakîm)].
Link: |J0152.3, Philosopher instructs youth regarding conduct. |J0571.9.1$, Ruler (father) restrained from
hasty action by counselor (courtier, vizier, etc.). |P0112$, Trusted vizier (royal minister). |W0256.7$,
Stereotyping: age traits. |T0380.3.2$, Trusted males allowed in women's quarters: e.g., cleric, instructor,
teacher, healer-shaman, (and the like). |W0256.7$, Stereotyping: age traits.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0014.15.1.1$, Wise counsellor of court as baby sitter (nurse, murabbî) for royal child.
Link: |P0181.3.1$, Eunuch as paternal figure for girl (young mistress)--as her murabbî/`male-governess'.
C

|P0272.5$, Wet nurse (murdi ah, `dâdàh', murabbiyah). |P0424.8$, Attendant (trustee, sitter) to the invalid
(the aged, a child, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 19 no. 1 n. 3; Alf I 181.>
P0014.15.2, Court messenger. [(Envoy, ambassador, emissary)].
Link: |Q0136.1$, Title as reward.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0014.15.2.1$, King's envoy (ambassador of a government or a people).
Link: |P0324.3.1$, Messenger's (envoy's, ambassador's) life inviolable.

Ref.: DOTTI 40 43/{Sdn}.>
P0014.15.2.1.1$, Mistreatment of a state's envoy is an offense against that state.
Link: |K2061.9.1$, Cat attacks (eats) mice's envoy. |K2294.3.1$, Messenger (envoy, ambassador) killed by
host. |P0014.15.2.1$, King's envoy (ambassador of a government or a people). |P0324.3.1$, Messenger's
(envoy's, ambassador's) life inviolable. |S0160.4, Mutilation of envoys.

Ref.: Maspero 209 no. 15 n. 1 216.>
P0014.15.2.2$, Governor of district or province (in name of the sovereign).
Ref.: Budge/Romances 109 no. A-05; MITON.>
P0014.15.3$, Court poet.
Link: |J1124, Clever court jester. |J1126$, 'Abu-Nuwâs as trickster. |P0427.0.1$, Poet as voice of the
community (nation, tribe, etc.). |P0427.7, Poet. |P0470.0.1$, Tale-teller needed (required)--so as to tell
story.>

P0014.15.3.1$, Court singer (court musician).
Ref.: Maspero 215 no. 15; MITON.>
P0014.15.4$, Court joker (jester, fool). Type: cf. 1950.
Link: |J1124, Clever court jester. |P0192.1, Professional fool [(jester)].
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Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 104.>
P0014.15.5$, King's court executioner (hangman).
Link: |P0463$, Executioner (hangman). |Q0421, Punishment: beheading [(decapitation)].>

P0014.15.5.1$, Masrûr, Hârûn ar-Rashîd's court executioner. Type: 472$, 837A$, 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 622-32; DOTTI 246 458 551 585 590 646 966; MITON.>
P0014.15.6$, Royal court's servants, maidservants, doorkeepers, etc.>
P0014.15.6.1$, Queen keeps scores (hundreds) of maidservants.>
P0014.15.6.1.1$, Queen surrounded by hundreds of maidservants: all are virgin.
Ref.: Damîrî II 132: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 122/(one thousand); Ibshîhî 500.>
P0014.16, Threefold division of king's day.>
P0014.16.1$, Nocturnal lifestyle of kings: king sleeps by day stays up by night.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 285.>
P0014.19, King goes in disguise at night to observe his subjects. Type: 472$, 707, 726**.
Link: |K1812.17, King in disguise to spy out his kingdom. |N0467, King in disguise to learn secrets of his
subjects.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 246 386 538 637 654/{lit., Mrc}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 39 no. 4.>
P0014.19.1$, King insists on learning secrets of his (appointed) official(s).
Link: |H1387$, Quest for explanations of eccentric (enigmatic) occurrences observed by chieftain reveals
tragic life experiences.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0014.20, Tom-tom beater to spread the news of kingship.
Link: |P0469$, Newsman, reporter, informant, etc.--('ikhbârî).>

P0014.22, King keeps lions as pets and a lion-tamer at his palace.
Link: |B0292.2.3, Lion as domestic servant. |P0013.9.3.5.1$, Lion as royal animal.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 478; DOTTI 76 339/{Egy}.>
P0014.22.1$, King keeps ostrich as pet. Type: 898, 1381C.
Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 29-33 (61)--(cow); DOTTI 104 107 168 171 555 557 604 657 777
778/{Alg, Mrc, Tns}; Sengo "Kiswahili" 1027-50 no. 44; TAWT 426 no. 14/{Egy} 427/{Pen} 434
no. 24/{Mgh/cow}.>
P0014.22.2$, King keeps falcons as pets (hunting aids) and falcon-tamer at his palace.
Link: |C0865.1.1$, Tabu: racing falcons.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 478.>
P0014.22.3$, King keeps pigeons as pets (letter carriers) and pigeon-trainer (keeper) at his palace.
Type: 1538A$.
Link: |B0291.1.0.1.1$, Pigeon as letter carrier. |P0014.15.2, Court messenger. [(Envoy, ambassador,
emissary)]. |P0144.3$, Letter carrier (post-man, postal service).

Ref.: DOTTI 290 828 830 842 847/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0014.25$, King and courtiers (retinue). Type: 159C$,/893A$.
Link: |P0050.0.1, King and vassals: obligations of vassals to king.
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Ref.: Budge/Romances 161-62 no. A-11/cf.>
P0014.25.0.1$, Audience with the sovereign (king, emperor, caliph, etc.).
Ref.: Maspero 33 no. 2-3 87 no. 4 n. 5 92 no. 4 n. 2 93 no. 4 n. 1 153 165-67 no. 8 220 no. 16
248 no. 17 287 no. 22.>
P0014.25.0.1.1$, Acts by monarch indicating end of official session (audience, assembly).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0014.25.0.2$, Accompaniments of being before the sovereign.
Link: |P0712.0.2$, Kissing earth (ground) of homeland to show love (reverence, gratitude, etc.).
|Z0179.1.2$, Body posture indicates submission.

Ref.: Maspero 87 no. 4 n. 5 261 no. 17 n. 1.>
P0014.25.1$, Ranks (classes) of courtiers.
Link: |P0750.0.1.0.2$, Everyone is to treated according to his social rank (el-nâs maqâmât).

Ref.: Maspero 74 no. 4 n. 1 94 no. 4 132 no. 7 n. 1 153 no. 8.>
P0014.25.2$, Protocol of courtier's interaction with sovereign (king).
Link: |P0012.15$, Majesty of kings. |P0557.4.5.1$, Duelers salute king before putting on armor for duel.
|P0632.6$, Customs concerning seating in formal social gatherings. |V0001.0.1.1$, Praise (praise name)
must be used when God or sacred personage is mentioned.

Ref.: MITON; Burton I 250 n. 1/(seating).>
P0014.25.2.0.1$, Master of ceremonies (maintainer of protocol, "chief lector").
Link: |P0469.1.1$, Publication of news via media of mass communication (town-crier, tom-tom beater,
radio, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 24 no. 2 n. 2.>
P0014.25.2.1$, Courtier must seek king's permission to travel.
Ref.: Maspero 91 no. 4; MITON.>
P0014.26$, Protocol of interaction among kings.
Link: |P0014.12.0.1$, Kings exchange presents (gifts).>

P0014.26.1$, King should give aid to friend (ally) who is being attacked.
Link: |N0836, King as helper.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0015, Adventures of kings.>
P0015.1, Disguised king punished by peasant. Beaten [Y].
Link: |P0015.9.1$, King humiliated (beaten).>

P0015.2, King demands subject's wife for himself. Type: 465.
Ref.: DOTTI 236; Spitta Grammatik 462-63.>
P0015.3, King loses his kingdom to impostor. Type: 938B.
Ref.: DOTTI 644.>
P0015.5, King frees man sent by rival king to kill him. He sees bravery in the would-be assassin.
Link: |Q0411.4.1.1$, Victor executes assassins from enemy's camp who murdered their own vanquished
king (leader)--they were seeking to carry favor with victor.>
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P0015.9$, Adventures of king--miscellaneous.>
P0015.9.1$, King humiliated (beaten). Type: 681, 921P$.
Link: |P0015.1, Disguised king punished by peasant. Beaten [Y].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 137-39; DOTTI 371 599; Shamy (el-) Egypt 248 no. 6/(pharaoh).>
P0015.9.1.1$, King abducted, beaten, and then returned to own palace (country).
Ref.: Maspero 158 no. 8-II; Shamy (el-) Egypt 248 no. 6.>
P0016, End of king's reign.
Link: |P0013.5.2$, Formal procedures for empowerment and disempowerment of head of state (king,
president, etc.).>

P0016.0.1$, Downfall of kingdom (state).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 478/(Sheba).>
P0016.0.2$, When the bull falls there will be no shortage of knives (that stab him).
Link: |P0019.4.3.1$, The king is a mountain: will destroy you if he falls on you, and will crack you if you
fall on him.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2542/(cow).>
P0016.1, King (prince) retires from world (becomes hermit, swineherd).
Link: |P0426.2.1.2$, Person disappointed with social life becomes hermit (anchorite, ascetic, etc.).

@Q0542, Penance: giving all earnings to poor. |V0462.0.1, Kingship renounced to become
an ascetic.
Ref.: Chauvin II 187 no. 38 VI 194 no. 363; DOTTI 528/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0016.1.3, The higher the office held in this world, the heavier the judgment of God: Cuchulinn's
reason for abjuring kingship.
Link: |W0205.1$, Emirateship ('imârah) is desirable, even if over stone quarries.>

P0016.1.4, Father abdicates in favor of son.
Ref.: Simpson 195 n. 7; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "New Era" no. 31.>
P0016.1.4.1$, Patriarch (ruler) retires in favor of son (adopted son). Type: 910K1$.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0016.1.5$, Ruler not expected to live long after abdication.
Link: |F1041.1.3, Death from sorrow or chagrin. |F1041.9.7.1$, Retired person becomes ill (unhealthy)
from lack of activity. |J0021.50, "Idleness begets woe; work brings happiness". |J0702, Necessity of work.
|P0236.1, Folly of father's giving all property to children before his death.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0016.3, King killed when old.
Link: |P0509.4$, Mistreatment of rulers (chiefs, kings, etc.).>

P0016.3.0.1, King commits suicide.
Link: |N0344, Father kills self believing that son is dead.>

P0016.3.0.3$, Defeated king (army general) attacked by his own people.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 292.>
P0016.3.4$, Pharaoh put to death after certain period (28 years)--(an abandoned ritual).
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Link: |A0192.1.1, Old god slain by young god. |Z0071.5.0.1.3$, Twenty-eight portions (four sevens).

Ref.: Ions 83.>
P0016.3.5$, King forced to abdicate or is dethroned. Type: 938B.
Link: |A0162.9.2$, One deity replaces another (in performing certain function). |B0242.1.7.1$, Peacock
king of birds in paradise. |P0506$, Government seized by force (revolt, coup d'etat, etc.). |Q0440$,
Punishment: expulsion (eviction, dismissal).

Ref.: Ions 41-42/cf./(Sun-god); Kisâ'î 44/(Thackston 46 53 no. 20/cf.): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 46; DOTTI 644; MITON; Shamy (el-) Beyond Oedipus 9-11/(president); Shamy (el) "Eg. Balladry": "New Era" no. 31.>
P0016.3.6$, Sovereign's viceroy (`sultan$, `king') dismissed (relieved, removed) from office.
Link: |Q0441$, Punishment: suspension of membership (temporary expulsion).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0016.3.6.1$, Viceroy temporarily relieved from duties of office. Type: 890.
Ref.: DOTTI 539 540/{Egy}.>
P0016.4.1, Suttee. Wife burned with dead king.
Link: |S0123.2, Burial of living husband or wife with dead spouse.

Ref.: Chauvin VII 20.>
P0017, Succession to the throne.
Link: |P0011.8$, Dying (departing) king secures from courtiers (army generals) promise of allegiance
(Cahd) for his successor.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 13/cf.; Zîr 67 137 cf. 31.>
P0017.0.2, Son succeeds father as king. Type: 613B2.
Link: |A0161.0.1$, Son is to succeed father as deity.

Ref.: Simpson 117, 195; DOTTI 105 349 499 590/{lit.}; MITON; Zîr 138/(poem).>
P0017.0.2.0.1$, Eldest son succeeds father as king.
Link: |A0161.0.1$, Son is to succeed father as deity. |L0041, Younger brother given birthright of elder.
|P0017.8, Kingship given to younger brother. |P0030.2$, King's eldest son called crown-prince.
|P0200.0.1.3$, Eldest son succeeds father as family head.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0017.0.2.2$, Birth of son (heir) sought in order to succeed father as king (chieftain, etc.). Type:
303D$,/516H$, cf. 159C$, 325.
Link: |M0369.7.2, Prophecy about birth of heir. |P0017.0.4.9.1$, Female (daughter, wife) denied kingship
(succession to throne). |P0233.0.2$, Only sons, no daughters. |T0145.2, Second wife taken because first is
barren. |T0538.3$, Aged man sires a child. |T0380.5.1$, A boy (son) is preferred to a girl (daughter).

Ref.: Ions 59 61/(Horus)/cf.; DOTTI 67 152; MITON.>
P0017.0.2.3$, Grandson succeeds his paternal grandfather (father's father) to the throne.
Link: |P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family (patriarchy). |P0291.2$, "Your son's son (paternal grand-son) is your
son, but daughter's son (maternal grand-son) is not".

Ref.: ThaClabî 28: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 63; Ibn-al-Athîr I 17-18; MITON.>
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P0017.0.4$, Female as heiress (successor) to throne.
Link: |H1292.0.1$, Question (propounded on quest): Why are the affairs of the kingdom so poor? Answer:
Ruler is woman masking as man. |K1837.8, Woman in male disguise made king.

Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75/(174/Queen of Sheba): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121;
Damîrî II 130/(Zonobia).>
P0017.0.4.1$, Sister of king as heiress (successor) to throne.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 23 no. 62R.>
P0017.0.4.9$, Heiress (successor) to throne--miscellaneous.>
P0017.0.4.9.1$, Female (daughter, wife) denied kingship (succession to throne).
Link: |P0017.0.2.2$, Birth of son (heir) sought in order to succeed father as king (chieftain, etc.). |P0017.8,
Kingship given to younger brother. |P0500.0.2.1.1$, Female regent (daughter, widow, wife, etc.) of former
ruler appointed regent until legal heir is able to assume rule.

Ref.: R.L. Green 38-(Isis)/cf.; ThaClabî 174-75/(174/Queen of Sheba): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 121.>
P0017.0.5$, Relative of king's wife (queen) succeeds king as ruler.
Link: |P0200.0.2$, Matriarchal family.>

P0017.0.5.1$, Queen's brother succeeds his sister's husband as king. Type: 450, cf. 511A, 872E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 160 222 224 266 268 497 707/{Alg, Mrc}; TAWT 445.>
P0017.0.6$, Son-in-law succeeds father-in-law as ruler (king, chief). Type: 314.
Link: |P0261.1.1.2$, Son-in-law and father-in-law (his wife's father) as rivals. |T0068, Princess offered as
prize. |Q0112.0.1.5$, Kingdom through marriage to queen (widow) as reward.

Ref.: DOTTI 135; MITON.>
P0017.0.7$, Best qualified contender is to be selected as successor to ruler (king, chief, etc.). Type:
cf. 314, 920J$, 1087A$, 1920E1$.
Link: |H1561.5.0.1$, Test of valor worthy of kingship.

Ref.: Simpson 112-13/cf. 122; DOTTI 135 591 702 951/{lit.}.>
P0017.1, First man to arrive after king's death to be heir.
Link: |M0092, Decision left to first person to arrive. |N0125.6$, Person on whose shoulder (head) bird
alights is chosen king.

Ref.: Damîrî I 244-45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 125.>
P0017.1.1$, Succession to the throne determined by lot.
Link: |N0683, Stranger accidentally chosen king.>

P0017.3, Dying king names successor. Type: 318.
Link: |J0154, Wise words of dying father. |P0012.0.1$, Kings's pride.

Ref.: DOTTI 147; MITON.>
P0017.4, Kingship rotates among brothers.
Ref.: DOTTI 487/{lit.}/vizirate; MITON.>
P0017.4.1$, Demand that chieftainship alternate yearly between two brothers.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd-the-Orphan" no. 21.>
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P0017.4.2$, Brother succeeds his brother to the throne. Type: 318, cf. 613B2$.
Ref.: Simpson 107 no. 8; DOTTI 147 349.>
P0017.5, Brothers rule jointly.
Link: |P0791$, Cooperation: social interactional process. Joint activity in order to share a reward.>

P0017.5.1$, Brothers divide state equally; each rules his kingdom.
Link: |P0761.1$, Division of inheritance causes conflict.

Ref.: Burton III 100.>
P0017.5.7$, Relatives (other than siblings) share kingship (jointly or in rotation).>
P0017.8, Kingship given to younger brother.
Link: |L0041, Younger brother given birthright of elder. |P0017.0.2.0.1$, Eldest son succeeds father as
king.

Ref.: Simpson 117; DOTTI 109 309 663; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 14 no. 1/cf. 81 no. 10.>
P0017.8.1$, Kingship offered to younger brother.
Link: |P0251.0.2$, Brothers in amicable relations.

Ref.: DOTTI 123 235 664/{Egy, lit.}.>
P0017.9, Natural [(illegitimate)] son succeeds to the throne.
Link: |P0174.0.2$, Hero is son of deserted black slave-woman and free white father. |P0180.4.2.2$, Free
and slave raised together as foster ("sociological") siblings.>

P0017.11, Slayer of king marries widow and inherits kingdom.>
P0017.15$, Conflict (war) over kingship. Type: 613B$.
Link: |J0634.4.1$, King orders execution of a relative for being a threat to the state (royal family).
|N0887.6.2.1$, Fishermen (peasants, beggars, or the like) help monarch (deity) in power struggle.
|P0506.5$, Sedition (fitnah): ideological camps resort to violence (war, riots) against each other.
|S0073.1.1, Fratricide in order to gain control of kingship.

Ref.: Ions 65; Maspero xli no. 16; DOTTI 348; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 261-62 no. 1, 81
no. 14, Eg. Balladry": "SaCd-the-Orphan" no. 21.>
P0017.15.1$, Father-son combat over rule.
Link: |P0233.12$, Father and son in conflict. |N0731.2, Father-son combat. Neither knows who the other is.
(Sohrab and Rustem). |S0022.1, Parricide to obtain kingship.

Ref.: Ions 47/(over rule and son/Geb "violating" his mother/Tefnut) 48; ThaClabî 159-61.>
P0017.15.2$, Siblings in conflict over kingship. Type: cf. 550, 551.
Link: |P0204.4$, "A father brings, a brother plunders". |N0731.2, Father-son combat. Neither knows who
the other is. (Sohrab and Rustem).

Ref.: DOTTI 302 305; MITON.>
P0017.15.2.1$, Brother fights brother(s) over kingship.
Link: |P0761.1$, Division of inheritance causes conflict. |N0731.2, Father-son combat. Neither knows who
the other is. (Sohrab and Rustem).

Ref.: Maspero 182 no. 11.>
P0017.15.2.2$, Sister fights brother over kingship.
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Link: |P0252.0.1$, Sisters in conflict. |P0253, Sister and brother. |P0257$, Sister and brother in conflict
(quarrel).>

P0017.15.2.2.1$, Sister usurps brother's throne. (Hatshepsut).
Link: |P0020.5.1$, Female selected sovereign (the ruler of kingdom).

Ref.: Ions 96/cf.>
P0017.15.3$, Husband-wife as political adversaries (in power struggle).
Link: |K0871, Fatal intoxication. |K2213, Treacherous wife. |M0160$, Vows concerning fighting and
revenge. |P0025, Queen meddles in state affairs. |P0502.3.1$, Assassination (political). |S0066$, One
spouse murders (seeks to murder) the other (husband).

Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75/(174): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121.>
P0017.15.3.1$, Wife (queen) murders her husband in (political) power conflict.
Link: |K2213.13, Queen kills her husband as revenge of his killing of her father and brother. |P0023.0.1$,
Avenging queens (matriarchs--seeking revenge). |S0066$, One spouse murders (seeks to murder) the other
(husband).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 174-75/(174): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121.>
P0018, Marriage of kings.
Link: |P0013.4, King must marry.>

P0018.3$, King (prince) marries foreign princess.
Link: |T0104, Foreign king wages war to enforce demand for princess in marriage. |T0105.3$, Why it is
preferred to marry from outside own social group.

Ref.: Maspero 187 no. 13 n. 2.>
P0019, Other motifs connected with kings.>
P0019.2.1, King abducts woman to be his paramour.
Link: |P0173.6$, Slaves acquired by abduction (kidnapping, raiding). |R0018, Abduction by rejected suitor.
|T0194$, Marriage by abduction (or raid).>

P0019.3, King must procure whatever visiting poets ask, or suffer from their satire.
Link: |P0427.4.1, Fear of druidic lampoon as activating power. |P0427.4.1.1.1$, "A foul-tongued woman is
the chieftainess (`mistress') of her neighbors, due to neither her kindness nor her benevolence, but due to
the viciousness (`length') of her tongue!".>

P0019.4, Kingly powers (rights).
Link: |P0013.5, Crowning of kings. |P0013.5.2$, Formal procedures for empowerment and
disempowerment of head of state (king, president, etc.).>

P0019.4.3$, Dangers of association with king (ruler). Type: 910.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 129-31.>
P0019.4.3.1$, The king is a mountain: will destroy you if he falls on you, and will crack you if you
fall on him.
Link: |P0016.0.2$, When the bull falls there will be no shortage of knives (that stab him). |Z0160$,
Mountain: power, majesty, etc.>

P0019.4.3.2$, "Do not attend kings's courts (salons). Type: 911*.
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Link: |J0021.46, "Do not make friends with a policeman (soldier, [king's servant])".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 173.>
P0019.4.4$, Wisdom of avoiding dealing with the ruler (king, sultan, caliph).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 129-31.>
P0019.4.4.1$, Appointment to high office (e.g., emirateship, viceroyalty, governorship, judgeship,
etc.) declined due to susceptibility to sinning.
Link: |P0140.0.5$, Corrupt officers. |W0037.7.1$, High office refused (given up) due to fear of erring.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 136 140.>
P0019.6$, King (ruler) as conqueror.
Link: |A0517$, Culture-hero as ruler of the entire world (cosmocrator)--(Alexander, Solomon, etc.).
|P0012.5, Good king never retreats in battle. |W0156.0.2$, Hoarding. |Z0094.5.6$, Formulas for greed and
hoarding.

Ref.: Maspero 181-82 no. 11.>
P0019.6.1$, King (ruler) desires to invade (conquer).
Ref.: Zîr -Intro.>
P0020, Queens.
Link: |P0005.4$, Formal title (e.g., Lord, Chevalier, Pasha, Bey, Prince, Lady, etc.) as indicator of social
status. |P0029.0.1$, Titles given queens (royal consorts).>

P0020.0.1$, Zubaydah: Caliph's wife (Hârûn ar-Rashîd).
Ref.: Basset Mille I 203-4 no. 64; DOTTI 402 768/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0020.1, Clever queen.>
P0020.2$, Wise queen. Type: cf. 159C$,/893A$.
Ref.: Damîrî II 229-30/(of China); DOTTI 67.>
P0020.3$, Pious queen. Type: cf. 706D$.>
P0020.3.1$, Aasiyah: pious (believer) wife of `Pharaoh$, (a disbeliever himself).
Link: |T0127.4$, Husband and wife as contrasts: in morality (honesty, gratitude, dutifulness, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 107.>
P0020.5$, Queen as head of government. (Female as sovereign).

Link: |C0181.0.1$, Tabu: female (queen) heading government (female as sovereign).

Ref.: Ions 65/cf.; Ibshîhî 500; Lane 410/cf.; MITON; Yunis 153 (`Shagart-ad-Durr').>
P0020.5.1$, Female selected sovereign (the ruler of kingdom).
Link: |H1292.0.1$, Question (propounded on quest): Why are the affairs of the kingdom so poor? Answer:
Ruler is woman masking as man. |K1837.8, Woman in male disguise made king. |P0017.15.2.2.1$, Sister
usurps brother's throne. (Hatshepsut).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 23 no. 62R.>
P0020.5.2$, Female sovereign forbids husband (groom-to-be) from paying homage to her in
demeaning manner (i.e., prostrating self, kissing ground, etc.).
Link: |C0062.5.1.1$, Tabu: kneeling or prostrating self before a being other than The One-God.
|P0210.0.1$, Husband as his wife's master.
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Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 264 n. 104.>
P0020.6$, Government by women.
Link: |C0181.0.1$, Tabu: female (queen) heading government (female as sovereign). |F0112, Journey to
Land of Women. Island of women, land of maidens, country of the Amazons, etc. |P0508$, Government by
slave-class (mamelukes). |T0198.3.4.1$, Cursed is the `Time' when the unhappy husband leaves marital
home and the wife would be the one trying to reconcile him.

Ref.: DOTTI 240/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0020.6.0.1$, In state where women are the rulers men's roles are confined to manual civic labor.
Link: |H0637.3$, What is the hardest? Woman's heart.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0021, Queen intervenes for condemned courtier.
Ref.: Chauvin II 104 no. 65.>
P0021.1, Queen as intercessor with king.
Link: |P0140.0.3$, Favor (pardon) won through intercession of person of influence.>

P0021.2$, Chieftainess (matriarch, mother, `shaikhah') intervenes to stop war.
Ref.: Zîr 78-79.>
P0021.3$, Chieftainess intervenes to influence domestic dispute (marriage, etc.).
Link: |P0292.2$, Grandmother as helper.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0021.5$, Chieftainess (woman) heads military campaign (battle).
Link: |F0565, Women warriors or hunters.>

P0022.1.1$, Queen leaves country with her son to avoid new ruler's vengeance.
Link: |K2143$, Making someone suffer as I suffered: harmful said (alleged) to be wholesome.

Ref.: Zîr 127.>
P0023.0.1$, Avenging queens (matriarchs--seeking revenge).
Link: |P0231.4.3$, Mother raises son(s) to be vendettist.>

P0025, Queen meddles in state affairs.
Link: |P0017.15.3$, Husband-wife as political adversaries (in power struggle).>

P0025.1$, Ambitious queen.
Link: |C0181.0.1$, Tabu: female (queen) heading government (female as sovereign).>

P0026, Captured queen commits suicide.>
P0026.2$, Defeated queen commits suicide: "[Better] with my own hands than my enemy's
(CAmr's)!".
Ref.: Jâhiz V 279 n. 2/(Hârûn: résumé and references).>
P0028, The marriage of queen.>
P0028.1, Chieftainess of such rank that none of her countrymen can woo her.
Ref.: ThaClabî 178/cf.>
P0028.2$, Chieftainess (female sovereign) of such rank that she cannot imagine herself married to
(any) man.
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Link: |T0131.11.1.2.1$, Bilqis (Queen of Sheba) objects to marrying: but if she must, she will marry only a
king.

Ref.: ThaClabî 178/cf./(Bilqis).>
P0029, Queens--miscellaneous.>
P0029.0.1$, Titles given queens (royal consorts). Type: 318.
Link: |P0005.4$, Formal title (e.g., Lord, Chevalier, Pasha, Bey, Prince, Lady, etc.) as indicator of social
status.

Ref.: Maspero 18 no. 1 175 no. 10 n. 5; DOTTI 147.>
P0029.2, Queen commits adultery with husband's foster son. Type: cf. 870C*.
Link: |P0029.4$, Queen as temptress. |T0418, Lustful stepmother.

Ref.: DOTTI 484.>
P0029.4$, Queen as temptress.
Link: |P0029.2, Queen commits adultery with husband's foster son. |T0404.4.1$, Host's wife (daughter)
seeks to seduce guest.

Ref.: ThaClabî 70-72; Hujelân 267 no. 41-4.>
P0029.4.1$, Zulaikhah (Pharaoh's wife, Potiphar's wife) as temptress.
Link: |K2111, Potiphar's wife [and Joseph].

Ref.: DOTTI 584 675 676/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-c.>
P0029.7$, Chieftainess as lesbian temptress. Type: cf. 884A, 884E$.
Link: |K1397.6.1$, Lesbian blackmail: `dike' threatens girl with defamation if she does not succumb to her
seduction. |T0462, Lesbian love.

Ref.: DOTTI 167 181 528 531 569/{Plst}; Littmann al-Quds 154-63/Gr. tr. 240-52[no. 13];
MITON.>
P0030, Princes.
Ref.: Maspero 282 no. 21 n. 2.>
P0030.1, King's sons called kings.
Link: |F0252.1.0.1.2$, Jinn prince.>

P0030.1.1$, King's son(s) called "Royal son(s)".
Ref.: Maspero 19-020 no. 1 n. 5.>
P0030.1.2$, Royal son designated as governor (ruler, lord) of certain province or country.
Ref.: Maspero 19-020 no. 1 n. 5; MITON.>
P0030.2$, King's eldest son called crown-prince.
Link: |P0017.0.2.0.1$, Eldest son succeeds father as king. |P0200.0.1.3$, Eldest son succeeds father as
family head.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0030.2.1$, King's son put in charge of army (military campaign).
Link: |P0551.10$, Army leader (general).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0031, Prince must learn a trade. Type: cf. 949*.
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Link: |J0702, Necessity of work. |J1010, Value of industry. |J1014$, Making a living (by earning wages).
|P0051, Noble person saves self from difficulties by knowledge of a trade. |P0191.2$, Foreigner (stranger)
required to provide information on his social status and profession (craft, trade). (Usually at city gate).

Ref.: Chauvin VI 74 no. 239; DOTTI 653 654/{Egy, Plst, Syr}; CA. Khidr I 65-69; MITON;
Sirhân filistîniyyah 178-81 no. 15; TAWT 83 no. 4-1/{Sml/ironwork}; AUC: 24 no. 7.>
P0035, Unknown prince chosen chief of children in play. Type: 926E$, 1617A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 469 477 614 829 856 878/{Omn}; D.H. Müller Mehri-und Soqotri: SAE IV 6068 no. A; TAWT 456.>
P0040, Princesses.
Link: |F0252.1.0.1.3$, Jinn princess.>

P0041, Princess cannot be married to someone of low caste, though he passes suitor test.
Link: |H0319$, Suitor lacking pride (humbling self) rejected.>

P0050, Noblemen (knights).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 442/cf.>
P0050.0.1, King and vassals: obligations of vassals to king.
Link: |P0014.25$, King and courtiers (retinue). |P0112.0.1.1$, "Council of Thirty" governors (noblemen)-advises Pharaoh.>

P0050.2, Marshall.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 143 155, "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah alsharîfah" no. 57/cf.>
P0051, Noble person saves self from difficulties by knowledge of a trade. Type: 949*.
Link: |J0702, Necessity of work.

Ref.: Alarcَn y Santَn 14-17; Blackman 272-74; Chauvin VIII 111 no. 90; DOTTI 153 263
483 494 538 572 653 654 664/{Egy, Irq, Mrc, Plst, Syr, Tns}; Fermé 29; Rushdî Al-=Adab al-Kurdî
7-29; K. SaCd-al-Dîn CIrâqiyyah 110-12 no. 2; Sirhân filistîniyyah 178-81 no. 15/cf.; Spitta
modernes 94-104 no. 7; TAWT 423; AUC: 24 no. 7 31B no. 6; CFMC: Aswan 70-12B 10-1-no. 3,
Siwa 71-10 5-1-no. 2; HE-S: Sûhâg 69-63 no. 4.>
P0055.4$, Formal title (e.g., Lord, Chevalier, Pasha, Bey, Prince, etc.) as indicator of social status.
Ref.: Maspero 282 no. 21 n. 2.>
P0060, Noble (gentle) ladies.>
P0060.1$, Character of gentlewoman (noble lady).
Ref.: MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 181; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation"
252.>
P0060.1.1$, Diverse artistic skills of gentlewoman (poetry, music, singing, etc.).
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 252.>
P0060.1.2$, Gentlewoman drinks (liquor).
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 252.>
P0060.1.3$, Gentlewoman socializes with sophisticated men.
Link: |T0380.0.2.2$, Difficulty of keeping friendship with member of opposite sex unerotic.
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Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 252.>
P0060.1.3.1$, Gentlewomen and sophisticated men socialize around intellectual (philosophical)
topics. (Salon and salonniers).
Link: |P0012.15.5.1$, Historical narratives and legends ('akhbâr) are habitual topics of conversations of
kings (not merchants). |P0610$, Homosociality: social relations between persons of the same sex. |T0380$,
Heterosociality: social relations between persons of opposite sexes.

Ref.: Alf II 186; Burton IV 121.>
P0060.1.4$, Gentlewoman observes sex mores (no acts of infidelity or immodesty, e.g., physical
contact, seductive suggestions or the like).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0070$, Sherifs: descendants of Prophet Mohammed ('ashrâf, sâdah).
Link: |A0512, Parentage of culture-hero. |H0257.2$, Test of a true sharîf. |V0220.0.11.1$, Saint with
sacred genealogy (descent traced back to "Religious Founders"). |Z0167.0.1$, Family-tree (genealogy).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 133 IV 140-43; Basset Mille III 521 no. 318; Boqarî 202/(as healer); Burton
IV 170 n.; Cachia 229; DOTTI 462 646 826/{lit., Syr}; Juhaymân (al-) V 325-38; Lane 31 132 140
240; Laoust Maroc 298 no. 142; MITON; RAFE 155 n. 573; Sâ)î 364-66 no. 82[+1]; Zîr 53/(poem)
151; CAbd-al-Jabbâr S. al-Tikrîtî Turâth XII:12 197-200.>
P0070.1$, Prophet Mohammed's children (sons and daughter).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 16.>
P0070.1.1$, Fâtimah: Prophet Mohammed's daughter.
Link: |P0243.0.2.1$, The Prophet said, "Love your daughters for I too am father of daughters". |T0510.1$,
Procreation without male element (semen). |V0250.0.2$, Fâtimah al-zahrâ' (the bright blooming, i.e., the
virgin). |V0312.0.1$, Counter-belief: Miraculous Conception (immaculate conception) through God's
command.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 410; TAWT 178-182 no. 18.>
P0071$, Rights (privileges) of 'ashrâf.
Link: |C0908.3.1.1$, Lions forbidden to devour a sharîf. |R0165.5$, Abducted sharîfah brought back by
arch-saint. |T0131.11.1.1$, A sharîfah-(woman) may marry only a sharîf-(man).

Ref.: Lane 132; MITON; RAFE 155 n. 573.>
P0072$, Restrictions on personal conduct in interacting with a sharîf (Hashemite).
Link: |C0878.0.1$, Tabu: luxurious (ostentatious) clothing.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 155 n. 573.>
P0073$, A$ashrâf under suspicion.
Link: |T0330, Anchorites under temptation.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 528-29.>
P0073.1$, sharîfah-(woman) accused of committing sinful act.
Link: |K2112, Woman slandered as adulteress (prostitute). (Usually by unsuccessful suitor). (Crescentia,
Genoveva, Susanna).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2-3ff.>
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P0090, Royalty and nobility--miscellaneous.>
P0091$, Formal title (medal) bestowed by ruler (state). Type: 318.
Link: |A0102.0.1$, God's names (99 attributes). (God's beautiful names). |J1286.1$, Tyrant to advisor:
"Caliphs are given such formal titles as `Rules by Allah's Command,' `Adheres to Allah['s Path],' and so
C

forth; what do you think my title should be?" Advisor: "Na ûdhu bi Allah! (`We Seek Refuge in God
[from You]!;' i.e., `May heaven help us!')!". |Q0113.0.1, High honors as reward. [Non-material reward].
|Q0136.1.1$, Secular title as reward (e.g., "Pasha", "Bey", "Lord", "Knight", "Lady", or the like).
|Q0136.1.3$, Religious title as reward (e.g., "Crusader/mujâhid", "God's Sword", or the like).
|V0001.0.1.1$, Praise (praise name) must be used when God or sacred personage is mentioned.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 105 no. A-05/(Great Sacred Lady) 109/("governor") 144/(Queen-inchies); Maspero 14 no. 1; DOTTI 147; MITON; Zîr 101.>
P0095$, Jealousy (envy) among the royalty and nobility.
Link: |P0152.1$, 'Abu-Muhammad al-Kaslân's wealth makes king jealous: (Abu-Muhammad-the-lazy).
|S0123.1, Burial alive of drugged person.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0095.1$, Sister (daughter) of vizier jealous of king's wife (daughter). (Some times vice versa).
Link: |T0257.11.2$, Jealous wife punishes husband severely for mere association with another woman.
(Husband beaten, mutilated, or the like).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0096$, Public facility (e.g., street, river, beach or the like) forbidden to public when in use by
royalty.
Link: |C0312.2.1, Sedan carried by bearers indicates aristocracy of rider.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0096.1$, Looking at royal (noble) person is forbidden (by law).
Link: |C0312.2.1, Tabu: looking at princess on public appearance. |P0501.0.1.1$, Excessive seclusion of
ruler (from subjects) destroys the government (kingship).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0096.2$, Chieftainess of such rank that those who look at her are executed.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0097$, Royal children paraded before the king.
Link: |P0012.15$, Majesty of kings. |P0013.9.3.4$, Ruler's procession (parade).

Ref.: Maspero 93 no. 4.>
P0100-P199, Other social orders.>
P0110, Royal ministers.
Ref.: Ions 118-9; DOTTI 63/{Egy}; Zîr 4ff., Wahrmund neu-arabischen 20-21.>
P0110.0.1$, JaCfar al-Barmakî: Hârûn ar-Rashîd's vizier.
Ref.: DOTTI 402 521 549 617 618/{lit., Tns}; MITON; Mouliéras-Lacoste 415-17 no. 63.4;
Wehr 291 no. 11.>
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P0110.0.3$, Hâmân as pharaoh's (evil) vizier.
Link: |K2248, Treacherous minister [(vizier)]. |K2298, Treacherous counselor.

Ref.: ThaClabî 105; Ibshîhî 156; Basset Mille III 54 no. 38, 61 no. 42; Burton VI
116/(passim).>
P0110.0.5$, Aasaf ('Aasiff') ibn Barkhiyâ: Solomon's vizier.
Ref.: Burton I 42; MITON.>
P0110.1$, Female minister: she-vizier.
Link: |X0479.1$, Humor concerning women in high authority (ministers, generals, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 240/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0110.1.1$, Queen appoints woman as her she-vizier.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0110.1.3$, Young boy (juvenile) appointed vizier.
Link: |J0175.1$, Wisdom from young boy (juvenile).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0111, Banished minister found indispensable and recalled. Type: 922A.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 38 no. 207 n. 5; DOTTI 276 601/{Irq, Tns}.>
P0112$, Trusted vizier (royal minister). Type: 859F$.
Link: |P0014.15.1, Old, wise counsellor of court [(mudabbir, hakîm)]. |P0500.0.2.1$, Regency
(trusteeship): right to rule delegated temporarily to regent(s) or trustee(s).

Ref.: Maspero 23 no. 2 272 no. 19/cf.; DOTTI 479 499 590/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0112.0.1$, Council of royal ministers (cabinet)--advises sovereign.
Link: |P0145.1$, majlis: arbitration-council by notables. |P0510.0.1$, Council of (panel) judges at law
court.

Ref.: Maspero 272 no. 19; Simpson 190 n. 60.>
P0112.0.1.1$, "Council of Thirty" governors (noblemen)--advises Pharaoh.
Link: |A0167.1.1$, Council of the nine gods. |P0050.0.1, King and vassals: obligations of vassals to king.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah XVII 139-40 147-47 n. 3; Simpson 112.>
P0112.1$, Trusted vizier turns treacherous (evil).
Link: |K2298, Treacherous counselor.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 202/cf.; Abu-el-Layl 195-206 [no. 31]; MITON.>
P0112.1.1$, Treacherous vizier usurps throne (government). Type: cf. 938B.
Link: |K2248, Treacherous minister [(vizier)].

Ref.: DOTTI 644; MITON.>
P0112.1.1.1$, Viceroy (guardian, caretaker) usurps kingdom.
Link: |P0506.3$, Rebellion against government.

Ref.: Maspero 182 no. 11; Shamy (el-) Egypt 107 no. 15.>
P0112.2$, Incompetent minister (counselor).
Link: |K2248, Treacherous minister [(vizier)].

Ref.: Shawqî 287-88 [no. 18].>
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P0112.2.0.1$, Unwise counsel by careless counselor (minister) proves disastrous.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0112.2.1$, State's poor affair's are due to vizier's poor judgment.
Ref.: Shawqî 287-88 [no. 18].>
P0112.3$, Vizier as tale-teller.
Link: |P0470$, Story-teller (narrator, tale-teller--muhaddith).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0113$, Rivaling ministers (ruler's advisors, counselors, etc.). Type: 916A$, 922A.
Link: |J0815, Unpleasant truth must be withheld from the great [(mighty, fearsome)]. |Q0002.1$, Flattering
lies rewarded, unflattering truth punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 73 583 601/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0113.1$, Good vizier and evil vizier as rivals.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0116, Minister acts as stepping-stone in midst of flame-filled trench so that king can step across
from one side to the other.
Link: |P0316, Friend sacrifices his life for the other. |R0215.5.2.1$, Escape from fire by using another
person as stepping-stone. |S0011.3.10$, Cruel father escapes from harm by exposing (sacrificing) own
children.

Ref.: Maspero 181-82 no. 11/cf.>
P0116.0.1$, Faithful minister (vizier).>
P0116.0.1.1$, Faithful vizier secretly spares life of king's doomed wife and her unborn son.
Childless king is grateful later. Type: cf. 874.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 137-39.>
P0115$, Royal minister (vizier, counselor) as the power behind the throne. Type: cf. 513C.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 132-33.>
P0120, Church dignitaries [(ulama, fuqahâ')].
Link: |J1260, Repartee based on church or clergy [(fuqahâ')]. |X0420$, Jokes on performers of graveside rituals (`fu'ahâ'/lower clerics: fuqahâ).>

P0121$, Head of an ecclesia (denomination, sect, church, etc.).
Link: |P0352$, Hierarchy within a sufi brotherhood. |P0507$, Divine (ecclesiastical) government (ecclesia).
A theocracy. |V0294, The Pope. |V0455$, Hierarchy within religious orders.>

P0140$-P149$, Local government and persons of influence
(influential notables, informal political institutions).>
P0140$, Local government officials.>
P0140.0.1$, Persons of influence.>
P0140.0.2$, Influence peddling by `power broker' (`wâstah'/wâsitah).
Link: |P0503.5$, Favoritism (mahsûbiyyah). |T0452.0.1$, Procuress works for self-interest (monetary,
influence, etc.). |V0521.2.2.1$, Saint favors his (her) proteges (mahâsîb).
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Ref.: ThaClabî 30/(supernatural): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 83; Amîn 175; Hujelân
210 no. 3-4; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 65.>
P0140.0.3$, Favor (pardon) won through intercession of person of influence. Type: cf. 779J$.
C

C

Link: |P0021.1, Queen as intercessor with king. |Q0174.0.1$, 'ash-shafâ ah al- uzmâ: God grants person
(prophet, saint) the boon of releasing souls from hell. |T0009.1.0.2$, Intersession by a female more
effective than by a male.

Ref.: Maspero 85 no. 4 94 no. 4/(pharoah's children); ThaClabî 30: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 83; Qazwînî I 105-106/(Enoch); DOTTI 37 281 398 402 438 446 475 483 503 521
617 618 642 768 847 964/{Alg, lit.}; Hujelân 226 no. 17-4; MITON; TAWT 446; Zîr 95.>
P0140.0.5$, Corrupt officers.
Link: |P0019.4.4.1$, Appointment to high office (e.g., emirateship, viceroyalty, governorship, judgeship,
etc.) declined due to susceptibility to sinning. |X0321$, Humor on corrupt officer(s).>

P0140.0.5.1$, Corrupt officer substitutes innocent person for guilty.
Link: |K0512.2.2.2$, Compassionate executioner: substituted convict (sentenced to death).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 423.>
P0140.1$, Inherent rivalry (enmity) between officials of local government.
Link: |P0344.1$, Conflict between two teachers over disciple. |P0793$, Rivalry: social interactional
process. Recurrent conscious competition between the same parties. |W0181, Jealousy.

Ref.: Amîn 300/cf.; DOTTI 482/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh"

no. 23.>
P0141$, Mayor (of a village).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
P0141.1$, Corrupt mayor.
Link: |K2240, Treacherous officers and tradesmen.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 130; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
P0141.2$, Tyrannical mayor.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 104 no. 15/cf.>
P0141.3$, Stupid (ignorant, crude) mayor.
Link: |J1742, The countryman in the great world [(city)].

Ref.: DOTTI 834/{Egy}.>
P0142$, shaikh-el-balad (councilman).
Ref.: Amîn 174; DOTTI 614/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no.
23.>
P0142.1$, Corrupt councilman.>
P0143$, shaikh-el-ghafar (chief-watchman, head of local police).>
P0143.1$, Corrupt chief-watchman (or policeman).>
P0143.1.1$, "Its guard is its robber".
Link: |J2756.3.1.1$, `Cat given key to rations room'.
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 1013.>
P0143.2$, Abuse of power (authority) by police.
Link: |P0462.3$, Unskilled policeman. |S0092$, Cruel policeman (jailor, executioner, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 637/{Tns}; TAWT 376 n. 283.>
P0144$, Clerkly officials.>
P0144.1$, Tax-collector (sarrâf, makkâs, etc.).
Link: |Z0040.2$, Economic cycle: egg needed for patient, egg is in hen's anus; hen needs wheat-grain,
wheat owned by merchant; merchant needs money, money is at treasurer (tax-collector); etc.

Ref.: Amîn 413-14; Hujelân 212 no. 5-4; MITON.>
P0144.1.1$, Corrupt tax-collector.
Link: |K2249.2, Treacherous treasurer. |W0256.3$, Stereotyping: profession (occupation).

Ref.: Amîn 121-22 174-75 267-68/cf. 413-14; Sârîs (al-) 346-48; Schmidt-Kahle II 39-43 no.
80.>
P0144.2$, Clerk.>
P0144.2.1$, Accountant.
Link: |A0165.6.1$, Accountant (secretary, bookkeeper) of the gods. |H1574.5.1$, Merchant recognized by
precision in bookkeeping (money matters: "By the penny!"). (Non-merchant recognized by loose or
haphazard handling of money).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0144.3$, Letter carrier (post-man, postal service).
Link: |P0014.15.2, Court messenger. [(Envoy, ambassador, emissary)]. |P0014.22.3$, King keeps pigeons
as pets (letter carriers) and pigeon-trainer (keeper) at his palace.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0144.3.1$, Manager of homing pigeons as post-man.
Link: |B0291.1.12, Pigeon [(dove)] as messenger.>

P0145$, Community notables, or elders. Type: 981.
Link: |P0717.1.1$, Bearded nations.

Ref.: Boqarî 24; Burton VIII 308/(notables of the town).>
P0145.1$, majlis: arbitration-council by notables.
Link: |P0112.0.1$, Council of royal ministers (cabinet)--advises sovereign.

Ref.: Boqarî 24 172 173; DOTTI 349/{Egy}; RAFE 304 n. 35; Wickett 170.>
P0147$, Urban community's strongman (`fitiwwah$, `shaqâwah$, etc.).
Link: |P0725$, Urbanites (town or city-folks).

Ref.: Amîn 154-55 304; Boqarî 171; Shalabî 71-75/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "elBirdîsî" 6-7 no. 34, "CAzzûz" 14-16 no. 36.>
P0147.1$, Characteristic behavior of urban community's strongman.
Link: |P0785$, `saghranah' (unseemly behavior): committing acts that reduce one's communal standing
(worth).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 232-33 238 243.>
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P0147.1.1$, Urban community's strongman defends (protects) community.
Link: |P0305.3$, Members (children) of the neighborhood, or lane ('awlâd el-hittah, 'awlâd hârah).

Ref.: Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 11.>
P0147.1.2$, Urban community's strongman as art mawwâl-lover (el-fann/`art').
Ref.: Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 12.>
P0147.2$, Attire (apparel) of urban community's strongman (native).>
P0147.2.1$, Cane (staff) as strongman's weapon.
Link: |V0220.0.15.3$, Holy man's staff (rod, cane).>

P0147.2.1.1$, Cane-dance (mock-fight).
Link: |P0801.6$, Mock war (raid, battle). |W0201.1.1.2.2$, Indicator of manliness: adroit handling of
weapons (cane, firearm, sword, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":aeAzzûz" no. 36.>
P0147.2.1.1.1$, Cane-dance: mark of `chieftainship' (not of `frolic').
Link: |P0428.7$, Dancer (ghaziyyah: `belly-dancer').

Ref.: Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 10; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAzzûz" no. 36.>
P0148$, Strongman's illegal activities.
Link: |P0549.1$, Conflict between customary law and formal law.>

P0148.1$, Strongman as bully.
Link: |P0193.3.1.3$, Obnoxious child as bully.

Ref.: Shawqî 257 [no. 1].>
P0148.1.1$, Bully extorts tribute (`protection money$, 'itâwah/ghafar).
Link: |K0443, Money (or other things) acquired by blackmail. |P0193.3.1.1$, Obnoxious children
(hecklers). |P0533, Feudal tribute. Specified interchange of aid and gifts. |W0193, Extortion.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0149$, Urban community's strong-woman (`miCallimmah').
Link: |J1742.7$, Countryman unacquainted with the urban female. |P0726.5$, The independent city girl
(`city-gal$, bint el-balad).>

P0149.0.1$, Manly woman, or girl ("marah-râgil/'imra'ah rajul")--resolute, serious, business-like
(no-nonsense gal). Type: 923C$, cf. 880*, 888.
Link: |T0251, The shrewish wife. |T0380.7$, The unveiled female--(practicing sufûr). |T0462.4$, Malewoman ("marah-dakar"/'imra'ah dhakar): `dike'--(lesbian seducer).

Ref.: DOTTI 171 537 606/{Tns}; TAWT 49 n. 1.>
P0149.1$, Characteristic behavior of urban community's strong-woman.
Link: |P0194.9.1.3$, Woman nicknamed: `Misdemeanors (gunah)'; she is a habitual law breaker (usually
assaults others). |X0789$, The disappointed female: the seemingly virile man proves to be a `faggot'.

Ref.: AUC: 33 no. 15.>
P0150, Rich men.
Link: |P0431.4.1$, Rich merchant: merchant as wealthy (successful) man. |P0760.0.3$, Wealth needs social
power (governmental support).>
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P0150.0.1$, Feudal landlord.
Link: |P0509$, Tribal chiefs. |P0760.0.1$, Property in the hands of only a few. (Feudalism). |U0011.2.1.1$,
King punishes thief: wise onlooker: "Big thief punishing small!" or "The one that steals openly is punishing
the one that steals secretly!".

Ref.: Maspero xliii 63 no. 3 n. 3.>
P0150.0.2$, Love of money.
Link: |W0153, Miserliness.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 382-88; Shamy (el-) Egypt 123 no. 19/(money-minded).>
P0150.0.3$, The rich are sought and their words and deeds are glorified.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 382.>
P0151.3$, Person so rich that king asks him for loan. Type: 570A.
Ref.: DOTTI 332; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 82.>
P0152$, Man so rich that others become jealous.
Link: |K0368$, Thief selects victim-to-be (usually with help of confederate): watching for signs of wealth
in preparation for actual theft (robbery, attack). |W0195.4$, Wealth (material possessions) envied.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 88.>
P0152.1$, 'Abu-Muhammad al-Kaslân's wealth makes king jealous: (Abu-Muhammad-the-lazy).
Type: 565A$.
Link: |P0095$, Jealousy (envy) among the royalty and nobility.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 64 no. 233 n. 1, 202; DOTTI 325; MITON; Wehr 291 no. 11.>
P0152.2$, Sindbad's wealth makes poor porter envious. Type: 936A$.
Link: |J1015$, Wealth gained by risk-taking and hard work. |W0195.4.1.2$, Poor man envies rich man's
wealth (estates).

Ref.: DOTTI 639.>
P0152.4$, Man so rich that king fears his power. Type: cf. 922A.
Link: |L0410.9$, Barmecide Catastrophe: noble family destroyed.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 98-100.>
P0153$, Qârûn's wealth: incalculable.
Link: |Z0093.3$, Incalculable: defies consumption.

Ref.: MITON; Yunis 175.>
P0156$, Rich woman (maiden). Type: 551B$, 914$, cf. 923C$.
Link: |P0761.2.2$, Rich heiress.

Ref.: DOTTI 308 581 606; MITON.>
P0159$, The rich--miscellaneous.
Link: |U0069.1$, Love of money (gold).>

P0159.0.1$, The newly rich. Type: 751C*.
Link: |L0492$, Vanity of the newly-rich.

Ref.: DOTTI 412.>
P0159.0.1.1$, Source of the newly rich's wealth questioned (suspected). Type: cf. 676.
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Link: |D0475, Transformation: object to treasure (or vice versa). |K1966, Alchemist. |K2127, False
accusation of theft. |N0500, Treasure trove.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0159.0.1.2$, Property that is unseemly for (incompatible with) its holder is [most likely] ill-gotten.
Type: 676, 676A$.
Link: |W0257.1$, `A cookie (cake) in the hand of an orphan is a wonder'.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2643.>
P0159.1$, Boasting of wealth (property). Type: 854.
Link: |C0451, Tabu: boasting of wealth. |J0484, Enjoyment preferred to wealth [(power)]. |U0069$, Money
(gold) is all powerful.

Ref.: Simpson 170/cf.; DOTTI 474.>
P0159.1.1$, "With my money I can do whatever I fancy!", so states boastful sign over youth's door.
Type: 854.
Link: |P0549.3$, Boasting (publication) of own imprisonment for manly crimes. |W0117, Boastfulness.
|U0069.3.2$, What may be acquired for money should not be a matter of unfulfilled desire.

Ref.: DOTTI 474; Taymûr no. 805/cf.>
P0159.2$, Rich man keeps a second residence for his own personal pleasure.
Link: |T0049.3$, Lovers rendezvous at friend's house (apartment). |P0431.5.1$, Traveling merchant has
many `homes' (wives): one in each city (country). |T0450.5$, Site for illicit sexual encounter negotiated:
"Your place or mine?".

Ref.: MITON.>
P0160, Beggars.
Ref.: Amîn 246-47/(including `praisers'); Lane 325 26/(cries).>
P0160.0.1$, Beggars's ways (means). Type: 552C$, 836F*, 920F$, 1871$.
Link: |J1331, Persistent beggar invited upstairs. [Only to be denied alms]. |M0411.2, Beggar's curse.
|W0187, Insolence.

Ref.: Boqarî 195; Burton V 171 n.>
P0160.1$, Beggar. Type: 836F*, 1871$.
Link: |K1817.1, Disguise as beggar (pauper). |K2291, Treacherous beggar. |K1996.4.2$, Beggar's feigned
disability (e.g., blindness, lameness, etc.). |P0165$, Beggar-peddler (vendor).

Ref.: DOTTI 456 939/{lit.}.>
P0164$, Beggar-chanter.
Ref.: Amîn 247.>
P0164.1$, Wandering-`praiser': (maddâh, chanter of spirituals).
Link: |K1817.3, Disguise as harper (minstrel). |K1818.3.5$, Disguise as performer of amusing marvels
(acrobat, juggler, snake-charmer, etc.). |K1825.6, Disguise as dancer. |P0427.7.5.1$, munshid (chanter of
spirituals, religious balladeer).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 45-46 no. A-01/(Deities's disguise); Simpson 26/cf.; Amîn 246/(as
beggars); DOTTI 756 796/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-c; Wickett
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170/cf./(bard); Zîr 130.>
P0165$, Beggar-peddler (vendor).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0165.1$, Street water-vendor.
Link: |P0160.1$, Beggar. |P0417.5$, Water-carrier (saqqâ, delivers water to homes).

Ref.: Amîn 233; Lane 133, 319-22; MITON; Schmidt-Kahle 150-57 no. 114.>
P0169$, The poor--miscellaneous.
Link: |K1039$, Cooking pebbles (stones) in pot so as to induce hungry children to wait for food. |L0405$,
Rich (high) becomes poor (low). |L0490$, Lowly (poor) becomes high (rich). |U0062$, Abject poverty.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 389-90; DOTTI 761 925/{Syr}.>
P0169.0.1$, The newly poor.
Ref.: Ions 61/(Isis).>
P0169.0.1.1$, The `effendis'-class (`employees$, `white-collar') as `the new poor'.>
P0169.0.2$, The poorest (of the poor).>
P0169.0.2.1$, `Spiced-salt poor' (`faqîr duqqah'): a poor person who cannot afford more than [bread
and] spiced-salt.
Link: |F0561.10.1$, Social groups (classes) who live on `bread and salt,' or `spiced salt (duqqah).

Ref.: Lane 134.>
P0169.1$, Poor social classes and professions. "The weak" (fuqarâ/masâkîn).
Link: |U0060.2$, Lifestyle of the poor (laborers) and that of the rich (aristocrats) contrasted.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0169.1.1$, Poor peasant. Type: 921A.
Link: |F0561.14$, Social groups who live on weed-like greens (e.g., leek, radish, watercress, dandelion,
etc.). |P0411.0.1$, Peasant's work (farming) is arduous and unprofitable. |U0062.0.1$, `If names had to be
purchased (paid for), a peasant would have had to name his son `Shit'--[(that is all he could afford)].

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; DOTTI 593.>
P0169.1.2$, Poor fisher. Type: 465, 921A, cf. 707.
Link: |P0419$, Fisher.

Ref.: DOTTI 236 593; MITON.>
P0169.1.3$, Poor peddler (vendor). Type: 327H$, 879, 1696.
Link: |H0581.2, Arrested man tells who he is: the hospitable fire of his father is sought (bean merchant).
|P0433$, Peddler (vendor).

Ref.: DOTTI 87 166 352 445 914/{lit.}; TAWT 427.>
P0169.1.3.1$, Vendor of weed-like greens (leek, radish, watercress, etc.) as very poor. Type: 872$.
Link: |F0561.14$, Social groups who live on weed-like greens (e.g., leek, radish, watercress, dandelion,
etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 489; Shamy (el-) Egypt 84 no. 11.>
P0169.1.4$, Poor firewood (underbrush) garner. Type: 327H$, 561, 676, 756D$.
Link: |P0458.1$, Firewood (underbrush) gatherer-vendor (hattâb). |L0113.5, Woodcutter hero. |P0433$,
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Peddler (vendor).

Ref.: DOTTI 317 368 417; TAWT 429.>
P0169.1.5$, Poor animal dung-garner (typically female). Type: 327J$.
Link: |F0964.3.6$, Dung (dried) as fuel (fire).

Ref.: DOTTI 2 4 9 12 13 25 29 86 168 731/{Mrc}.>
P0169.1.6$, Poor craftsman (cobbler, carpenter, weaver, or the like). Type: 859F$, 1689A.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0169.8$, Poor stranded traveler(s).
Link: |P0426.2.3$, Wanderer (`sawwâh'). (Usually for mystical urges or disappointments especially in
C

C

love). |P0473$, ga îdî/qa îdî (vagabond, rogue, etc.). |Z0063.3.3$, Personal manifestations signifying (as
indicators of) failure.>

P0169.8.1$, Stranded pilgrim as most pitiful.
Link: |N0771.0.1.1$, Losing way en route to (from) pilgrimage leads to adventure--(usually mystical).
|V0530, Pilgrimages.>

P0170, Slaves.
Link: |B0017.9.2$, One animal (bird, insect) forces another to provide for (serve) him. |P0416$, Household
servant. |P0523.3, Slave may not bring suit. |P0534$, Forced labor. |U0296$, Merits and demerits of slaves.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 427-29; Amîn 193 212-14 231; DOTTI 590 726/{Irq, Syr}; Sâ)î 400-401 no.
96[+1]; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 671-1-no. 5, 799-x-062-?; HE-S: CIzbat-Bilâl 70-1 no. 25.>
P0170.0.1, Female slaves.
Link: |P0268.0.1$, Slave-women (of one man) as co-wives.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0170.0.1.1, Female salves as medium of exchange (unit of value--[monetary]).
Link: |P0170.0.3.4$, Higher price for eunuch (as compared to male slave with genitalia). |P0173.9$, Other
means of acquiring slave(s). |F0179$, Piety (religious exercise) as a system of earnings (economic) in
utopian otherworld.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0170.0.2$, Slaves identified by race (color: black, white), ethnic affiliation, and gender.
Link: |P0508$, Government by slave-class (mamelukes).>

P0170.0.2.1$, Slave population (staff, crew) of multi-racial and multi-ethnic origins.
Link: |P0005.3.5.1.1$, Owning slaves of multi-racial, and multi-ethnic origins as `status symbol'.
|P0551.0.3.2$, Army of multi-ethnic groups: same state, several cultures.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0170.0.3$, Eunuchs.
Link: |F0563$, Community of eunuchs. |P0180.4.1.3$, Slave castrated.

Ref.: A. Nasr al-'aghawât; Amîn 193.>
P0170.0.3.1$, Characteristic behavior (and physical traits) of eunuchs.
Link: |C0867.2.1.1$, Tabu: keeping (making use) of eunuch(s). |J1271.1$, Eunuch accounts for how he
became a father. He explains to another eunuch his recent successes in life: "As for this man (companion),
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he is my penis". |P0181.3.1$, Eunuch as paternal figure for girl (young mistress)--as her murabbî/`malegoverness'. |T0479$, Eunuch's sexual activities. |W0125.6$, Eunuch as glutton. |W0202.1$, Indicators of
femaleness. |Z0197.3.1.2$, As lover, a eunuch is like a conqueror (warrior) without a weapon.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz I 106-8 113-14ff. 135-37; Boqarî 49-51.>
P0170.0.3.2$, Eunuch's revenge.
Link: |T0479.2$, Eunuch's sexual liaison with mistress. |U0245.2$, "Eunuch aroused (sexually) from his
master's penis".>

P0170.0.3.2.1$, Castrated slave's revenge. He forces his owner, who had cut off his penis, to do the
same to himself, and then kills owner's sons whom he held as hostages.
Link: |K1465, Blinded slave's revenge. Threatens to jump from tower with lord's children unless lord blinds
himself. Lord does so but slave jumps with children nevertheless. |U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 428.>
P0170.0.3.4$, Higher price for eunuch (as compared to male slave with genitalia).
Link: |P0170.0.1.1, Female salves as medium of exchange (unit of value--[monetary]). |P0180.8.1$, High
price of slave-girls.

Ref.: MITON; Burotn V 46-47 n./(Casraro/eunuch/"Sandali"/one whose penis and testes are
removed).>
P0170.0.5$, High cost of maintaining slaves (i.e., feeding, clothing, housing, and the like).
Link: |P0173.9.1$, Slave purchased. |P0180.8.1$, High price of slave-girls. |U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0170.0.5.1$, Better to buy a [grown up] slave than to raise one up (from infancy or childhood).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 55; Taymûr no. 1659.>
P0170.0.6$, Half-breed (muwallad): mixed race. (Usually black and white).
Link: |J0021.54.1$, "The beauty is the one whom you love even if a Noah's crow (bear)." Which of two
women is the pretty one: the black or the white?. |T0119$, Interracial marriages (miscegenation).
|U0103.1$, Black and white attract (each other).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 429 538; Boqarî 51.>
P0170.0.6.1$, Beauty of the half-breed (muwallad: mixed race).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 538.>
P0171, Branding person makes him one's slave for life.
Ref.: Wesselski Hodscha II 198 no. 391.>
P0171.0.1$, Seal of slavery (humiliation). Type: 303B$, 550, 551, 923C$.
Link: |L0011.1, Seal of humiliation put by youngest brother-in-law on the back of his rivals.

Ref.: DOTTI 110 114 138 289 294 302 305 308 331 334 468 515 530 533 538 539 568 606
608 925/{Alg, Egy, lit., Omn, Plst, Sdn}; MITON; TAWT 422 no. 9/{Egy}; Wehr no. 18.>
P0171.1, Slave's ear bored.
Link: |A1597.3$, Origin of the pierced-ear as a women's practice.

Ref.: ThaClabî 48.>
P0171.3$, Slave's name changed (by new owner).
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Link: |P0208.7$, Customs concerning naming of children.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0172, Requirement that slave given as tribute should not know.>
P0172.0.1$, Requirement that slave should not know certain language (e.g., Arabic, Irish, etc.).>
P0173, Captive king's sons made slaves.
Link: |P0559.1.2.2$, Slain (defeated) warrior's family as booty.>

P0173.0.1$, Free person may not be sold as slave.
Link: |K0365.1, Confederate allows self to be sold as slave [in order to steal]. |W0011.4, Man lets himself
be sold as slave so as to practice generosity.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0173.1, Captive king's daughter as slave.
Link: |T0104.3$, Defeated king asks victor to marry his daughter.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0173.1.1$, Killed king's daughter as slave.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 137-39.>
P0173.2, Killed enemy's son as slave.>
P0173.3, Captives from battle sold as slaves.
Link: |P0178.9.2$, Female salve (captive) taken as wife.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 137-39, 292/(king/no buyer); Burton I 27-28; DOTTI 646/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0173.3.0.1$, Higher status (as slave) for slave-girl (-woman) who is war captive.
Link: |P0180.4$, Treatment of slaves. |T0145.9.0.1.1$, Lower status for concubine (bond-woman) among a
man's wives.>

P0173.3.1$, Game captured becomes property of hunter (fisher).
Link: |P0173.6$, Slaves acquired by abduction (kidnapping, raiding).>

P0173.3.1.1$, Merman caught by human fisher becomes fisher's property (slave).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0173.3.2$, Person(s) captured in raid sold into slavery.
Link: |P0731.0.3.1$, Bedouins (tribe) as raiders (bandits): they attack village, caravan, traveler, etc., to get
booty. |R0061, Person sold into slavery.>

P0173.3.3$, Captured females of defeated enemy humiliated publicly (by parading or otherwise
violating their modesty).
Link: |T0380.0.1$, Harem: place of female seclusion. |W0014.4$, Chivalrous warrior (soldier, knight, etc.).

Ref.: Zîr 64.>
P0173.4, Futile attempt to get rid of man by selling him to merchants as slave.>
P0173.6$, Slaves acquired by abduction (kidnapping, raiding).
Link: |P0019.2.1, King abducts woman to be his paramour. |P0173.3.1.1$, Merman caught by human fisher
becomes fisher's property (slave). |R0062$, Person sold into forced prostitution (`white slavery'). |T0194$,
Marriage by abduction (or raid).

Ref.: Maspero 182 no. 11; MITON.>
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P0173.9$, Other means of acquiring slave(s).>
P0173.9.1$, Slave purchased.
Link: |P0170.0.5$, High cost of maintaining slaves (i.e., feeding, clothing, housing, and the like).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0173.9.1.1$, Slave with shortcoming(s) sold (purchased) `As is'. Type: 516H$, cf. 1931A$.
Link: |N0801.1$, Giant man (black) bought from slavery `As is' becomes hero's helper. |X0901, One lie a
year. [Man is believed because of his general truthfulness].

Ref.: DOTTI 283 955; M.I. Hassan 74-77 no. 19; MITON.>
P0173.9.1.1$, `Purchasing a [grown] salve is preferred to raising one'.
Ref.: Amîn 450.>
P0173.9.2$, Slave received or given as reward (grant, gift). Type: 545B, 561, 918$, cf. 938C$.
Link: |P0180.3.1$, Man receives half ownership of slave-girl as grant. |P0775.2.0.3$, Gifts (presents) as
means of redistribute wealth.

Ref.: Maspero 109 no. 6 n. 3; Jâhiz I 163 II 170-71; DOTTI 298 317 475 476 584 585
645/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
P0173.9.2.1$, Salve(s) given away as (religious) charity.
Link: |P0170.0.1.1, Female salves as medium of exchange (unit of value--[monetary]). |P0173.9.2$, Slave
received or given as reward (grant, gift). |S0235, Angry man gives away his daughter to a beggar.
|T0069.6$, Daughter given to beggar (as alms). |V0006.2$, Man (saint) lets himself be sold as slave as alms
to beggar. |W0011.4, Man lets himself be sold as slave so as to practice generosity. |X0598.1.2$, Erotic act
(kissing, embracing, etc.) as alms.

Ref.: DOTTI 273 521 688/{Sdn}.>
P0173.9.3$, Slave acquired in payment of debt.
Link: |P0776.9.1$, Exorbitant (usurious) interest on loan. |N0002.1, Own body as stake: to be taken as
slave. |Q0437.1, Criminal's wife and children sold in slavery. |R0061, Person sold into slavery. |S0210.1,
Child sold into slavery.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 61.>
P0173.9.3.1$, Creditor holds debtor's child as slave (pawn).
Link: |P0170.0.1.1, Female salves as medium of exchange (unit of value--[monetary]). |S0021.6$, Son sells
parent(s) into slavery. |S0021.7$, Son pawns parents.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 61.>
P0173.9.4$, Slave won (lost) in wager. Type: 303C$, 1920J$, cf. 613B$.
Link: |N0002.1, Own body as stake: to be taken as slave.

Ref.: DOTTI 113 348 952.>
P0173.9.5$, Slave acquired as part of inheritance.
Link: |P0761$, Inheritance (rules). |W0014.8.2$, New owner surrenders purchased slave-girl to previous
owner.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0174, Children of slave and free person become slaves. Type: 920.
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Ref.: DOTTI 586.>
P0174.0.1$, Children of slave-woman and free father become free. Type: 920.
Link: |P0178.9.4$, Slave woman considered "as if free" when she becomes "Mother of a child ('umm
walad--usually a son)". (Under certain conditions). |T0192.5$, Female slave impregnated by master forced
to marry a slave.

Ref.: Amîn 231/(sariyyah); Boqarî 51/cf.; DOTTI 345 586/{lit.}; Lane 101-102.>
P0174.0.1.1$, Child (son) of slave-woman and free father becomes distinguished (i.e., savant, ruler,
warrior, or the like).
Link: |L0113.1.7, Slave as hero.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 428.>
P0174.0.2$, Hero is son of deserted black slave-woman and free white father. Type: 301, 303B$,
550, 551, 920.
Link: |P0017.9, Natural [(illegitimate)] son succeeds to the throne. |P0731.1$, The sons of the Bedouinchief's three wives: the Bedouin (`Arab'), the urban, and the peasant.

Ref.: DOTTI 98 101 110 111 114 174 302 305 347 586/{Jrd, Sdn}.>
P0174.0.2.1$, Unpromising son of black slave-woman victorious over white stepbrother(s). Type:
301, 303B$, 550, 551, 920.
Ref.: DOTTI 101 110 302 305 586/{Irq}; Meissner 69-71 no. 37.>
P0174.1$, Slave and his possessions are owner's property.
Link: |P0180$, Master (owner) and slave.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0174.1.1$, Slave's child sold by master.
Link: |S0210.1, Child sold into slavery.

Ref.: Boqarî 50.>
P0174.2$, Slave and owner's possessions (property). Type: 918$.
Ref.: DOTTI 584; MITON.>
P0174.2.1$, `Whatever belongs to the master is sinful for the slave [to enjoy without permission]'.
Link: |C0792$, Tabu: use of others's possessions without permission.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0174.2.2$, Child acquired along with parent(s) as slaves.
Link: |P0173.9.1$, Slave purchased.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0174.3$, Slave's marital affairs.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0174.3.1$, Owner has no legal right to force slave to divorce his wife.
Link: |P0178.6$, Only the owner may free slave (not slave overseer). |P0180.5$, Treatment of slave's
children in relationship to master's. |P0529.0.6.3$, Divorce forced on couple who wish to remain wed is
illegal (illegitimate).

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0175, Slave killed.>
P0175.0.1$, Slave murdered (by cruel or treacherous owner).
Link: |K2247.1.2$, Treacherous slave's owner (master). |P0506.3.1.1$, Slaves revolt. |S0007$, Cruel
master.

Ref.: DOTTI 235 521 618 873/{lit.}.>
P0176, Murder by slaves.
Link: |T0471.5$, Slave (servant) rapes his mistress.

Ref.: Lane 417/cf.; Zîr 150.>
P0178, Slaves freed.
Link: |J0149.2.1$, Captive (slave) freed because of his literacy (can read and write). |V0006$, Expiatorydeed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up for by additional good deeds.

Ref.: DOTTI 675/{lit.}; Juhaymân (al-) II 364-65; MITON.>
P0178.0.1$, Slave may not be `freed' without ability to make a living independently.
Link: |P0178.5.2$, Slave without profession (craft, skill, trade) that would permit making a living refuses to
be freed.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0178.0.2$, Freed slaves (`maCâtîq') as social class (community).
Link: |F0563$, Community of eunuchs.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0178.2, Slaves released after definite term.>
P0178.2.1$, Slave to be free at death of master.
Ref.: Jâhiz VII 96.>
P0178.2.2$, Slave freed by compensating master (`owner').
Link: |M0270$, Freedom promised to slave (captive). |R0358$, Escaped slave(s) return(s) to master.

Ref.: Damîrî I 244-45; Ibshîhî 166-67 209-10 221; Yâfi)î 32/cf.>
P0178.2.2.1$, Slave freed in return for service.>
P0178.2.2.1.1$, Slave singing-woman (musician) freed in return for performing for master.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0178.2.2.2$, Slave freed for his character merit(s). Type: cf. 516H$.>
P0178.2.2.2.1$, Slave freed for his generosity or kindness.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 221.>
P0178.3$, Freeing of slave(s) as expiatory-deed.
Link: |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up for by additional good
deeds.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 534; DOTTI 68 544 590/{Syr}; MITON; Yâfi)î 32 64-65.>
P0178.3.1$, Slave granted a blind promise: asks to be freed.
Link: |M0223, Blind promise (rash boon). Person grants wish before hearing it. |Q0115.0.1$, Person
granted fulfilled wish(es) as reward. |U0310.0.1$, Freedom (liberty) above all.>

P0178.3.1.1$, Slave-woman granted a wish by infatuated master: she asks to be freed.
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Link: |P0529.2.2$, Wife granted a wish: she demands divorce. |W0164.2.1.5$, Pride of noble person (king,
princess, etc.) injured when beloved prefers a commoner.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0178.4$, If abused, slave may demand to be sold.
Link: |P0170, Slaves. |P0523.3, Slave may not bring suit.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0178.4.1$, Slave rebels if treated well, obedient if abused.
Link: |P0180.4.0.1$, A slave is to be beaten with stick, whereas only words suffice with the free person.
|W0129$, Disagreeableness (dissonance, contrariness). |W0256.5$, Stereotyping: racial traits.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 429.>
P0178.5$, Slave may not be freed without his (her) consent.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0178.5.1$, Slave refuses to be freed.
Link: |J0684.6$, Being owned (as slave) by the powerful (rich) guarantees comfortable living. |R0358$,
Escaped slave(s) return(s) to master.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 427; DOTTI 955/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0178.5.2$, Slave without profession (craft, skill, trade) that would permit making a living refuses to
be freed.
Link: |J1014$, Making a living (by earning wages). |P0031, Prince must learn a trade. |P0178.0.1$, Slave
may not be `freed' without ability to make a living independently.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0178.6$, Only the owner may free slave (not slave overseer). Type: 918$.
Link: |P0174.3.1$, Owner has no legal right to force slave to divorce his wife.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 489-93; DOTTI 584.>
P0178.9$, Freeing of slaves--miscellaneous.>
P0178.9.1$, Slave freed and taken as spouse. Type: 676,/954, 918$.
Link: |T0121.6.1$, Master (owner) marries slave-girl.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0178.9.2$, Female salve (captive) taken as wife.
Link: |P0173.3, Captives from battle sold as slaves. |R0010.1, Princess (maiden) abducted. |T0194$,
Marriage by abduction (or raid). |T0292.3$, Slave-girl (beloved) unwillingly sold (given away) by master
(owner).

Ref.: Alf III 239/(Zuraiq's wife); Burton VII 196.>
P0178.9.3$, Slave freed when too old to work. Type: cf. 130.
Link: |Z0040.4.2.1$, Lion searches for "man": little boy: is not, but will be one; old man: is not, but used to
be one; etc.

Ref.: Boqarî 50.>
P0178.9.4$, Slave woman considered "as if free" when she becomes "Mother of a child ('umm
walad--usually a son)". (Under certain conditions).
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Link: |P0174.0.1$, Children of slave-woman (concubine) and free father become free. |U0296.1$, Merits of
slaves.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 427; Boqarî 51; Lane 101-102.>
P0179$, Slave educated.
Link: |J0149.2.1$, Captive (slave) freed because of his literacy (can read and write). |J0155.9$, Female as
wise adviser--miscellaneous.>

P0179.0.1$, The ideal (perfect) slave. (Usually a female).
Link: |P0185.3.1$, Beloved slave-girl asks impoverished master to sell her in order to pay creditors.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0179.1$, Slave as savant: accomplished scholar, scientist, poet, singer, etc.
Link: |J0152.8$, Wisdom from slave (servant). |Q0050.1$, Reward for teaching the nonliterate how to read
and write.

Ref.: Alf III 271.>
P0179.1.1$, Slave-girl (woman) as scholar.
Link: |J0155.0.1$, Women savant (wise woman or wise girl).

Ref.: DOTTI 201 502 519 540 599 873/{Alg, Egy}; MITON.>
P0179.1.1.1$, Slave-girl with comprehensive knowledge of all arts and sciences: (Tawaddud,
Nuzhat az-Zamân). Type: 876, cf. 875.
Ref.: DOTTI 504 511 551 646/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0179.1.2$, Slave-girl as singer (musician-poetess).
Link: |P0427.7.4.1$, Slave-woman (slave-girl) as poetess. |Q0437.2.1$, Noble girl who wouldn't give up
singing sold as slave by her father: (Sallâmah).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 209-10.>
P0179.1.3$, Slave-girl as artisan (at craft, trade, vocation).
Link: |J1030, Self-dependence. |P0209$, Working female as family provider. |W0040$, Self-reliance as
trait of character.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0179.3$, Educating a slave as expiatory-deed.
Link: |P0178.3$, Freeing of slave(s) as expiatory-deed. |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in
religious exercise made-up for by additional good deeds.>

P0180$, Master (owner) and slave. Type: 516, 516H$, 567, 567A, 930, 930B1$, 1379/891F$.
Link: |K2247.1.2$, Treacherous slave's owner (master). |P0360, Master and servant. |R0211.4, Escape
from slavery (pirates).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 489-93; Basset Mille III 169 no. 108/cf.; DOTTI 274 283 327 328 622 625
771 882/{Egy}; Littmann ؤgypten pt. II 111 no. 49.>
P0180.1$, Owner as slave's lord (master). Type: 851C$, cf. 516H$.
Link: |T0469.2$, Sexual intercourse with a different woman daily the year round.

Ref.: DOTTI 283 473.>
P0180.1.1$, Slave addresses master (mistress) as paternal-uncle (paternal-aunt).
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C

Link: |Z0067.5.1$, Esteem: man addressed as " amm (paternal-uncle)".

Ref.: TAWT 424.>
P0180.2$, A slave who is not yours is a freeman just as you are.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1858.>
P0180.3$, Joint ownership of slave. Type: 918$, cf. 847*.
Link: |J1905.3, Divided ownership of cow. The brother who owns the front end tries to drive the cow and
will not let the owner of the rear end milk her. |K0182.1, Small niche [(nail)] in house brings large price.
House sold reserving niche.

Ref.: DOTTI 467 584/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0180.3.1$, Man receives half ownership of slave-girl as grant. Type: cf. 847*.
Link: |P0173.9.2$, Slave received or given as reward (grant, gift).

Ref.: DOTTI 467; MITON.>
P0180.3.4$, Joint ownership (custody) of a ransomed person. Type: 953A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 658.>
P0180.4$, Treatment of slaves.
Link: |P0173.3.0.1$, Higher status (as slave) for slave-girl (-woman) who is war captive.>

P0180.4.0.1$, A slave is to be beaten with stick, whereas only words (allusions) suffice with the free
person.
Link: |P0178.4.1$, Slave rebels if treated well, obedient if abused. |W0227$, Perceptiveness.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 44 429; Taymûr 1845.>
P0180.4.0.2$, When treated with respect, a slave rebels, but a free person conforms.
Link: |U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves. |W0129$, Disagreeableness (dissonance, contrariness).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 429.>
P0180.4.1$, Slave abused (mistreated).
Link: |K2247.1.2$, Treacherous slave's owner (master). |P0174, Children of slave and free person become
slaves. |P0363$, Mistreatment of servants (employees). |S0123.1, Burial alive of drugged person.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0180.4.1.1$, Slave beaten.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0180.4.1.1.1$, Slave tortured.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 451/(woman).>
P0180.4.1.2$, Slave murdered.>
P0180.4.1.3$, Slave castrated.
Link: |P0170.0.3$, Eunuchs. |S0176.1.5$, Master (mistress) emasculates slave. |W0181.2.4$, Singer with
marvelous voice castrated for fear of evoking women's lust.

Ref.: Hujelân 114-15 no. 14-2.>
P0180.4.2$, Considerate (kind) treatment of slave.>
P0180.4.2.1$, Slave treated as if member of family (foster-child).
Link: |T0405.3.3$, Nakedness or exposure of those who are brother-sister-like.
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Ref.: DOTTI 402 551 646 768/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0180.4.2.1.1$, Slave adopted.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 428.>
P0180.4.2.2$, Free and slave raised together as foster ("sociological") siblings. Type: 885**, 932$933, 932C$-formerly-932A$.
Link: |C0162.5.1.2$, Tabu: foster brother-sister marriage. |P0017.9, Natural [(illegitimate)] son succeeds to
the throne. |P0274.2$, Marriage (sexual liaison) between free and slave raised together as foster siblings.
C

C

|P0295.1.1.1$, She-paternal-cousin (bint- amm) not secluded from her he-paternal-cousin ('ibn- amm).

Ref.: DOTTI 535 630 633; MITON.>
P0180.4.3$, Privileged Slave(s).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0180.4.3.1$, Slave holds self superior to commoners.
Link: |P0508.1$, Mamelukes expected to rise to high ranks (become holders of offices).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0180.5$, Treatment of slave's children in relationship to master's. Type: 891F$,/1379.
Link: |P0174.3.1$, Owner has no legal right to force slave to divorce his wife.

Ref.: ThaClabî 48/(Hagar's son/IsmâCîl); DOTTI 771 854/{lit.}; MITON; TAWT 436 no.
28/{Egy}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 799-x-062-?.>
P0180.8$, Uxoriousness through slaves--(sexual liaison with slaves).
Link: |N0681.3.3.1$, Master discovers that slave-girl with whom he is about to cohabit is the daughter of
woman with whom he had cohabited. |P0529.9.2$, Legal rights of a concubine (consort, common-law
wife). |T0380.0.1.1$, Royal harem (with hundreds of women). |T0469.2$, Sexual intercourse with a
different woman daily the year round.

Ref.: Damîrî I 369; DOTTI 861 862/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0180.8.0.1$, Sexual relations between master and female-slaves discouraged (or condemned).
Link: |Q0394, Uxoriousness punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0180.8.1$, High price of slave-girls.
Link: |P0170.0.3.4$, Higher price for eunuch (as compared to male slave with genitalia). |P0170.0.5$, High
cost of maintaining slaves (i.e., feeding, clothing, housing, and the like). |P0529.0.2.3.1$, sadâq, `mahr'
(marriage-present, bride-wealth, "bride-price," etc.). |T0052.0.1$, Bride-wealth (mahr). |T0052.0.2.1$,
Excessive mahr as obstacle for marriage. |T0052.0.6.1.2$, Slave-girl gives owner-to-be money with which
to buy her. (She is infatuated with him, while he is impoverished and cannot afford the high price).
|T0450.0.2$, High price for sexual pleasure (illicit love).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0180.8.1.1$, Bride-wealth costs less than price of slave-girl.
Ref.: MITON; Alf IV 101.>
P0180.8.2$, Sexual relations between mistress (female owner) and (male)-slave prohibited
(condemned). Type: cf. 918$.
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Link: |T0478$, Sexual intercourse between mistress and her (male) slave.

Ref.: DOTTI 584; Hujelân 267 no. 41-4.>
P0180.8.3$, Homosexual liaison with slave condemned.
Link: |J1768.2.1.1$, Youth thought to be a man's lover (actually his son). |T0463, Homosexual love
(male).>

P0180.8.3.1$, Lesbian liaison between mistress and female-slave condemned.
Link: |N0349.4.1.1$, Friendly kiss on cheek (homosocial) thought to be homoerotic. |T0092.2, Three
victims of love [and lesbian love]; girl loves boy, boy loves singing girl, singing girl loves the girl. All die
of despair. |T0462.4$, Male-woman ("marah-dakar"/'imra'ah dhakar): `dike'--(lesbian seducer).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0180.8.5$, At auction, slave-girl chooses her buyer (owner-to-be).
Link: |P0774.3$, Auction: selling to highest bidder.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 262; DOTTI 281 482 568/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0180.8.6$, Slave-girl refuses to surrender self to buyer (master).
Link: |J1548$, Ugly husband asks his beautiful wife whether they will be in Paradise or in Hell. Both in
Paradise: she for her endurance (suffering, patience), and he for being `thankful to God'. |K1227, Lover put
off by deceptive respite. |T0121.9.1$, Beautiful girl weds ugly husband. |T0311.2.2$, Girl threatens to kill
herself (and husband-to-be) if forced to marry. |Z0061, Never.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 262-63.>
P0180.8.6.1$, Slave-girl refuses to submit to ugly master (owner).
Ref.: Jâhiz VI 262.>
P0181$, Faithful slave. Type: 516.
Link: |P0185$, Faithful slave-woman. |P0361, Faithful servant. |U0296.1$, Merits of slaves.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 427; DOTTI 192 274/{Tns}.>
P0181.1$, Slave avenges master's death. Type: cf. 516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 283; D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE VII 111 no. 24.>
P0181.2$, Slave protects master's family. Type: cf. 516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 283.>
P0181.3$, Slave as paternal figure (teacher, nurse, governor, etc.).
Link: |P0362, Faithful servant entrusted with care and education of crown prince.>

P0181.3.1$, Eunuch as paternal figure for girl (young mistress)--as her murabbî/`male-governess'.
Link: |N0862$, Slave as helper. |P0170.0.3.1$, Characteristic behavior (and physical traits) of eunuchs.
C

|P0272.5$, Wet nurse (murdi ah, `dâdâh', murabbiyah). |P0424.6$, Nurse (physician's helper).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0182$, Slave wooes his mistress.
Ref.: DOTTI 854/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0182.1$, Slave who wooes (wants to marry) his mistress punished.
Link: |T0131.11$, Lower social class as obstacle to marriage. |T0380.3.1$, Certain (non-threatening) males
are viewed as unworthy of woman's modesty (e.g., slave, singer, etc.).
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Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 99-100 no. 163; Ibn-CAasim 99-100 no. 163; Hujelân 114-15 no. 14-2;
AGSFC: QTR 87-3ff., 700-2-no. 2.>
P0183$, Mistress wooes her slave. Type: 917$, 918$, cf. 449,/1511.
Link: |P0367.1$, Men-slaves corrupt (seduce) mistresses.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 99-100/(impregnated); Hujelân 267 no. 41-4.>
P0184$, Inherent rivalry between master and young slave. Type: cf. 449, 1426A$, 1511.
Ref.: DOTTI 219 247 521 618 631 759 804 818 819/{lit., Plst}.>
P0185$, Faithful slave-woman.
Link: |P0181$, Faithful slave. |P0361.4.0.1$, Faithful nurse (maid) protects master's children (wife).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264; MITON; TAWT 424; Wehr 26 no. 2.>
P0185.1$, Faithful slave-woman, faithless mistress (wife). Type: 567, 567A, cf. 871A.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264/(betray mistress's faithlessness); DOTTI 327 328 486; MITON.>
P0185.3$, Slave-girl beloved by her master (owner).
Link: |P0179.0.1$, The ideal (perfect) slave. (Usually a female).>

P0185.3.1$, Beloved slave-girl asks impoverished master to sell her in order to pay creditors. Type:
676, cf. 895B1$, 938C$.
Link: |T0292.3$, Slave-girl (beloved) unwillingly sold (given away) by master (owner). |W0013$, Selfabnegation (altruism, self-denial, selflessness).

Ref.: DOTTI 281 368 482 504 551 645 646/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0187$, Inherent rivalry between mistress and young female slave. Type: 451, 451A, 891F$,/1379.
Link: |T0257.2.3$, Jealous wife (mistress) murders (seeks to murder) her rival.

Ref.: ThaClabî 48; DOTTI 206 218 225 227 771/{Tns}; MITON Intro. 4 n. 20 223; Shamy
(el-) "Character Transmutation" 238 n. 11; TAWT 424 436; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 698-1-no. 2.>
P0187.1$, Wife humiliated by husband's sexual liaison with slave-woman.
Link: |D0661.6.1$, Woman transforms lover (husband) to animal for desiring another (slave-girl).
|K1510.2, Wife of philanderer gets revenge by having an affair herself. |M0131.1.1$, Vow to become
unfaithful if spouse is unfaithful. |P0268.2$, Accommodation between co-wives. |T0071.3$, Rejected
(humiliated) lover refuses reconciliation. |T0234$, Wronged wife chooses loathly paramour to spite her
faithless husband. |W0164.5$, Wife too proud to accept husband's marriage to another.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0188$, Escape of slave(s). Type: 851C$.
Link: |R0211.4, Escape from slavery (pirates). |R0357$, Runaway slave(s) recaptured.

Ref.: Damîrî I 244-45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 125; DOTTI 473 591 643/{Egy}.>
P0190, Other social orders--miscellaneous.>
P0190.1$, Social inequality. Social group (class) held to be inferior on basis of ethnicity, religion,
race, color, gender, etc.
Link: |Q0281.6$, Ingratitude rebuked. |U0000, Life's inequalities.>

P0190.1.1$, Last hired, first fired (due to servile societal station).
Link: |P0534.2$, Donkey was told, "You are invited to the wedding celebration!" He replied: "It is for
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either forced labor or carrying dirt!". |Q0281.6.1$, "Remembered (called on) only in plights (sorrows), but
forgotten (ignored) in delights (festivities)". |U0253.4$, Desperate measure taken to insure one's own
survival. |X0474.1$, Pseudo-fairness: subtle setting of level of ease or hardness of conditions according to
visibility of differences.>

P0191, Social status of foreigners.
Link: |P0431.1, Merchants as spreaders of news. |P0469.3$, Wanderer (traveler, stranger) as source of
news. |P0738$, Foreigners.

Ref.: Amîn 196.>
P0191.0.1$, Foreigners receive preferential treatment.
Link: |P0522.0.1$, Multiple legal systems. |W0195.4.1.3$, Native envies foreigner's wealth (estates).

Ref.: Dickson Desert 312-14 no. 6; DOTTI 446/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 229 no. 65.>
P0191.0.2$, Foreigners are adversely affected by instability (unrest) in host land.
Link: |P0431.0.3$, Merchants cultivate (inspire) prosperity and disdain war (conflict).>

P0191.0.2.1$, "If wind were to blow, it would tear down a stranger's (foreigner's) palace [built on air
(sand)]".
Link: |P0191.1.5.1$, Stranger pities self--(usually in poem or song). |W0022.3.1.1$, Living as a stranger in
foreign land is like building palaces on wind (castles on sand).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0191.1$, Characteristic behavior of foreigners (strangers).
Link: |A1698$, European theories about inability of non-Europeans to think logically (`savage mind,' `prelogical mentality,' etc.). |W0256.1$, Stereotyping: ethnic and national traits.>

P0191.1.1$, Foreigners (strangers) are unconcerned about the seemliness of their social conduct.
Link: |U0244$, Anonymity encourages irresponsibility (recklessness).

Ref.: MITON; Burton I 178 n. 2/cf./non-Moslem women; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 240.>
P0191.1.1.1$, Guest to host: "Either you let me urinate in your water-tank (zîr), or I leave and never
come back!" (Proverbial use).
Link: |K2025$, Deceitful exploitation of rules of hospitality.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3031.>
P0191.1.2$, Foreigners (strangers) should be gracious toward customs of host people (country).
Link: |P0320.0.6$, Guest's obligations toward host.

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 579/(venerated bull-calf).>
P0191.1.2.1$, "If you enter calf-worshipping town (country), mow [some grass] and feed `him'".
Link: |W0171.2$, Hypocrisy.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 579.>
P0191.1.3$, Foreigners (strangers) are unable to perceive the surroundings fully.
Link: |U0300$, Relativity of perception: "adaptation level" (judgment depends on circumstances, objects of
comparison, frame of reference, or context).>

P0191.1.3.1$, "A stranger is blind [i.e., (ignorant])".
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 32 no. 62R; Taymûr no. 2053.>
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P0191.1.4$, Parlance of foreigners (or professional groups).
Link: |T0604.5$, Mother-tongue: infant acquires mother's language.

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 50/(African); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28.>
P0191.1.4.1$-(formerly, P0738.1.1$), Parlance of foreigners (`rutân') not understood. Type: cf.
1699.
Link: |J1110.1.5$, A "smart aleck": sarcastic person too clever with words. (Speaks in Lawidî).
|P0731.3.2$, Sedentary person mocks (despises) nomad's lifestyle (people). |T0119.9.1$, Inter-ethnic
marriages. (Usually with communication/language as a problem). |Z0001.3$, Foreign language formulas
(e.g., mazmazail/mademoiselle, misyoo/monsieur/mister, 'alistah/all set, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 204 no. 15; Amîn 427-28/('alistah); DOTTI 446/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0191.1.5$, Strangers are melancholy (sad, lonesome, homesick).
Link: |F0569.3.1$, Silent melancholy woman (girl). |W0022.3.1$, Aversion to estrangement from
homeland (ghurbah, strangerhood, exile-like).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 190/(Isis); MITON.>
P0191.1.5.1$, Stranger pities self--(usually in poem or song).
Link: |P0191.0.2.1$, "If wind were to blow, it would tear down a stranger's (foreigner's) palace [built on air
(sand)]". |W0172.5.1$, Publication of self-pity. |W0209.2$, Lonesome person daydreams (hallucinates).

Ref.: Maspero 83 no. 4 n. 4.>
P0191.1.5.1.1$, Stranger weeps.
Link: |F1051, Prodigious weeping. Usually by saint.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0191.1.6$, Strangerhood teaches (instructs).
Link: |J1077.3$, Traveling as source of pride.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2048.>
P0191.2$, Foreigner (stranger) required to provide information on his social status and profession
(craft, trade). (Usually at city gate).
Link: |P0031, Prince must learn a trade. |P0522, Laws. |P0524.2, Foreigners may not act as security
[(kafîl)]. |P0570.1.1.1$, City gate closed. |P0738$, Foreigners.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0191.2.1$, Bachelor foreigner (visitor) required to stay in public facility (hotel, or the like--away
from family residences).
Link: |P0200.2.1$, Low social status of the bachelor (unwed man): undesirable as neighbor. |T0380.3$,
Modesty displayed only toward a worthy male.

Ref.: Lane 155-56.>
P0191.3$, Foreigner becomes a resident (settler, citizen).
Link: |P0501.0.1$, Political estrangement or alienation: absence of sense of national belonging
(citizenship). |Z0116.7.1$, Mr./Mrs. average citizen.

Ref.: Maspero 79-80 no. 4; Boqarî 50/(African).>
P0191.3.1$, Useful foreigner invited to settle in host country (and become citizen).
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Link: |Q0136.1$, Title as reward.

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 183: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 109-2.>
P0191.4$, Foreigner (stranger) mistreated.>
P0191.4.1$, Foreigner cheated (robbed). Type: cf. 915C$, 978.
Ref.: DOTTI 582 679 Maspero 206 no. 15.>
P0191.5$, Fear of foreigners (xenophobia).
Link: |J0652.4.4$, Warning against foreigners (Europeans/Franks, Arabs, orientals). |P0711.6, National
unity preserved by expulsion of all foreign elements. |U0139.3.0.1$, Distrust of the new (modern) and the
unfamiliar.

Ref.: Boqarî 100ff.>
P0192, Madmen (fools, professional fools).>
P0192.1, Professional fool [(jester)].
Link: |J1124, Clever court jester. |P0014.15.4$, Court joker (jester, fool).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0192.8$, tanbal (`idler': obese court jester).
C

C

Link: |P0473$, ga îdî/qa îdî (vagabond, rogue, etc.). |X0151.4$, Person too fat (round) to be able to reach
(move) freely.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 226 no. 62.>
P0192.8.1$, `Idler' only eats, drinks, and sleeps.
Ref.: Amîn 128.>
P0192.10$, magdhûb: half-wit, `village-idiot'.
Link: |M0301.9, Half-wit [(idiot 'ablah/"'ahbal")] as prophet.

Ref.: Amîn 48; DOTTI 735/{Tns}; Lane 227; RAFE 306 n. 50; Ritter I.1 372-75 no. 38;
Hasaballâh Yahyâ Turâth VII:2/3 196-7.>
P0192.10.0.1$, Being a `bahlûl' (i.e., an imbecile--like al-Bahlûl).>
P0192.10.1$, Half-wit heckled (chased) by children. Type: 971A$, cf. 1920L$.
Link: |P0193.3.1.1$, Obnoxious children (hecklers). |R0264$, Pursuit by a crowd of people.

Ref.: DOTTI 675 953; Yâfi)î 129/(Bahlûl) 143/(Bahlûl).>
P0193$, A crowd of people.
Link: |R0264$, Pursuit by a crowd of people.>

P0193.1$, Angry crowd (mob).
Ref.: MITON; Wehr 13 no. 1.>
P0193.1.1$, Crowd of people opposes ruler (government).>
P0193.1.1.1$, Crowd of people intervenes and saves victim (captive, prisoner). Type: cf. 956D.
Link: |P0305.1.2$, Neighborly intervention (mediation).

Ref.: DOTTI 380 642 665/{lit.}.>
P0193.2$, Protesting (disapproving) crowd.
Link: |P0790.1$, Publication of personal feelings (causing social reaction).>

P0193.2.1$, Street demonstration as public protest.>
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P0193.2.2$, Mob: unruly (violent) crowd.
Ref.: ThaClabî 106; Ibshîhî 218.>
P0193.2.2.1$, Multiple deaths (injuries, destruction) from unruly mob.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 218.>
P0193.3$, Curious crowd of people.
Ref.: MITON; RAFE 301 n. 19.>
P0193.3.1$, A crowd of child(ren).
Link: |J1122, Clever younger generation.>

P0193.3.1.1$, Obnoxious children (hecklers). Type: 971A$, 1477*, 1920L$.
Link: |P0192.10.1$, Half-wit heckled (chased) by children. |P0230.5$, Children spoil their father's wedding
to a new bride-to-be and bring about reinstatement of their own mother. |T0158$, Wedding ceremony
spoiled through marplot. |W0187.2$, Insolent younger generation.

Ref.: Boqarî 11-12 61; DOTTI 675 815 953; MITON.>
P0193.3.1.1.1$, Obnoxious children injure person (by throwing stones or the like).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0193.3.1.2$, Obnoxious child as thief (pickpocket, thief's assistant). Type: cf. 1692.
Link: |J2136.5.4, Numskull as thief's assistant wakens owner.

Ref.: Boqarî 94-95; DOTTI 913; MITON.>
P0193.3.1.3$, Obnoxious child as bully.
Link: |P0148.1$, Strongman as bully.

Ref.: Boqarî 20-22.>
P0193.4$, Sad (mourning, weeping, etc.) crowd. Usually helpless.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0193.5$, Cheering crowd (declares approval).
Link: |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music) mistaken for happy event.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 228 no. 63.>
P0194$, The lowly social classes or groups (the vulgar, al-ghawghâ'/al-siflah).
Link: |U0291.1$, Merits and demerits of lowly social class (al-ghawghâ').

Ref.: î (al-) 116-17.>
P0194.9$, The lowly classes--miscellaneous.>
P0194.9.1$, Ex-prisoners (`ex-felons$,`sawâbiq, etc.) as a social category.
Link: |P0462.1.1$, Robber (outlaw, master thief) employed as policeman (detective). |P0547.3.1$, Prison
comrades. |R0051.0.1$, Prisoner(s) tortured.

Ref.: ThaClabî 72-73/cf.>
P0194.9.1.1$, Person frequently imprisoned (`radd sugûn$, jailbird).
Link: |K2130, Trouble-makers. |P0547.5$, Prison as refuge (or hiding place). |U0139.4$, Habit of
captivity (being enslaved) preferred, though unsatisfactory.

Ref.: Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 14.>
P0194.9.1.3$, Woman nicknamed: `Misdemeanors (gunah)'; she is a habitual law breaker (usually
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assaults others).
Link: |P0149.1$, Characteristic behavior of urban community's strong-woman. |P0427.7.4.3$, raddâhah,
shalaq: professional denigrator (satirist). Woman hired to publicly disgrace a person with vulgarities.
|P0547$, Instruments of law courts (means of law enforcement). |W0188.3$, Quarrelsomeness.>

P0195$-P0199$, Deviant social categories (groups).>
P0195$, Drug-addicts, (masatîl: the `stoned$, the `high').
Link: |Z0070.5.2$, `masâtîl-talk'/`ghuraz-talk': irresponsible, bizarre, `crazy'--like that uttered by `the
stoned' at one of the hashish-`stands' (lit.: "hashish-stitches").

Ref.: MITON.>
P0195.0.4$, Drug addicts as lowly social group.
Ref.: DOTTI 519 873/{Egy}.>
P0195.0.4.1$, Disgraceful act(s) by drug addicts.
Link: |F1041.15.1$, Addiction as an illness. Adverse effects of excessive consumption of commodity or
service (e.g., food, drink, drug, or sex, entertainment, etc.). |J1913.4$, Dying (gravely sick) person thought
to be `stoned' (drug addict). |P0196.1$, Disgraceful act(s) by drunkards. |P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful)
acts. |U0283.1.3$, Demerits (evils) of liquor. |X0830$, Humor concerning hallucinatory effects of drugs
(hashish, opium, cocaine, alcohol, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0195.1$, hashshâshîn (hashish-smokers).
Link: |X0002$, Witty nation or social group (ethic, religious, occupational, etc.).

Ref.: Amîn 169-71; DOTTI 776 855 934/{Egy, lit.}; Lane 334-35; MITON; Shamy (el-)
Egypt 230-31 no. 67; Sûfî (al-) 126-30.>
P0195.1.0.1$, Hashish-smoking song or poem.
Link: |F0950.0.2.1.1.1$, Hashish recommended as remedy (treatment) for lack of success.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0195.1.1$, Clever hashshâsh (hashish-smoker). Type: 1262A$, 1637$.
Link: |J1116.1, Clever madman. |J1116.5$, hashshâsh (hashish-smoker) as trickster. |J1123$, Clever
hashish-smoker.

Ref.: Amîn 169; DOTTI 318 333 488 500 727/{Egy, Mrc}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 230-31 no.
67/(wit).>
P0195.1.3$, Professionals (males) as consumers of narcotics.
Link: |F0950.0.2.1.1.1$, Hashish recommended as remedy (treatment) for lack of success. |F0951$, Cures
for impotence and frigidity. |X0830$, Humor concerning hallucinatory effects of drugs (hashish, opium,
cocaine, alcohol, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0195.2$, 'afyûngiyyah (opium-addicts).
Ref.: Lane 335.>
P0195.3$, shammâmîn (`sniffers$, addicts of drugs which are consumed through inhaling, sniffing).>
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P0196$, khamorgiyyah, sukariyyîn (drunkards).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 606-8; Amîn 169; MITON; Scelles-Millie Maghreb 294-96 no. 37; Shamy (el-)
Egypt 230-31 no. 67.>
P0196.0.1$, Poem or song of (liquor) drinking. (khamriyyât).
Link: |U0283.1$, Merits and demerits of liquor.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0196.1$, Disgraceful act(s) by drunkards.
Link: |F1041.15.1$, Addiction as an illness. Adverse effects of excessive consumption of commodity or
service (e.g., food, drink, drug, or sex, entertainment, etc.). |J0485, Three sins of the hermit. Choice of three
sins given him: adultery, murder (theft), drunkenness. He chooses drunkenness [wine]; the others follow.
|J1320, Repartee concerning drunkenness [and similar states of altered consciousness]. |J1326$,
Drunkard's excuse ("I was drunk!", "The liquor made me do it!", or the like). |K1626.4$, Drunken person
about to commit murder is himself killed. |P0195.0.4$, Drug addicts as lowly social group. |X0800-X899,
Humor based on drunkenness [and similar states of altered consciousness].

Ref.: MITON.>
P0196.1.1$, Drunkard loses control over bodily functions. Type: cf. 835*.
Link: |J1985$, Uncertainty about own actions.>

P0196.1.1.1$, Involuntary urination (defecation) by drunkard.
Ref.: DOTTI 572/{lit.}.>
P0196.1.1.1.1$, Drunkard lies in street: abused by animals or humans (dog urinates on him, gets
laden in wheel-borough, or the like).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 608.>
P0196.1.2$, Drunkard loses control over his social conduct.
Link: |J1325.0.1$, Drunk's attempt to perform the impossible ends in humiliation. He forswears drinking.
|K0332.3$, Consent (promise) secured from person when he is drunk. |U0283.1.3.1$, Liquor leads to
commission of crimes (sins).

Ref.: Maspero 283-84 no. 21; Ibshîhî 606; MITON.>
P0196.1.2.1$, Drunkard strikes parent(s).
Link: |P0236.10$, Undutiful child strikes parent(s).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0196.1.2.2$, Drunkard commits rape (incest). Type: 839, 931, 932$, 933A$.
Link: |J0485, Three sins of the hermit. Choice of three sins given him: adultery, murder (theft),
drunkenness. He chooses drunkenness [wine]; the others follow. |Z0055.3.1$, From drunkenness (liquor),
to fornication, to lying, to murder.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 606; DOTTI 460 627 630 634; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs
and Mabrûkah" no. 16, "Armanyoas" 20 no. 62R.>
P0196.1.2.3$, Drunkard commits murder.
Link: |K1626.4$, Drunken person about to commit murder is himself killed.

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0196.1.2.5$, Drunkard fails at work (cannot fulfill terms of contracts). Type: cf. 774M.
Ref.: Maspero 286-89 no. 22; DOTTI 430; MITON.>
P0196.1.3$, Drunken person commits sexual sins (by dropping one's guard). Type: 839, 931, 932,
933.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 614.>
P0196.1.3.1$, Drunkard sells body (becomes prostitute) to satisfy addiction (habit).
Link: |T0455, Woman sells [(sexual)] favors for particular purpose. |T0404.3$, Promiscuous female.>

P0196.2$, Lazy (dull, impotent) drunkard.
Link: |J1707$, Lazy social group (class, race). |J2328, The moving church tower. [Placing coat in front of
tower to see whether it is moving: coat is stolen]. |N0723.1$, Drunken man lies down in basket he sees by
the side of road: he is drawn up to female's apartment. |U0283.1.3$, Demerits (evils) of liquor. |X0800X899, Humor based on drunkenness [and similar states of altered consciousness].

Ref.: Maspero 284 no. 21; Shamy (el-) Egypt 231 no. 67.>
P0196.8$, Accompaniments of drinking (of liquor).
Link: |P0634.0.8$, Customs connected with drinking.>

P0196.8.1$, Drinking party (clique).
Link: |P0634.0.8.2$, Drinking as a social event (with others).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0196.8.1.1$, Drinking (liquor) together establishes bond between drinking parties.
Link: |U0180, In vino veritas.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0196.8.2$, "Listening" to song (music): an accompaniment of liquor-drinking.
Link: |F0689.1$, Ecstacy from immersion in music (song).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0196.8.2.1$, "Liquor-drinking without listening may cause headaches (illness)".
Link: |F0689.1.1$, Madness from listening to marvelous music or song (violent reactions: ecstatic
convulsions, clothes slit, self-injury, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0197$, Sexual deviants (homophiles).
Link: |X0785$, Jokes on characteristic behavior of homoerotic sodomites.>

P0197.1$, Social status of the sexually deviant.
Link: |X0780$-X799, Humor concerning sexual deviance and homoeroticism.>

P0197.1.1$, Sexual deviance met with contempt.
Link: |T0471.0.6.1$, Victim of rape viewed with contempt. |W0163.1.1$, Repentant `gay' prefers
C

recognition with public insults (taunts) to non-recognition; reverts to old ways. |Z0119.3.1$, The fâ il
C

(`doer$, active subject of a verbal clause) is superior to the maf ûl (`done to$, object, passive participle).

Ref.: Ions 75.>
P0198$, Cilûq, khawalât (`gays$, `faggots').
Link: |H1580$, Test (recognition) of sexual deviance. |Z0179.1.3$, Body posture indicates sexual
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orientation.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0198.0.1$, Effeminate male (mukhannath).
Link: |T0462.4$, Male-woman ("marah-dakar"/'imra'ah dhakar): `dike'--(lesbian seducer). |P0465.5.1.1$,
Effeminate male as zâr-priestess's assistant: ('udyah). |W0201.1.1$, Indicators of men's character
(manliness). |W0202.1.1$, Indicators of women's character (femininity).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 103.>
P0199$, bitûC-Ciyâl, lawâtî, lûtiyyah (homoerotic sodomites, the pedophilic).
Link: |F0566.3$, Celibate groups (monks, clerics, saints, etc.). |H1579$, Test of sexual orientation.
|J1288.2$, A pedophile's infamy is due to the fact that his victims (children) cannot keep a secret.
|T0463.3$, Relative pleasures of homoeroticism (homosexual love). |T0472.0.1$, Pedophilia. An adult's
abnormal sexual desire for children.

Ref.: Damîrî I 326; Alf II 302; Burton V 161 n. 1-4; TAWT 377 n. 286; AUC: 37 no. 8
(clerics).>
P0199.0.1$, Song or poem concerning homosexuality.
Link: |F0575.2, Handsome man. |T0463.3.1$, Homoerotic description of boy's (man's) beauty.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0199.1$, Sodomist's preferences.
Link: |T0463.9.1$, Sodomist does not distinguish between male and female. |U0284.3$, Merits and
demerits of homoerotic love (male: sodomy).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 525.>
P0200-P299, The family.>
P0200, The family.
Ref.: Hollis 168 no. 2; A.R. Sâlih 159-161.>
P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family (patriarchy). Type: 314, 551, 910F, 911*, cf. 1533.
Link: |H0585.3.1$, Coin thrown away: spent on daughters. |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red (roseC

colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternal-uncle's wife?" Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn).
|P0200.0.1.5$, The extended patrilocal family: married children (with their spouses and children) living
under the roof of the patriarch's home. |P0234.0.1.1$, A daughter is burdensome: begets enemies, generates
grudges (daghâ'in), siphons off father's wealth to her husband's family, etc. |P0291.2$, "Your son's son
(paternal grand-son) is your son, but daughter's son (maternal grand-son) is not". |P0293.7$, Blood
relations (father's) strongest. |P0712.1$, `Watermelon doesn't ripen except on its vines.' (Literally: `Y on his
father/Clâ 'Abuh'). |W0205$, Authoritarian person. |Z0188.1$, Symbolism: head of animal or fowl--chief
or family patriarch.

Ref.: DOTTI xi n. 15 135; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 14, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 55.>
P0200.0.1.1$, Mother is powerless.
Link: |T0009$, The power of sex.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 14, Zîr 79 112-13.>
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P0200.0.1.2$, Father protects children (within household).
Link: |F0956.7.7.1.1.2$, Mother places self between her child (son, daughter) and father's (her husband's)
wrath. |R0153.5, Father rescues daughter. |S0031, Cruel stepmother.>

P0200.0.1.2.1$, Father protects children against stepmother (his wife).
Ref.: DOTTI 192 261/{Mrc}.>
P0200.0.1.3$, Eldest son succeeds father as family head.
Link: |P0017.0.2.0.1$, Eldest son succeeds father as king.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 78-79/(Thackston 84-85 no. 36-1): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 72;
Haykal 24; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7; Zîr 138/(poem).>
P0200.0.1.3.1$, Elder brother as head of family: younger siblings are in his charge. Type: cf. 318.
Link: |P0020.1, Clever queen.

Ref.: DOTTI 147; MITON; Zîr 138.>
P0200.0.1.5$, The extended patrilocal family: married children (with their spouses and children)
living under the roof of the patriarch's home. Type: 402, 451B$, 903D*$, cf. 314, 318A$.
Link: |P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family (patriarchy). |T0109.1$, Patrilocal residence: bride moves to home of
groom's family. |Q0243.8$, Nakedness (nudity) punished. |Q0243.9.1$, Being a `Peeping Tom' rebuked
(punished).

Ref.: Hujelân 321 no. 8-5.>
P0200.0.1.5.1$, Characteristic images (scenes) one experiences within patrilocal family residence-(mostly visual).
Link: |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red (rose-colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternal-uncle's
C

wife?" Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn). |K2111.7$, Wife falsely accuses her husband's brother of
seduction (rape, attempted rape). (Anubis's wife accuses Bata). |T0005.1.3.2$, Girl (woman) attracted to
man because of his physical strength. |T0016.9$, Erotic scene spied (or accidentally witnessed) evokes
reaction(s)--miscellaneous. |T0109.1$, Patrilocal residence: bride moves to home of groom's family.
|T0405.9.1$, In-laws's nakedness or exposure. |T0481.0.2$, Lustful regard--(`fornication-with-eye').

Ref.: Maspero 5-6 n. 1.>
P0200.0.2$, Matriarchal family.
Link: |P0017.0.5.1$, Queen's brother succeeds his sister's husband as king. |T0148, Matriarchy. |T0149$,
Matrilineal descent--miscellaneous.>

P0200.0.2.1$, Father is powerless. Type: 510, 510A, 511A, cf. 720.
Link: |J2635$, Fool as cowardly husband (lover).

Ref.: DOTTI 160 190 224 251 258 260 265 266 267 397 490 708/{Alg, Egy, Sdn}; TAWT
415 no. 2/{Sdi} 443 no. 34/{Omn} 444 no. 35/{Irq} 446 no. 37/{Egy}; AUC: 44 no. 20.>
P0200.1$, Single-parent family. Type: 123, 923C$, cf. 327H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 48 166 606.>
P0200.1.1$, Mother as head of single-parent family. Type: 123, 545G$, 545H$, 838, cf.
883C,/960C$, 1618A$.
Link: |P0209.1$, Mother as provider. |T0198.3.4.1$, Cursed is the `Time' when the unhappy husband
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leaves marital home and the wife would be the one trying to reconcile him.

Ref.: Boqarî 7ff. 153; DOTTI 48 50 136 300 459 524 533 678 879/{lit., Mrc}; TAWT 413
416.>
P0200.2$, Importance of having a family (being wed). Type: 911*.
Link: |P0230.0.2$, Importance of having children (procreation).>

P0200.2.1$, Low social status of the bachelor (unwed man): undesirable as neighbor.
Link: |P0191.2.1$, |Bachelor foreigner (visitor) required to stay in public facility (hotel, or the like--away
from family residences). |P0305$, Neighbors and neighborly relationships.

Ref.: Alf IV 248-49/cf./(implicit/husband's distrust); Burton IV 27-33; Lane 155-56.>
P0200.2.1.1$, Bachelor as violator of women's modesty.
Link: |J0403$, `[Select] traveling companion before [you select] the road, and neighbor before house'.
|W0044$, Proper bashfulness (hayâ'/khafar, kusûf/khajal). A person's modesty (social sensitiveness,
shyness, or decency).

Ref.: CFMC: Oases 71-3 3-1-no. [1], 4-1-no. [2a]/(wedding song: "he peeps as he enters and
as he leaves," "deserves to be served molokhiyyah from rusty copper pot--i.e., poison").>
P0200.4$, Person lives alone, without family (no wife, no children, no other relatives). Type: 460,
cf. 327H$.
Link: |P0202, Person reproached for having no relatives. |P0437$, Treasurer (bursar, khâzindâr, sarrâf, et.).
|R0001, Wild man captured and tamed.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0200.4.1$, `Limb (branch) cut off a tree' (i.e., person without any family ties).
Link: |U0306$, Relativity of perceiving personal identity (family ties) with reference to "I/ego" (kinship
relations, usually within triads). |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: TAWT 203 no. 24.>
P0201, Inherent enmity between members of a family.
Link: |H0631.11$, What is the strongest? Relative's envy (jealousy, hate). |U0226$, Difficulty of restoring
`love lost'. |W0195.0.4$, Neighbors envy, relatives loathe (hate).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 94/cf.; RAFE 300 n. 17.>
P0201.0.1$, Family feud is strongest.
Link: |P0731.0.2$, Tribalism: (Casabiyyah-qabaliyyah).>

P0201.0.1.1$, "He who has no relatives has no enemies".
Link: |H0637.1, What is hardest? Parent's heart (said by child being sacrificed). |S0001$, All relatives
prove to be cruel (except one). |U0289$, Merits and demerits of family relations.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2535/cf.>
P0201.0.1.2$, "Relatives are scorpions".
Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 114.>
P0201.0.1.3$, "Don't enter into a partnership or marriage with a relative of yours".
Link: |P0260.1$, If you have no family, marry into one.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 647.>
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P0201.1, Feud between two branches of family.
Link: |P0563$, Intertribal wars (raid and counter-raid). |T0084, Lovers treacherously separated. |T0090.1$,
Enmity between lovers's families (tribes, nations) separates lovers (obstacle to marriage).

Ref.: Zîr 31ff.>
P0201.2$, Reconciliation (accommodation) is not possible between hostile brethren (paternalcousins, etc.). Type: 725A$.
Link: |P0525.3.1.1.1$, Plea to vendettist-to-be: "Never reconcile (make peace)". |P0731.0.2.1$, "I and my
brother against my paternal-cousin, and I and my paternal cousin against the stranger". |S0073.1.1,
Fratricide in order to gain control of kingship.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 79-80 86/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73;
DOTTI 401; Zîr 101.>
P0201.3$, Accommodation (`detente') possible between warring non-Arabs, but impossible between
feuding Arab cousins (brothers).
Link: |P0794.1$, Enmity (rivalry) develops as natural outcome of conflict of interests among individuals
and groups.

Ref.: Zîr 101.>
P0201.5$, Reconciliation between hostile branches of family.
Link: |P0310.5.1$, Enemies (combatants) turn true friends.

Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 284-85. [no. 50]; MITON.>
P0202, Person reproached for having no relatives. Type: 872$, 874, 891.
Link: |T0644, Child betrays his own illegitimacy.

Ref.: DOTTI 489 501 540.>
P0202.0.1$, Person reproached (twitted) for having unworthy relatives. Type: 545G$, 872$,
1353B1$.
Link: |J1072.3$, Man to be judged by his own qualities, not his ancestry.

Ref.: DOTTI 300 489 754.>
P0202.1$, Person reproached for a relative's misconduct.
Link: |J1166, Plea by shifting blame to another. |Z0084.3$, Insults concerning personal conduct.>

P0202.1.1$, Sibling reproached for a sibling's misconduct.>
P0202.1.1.1$, Brother reproached for sister's dishonor. Type: 315, 872$.
Link: |P0253.1.1$, Brother as guardian of his sister's chastity (sexual honor).

Ref.: DOTTI 139 489; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1, "Fawzî
and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
P0202.1.2$, Cousin reproached for cousin's dishonor.
C

C

Link: |P0295.1.1$, Father's brother's son ('ibn- amm) as guardian of his bint- amm's chastity (sexual
honor).>

P0202.1.3$, Parent(s) reproached for child's misconduct. Type: 838A$, cf. 929A.
Link: |J0142, Lack of proper education regretted. |P0243$, Bad rearing: parent(s) blamed for child's
misconduct. |Q0405$, Punishment of parents for children's offense. |Z0084.1$, Insults concerning
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parentage (descent).

Ref.: DOTTI 460 620; TAWT 416.>
P0202.1.3.1$, Father reproached for son's (daughter's) misconduct.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
P0202.1.3.2$, Mother reproached for daughter's (son's) misconduct.>
P0202.1.4$, Child (son, daughter) reproached for parent's misconduct. Type: cf. 590.
Ref.: DOTTI 336; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-a.>
P0202.1.5$, Spouse reproached for spouse's conduct.
Link: |K1501, Cuckold. Husband deceived by adulterous wife.>

P0202.1.5.1$, Husband reproached for wife's misconduct. Type: cf. 449/1511, 590A.
Link: |Q0201.1$, Husband who fails to punish his culprit wife is to be punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 219 338 818; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
P0202.1.5.2$, Wife blamed for husband's misconduct. Type: cf. 726A$, 909$, 923D$.
Link: |F0956.7.7.1.1.1$, Wife awaits husband's return with stick in her hand, in case he is angry and needs
to vent his anger: "Better at me than at a stranger!". |T0254.3, Man with obedient wife looks young; with
disobedient, old.

Ref.: DOTTI 402 567 609; MITON.>
P0203$-(formerly, P0200.0.1.4$), Blood relatives (family) deliberately reunited. Type: 567A.
Link: |E0178.3$, Reunion of families (chaste lovers, friends, etc.) on Resurrection Day (in the hereafter).
|N0730, Accidental reunion of families. |T0198$, Return to parents' (father's) home after end of marital
relations (divorce, or death of spouse).

Ref.: DOTTI 328; Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 6, cf. Zîr 149-50.>
P0203.1$, Family reunited in full (father, mother, and all children).
Link: |E0193.1$, Corpse(s) buried away brought `home' and reunited with other deceased members of
family (in same grave).

Ref.: DOTTI 194 366 389 630/{Sdn}; MITON.>
P0203.2$, "Your nose is part of you even if it is chopped off" (i.e., blood relations are indispensable
even when wayward).
Link: |P0293.7$, Blood relations (father's) strongest.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 261; Taymûr no. 680.>
P0203.3$, "Blood never turns into water".
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16; Taymûr no. 1950.>
P0203.6$, Partial reuniting of family: only some members are included.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0203.6.1$, Non-blood relatives (in-laws, step- and foster relatives) deliberately excluded from
family reunion.
Link: |P0291.2$, "Your son's son (paternal grand-son) is your son, but daughter's son (maternal grand-son)
is not". |Q0440.1$, Punishment: expulsion from family (person disowned, disinherited).

Ref.: DOTTI 268 329/{Sdn}.>
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P0203.6.2$, Reunion of mother and son. (Usually son returns home to mother). Type: cf. 326,
939B$.
Link: |J1768.2.1$, Youth thought to be a woman's lover (actually her son, nephew). |N0735, Accidental
meeting of mother and son.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0204$, Patriarch (man of the house: husband, father, elder brother, etc.) as family provider.
Link: |N0340.0.1.1.1.2.1$, Wife's hasty divorce from husband regretted when food becomes scarce.
|P0209.1$, Mother as provider. |P0529.0.4.3$, Husband is to provide for his wife and children (food,
clothing, shelter, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 158; ThaClabî 18: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 44-2; TAWT 361 n. 3.>
P0204.1$, "A man is to `bring' [(provide)], a woman is to manage [the entire household".
Link: |A1472, Beginning of division of labor. |P0209$, Working female as family provider. |P0221.1$,
Wife as homemaker.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 158; TAWT 369 n. 149.>
P0204.1.1$, Husband should not intrude in wife's home-making affairs. Type: 1408.
Link: |J2431, Man undertakes to do his wife's work: all goes wrong.>

P0204.1.1.1$, Funeral with tambourine-music, (which is unheard of) would be preferable to a
husband (disgracefully) lodged immobile at home.
Link: |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music) mistaken for happy event.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2939.>
P0204.4$, "A father brings, a brother plunders".
Link: |P0017.15.2$, Siblings in conflict over kingship. |P0230.0.5$, "A mother draws in, a father drives
out". |P0251.5.3, Hostile brothers. [(Jealous brothers, in conflict)]. |P0761.1$, Division of inheritance
causes conflict.

Ref.: ThaClabî 66/("al-'abb gallâb wa al-'akhkh sallâb").>
P0205, Refusal to fight relatives.
Ref.: Hurreiz 111 no. 29; Zîr 133.>
P0205.1$, Brother refuses to fight his brother.>
P0205.1.1$, Abel refuses to fight Cain.
Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27/(27): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 61.>
P0205.1.1.1$, Abel refuses to match Cain's murderous intent.
Link: |L0350.3$, Osirian mildness triumphs over Sethian violence.

Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27/(27): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 61.>
P0205.9$, Refusal to fight relatives or friends--miscellaneous.
Link: |W0014.4$, Chivalrous warrior (soldier, knight, etc.).>

P0205.9.1$, Respite from combat in order to inquire about adversary's identity. Type: 873A$.
Link: |N0338, Death as result of mistaken identity: wrong person killed. |P0557.8$, Truce: respite from
combat (duel).

Ref.: DOTTI 500 501 502 521/{Egy}.>
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P0206$, There can be only one head (patriarch) of the family. Type: 725A$, 1568$.
Link: |J0825$, Wisdom of following only one leader (master). |W0181.2.3$, Only one master of the craft
(profession) may remain.

Ref.: DOTTI 401 686 863/{Egy}.>
P0207$, There can be only one matriarch within a household. Type: 903C*, cf. 872$.
Link: |J0825$, Wisdom of following only one leader (master). |T0109.1.1$, Bride's troubles at in-laws'
home.

Ref.: DOTTI 489 563 686/{Egy}; TAWT 432.>
P0207.1$, Conflict between mother (matriarch) and her son's wife over control of household. Type:
903C*, 903D*$, 932B$, 980J$, 1370A*, 1618A$, cf. 705A$, 883E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 375 525 563 564 632 682 879.>
P0207.2$, Conflict between wife and her husband's sister(s) over control of household. Type: 451A,
451B$, 872$, 872A1$, 897, cf. 712, 883E$.
Link: |T0109.1.1.2$, Wife kept out of husband's family matters (or she is overlooked).

Ref.: DOTTI 227 228 394 489 492 525.>
P0207.2.1$, Wife gains control of household when husband's sister marries and moves out (to her inlaws home). Type: 872X$.
Ref.: DOTTI 498.>
P0207.3$, Conflict between (older) wife and (new) co-wife over control of household. Type: 450,
1387*, 1397$, 1442$.
Link: |K2222, Treacherous co-wife (concubine). |P0225$, Co-wife (durrah: "sister-wife", "sister in
wedlock", "co-consort").

Ref.: DOTTI 222 786 808.>
P0208$, Descent: affiliation by blood or affinal relations.
Link: |P0731.0.2$, Tribalism: (Casabiyyah-qabaliyyah). |T0148, Matriarchy. |T0596, Naming of children.>

P0208.0.1$, Document that designates a person's genealogy (ancestry, descent).
Link: |Z0167.0.1$, Family-tree (genealogy).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 80; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58
10.>
P0208.1$, Patrilineal descent: child identified by father's line.
Link: |P0291.2$, "Your son's son (paternal grand-son) is your son, but daughter's son (maternal grand-son)
is not".

Ref.: TAWT 427.>
P0208.2$, Matrilineal descent: child identified by mother's line. Type: cf. 898.
Link: |H0480, Father tests. Test as to who is unknown father of child. |T0148.1, Son named for mother.
|T0149$, Matrilineal descent--miscellaneous. |Z0084.1.1$, Insult: mention of mother's name.

Ref.: Maspero 3 no. 1 n. 1; ThaClabî 136-37/(CAwj's): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
76; DOTTI 555; MITON.>
P0208.3$, Bilineal descent (double descent): child identified by both father's and mother's lines.
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Type: 898.
Ref.: Maspero 278 no. 20; DOTTI 555; TAWT 426.>
P0208.9$, Descent--miscellaneous.>
P0208.9.1$, Good pedigree on both father's line of descent and mother's (`to be of hasab and
nasab').
Link: |H1381.3.1.5$, Quest for bride of honorable (noble) descent ('asîlah, of hasab and nasab). |J0482.5$,
Young man advised to choose as wife a girl of proven (good) ancestry ('asîlah). |W0002$, Nobility of
character is due to descent (pedigree/origin/'asl, paternal descent/hasab, in-laws/nasab).

Ref.: DOTTI 99 540 568 569 579 580 777/{Egy}; MITON; Taymûr no. 2942/cf.>
P0208.7$, Customs concerning naming of children.
Link: |P0171.3$, Slave's name changed (by new owner). |T0596, Naming of children. |Z0183, Symbolic
names.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 221.>
P0208.7.0.1$, Child's name received from supernatural source--by means of prophetic dream (or the
like).
Link: |D1812.3.3.3, Prophetic dream induced by incantation [('istikhârah)]. |F0966, Voices from heaven
(or from the air). [hâtif/`munâdî']. |M0211.1.2$, Eve and Adam unwittingly make bargain with Satan. He
in disguise proposes a name that--allegedly--would ensure survival of unborn child. |M0302.0.3$,
'istikhârah: prophesying by asking God to indicate right choice (through: dream, opening Holy Book,
rosary). |T0596.1, Angel names child.

Ref.: Maspero 147 no. 8; Kisâ'î 67-68/(Thackston 72 no. 31/cf.): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 59.>
P0208.7.1$, Children named after grandparents.
Link: |P0208.1$, Patrilineal descent: child identified by father's line. |T0148.1, Son named for mother.
C

|T0589.5.1$, New-born child divine compensation (Cawad/ iwad) for recently deceased relative.>

P0208.7.2$, Children named after religious personages (figures).
Link: |D1707.1$, Blessed name (and words). |Z0183.7$, Personal names formed from one of God's names
C

C

(deus-nymics)--e.g., Abd-Allâh, Abd-al-Karîm, 'Amatu-Allâh etc.>

P0208.7.3$, Children given unusual animal names (e.g., ass, dog, hyena, etc.).
Link: |Z0084.1.1$, Insult: mention of mother's name. |Z0183.3$, Children named Catastrophe, Disaster,
and Sickness.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 324-27; Zîr 2/(Hyena).>
P0208.7.4$, Children named according to omen.
Link: |D1812.5, Future learned through omens. |Z0183.2.1.1$, Child named "Predestined: Thus-it-Became"
("Qudiya-fa-kân"), "What-was-has-Been" ("Kâna-mâ-kân").

Ref.: MITON; Amîn 311.>
P0208.7.6$, Children given humiliating (ugly) names (e.g., `Floor-mop$, `Beggar$, etc.)--as
protection.
Link: |T0606.1.1$, Death of child to be averted by humiliating treatment (name, dress, or ride through
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town).

Ref.: MITON; Amîn 311.>
P0208.7.7$, Child remains unnamed till reaching certain age (stage of life).
Link: |C0437, Tabu: giving child a name lest it die early. |T0596.0.1$, Name makes child complete.

Ref.: Maspero 19 no. 1 n. 4; DOTTI 192 772/{Egy}; TAWT 444.>
P0209$, Working female as family provider.
Link: |T0052.4.2.1$, Educated girl's diploma (profession) is her matching-mahr. (Negotiation posture).
|W0164.1.2$, Being a `professional' promotes self-esteem. |W0165.4$, Man ashamed of working woman,
though her honest earnings support him (or feed family).

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 116-17; Haykal 14; Lane 193/cf.; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16; Zîr 140/(gypsies).>
P0209.1$, Mother as provider. Type: 123, 545H$, 676A$.
Link: |P0204$, Patriarch (man of the house: husband, father, elder brother, etc.) as family provider.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 345; Amrouche 49-50 no. 5; CAbd-al-Quddûs 188-98 no. 17; COqdah (el-)
"Safînat al-gharâm" 13; DOTTI 48 50 206 218 225 278 300 369 424 701/{Alg, Mrc, Tns, Ymn};
Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 98-99; TAWT 70 no. 1-1/{Sdi} 413 no. 1/{Egy} 418 no. 7/{Egy}
434 no. 24/{Egy}.>
P0209.2$, Wife as provider. Type: 470F$, 737A*, 750J$, 842D$, 923B, cf. 902*.
Ref.: ThaClabî 94; DOTTI 167 216 244 404 405 411 464 528 562 603 809/{Egy, Sdn};
MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b; TAWT 50 n. 9 53 n. 64.>
P0209.2.1$, Mate (slave-girl, mistress, girlfriend) as provider.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0209.3$, Daughter as provider. Type: 591, 591A$, 920F$.
Link: |P0243.0.2.2$, Daughters are "the comforters and the dealrlings"--(a Prophet's saying).

Ref.: DOTTI 340 341 589; TAWT 50 n. 7 417 no. 6/{Plst}.>
P0209.4$, Sister as provider. Type: 430B$, 872$.
Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 64-76 no. 5; DOTTI 210 489; MITON; TAWT 50 n. 7.>
P0210, Husband and wife.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 605; DOTTI 232 414 970/{Alg, Egy}; MITON; TAWT 450.>
P0210.0.1$, Husband as his wife's master. Type: 756D$, cf. 670, 901.
Link: |W0201.1.1.1$, Indicator of manliness: controlling women.

Ref.: Amîn 238; Diyâb 258; DOTTI 365 559; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 263 n. 102, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 56; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 8-2-no. 2.>
P0210.0.1.1$, Husband blames his wife for strangers's misconduct (life's common problems).
Link: |F0956.7.7.1.1.1$, Wife awaits husband's return with stick in her hand, in case he is angry and needs
to vent his anger: "Better at me than at a stranger!". |Z0043.7.1$, Pecking order: chain of aggressive actions
and displaced reactions, started against the weak and ending with the weakest.

Ref.: MITON Intro. 14 n. 84 228; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 266 n. 110.>
P0210.0.2$, Husband as his wife's disciplinarian. Type: 670.
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Link: |J0122, Naïve remark of child: "You forgot to strike mother." A father in habit of beating his wife
remarks that he has forgot something. The child says, "I know. You forgot to strike mother". |T0205.1$,
Wife-beating. |W0029.2$, The good wife (woman): no divorce, no remarriage, no desertion due to vanity
(batar), no disagreement with husband, no quitting of husband's home to parents's due to unhappiness
(gadbânah). |W0111.3.4, Why he beats her. Lazy wife beaten by husband maintains that she has done
nothing. That is why he is beating her.

Ref.: DOTTI 365; MITON; TAWT 420.>
P0210.0.2.1$, As maiden (virgin), a female is the charge of (`raised by') her father; as a wife, she is
the charge of (`raised by') her husband.
Link: |P0234, Father and daughter. |T0254.6, Disobedient wife punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0210.0.2.2$, Why he should beat her: groom advised to beat bride at least once to establish his
dominance. Type: 1408B, cf. 901.
Link: |T0205.1$, Wife-beating. |W0111.3.4, Why he beats her. Lazy wife beaten by husband maintains that
she has done nothing. That is why he is beating her.

Ref.: DOTTI 559 791.>
P0210.0.3$, Husband and wife address each other formally.
Link: |N0730.3$, At reunion, spouse's (husband's, wife's) expression of affection is restrained. |T0202.3.1$,
Husband and wife address each other as "Sister" and "Brother" (as sign of affection).

Ref.: MITON; Anonymous "Nawâdir Abu-Nuwâs" 8/("Prince of the Faithful"); Shamy (el-)
"Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
P0210.0.5$, Husband and wife in amicable relations. Type: 875C, 875C1$, 888, 890.
Link: |T0202.3$, Affectionate couple. |T0212, Loving couple die of separation. |T0571.6.3$, Husband
helps his pregnant wife.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 165.>
P0210.0.5.1$, Husband and wife entertain each other (with pastime games, or the like).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 165 610.>
P0210.1$, Wife's own property.
Link: |P0215.5$, Husband's own property. |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce. |S0062.10$,
Rejected wife allowed (by husband or relatives in-law) to take away only what she brought. |T0052.0.2.5$,
Preparing `list' of bride's own property (in marital residence) as source of conflict. |T0101.1.1$, Bride
quality: family power (wealth, honor, status, etc.). |T0206$, Husband impoverishes his wife: wastes her
property.

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 53 n. 61.>
P0210.1.1$, Wife offers to compensate her husband (for loss of goods) with her own money.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0210.1.1.1$, Wife (fincée) wills all her property to husband (fiancé).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0210.1.2$, Woman's property that can be quickly converted into cash (e.g., gold jewelry, cooking
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copper-ware, etc.).
Link: |N0411.5, Sandalwood merchant sells his product at high price in land lacking sandalwood.
|P0005.3.1$, Clothing, and accessories (jewelry, perfume, etc.) as indicators of social status. |P0760.7$,
Types of property: cash and jewelry, livestock, real estate (land, buildings).

Ref.: MITON; Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15.>
P0210.1.3$, Mother (widow) helps son with her own money ("from my own father's money").
Ref.: MITON.>
P0210.2$, Intimacy between husband and wife.
Link: |P0605.0.1$, Togetherness-in-life (Cishrah): attraction (familiarity, trust, etc.) due to sharing of living
quarters.>

P0210.2.1$, Wife knows her husband's secret(s).
Link: |K2213.4, Betrayal of husband's secret by his wife.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0211, Wife chooses father's side in feud.
Link: |P0529.2.2.1$, Wife (bond-woman) abandons husband in spite of his merits. |T0131.1.3.2$, Daughter
chooses to be with her groom (lover) than with her own parents (who disapprove of marriage).>

P0211.0.1$, Wife chooses her brother's side in feud. Type: 985A$.
Link: |P0251.0.3$, Brother sides with his brother against own wife in dispute. |P0731.0.2.1.1$, "Wife sides
with brother against her paternal-cousin husband in feud.

Ref.: DOTTI 688; TAWT 53 n. 57; Zîr 33ff. 65-66 122-23.>
P0211.1, Wife chooses father rather than husband or son. Type: cf. 985B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 689.>
P0212, Wife more merciful than blood relations. They refuse to ransom condemned man; wife does
so.
Link: |T0202.3$, Affectionate couple.>

P0212.2$, Wife sides with her husband against her father. Type: 859F$.
Link: |P0251.0.3$, Brother sides with his brother against own wife in dispute.

Ref.: DOTTI 479; MITON.>
P0212.2.1$, Girl (wife, woman) sides with her beloved (husband) against her brother.
Link: |P0253.0.1.4$, Being a sister of feuding brothers. |P0211.0.1$, Wife chooses her brother's side in
feud. |S0073.1.7.2$, Sister slays her brother in combat--(he is a disbeliever).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0212.3$, Wife forgives culprit husband. Type: 103A1$, 874B$, 2029B*.
Ref.: DOTTI 37 503 964; MITON.>
P0212.5$, Wife chooses her husband's side in feud.
Link: |R0152, Wife rescues husband.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 106 no. 15.>
P0213, Husband more merciful than blood relations. They refuse to ransom condemned woman;
husband does so.
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Link: |T0202.3$, Affectionate couple.>

P0213.1$, Husband's hell preferred to father's paradise.
Link: |P0215.4.1$, "Hell with relatives preferable to paradise with stranger".

Ref.: Taymûr nos. 976 2920.>
P0213.3$, Husband forgives culprit wife.
Ref.: ThaClabî 94; DOTTI 234 808/{Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no.
17; TAWT 420.>
P0213.3.1$, Husband forgives adulterous wife.
Link: |K1501, Cuckold. Husband deceived by adulterous wife. |Q0258$, Sexual crimes go unpunished.

Ref.: DOTTI 819/{Lib}; MITON.>
P0213.3.2$, Husband ignores wife's adultery.
Link: |Q0171.0.1$, Capital crime unpunished.

Ref.: DOTTI 536 761 770/{lit.}; Hujelân 317 no. 4-5.>
P0214, Wife drinks blood of slain husband. [Presumably out of love].
Link: |G0090$, Ghoulish revenge: vendettist eats flesh (drinks blood) of slain enemy.>

P0214.1, Wife commits suicide (dies) on death of husband. Type: 883E$.
Link: |T0211.9.1, Wife dies of grief for death of husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 525.>
P0214.4$, Wife avenges her husband.
Link: |K2213.13, Queen kills her husband as revenge of his killing of her father and brother. |P0023.0.1$,
Avenging queens (matriarchs--seeking revenge). |T0089.5$, Lover's death (murder) avenged. |U0248.4.1$,
Man lusting after daughter (wife) of the enemy he had slain disregards counselor's warnings and marries
her--he is slain by bride.

Ref.: DOTTI 761 925/{Syr}; MITON.>
P0215$, At her husband's home, wife is viewed as representative of her own blood relations (father).
Link: |T0100.0.9.1.1$, Marriage as union between two families via their children. |T0196.3$, Wife
(innocent) divorced so as to punish her family. |T0197$, Wife's relatives (father, brother, etc.) force her
divorce from husband without her consent.

Ref.: TAWT 55 n. 85.>
P0215.0.1$, A man's wife (e.g., a brother's, a father's, a paternal-uncle's) is viewed as stranger (by
her husband's blood relatives). Type: 872$, 873, 874A$, cf. 892.
Link: |J1256.1.1$, "`The home is our father's home, yet strangers drive us away!'" (said by estranged blood
relative(s) of head of household). |P0264.4$, Inherent rivalry between a man's sister and his future wife
(fiancée, sweetheart, etc.). |P0282, Stepmother [(`father's wife')]. |P0761.1$, Division of inheritance causes
conflict.

Ref.: DOTTI 488 499 502 542; Fakhro 17 no. 3; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 58.>
P0215.5$, Husband's own property.
Link: |P0210.1$, Wife's own property.>

P0215.1$, Birth of child (son) integrates wife into her husband's blood relations (family).
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
P0215.5.1$, Husband suspects (accuses) his wife of stealing from him.
Link: |K1984.2.2$, Starved wife steals miserly husband's money, prepares a grand feast and claims: "All
seven cauldrons are from half a sparrow (sparrow's side)". |T0277.1$, Husband robs (steals from) his wife.

Ref.: RAFE 303 n. 29.>
P0215.4$, Wife prefers to reside among her own blood relatives. Type: 451A, cf. 851D$.
Link: |F0569.9$, Lifestyles in conflict (rural-urban, nomadic-settler, modern-conventional/traditional, etc.)-each is unusual for the other(s). |H0387.2$, Bride test: sense of belonging (identification). |T0109.3$,
Matrilocal residence: groom moves to home of bride's family.

Ref.: DOTTI 93 227 228 473 493/{Alg}.>
P0215.4.1$, "Hell with relatives preferable to paradise with stranger".
Link: |P0213.1$, Husband's hell preferred to father's paradise.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2921.>
P0216, Wife only one able to persuade her husband.
Link: |T0009.1$, The power of sex: female's influence. |T0453, Advice from woman in bed.

Ref.: ThaClabî 93; Zîr 32-33.>
P0217$, Man's success or failure are due to his wife. Type: 550A, 737A*, 750D, 923B, 923D$, 986.
Link: |S0411.2.1, Queen [(wife, daughter)] banished for saying that man's condition depends on what kind
of wife he has. |W0154.4.1$, Wife is still grateful to helpful animal when it becomes sick, husband
ungrateful: animal does not retaliate against husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 304 405 408 603 605 609 689/{Egy, Sdn}; Sulaymân 183 no. VIII-8.>
P0217.1$, Woman (wife, daughter, sister) proves more responsible in keeping family assets. Type:
859F$, 872$.
Link: |W0216.2$, For an extravagant man a thrifty woman is required.

Ref.: DOTTI 479 489; MITON.>
P0217.1.1$, Woman entrusted with management of magic wishing ring. Type: cf. 707.
Ref.: ThaClabî 179; DOTTI 386; MITON.>
P0218$, Good wife is the rarest thing in the world. Type: 750D.
Link: |F0840.0.3$, The most extraordinary (the rarest) thing in the world. |H1502.1$, Test: enduring
hardship--by serving very sick person. |P0310.0.2$, Constant friend is the most precious in life.
|U0253.1.2$, One's own life is the most valuable (irreplaceable).

Ref.: DOTTI 247 408 558 587 631 659 759 819/{Lib, Plst}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 129
no. 21.>
P0218.0.1$, Good wife is the most important factor in married life. Type: 923D$.
Link: |W0216.2.1$, `If a man is an overflowing river (sea), his woman must be his bank (dam)'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 593 595.>
P0218.1$, Choice: good wife proves best. Type: 750D.
Ref.: DOTTI 408; Shamy (el-) Egypt 129-32 no. 21.>
P0219$, Aging wife's fears (anxiety). Type: 909$, 1384B$.
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Link: |P0783.5$, Bed-wetting (`messing-up'): disgraceful.

Ref.: Simpson 167; DOTTI 456/{Plst}; RAFE 96 n. 314; Sirhân filistîniyyah 197-201 no.
19.>
P0220$, Aging man's (husband's) fears (anxiety). Type: cf. 1397A$.
Link: |F0547.3.7$, Limp (droopy) penis--like dough or wax or the like. |J0216.6.1$, Death before advent of
senility chosen. |J0761, Old age must be planned for. |P0783.5$, Bed-wetting (`messing-up'): disgraceful.
|T0367$, Impotence (the impotent man). |W0256.7$, Stereotyping: age traits.

Ref.: DOTTI 787; MITON.>
P0221$, Wife's duties.
Link: |P0204.1$, "A man is to `bring' [(provide)], a woman is to manage [the entire household".
|P0232.4.1$, Mother's advice to daughter as to how to treat husband (groom): the good wife. |P0529$,
Legal aspects of marriage and divorce. |T0101.1$, Bride qualities. |T0466.0.1$, "Farewell Intercourse": one
more sexual intercourse with deceased wife. |W0029.2$, The good wife (woman): no divorce, no
remarriage, no desertion due to vanity (batar), no disagreement with husband, no quitting of husband's
home to parents's due to unhappiness (gadbânah).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0221.1$, Wife as homemaker.
Link: |P0204.1$, "A man is to `bring' [(provide)], a woman is to manage [the entire household".
|T0101.1.3.3$, Bride quality: strength, industriousness, housekeeping.>

P0221.1.1$, Day for certain household chore (i.e., "baking-day", "laundry-day", etc.). Usually,
exhausting and tense.
Ref.: Boqarî 154.>
P0222$, Husband's duties.
Link: |T0101.3$, Groom qualities. |P0529.0.4.3$, Husband is to provide for his wife and children (food,
clothing, shelter, etc.). |Z0193.3.1.1.1$, Cock's job (duty): `eat, drink, and fY (copulate)'.>

P0225$, Co-wife (durrah: "sister-wife", "sister in wedlock", "co-consort").
Link: |P0207.3$, Conflict between (older) wife and (new) co-wife over control of household. |Z0097.3.4$,
durrah (a wife's co-wife): durr (harm). |Z0183.0.1$, Meaning of a name.

Ref.: Burton III 308 n.; TAWT 241 no. 30 249 no. 31.>
P0225.0.1$, "A co-wife's life is bitter [strife]". Type: 1442$.
Ref.: Burton III 308 n.>
P0226$, Husband and wife buried together (in same grave).
Link: |E0193.0.1$, Togetherness in death: burial in same grave ensures that souls remain together. |M0254,
Promise to be buried with wife if she dies first. |P0253.11.5$, Brother and sister buried together. |T0086,
Lovers buried in same grave.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 18 no. 62R.>
P0230, Parents and children.
Link: |A1574$, Origin of children's power over their parents.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 332-35; DOTTI 679; Littmann 94-95 no. 75: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
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no. 58-1; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 55, 58.>
P0230.0.1$, Childlessness. Type: 459, 883E$, 920K$.
Link: |M0444, Curse of childlessness. |U0289.4$, Merits and demerits of procreation (having children).

Ref.: Damîrî II 208-9; DOTTI 229 525 592; MITON; RAFE 300 n. 16 302 n. 26; TAWT 187
no. 20/{Omn}; Wehr 122 no. 6; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 670-x-no. 6, 673-x-no. 14, 673-x-no. 15.>
P0230.0.1.1$, Misery of childlessness (person weeps).
Ref.: Ions 59/(Isis's) 67/(Nephthys') Maspero 146 no. 8 186 no. 13; DOTTI 100 186 285 334
358 360 483 504 717 718 720 746 780 815 870 918 948/{Alg, Irq, Mrc, Qtr, Tns}; Littmann "Hagar
und Ismael" 144.3; MITON; RAFE 75 n. 245; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn"
no. 18, "Hâger and IsmâCîl" 2 no. 51; TAWT 431.>
P0230.0.1.1.1$, `The childless is alive but as if dead'.
Link: |J0170.3.1$, `A deceased person is not dead as long as telling about him keeps him alive in memory'.

Ref.: COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 12.>
P0230.0.1.3$, Woman's longing for motherhood (bearing child) stirred up by sight of bird (animal)
mothering its young. Type: cf. 513D$.
Link: |B0534.1$, Motherhood among animals. |P0231.3.0.1$, Motherhood. Mother's love for child: selfsacrifice, self-denial, self-abnegation, etc. |T0570.2$, Characteristics of newborn are due to mother's
craving. |U0245$, Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another also feels its effects.
"Vicarious instigation".

Ref.: Damîrî II 208-9; DOTTI 273.>
P0230.0.1.4$, Each of childless husband and wife blames the other for childlessness (inability to
reproduce).
Link: |J1063.0.1$, Projection: attributing to others one's own shortcomings (defects). |N0681.2, Ruler
makes ready to abandon barren wife and marry another. He remains with her when he learns that she is
with child. |Z0103.2.1$, He-mule: sterility (barrenness).

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 34.>
P0230.0.2$, Importance of having children (procreation).
Link: |T0009$, The power of sex.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 108-11; Qazwînî II 99-100; Hujelân 232 no. h; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria"
240.>
P0230.0.2.1$, Having children guarantees that family (tribe) continues to exist.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 110.>
P0230.0.2.1.1$, `He who has begotten [children] will not have died [after his death]'.
Link: |H0586.5.1$, One traveler to another (as they see corpse borne by): "Is he dead or does he still live?"
(Has he left an offspring). |J0170.3.1$, `A deceased person is not dead as long as telling about him keeps
him alive in memory'. |P0230.0.3.2$, `He who begets [children] loses'. |P0240$, Dutiful children.

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 2810.>
P0230.0.2.1.2$, Parent(s) need(s) birth of a daughter.
Link: |P0232.0.3.1$, "She to whom time [fate] is kind, would beget her girls before her boys".
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|P0253.0.1.2$, Brother(s) need(s) a sister (be born). |T0277.3.2$, A mother's daughter will marry a mother's
son and control his life. (Thus, mother of son should not be haughty).

Ref.: DOTTI 193 225 227/{Qtr}.>
P0230.0.2.2$, Children as source of power.
Link: |N0827, Child as helper. |N0832, Boy as helper. |P0249.3$, The rights of the aged (parents and the
parent-like).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 108-109.>
P0230.0.2.2.1$, Importance of having a son (male child/ren). Type: cf. 873, 874.
Link: |P0017.0.2.2$, Birth of son (heir) sought in order to succeed father as king (chieftain, etc.).
|P0233.0.2$, Only sons, no daughters. |T0538.3$, Aged man sires a child.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 221/(respected because of his children); Ions 59; Maspero 18687 no. 13; Simpson 174; Ibshîhî 332; Littmann 61 no. 45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 93;
MITON.>
P0230.0.2.2.1.1$, Son helps (defends) parents.
Ref.: Littmann 61 no. 45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 93.>
P0230.0.2.2.1.2$, A good son is a gift from God (al-Rahmân/"The Compassionate").
Link: |P0232.0.3.1$, "She to whom time [fate] is kind, would beget her girls before her boys".

Ref.: Simpson 174.>
P0230.0.3$, Parent's fatigue: decreasing interest in children with passage of time (spiraling of
troubles). Type: cf. 159B, 470C$, 859F$, 1689A.
Link: |T0189.3$, Child interrupts adults' (parents's) sexual intercourse. |T0198.3.4$, Unhappy (angered)
husband leaves marital home. |T0503$, Too many children. |S0110.9.2.1.1$, Infanticide pondered.

Ref.: DOTTI 66 239 479 912 977/{Alg}; Littmann "il-Bedawî" 78.80; MITON.>
P0230.0.3.1$, Parent (foster parent) forgets child(ren). Type: cf. 873.
Link: |D2000, Magic forgetfulness. |S0301, Children abandoned (exposed).

Ref.: DOTTI 583 584 642/{lit.}.>
P0230.0.3.2$, `He who begets [children] loses'.
Link: |A1574$, Origin of children's power over their parents. |H0586.5.1$, One traveler to another (as they
see corpse borne by): "Is he dead or does he still live?" (Has he left an offspring). |J0170.3.1$, `A deceased
person is not dead as long as telling about him keeps him alive in memory'. |P0236, Undutiful children.

Ref.: Littmann 94-95 no. 75: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 58-1; Littmann,Tigré 95 no.
75.>
P0230.0.3.3$, Respite from child's burdensome company sought--(adult seeks some privacy away
from children). Type: 318, cf. 827C$, 1360C, 1572J1$.
Link: |C0119.5$, Tabu: exposed sexual intercourse. (Or, intercourse in public place). |P0193.3.1.1$,
Obnoxious children (hecklers). |T0189$, Interrupted sexual intercourse. |T0331.4, No place secret enough
for fornication. |U0232, No place secret enough for sin.

Ref.: DOTTI 147 452 763 865; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no.
58 5.>
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P0230.0.4$, Fear-evoking (awe-evoking) father.
Link: |W0206$, Authoritarian person's (father's) `love'. |V0206.2$, Fear-evoking saint (frightening
appearance).

Ref.: N. |Mahfûz I 60; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 55, 62 n. 59.>
P0230.0.4.1$, Enmity between child (son, daughter) and father. Type: 303D$, 516D$-F$, 931931C$, 932A$.
Link: |N0731.2, Father-son combat. Neither knows who the other is. (Sohrab and Rustem). |S0011, Cruel
father. |S0021, Cruel son.

Ref.: Alf I 199; Burton II 154.>
P0230.0.5$, "A mother draws in, a father drives out".
Link: |B0534.1.0.1$, Bird (animal) mother joins her brood (young) in captivity--refuses liberty without
them. |B0534.1.2.1$, Crow (raven) mother evicts chicks from nest because they are ugly. |P0204.4$, "A
father brings, a brother plunders". |P0231.3.5$, Son confides in mother.

Ref.: MITON; Râsî (al-) Haky 84, 145; TAWT 361 n. 5; Taymûr no. 523.>
P0230.0.5.1$, Security-breeding mother. Type: 123.
Link: |P0231.3.6$, Mother protects guilty son who had committed crime. |P0249.2$, The dutiful (loving)
parent.

Ref.: DOTTI 48.>
P0230.0.6$, The obedient child: heeds parent's instructions or advice.
Link: |W0031.1$, Blind obedience: mark of the good wife.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0230.0.6.1$, Parent consulted before task is undertaken or begun. Type: 123.
Link: |J0144, Well-trained kid does not open door to wolf. |P0231.3.5$, Son confides in mother.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0230.0.7$, Parents's contentment with own child(ren) is necessary for God's contentment (success,
happiness, etc.).
Link: |Q0048.1$, "Paradise (Heaven) lies at the feet of mothers" (i.e., a mother's contentment with her child
is required).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 10.>
P0230.0.7.1$, Womb would not bring forth an enemy.
Link: |P0248$, Generational gap.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 784.>
P0230.2, Mother dislikes her children in forced marriage.
Link: |T0001.0.4$, Love cannot be forced. |T0192.0.1$, Misery brought about by forced marriage.>

P0230.4$, Children's alliances with father or mother. Type: 851D$.
Link: |P0232.5$, Mother and daughter in conflict.

Ref.: DOTTI 473 474 967/{Mrc}; Littmann "il-Bedawî" 78.97; AUC: 11 no. 14 (lullaby).>
P0230.4.1$, Son allies himself with his mother: son punished by father. Type: 851D$, cf. 590.
Link: |P0232.5.1$, Daughter chooses father's side in feud.
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Ref.: DOTTI 336 473 919/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 75 no. 10.>
P0230.4.2$, Son allies himself with his supernatural father: he is killed by mother's brother (khâl).
Type: 315A1$,/650D$.
Link: |K2217.3$, Treacherous sister's son (maternal nephew).

Ref.: DOTTI 124 141 143 144 145 169/{Egy, Irq}; Shâkir H. Ghadab Turâth III:10 41-42;
HE-S: Sinai 69-63 no. 4.>
P0230.5$, Children spoil their father's wedding to a new bride-to-be and bring about reinstatement
of their own mother. Type: 874A$.
Link: |P0193.3.1.1$, Obnoxious children (hecklers). |P0239.2$-(formerly, P0230.9.2$), Man discovers that
he has sired child(ren) of whom he had no knowledge. |S0451.1$, Children bring about reunion between
their father and outcast mother. |T0158$, Wedding ceremony spoiled through marplot.

Ref.: DOTTI 502; Galley Badr 152-99 no. 4; TAWT 425 no. 13/{Egy} 429 no. 16/{Syr}.>
P0230.6$, Abused children forgive (pardon) abusive parent(s).
Link: |J1163.3$, Temporary insanity established by use of parable: crime forgiven. |V0441, Forgiveness [as
religious virtue].>

P0230.6.1$, Daughter forgives incestuous father. Type: 510B.
Ref.: Bushnaq 193-200; DOTTI 261 263 296/{Egy}.>
P0230.6.4$, Daughter forgives culprit mother.>
P0230.6.4.1$, Daughter abandons plan to kill (poison) mother, who had tried to poison her. Type: cf.
709.
Ref.: DOTTI 391/{Qtr}.>
P0230.7$, Son forgives culprit mother. Type: 400, 883$, 883E$, cf. 590.
Ref.: DOTTI 61 184 235 336 520 525/{Egy}.>
P0230.7.1$, Son begs that life of murderous mother be spared for his sister's (her daughter's) sake.
Type: 720.
Ref.: Amrouche 107-9 no. 11/cf.; DOTTI 397 398/{Alg}; TAWT 446.>
P0230.9$, Parents's advice. Type: 910, cf. 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 489 568.>
P0230.9.1$, Sorrow from not heeding parent's advice.
Link: |J0021.0.1$, Wise counsel breached (ignored) in order to test its soundness (validity).>

P0230.9.1.1$, Mother's advice ignored: disastrous results. Type: 123.
Link: |J1054, Man disregards mother's warning and is punished. |P0232.4.1$, Mother's advice to daughter
as to how to treat husband (groom): the good wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 48; MITON; Shawqî 300 [no. 27].>
P0230.9.1.4$, Father's advice ignored: disastrous results. Type: 911*.
Ref.: DOTTI 579 580 777/{Egy}.>
P0230.10$, Being an orphan (orphanhood).
Ref.: "Maryam" 7 no. 52; "Unjustly-treated Orphan" no. 63: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry";
Boqarî 7; DOTTI 829/{Qtr}.>
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P0230.10.1$, Being motherless.
Ref.: Amrouche 107-9 no. 11; DOTTI 398 560/{Alg, Tns}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 263 n. 102; TAWT 446.>
P0230.10.1.1$, `The affairs of a motherless child would break one's heart'.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
P0230.10.1.3$, A motherless groom preferred.
Link: |T0101.3$, Groom qualities.

Ref.: DOTTI 206 218/{Tns}; CFMC: Oases 71-3 1-2-no. [7c].>
P0230.10.2$, Being fatherless.
Link: |T0682, Hero a posthumous son.

Ref.: COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 13.>
P0230.15$, Parent(s) `come(s) to' child (son, daughter) in vision. Type: 511A, 561B$, 1645C$.
Link: |E0350$, Dead returns to ensure that guests receive hospitality. |E0721.1.0.1$, The dead `come to'
(communicate with) the living in dreams (visions). |P0233.10, Father in vision reproves son about to
succumb to temptation. |T0024.9.1.2.1$, Lover falls asleep only in hope of being visited by the phantom
(tayf/khayâl) of the beloved. |V0517$, Instructive sleeper's-vision or dream (ru'yah, manâm).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 193/cf.; Burton III 277; DOTTI 266 320 511 592 894/{lit.}; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Obituary for M.A.D." no. 37.>
P0231, Mother and son. Type: 590, 674, 756J$, 823A*, 838, 923C$, 931, 931A$, 980H$.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280/(first part): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; Ibn-CAasim no.
280/(first part); Alf II 166/Burton IV 68; Boqarî 34; DOTTI 220 307 312 336 366 379 401 420 451
459 606 627 628 659 681 686 696 731 819 946/{Egy, Egy, lit., Plst}; Littmann 61 no. 45: Shamy
(el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 93, "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 3-7, "Ibrâhîm elDisûqî" no. 59; Shawqî 330 [no. 54]; TAWT 422 no. 9/{Egy}.>
P0231.0.1$, Mother of a son more valuable.
Link: |A1282, The mother of men [(gods)].

Ref.: DOTTI 804; MITON; RAFE 199 n. 696; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n.
102; AGSFC: Doha 85-84 10-x-no. XX?; AUC: 11 no. 13; CFMC: Oases 71-3 4-1-no. [1]/cf.>
P0231.3, Mother-love. Type: 980H$, cf. 923C$.
Link: |P0231.3.1$, Mother lovingly allows son to kill her so that he may be happy. |P0231.3.1.1.1$, Isis
forgives Horus who had decapitated her. |P0293.9.1$, A maternal-uncle offers mother-love (`belly$,
C

C

`womb'), a paternal-uncle offers patriarchal power (`muscle')--(el-khâl kirsh, wi el- amm asab).
C

Ref.: Ibn- Aasim 168 no. 280/(first part)/cf.; Boqarî 34; DOTTI 114 317 321 347 606 681
682/{Irq, lit., Sdn}; MITON; Qasîr 'Insân 44 no. A; TAWT 422 no. 9/{Egy} 415 no. 3/{Egy}.>
P0231.3.0.1$, Motherhood. Mother's love for child: self-sacrifice, self-denial, self-abnegation, etc.
Link: |B0534.1$, Motherhood among animals. |F0956.7.7.1.1.2$, Mother places self between her child
(son, daughter) and father's (her husband's) wrath. |P0231.3, Mother-love. |T0316.1$, Widowed mother
chooses to remain unwed for child's sake. |V0463.7.5.2$, Martyrdom: dying during childbirth. |W0013$,
Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial, selflessness). |W0028, Self-sacrifice.
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Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 226; Jâhiz V 345; ThaClabî 35/(during Deluge) 136-37: Shamy
(el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 75; Ibshîhî 570, "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 5.>
P0231.3.0.1.1$, "My heart ruptured (with love) for my child, while my child's heart toward me is
stone". Type: 980H$.
Ref.: Amîn 462; Taymûr no. 2273.>
P0231.3.0.2$, Mother as helper.>
P0231.3.0.2.1$, Mother helps son.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0231.3.0.2.1.1$, Mother protects son. Type: 123.
Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 264-65 [no. 45]; TAWT 361 n. 2.>
P0231.3.0.2.2$, Mother helps daughter.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0231.3.1$, Mother lovingly allows son to kill her so that he may be happy. Type: 980H$.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 291 no. 51; DOTTI 681; TAWT 415 no. 3/{Egy}.>
P0231.3.1.1$, Mother forgives son who had murdered her.>
P0231.3.1.1.1$, Isis forgives Horus who had decapitated her.
Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 153-54; Simpson 118-19.>
P0231.3.2$, Heart (liver, etc.) of murdered mother still loves son who had murdered her. Type:
980H$, cf. 756F*.
Link: |S0024$, Matricide.

Ref.: DOTTI 681; TAWT 415 no. 3/{Egy}.>
P0231.3.3$, Mother dies when she learns that her son is dead.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 540-41.>
P0231.3.5$, Son confides in mother. Type: 510, 883$, 885A, 894, 923C$.
Link: |P0230.0.5$, "A mother draws in, a father drives out". |P0230.0.6.1$, Parent consulted before task is
undertaken or begun. |P0232.3.1$, Mother protects daughter.

Ref.: DOTTI 258 520 534 545 606; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and FaragIllâh" no. 23.>
P0231.3.6$, Mother protects guilty son who had committed crime.
Link: |P0230.0.5.1$, Security-breeding mother. |R0320.1$, Mother hides (aids) her runaway child.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0231.4.3$, Mother raises son(s) to be vendettist.
Link: |P0023.0.1$, Avenging queens (matriarchs--seeking revenge). |P0522.2$, Vendetta: a life for a life,
of equal (or higher) social rank.>

P0231.4.3.1$, Mother sends son to revenge his brother (father) knowing that he will be killed in the
process.
Link: |S0012, Cruel Mother.

Ref.: DOTTI 637/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32-d.>
P0231.8$, Mother avenges son's death. Type: 222C$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 85 660; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cats and Mice War" no. 40.>
P0231.9$, Mother in vision reproves son.
Link: |J1386$, Squaring accounts with the nagging mother over her nine months of pregnancy. Numskull
son will do the same for her. |P0233.10, Father in vision reproves son about to succumb to temptation.
|S0012.8$, A mother's cruel nagging, drives child insane. |V0229.27.6$, Saint in vision reproves devotee
about to succumb to temptation.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0232, Mother and daughter. Type: 545H$, 591, 591A$, 705A$, 709, 932B$, cf. 930F$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; DOTTI 301 340 341 375 391
397 626 632 691 822 825 830 910/{lit., Plst, Qtr, Syr}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Bahlûl and
Samîrah" no. 3; TAWT 420.>
P0232.0.1$, Mother of a daughter less valuable.
Link: |S0184$, Cruelty to women. |T0277.3.2$, A mother's daughter will marry a mother's son and control
his life. (Thus, mother of son should not be haughty).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 176 no. 41, Tâhâ Husayn 133-34; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 685-x-no.
10.>
P0232.0.2$, Mother hates daughter(s). Type: 705A$, 709.
Link: |S0311.3$, Father hates daughters (gets rid of them). |T0594.1.1$, Infant daughter: her mother's
`enemy'.

Ref.: DOTTI 375 391.>
P0232.0.2.1$, Mother-to-be (stepmother) to pregnant husband: "Abandon it if it is a girl, bring it
home if it is a boy". Type: 705A$.
Link: |S0302.5$, Newborn daughters buried alive (wa'd). |S0322.2, Jealous mother casts daughter forth.
|S0322.4.2, Evil stepmother orders stepdaughter to be killed. |T0645.2, "Keep it if it is a girl; send it to me
if it is a boy".

Ref.: DOTTI 375; TAWT 416 no. 5.>
P0232.0.3$, Little daughter as mother's helper. Type: 591, 591A$, 545H$, 872$.
Link: |N0134.0.1.2$, Birth of a daughter brings good luck. |T0550.1, Monster child helps mother.

Ref.: DOTTI 301 340 341 489; TAWT 370 no. 9 n. 158 418 no. 6-1.>
P0232.0.3.1$, "She to whom time [fate] is kind, would beget her girls before her boys".
Link: |P0230.0.2.1.2$, Parent(s) need(s) birth of a daughter. |P0230.0.2.2.1.2$, A good son is a gift from
God (al-Rahmân/"The Compassionate").

Ref.: DOTTI 608/{Egy}.>
P0232.3$, Mother and daughter in amicable relations. Type: 931C$, 1538A$, cf. 591, 591A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 340 341 629 847; MITON.>
P0232.3.1$, Mother protects daughter. Type: 931C$.
Link: |P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations.

Ref.: DOTTI 629.>
P0232.3.2$, Daughter confides in her mother. Type: 591, 591A$.
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Link: |P0231.3.5$, Son confides in mother.

Ref.: DOTTI 340 341; MITON.>
P0232.3.2.1$, Daughter confesses murdering her sister to their mother.
Link: |P0252.1.1, Sister kills sister. [Sororicide]. |U0197.0.1$, Grave secret should not be shared even with
one's own clothes (organs).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0232.4$, Mother advises (instructs) daughter.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1$, Mother's advice to daughter as to how to treat husband (groom): the good wife.
Link: |J0758.0.1$, Regret (sorrow) from following adviser's counsel. |P0221$, Wife's duties. |P0230.9.1.1$,
Mother's advice ignored: disastrous results. |T0101.1$, Bride qualities. |T0101.3$, Groom qualities.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.1$, Mother's advice to daughter as to how to treat husband (groom): be his slave-woman
so that he would become your man-slave.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.2$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: pleasing appearance.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.3$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: pleasing scent.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.3.1$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: the best perfume is water.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.4$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: obedience of commands. Type:
756D$, 900, 901, cf. 480.
Link: |N0012, Wager on the most obedient wife. |T0101.1.2$, Bride quality character (religiosity, patience,
obedience). |W0031.1$, Blind obedience: mark of the good wife.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.5$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: keeping his secrets.
Link: |J0021.22.1$, "Do not trust a secret to your wife". |T0200.2$, Dealings between husband and wife
must be kept secret (as if a grave).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594; Taymûr no. 1272/cf.>
P0232.4.1.6$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: attentiveness to what he says.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.7$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: keeping his food time punctual.
Type: 1358C.
Link: |K1550.1.2, Adulteress detected by food she prepares for paramour.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.8$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: keeping his sleep time punctual.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.9$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: safeguard his property. Type:
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910L$.
Link: |K0365.3, Theft by wife's paramour. Wife tells him secret of buried money.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.10$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: maintaining his children and
family (hasham). Type: cf. 903D*'.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.4.1.11$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: have ridâ (satisfaction) and
qanâCah (contentment). Type: cf. 1641.
Link: |W0151.0.3$, Greed corrodes gains.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Ibshîhî 594.>
P0232.5$, Mother and daughter in conflict. Type: cf. 591, 591A$, 545H$, 709.
Link: |P0230.4$, Children's alliances with father or mother.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 64-76 no. 5, 188-98 no. 17; DOTTI 301 340 391; Zîr 112-13.>
P0232.5.1$, Daughter chooses father's side in feud.
Link: |P0230.4$, Children's alliances with father or mother. |P0234.3.1$, Daughter avenges murder of her
father. |P0293.7$, Blood relations (father's) strongest. |S0023.1$, Daughter cruel to her mother (mother's
family).

Ref.: Zîr 112-13, cf. Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 56.>
P0233, Father and son.
Ref.: Maspero 145ff. no. 8; A. CAbd-al-CAzîz Turâth I:10 86-87 no. 1; DOTTI 405 609
656/{Alg, lit.}; MITON.>
P0233.0.1$, Father-love for son. Type: 516H$, cf. 870.
Link: |P0233.0.2$, Only sons, no daughters.

Ref.: Maspero 148 no. 8; Simpson 196/(you are my own heart); DOTTI 50 283 483/{Egy};
MITON.>
P0233.0.1.1$, "When your son grows up bebrother him (i.e., treat him as a brother)".
Link: |J0405.2$, Parent keeps child from becoming independent.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 653.>
P0233.0.2$, Only sons, no daughters. Type: 923C$.
Link: |P0230.0.2.2.1$, Importance of having a son (male child).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 19-22/(Thackston 19-23): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 35; DOTTI 606
629; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
P0233.0.3$, Brothers in the role of sons to their father. Type: 402, 550, 550A, 551, 655, 655A,
655B$, 916, 920B, 920B*, 920E$, 920J$, cf. 303B$.
Link: |J0551.6, Only youngest son tells king truth when asked where they got their food: banished.
|M0256.3$, Only one son keeps promise to dying father. |P0234.7$, Sisters in the role of daughters to their
father (mother).>

P0233.1, Son as pledge for father who has committed murder.
Link: |P0522.2$, Vendetta: a life for a life, of equal (or higher) social rank.>
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P0233.1.1$, Son's (sons') life (lives) offered to father of murdered man (boy). Type: 516G$.
Ref.: DOTTI 282.>
P0233.1.2$, Man who had accidentally killed host's son (involuntary manslaughter) kills his own
son and sends his head to murdered boy's father as compensation.>
P0233.6, Son avenges father. Type: 613B$.
Link: |A0162.9.1.1$, Horus the avenger. |P0234.3$, Father avenged by daughter. |P0525.3.1$, Vendettist
(avenger).

Ref.: Ions 72/(Horus) 61/(Horus)/cf.; Simpson 132; DOTTI 109 309 348 663/{lit.}; MITON;
Schmidt-Kahle II 95-105 no. 93.>
P0233.10, Father in vision reproves son about to succumb to temptation.
Link: |E0721.1.0.1$, The dead `come to' (communicate with) the living in dreams (visions). |P0230.15$,
Parent(s) `come(s) to' child (son, daughter) in vision. |T0024.9.1.2.1$, Lover falls asleep only in hope of
being visited by the phantom (tayf/khayâl) of the beloved. |V0229.27.6$, Saint in vision reproves devotee
about to succumb to temptation.

Ref.: Burton III 277.>
P0233.10.1$, Father in vision reproves son for neglecting duties.
Link: |V0229.27.6$, Saint in vision reproves devotee about to succumb to temptation.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 306 n. 48.>
P0233.11, Birthright transferred by father from the oldest son to another.
Link: |L0041, Younger brother given birthright of elder. |P0527.1$, Legal will deprives heir of birthright
(inheritance).>

P0233.12$, Father and son in conflict. Type: 303D$/516H$, 765B*, cf. 931.
Link: |P0017.15.1$, Father-son combat over rule. |P0248$, Generational gap. |S0011.3.3, Father kills son.
|S0022, Parricide [(i.e., patricide)]. |T0092.9, Father and son as rivals in love.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 3-10.>
P0234, Father and daughter. Type: 310, 510B, 510D$, 621, 706C, 879, 923C$, 931B$.
Ref.: Alf II 179; Burton IV 91; DOTTI 116 118 168 171 261 264 296 353 372 383 390 399
513 606 629/{Alg, Egy, Sdn, Tns}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 54 no. 8, "Mental Health" 15, Eg.
Balladry": "Married his Daughter" no. 10, "Unjustly-treated Orphan" no. 63; TAWT 421 no.
9/{Egy}.>
P0234.0.1$, Father of daughter(s) less powerful. Type: 879, 923C$, cf. 890.
Link: |P0261.1.1$, Man fearful (distrustful) of daughter's husband (suitor). |P0261.2$, Father of only one
daughter offers all his possessions to youth if he would marry his daughter. |S0322.1.1, Father who wanted
son exposes (murders) daughter. |T0380.5.1$, A boy (son) is preferred to a girl (daughter). |T0594.1$, Birth
of girl (daughter) is bad news.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 55; Delheure 250-53; DOTTI 385 513 539 540 606/{Alg, Egy}; MITON;
TAWT 421 no. 9/{Egy} 427 no. 15/{Egy}.>
P0234.0.1.1$, A daughter is burdensome: begets enemies, generates grudges (daghâ'in), siphons off
father's wealth to her husband's family, etc. Type: 921A.
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Link: |H0585.3.1$, Coin thrown away: spent on daughters. |P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family (patriarchy).
|P0297.2.3$, Inherent rivalry (enmity) between maternal-uncle and sister's son. |P0761.0.1$, All children
inherit equal shares. |S0302.5$, Newborn daughters buried alive (wa'd). |T0198.1.1.1$, Daughter's return to
paternal home after leaving it is burdensome (especially if her children are with her). |T0277.3.1$, `A
woman would ruin her husband's home in order to make her father's prosper'. |T0594.1.1$, Infant daughter:
her mother's `enemy'. |Z0167.3.1$, Symbolism: `Pumpkin vines reach only outward' (i.e., they benefit the
others, rather than owner).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 332 596-97.>
P0243.0.2$, Father-love for daughter. Type: 923C$, cf. 931B$, 931C$.
Link: |P0233.0.1$, Father-love for son.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 332; DOTTI 504 606 629/{Qtr}; MITON; RAFE 300 n. 17.>
P0243.0.2.1$, The Prophet said, "Love your daughters for I too am father of daughters".
Link: |J0150.1$, "Literature of advice [giving]": wisdom (knowledge) in form of counsel given by the wise
(father, sage, vizier, philosopher, or the like). |T0380.5.3$, "Men (males) are to be favored for the Prophet's
sake". |P0070.1.1$, Fâtimah: Prophet Mohammed's daughter. |V0250.0.2$, Fâtimah al-zahrâ' (the bright
blooming, i.e., the virgin).

Ref.: Burton VIII 251 n.>
P0243.0.2.2$, Daughters are "the comforters and the dealrlings"--(a Prophet's saying).
Link: |J0155.9.1$, Daughter as adviser. |P0209.3$, Daughter as provider. |P0234.4$, Daughter as her
father's helper (adviser). |R0154.3, Daughter rescues father.

Ref.: Burton VIII 251 n.>
P0243.0.2.2.1$, A daughter is `the apple of the heart' of her father.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 332.>
P0243.0.2.3$, "Father of daughters receives [sufficient] livelihood (marzûq)"--[as a matter of
destiny]. Type: cf. 879, 923C$.
Link: |N0100.1.3$, God will care (provide) for all.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 38.>
P0234.0.3$, Only daughters, no son(s). Type: 923C$, cf. 875, 879.
Link: |P0233.0.2$, Only sons, no daughters.

Ref.: Maspero 187-88 no. 13; Kisâ'î 19-22/(Thackston 19-23): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 35; DOTTI 504 513 606.>
P0234.0.3.1$, Three daughters. Type: 301, 425, 432, cf. 707, 883B, 879.
Link: |P0252.2, Three sisters. |Z0071.1.0.1.1$, Three sons.

Ref.: DOTTI 101 199 212 386 513 524; MITON.>
P0234.0.3.2$, Seven daughters. Type: 879, 923C$, cf. 314.
Ref.: DOTTI 272 298 308 325 606 645/{Alg, Mrc}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 31 no. 4;
TAWT 421; Zîr 31.>
P0234.0.4$, One daughter, no sons. Type: 480, 510.
Link: |T0603.2$, Pampered daughter(s).
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Ref.: DOTTI 249 258 281 391/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0234.0.4.1$, One daughter, many sons. Type: cf. 312D, 451.
Ref.: DOTTI 125 225; MITON.>
P0234.0.5$, Daughter `love' for father. Type: 923C$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 44.>
P0234.0.5.1$, "Every young woman (fatâh) is an admirer of her father".
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 383; Ibshîhî 44.>
P0234.0.5.2$, To be "Her father's daughter". (Or, "I am my father's daughter!" e.g., takes after her
father).
Ref.: Amîn 16.>
P0234.2, Father and daughter die at the same time.>
P0234.2.1$, Daughter(s) die(s) soon after father's death.
Link: |F1041.1.3, Death from sorrow or chagrin.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0234.3$, Father avenged by daughter. Type: cf. 879, 1538A$.
Link: |P0233.6, Son avenges father.

Ref.: Mâjid K. CAlî Turâth VIII:12 153-58; DOTTI 513 847; Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII
59 no. 16; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 672-x-no. 7.>
P0234.3.1$, Daughter avenges murder of her father.
Link: |P0232.5.1$, Daughter chooses father's side in feud.

Ref.: Damîrî II 130-34; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
122.>
P0234.4$, Daughter as her father's helper (adviser). Type: 875D, 879, 923C$, 1426A$.
Link: |J1111.4.1$, Clever Bedouin's daughter. |P0243.0.2.2$, Daughters are "the comforters and the
dealrlings"--(a Prophet's saying).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 94; DOTTI 509 513 606 804; MITON.>
P0234.5$, Father uses daughter(s) to form alliance(s).
Link: |P0260, Relations by law. |T0105.3.1.1$, When a brother and sister are married to each other their
father (family) loses two potential allies (in-laws).

Ref.: Maspero 121 no. 7; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cats and Mice War"/cf. no. 40; Zîr
129-30.>
P0234.5.1$, Father offers his daughter as reward to his rescuer (helper).
Link: |T0068.4, Vanquished king gives hero his daughter and control over his kingdom. |T0069.6$,
Daughter given to beggar (as alms). |T0145.2.1$, Additional wife (wives) taken because of `compelling'
commitments (indebtedness, gratitude, family alliance, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 658 846/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 78 no. 10; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Cats and Mice War" no. 40.>
P0234.7$, Sisters in the role of daughters to their father (mother). Type: 923B, cf. 737A*, 879,
923C$.
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Link: |J0551.6.1$, Only youngest daughter tells king (her father) that the homemaker is the woman--not the
man: she is banished. |P0233.0.3$, Brothers in the role of sons to their father.>

P0235$, Daughter avenges herself against her parents.>
P0235.1$, Daughter gives testimony (evidence) against her father (mother).
Link: |T0089.5.1$, Girl avenges murder of her sweetheart.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 133-35; Cachia 347-49; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan
and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
P0236, Undutiful children. Type: 980A.
Link: |P0230.0.3.2$, `He who begets [children] loses'.

Ref.: DOTTI 592 680 681/{Egy}; Hurreiz 112 (158) no. 30; MITON; Mouliéras-Lacoste 90
no. 7; Slyomovics 65.>
P0236.1, Folly of father's giving all property to children before his death. Type: 982A$.
Link: |P0016.1.5$, Ruler not expected to live long after abdication.

Ref.: DOTTI 685 686/{Sdi}; Hurreiz 127 no. 84; Juhaymân (al-) V 381-93 no. 27.>
P0236.2, Supposed chest of gold induces children to care for aged father. [Deceptive inheritance:
rocks, feces]. Type: 982.
Link: |K1252.2$, Heirs led to believe that pot next to aged parent's bed contains gold (money): proves to be
a chamber-pot (containing feces).

Ref.: DOTTI 685; Hurreiz 127 no. 84; Schmidt-Kahle II no. 123.>
P0236.3, Not daring to curse father directly, son does so indirectly.
Link: |F0415.1$, Invisible spirit negotiates terms of departure with healer (shaman, exorcist, holy man,
etc.): healing psychodrama.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 15; TAWT 398 n. 699.>
P0236.4, Son deposes father and usurps throne. Type: 516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 283 460 620/{lit.}.>
P0236.7, Undutiful son taught lesson showing his mother has suffered from him.
Link: |J1386$, Squaring accounts with the nagging mother over her nine months of pregnancy. Numskull
son will do the same for her.>

P0236.8$, "Not yet a human-being": deviant (abusive) son becomes holder of high office, but still
crude toward his father. Type: 980F$.
Link: |H0501.0.1$, Test of maturity.

Ref.: DOTTI 681.>
P0236.10$, Undutiful child strikes parent(s).
Link: |P0196.1.2.1$, Drunkard strikes parent(s).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0236.10.1$, Son strikes mother.
Ref.: DOTTI 820 834/{lit.}.>
P0236.10.2$, Son strikes father.
Link: |P0248.1.1$, Son threatens his father with death if latter doesn't abandon old ways.>
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P0236.10.3$, Daughter strikes her mother.
Ref.: DOTTI 718 735 741 742 749 781 851 908 915/{Tns}.>
P0239$, Parent's confession concerning child(ren). Type: 655, 655B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 360.>
P0239.0.1$, Deathbed confession concerning son or daughter. Type: 655, 655B$, cf. 545F$.
Link: |P0527$, Legal will (testament) made before death-- (legal preparations for death). |V0021.8$,
Deathbed confession: made so as to meet God with clear conscience.

Ref.: DOTTI 361; TAWT 420.>
P0239.1$, Man declares his paternity of heretofore unacknowledged child.
Link: |H0486, Test of paternity. |T0593.0.1$, Failure to publicize (celebrate) birth of child causes problems.

Ref.: TAWT 420.>
P0239.2$-(formerly, P0230.9.2$), Man discovers that he has sired child(ren) of whom he had no
knowledge. Type: 873, cf. 859F$, 874A$, 887B$.
Link: |N0731.4, At execution block condemned man discovered to be king's unknown son. |P0230.5$,
Children spoil their father's wedding to a new bride-to-be and bring about reinstatement of their own
mother. |S0011.9$, Runaway father (deserts family). |S0451.1$, Children bring about reunion between their
father and outcast mother. |T0475.0.1$, Unknown (incognito, clandestine) husband. |T0641$, Paternity
(legitimacy) of child questioned.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
P0239.6$, Woman declares her maternity of heretofore unacknowledged child.
Link: |H0495, Mother test.>

P0239.8$, Declaration of foster-parenthood: child, heretofore claimed to be biologically one's own,
acknowledged to be adopted. Type: 885**, 920-920K$, cf. 932$.
Link: |H0488$, Foster parent test: test as to who will raise an orphan infant. |J0325, Children choose father
they know rather than real father they do not yet know. |J0391, Kind foster-parents chosen rather than cruel
parents. |K1952, Sham prince (nobleman).

Ref.: DOTTI 535 586 630.>
P0240$, Dutiful children. Type: 979$.
Link: |P0230.0.2.1$, Having children guarantees that family (tribe) continues to exist. |W0037.0.3$,
Dutifulness.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 510; DOTTI 229 418 592/{Egy}; TAWT 432 no. 22/{Syr}; AUC: 31B no.
5A.>
P0240.0.1$, Parent (mother, father) as the sole inheritance.
Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 284-85 [no. 50].>
P0240.1$, Dutiful child (son, daughter) provides for old (disabled) parent. Type: cf. 921A, 979A$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 331; DOTTI 444 593 679 696/{Egy, lit.}.>
P0240.1.1$-(formerly, P0240.1$), Son cares for his aged mother by carrying her on his back, (friend
advises giving her comfort and respect at home). Type: 979B$.
Link: |A2221.6.2.2$, Bird's crest as reward for dutiful act.
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Ref.: Damîrî II 154; Ibshîhî 331; Basset Mille II 88 no. 35; DOTTI 680 785/{lit.}.>
P0240.1.1.1$, Dutiful son divides his earnings into three portions: one for mother, one for the
masâkîn (poor), and the third for himself. Type: cf. 921A, 979A$.
Links: |H0585.1, Four coins. (Focus). King: What do you do with the four coins you
earn? [Y].
Ref.: ThaClabî 4-5.>
P0240.2$, Son (daughter) suffers in silence lest sleeping parent(s) be disturbed. Type: 979A$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 166-67/cf./(host) 331; Basset Mille III 592 no. 363; DOTTI 633 660 679/{lit.}.>
P0240.3$, Mother's spiraling demands: price for her heart's contentment. Type: cf. 806$.
Link: |F0069.1$, Saint takes person (mother) on tour of paradise and hell.

Ref.: DOTTI 445 446/{Egy}; RAFE 298 n. 6; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ibrâhîm elDisûqî" no. 59.>
P0240.3.1$, Dutiful son punishes nagging (impossible-to-please) mother.
Link: |J1386$, Squaring accounts with the nagging mother over her nine months of pregnancy. Numskull
son will do the same for her. |S0012.8$, A mother's cruel nagging, drives child insane.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ibrâhîm el-Disûqî" no. 59; TAWT 432.>
P0242, Children punished for fathers' sins. Type: 980A.
Link: |U0018, The fathers have eaten sour grapes and the children's teeth are set on edge. |Q0550.0.5$, Son
unknowingly murders his father's killer.

Ref.: DOTTI 680.>
P0243$, Bad rearing: parent(s) blamed for child's misconduct. Type: 838, 929A.
Link: |J0142.3$, Child blames parent(s) for not correcting him in youth. |P0202.1.3$, Parent(s) reproached
for child's misconduct. |P0248$, Generational gap. |Q0405.0.1$, "A bad (`shit') child brings insult upon his
parents.".

Ref.: DOTTI 459 620; Shawqî 263 [no. 4]; TAWT 416; Taymûr no. 2002 2177/(gen. "Like
father like son"/"màn shâbaha 'abâhu Y/He who takes after his father Y").>
P0243.0.1$, Son (daughter) blames (curses) parent for failure at rearing him (her). Type: 838,
838A$, cf. 929A.
Ref.: DOTTI 459 460 620/{lit.}.>
P0243.1$, Bad rearing by mother. Type: 838, cf. 591, 591A$.
Link: |T0452.1, Mother as procuress of bedmate for her son. |W0251.2.3.1$, Absence of father as basis for
judging character.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 287; DOTTI 42 89 340 341 459/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Bahlûl
and Samîrah" no. 3; Shawqî 269-70 [no. 9].>
P0243.3$, Bad rearing by father. Type: 838A$, 929A.
Ref.: DOTTI 460 620/{lit.}.>
P0244$, Paternal punishment of youngster is done out of love.
Link: |J2502$, Harmful excessive care (love). |P0248.5$, Ways of other patriarchal figures (uncles,
grandparents, etc.) opposed. |S0010, Cruel parents. |S0018$, Cruel parent-like person (teacher, instructor,
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nurse, etc.).>

P0244.1$, "I might slaughter my son with a knife, but would hate whoever would say to me, `Amen'
(i.e., agree with my deed)!".
Link: |E0782.1.2.1$, Vital mother's hand: firm but compassionate. |J0003.2.2.1.1$, Fortunate I am to have
someone who would make me weep and weeps along with me, than someone who makes me laugh and
causes people to laugh at me. |P0319.0.1.1$, `Fortunate I am to have someone who would make weep [by
telling me of my shortcomings] and then would weep along with me, than to have someone who would
make me laugh and then would make people laugh at me'. |V0544.1$, God (holy man) furnishes replica (a
look alike) of person about to be unjustly executed: victim-to-be saved.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 89.>
P0245$, Parent's prayer (blessing or curse) always answered.
Link: |D1766.1, Magic results produced by prayer. |M0400.1.1$, Supplication (prayer that begs) for God's
anger (ire). |M0411.1, Curse by parent. |V0059, Prayers answered--miscellaneous.

Ref.: Damîrî II 119; Amîn 210; Aswad (al-) 369-70; Burton VII 238/("wrath"); RAFE 18 n.
45, 159 n. 586; Wehr 20-21 no. 1.>
P0246$, Parent disowns child (son, daughter).
Link: |Q0440.1$, Punishment: expulsion from family (person disowned, disinherited).

Ref.: DOTTI 188 237/{Syr}.>
P0246.1$, Father threatens to disown son.
Ref.: DOTTI 693 761 796 798/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0247$, Child (son, daughter) disowns parent(s).
Link: |Q0440.1$, Punishment: expulsion from family (person disowned, disinherited).>

P0247.1$, Son renounces his father (paternal tribe).
Ref.: DOTTI 402 644/{Tns}.>
P0248$, Generational gap.
Link: |H0501.0.1.1$, Test of maturity: to see (learn) what father has seen (learned, known, etc.). |J0004$,
Previously rewarding (satisfying) responses suddenly become punitive (annoying). "Learning dilemma".
|J1122, Clever younger generation. |J1450$, Retorts concerning age (young-old). |N0887.7$, Callow young
helps (counsels) mature old person. |P0230.0.7.1$, Womb would not bring forth an enemy. |P0233.12$,
Father and son in conflict. |U0191.5$, Persistence of the status quo. |W0187.2.1$, Insolence: child
addressing parent by first name.

Ref.: Boqarî 148-49 164-60/(girl's edu.) 183/(girl's choice of hus.); DOTTI 335; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 62; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17.>
P0248.0.1$, Rebel child rejects parents's `old-fashioned' ways.
Link: |M0411.26$, Parent(s) cursed by own child (son, daughter).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1/cf./(permissive), "SaCd and
Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
P0248.0.2$, Rebellious youth: brash ways of the immature (taysh al-shabâb).
Link: |J1450.1.1$, Callowness of youth: man calls youth (son) inexperienced (`green$, immature, etc.).
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Ref.: MITON.>
P0248.1$, Son opposes his father's ways. Type: 577, 885A.
Link: |T0131.1.2, Father's consent to son's (daughter's) marriage necessary.

Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 40-55 (72); CAbd-al-Quddûs 134-44 no. 11; DOTTI 93 257 272 335 534
535/{Egy, Tns}; N. |Mahfûz II 407ff.; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh"
no. 23.>
P0248.1.1$, Son threatens his father with death if latter doesn't abandon old ways.
Link: |M0170.1.1$, Vow (threat) to commit suicide if demand is not met.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23; CFMC: Mansûrah 65-??
(col., Hosnî Lotfî).>
P0248.2$, Son opposes his mother's ways.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0248.2.1$, Son threatens his mother with death if she doest respond to his demand(s).
Ref.: Zîr 136.>
P0248.3$, Daughter opposes her mother's ways.
Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 64-76 no. 5; CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 134; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22/(for being responsible for father's cruel father).>
P0248.4$, Daughter opposes her father's ways.
Link: |M0411.26.1$, Daughter curses her father.

Ref.: DOTTI 318 333 488 500/{Alg}; MITON.>
P0248.5$, Ways of other patriarchal figures (uncles, grandparents, etc.) opposed.
Link: |S0018$, Cruel parent-like person (teacher, instructor, nurse, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 110-12/(uncle).>
P0248.7$, Reversal of gender social roles: women assume men's roles, and men assume women's
roles. Type: cf. 1408.
Link: |P0020.6$, Government by women. |P0200.1.1$, Mother as head of single-parent family.
|T0198.3.4.1$, Cursed is the `Time' when the unhappy husband leaves marital home and the wife would be
the one trying to reconcile him.

Ref.: Boqarî 34 159/(tale-telling).>
P0249$, Parent and child--miscellaneous.>
P0249.1$, Parenthood celebrated.>
P0249.1.1$, Motherhood celebrated (`Mother-day').
Link: |P0998$, Miscellaneous festivals and celebrations.>

P0249.1.1.1$, Mother's day.>
P0249.1.2$, Fatherhood celebrated.>
P0249.1.2.1$, Father's day.>
P0249.2$, The dutiful (loving) parent. Type: 123.
Link: |P0230.0.5.1$, Security-breeding mother. |W0037.0.3$, Dutifulness.

Ref.: DOTTI 48.>
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P0249.2.1$, Loving parent should be affectionate toward family members (his child and his wife).
Ref.: Maspero 104 no. 5.>
P0249.3$, The rights of the aged (parents and the parent-like). Type: 921A, 979B$, 980-980C, 981,
982, cf. 130, 201E*, 560, 1013.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 331; DOTTI 53 76 314 593 680 681 684 685 697; MITON.>
P0249.3.1$, Children help parents's with labor burdens (at home, shop, farm, etc.).
Link: |A1472, Beginning of division of labor. |H1199.17.5.2$, Task: guarding crop from thieving birds or
animals (rodents: mice or the like). Usually assigned to child(ren). |P0230.0.2.2$, Children as source of
power. |P0232.0.3$, Little daughter as mother's helper. |P0410.2$, Children as laborers (wage earners,
family providers).>

P0249.3.5$, Conflict between husband and wife over the treatment of each's parent(s). Type: 620A$.
Link: |P0262.8.1$, Bad relations between husband's mother and wife's mother.

Ref.: DOTTI 351 352/{lit.}.>
P0250, Brothers and sisters [(siblings)].
Ref.: Basset Mille II 336 no. 82; Kamâl 222, 323-25; Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII 70 no.
23, 83 no. 40; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 56; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 696-x-087-117.>
P0250.0.1$, Siblings undergo similar (identical) life experiences. Type: 567, 567A, 430B$,/930G$,
1426A$.
Link: |P0251.5.2, Two brothers confusingly like each other. |Z0097.7$, Lovers's (or brother-sister's)
alliterative names mirroring each other (e.g., gods Nun-Nanoid, gods Amon-Agminate, Hamad-Hamdah,
Sâmî-Sâmyah, etc.). "Phonetic bifurcation".

Ref.: DOTTI 210 327 328 803 804/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0250.0.1.1$, Two brothers undergo similar experiences. Type: 1426A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 804.>
P0250.0.1.3$, Brother and sister undergo similar experiences. Type: 872$.
Link: |E0178.3.1$, Pious brother and sister reunited in Paradise (heaven). (Seen in vision).

Ref.: DOTTI 49 132 224 267 489/{Mrc, Sdi}.>
P0250.0.1.5$, Two sisters undergo similar experiences. Type: 430B$,/930G$, 955, 1407, cf. 707.
Link: |T0144.4$, Serial sororal marriages: marrying one sister after another (from a group of sisters).

Ref.: DOTTI 210 386 662 790.>
P0250.0.2$, Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different races--usually, black
and white). Type: 301, 303B$, cf. 513D$, 516F$, 857$.
Link: |M0119.8.3.2$, Swearing by the milk suckled together during infancy (i.e., mother's or wet-nurse's).
|P0174, Children of slave and free person become slaves. |P0272.5.0.1$, Interracial wet nursing (black wet
nurse and white child, or vice versa). |P0273, Foster brother. |P0283, Stepbrother. |P0295.9.1$, Interracial
cousins. |P0731.1$, The sons of the Bedouin-chief's three wives: the Bedouin (`Arab'), the urban, and the
peasant. |S0471.1$, Persecuted son of black (slave) co-wife or concubine.

Ref.: DOTTI 68 101 110 273 345 476 544 590/{lit., Syr}.>
P0250.0.2.0.1$, Interreligious (interethnic) siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different
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religious or ethnic groups--usually, Moslem and Christian, Arab and European/Frank, or the like).
Link: |V0351.1$, Interreligious rivalries.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0250.0.3$, Full siblings: "from same loins (father)" and "from same womb (mother)". Type: 301,
303.
Link: |P0251.5.3.9.1$, Hostile half brothers. |P0283.0.1$, Half brother (from father or mother).

Ref.: Maspero xlii 3 no. 1; Simpson 93/("the same mother and the same father"); MITON.>
P0250.0.5$, Inter-species siblings. Type: 315B$.
Link: |P0313, Milk-brotherhood.>

P0250.0.5.1$, Inter-species milk-siblings--(jinn-ince). Type: cf. 156B*,/476*, 552, 552A.
Link: |F0302.0.3$, Jinn-`mikhawiyyah' (`bebrothering'): jinniyyah (fairy, jinn-woman) as a man's fostersister. |F0372.1, Fairies take human midwife to attend fairy woman. |F0451.5.1.2, Dwarfs adopt girl as
sister. |M0119.8.3.2$, Swearing by the milk suckled together during infancy (i.e., mother's or wet-nurse's).
|P0250.0.2$, Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different races--usually, black and
white). |P0272.5.0.1$, Interracial wet nursing (black wet nurse and white child, or vice versa). |T0611.8,
One woman suckles many babies. |Z0097.3.5$, 'ukht/'akhkh (sister/brother): khawat (epilepsy, mental
disturbance caused by counterspirit).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0250.1, Elder children [(siblings)] to protect younger.>
P0251, Brothers.
Ref.: AGSFC: QTR 87-3 672-x-no. 3.>
P0251.0.2$, Brothers in amicable relations. Type: 303A, 551**, 567, 567A.
Ref.: DOTTI 93 109 123 179 180 235 257 281 306 309 327 328 344 391 633 640 664/{Egy,
Irq, Syr}; MITON; Sâ)î 144-50 no. 30[+1]; CUKH-II: CAyyât 66 no. 26.>
P0251.0.2.1$, Brother willingly surrenders his privilege (right) to his brother.
Link: |P0017.8, Kingship given to younger brother. |W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial,
selflessness).

Ref.: DOTTI 391/{Qtr}.>
P0251.0.2.2$, Successful (rich) brother helps needy sibling(s). Type: 551A$, cf. 303B$, 655.
Link: |L0031, Youngest brother helps elder. |P0775.2.0.1$, `[Like a waterwheel], the full [bucket] pours
onto the empty'.

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 199-200/(sister)/cf.; DOTTI 111 308 361; MITON.>
P0251.0.3$, Brother sides with his brother against own wife in dispute.
Link: |P0211.0.1$, Wife chooses her brother's side in feud. |P0212.2$, Wife sides with her husband against
her father. |P0264.6$, Sister-in-law and her husband's brother (brother-in-law).

Ref.: Zîr 38/(poem).>
P0251.0.5$, Brother forgives his culprit brother(s). Type: 318.
Link: |P0251.3.4$, Reconciliation between hostile brothers.

Ref.: DOTTI 103 104 113 147 149 192 290 303 308 315 317 321 895/{Alg, lit., Mrc, Omn,
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Tns, Plst}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 240 no. 1; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no.
17; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 689-x-197-600.>
P0251.0.6$, Brother helps his brother(s). Type: 318, 551**.
Link: |L0031, Youngest brother helps elder.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264.>
P0251.0.7$, Your brother would not wish you to be better (richer) than himself, nor dead.
Link: |J0614.1$, Wishing to see one's associate (neighbor) safe but not successful.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 85.>
P0251.3.1, Brothers strive to avenge each other. Type: 217A$, 303C$, 1000, 1920J$.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 431 no. 146; DOTTI 84 113 695 696 952/{Syr}; MITON; Zîr 64ff.>
P0251.3.3$, Brother avenges brother's death.
C

Link: |P0253.5, Sister avenges brother's death. |P0295.0.1.2$, Paternal-cousin ('ibn- amm) avenges death
of his he-paternal-cousin.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 203-205/(poem); Ibn-CAasim no. 92 no. 385; Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88
no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73; DOTTI 94/{lit.}; Littmann Littmann 61-63 no. 46 85
no. 68 89 no. 47/cf.: "Arab Mythology" no. 94 115/cf.; Zîr 66ff.>
P0251.3.4$, Reconciliation between hostile brothers.
Link: |P0251.0.5$, Brother forgives his culprit brother(s).

Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 284-85. [no. 50]; MITON.>
P0251.3.5$, Competition in self-sacrifice between brothers: each offers to die first.
Link: |K0415.1, Many persons admit theft [(crime)] so that it is impossible to find real thief. |P0315,
Friends offer to die for each other. [ ] Each falsely confesses crime so as to save the other. Neither guilty.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0251.5, Two brothers. Type: 318, 613B$, 676, cf. 613, 950.
Ref.: Maspero 3 no. 1 197-201 no. 14/(sons); DOTTI 100 104 107 147 149 150 192 268 273
275 279 329 354 368 655 657 778 829/{Alg, Irq, A-Afr, Omn, Sdn, Syr, Tns}; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7, "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-a, "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17; Zîr 142.>
P0251.5.2, Two brothers confusingly like each other. Type: 303.
Link: |F0577.2, Brothers identical in appearance. |P0253.15$, Brother and sister who look alike. |T0685.3,
Twins who look exactly alike.

Ref.: DOTTI 50 100 108 109/{Alg}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis II 79-90 no. 9 III 237-46
no. 47; TAWT 416; CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 6-1-no. 2.>
P0251.5.3, Hostile brothers. [(Jealous brothers, in conflict)]. Type: 301A, 303B$, 303C$, 550, 550A,
613, 676, 923C$.
Link: |P0204.4$, "A father brings, a brother plunders".

Ref.: Aswad (al-) 49-52; CAbd-al-)Aal Tutwân 385-88; Qasiy CA. CAskar Turâth X:9 135-7;
DOTTI 104 110 113 232 237 241 252 275 302 304 307 308 345 346 368 388 606 623 840
843/{Alg, Egy, Irq, Mrc, Sdi, Syr}; Juhaymân (al-) V 289-308 no. 20; Laoust Maroc 58 no. 54;
MITON; Mursî "Fayyûm" 109-17 no. 16; Prym-Socin 98-103 no. 28; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health"
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16, "Siblings in Alf laylah" 171-77; Stumme, Tripolis, 93-104, No. 3; Sulaymân 92-94 no. II-1;
TAWT 421 no. 9/{Egy} 441 no. 32/{Mgh}; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 80.>
P0251.5.3.1$, Cain and Abel as hostile brothers. Type: 758C$, 932$.
Link: |A1297.1$, Cain killed Abel in order not to lose own twin sister as wife. |A1389$, Origin of sibling
rivalry (hatred among siblings). |S0073.1.4, Fratricide motivated by love-jealousy.

Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 61; Chauvin VIII 174 no. 199;
DOTTI 422 630 631/{Egy, lit.}.>
P0251.5.3.2$, Cain and Seth (sons of Adam) as hostile brothers.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37 98-99, Thackston 105 no. 43): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" nos. 73 81.>
P0251.5.3.3$, Shem and Ham (sons of Noah) as hostile brothers.
Ref.: ThaClabî 34: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 81-1.>
P0251.5.3.4$, Set and Osiris (sons of Geb and Nut) as hostile brothers.
Link: |K2211, Treacherous brother. |P0251.5.3.1$, Cain and Abel as hostile brothers.

Ref.: Ions 32.>
P0251.5.3.9$, Hostile brothers--miscellaneous.>
P0251.5.3.9.1$, Hostile half brothers.
Link: |K2211.3, Treacherous stepbrother. |P0250.0.3$, Full siblings: "from same loins (father)" and "from
same womb (mother)". |P0283.0.1$, Half brother (from father or mother).>

P0251.5.3.9.2$, Brother betrays brother's secret(s). Type: 550, 676, cf. 303B$, 561.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 98-99.>
P0251.5.4, Two brothers as contrasts. Type: 613, 676, 1681, 1716$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 234; DOTTI 345 368 421 587 906 921/{lit.}; Hujelân 129 no. 18-2; Laoust
Chenoua 169-70 no. 11; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5, "Mahrûs and
Mabrûkah" no. 16, "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 1-1-no. 3.>
P0251.5.4.1$, The educated brother as contrast to the uneducated brother(s). (Usually the
uneducated remain/s in village). Type: cf. 318, 545.
Link: |J0140.0.1$, Secular (western-style, modern) education leads to success.>

P0251.5.4.2$, The hospitable (generous) brother as contrast to the niggardly brother.
Link: |H1552.3.3$, Two mothers mourn: which was the better son (man): the hospitable (generous) or the
dutiful?.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 234.>
P0251.5.6, Man's descendants shall serve those of his brother.
Link: |A0184.0.1.1$, Noah's blessing: prophets and noblemen form Shem's descendants. |A1473, Origin of
slavery. |A1614.1, Negroes as curse on Ham for laughing at Noah's nakedness.>

P0251.6, Several brothers.>
P0251.6.1, Three brothers. Type: 303C$, 402, 653A, 654, 655, 551B$, cf. 550, 551.
Link: |P0798.1$, Unbalanced (unstable) triads.

Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 284-85. [no. 50]; DOTTI 109 113 114 271 285 302 305 308 309 347 357
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361 402 421 587 663 709 895/{lit., Plst, Sdn}; MITON; Sâ)î 221-29 no. 52[+1].>
P0251.6.2, Four brothers. Type: 653.
Ref.: DOTTI 356/{lit.}.>
P0251.6.3, Six or seven brothers.>
P0251.6.3.1$, Seven brothers. Type: 303B$, 451A, 709.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI 110 188 237 391
392/{Mrc, Qtr, Syr}; Hujelân 102-3; TAWT 421.>
P0252, Sisters.
Ref.: DOTTI 50 501 537/{Alg}; TAWT 414.>
P0252.0.1$, Sisters in conflict. Type: 403, 425, 480, 432, 510, 511A, 551B$, 620A$, 707, 842D$,
879, 883B, 898, 920K$, cf. 1426A$.
Link: |P0017.15.2.2$, Sister fights brother over kingship.

Ref.: DOTTI 189 199 212 249 258 259 266 309 351 352 386 460 464 513 524 555 592
804/{Egy, Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 16, "Siblings in Alflaylah" 180-82; TAWT 73 no.
2/{Sdi} 426 no. 14/{Egy} 440 no. 32/{Egy} 442 no. 33/{Egy} 443 no. 34/{Omn} 445 no.
36/{Egy}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 677-1-236, 686-x-no. 6, 701-2-no. 4.>
P0252.0.2$, Sisters in amicable relations. Type: 430B$,/930G$, cf. 1426A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 210 804 823 867/{Egy, Tns}; MITON.>
P0252.0.3$, Sister helps sister(s). Type: 465, cf. 311, 327L1$, 1538A$.
Link: |L0145.1, Ugly sister helps pretty one. |N0803.1$, Jinni-woman receives help from her sister.
|P0254.0.2$, Sister helps brother(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 119 172 236 847; MITON.>
P0252.0.3.1$, Successful (rich) sister helps needy sibling(s). Type: 551B$.
Link: |L0031, Youngest brother helps elder. |P0775.2.0.1$, `[Like a waterwheel], the full [bucket] pours
onto the empty'.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0252.0.5$, Sister forgives her culprit sister(s).
Ref.: DOTTI 184 206 218 260 267 592 640/{Egy, Egy, lit., Tns}; MITON; Qasîr 'Insân 16774 no. 19; Sulaymân 56-57 no. I-4.>
P0252.1, Two sisters. Type: 756G$, 842D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 125 169 173 212 218 309 386 419 464 524 531 555 804/{Egy, Sdn}; MITON.>
P0252.1.0.1$, Two sisters as contrasts. Type: 403D$, 480, 510, 620, 676A$, 842D$.
Link: |P0268.1.1$, Co-wives as contrasts. |P0284, Stepsister.>

Ref.: DOTTI 118 158 167 168 214 249 296 350 369 370 421 464 556 588/{Alg, Egy, Sdi,
Syr}; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 98-99; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 58; TAWT 415.>
P0252.1.1, Sister kills sister. [Sororicide]. Type: 780, cf. 883B.
Link: |P0232.3.2.1$, Daughter confesses murdering her sister to their mother. |S0073.1, Fratricide.
|S0073.1.5$, Sororicide motivated by love-jealousy: sister kills sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 120 440 441 524 873/{Egy}; Shamy (el-)ASiblings in Alf laylah@ 175-77.>
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P0252.2, Three sisters. Type: 311-312, 430B$,/930G$, 551B$, 707, 883B, 898.
Link: |P0234.0.3.1$, Three daughters. |P0798.1$, Unbalanced (unstable) triads. |Z0071.1.0.1.2$, Three
daughters.

Ref.: DOTTI 121 159 193 206 213 214 218 289 309 319 421 485 515 524 548 588 624
829/{Alg, lit., Mrc, Plst, Qtr, Syr, Tns}; MITON.>
P0252.3, Seven sisters.
Ref.: DOTTI 210 225 234 278 486 661 665 803 808/{Egy, Irq, Qtr, Ymn}; Duwayk (al-) II
93-94; MITON; Y. Shâkir I 98-101; TAWT 426.>
P0252.7$, Forty sisters. Type: 470C1$, 470E$, cf. 303B$, 400.
Link: |P0476.1$, Band of forty female robbers. |Z0071.12.2$, Forty persons (maidens, slaves, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 110 184 241 242.>
P0252.9$, Sisters--miscellaneous.>
P0252.9.1$, Sisters confusingly alike. Usually twin sisters. Type: 1419, 1419E.
Link: |P0253.15$, Brother and sister who look alike.

Ref.: DOTTI 794 796; MITON.>
P0253, Sister and brother. Type: 312A,-F$, 313K$, 327A, 327L$, 450, 451, 456$, 510C$, 511A,
674A$-B$, 707, 713A$, 720, 722*, 850A$, 872$, 883D*, 932$, 933.
Link: |A0626$, Sky-sister, earth-brother.

Ref.: "Belief Characters" 26-29; Artin Nil 149-56 no. 12; Assaf 160-65 no. 21; Delheure 3445; Dickson Kuwait 496-98; DOTTI 49 51 66 75 120 123 125 127 133 141 158 159 160 165 172
185 190 192 198 222 224 225 232 243 247 263 266 287 366 381 386 395 397 414 455 457 469 470
489 490 490 500 503 517 519 523 553 630 631 633 657 677 687 707 753 759 801 813 907
970/{Alg, Egy, Irq, Lbn, Mrc, Mrc, Omn, Plst, Qtr, Sdi, Sdn, Sdn, Sdn, Sdn, Syr, Tns}; Ghûl (al-)
93-118; Hein-Müller Mehri-Hadramî: SAE IX 49-50 no. 23 138-39 no. 53; Hillelson 11; Holding
39-47 no. 4; Hurreiz 113 no. 35; Juhaymân (al-) III 23-30; Khoalî (el-) 334-40; Kronenberg
Nubische 183 no. 39 142 no. 32; Laoust Maroc 98-101 no. 79; MITON; D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE
VII 131-32 no. 39; RAFE 138 n. 500 302 n. 26; Ritter I.3 16-45 no. 88; Salîm Tâhâ al-Tikrîtî Turâth
VII:10 100-1; Shahi-Moore 68 no. 5; Shâkir H. Ghadab Turâth III:10 47-70; Y. Shâkir II 198-208;
Savignac 107-10 no. 11; Shamy (el-) Around the World 149, "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and
Mitwallî" no. 1, "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2, "Bahlûl and Samîrah" no. 3, "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no.
4, "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5, "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6, "Mental Health" 16; TAWT 444 446 447
449 450; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 7-13 no. 1 34-40 no. 4 89-92 no. 11; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 688-x909-53; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 233, Aswan 70-12B 8-1-no. 5/6 9-1- no. 4, N-Nubia 69-10C 11-1- no.
11; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 8-1-no. 2; HE-S: CIzbat-Bilâl 70-1 no. 8, Dikirnis 72-5 no. 178, Sûhâg
69-63 no. 7; CA.)A. Ibrâhîm "Rubâtâb" [nos. 1 3].>
P0253.0.1, Sister's son [(nephew) and mother's brother (khâl)]. Type: 315A1$,/650D$, 516F$,/857$,
850A$, 872A1$, 873B$, 1358C.
Link: |J0954.1.1$, Mule boasts of `his' maternal-uncle, the horse. |P0297.2$, Sister's son (maternalnephew).
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Ref.: DOTTI 143 469 476 492 501 758; MITON; Shawqî 327 [no. 51].>
P0253.0.1.2$, Brother(s) need(s) a sister (be born). Type: 451A.
Link: |P0230.0.2.1.2$, Parent(s) need(s) birth of a daughter. |P0253.2.0.1.1$, `He who has no sister is an
orphan'. |P0297.2.2$, `A maternal-uncle is a father [to his sister's child]' (el-khâl wâlid). |S0073.0.3.3$,
Flight of brother(s) from home due to reported birth of another brother, rather than a sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 93 125 181 226 227 228 493 537/{Alg, Mrc}; TAWT 453 no. 47.>
P0253.0.1.3$, A sister's sacrifices (sufferings) for her brother's welfare. Type: 312E$, 312F$, 706,
712, 872$, cf. 327L$, 450, 451.
Ref.: DOTTI 126 127 172 222 225 380 394 489; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih
and Sâlihah" no. 4-a, “CAblah and Mokhtâr" no. 19; TAWT 368 n. 137 448.>
P0253.0.1.4$, Being a sister of feuding brothers.
Link: |P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 194; Ions 118; Simpson 118; TAWT 37.>
P0253.0.1.5$, Woman as sister, wife, and mother. Type: 450, 985.
Link: |P0007$, Playing multiple social roles.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 194; Simpson 118; DOTTI 222 688.>
P0253.0.2, One sister and two brothers. Type: cf. 707.
Ref.: DOTTI 100 126 132 144 158 172 194 224 268 278 355 366 386 387 389 428
630/{Egy, Mrc, Sdn}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7.>
P0253.0.3, One sister and three (four) brothers. Type: 707.
Ref.: DOTTI 93 358 386 388 492/{Egy, Syr}; Sâ)î 142-44 no. 29[+1].>
P0253.1, Brother about to drink blood of seemingly guilty sister.
Link: |G0090$, Ghoulish revenge: vendettist eats flesh (drinks blood) of slain enemy.>

P0253.1.1$, Brother as guardian of his sister's chastity (sexual honor).
Link: |H0453$, Brother disguises himself to test his sister's chastity. |P0293.7.3$, `When flesh turns putrid
[(is disgraced)], its [blood] relations become its only resort'. |P0558.3$, Battle-cry: sister's name.
|Q0259.1$, Killing for sexual honor forgiven (or unpunished). |Q0411.0.3.1$, Brother kills unchaste sister.
|R0156.1, Brother kills man coming to seduce sister. |W0164.2.4.1$, Sister's sexual misconduct injures
brother's pride: he is publicly humiliated.

Ref.: Boqarî 164; CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 139-45; Cachia 270-92, 296-321; DOTTI 93 190
192 492 515 522 530 819/{Alg, Egy, Lib, Mrc}; Farag 295-306; Hein-Müller Mehri-Hadramî: SAE
IX 146-47 no. 57; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2, "Bahlûl and Samîrah"
no. 3, "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22-c2; TAWT 52 n. 39 444 447; Taymûr no. 1909/(bone); CFMC:
C
UKH-I no. 404; HE-S: Suhâg 69-63 no. 9.>
P0253.1.1.1$, Brother is to execute his sister; he is compassionate: spares her life. Type: 315, 872$,
883A, 883C*, 896.
Link: |K0512, Compassionate executioner. A servant charged with killing the hero (heroine) arranges the
escape of the latter. |P0256$, Brother forgives his (seemingly) culprit sister(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 93 139 140 149 278 279 489 493 515 522 525 530 552 629/{Alg, Mrc, Omn};
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Galley Badr 30-59 no. 1; Hurreiz 121 no. 61; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 7, "Egypt" (1971) no.
12.>
P0253.2, Sister faithful to transformed brother. Type: 450, 451, 707, cf. 720.
Link: |R0159$, Sister disenchants bewitched (transformed) brother(s).

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 21/(sick brother)/cf.; DOTTI 123 222 225 235 397
664/{Egy}; TAWT 446 no. 38/{Lib}.>
P0253.2.0.1$, Great love of sister for brother(s). Type: 312F$, 450, 451, 707, 720, 872$, 932$.
Link: |E0125.2.2$, Sister(s) nurse(s) back to health seemingly dead brother. |P0253.10, Great love of
brothers for sister.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 375-86 no. 34; DOTTI 127 206 208 222 225 386 397 484 489
630/{Mrc}; TAWT 433.>
P0253.2.0.1.1$, `He who has no sister is an orphan'.
Link: |P0253.0.1.2$, Brother(s) need(s) a sister (be born).

Ref.: TAWT 311 no. 42/{Sdn} 449 no. 42/{Sdn}.>
P0253.2.0.2$-(formerly, P253.0.2$), Sister yearns for absent brother. Type: cf. 451.
Ref.: Basset Nouveaux 183 no. 130; DOTTI 125 181 225 226 537/{Alg); MITON; CAbd-alJabbâr al-Sâ)idî Turâth III:9 69-75/("al-tawallî": entire genre); AGSFC: QTR 87-3. 696-x-087-117.>
P0253.2.1, Brother faithful to persecuted sister. Type: 450.
Ref.: DOTTI 222; Salîm Tâhâ al-Tikrîtî Turâth III:12 124-28; TAWT 446 no. 38/{Lib}.>
P0253.2.2$, Brother avenges sister's death.
Ref.: DOTTI 125 169 531/{Sdn}.>
P0253.2.3$, Transformed brother (deer) about to be slaughtered pleads with sister for help; she had
been exposed and is helpless. Type: 450.
Link: |S0403.1$, Enchanted person (in form of animal) about to be slaughtered begs for mercy (help).

Ref.: DOTTI 132 222 223 224 263 395/{Mrc}; Salîm Tâhâ al-Tikrîtî Turâth III:12 124-8;
TAWT 447 no. 38/{Lib} 453 no. 46-3/{Mgh}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 798-x-no. 3.>
P0253.2.4$, Brother yearns for absent sister. (Seeks her). Type: cf. 312, 552A, 552C$, 883A.
Link: |P0253.2.0.2$-(formerly, P253.0.2$), Sister yearns for absent brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 122 309 310 311 322; MITON.>
P0253.2.5$, Brother chooses (favors) sister over his own wife. Type: 872$, 985A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 93 128 489 493 497 688 689/{Alg, Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) V 186-201 no. 14;
MITON.>
P0253.2.6$, Brother protects (defends) sister(s). Type: 315.
Ref.: DOTTI 51 139; Hujelân 215 no. 6-4; MITON.>
P0253.2.7$, Brother avenges violation (rape) of his sisters. Type: cf. 850A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 469; Hujelân 215 no. 6-4.>
P0253.2.7.1$, Brother falsely confesses to raping his sister (while drunk) so as to protect her from
severe punishment. Type: 850A$.
Link: |J0224.1$, Innocent person falsely confesses to stealing a valuable item (necklace) rather than reveal
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murder of owner at his home. |K2121.1.1$, Wife claims that her brother is the father of her child.
|P0329.1$, Host confesses to a crime he did not commit to save guilty guest. |T0415.1.2$, Brother(s)
suspected of impregnating (raping) sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 469 470 500/{lit., Plst}.>
P0253.3, Brother chosen rather than husband or son. Type: 985, 985A$.
Link: |J0226, Difficult choices between relatives. |P0253.13.2$, A caring sister between her two feuding
brothers.

Ref.: Chauvin II 190 no. 2; DOTTI 688/{Ymn}; Galley-Ayoub 178/9, 216 n. 23/cf.; TAWT
53 n. 58 451 no. 45/{Ymn}; Taymûr nos. 186 986.>
P0253.3.0.1$, Wife (woman) explains why her brother is dearest.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 987.>
P0253.3.0.1.1$, "A[nother] husband is available; a[nother] son would be born; [but] the brother is
irreplaceable, (el-goaz mawgûd, we-l-'ibn mawlûd, we-l-'akhkh mafqûd)". Type: 985, 985A$.
Link: |J0226.7$, Choice: only one member of family to be saved (son, husband, or brother).

Ref.: TAWT 39 450; Taymûr no. 987.>
P0253.3.1$, Sister favors brother over her husband.
Link: |P0211.0.1$, Wife chooses her brother's side in feud. |P0253.2.5$, Brother chooses (favors) sister
over his own wife. |P0253.13.2$, A caring sister between her two feuding brothers.

Ref.: RAFE 304 n. 39; TAWT 53 n. 57 450.>
P0253.3.2$, Sister favors her brother over her own son. Type: cf. 985.
Ref.: Budge Gods II 194; DOTTI 688; Zîr 89/cf.>
P0253.3.2.1$, Isis sides (temporarily) with her brother Seth against her son (Horus).
Link: A0111.1.1.1$, Isis harpoons her brother (Set) during his fight underwater with her son (Horus).
|P0255.1$, Sister releases evil brother from captivity (prison).

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 152; Ions 75; Simpson 118.>
P0253.5, Sister avenges brother's death. Type: 985A$.
Ref.: Badawî Herodot 214-16/(Nitokris); DOTTI 140 167 181 193 223 225 227 247 278 631
688 759 819/{Kwt, Plst}; Hurreiz 116 no. 45; Kamâl 285-7; TAWT 454; Zîr 45ff.>
P0253.6, Sister warns brothers. Type: 985A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 665 688 689/{Omn, Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 68; Hurreiz 130 no. 97; D.H. Müller
Soqotri: SAE VI 82-83 no. 14.>
P0253.6.1$, Sister is always consulted by her brother and her counsel sought. Type: 450, 451, 872$,
923B, cf. 327A.
Link: |J0155.9.2$, Sister as adviser.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 644/cf.; DOTTI 489; Galley Badr 30-59 no. 1; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6; TAWT 449; Zîr 33.>
P0253.6.2$, Trouble from ignoring sister's advice. Type: 450, 706, 712, 872$, cf. 451A, 709, 883B.
Link: |G0558.1.1$, Girl who does not heed (elder) sister's advice is devoured by ogre. |J1056$, Youth
disregards elder's warning and suffers consequences.
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Ref.: DOTTI 168 171 222 227 380 391 394 489 524/{Tns}; MITON; TAWT 434.>
P0253.6.4$, Brother confides in his sister--(she is keeper of his secrets). Type: 872$, 1358C, cf.
923B.
Link: |J0021.22.1$, "Do not trust a secret to your wife".>

P0253.6.5$, Sister as the administrator (chieftainess) of her brother(s) home. Type: 451, 872$, cf.
903C*.
Link: |P0207$, There can be only one matriarch within a household. |P0264.1$, Bad relations between wife
and husband's sister. |T0109.1.1$, Bride's troubles at in-laws' home.

Ref.: DOTTI 5 93 125 128 172 181 225 226 228 489 493 537 563/{Alg, Mrc}; MITON.>
P0253.7, Brothers persecute sister's lover and are in return killed by him.
Link: |P0798.1.1$, Conflict within a triad: one party is removed so as to restore stability (balance).>

P0253.7.0.1$, Bad relations between brother and his sister's lover (fiance, friend).
Link: |P0798.1.0.5$, Triads revolving around brother and sister as unbalanced (Sethian Syndrome).

Ref.: Qazwînî II 128; Ibshîhî 530.>
P0253.8, Clever sister saves life of brother. Type: 312E$, 312F$, 552, 985A$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 644/cf.; DOTTI 126 127 273 309 521 688/{Sdn}; TAWT 448; Zîr 89.>
P0253.9, Woman dies of sorrow for death of brother.
Link: |F1041.1.3, Death from sorrow or chagrin.

Ref.: DOTTI 414 677/{Egy, lit.}; Khoalî (el-) 334-40; TAWT 450; Yâfi)î 172-75.>
P0253.9.1$, Sister becomes insane due to death of brother. [The Khansâ' Syndrome]. Type: 971C$.
Link: |F1041.8.10, Madness (rage) from hearing about brother's death.

Ref.: DOTTI 677; RAFE 304 n. 39; TAWT 450 no. 43/{Egy}; Taymûr no. 1511/cf.>
P0253.9.2$, Brother kills himself because sister is dead.
Link: |T0081.7, Woman dies on hearing of lover's or husband's death. |T0211.9.1, Wife dies of grief for
death of husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 741 870 921; CA.)A. Ibrâhîm "Rubâtâb" [no. 12].>
P0253.9.3$, Sister entombs herself with dead brother. Type: 612.
Link: |M0254.1$, Sister promises to be buried with brother if he dies first.

Ref.: DOTTI 343/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) I 138.>
P0253.9.4$, Sister kills herself (commits suicide) because brother is dead.
Link: |J0216.6.2$, Death chosen because all members of clan (family) have perished.

Ref.: DOTTI 677/{Mrc}; MITON.>
P0253.10, Great love of brothers for sister. Type: 451A, 707, 872$, cf. 315.
Link: |J1833.1.1, Boy strikes at a fly on his sister's breast: it turns into nipple and girl thinks it due to
brother's caress. |P0253.2.0.1$, Great love of sister for brother(s). |T0405.3$, Sister's nakedness or
exposure.

Ref.: DOTTI 227 386 489 677/{lit.}; MITON; Wehr 126 no. 6; Zîr 33.>
P0253.10.0.1$, Sister as brother's dearest relative. Type: cf. 985, 315.
Link: |P0253.2.5$, Brother chooses (favors) sister over his own wife.
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Ref.: Qazwînî2 128/(needs her in his company); DOTTI 688; MITON.>
P0253.10.0.1.1$, Sister always seeks and receives her brother's affection (support).
Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 199-200/(dirge).>
P0253.10.1$, Sister as her brother's `first love'. Type: cf. 313E*, 885**.
Link: |J0010.1.1.1$, Unforgettable first love. |N0365.3.1, Brother and sister unwittingly in love with each
other. |P0274.1, Love between foster sister and foster brother. |T0010.0.1$, `First love'. |T0042.2.1$,
Lovers address each other as "Brother" and "Sister".

Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 123-29 (151)/cf.; DOTTI 130 247 535 631 759 819/{Plst}; Hadrî (el-)
AFann al-=insâniyyah" 14 [no. 17]; Haykal 5; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no.
7.>
P0253.10.2$, Brothers compete for their sister's love (affection). Type: 451, 707, cf. 709, 885**.
Link: |H1229.8.3.1$, Quest for remedy by brother for sick sister. |P0295.1.4$, Brothers compete for the
C

hand of their bint- amm (paternal-cousin) in marriage. |T0092.5.0.1$, Brothers as rivals in love.

Ref.: Ions 51/(Set-Osiris)/cf.; DOTTI 225 386 391 535; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's
Trilogy" 57 59 67 n. 100; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7; TAWT 421.>
P0253.11$, Sister is too dear to be entombed (or buried in an ordinary grave). Type: 872B1$.
Link: |F0946.1$, Object hidden (buried) underwater. |T0085.4.2$, Lover refuses to part with (bury) corpse
of the beloved (till it rots).

Ref.: DOTTI 495 no. 8/{Alg}; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 11 48; Sulaymân 48-51 no. I1.>
P0253.11.1$, Sister's corpse kept at home under crystal dome. Type: 872A2$.
Link: |T0085.4.1, Ring of Fastrada (Tove's magic ring). Lover keeps body of dead mistress (wife) intact by
means of magic ring. When ring is removed from her finger body immediately decays and he is cured of
his love. |V0061.0.7.1$, Burial inside the house of the deceased.

Ref.: DOTTI 493.>
P0253.11.2$, Sister's corpse is placed on horse's (camel's) back to wander, awaiting resuscitation.
Type: 872B1$.
Link: |S0187.5$-(formerly, S0185.5$), Person fastened to wild beast (which is left to wander). |T0211.4,
Spouse's corpse kept after death. |V0061.1.4$, Dead placed on animal's back (horse's, camel's, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 228 392 495/{Egy, Lib}; Sulaymân 48-51 no. I-1; TAWT 421 454.>
P0253.11.2.1$, Animal carrying sister's corpse returns her to her brother(s) when she is resuscitated.
Link: |B0300, Helpful animal.>

P0253.11.5$, Brother and sister buried together. Type: 971C$.
Link: |E0193$, Family (nuclear) buried in on grave (cemetery plot). |M0254.1$, Sister promises to be
buried with brother if he dies first. |P0226$, Husband and wife buried together (in same grave). |T0086,
Lovers buried in same grave.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 169 no. A-11/cf.; Ibshîhî 209; DOTTI 677/{lit.}; Duwayk (al-) I
138/cf.; TAWT 450; Yâfi)î 174-175 (vision).>
P0253.12$, A brother dealing with his sisters. Type: 123C$, 312, 883B, cf. 511, 511A, 613C*,
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883D*.
Link: |P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations.

Ref.: DOTTI 51 122 265 266 471 515 524/{Tns}.>
P0253.12.1$, A brother's favorite sister, (usually the closest in age).>
P0253.12.2$, A brother must be equitable with (fair to) all his sisters.
Ref.: DOTTI 206 208 484/{Mrc}; TAWT 433.>
P0253.13$, A sister interacting with her brothers. Type: 451, 451A, 707.
Link: |P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations.>

P0253.13.1$, A sister's favorite brother (usually the closest in age).>
P0253.13.2$, A caring sister between her two feuding brothers.
Link: |J0226, Difficult choices between relatives. |P0253.3, Brother chosen rather than husband or son.

Ref.: TAWT 52 n. 38.>
P0253.15$, Brother and sister who look alike.
Link: |F0577.4.1$, Husband and wife (groom and bride) identical in appearance (they look alike.
|K1321.1.4$, Trickster masking as his own sister admitted to girls's quarters: seduces her playmates
(friends). |P0251.5.2, Two brothers confusingly like each other. |P0252.9.1$, Sisters confusingly alike.
Usually twin sisters. |T0685.3, Twins who look exactly alike.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 240-41; DOTTI 95 98 125 136 169 306 529 531/{lit., Qtr, Sdn}; MITON;
TAWT 314; Yâfi)î 172-75.>
P0254$, Brother and sister as partners.
Link: |P0253.6.5$, Sister as the administrator (chieftainess) of her brother(s) home.

Ref.: DOTTI 169/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0254.0.1$, Household composed of only brother and sister(s). They live alone in palace (house,
cave, etc.). Type: 123C$, 315, 327L$, 751H$, 872$, cf. 451*, 511A, 707, 720.
Link: |P0200, The family. |P0210, Husband and wife. |P0605.5$, Brother(s) and sister(s) share sleeping
quarters. |Z0186.8$, Symbolism: building (palace, house, inn, etc.)--female. |Z0356.4.2$, Only a pair of a
group of siblings survives--(usually brother and sister).

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 64-76 no. 5/(implicit); Damîrî II 154-55; DOTTI 51 123 124 127 139
140 141 158 160 165 172 235 266 278 310 397 414 481 489 492 664 677 688/{Egy, Kwt, lit., Mrc,
Qtr, Sdn, Sdn, Tns}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18/cf.; TAWT
29 n. 75 368 n. 137 448 449 450.>
P0254.0.2$, Sister helps brother(s). Type: 312E$, 312F$, 312L$, 327A, 450, 552, 552A, 522C$.
872$, 985, 1358C.
Link: |P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations.
|P0252.0.3$, Sister helps sister(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 126 127 159 172 222 309 310 311 489 584 675 676 688 758/{Egy}; Zîr 89.>
P0254.0.2.1$, Sister protects (shields, hides) brother.
Link: |R0158, Sister rescues brother(s).

Ref.: Zîr 89.>
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P0254.1$, Sister aids brother commit (conceal) crime. Type: 1641.
Link: |K0301.2.1$, Several brothers as robbers. |P0526.0.5.1$, Mitigating circumstance: commission of
crime with partner.

Ref.: DOTTI 277 503 542/{Mrc}; Zîr 32-33.>
P0254.1.1$, Sister helps brother get rid of his illegitimate child. Type: 931B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 629/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Married his Daughter" no. 10.>
P0254.1.2$, Sister and brother kill their father. Type: 510B.
Link: |Q0405.1.1$, Son punishes incestuous father. |S0022, Parricide [(i.e., patricide)].

Ref.: DOTTI 131 261 262 873/{Plst}; TAWT 423 453.>
P0254.2$, Sister and brother worship together.
Link: |T0317.3$, Image of chaste lover (sweetheart, relative, etc.). |V0008.9.2.0.1$, Communal
C

(group,/jamâ ah) exercising of religious service favored--(e.g., prayers, pilgrimage).

Ref.: TAWT 16-17 -(Muhawi-Kanaana 449/quoted by HeS); Yâfi)î 175.>
P0255$, Sister forgives her culprit brother(s). Type: 313E*, 872$, 1358C.
Ref.: DOTTI 130 489 758; Zîr 89.>
P0255.1$, Sister releases evil brother from captivity (prison).
Link: |R0158, Sister rescues brother(s).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 194.>
P0256$, Brother forgives his (seemingly) culprit sister(s). Type: 706, 712, 872E$, 932$, cf. 315.
Link: |P0253.1.1.1$, Brother is to execute his sister; he is compassionate: spares her life.

Ref.: DOTTI 139 380 394 497 556 630/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and
Sâlihah" no. 4-a; TAWT 457.>
P0257$, Sister and brother in conflict (quarrel). Type: 315, 315A.
Link: |P0017.15.2.2$, Sister fights brother over kingship. |S0073.0.2$, Sister cruel to her brother.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0260, Relations by law.
Link: |P0234.5$, Father uses daughter(s) to form alliance(s). |T0105.3.1.1$, When a brother and sister are
married to each other their father (family) loses two potential allies (in-laws).>

P0260.0.1$, If you have no family, marry into one.
Link: |P0201.0.1.3$, "Don't enter into a partnership or marriage with a relative of yours".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 671.>
P0260.1$, Helpful (kind) relatives in law.
Link: |K2218, Treacherous relatives-in-law. |S0050, Cruel relatives-in-law.>

P0260.2$, In-laws as source of power--(`Abu-nasab').
Link: |T0101.1.1$, Bride quality: family power (wealth, honor, status, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0260.3$, Hospitality to in-laws.>
P0260.3.1$, A(For a woman visiting in-laws house): "If you have a woman relative in it, enter; but if
you have a man, exit (for you are not welcomed)!".
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 648.>
P0261, Father-in-law.
Link: |H0384.1, Bride test: kindness--father-in-law disguised as beggar.>

P0261.1$, Father-in-law and son-in-law. Type: 890, 902$, 910, cf. 314.
Link: |H0588.25.3$, Man told: "Marry a man child of a man". Wife becomes shrewish but her father (the
man) reforms her (returns her to her husband). |P0265.3$, Helpful son(s)-in-law. |P0293.6.4$, Father's
brother (paternal-uncle) as father-in-law. |T0101.1.1$, Bride quality: family power (wealth, honor, status,
etc.). |T0104.3$, Defeated king asks victor to marry his daughter. |S0052, Cruel father-in-law.

Ref.: Anonymous "'Idhak Cala mahlak" 10; DOTTI 135 344 640 539 562 568/{Plst};
MITON; RAFE 300 n. 17.>
P0261.1.1$, Man fearful (distrustful) of daughter's husband (suitor). Type: 890.
Link: |P0234.0.1$, Father of daughter(s) less powerful. |T0109.1.1$, Bride's troubles at in-laws' home.
|T0196.3$, Wife (innocent) divorced so as to punish her family. |T0205.1$, Wife-beating.

Ref.: DOTTI 539; MITON; TAWT 160 380 n. 349.>
P0261.1.1.1$, Poor father would rather sell daughter (as slave) to rich man than let him marry her;
for as wife, husband would vent his contempt for (anger with) poor father on her. Type: 890, cf.
756D$.
Link: |F0956.7.7.1.1.1$, Wife awaits husband's return with stick in her hand, in case he is angry and needs
to vent his anger: "Better at me than at a stranger!". |J0390, Choices: kind strangers, unkind relatives.
|P0202.1.5.2$, Wife blamed for husband's misconduct. |Q0402, Punishment of children for parents' offense.
|S0221.3.1$, Poor father sells daughter into slavery.

Ref.: DOTTI 417 539 540/{Egy}; Lane 194.>
P0261.1.1.2$, Son-in-law and father-in-law (his wife's father) as rivals.
Link: |P0017.0.6$, Son-in-law succeeds father-in-law as ruler (king, chief).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0261.2$, Father of only one daughter offers all his possessions to youth if he would marry his
daughter. Type: cf. 914$.
Link: |P0234.0.1$, Father of daughter(s) less powerful. |T0052.4.2$, Girl's father (family) expected to
provide funds matching the mahr paid by groom-to-be. (The total to be used to equip the couple's home).

Ref.: DOTTI 581; MITON.>
P0261.3$, Husband jealous of his wife's father.
Link: |P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations.
|P0201, Inherent enmity between members of a family. |W0181, Jealousy.

Ref.: RAFE 300 n. 17.>
P0261.5$, Father-in-law and son's wife (daughter-in-law). Type: 1455.
Link: |C0173.1$, Father-in-law and his son's wife should avoid each other. |H0384.1, Bride test: kindness-father-in-law disguised as beggar. |K2218.2, Treacherous father-in-law. |P0266$, Daughter-in-law. |S0052,
Cruel father-in-law. |T0092.9.3$, Lustful father-in-law. He seduces (seeks to seduce) son's wife (fiancee).
|T0380.3.3$, Husband's adult brother (father) should not visit brother's (son's) wife during her husband's
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absence.

Ref.: DOTTI 811; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 7-8.>
P0262, Mother-in-law.
Ref.: Amîn 177.>
P0262.0.1$, Mother-in-law and son's wife (daughter-in-law).>
P0262.1, Bad relations between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law. Type: 903D*$, 932B$, 980H$,
980J$, 1618A$.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 168 no. 280; Amîn 177, 210; Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 27-29 no. 1, 30-32 no.
2; DOTTI 248 375 564 632 681 682 879/{Emrt}; Hurreiz 117 no. 47; Sirhân filistîniyyah 166-70 no.
12; TAWT 415 no. 3/{Egy} 432 no. 22/{Syr} 450 no. 44/{Syr}; Taymûr no. 1883/(hate urges).>
P0262.1.1$, "A mother-in-law is a fever, a husband's sister is a deadly scorpion".
Link: |K2212.2, Treacherous sister-in-law. |K2218.1, Treacherous mother-in-law accuses wife. |P0264,
Sister-in-law. |P0264.1$, Bad relations between wife and husband's sister. |Z0112.1, Fever personified.

Ref.: TAWT 52 n. 50; Taymûr no. 1092.>
P0262.2$, Even when a woman's very own daughter becomes her daughter-in-law, she is hostile to
her mother-in-law (her own mother). Type: 932B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 632; TAWT 450 no. 44/{Syr}.>
P0262.3$, Kindly mother-in-law: aids son's wife.
Ref.: DOTTI 380 394; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 23-25; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
P0262.3.0.1$, Son's wife and her husband's mother (mother-in-law).>
P0262.5$, Mother-in-law and her daughter's husband (son-in-law).
Link: |Z0179.2.1.1$, "Kiss your mother-in-law's hand rather than your wife's" (for former is more
influential).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 595; DOTTI 310/{Mrc}; Légey 240-41 no. 66; RAFE 303 n. 29.>
P0262.5.1$, Bad relations between mother-in-law and her daughter's husband.
Link: |C0171, Mother-in-law tabu. Mother-in-law and son-in-law must not have anything to do with each
other.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 851/(gen.) no. 2918.>
P0262.5.1.1$, "Gohâ was told, `Your mother-in-law likes (loves) you.' He replied, `Perhaps she has
gone insane'".
Link: |P0798.4.2$, They said [to the man]: "`Your mother-in-law likes (loves) you!" He answered, "And I
like (love) her daughter `to death'!".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2200/(stepmother).>
P0262.5.4$, Wife's mother aids her son-in-law (daughter's husband).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 595.>
P0262.8$, Mothers-in-law: relations between one spouse's mother and the other's.>
P0262.8.1$, Bad relations between husband's mother and wife's mother. Type: cf. 620A$.
Link: |P0249.3.5$, Conflict between husband and wife over the treatment of each's parent(s).
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Ref.: DOTTI 351 352/{lit.}.>
P0263, Brother-in-law.>
P0263.0.1$, Cadâyil: men whose wives are sisters (brothers-in-law). Type: 314, 318A$, cf. 402.
Link: |T0101.5$, Brothers marry sisters (or vice versa).

Ref.: DOTTI 135 148 187.>
P0263.0.1.1$, Rivalry between hero and his Cadîl (husband of wife's sister, brother-in-law). Type:
314.
Link: |K2211.1.1$, Treacherous Cadîl (husband of wife's sister, brother-in-law).

Ref.: DOTTI 135 138 294 308 614 645/{Alg}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 28-29 no. 4.>
P0263.0.1.3$, Brothers as Cadâyil (brothers-in-law). Type: 303A, 303B$, 409B$, 510.
Link: |P0264.0.1.3$, Sisters as salâyif (sisters-in-law).

Ref.: DOTTI 109 110 196 258.>
P0263.1, Widower marries wife's sister. [Sororate]. Type: cf. 955, 1407.
Link: |P0264.7$, Levirate: woman (widow) marries brother of her deceased husband. |T0142.4$,
Compensation-bride (girl--usually sister of executed wife--given to wronged husband as restitution).
|T0145.1.3, Man married to several sisters.

Ref.: DOTTI 192 662 790/{Sdn}; Kronenberg Nubische 142 no. 32; TAWT 429 444.>
P0263.2$, Bad relations between brother and his sister's husband (brother-in-law). Type: 872A1$,
cf. 315.
Link: |J0482.1.2, Woman refuses second marriage so her brother cannot kill a second husband. |P0264.4$,
Inherent rivalry between a man's sister and his future wife (fiancée, sweetheart, etc.). |P0798.1.1$, Conflict
within a triad: one party is removed so as to restore stability (balance).

Ref.: Chauvin V 168 no. 92; DOTTI 107 115 125 140 143 176 247 268 311 320 450 492 580
631 735 751 759 777 819 861 907/{Alg, Irq, Lib, lit., Mrc, Plst}; Shahi-Moore 69 no. 6; Shamy (el-)
Brother and Sister 31 59, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 59; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah"
no. 4-a; TAWT 445 no. 36/{Mgh} 448 no. 40/{Alg}; Zîr 122; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 6-x-no. 3X?.>
P0263.2.1$, Woman's brother kills his brother-in-law (his sister's husband).
Link: |N0342.5, Angry brother kills [sister's] husband, thinking latter had killed wife (sister) and baby.
|S0073.1, Fratricide.

Ref.: Zîr 122.>
P0263.3$, Cousin as sister's husband (brother-in-law). Type: 872$.
Link: |P0295, Cousins.

Ref.: DOTTI 247 489 631 759 819/{Plst}.>
P0263.3.1$, Bad relations between a man and his cousin-sister's husband. Type: 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 489; TAWT 28 n. 71.>
P0263.4$, Helpful brother-in-law.
Link: |B0314, Helpful animal brothers-in-law.

Ref.: DOTTI 99 291 310 311 318 580 777/{Egy, Irq, Mrc, Muscat}.>
P0263.4.1$-(formerly, P263.4$), Supernatural (eccentric) brother-in-law helps wife's brother. Type:
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552A, 552C$.
Link: |B0314, Helpful animal brothers-in-law.

Ref.: Campbell Town and Tribe 73-80; DOTTI 134 201 310 311 496/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II
164-66.>
P0263.4.2$, For the sake of his children a father helps his wife=s brother (the children=s khâl).
Type: 522C$.
Link: |P0297.2.1.1.1$, Sister's son rescues his maternal-uncle (mother's brother).

Ref.: DOTTI 310 311/{Egy}.>
P0264, Sister-in-law. Type: 872A$.
Link: |K2212.2, Treacherous sister-in-law. |P0264.6$, Sister-in-law and her husband's brother (brother-inlaw).

Ref.: DOTTI 490.>
P0264.0.1$, salâyif (women whose husbands are brothers, sisters-in-law). Type: 402.
Link: |T0101.5$, Brothers marry sisters (or vice versa).

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 72-74 no. 17; DOTTI 252 581/{Alg, Kwt}; Shamy (el-) "Belief
Characters" 32-33; TAWT 441 455.>
P0264.0.1.1$, Rivalry between a woman and her silfah (wife of husband's brother, sisters-in-law).
Link: |P0268.1$, Bad relations between co-wives (one durrah and another).

Ref.: DOTTI xi n. 15 161 174 187/{Jrd}; Gh. al-Hasan "Al-'Urdunî@ 247-52 no. 46; Râsî (al) Khabâyâ 54; TAWT 455.>
P0264.0.1.1.1$, "The ship of co-wives sailed, but the ship of wives of brothers foundered.".
Link: |P0268.2$, Accommodation between co-wives. |Z0187.9.1$, Ship = State of affairs: "metaphorical
ship of state".

Ref.: TAWT 240 no. 30; Taymûr no. 2728.>
P0264.0.1.2$, Accommodation is not possible between a woman and her silfah (wife of husband's
brother, sisters-in-law), but possible between co-wives.
Link: |N0887.4$, Co-wife helps (kind to) her co-wife.

Ref.: TAWT 394 n. 603.>
P0264.0.1.3$, Sisters as salâyif (sisters-in-law). Type: 314, 318A$, cf. 303A, 409C$, 510, cf. 318B$,
707, 932$.
Ref.: DOTTI 109 193 225 227 234 808/{Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 58; TAWT
434.>
P0264.0.1.3.1$, Sisters as sisters-in-law and co-wives (darâyir) at once. (By marriage to same
personage, usually a deity). Type: cf. 707.
Link: |A0164.1, Brother-sister marriage of the gods. |A0164.3, Polygamy among the gods. |P0263.0.1.3$,
Brothers as Cadâyil (brothers-in-law). |T0101.5$, Brothers marry sisters (or vice versa). |T0145.0.2$,
Sororal polygyny.

Ref.: Ions 67/(Nephthys/Isis)/cf.; DOTTI 135 149 150 198 258 386 630 808.>
P0264.1$, Bad relations between wife and husband's sister. Type: 872A$, cf. 1358C.
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Link: |K2218.5.3.1$, Bond between mother's brother and sister's son (daughter) causes anguish to uncle's
wife (`yâ nârî m-el-wâd wi khâluh').

Ref.: Chauvin V 168 no. 92; DOTTI 140 490 502 526/{lit., Sdi}; RAFE 301 n. 18, 21, 302 n.
26; Râsî (al-) Khabâyâ 54; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 23-25, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 59, "Eg.
Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a; TAWT 52 n. 37.>
P0264.2$, Kindly brother's wife (sister-in-law): aids husband's sister. Type: 872X$, 872X1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 201 206 208 484 498 499 502 599/{Alg, Mrc}; TAWT 449 no. 41/{Syr}.>
P0264.3$, Kindly sister-in-law: aids her brother's wife. Type: 425L.
Ref.: DOTTI 207; MITON; TAWT 433 no. 23/{Egy}.>
P0264.3.1$, Only youngest sister-in-law is kindly to (aids) her brother's cast-off wife. Type: 425L.
Ref.: DOTTI 207; TAWT 433 no. 23/{Egy}.>
P0264.4$, Inherent rivalry between a man's sister and his future wife (fiancée, sweetheart, etc.).
Type: 872$.
Link: |K2212.2.2$, Treacherous husband's sister: plots against her brother's wife (fiancee). |P0215.0.1$, A
man's wife (e.g., a brother's, a father's, a paternal-uncle's) is viewed as stranger (by her husband's blood
relatives). |T0257.1.2$, King's pet bird (animal) becomes jealous of king's wife-to-be (fiancee). |P0263.2$,
Bad relations between brother and his sister's husband (brother-in-law). |P0798.1.0.5$, Triads revolving
around brother and sister as unbalanced (Sethian Syndrome).

Ref.: Bustânî (al-) 240-44; CAbd-al-Quddûs 375-86 no. 34; DOTTI 128 143 489/{Mrc};
Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 59.>
P0264.4.1$, Sister (always) disapproves of her brother's choice of fiancée (bride-to-be). Type: 712,
872$.
Link: |P0264.1$, Bad relations between wife and husband's sister. |P0798.1.0.5$, Triads revolving around
brother and sister as unbalanced (Sethian Syndrome). |T0061.9.1$, Female relatives of suitor-to-be select
fiancee-to-be.

Ref.: DOTTI 394 489.>
P0264.6$, Sister-in-law and her husband's brother (brother-in-law). Type: 303B$, 318, 402.
Link: |C0172.0.1$, Brother's wife tabu: brother and his brother's wife should avoid each other. |K2212.2,
Treacherous sister-in-law. |N0766, Unwitting adultery with blood-brother's wife. |P0251.0.3$, Brother
sides with his brother against own wife in dispute. |Q0242.3, Punishment for man who makes advances to
sister-in-law. |T0425, Brother-in-law seduces (seeks to seduce) sister-in-law. [Lecherous brother-in-law].
|T0427$, Sister-in-law seduces (seeks to seduce) brother of her husband (her brother-in-law). |T0380.3.3$,
Husband's adult brother (father) should not visit brother's (son's) wife during her husband's absence.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 33-44.>
P0264.7$, Levirate: woman (widow) marries brother of her deceased husband.
Link: |P0263.1, Widower marries wife's sister. [Sororate]. |T0425.3$, Brother wants to marry widow of his
deceased brother.>

P0265, Son-in-law.>
P0265.3$, Helpful son(s)-in-law. Type: 314.
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Link: |B0314.3$, Helpful animal sons-in-law. |P0261.1$, Father-in-law and son-in-law.

Ref.: DOTTI 135 310/{Mrc}; Légey 240-41 no. 66; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 29 no. 4.>
P0266$, Daughter-in-law. Type: 903D*$, 1455.
Link: |T0380.3.3$, Husband's adult brother (father) should not visit brother's (son's) wife during her
husband's absence.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 47 no. 33; Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 30-32 no. 2; DOTTI 564 811;
Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 158.65 (and father-in-law); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and
IsmâCîl" no. 51 7 8.>
P0268$, Co-wives (darâyir).
Link: |T0257.2, Jealousy of rival wives [(co-wives)].

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 46-48 no. 7; DOTTI 248 313 351 564 591 786 812/{Egy, Sdn,
Tns}; Hujelân 218 no. 21-4 261 no. 39-4; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 2
4; TAWT 432; CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10C 9-2-no. 17/cf.>
P0268.0.1$, Slave-women (of one man) as co-wives.
Link: |P0170.0.1, Female slaves.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0268.1$, Bad relations between co-wives (one durrah and another). Type: 462, 707C$, 1618A$.
Link: |A1383.3.2$, Origin of first [garment] tail dragged on earth: Hajar's due to bashfulness (hayâ')
toward Sarah. |P0264.0.1.1$, Rivalry between a woman and her silfah (wife of husband's brother, sistersin-law).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 596-97; DOTTI 233 389 609 786 808 879/{Lbn}; Ghadab 46-47: Shamy (el-)
"Arab Mythology" no. 91; Hujelân 218 no. 21-4 261 no. 39-4; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 2 4; Taymûr no. 1223.>
P0268.1.1$, Co-wives as contrasts. Type: 462, 1387*, 1442$"
Link: |P0252.1.0.1$, Two sisters as contrasts.

Ref.: Fakhro 10-11 no. 1.>
P0268.2$, Accommodation between co-wives.
Link: |P0187.1$, Wife humiliated by husband's sexual liaison with slave-woman. |P0264.0.1.1.1$, "The
ship of co-wives sailed, but the ship of wives of brothers foundered". |W0164.5$, Wife too proud to accept
husband's marriage to another.

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 46-48 no. 7 (co-wife); DOTTI 341 564 786 809/{Sdn}; Kh.
Ibrâhîm Hikam 117ff. no. 59; MITON; Shahi-Moore 207 no. 62; TAWT 432 440.>
P0268.2.1$, Absence of jealousy between (among) co-wives. Type: 516A1$, 516H$, cf. 462.
Link: |T0092, Rivals in love. |T0141.2, Wives exchanged. |W0181.6.0.1$, Lovers's jealousy.

Ref.: DOTTI 233 276 283; MITON.>
P0268.2.2$, Maidens agree to share one future husband--("One night for me and one night for
you.").
Link: |N0887.4$, Co-wife helps (kind to) her co-wife. |T0022, Predestined lover. Future wife or husband
assigned by destiny. |T0145.6.1$, Polygamist must be equitable with (fair to) all his wives.
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Ref.: MITON.>
P0268$.2.2$, Maidens agree to share one future husband--("One night forms and one night for
you.").
Link: |N0887.4$, Co-wife helps (kind to) her co-wife. |T0022, Predestined lover. Future wife or husband
assigned by destiny. |T0145.6.1$, Polygamist must be equitable with (fair to) all his wives.

Ref.: Alf III 244.>
P0270, Foster relatives.>
P0271, Foster father. Type: 707, 872X$, 873A$, 885**.
Link: |P0351.2$, Covenant of parentage under God (foster father-son, foster mother-daughter).
|T0091.4.1.2$, Girl thought by older man to be too young for marriage is raised and then taken for a wife
(by him). |T0418.1, Lustful stepfather.

Ref.: DOTTI 386 498 500 535; Lane 395; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 40 no. 14, "Eg.
Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7; TAWT 243 no. 30/cf./{Syr}.>
P0271.0.1$, Foster parent (father, mother) is owed for rearing foster child.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0271.2, Fisherman as foster father. Type: 403D$, 707.
Ref.: Ions 61/cf.; DOTTI 191 386; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 25 no. 62R;
TAWT 444 no. 35/{Irq}.>
P0271.9$, Adopted son slays foster father.
Link: |S0022, Parricide [(i.e., patricide)].

Ref.: Lane 420.>
P0272, Foster mother. Type: 872X$.
Link: |P0351.2$, Covenant of parentage under God (foster father-son, foster mother-daughter).
|P0319.9.1.2$, Friends' mother: mother of one becomes mother-like to the other. |T0605.0.1$, Surrogate
mothering for infant.

Ref.: DOTTI 498 961/{Mrc}; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 34 no. 23; TAWT 424 no.
12/{Syr}.>
P0272.0.1$, Treacherous foster mother.
Link: |S0012.1, Treacherous mother marries ogre and plots against son.

Ref.: DOTTI 961/{Mrc}.>
P0272.3.1$, Raped girl (mistress) as foster mother for her own child. Type: 850*, 872X$.
Link: |S0351.0.1, Abandoned child made over to its own mother (sister) acting as wet nurse.

Ref.: DOTTI 468 498; MITON; TAWT 311 no. 41/cf./(marriage){Syr}.>
P0272.5$, Wet nurse (murdiCah, `dâdàh', murabbiyah).
Link: |P0424.6$, Nurse (physician's helper). |T0605, Divine nurse. |T0605.0.1.1$, Wet nurse (as surrogate
mother).

Ref.: Ions 58; Maspero 19 no. 1 n. 3; DOTTI 345/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0272.5.0.1$, Interracial wet nursing (black wet nurse and white child, or vice versa).
Link: |P0250.0.2$, Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different races--usually, black
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and white).

Ref.: DOTTI 345/{lit.}.>
P0272.5.1$, Wet nurse as foster mother (maternal figure).
Link: |P0313, Milk-brotherhood.>

P0272.5.2$, Governess (qahramânah)--oversees women's quarters.
Link: |P0363.1.1$, Angry princess murders her nurse (governess).

Ref.: MITON; Burton V 231 IX 221.>
P0272.6$, Maternal figure (nurse, governess, or the like) as keeper of family secrets.>
P0272.6.1$, Old nurse provides information on true identity of family members.
Link: |T0415.4, Two lovers give each other up when they learn that they are brother and sister.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0273, Foster brother. Type: 301, 303B$, 470E$,/801B$, 709, 885**, 932C$.
Link: |P0250.0.2$, Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different races--usually, black
and white).

Ref.: DOTTI 101 110 111 242 272 289 391 535/{Sdn}.>
P0273.1, Faithful foster brother. Type: 516.>
P0273.1.2, King's son begs pardon for treacherous foster brother.>
P0273.2, Faithless foster brother. Type: 470E$.
Link: |K2211.2, Treacherous foster brother. |T0426.1$, Milk-brother seeks to seduce milk (foster) sister.

Ref.: Bustânî (al-) 234-39; DOTTI 95 204 242 243 246 288 345 646 819/{Irq, lit.}.>
P0274, Foster sister. Type: 470E$, 709, 885**.
Link: |P0319.9.1.1$, Friends' `sister': sister of one (man) becomes sister-like to the other.

Ref.: DOTTI 241 242 391 535; MITON.>
P0274.1, Love between foster sister and foster brother. Type: 470E$, 885**.
Link: |C0162.5.1.2$, Tabu: foster brother-sister marriage. |F0302.0.3.1.1$, Love between jinni foster sister
and human foster brother. |N0365.3.1, Brother and sister unwittingly in love with each other.
|P0180.4.2.2$, Free and slave raised together as foster ("sociological") siblings. |P0253.10.1$, Sister as her
brother's `first love'. |T0101.6$, Milk (foster) brothers marry milk (foster) sisters. |T0300.1$-(formerly,
T0301.0.1$), `Bebrothering' between man and woman: chaste, brother-sister-like. |T0426.1$, Milk-brother
seeks to seduce milk (foster) sister.

Ref.: "Sâmî and Samyah" no. 8; DOTTI 242 535 551 646/{lit.}; Frobenius Kabylen III 202-8
no. 44; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 266-9; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7; Shamy (el-)
"Character Transmutation" 256.>
P0274.2$, Marriage (sexual liaison) between free and slave raised together as foster siblings. Type:
cf. 885**, 932$, 932C$-formerly 932A$.
Link: |P0180.4.2.2$, Free and slave raised together as foster ("sociological") siblings. |P0367.1$, Menslaves corrupt (seduce) mistresses. |P0529.9.2$, Legal rights of a concubine (consort, common-law wife).
|T0610.1.1$, Sexual awakening: becoming aware of own sexuality (adolescence, puberty).

Ref.: DOTTI 551 646 854/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Siblings in Alf laylah@ 183-85.>
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P0274.3$, Prince marries maiden found and then raised as his foster sister. Type: 705, 706, 872$,
894, cf. 885**.
Link: |N0711, King (prince) accidentally finds maiden and marries her. |T0415.3, Lovers reared as brother
and sister learn to their joy that they are not related.

Ref.: DOTTI 374 380 489 545; TAWT 417 no. 5/{Sdn}.>
P0275, Foster son.
Ref.: RAFE 302 n. 26; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 26-29.>
P0275.0.1$, Youth (hero) adopted as foster son.
Link: |P0271, Foster father. |P0272, Foster mother.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0275.1, Foster son commits adultery with foster father's wife.>
P0276$, Supernatural (jinni, afrit, dwarf) uncle (maternal or paternal). Type: 650D$.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0276.1$, Supernatural mother's foster brother (khâl): jinni, afrit, dwarf, etc., as mother's foster
brother. Type: 650D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 391 501/{Irq}; Stevens 114-19 no. 27.>
P0280, Steprelatives.>
P0281, Stepfather [(`mother's husband')].>
P0281.0.1$, "He who would marry my mother, I would address him as `paternal-uncle'".
Link: |J0801$, Adapting to changed environment (social or physical). |T0425.3.1$, Man marries widow of
his deceased brother (or, his brother's former wife).

Ref.: Boqarî 11-13/(implicit); Taymûr no. 439.>
P0281.4$, Apathy between `mother's husband' and `wife's son'.>
P0281.4.1$, If a matter is of no import to you, trust it to your `mother's husband' (i.e., stepfather).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1010 1702.>
P0282, Stepmother [(`father's wife')].
Link: |K2218.3$, Treacherous stepmother. |P0215.0.1$, A man's wife (e.g., a brother's, a father's, a
paternal-uncle's) is viewed as stranger (by her husband's blood relatives).

Ref.: Maspero 190 no. 13.>
P0282.0.1$, Kindly (helpful) stepmother: aids stepdaughter (stepson). Type: 850*, 872X$.
Ref.: DOTTI 468 498/{Qtr}; CAbd-al-Muttalib H. al-Mûsawî Turâth X:8 169 no. 6; AGSFC:
QTR 87-3 678-x-118-78.>
P0282.0.2$, Stepmother unjustly blamed (accused).
Link: |K2100, False accusations. |K2111.5, Mother falsely accuses son of incest with her.

Ref.: Maspero 190 no. 13.>
P0282.0.4$, Stepmother is God's curse.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2720.>
P0282.0.5$, Stepmother referred to as khâlah (maternal-aunt).>
P0282.3, Stepmother in love with stepson.
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Link: |T0409.3.1$, Stepmother's incestuous desire for stepson masked as maternal affection (love).

Ref.: Maspero xix; MITON.>
P0282.4$, Stepson kindly to stepmother.
Link: |P0282.0.1$, Kindly (helpful) stepmother: aids stepdaughter (stepson). |T0092.9.4$, Stepson marries
his former stepmother (deceased father's widow or divorcee).

Ref.: DOTTI 624 626 794/{Tns}.>
P0283, Stepbrother.
Link: |P0250.0.2$, Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different races--usually, black
and white).

Ref.: DOTTI 268 329/{Sdn}.>
P0283.0.1$, Half brother (from father or mother).
Link: |P0250.0.3$, Full siblings: "from same loins (father)" and "from same womb (mother)".
|P0251.5.3.9.1$, Hostile half brothers.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0284, Stepsister. Type: 403D$, 403D$-X, 676A$, cf. 480, 510, 620, 842D$.
Link: |P0252.1.0.1$, Two sisters as contrasts.>

P0284.0.1$, Half sister (from father or mother).
Ref.: DOTTI 309/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0290, Other relatives.>
P0290.0.1$, Grandparents and grandchildren.>
P0290.0.2$, Grandparents' love. Type: 929A, 980C.
Ref.: DOTTI 620 681.>
P0290.0.2.1$, `Only one's child's child [grandchild] is dearer than one's own child'.
Link: |H0660, Riddles of comparison.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 157.>
P0291, Grandfather.
Ref.: DOTTI 50 179/{Alg}; TAWT 414.>
P0291.2$, "Your son's son (paternal grand-son) is your son, but daughter's son (maternal grand-son)
is not". Type: 875, 876.
Link: |A0592, Culture heroes and descendants. |H0585.3$, Coin sown: spent on sons (invested). |H0871.2$,
Riddle: what are the three "Nos"? Areas where things "do not " or "are not ". |J0191.9.1$, Things wise
persons don't do. |J0226.6$, Choice: to favor son's children or daughter's. |P0017.0.2.3$, Grandson
succeeds his paternal grandfather (father's father) to the throne. |P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family
(patriarchy). |P0208.1$, Patrilineal descent: child identified by father's line. |T0198.1.1.1$, Daughter's
return to paternal home after leaving it burdensome (especially if has children).

Ref.: Aswad (al-) 149-56; DOTTI 504 511 541/{Glf/gen.}.>
P0292, Grandmother. Type: 333, cf. 1013, 2037.
Ref.: DOTTI 179 697.>
P0292.1, Grandmother as foster mother.
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Ref.: DOTTI 125 129 169/{Sdn}.>
P0292.2$, Grandmother as helper.
Link: |N0825.3.3, Help from grandmother. |P0021.3$, Chieftainess intervenes to influence domestic
dispute (marriage, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 526 549/{Qtr}.>
P0292.2.1$, Helpful (kind) father's mother (paternal grandmother).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0292.2.2$, Helpful (kind) mother's mother (maternal grandmother).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0293, Uncle.
Link: |A0168.5$, A deity's (culture-hero's) uncles.

Ref.: DOTTI 843 876/{Alg}.>
P0293.0.1$, Maternal uncle (khâl). Type: 48$, 315, 315A1$, 850A$, 857$, 872$, 872A2$, 873B$,
911*, 933A$, 1358C.
Link: |P0293.3.0.1$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle/Camm) and `paternal-unclehood'.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 262; Boqarî 13/(absent); DOTTI 136 533 579 580 678 772 777/{Irq,
lit., Sdn}; TAWT 436.>
P0293.0.1.1$-(formerly, P0293.0.1$), Maternal-uncles ('akhwâl, khu'ûlah) as source of power. Type:
911*.
Link: |P0293.2, Mother's brother as helper. |P0293.9.1$, A maternal-uncle offers mother-love (`belly$,
C

C

`womb'), a paternal-uncle offers patriarchal power (`muscle')--(el-khâl kirsh, wi el- amm asab).
C

Ref.: Muhammad Alî K. al-Bâqî Turâth VIII:1 111-12 no. 3; Duwayk (al-) I 188;
Kronenberg Nubische 172 no. 37; Nabhânî (al-) I 318; Taymûr no. 920/cf.>
P0293.1, Mother's brother as foster father. Type: 850A$.
Link: |P0293.6.3$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle) as foster father.

Ref.: DOTTI 172 278 387 469; Hurreiz 92 (144) no. 14; MITON; Sengo "Kiswahili" 813-26
no. 33; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAblah and Mokhtâr" no. 19; Zîr 137/(poem)/cf.>
P0293.1.1$, Brother adopts his sister's child. Type: 850A$, 857$, 872A2$, cf. 650.
C

Link: |P0294.1.3.1$, Sister ( ammah) adopts her brother's child. |P0297.2.2$, `A maternal-uncle is a father
[to his sister's child]' (el-khâl wâlid).

Ref.: DOTTI 469 476 493 507 601 684/{Egy}; Zîr 125.>
P0293.2, Mother's brother as helper.
Link: |P0293.0.1$, Maternal-uncles ('akhwâl, khu'ûlah) as source of power. |P0503.5.1.1$, Fortunate is the
one whose maternal-uncle is the headman (naqîb).

Ref.: Basset Mille II 330 no. 80; DOTTI 97 277/{lit., Syr}; Hujelân 103; Ritter I.2 664-75
no. 83; Shâkir H. Ghadab Turâth III:10 61-64; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn"
no. 18; TAWT 438; Wehr 129ff. no. 6.>
P0293.2.0.1$, Kind maternal-uncle (mother's brother, (khâl). Type: 872A2$.
Ref.: DOTTI 473 493/{Egy}; TAWT 51 n. 25; Zîr 125.>
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P0293.2.1, Children take after their mother's brothers.
Link: |W0251.2.1$, makhwal (`maternal-unclehood') as basis for judging character.

Ref.: Boqarî 13/(absent); Hurreiz 111 no. 29.>
P0293.2.1.1$, Boys take after their maternal-uncles.
Link: |P0294.0.1.1$, Girls take after their paternal-aunts.

Ref.: Jâhiz/(al-Bayân) I 103: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology": "Luqaym" no. 62; Aalûcî III
212-13; RAFE 158 n. 583; Schmidt-Kahle 46-49 no. 23/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 64;
Taymûr no. 3023.>
P0293.2.2$, Mother's brother (khâl) avenged by nephew. Type: 315A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 144; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Quranî" no. 13.>
P0293.2.3$, Nephew helps mother's brother (khâl) catch adulteress wife and lover. Type: 1358C.
Link: |P0263.4.1$-(formerly, P263.4$), Supernatural (eccentric) brother-in-law helps wife's brother.
|P0297.2.1.1$, Sister's son as helper.

Ref.: DOTTI 758/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 307; TAWT 458 no. 50/{Egy}.>
P0293.3, Hero killed in fighting with father's brother.>
P0293.3.0.1$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle/Camm) and `paternal-unclehood'.
Link: |P0293.0.1$, Maternal uncle (khâl). |P0297.1$, Brother's son (paternal-nephew).

Ref.: DOTTI 696 697 706 843 849 876/{Alg}; Hujelân 321 no. 8-5.>
P0293.3.0.1.1$, Father's brother (Camm) as stepfather.
Link: |T0425.3.1$, Brother marries widow of his deceased brother (or, his brother's former wife).

Ref.: Boqarî 7-8 13.>
P0293.3.1$, Conflict between hero and his father's brother (paternal-uncle). Type: 613B$, cf. 325.
Ref.: Simpson 108-27; Boqarî 7-8; DOTTI 152 348 349/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18.>
P0293.3.2$, Nephew (hero) kills his father's brother (Camm). Type: 873A$, cf. 720B$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 110-12; DOTTI 399 500 501 502 521 696 697 706 843 849 876/{Alg, Egy}.>
P0293.5, Father's brother [(paternal-uncle)] avenged.
Link: |H1228.3$, Nephew goes out to avenge paternal-uncle's death.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 244-46, "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33, no. 33-b
245; A.R. Sâlih 146-48; AUC: 38C.>
P0293.6$, Paternal-uncles ('aCmâm, Cumûmah) as source of power.
Ref.: Belamri La rose 93-102; DOTTI 153 646/{Alg, Egy}; Lane 424; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 3-ff; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 252.>
P0293.6.1$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle) as helper.
C

Link: |P0295.0.1.1$, Paternal-cousin ('ibn- amm) helps his he-paternal-cousin. |R0160.1$, Father's brother
(paternal-uncle) as rescuer.

Ref.: DOTTI 145 369 661/{Alg}; MITON; Shahâb 182-85.>
P0293.6.1.1$, "A boy's paternal-uncle is his friend".
Ref.: Ibshîhî 45.>
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P0293.6.2$, Kind Camm (father's brother, paternal-uncle).
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9; Zîr 104.>
P0293.6.3$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle) as foster father.
Link: |P0293.1, Mother's brother as foster father.

Ref.: DOTTI 533 859/{Omn}; MITON; Zîr 104.>
P0293.6.4$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle) as father-in-law.
C

Link: |P0261.1$, Father-in-law and son-in-law. |P0295.1.2$, Marriage between 'ibn- amm and his bintC

amm (paternal-cousin). |T0230.4$, Faithless paternal-cousin-wife.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0293.7$, Blood relations (father's) strongest.
Link: |P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family (patriarchy). |P0203.2$, "Your nose is part of you even if it is
chopped off" (i.e., blood relations are indispensable even when wayward). |P0232.5.1$, Daughter chooses
father's side in feud.
Link: |P0731.0.2$, Tribalism: (Casabiyyah-qabaliyyah).

Ref.: DOTTI 543 569 739/{lit., Syr}; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 31-33 no. 15; Zîr 1ff. (entire
work).>
P0293.7.0.1$, An ounce of blood[-tie] preferred to a kantar of friendship.
Ref.: Taymûr; Taymûr no. 1153 no. 1909 no. 2521.>
P0293.7.1$, `Blood would never turn to water.'.
Link: |N0659.3.1$, Brother shoots at his brother: gun fails to fire. |Z0130.0.1$, `One's own flesh and
blood': close paternal relative.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
P0293.7.3$, `When flesh turns putrid [(is disgraced)], its [blood] relations become its only resort'.
Link: |P0253.1.1$, Brother as guardian of his sister's chastity (sexual honor). |P0295.1.1$, Father's brother's
C

C

son ('ibn- amm) as guardian of his bint- amm's chastity (sexual honor). |T0198$, Return to parents'
(father's) home after end of marital relations (divorce, or death of spouse). |T0400.0.1.1$, Defiled
(profaned) human flesh. |V0095.1$, Ritual purification of profaned organ.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah" no. 20.>
P0293.9$, Uncles--miscellaneous.>
P0293.9.1$, A maternal-uncle offers mother-love (`belly$, `womb'), a paternal-uncle offers
patriarchal power (`muscle')--(el-khâl kirsh, wi el-Camm Casab).
Link: |P0231.3, Mother-love. |P0293.0.1.1$-(formerly, P0293.0.1$), Maternal-uncles ('akhwâl, khu'ûlah) as
source of power.>

P0294, Aunt.
Link: |A0168.6$, A deity's (culture-hero's) aunts.>

P0294.0.1$, Paternal-aunt (Cammah).
Link: |K2011.3$, Predator poses as a person's kindly relative (neighbor).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 302 n. 26; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 26-29.>
P0294.0.1.1$, Girls take after their paternal-aunts.
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Link: |P0293.2.1.1$, Boys take after their maternal-uncles. |W0251.2.1$, makhwal (`maternal-unclehood')
as basis for judging character.

Ref.: Burton I 303 n. 1/cf./(take after mother); RAFE 158 n. 583; Taymûr nos. 833
3023/(Taymûr: "I don't know why").>
P0294.0.1.2$, Father's sister and her brother's child.>
P0294.0.1.2.1$, Father's sister and her brother's son (nephew).
Link: |N0365.3.7$, Unwitting nephew-aunt incest.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 61; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no.
44 9.>
P0294.0.1.2.1.1$, Father's sister (Cammah) sides with her husband against her brother's son
(nephew).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0294.0.1.2.2$, Father's sister and her brother's daughter (niece).>
P0294.0.1.2.2.1$, Paternal-aunt reserved (cool) toward her brother's daughter: thinks niece is allied
with her own mother (i.e., the wife of the aunt's brother).
Ref.: TAWT 52 n. 38.>
P0294.0.2$, Maternal-aunt (khâlah). Type: 403D$, 707.
Ref.: DOTTI 191 386 352/{Qtr}; Hujelân 318 no. 6-5; Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII 33 no.
7; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 3-no. 13.>
P0294.0.2.1$, Kind khâlah (maternal-aunt). Type: 403D$-X.
Link: |P0294.1.1$, Kind paternal-aunt.

Ref.: DOTTI 192/{Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 698-2-no. 4.>
P0294.0.2.1.1$, Mother's sister as foster-mother.
Link: |P0294.1.3.1$, Sister (Cammah) adopts her brother's child.>

P0294.0.2.1.1.1$, Sister adopts her sister's child. Type: cf. 403D$, 920K$.
Ref.: DOTTI 191 592.>
P0294.1, Paternal-aunt as aid.
Link: |P0297.2.8.0.1$, Kind (helpful) maternal-uncle's wife. |S0072.1$, Cruel paternal-aunt (Cammah).>

P0294.1.1$, Kind paternal-aunt.
Link: |P0294.0.2.1$, Kind khâlah (maternal-aunt).>

P0294.1.3$, Paternal-aunt as foster mother.>
P0294.1.3.1$, Sister (Cammah) adopts her brother's child.
Link: |A0168.6.1$, Deity's paternal-maternal aunt at once (being a father's and mother's sister
simultaneously). |P0293.1.1$, Brother adopts his sister's child. |P0294.0.2.1.1$, Mother's sister as fostermother.

Ref.: Ions 83/(Isis); RAFE 302 n. 26.>
P0294.1.3.2$, Sister celebrates birth of her brother's child (son).
Link: |T0594.0.1$, News of birth of son as source of pride.

Ref.: DOTTI 5 128 172/{Mrc}.>
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P0295, Cousins.
Link: |P0295.5$, Maternal-cousins who are also paternal-cousins.>

P0295.0.1$, Paternal-cousins ('abnâ'-Cumûmah, 'awlâd-Camm)--(father's family) as source of power.
Type: 911*.
Link: |P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family (patriarchy). |T0502.1.1$, Offspring from the same male
(Casab/muscle, agnates). |Z0130.0.1$, `One's own flesh and blood': close paternal relative. |Z0139.9.5.1$,
Belt (worn around waist) personified--strength, support, power.

Ref.: Alf I 312; DOTTI 118 122 169 579 873/{Sdn}; Duwayk (al-) II 302; S. Jahn 61 no. 10;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 16; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 75-88 no. 10.>
P0295.0.1.1$, Paternal-cousin ('ibn-Camm) helps his he-paternal-cousin.
Link: |P0293.6.1$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle) as helper.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 16/(welcomes).>
P0295.0.1.2$, Paternal-cousin ('ibn-Camm) avenges death of his he-paternal-cousin.
Link: |P0251.3.3$, Brother avenges brother's death.

Ref.: Zîr 28-30/(tries but fails).>
P0295.0.2$, Paternal-cousin (sons of brothers/'abnâ'-Cumûmah) in conflict.
Ref.: Zîr 57.>
P0295.0.2.1$, Paternal-cousin murders his father's brother's son.
Link: |S0073.1, Fratricide.>

P0295.1$, Paternal-cousins ('ibn-Camm and his bint-Camm).
Link: |T0106$, Paternal-cousin is preferred as spouse. |T0380.2$, Girl secluded (veiled) at puberty.
|Z0130.0.1$, `One's own flesh and blood': close paternal relative.

Ref.: DOTTI 75 118 121 122 124 129 141 142 143 273 278 338 339 379 409 493 520 533
674 873/{Egy, Egy, Irq, Kwt, Lib, lit., Mrc, Qtr, Tns}; Haykal 26; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16, "Ayyûb" no. 53-b; Stumme Tripolis, 130-48, No. 61;
Wehr 256-90 no. 10; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 697-x-358-384, 697-x-358-425; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 168;
HE-S: Sinai 69-63 no. 6.>
P0295.1.1$, Father's brother's son ('ibn-Camm) as guardian of his bint-Camm's chastity (sexual
honor). Type: cf. 315.
Link: |P0293.7.3$, `When flesh turns putrid [(is disgraced)], its [blood] relations become its only resort'.
|Q0259.1$, Killing for sexual honor forgiven (or unpunished). |W0164.2.4.1.1$, Female paternal-cousin's
sexual misconduct injures paternal-cousin's pride: he is publicly humiliated.

Ref.: ThaClabî 214; DOTTI 276 676/{Egy, Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and
Na)îmah" no. 22-c2, "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22-d; Sulaymân 107-10 no. II-7.>
P0295.1.1.1$, She-paternal-cousin (bint-Camm) not secluded from her he-paternal-cousin ('ibnC
amm). Type: 879, cf. 932C$-formerly 932A$.
Link: |K2211.4$, Treacherous paternal-cousin(s). |P0180.4.2.2$, Free and slave raised together as foster
("sociological") siblings. |T0380.2$, Girl secluded (veiled) at puberty. |T0416.7$, Lecherous cousin. He
C

seduces (seeks to seduce) his cousin. |T0416.8$, Adultery (sexual liaison) between 'ibn- amm and his bint-
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C

amm (paternal-cousins).

Ref.: DOTTI 513 633; Lane 156; MITON.>
P0295.1.1.1.0.1$, Social groups (classes) that seclude she-paternal-cousin (bint-Camm) from her hepaternal-cousin ('ibn-Camm).
Ref.: Lane 156-57/(higher middle class).>
P0295.1.1.2$, 'ibn-Camm and his bint-Camm (he- and she-paternal-cousins) address each other as
"Brother" and "Sister".
Link: |T0042.2.1$, Lovers address each other as "Brother" and "Sister".

Ref.: DOTTI 533 859/{Omn.}.>
P0295.1.2$, Marriage between 'ibn-Camm and his bint-Camm (paternal-cousin). Type: 315,/590A,
653A.
Link: |P0293.6.4$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle) as father-in-law. |T0106$, Paternal-cousin is preferred
as spouse. |T0230.4$, Faithless paternal-cousin-wife.

Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 123-29 (151); Bâtinî (al-) Al-Hikâyât 54-57 no. 9; DOTTI 112 126 139
141 182 192 219 220 252 276 280 337 356 357 366 487 493 533 550 555 654 692 804 859
964/{Egy, Irq, Kwt, lit., Omn, Qtr, Sdi, Sdn, Ymn}; Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18; Juhaymân (al-) II
380-9; MITON; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 74 no. 11[-b]; Qasîr Falsafah 138-46; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Married his Daughter" no. 10; TAWT 426 438; Massenbach (Von) Nubische pt.
B.VIII 147 no. 37; Zîr 3 46 142/(betrothal); AUC: 18 no. 8, Zîr 3 28 34 46.>
P0295.1.2.1$, Paternal-cousin has a `right' to marry his bint-Camm (paternal-cousin).>
P0295.1.2.1.1$, A paternal-cousin may claim his she-cousin before consummation of her marriage
to another (`take her off the camel [at wedding procession]').
Link: |T0137.5, Bride (and party) fetched by groom and party after wedding. [esh-shailah].>

P0295.1.2.2$, Why an ibn-Camm is preferred as husband by his bint-Camm.>
P0295.1.2.2.1$, "My ibn-Camm's flesh is my own flesh, his blood is my own blood," (and there is
Cishrah and love).
Link: |P0605.0.1$, Togetherness-in-life (Cishrah): attraction (familiarity, trust, etc.) due to sharing of living
quarters. .Z0055$, Process ascends (escalated) to its natural or logical climax (conclusion).

Ref.: Bedouin song ([the stranger] "bi-Llâh mâ irîdoh/I, by God, don't want").>
P0295.1.3$, Love (affection) between 'ibn-Camm and his bint-Camm.
Link: |P0605.0.1$, Togetherness-in-life (Cishrah): attraction (familiarity, trust, etc.) due to sharing of living
quarters.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 534 540-41; DOTTI 493 535 633 802/{Egy, Kwt, Lib}; MITON; Zîr 56ff. 14344.>
P0295.1.3.1$, Love (affection) continues between 'ibn-Camm and his bint-Camm after marriage to
another.
C

C

Link: |T0416.8$, Adultery (sexual liaison) between 'ibn- amm and his bint- amm (paternal-cousins).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 535.>
P0295.1.4$, Brothers compete for the hand of their bint-Camm (paternal-cousin) in marriage. Type:
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653A.
C

Link: |T0092.11, Rivals contesting for the same girl. |T0416$, Paternal-cousin (bint- amm) as substitute for
sister.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI 220 221 246 271
334 357 358 360 379 401 483 659 819 946/{Irq, lit., Mrc, Tns}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis III
246-62 no. 48; Jâsir CA. S. al-Jabbûrî Turâth V:8 97-100; Légey 56-58 no. 11; Shamy (el-) Egypt
50-51.>
P0295.1.7$, Female paternal-cousins (daughters of brothers).>
P0295.1.7.1$, Female paternal-cousins in conflict.
C

Link: |S0075.1$, Cruel paternal-uncle's wife (marat- amm).>

P0295.1.7.1.1$, Female paternal-cousins as rivals in love (marriage).
Link: |T0092.8, Sisters in love with same man. [Sisters as rivals in love].

Ref.: DOTTI 192 252/{Alg, Tns}; TAWT 441.>
P0295.2$, Maternal-cousins.
Ref.: DOTTI 214 556/{Egy}.>
P0295.5$, Maternal-cousins who are also paternal-cousins.
Link: |T0101.5$, Brothers marry sisters (or vice versa).

Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 123-29 (151); DOTTI 535/{Tns}; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 58.>
P0295.7$, Cross-cousins.>
P0295.7.1$, Cross paternal-cousins.
Ref.: DOTTI 182 220 692/{Ymn}.>
P0295.7.4$, Cross maternal-cousins.>
P0295.9$, Cousins--miscellaneous.>
P0295.9.1$, Interracial cousins.
C

Link: |L0113.1.8$, Black man (black-slave) in `white' nation (tribe) as hero. ( Antar, Abu-Zaid, etc.).
|P0250.0.2$, Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different races--usually, black and
white). |T0131.12.3.1$, Blackness of skin as an obstacle for marriage. |V0515.2.5$, Vision (scene) in
which white chieftainess (woman) sees black bird defeat numerous white ones: she gives birth to black son
C

who will becomes hero. |Z0203$, Heroes of siyar (Abu-Zaid, Antar, el-Battâl, Sayf, ez-Zâhir, ez-Zîr,
etc.).>

P0297, Nephew.
Link: |P0253.0.1, Sister's son [(nephew) and mother's brother (khâl)].>

P0297.0.1$, The maternal-uncle can swear "This is my sister=s' child (nephew, niece)", but a
paternal-uncle can not swear "This is my brother's child".
Link: |T0149.1.1$, Maternity (childbirth) is indisputable, paternity (impregnation) is not.

Ref.: RAFE 71 n. 234.>
P0297.1$, Brother's son (paternal-nephew).
Link: |P0293.3.0.1$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle/Camm) and `paternal-unclehood'.>

P0297.2$, Sister's son (maternal-nephew).
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Link: |P0253.0.1, Sister's son [(nephew) and mother's brother (khâl)]. |P0293.2, Mother's brother as helper.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0297.2.1$, Bond between mother's brother (khâl) and sister's son. Type: 315A1$,/650D$, 857$,
932$, 1358C, 1525H, 1525H1.
Link: |P0293.0.1$, Maternal-uncles ('akhwâl, khu'ûlah) as source of power. |R0160.3.1$, Mother's brother
rescues sister's son. |Z0095.2$, khâl (maternal-uncle): khâl (mole, mark of beauty).

Ref.: DOTTI 100 144 318 333 476 488 500 630 640 709 758 824/{Alg, Mrc}; Hadrî (el-)
AFann al-=insâniyyah" 14 [no. 17]; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Quranî" no. 13/cf.,
"Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5, "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18; Shawqî 327 [no. 51]; TAWT 456 no.
49/{Bhr-Qtr} 457 no. 49II/{Bhr-Qtr} 457/{Egy}.>
P0297.2.1.1$, Sister's son as helper.
Link: |P0293.2.3$, Nephew helps mother's brother (khâl) catch adulteress wife and lover.

Ref.: Damîrî II 130-34; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
122.>
P0297.2.1.1.1$, Sister's son rescues his maternal-uncle (mother's brother). Type: 315A1$, cf. 850A$.
Link: |H1228.5$, Sister's son (nephew) goes out to avenge maternal-uncle's death. |P0263.4.2$, For the
sake of his children a father helps his wife=s brother (the children=s khâl).

Ref.: DOTTI 144 469/{lit.}.>
P0297.2.2$, `A maternal-uncle is a father [to his sister's child]' (el-khâl wâlid). Type: cf. 850A$.
Link: |L0111.5.1$, Child born of brother-sister incest as hero: `Son of own maternal-uncle'. |P0253.0.1,
Sister's son [(nephew) and mother's brother (khâl)]. |P0293.1.1$, Brother adopts his sister's child.

Ref.: Diyâb 262; DOTTI 348 469 508/{Sdn}; TAWT 405 n. 811.>
P0297.2.2.1$, Mother leads her orphaned son to believe that his deceased father was her brother.
Link: |K0649.4.3$, Wife (beautiful) mentioned as sister: defense against lecherous (envious) king.

Ref.: Zîr 125-26.>
P0297.2.3$, Inherent rivalry (enmity) between maternal-uncle and sister's son.
Link: |K2217.3$, Treacherous sister's son (maternal nephew). |P0234.0.1.1$, A daughter is burdensome:
begets enemies, generates grudges (daghâ'in), siphons off father's wealth to her husband's family, etc.
|P0798.1.0.5$, Triads revolving around brother and sister as unbalanced (Sethian Syndrome).

Ref.: DOTTI 141 165 473 474 843 876 967/{Mrc, Sdn}; Hanauer 21 n. 1; Rhodokanakis
Zfâr: SAE VIII 50-52 no. 13; Taymûr no. 2013; Zîr 126.>
P0297.2.3.1$, Maternal-uncle slays his sister's son for siding with own father (sister's husband) in
feud.
Link: |K2217.0.3$, Treacherous maternal-uncle. |S0071.3$, Cruel maternal-uncle (khâl).

Ref.: Zîr 121.>
P0297.2.6$, Sister's son (maternal-nephew) avenges death of his maternal uncle (mother's-brother).
Link: |H1228.5$, Sister's son (maternal-nephew) goes out to avenge maternal-uncle's death.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 122.>
P0297.2.8$, Maternal-uncle's wife (marat-khâl). Type: 872A2$, 1358C.
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Link: |K2218.5.3$, Treacherous maternal-uncle's wife. |S0075.3$, Cruel maternal-uncle's wife (maratkhâl).

Ref.: DOTTI 493 758.>
P0297.2.8.0.1$, Kind (helpful) maternal-uncle's wife.
Link: |P0294.1, Paternal-aunt as aid.>

P0298, Niece.
Link: |S0074.0.1$, Cruel niece.>

P0298.1$, Brother's daughter (paternal niece).
Link: |C0162.5.4.1$, Tabu: marriage between paternal-uncle and his niece (brother's daughter).

Ref.: Zîr 66ff.>
P0298.2$, Sister's daughter (niece). Type: 620A$, 872A2$.
Link: |C0162.5.4.2$, Tabu: marriage between maternal-uncle and his niece (sister's daughter).

Ref.: Basset Mille II 333 no. 80; DOTTI 97 351 352 493/{lit., Qtr}; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 3-xno. 13.>
P0298.2.1$, Mother's brother (khâl) and sister's daughter. Type: 872A2$.
Link: |C0162.5.4$, Tabu: marrying own uncle or aunt (paternal or maternal).

Ref.: DOTTI 122 353 493/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 48-49, "Mahfûz's Trilogy"
64; A. al-Lâwand Turâth III:10 96-98; CFMC: Aswan 70-12B 9-2-no. 4.>
C

P0300-P399, Other social relationships.>
P0301$, Nature of social groups.
Link: |P0750$, Social classes and social stratification.>

P0302$, The small social group (primary group, community, `Gemeinshaft').>
P0302.1$, Cohesion among members of small group (`esprit de corps'). Type: 910F, cf. 911*.
Link: |E0769.1$, Affinity of one body member (part) to another--(non-biological). |J1020, Strength in
unity. |J1625, Armies like seeds and peppercorns. One king sends large sack of seed to the other to
represent the number of his soldiers. The second replies with a small bag of peppercorns: "My army is
small compared to yours but has all the power of the peppercorn compared to your lifeless seed".
|Q0496.4$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for wasting valuable commodity (land, horse, or the like).
|U0010.1.2$, Justice (honor) among band of thieves, who are unjust to the public, is necessary for the
band's cohesion. |V0008.9.2$, Religious `esprit de corps': all members of the faith as one corpse (body,
family, nation, etc.). |U0245$, Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another also
feels its effects. "Vicarious instigation". |Z0063.2.4.1$, Lover to beloved: "I'm the eye, you're the pupil"-inseparable. (Typically said by female).

Ref.: Maspero 13 no. 1 n. 2/cf.; Jâhiz IV 84- n. 4; DOTTI 574.>
P0302.0.1$, `People are people only by the presence of other people--(al-nâs bi al-nâs)'.
Link: |J0021.25.1$, "Do not keep close company with anyone".

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 975/(gen.) 2927.>
P0302.1.0.1$, Companions without bonding factor (interest) will inevitably part company.
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Ref.: Damîrî II 261.>
P0302.1.0.1.1$, `It was my maternal-aunt and your maternal-aunt [that got us together], now the
maternal-aunts have parted company [so should we--due to lack of common interests]'.
Link: |Z0061.6.1$, "The `caliph' of the saint's fair (mûlid) rode off and the festival disbanded" (i.e., "The fat
lady sang"). |Z0067.5.2$, Esteem: woman addressed as "khâlah (maternal-aunt)".

Ref.: Hujelân 318 no. 6-5; Taymûr no. 2298.>
P0302.1.0.2$, The absent one gets no share.
Link: |U0249.0.1.2.0.1$, `Away from the eye, away from the heart' (i.e., `Out of sight, out of mind').

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2041.>
P0302.2$, It is an obligation to support members of the community during times of sadness as well
as happiness (e.g., death, loss of property, wedding, or the like). Type: 911*.
Link: |P0305.1$, The rights of neighbor.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 64.>
P0302.9$, Customs connected with personal manners (conduct) in small group-miscellaneous.>
P0302.9.1$, Customs connected with committing an indiscretions in small group (e.g., sneezing,
spitting, nose-blowing, or the like).
Ref.: Burton IX 220 n. 1.>
P0303$, The large (secondary) social group (society, Gesellschaft).
Link: |J0291$, Wisdom of relying on numbers. |U0244$, Anonymity encourages irresponsibility
(recklessness).>

P0303.1$, In numbers there is lack of cohesion and conflict.
Link: |J1625, Armies like seeds and peppercorns. One king sends large sack of seed to the other to
represent the number of his soldiers. The second replies with a small bag of peppercorns: "My army is
small compared to yours but has all the power of the peppercorn compared to your lifeless seed".
|P0721.0.1$, Overpopulation (and its effects). |P0730.1.2$, Tribe breaks up due to overpopulation.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 84- n. 4; Zîr 31.>
P0304$, Social problems in the big city.
Link: |J1742, The countryman in the great world [(city)].>

P0304.1$, Apathy in the big city (no one cares).
Link: |U0249.0.4$, Good-will is generated by benefiting (having a share or interest).>

P0304.2$, `Anomie' in the big city: no rules, no morals, no religious convictions; any thing goes.
Type: 978A$.
Link: |Q0328$, Violating social norms of decency punished. |U0244.1$, "Where you are unknown, you
may do as you please".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 617; DOTTI 679.>
P0304.3$, Weak neighborly ties in the big city.
Link: |P0305.6$, Weak relations between neighbors.

Ref.: TAWT 53 n. 59.>
P0305$, Neighbors and neighborly relationships.
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Link: |J0403$, `[Select] traveling companion before [you select] the road, and neighbor before house'.
|N0823$, Neighbors (friends) as helpers. |W0195.0.4$, Neighbors envy, relatives loathe (hate).
|P0200.2.1$, Low social status of the bachelor (unwed man): undesirable as neighbor.

Ref.: Simpson 172 n. 63; Jâhiz III 29-30; DOTTI 460 722 739/{lit., Sml}; Shawqî 283 [no.
16].>
P0305.0.1$, A neighboring enemy preferred to a far away dear friend.
Link: |J0402$, Wise enemy preferred to foolish friend.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1872.>
P0305.1$, The rights of neighbor.
Link: |C0820.1$, Tabu: spying. |T0380.6.1.1$, Respecting woman's privacy. |P0302.2$, It is an obligation
to support members of the community during times of sadness as well as happiness (e.g., death, loss of
property, wedding, or the like). |W0014.0.3$, Protection given to fugitive who asks for it
('istijârah/'ijârah). (Protector imperils self).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 297; Damîrî II 159-60.>
P0305.1.1$, Neighbor is almost a family member.
Link: |P0605.0.1$, Togetherness-in-life (Cishrah): attraction (familiarity, trust, etc.) due to sharing of living
quarters.

Ref.: DOTTI 624/{Tns}; MITON.>
P0305.1.1.1$, `The Prophet recommended [caring for] neighbors as far as the seventh [house away]'.
Link: |P0320.0.2.1.1$, The Prophet recommended hospitality to the stranger(s). |W0012.2.0.1$, `The
Prophet recommended [being hospitable to] the stranger'.

Ref.: DOTTI 460/{Sml}; MITON; TAWT 416.>
P0305.1.2$, Neighborly intervention (mediation). Type: 956D.
Link: |C0816$, Tabu: interfering (meddling). |J0679$, Defences by avoiding meddling (interfering) in the
affairs of others. |N0823$, Neighbors (friends) as helpers. |P0193.1.1.1$, Crowd of people intervenes and
saves victim (captive, prisoner). |P0796.4$, Separating quarreling parties (by intervention).

Ref.: DOTTI 665; MITON.>
P0305.1.3$, The inquisitive (curious) neighbor. Type: 563, 564, cf. 1233A$.
Link: |J2118$, Harmful help (assistance).

Ref.: DOTTI 321 323 720; MITON.>
P0305.2$, Neighborhood.>
P0305.3$, Members (children) of the neighborhood, or lane ('awlâd el-hittah, 'awlâd hârah).
Link: |P0009.1$, Voluntary associations and social clubs. |P0145$, Community notables, or elders.
|P0306$, `Children of' (`sons-of$, `daughters-of') same village or country (compatriots, co-villagers:
`baladiyyât'). |P0725$, Urbanites (town or city-folks).>

P0305.3.0.1$, Intimacy among members of the neighborhood.
Link: |U0315.1$, Seeking a conversation (social interaction).>

P0305.3.1$, Son of the neighborhood.
Ref.: MITON.>
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P0305.3.2$, Daughter of the neighborhood.>
P0305.3.3$, Son of the neighborhood as its protector.
Link: |P0147$, Urban community's strongman (`fitiwwah$, `shaqâwah$, etc.).>

P0305.3.3.1$, Son of the neighborhood protects daughter(s) of neighborhood.
C

C

Link: |P0295.1.1$, Father's brother's son ('ibn- amm) as guardian of his bint- amm's chastity (sexual
honor).>

P0305.3.5$, Neighborhood clique (`shillah'/thullah).
Link: |P0310, Friendship. |P0311, Sworn brethren. Friends take an oath of lasting brotherhood.
|W0030.5.2$, A clique of sorrowers bewail their misfortune: a number of persons (small group) united by
regret for having lost. |V0296.1$, The Prophet and his Companions (al-sahâbah, `his Citrah') together.

Ref.: Hadrî (el-) AFann al-=insâniyyah" 15 [no. 18]; Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 12;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Birdîsî" no. 34, "Ibrâhîm Karrûm" no. 35, “CAzzûz" no. 36.>
P0305.4$, Dispute between neighbors.>
P0305.4.1$, Accommodation between neighbors.
Link: |P0795$, Accommodation: social interactional process (detente).>

P0305.4.1.1$, "`Good morning to you, O neighbor of mine: you attend to your affairs and I will
attend to mine!'".
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Folkloric Behavior 252; Taymûr no. 133/1724.>
P0305.6$, Bad relations between neighbors. Type: cf. 564.
Link: |P0304.3$, Weak neighborly ties in the big city.

Ref.: TAWT 53 n. 59.>
P0306$, `Children of' (`sons-of$, `daughters-of') same village or country (compatriots, co-villagers:
`baladiyyât').
Link: |P0009.1$, Voluntary associations and social clubs. |P0305.3$, Members (children) of the
neighborhood, or lane ('awlâd el-hittah, 'awlâd hârah).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
P0310, Friendship.
Ref.: DOTTI 21 22 33 47 550/{Tns}; Sengo "Kiswahili" 854-71 no. 35.>
P0310.0.1$, Hierarchy of friends.>
P0310.0.1.1$, `He who finds his beloved (ones) will forget his [mere] friend'.
Link: |P0318.0.1$, Dangers to friendship, (acts which threaten friendship).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0310.0.2$, Constant friend is the most precious in life. Type: 910.
Link: |P0218$, Good wife is the rarest thing in the world.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 169.>
P0310.0.3$, Visitation: a requirement for amity.
Link: |J0021.9.1, "Do not prolong a friendly visit". |U0086.0.1$, `To visit sparingly is to be loved
increasingly' (i.e., `Absence makes the heart grow fonder').

Ref.: Ibshîhî 176.>
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P0310.1, Friends want to divide good and evil [(the sweet and the bitter)].>
P0310.4.2, Friends' children become enemies.>
P0310.4.3$, Father's friend as helper: he proves to be the true friend. Type: 911*.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0310.5, Defeated enemy turns true friend. Type: cf. 516, 516B-E$.
Link: |G0510.3, Defeated giant becomes friend and helper of victor. |N0725$, Hero defeats valiant warrior
in combat; warrior proves to be a beautiful maiden (girl, woman) masking as man and they fall in love.
|P0311.1, Combatants become sworn brethren.

Ref.: DOTTI 274 278; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6/cf.>
P0310.5.1$, Enemies (combatants) turn true friends. Type: 519A$.
Link: |P0201.5$, Reconciliation between hostile branches of family.

Ref.: DOTTI 290 535/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6,
"Sa d and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
P0310.5.2$, Enemy heroine (princess) and hero (prince) become lovers. Type: 519A$.
C

Link: |L0408$, Captor (jailer) falls in love with captive (prisoner)--captor humbled.

Ref.: DOTTI 290; MITON.>
P0310.7, Man wins wife for his friend. Type: cf. 857$, 895B$.
Link: |H0461.1, The clever wife in disguise wins a second wife for her husband. |T0051, Wooing by
emissary.

Ref.: DOTTI 476 549.>
P0310.8, Friendship possible only between equals. Type: 910B, cf. 911*, 890.
Ref.: DOTTI 539 540 570 579/{Egy}.>
P0310.10$, Friendship for friendship, enmity for enmity.
Link: |W0027.3$, Gratitude for employment (earning a livelihood: `bread and salt'). |W0154.4, Hunter
beats dog which has grown old in his service.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah" no. 20.>
P0310.10.1$, `Purchase him who purchases thee; and forsake (`sell') him who forsakes thee'. Type:
926A*, cf. 737A*, 910K1$.
Link: |J0021.30.1$, "Betray not a trust even if you happened to be a betrayer". |P0315.1, Competition in
friendship [(self-abnegation, altruism)]: prisoner and jailor. [Prisoner refuses to escape fearing for jailor's
life, king forgives both]. |P0550.2$, Peace for peace and war for war (`We befriend those who befriend us
but fight those who wage war on us'). |W0204.1.1$, `A cat likes only the one who chokes it'.

Ref.: Anonymous "'Ibn CArûs" 15/16; DOTTI 405 575 613; Taymûr no. 2832/(gen.) no.
2789 2790.>
P0310.10.2$, More than friendship for mere friendship, and more than enmity for mere enmity.
Link: |W0027.3$, Gratitude for employment (earning a livelihood: `bread and salt'). |W0154.4, Hunter
beats dog which has grown old in his service.

Ref.: Anonymous "'Ibn CArûs" 15/16.>
P0310.10.2.1$, `If you show one karat of concern for me, I will show two for you; if you regard me
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with one eye (be kind to me), I'll regard you with two'.>
P0311, Sworn brethren. Friends take an oath of lasting brotherhood. Type: 516.
Ref.: DOTTI 274; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2, no. 35,
"Ibrâhîm Karrûm".>
P0311.0.1, Friends exchange names.
Link: |J0021.11, "Do not walk half a mile with a man without asking his name".>

P0311.0.2$, Man and woman become sworn brethren.
Link: |F0302.0.3$, Jinn-`mikhawiyyah' (`bebrothering'): jinniyyah (fairy, jinn-woman) as a man's fostersister. |T0300.1$-(formerly, T0301.0.1$), `Bebrothering' between man and woman: chaste, brother-sisterlike. |W0164.2.1.1$-(formerly, W0164.2.1$), Woman attending call of nature slights a man (by
immodesty): he abducts her. She apologizes and he `bebrothers' her.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0311.1, Combatants become sworn brethren. Type: 516, 519A$.
Link: |L0408$, Captor (jailer) falls in love with captive (prisoner)--captor humbled.

Ref.: DOTTI 274 290; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 15-16 no. 62R.>
P0311.1.1$, `No love except after enmity' (i.e., friendship that comes after enmity is strong).
Link: |U0226.2$, Enemy does not become fried.

Ref.: TAWT 381 n. 376 428; Taymûr no. 2665 2773.>
P0311.4, Friends born at the same moment. Type: 303.
Link: |B0311, Congenital helpful animal. Born at same time as master and (usually) by same magic means.
|M0369.8, Prophecies about children born at the same time.>

P0311.4.1$, Helpful friend born at the same time (day, hour, etc.) as hero. Type: 300, 303.
Link: |B0311, Congenital helpful animal. Born at same time as master and (usually) by same magic means.
|T0589.7.1, Simultaneous birth of (domestic) animal and child.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0311.5, Covenant of friendship.
Link: |M0246, Covenant of friendship.

Ref.: DOTTI 318 333 488 500/{Alg}.>
P0311.5.1$, Covenant of friendship: eating `bread and salt' together.
Link: |P0312, Blood-brotherhood. Friends take oath of brotherhood by means of mixing their blood.
|P0321, Salt of hospitality. Eating a man's salt creates mutual obligation. |P0351.1$, Covenant of
brotherhood under God (Cahd Allâh). |W0027, Gratitude.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 472; DOTTI 68 544 590/{Syr}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâmî
and Samyah" no. 8.>
P0311.7.1, Friendship between prince and common man.>
P0312, Blood-brotherhood. Friends take oath of brotherhood by means of mixing their blood. Type:
1364.
Link: |P0351.1$, Covenant of brotherhood under God (Cahd Allâh).

Ref.: Basset RTP VI 577; Chauvin VII 20 no. 373D; DOTTI 766.>
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P0313, Milk-brotherhood.
Link: |M0119.8.3.2$, Swearing by the milk suckled together during infancy (i.e., mother's or wet-nurse's).
|P0250.0.5$, Inter-species siblings. |P0272.5.1$, Wet nurse as foster mother (maternal figure).

Ref.: DOTTI 345/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 55.>
P0313.0.1$, Milk-sisters.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0313.5$, Milk-brother and sister.
Ref.: DOTTI 216 487 528/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0313.5.1$, Milk-brother and sister may not marry each other.
Link: |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce. |T0426$, Incestuous milk-siblings (or fostersiblings). |T0670.8.1$, Name of child to be adopted may not be changed.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 55.>
P0313.5.2$, Affection (love) of milk-brother and sister for each other.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0313.5.2.1$, Milk-brother (-sister) as helper.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0315, Friends offer to die for each other. [ ] Each falsely confesses crime so as to save the other.
Neither guilty. Type: 893, cf. 976.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 293 no. 52; Chauvin III 124 no. 113 V 215f. VIII 194ff. IX 16f.; DOTTI
107 108 215 281 311 543 678 694 821/{Egy, Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 83-86; Jarâjrah (al-) 125-6/cf.;
Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 37-38 no. 18/cf.; Meissner 57-61 no. 33/cf.; Mursî "Fayyûm" 231-32 no. 57.>
P0315.1, Competition in friendship [(self-abnegation, altruism)]: prisoner and jailor. [Prisoner
refuses to escape fearing for jailor's life, king forgives both].
Link: |H1564.1$, Contest in hospitality. |P0251.3.5$, Competition in self-sacrifice between brothers: each
offers to die first.

Ref.: Chauvin V 1 no. 1; DOTTI 549.>
P0316, Friend sacrifices his life for the other.
Link: |K2297.0.2$, Treacherous friend: refuses to save (help) friend. |P0116, Minister acts as steppingstone in midst of flame-filled trench so that king can step across from one side to the other. |V0017.0.1.2$,
Father sacrifices own son in obedience to God's command. (Abraham about to sacrifice Ishmael/Isaac).
|W0029.5$, Man chooses to let his son (brother, father, etc.) be killed by captor rather than to break his
promise (betray trust). (Al-Samaw'al).>

P0317, Refusal to believe that a friend has spoken ill of one.>
P0317.1, Refusal to believe that a friend will harm one. Alexander drinks cup said to have been
poisoned by his friend.
Ref.: Maspero 303 no. 23/cf.>
P0318, Man refuses to follow friend in wicked conduct.
Link: |P0529.0.4.1$, Wife (bride) is to obey husband (except in sin).>

P0318.0.1$, Dangers to friendship, (acts which threaten friendship).
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Link: |J0402$, Wise enemy preferred to foolish friend. |P0310.0.1.1$, `He who finds his beloved (ones)
will forget his [mere] friend'.>

P0318.0.1.1$, Danger to friendship: business transactions.
Link: |P0776.0.1.2$, Personal feelings and business should not mix ("Business is business").

Ref.: Taymûr no. 647, /cf.>
P0318.0.1.1.1$, `A friend that you wish to keep, neither buy from him nor sell to him'.
Link: |J1385.1$, Neither borrow nor lend.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 45.>
P0318.0.1.1.2$, Greed (avarice) destroys friendship and family relations.
Link: |W0151.0.6.1$, Greed (avarice) is an incurable disease.

Ref.: Simpson 108-9 166-67.>
P0318.0.1.2$, Danger to friendship: a woman. 1364, cf. 91, 318, 1359D$, 1419E, 1420A, 993$.
Link: |J0021.3, "Do not go where an old man has a young wife". |J0021.9.2$, "When you visit, stay away
from women's quarters". |K2297, Treacherous friend. |T0092, Rivals in love. |T0230.3$, Love relations
between man and his friends wife.

Ref.: Simpson 166/cf./(omen's quarters); DOTTI 35 509 668/{Sdi}.>
P0318.0.1.2.1$, Youth seduces his friend's sister: friendship destroyed.
Ref.: Farag 295-306.>
P0318.0.1.2.2$, Wife seduces (seeks to seduce) husband's friend (brother): friendship destroyed.
Type: cf. 318.
Link: |N0021$, Wager on strength of friendship (brotherhood). |P0264.6$, Sister-in-law and her husband's
brother (brother-in-law). |Q0242.3, Punishment for man who makes advances to sister-in-law. |T0425,
Brother-in-law seduces (seeks to seduce) sister-in-law. [Lecherous brother-in-law].

Ref.: Maspero 6 n. 1; DOTTI 147 149 279 509/{Omn, Sdi}.>
P0318.0.1.3$, Danger to friendship: excessive intimacy (demands).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
P0318.0.1.3.1$, If your friend happened to be honey, do not lick all.
Link: |J0003.1.1$, `One catches more flies with honey'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 53; Taymûr no. 636.>
P0318.0.1.3.2$, Excessive salutations diminishes intimacy (friendship).
Link: |P0795.0.1.1.1$, Excessive reconciliatory-reprimand harms friendship (love).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2315.>
P0318.0.1.4$, Danger to friendship: associating with the lowly (villain, "bastard", etc.).
Link: |W0039.1$, A person of noble character is trusting (`white-hearted'). |W0154.29$, Ingratitude due to
nature.>

P0318.0.1.4.1$, Offense from habitual offenders ('ahl el-Caib) is no offense.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2001.>
P0318.0.1.5$, Danger to friendship: listening to gossip.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
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P0318.1$, End of friendship.
Link: |Q0440$, Punishment: expulsion (eviction, dismissal).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0318.3$, The unreliable friend(s): abandon(s) friend when he becomes needy. Type: 893, 911*.
Link: |H1558.7, Test of friendship: the power of money. Spendthrift loses his friends in poverty.
|J0401.0.1, "A friend is known in need". |K2010, Hypocrite pretends friendship but attacks. |K2297,
Treacherous friend. |U0124.0.1.1$, `Beware of the harm by him to whom you have been benevolent.'.
|W0154.0.1$, Perfidy: repayment of good deeds with evil ones.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 90; Alf II 218; Burton I 208/(poem) III 62 IV 109/(poem) IV 191.>
P0319, Deeds of friendship--miscellaneous.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 174; DOTTI 279 673/{lit.}.>
P0319.0.1$, True friend gives sincere advice.
Link: |J0150.1$, "Literature of advice [giving]": wisdom (knowledge) in form of counsel given by the wise
(father, sage, vizier, philosopher, or the like). |U0091$, Wise advice ignored (breached) upon discovering
that adviser is poor (powerless). |U0192$, Truth is often painful (`bitter truth').

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 499.>
P0319.0.1.1$, `Fortunate I am to have someone who would make weep [by telling me of my
shortcomings] and then would weep along with me, than to have someone who would make me
laugh and then would make people laugh at me'.
Link: |P0244.1$, "I might slaughter my son with a knife, but would hate whoever would say to me, `Amen'
(i.e., agree with my deed)!". |U0192.1$, `Advice [giving] is like scorpion's stinging'.>

P0319.7, "Friendship without refusal." Friends bind themselves each to grant every desire of the
other. Type: 880A$, 895$.
Link: |P0601$, The power of custom (social).

Ref.: Akiko 105/(lit.); DOTTI 549 624/{Tns}.>
P0319.9$, Friends suspend formalities (kulfah/hishmah) in dealing with each other.
Ref.: Boqarî 150-52; DOTTI 549/{Sdn}; MITON; Taymûr no. 2715.>
P0319.9.1$, Friends share (exchange) intimate family ties: one may socialize with the women in the
family of the other.
Link: |P0529.6.3$, Nonsexual marriage so that man and woman may be together. |T0380.3.1.1$, Male
singer allowed to perform for women in women's quarters.

Ref.: Akiko 105/(lit.).>
P0319.9.1.1$, Friends' `sister': sister of one (man) becomes sister-like to the other.
Link: |P0273, Foster brother. |P0274, Foster sister.

Ref.: Boqarî 167; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
P0319.9.1.1.1$, Friends' wife becomes sister-like to the other.>
P0319.9.1.2$, Friends' mother: mother of one becomes mother-like to the other.
Link: |P0272, Foster mother.>

P0320, Hospitality. Relation of host and guest. Type: 895C$, 980A.
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Link: |J0006$, "Ideal culture". (Learned ways and values for social living as they are supposed to be: good,
bad, or neutral. |J1352.5$, `To give by the pair' (i.e., gives double the usual gift; or like a donkey, kicks
with both hind legs at once). |P0005.3.4.1$, Living in house in `center' of town as indicator of social status.
|P0631.3$, Guest to be given precedence over host. |W0011, Generosity [and philanthropy]. |W0012.2.2$,
Hospitable person cannot eat except with guests (strangers).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 249-53; DOTTI 283 549 550 551 552 680/{Egy}; MITON; TAWT 54 n. 77; Zîr
49-\/('ijârah); AUC: 31A no. 10, Zîr 49/cf.; HE-S: Sûhâg 69-3 no. 11.>
P0320.0.1$, Hospitality for a certain required period (three, seven, forty days, or longer).
Link: |K0354.3$, Guest refuses to leave (after terms of hospitality have been met). |P0682.7.3$, Honoring
guest by providing escort for arriving or departing. (Usually for a certain distance).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0320.0.1$, Hospitality for a certain required period (three, seven, forty days, or longer).
Link: |K0354.3$, Guest refuses to leave (after terms of hospitality have been met). |P0682.7.3$, Honoring
guest by providing escort for arriving or departing. (Usually for a certain distance).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0320.0.1.0.1$, Hospitality is inborn. Newborn refuses to suckle mother's breast until she has
suckled another baby.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 234/(Hâtim).>
P0320.0.2$, Hospitality to the stranger(s).
Link: |E0191.1$, Stranger (foreigner) should return home lest he die in foreign land.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0320.0.2.1$, Hospitality to the stranger(s) is an obligation.
Link: |K2025$, Deceitful exploitation of rules of hospitality. |P0191, Social status of foreigners. |W0012,
Hospitality as a virtue.>

P0320.0.2.1.1$, The Prophet recommended hospitality to the stranger(s).
Link: |P0305.1.1.1$, `The Prophet recommended [caring for] neighbors as far as the seventh [house away]'.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 12.>
P0320.0.5$, Hospitality is an attitude (in the manner of how guest is received). Type: 895B$.
Link: |N0342.7$, True-friend's actions intended to spare impoverished friend's dignity misunderstood and
hastily condemned. |P0324.0.1$, Guest received with manifest signs of pleasure.

Ref.: DOTTI 549; MITON.>
P0320.0.5.1$, `An onion [offered as food of hospitality] from a gracious host is [equal to a roast]
lamb'.
C

Link: |J0708.8$, `Planting a kindness (jamîl/`gimîl'/ma rûf): harvesting a kindness. |U0084, Price of an
object depends on where it is on sale. |W0047.1.2$, `Meet me [well], and feed me not' (i.e, well met
preferred to well fed but coolly met).

Ref.: MITON; Amîn 432; Taymûr no. 780.>
P0320.0.6$, Guest's obligations toward host.
Link: |P0191.1.2$, Foreigners (strangers) should be gracious toward customs of host people (country).>
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P0320.0.6.1$, Guest must not violate sanctity of host's household (honor). Type: 884F$, 895C$.
Link: |T0404.4.1$, Host's wife (daughter) seeks to seduce guest. |S0011.3.3.4$, Father executes son(s) for
committing act of treachery.

Ref.: DOTTI 531 551; MITON.>
P0320.0.6.2$, Guest should not visit frequently (stay too long).
Link: |J0021.9.1, "Do not prolong a friendly visit". |J1563, Treatment of difficult guests. |U0086.0.1$, `To
visit sparingly is to be loved increasingly' (i.e., `Absence makes the heart grow fonder').

Ref.: MITON.>
P0321, Salt of hospitality. Eating a man's salt creates mutual obligation.
Link: |J1183.1, Prisoner has drunk water furnished by king and thus becomes king's guest. Spared.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 196 no. 368; Khalîfah 327-28; MITON; Râsî (al-) Haky 156; RAFE 125 n.
434; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 26-27.>
P0321.3$, Guest refuses food and drink to enforce demand.
Link: |K2025$, Deceitful exploitation of rules of hospitality. |P0790.2.3$, Refusal to accept food or drink
as signs of anger (displeasure).

Ref.: DOTTI 439; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
P0321.5$, Refusing host's drink (food) cancels mutual hospitality obligation.
Link: |P0339$, Excessive hospitality distrusted.

Ref.: Lane 309.>
P0322, Guest given refuge. [Murderer of host's father given refuge].
Link: |R0320$, Escape to relatives: fugitive seeks refuge at helpful relative or friend. |Q0292.3.1$, Father
kills his own son for abusing host's hospitality (attempted seduction). |W0014.0.3$, Protection given to
fugitive who asks for it ('istijârah/'ijârah). (Protector imperils self). |W0015, Woman shelters son's
murderer out of charity.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 198 no. 31.>
P0322.0.1$, 'ijârah: culprit, as guest or neighbor, is to be given refuge.
Link: |C0841.0.3, Tabu: killing animal which takes refuge with one. |Q0046, Reward for protecting
fugitive. |W0037.2.2$, Gazelle (doe, deer) keeps promise to return to Prophet (acting as surety for her): she
is delivered from hunter.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 278; Ibshîhî 192 540-41; Hurreiz 111 no. 29; Laoust Maroc 46 no. 38;
Littmann 61-63 no. 46 no. 78/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" nos. 78 94; MITON; MouliérasLacoste 536-39 no. 82.>
P0322.0.2$, Refugee (guest) protected by host as long as he is within host's domain (country).
Ref.: Maspero 215-16 no. 15.>
P0322.2, Guest in disguise or under false name.>
P0322.2.1$, Adversary (enemy) as guest in disguise. Type: 885A.
Ref.: DOTTI 534; MITON.>
P0322.3, Refugee entertained in holy place (church, monastery, etc.).
Ref.: MITON.>
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P0322.4$, Owner (host) helps uninvited guest in pretending to be the `master of the house'.
Link: |J1392, Owner assists thief. |K1816.13, Disguise as salve. |K1952.8.1$, Sham servants (slaves).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0322.7$, Animal given refuge ('ijârah) from pursuer. Type: 155, 165C$, 779J1$, 779J2$, cf. 560.
Link: |B0367$, Animal grateful for having been given refuge from pursuer. |C0051.1.0.1.1$, Tabu:
violating safety of creature within holy sanctuary (by hunting, capturing, killing, etc.). |C0841.0.3, Tabu:
killing animal which takes refuge with one. |J1880, Animals or objects treated as if human-miscellaneous. |V0443.3$, Compassion toward animals recommended. |W0037.2.2$, Gazelle (doe, deer)
keeps promise to return to Prophet (acting as surety for her): she is delivered from hunter.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 194/(locusts); DOTTI 60 70 314 315 438/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Camel and Gazelle" no. 50.>
P0323, Hosts refrain from telling guest of death in household.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 213 no. 5; DOTTI 521 751/{Plst}.>
P0323.1$, Host refrains from accusing guest of murdering his son.
Ref.: DOTTI 283 549/{Egy}; HE-S: Sûhâg 69-3 no. 11.>
P0324, Host greets guest with gifts.>
P0324.0.1$, Guest received with manifest signs of pleasure. Type: cf. 655.
Link: |H0486.6.1$, Host's failure to eat with guest indicates that host is a bastard. |P0320.0.5$, Hospitality
is an attitude (in the manner of how guest is received). |W0047.1.2$, `Meet me [well], and feed me not' (i.e,
well met preferred to well fed but coolly met).

Ref.: DOTTI 361 832/{Lbn}; MITON.>
P0324.0.1.1$, Guest spared having to walk on bare earth (ground).
Link: |Z0067.1$, To be `on top of one's head'--aggrandizement.>

P0324.0.1.1.1$, Ground covered with carpet, flowers, etc., for guest (i.e., `red-carpet treatment').
Ref.: TAWT 424.>
P0324.0.1.2$, Guest perfumed (usually with incense).
Link: |P0634.0.3.7.1$, Guest should leave after incense is lighted (after meal has been served).

Ref.: Maspero 138 no. 7 306 n. 13/cf.; TAWT 275 no. 34.>
P0324.0.2$, Providing welcome (conversation, entertainment, `greetings') is host's responsibility.
Type: 706, 712, 872$, 881, 883$, cf. 655.
Link: |H0011.1.1, Recognition at inn (hospital, [guest-house] etc.) where all must tell their life histories.
|P0324.2.1$, Guest kept entertained while eating. |P0682.4$, Rules of greeting--(who should greet whom
first). |W0012, Hospitality as a virtue.

Ref.: Maspero 215 no. 15/(singer); Ibshîhî 249-53 272; DOTTI 361 380 394 489 516 520;
MITON; TAWT 53 n. 33.>
P0324.0.2.1$, The incoming guest is always in a state of bewilderment; therefore, the host must
initiate entertainment of guest.
Ref.: Alf2, 185/("inna li ad-dâkhili dahshah"); Burton IV 120/("visitor is bashful and
timid").>
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P0324.0.4$, Guest given parting gifts at departure.>
P0324.0.4.1$, Man being evicted from earthly paradise (utopia) allowed to take some valuables (as
parting present). Type: 470F$.
Link: |T0052.0.8$, End of marriage compensation (mu'akhkhar sadâq: deferred conditional portion of
bride-wealth contracted at time of marriage). |W0037.8.1.1$, End of employment reward (given to
hireling).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0324.1, Host treats guest with food and everything possible.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0324.2, Guest fed before being questioned.>
P0324.2.1$, Guest kept entertained while eating. Type: cf. 655, 1526C$, .
Link: |P0324.0.2$, Providing welcome (conversation, entertainment, `greetings') is host's responsibility.

Ref.: DOTTI 831 832/{Lbn}.>
P0324.2.2$, Guest given prime sleeping quarters.>
P0324.2.2.1$, Host strives to insure tranquility for guest.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 166-67.>
P0324.3, Guest's life inviolable.
Ref.: 'غhâj Bujâ 27-28; MITON; Zîr 49.>
P0324.3.1$, Messenger's (envoy's, ambassador's) life inviolable.
Link: |P0014.15.2.1.1$, Mistreatment of a state's envoy is an offense against that state. |P0469.0.1$, A
news-bearer (envoy, messenger) is required only to convey the message. |Q0243.1.3.1$, Bearer of illicit
(incestuous) love letter punished. |S0160.4, Mutilation of envoys.

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 2723.>
P0324.4$, Host does not tell guest who had mistakenly killed his son of his knowledge of killer.
Type: 516G$.
Ref.: DOTTI 282.>
P0324.5$, Only attempted seduction impels host to hint that guest ought to depart.>
P0325, Host surrenders his wife to his guest. Type: 895B$, 895B1$, cf. 938C$.
Link: |W0014.8.1$, Husband divorces his chaste wife so that she may marry her first (true) love.

Ref.: Assaf 136-43 no. 16/cf.; Aswad (al-) 107-12; Sâ)î 291-23 no. 60[+1], cf. Bushnaq 1319, 34-44; BASSET Mille II 74 no. 29; Chauvin V 136 no. 64 IX 16 no. 2, cf.; DOTTI 508 510 526
532 549 550 551 645/{Egy, Egy, Irq, Jrd, lit., Plst, Plst, Sdi, Sdi, Sdn, Syr}; Farag 258-69; Ghûl (al-)
120-35, cf. al-Sârîs 61-64, 374-6; Jarâjrah (al-) 101-3; Juhaymân (al-) II 271-85 IV 202-16, 231-43
V 275-87 no. 19; CAbd-al-Muttalib H. al-Mûsawî Turâth III:10 197-202; Qasîr Falsafah 33-37;
Shahi-Moore 199 no. 58/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 27/(HE-S: Kafr el-Zaytûn 69-4 no. 16),
Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15; TAWT 431; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 678-x-188-213; AUC: 25
no. 1; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 522.>
P0325.0.1$, Host surrenders his fiancée (sister) to his friend. Type: 895B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 549 551 646/{lit.}; MITON.>
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P0326, If host does not return, the house shall belong to guest. So declares the host as he departs on
a mission for the guest.
Ref.: Chauvin V no. 120 n. 1.>
P0327, Barmecide feast. [Host gives imaginary feast, guest repays (reciprocates) with a slap; host
admires guest's daring and serves real banquet]. Type: cf. 1560.
Link: |J1511.1, Make-believe eating, make-believe working. |J1511.21$, Make-believe drinking, makebelieve drunkard's disgraceful acts: (host beaten). |J1551.12$, Real repayment for make-believe hospitality.
|W0039.0.2.4$, Lies of hospitality (so as to be hospitable): permissible. |X0001$, Practical joker:
amusement derived from discomfiting others.

Ref.: Burton I 317; Chauvin V 163 no. 86; DOTTI 860/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0329$, Guest kills host's wife for trying to seduce him: host grateful.
Ref.: DOTTI 215 311 694/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 83-86.>
P0329.1$, Host confesses to a crime he did not commit to save guilty guest.
Link: |J0224.1$, Innocent person falsely confesses to stealing a valuable item (necklace) rather than reveal
murder of owner at his home.>

P0331, Refusal to receive [Y proffered] help until series of stories has been told. Type: cf. 449/1511.
Link: |H1382.4$, Hero must get story behind one person's bizarre (strange) acts in order to learn of another
(as payment). |P0790.2$, Publication (signs) of anger.

Ref.: DOTTI 219.>
P0332, Selfish guest expels host. [Porcupine crowds rabbit].
Link: |K2025$, Deceitful exploitation of rules of hospitality.>

P0332.1$, Camel asks to keep nose in master's tent: crowds him out. Type: 1615B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 877/{lit.}.>
P0333$, Deceitful guest exploits host.
Link: |K2025.1$, Malicious exploitation of rules of hospitality so as to destroy host. |W0151.2.2,
Hospitable man impoverished by greedy guests.

Ref.: Zîr 56ff.>
P0333.1$, Son mentioned (disguised) as girl so as to receive hospitality. Type: 884F$.
Link: |K1321.1, Man disguised as woman admitted to women's quarters: seduction.

Ref.: DOTTI 531.>
P0334, Shabby hospitality forces guests to leave.
Link: |P0335$, Host's failure to observe rules of hospitality.

Ref.: DOTTI 783/{Egy}.>
P0334.1, Guests accused of greediness.>
P0334.1.1$, Visitors of the sick accused of gluttony: ordered to leave.
Link: |J1563.6, When hints do not get rid of unwelcome guests, force must be used.

Ref.: DOTTI 833/{Tns}.>
P0335$, Host's failure to observe rules of hospitality. Type: 655.
Link: |P0334, Shabby hospitality forces guests to leave. |P0339$, Excessive hospitality distrusted.
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|W0159$, Pseudo-hospitality: equivocal invitation, or impossible circumstances.

Ref.: DOTTI 361.>
P0335.1$, Shabby hospitality (or inhospitality) betrays host's bad character. Type: 655, cf. 920G$.
Link: |H0486.6.1$, Host's failure to eat with guest indicates that host is a bastard. |W0103$, 'ibn-harâm
(`bastard$, `of illegitimate birth$, i.e., of bad character, vile).

Ref.: DOTTI 68 361 544 590 591/{Egy, Syr}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 112-13 no. 16;
TAWT 422.>
P0335.2$, Host's watchful eye discomfiting to guest. Type: cf. 1388C$.
Link: |J1385.2$, Discourteous (inconsiderate) lenders. |J1563.9$, Host attempts to shame unwelcome guest.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 245; DOTTI 783.>
P0335.2.1$, Guest warned by host of a hair in the bite he is about to eat: guest cannot accept such
scrutinizing `hospitality'. Type: cf. 1388C$.
Link: |J1563.9$, Host attempts to shame unwelcome guest. |W0159$, Pseudo-hospitality: equivocal
invitation, or impossible circumstances.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 245; DOTTI 621 783/{lit.}.>
P0335.2.2$, Host corrects guest's count: e.g., Guest: "This is my second bite (meal, serving, drink,
etc.)." Host: "No! This is your third! But who is counting?". Type: cf. 1388C$, 1526D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 783 832.>
P0335.3$, Host does not stand up for (notable) guest, nor invite him to be seated.
Link: |Z0179$, Act allegorically interpreted.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0336, Poor person makes great effort to entertain guest. Type: 756K$.
Link: |N0345.0.1$, Host hastily kills his only animal in order to feed his guests: they had come to ask for it.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 422; DOTTI 420 591/{Syr}; Kh. Ibrâhîm Al-Maghzâ 36-40; Sulaymân 111-13
no. II-8.>
P0336.0.1$, Hâtim at-Tâ'î's hospitality. He kills his only asset (horse) and serves it to his guests; they
had intended to test host's hospitality by asking for his beloved animal for their king. Type: 756K$.
Link: |E0350.1$, Dead hospitable person causes guest's animal to be slaughtered for food and then
compensates guest for slaughtered animal (usually by providing a substitute). |H1564.2$, Host's hospitality
tested by asking for his most valuable (sole) possession. |N0345.1$, Horse of Hâtim al-Tâ'î: killed and
served to guests. They had come to ask for it.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 49-50 n. 1; DOTTI 420; GMC-A I xvi n. 25; Jehia 62-68.>
P0336.1, Poor host and wife kill themselves because they are unable to entertain expected guests.
Link: |Q0496.3$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for inhospitality.>

P0339$, Excessive hospitality distrusted. Type: 1339F$.
Link: |P0321.5$, Refusing host's drink (food) cancels mutual hospitality obligation.

Ref.: DOTTI 216 487 528 743/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0339.1$, Too many chickens served: guest suspects they were dead (not legitimately slaughtered)
and refuses to eat. Type: cf. 1339F$.
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Link: |C0229.7$-(formerly, C0229.6$), Tabu: eating flesh of dead animal (bird).

Ref.: DOTTI 743/{Egy, Irq}; CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10A 2-2-no. 6, 2-2-no. 7, 69-10C 11-1-no.
29.>
P0339.2$, Too many unearned honors (awards) suspected of hiding dishonorable intentions.
Link: |J0708.5.1$, `Planting [a gift]': gift-giving to person (group) with whom no gifts have been
exchanged before. |P0503.7$, Bribery (rashwah, `burtail').

Ref.: MITON.>
P0339.3$, Excessive generosity (charity) distrusted.
Link: |W0011.0.1$, Philanthropy: giving without expectations of repayment.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0340, Teacher and pupil.
Link: |P0779.1.0.1$, Transfer of technology (know-how): introducing an industry and accompaniments to
country (region) where it is unknown.

Ref.: Boqarî 83/ff; DOTTI 352 414 543 941 950/{Egy, Lbn, lit.}; Kh. Ibrâhîm Al-Maghzâ
89-91; Meissner 15-17 no. 12; TAWT 425.>
P0340.0.1, Druid as teacher.
Link: |F0580$, Person of awe-inspiring appearance. |P0352$, Hierarchy within a sufi brotherhood.>

P0341, Teacher dies of pride over successful student. Type: 1568$.
Link: |W0181.2.3$, Only one master of the craft (profession) may remain.

Ref.: DOTTI 863.>
P0342, Student enters competition with his master. Type: 1568$.
Link: |H0502, Test of learning [(knowledge)]. |V0223.0.3.1$, Infant (child) saint surpasses (defeats) ulama
in knowledge.

Ref.: DOTTI 863; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 14.>
P0344$, Rival teachers.>
P0344.1$, Conflict between two teachers over disciple. Type: cf. 325A$.
Link: |P0140.1$, Inherent rivalry (enmity) between officials of local government. |R0167, Master-[teacher]
rescues disciple.

Ref.: DOTTI 154; Nabhânî (al-) I 547.>
P0345$, Punishment of pupils by teacher.
Link: |S0018.1$, Cruel teacher or instructor.>

P0345.1$, Corporal punishment (beating) by teacher is hard to accept at first, but leads to sweet
(honey) ending.
Link: |J0003.2.1$, `Spare the rod, spoil the child'. |J0182.5$, Non-wisdom: knowledge acquired through
punishment (insult, fear) is not wisdom.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0350$, Sufi brotherhood (religious order).
Link: |P0009.1$, Voluntary associations and social clubs. |V0093.0.1$, dhikr/`zikr' as Sufi worship
(involving dance and chant). |V0521.2.2$, Saint's followers as spiritual (social) club.
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Ref.: Boqarî 176; RAFE 303 n. 31, 305 n. 43; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Intro. "el-Badawî
and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 4.>
P0351$, Covenant of sufi brotherhood: pledge of allegiance (Cahd) required for joining (religious)
brotherhood.
Link: |M0116, Oath taken on hand of saint. |P0009.1.1$, Alumni of school (with sense of belonging among
graduates of certain class, year, etc.). |V0470, Clerical vows.

Ref.: Amîn 293; Haykal 262; Lane 243; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and BintBirrî" 161 no. 56.>
P0351.1$, Covenant of brotherhood under God (Cahd Allâh).
Link: |P0312, Blood-brotherhood. Friends take oath of brotherhood by means of mixing their blood.
|P0311.5.1$, Covenant of friendship: eating `bread and salt' together. |P0313, Milk-brotherhood.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0351.2$, Covenant of parentage under God (foster father-son, foster mother-daughter).
Link: |K2301.1$, Kinship ties equivocally presented. |P0271, Foster father. |P0272, Foster mother. |T0671,
Adoption by suckling. Ogress who suckles hero claims him as her son.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0352$, Hierarchy within a sufi brotherhood.
Link: |V0220.0.1$, Hierarchy (stratification) of saints. |V0455$, Hierarchy within religious orders.>

P0352.1$, shaikh of a sufi brotherhood.
Link: |P0340.0.1, Druid as teacher. |P0426.2.1$, Mystic (anchorite, ascetic, sufi, etc.).

Ref.: Anonymous "Hâger and IsmâCîl": 8/(shaikh el-korâsî); Boqarî 176; DOTTI 543/{lit.};
Haykal 258.>
P0352.1.1$, `He who has no shaikh has Satan for a leader'.
Link: |P0741.1$, `He who has no senior (elder, leader) should buy himself one'.

Ref.: Haykal 258; Hurreiz 130 no. 96; RAFE 54 n. 172.>
P0352.2$, shaikh of sufi brotherhood orders worldly affairs of followers (marriage, divorce,
business, etc.).
Link: |T0053.3.1.1$, shaikh of sufi brotherhood as matchmaker. |W0004.0.1$, "Men of God" (rigâl
C

Allâh/bitû rabbinâ).

Ref.: Haykal cf. 260-61/(confession), 266, Tâhâ Husayn 19 77 64/cf.>
P0352.3$, Every shaikh [of sufi brotherhood] has his own means (characteristic ways).
Link: |J1028.1$, Mutually complementary differences.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2384.>
P0360, Master and servant.
Link: |P0180$, Master (owner) and slave.>

P0360.0.1$, Employer (boss) and employee. Type: 650A, 1000, 894, 910K1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 354 545 575 695; MITON.>
P0361, Faithful servant. Type: 516, 567, 567A.
Link: |P0181$, Faithful slave.
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Ref.: Maspero 25 no. -04/(reports infidelity); DOTTI 274 327 328; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18.>
P0361.4.0.1$, Faithful nurse (maid) protects master's children (wife). Type: 567A.
Link: |P0185.1$, Faithful slave-woman, faithless mistress (wife).

Ref.: DOTTI 328; MITON.>
P0361.6, Faithful servant dies avenging master's death.
Link: |P0361.11.1$, Servant (slave) avenged by master (mistress).>

P0361.11$, Master faithful to servant. Type: cf. 516.>
P0361.11.1$, Servant (slave) avenged by master (mistress).
Link: |P0361.6, Faithful servant dies avenging master's death.>

P0361.11.1.1$, Mistress avenges her slave-girl (maidservant) who was maltreated (beaten) by
master.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0362, Faithful servant entrusted with care and education of crown prince.
Link: |P0181.3$, Slave as paternal figure (teacher, nurse, governor, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 531/cf.>
P0363$, Mistreatment of servants (employees).
Link: |P0175, Slave killed. |P0180.4.1$, Slave abused (mistreated).>

P0363.1$, Master kills servant (employee).>
P0363.1.1$, Angry princess murders her nurse (governess).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0365, Faithless servant.
Link: |P0367$, Faithless slave.

Ref.: DOTTI 802/{Egy}.>
P0365.1, Faithless men-servants corrupt the maids in the household. Type: cf. 1538*.
Link: |P0416.3.2$, Doorkeeper as lover.

Ref.: DOTTI 848 853/{lit.}.>
P0365.5, Slave corrupts mistress.
Link: |P0367.1$, Men-slaves corrupt (seduce) mistresses. |U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 428.>
P0367$, Faithless slave.
Link: |K2251, Treacherous slave. |P0365, Faithless servant. |T0471.5$, Slave (servant) rapes his mistress.

Ref.: Juhaymân (al-) II 309-21; Lane 416-17; MITON.>
P0367.1$, Men-slaves corrupt (seduce) mistresses.
Link: |P0183$, Mistress wooes her slave. |P0274.2$, Marriage (sexual liaison) between free and slave
raised together as foster siblings. |P0365.5, Slave corrupts mistress--(in Vol. 6 only). |T0471.5$, Slave
(servant) rapes his mistress. |T0481.4, Wife seduces husband's servant (pupil). |U0296.2$, Demerits of
slaves.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 168-69; Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; Qazwînî II
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99-100/cf./(mistress sleeps with slave); Ibshîhî 428; DOTTI 275 290 853 854/{lit., Qtr, Sdi};
MITON.>
P0368$, The bribed servant or slave.>
P0368.1$, Servant (slave) bribed into betraying master or mistress.>
P0368.1.1$, Seducer bribes servant and gains access into mistress's home. Type: 882, cf.
1379,/891F$.
Link: |K2250, Treacherous servants and workmen. |T0452, Bawds. Professional go-betweens.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0400-P499, Trades and professions.>
P0400, Trades and professions.
Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 210-14; Jâhiz III 435/cf.>
P0400.1$, Secret of trade (profession).
Link: |F0888$, Extraordinary (marvelous) craftsmanship (non-magical). |J0583$, Wisdom of keeping
secret from others. |T0100.0.9.5$, Marriage arranged as means of maintaining property (trade secret)
within family.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 11.>
P0400.1.1$, Trade secret kept within family.
Link: |W0181.2.3$, Only one master of the craft (profession) may remain.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 11.>
P0400.1.2$, Master craftsman creates intricate (novel) work away from apprentices--usually at his
home.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0401, Son insists on following father's trade. Type: 513, 950, 1525H, 1525H1.
Ref.: Maspero 197 no. 1y/cf.; Cohen 94-98; DOTTI 269 655 822 824 843 849/{Mrc, Tns}.>
P0400.1.3$, Master's stroke is worth a thousand (by others).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1234.>
P0401.0.1$, Descendants are to continue ancestors' profession.
Link: |P0601.1$, 'Customs are as compulsory as religious services'. |U0006$, Successor surpasses
predecessor. |U0121.0.3.1$, `He who takes after his father has committed no injustice'. |U0130, The power
of habit [(individualistic)]. |U0139.2, Conservatism defies reason.>

P0401.0.1.1$, Son is to follow father's profession even if arduous (unprofitable).
Ref.: DOTTI 179 180 344 633 640/{Irq}.>
P0401.1$, Thief's son takes up thievery as occupation (trade). Type: 950, 1525.
Link: |J1113.1$, Son of thief inherits father's stealing skills.

Ref.: Maspero 197 no. 1y/cf.; DOTTI 655 657 821 823 824 825 827/{Alg, Egy}.>
P0401.2$, Thief's mother asks him to teach his brother the art of thievery. Type: 950.
Ref.: DOTTI 104 107 655 657 778/{Alg}.>
P0402$, Professional code of honor (rules of conduct for members of guild or profession; e.g.,
physicians, goldsmiths, clerics, water-carriers). Type: 779F$, cf. 799D$.
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Link: |P0785$, `saghranah' (unseemly behavior): committing acts that reduce one's communal standing
(worth).

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 50/(saqqâs).>
P0403$, A professional (hireling) is held responsible only for his own work.>
P0403.1$, An undertaker does not ensure dead's admission to heaven (paradise).
Link: |P0486$, Undertaker(s). |U0119.8.2.1$, Number (social rank) of mourners in funeral procession
doesn't indicate reward (or punishment) the deceased will receive in the hereafter.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2058.>
P0405$, Professional guilds.
Link: |P0009.1$, Voluntary associations and social clubs.>

P0406$, Head of a guild (shâhbandar, etc.).
Link: |W0181.2.3$, Only one master of the craft (profession) may remain.

Ref.: Boqarî 50; DOTTI 380 642/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0406.1$, Members of guild elect their head.>
P0406.2$, Members of guild impeach (vote out) offending head of their guild.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0407$, Membership in guild.>
P0407.1$, Number of members of guild is fixed (i.e., forty, or the like).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0407.1.1$, Membership in guild is hereditary (passes from father to son).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0407.1.1.1$, Stranger (outsider) refused membership in guild (not allowed to practice).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0407.3$, Members of a guild dwell in same city quarter (lane).
Link: |P0570$, Fortifications of cities. |P0755.9.1$, Necropolis (cemetery) as district of town.>

P0408$, Social customs concerning labor (work).>
P0408.1$, Ceremonial opening of market daily (affirmation of rank, prayers, etc.).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0408.3$, Laboring (working) at night, selling by day. Type: 707, cf. 1609$.
Link: |A1671.9.1$, People who work by night and rest by day. |C0788.1.1$, Tabu: handling needle (sewing
implement) at night.

Ref.: DOTTI 386 874; MITON.>
P0410, Laborers.>
P0410.0.1$, Foreman (overseer of laborers).
Link: |J0151.0.2$, Wisdom from the ancestors: in the manner of what they said (did).>

P0410.1$, "Unskilled laborer".
Link: |P0486.9.1$, Grave-digger.

Ref.: TAWT 53 n. 60.>
P0410.1.1$, Laborers are needed.>
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P0410.1.1.1$, If you are an emir (boss) and I am an emir, then who will drive the donkeys.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 553 2535 2538.>
P0410.2$, Children as laborers (wage earners, family providers).
Link: |H1199.17.5.2$, Task: guarding crop from thieving birds or animals (rodents: mice or the like).
Usually assigned to child(ren). |N0827, Child as helper. |P0249.3.1$, Children help parents's with labor
burdens (at home, shop, farm, etc.). |S0010.1$, Mistreatment (abuse) of children.>

P0411, Peasant.
Link: |P0723$, Peasants-farmers.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3.>
P0411.0.1$, Peasant's work (farming) is arduous and unprofitable. Type: 950, 1525.
Link: |N0142, Destiny better than [peasant's] work, [nobleman's] show, or [merchant's] speculation.
|P0723$, Peasants-farmers. |P0775$, Money-based economy.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; Kisâ'î 64-65/(Thackston 69/cf.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 54; DOTTI 655 657 821 824 825/{Alg}; Zîr.>
P0411.0.2$, Peasant never prospers.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1958.>
P0411.0.3$, If planting does not make one rich, it shields (from public need).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1346.>
P0411.1.1, Peasant and his wife in hut near castle [(palace)] as contrasts to king and queen.
Link: |U0060, Wealth and poverty.>

P0411.5$, Gardener.
Link: |P0410, Laborers. |P0723.1$, Characteristic behavior of peasants (farmers, countrymen).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0412, Shepherd.
Ref.: MITON; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 4-x-no. 22.>
P0412.0.1$, Bird-herder.
Link: |P0414.0.1$, Fowler (bird-catcher).>

P0412.0.1.1$, Goose-herder. Type: 870A, cf. 785A.
Ref.: DOTTI 443 484.>
P0412.0.1.2$, Chicken-herder.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 333/(in Egypt).>
P0412.1, Shepherd as hero. Type: 300, 321, 1137.
Ref.: ThaClabî 151-52/(David); DOTTI 97 149 279 708/{Omn}.>
P0412.1.2$, Shepherd as warrior.
Ref.: ThaClabî 151-52/(David).>
P0412.2, Swineherd.
Link: |P0489.1$, Lowly (dirty) professions.>

P0413, Ferryman. Type: 938B, 1293C*'.
Link: |A0672.1, Ferryman on river [Styx, (hate)] in lower world (Charon). |K0319.1$, Access to forbidden
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island gained by bribing the ferryman. |P0418$, Driver. |P0449$, Seaman (sailor, mariner).

Ref.: DOTTI 644 728; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 103, 107 no. 15.>
P0413.0.1$, Ferryman as helper.
Ref.: Simpson 114-15; MITON.>
P0414, Hunter. Type: 246, 304, 513C, 779J2$, 2036.
Link: |P0806.7$, Hunting or fishing as hobby.

Ref.: DOTTI 89 115 438 658 846 971/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Camel
and Gazelle" no. 50.>
P0414.0.1$, Fowler (bird-catcher). Type: 150, 238A$, cf. 68C$.
Link: |P0412.0.1$, Bird-herder. |P0760.1.1$, Bird-catcher (hunter) discovers that caught game (e.g.,
pigeon, deer, etc.) is privately owned.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 191 V 540; DOTTI 31 57 88.>
P0414.1$, Official hunter (or, game warden).>
P0415, Collier [(coal miner)].
Link: |P0488$, Miner.>

P0416$, Household servant.
Link: |H0151.6, Heroine in menial disguise discovered in her beautiful clothes: recognition follows.
|H0465, Test of wife's endurance. Haughty princess married to beggar and must endure poverty and menial
work. |K1816, Disguise as menial. |P0170, Slaves. |P0432$, Restaurateurs, and servers of food and drink.>

P0416.1$, Full-time servant (maidservant). Type: 451B$, 545H$, 894, cf. 510.
Ref.: DOTTI 228 258 301 545; MITON.>
P0416.3$, Doorkeeper.>
P0416.3.1$, Doorkeeper as helper.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0416.3.2$, Doorkeeper as lover.
Link: |P0365.1, Faithless men-servants corrupt the maids in the household.>

P0416.3.4$, Doorkeeper as guardian (controls admission and exit).
Link: |A0661.0.1.3.1$, Archangel Rudwân as porter of heaven.>

P0416.3.4.1$, Passage gained by appeasing or bribing doorkeeper. Type: 1610.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0416.6$, Part-time (certain task/chore) servant.
Link: |P0424.8$, Attendant (trustee, sitter) to the invalid (the aged, a child, etc.).>

P0416.6.1$, "Laundress" (clothes-washing woman).
Link: |P0459.3.1$, Clothes-"Ironing-man" (laundry-shop).>

P0416.6.2$, Home cleaning woman.>
P0416.6.3$, Household cook (hireling). Type: 405, 462, 816A$, 785A.
Link: |H0035.2, Recognition by unique cookery. |P0432.1$, Commercial cook (at restaurant).

Ref.: DOTTI 193 233 443 449.>
P0417$, Porter (carrier). Type: 936A$, cf. 1536B.
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Ref.: Maspero 7 no. 1 n. 1/(of France/comp.); DOTTI 844; MITON.>
P0417.1$, Porter as lover. Type: 1425B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 802; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 69-71, 105 n. 39.>
P0417.5$, Water-carrier (saqqâ, delivers water to homes). Type: 779F$.
Link: |P0165.1$, Street water-vendor.

Ref.: Boqarî 49; DOTTI 437; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 4 no. 1, 143-44 no. 27; AGSFC:
QTR 87-3 672-x-no. 4.>
P0418$, Driver.
Link: |P0413, Ferryman.>

P0418.1$, Carriage driver (wagoner).>
P0418.2$-(formerly, P0418$), Animal (donkey, mule, etc.) driver. Type: 561, 726*,/836F*.
Link: |J2311.6, Sham-dead man punished. [Wants to see heaven, but beaten by mule-drivers; advises his
wife, "avoid mule-drivers"]. |P0489.1$, Lowly (dirty) professions.

Ref.: Boqarî 31; DOTTI 317 320 456 793 893/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0418.3$, Chauffeur (automobile driver).
Link: |F0672$, Skillful motorist (automobile driver, flyer, etc.).>

P0418.7$, Travel-guide (caravan leader, navigator). Type: 1645D$.
Link: |F0841.0.2$, Navigation of Noah's ark's. |F0897$, Marvelous navigation (finding direction, way,
etc.). |H1235, Succession of helpers on quest. One helper sends to another, who sends to another, etc.
|H1236, Perilous path traversed on quest.

Ref.: Boqarî 193; DOTTI 730 731 895/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0418.7.1$, Navigator needed (sought).
Ref.: Shawqî 304 [no. 31] 305 [no. 32].>
P0418.7.2$, Travel-guide is indispensable (lives of travelers depend on him).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0418.7.3$, mutawwif (professional guide to circumambulation and related pilgrimage rituals. Also
provider of room and board).
Link: |V0532, Pilgrimage to Mecca.

Ref.: Boqarî 189-92.>
P0419$, Fisher. Type: 465, 921A.
Link: |P0806.7$, Hunting or fishing as hobby.

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 126; Ions 61; Jâhiz VI 17; DOTTI 236 315 317 593/{lit., Omn};
Kamâl 163; MITON; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 130-31 no. 43.>
P0419.0.1$, Fisher's son.
Ref.: DOTTI 331.>
P0419.0.1.1$, Fisher's son as hero. Type: 513C, 570, cf. 850.
Ref.: DOTTI 270 331 468/{Plst}.>
P0419.1$, Fisher employs music to attract fish to net (trap).
Link: |D1427.1, Magic pipe compels one to follow. Pied Piper of Hamelin.
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 513.>
P0420, Learned professions.>
P0420.0.1$, Female in a learned profession.
Link: |J0140.0.2$, Girl sent to school for modern education. |T0101.1.4$, Bride quality: education,
profession.>

P0420.1$, Proficiency in many fields of knowledge (sciences).
Link: |D0022.3$, Transformation: ignorant person to savant. |D0026$, Transformation: ignorant person to
`professor' (savant). |J0191.8$, Community of wise men (savants). |L0490.3$, Layman (simple person)
made savant. |Q0088, Reward for proficiency.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0421, Judge.
Link: |P0426.0.4$, Ignorant cleric. |P0510, Law courts. |W0010.9.4.4$, Kind judge gives poor litigants
money out of own pocket. |W0037.7$, Fear of erring in application of law. |X0330, Jokes on magistrates
[(judges)].>

P0421.0.1$, Clever judge. Type: 655, 655A, 655B$, 918$, 855B$, 926-926K$, 1534, 1534X$, 1617.
Link: |K0453, Cheating through knowledge of the law.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 446; DOTTI 361 363 584 612 838 842/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0421.0.2$, Ignorant judge (lacks knowledge of law). Type: 613A$, 613B1$, 613B2$, 613B3$.
Link: |P0426.0.8$, Immoral (corrupt) cleric (judge).

Ref.: DOTTI 349.>
P0421.0.3$, Unwise (foolish) judge. Type: 1861, cf. 1534X$.
Link: |T0626.1$, Judging children's disputes is a sorrowful affair (condition). |W0256.3$, Stereotyping:
profession (occupation).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 141; Burton II 55 n. 4.>
P0421.0.3.1$, Judge who becomes personally involved with litigant punished (rebuked).
Link: |J1192.5.1$, Judge (cleric) falls in love with litigant. |T0091.4.1.1, Old teacher wishes to marry his
young girl pupil.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 141/(al-'Ash)arî/whim) cf.>
P0421.0.4$, Merciful (kind) judge.
Link: |J1179.9, The judge pays fine himself. [Y A] trifling some. |W0010.9.4.4$, Kind judge gives poor
litigants money out of own pocket.>

P0421.2$, Sources of income for judge.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 616.>
P0421.5$, Requirements for being a judge (e.g., honor, piety, wisdom, learning, descent, etc).
Link: |H0502, Test of learning [(knowledge)].>

P0422, Lawyer.>
P0422.0.1$, Social status of lawyers. Type: 918$.
Link: |J0149.1$, Educated person earns much money and esteem (respect). |P0523.0.1.1$, Person
impoverished (bankrupted) by lawsuits. |W0256.3$, Stereotyping: profession (occupation).
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Ref.: Boqarî 90; DOTTI 584; Haykal 7.>
P0422.0.2$, Dishonest lawyer. Type: 1585.
Link: |P0421.0.3$, Unwise (foolish) judge.

Ref.: DOTTI 868.>
P0422.1, Lawyer punished in hell. Type: 1860A.
Link: |A0706.1.1$, Boasting between celestial entities (e.g., sky-earth, moon-sun, paradise-hell, etc.).
|X0312.0.1$, All lawyers are claimed by hell. |X0321.1$, Hell, quarreling with Paradise, fears no police
action and boasts: "All police officers are `mine'!".

Ref.: DOTTI 937.>
P0423$, School-teacher.
C

Link: |P0426.0.3$, Cleric (Carrîf, fi'î, mutawwi , 'Abunâ, father, etc.) as children's school-teacher.>

P0423.0.1$, Social status of teachers.
Ref.: Kh. Ibrâhîm al-maghâzî 89-91; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 62.>
P0423.0.1.1$, High status of teachers (teacher is Revered).>
P0423.0.1.1.1$, Teacher is almost a messenger of God.
Link: |Q0113.5.1$, Educator (teacher) rewarded: revered (`as if messenger of God'). |W0027.2.2.1$, `I
would [willingly] become a slave for him who would teach me [even] a letter'.

Ref.: TAWT 376 n. 283.>
P0423.0.1.2$, Low status of teachers.>
P0423.0.1.2.1$, Teachers lack social power (political, legal, economic, etc.).>
P0423.0.1.2.2$, Hated children's teacher. Type: 725, 894, 896, 1674*, cf. 566C.
Link: |K1823.0.4.1.1$, Teacher imitates dog's barking to attract hiding pupil's attention and seize him.
|S0018.1$, Cruel teacher or instructor.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 618/(after Jâhiz); TAWT 386 n. 233/(should be slapped).>
P0423.0.2$, Children's teachers as fools. Type: 1873$, cf. 1674*.
C C

Link: |J2175, Shortsightedness in dealing with children. |P0199$, bitû - iyâl, lawâtî, lûtiyyah (homoerotic
C

sodomites, the pedophilic). |P0426.0.3$, Cleric (Carrîf, fi'î, mutawwi , 'Abunâ, father, etc.) as children's
school-teacher. |W0256.3$, Stereotyping: profession (occupation). |X0350, Jokes on teachers.

Ref.: DOTTI 904 940.>
P0423.0.2.1$, "Children's teachers are lacking (deficient) in mind" (i.e., they are brainless). Type:
1873$.
Link: |W0256.6.1$, Stereotyping: `Women are lacking in mind and religion'. |W0256.9$, Stereotyping-miscellaneous. |X0785$, Jokes on characteristic behavior of homoerotic sodomites.

Ref.: DOTTI 940; MITON.>
P0423.0.3$, Immorality of children's teachers. Type: 1873$, cf. 1674*.
C C

Link: |P0199$, bitû - iyâl, lawâtî, lûtiyyah (homoerotic sodomites, the pedophilic). |P0426.0.3$, Cleric
C

(Carrîf, fi'î, mutawwi , 'Abunâ, father, etc.) as children's school-teacher. |W0256.3$, Stereotyping:
profession (occupation). |X0420.5$, Jokes on fu'ahâ's immorality toward female mourners.

Ref.: DOTTI 761 800 807 904 925 940 941/{Egy, Egy, Ymn}.>
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P0423.0.3.1$, Children's teacher as pedophile. Type: cf. 894.
Ref.: DOTTI 545.>
P0423.1$, Female school-teacher. Type: 894, 1873$, cf. 879.
Link: |G0011.9.1$, Ogress schoolmistress. |S0018$, Cruel parent-like person (teacher, instructor, nurse,
etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 513 545 800 940 941/{Egy}.>
P0424, Physician.
Link: |Q0040.2$, Kindness to the disabled (sick, wounded, etc.) rewarded.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0424.1, Physician hides eyes as he passes graveyard. He does not want to see those who have died
from his medicine.
Link: |P0014.9, Law that nobody may give the king bad tidings.

Ref.: Wesselski Hodscha I 259 no. 204.>
P0424.0.1$, Physician as helper.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0424.2, Doctor who can cure can also poison. This reflection [(thought)] brings the doctor under
king's suspicion. Type: 750D2$.
Link: |J0645, Avoid power of future enemy. |J0675, Man slays another in order not to be slain himself.
|W0154.0.1$, Perfidy: repayment of good deeds with evil ones.

Ref.: Chauvin V 276 no. 156; DOTTI 364 410/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0424.3.0.1$, Unskilled physician(s). Type: 1862-1862D$.
Link: |F0668.0.1, Skillful physician. |K0824, Sham doctor kills his patients. |K1955.1.2, Patients frightened
from hospital by harsh treatment. |P0424.9$, Barber as physician (`health-barber'). |X0372, Jokes on
doctors.

Ref.: DOTTI 938 939; MITON.>
P0424.5, Female physician. Type: 712.
Ref.: DOTTI 394.>
P0424.6$, Nurse (physician's helper).
Link: |P0424.9$, Barber as physician (`health-barber'). |P0591.5$, Poor (careless) health-care at hospital.>

P0424.6.0.1$, Female nurse.>
P0424.6.0.1.1$, Female nurse as play-girl.
Link: |T0404$, `Play-girl': immodest woman as seducer of men. |W0256.3$, Stereotyping: profession
(occupation).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 241-42.>
P0424.6.1$, Merciful nurses (`angels of mercy').
Link: |S0018$, Cruel parent-like person (teacher, instructor, nurse, etc.). |T0605, Divine nurse.
|W0010.9.1$, Kindness: nursing the sick.>

P0424.7$, Midwife (dâyah, qâbilah). Type: 156B*, 476*, 707, cf. 834A.
Link: |F0333, Fairy grateful to human midwife. |F0372.1, Fairies take human midwife to attend fairy
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woman. |M0430.1.1$ Curse: delivery (giving birth) at hands of physician. |P0427.5.0.1$, Woman druid as
C

physician. |P0446.5$, Women's beautician (ballânah, mâshtah, aggâfah, etc.). |T0583, Accompaniments
of childbirth.

Ref.: Maspero 37 no. 2-4 n. 3; DOTTI 63 248 386 454; MITON; Shawqî 309 [no. 36]; T. alHakîm Yawmiyyât 110.>
P0424.7.1$, Midwife preferred (more empathetic than physicians).
Ref.: Diyâb 313; RAFE 244.>
P0424.8$, Attendant (trustee, sitter) to the invalid (the aged, a child, etc.).
Link: |P0416.6$, Part-time (certain task/chore) servant.

Ref.: DOTTI 240 241/{lit., Mrc}; MITON.>
P0424.9$, Barber as physician (`health-barber'). Type: 990,/1537.
Link: |P0424.6$, Nurse (physician's helper).

Ref.: DOTTI 3 404 683/{lit.}; Lane 217; MITON; Sha)lân 426.>
P0424.10$, Herbalist.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0424.10.1$, Spice-vendor as herbalist (healer). Type: 2020$.
Ref.: DOTTI 959; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 4 no. 1 (passim).>
P0425, Scribe. Type: cf. 1331E*'.
Link: |M0411.25$, Curse by scribe (author, writer). |P0482.0.1$, Sculptor (artist). |P0760.5.3.4$,
Copyrights: author's ownership.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 214/(honored); Maspero 145 no. 8; Boqarî 190; DOTTI 738;
Shamy (el-) Egypt 14 no. 2, 106 No 15.>
P0425.0.1$, Scribe as hero (sage).
Link: |A0165.6, Scribe of the gods.

Ref.: Maspero 145 no. 8; MITON.>
P0425.0.1.1$, Moral responsibilities of a scribe (e.g., not using pen for evil).
Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 249 nos. 20 1:16.4/(pisoned pen).>
P0425.2$, Scribe writes in various styles.
Link: |F0883.5$, Calligraphy: extraordinary writing style. |U0248.0.3.1$, Exaggerated perceptions due to
ego-involvement.

Ref.: MITON; Burton VII 134 n. 1/(style/Cairo).>
P0425.3$, Penmanship: the price (value) of a word (scribe's goods, capital).
Link: |W0047$, Eloquence.>

P0425.3.1$, Public scribe finds assistant using weighty word (e.g., nonetheless, aforementioned,
etc.) in petition being written for small fee; he accuses the assistant of `giving-away the store'.
Link: |P0012.15.6$, Royal decree or letter. Form (syntax) of official letter--formal: ruler (sovereign, king,
queen) dealing with his officers. |X0355$, Humor concerning teacher's intemperate zeal. |X0370, Jokes on
scholars [and learned professions]. |Z0001.4$, Official (bureaucratic, governmental) formulas.

Ref.: HE-S: Cairo (in Bloomington/IN) Summer 63.>
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P0425.5$, Scarcity of writing assistants: author cannot easily find a "warrâq" (scribe, secretary).
Link: |A0165.6.1$, Accountant (secretary, bookkeeper) of the gods.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 12-13/(Ed.'s note).>
P0425.7$, Author (writer, composer).
Ref.: Jâhiz IV 208.>
P0425.7.1$, "Pen's lure" (call of the pen) for writer: greater than those of women, wealth, etc.
Link: |U0252$, Philosopher must reduce his long book to one sentence: king has been awaiting book too
long and is about to die.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 208.>
P0426, Clergy.>
P0426.0.2$, Cleric as preacher (orator, khatîb).
Link: |A0054.6.10$, Punishment of Eblis: made the preacher of Hell-bound crowd (khatîb 'ahl al-nâr).
|P0470.2$, Tale-teller as exaggerator (liar).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0426.0.3$, Cleric (Carrîf, fi'î, mutawwiC, 'Abunâ, father, etc.) as children's school-teacher. Type:
894, 896, 1359B, 1730C$.
Link: |K1223.2.3$, Importunate lover (schoolmaster) disguises as a sheep; he is sodomized by chaste
woman's husband. |K1826.0.1$, Posing as cleric-schoolteacher (instructor). |P0423.0.3$, Immorality of
children's teachers. |T0428$, Lecherous (lustful) clergyman (judge, dervish, holy man, etc.): seeks to
seduce girl left in his trust. |X0355$, Humor concerning teacher's intemperate zeal. |X0420$, Jokes on
performers of grave-side rituals (`fu'ahâ'/lower clerics: fuqahâ).

Ref.: Amîn 334-35 308; Boqarî 19 21-24; DOTTI 190 192 545 552 760 924 940 941/{Alg,
lit., Tns}; Lane 62-63 395/cf.; MITON; TAWT 425 444.>
P0426.0.4$, Ignorant cleric. Type: 921M$, 1800-1849.
Link: |H0592.6$, Turbaned animals (oxen, asses): clerics. |J1738, Ignorance of religious matters. |J1741,
Priests (schoolmasters) ignorant of Latin. |K1958, Sham teacher. [An illiterate] pretends to read a document
brought him as a letter. It is a tax receipt. |K1961, Sham churchman.

Ref.: DOTTI 598 914 933 936; RAFE 305 n. 41.>
P0426.0.5$, Ignorant grammarian (too literal).
Link: |J2450, Literal fool. |K1960$, Sham savant -- pretended expertness in sciences (literatures,
philosophies, etc.). |V0384$, Extreme interpretations of holy text. |W0142.1.2.1$, Students invent a word
("khunfushâr") and ask teacher about it: teacher concocts an answer and `substantiates' it with fabricated
example `from traditions'. (`'intihâl$, fake-lore).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 185-86; Ibshîhî 617; TAWT 11.>
P0426.0.8$, Immoral (corrupt) cleric (judge). Type: 706B, 894, 896, 1359B, 1534, 1660, 1730C$,
1861, cf. 931Z$.
Link: |G0011.9.0.1$, Cannibal (ghoulish) cleric. |J1192, The bribed judge. |K0094.1$, Beautiful young
woman (widow) induces corrupt judge to rule conscientiously (in her favor). |K1339.6.1$, Priest seduces
woman (at confession). |K2284, Treacherous priest [(cleric, sheik, mulla)]. |P0421.0.3$, Unwise (foolish)
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judge. |T0428$, Lecherous (lustful) clergyman (judge, dervish, holy man, etc.): seeks to seduce girl left in
his trust. |X0420.5$, Jokes on fu'ahâ's immorality toward female mourners.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 621; DOTTI 382 515 545 552 553 598 760 761 924 925/{Mrc, A-Afr, Syr};
MITON; RAFE 75 n. 245; T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 136-37.>
P0426.1, Parson (priest).>
P0426.2, Hermit.>
P0426.2.1$, Mystic (anchorite, ascetic, sufi, etc.). Type: 681, cf. 505, 507A, 672B*.
Link: |P0352.1$, shaikh of a sufi brotherhood.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 144; Burton VII 146; DOTTI 253 255 371 384/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0426.2.1.1$, Unreasonable mystic (sufi)--seems to speak nonsense. Type: 681.
Link: |J1742.6.1.3$, Mystic's acts (prayers) mistaken for signs of insanity (madness). |P0350$, Sufi
brotherhood (religious order). |P0426.0.4$, Ignorant cleric. |V0462.8.0.2$, shath: philosophical
unorthodoxy due to ascetic immersion.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 424/(claim by "ignorant Sufis"); DOTTI 371; MITON; RAFE 305 n. 42.>
P0426.2.1.2$, Person disappointed with social life becomes hermit (anchorite, ascetic, etc.).
Link: |M0135, Vow never to remarry. |P0016.1, King (prince) retires from world (becomes hermit,
swineherd).

Ref.: Alf III 164; DOTTI 214 515/{Mrc}; MITON.>
P0426.2.3$, Wanderer (`sawwâh'). (Usually for mystical urges or disappointments especially in
love).
Link: |J1077.1$, Traveling allows interaction with (knowledge of) different peoples (races, nations, ethnic
C

C

groups). |P0473$, ga îdî/qa îdî (vagabond, rogue, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 150 n. 555.>
P0426.3, Monk.>
P0426.3.5$, Helpful monk.
Link: |M0302.8, Prophesying from book.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0426.3.5.1$, Monk recognizes signs of holiness in person (prophet-to-be). Buhayra/Bahîrâ.
Link: |H0257, Holiness of saint tested: asked to perform miracles. |L0111.2.1, Future hero found in boat
(basket, bushes). Legends of Moses, Cyrus, Beowulf, and others.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 12.>
P0426.4$, Marriage-divorce cleric (ma'dhûn, judge).
Link: |P0120, Church dignitaries [(ulama, fuqahâ')]. |T0135.0.3$, Marriage ceremony formally
officiated.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 105 no. 15.>
P0426.5$, Prayer-crier (mu'adhdhin). Type: 470D$, cf. 62, 113B.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 621.>
P0426.5.1$, Blind men preferred as prayer-criers.
Link: |F0655, Extraordinary perception of blind men. |J1081.3.1$, Sleep disturbed by call for prayer
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(prayer-crier, church bells, etc.). |Q0243.9.1$, Being a `Peeping Tom' rebuked (punished).

Ref.: Burton III 107 n. 2.>
P0427, Druid (poet, learned man).
Ref.: MITON; Zîr 85-86/(wandering).>
P0427.0.1$, Poet as voice of the community (nation, tribe, etc.).
Link: |P0014.15.3$, Court poet.>

P0427.0.3, Women druids [(kâhinât)].
Link: |D1712, Soothsayer (diviner, oracle, etc.). [(kâhin and the craft of kihânah)].>

P0427.0.3.1$, Fâtimah Bint-Birrî as druid.
Link: |V0229.6.0.1$, Saint in conflict with woman-druid.

Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 173/(al-Badawî/legends); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and BintBirrî" 142ff no. 56.>
P0427.0.3.0.1$, Woman-druid (kâhinah) as chieftainess (raider, marauder).
Link: |F0565.2.1$, Amazons-like maiden.

Ref.: Hujelân 267 no. 41-4.>
P0427.4, Poet (druid) as satirist.
Link: |C0005.4.1$, Tabu: a messenger of God (prophet) handling poetry. |D1275.4, Magic poems (satire).>

P0427.4.1, Fear of druidic lampoon as activating power.
Link: |J0215.1.2, King refuses to exile gossipers. They would defame him among strangers. [Y].
|M0401.0.1$, Poets's formulistic insults (lampoon/naqâ'id). |M0402, Satire. |P0469$, Newsman, reporter,
informant, etc.--('ikhbârî). |P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts. |Q0583.5$, Tongue cut of for slander
(lampoon). |U0294.1$, Obscurity guarantees safety from lampoon. |W0047.1$, The power of the spoken
word. |W0203.4$, Excessive experiencing of shame (public).>

P0427.4.1.1$, Poets (newsmen, etc.) appeased so as to avoid their public satire.
Link: |J0215.1.2, King refuses to exile gossipers. They would defame him among strangers. [Y]. |P0019.3,
King must procure whatever visiting poets ask, or suffer from their satire. |P0427.7.4.3$, raddâhah, shalaq:
professional denigrator (satirist). Woman hired to publicly disgrace a person with vulgarities. |Q0265.2,
Punishment for (undeserved) satire. |Q0306, Quarrelsomeness punished. |W0187, Insolence. |W0188,
Contentiousness.

Ref.: DOTTI 473/{Egy}.>
P0427.4.1.1.1$, "A foul-tongued woman is the chieftainess (`mistress') of her neighbors, due to
neither her kindness nor her benevolence, but due to the viciousness (`length') of her tongue!".
Link: |J0402.1$, Enmity with the lowly (sociopath) is costly, enmity with the noble is fair. (Former plays
dirty, latter honestly). |P0427.4.1, Fear of druidic lampoon as activating power. |W0187, Insolence.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2042.>
P0427.5, Druid as physician [(witch-doctor, practitioner of natural folk medicine)].
Link: |P0424, Physician. |P0465$, Faith-healer, or exorciser.

Ref.: Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 95-97.>
P0427.5.0.1$, Woman druid as physician.
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Link: |P0424.7$, Midwife (dâyah, qâbilah).

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 33.>
P0427.7, Poet.
Link: |C0005.4.1$, Tabu: a messenger of God (prophet) handling poetry.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 90-96.>
P0427.7.1, Extemporaneous composition by poets.
Link: |A1464.1.0.1$, Extemporaneous improvisation of first poetry--(dirge by Adam). |P0807.1.3$,
Listening to poetry as recreation (pastime).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0427.7.2.1.1, Poets and fools closely allied.
Link: |M0301.18, Poet as prophet. |U0301$, Relativity of sanity and insanity.>

P0427.7.3, Blind poet.>
P0427.7.4, Women poets.
Link: |Z0087$, radh, tashlîq, taghgîr: women's formulistic insults (poetic vulgarities, often obscene).

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 47/(wandering).>
P0427.7.4.1$, Slave-woman (slave-girl) as poetess.
Link: |P0179.1.2$, Slave-girl as singer (musician-poetess).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0427.7.4.2$, Professional mourners (wailers).
C

Link: |P0681.1.1.1$, Mourning: verbal expressions (wailing, dirge, elegy/rithâ$, adîd, nadb).

Ref.: Ions 134-50/(photo); Amîn 285, 373.>
P0427.7.4.3$, raddâhah, shalaq: professional denigrator (satirist). Woman hired to publicly disgrace
a person with vulgarities.
Link: |J0402.1$, Enmity with the lowly (sociopath) is costly, enmity with the noble is fair. (Former plays
dirty, latter honestly). |M0402.1, Woman satirist. |P0194.9.1.3$, Woman nicknamed: `Misdemeanors
(gunah)'; she is a habitual law breaker (usually assaults others). |Q0136.2$, Verbal rewards (praise) or
punishments (condemnation). |W0161.0.1$, Publicity matters. (Knowledge by public is important).
|Z0087$, radh, tashlîq, taghgîr: women's formulistic insults (poetic vulgarities, often obscene).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0427.7.5, Bard. [Minstrel, (shâCir-rabâbah): performer of siyar (heroic epics and romances)].
Link: |A0166.7$, Singer (chanter) of the gods. |F0262.3, Fairy Minstrel. |K1817.3.2$, Disguise as
wandering musician (singer, bard, etc.). |P0428.9$, Public musicians (entertainers)--miscellaneous.
C

|Z0203$, Heroes of siyar (Abu-Zaid, Antar, el-Battâl, Sayf, ez-Zâhir, ez-Zîr, etc.). |Z0205$, Heroines of
C

siyar ( Unaytirah/`)Inaitrah$, Dhât al-Himmah, al-Jâziyah, etc.).

Ref.: Lane 391-425; Zîr 2/(râwî) 85-86.>
P0427.7.5.1$, munshid (chanter of spirituals, religious balladeer).
Link: |P0164.1$, Wandering-`praiser': (maddâh, chanter of spirituals).

Ref.: Lane 445 448-9; Osman 68ff., 99-103, 128-36ff; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl
and Khâlid" no. 12-c.>
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P0427.7.5.2$, maddâhah (`praiser$, female religious balladeer, bard).
Ref.: Maspero 40 no. 2-4 n. 1 237 no. 16/(seen in dream) 273 no. 19; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-c; Zîr 47.>
P0427.7.7, Poet as judge.>
P0427.7.7.1$, Poet as wisest in community. Type: 837A$.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 258/cf.; DOTTI 458; Shamy (el-) Egypt 77 no. 10.>
P0427.7.8, Poet rewarded for poem.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 589; DOTTI 279/{Lbn}.>
P0427.7.9, Poets banished.>
P0427.7.10, Rivaling poets.
Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 77-80; Suwayyân (al-).>
P0428, Musician.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 512-17; Lane 353-90.>
P0428.0.1$, Singer(s).
Link: |F0699.2$, Marvelous singer(s). |P0806.3.1$, Singing (playing a musical instrument) as hobby.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 512-17 518-23 524-59/(singing women and songs); Amîn 283-84; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
P0428.0.2$, Musicians and singers are admired, but have low social status.
Link: |K1817.3.2$, Disguise as wandering musician (singer, bard, etc.). |T0380.3.1.1$, Male singer allowed
to perform for women in women's quarters. |P0428.0.1$, Singer(s). |W0181.2.4$, Singer with marvelous
voice castrated for fear of evoking women's lust.

Ref.: Lane 353; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 140.>
P0428.0.2.1$, Singer as suitor (lover): rejected by girl's family.
Link: |J0414, Marriage with equals or with unequals. |P0530$, Legal kafâ'ah: marriage is to be between
persons of equal social class (status compatibility required).

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 120/("we don't give our daughters to singers"); Cachia 329;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 15-1-no. 2, 15-1no. 3.>
P0428.0.2.2$, Musician (singer) twitted for low status (lowly profession).
Link: |C0005.2$, Satan's voice (caller of Satan, summoner of Satan): pipe (music). |C0481, Tabu: singing.
|U0121.0.1.1$, When the head of the house is a tambourine beater, dancing is the characteristic trait of the
household.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hakîm, Fellahin: *Hasan and Na)îmah"/Girl's father to suitor singer: "shame
on you, boy, we don't give our daughters to singers" 120; Shamy (el-), "The Story of El-Sayyid
Ahmad El-Badawî with Fatma[h] Bint Berry, An Egyptian Folk Epic, part II, text and explanatory
notes" 140 line: 13a 13b; Wickett 170.>
P0428.1, Harper.>
P0428.2$, Piper. Type: 285D, 360, 515*, 594**.
Ref.: DOTTI 94 180 273 342.>
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P0428.2.1$, Flutist.>
P0428.3$, Drummer. Type: 285D.
Ref.: DOTTI 94.>
P0428.7$, Dancer (ghaziyyah: `belly-dancer').
Link: |J1014$, Making a living (by earning wages). |P0147.2.1.1$, Cane-dance (mock-fight). |P0736.1$,
Characteristic behavior of Gypsies. |R0347.2.1$, Runaway forced to become prostitute (courtesan, dancer
in tavern, etc.). |T0450.0.1$, Prostitute (whore, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16; Zîr 140.>
P0428.7.1$, Immodesty of `belly-dancers' (ghawâzî).
Ref.: Lane 429-30.>
P0428.7.1.1$, `Belly-dancers' tempt worshippers at religious sites (festivals).
Link: |T0457, Sacred prostitution.

Ref.: Lane 429-30.>
P0428.9$, Public musicians (entertainers)--miscellaneous.
C

Link: |P0427.7.5, Bard. [Minstrel, (shâ ir-rabâbah): performer of siyar (heroic epics and romances)].>

P0428.9.1$, Performer's fee (wage).>
P0428.9.1.1$, Entertainer's-nuqût: monetary gift (gratuity) for a performance (by dancers, musicians,
singers, etc.).
Link: |J1524.1$, Poor (careless, dishonest) performance of task rebuked. |P0428.7$, Dancer (ghaziyyah:
`belly-dancer'). |T0136.4.0.1$, Bride's nuqût: gift (money) given to bride (to be reciprocated by her family).

Ref.: DOTTI 402 768/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAzzûz" no. 36.>
P0428.9.1.2$, Gratuity given performer proportionate to viewer's feelings and taste.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1353.>
P0428.9.1.2.1$, `The infatuated-one will give [even] his skull cap as performer's gratuity.'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2038.>
P0429.1, Astronomers. Type: cf. 930, 1641.
Link: |P0481, Astrologer.

Ref.: DOTTI 622 886; MITON.>
P0430, Financiers and merchants.>
P0430.1$, Shopkeeper. Type: 1353A$, 1406A$, 2020$.
Ref.: DOTTI 149 279 751 788 959/{Omn}.>
P0430.1.1$, Shopkeeper as source of news. (Tailor, grocer, carpenter, etc., provides helpful
information on neighbors. Type: 516A1$, 516E$, 653A, 923C$.
Link: |K1164$, Secret learned by spying (eavesdropping). |P0431.1, Merchants as spreaders of news.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 49 no. 7; TAWT 118 no. 9.>
P0431, Merchant.
Link: |P0715.1.1$, Jew as merchant (businessman).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0431.0.1$, Woman (girl) merchant--businesswoman. Type: 551B$, 923C$, cf. 1382, 1385.
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Link: |P0761.2.2$, Rich heiress.

Ref.: DOTTI 309 606 781; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ibrahîm el-Sannân" no. 14,
"Marriage of the Prophet" 2 no. 44; TAWT 366 n. 103 421.>
P0431.0.3$, Merchants cultivate (inspire) prosperity and disdain war (conflict).
Link: |P0191.0.2$, Foreigners are adversely affected by instability (unrest) in host land.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 257.>
P0431.0.4$, `Do buying and selling; don't be a hireling'.
Link: |A1471.8.1$, Being a merchant (buying and selling): an occupation blessed by God. |J1014.1$,
"Wages are claimed by the clever (hireling), and paid by the clever (employer)".

Ref.: MITON.>
P0431.0.5$, Merchant's desire to conduct trade. Type: 936A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 344 639 640 693 694 761 762 796 798/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0431.1, Merchants as spreaders of news.
Link: |P0191, Social status of foreigners. |P0430.1.1$, Shopkeeper as source of news. (Tailor, grocer,
carpenter, etc., provides helpful information on neighbors. |P0469.3$, Wanderer (traveler, stranger) as
source of news.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0431.1.1$, Merchant reports his king's conduct (policies) to foreign ruler.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0431.2$, Merchant as trickster (cheat). Type: cf. 936*.
Link: |J1128$, Other men (male characters) as tricksters. |K2249.4, Treacherous merchant. |L0114.4,
Cheater as hero. |P0447.8.1$, Goldsmith (jeweler) as villain. |P0774.4.5$, Article `sold' cheaply or given
away because merchant (seller) is trying to impress the buyer.

Ref.: DOTTI 697 762 842 897/{Egy, Irq, lit.}; MITON; Schmidt-Kahle 46-49 no. 23; TAWT
422 no. 9-1/{Alg}.>
P0431.4$, Merchant's possessions and activities.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0431.4.1$, Rich merchant: merchant as wealthy (successful) man. Type: 936A$, cf. 910.
Link: |P0150, Rich men.

Ref.: DOTTI 533 568 639 859/{Omn}; MITON.>
P0431.4.2$, Merchant so rich (successful) that all business transactions go through him.
Link: |W0156.0.2$, Hoarding.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0431.5$, Family life of traveling merchant (salesman, mariner).
Ref.: DOTTI 502 526/{Sdi}.>
P0431.5.1$, Traveling merchant has many `homes' (wives): one in each city (country).
Link: |P0159.2$, Rich man keeps a second residence for his own personal pleasure. |T0145.0.1, Polygyny.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0431.5.2$, Traveling merchant's wife is always lonesome.
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Link: |T0271, The neglected wife. [Impotent husband].

Ref.: MITON.>
P0431.5.2.1$, Traveling merchant's wife becomes unfaithful.
Link: |C0163, Tabu: neglecting sexual relations in marriage. |P0529.0.6$, Husband's failure to honor
legitimate marital obligations.

Ref.: Maspero 282 no. 21; DOTTI 923/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0432$, Restaurateurs, and servers of food and drink. Type: cf. 1390*, 1526D$.
Link: |N0842, Cook as helper. |P0416.6.3$, Household cook (hireling). |P0448, Butcher.>

P0432.1$, Commercial cook (at restaurant).
Link: |P0416.6.3$, Household cook (hireling). |W0160.1$, Eating from market (at restaurant) reduces one's
moral worth.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 101 no. 14.>
P0432.2$, Server of food or drink (waiter, waitress, flight-attendant, etc.). Type: cf. 910C.
Link: |F0499.9.1$, Serving-boys of Paradise (wildân). |K2242, Treacherous steward. |W0256.3$,
Stereotyping: profession (occupation).

Ref.: ThaClabî 72-73/(crucified); DOTTI 572.>
P0432.2.1$, Hero (heroine) as waiter (waitress).
Link: |L0293.1$, By means of humble work impoverished (deposed) person restores self to former state
(status).>

P0433$, Peddler (vendor). Type: 1696.
Link: |K1817.4.1, Disguise as peddler.

Ref.: DOTTI 914.>
P0434$, Service broker: middleman, or middle-woman (dallâlah).
Ref.: Amîn 200; Lane 157 187 191; MITON; TAWT 368 n. 144 429 no. 17/{Plst}; Wickett
12/(c) 166.>
P0434.1$, Middleman's (auctioneer's) fee.
Link: |P0537, Payment of stipend [(wages)].>

P0434.1.0.1$, Auctioneer in slaves (nakhkhâs).
Link: |P0475.0.4$, Slave-raider (abductor of persons in order to sell them--"bringer: gallâb").

Ref.: MITON.>
P0434.1.1$, Auctioneer's fee (brokerage).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0434.1.1.1$, Ten per cent is middleman's fee.
Link: |P0537.5$, Auctioneer's fee to be paid by buyer.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 6/(safekeeping/storage of goods).>
P0434.5$, khâtibah: professional matchmaker (marriage broker).
Link: |T0053, Matchmakers.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Amîn 187; DOTTI 910 916/{Tns}; Lane 157; MITON; TAWT 366
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n. 101 382 n. 402.>
P0435, Usurer. Type: 890.
Ref.: Amîn 366; DOTTI 539.>
P0435.0.1$, Money-exchanger (banker).
Link: |P0437$, Treasurer (bursar, khâzindâr, sarrâf, et.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0435.0.2$, Banker as usurious money lender.
Link: |C0787.1$, Tabu: usurious lending or borrowing--(any interest on loaned money: ribâ/fâyiz).
|V0402$, Charitable banking: money lent, borrowed, or deposited without interest (`Islamic-banking,'
`Christian-banking').>

P0435.0.3$, Dishonest banker (swindler) pretending to be over-pious. Uses airs of religiosity to
mulct victims (depositors).
Link: |K2054, Pretended honesty to mulct victim. [Staged honest act leads onlooker (spectator) to trust
swindler with large sum of money].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 385.>
P0436$, Greedy (cruel) money-lender. Type: 890.
Link: |J1385.2$, Discourteous (inconsiderate) lenders.

Ref.: DOTTI 99 539 540 569/{Egy}.>
P0437$, Treasurer (bursar, khâzindâr, sarrâf, et.). Type: 922C$.
C

Link: |K2249.2, Treacherous treasurer. |P0760.2.1$, Public money (al-mâl al- âm, holdings of state
treasury/"bayt al-mâl").

Ref.: MITON.>
P0440, Artisans [(craftsmen)].
Link: |B0572.0.1$, Animals as artisans (craftsmen).>

P0440.1$, Artisan as trickster (cheat). Type: 613A1$,/613A1$,/980*.
Link: |J1128$, Other men (male characters) as tricksters. |W0111.2.10$, Procrastinating craftsmen
(hirelings, workers): "Tomorrow!".

Ref.: Amîn 93-94; DOTTI 713/{Egy}; Green Modern I 1 no. 1; MITON.>
P0441, Tailor.
Link: |A1453.0.1$, Cloth-making (tailoring) is a profession required for the living as well as the dead.
|A1453.8$, Origin of sewing.

Ref.: Amîn 1; Chauvin IX 29 no. 18; DOTTI 242 866 884 896/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0441.0.1$, Tailor as helper.
Link: |J1115.4, Clever tailor.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0441.0.1.1$, Hero (heroine) reaches forbidden island (river bank) by help of ferryman.
Link: |R0043, Captivity on island.

Ref.: Simpson 114-15; MITON.>
P0442, Baker. Type: 1534.
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Ref.: DOTTI 838.>
P0443, Miller. Type: 461.
Ref.: DOTTI 231.>
P0444, Cabinet-maker.
Link: |P0456, Carpenter.

Ref.: DOTTI 713/{Egy}; Green Modern I 1 no. 1.>
P0445, Weaver. Type: 888A*, 949*.
Link: |P0806.5.2$, Weaving as hobby.

Ref.: DOTTI 538 653.>
P0445.0.1$, Re-weaver (raffâ): mends tears or holes in cloth.
Ref.: Jâhiz V 303-4.>
P0445.3$, Cloth-making (weaving, tailoring) is a profession required for the living as well as the
dead.
Link: |A1453.2, Origin of weaving. |V0068.4.2$, Dead wrapped in shrouds.

Ref.: ThaClabî 23-24.>
P0445.5$, Carpet-weaver. Type: 949*.
Ref.: DOTTI 653 654/{Plst}.>
P0445.7$, Mat-weaver.>
P0446, Barber. Type: 782, 613A1$,/980*, 1233A$.
Ref.: Burton I 304 n. 1; DOTTI 3 404 442 683 720/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0446.1, Barber as bungler of plans. Type: 1233A$.
Link: |X0252, Jokes about barbers.

Ref.: Chauvin V 154ff. nos. 78ff. and n. 1; DOTTI 720 721/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0446.5$, Women's beautician (ballânah, mâshtah, Caggâfah, etc.).
Link: |P0424.7$, Midwife (dâyah, qâbilah). |P0446.9$, Women's bathhouse operator.

Ref.: Amîn 95; DOTTI 773/{Tns}; MITON.>
P0446.5.1$, Blind woman as beautician: praises facial features of crazy customer.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1968.>
P0446.7$, Bathhouse (public) operator.
Ref.: DOTTI 3 404 683/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0446.7.1$, Covetous (treacherous) bathhouse operator. Type: cf. 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: DOTTI 683.>
P0446.9$, Women's bathhouse operator. Type: 1384A$.
C

Link: |P0446.5$, Women's beautician (ballânah, mâshtah, aggâfah, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 780.>
P0447, Smith [(blacksmith)].
Ref.: DOTTI 874/{lit.}.>
P0447.0.2$, Smith as helper.
Link: |K0749.14$, Smith cuts fetters and helps captives escape.
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Ref.: MITON.>
P0447.7.0.1$, Jeweler (goldsmith).
Link: |F0826.5$, Marvelous jewelry (unique pieces of precious stones, e.g., individual gem, diamond ring,
pearl necklace, ruby bracelets, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 636-37; DOTTI 184 640 750/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ring
of Alî" no. 55, "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
P0447.7, Goldsmith as lover. Type: 779F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 277 437 482/{Irq, Qtr}; Hâdî al-Sharbattî Turâth I:10 63-68; MITON.>
P0447.7.1$, Jeweler (goldsmith, silversmith) as helper.
Ref.: Alf II 53; Burton III 186 n.>
P0447.8, Covetous goldsmith.>
P0447.8.1$, Goldsmith (jeweler) as villain.
C

Link: |L0363, Goldsmith gives money to one who addressed him as friend (the goldsmith had no friends
because he has cheated everybody). |P0431.2$, Merchant as trickster (cheat).

Ref.: Burton III 186 n.>
P0448, Butcher.
Link: |P0432$, Restaurateurs, and servers of food and drink.

Ref.: Maspero 17 no. 1; Boqarî 35; MITON.>
P0449$, Seaman (sailor, mariner). Type: 936A$.
Link: |P0413, Ferryman.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 91-94 no. A-4; Maspero 100 no. 5 281 no. 21; Ibshîhî 621; DOTTI
639; Juhaymân (al-) V 309-14 no. 21; Kamâl 173.>
P0449.0.1$, Sindbad the sailor (seaman, mariner). Type: 936A$.
Ref.: Maspero 195 no. 13/(passim n. C; Chauvin VII no. 373 3-29; DOTTI 639; Ritter I.3
125-63 no. 63.>
P0449.0.5$, Seaman's desire to be at sea (to travel). Type: 936A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 344 639 640/{lit.}.>
P0449.3$, Ship captain (nokhadhah). Type: 936A$.
Link: |F0841.0.2$, Navigation of Noah's ark's.

Ref.: DOTTI 68 544 639/{Omn}; Kamâl 167-68; Shawqî 304 [no. 31].>
P0449.3.1$, Cruel ship-captain.
Ref.: Cachia 233 (lecherous).>
P0449.3.2$, Kind ship-captain.>
P0449.3.2.1$, Passenger(s) invited to eat at ship-captain's table.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0449.4$, Diver. Type: 971B$, cf. 434*.
Ref.: DOTTI 676; Kamâl 163-64, 170; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 670-x-no. 5.>
P0449.4.1$, Diver seeking sea treasure (pearls, gold, or the like).
Link: |P0488.1$, Open-pit miner. Seeking precious stones (metals) on mountain tops, valley floors, etc.
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Ref.: MITON; Burton VI 60 n. 1/(pearl-fisheries).>
P0449.5$, Old seaman against sea.>
P0450$, Potter.
Link: |V0223.10.3$, Saint as potter (potter-saint).

Ref.: DOTTI 654/{Egy}.>
P0451, Spinner.
Link: |F0662.0.2$, If a woman is skillful she would be able to knit (spin) with donkey's legs.>

P0452, Dressmaker (milliner, [seamstress], etc.). Type: 879.
Link: |P0775.2.1.1$, Gratuity given (demanded) at occurrence of happy event [Y]. |T0053.9.2.1$,
Seamstress as matchmaker (go-between). |T0132.3.1.2$, "Opening of scissors [for tailoring bride's gowns]
(fathit el-miqass)".

Ref.: TAWT 160 427 no. 15/{Egy}.>
P0453, Shoemaker.
Ref.: Muhawi-Kanaana 307-17 no. 44; Shamy (el-) Egypt 86-87 143, 174/cf.>
P0453.0.1$, Cobbler. Type: 801, 859F$, 905A*.
Ref.: Aswad (al-) 307-9; CAbd-al-Hâdî 142-47 no. 33; Chauvin VI 81 no. 250; DOTTI 479;
MITON; Muhawi-Kanaana 307-17 no. 44/("shoemaker")/cf.>
P0454, Hatter.
Ref.: Hasaballâh Yahyâ Turâth I:4 75-77.>
P0455, Mason (bricklayer [builder]). Type: 950.
Ref.: Maspero 197 no. 14; DOTTI 655.>
P0455.1$, Architect. Type: 950, cf. 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: DOTTI 655 683.>
P0455.1.1$, Skillful architect.
Link: |F0770.1$, Marvelous building technique (architecture).

Ref.: Maspero 289 no. 22 n. 1.>
P0456, Carpenter.
Link: |P0444, Cabinet-maker.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 276.>
P0456.0.1$, Boat-builder (shipbuilder).
Link: |A1445.1.1$, Noah's ark (fulk) as first ship built. |F0671, Skillful shipbuilder.>

P0458, Woodsman.>
P0458.1$, Firewood (underbrush) gatherer-vendor (hattâb). Type: 327H$, 676, 1168B, cf. 729.
Link: |L0113.5, Woodcutter hero. |P0169.1.4$, Poor firewood (underbrush) garner.

Ref.: DOTTI 166 368 403 711; MITON.>
P0459, Other artisans.>
P0459.3$, Clothes dyer. Type: 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: Chauvin V 15 no. 10; DOTTI 3 404 683/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0459.3.1$, Clothes-"Ironing-man" (laundry-shop).
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Link: |P0416.1$, Full-time servant (maidservant).>

P0459.6$, Plumber. Type: 1726*.
C

Link: |H0589.4$, Riddle: "Due to her faddishness (bid ), a lady would urinate out of her toe." Answer:
faucet. |Z0196.4$, Symbolism: faucet, pipe (hollow), sink, etc.--vagina.

Ref.: DOTTI 923.>
P0459.7$, Mechanic. Type: cf. 1110$.
Link: |Z0197.2.1$, Sodomy in the `factory of human beings (i.e., bathhouse)' explained: mechanic
installing (opening) exhaust pipe (muffler).

Ref.: DOTTI 703.>
P0460, Other trades and professions.>
P0461, Soldier.>
P0461.0.1$, Soldierly behavior--(deeds befitting a soldier).>
P0461.0.2$, Un-soldierly behavior--(deeds unbecoming a soldier).
Link: |P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts.

Ref.: Maspero 256 no. 17 n. 2.>
P0461.0.2.1$, Self-mutilation to avoid military service.
Link: |P0711, Patriotism. |P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts. |S0160.1, Self-mutilation. |S0165,
Mutilation: putting out eyes.

Ref.: Lane 195.>
P0462$, Policeman (detective, etc.).
Link: |L0167$, Robber (thief) becomes policeman (lawman).>

P0462.1$, Skilled policeman.
Link: |J1115.10.3$, Clever district-attorney (detective).>

P0462.1.1$, Robber (outlaw, master thief) employed as policeman (detective). Type: 950, 952, 1525.
Link: |H0486.5$, Test of paternity: a bastard is recognized by another bastard. |J0763$, Appropriate
(strong) action for difficult problems--(play the correct social role). |L0167$, Robber (thief) becomes
policeman (lawman). |N0884.1, Robber helps king. |P0194.9.1$, Ex-prisoners (`ex-felons$, `sawâbiq$,
etc.) as a social category. |P0475, Robber. |P0547$, Instruments of law courts (means of law enforcement).
|V0528$, Sinner becomes saint.

Ref.: DOTTI 122 357 655 821 822/{Mrc}; MITON.>
P0462.3$, Unskilled policeman.
Link: |P0143.2$, Abuse of power (authority) by police.>

P0462.3.1$, Rustic (countryman) as rural policeman (ghafîr).
Link: |J1705.1.1.1$, The rustic countryman in the army (police).>

P0463$, Executioner (hangman). Type: 838.
Link: |K0512, Compassionate executioner. A servant charged with killing the hero (heroine) arranges the
escape of the latter. |P0014.15.5$, King's court executioner (hangman). |P0514.1$, Public execution of
sentence (amputation, hanging, whipping, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 459; TAWT 364 n. 56 416.>
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P0465$, Faith-healer, or exorciser. Type: 1641B1$, cf. 810, 817*, 1168.
Link: |D1712, Soothsayer (diviner, oracle, etc.). [(kâhin and the craft of kihânah)]. |P0427.5, Druid as
physician [(witch-doctor, practitioner of natural folk medicine))]. |P0611.3.1.1$, Women's talk
(superstitious ways, old wives' tales, old wives' medicine, etc.). |F0959.8.2$, Treating mental illness by
reorganization (rearrangement) of communal expectations (social roles). Thus, patient is better adjusted for
living in community.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 185-86; DOTTI 106 153 448 449 565 711 882 889 929/{Egy, Egy, Plst};
Littmann Tigré 309-10 no. 113/cf.; RAFE 299 n. 11.>
P0465.1$, Azâr-priestess: (kodyah).
Link: |P0427.0.3, Women druids.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Belif Characters" 26-29: "Arab Mythology" no. 119-1 RAFE 50 n. 158
102 n. 366; Walker-IsmâCîl 61 n. 1.>
P0465.5$, Azâr-priestess's assistant(s).>
P0465.5.1$, Male as zâr-priestess's assistant.>
P0465.5.1.1$, Effeminate male as zâr-priestess's assistant: ('udyah).
Link: |P0198.0.1$, Effeminate male (mukhannath).

Ref.: RAFE 94 n. 311.>
P0465.6$, Characteristic ways of exorciser.
Ref.: Jâhiz VI 199.>
P0465.6.1$, Eccentric (wild) behavior of exorcisers.
Link: |F0567, Wild man. Man lives alone in wood like a beast.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 185-86.>
P0465.6.1.1$, Exorciser adopts lifestyle (ways) of spirit (jinn, demons, etc.).
Link: |G0303.22.5.1$, Desecration of holy objects so as to please devil (sihr-suflî).

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 186.>
P0465.7$, Exorciser's (magician's) skills.
Ref.: Jâhiz VI 199.>
P0465.7.1$, Unskilled exorciser summons jinni but fails to dismiss him (her). Type: cf. 1168,
1641B1$.
Link: |D2198.6$, Insanity (illness) or death from trafficking with spirits (jinn). |D2198.7.1$, Failure at
dismissing summoned spirit: harmful consequences. (Summoner injured, possessed, or otherwise attacked).
|N0430.2$, Efficacious exorciser requested abroad.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 199/(may become insane or die).>
P0469$, Newsman, reporter, informant, etc.--('ikhbârî). Type: 910Z$.
Link: |F0628.2.1.1$, Hero kills all attackers except one: survivor is to report news of battle. |K0442.2$,
Dishonest informant falsifies information (for reward--material or non-material). |P0012.15.5.1$, Historical
narratives and legends ('akhbâr) are habitual topics of conversations of kings (not of merchants/al-sûqah).
|P0427.4.1, Fear of druidic lampoon as activating power. |Z0013.11.1$, Uncertainty about accuracy of
truthful report: "And God knows best", "And God is Omniscient" (or the like).>
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P0469.1$, Publication of news.
Link: |F0963.5$, Wind carries news (message). |P0514$, Publication of court's (king's) penalty (sentence).
|P0743.2$, Publication of homage to ruler--(usually in the form of public praise). |W0144$, The need to
inform (let it be known, publicize). |W0162$, Fame preferred to material gains. |W0163$, Infamy
(notoriety).

Ref.: DOTTI 308 645/{Alg}.>
P0469.0.1$, A news-bearer (envoy, messenger) is required only to convey the message.
Link: |P0324.3.1$, Messenger's (envoy's, ambassador's) life inviolable. |Q0243.1.3.1$, Bearer of illicit
(incestuous) love letter punished. |Z0013.8.1.1$, `Conveyer of disbelief (kufr) is not a disbeliever'.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0469.1.1$, Publication of news via media of mass communication (town-crier, tom-tom beater,
radio, etc.). Type: 300, 314, 707, 950.
Link: |P0014.20, Tom-tom beater to spread the news of kingship. |W0161.0.1$, Publicity matters.
(Knowledge by public is important).

Ref.: Maspero 201 no. 14; DOTTI 97 135 238 272 386 655/{Alg}; MITON.>
P0469.1.1.1$, Drum (tom-tom) beaten to declare newsworthy occurrence (event).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0469.2$, Publication of certain event via musical procession--zaffah (for wedding, circumcision,
pilgrimage, release from prison, or the like). Type: 910K1$.
Link: |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music) mistaken for happy event. |P0193.5$, Cheering crowd
(declares approval). |P0950$, Religious Calendar Celebrations. |P0960$, Life cycle celebration. |P0965$,
Celebration of a wedding. |T0132.3.2$, Publication of completion of bridal furnishings (shuwâr): street
procession. |U0119.8.1.1$, `To be dressed musically (for music band), [but making no sound].' Many
musicians in uniform, but only a few actually play.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 160 no. 34; TAWT 46 no. 10/(résumé.) 150 no. 13 201 no.
24 221 no. 26 212 no. 25 221 no. 26 261 no. 32 276 278 no. 34 282 no. 35.>
P0469.3$, Wanderer (traveler, stranger) as source of news. Type: 910Z$.
Link: |P0191, Social status of foreigners. |P0431.1, Merchants as spreaders of news.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0469.4$, Missing person or object found through mass-media publication.>
P0469.4.1$, Absent relative or friends found through advertising on mass-media (town crier, radio,
etc.).
Link: |J1142.5$, Woman's (girl's) picture hung in public place (bathhouse, marketplace, etc.) to see who
will react to it. |N0730, Accidental reunion of families. |T0014.3$, Woman's (girl's) picture hung in public
place (bathhouse, marketplace, etc.) to attract suitors.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0469.4.2$, Reward promised publicly for information on missing person or object. Type: 881, cf.
432.
Link: |H0021, Recognition through picture. Picture is publicly displayed and brings about recognition of
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lost person. |Q0070$, Being bearer of good news (tidings) rewarded.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0469.5$, "Bad news travel fast".
Link: |J1675.2, Clever ways of breaking bad news to a king, who will kill bearer of bad news. |U0267.1.1$,
I said: "My head hurts"; the next day they, as far as the seventh town, came to walk in my funeral
procession.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1124.>
P0469.5.1$, News that must be paid for today will be for free tomorrow.
Ref.: Taymûr 3055.>
P0470$, Story-teller (narrator, tale-teller--muhaddith).
Link: |F0670$, Skillful story-teller (bard, reporter, etc.). |F0956.7.6.2$, Narrating (tale-telling, giving
descriptions of life and living) sets mind at ease. |J0163.5.3.1$, Owner of story sets tale-telling conditions
for buyer (teller-to-be). |J0170$, Wisdom acquired from story (personal life history, parable, exemplum, or
the like). |P0112.3$, Vizier as tale-teller. |P0427.7, Poet. |T0604.0.1$, Women (mothers, nurses, sisters,
etc.) provide infant with first contact with world: (socialization, enculturation). |T0604.4$, Mother
entertains infant. |Z0013.11.1$, Uncertainty about accuracy of truthful report: "And God knows best",
"And God is Omniscient" (or the like).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz I 343-45; Ibn-CAasim no. 278; ThaClabî 203/(in Samarqand); Ibshîhî
143-44; Burton I 162-65.>
P0470.0.1$, Tale-teller needed (required)--so as to tell story. Type: 910Z$, 1920E1$, cf. 465,
1920H.
Link: |H1382.2, Quest for unknown story (epic). |F0956.7.6.3$, Listening to stories (or watching
enactments of life and living) sets mind at ease. |J0163.5.3$, Precious story: narrator sets conditions for
tale-telling. |M0342.0.1$, Prophecy: calamities and social strife will befall kingdom. |P0014.14, King
requires everyone who comes before him to tell a story.

Ref.: Maspero 23 no. 2 281-82 no. 21; Simpson 234; DOTTI 236 578 640 895 951/{lit.};
MITON.>
P0470.0.2$, The "first" person to tell stories.
Ref.: Damîrî I 195.>
P0470.0.2.1$, First narrator of stories in certain country or nation.
Ref.: Damîrî I 195.>
P0470.1$, Tale-teller as adventurer. Type: 936A$, 1645D$.
Link: |J0169$, sîrah/siyar: personal life-history (biography, vita). |J1150.1$, Eyewitness account
(testimony) more reliable than hearsay. |Q0092$, Reward for unique story (life-experience).

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 147-49; DOTTI 521 578 639 640 895/{lit.}.>
P0470.2$, Tale-teller as exaggerator (liar). Type: cf. 1920.
Link: |P0426.0.2$, Cleric as preacher (orator, khatîb). |X0900, Humor of lies and exaggeration [(fashr,
C

ma r, shalkh), etc.]. |X0905, Lying contests.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 178; DOTTI 949.>
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P0470.3$, Adventurer (traveler) motivated by desire to learn stories (reports, news) of other peoples.
Type: 936A$.
Link: |J1077.1$, Traveling allows interaction with (knowledge of) different peoples (races, nations, ethnic
groups).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0471, Actor.
Ref.: Amîn 284-85.>
P0471.1, Actors banished along with Vagabonds.>
P0472$, Puppeteer (shadow-play operator, qaragoaz, etc.).
Link: |P0483.1$, quradâtî (monkey-trainer).

Ref.: Amîn 320-21; Lane 388-90.>
P0473$, gaCîdî/qaCîdî (vagabond, rogue, etc.).
Link: |P0169.8$, Poor stranded traveler(s). |P0192.8$, tanbal (`idler': obese court jester). |W0111, Laziness.

Ref.: Amîn 137; Spitta Grammatik 449-56 no. 4, 485-48 no. 11.>
P0474$, Professional murderer. Hired killer murders for pay, contract killer, etc. Type: cf. 756C,
756C1$, 838.
Link: |P0551.0.2.2$, Mercenary soldier dos not fight for the nation. |P0502.3.1.1$, Assassin. |S0103.2$,
Murder committed during robbery. |S0104$, Murder for pay (profit).

Ref.: DOTTI 415 459; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5; T. alHakîm Yawmiyyât 130-31.>
P0475, Robber.
Link: |N0884, Robber as helper. |Z0063.7.5.2$, "Our boring (digging) led into an empty storehouse
(barn)".

Ref.: Jâhiz II 366-67; DOTTI 35 69 427 893/{lit., Mrc}; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 354-56.>
P0475.0.1$, Grave robber (`nabbâsh'). Type: 950.
Link: |N0520$, Treasure (riches) hidden in tomb (grave, cemetery). |V0061.0.2.2$, Grave (tomb) violated
(vandalized, robbed, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 197 no. 14; DOTTI 656; Khalîfah 171/(forgiven); Shamy (el-) Egypt 123 no.
19, cf. 215 no. 55, "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41/cf.>
P0475.0.1.1$, Shroud thief.
Link: |E0478.1$, Indignities to corpse (by living person). |V0068.4.2.1$, Cotton shroud.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 123 no. 19; Sulaymân 184 no. VIII-9; TAWT 416 no. 4-1/{Sml};
Yâfi)î 109.>
P0475.0.2$, Robber of livestock. Type: cf. 880A$.
Link: |H1229.5$, Quest undertaken: acquiring bride wealth (mahr). |P0559.1.3$, War (raid) as means of
acquiring wealth.

Ref.: DOTTI 516 674/{Sdn}; Hujelân 255 no. 36-4; MITON; TAWT 388-89 n. 510 -(SDN).>
P0475.0.2.1$, Band of livestock-robbers (raiders).
C

Link: |P0475, Robber. |P0477.2$, The banished (sa âlîk) as robbers. |P0551.0.1, Band of professional
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warriors. |P0563$, Intertribal wars (raid and counter-raid).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 273; Hujelân 255 no. 36-4; Littmann 61 no. 45: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 93.>
P0475.0.2.3$, Horse thief. Type: 969$.
Link: |F0989.17, Marvelously swift horse. |W0014.1$, Robber, disguised as old man on the road, steals
marvelous horse when owner dismounts to help him. Moved by owner's request not to reveal how he got
the horse in order not to discredit chivalry, thief returns horse.

Ref.: DOTTI 672; MITON.>
P0475.0.3$, Pirate (robber on waterways).
Link: |R0217.7$, Sea chase: escape and pursuit by means of ships.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0475.0.3.1$, Treacherous pirate (smuggler).>
P0475.0.3.1.1$, Pirate (smuggler) throws person (cargo) overboard.
Link: |K1931.1, Impostors throw hero overboard into sea. |S0142, Person thrown into water and
abandoned.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0475.0.4$, Slave-raider (abductor of persons in order to sell them--"bringer: gallâb").
Link: |D1476.5.1$, Demon-servant of magic object abducts persons to become slaves. |K1817.4.0.1$,
Disguise as slaver (merchant in slaves). |P0434.1.0.1$, Auctioneer in slaves (nakhkhâs). |R0062$, Person
sold into forced prostitution (`white slavery').

Ref.: Burton III 340 n.>
P0475.0.7$, Highwayman (bandit) attacks traveller(s).
Link: |N0884, Robber as helper. |N0887.1$, Man enters home to kill owner (for revenge) but finds himself
saving owner's wife from attackers. |P0731.0.3.1$, Bedouins (tribe) as raiders (bandits): they attack village,
caravan, traveler, etc., to get booty. |S0103.2$, Murder committed during robbery. |V0085.5$, Happenings
(to pilgrim) during journey to (from) holy land.

Ref.: Simpson 217 n. 17; Boqarî 44 187; Burton III 207-208 IV 151 VIII 336; Shamy (el-)
Egypt 161 no. 35; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-a.>
P0475.1.0.1$, Band of robbers (raiders, highwaymen, marauders, etc.) Type: 506, 326, 850**, 950.
Link: |N0765, Meeting with robber band. |P0009.1$, Voluntary associations and social clubs.

Ref.: DOTTI 675/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0475.1.1$, Forty robbers. Type: 676, 954.
Link: |Z0071.12, Formulistic number: forty. |Z0071.12.2.2$, Forty saints (saint's shrines).

Ref.: DOTTI 107 118 122 368 660 661 665/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 5 no. 1.>
P0475.2, Robbers defeated and killed. Type: 850**, 950, 954, 956A-E$, cf. 1341A, 1530*, 1577*,
1654.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 254; Ibshîhî 446; DOTTI 214 470 656 660 661 665 834 867 899/{Egy,
Mrc}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-a, "Gamîl and Khâlid" no.
12-c.>
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P0475.3$, Honor among thieves.
Link: |N0887$, Unlikely helpers. |U0010.1.2$, Justice (honor) among band of thieves, who are unjust to
the public, is necessary for the band's cohesion.

Ref.: DOTTI 846/{Sdn}; MITON.>
P0475.3.1$, A dog does not bite his brother's ear.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2981.>
P0476$, Female robber.
Link: |K0302, Female master thief.

Ref.: DOTTI 823 908/{lit.}.>
P0476.1$, Band of forty female robbers.
Link: |F0565, Women warriors or hunters. |Z0071.12.2$, Forty persons (maidens, slaves, etc.).

Ref.: Chauvin VIII 163 no. 174; DOTTI 161 243 254 339 400/{Irq, Jrd, Plst}; Gh. al-Hasan
"Al-'Urdunî" 33-36 no. 9; Littmann al-Quds 192-99 (Arabische 299-309); Wehr 108 no. 5; AGSFC:
BHR 86-4 15-x-x; CFMC: Oases 71-3 3-2-no. [6].>
P0477$, Band of banished (expelled) men (`saCâlîk', matârîd).
Link: |K2360.1$, Gorilla warfare: surprise attacks and quick escapes (usually by bands of fighters).
C

|Q0440.2$, Punishment: expulsion from tribe or nation (khal : `extraction').

Ref.: Hujelân 255 no. 36-4.>
P0477.1$, The banished (saCâlîk) value individualism highly.
Link: |Q0431, Punishment: banishment (exile).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 11 n. 32.>
P0477.2$, The banished (saCâlîk) as robbers.
Link: |P0475.0.2.1$, Band of livestock-robbers (raiders).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 273.>
P0479$, Dream-interpreter. Type: 517A$, 725.

Link: |D1712.3, Interpreter of dreams [by magic means]. |H0580, Enigmatic statements. Apparently
senseless remarks (or acts) interpreted figuratively prove wise. |M0302.7, Prophesy through dreams.

Ref.: ThaClabî 188; Ibshîhî 443-44; Boqarî 33-35; DOTTI 286 400.>
P0479.1$, Interpreter of dreams sought (to interpret vision). Type: 517A$.
Link: |Z0100, Symbolism.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 443-44.>
P0480$, Fortune-teller (`psychic$, etc.). Type: 1641.
Link: |D1274, Magic fetish. [Amulet]. |J0464.1$, Choice: to hear about past events, or future happenings
(predictions, prophecies).

Ref.: DOTTI 610 611 858 886 887 896/{Egy, lit., Tns}.>
P0481, Astrologer. Type: cf. 930, 938, 1641.
Link: |D1712.0.1, Astrologer-magician. |M0302.4, Horoscope taken by means of stars. [Astrology].
|P0429.1, Astronomers.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 269; DOTTI 622 642 886; Lane 259-60/cf.; MITON.>
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P0482, Painter (artist). Type: 653C$,/954:II, cf. 921P$.
Link: |J1675.4.1$, Painting the one-eyed, one-legged tyrant: aiming arrow, with one eye closed, kneeling
on one knee.

Ref.: DOTTI 599.>
P0482.0.1$, Sculptor (artist). Type: cf. 653C$,/954:II.
Link: |P0425, Scribe.

Ref.: Maspero 288 no. 22; DOTTI 359.>
P0483, Juggler ([hâwî, conjurer, `magician']).
Ref.: Lane 384-86.>
P0483.1$, quradâtî (monkey-trainer).
Link: |J0071$, Monkey taught (learns) to perform tricks through making him watch slow-learning animal
(goat) being punished (killed). |P0472$, Puppeteer (shadow-play operator, qaragoaz, etc.).

Ref.: Amîn 321; Lane 388.>
P0483.3$, Snake-charmer (hâwî, `RifâCî').
C

Link: |D2156.5.0.1$, Saint has control over reptiles. (`er-Rifâ iyyah' Brotherhood). |V0229.3, Saint
banishes snakes.

Ref.: Amîn 419; DOTTI 61/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0483.3.1$, Snake charmer as a cheat.
Link: |D1311.13.4$, Twig (reed) used for divining where vipers hide (by scent).

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 191 194-95 419-420/(Caliph tests).>
P0483.4$, Acrobat (performer of gymnastic marvels).
Link: |F0699.1, Marvelous dancers. |P0807.3.3$, Watching rhythmic body-movements (sport-dancing, cf.
cheerleading) as recreation.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0484$, Historian (mu'arrikh, "'akhbârî"). Type: cf. 1873$.
Link: |J0169$, sîrah/siyar: personal life-history (biography, vita). |J0464.1$, Choice: to hear about past
events, or future happenings (predictions, prophecies). |P0012.15.5.1$, Historical narratives and legends
('akhbâr) are habitual topics of conversations of kings (not of merchants/al-sûqah). |Z0024.1.4$, History of
the world (life) in one sentence: "Born, lived, died". |Z0122.0.1$, History personified.

Ref.: Damîrî II 182; DOTTI 940.>
P0484.0.1$, Social status of historians.
Link: |P0485.0.1$, Characteristic behavior of the philosophical scholar (historian, interpreter of sacred
dogma, etc.).>

P0485, Philosopher. Type: 1501, cf. 1873$.
Ref.: DOTTI 816; MITON.>
P0485.0.1$, Characteristic behavior of the philosophical scholar (historian, interpreter of sacred
dogma, etc.). Type: cf. 924A.
Link: |P0484.0.1$, Social status of historians. |U0252$, Philosopher must reduce his long book to one
sentence: king has been awaiting book too long and is about to die. |W0116.9$, Pretended (excessive)
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accuracy: needless (irrelevant) fine details cited.

Ref.: DOTTI 610.>
P0485.0.1.1$, Philosophical scholars are infatuated with the odd (irregular).
Ref.: Damîrî II 182.>
P0485.1, Treacherous philosopher.>
P0485.5$, Little demand in job market for the learned (with theoretical, abstract, or mere academic
knowledge).
Link: |J0251, Practical knowledge more vital than theoretical. |P0770$, Markets: buying, selling, trading.
|U0086$, Scarcity renders the common valuable, abundance renders the valuable common (mundane).
|U0248.6.1$, Scribe's mental set (imagination, phantasy).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0486$, Undertaker(s). Type: 1654, cf. 1536, 1536B.
Link: |X0419$, Jokes on undertakers and their associates.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 466 no. 283; Boqarî 11-12; DOTTI 677 844 874 899 903 920/{Egy,
lit.}; Mursî "Fayyûm" 193-96 no. 41; TAWT 450.>
P0486.1$, Embalmer.
Link: |A1591.4.2.1$, Isis as first embalmer. |P0424.10$, Herbalist.

Ref.: Ions 131; Maspero lx-lxii.>
P0486.9$, Other professions associated with disposing of (human) corpse.
Link: |P0410.1$, "Unskilled laborer".>

P0486.9.1$, Grave-digger.
Link: |P0410.1$, "Unskilled laborer". |P0489.1$, Lowly (dirty) professions.

Ref.: DOTTI 416 920/{lit.}.>
P0488$, Miner.
Link: |A1448, Origin of mining. |P0415, Collier [(coal miner)].>

P0488.1$, Open-pit miner. Seeking precious stones (metals) on mountain tops, valley floors, etc.
Type: 936*.
Link: |F0679.12.1$, Precious stones (diamonds, emeralds, etc.) retrieved from bottom of inaccessible
valley with the help of vultures. (Meat thrown from great heights into valley, stones adhere to meat,
vultures carry meat along with stones to valley ridge where miners can collect them). |P0449.4.1$, Diver
seeking sea treasure (pearls, gold, or the like).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 510; DOTTI 640; MITON.>
P0489$, Professions--miscellaneous.>
P0489.1$, Lowly (dirty) professions.
Link: |P0412.2, Swineherd. |P0418.2$-(formerly, P0418$), Animal (donkey, mule, etc.) driver.
|P0486.9.1$, Grave-digger.>

P0489.1.1$, Azabbâl (garbage, manure) collector.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 14.>
P0489.1.2$, Street sweeper.>
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P0489.1.2.1$, Sources of income for street sweeper.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 616.>
P0489.1.3$, Stoker: furnace operator (in public facility).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0500-P599, Government.>
P0500, Government.
Ref.: Dickson Desert 314-15 no. 7.>
P0500.0.1$, Types of rule (government): hereditary, election, selection, revolutionary-council,
choice by lot (etc.). Type: 920B.
Ref.: DOTTI 84 587/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0500.0.2$, Interim government (temporary governor, ruler).>
P0500.0.2.1$, Regency (trusteeship): right to rule delegated temporarily to regent(s) or trustee(s).
Link: |J1634, To follow the king. In order to test a favorite, a king says that he is going to retire from the
world and offers the regency to the favorite. On advice from his philosopher, the favorite says that he is
going to accompany the king into retirement. |P0112$, Trusted vizier (royal minister). |P0760.4.1$, Legal
trustee (guardian) of orphan's property.

Ref.: Ions 51/(Isis); Damîrî II 130-34; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 122; MITON.>
P0500.0.2.1.1$, Female regent (daughter, widow, wife, etc.) of former ruler appointed regent until
legal heir is able to assume rule.
Link: |P0017.0.4.9.1$, Female (daughter, sister, wife) denied kingship (succession to throne).
|P0500.1.0.1$, A governmental (high) post is a term-assignment, not a perpetual designation (for occupant).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 187-88; Ions 51 65/(Isis); Zîr 46.>
P0500.0.3$, Principles (the craft) of governing: things a competent king (ruler) must do in order to
succeed.
Link: |J0152.3, Philosopher instructs youth regarding conduct. |J0154, Wise words of dying father.
|P0012.6.1, Four duties of king to subjects: devotion, protection of subjects, justice, and increase of his
kingdom. |P0017.3, Dying king names successor. |P0500.1$, Government under inherited right to rule
subjects--(authoritarian, rights of kings). |P0710.0.1$, Super-power (powerful nation, empire).

Ref.: Simpson 161-62, 181-92; MITON.>
P0500.0.3.1$, Ruler as shepherd. Ruler's responsibilities towards subjects (citizens).
Link: |A0102.13.1$, God as shepherd of flock (of believers). |P0500.1.0.1$, A governmental (high) post is
a term-assignment, not a perpetual designation (for occupant). |U0062.5.1$, Hungry citizen (subject)
wishes for the fall of rule (state) in which he has no share: "Not due to hate, but due to hope [for better
opportunity under different government]". |Z0194.1.6$, Sheep symbolism (`flock').

Ref.: Maspero 56 no. 3 n. 2/cf.; Damîrî II 190.>
P0500.0.3.1.1$, Ruler must be obeyed.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 128.>
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P0500.0.3.2$, Deeds done by ruler to gain popularity--(e.g., reduce taxes, release prisoners, or the
like).
Link: |P0532.2$, Ruler increases (intends to increase) taxes. |P0537.2$, Ruler increases employees's
stipends: wins their support. |Q0117.1$, Exemption from paying tax as reward. (Usually for a certain
period). |Z0066$, Formulas signifying endearment.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 28.>
P0500.0.3.2.1$, Avoid execution as punishment (apply lesser penalty).
Link: |J0171.9$, Proverbial wisdom: "Dos" and "Don'ts" in form of counsel--miscellaneous. |Q0217.1$,
Treason is to be punished with death. |Q0410.0.2$, Capital punishment is to be avoided.

Ref.: Simpson 183.>
P0500.0.4$, Government by election (selection) of ruler by citizens (subjects). (Republic,
democracy). Type: cf. 221.
Link: |H0171, Animal (object) indicates election of ruler. |J0412.1, Prince of democratic taste chosen.
|J2055$, Shortsighted choice of ruler (government). |P0011.7$, Ruler (king) chosen by mass pledge of
C

allegiance (bay ah). |P0502.1.1$, Conflict over elections for parliament.

Ref.: DOTTI 84.>
P0500.1$, Government under inherited right to rule subjects--(authoritarian, rights of kings).
Link: |J1809.3.2$, Ruler's (king's) mildness should not be mistaken for weakness. |K1067.2$, Ruler feigns
intent to abdicate (resign, etc.) so as to find out who will agree with him: those who do not object to plan
are accused of disloyalty (treachery). |P0011, Choice of king. |P0012.0.1$, Kings's pride. |P0804.1$, "The
Knot (Whip) and the Seal (Scepter) [of Government]": game in which the winner monopolizes executive
authority (administering punishment to loser), and the judicial authority (assessing punishment). Winner
labeled: "King of his epoch"; i.e., a despot or dictator". |W0204$, Passion for authority and the powerful
(dictatorship).

Ref.: DOTTI 230/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0500.1.0.1$, A governmental (high) post is a term-assignment, not a perpetual designation (for
occupant).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0500.1.1$, Absolute power corrupts.
Link: |J0246.5$, Might is senseless (irrational).

@P0501.2.1.1$, "Pharaoh was asked, `What made you a tyrant?' He replied, `There was no
one to check me'". |P0509.1$, Powers of tribal chiefs. |U0010.3.1.1$, Injustice lurks (is latent) in
human psyche (nafs), powerfulness evokes it, powerlessness (personal weakness) suppresses it.
|U0029.2.1$, "Justice should prevail over brute strength". |U0037.2$, `The strong are abusive'.
Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75/(poem): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121.>
P0500.1.2$, King's injustice. Type: 462, 513C, 908A$, 1609$, cf. 985.
Link: |P0012.6.0.1$, Just king (ruler). |P0012.16.1$, King ignorant of condition of subjects. |U0010.1.0.1$,
`Justice is the foundation of rule (kingship, legitimacy, government)'. |U0011.2.1.1$, King punishes thief:
wise onlooker: "Big thief punishing small!" or "The one that steals openly is punishing the one that steals
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secretly!".

Ref.: DOTTI 233 270 567 688 874; MITON.>
P0500.1.2.1$, Ruler's court is accessible to all.
Link: |J0914.3$, Pharaoh shows humility by having his court accessible to all people. |Q0296.3$, Just ruler
rewarded.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 135.>
P0500.1.3$, Tyrannical king views subjects as slaves (surfs).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0500.2$, Folly of ignoring wishes (opinion) of the majority. (Destructive to nation).
Link: |J0021.57.1$, "Do not ignore the opinion (wishes) of the majority". |W0204$, Passion for authority
and the powerful (dictatorship).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54.>
P0500.3$, Silencing the opposition.>
P0500.3.1$, Absolute (despotic) ruler disposes of notables opposed to his conduct.
Link: |K0811.1, Enemies invited to banquet and killed. |N0340.0.1.2$, Hasty killing of community notables
(elders) regretted; in time of national crisis they are needed for their wisdom and experience. |S0110.1, Old
people killed in famine.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0500.4$, Despotic rule is better than prevailing sedition ("sultân ghashûm, khayrun min fitnah
tadûm").
Link: |P0506.3.0.2$, Insurgency (disobeying ruler) destroys the foundations of the state (faith, religion).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 45.>
P0501$, Impersonal (abstract) government.
Ref.: Ibrahim Assaulting with Words 31.>
P0501.0.1$, Political estrangement or alienation: absence of sense of national belonging
(citizenship).
Link: |P0501.2$, Political indifference (quietism). |P0743$, Fealty (walâ'), and partisanship. |U0062.5.1$,
Hungry citizen (subject) wishes for the fall of rule (state) in which he has no share: "Not due to hate, but
due to hope [for better opportunity under different government]".

Ref.: DOTTI 446.>
P0501.0.1.1$, Excessive seclusion of ruler (from subjects) destroys the government (kingship).
Link: |P0096$, Public facility (e.g., street, river, beach or the like) forbidden to public when in use by
royalty.

Ref.: î (al-) 69-70.>
P0501.1$, Government compared to stepmother: `can neither love nor be loved'.
Link: |Z0116.9.1$, Government personified.

Ref.: Râsî (al-) Haky 159-63.>
P0501.2$, Political indifference (quietism).
Link: |P0501.0.1$, Political estrangement or alienation: absence of sense of national belonging
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(citizenship). |W0155.0.1$, Apathy (social insensitiveness, indifference to the plight of others).

Ref.: RAFE 155 n. 571.>
P0501.2.1$, Tyranny (dictatorship) due to people's indifference.
Link: |J1166.3$, Counselor (vizier, courtier) blamed for ruler's (king's) mistakes. |U0210, Bad ruler, bad
subject. |W0198$, Tyranny.>

P0501.2.1.1$, "Pharaoh was asked, `What made you a tyrant?' He replied, `There was no one to
check me'".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 3080.>
P0501.2.2$, Ruler (king, caliph, imam, emir) must be obeyed.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0501.2.1.2$, "He who will not accept Moses's rule, will accept Pharaoh's.
Link: |J0229.18.1$, He who would not be content with peaches now will have to accept peach-flavored
drink later.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 371.>
P0501.2.2.1$, "Obey the state (government) but don't support it".
Link: |P0505$, Rule by disbelievers (infidels, sinners). |P0506.3.0.2$, Insurgency (disobeying ruler)
destroys the foundations of the state (faith, religion).>

P0501.2.3$, Superstitious (ignorant) population incapable of staging revolution.
Link: |P0506.3$, Rebellion against government. |W0204$, Passion for authority and the powerful
(dictatorship).>

P0501.3$, Change in government (new ruler) brings about change in policy (practices). Type: 938B.
Link: |L0405$, Rich (high) becomes poor (low). |L0490$, Lowly (poor) becomes high (rich).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0501.3.1$, New ruler mistreats supporter(s) of old.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0502$, Political parties and political partisanship.
Link: |P0743$, Fealty (walâ'), and partisanship. |W0188.2.1$, Polemics (al-jadal, argumentativeness) as a
divine curse.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32.>
P0502.1$, Elections for parliament.>
P0502.1.1$, Conflict over elections for parliament.
Link: |P0500.0.4$, Government by election (selection) of ruler by citizens (subjects). (Republic,
democracy).

Ref.: DOTTI 637/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32; T. al-Hakîm
Yawmiyyât 142-45.>
P0502.2$, Political (campaign) promises and slogans.
Link: |F0884$, Graffiti: illegal writing (drawing) on public walls (expressing opinion). |M0200, Bargains
and promises. |P0590$, Public service institutions. (Providing for primary needs through public
C
facilities). |X1918.5.1$, "ya îsh Y (`[Long] live Y'): fish in water!", "yasqut Y (`down [with]'/falls) rain in
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winter!".>

P0502.2.1$, Positive campaign slogans.>
P0502.2.1.1$, Promise (political): providing for life's necessities.>
P0502.2.1.1.1$, Promise (political): free education for all, `like water and air' (`Tâhâ Husain's
Policy').
Link: |P0752.5.2$, Educating the lower social classes (through free education) criticized.

Ref.: TAWT 52 n. 46.>
P0502.2.4$, Negative campaign slogans.>
P0502.2.4.1$, Lack of life's necessities publicized.>
P0502.2.4.1.1$, "O you uxorious king, where are the food and the clothing ('aynâ al-ghidhâ' wa alkisâ$, yâ malika al-nisâ'?)".
Link: |P0012.11, Uxorious king neglects duties. |X0475$, Humor concerning ineffectual government
(politician). |Z0084.3$, Insults concerning personal conduct.>

P0502.3$, Political intemperance (fanaticism).
Link: |P0711.6, National unity preserved by expulsion of all foreign elements. |Q0218$, Political offenses
(against the state) punished.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0502.3.1$, Assassination (political).
Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 198-200; Maspero 302 no. 23/(conspiracy); Simpson 194-95 n.
5, 195 n. 7; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0502.3.1.1$, Assassin.
Link: |P0474$, Professional murderer. Hired killer murders for pay, contract killer, etc.

Ref.: Lane 334, 412; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0503$, Bureaucracy and bureaucrats.
Link: |X0479$, Humor concerning other aspects of government: miscellaneous.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; DOTTI 962/{Sdn}; AUC: 31B no. 1.>
P0503.0.1$, Formal documents required for bureaucratic (formal) procedures. Type: cf.
150A$,/1319N*'.
Link: |P0012.15.6$, Royal decree or letter. Form (syntax) of official letter--formal: ruler (sovereign, king,
queen) dealing with his officers. |P0522, Laws.

Ref.: Maspero 209 no. 15; DOTTI 58; MITON.>
P0503.1$, Oppressive bureaucracy.>
P0503.1.1$, Bureaucracy: government imposes burdensome bureaucratic demands.>
P0503.1.2$, Bureaucracy: endless prerequisites (requirements) before task may be considered.
Link: |H0951, Countertasks.

Ref.: Maspero 45 no. 3.>
P0503.2$, Mindless bureaucrats. Type: 150A$,/1319N*'.
Link: |J2532, Bureaucrats debate as to who shall put out palace fire; meantime palace burns.

Ref.: DOTTI 58; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 242 n. 24; T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât/(entire
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work).>
P0503.2.1$, Proving one's identity.
Ref.: Maspero 209 no. 15; DOTTI 9 12 58/{Syr}; Kh. Ibrâhîm Al-Maghzâ 58-60.>
P0503.2.1.1$, Fox must prove to bureaucrats he is not a camel. Type: 150A$,/1319N*'.
Ref.: DOTTI 58; Shamy (el-) Egypt 230 no. 66.>
P0503.3$, Procrastinating bureaucrats.
Link: |W0111.2.10$, Procrastinating craftsmen (hirelings, workers): "Tomorrow!". |X1915.1$, "I.B.M." in
C

C

Egypt: "'in-shâ'-Allâh (If God wills)", "bukrah (Tomorrow)", "ma lish//ma lihsh (Never mind)".

Ref.: Amîn 93-94; Shawqî 271 [no. 10]/cf.>
P0503.3.1$, Supernatural being (genie) declares his inability to deal with bureaucrats.
Link: |K0175, Deceptive bargain [with ogre]: three wishes. [Third can't be fulfilled: ogre must admit
failure].>

P0503.3.2$, Lazy (`idler') bureaucrats.>
P0503.3.3$, Bureaucrat dodges responsibility.
Link: |K0490$, Dodging responsibility by using religious service (fasting, prayers, pilgrimage, etc.) as
excuse. |J0894.2$, Consolation: "'anâ-mâlî" (`None of my business').

Ref.: TAWT 396 n. 644.>
P0503.3.3.1$, Bureaucrat always claims, "Not my specialty. (Go to someone else)". Type: cf.
207D$.
Link: |F0571.2, Sending to the older. |H0954$, Task alleged to be contrary to one's own nature
(specialization). |H1235, Succession of helpers on quest. One helper sends to another, who sends to
another, etc. |J0894$, Consolation by dodging responsibility. |X1915.1$, "I.B.M." in Egypt: "'in-shâ'-Allâh
C

(If God wills)", "bukrah (Tomorrow)", "ma)lish/ma lihsh (Never mind)". |W0111.9.3$, Work dodged by
alleging that it is contrary to one's nature (social role).

Ref.: DOTTI 78/{lit.}.>
P0503.4$, Corrupt bureaucrats (officials, officers, etc.). Type: 1610, 1861A.
Link: |K2240, Treacherous officers and tradesmen. |K2246.3.1$, Treacherous lawman steals (destroys)
evidence in his care. |K2248.2$, Treacherous courtier(s). |P0520.1$, Bribed witnesses.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; Amîn 174-75; CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 130; DOTTI 797 875
937 821/{lit.}; Haykal 168-69; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 12 no. 4; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan
and Na)îmah" no. 22, "Folkloric Behavior" 250; Tâhâ Husayn 114-15.>
P0503.4.1$, `The open drawer policy': so that bribe may be placed in drawer, not in officer's hand.
Link: |K2057, Hypocrite refuses gift orally but stretches out his hands.>

P0503.5$, Favoritism (mahsûbiyyah).
Link: |P0140.0.2$, Influence peddling by `power broker' (`wâstah'/wâsitah). |P0344.1$, Conflict between
two teachers over disciple. |U0046.2$, Ready unfairness, deferred fairness: imposing injustice on a person
now while hoping to redress the injustice later. To be a person influenceable [by us], or leverage can be
C

brought to bear on him [by us], (a person maqdûr alaih).
C

Ref.: Tha labî 30/(supernatural): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 83; Amîn 357-59
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175/cf./(bribe); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0503.5.1$, Favoritism toward relatives (nepotism).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0503.5.1.1$, Fortunate is the one whose maternal-uncle is the headman (naqîb).
Link: |P0293.2, Mother's brother as helper.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3043.>
P0503.6$, Hypocritical official (judge, governor, etc.). Type: 210A$, 1534.
Link: |J0758, Beware of following an interested adviser. |J1442.5.1$, A cynic judge. |K0501.3$, Evidence
of offense (misdeed) destroyed, concealed or otherwise compromised. |P0503.4$, Corrupt bureaucrats
(officials, officers, etc.). |U0021, Justice depends on the point of view.

Ref.: Amîn 175/(bribed judge); DOTTI 79 838; MITON.>
P0503.6.1$, Timid (cowardly) bureaucrats.
Link: |X0475$, Humor concerning ineffectual government (politician).>

P0503.6.1.1$, Official knows that accusation against employee is `poison-pen$, but punishes
(dismisses) the accused.
Link: |K2107.1$, Poison-pen: letter (by anonymous) containing false accusation or slander. |K2130.1$,
`Wedge-driver' (isfingî, mahmûz-person): trouble-maker who drives wedges or spurs trouble between
persons (usually by poison-pen, praising one to adversary, or the like).>

P0503.7$, Bribery (rashwah, `burtail'). Type: 1660, 1861A, cf. 1617A$.
Link: |K2096.6$, Bribe claimed to be a gift (charity). |P0339.2$, Too many unearned honors (awards)
suspected of hiding dishonorable intentions. |P0503.4.1$, `The open drawer policy': so that bribe may be
placed in drawer, not in officer's hand. |P0503.7.2$, Veiled bribery: exorbitant price (wages) paid for minor
article (service).

Ref.: ThaClabî 72-73; DOTTI 875 878 902 937; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan
and Na)îmah" no. 22, "el-Adham" no. 33.>
P0503.7.1$, The power of bribery.
Ref.: Simpson 183 n. 7; Ibshîhî 142; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 251; Taymûr
no. 103.>
P0503.7.1.1$, `Bribery is a grand shaikh' (i.e., saint: works wonders).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 771.>
P0503.7.1.2$, `Pennies are like ointments' (i.e., `greasing the wheels').
Link: |U0069.3$, Money is a homeland when one is away from his homeland.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1221.>
P0503.7.1.3$, `Feed the mouth, the eye will become shy'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 151.>
P0503.7.1.4$, Bribery (barâtîl) renders falsehood ('abâtîl) victorious. Type: 1660, 1861.
Link: |J1192, The bribed judge.

Ref.: Amîn 175; Ibshîhî 142.>
P0503.7.2$, Veiled bribery: exorbitant price (wages) paid for minor article (service).
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C

Link: |J0708.8$, `Planting a kindness (jamîl/`gimîl'/ma rûf): harvesting a kindness. |K0255, Exorbitant
price [(deceptively)] demanded and received.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0503.7.2.1$, Veiled bribe: tailor paid several gold coins as fee for sewing minor rip in garment.
(Rip is induced by owner who needs information or help from tailor).
Link: |K1872, Camouflage.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0504$, Colonial rule (military occupation).
Link: |P0713$, Hostile nations.

Ref.: Cachia 250-53; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28.>
P0504.1$, Oppressive colonial rule.
Ref.: AUC: 18 no. 14, Mahfûz I 401ff.>
P0504.2$, `Martyrdom' (death, execution) at hands of colonial ruler.
Link: |P0522.0.1.1$, Legal system which favors the European (foreigner). |P0711, Patriotism. |V0463.7.3$,
Martyrdom: being unjustly killed (executed).

Ref.: Amîn 151-52; Cachia 250-53; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 61, "Eg. Balladry":
"Dinshwây" no. 28.>
P0504.3$, Struggle for national independence (against colonial rule).
Link: |J1030.1$, Maturity (growing up, independence, `individuation') gained by leaving home.

Ref.: DOTTI 416/{Egy}.>
P0505$, Rule by disbelievers (infidels, sinners).
Link: |P0011.1.0.1$, Sinner may not be chosen caliph (sultan). |P0501.2.2$, Ruler (king, caliph, imam,
emir) must be obeyed. |P0522.0.2$, Religious laws: jurisprudence based on sacred dogma (sharia,
C

sharî ah).

Ref.: Maspero 270 no. 19 n. 8; Amîn 413-14; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no.
28, "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0505.0.1$, Government as disbeliever (infidel/hukûmah kâfirah).
Link: |Q0436.5$, Judging a person as having become disbeliever (takfîr) as punishment. |V0084.0.1$,
takfîr: person judged as having become a disbeliever.

@Z0116.9.1$, Government personified.
Ref.: Burton I 190 n. 1/cf./(zulm/injustice).>
P0505.1$, Illegitimate order by ruler disobeyed. Type: 516H$.
Link: |F1009.5$, Inanimate object disobeys command. |P0506.3$, Rebellion against government. |P0550,
Military affairs. |U0230.0.7$, Negative effects of experiencing guilt for sinning to be lessened by
legitimizing the sinful act (liaison, affair) for all.

Ref.: ThaClabî 248 251/(by elephant); DOTTI 283 892/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0506$, Government seized by force (revolt, coup d'etat, etc.).
Link: |J0071.1.3$, Trained monkey shows "How the new (or overthrown) ruler is to be saluted". (Military
salute for the new, flaunted rear for the old). |P0016.3.5$, King forced to abdicate or is dethroned.
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Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 200-4; Maspero 71 n.2 no. 4; Cachia 262-65; DOTTI
404/{Egy}; MITON; K. SaCd-al-Dîn CIrâqiyyah 119-22 no. 5; Shamy (el-) Beyond Oedipus 911/(revolt); Sulaymân 110-20 no. III-A-2.>
P0506.0.1$, Conspiracy to overthrow government (king).
Link: |K1308.1.1$, Bride murders (slays) groom. |L0410.5, King overthrown and made servant.
|N0455.2.9$, Other criminal plans overheard.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 200-4; Maspero 77 n.4 no. 4.>
P0506.0.1.1$, Conspiracy to seize rule by women. Revolt by the harîm (harem: Hatshepsut, Bilqis,
`Shagart-ad-Durr'/`Pearl Tree$, etc).
Link: |P0020.5$, Queen as head of government. (Female as sovereign)@
Ref.: Yunis 153 (`Shagart-ad-Durr').>

P0506.0.2$, Support (pledge of allegiance, backing, ballot, ballot, etc.) for new ruler secured by
coercion (threat).
C

Link: |P0011.7$, Ruler (king) chosen by mass pledge of allegiance (bay ah). |P0013.5.2$, Formal
procedures for empowerment and disempowerment of head of state (king, president, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî I 65/(execution for mere equivocation).>
P0506.0.3$, Lawlessness: break down of law and order due to absence of government.
Ref.: Simpson 238.>
P0522.0.1.4$, Bad laws--(dysfunctional, unfair).
Link: |W0037.8.3.1$, King revokes cruel practice (decree, law) in order not to be the only villain in a group
of chivalrous men.

Ref.: Simpson 238-39.>
P0506.3$, Rebellion against government.
Link: |A0054.3.2$, Eblis as the general of a victorious angel-army: conceit causes him to rebel against
God. |M0341.2.23.0.1.1$, Prophecy: ruler will be executed by rebels. |P0112.1.1.1$, Viceroy (guardian,
caretaker) usurps kingdom. |Q0325, Disobedience punished.

Ref.: Maspero xxx, xli no. 16; DOTTI 107 118 122 175 285 402 644 892/{Alg, Egy, Tns};
MITON; Prym-Socin 41-43 no. 13; Shamy (el-) Egypt 107 no. 15, "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no.
33, “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32; TAWT 451.>
P0506.3.0.1$, Civil war.
Link: |P0563$, Intertribal wars (raid and counter-raid).

Ref.: Maspero 75 no. 4.>
P0506.3.0.2$, Insurgency (disobeying ruler) destroys the foundations of the state (faith, religion).
Link: |P0500.4$, Despotic rule is better than prevailing sedition ("sultân ghashûm, khayrun min fitnah
tadûm"). |P0501.2.2.1$, "Obey the state (government) but don't support it".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 128.>
P0506.3.1$, Abused segment of population revolts.>
P0506.3.1.1$, Slaves revolt.
Link: |P0538.1$, Insurrection due to ruler's failure to pay wages (stipend).
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Ref.: DOTTI 521 618/{lit.}.>
P0506.4$, Abused population threatens to quit kingdom (state).
Ref.: DOTTI 100 948/{Alg}.>
P0506.5$, Sedition (fitnah): ideological camps resort to violence (war, riots) against each other.
Link: |P0017.15$, Conflict (war) over kingship. |V0357.4.1$, Kharijites (khawârij) waged the first
sectarian war in Islam.

Ref.: MITON; Burton II 163 n. 2.>
P0506.6$, Terror.
Link: |P0552.6.1$, Unassailable first line of attack (defense): human hostages (or sacred characters:
persons, animals, objects, or the like).>

P0506.6.1$, Futility of terrorizing: it is ineffective.
Link: |U0248.2$, Fear affects perception.

Ref.: Simpson 162.>
P0507$, Divine (ecclesiastical) government (ecclesia). A theocracy.
Link: |H1386.4, Quest for lost ecclesiastical rule. |P0011.1.0.1$, Sinner may not be chosen caliph (sultan).

Ref.: Maspero 170-71 no. 9.>
P0507.0.1$, The kingdom (state): religion, royalty, army, money, justice. Type: 779D$.
Link: |Z0030, Chains involving a single scene or event. |T0604.0.3.1$, For a little boy, justice is sought
first with his mother, then with his father; when grown up, first with the wali (viceroy, governor), then with
king, then with God.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 27 no. 199; DOTTI 436 437/{lit.}.>
P0507.0.1.1$, "Kingship and religion are intertwined, one cannot do without the other.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 127.>
P0507.0.1.2$, The kingdom (state) likened to human body (or vice versa). "The body is the kingdom
and city of the nafs (self)": heart: means, limbs: servants, internal powers: workers and craftsmen,
mind/brain: wise vizir, anger: wicked chief of police, tongue: translator, etc.
Link: |Z0116.9.1$, Government personified.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 93-150.>
P0507.0.2$, Subjects must obey ruler (caliph, sultan, king).
Link: |C0071, Tabu: disobeying the king. Man dies as result of failure to obey. |Q0325.1$, Disobedience to
seniors (elders) punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0507.1$, hukm el-bâtin (divine government): invisible but real.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 151-53 278 no. 30.>
P0507.1.1$, Government by arch-saints (deified humans).
Link: |A0167.2$, dîwân: council of deified humans (arch-saints, culture-heroes). |A0573.1$, `Men of the
unknown' (rijâl al-ghayb): clique (community) of deceased deified humans believed to be alive in Paradise.
|V0462.16$-(formerly, V0221.15$), Saint in conflict with ruler (government).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 151-52 no. 30: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 109-5.>
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P0507.1.2$, The Four Arch-saints are given governorship (viceroyalty) by the Lord of the Universe.
Link: |A0841.5$, al-'aqtâb: four arch-saints at world-quarters support (carry) planet earth: (el-Badawî, erC

Rifâ î, al-Jîlanî/`el-Kilânî$, ed-Disûqî).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2 14.>
P0507.2$, hukm ez-zâhir (secular government): visible but not real.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 152.>
P0507.3$, Divine king (ruler).
Link: |A0512.3.4$, Mortal as child of god.

Ref.: Ions 45-46.>
P0507.3.1$, Pharaohs as divine rulers.
Ref.: Ions 45-46.>
P0507.4$, Government by sacred men.
C

Link: |W0004.0.1$, "Men of God" (rigâl Allâh/bitû rabbinâ). |V0462.16$-(formerly, V0221.15$), Saint in
conflict with ruler (government). |V0295.1$, The Four Caliphs of the Prophet (The Well-directed
Successors).>

P0507.4.1$, Government by one of God's messengers (Prophets).>
P0507.4.1.1$, Prophet-king: combining the sacred and secular realms, prophethood and kingship
(compare: `caliphate').>
P0507.4.1.1.1$, Solomon as prophet-king--(the first). Type: 774S$, 930F$.
Link: |M0301.7.5$, Solomon as prophet. |P0012.5.0.2$, Conquering ruler (king).

Ref.: ThaClabî 163-64 165-68 178: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; Damîrî II 65;
DOTTI 433 626; MITON.>
P0507.4.2$, Caliph as "God's successor (representative, agent) on His Earth".
Link: |A1213.1$, Adamites given preference (superiority) over all of God's creatures (e.g., angels, jinn,
etc.). |V0001.3.3$, Veneration (worship) of saints (deified humans). |V0294, The Pope. |V0295.1$, The
Four Caliphs of the Prophet (The Well-directed Successors). |V0320, Heretics.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 127.>
P0507.4.3$, The power of sacred government.>
P0507.4.3.1$, Nothing can match the long reach of a sacred government (Caliphate).
Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 1628/(sultanate).>
P0507.8$, Deeds by sacred government.>
P0507.8.1$, Ruler prohibits commission of sinful acts.
Link: |V0315.2.3.1$, Obliterating the sinful as means of placating natural disaster (prodigy, God's wrath).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 97/(Harûn al-Rashîd).>
P0508$, Government by slave-class (mamelukes).
Link: |L0490.1.1$, Slave made ruler (king, emperor).

Ref.: Amîn 380-81; Lane 400-13; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 6-1-no. 2.>
P0508.1$, Mamelukes expected to rise to high ranks (become holders of offices).
Link: |P0180.4.3.1$, Slave holds self superior to commoners.
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Ref.: MITON.>
P0509$, Tribal chiefs.
Link: |P0150.0.1$, Feudal landlord. |P0533, Feudal tribute. Specified interchange of aid and gifts.
|P0711.0.1$, Intemperate patriotism (chauvinism, nationalistic extremism).

Ref.: DOTTI 675/{Jrd}; Ritter I.1 230-93 no. 29.>
P0509.0.1$, Character of tribal chiefs.
Link: |P0012, Character of kings. |P0500.1$, Government under inherited right to rule subjects-(authoritarian, rights of kings).>

P0509.1$, Powers of tribal chiefs.
Ref.: Dickson Desert 312-14 no. 6; DOTTI 637/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCdthe-Orphan" no. 21 2.>
P0509.1.1$, Tribal chief acts as government (government within government).
Link: |P0012.2.2$, Tyrannical viceroy (or minister).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32.>
P0509.1.1.1$, Tribal chief with authority to imprison (keep own prison).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32.>
P0509.2$, The sole leader: there can be only one chief (head, king, etc.). Type: 725A$, cf. 1568$.
Link: |J0825$, Wisdom of following only one leader (master). |X0471.0.1$, The sole leader (ruler): his
character and deeds.

Ref.: DOTTI 100 401 402 863/{Lbn, Tns}; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 135-16 no. 46;
Râsî (al-) Khabâyâ 180.>
P0509.2.1$, "Two swords cannot be kept in one sheath; two stallions cannot share one stall". Type:
725A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 401 402 637/{Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) I 237-44 no. 15.>
P0509.3$, Immunity of ruler (caliph, king, president, etc.) from personal responsibility for mistakes.
Tendency of subjects (narrators) to view ruler as blameless (or as victim of bad advice). Type: 462,
465, 1426A$, cf. 513C, 513D$.
Link: |J1166.3$, Counselor (vizier, courtier) blamed for ruler's (king's) mistakes. |P0501.2.1.1$, "Pharaoh
was asked, `What made you a tyrant?' He replied, `There was no one to check me'". |P0507.4$,
Government by sacred men. |Q0171.0.1$, Capital crime unpunished. |U0210, Bad ruler, bad subject.
|V0228.0.1$, Infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy) of imâms and certain saints. |W0199$, Selfdeception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102 264 n. 106.>
P0509.3.1$, Uxorious king neglects government, but only wives (concubines) blamed for poor
affairs of state.
Link: |P0012.16$, Negligent king. |Q0394, Uxoriousness punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0509.3.2$, King demands advice as how to usurp subject's wife, but only advisor (vizier) is
blamed. Type: 465.
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Link: |W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 236.>
P0509.4$, Mistreatment of rulers (chiefs, kings, etc.).
Link: |P0016.3, King killed when old.>

P0509.4.1$, A chief (king) is always blamed by own people.
Ref.: Hujelân 125 no. 15-2.>
P0510, Law courts. Type: 1534, cf. 207C.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 266 no. 38; Hollis 168 no. 6; DOTTI 78 838.>
P0510.0.1$, Council of (panel) judges at law court. Type: 613B3$.
Link: |A0167.1, Council of the gods. |A0167.2$, dîwân: council of deified humans (arch-saints, cultureheroes). |P0421, Judge.

Ref.: DOTTI 349.>
P0510.0.2$, Crime (murder) tried before formal court of law (police).
Link: |J1115.10.3$, Clever district-attorney (detective). |P0523, Bringing suit in law court. |S0110,
Murders.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1, "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no.
2, "Married his Daughter" no. 10.>
P0510.0.5$, Fairness of law courts tested (judges, laws, etc.).
Link: |W0035.4$, Exemplary justice.

Ref.: Bushnaq 293-94.>
P0514$, Publication of court's (king's) penalty (sentence).
Link: |P0469$, Newsman, reporter, informant, etc.--('ikhbârî). |P0469.1.1$, Publication of news via media
of mass communication (town-crier, tom-tom beater, radio, etc.). |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be
known, publicize).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0514.1$, Public execution of sentence (amputation, hanging, whipping, etc.). Type: 926M$, 990.
Link: |P0014.15.5$, King's court executioner (hangman). |P0463$, Executioner (hangman). |P0555.2.1.1,
"Publication of slaying." Heads of slain enemies displayed.

Ref.: DOTTI 618 691; MITON.>
P0514.2$, Stage for public executions.
Ref.: Boqarî 28-29 207/("Saqîfat al-Safâ"); Lane 257/(Rumeyleh).>
P0515, Pardoning of criminal comes too late.>
P0515.1$, The sword was faster than the pleading (criticism, censure).
Link: |J0570.1$, `Regret is in haste' (`Haste makes waste)'. |J0571, Avoid hasty judgment.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 44; Hujelân 206 no. 1A 302 319 no. 7-5; Zîr 57.>
P0516, Youngest of judges first to give decision.>
P0518, Cities of refuge.
Link: |R0345, Cities of refuge.

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0518.1$, Holy places of refuge.
Link: |F0969.8.3$, Hiding at (or within) holy personage (deity).>

P0518.2$, Foreign land (country) as place of refuge. Type: 859F$.
Link: |R0217.3$, Escape to another land (country) by boarding ship at seaport.

Ref.: Maspero 76 no. 4 244 no. 17.>
P0519$, Judging in error by law court: unfair verdict due to ignorance of the law or insufficient
knowledge of the case--("absence of malice"). Type: 613B$, cf. 918$.
Link: |A0196.4.1$, Deity renders unjust decision (judgment, verdict). |J1172.3.2, Animals render unjust
decisions against man since man has always been unjust to them. |J1280.1$, Judge (ruler) nonplussed when
error of verdict is proven. |P0426.0.4$, Ignorant cleric. |P0520$, Perjury at court of law. |P0521,
Complacent judge disregards the confession. [It was given by the criminal after he has been tortured
without success and released--(no "double jeopardy"].

Ref.: DOTTI 348 584.>
P0520$, Perjury at court of law.
Link: |A1379.1$, Adam tries to gain additional years of life by denying existence of agreement (contract).
|J1192, The bribed judge. |K1878$, Deception: guilty made to appear innocent. |M0108.0.1$, Treacherous
violator of sacred oath. |Q0263, Lying (perjury) punished. |Q0263.4$, Suppression of truth punished.
|S0103.1$, Murder committed so as to suppress truth (evidence).

Ref.: Amîn 175; DOTTI 517/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and
Mukhtâr" no. 11, "Ring of CAlî" no. 55.>
P0520.0.1$, Silence vis-a-vis injustice is the same as perjury.
Link: |J0021.55.3.1$, "Don't lie (commit perjury)".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1572.>
P0520.0.1.1$, Suppressor of testimony vis-a-vis injustice is `a dumb satan (shaytân 'akhras)'.
Link: |C0488$, Tabu: withholding truth (`suppression of testimony,' refusal to testify).

Ref.: Simpson 236/cf./("he who is silent is a wrongdoer").>
P0520.1$, Bribed witnesses.
Link: |J1158, Witness claims not to have seen crime. |K1266.1$, Victim's mouth shut (gagged) to prevent
him from calling for help (speaking). |P0503.4$, Corrupt bureaucrats (officials, officers, etc.).

Ref.: Cachia 205; DOTTI 395 438 553/{Egy, Mrc}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"The Bedouin" no. 48, "Ring of CAlî" 4 no. 55; Taymûr no. 1229.>
P0520.1.1$, Witness bribed to withhold testimony (be silent).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and Mukhtâr" no. 11.>
P0520.2$, Timid witness: denies having seen crime (accident, conflict, etc.).
Link: |J0812$, Denying own rights because of fear. |J1158, Witness claims not to have seen crime.
|P0304.1$, Apathy in the big city (no one cares). |W0155.0.1$, Apathy (social insensitiveness, indifference
to the plight of others).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0520.4$, Unreliable testimony; witness's character suspected: truthfulness doubted.
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Link: |J1151, Testimony of witness cleverly discredited. |P0785$, `saghranah' (unseemly behavior):
committing acts that reduce one's communal standing (worth). |P0788$, Violation of mores (central ethical
or religious values).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 187; TAWT 26 n. 47.>
P0520.4.1$, Testimony by violator of sacred commandments (against lying, gambling, drinking,
etc.) inadmissible in law court.
Link: |C0135$, Tabu: neglecting religious duties (services) after reaching puberty. |C0272, Tabu: drinking
wine [(liquor, alcoholic beverages)]. |C0487$, Tabu: lying. |C0866$, Tabu: gambling and wagers.
|T0380.6.1.1.2$, Good man does not place self where others's (women's) privacy may be violated (e.g., on
house-top, backyards, etc.). |U0230.0.2$, Cardinal sins (kabâ'ir), and minor sins (saghâ'ir). |V0005,
Negligence in religious exercise.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 187.>
P0521, Complacent judge disregards the confession. [It was given by the criminal after he has been
tortured without success and released--(no "double jeopardy"]. Type: cf. 918$, 1534.
Link: |J1141, Confession obtained by ruse. |K2156.0.1$, Coerced false confessions (self-incrimination).
|N0482, Secret learned by torture. |P0526.0.2.1$, Evidence acquired by sinful means (e.g., violating
suspect's privacy at home, torture, etc.) inadmissible.

Ref.: DOTTI 584 838; Wesselski Hodscha I 266 no. 247.>
P0522, Laws.
Link: |P0191.2$, Foreigner (stranger) required to provide information on his social status and profession
(craft, trade). (Usually at city gate). |P0503.0.1$, Formal documents required for bureaucratic (formal)
procedures. |P0532.0.1$, Rules for taxation.

Ref.: Lane 96-102.>
P0522.0.1$, Multiple legal systems.
Link: |P0191.0.1$, Foreigners receive preferential treatment.

Ref.: Amîn 196 (passim).>
P0522.0.1.1$, Legal system which favors the European (foreigner).
Link: |P0504$, Colonial rule (military occupation). |P0738$, Foreigners.

Ref.: Amîn 151-52; Cachia 250-53; Dickson Desert 312-14 no. 6; DOTTI 446/{Egy};
Shamy (el-) Egypt 229 no. 65, "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28.>
P0522.0.1.3$, Legal persecution of the weak (powerless): politically (legally) sanctioned injustice.
Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; Simpson 238/(implicit); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây"
no. 28.>
P0522.0.2$, Religious laws: jurisprudence based on sacred dogma (sharia, sharîCah). Type: 918$,
1534, cf. 516H$.
Link: |A1580.2, Laws given directly by deity. |P0505.1$, Illegitimate order by ruler disobeyed.
|P0522.0.3$, Legal devices that allow evading law. (Legal loopholes). |P0526.0.3$, Law must be applied
equally to all. |X0335$, Humor concerning senseless (absurd) legal judgments.

Ref.: Simpson 162; DOTTI 283 584 838; Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship"
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15; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 27 no. 62R.>
P0522.0.2.1$, Separate courts for religious groups and sects (millî, sharCî).
Link: |P0522.0.1$, Multiple legal systems. |U0010, Justice and injustice. |W0035, Justice. |X0335.3$,
Person of high communal rank causes another of lesser communal rank to lose an eye; judgment: the
injured should lose his other eye in order to have the right to put out one eye of the higher ranked culprit.
(Legal principle: the lesser ranked is worth one half of the higher ranked).>

P0522.0.2.1.1$, Four judges (courts) for the Four Islamic Schools of Jurisprudence--(varying
interpretations of sharia). Type: cf. 516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 283; MITON.>
P0522.0.2.2$, fatwâ: religiously binding edict on a case (situation) that had not been heretofore
legislated for.
Link: |P0526.0.3.1$, Judging by legal precedent (qiyâs). |U0315.0.1.2$, Singing and music judged as
permissible (religiously).

Ref.: RAFE 305 n. 41; Shamy (el-) Egypt 168 no. 39.>
P0522.0.2.3$, God's law (ordinance) is the only viable law. Type: cf. 315, 590, 918$, 1534.
Link: |A1580.2, Laws given directly by deity. |J1163, Pleading for accused by means of parable. |Q0422,
Punishment: stoning to death.

Ref.: Simpson 162; Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship" 15; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Armanyoas" 27 no. 62R.>
P0522.0.3$, Legal devices that allow evading law. (Legal loopholes). Type: 918$, cf. 1534.
Link: |J1180, Clever means of avoiding legal punishment. |K0453, Cheating through knowledge of the
law. |K1873$, The sinful (that which is tabu) made to seem legitimate. |P0522.0.2$, Religious laws:
C

jurisprudence based on sacred dogma (sharia, sharî ah). |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce.
|P0529.4$, muhallil-marriage: legal device for reinstating thrice-divorced wife. |P0530$, Legal kafâ'ah:
marriage is to be between persons of equal social class (status compatibility required).

Ref.: DOTTI 584 838; MITON.>
P0522.0.4$, Law rescinded (revoked).
Link: |W0037.8.3.1$, King revokes cruel practice (decree, law) in order not to be the only villain in a group
of chivalrous men.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 267-68.>
P0522.1, Lex talionis. One life for one life. Type: 516G$, 720A$, 779J3$.
Link: |P0535, ةric fines (imposed for personal injury, etc.). [(qasâs)]. |P0535.9.2$, Person caused to lose
limb (organ) or health: fine imposed on culprit. |Q0259.3$, Killing for sexual honor rewarded. |X0335.2$,
Man jumping (falling) from top of minaret (tower, etc.) accidentally falls on person on the ground and kills
him: judge tells relative of deceased to do the same to killer.

Ref.: Alf II 288/Burton V 103-104; Burton I 185; DOTTI 282 399 439 673/{lit.}; MITON;
Shamy (el-) Egypt 209 no. 54.>
Hujelân 205-20/(killing as revenge).>
P0522.1.1, A nose for a nose.>
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P0522.1.2$, Wound for wound [in like manner]'. Type: 1534.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 428; DOTTI 838 922/{lit.}.>
P0522.1.2.1$, `An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth'.
Link: |X0335.3$, Person of high communal rank causes another of lesser communal rank to lose an eye;
judgment: the injured should lose his other eye in order to have the right to put out one eye of the higher
ranked culprit. (Legal principle: the lesser ranked is worth one half of the higher ranked).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0522.1.3$, Revenge: vengeful acts undertaken as "tit for tat". Type: 59**$, 211, 248, 248A, 248$,
402, 1504$, 1572K$.
Link: |K0961.1.1, Tit for tat. [Wolf maligns fox to lion; fox gets even by maligning wolf: wolf killed].
|K1510.2, Wife of philanderer gets revenge by having an affair herself. |K2400$, Deception for deception
(tit for tat): deceived person gets even in a like manner (same ruse, strategy, trick, etc.). |U0213$, Life is:
`Blow for blow' (tit for tat). |W0025.0.1.3$, Squaring the account of shame.

Ref.: S. Hassan MawsûCah 153/(castration for blinding); Ions 65; Ibshîhî 428; Hujelân 20520/(one murder for another); Taymûr no. 2832/(gen./spite).>
P0522.1.3.1$, `Evil for evil, but the instigator is the more unjust'.
Link: |J2233.3$, Victim of injustice (aggression) tries to get even by committing the same act (crime)
against another (who is innocent). |U0010.5.1$, Victim of theft becomes a thief. |U0210.0.1$, Just subjects,
just ruler; unjust subjects, unjust ruler.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 44.>
P0522.1.4$, Incremental retaliation (revenge).
Link: |J0675, Man slays another in order not to be slain himself. |J1955, Demand that murderer restore life
to victim.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33, no. 33-b 245-46/several for one.>
P0522.1.4.1$, Minor aggression met with major retaliation.>
P0522.1.4.1.1$, `He who would spray us [or ours] with water, we would spray him with blood'.
Ref.: DOTTI 546/{Irq}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22/(with
fire).>
P0522.1.4.2$, Many lives (7, 100, 1000, etc.) demanded by vendettist for one life.>
P0522.1.4.2.1$, Sister of slain man demands one thousand lives for his, reckoned in terms of one
thousand mourning sisters.>
P0522.1.4.3$, Man executed for killing animal (dog).
Ref.: Jâhiz I 270.>
P0522.1.4.4$, Accidental wounding met with intentional (malicious) worse injury (or death).
Link: |K2025.1$, Malicious exploitation of rules of hospitality so as to destroy host.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0522.1.5$, One has the right to self defense.>
P0522.1.5.1$, Harm caused to another in defending oneself against him is not a crime.>
P0522.1.5.1.1$, Snake bites man (saint) believing that man intends to harm it: snake found innocent.
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Type: cf. 178D$, 285A*.
Link: |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)".

Ref.: DOTTI 74 92 440 671/{Eg.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Snake in Cave" no. 46.>
P0522.2$, Vendetta: a life for a life, of equal (or higher) social rank. Type: 516G$, cf. 1534, 2036.
Link: |P0231.4.3$, Mother raises son(s) to be vendettist. |P0535.4$, Refusal to accept blood-price.
Vendettist insists on "a life for a life" (qasâs).

Ref.: Maspero xxxiii; Amîn 112; Boqarî 171; DOTTI 62 76 282 665 689 838 971/{Qtr, Sdi};
Lane 105-6 196; Littmann 61-63 no. 46: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 94; MITON;Damîrî II
178/(human's for jinni's); RAFE 113 n. 386; Shamy (el-) Egypt 164 no. 37, "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir
and Sâbrah" no. 6, "el-Adham" no. 33; Zîr 64ff.>
P0522.5$, King's worth may not exceed prophet's (Christ's). Type: 922.
Link: |H0711.1, How much am I (the king) worth? Twenty-nine pieces of silver, for Christ was sold for
thirty.

Ref.: DOTTI 600; Spoer-Haddad 166-67.>
P0523, Bringing suit in law court. Type: 210A$, 1534, 1861A.
Link: |A0169.2$, Bringing suit (complaint) to law court of the gods. |P0510.0.2$, Crime (murder) tried
before formal court of law (police).

Ref.: DOTTI 79 320 838 937/{Lib}; TAWT 422.>
P0523.0.1$, Legal expenses (court cost, lawyer's fee, etc.). Type: 918$, 1534, 1585.
Ref.: DOTTI 584 838 868.>
P0523.0.1.1$, Person impoverished (bankrupted) by lawsuits. Type: cf. 859F$.
Link: |P0422.0.1$, Social status of lawyers. |W0188.1$, Person fond of bringing lawsuit.

Ref.: Amîn 57/cf.; DOTTI 479; MITON.>
P0523.0.1.2$, Fee for judge's (court's) emissary to be paid by the accused.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0523.2.0.1$, Legal standing of the `insane'.>
P0523.2.1, Fool [(the insane)] not to be punished for his crime. Type: 895C$.
Link: |J1163.3$, Temporary insanity established by use of parable: crime forgiven. |K0246.1$, Insanity
feigned to avoid payment of debt. |K0370$, Crime (theft, assault, etc.) committed by trickster's hired fool
("village idiot") and thus evades responsibility. |N0325, Unwitting murder because of insane illusion.
|P0526.0.5$, Mitigating circumstances that lessen seriousness of crime. |P0526.3.1$, Conditions that render
a person not responsible for consequences of own actions (e.g., being a minor, insanity, drunkenness, etc.).
|Q0006.3$, Foolishness punished (reprimanded). |T0024.9.2.1$, Lover (`insane') not responsible for own
actions. |W0253$, Foundations of sanity (reason): four 'abrâg (`towers$, sign of Zodiac) in man's mind
stabilize it.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 171-72; Boqarî 116-17; DOTTI 551 868/{lit.}; CA.A. al-Hasan Rashâydah 9092 no. 5; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7.>
P0523.3, Slave may not bring suit.
Link: |P0170, Slaves. |P0178.4$, If abused, slave may demand to be sold.>
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P0524, Legal security [(kafîl)].
Link: |P0526.3.0.1$, Person incapable of administering own affairs placed under guardianship--(hagr).>

P0524.2, Foreigners may not act as security.
Link: |P0191.2$, Foreigner (stranger) required to provide information on his social status and profession
(craft, trade). (Usually at city gate).>

P0524.0.1$, God as kafîl (legal security).
Link: |P0525.0.1.1$, `A man is to be fastened (anchored, committed) by his tongue (word)'. |W0037.4$,
Hair from moustache (beard) as collateral: man repays the debt.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 636.>
P0524.5$, Surety (security) by proxy (surrogate): person acts as surety for another person (or animal,
bird, etc.). Type: cf. 851, J779J3$.
Link: |B0279.4$, Animal (bird) acts as surety (security). |K0527, Escape by substituting another person in
place of the intended victim. |K0528.2, Escape by substituting self for another condemned to die.
|P0322.0.1$, 'ijârah: culprit, as guest or neighbor, is to be given refuge. |P0533.1, Hostages.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 267-68; DOTTI 439 471.>
P0524.5.1$, Surety-giver held responsible when debtor (surety-recipient) fails to honor commitment
(to return, pay, etc.).>
P0524.5.1.1$, Surety-giver condemned to death (execution) in lieu of surety-recipient. Type:
779J3$, 969A$.
Link: |R0052.1$, Captive (prisoner) given respite in order to fulfill obligations. |W0037.2.1$, Man keeps
promise to return to be executed by king: forgiven.

Ref.: DOTTI 439 672 673/{Egy, lit., Mrc, Plst}; Hujelân 129-30; MITON.>
P0524.5.2$, Person accepted as substitute for another condemned to death (execution).
Link: |K0528.2, Escape by substituting self for another condemned to die. |W0028, Self-sacrifice.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 218.>
P0525, Contracts.
Link: |A1588$, Origin of recorded (written) contracts. |K0235.7.1$, Wife provoked into demanding
divorce so that she would forfeit her "mu'akhkhar sadâq (end of marriage compensation)". |M0206,
Promise made merely as a matter of form not binding. |P0760.9.1$, Joint ownership (partnership).
|P0770.0.2$, Bill of sale (contract). |T0135.0.1$, Marriage contract written (and signed).

Ref.: ThaClabî 28-29: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 68; Ibn-al-Athîr I 9-10; Ibn-alAthîr I 18-19; Shamy (el-) Egypt 11 39-40 102 121 180.>
P0525.0.1, "It is a debt if it is promised". Type: 310, 432.
Link: |J0751.2$, Fulfill your promise(s). |J1112.6$, Clever wife rescues husband from unfair contract (bad
business deal, foolish promise, or the like). |K2010.4$, Treacherous one-time winner. Loses repeatedly and
is forgiven, but refuses to yield when finally wins. |M0100.1$, Vow kept (covenant maintained) in spite of
great odds. |M0202.9.1.1$, "A free person's (noble) `word' is a debt". |P0529.2$, Wife divorced unwittingly
(unintentionally), or by trickery. |T0067, Prince offered as prize.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 267-75; DOTTI 117 212 213 271 313 558 560 647/{Egy}; Galley-Ayoub 172/3
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(divorce); Hujelân 337 no. 16-5; T.M. al-Tayyib al-Humrân 39, 44; TAWT 382 n. 382 442 no. 331/{Egy}; Taymûr no. 3007/cf.>
P0525.0.1.1$, `A man is to be fastened (anchored, committed) by his tongue (word)'.
Link: |M0202.9.1$, "A man's word" (or `Men's word'). |P0524.0.1$, God as kafîl (legal security).
|W0201.1.1.2.1$, Men's talk (speech): commanding (firm).

Ref.: Maspero 64 no. 3 n. 2; Taymûr no. 836.>
P0525.0.2$, Terms of contract (bargain) must be agreed upon in advance. Type: 650A, 1030,
1615A$, 1655A$.
Ref.: Bashmî 'Arkhibîl 125 no. 59; DOTTI 3 354 404 683 698 876 902/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0525.0.2.1$, `Task begun under clear terms will be concluded with contentment'.
Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 243.>
P0525.0.2.1.1$, `Setting conditions at plowing is preferable to quarreling at threshing' [i.e., at
dividing crop].
Ref.: Amîn 56; Taymûr no. 1661-1664.>
P0525.0.2.2$, Customary working hours (workday).>
P0525.0.2.2.1$, Worker's quitting time is (workday ends in) late afternoon.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0525.0.2.3$, Task begun without clear terms will be concluded with discontent.
Link: |K0199.2$, Buying a valuable item for `three words' (fulfilling three wishes): seller's requests for
customary (routine) acts of hospitality (coffee, tobacco, etc.) are held as part of payment.>

P0525.0.2.3.1$, `Entering a bathhouse [met with warm greetings] is unlike exiting it [with the firm
demand for paying as charged]'.
Link: |P0774.2.6.1.1$, "Like a saw: `eats' (cuts) going up and eats (cuts) coming down". |Q0271.4.1.1$,
Punishment: bather who fails to pay dirtied.

Ref.: DOTTI 855/{lit.}; MITON; Taymûr no. 1219.>
P0525.0.2.4$, Renegotiation of terms of set contract (agreement).
Link: |M0205.9$, Breakers of their `word' (i.e., bargains, promises). |P0965$, Celebration of a wedding.
|T0135.0.2$, Renewal of a wedding: procedures of marriage to same person repeated (usually under
improved conditions).>

P0525.0.2.4.1$, Demand that terms of set contract (agreement) be changed. Type: 1030, 1353B$, cf.
613, 900A*, 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: DOTTI 37 345 559 683 698 752; TAWT 50 n. 16.>
P0525.0.2.5$, Partnership agreement (contract).
Link: |K0236.2, Drinking only after a bargain. |M0206, Promise made merely as a matter of form not
binding.>

P0525.0.2.5.0.1$, Partnerships are fragile: cannot withstand any disagreement.
Link: |U0226.1$, Friendship (amity, love, `hearts'), like glass, cannot be mended if broken.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1668.>
P0525.0.2.5.1$, Agreements (on sale, betrothal, etc.) `sealed' with reading passage from Holy Book.
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(Usually "The Opening/al-Fâtihah").
Link: |T0061.0.1$, Betrothal `sealed' (confirmed) by reading passage from Holy Book. (Usually "The
Opening").

Ref.: MITON.>
P0525.0.2.5.1.1$, `Girl's Fâtihah has been read'--(i.e., she is betrothed in an unbreakable manner).>
P0525.2, Contract made by woman without her husband void.>
P0525.3, He nearest to blood of slain man must avenge his death.>
P0525.3.1$, Vendettist (avenger).
Link: |A0162.9.1$, Deity as avenger (vendettist). |G0090$, Ghoulish revenge: vendettist eats flesh (drinks
blood) of slain enemy. |H1228, Quest undertaken by hero for vengeance. |M0257.3$, Murdered hero asks
not to be avenged. (Usually so as to end vendetta cycle). |P0233.6, Son avenges father. |P0549.1$, Conflict
between customary law and formal law. |T0645.1, Sword left for posthumous son to kill father's murderer.
|U0248.4.1$, Man lusting after daughter (wife) of the enemy he had slain disregards counselor's warnings
and marries her--he is slain by bride.

Ref.: Ions 72/(Horus); Ibn-CAasim no. 92 no. 263 no. 278 no. 385; Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston
87-88 no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73; Damîrî II 130-34; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks
elabor.): "Arab Mythology" no. 122; Basset Mille II 291 no. 51; DOTTI 33 44 59 64 507 712
869/{lit., Sdn, Sdn}; Hujelân 103; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 244-46, "Eg. Balladry": "Cats
and Mice War" no. 40; A.R. Sâlih 146-48; Zîr 12 28 32-33 64ff; AUC: 38C.>
P0525.3.1.1$, Plea to vendettist-to-be. Relative(s) of murdered person wail(s) for vengeance.
(Usually showing evidence of crime: corpse, bloody garment, or the like).
Link: |E0473$, Revenant seeking revenge at the hands of the living.

Ref.: Zîr 51 66-67.>
P0525.3.1.1.1$, Plea to vendettist-to-be: "Never reconcile (make peace)".
Link: |F0873.0.1, Battle rage. Makes army unconquerable. |P0201.2$, Reconciliation (accommodation) is
not possible between hostile brethren (paternal-cousins, etc.). |P0731.0.2$, Tribalism: (Casabiyyahqabaliyyah). |P0795.9.1$, Wronged party refuses reconciliation: loses all.

Ref.: "Arab Spring" slogan (common knowledge/public media); Zîr 59.>
P0525.3.1.2$, Corpse of murdered person carried through streets as declaration of seeking revenge
(justice).
Link: |J1142.4, Thief's corpse carried through street to see who will weep. |P0525.5.2.1$, Corpse of
murdered person not buried until revenge has been accomplished.>

P0525.3.1.2.1$, Bloody item associated with a person's murder carried through streets as declaration
of seeking revenge (justice).>
P0525.3.2$, Vendetta-target: man marked for murder (death). Type: 947-X$.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 92 no. 223 no. 385; DOTTI 652; Lane 105-6; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Folkloric Behavior" 244-46.>
P0525.4$, Acts undertaken so as to be exempt by blood-vendettist.
Link: |P0535.4$, Refusal to accept blood-price. Vendettist insists on "a life for a life" (qasâs).>
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P0525.4.1$, Vendetta-target to undergo humiliations so as to be discounted.>
P0525.4.1.1$, Vendetta-target carries own shroud.>
P0525.5$, Blood inevitably will be avenged.
Link: |E0451.9.1$, hâmah ceases to appear when revenge is accomplished. |P0231.4.3$, Mother raises
son(s) to be vendettist. |Q0550.0.3$, Murderer is himself (inevitably) murdered.

Ref.: DOTTI 869/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0525.5.1$, Revenge accomplished after generation(s).
Link: |Q0211.0.1, God revenges murder after thirty years.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 151.>
P0525.5.1.1$, "Neither will the viper forget the chopping off of her tail (by piper), nor will the piper
forget the killing of his son (by viper). Type: 285D.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1015.>
P0525.5.1.2$, Revenge accomplished in spite of 'ijârah (refuge) given culprit.
Link: |W0029.5$, Man chooses to let his son (brother, father, etc.) be killed by captor rather than to break
his promise (betray trust). (Al-Samaw'al).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 278.>
P0525.5.2$, Funerary (burial) rituals not applicable until murdered person has been avenged.
Link: |A0162.9.1.1$, Horus the avenger.

Ref.: Ions 133; Littmann 61-63 no. 46: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 94.>
P0525.5.2.1$, Corpse of murdered person not buried until revenge has been accomplished.
Link: |P0681.0.2.1$, Mourning until revenge has been accomplished. |P0525.3.1.2$, Corpse of murdered
person carried through streets as declaration of seeking revenge (justice).

Ref.: Littmann 61-63 no. 46: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 94.>
P0525.5.2.2$, Murdered person not mourned until revenged.
Ref.: Ions 133/cf.; Ibshîhî 234.>
P0525.5.2.1$, Corpse of murdered person not buried until revenge has been accomplished.
Link: |P0681.0.2.1$, Mourning until revenge has been accomplished. |P0525.3.1.2$, Corpse of murdered
person carried through streets as declaration of seeking revenge (justice).>

P0525.6$, Respite from execution (death) granted for certain time (e.g., day, month, etc.). Type:
779J2$, 779J3$.
Link: |K0551.11, Ten (five) years respite given captive while he undertakes to teach elephant (ass) to
speak. |P0510, Law courts. |P0524.5$, Surety (security) by proxy (surrogate): person acts as surety for
another person (or animal, bird, etc.). |R0052.1$, Captive (prisoner) given respite in order to fulfill
obligations.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 267-68; DOTTI 438 439; Hujelân 129-30; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Camel and Gazelle" no. 50.>
P0526, Legal principles. Type: 895C$, cf. 516H$, 1030.
Link: |V0005.0.1$, Responsibility (sin) for negligence in religious duties (legal duties). |V0310.6$, `Dire
necessities justify (legitimize) commission of the prohibited (sinful)/Y.
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Ref.: DOTTI 16 34 283 551 698/{Irq}.>
P0526.0.1$, "Capital punishments are to be averted by doubts" (i.e., crime not proven beyond a
reasonable doubt).
Link: |Q0410, Capital punishment. |U0010, Justice and injustice.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0526.0.1.1$, "Many doubts [in mind of judge or jury who may set accused free] better than a single
indisputable impression".
Ref.: Jâhiz III 60.>
P0526.0.2$, `Accuser required to produce evidence (proof); accused (denier) required only to take
oath (swear his innocence); i.e., `Innocent until proven guilty'.
Link: |J0679.5$, Truth-speaking meddler fails to prove his report (claim): punished for `slander'. |J1184,
No second punishment for same offense. |M0119.0.1$, Swearing by God. |P0526.0.2.2$, Stringent
evidentiary requirements in capital crimes (e.g., adultery, murder, or the like).

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 1040/(gen.).>
P0526.0.2.1$, Evidence acquired by sinful means (e.g., violating suspect's privacy at home, torture,
etc.) inadmissible.
Link: |C0820.1$, Tabu: spying. |J1141.1.19.1.2$, Confession obtained by torture valueless: made to escape
pain (torment). |P0521, Complacent judge disregards the confession. [It was given by the criminal after he
has been tortured without success and released--(no "double jeopardy"]. |P0630.2$, A home may not be
entered except by inhabitant's permission, and through (front) door.>

P0526.0.2.2$, Stringent evidentiary requirements in capital crimes (e.g., adultery, murder, or the
like).
Link: |P0526.0.2$, `Accuser required to produce evidence (proof); accused (denier) required only to take
oath (swear his innocence); i.e., `Innocent until proven guilty'.

Ref.: MITON; Burton V 97 n. 2/("`Kohl-needle in the Kohl-etui'").>
P0526.0.2.2.1$, Proving adultery or fornication requires establishing that actual (full) penetration
took place. (Eyewitnesses and failing to pass a string between the accused male and female as they
lay on top of each other).
Link: |T0059.2$, No penetration sexual intercourse. (`Brushing'). |Z0139.9.4.1$, "Kohl-applicator (-needle)
in kohl-pot" (al-mirwad fî al-`makhalah'/mikhalah) = full sexual intercourse.

Ref.: Burton V 97 n. 2/("`Kohl-needle in the Kohl-etui'").>
P0526.0.3$, Law must be applied equally to all.
Link: |J1199.1$, Judgment on impersonal case secured before personal case is presented. |P0522.0.2$,
C

Religious laws: jurisprudence based on sacred dogma (sharia, sharî ah).
C

Ref.: Ibn- Aasim no. 385/(implicit); DOTTI 281 531 535/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0526.0.3.1$, Judging by legal precedent (qiyâs). Type: 613B1$,/875B4, cf. 1627$.
Link: |J0030.0.1$, Syllogistic logic: paradigmatic (Gestalt) perception. Inferring judgment in one case on
the bases of another. |J1163, Pleading for accused by means of parable. |P0522.0.2.2$, fatwâ: religiously
binding edict on a case (situation) that had not been heretofore legislated for. |Z0002$, Parallelism (as
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formula).

Ref.: Simpson 115-16; Damîrî II 103; DOTTI 348 349 584 881; RAFE 305 n. 41; Shawqî
302 [no. 29]/cf.>
P0526.0.3.1.1$, Judging by precedent: "If one case is true (false), then the other must be true (false)
as well". Type: 613B1$,/875B4, 1627$.
Ref.: Simpson 116-26; DOTTI 348 349 881 957/{lit.}; RAFE 280 no. 41/"Ulama and sîdî
Ibrâhîm" no. 60.>
P0526.0.4$, Guilt by apathy, aiding, or abetting.
Link: |J0452.1.1$, Lark caught with thieving sparrows is to be killed along with them: "You fly with them,
you get slaughtered with them!". |V0008.9.2.3.1$, `A believer who witnesses a vice (sin) committed is
required to amend it by hand (deed); if not, then by tongue (word); if not, then by heart (thought)--the latter
being the least [measure of] faith'.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz I 163-66.>
P0526.0.5$, Mitigating circumstances that lessen seriousness of crime.
Link: |J1159.0.1$, Defensive as opposed to offensive damage (injury). |N0330.0.1$, Involuntary killing
(injuring) of person is not `murder' (crime). |P0523.2.1, Fool [(the insane)] not to be punished for his crime.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0526.0.5.1$, Mitigating circumstance: commission of crime with partner.
Link: |B0595$, Animal (bird, insect) as confederate in crime. |P0254.1$, Sister aids brother commit
(conceal) crime.>

P0526.0.5.2$, Mitigating circumstance: offence proves to be less serious than originally thought.>
P0526.0.5.2.1$, Mitigating circumstance: value of stolen item falls into category requiring lesser
punishment (to be below nisâb).
Link: |U0025, Theft to avoid starvation forgiven. |U0026$, Murder to avoid starvation (or in self-defense)
unpunished.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0526.0.6$, Dire need has its own rules (law).
Link: |V0310.6$, `Dire necessities justify (legitimize) commission of the prohibited (sinful)/Y.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1766 no. 2064/(defeat).>
P0526.3$, Legal responsibility for consequences of one's own actions (inactions). Type: 918$, 1534.
Link: |P0403$, A professional (hireling) is held responsible only for his own work. |P0535.9.2$, Person
caused to lose limb (organ) or health: fine imposed on culprit. |U0169.3$, You reap what you sow, `Time'
(fate) not to be blamed. |V0005.0.1.1$, `The sin [for this misdeed (injustice)] would be around one's neck'
(or `on your head'. |Z0042.5$, Whom to blame for a melon's bad inside: seller, buyer, seed (farmer), or
God?.

Ref.: DOTTI 838; MITON.>
P0526.3.0.1$, Person incapable of administering own affairs placed under guardianship--(hagr).
Type: cf. 971A$.
Link: |P0524, Legal security.
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Ref.: Damîrî I 71; DOTTI 552.>
P0526.3.1$, Conditions that render a person not responsible for consequences of own actions (e.g.,
being a minor, insanity, drunkenness, etc.). Type: 895C$.
Link: |E0724.3.0.1$, Counter-spirit forces its human-counterpart to express its will--(person acts
involuntarily, and is not responsible for own actions). |F0381.0.1$, Fairy (jinni, spirit) possesses man.
|F1041.8.10.15$, Madness (rage) from learning of betrayal. |J1163.3$, Temporary insanity established by
use of parable: crime forgiven. |K0332.3$, Consent (promise) secured from person when he is drunk.
|P0523.2.1, Fool [(the insane)] not to be punished for his crime. |P0548.1$, Legal aspects of being an adult.
|T0024.9.2.1.1$, Insane actions of poor man evicted from a woman's earthly paradise forgiven (excused).
|V0003.0.1.1$, Required punishment for sin not assigned (registered, administered) to minors (preadolescents).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 24; Damîrî I 71; DOTTI 552; MITON; RAFE 79 n. 256, 300 n. 13; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 11/(blindness).>
P0526.3.1.1$, Predestined acts of fate ("qadâ' wa qadar") render person not responsible for
consequences of own actions.
Link: |W0199.3.1$, Blaming the higher (supernatural) powers for one's own misdeeds. |Z0042.5$, Whom
to blame for a melon's bad inside: seller, buyer, seed (farmer), or God?. |Z0049.11, Who is guilty of the
accident. (One person blames another who blames another, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Burton I 149 n. 2.>
P0526.4$, Legal principles concerning property. Type: 80A*, cf. 47F$, 847*, 1626, 1633.
Link: |P0760.0.3$, Wealth needs social power (governmental support). |P0760.5$, Owner's rights and
obligations. |P0761$, Inheritance (rules).

Ref.: Maspero 181-82 no. 11; DOTTI 34 467 476 500 645 881 882 932/{lit., Plst}.>
P0526.4.1$, `He who unlocks a door without [its] key is criminal'.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0526.5$, Let the buyer beware: selling bad goods `As is' is not cheating. Type: 516H$.
Link: |X0901, One lie a year. [Man is believed because of his general truthfulness].

Ref.: Delheure 306-7; DOTTI 20 274 283 850 955/{lit., Tns}; MITON.>
P0526.6$, Deceptive advertisement may constitute a crime.
Link: |K0100, Deceptive bargain. |P0526.5$, Let the buyer beware: selling bad goods `As is' is not
cheating. |U0087.3$, Success in public life depends on the `image' (created in mind of public).>

P0526.7$, In a division, the divider may not choose first. Type: 9B, 1030.
Link: |P0760.9.1.2$, "Divider (qassâm)": legal umpire who divides shared property (inheritance) among
disputants. |P0760.9.1.3$, Division of treasure trove between land owner and finder.

Ref.: DOTTI 3 698; Shamy (el-) Egypt 193 no. 49.>
P0526.8$, The value of a person (citizen) within the community (nation).
Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 114.>
P0526.8.1$, Moslem worth twice that of non-Moslem. Type: 1534, cf. 1331.
Link: |P0761.0.2.1$, A male inherits twice the share of a female. |V0371$, Moslem traditions about al-
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kitâbiyyîn ("People-of-the-Book": Jews and Christians Also called dhimmiyyîn/'ahl al-dhimmah).
|X0335.3$, Person of high communal rank causes another of lesser communal rank to lose an eye;
judgment: the injured should lose his other eye in order to have the right to put out one eye of the higher
ranked culprit. (Legal principle: the lesser ranked is worth one half of the higher ranked).>

P0526.9$, Admission of culpability in crime required for leniency (forgiveness).>
P0526.9.1$, Criminal's failure to admit culpability (show remorse) is an additional crime.
Link: |W0130.0.1.1$, fâgir (sociopath, person who feels no remorse, has no conscience).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 261.>
P0527$, Legal will (testament) made before death-- (legal preparations for death). Type: 982, cf.
655.
Link: |M0250.1$, Deathbed wish: dying person (father, mother, husband, wife, etc.) makes a wish.
|P0239.0.1$, Deathbed confession concerning son or daughter. |P0761$, Inheritance (rules). |U0250.0.3$,
Nature of life and afterlife (life after death). |V0067.9.2$, Tomb has instructions to would-be robber(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 361 685; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18;
Zîr 60.>
P0527.1$, Legal will deprives heir of birthright (inheritance).
Link: |A1297.2$, Cain killed Abel because of Abel being favored by Adam (God)--Abel given better wife.
|L0041, Younger brother given birthright of elder. |P0233.11, Birthright transferred by father from the
oldest son to another. |Q0178.1$, "He who deprives an heir of his (her) share of inheritance will have God
deprive him of his (her) share in Paradise". |S0322.0.1, Orphaned boy deprived of his inheritance by
relatives.

Ref.: Ions 65/(Set); Maspero 139 no. 7/cf.>
P0528$, Euthanasia: mercy killing. Person (animal, demon, etc.) put to death so as to relieve his
suffering. Type: cf. 950.
Link: |C0869.3$, Tabu: mercy killing. |G0076, Aged person eaten. |J0227.9.1$, Death-wish: person in
misery wishes to die. |P0528$, Euthanasia: mercy killing. Person (animal, demon, etc.) put to death so as to
relieve his suffering. |S0104$, Murder for pay (profit). |S0110.1, Old people killed in famine. |S0140.1,
Abandonment of aged. |S0189.2$, Dying (sick) person murdered. |S0302.5$, Newborn daughters buried
alive (wa'd). |U0062.0.3$, Children (family members) killed to spare them the pains of poverty.
|W0011.0.1$, Philanthropy: giving without expectations of repayment.

Ref.: Maspero 198 no. 1/cf.; ThaClabî 91/cf.; DOTTI 656; MITON; RAFE 20 n. 52.>
P0528.1$, Mercy killing by physician.>
P0528.2$, Mercy killing by relative (e.g., husband, wife, father, brother, etc.).
Link: |T0314.1, Father kills daughter lest she become the property of a tyrant. |T0471.3, Husband sends
wife poison to avoid having her ravished by the enemy.

Ref.: Maspero 198 no. 1y/cf.>
P0528.3$, Mercy killing by friend (companion).
Link: |P0319.7, "Friendship without refusal." Friends bind themselves each to grant every desire of the
other.>
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P0528.4$, Mercy killing by stranger.
Link: |P0474$, Professional murderer. Hired killer murders for pay, contract killer, etc.>

P0528.7$, Killing (suicide) to avoid capture (enslavement). Type: 950.
Link: |K0407.1.1$, Companion's head cut off so as to prevent identification. |P0026, Captured queen
commits suicide. |P0319.7, "Friendship without refusal." Friends bind themselves each to grant every
desire of the other. |P0552.7$, tatarruss (also, taqiyyah). Innocent Moslems used as shield by enemy
(attackers) treated as if enemy combatants. |R0169.16, Death as rescuer. |T0314.1, Father kills daughter lest
she become the property of a tyrant. |T0471.3, Husband sends wife poison to avoid having her ravished by
the enemy.

Ref.: Maspero 198 no. 1y/cf.; DOTTI 656.>
P0528.8$, Unsolicited mercy killing.>
P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce.
Link: |K1305$, Deceptive marriage arrangements: the man is tricked. |P0221$, Wife's duties. |P0522.0.3$,
Legal devices that allow evading law. (Legal loopholes). |T0195$-T199$, Divorce. |T0670.8$, Legal
aspects of adoption of children.

Ref.: Damîrî II 258; Burton V 279 n. 2; DOTTI 475 585 646/{lit.}; Lane 98-99; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.0.1$, Only husband has right to instant divorce (by mere oath).
Link: |A1650.5.2.9$, Punishment of Eve: having no right (power) to divorce spouse. |M0147$, Conditional
`divorce-vow': oath that divorce will have occurred unless certain matter is brought to pass.

Ref.: DOTTI 739/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254; Tâhâ Husayn 100-2;
TAWT 390 n. 542.>
P0529.0.1.1$, `Wife is like shoe (sock): can easily be taken off'.
Link: |T0196$, Wife divorced because of a trifle. |X0245$, Girl is too little for marriage; shoemaker
(suitor): will `stretch her on the mold'. |Z0186.4.3.1$, Symbolism: wearing (slipping on, pounding "it" into,
etc.) a shoe or garment--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: Kronenberg Nubische 253-55 no. 53; N. |Mahfûz I 470 II 417; Râsî (al-) Haky 15-16,
162; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-a/cf., "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-c/cf.,
"Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.0.1.2$, Wife may be easily divorced and then restored. Type: 103A1$, cf. 2029B*.
Link: |U0226.1$, Friendship (amity, love, `hearts'), like glass, cannot be mended if broken.

Ref.: DOTTI 37 964; MITON.>
P0529.0.1.3$, Divorce: the most detested (disliked) by God of all that which He has legitimized.
Link: |C0003$, al-makrûh (`the disfavored$, `the disliked' [by God]): almost-tabu, merely tolerated--not
the preferred way (for Moslems).>

P0529.0.1.4$, Wife is to be `retained with kindness (maCrûf), or released (divorced) with kindness'.
Link: |A1350.1$, Origin of male's love (affection) for female. |C0164, Tabu: forcing wife [to sexual
intercourse]. |T0185.0.1$, Wife receptive to coition (sexual intercourse) in exchange for a tranquil home.
|T0195.0.1$, Divorce by mutual consent. |T0199.3$, First wife kept by husband (as less favored co-wife, or
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as deserted wife). |T0205$, The abusive spouse. |U0289.1.1.1$, Serenity is to be found in affectionate
C

relations between husband and wife. |W0014.0.2$, Helpfulness (without expectation of reward). (ma rûf).

Ref.: Simpson 167/cf.; Ibshîhî 594; DOTTI 565/{Egy}; MITON; TAWT 406 n. 830.>
P0529.0.1.4.1$, Husband's frolic with his wife blessed (attended by angels).
Link: |T0109.1.1.2.1$, Husband has fun (recreation) with his sister(s), none with his wife.

Ref.: Damîrî I 311.>
P0529.0.1.4.2$, Wife is not to be criticized (severely, constantly).
Ref.: Simpson 167.>
P0529.0.1.5$, Wife is not to be elevated to position power (controlling household). Type: cf. 901.
Ref.: Simpson 167.>
P0529.0.2$, Wife's right to instantly divorce her husband ("have Cismah in own hand").
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 102 no. 15; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.0.2.1$, Wife's right to instantly divorce her husband must be contracted before marriage.
Link: |T0135.0.1$, Marriage contract written (and signed).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.0.2.1.1$, In pre-Islam era, wife had right to instantly divorce her husband.
Link: |Z0186.8.1.2.1$, When wife changed the direction of entrance to her tent (house), it indicated that
husband may not enter because he has been divorced.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 232.>
P0529.0.2.2$, Bride-to-be must give consent to her marriage.
Link: |T0131.1, Relative's consent to marriage necessary. |T0131.1.3.2$, Daughter chooses to be with her
groom (lover) than with her own parents (who disapprove of marriage). |T0192, Marriage by force
[(coercion)].

Ref.: Boqarî 184; DOTTI 238 272/{Alg}; Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship"
15; MITON.>
P0529.0.2.2.1$, Virgin indicates consent to her marriage by silence.
Link: |N0441$, Silence betrays secret.

Ref.: Boqarî 177 184.>
P0529.0.2.2.2$, Girl's consent to her marriage may not be secured except by kind means (maCrûf).
C

Link: |W0014.0.2$, Helpfulness (without expectation of reward). (ma rûf).

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 177 184.>
P0529.0.2.2.3$, Bride represented by deputy (e.g., father, uncle, etc.) in marriage ceremony.
Link: |T0135.1.1$, Marriage formula: "I give my daughter to you in marriage".

Ref.: MITON.>
P0529.0.2.2.4$, Bride represents self in marriage ceremony.
Link: |T0135.1, Marriage formula: "You are mine and I am yours".

Ref.: MITON.>
P0529.0.2.3$, Legitimate marriage (in Islamic law): stated intent voluntarily undertaken by man and
woman (each of whom must be free of legal restrictions against marriage). Type: 918$, 938B.
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Link: |T0052.0.6$, Girl given to man in marriage as grant (wahb: without mahr). |T0100.0.1$, Marriage: a
requirement.

Ref.: DOTTI 584 644; Shamy (el-) Egypt 120 no. 17.>
P0529.0.2.3.1$, Asadâq, `mahr' (marriage-present, bride-wealth, "bride-price," etc.).
Link: |A1556.6$, Origin of requiring bride-gift (mahr). |P0180.8.1$, High price of slave-girls. |T0052.0.1$,
Bride-wealth (mahr). |T0052.0.8$, End of marriage compensation (mu'akhkhar sadâq: deferred conditional
portion of bride-wealth contracted at time of marriage). |T0052.4.2$, Girl's father (family) expected to
provide funds matching the mahr paid by groom-to-be. (The total to be used to equip the couple's home).
|T0142.2$, No bride-wealth (-price) exchange marriage: one bride (groom) given away in return of one
groom (bride).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 83.>
P0529.0.2.3.1.0.1$, Asadâq, `mahr' (marriage-present, bride-wealth) is not a religious requirement
but a sunnah (preferred way).
Link: |V0004.3$, al-sunnah: the preferred way for Moslems, as set by the Prophet.

Ref.: Burton III 304 n. 2/(Persians).>
P0529.0.2.3.1.1$, A woman's acceptance of marriage-present (sadâq, `mahr') makes `legitimate' her
union with the giver.
Ref.: DOTTI 318 333 488 500/{Alg}.>
P0529.0.2.3.1.2$, Wife forfeits her end of marriage compensation (remainder of her mahr) if she
initiates divorce procedures for non-`legitimate' reasons.
Link: |K0235.7.1$, Wife provoked into demanding divorce so that she would forfeit her "mu'akhkhar
sadâq (end of marriage compensation)". |K2025$, Deceitful exploitation of rules of hospitality.
|P0529.2.5$, Husband abuses wife (bride) so as to drive her to demand divorce. |Q0432.0.2$, Divorce
withheld as punishment. |T0052.0.8$, End of marriage compensation (for wife)--(mu'akhkhar sadâq:
deferred conditional portion of bride-wealth contracted at time of marriage). |S0062.5$, Cruel husband
drives young wife insane. |T0199.1$, Social status of the divorced.

Ref.: Burton I 196-97 n. 1.>
P0529.0.2.3.2$, Publication of a marriage.
Link: |P0965$, Celebration of a wedding. |T0136, Accompaniments of weddings. |T0136.3, Amusements at
wedding. |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).

Ref.: Damîrî I 229: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 113; Burton V 279 n. 2.>
P0529.0.2.3.2.1$, Witnesses to marriage (signed contract) recommended as precaution against one
party denying it took place.
Link: |A2496.4$, Why certain animals (birds) shriek during copulation.

Ref.: Damîrî I 229: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 113; Damîrî I 229; Shamy (el-) Egypt
120.>
P0529.0.3$, Man entitled to more than one wife at a time.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254; TAWT 54 n. 71.>
P0529.0.3.1$, Man allowed up to four wives at a time. Type: 303B$, 462, 516H$, 1397$.
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Link: |T0145.1.0.1$, Marriage to four women.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 603; DOTTI 111 233 283 786; Lane 100-1, Tâhâ Husayn 28 81; Shamy (el-)
"Egypt" (1971) no. 2, "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.0.3.1.1$, Man divorces all his (four) wives at once. Type: 901A$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 603.>
P0529.0.4$, Wife instructed to obey her husband, husband instructed to be gentle with wife.
Link: |J0021.37.1$, `Seek their [(women's)] advice and act contrary-wise'.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0529.0.4.1$, Wife (bride) is to obey husband (except in sin).
Link: |H0473, Test of wife's obedience. |P0318, Man refuses to follow friend in wicked conduct. |W0031,
Obedience.

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 429.>
P0529.0.4.1.1$, Wife is to follow husband (wherever her goes). Type: 462, 621, 955.
Ref.: DOTTI 233 353 662; TAWT 428.>
P0529.0.4.1.2$, Wife may not travel (leave house) without husband's permission (his approval is
required).
Link: |K0490.9.1$, Visiting shrines (the pious, saints, religious festivals, etc.) as excuse to leave house.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0529.0.4.1.3$, Wife may not accept employment (work outside home) without husband's
permission (his approval is required).>
P0529.0.4.1.4$, Wife is to protect (be `guardian of') husband's property, children, and honor.
Link: |P0204.1$, "A man is to `bring' [(provide)], a woman is to manage [the entire household". |P0210.1$,
Wife's own property.>

P0529.0.4.2$, Husband's gentleness with wife.
Link: |H0312.9.1$, Suitor chosen for being `gentle' (less harsh). |P0529.0.6.2$, Wife awarded divorce due
to husband's cruelty.>

P0529.0.4.2.1$, Husband should not punish his wife severely. Type: 750J$.
Link: |M0012.1.1$, One hundred strokes: tapping once with palm branch with one hundred fronds.

Ref.: DOTTI 411.>
P0529.0.4.3$, Husband is to provide for his wife and children (food, clothing, shelter, etc.). Type: cf.
923B, 1641, 1696.
Link: |N0340.0.1.1.1.2.1$, Wife's hasty divorce from husband regretted when food becomes scarce.
|P0204$, Patriarch (man of the house: husband, father, elder brother, etc.) as family provider. |P0222$,
Husband's duties. |W0153.0.1.1$, "Shit-son-of-shit is he who can provide but renders the woman (wife)
needy!".

Ref.: DOTTI 603 886 914.>
P0529.0.4.4$, Husband is to attend to wife's sexual needs.
Link: |C0163, Tabu: neglecting sexual relations in marriage. |P0529.0.6.1.1$, Wife awarded divorce due to
husband's continence (impotence). |T0185.3$, Complaint about unsatisfactory coition (sex, love-life, etc.)--
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in general.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0529.0.5$, Refusal by wife to honor legitimate marital obligations--(nâshiz wife).
Link: |C0163.9.1$, Tabu: denying husband conjugal relations (except for legitimate reason). |K0490$,
Dodging responsibility by using religious service (fasting, prayers, pilgrimage, etc.) as excuse.
|K0523.0.4.1$, Menses as excuse to escape unwelcome coition (sexual intercourse). |Q0257, Refusal of
conjugal relations punished. |T0254.6, Disobedient wife punished. |T0289$, Marital rape: husband has sex
with his wife by forces.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 291/cf.; DOTTI 565/{Egy}; Lane 99-100; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 254; TAWT 23 n. 42.>
P0529.0.5.1$, `Obedience-home' for the disobedient (recalcitrant) wife. nashâz (illegally rebellious)
wife compelled to live with husband in said home.
Ref.: Lane 99-100/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.0.6$, Husband's failure to honor legitimate marital obligations.
Link: |C0163, Tabu: neglecting sexual relations in marriage. |K0235.7.1$, Wife provoked into demanding
divorce so that she would forfeit her "mu'akhkhar sadâq (end of marriage compensation)". |P0529.0.4.2$,
Husband's gentleness with wife. |T0271, The neglected wife. [Impotent husband]. |T0315.2, The continent
husband. |T0339.2$, Aversion to conjugal relations motivated by suspicion of faithlessness.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.0.6.1$, Wife awarded divorce due to husband's long absence.
Link: |P0551.11.1$, No soldier (warrior) should be away from his family (wife) for more than four (six)
months.

Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) II 41 (absent); Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.0.6.1.1$, Wife awarded divorce due to husband's continence (impotence).
Link: |P0529.0.4.4$, Husband is to attend to wife's sexual needs.

Ref.: DOTTI 271 558 560 647; MITON.>
P0529.0.6.2$, Wife awarded divorce due to husband's cruelty.
Link: |P0529.0.4.2$, Husband's gentleness with wife. |S0062, Cruel husband.>

P0529.0.6.2.1$, Wife awarded divorce due to husband's bad habits (behavior).
Link: |P0529.2.2$, Wife granted a wish: she demands divorce.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 186/(slobbers).>
P0529.0.6.3$, Divorce forced on couple who wish to remain wed is illegal (illegitimate).
Link: |C0003.2$, Near-tabu: divorce. |P0174.3.1$, Owner has no legal right to force slave to divorce his
wife. |P0529.4$, muhallil-marriage: legal device for reinstating thrice-divorced wife. |P0530$, Legal
kafâ'ah: marriage is to be between persons of equal social class (status compatibility required). |T0197$,
Wife's relatives (father, brother, etc.) force her divorce from husband without her consent.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0529.0.8$, Declaration (publication) of divorce (necessary condition for it to take effect).
Link: |P0529.1$, Wife divorced without her knowledge (legal trick). |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be
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known, publicize).

Ref.: TAWT 439.>
P0529.0.8.1$, Divorce by proxy.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 80.>
P0529.0.8.2$, Wife divorce by a man (not her husband) with her husband's consent. Type: 901A$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 603.>
P0529.1$, Wife divorced without her knowledge (legal trick).
Link: |T0197$, Wife's relatives (father, brother, etc.) force her divorce from husband without her consent.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.1.1$, Conversion to different religion to obtain divorce.
Link: |T0131.8.0.1$, Conversion to different religion in order to marry. |V0333$, Conversion to Islam.
|X0702$, Humor concerning frequency of coition.

Ref.: DOTTI 646/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.1.3$, Marriage annulled (divorce imposed) because of spouse's different religion.
Link: |T0131.12.3$, Race (color of skin) as obstacle for marriage. |V0084.0.1$, takfîr: person judged as
having become a disbeliever.

Ref.: DOTTI 536 770; MITON.>
P0529.2$, Wife divorced unwittingly (unintentionally), or by trickery. Type: 880A$, 1353B1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 516 754; Galley-Ayoub 172/3; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254;
T.M. al-Tayyib al-Humrân 39, 44.>
P0529.2.1$, Wife asks for divorce from her husband to enforce demand.
Link: |Q0432.0.1$, Divorce as punishment. |T0283, Wife withholds [sexual] intercourse from husband to
enforce demand.

Ref.: DOTTI 610 611 858 886/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0529.2.1.1$, Wife drives husband insane so as to induce him to divorce her.
Link: |K0235.7.1$, Wife provoked into demanding divorce so that she would forfeit her "mu'akhkhar
sadâq (end of marriage compensation)". |K1874.2$, Adulteress drives unsuspecting husband insane with
doubles (replicas).

Ref.: DOTTI 693 761 796 798/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0529.2.2$, Wife granted a wish: she demands divorce. Type: 880A$.
Link: |K2020.2$, Person secures promise that wish will be granted and then demands the impossible.
|M0115.4$, Beloved wife (woman) requires divorce-oath from her husband to ensure that her demands are
met. |P0178.3.1.1$, Slave-woman granted a wish by infatuated master: she asks to be freed.
|P0529.0.6.2.1$, Wife awarded divorce due to husband's bad habits (behavior).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 186/cf.; DOTTI 516.>
P0529.2.2.1$, Wife (bond-woman) abandons husband in spite of his merits.
Link: |P0211, Wife chooses father's side in feud. |P0712$, Homesickness: yearning for homeland.
|T0196.0.1$, Wife divorced in spite of being faultless. (Usually because `It is fated'). |T0198$, Return to
parents' (father's) home after end of marital relations (divorce, or death of spouse).
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 11 n. 32.>
P0529.2.3$, Wife (unintentionally) divorced because of `divorce-vow' (divorce-oath) by husband.
Type: 613B3$, 918$, cf. 901A$.
Link: |M0147$, Conditional `divorce-vow': oath that divorce will have occurred unless certain matter is
brought to pass. |T0196$, Wife divorced because of a trifle. |T0292, Wife sold unwillingly [(unwittingly)]
by husband.

Ref.: Damîrî II 258; DOTTI 349 560 584 585/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 305 n. 41; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Ulama and sîdî Ibrâhîm" no. 60.>
P0529.2.5$, Husband abuses wife (bride) so as to drive her to demand divorce.
Link: |P0529.0.2.3.1.2$, Wife forfeits her end of marriage compensation (remainder of her mahr) if she
initiates divorce procedures for non-`legitimate' reasons. |S0062, Cruel husband. |S0062.5$, Cruel husband
drives young wife insane. |S0176.1.1$, Woman (wife) emasculates abusive man (husband). |T0100.0.9.6$,
Marriage for revenge (spite). |T0183$, Wife (woman) tired of coition. |T0199.4$, Wife forsaken but not
divorced so as to spite her (keep her "suspended"--unable to remarry). |T0289$, Marital rape: husband has
sex with his wife by forces.

Ref.: Burton III 304 n. 2.>
P0529.2.6$, Wife divorce by a man (not her husband) with her husband's consent. Type: 901A$.>
P0529.3$, Third divorce between man and same wife irrevocable.
Ref.: DOTTI 475 585/{lit.}; Lane 98-99; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 102 no. 15, 124 no. 19,
"Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.3.0.1$, Triple (three-fold) divorce oath: one oath intended to be irrevocable. Type: 103A1$,
613B3$, 918$, 938B.
Link: |M0115.1, Three-fold oath. |M0147.1$, False conditional `divorce-vow' redeemable: perjurer can
restore wife (twice) at little cost. |P0529.0.8$, Declaration (publication) of divorce (necessary condition for
it to take effect). |P0529.3$, Third divorce between man and same wife irrevocable.

Ref.: DOTTI 38 350 585 644 769/{Egy, Irq, Omn}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Ulama and sîdî Ibrâhîm" no. 60; TAWT 447.>
P0529.3.1$, Unintentional (habitual, careless) divorce oath takes effect. Type: 918$.
Link: |M0147.1$, False conditional `divorce-vow' redeemable: perjurer can restore wife (twice) at little
cost.>

P0529.4$, muhallil-marriage: legal device for reinstating thrice-divorced wife. Type: 855B$,
1353B$.
Link: |K0289.9.3$, Conditions arranged so that legal or religious edict is literally obeyed (thus compliance
is evaded). |M0147.1$, False conditional `divorce-vow' redeemable: perjurer can restore wife (twice) at
little cost. |N0340.0.1.1.1$, Regret (chagrin from hasty divorce of wife. |T0053.7.1.0.1$, `Matchmake for
your daughter, [but] don't matchmake for your son'. |T0156, Marriage for a night to evade law [(muhallil)].

Ref.: Artin Seise 47-51; Chauvin VII 114 no. 383; DOTTI 475 483 585 642 752 847/{lit.,
Omn}; Lane 180-81; Littmann al-Quds 70-86 (Arabische 109-36), al-Sârîs 90-94, 356-58; MITON;
D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 134 no. 45a; RAFE 140 n. 507; Shamy (el-) Egypt 102-4 no. 15,
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"Character Transmutation" 254; HE-S: Cairo/CAbdîn: 69-3 no. 9.>
P0529.5$, Ciddah: required waiting period before a woman may remarry.
Link: |A1650.5.2.7$, Punishment of Eve: imposition of Ciddah (waiting period before remarriage) on
women only.

Ref.: Boqarî 37; Cachia 233; DOTTI 476 536 584 585 675 676 770/{Egy, lit.}; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254, "Siblings in Alf laylah" 175.>
P0529.5.1$, Woman's failure to observe required waiting period before remarrying (Ciddah) is sinful
(illegitimate, fornication).
Link: |A1650.5.2.7$, Punishment of Eve: imposition of Ciddah (waiting period before remarriage) on
women only. |K1227.12$, Escape from undesired suitor by demanding that he wait till required waiting
period (Ciddah) of formerly married bride-to-be is over. |Q0241.4$, Faithlessness in marriage punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0529.6$, Nuptial prohibition (nonsexual marriage): legal device by which sexual intercourse
between `married couple' is prohibited.
Link: |C0117, Nuptial tabu. Man and wife forbidden intercourse for definite time. |T0164$, Obstacle to
consummation of marriage. |T0350, Chaste sleeping together.

Ref.: RAFE 164 n. 606; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.6.1$, Reasons for nonsexual marriages--(religious-ritual, secular-legal).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.6.3$, Nonsexual marriage so that man and woman may be together.
Link: |P0319.9.1$, Friends share (exchange) intimate family ties: one may socialize with the women in the
family of the other. |T0380.2$, Girl secluded (veiled) at puberty.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 254.>
P0529.6.3.1$, Brother (caliph) arranges nonsexual marriage between his sister and his bosom friend
(vizier) so that they may be with him simultaneously.
Ref.: Qazwînî II 128; Chauvin V 168 no. 92; DOTTI 140/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 255; TAWT 394 n. 584.>
P0529.6.4$, Nonsexual marriage for appearances (vanity).
Link: |K1351.4$, Seduction by promise of non-sexual marriage.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0529.6.4.1$, Maiden marries an old man although he cannot perform (sexually): he marries her for
vanity; she marries him for financial gain.
Link: |J0482.2.1, Better to marry a man lacking money than money lacking a man. |J0484.6.1.1$, `You
who take the monkey (ugly) due to money (wealth), the money goes but the monkey remains as is'.
|T0052.0.1$, Bride-wealth (mahr). |T0101.3.2.2.1$, Rich suitor chosen as groom.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 185.>
P0529.7$, Legitimacy of a father's marriage to widow of his deceased son questioned. Type: 516H$.
Link: |T0092.9, Father and son as rivals in love. |W0195.9.1$, Father envies son's beautiful wife (wives).

Ref.: Delheure 134-51; DOTTI 115 270 272 275 283 284 285 335 484/{Alg}; Khemir 107-
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20; Nacib 41-46 no. 4; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 255.>
P0529.8$, Legitimacy of a father's marriage to his son's divorced wife questioned. Type: 516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 283; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 255.>
P0529.9$, Other legal aspects of divorce--mesalliance.>
P0529.9.1$, Widow has legal (legitimate) right to remarry. Type: 982A$, cf. 980H$, 985.
Link: |K2053.3$, Son rejects friend's (physician's) advice that his mother, a widow, needs to remarry. He is
rebuked by mother. |P0529.5$, Ciddah: required waiting period before a woman may remarry. |T0316$,
Widow with children is expected to remain chaste and unwed (celibate) for the rest of her life. |T0316.5$,
Child's (son's) ingratitude drives parent to remarry.

Ref.: DOTTI 681 686 688.>
P0529.9.2$, Legal rights of a concubine (consort, common-law wife).
Link: |P0180.8$, Uxoriousness through slaves--(sexual liaison with slaves). |P0274.2$, Marriage (sexual
liaison) between free and slave raised together as foster siblings. |T0121.6, Man weds his bondmaid.

Ref.: Maspero 138 no. 7 n. 3; Vinson "Strictly Tabubue" 49-50/(abstract).>
P0530$, Legal kafâ'ah: marriage is to be between persons of equal social class (status compatibility
required).
Link: |J0414, Marriage with equals or with unequals. |J0700.1$, Wisdom of choosing that which is
compatible with one's own attributes (limitations). |P0522.0.3$, Legal devices that allow evading law.
(Legal loopholes).

Ref.: DOTTI 540/{Egy}; MITON; RAFE 140 n. 507; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation"
255.>
P0530.1$, Marriage annulled (betrothal voided) upon discovering that groom comes from low class
(non-kafâ'ah). Type: 1353B$, 1353B1$.
Link: |T0131.11$, Lower social class as obstacle to marriage.

Ref.: Amîn 150-52; Basset Mille II 84 no. 34; CHAUVIN V 168 no. 92; DOTTI 753 754;
Littmann al-Quds 251-25 (Arabische 389-95); RAFE 140 n. 507; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 255.>
P0530.3$, Marriage annulled (divorce imposed) because of husband's status as slave. Type: 918$.
Link: |T0131.12.1$, Woman may not marry her slave.

Ref.: DOTTI 476 585/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0531, Taxation and payment of fines or tribute.
Link: |P0144.1$, Tax-collector (sarrâf, makkâs, etc.).

Ref.: Amîn 267; DOTTI 137 148/{Jrd}.>
P0531.0.1$, Taxation as primary source of government's (ruler's) income.
Link: |P0760.2$, Communal property.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0531.0.1.1$, Taxing the rich (in proportion to their wealth) to finance public facility or monument.
Link: |P0590$, Public service institutions. (Providing for primary needs through public facilities).

Ref.: ThaClabî 202.>
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P0531.1.1, Tribute required of conquered foreigners.
Ref.: Maspero xxx 270-71 no. 19.>
P0531.1.1.1$, Tribute imposed by victor tribe (nation) on loser.
Link: |P0012.3, Usurper imposes burdensome taxes.

Ref.: Lane 398, Zîr 11 100-101.>
P0531.2, Tax on treasure troves.>
P0531.3$, Tax on burying the dead. Type: 1609$.
Ref.: DOTTI 874.>
P0532, Payment of tax (tribute).
Link: |P0750.0.1.1.1.2$, Nobles (royalty, upper classes) may not acquire what a commoner possesses.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 355 no. 210; DOTTI 255 467/{lit.}; Hujelân 212 no. 5-4.>
P0532.0.1$, Rules for taxation.
Link: |P0522, Laws.

Ref.: Maspero 182 no. 11.>
P0532.0.1.1$, Taxes reckoned in relationship to degree of prosperity (e.g., volume of harvest,
rainfall, etc.).
Link: |F0892.1.1$, Nilometer (measures water level in river).

Ref.: R.L. Green 54; Ions 24; Maspero 182 no. 11.>
P0532.1$, Heavy taxes. Type: 908A$.
Link: |P0012.3, Usurper imposes burdensome taxes.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; Amîn 121-22 174 267-68 413-14; DOTTI 435 567 874/{lit.};
MITON.>
P0532.2$, Ruler increases (intends to increase) taxes.
Link: |P0500.0.3.2$, Deeds done by ruler to gain popularity--(e.g., reduce taxes, release prisoners, or the
like).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0533, Feudal tribute. Specified interchange of aid and gifts.
Link: |P0150.0.1$, Feudal landlord. |P0509$, Tribal chiefs.>

P0533.0.3$, Law cleverly (evasively) interpreted or evaded (finding legal "loopholes"). Type: 918$.
Link: |J1180, Clever means of avoiding legal punishment. |P0421.0.1$, Clever judge. |P0526.0.3.1$,
Judging by legal precedent (qiyâs). |T0156, Marriage for a night to evade law [(muhallil)].

Ref.: Jâhiz III 11 n. 2; DOTTI 585; MITON.>
P0533.1, Hostages.
Link: |P0552.6.1$, Unassailable first line of attack (defense): human hostages or sacred beings (e.g.,
persons, animals, objects, or the like). |R0051.4.1$, Hostage (captive) killed. |S0265.1, Hostages sacrificed.
|W0193.2$, Decreasing offer of ransom money: the longer the kidnapped is held, the lesser his worth
becomes.

Ref.: Ibrâhîm al-maghâzî 61-62/cf.; MITON.>
P0533.1.1, Boys as hostages.
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Link: |W0029.5$, Man chooses to let his son (brother, father, etc.) be killed by captor rather than to break
his promise (betray trust). (Al-Samaw'al).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 9 n. 20 10 n. 24.>
P0533.1.2$, Merchants (travelers) as hostages.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0534$, Forced labor.
Link: |B0017.9.2$, One animal (bird, insect) forces another to provide for (serve) him. |P0170, Slaves.
|R0051.5$, Prisoners put to hard labor.

Ref.: Maspero 182 no. 11/(war captives); Amîn 292, Mahfûz I (Pt. 65); DOTTI 22; Duwayk
(al-) I 113-14 (jinn force man); MITON; K. SaCd-al-Dîn CIrâqiyyah 119-22 no. 5.>
P0534.1$, Forced labor should be divided among different communities (not just one).
Link: |U0022.1$, `Equality in injustice [to all] is justice'.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1986.>
P0534.2$, Donkey was told, "You are invited to the wedding celebration!" He replied: "It is for
either forced labor or carrying dirt!".
Link: |P0190.1.1$, Last hired, first fired (due to servile societal station).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3053.>
P0535, ةric fines (imposed for personal injury, etc.). [(qasâs)]. Type: 516G$, 779J3$, 1534.
Link: |P0522.1, Lex talionis. One life for one life. |Q0550.0.5$, Son unknowingly murders his father's
killer. |X0335$, Humor concerning senseless (absurd) legal judgments.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 203-205/(poem); Qazwînî I 4-5; Ibshîhî 605; DOTTI 94 282 838 901/{lit.,
Sdn}; A.A. al-Hasan Rashâydah 107-8; MITON; RAFE 304 n. 35; Râsî (al-) Khabâyâ 274-5;
Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII 33 no. 7; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cats and Mice War" no. 40.>
P0535.1$, Blood price: women (girls, maidens) given away in marriage as compensation for loss of
life (involuntary manslaughter). Type: 516G$.
C

Link: |T0069.3.1, Raja betroths his daughter to visitor's son as compensation for murder [(blood price)].
|T0142.4$, Compensation-bride (girl--usually sister of executed wife--given to wronged husband as
restitution). |X0335.1$, Man accidentally causing pregnant woman to miscarry sentenced to rendering her
into the same condition before the miscarriage (accident).

Ref.: DOTTI 282; Duwayk (al-) II 64-65; MITON.>
P0535.2$, Fines (punishment) for killing own kin.
Link: |Q0211.9, Fratricide punished.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 262.>
P0535.2.1$, Fines for killing paternal kin.
Link: |Q0211.0.2, Enormity of kin murder. |S0074.1, Nephew (niece) kills uncle.>

P0535.2.3$, Fines for killing maternal kin.>
P0535.2.3.1$, Fines for killing maternal-uncle.>
P0535.3$, Excessive (absurd) demands made by injured party as price of `forgiveness' in order to
preclude reconciliation.
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Link: |J1955, Demand that murderer restore life to victim. |T0052.0.2.1$, Excessive mahr as obstacle for
marriage.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 605/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cats and Mice War" no. 40; Zîr 56
111/(poem/all adversaries dead).>
P0535.4$, Refusal to accept blood-price. Vendettist insists on "a life for a life" (qasâs).
Link: |P0522.2$, Vendetta: a life for a life, of equal (or higher) social rank. |P0525.4$, Acts undertaken so
as to be exempt by blood-vendettist. |P0549.1.1$, "Government's right, not `ours'". Punishment of culprit
by government (in certain cases, e.g., blood-vendetta, sexual honor crimes) seen by victim's family as not
replacing their right to inflict their own.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 92; Zîr 80 122.>
P0535.5$, Blood price forgiven (or surrendered). Type: 779J3.
Ref.: DOTTI 220 235 279 439 658 659 672 673 694/{Lbn, lit., Sdn}; MITON.>
P0535.5.1$, Chieftain forgives an European admitting accidental manslaughter: would not mind the
killing of one of his subjects daily by the European guest.
Link: |U0046.2$, Ready unfairness, deferred fairness: imposing injustice on a person now while hoping to
redress the injustice later. To be a person influenceable [by us], or leverage can be brought to bear on him
C

[by us], (a person maqdûr alaih).

Ref.: Dickson Desert 312-14 no. 6/{Sdi/Kut}.>
P0535.6$, `Blood' (life) of a person condemned to death granted to another (to decide its fate).
Link: |J1181, Execution escaped by use of special permissions granted the condemned.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0535.7$, Unavenged `blood' (murder).
Link: |P0525.5$, Blood inevitably will be avenged. |Q0171.0.1$, Capital crime unpunished.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 191; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18.>
P0535.8$, qasâs law applied to married couple (husband, wife).
Link: |T0205$, The abusive spouse. |T0252, The overbearing wife.>

P0535.8.1$, Wife wounds husband accidentally; in law court, husband demands qasâs (inflicting
like wound on her).
Link: |P0535.9.2$, Person caused to lose limb (organ) or health: fine imposed on culprit.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 605.>
P0535.9$, Fines imposed so as to compensate for a loss--miscellaneous.>
P0535.9.0.1$, Criminal's property confiscated and given to victim(s) of crime.
Link: |Q0437.1, Criminal's wife and children sold in slavery. |Q0490$, Household (family) and property of
ruler's enemy (criminal) confiscated, destroyed, or deemed available to the public (mob). ('istibâhah).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0535.9.1$, Destruction of property redressed: fine imposed on culprit. Type: 911*.
Ref.: DOTTI 579.>
P0535.9.1.1$, Animal (pet) killed: fine imposed on culprit. Type: 911*.
Ref.: DOTTI 579 580 777/{Irq}.>
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P0535.9.2$, Person caused to lose limb (organ) or health: fine imposed on culprit. Type: cf. 1534.
Link: |K0251.7.1$, Weighing eyes to see whether they are equal in value: "An eye for an eye." The oneeyed accuser declines the test: he will be blinded while the accused would be left with one eye. |P0522.1,
Lex talionis. One life for one life. |P0535.8.1$, Wife wounds husband accidentally; in law court, husband
demands qasâs (inflicting like wound on her). |P0526.3$, Legal responsibility for consequences of one's
own actions (inactions).

Ref.: DOTTI 838.>
P0535.9.2.1$, Compensation for hand unjustly severed.
Link: |Q0205.1$, Limb (hand, foot, tongue, etc.) involved in offense cut off.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0535.9.2.3$, Compensation for eye unjustly damaged (blinded, pierced, punctured). Type: 1534, cf.
1331.
Link: |X0335.3$, Person of high communal rank causes another of lesser communal rank to lose an eye;
judgment: the injured should lose his other eye in order to have the right to put out one eye of the culprit.
(Legal principle: the lesser ranked is worth one half of the higher ranked).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 211 no. 54.>
P0535.9.3$, Compensation for crime (or unjust official treatment) resulting in loss of portion of
lifetime (wages, potential earnings, etc.).
Link: |Q0102$, Compensation for lost property and rank--(reinstatement, restoration to previous station).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0535.9.4$, Compensation (fine) for making slanderous accusation.
Link: |Q0297, Slander punished.>

P0535.9.4.1$, Woman demands `honor-redressing' (radd-sharaf) from person who has made
unverified slanderous accusation against her. Type: 1381A, 1406A$, cf. 516A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 762 775 795 804/{Egy}; TAWT 239/cf.>
P0535.9.4.2$, Man demands `honor-redressing' (radd-sharaf) for being worngly accused of
violating sex mores. Type: 516A1$.
Link: |T0193.2$, Marriage to the person with whom one is accused of having a love affair demanded as
honor-redressing measure.

Ref.: TAWT 239 no. 29.>
P0536, Punishment for failure to pay tax.
Ref.: Amîn 413-14, cf. 121-22.>
P0536.1, Nose cut off for failure to pay tax.>
P0536.2$, Tying to a post in public place for failure to pay tax.
Ref.: AUC: 19 no. 20.>
P0536.3$, Flogging for failure to pay taxes.>
P0537, Payment of stipend [(wages)]. Type: 76, 51***, cf. 200C$, 774M3$.
Link: |A2221.7.1$, Dove demands ring around her neck as fee for searching for land. |P0434.1$,
Middleman's (auctioneer's) fee.
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Ref.: Jâhiz II 322-26/(relig. poem); Boqarî 153; DOTTI 19 34 75 431/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0537.1$, Receiving a stipend obligates hireling (employee) to work.
Link: |P0525, Contracts. |W0027.3.1$, `He who eats his adversary's (a Jew's) bread, strikes with his
sword'.>

P0537.2$, Ruler increases employees's stipends: wins their support.
Link: |P0500.0.3.2$, Deeds done by ruler to gain popularity--(e.g., reduce taxes, release prisoners, or the
C

like). |Q0111, Riches as reward. |Q0111.8, Large quantity of land as reward--[('iqtâ )].

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 153.>
P0537.3$, Position with steady stipend (salary) preferred.
Link: |P0751.3.0.2.1$, Government job is desirable (preferred).

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 153.>
P0537.5$, Auctioneer's fee to be paid by buyer.
Link: |P0434.1.1.1$, Ten per cent is middleman's fee.>

P0537.6$, Auctioneer's fee to be paid by seller.>
P0538$, Loss of stipend (wages). Type: 1538A$.
Link: |P0506.3$, Rebellion against government. |P0551, Army. |U0025, Theft to avoid starvation forgiven.
|W0154.1, Man [(employee)] dismissed after years of service with a pittance.

Ref.: DOTTI 847; MITON.>
P0538.1$, Insurrection due to ruler's failure to pay wages (stipend).
Link: |P0506.3$, Rebellion against government. |P0551, Army.>

P0539$, Unemployment.
Link: |J1014$, Making a living (by earning wages). |P0485.5$, Little demand in job market for the learned
(with theoretical, abstract, or mere academic knowledge).>

P0539.1$, Misery of unemployment. Type: cf. 923D$, 949*, 1696.
Ref.: DOTTI 144 168 609 653 696 706 889 914/{Alg, Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0541, Law-making.>
P0547$, Instruments of law courts (means of law enforcement).>
P0547.1$, Correctional facilities.>
P0547.1.1$, Prison as correctional facility.
Link: |P0194.9.1$, Ex-prisoners (`ex-felons$, `sawâbiq$, etc.) as a social category. |R0041, Captivity in
tower (castle, prison). |R0052$, Considerate treatment of captives (prisoners).>

P0547.1.1.1$, Women's prison.>
P0547.1.4$, Labor camp as correctional facility for minor offenders.
Link: |Q0434.5$, Punishment: imprisonment and hard labor (while fettered).>

P0547.3$, Prison community.>
P0547.3.1$, Prison comrades.
Link: |P0194.9.1$, Ex-prisoners (`ex-felons$, `sawâbiq$, etc.) as a social category.>

P0547.5$, Prison as refuge (or hiding place).
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Link: |P0194.9.1.1$, Person frequently imprisoned (`radd sugûn$, jailbird). |R0052$, Considerate
treatment of captives (prisoners).>

P0547.5.1$, Person seeks imprisonment so as to avoid responsibility in the outside world.
Link: |U0025, Theft to avoid starvation forgiven.

Ref.: Anonymous AAl-Thalâthah al-mughaffalîn" 8-9; DOTTI 637 803/{lit.}.>
P0548, Miscellaneous legal customs.>
P0548.1$, Legal aspects of being an adult. Type: 1534, cf. 978A$.
Link: |H0501.4$, Test of reaching puberty (physical development, i.e., maturation). |C0135$, Tabu:
neglecting religious duties (services) after reaching puberty. |P0529.6.3$, Nonsexual marriage so that man
and woman may be together. |P0526.3.1$, Conditions that render a person not responsible for
consequences of own actions (e.g., being a minor, insanity, drunkenness, etc.). |X0772.0.1$, Sexual
intercourse said to be a test (examination).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 617/cf.; DOTTI 679 838 956/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0549$, Customary law.
Link: |P0522.0.1$, Multiple legal systems. |P0601$, The power of custom (social).

Ref.: Boqarî 171.>
P0549.1$, Conflict between customary law and formal law.
Link: |P0148$, Strongman's illegal activities. |P0522.0.1$, Multiple legal systems. |P0525.3.1$, Vendettist
(avenger).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33.>
P0549.1.1$, "Government's right, not `ours'". Punishment of culprit by government (in certain cases,
e.g., blood-vendetta, sexual honor crimes) seen by victim's family as not replacing their right to
inflict their own.
Link: |P0525.4$, Acts undertaken so as to be exempt by blood-vendettist. |P0535.4$, Refusal to accept
blood-price. Vendettist insists on "a life for a life" (qasâs).>

P0549.1.2$, Relatives of murdered person provide `government' with false evidence of murderer's
innocence so that he would remain free and be killed by them.
Link: |K1878$, Deception: guilty made to appear innocent.

Ref.: T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 12.>
P0549.2$, Crime against multiple parties.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0549.2.1$, One party forgives culprit, the other does not.
Link: |P0798.1.1$, Conflict within a triad: one party is removed so as to restore stability (balance). |V0441,
Forgiveness [as religious virtue]. |W0011.5.0.3$, Forgiveness as personal virtue.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0549.3$, Boasting (publication) of own imprisonment for manly crimes.
Link: |P0159.1.1$, "With my money I can do whatever I fancy!", so states boastful sign over youth's door.
|Q0259.5$, Publication of a killing for sexual honor.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1, "el-Adham" no. 33.>
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P0549.3.1$, `Imprisonment is for real-men (gidCân)'.>
P0549.3.3$, `Horrible hangman's scaffold is a [play-]swing for heroes'.>
P0550, Military affairs.
Link: |K2350, Military strategy.

Ref.: D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 135 no. 46.>
P0550.1$, War. Type: 222, 314, 954A$, cf. 516H$.
Link: |F0252.3.2$, Jinn armies clash (in battle). |H0904$, Military tasks (assigned by sovereign).
|P0713.1$, Secession: one segment of nation (tribe) breaks away from rest.

Ref.: Maspero 109-14 no. 6; DOTTI 84 132 135 224 283 661/{Mrc}.>
P0550.1.0.1$, Warfare is men's alone--women do not know battle formation, strategy, etc.
Link: |W0186.1$, Warlike nation (tribe). |X0481.1$, Woman prime minister wants enemy (male) general
to attack neither her eastern `bank' nor her western, but in between: "In the `Canal'".

Ref.: MITON.>
P0550.1.0.2$, Lack of endurance in fight (battle).
Link: |P0550.1.0.5.3.1$, Troops refuse to fight. |W0043, Peacefulness. |W0121, Cowardice.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0550.1.0.3$, Invincible (valiant) warrior needed for battle.
Link: |W0033, Heroism.

Ref.: Maspero 175 no. 10.>
P0550.1.0.5$, Preparations (readiness) for war.
Link: |H0501.6.1$, Osiris tests Horus's readiness for battle (combat, revenge). |P0538$, Loss of stipend
(wages).

Ref.: Maspero 220 no. 16; MITON; Zîr 5-07.>
P0550.1.0.5.1$, War waged so as to keep army in good form.
Link: |G0303.9.4.0.3$, War waged at Satan's instigation. |K2381, Ruler diverts attention from
misgovernment by beginning a war.

Ref.: DOTTI 499/{lit.}.>
P0550.1.0.5.2$, Army kept in state of preparedness.
Link: |J0610, Forethought in conflicts with others. |J0672, Defences by strengthening one' own weakest
spot. |J0704$, Preparing for approaching (inevitable) trouble.>

P0550.1.0.5.3$, Army neglected (in state of disrepair).>
P0550.1.0.5.3.1$, Troops refuse to fight.
Ref.: Budge/Romances 190 no. A-12; Maspero 171 no. 9; MITON.>
P0550.1.1$, Declaration of war.
Ref.: Maspero 254 no. 17; MITON.>
P0550.1.1.0.1$, Formal declaration of war expected from civilized nation (army) before attacking.
Link: |C0845.4$, Tabu: war-making (killing) during sacred period (time). |K2360$, Surprise attack
(`treacherous' invasion).

Ref.: Simpson 188 n. 42.>
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P0550.1.1.1$, Drums of war (beaten).
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56; Zîr 5-6.>
P0550.1.1.2$, Call to arms ('istinfâr).
Link: |P0558$, Battle cries (war chants, hymns, truisms, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 171 no. 9 254 no. 17; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah alsharîfah" no. 57.>
P0550.1.1.4$, War declared (waged) in order to retrieve usurped national property (land, treasure,
etc.).
Link: |F1041.8.1.0.1$, War waged to procure beautiful woman. |G0303.9.4.0.3$, War waged at Satan's
instigation. |P0550.1.0.5.1$, War waged so as to keep army in good form. |T0104, Foreign king wages war
to enforce demand for princess in marriage.

Ref.: Maspero 243-62 no. 17.>
P0550.2$, Peace for peace and war for war (`We befriend those who befriend us but fight those who
wage war on us').
Link: |J0218, Enemies make peace rather than slay each other. |P0310.10.1$, `Purchase him who purchases
thee; and forsake (`sell') him who forsakes thee'. |P0677.5$, Fleeing enemy (combatant, dueler) may not be
pursued. |P0794.2.1$, Murder committed (war waged) to ensure one's own survival.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0550.5$, Preparation (education) of spies.
Link: |J0149.4$, Education breeds security (safety). |J0675.0.1$, Preemptive actions: anticipatory treachery
countervailed by treacherous acts.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0550.5.1$, Spying is necessary for defeating enemy.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 289.>
P0550.5.2$, Psychological warfare: spreading false rumors to demoralize enemy.
Link: |K2107.3$, Rumor mongering. False report concocted and spread (so as to slander). |U0194$,
Rumors are not truths. |W0039.0.2.1$, Lying in warfare: permissible.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 289.>
P0550.6$, "Warfare is a trick (deception)".
Link: |K2357.16$, Strategy to get into enemy city: fighters smuggled past defenses (gate). |W0039.0.2.1$,
Lying in warfare: permissible.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 287 445.>
P0551, Army.
Link: |P0012.2.0.1$, Unjust (tyrannical) ruler uses fear to control subjects (troops).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0551.0.1, Band of professional warriors.
Link: |P0551.0.2.1$, Mercenary army (band of warriors).>

P0551.0.1.1$, Band of herdsmen (tribesmen) warriors.
Link: |F0531.6.17.5.1$, Fear-evoking herdsman.
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Ref.: Maspero xli 244 no. 17.>
P0551.0.2$, Mercenary warrior (soldier): fights for pay.
Ref.: Simpson 82 n. 6; Jâhiz VI 271/(going to war for pay).>
P0551.0.2.1$, Mercenary army (band of warriors).
Link: |P0551.0.1, Band of professional warriors.

Ref.: Maspero 256 no. 17 n. 2.>
P0551.0.2.2$, Mercenary soldier dos not fight for the nation.
Link: |P0474$, Professional murderer. Hired killer murders for pay, contract killer, etc.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1859 2055.>
P0551.0.3$, Army of volunteers.
Link: |P0551.10.4$, Provider (muqaddim) of troops_(e.g., "Provider-of-forty").

Ref.: Maspero 171 no. 9.>
P0551.0.3.1$, Army of dervishes.
Link: |D2163.2, Magic reinforcements. Hero's followers magically multiply, or whole army conjured up.
|F0585.2, Magic phantom army. |F0873, Extraordinary army. |L0111.6, Anchorite as hero.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 150-51, Eg. Balladry "Khadrah al-sharîfah"
no. 57.>
P0551.0.3.2$, Army of multi-ethnic groups: same state, several cultures.
Link: |P0170.0.2.1$, Slave population (staff, crew) of multi-racial and multi-ethnic origins.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0551.0.3.3$, Army of multi-national forces: several states contribute troops (a `coalition').
Link: |F0873.1, Troops of black, white, and red soldiers. One-third of an army of each.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0551.1, Army of young men. Old men excluded.
Ref.: Chauvin VIII 84 no. 373bis.>
P0551.5, Boy [military] corps.>
P0551.5.1$, Army of women. Type: 981B$.
Link: |H0637.3$, What is the hardest? Woman's heart.

Ref.: DOTTI 290 531 685 712/{Sml}; MITON; Shalabî 45-50; AUC: 20A no. 5.>
P0551.10$, Army leader (general).
Link: |P0030.2.1$, King's son put in charge of army (military campaign). |P0461, Soldier.

Ref.: Maspero 109-14 no. 6 252 no. 17; Ibshîhî 288.>
P0551.10.0.1$, Characteristics of military leader (army general).
Link: |J1044$, "He who fears should not rule (govern), and he who rules should not fear".

Ref.: Maspero 109-14 no. 6; Ibshîhî 288.>
P0551.10.0.1.1$, Qualities of military leader from animals. Lion: boldness "heart-strength", tiger:
pride, bear: courage, boar: forward-charge, wolf: persistence-of-attack, ant: carriage-of-armor, dog:
fidelity-to-master, donkey: patience, cock: opportunism, crane: vigil, Y, etc.
Link: |A2851, The four characteristics of wine. [Peacock: brilliant color; ape: jokes; lion: boldness; hog:
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drunkenness]. |J0133, Animal gives wise example to man. |Z0194$, Animal symbolism--male's character
and personality attributes (habits).

Ref.: Damîrî I 274; Ibshîhî 288.>
P0551.10.1$, Woman as military leader (army general)--e.g., Zonobia/al-Zabbâ$, Ghazâlah, `The
Pearl-Tree,' etc.
Link: |A0507$, Culture-heroine: female as culture-hero. |P0476.1$, Band of forty female robbers.
C

|P0551.5.1$, Army of women. |Z0205$, Heroines of siyar ( Unaytirah/`)Inaitrah$, Dhât al-Himmah, alJâziyah, etc.).>

P0551.10.4$, Provider (muqaddim) of troops_(e.g., "Provider-of-forty").
Link: |P0551.0.3$, Army of volunteers.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 143 n. 9 159, "elBadawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2/(er-RifâCî) 15/(el-Kîlânî).>
P0551.11$, Troop morale.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 535.>
P0551.11.1$, No soldier (warrior) should be away from his family (wife) for more than four (six)
months.
Link: |P0529.0.6.1$, Wife awarded divorce due to husband's long absence.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 535.>
P0551.11.2$, Performing artists (singers, dancers, etc.) entertain troops.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 517.>
P0551.4, Hero drives retreating warriors back into battle.
Link: |E0155.1.3$, Dead warrior revived and asked to join battle (war). |P0012.5, Good king never retreats
in battle. |P0552.8$, Retreat (escape) as wise strategy in face of enemy's overwhelming power.

Ref.: Zîr 102-117/cf.>
P0552, Battle formations.
Link: |K0891.5.6$, Enemy tricked into falling in pit. |K2360.1$, Gorilla warfare: surprise attacks and quick
escapes (usually by bands of fighters).

Ref.: Maspero 183 no. 12 250 no. 17 229 no. 16; Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37):
Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73; Ibshîhî 288; Basset Contes pop. berb. 46-47 no. 23; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 158-59, "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57 14;
Zîr 7-8.>
P0552.1, Battle-pen. Warriors fight in circle around leader.>
P0552.3, Phalanx.>
P0552.3.3$, Bird-formation: heart (center, king, general), with right and left wings.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 289; Burton II 273-74.>
P0552.3.3.1$, Charge first at the heart: when the heart is destroyed, the wings become useless.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 289.>
P0552.4, War-machines.
Ref.: Budge Gods II 193/(Osiris tests Horus); Maspero 183 no. 12; Amîn 161-66, Zîr 7-8
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96ff.; Basset Contes pop. berb. 46-47 no. 23; Wehr 490 no. 18.>
P0552.6$, First line of attack or defense.>
P0552.6.1$, Unassailable first line of attack (defense): human hostages or sacred beings (e.g.,
persons, animals, objects, or the like).
Link: |K2351.5.0.1$, Alexander's brass horsemen (cavalry): dummies with fire lighted inside burn
elephants' trunks and are thus backed into enemy's ranks. |P0506.6$,Terror. |P0533.1, Hostages.
|R0051.4.1$, Hostage (captive) killed.>

P0552.7$, tatarruss (also, taqiyyah). Innocent Moslems used as shield by enemy (attackers) treated
as if enemy combatants.
Link: |K2154$, Hero masks as his enemies and attacks neutral parties, thus drawing them into war on his
side. |L0114.4.1$, `Hero' commits anti-heroic (shameful, perfidious) act(s). |M0375, Slaughter of innocents
to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. |N0343.5$, Warrior near death kills his beloved so as to save her from
falling into enemy's hands. Enemy defeated, warrior recovers, only his beloved loses her life. |P0528.7$,
Killing (suicide) to avoid capture (enslavement). |S0265.1, Hostages sacrificed. |W0121.7.3$, Coward
seeks refuge behind woman (in women's quarters).

Ref.: Jack Barclay, "Al-Tatarrus: al-Qaeda's Justification for Killing Muslim Civilians Y".>
P0552.8$, Retreat (escape) as wise strategy in face of enemy's overwhelming power.
Link: |J0762, Leave loophole for escape. |J0811.8$, Fleeing to escape defeat (punishment) by strong
adversary. |P0551.4, Hero drives retreating warriors back into battle.

Ref.: Boqarî 91.>
P0553, Weapons.
Link: |D1080, Magic weapons.

Ref.: ThaClabî 151-52.>
P0553.0.1$, Merits and demerits of certain weapons.
Link: |U0280$, Balance between merits and demerits, advantages and disadvantages, good and evil.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 294-95.>
P0553.1, Poisoned weapons.>
P0553.1.1$, Poisoned blade (knife, spear, etc.) or bullet.
Link: |S0111.12.1$, Murder by poisoned blade (knife, dagger, sword, etc.).>

P0553.1.2$, Gas as weapon.
Link: |D1109.1$, Magic darkness as weapon.>

P0553.1.2.1$, Victim overcome by fumigation (odor, broken wind, smoke, gas). Type: cf. 80.
Link: |B0128.2.1.2$, Animal uses own secretion as weapon. |B0128.9.1$, Animal uses bad odor to its
advantage. |D0575, Transformation by fumigations. Burning of magic perfume [(incense)] transforms.
|D1295.1$, Supernatural results from burning incense (ritual fumigation). |F0559.9.1.5$, Broken wind
(fart) used as social device (weapon). |F0899.8.1$, Remarkably bad (foul) odor of object or place.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 48; Ibn-CAasim no. 478; Damîrî I 175/(fox overpowers porcupine); Ibshîhî
477; DOTTI 34.>
P0553.2$, Projectiles as weapons (e.g., catapult-hurled rock or flame, bomb, missile, etc.).
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Link: |B0031.1.2, Roc drops rock on ship. Rock is so large that it destroys ship. |D1691.2.1$, Falling
projectile (bomb) held back (by saint's power).

Ref.: Jâhiz V 298.>
P0553.2.1$, Bombs that contain scorpions (snakes).
Link: |F0830, Extraordinary weapons.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 358.>
P0553.3$, Flying device (airplane, air-ship, `wind-carpet') as weapon. Air force.
Link: |B0128.3.1$, Bird uses rock as tool (weapon). |D1532.15$, Magic flying carpet (`wind-carpet').
|F0841.3.1, Winged ship.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 251/cf.; Burton III 267 n.; RAFE 112 n. 380; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 159 no. 56.>
P0553.4$, Marine devices (ships, submarines, or the like) as weapons. Navy.
Link: |R0244, Ships burned to prevent flight.>

P0553.4.1$, Invasion by sea.>
P0553.4.1.1$, Naval battle.
Link: |R0217.7$, Sea chase: escape and pursuit by means of ships. |R0244, Ships burned to prevent flight.>

P0553.5$, Animal(s) used as weapon in battle.
Link: |B0256.5.1.1$, Flock of birds attack saint's adversary (at saint's command). |B0268, Animal soldiers.
|K0632, Mice gnaw enemies' bow strings and prevent pursuit. [As deliberate war tactic]. |K2351, Animals
help in military victory.>

P0553.5.1$, Elephant used as weapon.
Link: |B0268.3, War-elephants. |K2351.5.0.1$, Alexander's brass horsemen (cavalry): dummies with fire
lighted inside burn elephants' trunks and are thus backed into enemy's ranks.

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 173; ThaClabî 251-53; Damîrî II 231-33; RAFE 112 n. 380.>
P0553.5.2$, Feline (lion, leopard, etc.) used as weapon in war.
Link: |P0013.9.3.5.2$, Leopard as royal animal. |P0806.7.1$, Hunting with help of animals or birds (dogs,
leopards, falcons, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 183 no. 12.>
P0553.5.3$, Canine (dog) used as weapon in war.
Link: |B0268.2.1, War-dogs.

Ref.: Maspero 241 no. 16 n. 3.>
P0553.9$, Weapons--miscellaneous.>
P0553.9.1$, `Virgin' weapon--unused.
Link: |K1681.1, Inventor of death machine is first to use it.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0553.9.2$, Initiation of a weapon.
Link: |P0609$, Group rites: rituals (graduations, weddings, initiation, etc.) performed for group.>

P0553.9.3$, Reckoning (marking) a killing done with a certain weapon--(by notch or the like). Type:
756C, cf. 517A$.
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Link: |F0898.1$, Mark (pebble, nut, notch, slash, etc.) for each elapsed time-period (hour, day, month,
etc.). |P0555.2.1.1, "Publication of slaying." Heads of slain enemies displayed. |Q0259.5$, Publication of a
killing for sexual honor.

Ref.: DOTTI 286 415.>
P0553.9.4$, Golden weapons (armor, shield, sword, spear, or the like).
Link: |F0830.0.1$, Weapons of precious substance (gold, silver, diamond, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0555, Defeat in battle.
Link: |R0075, Surrendering [military]. |X0482$, Jokes concerning battle lost.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 289.>
P0555.0.1$, Defeat in battle due to lack of champions (heroes).
Link: |U0085.5.1.1$, Dismissed hero recalled to save own people from defeat in battle.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 290.>
P0555.2.1.1, "Publication of slaying." Heads of slain enemies displayed.
Link: |C0898.1.2$, Tabu: publication of slaying (execution). Public display of corpse or part thereof.
|P0553.9.2$, Initiation of a weapon. |P0681.1$, Publication of a death (mourning). |Q0259.5$, Publication
of a killing for sexual honor. |Q0421.1, Heads on stakes. Punishment by beheading and placing the heads
on stakes. |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).

Ref.: Maspero 183 no. 12 199 no. 14 n. 1; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 84 no. 11, 99 no. 14,
Zîr 10, cf. CFMC: CUKH-I no. 404, cf. HE-S: Suhâg 69-3 no. 9.>
P0555.4$, Riderless animal in battle (huwâshah) signifies falling of warrior.
Link: |Z0111.7$, Symbolism: riderless horse (stallion, mare)--death of hero or chief.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 491/cf./(huwâshah).>
P0556, Challenge to battle.
Ref.: Lane 424.>
P0556.7$, Challenge to duel: weapon ready (open, drawn, unfolded, etc.).
Link: |F0690.1.1$, Swiftness-of-draw of weapon overawes opponent: declines challenge (duel). |H1166,
Task: duel. |K0097, Duel won by deception. |P0677, Customs connected with dueling.

Ref.: Maspero 82 no. 4; Ibshîhî 290; MITON.>
P0556.7.1$, Drawn weapon signifies: `dealer'/striker, closed signifies: `receiver'/stricken.
Link: |H1547$, Contest (duel) in enduring pain. |P0557.4.4, "Men's truth" (fir fer). Challenger to single
combat must submit to same conditions as person challenged.>

P0556.7.1.1$, `Open whip' indicates readiness to deal lashes; `closed (folded) whip' indicates
readiness to receive lashes.
Link: |H1547.2$, wuqûf el-kurbâg (`enduring the whip'): strokes with whip exchanged (contest).

Ref.: DOTTI 942/{Egy}.>
P0557, Military customs.>
P0557.2, Pledge with enemy to be kept.>
P0557.4, Customs concerning single combat.
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Ref.: MITON.>
P0557.4.4, "Men's truth" (fir fer). Challenger to single combat must submit to same conditions as
person challenged.
Link: |H1547$, Contest (duel) in enduring pain. |P0556.7.1$, Drawn weapon signifies: `dealer'/striker,
closed signifies: `receiver'/stricken.>

P0557.4.5$, Duelers must receive king's permission to proceed with combat.
Link: |P0014.25.2$, Protocol of courtier's interaction with sovereign (king).>

P0557.4.5.1$, Duelers salute king before putting on armor for duel.
Ref.: Maspero 248 no. 17.>
P0557.5, Warrior disgraced by slaying of those under his protection.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0557.8$, Truce: respite from combat (duel). Type: 303D$,/516H$, 873A$.
Link: |P0205.9.1$, Respite from combat in order to inquire about adversary's identity.

Ref.: Maspero 234-35 no. 16 n. 2 239 no. 16; DOTTI 500 501 502 521/{Egy}; Zîr 74.>
P0557.8.1$, Warring parties disengage at night.
Link: |N0349.1, Warriors erroneously slay allies in night battle.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0558$, Battle cries (war chants, hymns, truisms, etc.).
Link: |A1341.1, Origin of battle shouting [(war-cry)].

Ref.: Simpson 287/(war shout); Shamy (el-) Egypt 156 no. 31.>
P0558.1$, Battle-cry: names of ancestors.>
P0558.2$, Battle-cry: mother's name.
Link: |C0435.3$, Tabu: uttering mother's name (or the word "mother"). |Z0084.1.1$, Insult: mention of
mother's name.>

P0558.3$, Battle-cry: sister's name. Type: 315.
Link: |A1297.1$, Cain killed Abel in order not to lose own twin sister as wife. |P0253.1.1$, Brother as
guardian of his sister's chastity (sexual honor).

Ref.: Ahmad al-Nûbah 51-63; Bâzargân (al-) 39 no. 23; DOTTI 123 139 140 150/{Bhrn,
Egy}; MITON; TAWT 393 n. 572; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 7-x-no. 33; AGSFC: BHR 86-4 11-x-?.>
P0558.4$, Battle-cry: daughter's name.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 278.>
P0559.1$, Spoils (booty) of war.
Link: |F1041.8.1.0.1$, War waged to procure beautiful woman. |P0173, Captive king's sons made slaves.
|P0531, Taxation and payment of fines or tribute. |P0550.1.0.5.1$, War waged so as to keep army in good
form. |P0555, Defeat in battle. |V0357$, Holy war (crusade, jihâd-muqaddas, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0559.0.1$, One prayed: "O Lord, safety, and gains (spoils of war)!" The other replied: "O Lord,
safety and that is all!".
Link: |J0754$, Take precautions for safety.
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 2158 2159/cf.>
P0559.1.1$, Division of war booty.
Link: |P0173, Captive king's sons made slaves. |Q0437, Sale into slavery as punishment.>

P0559.1.1.1$, War booty presented to head of state of victorious army.
Link: |T0161, Jus primae noctis. Overlord claims the right of sleeping the first night with subject's wife
[(bride)].

Ref.: MITON.>
P0559.1.1.1.1$, Conflict over division of war booty.
Link: |J0811.1, The lion's share. [Wolf divides booty equally and is killed--fox learns lesson and gives all
to lion]. |U0246.2$, Lion, wolf, and fox (jackal) hunt together and catch rabbit, gazelle, and donkey; lion
strikes off wolf's head for dividing game equitably among the three of them according to size (small for
fox, medium for wolf, and large for lion), then asks fox to divide. Fox gives all to lion (small for breakfast,
medium for dinner, and large for supper). Lion asks: "Who taught you this [wise] division?" Fox replies:
"The wolf's head that just flew-by!".

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 268.>
P0559.1.2$, Slain (defeated) warrior's possessions.
Ref.: Maspero 82 no. 4.>
P0559.1.2.1$, Slain warrior's horse (camel). (`mâriq/mârij').>
P0559.1.2.2$, Slain (defeated) warrior's family as booty.
Link: |P0173, Captive king's sons made slaves. |T0104.2, Victor demands defeated king's daughter (widow)
in marriage.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0559.1.3$, War (raid) as means of acquiring wealth.
Link: |P0475.0.2$, Robber of livestock. |P0563$, Intertribal wars (raid and counter-raid). |P0761.2$,
Inheritance as means of acquiring wealth.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 268.>
P0559.2$, Quasi military (conquering) forces.
Link: |P0551.0.1, Band of professional warriors.>

P0559.2.1$, Scholars (scientists, savants, clerics) accompany military campaign.
Ref.: ThaClabî 205-7: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 108.>
P0559.2.2$, Merchants (traders) follow army (into conquered lands).
Ref.: Maspero lxv.>
P0559.2.3$, Adventurers (rogues) follow army (into conquered lands).>
P0561, Tournaments. Type: 314, 508.
Ref.: DOTTI 135.>
P0563$, Intertribal wars (raid and counter-raid). Type: 314, 938, cf. 104, 222, 1641, 2031E$.
Link: |K2360.1$, Gorilla warfare: surprise attacks and quick escapes (usually by bands of fighters).
|P0201.1, Feud between two branches of family. |P0475.0.2.1$, Band of livestock-robbers (raiders).
|P0506.3.0.1$, Civil war. |P0559.1.3$, War (raid) as means of acquiring wealth. |P0722.5$, Ethnicity
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(Arabian, Turkish, European, etc.) as factor in population analyses. |P0731$, Characteristic behavior of
Bedouins. |P0732$, Alliances between tribes (nation, districts, villages, etc.).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 223 no. 265 no. 391; Boqarî 170-71; DOTTI 84 124 135 136 137 148
466 492 533 642 643 678 869 886 969/{Jrd, lit., Plst, Tns}; Littmann 61 no. 45/cf.: Shamy (el-)
"Arab Mythology" no. 93; MITON.>
P0570$, Fortifications of cities. Type: 954A$.
Link: |F0767, Inaccessible city.

Ref.: Maspero 109-14 no. 6; Simpson 239; DOTTI 662; MITON.>
P0570.1$, Wall around city. Type: 954A$, cf. 1213.
Link: |F0777$, Extraordinary wall (fence). |K0312.2, Entry by master thief into closely guarded city in
wood-gatherer's basket.

Ref.: Maspero 109-14 no. 6; DOTTI 662 715.>
P0570.1.1$, City gates.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 500.>
P0570.1.1.1$, City gate closed.
Link: |P0191.2$, Foreigner (stranger) required to provide information on his social status and profession
(craft, trade). (Usually at city gate).

Ref.: DOTTI 717 718 720 746 780 815 870 918/{Irq}; MITON.>
P0570.2$, Moat around city (castle).
Ref.: DOTTI 285 402 709/{Plst}.>
P0570.2.1$, Bridge to city (castle) over moat.>
P0570.3$, Tunnel(s) under city (castle).
Link: |K1344, Tunnel entrance to guarded maiden's chamber. [Underground passage].

Ref.: Jâhiz V 278-79.>
P0570.3.1$, Use of tunnels in warfare learned from jerboa's defenses (yurbûC, `field mouse').
Link: |J0133.7$, Fighting strategy (warfare) learned from observing fighting between animals. |K2360.1$,
Gorilla warfare: surprise attacks and quick escapes (usually by bands of fighters).

Ref.: Jâhiz V 278-79.>
P0570.3.2$, Access to city (castle) via water-tunnel or channel.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0570.3.9$, Impenetrable fortifications--miscellaneous.>
P0570.3.9.1$, Impenetrable fortress (castle).
Link: |F0771, Extraordinary castle (house, palace).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 280-81.>
P0570.3.9.1.1$, More unattainable (impenetrable) than al-CUqâb (the Phoenix).
Link: |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 379; Damîrî II 130; Hujelân 413-14 no. 26-6.>
P0571$, Siege: city (castle, troops, etc.) surrounded by enemy troops. Type: 954A$, cf. 516H$.
Ref.: Maspero 109-14 no. 6; Ibshîhî 280-81; DOTTI 283 662; MITON; Zîr 7.>
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P0571.1$, Siege lifted.
Link: |K2365, Enemy induced to give up siege.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 280-81.>
P0590$, Public service institutions. (Providing for primary needs through public facilities).
Link: |P0502.2$, Political (campaign) promises and slogans. |P0531.0.1$, Taxation as primary source of
government's (ruler's) income. |P0547$, Instruments of law courts (means of law enforcement). |W0011,
Generosity [and philanthropy]. |V0401$, Charitable endowment (waqf/'awqâf): property whose income is
to be used for maintaining philanthropic institution (e.g., school, hospital, orphanage, etc.).>

P0590.0.1$, Ruler (government) provides basic services for subjects (citizens).>
P0590.0.3$, Ruler builds places of worship.
Link: |P0597$, Schools and universities. (Usually annexed to places of worship). |V0110, Religious
buildings. |V0112.2.5.1$, The building of mosque that does not serve other needs, beside praying,
reproved.

Ref.: ThaClabî 202.>
P0590.1$, City (town) founded.
Link: |A1617, Origin of place-name. |P0014, Particular practices of kings.

Ref.: DOTTI 121 159 548/{Alg}.>
P0591$, Hospitals and health-care.>
P0591.1$, Quarantine imposed during epidemic: infected site sealed off (contagious person
isolated).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 423/(tâ)ûn/plague)/plague.>
P0591.2$, Sick person isolated (cast out). Type: 650J$.
Link: |S0062.6$, Sick wife exposed (divorced, sent to her parents' home) by husband. |S0189.1$, Sick
person abandoned.>

P0591.5$, Poor (careless) health-care at hospital.
Link: |P0424.3.0.1$, Unskilled physician(s). |P0424.6$, Nurse (physician's helper). |P0424.9$, Barber as
physician (`health-barber'). |S0189$, Mistreatment of the sick (patients).>

P0591.5.1$, Hospitalization would ensure death for patient (due to poor care).
Link: |K1955.1.2, Patients frightened from hospital by harsh treatment.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0591.6$, Crime committed at hospital.>
P0591.6.1$, Patient killed (murdered) at hospital.
Ref.: DOTTI 938/{Tns}.>
P0591.6.1.1$, Doctor kills patient so as to acquire his possessions (low-rent apartment, estate, or the
like).
Link: |K0824, Sham doctor kills his patients. |K2292, Treacherous physician. |P0424.3.0.1$, Unskilled
physician(s). |X0372, Jokes on doctors.>

P0591.6.1.2$, Surgeon kills patient so as to acquire his organs.
Link: |G0097.1$, Theft from corpse (cadaver). Corpse's organs (limbs) stolen. |K2292.5.1$, Treacherous
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midwife steals or substitutes children.>

P0594$, Orphanages.>
P0595$, Home(s) for the poor (tikiyyah/tikiyyât).
Link: |V0401$, Charitable endowment (waqf/'awqâf): property whose income is to be used for maintaining
philanthropic institution (e.g., school, hospital, orphanage, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0597$, Schools and universities. (Usually annexed to places of worship).
Link: |P0590.0.3$, Ruler builds places of worship.>

P0597.0.1$, Education is a necessity for all.
Link: |J0140.0.1$, Secular (western-style, modern) education leads to success.

Ref.: Boqarî 163.>
P0597.0.1.1$, Education must be free `like water and air'.>
P0597.1$, kuttâb: traditional elementary school/preschool (annexed to places of worship). Type:
894, cf. 56C, 1674*, 1873A$.>
P0597.2$, No schools for girls beyond kuttâb-stage.
Link: |J0140.0.2$, Girl sent to school for modern education.

Ref.: Boqarî 162.>
P0599$, Accompaniments of military campaign (war).>
P0600-P699, Customs.>
P0600, Customs.>
P0601$, The power of custom (social).
Link: |P0319.7, "Friendship without refusal." Friends bind themselves each to grant every desire of the
other. |U0130, The power of habit [(individualistic)]. |U0191.5$, Persistence of the status quo.

Ref.: Diyâb 120.>
P0601.1$, `Customs are as compulsory as religious services'. Type: 880A$, 895$.
C

Link: |P0401.0.1$, Descendants are to continue ancestors' profession. |U0130.0.2$, "Habit (tab ) is [like]
the soul in a human body" (i.e., part of nature).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 45; TAWT 388 n. 510/{Sdn}; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 115 no. 14/('alzam/more
binding than sunnah and fard).>
P0601.1.1$, Severing one's arteries more tolerable than suffering the stopping a habit (custom).
Ref.: Tayûr no. 2254.>
P0601.2$, Customs practiced without knowledge of reason--("cultural survival").
Link: |A1500, Origin of customs. |A1683.8.1$, Why Jews have thread hanging at tail of garment. |J1730,
Absurd ignorance. |U0139.2, Conservatism defies reason. |V0001.11, Worship of idols.

Ref.: ThaClabî 213.>
P0601.2.1$, Custom observed because ancestors (forefathers) practiced it.

Link: |J0151.0.2$, Wisdom from the ancestors: in the manner of what they said (did).

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0603$, Customs associated with household provisions. (Thrift, managing food supply, etc.).
Link: |J0710, Forethought in provision for food. |V0010.2.1$, `If it is needed in household, it is sinful for
mosque (church)'.>

P0603.1$, Storing provisions (rations) intended for consumption during extended period (season,
year, etc.). Type: cf. 280A.
Link: |J0711, In time of plenty provide for want. |J0713, Make use of proper seasons for crops.
|J2756.3.1.1$, `Cat given key to rations room'. |P0774.4.2$, Low (depressed) prices because of abundant
supplies (of goods, services). |W0156.0.2$, Hoarding. |Z0071.5.9$, Seven lean years.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 48 no. A-02/(grainary--about 3000 B.C.); DOTTI 91; MITON.>
P0604$, Layout of a residence (floor-plan of house, palace, hut, etc.).
Link: |P0605.9.2$, Upper floor(s): desirable (preferred, honorific) living quarters.

Ref.: Boqarî 137-39.>
P0604.1$, House-top (flat roof) as terrace or living quarters.
Link: |F0782.8.1$, Window overlooking ogre's garden. |P0610$, Homosociality: social relations between
persons of the same sex. |P0611, Women meet when bathing [in bathhouse]. |T0380$, Heterosociality:
social relations between persons of opposite sexes.

Ref.: Maspero 187 no. 13 n. 1.>
P0604.9$, Layout of a home--miscellaneous.>
P0604.9.1$, Annexes (accessories) to a household (e.g., servants's quarters, guest-house, tunnels,
fields, garden, etc.). Type: 898, 1419E.
Link: |F0773.5$, Private-chapel: mosque, church, temple, etc., at private residence. |P0605.9.1.1$, Guestroom (`traveler's room$, guest-house).

Ref.: Maspero 95 no. 4 n. 2 24 no. 2-1/(kiosk, garden); DOTTI 555 796.>
P0605$, Living (sleeping) arrangements within the household. Type: cf. 570A.
Link: |K1325.1.1$, Seduction by feigned involuntary (unintentional) contact during sleep. |T0405$, Casual
(accidental) illicit exposure of body of one relative to another.

Ref.: DOTTI 262 332 377 521 629 674/{Syr}; RAFE 160 n. 589; TAWT 50 n. 11 424.>
P0605.0.1$, Togetherness-in-life (Cishrah): attraction (familiarity, trust, etc.) due to sharing of living
quarters.
C

Link: |P0210.2$, Intimacy between husband and wife. |P0295.1.2.2.1$, "My ibn- amm's flesh is my own
C

C

flesh (and there is Cishrah and love). |P0605.5.3.1$, 'ibn- amm and his bint- amm (paternal he-cousin and
she-cousins) share sleeping quarters (room). |T0106.5.2.1$, Paternal-cousin preferred as spouse because
he/she is "Same flesh, same blood". |T0298.2.1$, Hastily condemned wife forgives husband when she
discovers that he continues to value (`love') her. |U0131, Familiarity takes away fear.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 169-70; Lane 156-57/(raised); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53b/(line 59/raised); TAWT 372 n. 212.>
P0605.0.1.1$, Only a vile would betray togetherness-in-life (Cishrah).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1899.>
P0605.1$, Separate sleeping quarters for parents (adults).>
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P0605.1.1$, Separate sleeping quarters for male family members.>
P0605.2$, Parents and children share sleeping quarters. Type: 948$, 1572J1$, cf. 327H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 166 653 865; TAWT 50 n. 15.>
P0605.2.1$, Son (youth) asleep in mother's bed. Type: 910B, 948$.
Link: |T0610.5.0.2$, Incestuous tendency during childhood.

Ref.: Boqarî 34; DOTTI 98 111 174 279 570 624 626 647 653 794/{Jrd, Lbn, Sdn, Tns}.>
P0605.5$, Brother(s) and sister(s) share sleeping quarters.
Link: |N0464$, Secret discovered during physical closeness (contact) with another person. |P0254.0.1$,
Household composed of only brother and sister(s). They live alone in palace (house, cave, etc.). |T0405.3$,
Sister's nakedness or exposure. |T0610.5.0.2$, Incestuous tendency during childhood.

Ref.: DOTTI 158 281 296 531 535 666 708/{Egy, lit.}; Haykal 13; MITON; TAWT 50 n. 13.>
P0605.5.1$, Sister and brother together asleep. Type: 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 247 489 631 759 819/{Plst}; MITON; Salîm Tâhâ al-Tikrîtî Turâth III:12 126;
Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 39-41; TAWT 28 n. 70.>
P0605.5.2$, A boy's (man's) sister in bed (scene, image). Type: 315, 872$.
C

Link: |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his sister, [then] he put `his thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing"
[Y]. |T0001.3.1$, Two lovers in one bed (the head of each resting on the other's arm) is the best scene in
The Compassionate's creation. |K1872.9.5.4$, Statement intended to generate erotic mental image
deceptively camouflaged to seem decent. (The pseudo-erotic). |T0405.3$, Sister's nakedness or exposure.

Ref.: "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2; DOTTI 139 489; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah
and Mitwallî" no. 1, 1C/Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship" 12.>
P0605.5.2.1$, A girl's (woman's) brother in bed (scene, image).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
P0605.5.3$, Cousins share sleeping quarters.>
P0605.5.3.1$, 'ibn-Camm and his bint-Camm (paternal he-cousin and she-cousins) share sleeping
quarters (room).
C

C

Link: |P0295.1.3$, Love (affection) between 'ibn- amm and his bint- amm.

Ref.: DOTTI 533 859/{Omn}.>
P0605.9$, Sleeping arrangements--miscellaneous.>
P0605.9.1$, Guest's sleeping quarters.
Link: |H1560.2$, Pride tested by sleeping quarters offered: base (coarse) and lofty (luxurious)-contentment with base indicates lack of pride. |P0332, Selfish guest expels host. [Porcupine crowds
rabbit].>

P0605.9.1.1$, Guest-room (`traveler's room').
Link: |P0604.9.1$, Annexes (accessories) to a household (e.g., servants's quarters, guest-house, tunnels,
fields, garden, etc.). |P0610.1.1$, Men meet at communal parlor (majlis, dawwâr, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0605.9.1.2$, Honored (male) guest given bed of host's wife. Type: cf. 948$.
Link: |T0281, Sex hospitality. Host gives his wife (daughter) to his guest as bed companion.
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Ref.: DOTTI 279 653/{Lbn}.>
P0605.9.2$, Upper floor(s): desirable (preferred, honorific) living quarters.
Link: |P0604$, Layout of a residence (floor-plan of house, palace, hut, etc.).

Ref.: TAWT no. 10 28 420.>
P0605.9.2.1$, "Upper floor" for intimate living.
Ref.: Maspero 40 no. 2-4 n. 3; Shamy (el-) Egypt 105 no. 15; TAWT no. 22.>
P0605.9.3$, Basement (kitchen, hearth, stable, etc.): undesirable living quarters. Type: 310, 314,
510, 1379.
Link: |L0132, Pig-sty [(zareba, stable)] abode for unpromising hero (heroine). |Q0482, Punishment: noble
person must do menial service. |Q0485.1, Princess married to lowly hero must live in slave quarters.

Ref.: DOTTI 117 135 258 771; TAWT 420.>
P0605.9.5$, Sleeping in the open (`under the stars'). Type: 570A.
Link: |F0771.1.6.3$, Palace built of crystal to allow inhabitant being close to nature (able to see stars).

Ref.: Boqarî 137-39; DOTTI 332.>
P0605.9.5.1$, `The mat of summertime [gatherings, sleep] is wide' [i.e., informal, accommodates
many simultaneously]).
Link: |H0580.0.1$, Figurative speech: (enigmatic). |P0605.9.5.2$, "An Ahmadî mat (rug)".
(Accommodates many).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1068.>
P0605.9.5.2$, "An Ahmadî mat (rug)". (Accommodates many).
Link: P0605.9.5.1$, `The mat of summertime [gatherings, sleep] is wide' [i.e., informal, accommodates
many simultaneously]). |V0220.0.15.0.1$, Es-Sayyid el-Badawî's special possessions: rosary, pitcher, and
palm-tree reed (branch).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 777.>
P0609$, Group rites: rituals (graduations, weddings, initiation, etc.) performed for group. Type:
303A, cf. 303B$.
Link: |P0807.8$, Deviant (immoral) activity as amusement. |T0135.8, Two or more weddings at one time
as the end of a tale.

Ref.: Boqarî 16 131-132 143/(zaghrûtah/ghatrafah) 192; DOTTI 109 111.>
P0609.1$, Homosocial rites: group rituals for members of same sex (prayers, circumcision, etc.).
Ref.: DOTTI 971; TAWT 417.>
P0610$, Homosociality: social relations between persons of the same sex.
Link: |F0956.7.6$, Catharsis (fadfadah): relief from mental troubles through talking about them.
|J1768.2.1.1$, Youth thought to be a man's lover (actually his son). |N0349.4.1.1$, Friendly kiss on cheek
(homosocial) thought to be homoerotic. |P0060.1.3.1$, Gentlewomen and sophisticated men socialize
around intellectual (philosophical) topics. (Salon and salonniers). |P0604.1$, House-top (flat roof) as
terrace or living quarters. |P0790.0.1$, Need for interacting with others. |T0311.8$, Aversion to (dislike of)
members of the opposite sex. |T0463, Homosexual love (male). |T0380$, Heterosociality: social relations
between persons of opposite sexes. |U0284.3.3$, For a male, another male is more physically animated
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(rough).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 252,"Siblings in Alf laylah" 183;
TAWT 54 n. 77.>
P0610.0.1$, Homosociality among females (women, girls). Type: 1384A$, 1406, cf. 883$.
Link: |P0611, Women meet when bathing [in bathhouse]. |T0380.2.0.3$, Women's time: period reserved
for females only in public facilities (e.g., bathhouse, beach, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 520 780 787.>
P0610.1$, Men's meeting places and occasions.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 19/cf.>
P0610.1.1$, Men meet at communal parlor (majlis, dawwâr, etc.).
Link: |P0605.9.1.1$, Guest-room (`traveler's room$, guest-house).

Ref.: TAWT 431 no. 20.>
P0610.1.2$, Men meet at drinking shop (coffee-house, tavern, bar, etc.).
Link: |P0634.0.8.2$, Drinking as a social event (with others).

Ref.: Lane 335-35; TAWT 436 no. 28.>
P0610.1.2.1$, Men of lower class (and hashish-smokers) meet at (shabby) smoking-patch
(`ghurzah,' lit.: "stitch [on a road]"). Type: 1637$.>
P0610.1.2.1.1$, Bûzah-drinkers meet at bûzah-house.
Link: |F0849.9.1$, Brewed cereal (barley, bread)--labeled: bûzah (native Egyptian beer).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0610.1.3$, Men meet at bathhouse.
Ref.: DOTTI 583 584 642/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0610.1.4.1$, Men meet at neighborhood shop (usually owned by friend).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0611, Women meet when bathing [in bathhouse]. Type: 1384A$.
Link: |P0604.1$, House-top (flat roof) as terrace or living quarters. |P0610.0.1$, Homosociality among
females (women, girls). |T0380.1$, Social distance kept between persons of opposite sexes.

Ref.: DOTTI 780; MITON.>
P0611.1$, Women's meeting places and occasions--miscellaneous. Type: 1406, 1384A$.>
P0611.1.1$-(formerly, P0611.1$), Women meet when at river (well).>
P0611.1.2$, Women meet in marketplace.
Ref.: DOTTI 718 739 749 781 813 834 861 918/{Egy}.>
P0611.1.3$, Women meet at family celebrations (birth, circumcision, wedding, death).
Link: |P0960$, Life cycle celebration.>

P0611.2$, Women's ways of greeting.
Link: |A1650.5.2.15$, Punishment of Eve: women may not to be greeted [with the typical greeting],
C

`peace-be-upon'--(lâ yusallamu alayhin). |N0349.4.1.1$, Friendly kiss on cheek (homosocial) thought to
be homoerotic. |W0202.1.1.2$, Indicator of femininity: women's non-assertive ways.

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0611.3$, Women's conversation.
Link: |T0604.4.1.1$, Baby talk (by an adult). |W0202.1.1.1$, Indicator of femininity: women's speech-tone
(soft, low-key). |W0202.1.1.3$, Indicator of femininity: women's superstitious ways ("old-wives' tales,"
"old-wives' medicine," etc.).

Ref.: TAWT 361 n. 8 364 n. 61.>
P0611.3.1$, Women as spreaders (source) of news (information, gossip). Type: 960, 1381, 1381D.
Link: |J0129$, Children as spreaders (source) of news (information)--miscellaneous. |J1149.13$, Criminal
detected by questioning (listening to) the public at crime scene. |J2353, The wife multiplies the secret.
|N0455.6.1$, King (husband) learns of wife's infidelity through overheard conversation between maids
(servants). |P0431.1, Merchants as spreaders of news. |T0274, Wife cannot keep secret. |W0256.6$,
Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits. |W0256.6.2.4.1$, Women are talkative (they betray secrets).

Ref.: DOTTI 667 774 778; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
P0611.3.1.1$, Women's talk (superstitious ways, old wives' tales, old wives' medicine, etc.).
Link: |J2117.3$, Foolish diagnosis of medical condition (`old wives medicine'). |P0465$, Faith-healer, or
exorciser. |W0202.1.1.3$, Indicator of femininity: women's superstitious ways ("old-wives' tales," "oldwives' medicine," etc.). |Z0070.8.0.1$, Useless `word' or document: `To be soaked [in water] and its brew
drunk'.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 155; TAWT 25 n. 44 367 n. 104.>
P0613, Charon's fee: putting coin in dead person's mouth to pay for ferry across Styx.
Link: |A0672.1.1, Charon exacts fee to ferry souls across styx. |E0431.11, Coin placed in mouth of dead to
prevent return. |E0581.0.1$, Dead man provided with means of transportation to destination. |V0067.6$,
Objects (money) buried with the dead for use by the soul.

Ref.: Khalîfah 327-28; RAFE 125 n. 435.>
P0617, People weep when child is born. They sing and laugh at burial. Type: 470F$.
Link: |C0898.1.1$, Tabu: wailing for the dead [(as indignity to corpse)].

Ref.: DOTTI 244; MITON.>
P0617.1$, Singing and joy at a death. Type: 470F$.
Link: |V0311.4.2$, For the pious, death is a joyous event (for it signals that meeting God is approaching).

Ref.: Ions 113; DOTTI 66 244/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
P0621, Bridle goes with horse when horse is bought. Type: 325.
Ref.: DOTTI 152.>
P0623, Fasting (as a means of distraint/[(hagz)]).
Link: |D1733.3.1, Magic power of fasting. |D1766.8, Magic results from fasting. |F0956.7.3.1$, Eating
sparingly promotes introspection (meditation, thinking, spirituality, etc.). |J0565, Intemperance in fasting.>

P0625$, Customs connected with clothing.
Link: |A1437, Acquisition of clothing. |A1650.2, Custom of differentiating social classes by color of dress
introduced. |C0878, Tabu concerning clothing. |D0692, City's Inhabitants transformed to fish. Different
classes [(religious denominations)] to different colored fish. |F0820, Extraordinary clothing and
ornaments. |J0730, Forethought in provision for clothing. |P0722.3$, Religion (religious
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denominations) as factor in population analyses. |V0085.2.1$, Personal appearance during pilgrimage
(clothing, toiletry: bathing, shaving, hair-dressing, etc.). |V0131.3$, Color of robe or head-wear (turban)
marks members of religious group (denomination, sect, brotherhood). |Z0140, Color symbolism.>

P0625.1$, Religious occasion provides opportunity to get new clothing.
C

Link: |J1347.2.2$, Religious occasions (Bairam festivities, Ramadan, Prophet's Birthday, Aashûrâ,
Christmas, Epiphany, etc.): foods provided.

Ref.: TAWT no. 15.>
P0625.2$, Customs connected with clothing styles.
Link: |A1683, Tribal characteristics--dress.>

P0625.2.1$, Wearing shirt-like gown (thawb, gilbâb/`galabiyyah'), compared to wearing trousers
(pants).
Link: |A1453.9.1$, Eblis (Satan) shows Europeans an economic way to fashion cloth: hence (tight) `Frank'
trousers. |A1557.3.1.1$, Moses walks ahead of female guide so as not to observe her posterior (body); she
directs (by non-vocal signs). |J0733$, `A loosely fitting garment would be ashamed to wear out'. |T0016.6$,
Passion (hawâ) aroused due to nakedness or body exposure caused by gust of wind (air: hawâ').
|T0405.9.4$, Exposure (of privates) caused by gust of wind (lifting up tail of dress, robe, shirt, gown, etc.).
|X0501.2$, Jokes concerning wearing native-style (non-western, loosely fitting) clothes.>

P0630$, A person's liberty at own home.
Ref.: Houri-Pasotti 104-48 no. 47.>
P0630.1$, One's own home accommodates (shields) his indiscretions. Type: cf. 1615A$.
Link: |U0197.0.2$, "People are secrets" (i.e., everyone has aspects of own life not to be known by
outsiders).

Ref.: DOTTI 876.>
P0630.1.1$, `O you home (house) of mine, you tolerate my wind-letting and wind-breaking'. Type:
1615A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 876/{Egy}.>
P0630.2$, A home may not be entered except by inhabitant's permission, and through (front) door.
Link: |P0526.0.2.1$, Evidence acquired by sinful means (e.g., violating suspect's privacy at home, torture,
etc.) inadmissible.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0631, Strangers to be given precedence over man at home-[country]. [Y].
Ref.: DOTTI 446/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 229 no. 65.>
P0631.3$, Guest to be given precedence over host.
Link: |P0320, Hospitality. Relation of host and guest.>

P0632, Customs concerning recognition of rank. Type: 890, 929, cf. 1533.
Link: |J0814, Flattery of the great. |P0682.4$, Rules of greeting--(who should greet whom first).

Ref.: DOTTI 539 540 836/{Egy}.>
P0632.2, Cuts of meat distributed according to rank. Type: 1533.
Link: |H1560.1.2$, Pride tested by cuts of meat offered: undesirable an desirable--contentment with
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undesirable indicates lack of pride.

Ref.: DOTTI 836.>
P0632.2.2$, One should eat from what is set in front of him (when eating with others). Type: 1568*.
Link: |J1562.1, Turning the plate around [so as to get the good food]: "See how things turn about in the
world". |P0634.0.1.2$, Table manners and eating styles.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 179; Simpson 162.>
P0632.6$, Customs concerning seating in formal social gatherings. Type: 1568*.
Link: |A0698.6.1.1$, The highest strata in paradise are those closest to God. |J1562.1, Turning the plate
around [so as to get the good food]: "See how things turn about in the world". |P0014.25.2$, Protocol of
courtier's interaction with sovereign (king). |P0632, Customs concerning recognition of rank. |P0740.1.2$,
Esteem shown by seating in center.

Ref.: MITON; Burton I 250 n. 1/("the nearer the seat/the higher the honor") V 275 IX
161/(King seated in court/facing his officers).>
P0632.6.1$, Seating according to rank (post). Type: 1696.
Ref.: ThaClabî 47/(Ishmael-Isaac); Ibshîhî 37 141.>
P0633, Young not to precede old.>
P0634, Feasts [of hospitality].
Link: |T0136.1, Wedding feast.>

P0634.0.1, Customs connected with eating and food.
Link: |C0206$, Tabu: eating in front of another (hungry) person (waiter, servant) or animal. (Fear of
tantalizing). |C0559$, Tabu: ostentatious display (publication) of assets--miscellaneous. |P0982$, Spring
festivals (sham en-nasîm).

Ref.: Jâhiz V 393-4; TAWT 422.>
P0634.0.1.1$, Priority in serving food.
Link: |P0631.3$, Guest to be given precedence over host.>

P0634.0.1.1.1$, Men served food first, women (and children) eat after men have finished.
Link: |J1256$, Retorts concerning rights (privileges) within family. |T0380.5$, A male's privileges.>

P0634.0.1.2$, Table manners and eating styles. Type: 1568*.
Link: |B0088.1$, Fish-men's manner of eating. |P0632.2.2$, One should eat from what is set in front of him
(when eating with others).

Ref.: Simpson 162, 178; Ibshîhî 242-52; MITON.>
P0634.0.1.2.1$, Manly eating.>
P0634.0.1.2.1.1$, `Eat in the manner of camels, and quit ahead of [the other] men'.
Link: |F0632.0.1$, Ways of mighty eaters: gluttonous eating. |Z0194.1.1.1$, Camel--patience, strength,
reliability.

Ref.: TAWT 371 n. 194 422; Taymûr no. 2349; Zîr 103/cf./(big eater).>
P0634.0.1.3$, Low-table eating: seated (cross-legged) on floor. Type: cf. 1408B.
Ref.: DOTTI 791; Lane 143-44/(drawing); Shamy (el-) Egypt 217 No 56.>
P0634.0.1.4$, A(High)-table eating: sitting-up on chair at dining table.
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Ref.: MITON.>
P0634.0.2$, Eating is to be done in privacy (not publicly).
Link: |A1510, Origin of eating customs. |C0206$, Tabu: eating in front of another (hungry) person
(waiter, servant) or animal. (Fear of tantalizing). |W0160.1$, Eating from market (at restaurant) reduces
one's moral worth.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 131-32.>
P0634.0.2.1$, People(s) who eat in public (streets, marketplaces, etc.).
Link: |A1510, Origin of eating customs. |F0129.8$, Journey to land of strange customs (habits).
|P0717.2.2$, Attending call of nature outdoor.>

P0634.0.2.1.1$, Egyptians (ancient) as people who ate in streets.
Link: |P0717.2.1.1$, Egyptians (ancient) as people who attended call of nature at home.

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 118.>
P0634.0.3$, Custom of eating certain food on given occasion (celebration).
Link: |J1347.2$, Social occasions furnish opportunity to get delicious foods. |P0634.0.1, Customs
connected with eating and food.>

P0634.0.3.1$, Fish eaten on given occasion.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 24/cf. 42 no. 62.RQ
P0634.0.3.1.1$, Pickled fish eaten on Spring Day.>
P0634.0.3.2$, Meat eaten on given occasion (day).>
P0634.0.3.2.1$, `Meat with taro [stew]' eaten on Epiphany Day (ghitâs).>
P0634.0.3.2.2$, Lamb (mutton) eaten on Big-Bairam.
Link: |V0012.4.6, Sheep (ram) as sacrifice.>

P0634.0.3.3$, Sweets eaten on given occasion.
Link: |J1347.2.3.1$, Candy at a saint's fair ("mûlid's sweets"): readily available to all.

Ref.: TAWT 380 n. 350.>
P0634.0.3.3.1$, Sweets eaten on holy man's day (mûlid of prophet or saint).
Link: |Z0063.3.3.3$, `To emerge from the fair (mûlid: saint's-day celebration, festival) without any chickpeas'--[where as everyone else gets some].>

P0634.0.3.5$, Greens (vegetable, plant) eaten on certain occasions.>
P0634.0.3.5.1$, Green chick-peas and lettuce eaten on Spring Day.>
P0634.0.3.7$, Incense burnt after meal.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0634.0.3.7.1$, Guest should leave after incense is lighted (after meal has been served).
Link: |P0324.0.1.2$, Guest perfumed (usually with incense).>

P0634.0.3.7.1.1$, `After incense-[is lighted], there should be no lingering [by guest]'.>
P0634.0.8$, Customs connected with drinking. Type: 1447, cf. 839.
Link: |H0776$, Why was water with impurities given to the thirsty king to drink? (So as to drink slowly:
more safe). |K0236.2, Drinking only after a bargain. |P0196.8$, Accompaniments of drinking (of liquor).

Ref.: Burton I 88 n./(Moslems deny any prophet drank, except Noah).>
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P0634.0.8.1$, Customs connected with drinking vessels (i.e., glass, cup, mug, water skin, etc.).
Ref.: Maspero 199-200 no. 14 n. 2.>
P0634.0.8.2$, Drinking as a social event (with others).
Link: |P0196.8.1$, Drinking party (clique). |P0610.1.2$, Men meet at drinking shop (coffee-house, tavern,
bar, etc.).

Ref.: Alf II 179/cf.>
P0634.0.8.2.1$, Person refuses to drink with others (at tavern), and insists on drinking alone.
Link: |P0790.2$, Publication (signs) of anger.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0642, Only the brave to wear beards.
Link: |K2275, Beardless villain. |P0717.1.1$, Bearded nations.>

P0665, Custom: boasting of sexual prowess. Type: cf. 901B$, 1364, 1460$.
Link: |F0547.3, Extraordinary penis. |J1542.2.3$, Boaster of sexual prowess courts woman (nurse) and
when they finally get together he reveals his organ which proves to be very small. When he asks, "How do
you want it?", she retorts, "Intravenously!". |T0315.2.6.1$, Continent husband's secret: "I am a woman like
you!" "I have no organ," or the like. |X0703$, Humor concerning size of sex organ(s). |X0775$, Boastful of
sexual prowess is given opportunity to prove his claim: disappointed female.

Ref.: DOTTI 561 766 814.>
P0666$, Custom: males' boasting of sexual conquests. Type: 879, 1364, cf. 872C$.
Link: |W0166.2$, Bragging: false self-aggrandizement (boasting). |X0601$, Boasting of national (ethnic,
racial) group's superiority.

Ref.: Burton I 178 n. 2/Western soldiers/non-Moslem women.>
P0671, Woman veils self as expression of surprise.
Link: |T0380.3$, Modesty displayed only toward a worthy male.

Ref.: Chauvin V 149 no. 73 n. 1; MITON.>
P0672, Pulling a man's beard as an insult.
Link: |Q0497.2$, Beard plucked out as punishment.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 98-(Pharaoh).>
P0672.1$, Shaving a man's beard as an insult. Type: 950.
Ref.: Maspero 1999 no. 14; DOTTI 656.>
P0677, Customs connected with dueling. Type: 519.
Link: |P0557.4.4, "Men's truth" (fir fer). Challenger to single combat must submit to same conditions as
person challenged. |W0014.4$, Chivalrous warrior (soldier, knight, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 289; MITON.>
P0677.4$, Fair dueling: one against one.
Link: |F0690.1.1$, Swiftness-of-draw of weapon overawes opponent: declines challenge (duel).
|J0410.1.1$, Adversarial relations may only be between equals (in power, status, etc.). |W0014.4.3$,
Chivalry: refusal to fight unprepared challenger.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 91/cf./(man vs. God/al-Jabbâr); Ibshîhî 290.>
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P0677.5$, Fleeing enemy (combatant, dueler) may not be pursued.
Link: |P0556, Challenge to battle. |W0011.5, Generosity toward enemy. |W0014.4$, Chivalrous warrior
(soldier, knight, etc.).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2825.>
P0678, Pulling out hair as sign of grief.
Link: |P0790.3$, Publication (signs) of grief (chagrin).

Ref.: Ions 58/(Isis's); AUC: 33 no. 12, Zîr 66-67.>
P0678.1, Tearing garment as sign of grief.
Ref.: Maspero 192 no. 13; MITON; Zîr 66-67.>
P0681, Mourning customs.
Link: |A1547.3, Origin of lamentations for the dead. |C0898.1$, Tabu: indignities to corpse (beating,
cremation, etc.).

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 120-21; Hollis 168 no. 7; Ions 58/(Isis's), 135; Kisâ'î 7577/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71; Amîn 139-40 285; Zîr 54 6667 123-24.>
P0681.0.1$, Mourning for a certain required period.
Link: |C0235.1$, Tabu: eating flesh during mourning period (60 days). Vegetarian diet required.

Ref.: DOTTI 122 338 533/{Tns}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Around the World 154.>
P0681.0.1.1$, Mourning for forty days.
Link: |F0961.0.3.2.1.1$, Sun weeps forty days mourning murder of John the Baptist (Yahyâ). |F1012.5.1$,
Celebration lasts for forty days and forty nights. |V0065.0.1$, Commemoration of death on fortieth-day
C

('arba în).>

P0681.0.1.2$, Mourning for sixty days.>
P0681.0.1.2.1$, Sacred bull mourned for sixty days. (Apis).
Link: |B0811.3.2.1$, Sacred bull with special markings: Apis. |J2519.1$, Animal (bird, insect) foolishly
mourned. |V0001.8.1.1, Bull worship.

Ref.: Ions 123.>
P0681.0.1.3$, Mourning for seventy days (for pharaoh).
Ref.: Ions 123.>
P0681.0.2$, Mourning until certain event is brought to pass.
Link: |M0128$, Vow to keep mourning signs until certain event is brought to pass. |M0160.1$, Vow (oath)
to avenge murdered relative or friend.>

P0681.0.2.1$, Mourning until revenge has been accomplished.
Link: |P0525.5.2.1$, Corpse of murdered person not buried until revenge has been accomplished.
|P0681.1.1.3.1$, Mourning: abstinence from sexual intercourse (erotic acts), communal activities, smiling,
etc.

Ref.: Zîr 140.>
P0681.0.5$, Mourning in silence.
Link: |C0762.2, Tabu: too much weeping for dead.
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Ref.: MITON; Amîn 140 (European).>
P0681.0.5.1$, House of sorrows (bayt al-'ahzân): special quarters for grieving in solitude.
Link: |P0014.6, King's (prince's) sulking chamber. He sulks here until his wishes are carried out.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0681.1$, Publication of a death (mourning).
Link: |A1547.3, Origin of lamentations for the dead. |P0555.2.1.1, "Publication of slaying." Heads of slain
enemies displayed. |P0678, Pulling out hair as sign of grief. |Q0259.5$, Publication of a killing for sexual
honor. |V0060, Funeral rites. |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).

Ref.: Simpson 58 n. 3/(king's); Amîn 139-40 285; DOTTI 938 975/{lit.}; Khalîfah 67-69/cf.;
A.R. Sâlih 196-208; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Obituary for M.A.D." no. 37; TAWT 407 n. 843.>
P0681.1.0.1$, Funeral procession. Type: 1313D$.
Link: |J1308$, Which is more proper at a funeral procession: to walk ahead of, or behind the bier? Either-provided one is not inside it. |V0060, Funeral rites.

Ref.: Maspero 148 no. 8; Amîn 139; Basset Mille III 583 no. 356; Boqarî 69-70 207-08;
Burton II 46 n. 1&2]; DOTTI 732 897; Khalîfah 116-17; Lane 514; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 224
no. 59; TAWT 201 no. 24; Zîr 67-68.>
P0681.1.0.1.1$, Social (and ritual) significances of funeral processions. Type: 471B$, 875A, cf.
470C$,/801A$, 802A*.
Link: |U0119.8.2.1$, Number (social rank) of mourners in funeral procession doesn't indicate reward (or
punishment) the deceased will receive in the hereafter.

Ref.: MITON; Burton II 46 n./("Janazah").>
P0681.1.0.1.1.1$, Simple (austere) and lavish funeral processions. (Number and social class of
mourners, quality of bier or coffin, etc.).
Link: |J0261, Loudest mourners not greatest sorrowers. |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music)
mistaken for happy event. |V0060, Funeral rites. |V0061.0.4$, Corpse encased in coffin (casket. |V0068,
Preparations for burial.

Ref.: Maspero 148 no. 8; DOTTI 245 444/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0681.1.0.3$, An obituary.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of SaCd Zaghlûl" no. 30, "Obituary for M.A.D." no.
37.>
P0681.1.0.4$, Condolences extended to family of deceased.
Link: |J0893, Consolation: spiritual recompense for temporal misfortune. |K2098.1$, `Murdering a person
and then joining his funeral [procession so as to express regrets (condolences)]'. |P0681.1.1.1$, Mourning:
C

verbal expressions (wailing, dirge, elegy/rithâ$, adîd, nadb).

Ref.: Amîn 285; Boqarî 13-14; DOTTI 637/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Sa d and Farag-Illâh" no. 23, "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32, "Obituary for M.A.D." no. 37.>
P0681.1.0.4.1$, Public reception for mourners to extend their condolences (maCzâ,/Cazâ). Black
(sugarless) coffee is served.
C

Link: |J1347.2$, Social occasions furnish opportunity to get delicious foods. |V0065.6$, Funeral feast.
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Ref.: Burton I 195; MITON.>
P0681.1.0.4.2$, The proper form for condoling.
Link: |J1308$, Which is more proper at a funeral procession: to walk ahead of, or behind the bier? Either-provided one is not inside it. |P0960.0.1$, The proper form for congratulating someone.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 657.>
P0681.1.0.4.2.1$, Condoling after long time has passed only brings back feelings of grief.
Link: |P0960.0.1.1$, Congratulations for happy events even after a long time has passed, renews feelings of
joy.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 657; Taymûr nos. 790 3111.>
P0681.1.0.5$, Bewailing communal calamity (usually in verse).
Link: |N0301$, Communal disaster. Tragic accident (fire, drowning, etc.) with many deaths. |P0681.1.1.1$,
C

Mourning: verbal expressions (wailing, dirge, elegy/rithâ$, adîd, nadb). |Z0356.3$, Sole survivor of tragic
accident (calamity: shipwreck, fire, earthquake, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 86 no. 4 n. 5.>
P0681.1.1$, Accompaniments of mourning.
Link: |A1547.3.1$, Origin of wailing (over the dead). |A1591.4.3.1$, Adam forbids Eve from joining
angels who came down to prepare him for burial: hence the custom of excluding women from funerary
rites. |W0030.5.2$, A clique of sorrowers bewail their misfortune: a number of persons (small group)
united by regret for having lost.

Ref.: Ions 134-50/(photo); Maspero 86 no. 4 n. 5; Amîn 139-40 285; TAWT 403 n. 770 436
no. 27/{Egy}.>
P0681.1.1.1$, Mourning: verbal expressions (wailing, dirge, elegy/rithâ$, Cadîd, nadb).
Link: |A1464.1.0.1$, Extemporaneous improvisation of first poetry--(dirge by Adam). |F0956.7.6.4$,
Weeping as cathartic. |P0427.7.4.2$, Professional mourners (wailers). |P0681.1.0.4$, Condolences
extended to family of deceased. |P0790.3.1$, Shrieking for grief (`suwât'). (Typically voiced by women at
a calamitous occurrence such as a death, serious injury, receiving a prison sentence, etc.). |V0065.4.1,
Funeral song sung over dead.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 658-63/(elgy/rithâ'); Littmann Tigré 271-306 no. 110; RAFE 298 n. 7; TAWT
407 n. 843 436 no. 27/{Egy}.>
P0681.1.1.1.1$, Elegiac poem (an elegy/marthiyyah).
Link: |A1464.1.0.1$, Extemporaneous improvisation of first poetry--(dirge by Adam). |W0172.5.1.1$, Selfpity song (poem): mawwâl 'ahmar (`red-mawwâl'), ghurbah-song (`song of strangerhood$, `being a
stranger')--i.e., `the blues'.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 161 n. 3; Ibshîhî 658-63; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badrashain" no. 38.>
P0681.1.1.2$, Mourning: physical manifestations. Type: 2021*, 2022A.
Link: |A1372.12$, Why women gaze toward the sky with their hands placed on their heads. |F1041.21,
Reactions to excessive grief. |S0160.1.1$, Self-mutilation to express grief. |V0065.4.2$, Funeral dance.

Ref.: DOTTI 960 962; MITON; TAWT 436 no. 27/{Egy}.>
P0681.1.1.2.0.1$, Mourning: disheveled appearance.
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Link: |G0654.1$, Indicator of ogress's contentment (peacefulness): disheveled appearance.

Ref.: TAWT 224 no. 27; Zîr 66-68.>
P0681.1.1.2.1$, Mourning: baring head (face) in public.
Ref.: MITON; TAWT 436 no. 27/{Egy}; Zîr 66.>
P0681.1.1.2.1.1$, Mourning: tearing garment.
Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 78-79/(Thackston 84-85 no. 36-1): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
72; TAWT 436 no. 27/{Egy}; Zîr 54.>
P0681.1.1.2.1.2$, Mourning: dancing (`nadb'-[dance]).
Link: |V0093.1$, Ecstasy (trance) through religious dancing (dhikr, `zikr').>

P0681.1.1.2.2$, Mourning: self-injury. Type: 2021*, 2022A.
Link: |F0689.1.1$, Madness from listening to marvelous music or song (violent reactions: ecstatic
convulsions, clothes slit, self-injury, etc.).

Ref.: TAWT 436 no. 27.>
P0681.1.1.2.2.1$, Mourning: slapping own face (cheeks).
Link: |F0956.7.7.2$, Venting frustration (expressing sorrow) by causing pain to oneself (hitting own head,
slapping own face, biting own finger, or the like). |Z0084.5.2.1$, Seeker (promoter) of misery: wishes for a
funeral during which one--as condoler--would have his fill of own face-slapping (as expression of grief).

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 78-79/(Thackston 84-85 no. 36-1): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
72.>
P0681.1.1.2.3$, Mourning: rolling self in dust.
Ref.: MITON; Shawqî 327 [no. 51].>
P0681.1.1.2.3.1$, Mourning: putting dust (dirt) on own head.
Ref.: Maspero 10 no. 1 n. 3; ThaClabî 80-90 158; MITON; Zîr 54.>
P0681.1.1.2.4$, Mourning: wearing only black (white) color clothes.
Link: |Z0142.3$, White as symbolic of mourning. |Z0143.1, Black as symbol of grief [(mourning)].

Ref.: MITON.>
P0681.1.1.2.4.1$, Mourning: face smeared with indigo.>
P0681.1.1.2.6$, Mourning: throwing oneself on the deceased.>
P0681.1.1.2.7$, Mourning: abstinence from life's pleasures (non-essentials: e.g., fine foods, drinks,
music, etc.).
Link: |M0152.0.1$, Vendettist expected (vows) to abstain from life's pleasures until revenge has been
accomplished. |M0297$, Vow of abstinence from exercising certain legitimate activity (e.g., enjoying,
marrying, celebrating, eating certain food, or the like--("deeming sinful to oneself").

Ref.: MITON.>
P0681.1.1.3$, Mourning: social interactional manifestations.>
P0681.1.1.3.1$, Mourning: abstinence from sexual intercourse (erotic acts), communal activities,
smiling, etc.
Link: |P0681.0.2.1$, Mourning until revenge has been accomplished.

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0681.1.1.4$, Mourning: destruction of property (furniture broken, animal killed, etc.). Type: 1931,
2021*.
Link: |F0956.7.7$, Venting anger or frustration (fashsh el-ghill). Dissipation of negative emotions through
strenuous behavior (acts). |F1040.1.2$, Aversion to objects associated with death (of loved-one).
|P0681.1.1.2.1.1$, Mourning: tearing garment.

Ref.: DOTTI 955 960; MITON.>
P0681.1.1.5$, Mourning: becoming averse to belongings (personal property) of the deceased
(clothes, watch, room, bed, etc.).
Link: |E0311, Return from dead to return and ask back love tokens. |N0120.1.1$, Entity (animal, human,
object, time-period, etc.) associated with certain events becomes harbinger of omen. |T0041.8.1.1$,
Belongings (personal property) of departed beloved (clothes, watch, room, bed, etc.) kept (left untouched
as reminder).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0681.1.1.5.1$, Mourning: belongings (personal property) of the deceased destroyed (or given
away).
Link: |T0041.8.1.1$, Belongings (personal property) of departed beloved (clothes, watch, room, bed, etc.)
kept (left untouched as reminder).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0682, Greeting customs.
Link: |P0790.2.2$, Refusal to respond to greeting as sign of anger. |Q0327.2.1$, Failure (refusal) to
respond to parent's call punished.

Ref.: Boqarî 151; Shamy (el-) Egypt 5 7 57 138.>
P0682.0.4$, Greeting back in response to a salâm-greeting (peace-greeting) is required (by sharia).
Link: |P0790.2.2.1$, Limiting a greeting to the required minimum as sign of displeasure.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0682.1, Greeting in God's name.
Link: |F0382.3, Use of God's name nullifies fairies' powers. |N0385.3$, Demon possesses person who fails
to mention God's name.>

P0682.4$, Rules of greeting--(who should greet whom first). Type: 875A, 890, cf. 655.
Link: |P0324.0.2$, Providing welcome (conversation, entertainment, `greetings') is host's responsibility.
|P0632, Customs concerning recognition of rank. |P0740.1$, Esteem (respect) shown (usually for seniors).
|Q0327.2.1$, Failure (refusal) to respond to parent's call punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 361 506 539.>
P0682.4.1$, Greeting according to social status: age, gender, rank, ethnic identity.
Link: |A1650.5.2.15$, Punishment of Eve: women may not to be greeted [with the typical greeting],
C

`peace-be-upon'--(lâ yusallamu alayhin).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0682.4.1.1$, The younger (junior) should greet the older (senior). Type: 890.
Ref.: DOTTI 539 540/{Egy}.>
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P0682.4.2$, Greeting according location and motion (one's physical position in relationship to
another).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0682.4.2.1$, The one who is riding should greet the one who is walking.>
P0682.4.2.2$, The one who is arriving (entering, coming, etc.) should greet the one who is already
there.>
P0682.4.2.2.1$, The one who is departing should greet the one who is remaining.>
P0682.4.2.3$, The one who is passing (standing) should greet the one who is being passed (sitting).
Type: 1332.
Ref.: DOTTI 739.>
P0682.7$, Forms of (non-verbal) greetings. Type: 516A1$, 924, 924A.
Link: |J0071.1.3$, Trained monkey shows "How the new (or overthrown) ruler is to be saluted". (Military
salute for the new, flaunted rear for the old). |N0349.4.1$, Innocent expression of affect (feelings,
sentiments, etc.) misunderstood. |T0409.3$, Erotic act masked as mere friendliness.

Ref.: Boqarî 151; DOTTI 276 610; MITON.>
P0682.7.1$, Greeting by placing tip of one's nose against another's.
Link: |Z0066.6$, Endearment: to be kissed, embraced.

Ref.: Maspero 104 no. 5 265 no. 17 n. 2.>
P0682.7.2$, Greeting by a kiss (use of lips).
Link: |T0059.1.0.1$, Lovers' kiss. |Z0179.2$, Kissing allegorically interpreted.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 121 no. A-07/cf.; Maspero 265 no. 17 n. 2.>
P0682.7.2.1$, Greeting by a kiss on cheek.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 13.>
P0682.7.3$, Honoring guest by providing escort for arriving or departing. (Usually for a certain
distance).
Link: |P0320.0.1$, Hospitality for a certain required period (three, seven, forty days, or longer).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0700-P799, Society--miscellaneous motifs.>
P0701$, Diversity of interests, wants, and skills renders difference a cause for societal viability.
Link: |J1028.1$, Mutually complementary differences.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 101; Taymûr no. 2560/cf.>
P0710, Nations.
Link: |A1602$-(formerly A0874.7$), Inhabitants of the lower strata of earth. (Usually cannibals or beastmen).

Ref.: DOTTI 416/{Egy}.>
P0710.0.1$, Super-power (powerful nation, empire).
Link: |J0811, Wisdom of concessions to power. |P0012.0.1$, Kings's pride. |X0601$, Boasting of national
(ethnic, racial) group's superiority. |Z0116.1, Empire personified.
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Ref.: DOTTI 578 640 895/{lit.}.>
P0710.0.1.1$, Contest between nations (kings) to prove which nation is superior. Type: 725.
Link: |H0515, Guessing contest between kings.

Ref.: Maspero 146 no. 8 153 no. 8.>
P0710.0.2$, Most powerful king (nation) and less powerful king (nation).
Link: |J0613, Wise fear of the weak for the strong. |P0010, Kings. [(Caliph, sultan, emperor, etc.)].
|Z0042, Stronger and strongest--[mouse is strongest].

Ref.: MITON.>
P0710.1$, Founder of a nation (`the father of the Nation').
Link: |P0975$, Death of a national hero (leader of a modern state). |V0216$, The coming (founding) of a
new faith (religion). |Z0116.3$, `The Nation' (`The State') personified.>

P0710.1.1$, First to unify nation--(first to rule over all regions of nation).
Link: |A0530, Culture-hero establishes law and order.

Ref.: Ions 14 33/(Menes) 55/cf.; ThaClabî 28: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 63; Ibn-alAthîr I 17-18.>
P0710.2$, `The mother of all members of the nation.'.
Link: |P0020.5$, Queen as head of government. (Female as sovereign).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of SaCd Zaghlûl" no. 30.>
P0710.5$, Deliverer of a nation. Oppressed (persecuted, enslaved, etc.) people freed.
Link: |A0580, Culture-hero's (divinity's, [imam's]) expected return. |M0311.5, Unborn child will
become nation's deliverer. |Z0254, Destined hero.

Ref.: Zîr 102-117.>
P0710.6$, Female as deliverer of a nation.
Link: |A0507$, Culture-heroine: female as culture-hero. |V0250, The Virgin Mary. |V0250.0.1$, assayyidah Zaynab: supreme saint (culture-heroine, `The Lady$, `The Chieftainess$, etc.). |Z0205$, Heroines
C

of siyar ( Unaytirah/`)Inaitrah$, Dhât al-Himmah, al-Jâziyah, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75/(Queen of Sheba/tribe): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121.>
P0710.9$, National figures--miscellaneous.>
P0710.9.1$, National figure instructs follower (partisan) in vision.
Link: |D1810.8.1, Truth given in vision.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29/(Mostafâ Kâmil).>
P0711, Patriotism.
Link: |P0504$, Colonial rule (military occupation).

Ref.: Amîn 250-52; Haykal 5 11; Sârîs (al-) 352-54; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 61,
"Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0711.0.1$, Intemperate patriotism (chauvinism, nationalistic extremism).
Link: |J0068.1.1$, Experiment to determine which nation (race) is oldest. |P0504.2$, `Martyrdom' (death,
execution) at hands of colonial ruler. |P0509$, Tribal chiefs. |P0731.0.2$, Tribalism: (Casabiyyahqabaliyyah).
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Ref.: MITON.>
P0711.3, Common citizen saves the honor of his country.
Ref.: Maspero 153-170 no. 8.>
P0711.3.1$, Commoner saves the honor of the royal family.>
P0711.6, National unity preserved by expulsion of all foreign elements.
Link: |P0191.5$, Fear of foreigners (xenophobia). |P0502.3$, Political intemperance (fanaticism).>

P0711.8, Aversion to burial in foreign soil.
Link: |E0191.1$, Stranger (foreigner) should return home lest he die in foreign land. |E0192.6$, Corpse
finds its way home (mystically, or by chance). |V0061.11, Aversion to burial in "strange city".

Ref.: Maspero 83-84 no. 4 n. 4; Simpson 54 n. 11/("die in your village").>
P0711.8.1$, Desire to be buried (when dead) in one's own homeland (village, town, etc.).
Link: |E0191.1$, Stranger (foreigner) should return home lest he die in foreign land. |E0192.6$, Corpse
finds its way home (mystically, or by chance). |V0061.11, Aversion to burial in "strange city".
|V0085.5.1.1$, Desiring death (and burial) in "Holy Land". |Z0116.5.1$, `Homeland demands the return of
its [departed] inhabitants (people)'.

Ref.: Simpson 54 n. 11/("die in your village") 56/cf./(prediction).>
P0712$, Homesickness: yearning for homeland. Type: 451, 451A, 851D$, cf. 400.
Link: |D2036, Magic homesickness. |F1041.15, Inordinate longing. |P0529.2.2.1$, Wife (bond-woman)
abandons husband in spite of his merits. |W0022.3.1.1$, Living as a stranger in foreign land is like building
palaces on wind (castles on sand). |Z0116.5$, Homeland personified.

Ref.: Maspero 83 no. 4; Jâhiz I 186; MITON.>
P0712.0.1$, Homeland.
Link: |Z0116.5$, Homeland personified.>

P0712.0.1.1$-(formerly, P0712.0.1$), `Love for one's homeland is [part] of true faith'.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0712.0.2$, Kissing earth (ground) of homeland to show love (reverence, gratitude, etc.).
Link: |P0014.25.0.2$, Accompaniments of being before the sovereign. |Z0179.1.2.1.1.1$, Submission:
kissing ground (before a certain person).

Ref.: Maspero 92 no. 4.>
P0712.1$, `Watermelon doesn't ripen except on its vines.' (Literally: `Y on his father/Clâ 'Abuh').
Type: 851D$.
Link: |J0080, Wisdom (knowledge) taught by parable. |P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family (patriarchy).
|Z0167.0.1$, Family-tree (genealogy).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 78 no. 10; Taymûr no. 783.>
P0712.2$, `A boat doesn't float except on water.'.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 78 no. 10.>
P0712.3$, Life with dignity is to be among one's own people.
Link: |P0798.1.2$, A foreigner (guest) does not like another foreigner (guest), the native (host) does not
like either.>
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P0712.3.1$, `He who seeks his homeland (nation, people) lives [with dignity].'.
Link: |Z0116.5.1$, `Homeland demands the return of its [departed] inhabitants (people).'.

Ref.: DOTTI 99 310 318/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 78 no. 10.>
P0712.4$, Earth (mud, dust) from homeland as medicine for person living in foreign land
(strangerhood).
Link: |F0950, Marvelous cures.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 380 645.>
P0713$, Hostile nations.
Link: |A1341, Origin of war among men. |P0251.5.3, Hostile brothers. [(Jealous brothers, in conflict)].
|P0504$, Colonial rule (military occupation).>

P0713.1$, Secession: one segment of nation (tribe) breaks away from rest.
Link: |P0550.1$, War.

Ref.: Maspero 156 no. 8; ThaClabî 174-75: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121; Zîr preface, 31.>
P0714$, Treason.
Link: |K2126, Knight falsely accused of sedition [(treason)]. |K2246.2$, Treacherous ruler (chief) cheats
own people (subjects, tribe, etc.). |Q0217, Treason punished.>

P0714.1$, Treason: siding with nation's enemy.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28, "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
P0714.2$, Treason: abandoning nation (troops) in time of crisis.
Link: |W0121, Cowardice.

Ref.: Damîrî I 298-99: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 124.>
P0715, Particular nations (races).
Link: |F0709.6.1$, Nation (kingdom) of scattered islands (archipelago). |J0081.1, Society is like a dish:
must be properly mixed. Plates having salt, pepper, fish, etc., not edible without mixing. |P0722$,
Population analyses in terms of demographic factors.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 490/cf.>
P0715.1, Jews.
Ref.: Amîn 420.>
P0715.1.1$, Jew as merchant (businessman). Type: 912$, cf. 890.
Link: |P0431, Merchant.

Ref.: MITON; Alf III 16-18; Burton V 290-94; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 12 n. 40.>
P0715.9$, Miscellaneous nations (races).
Link: |W0256.1.1$, Ethnic (national) slur.>

P0715.9.1$, The uncivilized (barbarians, cannibals, savages, etc.).
Link: |A1698$, European theories about inability of non-Europeans to think logically (`savage mind,' `prelogical mentality,' etc.). |F0129.7, Journey to land of naked people. |G0011.18.0.1$, Namnam as cannibal
tribe (race).

Ref.: Maspero xlv 78-79 no. 4 174 no. 10 92 no. 4; Simpson 187-88.>
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P0715.9.2$, Greco-Romans (al-Rûm/"Banû al-'Asfar/Children of the Yellow-One").
Link: |A1578.5$, Origin of clan's name (nickname). |V0329.2$, Heresy: deifying a human being-('asnamah).

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî I 244-45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 125.>
P0715.9.3$, Clever people (nation, race). Type: cf. 978.
Ref.: Maspero 201 no. 14.>
P0715.9.7$, Extinct (races) nations. Created before Adamites.
Link: |A1602$-(formerly, A0874.7$), Inhabitants of the lower strata of earth. (Usually cannibals or beastmen).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 490.>
P0717$, Characteristic external treatment of body--national appearance.>
P0717.1$, Characteristic national appearance--personal.
Link: |A1597.0.1$, Origin of customs connected with personal appearance (beautification, cosmetics).
|A1597.2, Origin of custom of shaving. |A1660, Characteristics of various peoples--in personal
appearance. |H0614.5$, Explanation of enigmatic phenomenon: peculiar personal appearance.
|P0634.0.2.1$, People(s) who eat in public (streets, marketplaces, etc.).>

P0717.1.1$, Bearded nations. Type: 950.
Link: |C0565, Tabus of bearded men. |P0145$, Community notables, or elders. |P0642, Only the brave to
wear beards. |P0672, Pulling a man's beard as an insult.

Ref.: Maspero xlv-xlvi 199 no. 14 274 no. 19/cf.>
P0717.1.1.1$, Semites (Arabs, Hebrews, etc.) as bearded peoples.
Link: |C0565, Tabus of bearded men.>

P0717.1.2$, Shaven (beardless) nations.>
P0717.1.2.1$, Egyptians (ancient) as shaven people. Type: 950.
Ref.: Maspero xlv-xlvi 199 no. 14 n. 1 274 no. 19/cf.; DOTTI 656/{lit.}.>
P0717.1.3$, People with characteristic hair-style: hairdos, wigs, hair-tufts, shaven-head, etc.).
Link: |C0728.1.1$, Tabu: hair-dying. |U0287.1.2$, Merits and demerits of hair-styling (haircut).

Ref.: Hollis 168 no. 3; Maspero 38 n. 2 86 n. 5/("sugarloaf"); Burton I 308 n.
6/(shûshah/tuft).>
P0717.1.4$, People who remove their body hair (armpit, pubic, etc.).
Link: |A1597.2.1.1$, Satan helps Bilqis (Queen of Sheba) camouflage her hairy legs; hence: women's
beautician, the bathhouse, wax (for removal of body hair). |F0129.8$, Journey to land of strange customs
(habits). |F0959.9.1$, Marvelous hair removing potion (drug).

Ref.: Burton II 160 n. 3.>
P0717.2$, Tribal characteristics (private)--latrine functions (defecation and urination, attending call
of nature).
Link: |A1680, Characteristics of various peoples--in habits. |J1742.5.2$, Countryman (fool)
unacquainted with modern toiletry. |P0634.0.2.1$, People(s) who eat in public (streets, marketplaces, etc.).

Ref.: RAFE 271 n. 769.>
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P0717.2.1$, Attending latrine functions indoor.>
P0717.2.1.1$, Egyptians (ancient) as people who attended call of nature at home.
Link: |F0129.8$, Journey to land of strange customs (habits). |P0634.0.2.1.1$, Egyptians (ancient) as
people who ate in streets.

Ref.: Badawî 118; Maspero 147 no. 8 n. 2/passim.>
P0717.2.2$, Attending call of nature outdoor.
Link: |J1814, Numskull stays till he has finished. [While urinating, fool mistakes sound of water flowing
near by (brook, leaky faucet) for his own].

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 49-50/(at dawn).>
P0718$, Tribal characteristics (public).>
P0718.1$, Characteristics tribal attire.>
P0718.1.1$, People among whom men are veiled. (They cover their faces with veils).
Link: |H0115, Identification by veil. |T0061.9$, Betrothal of the veiled female (unseen).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 10.>
P0718.1.2$, People among whom women are not veiled.
Link: |C0106$, Tabu: woman going (seen) unveiled in public--(sufûr).

Ref.: Lane 556/(Jews in Egypt).>
P0720-P739$, Demography.>
P0720, Population.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 16.>
P0721, Disease (plague) invoked to combat overpopulation.
Link: |K0951.7$, Murder by disease (germ or virus).>

P0721.0.1$, Overpopulation (and its effects).
Link: |P0303.1$, In numbers there is lack of cohesion and conflict. |P0730.1.2$, Tribe breaks up due to
overpopulation.

Ref.: Zîr 31.>
P0722$, Population analyses in terms of demographic factors.
Link: |J0081.1, Society is like a dish: must be properly mixed. Plates having salt, pepper, fish, etc., not
edible without mixing. |P0715, Particular nations (races).>

P0722.0.1$, Community (tribe) where all males are handsome and all females are ugly (or vice
versa).
Link: |F0575, Remarkable beauty. |F0576, Extraordinary ugliness. |F0709, Other extraordinary countries.
|T0202.1$, Happy couple: wife and husband are not two of a kind.

Ref.: ThaClabî 32-34/(32): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77.>
P0722.1$, Gender as factor in population analyses.
Link: |B0225.3$, Kingdom of vipers: all females. |F0112, Journey to Land of Women. Island of women,
land of maidens, country of the Amazons, etc.

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0722.1.0.1$, Community with same gender births (all-males or all-females).
Link: |A2912$, Same gender births for first jinn couple. |M0444.3$, Curse of same gender births (all-males
or all-females): death without issue follows.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 19-22/(Thackston 19-23): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 35.>
P0722.1.1$, Community of only females (no men). Type: 470E$.
Link: |F0112.2, City of women.

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 188/(few men/temporary).>
P0722.2$, Age as factor in population analyses.
Link: |F0116.1, Voyage to the Land of Youth.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0722.3$, Religion (religious denominations) as factor in population analyses. Type: 449/1511.
Link: |A1650.2.1$, Custom of differentiating religious groups by color of dress introduced. |D0692, City's
Inhabitants transformed to fish. Different classes [(religious denominations)] to different colored fish.
|P0625$, Customs connected with clothing. |V0131.3$, Color of robe or head-wear (turban) marks
members of religious group (denomination, sect, brotherhood).

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî I 194.>
P0722.4$, Race (black, white, etc.) as factor in population analyses.
Link: |P0715, Particular nations (races).

Ref.: Amîn 238, Boqarî 153-55.>
P0722.5$, Ethnicity (Arabian, Turkish, European, etc.) as factor in population analyses.
Link: |P0563$, Intertribal wars (raid and counter-raid). |W0256.1$, Stereotyping: ethnic and national traits.

Ref.: Amîn 238; Boqarî 153-55; GMC-A I xxiii n. 38/(multiple ethnicity).>
P0723$, Peasants-farmers.
Link: |P0411, Peasant.

Ref.: Hollis 168 no. 1; Amîn 310-11; Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 100-102 no. 27; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28.>
P0723.1$, Characteristic behavior of peasants (farmers, countrymen). Type: 920, 920K$, 1030, cf.
910E.
Link: |P0411, Peasant. |W0256.1$, Stereotyping: ethnic and national traits.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; Amîn 310-11; DOTTI 112 195 297 303 573 586 592 698/{Egy,
Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) I 249; Shamy (el-) Egypt 193 no. 49; CUKH-II: CAyyât 66 no. 25.>
P0723.1.1$, Peasants are peaceful.>
P0723.1.2$, Peasants are helpful (generous).
Link: |K2258, Treacherous peasant.>

P0723.1.2.1$, Farmer (peasant) as helper.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0725$, Urbanites (town or city-folks).
Link: |P0147$, Urban community's strongman (`fitiwwah$, `shaqâwah$, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 591 812/{Tns}.>
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P0725.1$, Characteristic behavior of urbanites (town, city-folks). Type: 920.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 48; DOTTI 586 766/{Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) III 99-103.>
P0726$, The city-man as an ideal.
Ref.: Lane 26.>
P0726.1$, The he-man ('ibn el-balad, gadaC).
Link: |P0147$, Urban community's strongman (`fitiwwah$, `shaqâwah$, etc.). |W0202.1.1.4$, Indicator of
femininity: excessive emotionalism.

Ref.: Amîn 6-8, 134; Anonymous "'idhak Cala mahlak" 9; Lane 26/cf.; Shamy (el-)
"Folkloric Behavior" 232-33 243, "Eg. Balladry": "el-Birdîsî" no. 34, "Ibrâhîm Karrûm" no. 35,
“CAzzûz" no. 36.>
P0726.5$, The independent city girl (`city-gal$, bint el-balad). Type: 879, 923C$.
C

Link: |P0149$, Urban community's strong-woman (`mi allimmah').

Ref.: DOTTI 513 606; Lane 26/cf.; TAWT 366 n. 102.>
P0727$, Turks (Sarkassians, Turkmans).>
P0727.1$, Characteristic behavior of Turks (Sarkassians, 'Arnâ'oat, etc.).
Link: |A1611.7$, Origin of Turks: a subdivision of Gog and Magog who escaped being walled in.
|W0256.1$, Stereotyping: ethnic and national traits.

Ref.: DOTTI 167 181 569/{Plst}; MITON; RAFE 298 n. 8; Shamy (el-) Egypt 139 no. 24,
218-9 299 no. 57; Taymûr no. 1391.>
P0727.1.1$, The reward for end of service for ghazz (Turks) is a beating (or, "suktur/Get out/Get
Lost!").
Link: |L0494.2$, "`Give me alms, [but don't forget that], still, I am your master!'". |K2058.6.2.1$, "Like a
dismissed Turk, prays only until he is re-employed". |U0022.4.1.2$, Injustice of Turks preferred to `justice'
of Arabs (Bedouins).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3.>
P0729$, People who live by gathering (nature provided wild edibles): primitive hunters and
gatherers.
Link: |F0561.12$, People who live on tree-gum (tree bark, plant-roots, or the like).

Ref.: Maspero 154 no. 8 n. 1-2.>
P0730$, Pastoralists (Bedouins, nomads, hunters, gypsies). Type: 851D$.
Link: |J1705.6$, Stupid nomad (Bedouin).

Ref.: Maspero 79-081 no. 4; Ibshîhî 430; Amîn 49; DOTTI 473 618 637/{Egy}; Shamy (el-)
Egypt 76 no. 10; CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10C 11-1-no. 24, "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32.>
P0730.1$, Nomads's temporary residence (transhumant lifestyle). Type: 570A, 884F$.
Link: |L0485.1$, Community site (city, town, tribal homestead, home, etc.) formerly alive is now lifeless
(abandoned, deserted, ruined). |T0044.1$, Lover wails (weeps) at home of departed beloved.

Ref.: DOTTI 332 531; Wickett 169 170; Zîr 31/cf.; Q
P0730.1.1$, Nomadic tribe sought at usual camp site (homestead): not found.
Link: |D2188.5$, Tribe vanishes. |H1385.9.1$, Quest for vanished tribe.
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Ref.: DOTTI 281 285 533 678/{Egy, Mrc}; MITON.>
P0730.1.2$, Tribe breaks up due to overpopulation.
Link: |F0969.7.1$, Extraordinary measures taken during famine. |P0303.1$, In numbers there is lack of
cohesion and conflict. |P0721.0.1$, Overpopulation (and its effects).

Ref.: Zîr 31.>
P0730.1.3$, Severity and abject poverty of Bedouin life (desert condition).
Link: |U0062$, Abject poverty.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 101.>
P0730.5$, Urban pastoralists.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 28 no. 4.>
P0731$, Characteristic behavior of Bedouins. Type: 802D$, 920, 920K$.
Ref.: Maspero lxvii; Ibshîhî 430; Amîn 49-50 81; DOTTI 75 439 445 586 592 673 910
916/{lit., Tns}; Schmidt-Kahle II 15-7 no. 72; Shamy (el-) Egypt 76 no. 10.>
P0731.0.1$, Bedouin behavior (`Arab'-ways) as `The ideal'.
Ref.: Maspero xli no. 16; Jâhiz V 152-53/(nomad/urban); COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm"
13; DOTTI 279 384/{Emrt, lit.}; MITON.>
P0731.0.1.1$, Bedouins as people of eloquence (speakers of pure Arabic). Type: 875, 875D.
Link: |W0047.0.2$, Commanding knowledge of poetry and the poetic.

Ref.: DOTTI 504 509 668/{Sdi}.>
P0731.0.2$, Tribalism: (Casabiyyah-qabaliyyah).
Link: |P0201.0.1$, Family feud is strongest. |P0208$, Descent: affiliation by blood or affinal relations.
|P0293.7$, Blood relations (father's) strongest. |P0525.3.1.1.1$, Plea to vendettist-to-be: "Never reconcile
(make peace)". |P0743$, Fealty (walâ'), and partisanship. |T0502.1.1$, Offspring from the same male
(Casab/muscle, agnates).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 335; Boqarî 169-74; Zîr 89/(preferred to own family).>
P0731.0.2.1$, "I and my brother against my paternal-cousin, and I and my paternal-cousin against
the stranger.".
Link: |P0211.0.1$, Wife chooses her brother's side in feud.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 557; Zîr 32-33/(brothers)/cf.>
P0731.0.2.1.1$, "Wife sides with brother against her paternal-cousin husband in feud.
Link: |P0211.0.1$, Wife chooses her brother's side in feud.

Ref.: Zîr 32-33.>
P0731.0.2.2$, "Support your brother [regardless of whether he is the] aggressor or the victim.".
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 259; Ibshîhî 43.>
P0731.0.2.2.1$, Support your brother in danger, ask for proof [of being in the right] later.>
P0731.0.3$, Bedouin behavior as vile (anti-ideal).
Link: |K2299.3$, Treacherous nomads. |L0114.4.1$, `Hero' commits anti-heroic (shameful, perfidious)
act(s). |W0256.1$, Stereotyping: ethnic and national traits.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 263; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 4/(Intro.) MITON.>
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P0731.0.3.1$, Bedouins (tribe) as raiders (bandits): they attack village, caravan, traveler, etc., to get
booty. Type: 938.
Link: |F0531.6.17.5.1$, Fear-evoking herdsman. |P0173.3.2$, Person(s) captured in raid sold into slavery.
|P0475.0.7$, Highwayman (bandit) attacks traveller(s). |V0085.5$, Happenings (to pilgrim) during journey
to (from) holy land.

Ref.: Simpson 236, 188; Boqarî 44 187 192 194-95; DOTTI 273 475 483 642 693 761 796
798 847 860/{lit., Tns}; MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 4/(Intro.); Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33, no. 33-b 246, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 6/passim; TAWT
387 n. 488.>
P0731.1$, The sons of the Bedouin-chief's three wives: the Bedouin (`Arab'), the urban, and the
peasant. Type: 920, cf. 301, 303B$, 550, 551, 1920J$.
Link: |P0174.0.2$, Hero is son of deserted black slave-woman and free white father. |P0250.0.2$,
Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different races--usually, black and white).
|T0119.1$, White husband, black wife.

Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 176-77 [no. 26]; DOTTI 101 102 111 112 113 302 303 305 307 308 362
586 786/{Alg, Egy, Plst, Tns}; Houri-Pasotti 54-55 no. 11; Sârîs (al-) 252-54; Savignac 185-90 no.
30/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 16; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 94 no. 486.>
P0731.3$, Inherent rivalry (enmity) between Bedouins and peasants (fellahs).
Ref.: Maspero 81 no. 4.>
P0731.3.1$, Nomad mocks (despises) sedentary (urban, rural) lifestyle (people).
Link: |U0135.4$, Bedouin girl married in town longs for desert ways.

Ref.: Maspero 81 no. 4; MITON.>
P0731.3.2$, Sedentary person mocks (despises) nomad's lifestyle (people).
Link: |P0191.1.4.1$-(formerly, P0738.1.1$), Parlance of foreigners (`rutân') not understood.

Ref.: Maspero 93-95 no. 4.>
P0732$, Alliances between tribes (nation, districts, villages, etc.).
Link: |P0563$, Intertribal wars (raid and counter-raid).

Ref.: Boqarî 170; Wickett 170.>
P0736$, Gypsies.
Link: |A1611.2.1$, Origin of Gypsies: Arab sub-clan defeated in war by their paternal-cousins.

Ref.: Lane 387; CAbd-al-Ghanî CA. Yahyâ Turâth IV:12 114.>
P0736.1$, Characteristic behavior of Gypsies. Type: 920E$.
C

Link: |A1674, Tribal characteristics--stealing. |T0450.9.1.1$, khalâ ah (lasciviousness, licentiousness) as
characteristic of prostitutes.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hâdî 162-65 no. 39; Cachia 231, Zîr 140; DOTTI 587 588 589/{Plst};
Hanauer 142-44; Schmidt-Kahle I 36-41 no. 20 II 105-9 no. 94; TAWT 419.>
P0738$, Foreigners.
Link: |P0191, Social status of foreigners. |P0522.0.1.1$, Legal system which favors the European
(foreigner). |P0755.1.2$, European quarter of town--(opulent, modern).
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Ref.: Amîn 29, 30.>
P0739$, Miscellaneous groups.>
P0740$, Seniority: ascendance and descendance.
Link: |Z0179.1$, Ascendance-descendance (social): act allegorically interpreted.>

P0740.1$, Esteem (respect) shown (usually for seniors).
Link: |P0682.4$, Rules of greeting--(who should greet whom first). |Z0067$, Formulas signifying
aggrandizement (respect).>

P0740.1.1$, Esteem shown by standing up to welcome person.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23, "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54
13.>
P0740.1.2$, Esteem shown by seating in center.
Link: |P0632.6$, Customs concerning seating in formal social gatherings.>

P0740.5$, Lack of esteem (belittlement, contempt) shown.>
P0740.5.1$, Lack of esteem: adult to be addressed as child ("Boy/walad", "Girl/`bit'/bint", or the
like).
Link: |Z0066.4.1$, Endearment: to be referred to (or addressed) in the diminutive.

Ref.: Boqarî 133.>
P0741$, Everyone must have a senior (sayyid/master).
Link: |B0249.3$, Animals without leader (chief). |J0684, Alliance with the strong.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 290-91/(people and things: Adamites, birds, months, days, birds, etc.).>
P0741.1$, `He who has no senior (elder, leader) should buy himself one'. Type: 981.
Link: |P0352.1.1$, `He who has no shaikh has Satan for a leader'. |T0053.0.5.1$, Suitor instructed (by girl's
family) to return accompanied by his senior(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 684.>
P0741.1.1$, Being masterless.
Link: |P0140.0.3$, Favor (pardon) won through intercession of person of influence.

Ref.: Maspero xliii.>
P0741.1.1.1$, "He who has no `back' will be struck on the `belly' [where more damage can be
done]"--(i.e., In the absence of a protector, one will be abused frequently and severely).
Ref.: Maspero xliii/cf.>
P0741.2$, Consequences of lack of proper command (chief, emir, foreman, etc.).
Link: |B0249.3$, Animals without leader (chief).

Ref.: Simpson 237-39.>
P0741.2.1$, Chaos (disorder) from absence of commander (chief).
Ref.: TAWT 440 no. 31.>
P0742$, Ascendant elder, descendant younger.
Link: |W0256.7$, Stereotyping: age traits. |Z0179.1$, Ascendance-descendance (social): act allegorically
interpreted.>

P0742.1$, Elder sibling commands, younger obeys.
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Link: |J0155.9.2$, Sister as adviser. |L0041, Younger brother given birthright of elder. |P0200.0.1.3$,
Eldest son succeeds father as family head. |T0198.1$, Woman returns to parents' home after end of her
marriage.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0743$, Fealty (walâ'), and partisanship.
Link: |J0038.2$, If you see a poor person trotting in haste, realize that he is on errand for rich man.
|P0009.1$, Voluntary associations and social clubs. |P0502$, Political parties and political partisanship.
|P0731.0.2$, Tribalism: (Casabiyyah-qabaliyyah). |U0043$, The poor willingly serve the rich. |W0034,
Loyalty.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 271; Amîn 122-23; Dickson Desert 303-35 no. 2; DOTTI 345/{lit.}.>
P0743.1$, Homage paid to ruler (king).
Link: |M0159$, Oath (vow, pledge) of allegiance (to state, king, etc.). |P0012.12, King avenges lack of
homage. |P0012.15$, Majesty of kings.>

P0743.2$, Publication of homage to ruler--(usually in the form of public praise).
Link: |K2010, Hypocrite pretends friendship but attacks. |P0013.5.1, Anointing of Kings. |P0469.1$,
Publication of news.

Ref.: Maspero 75-76 no. 4.>
P0750$, Social classes and social stratification. Type: 920.
Link: |P0001.1$, Ascribed (hereditary) social status.

Ref.: Ibshîhî .141; Amîn 238 ("Age"); Boqarî 172-73; DOTTI 586; Shamy (el-) Egypt 87 no.
12 209 no. 54/cf.>
P0750.0.1$, Basis for social differentiation and stratification.
Link: |A1600, Distribution and differentiation of peoples--general. |H0529.1$, Test: guessing difference
between human skulls (bones): differentiating the pious from the impious, the just form the tyrant, etc.
|N0887.6.2$, Help from powerless (low) social class. |T0201.3$, Example provides policy for married life.

Ref.: RAFE 140 n. 509; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâmî and Samyah" no. 8.>
P0750.0.1.0.1$, Natural (prevailing) social order: high is high and low is low.
Link: |F0989.25.2$, Dog dominates over lion.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 140 n. 509.>
P0750.0.1.0.2$, Everyone is to treated according to his social rank (el-nâs maqâmât).
Link: |P0001$, Social status. |P0014.25.1$, Ranks (classes) of courtiers.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2928.>
P0750.0.1.1$, `An eye does not top an eyebrow'.
Link: |W0113.2$, `He who looks upward tires himself'.

Ref.: Amîn 457; RAFE 140 n. 509; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâmî and Samyah" no. 8;
Taymûr no. 2023.>
P0750.0.1.1.1$, The lowly may not aspire to acquire the noble's privileges (rights).
Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 163.>
P0750.0.1.1.1.1$, What is appropriate for the lion (master) is inappropriate for the dog (servant)'.
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Ref.: MITON.>
P0750.0.1.1.1.2$, Nobles (royalty, upper classes) may not acquire what a commoner possesses.
Type: 465.
Link: |P0532, Payment of tax (tribute).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 156.>
P0750.0.1.1.1.2.1$, Pharaoh refuses to charge villagers fees for providing them with state services.
Link: |W0257.2$, Pharaoh as kind and compassionate ruler.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 156.>
P0750.0.1.1.1.2.2$, What is suitable for the dog (servant) should be beneath the lion (master)'. Type:
883F$,/981B*.
Link: |T0320.4, Wife escapes lust of king by shaming him.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 69.>
P0750.0.1.2$, `One's fingers are not alike'.
Ref.: RAFE 140 n. 509; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 235.>
P0750.0.1.3$, `If charcoal tongs could be made of wood, a pasha (gentleman) could be made of a
peasant'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 601.>
P0750.0.2$, Persistence of social class stratification.>
P0750.0.2.1$, Maintaining social class order is the pillar on which government and religion stand.
Ref.: Ibshîhî .141.>
P0750.0.3$, Basis for social equality.
Ref.: RAFE 140 n. 510.>
P0750.0.3.1$, `We all are children of Eve and Adam'.
Link: |Z0063.9.1$, `The clay is from the [same earth-] clay, and the dough-turn (lattah) is from the dough
[in the kneading tub (tray)]'.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 140 n. 510.>
P0750.0.3.2$, `We all are children of nine [month of pregnancy]'.
C

Link: |T0573.2.0.1$, 'ibn sab ah/child of seven: child born after only seven months of pregnancy.

Ref.: RAFE 140 n. 510.>
P0750.1$, "Social class order is the pillar on which government and religion are founded".>
P0751$, Characteristic behavior of members of a certain class. Type: 920.
Link: |W0256$, Stereotyping: generalization of a trait of character, from person to group (and vice versa).

Ref.: DOTTI 472 509 586 590 766/{lit., Sdi, Syr}; Juhaymân (al-) III 99-103; Sâ)î 400-401
no. 96[+1].>
P0751.1$, Characteristic behavior of the lower class. Type: 920, 920E$, 920G$.
Link: |H0038.3, Slave recognized by his conversation, habits, and character.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 104-6 IV 195; Amîn 184; DOTTI 586 588 590.>
P0751.1.1$, Characteristic appearance of commoners (al-Cawâm/al-sûqah, the lower social class).
Ref.: MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 145.>
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P0751.2$, Characteristic behavior of the upper class. Type: 920.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 79 III 133; Amîn 205-6; DOTTI 586.>
P0751.3$, Characteristic behavior of the middle class.
Link: |J0140.0.2$, Girl sent to school for modern education. |P0725$, Urbanites (town or city-folks).
|W0026.0.2.1$, "D.G.P": `Deferred gratification pattern'.>

P0751.3.0.1$, Effendis class (`employees$, `muwazzafîn'): westernized.
Ref.: DOTTI 637/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29, "Lamlûm Pasha"
no. 32.>
P0751.3.0.1.1$, Person (male) receiving western schooling addressed as "Effendi" (or by a similar
title, e.g., "bâsh-muhandis"--`Master-engineer').
Link: |J0140.0.1$, Secular (western-style, modern) education leads to success.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0751.3.0.1.2$, Attire (apparel) of effendis class: (fez, pants, necktie, etc.).
Ref.: TAWT 366 n. 97.>
P0751.3.0.2$, Government (`mîrî'/Emir's) job gives security.>
P0751.3.0.2.1$, Government job is desirable (preferred).
Link: |P0537.3$, Position with steady stipend (salary) preferred. |P0751.3.1.3$, The `effendi' is preferred as
suitor.>

P0751.3.0.2.1.1$, `If the governmental [job train] passes you by, roll yourself in its dust'.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 612 617.>
P0751.3.1$, Sophistication (refinement, being urbane) expected of the middle class.>
P0751.3.1.1$, "'Omm el-'afandiyyah" ("Mother-of-effendis"): should be conservative (modest) and
worthy of respect.
Link: |P0783.2.3.1.1$, Respectable lady ("mother") should not wear revealing clothes (especially at
advanced age). |Z0183.6$, "Mother-of- " ('Omm/'Umm-

). |Z0186.9.3.1.1$, Female in indecent posture

"allows her dish's sizzling aroma to fill the air".>

P0751.3.1.3$, The `effendi' is preferred as suitor.
Link: |P0751.3.0.2.1$, Government job is desirable (preferred). |T0101.3.3$, Groom quality: education,
earnings (income).>

P0751.3.1.3.1$, Girl will marry only an `effendi'.
Ref.: RAFE 262-63; CFMC: Oases 71-3, 1-2-[b].>
P0751.3.5$, City slicker (trickster).
Link: |J1110, Clever persons. |W0157, Dishonesty.>

P0751.3.5.1$, Clever ways
(fahlawah/fukâkah/hadâqah).

of

city

slicker:

equivocal

(illusory)

sharp-wittedness

Link: |J1110.1$, Remarkable deeds by person clever at debate (argument, persuasion). |K1870, Illusions.
|Q0263.5$, Equivocation (illusiveness, being too clever) punished. |W0199$, Self-deception
(rationalization, regression, projection, etc.). |X0601$, Boasting of national (ethnic, racial) group's
superiority.
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Ref.: DOTTI 504 505 514 542 759 760 815 923/{Egy, lit.}.>
P0751.3.5.1.1$, Equivocal sharp-wittiness: `painting air with air-brush' (as one does an automobile).
Link: |H1010, Impossible tasks.>

P0752$, Relations among social classes.
Ref.: Amîn 238.>
P0752.1$, Lower classes imitate upper.
Link: |J0050, Wisdom (knowledge) acquired from observation. |J0060$, Imitative (social) learning-other aspects of learning from observation. |P0601$, The power of custom (social). |U0245$, Empathy: one
person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another also feels its effects. "Vicarious instigation".
|U0246$, Empathetic punishments.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 251 258.>
P0752.2$, Lower classes honored by association with upper.
Link: |P0743$, Fealty (walâ'), and partisanship. |U0043$, The poor willingly serve the rich.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 251 258.>
P0752.2.1$, Visit from upper-class person to lower-class person is honorific to latter.
Link: |P0005.2$, Social connections (friends) as indicator of social status. |P0320, Hospitality. Relation of
host and guest.>

P0752.2.1.1$, Low rank brother demands that high rank one honor him by paying him a visit.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0752.3$, Upper classes avoid lower.>
P0752.3.1$, Guests of lower class not invited to home of (upper-class) `host'. Type: 1353B$.
Link: |K1952.3.0.2$, Sham relatives--disgraceful: hirelings in motley (shabby) and with shameful wear
said to be a person's family.

Ref.: DOTTI 753; MITON.>
P0752.5$, Social class conflict (strife, struggle). Type: cf. 936A$.
Link: |F0701.2.1$, Land where everyone knows (and accepts) own social status and economic worth (value
of earnings, `purchasing power'). |J1015.1$, Rich man tells envious poor man how he earned his fortune.
(Sindbad and porter). |P0152$, Man so rich that others become jealous. |L0410, Proud ruler (deity)
humbled. |M0342.0.1$, Prophecy: calamities and social strife will befall kingdom. |P0795.0.4$,
Accommodation among social classes (rich-poor, high-low, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 639; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32; TAWT 52
n. 46.>
P0752.5.1$, Rise of (empowering) the lower class criticized (censured). Type: 920--920H$.
Link: |D0020, Transformation to person of different social class. |M0414.0.1.1$, `O Time, may God
curse you: for you make a chamber-pot into chandelier!'.

Ref.: DOTTI 586.>
P0752.1.1$, Commoners imitate their rulers and copy their lifestyles.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 148; Taymûr no. 2107.>
P0752.1.1$, The poor imitate the rich.>
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P0752.1.1.1$, `Folks follow (adopt, embrace) their kings's faith'.
Link: |J0060.1$, Learning through induced imitation (of model). |V0330.1$, Reasons for converting from
one faith to another (other than belief in its `correctness').

Ref.: Ibshîhî 148.>
P0752.5.2$, Educating the lower social classes (through free education) criticized.
Link: |J0140.0.1$, Secular (western-style, modern) education leads to success. |P0502.2.1.1.1$, Promise
(political): free education for all, `like water and air' (`Tâhâ Husain's Policy'). |X0476.1.1$, Religious
services not allowed unless majority of congregation is `workers and peasants'.

Ref.: TAWT 52 n. 46.>
P0753$, Age groups (grade).
Link: |U0022.3$, Injustice: suffering more than other members of one's own generation (group).

Ref.: Amîn 238.>
P0753.0.1$, Older person should "act his age". Type: cf. 1392*, 1394$.
Link: |J1848.3$, Old person acts too youthful (childish): rebuked. |P0249.3$, The rights of the aged
(parents and the parent-like).

Ref.: DOTTI 784 785; MITON.>
P0753.0.1.1$, An elderly person rebuked for unseemly behavior ("shayb-un wa Cayb-un"/`shâyib wi
C
âyib'). Type: 1380B$.
Link: |J0029.1$, Wisdom (knowledge) acquired with growing-up (with age). |J0126$, Child rebukes an
adult for misconduct (indiscretion). |P0785$, `saghranah' (unseemly behavior): committing acts that reduce
one's communal standing (worth).

Ref.: ThaClabî 90/cf./(by a youth); DOTTI 521 578 640 774 895/{lit.}; MITON; Taymûr no.

1642.>
P0753.0.2$, Social distance kept between members of age groups (men-boys, women-girls).
Link: |T0380.1$, Social distance kept between persons of opposite sexes.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0753.0.2.1$, Separate setting for juveniles (at eating, sleeping, etc.).
Link: |P0605.1.1$, Separate sleeping quarters for male family members.

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 149/cf.>
P0753.1$, "Men": adult males.
Link: |A0184.0.5$, Males (men) as God's favorite. |T0380.5$, A male's privileges.>

P0753.1.1$, Bearded men: notables.
Link: |C0565, Tabus of bearded men. |H0712, Riddle: How much is my beard (king's) worth?. |J0484.3$,
Bearded (mature) lover preferred to beardless: former satisfies (delivers, experienced). |J1552.1.1, The ass
is not at home. [Ass brays; owner: "Will you believe an ass and not a graybeard like me?"]. |K2275,
Beardless villain. |U0281.3.1$, Merits and demerits of being bearded and being beardless. |W0037.4$, Hair
from moustache (beard) as collateral: man repays the debt. |Z0257, Beardless hero.

Ref.: MITON; Burton III 346-47 n./(forms of beard).>
P0755$, Social classes and city layout (quarters, districts).>
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P0755.1$, Rich and poor quarters of city (town).>
P0755.1.1$, Native quarter of town--(traditional).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1.>
P0755.1.2$, European quarter of town--(opulent, modern).
Link: |P0738$, Foreigners.>

P0755.2$, Business district of town.
Link: |P0770.0.3$, Marketplace (location for buying and selling).>

P0755.9$, City layout (quarters, districts)--miscellaneous.>
P0755.9.1$, Necropolis (cemetery) as district of town.
Link: |P0407.3$, Members of a guild live in same city quarter (lane). |V0061.0.3.1$, Necropolis.>

P0755.9.1.1$, People who dwell in cemetery--(labeled by foreigners: "City of the Dead"). They
share living quarters with the dead.
Link: |U0062$, Abject poverty. |V0061.0.2.1$, Inhabitants of graves ('ahl al-qubûr; the dead in graveyards,
cemeteries).

Ref.: Simpson 239.>
P0760$, Property.
Link: |C0790$, Tabus connected with property. |H1584.3$, Land measured according to how far certain
sound (voice) travels and remains audible: e.g., a dog's bark, a man's shout, or the like.

Ref.: DOTTI 77/{Egy}.>
P0760.0.1$, Property in the hands of only a few. (Feudalism).
Link: |P0150.0.1$, Feudal landlord. |P0767$, Laws that limit amount of private property--(involuntary
redistribution of wealth, socialism). |U0011.2.1.1$, King punishes thief: wise onlooker: "Big thief
punishing small!" or "The one that steals openly is punishing the one that steals secretly!".

Ref.: Maspero xliii; Zîr 52.>
P0760.0.2$, Right to defend own property.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2806/(committed no injustc).>
P0760.0.2.1$, `Properties of others are not unguarded'.
Link: |U0045.3$, `Unguarded property invites theft (i.e., corrupts, tempts)'.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0760.0.3$, Wealth needs social power (governmental support).
Link: |P0150, Rich men. |P0526.4$, Legal principles concerning property.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0760.1$, Everything is the property of someone.
Ref.: DOTTI 77/{Egy}; HE-S: Minya 70-7 no. 13.>
P0760.1.0.1$, Conflict over property.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 670.>
P0760.1.1$, Bird-catcher (hunter) discovers that caught game (e.g., pigeon, deer, etc.) is privately
owned.
Link: |P0414.0.1$, Fowler (bird-catcher).
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Ref.: Jâhiz III 191.>
P0760.1.2$, Escaped animal (lamb) discovers that everything has an owner, even garbage. Type:
201F$.
Link: |J0217.1, Escaped lamb delivers himself to shepherd rather than to slaughter. |U0139.4.1$, Escaped
animal (donkey) must return home to get his fetters: cannot live without them.

Ref.: DOTTI 77/{Egy}.>
P0760.2$, Communal property.
Link: |P0531.0.1$, Taxation as primary source of government's (ruler's) income. |P0760.9.1$, Joint
ownership (partnership). |Q0496.4$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for wasting valuable commodity
(land, horse, or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 104 107 657 778/{Alg}.>
P0760.2.1$, Public money (al-mâl al-Câm, holdings of state treasury/"bayt al-mâl"). Type: cf. 919$.
Link: |P0437$, Treasurer (bursar, khâzindâr, sarrâf, et.). |W0036.3$, Ruler confiscates a small coin (penny,
dirham) his son had illegally taken from public treasury.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0760.2.1.2$, Rich and poor nations.>
P0760.2.1.2.1$, Rich nation (king): treasury is full.>
P0760.2.1.2.2$, Poor nation (king): treasury is empty. Type: 570A.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0760.2.2$, National parks and property (game preserves, government buildings, etc.).>
P0760.2.2.1$, Hunting (fishing, etc.) on national reservation (king's park) forbidden. Type: cf.
1609$.
Link: |C0051.1.0.1.1$, Tabu: violating safety of creature within holy sanctuary (by hunting, capturing,
killing, etc.). |C0612, Forbidden forest. |C0615, Forbidden body of water. |C0841.0.3, Tabu: killing animal
which takes refuge with one. |S0485.1$, King prohibits practice of crafts (trades, means of livelihood).
|U0025.1$, Illegal acquisition of food from protected areas (by hunting, fishing, fruit-picking, etc.) to avoid
starvation forgiven.

Ref.: DOTTI 874; MITON.>
P0760.3$, Everything is God's property.
Link: |J1511.14, Things on highway belong to the public. [Traveler argues that fruits which overhang the
highway are public property: owner applies rule to traveler's horse].

Ref.: ThaClabî 103.>
P0760.3.1$, All land (pasture) is God's property.

Link: |V0112.8.2$, Property of temple (shrine, idol, deity, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 670/cf.; Taymûr no. 818.>
P0760.3.1.1$, Conflict over landownership. Type: cf. 2400.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 670.>
P0760.3.1.2$, This land is our land: from parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 667 670/cf.>
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P0760.3.2$, God will inherit all of His creation.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 670.>
P0760.4$, Orphan's property. Type: 759.
Link: |J0225.10$, Hermit (al-Khidr) rebuilds a falling wall in an inhospitable village: treasure belonging to
orphans hidden underneath.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 315; DOTTI 349 423 424 616/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
P0760.4.1$, Legal trustee (guardian) of orphan's property.
Link: |K0449$, Dishonest trustee (guardian): embezzles money (goods) left in his trust. |P0500.0.2.1$,
Regency (trusteeship): right to rule delegated temporarily to regent(s) or trustee(s).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 315; DOTTI 349/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0760.5$, Owner's rights and obligations. Type: 847*, 1633, 1615A$.

Link: |F1015.5$, Patched shoes (slippers) so heavy that they cause much (accidental) damage when
disposed of. |P0526.4$, Legal principles concerning property.

Ref.: S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 256 no. 5; DOTTI 16 34 467 722 876 882/{Irq, lit.}.>
P0760.5.1$, The rights of the one who is in possession (in control) of property.
Link: |J0811.1, The lion's share. [Wolf divides booty equally and is killed--fox learns lesson and gives all
to lion]. |P0526.4$, Legal principles concerning property. |U0030, Rights of the strong.

Ref.: S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 256 no. 5.>
P0760.5.1.1$, Being in actual control of property is important (i.e., `Possession is nine-tenth of the
law').>
P0760.5.1.2$, Right to defend (care for) one's own property. Type: cf. 847*, 1615A$.
Link: |W0038.1$, Property rights protected.

Ref.: DOTTI 467 876.>
P0760.5.1.3$, Right to benefit fully from one's own property.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 950-(Goh's ox).>
P0760.5.2$, Declaration (publication) of ownership (rights). Type: 1615.
Ref.: DOTTI 876.>
P0760.5.2.1$, Owner must mark property (be able to describe it).
Link: |P0526.4$, Legal principles concerning property.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0760.5.2.1.1$, `Know [(i.e., mark)] your right and then you [may] release it into the sea'; [it will
still be yours].>
P0760.5.2.1.2$, A right does not expire (die) as long as its owner keeps on claiming it.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1080.>
P0760.5.2.2$, Owner of scarce necessities must make surplus (beyond personal need) available to
community.
Link: |C0787.5$, Tabu: hoarding. |P0760.6$, Surplus invites expenditure. |V0010.2.1$, `If it is needed in
household, it is sinful for mosque (church)'. |V0310.6$, `Dire necessities justify (legitimize) commission of
the prohibited (sinful)Y.>
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P0760.5.2.2.1$, `Water may not pass the thirsty by'.
Link: |U0025, Theft to avoid starvation forgiven.>

P0760.5.3$, Means of publishing ownership. Type: 1615.
Ref.: DOTTI 876.>
P0760.5.3.1$, Branding (with iron) marks ownership (of livestock).
Link: |F0553.0.1$, tashlîkh (scarification, slashing skin). |H0052.1$, Scarification pattern indicates tribal
affiliation (identity). |P0171, Branding person makes him one's slave for life.>

P0760.5.3.2$, Legal deed (`registration') marks ownership.
Link: |P0527$, Legal will (testament) made before death-- (legal preparations for death).>

P0760.5.3.4$, Copyrights: author's ownership.
Link: |K1939$, Credit for fine work usurped by imposter--(for material or non-material product).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 154-59 no. A-11; Maspero 20 no. 1.>
P0760.5.3.4.0.1$, Ownership of non-material "goods" (e.g., idea, story, music, etc.).
Link: |J0163.5$, The value of ownership of a story. |K0373.3$, "[Present] owner is less deserving of `it'! I
am more deserving of `it'!" Credit or ownership is thus usurped.>

P0760.5.3.4.0.1.1$, Ownership of a melody.
Link: |D1275.2.1$, Magic melody learned from jinn.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0760.5.3.4.1$, Theft of contents of written book punished--(intellectual piracy, [plagiarism]).
Link: |A0165.6, Scribe of the gods. |M0411.25$, Curse by scribe (author, writer).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 154-59 no. A-11; Maspero 20 no. 1.>
P0760.5.3.4.2$, Credit for an artifact (material product) usurped by imposter.
Link: |F0770, Extraordinary buildings and furnishings. |F0826.5$, Marvelous jewelry (unique pieces of
precious stones, e.g., individual gem, diamond ring, pearl necklace, ruby bracelets, etc.).>

P0760.5.3.4.2.1$, Craftsman claims credit for assistant's (apprentice's) fine work. Type: cf. 300,
613A$/980*.
Link: |K1932, Impostors claim reward (prize) earned by hero.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 636-37.>
P0760.5.3.7$, Owner's responsibilities.
Link: |F1015.5$, Patched shoes (slippers) so heavy that they cause much (accidental) damage when
disposed of.>

P0760.5.3.7.1$, Owner must compensate for damages caused by his property. Type: 946E$.
Link: |J1179.1, Damages for the field devastated by a flock. [Use of sheep's wool and milk]. |K0251,
Deceptive damage claims. |Z0049.11, Who is guilty of the accident. (One person blames another who
blames another, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 649.>
P0760.6$, Surplus invites expenditure.
Link: |W0116.2, Expenditure of money for vanity [(fangarah)].>

P0760.6.1$, Surplus (wealth) invites the needless (decorative, unnecessary).
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Ref.: TAWT 369 n. 148.>
P0760.6.1.1$, `He who has [plenty of] henna would dye the buttocks (`ass') of his ass, and he who
finds a ferry-boat could attend call of nature on the other bank [of river]'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 806/(own molars/teeth) no. 311.>
P0760.6.2$, Excessive property (wealth) invites wastefulness.
Link: |P0012.17$, Extravagance (profligacy, wastefulness) of kings. |U0045.3$, `Unguarded property
invites theft (i.e., corrupts, tempts)'. |W0116.2, Expenditure of money for vanity [(fangarah)].

Ref.: TAWT no. 9.>
P0760.6.2.1$, `He who has an [extra] penny that is making him restless buys with it pigeons and lets
them loose.'.
Link: |T0145.10.1$, "Clip your bird's wings lest he mate with another." Wife is to keep husband poor.

Ref.: TAWT no. 9.>
P0760.7$, Types of property: cash and jewelry, livestock, real estate (land, buildings). Type: 655.
Link: |P0210.1.2$, Woman's property that can be quickly converted into cash (e.g., gold jewelry, cooking
copper-ware, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 361.>
P0760.7.1$, Cash preferred to real estate (live stock).
Link: |J1382, Payers of cash favored.

Ref.: DOTTI 583 584 642/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0760.8$, Legal restriction (suspension) of ownership rights.
Link: |P0767.5$, Government (ruler) takes over (confiscates) ownership of large business corporations
(industrial plants, factories, etc.).>

P0760.8.1$, Owner prevented from disposing of own property.
Link: |P0778.2$, Legal seizure (impoundment) of remaining possessions of bankrupt person.>

P0760.8.1.1$, Attachment or garnishment of property. One party's possessions brought within the
custody of the law in the interest of a second party, or immobilized when in possession of a third
party).
Link: |J1555.6$, Repayment of debt makes taking another loan possible. |P0535.9.0.1$, Criminal's property
confiscated and given to victim(s) of crime. |Q0490$, Household (family) and property of ruler's enemy
(criminal) confiscated, destroyed, or deemed available to the public (mob). ('istibâhah). |W0038.1$,
Property rights protected.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0760.9$, Property--miscellaneous.>
P0760.9.1$, Joint ownership (partnership). Type: 136A*, 847*, 1030, 1633, 1615A$, cf. 9B.
Link: |K2296, Treacherous partner. |M0241, Bargain to divide all winnings. |P0525, Contracts. |P0760.2$,
Communal property.

Ref.: DOTTI 3 56 467 698 876 882; MITON.>
P0760.9.1.2$, "Divider (qassâm)": legal umpire who divides shared property (inheritance) among
disputants.
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Link: |J1241.6$, Cleric divides pot of gold among disputants by having its contents poured over his head
(turban): each to receive what falls his way, divider keeps what remains on his turban as fee. (Pot proves to
contain feces).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0760.9.1.3$, Division of treasure trove between land owner and finder.
Link: |J1241, Clever dividing which favors the divider. |K1685, The treasure-finders who murder one
another. |M0247$, Marriage between son and daughter of land owner and treasure-finder as means of
dividing it between the two; each insisting that the other had the right to the whole find. |P0526.7$, In a
division, the divider may not choose first.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0761$, Inheritance (rules). Type: 545A, 655, 655B$, 898, 910E, 982.
Link: |P0173.9.5$, Slave acquired as part of inheritance. |P0527$, Legal will (testament) made before
death-- (legal preparations for death). |Q0178.1$, "He who deprives an heir of his (her) share of inheritance
will have God deprive him of his (her) share in Paradise". |T0052.0.8$, End of marriage compensation
(mu'akhkhar sadâq: deferred conditional portion of bride-wealth contracted at time of marriage).

Ref.: Maspero xlii; Simpson 113/(maternal uncle); DOTTI 361 555 573; MITON.>
P0761.0.1$, All children inherit equal shares.
Link: |P0234.0.1.1$, A daughter is burdensome: begets enemies, generates grudges (daghâ'in), siphons off
father's wealth to her husband's family, etc.

Ref.: Maspero xlii.>
P0761.0.1.1$, Illegitimate children (children of concubine, slave-woman, etc.) have right to
inheritance.
Link: |T0640, Illegitimate children.

Ref.: Maspero xlii.>
P0761.0.2$, Son as primary heir.
Link: |P0526.4$, Legal principles concerning property. |P0761.1.1$, Right of legitimate heir usurped-(usually by powerful relative).

Ref.: Simpson 111 113 115; DOTTI 349/{Egy}.>
P0761.0.2.1$, A male inherits twice the share of a female.
Link: |A1585.1$, Origin of laws: male's share twice a female's. |A1650.5.2.6$, Punishment of Eve:
inheriting half of a man's share. |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce. |V0371$, Moslem
traditions about al-kitâbiyyîn ("People-of-the-Book": Jews and Christians Also called dhimmiyyîn/'ahl aldhimmah). |X0335.3$, Person of high communal rank causes another of lesser communal rank to lose an
eye; judgment: the injured should lose his other eye in order to have the right to put out one eye of the
higher ranked culprit. (Legal principle: the lesser ranked is worth one half of the higher ranked).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 23.>
P0761.0.4$, When there is no heir, inheritance (estate) goes to state treasury. Type: 834B$, cf.
910L$.
Ref.: DOTTI 455 456 577/{Irq, Tns}; MITON.>
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P0761.1$, Division of inheritance causes conflict. Type: 545B, 898, 982, cf. 655B$, 1650.
Link: |B0312.6.1$, Hen (chicken) as sole inheritance. |H0588.24$, Enigmatic counsels: heirs are to inherit
objects designated by color (shape)--(i.e., red dome = all gold, black horse = all black live stock, etc.).
|K1923, The false heir. |P0017.5.1$, Brothers divide state equally; each rules his kingdom. |P0017.15.2.1$,
Brother fights brother(s) over kingship. |P0204.4$, "A father brings, a brother plunders". |P0215.0.1$, A
man's wife (e.g., a brother's, a father's, a paternal-uncle's) is viewed as stranger (by her husband's blood
relatives).

Ref.: Ions 48 64-65/(Set-Osiris); Abu-el-Layl 284-85. [no. 50]; COqdah (el-) "Safînat algharâm" 13; DOTTI xi n. 15 192 290 298 308 309 315 317 335 345 363 555 615 678 685 895/{lit.,
Mrc, Tns}; MITON; Sâ)î 221-29 no. 52[+1]; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 77; Shamy (el-) "Belief
Characters" 20 32 n. 14; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5; Sulaymân 92-94
no. II-1; TAWT 51 n. 26 444 no. 35/{Irq}.>
P0761.1.1$, Right of legitimate heir usurped--(usually by powerful relative). Type: 613B2$.
Link: |P0761.0.2$, Son as primary heir. |S0322.0.1, Orphaned boy deprived of his inheritance by relatives.

Ref.: Simpson 113/(by Set); DOTTI 349; MITON.>
P0761.2$, Inheritance as means of acquiring wealth.
Link: |J0701, Provision for the future. |P0559.1.3$, War (raid) as means of acquiring wealth. |W0131.1,
Profligate [(heir)] wastes entire fortune before beginning his own adventures.

Ref.: DOTTI 456/{Tns}; MITON.>
P0761.2.1$, Rich heir. Type: 910A, 910B1$, 910G$, 572$, 910K1$.
Link: |J0163.1.1$, Profligate (bankrupt person) uses his last coin to buy wise counsel: proves profitable.
|W0131.1, Profligate [(heir)] wastes entire fortune before beginning his own adventures.

Ref.: DOTTI 334 569 571 575; MITON.>
P0761.2.2$, Rich heiress. Type: 551B$, 914$, cf. 300, 326.
Link: |P0431.0.1$, Woman (girl) merchant--businesswoman. |T0068, Princess offered as prize.

Ref.: DOTTI 97 155 309 581 693/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0761.2.2.1$, Rich widow (as heiress of husband's wealth). Type: 326, cf. 461A.
Link: |T0101.1.1.1.1$, Widow as bride--chosen for her property. |T0199.6.1$, Social status of widow.

Ref.: DOTTI 155 232.>
P0761.3$, Debt inherited.>
P0761.3.1$, Heir repays inherited debt--(usually father's debt).
Link: |J1555.6$, Repayment of debt makes taking another loan possible. |V0021.7.2$, On Judgment Day,
debtor must obtain release (forgiveness) from creditor.

Ref.: DOTTI 402 768/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0761.4$, Heirs insist on dividing inheritance (estate): capital is thus diminished. Type: 551A$, cf.
898.
Ref.: DOTTI 308 555.>
P0761.4.1$, Brothers insist on dividing inheritance and going separate ways.
Ref.: MITON.>
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P0761.5$, Endogamous (arranged) marriage as means of keeping inheritance within family.
Link: |J0701, Provision for the future. |M0247$, Marriage between son and daughter of land owner and
treasure-finder as means of dividing it between the two; each insisting that the other had the right to the
whole find. |T0100.0.9.5$, Marriage arranged as means of maintaining property (trade secret) within
family. |T0105.1$, Endogamous marriage preferred.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18.>
P0762$, Owner (landlord) and tenant.
Ref.: Maspero 63 no. 3 n. 3; DOTTI 768/{Tns}; Haykal 23, cf. Shamy (el-) Egypt 121-22 no.
18, 193 no. 49 (passim).>
P0762.1$, Hardhearted (greedy) landlord.
Ref.: Maspero 63 no. 3 n. 3; Shamy (el-) Egypt 121-22 no. 18.>
P0763$, Ill-gotten property (mâl harâm, illicit).
Link: |J0235$, Choice between licit and illicit objects or acts--former little (difficult), latter large (easy).
|N0143.1$, Blessedness (barakah) only with money earned honestly. |Q0552.18, Punishment:
disappearance of ill-gotten gains.

Ref.: Amîn 354; DOTTI 679 956/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0763.1$, Stealing ill-gotten property is not a sin.
Link: |X0598.1.3$, Stolen goods (money) as alms.

Ref.: Amîn 174 (government's property); DOTTI 230 412 657 821 846 892 937/{Egy,
Mrc}.>
P0763.3$, Money from ill-gotten property or sinful activity is `sinful'. Type: 978A$.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 17; Ibshîhî 617; DOTTI 679 956/{Egy}.>
P0763.3.1$, Usury money (borrowed or loaned with interest) is sinful.
Link: |C0787.1$, Tabu: usurious lending or borrowing--(any interest on loaned money: ribâ/fâyiz). |J1385$,
`Debt is grief by night, humiliation by day'.

Ref.: Lane 95 n. 2; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1-c 12.>
P0764$, Legitimately-earned property (mâl halâl).
Link: |N0143.1$, Blessedness (barakah) only with money earned honestly. |Q0552.18, Punishment:
disappearance of ill-gotten gains.>

P0764.1$, Legitimately-earned property prospers (blessed). Type: 842C*.
Link: |F1047.2$, Coin floats on water (miraculous).

Ref.: DOTTI 463.>
P0764.1.1$, Bargain (investment, etc.) proves profitable because of legitimacy of elements involved.
Link: |J0163.1.1$, Profligate (bankrupt person) uses his last coin to buy wise counsel: proves profitable.
|L0218$, Blind bargain proves profitable. |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)".>

P0764.1.1.1$, Groom, upon seeing bride for first time and liking her looks, declares: "My money
[paid as bride-wealth proved to have been] legitimately earned!" (i.e., "Good deal"). Type: 914$.
Link: |C0001.1$, al-harâm: sacred (religious) tabu. `The illegitimate' (illicit, `not permitted')--opposite of:
al-halâl (the licit or legitimate, permitted by God). |L0218$, Blind bargain proves profitable. |N0143.1$,
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Blessedness (barakah) only with money earned honestly. |Q0552.18.5$, Ill-gotten property `sweeps away'
usurper's own. |T0061.9$, Betrothal of the veiled female (unseen).

Ref.: DOTTI 581.>
P0767$, Laws that limit amount of private property--(involuntary redistribution of wealth,
socialism).
Link: |J1015$, Wealth gained by risk-taking and hard work. |P0150.0.1$, Feudal landlord. |P0760.0.1$,
Property in the hands of only a few. (Feudalism). |P0774.2.2$, Government-subsidized prices. Ruler (king)
pays portion of cost of necessities. |X0476$, Humor concerning government under socialism.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 257 n. 82.>
P0767.1$, Government redistributes wealth.
C

Link: |Q0111.8, Large quantity of land as reward--[('iqtâ )].>

P0767.1.1$, Ruler (government) confiscates private property.
Link: |Q0490$, Household (family) and property of ruler's enemy (criminal) confiscated, destroyed, or
deemed available to the public (mob). ('istibâhah).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 190 no. A-12; Simpson 238; MITON.>
P0767.2$, Government redistributes land: takes from rich landlords and gives landless poor.
Link: |N0884.2.1$, Robber (thief) steals from the rich and gives to the poor.>

P0767.5$, Government (ruler) seizes ownership of large business corporations (industrial plants,
factories, etc.).
Link: |L0293$, Formerly rich (powerful, pampered) person accepts work as menial (servant, waiter,
doorkeeper, clerk, etc.). |L0410.9$, Barmecide Catastrophe: noble family destroyed. |Q0485, Noble person
must live in hovel.>

P0767.5.1$, Government redistributes (re-assigns) administrative positions (`Directorships') in large
corporations.
Link: |X0478.1$, Religious education leads to `expertness' in all professions. |X0490.1$, Military education
leads to `expertness' in all professions.>

P0769$, Confiscated goods (property): miscellaneous motifs.>
P0769.1$, Confiscated goods (property) returned.
Link: |N0180$, Person loses all, and then recovers all. |N0884.4$, Robber returns stolen goods to owner.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3.>
P0770$, Markets: buying, selling, trading. Type: 936A$, 978, cf. 1651, 1651A.
Link: |A1471.8.1$, Being a merchant (buying and selling): an occupation blessed by God. |J0708$,
Farsighted economy. |J2080, Foolish bargains. |J2199.4, Short-sighted economy. |K0099.1.1$, Contest in
commercial prowess won by deception. |M0200, Bargains and promises. |N0263$, Persistent bad luck:
need for chosen profession (trade) vanishes. |W0162.1$, Why merchant is selling at a loss: "Fame is more
important than profits!".

Ref.: Maspero 46 no. 3; DOTTI 114 347 639 679 697 842 896 897/{lit., Irq, Sdn}; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 256.>
P0770.0.1$, `Market's shaikh' (head of chamber of commerce, syndic).
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Link: |P0406$, Head of a guild (shâhbandar, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0770.0.1.1$, Syndic (shaikh) of a certain profession or trade.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0770.0.2$, Bill of sale (contract).
Link: |K0362.7.1$, Seal (signature) forged to make fraudulent sale of property. |P0525, Contracts.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 12 n. 40.>
P0770.0.2.1$, Sale formula.>
P0770.0.3$, Marketplace (location for buying and selling). Type: 472$,/726**, 1382.
Link: |P0755.2$, Business district of town. |U0084, Price of an object depends on where it is on sale.

Ref.: Maspero 46 no. 3; DOTTI 246.>
P0770.0.3.1$, Public square as marketplace.>
P0770.0.4$, Market-day (e.g., Friday-market, Tuesday-market, etc.).>
P0770.1$, Capriciousness of market: up one day, down the next (or vice versa).
Link: |P0774$, Prices.

Ref.: Burton IX 21.>
P0771$, Barter: payment in kind (exchange of goods or services). Type: cf. 920G$.
Link: |E0192.1.1$, Wife retrieves (buys) husband's corpse in exchange for service as menial. (Isis retrieves
Osiris's body). |J0816.2, King called baker's son: he has given the poet only loaves of bread. |K0233.4.0.1$,
Deceptive barter (exchange): paying for one item with another--both unpaid for. |K0251, Deceptive
damage claims. |Z0047, Series of trick exchanges.

Ref.: Maspero 204 no. 15; Jâhiz III 123-24; Boqarî 142; DOTTI 506 590/{lit.}.>
P0771.1$, Goods exchanged. Type: 328, 561, 936A$, 1415, cf. 1655.
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |K0140.1.1$, Deceptive
exchange: new lamp for old (magic lamp). |P0774.1.1$, Dumb barter. Goods exchanged without owners
meeting or directly communicating: buyer leaves own commodity next to seller's, deal completed if seller
C

takes buyer's article. |P0776.2$, Cooperative serial loan (`gam iyyah'): a certain number of persons agree
that each will periodically deposit the same amount of money into a common fund, the number of periods
equals the number of participants, each period the total sum in the fund goes to one member according to
prearranged sequence till all have been repaid. |T0142$, Exchange marriage.

Ref.: Maspero 204 no. 15; Boqarî 142; DOTTI 174 317 639 792 901; MITON.>
P0771.1.1$, Salt exchanged for gold. Type: 923C$, 1651A.
Link: |J1978$, Absurd disregard of facts in making a bargain. |J2093, Valuables given away or sold for a
trifle. |N0411.4, Salt in saltless land sold for fortune.

Ref.: DOTTI 606 897; TAWT no. 9.>
P0771.1.2$, Cereal (grain) exchanged for gold. Type: 159C$.
Link: |F0708.2, Country without grain.

Ref.: DOTTI 67.>
P0771.1.3$, Fruits (vegetables) exchanged for riches (precious stones). Type: 159B, 470F$.
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Link: |N0411.4, Salt in saltless land sold for fortune.

Ref.: DOTTI 66 244/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0771.1.4$, Food (water) exchanged for other goods. Type: 403D$, 613, 1655A$.
Link: |M0225, Eyes exchanged for food.

Ref.: DOTTI 345 530 608 902/{Mrc}.>
P0771.1.4.1$, Bread for fisher's catch (fish).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0771.2$, Services exchanged. Type: 653A, cf. 76, 360, 824A$.
Link: |J1174.2, Complaint about the stolen kiss. Woman is allowed to take one in return. |P0791$,
Cooperation: social interactional process. Joint activity in order to share a reward. |K0150, Sale of
worthless services. |T0052.0.3$, Bride acquired for labor (work) done for her father.

Ref.: DOTTI 34 180 357 451.>
P0771.2.1$, Marriage for service.
Link: |H0317, Long term of service imposed on suitor. |P0771.3$, Goods for services. |Q0118$, Marriage
as reward. |T0455, Woman sells [(sexual)] favors for particular purpose.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 100.>
P0771.2.2$, One service for another service. E.g., domestic work (cooking, farming, etc.) for
teaching (healing, etc.) worker's child.>
P0771.3$, Goods for services.
Link: |E0192.1.1$, Wife retrieves (buys) husband's corpse in exchange for service as menial. (Isis retrieves
Osiris's body). |P0771.2.1$, Marriage for service. |T0041.7.0.1$, Intent behind gift received by person of
opposite sex questioned. |T0052.0.3$, Bride acquired for labor (work) done for her father. |T0455, Woman
sells [(sexual)] favors for particular purpose. |T0455.9.1$, Maiden (woman) gives sexual favor for story
(personal adventure, confession).

Ref.: Simpson 130-(for tending ox); DOTTI 128 143 744 929/{lit., Mrc}; MITON.>
P0771.3.1$, Food for a service (e.g., ear of corn for a shave, an egg for knife sharpening, and the
like). Type: 58A$, 327F, 313H*, 920G$.
Link: |B0326.1$, Predator paid for service with a prey. |P0771.3.1$, Food for a service (e.g., ear of corn for
a shave, an egg for knife sharpening, and the like). |J0816.2, King called baker's son: he has given the poet
only loaves of bread.

Ref.: Maspero 23 no. 2/(story/tale told); DOTTI 3 23 133 164 191 260 265 404 590 683/{lit.,
Mrc}; Littmann ؤgypten pt. II 101 no. 17; MITON; TAWT 413.>
P0771.3.2$, Clothes for a service (e.g., coat for educating child).>
P0771.3.5$, Hireling works in exchange for subsistence (food, lodging, etc.).
Link: |J1014$, Making a living (by earning wages).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 636-37; TAWT 435 no. 26.>
P0772$, Characteristic behavior of merchants (entrepreneurs).
Link: |P0431, Merchant.>

P0772.1$, Merchant motivated by expectancy of profit. Type: 5551A$, 551B$, 936A$.
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Link: |J0708$, Farsighted economy. |U0249.0.2.3$, Only those who made a profit would praise the market.
|W0162.1$, Why merchant is selling at a loss: "Fame is more important than profits!".

Ref.: MITON.>
P0772.1.1$, Successful business: income surpasses expenditure.
Link: |J0708$, Farsighted economy. |J2199.4.6.1$, Earnings by the needle, expenditure by the pitchfork
(deficit spending).

Ref.: MITON; Alf IV 133.>
P0772.1.2$, Merchant travels in search of profit (wealth). Type: 936A$, cf. 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: DOTTI 639 683; MITON.>
P0772.1.2.1$, Making profit in trading in manure preferred to losing money trading in perfume.
Link: |J0016.1.2$, Loss (in market) teaches how to make a profit.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2777.>
P0772.2$, ibn-sûq (experienced trader, businessman).
Link: |J1115.7, Clever merchant.>

P0772.2.1$, Contest in conducting trade (success in business). Type: 303C$, 923C$.
Link: |H0500, Tests of cleverness or ability.

Ref.: DOTTI 113 114 347 606/{Sdn}.>
P0772.4$, Merchant's assistant (store hand) must get approval before selling costly items.
Link: |H1574.4.1$, Knowledge of gems: test for rich merchant (or jeweler). |P0431.4.1$, Rich merchant:
merchant as wealthy (successful) man.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0773$, Publication of availability of goods or services (commercial advertisement).
Link: |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).

Ref.: DOTTI 154 529 661 821/{Tns}; MITON.>
P0773.1$, Peddlers' cries. Type: 1696.
Link: |K0184$, Deceptive sale or purchase of valuable facility (property). |P0165$, Beggar-peddler
(vendor).

Ref.: DOTTI 914; TAWT 433.>
P0773.2$, Advertisement: free services, reduced prices (or the like) at opening of new business.
Type: cf. 1459$.
Link: |P0774.4.4$, `Specials$, `Discounts$, `Sale$, etc.: (e.g., "Two for the price of one", or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 813; MITON.>
P0774$, Prices.
Link: |C0787.3$, Tabu: making too much profit (price-gouging). |J1014$, Making a living (by earning
wages). |K0286, Reduced Prices but false weights [(scales)]. |M0117.2.1$, Vow to destroy goods if price is
not fair (too low). |P0770.1$, Capriciousness of market: up one day, down the next (or vice versa). |U0084,
Price of an object depends on where it is on sale.

Ref.: DOTTI 724.>
P0774.0.1$, Goods or services marketed where they are unknown or scarce bring high prices
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(profit). (The capitalist ethic). Type: 159C$, 923C$, 936A$, 613A1$,/980*, 1651, 1651A.
Link: |A1378$, Origin of self-interest (selfishness). Adam and angel mark bounds for humans on earth;
Adam gains more by moving marker (cheating). Hence, private property and development (civilization).
|N0411, Object unknown in a country sold for a fortune. |P0772.1.2$, Merchant travels in search of profit
(wealth). |U0086$, Scarcity renders the common valuable, abundance renders the valuable common
(mundane). |U0249$, Behavior potential: expected effort (trouble) required for performing task, and selfinterest, determine whether task will be undertaken.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 257.>
P0774.0.2$, There is a consumer for each class of goods.
Link: |J0829.1, The king and the cheap slippers. Steward buys the king a pair of slippers. King thinks not
enough has been paid for them and refuses them. Steward buys another like the first and charges a good
price. Learns that this is the way to deal with kings.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1009/(gen.) no. 2560/cf.>
P0774.0.2.1$, `Figs (expensive) are for a few, sycamore fruits (cheap) are for many'.
Link: |U0060.1$, The poor are numerous, the rich are few.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.0.2.2$, Merchant should offer customers only what suits each's rank and taste.
Link: |P0750.0.1.0.2$, Everyone is to treated according to his social rank (el-nâs maqâmât).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1186.>
P0774.0.3$, Price war.
Link: |P0774.4.2$, Low (depressed) prices because of abundant supplies (of goods, services). |P0774.4.4$,
`Specials$, `Discounts$, `Sale$, etc.: (e.g., "Two for the price of one", or the like).>

P0774.0.3.1$, Competition between merchants benefits the consumer.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 540 1181.>
P0774.1$, Bargaining.
Link: |K0170, Deception through pseudo-simple bargain. |K2010.0.3$, Bargaining by flattery, then by
threats (when former does not work). |N0421, Lucky bargain. |P0431.2$, Merchant as trickster (cheat).

Ref.: Burton I 196; DOTTI 744 896 920 929/{lit., Tns}; MITON.>
P0774.1.1$, Dumb barter. Goods exchanged without owners meeting or directly communicating:
buyer leaves own commodity next to seller's, deal completed if seller takes buyer's article. Type:
159C$,/893A$.
Link: |P0771.1$, Goods exchanged.

Ref.: DOTTI 67 68 544 591/{Egy}.>
P0774.1.2$, Formulaic bargaining.
Link: |F0179.1$, Blessings (grace, prayers, etc.) as monetary units in utopian otherworld. |K0247,
Customer takes invitation to buy as invitation to receive the goods free.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.1.2.1$, Buyer: "How much is this [to be sold for]?" Seller: "For prayers in behalf of the
Prophet". Type: cf. 470C$.>
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P0774.1.2.2$, Buyer: "How much is this?" Seller: "For nothing, [in your case]".>
P0774.1.2.3$, Buyer: "How much is this?" Seller: "For whatever you may say".
Link: |K0199.2$, Buying a valuable item for `three words' (fulfilling three wishes): seller's requests for
customary (routine) acts of hospitality (coffee, tobacco, etc.) are held as part of payment.>

P0774.1.2.5$, Seller: "How much would you pay?" Buyer: "`Only a father may name his child [(you
cite your price)]'".
Link: |T0596.1.1$, Parent names child.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.1.3$, Price paid for an item viewed as whether one emerged `vanquished' or `victor'.
Ref.: DOTTI 693 761 796 798/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0774.2$, High prices.
Link: |P0776.9.1$, Exorbitant (usurious) interest on loan. |T0450.0.2$, High price for sexual pleasure
(illicit love). |U0062.0.1$, `If names had to be purchased (paid for), a peasant would have had to name his
son `Shit'--[(that is all he could afford)]. |W0193, Extortion.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 315-16; DOTTI 463 896 920/{Irq, lit., Tns}.>
P0774.2.0.1$, High price drives away customer (buyer).
Link: |T0052.0.2$, Excessive (exaggerated) mahr demanded of suitor.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.2.0.2$, Price-gouging: exorbitant price demanded for common commodity (e.g., food,
clothing, fuel, etc.).
Link: |C0787.3$, Tabu: making too much profit (price-gouging).

Ref.: Boqarî 44; DOTTI 530 608/{Mrc}; MITON.>
P0774.2.0.3$, Prices of necessities too high.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 97.>
P0774.2.0.3.1$, Misery due to high prices, and little income.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 97.>
P0774.2.1$, Inflation: much money, few goods (thus, high prices).
Link: |J0342, High wages bring expensive living. |J2199.4.6$, Little earned, much spent. |P0774.4.2$, Low
(depressed) prices because of abundant supplies (of goods, services). |U0085$, Demand (need) renders the
valueless valuable.

Ref.: Boqarî 153; DOTTI 66 244/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation"
257.>
P0774.2.1.1$, Scarcity of goods causes merchant (baker, butcher, etc.) to ignore payers of cash
(customers with money in hand).
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 257.>
P0774.2.2$, Government-subsidized prices. Ruler (king) pays portion of cost of necessities.
Link: |P0767$, Laws that limit amount of private property--(involuntary redistribution of wealth,
socialism). |X0476$, Humor concerning government under socialism.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 257.>
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P0774.2.3$, High wages (for hirelings).
Link: |J0342, High wages bring expensive living. |J1014$, Making a living (by earning wages).
|P0774.2.1$, Inflation: much money, few goods (thus, high prices).>

P0774.2.3.1$, High wages for dangerous assignment (job).
Link: |J1015$, Wealth gained by risk-taking and hard work. |J0149$, The value of education (schooling).
|K0256, Deceptive wages.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 81.>
P0774.2.3.1.1$, Job declined in spite of the high wages offered: assignment is too dangerous. Type:
110B$.
Link: |J0212, Choice: plainness with safety or grandeur with danger.

Ref.: Zîr 81/cf.>
P0774.2.3.2$, Cat to mouse: "I'll give you a reward (sugar, egg) if you pass under my whiskers."
Mouse: "The wages are `sweet' but the route is perilous". Type: 110B$.
Link: |H1155.6.1$, Task: bringing whiskers from ferocious lion. |J1422, Good bath. [Mouse's bath would
have been good had he not seen cat]. |U0249$, Behavior potential: expected effort (trouble) required for
performing task, and self-interest, determine whether task will be undertaken. |Z0188.9.2.1$, Symbolism:
male's whiskers (moustache, beard)--power (prestige, authority).

Ref.: DOTTI/Type: 111B$; Taymûr no. 2186.>
P0774.2.3.3$, Unpleasant job made appealing.>
P0774.2.3.3.1$, Gold and silver hidden in heaps of dirt that must be removed from building; then the
poor summoned, told of hidden treasure, and asked to haul the dirt away: they finish the unpleasant
task for the expected reward.
Link: |F0770.1$, Marvelous building technique (architecture).
Link: |K0712$, Prey lured into predator's power by flattery or promise of reward. |U0066, Every man has
his price. [Behavior potential]. |U0069$, Money (gold) is all powerful. |U0249.0.2$, Actions explained in
terms of expectancy of reward.

Ref.: ThaClabî 202.>
P0774.2.5$, High price for rare (precious) object. Type: 566, 567, 1420A.
Link: |K0255, Exorbitant price [(deceptively)] demanded and received. |K0466$, Confederate shams
interest in goods and thus drives the price up. |M0225, Eyes exchanged for food. |P0774.5.1$, `The price of
an expensive (dear) item is in the item [itself]'. |P0806.6$, Collecting rare (marvelous) objects as hobby.
|T0052.0.6.1.2$, Slave-girl gives owner-to-be money with which to buy her. (She is infatuated with him,
while he is impoverished and cannot afford the high price). |U0084, Price of an object depends on where it
is on sale. |Z0066.2.2$, To be "worth one's own eyes".

Ref.: DOTTI 326 327 798.>
P0774.2.5.1$, High price for the unique ("collector's object").
Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.2.5.2$, High price for rare pet (animal, bird, fish, etc.). Type: 969$, 1650, 1651, 1651A.
Link: |P0806$, Hobbies.
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Ref.: DOTTI 672 896 897.>
P0774.2.5.2.1$, Exorbitant (unbelievable) price for race bird (pigeon, falcon).
Ref.: Jâhiz III 212.>
P0774.2.5.2.2$, Exorbitant (unbelievable) price for rare colt (horse).
Link: |B0184.1.3.1$, Magic horse from water world mates with ordinary mare: hybrid offspring with
marvelous qualities.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.2.5.2.3$, Pricelessness: article too precious to be sold at any price.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
P0774.2.6$, High price for `expert' service.
Ref.: RAFE 227.>
P0774.2.6.1$, Double fee for a service: first for performing it, second for reversing (undoing) it.
Link: |D0765, Disenchantment by reversing (undoing) enchantment. |K0441, Double reward successfully
claimed.

Ref.: RAFE 227.>
P0774.2.6.1.1$, "Like a saw: `eats' (cuts) going up and eats (cuts) coming down".
Link: |P0525.0.2.3.1$, `Entering a bathhouse [met with warm greetings] is unlike exiting it [with the firm
demand for paying as charged]'. |Z0062, Proverbial simile. |Z0195.2$, Machine symbolism: work tools-limbs, organs.

Ref.: RAFE 227 253; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-b; Taymûr no.
1540.>
P0774.2.6.3$, Evil service more expensive.
Link: |Q0225.5$, Practice of nether magic (sorcery, witchcraft) punished as kufr (disbelief).

Ref.: RAFE 227.>
P0774.3$, Auction: selling to highest bidder.
Link: |K0465, Owner bids on his own goods at auction. Rival buyer pays extravagant price. |P0180.8.5$,
At auction, slave-girl chooses her buyer (owner-to-be).

Ref.: Damîrî I 298-99; Damîrî I 298-99: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 124; DOTTI
345/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Prophet's Shirt" no. 47.>
P0774.3.1$, Winner of bidding must honor his bid.
Link: |M0205.9$, P0774.3.1$, Winner of bidding must honor his bid.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.4$, Low prices (`a bargain').
Link: |J0829.1, The king and the cheap slippers. Steward buys the king a pair of slippers. King thinks not
enough has been paid for them and refuses them. Steward buys another like the first and charges a good
price. Learns that this is the way to deal with kings. |J1397, The cost price recovered. [Stolen item to be
sold is stolen: seller gets nothing]. |M0117.2.1$, Vow to destroy goods if price is not fair (too low).
|W0151.0.2$, Greed makes fraud possible.

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0774.4.1$, Sale of goods for less than market value signifies defect (problem).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.4.1.1$, Article sold cheaply because stolen.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.4.1.2$, Article sold cheaply because useless (defective).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.4.1.2.1$, Bread sold cheaply because made from flour used for abscess plaster.
Link: |N0383.2, Man falls dead when he realizes that he has eaten bread from flour used for abscess plaster.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.4.1.2.2$, Bird (animal) sold cheaply because it is dying (sick).>
P0774.4.1.2.3$, Person (pet) sold cheaply because of lack of interest in current master (owner).>
P0774.4.1.2.3.1$, Slave-girl sold cheaply because of her desire to be with handsome master.
Link: |T0052.0.6.1.2$, Slave-girl gives owner-to-be money with which to buy her. (She is infatuated with
him, while he is impoverished and cannot afford the high price).

Ref.: MITON; Alf III 167.>
P0774.4.1.2.5$, Building sold or rented cheaply because of defects.>
P0774.4.1.2.5.1$, Rent of house is very low because it is haunted (or the like).
Link: |N0122.1.3.1$, House of misfortunes: whoever inhabits it suffers ill-fate.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.4.2$, Low (depressed) prices because of abundant supplies (of goods, services).
Link: |P0603.1$, Storing provisions (rations) intended for consumption during extended period (season,
year, etc.). |P0774.0.3$, Price war. |P0774.2.1$, Inflation: much money, few goods (thus, high prices).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.4.2.1$, Supply and demand control prices.
Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 540.>
P0774.4.2.1.1$, Price of produce dependent on season.
Link: |U0084, Price of an object depends on where it is on sale.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.4.2.2$, Merchant holds commodity out of market until price rises.
Link: |P0603.1$, Storing provisions (rations) intended for consumption during extended period (season,
year, etc.). |W0156.0.2$, Hoarding.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.4.3$, Article sold cheaply because buyer is poor (needy). Type: cf. 895$, 895B$.
Link: |P0775.2.0.2$, Giving financial aid without injuring recipient's pride. |W0162.1$, Why merchant is
selling at a loss: "Fame is more important than profits!".

Ref.: DOTTI 549; MITON.>
P0774.4.4$, `Specials$, `Discounts$, `Sale$, etc.: (e.g., "Two for the price of one", or the like).
Type: 1266*.
Link: |J2083.1, One-third for the price of one-fourth. In the grain sale the fool sells a third of a cask for the
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price of a fourth, thinking that he is cheating the buyer. |P0773.2$, Advertisement: free services, reduced
prices (or the like) at opening of new business. |P0774.0.2$, Price war.

Ref.: DOTTI 724.>
P0774.4.5$, Article `sold' cheaply or given away because merchant (seller) is trying to impress the
buyer. Type: 883B.
Link: |P0431.2$, Merchant as trickster (cheat). |T0454.1.1$, Woman succumbs to seduction for a trifle
(little pay, food). |T0455.3.2$, Woman allows shopkeeper a kiss for new cloth (merchandise).>

P0774.5$, Fair prices (`You get what you pay for').
Link: |K0249.6$, Worthless payment for worthless goods (services).>

P0774.5.1$, `The price of an expensive (dear) item is in the item [itself]'.
Link: |J0285$, Value of quality of work. |U0129.0.1.1$, A rose withers but its fragrance remains.

Ref.: COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 16; Jâhiz V 315-16; Taymûr nos. 665 666/(gen.)
2034.>
P0774.5.2$, Use only an expert (specialist).
Link: |J0255$, The value of practical experience. |J0285.0.1$, High quality of work required for success.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 486.>
P0774.5.2.1$, "Give your bread (dough) to a professional baker even if he might consume most of it,
[and assign a task to its known master craftsmen even if you might have to labor to get it back].
Ref.: Taymûr no. 92/(first part only).>
P0774.6$, Package deal.>
P0774.6.1$, Deceptive package deal: one item sold at low price, companion item at high price.
Type: 1553.
Link: |J0422.1$, `For the sake of roses weeds are watered [also]'. |K0182, Deceptive bargain: an ox for five
pennies.

Ref.: DOTTI 858.>
P0774.7$, Goods should be examined (`present') before paying for them.
Link: |P0526.5$, Let the buyer beware: selling bad goods `As is' is not cheating. |P0774.8.4$, Promissory
sale (of `non-present goods'): goods will be delivered when available.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.7.1$, Sales are final (no returning of merchandise allowed).
Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.8$, Conditional sale(s).>
P0774.8.0.1$, Sale void if one party is dissatisfied--within certain period.>
P0774.8.1$, Sale void if buyer is dissatisfied with merchandise.>
P0774.8.2$, Sale void if owner (seller) cannot part with merchandise.>
P0774.8.2.1$, Person sold on condition he (she) is not missed. Type: cf. 890.
Link: |K0252.3$, Free man sold as slave by confederate: sale to be voided by court and booty shared.
|S0221.3.1$, Poor father sells daughter into slavery.

Ref.: DOTTI 539.>
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P0774.8.2.1.1$, Slave-girl (wife) sold subject to owner (husband) being able to withstand her
absence. Type: 938C$.
Link: |T0292, Wife sold unwillingly [(unwittingly)] by husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 645; MITON.>
P0774.8.4$, Promissory sale (of `non-present goods'): goods will be delivered when available.>
P0774.8.4.1$, Uncertainty of buying (selling) promissory goods. Type: cf. 859E$, 859F$.
Link: |K0184$, Deceptive sale or purchase of valuable facility (property).

Ref.: DOTTI 478 479.>
P0774.8.4.1.1$, `Selling (buying) fish [that are still] in the sea'--[yet to be caught].
Link: |N0091.1$, Purchase of fisherman's catch without knowledge of net's contents.>

P0774.9$, Prices--miscellaneous.>
P0774.9.1$, Goods sold under the same terms they were acquired (purchased).
Ref.: DOTTI 331 468/{Plst}.>
P0774.9.2$, Unnamed prices. Goods or services offered without specifying price.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.9.2.1$, Buyer pays whatever he can afford.
Link: |P0774.1.1$, Dumb barter. Goods exchanged without owners meeting or directly communicating:
buyer leaves own commodity next to seller's, deal completed if seller takes buyer's article. |P0774.1.2.3$,
Buyer: "How much is this?" Seller: "For whatever you may say".

Ref.: MITON.>
P0774.9.3$, Sale (purchase) by coercion or threat: "Either accept my offer or I take the article by
force".
Link: |C0787.6$, Tabu: purchasing by coercion.

Ref.: Zîr 105.>
P0775$, Money-based economy.
Link: |A1433.0.2$, Coins minted by Adam (to facilitate `living'). |J0708.0.1$, Self sufficiency (economic).

Ref.: ThaClabî 24: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 56; Boqarî 138-42.>
P0775.0.1$, Unusual monetary system.

Link: |F0179$, Piety (religious exercise) as a system of earnings (economic) in utopian otherworld.
|F0769.1, Town where everything is sold at one price. |P0170.0.1.1, Female salves as medium of exchange
(unit of value--[monetary]). |T0052.0.3$, Bride acquired for labor (work) done for her father.

Ref.: ThaClabî 18: "Arab Mytology" no. 44-1.>
P0775.0.1.1$, Fish as medium of exchange (unit of value). Type: 470F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 244; MITON.>
P0775.1$, Money must circulate.
Link: |Z0134.3$, Money personified.

Ref.: Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 6.>
P0775.1.1$-(formerly, W0131.2$), Money likes to be earned and spent.
Link: |J0708$, Farsighted economy. |P0760$, Property. |P0775.3$, Consumption: an economic necessity.
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|Z0134.3.2$, `He who earns and spends pleases money'.>

P0775.1.2$, A coin is like a falcon, if you release him, he will feed you along with himself.
Link: |P0806.7.1$, Hunting with help of animals or birds (dogs, leopards, falcons, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 385.>
P0775.2$, Sharing, reciprocity, and voluntary redistribution of wealth.
Link: |J0562, Intemperance in charity. |J1514$, Wisdom of benevolence (exercising goodwill), and
foolishness of malevolence (harboring ill-will). |P0320, Hospitality. Relation of host and guest.
|K0251.2.1$, Deceptive gift: claimed back after it has been consumed. |V0003.3$, Required alms-tax
(zakâh, given out yearly--compare: tithe). |V0400, Charity.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0775.2.0.1$, `[Like a waterwheel], the full [bucket] pours onto the empty'.
Link: |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: DOTTI 83 362 363 588/{Egy, Sdi}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 109 no. 16.>
P0775.2.0.2$, Giving financial aid without injuring recipient's pride. Type: 895B$.
Link: |Q0115.0.2$, A person's need is met on his behalf as reward--(usually anonymously by king or the
like). |W0011.0.2$, Anonymous (unknown) philanthropist.

Ref.: DOTTI 549.>
P0775.2.0.2.1$, `The veiled charity (hasanah) is [given] through buying-and-selling'. Type: 895B$,
cf. 809$.
Link: |H0069.4.1$, Appearance of "hasanah" (mole, mark of beauty) as sign of having done a good-deed.
|J1580, Practical retorts connected with almsgiving. |P0774.1.3$, Price paid for an item viewed as
whether one emerged `vanquished' or `victor'. |P0774.4.3$, Article sold cheaply because buyer is poor
(needy). |Q0044, Reward for almsgiving. |V0003$, Required religious services (`pillars,' corners, 'arkân,
furûd) and fundamental beliefs. |V0004.5.7$, Almsgiving as intercessor.

Ref.: DOTTI 447 549; RAFE 15 n. 34.>
P0775.2.0.3$, Gifts (presents) as means of redistribute wealth.
Link: |P0173.9.2$, Slave received or given as reward (grant, gift).>

P0775.2.0.3.1$, Fineries as gift (e.g., cloth, garment, jewelry, or the like).
Ref.: MITON; TAWT 308 no. 41/(silk cloth).>
P0775.2.0.3.2$, Edibles as gift (e.g., farm products, city delicacies, or the like).
Ref.: Alf IV 8; Boqarî 199-2008; TAWT 37/(countryside goodies).>
P0775.2.1$, Grants (gratuities, tips), and acts of generosity (philanthropy). Type: 936A$, 1832E*.
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |T0366.2$, Female never says
`No!' [to anyone asking for sexual intercourse]. |V0400, Charity. |W0011.0.1$, Philanthropy: giving
without expectations of repayment. |W0151.9.4$, Greedy grant (gift, alms, tip, etc.) recipient. Wants more
of the gratuity given him.

Ref.: Maspero 82 no. 4; DOTTI 639.>
P0775.2.1.0.1$, The best of birr (goodness, acts of kindness) is its soonest.
Link: |J0321, Present possessions preferred to future possibilities.
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 853/cf. no. 95/cf./(economic benefit).>
P0775.2.1.1$, Gratuity given (demanded) at occurrence of happy event ("halâwah/hulwân of"
graduation, safe return, birth of child, etc.).
Link: |P0964$, Celebration of graduation from school, achievement of diploma. |T0132.3.1.2$, "Opening
of scissors [for tailoring bride's gowns] (fathit el-miqass)".

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 307 n. 51.>
P0775.2.1.2$, Gratuity given (demanded) for delivering (being bearer of) good news (bishârah).
Link: |Q0070$, Being bearer of good news (tidings) rewarded.

Ref.: Simpson 240; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no.
58 2 4.>
P0775.2.2$, Grant given for the purpose of advancing human knowledge (in the arts, sciences,
personal improvement through education, etc.). Type: cf. 1620.
Link: |J0149$, The value of education (schooling). |P0014.0.1$, King (ruler, chief, etc.) as patron of arts.
|V0401$, Charitable endowment (waqf/'awqâf): property whose income is to be used for maintaining
philanthropic institution (e.g., school, hospital, orphanage, etc.). |W0011.0.1$, Philanthropy: giving without
expectations of repayment.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0775.2.2.1$, Grant for one full year (`Sabbatical') to produce unique work of art.
Link: |H1182, Task: letting king hear something that neither he nor his subjects have ever heard. [A loan].

Ref.: MITON.>
P0775.2.3$, Water and food made available to the needy.
Link: |J1347.2.4$, An eve for God's sake, or for God's people (Sufi occasion, `khatmah'): food provided.
|V0003.3$, Required alms-tax (zakâh, given out yearly--compare: tithe). |V0112.2.5.1.1$, Rich man (A)
builds a grand (luxuriously furnished) mosque--poor man (B) writes on its wall: "Mosque with no bread,
for what purpose has it been built!" A: "For praying, O you shameless!" B: "Praying in open-air is
legitimate (permitted)!" A adds a tikiyyah (house for feeding and caring for the poor) to the mosque.
|V0401$, Charitable endowment (waqf/'awqâf): property whose income is to be used for maintaining
philanthropic institution (e.g., school, hospital, orphanage, etc.). |W0011.0.1$, Philanthropy: giving without
expectations of repayment.>

P0775.2.3.1$, Asabîl: free water-stand set up for the thirsty.
Ref.: Maspero 80 no. 4; Shamy (el-) Egypt 123 no. 19, "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and BintBirrî" 143 no. 56.>
P0775.2.3.2$, Atikiyyah: location where free food is served to the poor.>
P0775.3$, Consumption: an economic necessity.
Link: |P0775.1$, Money must circulate.>

P0775.3.0.1$, `Were it not for breakage, kilns (pottery-making) would not exist'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2567.>
P0775.4$, Necessity for investment: money that is not invested (added to) is inevitably exhausted.
Link: |J0761, Old age must be planned for. |J1014$, Making a living (by earning wages). |P0031, Prince
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must learn a trade.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 384-85/cf.>
P0775.4.1$, `Take away from a hill: it becomes unstable (shaky)'.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 297; Taymûr no. 1135.>
P0775.4.2$, `Mountains of kohl are depleted (worn-down) by [tiny] applicators, and abundant
money is depleted by the years (Time, usage)'.
Link: |L0485$, Reversal of an object's fortune (land mark, tree, mountain, etc.). |U0260, Passage of time.
|Z0122.7.1$, Temporal forces (`Time') responsible for man's misfortune (troubles).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 140 no. 56; Taymûr no. 942.>
P0775.4.3$, If you have to borrow, then "borrow for planting not for eating".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 87.>
P0775.4.4$, "He who plants will reap".
Link: |J1014.2$, "To work every day, is to [have food to] eat every day".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1078/(gen.).>
P0776$, Credit (financial), banking, and trusteeship.
Link: |J1385$, `Debt is grief by night, humiliation by day'. |K0445, The emperor's new clothes. |Q0271.4$,
Customer who fails to pay (for food, service, etc.) punished. |V0402$, Charitable banking: money lent,
borrowed, or deposited without interest (`Islamic-banking,' `Christian-banking'). |W0038.1$, Property
rights protected.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0776.0.1$, Sale on credit (`shukuk').
Ref.: MITON.>
P0776.0.1.1$, Sale on credit (with no interest) inadvisable.
Link: |C0787.1$, Tabu: usurious lending or borrowing--(any interest on loaned money: ribâ/fâyiz). |J1382,
Payers of cash favored. |P0435.0.2$, Banker as usurious money lender. |V0402$, Charitable banking:
money lent, borrowed, or deposited without interest (`Islamic-banking,' `Christian-banking').>

P0776.0.1.2$, Personal feelings and business should not mix ("Business is business").
Link: |H1574.5.1$, Merchant recognized by precision in bookkeeping (money matters: "By the penny!").
(Non-merchant recognized by loose or haphazard handling of money).

@P0318.0.1.1$, Danger to friendship: business transactions.>
P0776.0.2$, Debts (being debtor).
Link: |E0723.4.3, Wraith of debtor tries to find his creditor at time of death. |J1385$, `Debt is grief by
night, humiliation by day'. |K0249.5$, Debtor flees to avoid creditors (repayment of debt). |V0021.7.2$, On
Judgment Day, debtor must obtain release (forgiveness) from creditor.>

P0776.0.2.1$, Unpaid (monetary) debt.
Link: |V0021.7.1$, Sinner must obtain victim's pardon before God's forgiveness is attained.
|V0441.0.1.1.2$, Unpaid debt as unforgiven sin.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 209-10; Burton IX 311 n. 4.>
P0776.1$, Credit (loan) approved. Type: 923C$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 606.>
P0776.1.1$, Person of good reputation given credit by merchants (bankers). Type: 859F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 66 244 317 321 479/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation"
257.>
P0776.1.2$, Person of impressive (awe-evoking) appearance given credit by merchant (banker).
Type: cf. 1526.
Ref.: DOTTI 830.>
P0776.1.2.1$, Beautiful woman given credit by merchant (banker). Type: 1525U$, 1525W$.
Link: |F0575.1.6.5.1$, Beauty as intercessor. |K0712.1$, Victim captured by offer of marriage (or sexual
liaison). |K1226$, Promise of sexual liaison with beautiful woman induces man to undergo series of
spiraling (ascending) humiliations (slapping, shaving of beard and eyebrows, nakedness, etc.). |T0009.2$,
The power of sex: male's influence.

Ref.: DOTTI 402 768 829 830/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0776.2$, Cooperative serial loan (`gamCiyyah'): a certain number of persons agree that each will
periodically deposit the same amount of money into a common fund, the number of periods equals
the number of participants, each period the total sum in the fund goes to one member according to
prearranged sequence till all have been repaid. Type: 923C$.
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |P0771.1$, Goods exchanged.
|P0791$, Cooperation: social interactional process. Joint activity in order to share a reward.

Ref.: DOTTI 606.>
P0776.3$, Credit (loan) denied. Type: 851, 613A1$,/980*, cf. 859F$.
Link: |J1381.1$, Repayment of debt makes further borrowing (lending) possible. |J1552, Loan refused.

Ref.: DOTTI 471 479 683.>
P0776.3.1$, Person of bad reputation denied credit by merchants (bankers).
Link: |J1555.6$, Repayment of debt makes taking another loan possible.

Ref.: DOTTI 3 404 683/{lit.}.>
P0776.3.1.1$, Person who does not repay his debt to God, should be expected not to repay his debt
to man.
Link: |V0005.5$, Unperformed required religious exercise must be made up for.>

P0776.4$, Living beyond one's means (on borrowed funds). Type: 859F$, cf. 470C$, 545B.
Link: |J1385$, `Debt is grief by night, humiliation by day'. |J2199.4.3$, `Spend what is in the pocket, that
which is in the unknown will come to you'. |K0249.5$, Debtor flees to avoid creditors (repayment of debt).
|V0010.2, God dislikes offerings beyond one's ability. |W0026.0.2.1.1$, Don't live on borrowed funds: live
on earnings (profits from investments).

Ref.: DOTTI 239 298 479; MITON; RAFE 306 n. 50/cf.>
P0776.5$, Pawning: credit with valuable item left as security.
Link: |H0769$, Riddle of the pawned parent: riding father and carrying mother. Father used as surety on
horse mother on gun (bow). |P0435, Usurer.>

P0776.5.0.1$, Better sell than mortgage (pawn, borrow).
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Ref.: Taymûr nos. 245 246 2645.>
P0776.5.1$, Goods (tools) pawned so as to obtain cash (credit). Type: 851, 613A1$,/980*, cf.
859F$.
Link: |P0777.2$, Selling (mortgaging) own property so as to raise capital.

Ref.: DOTTI 471 479 683; MITON.>
P0776.9$, Financial credit--miscellaneous.>
P0776.9.1$, Exorbitant (usurious) interest on loan.
Link: |P0436$, Greedy (cruel) money-lender. |P0774.2$, High prices.>

P0776.9.2$, Trafficking in human beings as loan repayment.
Link: |N0002.1, Own body as stake: to be taken as slave. |P0170.0.1.1, Female salves as medium of
exchange (unit of value--[monetary]). |P0173.9.3$, Slave acquired in payment of debt.>

P0776.9.2.1$, Ghoulish penalty for failure to repay loan (loss of limb, pound of flesh, etc.). Type: cf.
890.
Ref.: DOTTI 539.>
P0777$, Raising a capital (for investment). Type: 923C$, 936A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 606 639; MITON.>
P0777.1$, Shares sold to investors in commercial enterprise or business venture. Type: 923C$.
Link: |K0125$, Swindler plants indicators of treasure to be unearthed (e.g., map, traces of gold or precious
stone, or the like), and then uses them to mulct investor. |J1015$, Wealth gained by risk-taking and hard
work. |N0410, Lucky business ventures. |P0760.9.1$, Joint ownership (partnership).

Ref.: DOTTI 606.>
P0777.2$, Selling (mortgaging) own property so as to raise capital. Type: 936A$.
Link: |P0776.5.1$, Goods (tools) pawned so as to obtain cash (credit).

Ref.: DOTTI 639; MITON.>
P0777.3$, "Braid for him from his own beard" (i.e., manager should use investor's resources not his
own).
Ref.: Amîn 470; Taymûr no. 2817 1138/cf.>
P0778$, Bankruptcy.
C

Link: |P0776.2$, Cooperative serial loan (`gam iyyah'): a certain number of persons agree that each will
periodically deposit the same amount of money into a common fund, the number of periods equals the
number of participants, each period the total sum in the fund goes to one member according to prearranged
sequence till all have been repaid.

Ref.: DOTTI 201 502 599/{Alg}; MITON.>
P0778.0.1$, Publication (declaration) of bankruptcy.
Link: |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0778.1$, Merchant loses all capital (goods) and becomes bankrupt. Type: 938.
Link: |N0211.4$, Lost goods (money) recovered by rightful owner.

Ref.: MITON.>
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P0778.1.1$, Lost goods (capital) recovered.
Link: |N0211, Lost object returns to its owner.>

P0778.1.2$, When merchant (person) becomes bankrupt he searches his old records.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 866 2546/cf./(Jew).>
P0778.2$, Legal seizure (impoundment) of remaining possessions of bankrupt person. Type:
613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: DOTTI 683; MITON.>
P0779$, Markets--miscellaneous.>
P0779.1$, Imported finery (expertness, craftsmanship, or goods of higher quality from abroad).
Type: cf. 936A$, 936*, 1651A.
Link: |A1440.5.1$, Craftsman's (artist's) creativity is no innovation (creation). |F0888$, Extraordinary
(marvelous) craftsmanship (non-magical). |H1320, Quest for marvelous objects or animals. |J0192, Wise
nations. |J0193$, Education from the West (Europe). |N0430$, Valuable goods or services needed abroad.
|U0118.3$, Foreign goods (expertness) preferred (the khawâgah-complex). |W0216.4.2$, Substituting
inexpensive local resources for expensive imported ones to reduce expenditure.

Ref.: Maspero 215 no. 15/(singer); DOTTI 639 640 897; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
P0779.1.0.1$, Transfer of technology (know-how): introducing an industry and accompaniments to
country (region) where it is unknown. Type: 936A$, 613A1$,/980*, 1651, 1651A.
Link: |A0541, Culture-hero teaches arts and crafts. |F0708, Countries with one conspicuous lack. |J0069$,
Discovery of scientific laws from observation. |K2011.5.1$, Ogre (masked as teacher) promises to teach
girls craft: eats them. |P0340, Teacher and pupil.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0779.1.1$, Imported fine textile (cloth).
Ref.: TAWT 449 no. 41.>
P0779.1.2$, Imported fine weapons (sword, spear, etc.).
Ref.: MITON; TAWT 422 no. 9.>
P0779.1.3$, Imported fine instruments.>
P0779.1.3.1$, Imported fine musical instruments.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0779.1.4$, Imported fine foods (drinks).>
P0779.1.5$, Imported raw materials (wood, metal, etc.).
Link: |H1356.1$, Quest for wood for building seaworthy ship (barque).

Ref.: Maspero 204 no. 15; MITON.>
P0779.1.6$, Imported fine animals (camels, horses, etc.).>
P0779.2$, Monopoly: commodity or service available through one source (agency) only. Type:
613A1$,/980*, 1651A.
Link: |F0708, Countries with one conspicuous lack. |W0156.0.2$, Hoarding.

Ref.: DOTTI 683 897; MITON.>
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P0779.3$, Weights and measurements of marketplace--(traditional).>
P0779.3.1$, Commodity sold by count: single, pair, four (toarah), five (Cadd), dozen (dastah), or
the like. Type: 1188B$, cf. 1563, 1741.
Link: |Z0061.1.2$, `f-el-mishmish' ("[This is done only] with apricots!"--i.e., Never!).

Ref.: DOTTI 713 861 927.>
P0779.3.2$, Commodity sold by weight (gram/ounce, kîlo/pound, kantar, etc.).
Ref.: DOTTI 713; TAWT 249.>
P0779.3.3$, Commodity sold by volume: kilah, ardab, basket/crate, heap/pile (koam/sharwah), etc.
Ref.: DOTTI 713.>
P0779.3.4$, Commodity sold by bundle (e.g., hizmah, libshah-[of sugar-cane], etc.).
Ref.: DOTTI 713.>
P0779.3.5$, Commodity sold by length: finger-width (qîrât), span of the hand (shibr), cubit (dhirâC),
etc. Type: 2400.
Link: |K0185.1, Deceptive land purchase: ox-hide measure. [Hide cut into very small strips]. |Z0092,
Formulas of distance.

Ref.: DOTTI 976.>
P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts. Type: 306.
Link: |P0461.0.2$, Un-soldierly behavior--(deeds unbecoming a soldier). |Q0328$, Violating social norms
of decency punished. |Q0496$, Shame and disgrace as punishment. |X0052, Ridiculous nakedness or
exposure.

Ref.: DOTTI 3 115 367 404 564 572 683 853/{Egy, lit., Tns}; MITON; Sha)lân 330-31/cf.;
TAWT 432.>
P0780.0.1$, `No shame [should be experienced] in [pursuing] the licit (lâ Cayba fî al-halâl'--e.g.,
marriage). Type: cf. 1380B$, 1392$.
Link: |J1738, Ignorance of religious matters. |K2053.1$, The hypocritical widow: wishes to remarry, but
only if forced (coerced) by her family. |U0300$, Relativity of perception: "adaptation level" (judgment
depends on circumstances, objects of comparison, frame of reference, or context).

Ref.: DOTTI 774 784; MITON.>
P0780.0.1.1$, No shame (blame) in exercising the unavoidable (the legitimate call of nature).
Link: |U0310$, Attending primary (biological) needs.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0780.0.2$, `No bashfulness [should be experienced] in [inquiring about edicts set by] religion (lâ
hayâ'a fî al-dîn').
Link: |P0529.0.2.2.1$, Virgin indicates consent to her marriage by silence. |W0171.2.1$, `The bashful
(considerate) are already dead'. (A statement that may also mean: One loses if too bashful). |W0203$,
Passive (non-assertive) person.

Ref.: Boqarî 64.>
P0780.0.3$, `No shame in poverty' (i.e., in being poor).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sabrî and the Pasha" no. 24.>
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P0780.1$, Shame is long-lived: it outlasts one's lifespan.
Link: |J0170.3.3$, Son: "O father, get up and bring us honor!" Father: "I cannot until those who know us
are dead".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1836.>
P0781$, Local history reckoned in relation to a person's past disgraceful act. Type: 1874A$.
Link: |J0125.3$, Children at play unwittingly betray secret (local history). |J0129$, Children as spreaders
(source) of news (information)--miscellaneous. |J0170.3.3$, Son: "O father, get up and bring us honor!"
Father: "I cannot until those who know us are dead". |J1149.13$, Criminal detected by questioning
(listening to) the public at crime scene. |U0266$, Local history: one event recalls (reminds of, dates)
another. |Z0024, The forgetful man counts the days of the week. On Monday they go to mill, etc. He thus
discovers that it is Sunday.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 399/(present/chicken); Boqarî 21/(Câm al-zîr/pot); DOTTI 519 790 797 873
941/{Egy, lit.}; RAFE 184 n. 664.>
P0781.1$, `The-Year-of-the-Fart' (`The-(Day)-of- '): breaking wind in public becomes local history.
1874A$.
Link: |P0783.1$, Breaking wind in public: disgraceful.

Ref.: Bâzargân (al-) 302-3 no. 226; Campbell Arab Tribes 42 no. 4; DOTTI 643 941
942/{Egy, Irq, lit.}; Houri-Pasotti 62-63 no. 19.>
P0783$, Sorts of shameful (disgraceful) acts (Cayb/`Caib').
Link: |T0075.8$, Lover spurned for a trifle. |J1082, Futility of trying to hide an obvious deed [(quality)].

Ref.: MITON.>
P0783.0.1$, Person whose public behavior brings disgrace upon relatives--(Cirrah). Type: 859F$,
1353B$.
Link: |K1952.3.0.2$, Sham relatives--disgraceful: hirelings in motley (shabby) and with shameful wear
said to be a person's family. |Z0183.0.1$, Meaning of a name.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0783.1$, Breaking wind in public: disgraceful. Type: 1874A$, cf. 1653G$.
Link: |J1489$, Repartee concerning broken wind.

Ref.: DOTTI 563 898 941/{Tns}; MITON; TAWT 432.>
P0783.2$, Public expression of erotic matters (love, sex): disgraceful. Type: 971A$.
Link: |T0381.0.5.2$, Virgin exiled to remote place (imprisoned) for falling in (declaring) love.

Ref.: DOTTI 281/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0783.2.1$, Indecent posture: disgraceful.
Link: |J1545.5, Husband tells wife in indecent posture to "lock up shop." She retorts that he has the key.
|P0751.3.1.1$, "'Omm el-'afandiyyah" ("Mother-of-effendis"): should be conservative (modest) and worthy
of respect.>

P0783.2.2$, Sitting with thighs (legs) parted wide--immodest, suggestive.
Link: |H0888.1$, [What would say to a female]: "Part your thighs wide and take me [in], and then make
vocal manifestations of sexual enjoyment (ghang) and let me hear [them]"? Answer: kneading tub (magûr
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C

el- agîn). |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red (rose-colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternalC

uncle's wife?" Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn). |Q0243.7$, Girl's (woman's) immodesty punished.
|Q0328$, Violating social norms of decency punished. |Q0496.2$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for
woman baring her head in public. |T0187.0.2$, Female's coition posture compared to supplication posture
(pleading with God).>

P0783.2.3$, Baring body in public: disgraceful (shameful). Type: 860C$.
Link: |W0044.3$, Bashfulness at nakedness or body exposure.

Ref.: DOTTI 482; MITON.>
P0783.2.3.1$, Exposing genitals in public: disgraceful. Type: 1339A, 1543C1$, cf. 1572J1$.
Link: |C0105.1$, Tabu: exposing private parts of body (Cawrah). |T0405.9.3$, Exposure (of genitals) while
attending call of nature.

Ref.: ThaClabî 32: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 90; DOTTI 742 855/{Egy}; MITON.>
P0783.2.3.1.1$, Respectable lady ("mother") should not wear revealing clothes (especially at
advanced age).
Link: |P0751.3.1.1$, "'Omm el-'afandiyyah" ("Mother-of-effendis"): should be conservative (modest) and
worthy of respect.>

P0783.3$, Grooming self in public: disgraceful.
Link: |C0106$, Tabu: woman going (seen) unveiled in public--(sufûr).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0783.4$, Eating in public: disgraceful.
Link: |P0634.0.2$, Eating is to be done in privacy (not publicly). |W0160.1$, Eating from market (at
restaurant) reduces one's moral worth.>

P0783.5$, Bed-wetting (`messing-up'): disgraceful. Type: 1384B$, cf. 510.
Link: |F1041.17.4$, Involuntary defecation (urination) from fear. |J1141.1.13$, Gold coins said to be from
feces found in wife's bed: woman (mother-in-law) admits she is the one who has been wetting the bed all
along. |P0219$, Aging wife's fears (anxiety). |P0220$, Aging man's (husband's) fears (anxiety).
|Z0084.3.1.1$, Insult: "Bed-wetter ('Abu-/'Omm-shakhkhah)".

Ref.: DOTTI 258 781.>
P0783.6$, Atypical marriage: disgraceful (reproachable).
Link: |P0529.4$, muhallil-marriage: legal device for reinstating thrice-divorced wife.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0785$, `saghranah' (unseemly behavior): committing acts that reduce one's communal standing
(worth). Type: cf. 1874A$, 875, 876.
Link: |B0840.1.3$, Talking of donkeys: unseemly (belittles speaker). |C0105.4.1$, Dancing is a [moral]
failing (near-tabu). |H0005$, Test of self-esteem (proper pride). |H1560$, Test of pride. |P0147.1$,
Characteristic behavior of urban community's strongman. |P0402$, Professional code of honor (rules of
conduct for members of guild or profession; e.g., physicians, goldsmiths, clerics, water-carriers).
|P0461.0.2$, Un-soldierly behavior--(deeds unbecoming a soldier). |P0753.0.1.1$, An elderly person
C

C

rebuked for unseemly behavior ("shayb-un wa ayb-un"/`shâyib wi âyib'). |Q0328$, Violating social
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norms of decency punished. |Z0077.1.1$, `To fall from the eye [(of someone)]' (i.e., loss of respect).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 297/(betting on pigeons); Damîrî 172-73; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior"
232; TAWT 369 n. 150.>
P0788$, Violation of mores (central ethical or religious values). Type: 1874B$, 1874B1$, cf. 969$.
Link: |J2202.1$, Man prays that God grant him sexual liaison with married woman. |U0230.0.2$, Cardinal
sins (kabâ'ir), and minor sins (saghâ'ir). |U0304.5.2$, If a tabu (social norm) is broken by many, the
graveness of its effect (sinfulness) is weakened.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 187; DOTTI 943; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9.>
P0788.1$, Excessive shame (dishonor, disgrace: Câr, khizy) from violation of mores.
Link: |F1041.8.12$, Madness from shame (disgrace). |F1041.1.13.3$, Girl dies of Câr/khizy (excessive
shame, dishonor, disgrace) at being discovered in man's room. |J1847.3.1$, Who is the one that should be
ashamed--(whose shame should be greater?). |T0057.3$, Publication of love by man causes shame and
disgrace to his beloved (her family). |W0045, Honor. |W0164.2.4$, Woman's misconduct injure's family
pride. |W0170$, Shamelessness: person feels no shame.

Ref.: DOTTI 159 172 373/{Egy, Mrc}; MITON; RAFE 305 n. 40; Zîr 35.>
P0788.1.1$, Ashamed person: [As if saying], "O earth, open up and swallow me!".
Link: |Z0137.0.1$, `The tongue of someone's condition (situation): lisân al-hâl'.

Ref.: TAWT no. 9 125; Taymûr no. 3029.>
P0788.2$, Social control by shaming (publicly) into compliance (conformity).
Link: |K1360$, Seduction through shaming into conformity ("Of all your peers, only you remain a virgin,"
or the like). |P0012.2.0.1$, Unjust (tyrannical) ruler uses fear to control subjects (troops). |Q0496.4$,
Shame and disgrace as punishment for wasting valuable commodity (land, horse, or the like).
|W0010.3.1.1$, `The Prophet accepted a gift, [so should you]!'. |W0030.1$, The need to be like the others
in own social group. |W0044$, Proper bashfulness (hayâ'/khafar, kusûf/khajal). A person's modesty (social
sensitiveness, shyness, or decency). |Z0010.8.2.1$, "Let it be on one's head!"--(i.e., "You must suffer the
consequences!").

Ref.: DOTTI 565 735/{Egy}; MITON; RAFE 300 n. 13, 301 n. 17,19; Shawqî 305 [no. 32];
Zîr 35.>
P0788.2.1$, Fear of public disgrace (fadîhah) obliges victim to be silent. Type: 850A$-(formerly,
850A*'), 886A$, 1620, cf. 1340A$.
Link: |J1211, Putting out of countenance by telling evil stories. |J1253.1$, Bribe offered for silence about
shameful act: would-be recipient will pay more for an explanation as how it was managed. |K0443, Money
(or other things) acquired by blackmail. |K0484.5$, At restaurant, trickster claims aloud that food served is
unclean (tabu): his silence is bought. |K1271.1, Threat to tell of amorous intrigue used as blackmail.
|M0439$, Curse: infamy or public disgrace (fadîhah). |W0014.5$, Husband instructs adulteress wife to go
to her parents' home, to demand divorce, and to reject his offers of reconciliation. |Z0087$, radh, tashlîq,
taghgîr: women's formulistic insults (poetic vulgarities, often obscene).

Ref.: Boqarî 157; DOTTI 225 278 468 469 536 743 879 929/{Ymn}; MITON.>
P0788.2.2$, False accusation motivated by fear of public disgrace (fadîhah). Type: 917$.
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Link: |K2100, False accusations. |K2111.5, Mother falsely accuses son of incest with her.

Ref.: Maspero 7 no. 1-(Anubis' wife); MITON.>
P0789$, Other shameful acts--miscellaneous.
C

Link: |P0005.3.4.4.1$, Selling (losing) family property as shameful. (" Awwâd").>

P0789.1$, Laughter without cause is rudeness (shameful). Type: cf. 960.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1753.>
P0790$, Social interactional processes.
Link: |J0410.1$, Rules of interaction with those of higher, equal, and lower social rank--(body posture,
greeting, speaking, sitting, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 16.>
P0790.0.1$, Need for interacting with others.
Ref.: RAFE 119 n. 408.>
P0790.0.1.1$, Having a conversation (interesting social talk).
Link: |F0956.7.6$, Catharsis (fadfadah): relief from mental troubles through talking about them.
|J0171.9.4$, Be a good listener. |J0571.2, King given three wheels to control his anger. |J1185, Execution
escaped by story telling. |P0324.0.2$, Providing welcome (conversation, entertainment, `greetings') is
host's responsibility. |P0610$, Homosociality: social relations between persons of the same sex. |U0315.1$,
Seeking a conversation (social interaction). |Z0018, Formulistic conversations.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 148; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 101 no. 14; TAWT 54 n. 77.>
P0790.0.1.2$, Invitation to have `conversation'.
Link: |F0956.7.6.1.2$, Invitation to talk about (publish) personal troubles. |Z0070.5.1$, Mastabahs-talk
(relaxed, informal, careless, not binding, etc.--like that uttered while chatting on a mastabah-porch).

Ref.: MITON; Alf III 17; RAFE 119 n. 408; TAWT 54 n. 78.>
P0790.0.1.2.1$, Invitation to share stories (accounts of personal experiences). Type: 956D, 472$, cf.
327.
Link: |H0011.1, Recognition by telling life history. |J0169.0.1$, Personal experience narrative by story's
character (e.g., Ahura's, Lost Sailor's, Sinuhe's, Sindbad's, etc.). |K1817.4.1.2$, Disguise as peddler so as to
gather news (usually of escaped or missing person). |W0030.5$, Misery loves miserable company.

Ref.: DOTTI 661 665/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
P0790.0.1.3$, `Intimate conversations are trusts' (not to be revealed).
Link: |U0197$, Secrets: unshared `truths'.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0790.1$, Publication of personal feelings (causing social reaction).
Link: |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize). |W0172.5.1.1$, Self-pity song (poem):
mawwâl 'ahmar (`red-mawwâl'), ghurbah-song (`song of strangerhood$, `being a stranger')--i.e., `the
blues'.

Ref.: Littmann 63-64 no. 47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 95.>
P0790.1.1$, Publication (signs) of contentment. Type: 310.
Ref.: DOTTI 117.>
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P0790.1.2$, Publication of joy (festivity). Type: 910K1$.
Link: |F1041, Extraordinary physical reactions of persons. |F1041.2, Horripilation. Hair rises on end in
extraordinary fashion from joy, anger, or love. |P0331, Refusal to receive [Y proffered] help until series of
stories has been told.>

P0790.1.2.1$, Trellis (ululation) of joy (`zaghrûtah'/zaghrûdah). (Typically voiced by women at a
joyous occasion such as a wedding, pilgrimage, winning at lawcourt, release from prison, etc.).
Link: |D1794.1.1.1$, Ability (by a female) to utter trellis of joy (`zaghrûtah'/zaghrûdah) magically
acquired from kissing (licking) frog's belly.

Ref.: Maspero 40 no. 2-4 n. 4; Simpson 125/(Isis's)/cf.; Amîn 220; Boqarî 143; Kîlânî Bilâd
al-Shâm 66-72; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 22; TAWT 25 n. 44 365 n. 72 390 n. 534.>
P0790.1.2.1.1$, Trellises of joy (zaghârît) are uttered out of love (i.e., willingly).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1353.>
P0790.1.2.2$, Song (poem) of joy (festivity): mawwâl 'akhdar (`green-song').
Link: |F1041, Extraordinary physical reactions of persons. |F1041.2, Horripilation. Hair rises on end in
extraordinary fashion from joy, anger, or love. |W0172.5.1.1$, Self-pity song (poem): mawwâl 'ahmar
(`red-mawwâl'), ghurbah-song (`song of strangerhood$, `being a stranger')--i.e., `the blues'. |Z0145.2$,
Green: auspicious color.>

P0790.2$, Publication (signs) of anger. Type: 303B$, 318 756D$, 779J3$.
Link: |P0321.3$, Guest refuses food and drink to enforce demand. |P0634.0.8.2.1$, Person refuses to drink
with others (at tavern), and insists on drinking alone. |Z0063.6$, Formulas for ignoring a person (being
ignored). |Z0141.1, Red garment to show anger of king.

Ref.: Simpson 96; DOTTI 111 439.>
P0790.2.1$, Certain clothes worn as signs of anger. Type: 779J3$.
Link: |Z0141.1, Red garment to show anger of king.

Ref.: DOTTI 439.>
P0790.2.2$, Refusal to respond to greeting as sign of anger. Type: 779J3$.
Link: |P0682, Greeting customs. |Z0141.1, Red garment to show anger of king.

Ref.: DOTTI 113 187 439; MITON.>
P0790.2.2.1$, Limiting a greeting to the required minimum as sign of displeasure.
Link: |P0682.0.4$, Greeting back in response to a salâm-greeting (peace-greeting) is required (by sharia).>

P0790.2.3$, Refusal to accept food or drink as signs of anger (displeasure). Type: 779J3$.
Link: |P0321.3$, Guest refuses food and drink to enforce demand. |P0529.2.1$, Wife asks for divorce from
her husband to enforce demand. |T0024.6, Lover refuses food and drink. |Z0063.6$, Formulas for ignoring
a person (being ignored). |Z0141.1, Red garment to show anger of king.

Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 21; DOTTI 88 208 439/{Mrc}; MITON; TAWT 433.>
P0790.2.4$, Failing to perform customary chores (duties) as sign of anger (unhappiness). Type: 318,
756D$.
Link: |F0956.7.7.1.1.1$, Wife awaits husband's return with stick in her hand, in case he is angry and needs
to vent his anger: "Better at me than at a stranger!". |K1996$, Means of feigning illness by shamming
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physical symptoms. |Q0489.1$, Husband withholds conjugal relations from wife as punishment. |T0283,
Wife withholds [sexual] intercourse from husband to enforce demand.

Ref.: Simpson 96.>
P0790.3$, Publication (signs) of grief (chagrin).
Link: |P0678, Pulling out hair as sign of grief.

Ref.: Ions 58/(Isis's); ThaClabî 158; MITON.>
P0790.3.1$, Shrieking for grief (`suwât'). (Typically voiced by women at a calamitous occurrence
such as a death, serious injury, receiving a prison sentence, etc.).
Link: |P0681.1$, Publication of a death (mourning).

Ref.: Ions 59/(Isis's); Shamy (el-) Egypt 22; TAWT 407 n. 843.>
P0790.3.2$, Slapping own face, tearing own clothes, etc., for grief. Type: 2021*.
Ref.: DOTTI 960; MITON.>
P0791$, Cooperation: social interactional process. Joint activity in order to share a reward. Type:
136A*, 520A$, 551**, cf. 653A, 653C$,/945:II.
C

Link: |P0776.2$, Cooperative serial loan (`gam iyyah'): a certain number of persons agree that each will
periodically deposit the same amount of money into a common fund, the number of periods equals the
number of participants, each period the total sum in the fund goes to one member according to prearranged
sequence till all have been repaid.

Ref.: A. CAbd-al-CAzîz Turâth I:10 86-87 no. 1; DOTTI 56 88 102 106 199 291 309 357 359
647/{Irq}; MITON; Sengo "Kiswahili" 476-92 no. 12; Shamy (el-) Egypt 193 no. 49.>
P0791.1$, Necessity of cooperation. Type: cf. 910F, 910F-X$, .
Link: |Z0200.0.1$, A hero needs many supporters.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 214-15; Taymûr nos. 696 697 698/703.>
P0791.1.1$, If an egg were to have two handles, two persons would have been required to carry it.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 650 2268/(basket) 2556.>
P0792$, Competition: social interactional process. Attempt to monopolize a reward by
outperforming others. Type: 275A, 653A, 923C$.
Link: |P0794.0.2$, In the absence of rules of fairness (competition), conflict prevails (dominates). |P0804$,
Competitive games of chance and luck (usually involving dice or nutshells, plying-cards, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 357 606.>
P0793$, Rivalry: social interactional process. Recurrent conscious competition between the same
parties.
Link: |P0140.1$, Inherent rivalry (enmity) between officials of local government. |W0181, Jealousy.

Ref.: Campbell Market Place 73-79; Destaing Cheluhs 30-33 (140) no. 16; MITON; Shamy
(el-) Egypt 28-29 no. 4.>
P0794$, Conflict: social interactional process. Monopolizing reward by eliminating (weakening)
rivals.
Link: |U0163.2$, "We taught them [the art of] begging, they beat us to the doors [of houses receiving alms
that would have been ours]!". |W0188.2.1$, Polemics (al-jadal, argumentativeness) as a divine curse.
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Ref.: Boqarî 91-92; Hujelân 258-64 no. 5/(khisâm); Shalabî 141 (animals); CFMC:
Sawâm)ah 71-1 1-1-no. 3.>
P0794.0.1$, Struggle for survival.
Link: |U0105$, Social life is treacherous and conflict-bound (strife); noble living is in the wilderness-(compare: `The noble savage').>

P0794.0.2$, In the absence of rules of fairness (competition), conflict prevails (dominates).
Link: |P0792$, Competition: social interactional process. Attempt to monopolize a reward by
outperforming others. |U0046.2$, Ready unfairness, deferred fairness: imposing injustice on a person now
while hoping to redress the injustice later. To be a person influenceable [by us], or leverage can be brought
C

to bear on him [by us], (a person maqdûr alaih). |X0474.1$, Pseudo-fairness: subtle setting of level of ease
or hardness of conditions according to visibility of differences.

Ref.: Boqarî 116-17.>
P0794.1$, Enmity (rivalry) develops as natural outcome of conflict of interests among individuals
and groups.
Link: |P0201.3$, Accommodation (`detente') possible between warring non-Arabs, but impossible between
feuding Arab cousins (brothers).

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 96.>
P0794.1.1$, Conflict stopped by eliminating its cause (reason for struggle). Type: 880A$, cf. 51***.
Link: |P0796$, Resolution of conflict (dispute) through a third party.>

P0794.1.1.1$, Beautiful woman over whom men fight is murdered so as to stop the conflict. Type:
880A$.
Link: |S0199.1$, Person with a marvelous attribute cruelly deprived of it. |U0010.5.3$, Scapegoating:
singling out any party for receiving undeserved punitive treatment.>

P0794.2$, Survival by eliminating rivals for scarce resources (means of livelihood).
Link: |J0675.0.1$, Preemptive actions: anticipatory treachery countervailed by treacherous acts.
|K0811.8.1$, Fox traps wolf in vineyard (garden) and leads owners to him (wolf killed and fox has the
vineyard to himself). |U0026$, Murder to avoid starvation (or in self-defense) unpunished.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0794.2.1$, Murder committed (war waged) to ensure one's own survival.
Link: |G0078.1, Cannibalism in times of famine. |Q0171.0.1.1$, Murder unpunished (forgiven).
|R0051.1.1$, Starving prisoner(s) eat(s) own excreta. |T0450.3, Prostitution to avoid starvation. |U0026$,
Murder to avoid starvation (or in self-defense) unpunished.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 20 n. 52.>
P0794.2.2$, Violence (deception) succeeds (i.e., `crime pays').>
P0794.2.2.1$, Only the vilest of cattle (cows) remain at the feeding bins.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2692.>
P0795$, Accommodation: social interactional process (detente). Type: 903A*, 936A$.
Link: |J0813$, Enemy whose friendship is a must: humiliation to person of honor. |V0441, Forgiveness [as
religious virtue]. |W0011.5.0.3$, Forgiveness as personal virtue. |W0161.0.1$, Publicity matters.
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(Knowledge by public is important).

Ref.: DOTTI 563 639; Hujelân 337 no. 17-5; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 96 no. 14, 141-42
no. 26; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 258.>
P0795.0.1$, Accommodation (reconciliation) preferred to open conflict. Type: 222C$.
Link: |J0218.0.1$, Violence breeds violence; reconciliation breeds peace (tranquility).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 596-97; DOTTI 85 95/{Plst}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cats and
Mice War" no. 40.>
P0795.0.1.0.1$, If you are light (flexible), you will float.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1164.>
P0795.0.1.1$, Reconciliatory-reprimand (Citâb) among friends and lovers. (Complaining and
seeking redress without offending).
Link: |A1650.5.1.1$, Punishment of Adam: God's reconciliatory-reprimand (Citâb). |T0298, Reconciliation
of separated couple.

Ref.: ThaClabî 12-13/(God's for sun and moon): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 30, 19
91/cf.; "Eg. Balladry": "Job the Afflicted" 202; MITON; Zîr 140/(condemned).>
P0795.0.1.1.1$, Excessive reconciliatory-reprimand harms friendship (love).
Link: |P0318.0.1.3.2$, Excessive salutations diminishes intimacy (friendship).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2318.>
P0795.0.1.1.2$, Reconciliatory-reprimand with the vile (lowly, wicked) brings opposite result (e.g.,
arrogance, haughtiness).
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 891 892.>
P0795.0.1.2$, If reconciliation is accomplished, punishment is to be suspended.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0795.0.1.3$, If your partner is inflexible (firm), then you should be lenient.
Link: |M0201, Making of bargains and promises. |T0202.1.1$, `A pillow would not carry two [of a kind]'.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 122; Hujelân 337 no. 17-5.>
P0795.0.4$, Accommodation among social classes (rich-poor, high-low, etc.). Type: 936A$.
Link: |P0752.5$, Social class conflict (strife, struggle).

Ref.: DOTTI 639; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 258.>
P0795.0.4.1$, Accommodation through generosity (philanthropy, sharing of wealth).
Link: |W0011, Generosity [and philanthropy].

Ref.: DOTTI 639; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 258.>
P0795.0.2$, Consolation prize: loser of contest reconciled (appeased) with some (lesser) award.
Type: cf. 653, 653A.
Link: |A0163.8.1$, Set loses contest with Horus for kingship: reconciled with the office of "god of
thunder" (and becomes feared). |T0142.4$, Compensation-bride (girl--usually sister of executed wife-given to wronged husband as restitution).

Ref.: Simpson 125; DOTTI 356 357/{lit.}.>
P0795.1$, Accommodation (musâlamah) among animals that are enemies by nature. Type: cf.
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111B$, 910F-X$.
Link: |A1105.1$, Temporary peace among enemy animals in ark (until danger has passed). |J1421, Peace
among the animals. (Peace fable). [ ] Dogs have not heard of the new law. |U0224$, Predator and prey
(enemy animals) in ark, must coexist but plan for return to old (predatory) ways. |U0226.1$, Friendship
(amity, love, `hearts'), like glass, cannot be mended if broken.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 355; DOTTI 41 574; Shawqî 302 [no. 29].>
P0795.9$, Accommodation--miscellaneous.>
P0795.9.1$, Wronged party refuses reconciliation: loses all.
Link: |P0525.3.1.1.1$, Plea to vendettist-to-be: "Never reconcile (make peace)". |T0073.1$, Beloved
abandoned for the sake of another (new love). |T0202.1.2$, Trouble for couple (wife and husband) who are
two of a kind. |T0298.1$, Wrongly (hastily) condemned wife refuses reconciliation.

Ref.: Ions 65/(Set); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cats and Mice War" 9 no. 40.>
P0796$, Resolution of conflict (dispute) through a third party. Type: 51***, 103A1$, 155, 518,
518*, 655, 874B$, 1545C$, 1551, 1861B$, 2029B*.
Link: |K0450$, Tricky arbitration: unjust, or naive, umpire. |K0452, Unjust umpire misappropriates
disputed goods. |M0010, Irrevocable judgments. |P0145.1$, majlis: arbitration-council by notables.
|P0421, Judge. |P0794.1.1$, Conflict stopped by eliminating its cause (reason for struggle). |T0298.5$,
Reconciliation of estranged couple through mediator.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 454-55; DOTTI 19 38 60 308 361 363 857 895 938 964/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6/(son), "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17.>
P0796.1$, Arbitration (tahkîm): arbitrator's (umpire's) judgment is binding (final). Type: 155,
655B$, 1551.
Ref.: DOTTI 60 363 857; MITON.>
P0796.3$, Mediation (wisâtah): mediator's opinion is advisory. Type: 103A1$, 874B$, 836G$,
1861B$.
Link: |F0959.8.2$, Treating mental illness by reorganization (rearrangement) of communal expectations
(social roles). Thus, patient is better adjusted for living in community.

Ref.: DOTTI 38 457 503 938.>
P0796.4$, Separating quarreling parties (by intervention).
Link: |C0748$, Tabu: separating fighting animals (birds) in other world. |J0679$, Defences by avoiding
meddling (interfering) in the affairs of others. |J2118$, Harmful help (assistance). |J2390$, Curious fool as
meddler. |P0305.1.2$, Neighborly intervention (mediation).

Ref.: Boqarî 113.>
P0796.6$, Dispute to be settled by a match (usually involving other parties). Type: cf. 776$.
Link: |D1719.1.1, Contest in magic between druid and saint. |H1597$, Contest of the sexes: match between
man and woman to settle claim as to whose wiles are more potent. |H1598, Contest between man and other
being. |V0351, Duel (debate) to prove which religion is better.

Ref.: DOTTI 434; Shamy (el-) Egypt 140 no. 26.>
P0796.6.1$, Duel (with arms) to settle dispute.
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Ref.: MITON; Zîr 119-21.>
P0798$, Characteristics of social interaction within triads.
Link: |M0401.1.1$, A Moslem and a Christian curse each other: Jew: "May the Lord answer both of you".
|P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations.
|W0179.1.1.1$, Kindness (by others) to one's enemy intolerable. |Z0071.1.0.1, Triads. |Z0105.3$, Shape
symbolism: triangle.>

P0798.1$, Unbalanced (unstable) triads.
Link: |P0251.6.1, Three brothers. |P0252.2, Three sisters. |T0092.0.2$, Selfishness of love: love does not
allow for sharing the beloved (with others).

Ref.: TAWT 434.>
P0798.1.0.1$, Triads revolving around father and mother as unbalanced (Oedipus). Type: 931,
931A$, 931B$, 931C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 131 263 397 399 491 627 628 629 731/{Egy, lit., Plst, Sdn}; Shamy (el-)
Brother and Sister 34-35.>
P0798.1.0.5$, Triads revolving around brother and sister as unbalanced (Sethian Syndrome). Type:
312F$, 327L$, 450, 451A, 451B$, 674A$, 713A$, 720, 780A, 872A$-872E$, 897, cf. 123C$,
850A$-(formerly, 850A*').
Link: |A1389$, Origin of sibling rivalry (hatred among siblings). |P0253.7.0.1$, Bad relations between
brother and his sister's lover (fiance, friend). |P0263.2$, Bad relations between brother and his sister's
husband (brother-in-law). |P0264.4$, Inherent rivalry between a man's sister and his future wife (fiancée,
sweetheart, etc.). |P0297.2.3$, Inherent rivalry (enmity) between maternal-uncle and sister's son.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 128; CAbd-al-Quddûs 64-76 no. 5; Chauvin V 168 no. 92; DOTTI 51 75
123 127 140 160 172 190 222 227 228 235 268 320 395 397 441 469 490 494 519 631 664 707 735
861 907/{Alg, Egy, Lib, lit., Mrc, Qtr, Sdn, Tns}; Hillelson 11; MITON Intro. 12 n. 68 283; Sâ)î
103-5 no. 16[+1]; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 43 47 61; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 67,
"Mental Health" 16, "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1, "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18;
TAWT 445 451 458.>
P0798.1.1$, Conflict within a triad: one party is removed so as to restore stability (balance). Type:
123C$, 872$, 931, 985, 1358C.
Link: |P0253.7, Brothers persecute sister's lover and are in return killed by him. |P0549.2.1$, One party
forgives culprit, the other does not. |T0092.0.2.1$, Lover abandons beloved upon discovering that a third
party (lover) is involved.

Ref.: Chauvin V 168 no. 92; DOTTI 51 123 124 125 126 140 159 169 190 223 226 235 267
489 494 531 627 631 664 688 706 758/{Egy, lit., Qtr, Sdn, Syr, Ymn}; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health"
16, Brother and Sister 7 34 61, "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 46 no. 62R, "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no.
18; TAWT 451 458.>
P0798.1.2$, A foreigner (guest) does not like another foreigner (guest), the native (host) does not
like either.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 251; Taymûr no. 1648/(beggar) 1993.>
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P0798.4$, Balanced (stable) triads.
Ref.: DOTTI 295 753/{Syr}.>
P0798.4.1$, `If you like the ogress, you [will have to also] like her daughter' (i.e., Love me, love my
dog).>
P0798.4.2$, They said [to the man]: "`Your mother-in-law likes (loves) you!" He answered, "And I
like (love) her daughter `to death'!".
Link: |P0262.5.1.1$, "Gohâ was told, `Your mother-in-law likes (loves) you.' He replied, `Perhaps she has
gone insane'".>

P0798.4.3$, He said, "`My mother-in-law is troublemaker!" They answered, "Divorce her
daughter'!".
Link: |T0196.3$, Wife (innocent) divorced so as to punish her family.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1091.>
P0800$-P999$, SOCIAL CUSTOMS (FESTIVALS, CELEBRATIONS).>
P0800$-P0809$, Customary games, entertainment, and pastime (recreation) activities.>
P0800$, Games--general.
Link: |K0244$, Player on verge of losing game refuses to complete game (yihamraq).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 145-47.>
P0801$, Competitive game: physical activity--(mainly outdoors).
Link: |A0163.1.3$, Sports contest between two deities. (Race, rowing, or the like). |A1495, Origin of
outdoor games. |P0012.1, Hunting a madness of kings.

Ref.: Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 41.>
P0801.1$, Polo (`ball an scepter$, `birgâs'), played on horseback.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 106 no. 15.>
P0801.1.1$, Hockey (Hokshah), played on foot.>
P0801.1.2$, Water-games.
Link: |H1561.11$, Sailing contest. |H1561.12$, Diving contest. |H1561.13$, Swimming contest.

Ref.: Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 50-51.>
P0801.2$, Playing with a `ball'.
Ref.: DOTTI 901/{Sdn}; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 47-48; MITON.>
P0801.3$, Hide-and-seek (game).
Link: |A0163.1.3$, Sports contest between two deities. (Race, rowing, or the like). |F0969.8.2$, Hiding in
mystical location between Earth and the sky; e.g., in an arch-saint's domain, the Isthmus (al-barzakh), or
the like). |H0509.11$, Contest in hiding.

Ref.: Ions 94/(by gods); Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 48; RAFE 217 n. 744.>
P0801.4$, Catch (chase) game.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 164.>
P0801.4.1$, "The Mother is Earth" game: player safe when sitting or lying on ground, vulnerable if
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standing up.
Link: |A0401, Mother earth. The earth is conceived of as the mother of all things. |T0604.1.1$, One's safety
(security) is with mother.>

P0801.4.2$, Jumping (hopping) games.
Ref.: Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 45 46 49-50 52.>
P0801.6$, Mock war (raid, battle).
Link: |P0147.2.1.1$, Cane-dance (mock-fight).

Ref.: Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 50/("el-Kûn").>
P0801.9$, Miscellaneous sports: games--mainly outdoors.
Link: |P0807.5.2$, Watching competitive fights of trained humans (gladiators).>

P0801.9.1$, Wrestling (mainly outdoors).
Ref.: TAWT 362 n. 18.>
P0801.9.1.1$, Women's wrestling (sports).
Link: |H1562.9, Test of strength: wrestling.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0801.9.1.1.1$, Women's wrestling in the nude.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0802$, Games of manual dexterity (picking, juggling, etc.).>
P0802.1$, Game: 'âl ("ball and jacks").>
P0803$, Competitive game: mental activity--(mainly indoors).
Link: |E0577.4$, Dead persons play the game of draughts (checkers, or the like). |H0548, Riddle
[(riddling)] contest. |K0092.4$, Game of concentration (chess, checkers, or the like) won by distracting
opponent's attention.>

P0803.0.1$, "Play with what you would win with".
Link: |K2378.1.1$, Game (of strategy) won through deliberately losing minor move (part).

Ref.: Amîn 57; Taymûr no. 278.>
P0803.1$, Chess, game of strategy.
Link: |F0679.8, Skill at chess-playing. |H0509.3, Chess game as test.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0803.2$, Checkers as a game.
Ref.: DOTTI 114 347/{Sdn}.>
P0804$, Competitive games of chance and luck (usually involving dice or nutshells, plying-cards,
etc.).
Link: |P0792$, Competition: social interactional process. Attempt to monopolize a reward by
outperforming others.>

P0804.1$, "The Knot (Whip) and the Seal (Scepter) [of Government]": game in which the winner
monopolizes executive authority (administering punishment to loser), and the judicial authority
(assessing punishment). Winner labeled: "King of his epoch"; i.e., a despot or dictator".
Link: |K0859$, Deceptive game: beating each other. Dupe beaten to death (or severely). |P0500.1$,
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Government under inherited right to rule subjects--(authoritarian, rights of kings).>

P0806$, Hobbies.>
P0806.1$, Keeping animals (birds) as hobby.
Link: |K1370.2$, Hobby (roof-garden, raising birds, etc.) provides pretext to spying on neighbors.>

P0806.1.1$, Keeping domestic animal as hobby.>
P0806.1.1.1$, Keeping horses as hobby.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2580.>
P0806.1.2$, Keeping wild animal as hobby.>
P0806.1.2.1$, Keeping lion(s) as hobby.>
P0806.2.1$, Keeping birds as hobby.>
P0806.2.1.1$, Keeping domestic bird as hobby.>
P0806.2.1.1.1$, Keeping pigeons as hobby.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 294-97.>
P0806.2.2.1$, Keeping wild bird as hobby.>
P0806.2.2.1.1$, Keeping falcons as hobby. Type: cf. 178C$.>
P0806.2.2.1.2$, Keeping parrot as hobby. Type: cf. 1422.>
P0806.2.2.1.3$, Keeping peacock as hobby.>
P0806.2.2.1.4$, Keeping ostrich as hobby. Type: 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 555.>
P0806.3$, Exercising a performing art as hobby.>
P0806.3.1$, Singing (playing a musical instrument) as hobby.
Link: |P0428.0.1$, Singer(s). |Z0117.6.2$, Musician's (singer's) love for musical instrument: "mother and
her child".>

P0806.3.3$, Singing (chanting) while working.
Link: |U0318.2.1$, Singing as an accompaniment of working--(labor song).>

P0806.3.3.1$, Labor chant (song). Usually a group activity.
Ref.: Maspero Chansons populaires recueillies dans la Haute-ةgypte Y; A.R. Sâlih 209-42;
CFMC: multiple (fishing, sailing, excavating, er.) 1950s ff.>
P0806.5$, Exercising a handicraft as hobby: weaving, painting, sculpting, etc. Type: 949*.
Ref.: DOTTI 653.>
P0806.5.1$, Needle-work as hobby. Type: 888A*, 949*.
Link: |H0035.3, Recognition by unique needle-work.

Ref.: DOTTI 538 653.>
P0806.5.2$, Weaving as hobby. Type: 949*, cf. 888A*.
Link: |P0445, Weaver.

Ref.: DOTTI 538 654/{Plst}.>
P0806.6$, Collecting rare (marvelous) objects as hobby.>
P0806.7$, Hunting or fishing as hobby.
Link: |P0012.1, Hunting a madness of kings. |P0414, Hunter. |P0419$, Fisher. |P0807.3$, Sports as
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recreation (amusements).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0806.7.0.1$, Game captured and then released.
Link: |P0012.1, Hunting a madness of kings.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 140.>
P0806.7.1$, Hunting with help of animals or birds (dogs, leopards, falcons, etc.). Type: 178C$.
Link: |B0455.2, Helpful falcon. |F0679.12.1$, Precious stones (diamonds, emeralds, etc.) retrieved from
bottom of inaccessible valley with the help of vultures. (Meat thrown from great heights into valley, stones
adhere to meat, vultures carry meat along with stones to valley ridge where miners can collect them).
|P0013.9.3.5.2$, Leopard as royal animal. |P0553.5.2$, Feline (lion, leopard, etc.) used as weapon in war.
|P0775.1.2$, A coin is like a falcon, if you release him, he will feed you along with himself.

Ref.: Maspero 191 no. 13/(hound); Damîrî I 177; DOTTI 73; MITON.>
P0806.9$, Hobbies--miscellaneous.>
P0806.9.1$, Gardening as hobby.>
P0806.9.1.0.1$, Household (roof) garden (as hobby).>
P0807$, Pastime and recreation (amusements, non-competitive play, etc.).
Link: |P0791$, Cooperation: social interactional process. Joint activity in order to share a reward.

Ref.: DOTTI 521 578/{lit.}; MITON.>
P0807.0.1$, Pastime and recreation set mind at ease.>
P0807.0.1.1$, "O Gohâ, what were your best days?" He replied, "When I used to pack sand (dirt) in
my skullcap (i.e., childhood)".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2194.>
P0807.1$, Literature and other artistic verbal activities as amusements.
Link: |A1464, Origin of literary arts. |W0047.0.1.1$, Love of verbal arts (poetry, and the poetic: "elgharâm"/infatuation [in vernacular Egyptian Arabic]).

Ref.: MITON.>
P0807.1.0.1$, Reading as a hobby.
Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 84ff. 99-100.>
P0807.1.0.1.1$, Book as best companion.
Link: |J0166, Wisdom from books.

Ref.: Qazwînî I 3; Ibn-CArabshâh 114.>
P0807.1.1$, Drama performed as pastime activity: enactment (imitation) of scenes from domestic
social life (e.g., "House," "Bride-and-Groom," "Doctor," "King," "School," etc.). Type: 926E$, cf.
920F$.
Link: |F0415.1$, Invisible spirit negotiates terms of departure with healer (shaman, exorcist, holy man,
etc.): healing psychodrama. |F0956.7.6.3$, Listening to stories (or watching enactments of life and living)
sets mind at ease. |J0123, Wisdom of child decides law suit. [Reenactment of case as play].

Ref.: DOTTI 589 614; Lane 388-90.>
P0807.1.2$, Listening to stories (tales) as hobby (for relaxation).
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Link: |C0487.1$, Tabu: telling tales that are untruths (lies: e.g., fairytales, myths, etc.). |F0951.3.1$,
Reading (hearing) erotic literature (stories, tales, poems) arouses sexual desire. |F0956.7.6.2$, Narrating
(tale-telling, giving descriptions of life and living) sets mind at ease. |J0464.2$, Choice: to hear about what
was heard with ear, or what was seen with eye.

Ref.: Maspero xxxvii 23 no. 2; Ibshîhî 148; MITON; Zîr 2.>
P0807.1.2.1$, Tales told for entertainment at night time.
Ref.: MITON.>
P0807.1.3$, Listening to poetry as recreation (pastime).
Link: |H0509.4.0.1$, Poetry contest: prize to be awarded for best verse (ode). |P0427.7.1, Extemporaneous
composition by poets.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 31.>
P0807.1.3.1$, The most appealing (sweetest) of poetry is that with the most flagrant lies.
Link: |C0005.4.1$, Tabu: a messenger of God (prophet) handling poetry. |U0248.0.3.1.1$, Flagrant lie
perceived (thought of) as truth by interested party (judge, king, umpire, etc.). Party would benefit if claim
is true. |Z0001.0.2$, Hyperbole (exaggeration)--poetic.

Ref.: Boqarî 124; TAWT 22 n. 33.>
P0807.1.4$, Listening to music as recreation (pastime).
Link: |F0959.7$, Music as therapy: marvelous cure (healing) by music. |U0286.1.1$, Listening to music
gives maximum pleasure at minimum effort.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 89.>
P0807.3$, Sports as recreation (amusements).
Link: |P0806.7$, Hunting or fishing as hobby. |U0295$, Merits and demerits of games (competitive or
pastime).

Ref.: Burton I 46 n./(polo) X 134.>
P0807.3.1$, Promenading as recreation.
Link: |P0012.1, Hunting a madness of kings.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0807.3.1.1$, Horseback riding as recreation (sport).>
P0807.3.1.1.1$, Back of saddled horse as the best place to be.
Ref.: Qazwînî I 3.>
P0807.3.2$, Boating (sailing, rowing) as recreation.
Link: |H1561.11$, Sailing contest.

Ref.: Maspero 28 no. 2-2; MITON.>
P0807.3.3$, Watching rhythmic body-movements (sport-dancing, cf. cheerleading) as recreation.
Link: |C0105.4.1$, Dancing is a [moral] failing (near-tabu). |F0699.1, Marvelous dancers. |P0483.4$,
Acrobat (performer of gymnastic marvels). |T0015.0.1$, Falling in love with person upon noticing his (her)
movements of elegance. (E.g., graceful step, hand gesture, head nod, etc.

Ref.: Maspero 28 no. 2-2; Jâhiz II 164.>
P0807.4$, Watching a dance as pastime.
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Ref.: Maspero 28 no. 2-2.>
P0807.5$, Watching competitive fights as recreation.
Link: |P0801.9.1$, Wrestling (mainly outdoors).>

P0807.5.1$, Watching fights of trained animals (cocks, dogs, rams, etc.).
Link: |B0266, Animals fight. |B0766.6$, Danger from aggressive (quarrelsome) household animals.
|C0865.2$, Tabu: running a cruel animal fight (game: bull-fight and the like). |N0007.1$, Trained cats
holding candles used in gambling game.>

P0807.5.2$, Watching competitive fights of trained humans (gladiators).
Link: |P0801.9$, Miscellaneous sports: games--mainly outdoors. |P0807.8$, Deviant (immoral) activity as
amusement. |W0201.1.1.2.2.1$, Cane-dance (sword-dance, mock fight) as indicator of manliness.>

P0807.8$, Deviant (immoral) activity as amusement.
Link: |P0609$, Group rites: rituals (graduations, weddings, initiation, etc.) performed for group.

Ref.: DOTTI 971 972/{Egy}.>
P0807.8.1$, Eavesdropping (spying) on others as amusement. Type: 472$.
Link: |H1387$, Quest for explanations of eccentric (enigmatic) occurrences observed by chieftain reveals
tragic life experiences. |K1812.17, King in disguise to spy out his kingdom. |N0467, King in disguise to
learn secrets of his subjects. |Q0345$, Spying punished. |U0115, The skeleton in the closet. An apparently
happy man lets another see the actual misery of his existence.

Ref.: DOTTI 246.>
P0807.8.2$, Watching an erotic activity for amusement--usually by stealth.
Link: |F0951.3.2$, Watching copulating animals (birds) arouses sexual desire. |Q0243.9.1$, Being a
`Peeping Tom' rebuked (punished). |Q0243.10.1$, Allowing copulation by animals (birds) to occur within
household (harem) punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
P0807.9$, Amusements--miscellaneous.
Link: |P0419$, Fisher.>

P0810$-P949$, OTHER SOCIAL CUSTOMS.>
P0950$-P999$, FESTIVALS, CELEBRATIONS, ND COMMEMORATIONS.>
P0950$-P0999$, Festivals, celebrations, and commemorations.
Link: |W0161.0.1$, Publicity matters. (Knowledge by public is important).>

P0950$-P959$, Religious Calendar Celebrations.>
P0950$, Religious Calendar Celebrations.
Link: |A1541, Origin of religious feasts and fasts. |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music) mistaken
for happy event.>

P0951$, Lunar calendar celebrations (formal religious: Jewish, Islamic, etc.).
Link: |F0898.0.1$, Lunar calendar: time reckoned according to moon (non-seasonal).

Ref.: RAFE 305 n. 43; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Intro. "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56
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6.>
P0951.1$, New year (A.H.) celebration.
Ref.: Lane 218-19 no. 1/cf.>
P0951.2$, Birth of Prophet Mohammed celebration.
Link: |V0215.1$, The Birth (nativity) of Prophet Mohammed.

Ref.: Lane 218-19 no. 1/cf.>
P0951.3$, Commemoration of sacred flight from persecution (hegira/hijrah).
Link: |R0230$, Flight to escape religious persecution. |V0217$, Miracles during sacred flight(s).>

P0952$, Solar calendar celebrations (Coptic, agricultural, 'ifrinjî, mîlâdî, etc.).
Link: |F0898.0.2$, Solar calendar time reckoned according to sun (seasonal).

Ref.: RAFE 305 n. 43; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Intro. "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56
6.>
P0952.1$, Birth of Christ celebration.
Link: |V0072, Christmas.>

P0960$-P979$, Life Cycle Celebrations (and related rites of passage).>
P0960$, Life cycle celebration.
Link: |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music) mistaken for happy event. |P0611.1.3$, Women meet
at family celebrations (birth, circumcision, wedding, death). |Z0024.0.1$, Life-long experiences reduced to
few events.>

P0960.0.1$, The proper form for congratulating someone.
Link: |P0681.1.0.4.2$, The proper form for condoling.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 657.>
P0960.0.1.1$, Congratulations for happy events even after a long time has passed, renews feelings of
joy.
Link: |P0681.1.0.4.2.1$, Condoling after long time has passed only brings back feelings of grief.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 657.>
P0960.0.1.2$, "One year after the happy occasion!" (I.e., It is too late).>
P0960.1$, Fertility (rebirth, spring, etc.) celebration.
Link: |P0980$, Seasonal, secular, and national festivals.>

P0961$, Celebration of a birth.
Link: |T0583, Accompaniments of childbirth. |T0584, Parturition. [The act of childbirth]. |T0593$,
Publication of a birth.

Ref.: DOTTI 5 128 172/{Mrc}; MITON.>
P0961.1$, Birth celebrated on seventh day (subûC).
Ref.: Amîn 229; Diyâb 320-23; DOTTI 100 285 402/{Mrc}; Lane 394-35; MITON; CFMC:
Oases 71-3 4-4-no. [1].>
P0961.1.1$, Birth-song.
Link: |P0963$, Celebration of circumcision.
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Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 178-80; Diyâb 320-21; CFMC: Oases 71-3, 01-2-[1].>
P0961.1.2$, Birth-jug (for girl) and birth-pitcher (for boy).
Link: |Z0139.9.3$-(formerly, Z0139.7.3$), Pot (jar, water-bottle) as symbol of female--(general).
|Z0186.5$, Symbolism: pitcher's spout--penis.>

P0961.2$, Instructing the infant.
Ref.: Amîn 187-89, A.R. Sâlih 180.>
P0963$, Celebration of circumcision. Type: 910K1.
Link: P0961.1.1$, Birth-song. |V0082, Circumcision.

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 24/(timing); Amîn 187-89, A.R. Sâlih 182-84; DOTTI 100 285 402; CFMC:
Oases 71-3, 01-2-[1]/("circumciser told to hand over the infant to his Y/khâl).>
P0963.0.1$, Celebration of reaching adulthood (puberty: man or woman). Type: 910K1.
Link: |T0623$, Coming of age (reaching maturity: social, mental).

Ref.: Boqarî 143.>
P0963.1$, Public procession (feast) for a boy's circumcision. Type: cf. 910K1$.
Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 182-89; DOTTI 575; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 10-12; Lane 57-59 505-8; TAWT
435 no. 26/{Egy} 443 no. 34/{Omn}.>
P0963.1.1$, Boys circumcised during a wedding ceremony (on bride's lap).
C

Link: |D1708$, Blessed acts (deeds, occurrences). |N0127.9$, Auspicious-(sa d)-time (day, hour, moment,
etc.)--miscellaneous. |T0137.9$, Customs concerning the bride.

Ref.: Lane 59 163/(bridal procession); Shamy (el-) Egypt 106 no. 15.>
P0963.3$, No public celebration for a girl's clitoridectomy.
Link: |K0551.28.1$, Girl tells robber about painful personal experience (clitoridectomy, or the like) and
calls for help by demonstrating how loudly she shrieked from pain. |T0329.0.1$, Woman (girl) with full
clitoris (bazrâ$, uncircumcised).

Ref.: CFMC: Oases 71-3 4-4-no. [1].>
P0964$, Celebration of graduation from school, achievement of diploma.
Link: |J0140.0.2$, Girl sent to school for modern education.

Ref.: Boqarî 16 131-132 143/(zaghrûtah/ghatrafah) 192.>
P0965$, Celebration of a wedding.
Link: |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music) mistaken for happy event. |P0525.0.2.4$,
Renegotiation of terms of set contract (agreement). |P0529.0.2.3.2$, Publication of a marriage. |T0135,
Wedding ceremony. |T0136, Accompaniments of weddings. |Z0024.0.1$, Life-long experiences reduced to
few events.

Ref.: Amîn 283-84, A.R. Sâlih 165-76; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 61-66; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
P0970$, Commemoration of a death--(social aspects).
Link: |N0128.6$, Evil occurrence (event) marks unlucky (inauspicious) time. |V0065.7$, Visiting the dead.

Ref.: Amîn 139-40, A.R. Sâlih 189-208.>
P0975$, Death of a national hero (leader of a modern state).
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Link: |Z0292, Death of hero.

Ref.: N. |Mahfûz II 462 (SaCd Zaghlûl); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of SaCd
Zaghlûl" no. 30.>
P0980$-P0989$, Seasonal, secular, and national festivals.
Link: |V0070, Religious feasts [(festivals)] and fasts.

Ref.: Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 73-91; Lane 489; MITON.>
P0981$, Harvest festivals.
Link: |V0070.4, Harvest-festival. [Religious].

Ref.: R.L. Green 53 no. 4; Ions 110/(Min).>
P0981.1$, Wheat festival. (Min's grain-festival).
Link: |A0431.0.2$, Min as god of fertility (and bestower of sexual powers).

Ref.: Ions 110/(Min's).>
P0982$, Spring festivals (sham en-nasîm).
Link: |F0849.1.4.2$, Pickled fish eaten on special occasions. |P0634.0.1, Customs connected with eating
and food.>

P0985$, Secular and national celebrations.
Link: |P0013.7, Royal anniversaries.

Ref.: Lane 489.>
P0986$, Commemoration of victory in war (battle).
Link: |A1536.1$, Origin of the ritual (custom) of chopping rope during public assembly. Commemoration
of killing of evil serpent (deity). |P0555.2.1.1, "Publication of slaying." Heads of slain enemies displayed.
|X0481$, Jokes concerning battle won.

Ref.: Maspero 183 no. 12.>
P0990$-P0999$, Limited participation celebrations (special and professional groups, clubs,
brotherhoods, etc.).
Link: |V0065, Commemoration of death.>

P0991$, Sufi brotherhood celebration.
Link: |V0220.0.7.1.1.2$, Wish that saint (holy man) attend certain occasion--(usually ritual: circumcision,
death, marriage, or the like).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
P0991.1$, Saint's day festival (mawlid, `mûlid').
Link: |F0960.1.0.2$, Beam (ray) of light shines at birth (conception) of holy person. |V0220.0.10.2.1$,
Attending certain saint's day festival protects young boys from premature death.

Ref.: Amîn 303/(sidî Ibrâhîm El-Fâr) 382-84 387-88; Lane 229-46 235 236 238 239 299 n. 2
466-68; MITON; RAFE 305 n. 43; Shamy (el-) Egypt 152 no. 30, "Eg. Balladry": Intro. "el-Badawî
and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 3, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" 13 14/(three days) no. 58.>
P0998$, Miscellaneous festivals and celebrations.
Ref.: Amîn 387-88/(El-Sayyid).>

Q. REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS
Q0000, Rewards and punishments.>
Q0001, Hospitality rewarded--opposite punished.
Ref.: DOTTI 230 412 413 435 473 549 892/{Egy, Egy, lit.}.>
Q0001.1, Gods (saints) in disguise reward hospitality and punish inhospitality. Type: 620A$,
750AB, 750*, 751, 752C*.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 168 no. 280; Ibn-CAasim 168 no. 280; DOTTI 351 407 412 413 414
435/{Egy}.>
Q0002, Kind and unkind. [Kindness rewarded, unkindness punished]. Type: 480, 550B$, 610, 620,
750*, 834A.
Link: |L0143.2.1$, Poor in-law kind, rich unkind--(usually sister's or daughter's husband).

Ref.: DOTTI 192 249 304 342 350 412 454/{Omn}; D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE VII 63-69
no. 16; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 189 191; TAWT 440 no. 32/{Egy} 444 no. 35/{Pen}.>
Q0002.1$, Flattering lies rewarded, unflattering truth punished. Type: 480, 901A$, 923B, cf. 834A.
Link: |J0267, Choice between flattering lies and unflattering truths. |J0815.1, Liar rewarded by the apes,
[(truthful punished)].

Ref.: DOTTI 211 249 370 454 560 603/{Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) I 245-54 no. 16; Muhammad
Alî Nâsir Turâth XI:11/12 189-92; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 238; TAWT 440 no.
32/{Egy}.>
Q0003, Moderate request rewarded; immoderate punished.>
Q0003.1, Woodsman and the gold axe. Type: 729.
C

Link: |F0420.5.1.7.4, Water-spirit returns to the woodchopper a silver axe in place of the one he has lost.

Ref.: DOTTI 403.>
Q0004, Humble rewarded, haughty punished. Type: cf. 620, 900, 940.
Link: |Q0331, Pride punished. |W0166.3$, Haughtiness brings failure.>

Q0005, Laziness punished; industry rewarded. Type: 9D$, 280A.
Ref.: DOTTI 4.>
Q0006, Good thoughts rewarded, bad punished.>
Q0006.1, Foolishness brings a man to death, quiet calm to fortune. Type: 613.
Link: |Q0008$, Patience rewarded, impatience (haste) punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 345.>
Q0006.3$, Foolishness punished (reprimanded). Type: 327H$, 1384A$, 1696.
Link: |P0523.2.1, Fool [(the insane)] not to be punished for his crime.

Ref.: DOTTI 166 720 724 727 780 869 914 942/{Syr}.>
Q0008$, Patience rewarded, impatience (haste) punished. Type: 613.
Link: |J0171.9.2$, Counsel: "Be patient". |J0570.2$, `Safety is in deliberation, regret is in haste'. |Q0064,
Patience rewarded.

Ref.: DOTTI 345 647 653/{Sdn}.>
Q0009$, Virtue rewarded, vice punished.>
Q0009.1$, Chaste rewarded, unchaste punished. Type: 872C$.
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Link: |Q0411.0.3$, Unchaste maiden killed.

Ref.: Basset Nouveaux 67-68 no. 93; DOTTI 495 509 668/{Sdi}.>
Q0010-Q99, Deeds rewarded.>
Q0010, Deeds rewarded.
Ref.: Khalîfah 272-94.>
Q0020, Piety rewarded.
Link: |A0185.11, God rewards mortal for pious act. |J0228.1$, Poverty with higher standing with God
preferred to wealth with lower standing with God.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 22-23: (Thackston 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 37.>
Q0020.0.1$, If you serve God, He will serve you.
Ref.: Simpson 191.>
Q0020.3$, Thanking God rewarded (failure to do so punished). Type: 751D*, cf. 759*.
Link: |A0102.0.3$, God likes to be thanked. |C0003.1$, Near-tabu: failure to thank God (for His boon:
food, healing, marriage, etc.). |M0404, Unintentional curse or blessing takes effect. |V0057.0.1$, Prayers
are to supreme supernatural being (The God, a deity, holy personage, etc.) to solicit help or to offer thanks.

Ref.: DOTTI 413 426; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 274 no. 26/cf.>
Q0020.3.1$, Thanking God for an affliction rewarded. Type: 751D*, cf. 759*.
Link: |V0318.2$, "Only God is to be thanked for an affliction (makrûh: a disliked matter, seeming harm)".

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 313 no. 42.>
Q0022, Reward for faith.
Ref.: Damîrî I 249-50.>
Q0022.1$, Placing one's faith in God alone rewarded. Type: 736A, 841, 841A$, 841B$, 923B.
Link: |J0637.0.1$, Trust no one. |N0351.3$, Beggar placing his faith in king jealously guards king's gift
(wealth, princess) and loses his life in the process: the gift goes to beggar with faith in God alone. |V0057,
C

Purpose of prayer. |V0318.1.0.2$, "While man (el- abd) is planning, the Lord (el-rabb) is [already]
disposing;" (i.e., "Man proposes, God dispses"). |W0004.4.1$, Ailing person forgoes medical treatment
declaring: "God is my only physician!", "Only God is the healer!".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 97 98-100; DOTTI 23 47 403 461 462 603 826/{lit., Syr}; MITON; Sâ)î 364-66
no. 82[+1]; Scelles-Millie algériennes 197-203 no. 16; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and
IsmâCîl" 3no. 51; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAzzûz" no. 36; TAWT 449.>
Q0022.1.0.1$, Believing in predestination (fatalism) rewarded--opposite punished. Type: 930F$, cf.
725A$.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 364 n. 2.>
Q0022.1.1$, Submission to God's Will rewarded. Type: 750J$.
Link: |Q0063$, Obedience rewarded. |V0318.1$, Submission to fate (God's prejudgment: qadâ$, qadar) a
mark of true faith. |V0461.4, Submission as clerical virtue.

Ref.: ThaClabî 35/(Noah); ThaClabî 92 93-94/(Job); ThaClabî 136-37: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 75.>
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Q0022.1.1.1$, Entity that submits to God's command of doom spared destruction.
Ref.: ThaClabî 35/(mountain) 136-37: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 75.>
Q0022.2$, Leaving things (matters) in God's safety rewarded. Type: 841.
Ref.: DOTTI 461.>
Q0022.2.1$, Unborn infant (fetus) entrusted to God found alive in grave years after mother's death
(she was not left `in God's care').
Link: |E0418.1$, Dead woman (mother, wife) seen `alive' in grave. |N0769$, If alive, will inevitably be met
(found).

Ref.: Damîrî II 180.>
Q0024$, Reward offered for change of faith.
Link: |Q0232, Punishment for change of religious faith.>

Q0024.1$, Great reward offered for abandoning one's faith rejected.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 1.>
Q0026, Keeping fast rewarded.
Link: |M0119.0.4$, Swearing by one's own credit from performing religious services (e.g., fasting,
pilgrimage, prayers, etc.). |V0003.4$, Required fasting. |V0004.5.4$, Ramadan-fasting as intercessor.>

Q0028, Reward for religious pilgrimage.
Link: |H0069.3$, Signs of having performed pilgrimage. |M0119.0.4$, Swearing by one's own credit from
performing religious services (e.g., fasting, pilgrimage, prayers, etc.). |V0003.5$, Required pilgrimage.
|V0004.5.6$, Pilgrimage and Cumrah as intercessor(s). |V0085.0.1.1.1$, Visit to Prophet's Tomb (in
Medina).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 98.>
Q0028.1$, Repeated pilgrimage saves from hell fires (entitles to eternal salvation).
Link: |V0085.0.1.1.1.1$, Visiting Prophet's Tomb obliges him to intercede (in the hereafter) in behalf of the
visitor.

Ref.: RAFE 300 n. 14.>
Q0034, Reward for austerities of hermit. [Y] The further he must carry water, the greater his
heavenly reward. Type: 842.
Link: |P0012.14.1$, Modest ruler lives austerely.

Ref.: DOTTI 463.>
Q0040, Kindness rewarded. Type: 480, 550B$, 556E*, 711, 750F*.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 109 no. 274 n. 2; DOTTI 63 249 252 304 313 410/{Mrc, Tns}; MITON.>
Q0040.1$, Kindness to fugitive (criminal) rewarded.
Link: |K0512, Compassionate executioner. A servant charged with killing the hero (heroine) arranges the
escape of the latter. |N0340.0.1$, Hasty killing or condemnation regretted. |Q0051, Kindness to animals
rewarded. |Q0053, Reward for rescue.

Ref.: DOTTI 583 584 642/{lit.}.>
Q0040.2$, Kindness to the disabled (sick, wounded, etc.) rewarded.
Link: |P0424, Physician. |Q0057, Attendance on the sick rewarded.
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Ref.: Simpson 264/(the poor); MITON.>
Q0041, Politeness rewarded. Type: 432.
Link: |J0815.5.5$, Tactful (kind) reply.

Ref.: DOTTI 212; TAWT 442 no. 33/{Egy}.>
Q0041.2, Reward for cleaning loathsome person. Type: 480.
Ref.: DOTTI 249; shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 190; TAWT 440 no. 32/{Egy}.>
Q0042, Generosity rewarded. Type: 809$.
Ref.: Chauvin V 14 no. 68; DOTTI 447; Duwayk (al-) II 66 277; Juhaymân (al-) IV 37-44.>
Q0042.1.3, Excessive hospitality causes chieftain to become poor. Type: 756K$, 851C$.
Link: |P0320, Hospitality. Relation of host and guest. |W0012, Hospitality as a virtue. |W0151.2.2,
Hospitable man impoverished by greedy guests.

Ref.: DOTTI 420 473 591 643/{Egy}.>
Q0042.8, Saint gives man all his credit for good deeds so that the man may go to heaven. Saint is
then rewarded with even greater credit.>
Q0042.8.0.1$, Reward for religious credit bestowed on another person.
Link: |V0006.1$, A person's own credit (thawâb) for a good deed (hasanh) is given as alms (or act of
benevolence: wahb) to another.

Ref.: Anonymous "Gohâ wa himârih" 6-7; Khalîfah 201-2 277-81 285 286-87.>
Q0043, Reward for giving counsel.
Link: |Q0050$, Reward for educating the uneducated.>

Q0044, Reward for almsgiving. Type: 809$, 1301*.
Link: |P0775.2.0.2.1$, `The veiled charity (hasanah) is [given] through buying-and-selling'. |V0003.3$,
Required alms-tax (zakâh, given out yearly--compare: tithe).

Ref.: Basset Mille III 36 no. 27, 100 no. 70, 333 no. 202; DOTTI 418 419 447 730/{lit.,
Plst}; Gh. al-Hasan "Al-'Urdunî@ 253-59 no. 47; Sirhân filistîniyyah 155-56 no. 9.>
Q0044.0.1$, `God rewards almsgiving (charity) tenfold'. Type: 1301*, 1645B*, 1735.
Link: |Q0044.3, One rupee given away for charity incidentally brings back ten rupees. |Q0170.0.1$, God
rewards a good-deed tenfold, punishes a sin but one (singly). |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah):
negligence in religious exercise made-up for by additional good deeds.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 17; Kisâ'î 75/(Thackston 81-82 no. 35): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
70; ThaClabî 25; DOTTI 231 418 437 730 893 925; Qasîr Falsafah 88-98; Scelles-Millie Maghreb
266-68 no. 31.>
Q0044.3, One rupee given away for charity incidentally brings back ten rupees. Type: 1301*.
Ref.: DOTTI 730.>
Q0045, Hospitality rewarded. Type: 809$.
Ref.: DOTTI 229 254 281 297 352 407 413 416 447 487 550 628/{Alg/Mrc, Alg, Omn,
Plst}; MITON; Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII 36 no. 9; Sârîs (al-) 61-64, 374-6; Sulaymân 111-13
no. II-8.>
Q0045.3, Hospitality to ascetic rewarded.
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Link: |K1826.2.1$, Disguise as dervish.>

Q0045.3.1$, Dervish leaves money (under carpet or pillow) for hospitable host as reward. (Guest
proves to be the ruler traveling incognito). Type: 841A$, 841B$.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0046, Reward for protecting fugitive.
Link: |P0322.0.1$, 'ijârah: culprit, as guest or neighbor, is to be given refuge. |R0201$, Reward promised
for capturing fugitive, punishment for aiding him. |W0015, Woman shelters son's murderer out of charity.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0048$, Dutifulness toward parent(s) rewarded.
Link: |V0004.5.1$, Dutifulness toward parents as intercessor. |W0037.0.3$, Dutifulness.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0048.1$, "Paradise (Heaven) lies at the feet of mothers" (i.e., a mother's contentment with her child
is required).
Link: |P0230.0.7$, Parents's contentment with own child(ren) is necessary for God's contentment (success,
happiness, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 331.>
Q0050$, Reward for educating the uneducated. Type: cf. 929A.
Link: |Q0043, Reward for giving counsel.

Ref.: DOTTI 620; TAWT 376 n. 283.>
Q0050.1$, Reward for teaching the nonliterate how to read and write. Type: 1750, 1750B$.
Link: |H1024.4, Task: teaching an ass to read. |H1024.7, Task: teaching animal to speak. |J1882.1,
Teaching chickens to talk. Fool believes chickens can be taught. |P0179.1$, Slave as savant: accomplished
scholar, scientist, poet, singer, etc.

Ref.: DOTTI 928 929; TAWT 52 n. 47.>
Q0051, Kindness to animals rewarded. Type: 156, 480, 560, cf. 160.
Link: |J0556.4$, Honesty concerning animal's (bird's, insect's, jinni's) property. |Q0040.1$, Kindness to
fugitive (criminal) rewarded. |V0443.3$, Compassion toward animals recommended. |W0010.9.5$,
Kindness (mercy) to animals.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 221/(dog); DOTTI 62 63 68 249 314; MITON.>
Q0052$, Kindness to supernatural being (fairy/jinni, angel, disguised saint, etc.) rewarded. Type:
360, 550A, cf. 480.
Link: |F0337.3$, Fairy (in viper form) saved from pursuer (unwanted suitor): grateful. |G0303.22.1, Devil
repays a kindness: returns coat lent him [ ].

Ref.: DOTTI 63 180 248 249 304/{Lib}.>
Q0053, Reward for rescue.
Link: |Q0040.1$, Kindness to fugitive (criminal) rewarded.

Ref.: DOTTI 424.>
Q0053.3.0.1$, Marriage to maiden (girl, princess) offered as reward to rescuer. Type: 300, 301, 303,
304, 314, 505, 516E$, 516H$.
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Link: |T0068.1, Princess offered as prize to rescuer. |T0100.0.9.1$, Marriage in order to enhance social
(political, ethnic, religious, etc.) alliance. |T0142.4$, Compensation-bride (girl--usually sister of executed
wife--given to wronged husband as restitution).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 120 no. A-07; Qazwînî II 186-87/(girl given to rescuer); DOTTI 97
99 101 108 109 115 124 135 169 253 281 283 309 466 540 569 643 658 663 846/{Egy, lit., Plst,
Sdn}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-a, "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 5.>
Q0054, Uprightness rewarded.
Ref.: DOTTI 124 466 643/{Plst}.>
Q0054.1, Ruler tries in vain to intimidate judge. Rewards him with high post. Type: cf. 1534X$.
Ref.: DOTTI 842.>
Q0054.2, Captive knight freed for having kept his word. Is allowed to leave to collect ransom (or
marry fiance). When he returns his captor frees him (or raises ransom). Type: cf. 779J3$.
Link: |W0037.2.1$, Man keeps promise to return to be executed by king: forgiven.

Ref.: DOTTI 439.>
Q0056, Love rewarded. Type: 895B$, 895B1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 549 551; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15.>
Q0056.4$, Owner (ruler) rewards slave's love for previous master.
Link: |Q0072.3$, Reward for loyalty to employer (master).

Ref.: DOTTI 504 551/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0056.6$, Reward for lover's constancy and long-suffering.
Link: |J1549.1.2$, Beautiful woman tells deformed suitor, who received injury in holy war, that he should
seek reward from God, not from her. |Q0083, Reward for marital fidelity.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0057, Attendance on the sick rewarded. Type: 434, 750D, 750J$.
Link: |Q0040.2$, Kindness to the disabled (sick, wounded, etc.) rewarded. |W0010.9.1$, Kindness: nursing
the sick. |W0154.4.1$, Wife is still grateful to helpful animal when it becomes sick, husband ungrateful:
animal does not retaliate against husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 216 408 411; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 132 no. 21; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Q0057.2$, Visiting the sick rewarded.
Link: |U0060.0.6$, The sick (poor) have no friends (while the healthy have many).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 64 176.>
Q0060, Other good qualities rewarded.>
Q0061, Self-abnegation rewarded. Type: 836G$.
Link: |W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial, selflessness).

Ref.: DOTTI 457.>
Q0062, Reward for ability to keep secrets. Type: 894, cf. 425L.
Ref.: DOTTI 207 545; TAWT 425.>
Q0063$, Obedience rewarded. Type: 480, 726A$, 756D$, 901, cf. 1409.
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Link: |A2221.7, Dove returns to ark in obedience to Noah: receives sheen of raven [as reward]. |Q0325,
Disobedience punished. |W0031, Obedience. |V0461.4, Submission as clerical virtue.

Ref.: DOTTI 249 402 417 559.>
Q0064, Patience rewarded. Type: 750J$, 756H$.
Link: |J0171.9.2$, Counsel: "Be patient". |Q0008$, Patience rewarded, impatience (haste) punished.
|W0026.0.2.1$, "D.G.P": `Deferred gratification pattern'.

Ref.: Amîr Dhiyâb Tâhir Turâth XV:5/6 313-14; Basset Mille III 119 no. 76; DOTTI 214
245 411 420 424 445 548/{Egy, Irq, lit., Tns}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no.
53-b; TAWT 449 no. 42/{Sdn}.>
Q0064.1$, Redemption of sins as reward for those who are patient in adversity. Type: 750J$, 756H$.
Link: |J1548$, Ugly husband asks his beautiful wife whether they will be in Paradise or in Hell. Both in
Paradise: she for her endurance (suffering, patience), and he for being `thankful to God'. |W0026.1$, Job's
patience.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Q0068, Integrity rewarded. Type: 613A1$,/613A1$,/980*.
Link: |V0301.1.0.1$, Sincerity of intent rewarded (miraculously), insincerity punished.>

Q0068.1, Truth-speaking [(truthfulness)] rewarded. Type: 851D$.
Link: |V0461.4.1, Truthfulness as clerical virtue.

Ref.: DOTTI 370 454 473/{Irq}; MITON; Muhammad CAlî Nâsir Turâth XI:11/12 189-92.>
Q0068.2, Honesty rewarded. Type: 729, 842C*.
Ref.: Amîr Dhiyâb Tâhir Turâth XIV:5/6 311-2; DOTTI 215 403 436 463 660/{Egy, Irq};
Kamâl 431-35, 437-8; Sengo "Kiswahili" 668-90 no. 23; Sulaymân 121-22 no. III-A-3, 128 no. IIIA-7; TAWT 449.>
Q0068.3$, Truthfulness rewarded, lying punished. Type: 729, 851D$, 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |Q0002.1$, Flattering lies rewarded, unflattering truth punished. |Q0263, Lying (perjury) punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 403 473 683.>
Q0068.3.1$, Unflattering truth rewarded, flattering lies punished.
Link: |J0815.1, Liar rewarded by the apes, [(truthful punished)]. |Q0002.1$, Flattering lies rewarded,
unflattering truth punished. |V0301.1.0.1$, Sincerity of intent rewarded (miraculously), insincerity
punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 370 454/{Irq}.>
Q0069$, Eloquence rewarded.
Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; DOTTI 586 840/{N.-Afr}; MITON.>
Q0069.0.1$, Reward for telling story.
Link: |Q0092$, Reward for unique story (life-experience).

Ref.: Maspero 21-42 no. 2; MITON.>
Q0069.1$, Mouth filled with jewels as reward for eloquence (story, wise-saying, etc.).
Link: |Q0070$, Being bearer of good news (tidings) rewarded. |Q0092$, Reward for unique story (lifeexperience). |Q0111.7, Jewels as reward. |W0047.0.1.1$, Love of verbal arts (poetry, and the poetic: "el-
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gharâm"/infatuation [in vernacular Egyptian Arabic]).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 426; DOTTI 23 47/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0070$, Being bearer of good news (tidings) rewarded.
Link: |P0469.4.2$, Reward promised publicly for information on missing person or object. |P0775.2.1.2$,
Gratuity given (demanded) for delivering (being bearer of) good news (bishârah). |Q0393.5$, Being bearer
of bad news (tidings) punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0072, Loyalty rewarded. Type: 910C, 910K1$, 951B.
Link: |Q0073.1$, Bravery (victory) in battle rewarded.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 274-75; DOTTI 572 575; MITON; TAWT 436.>
Q0072.0.1$, Fidelity (constancy, faithfulness) rewarded. Type: 545F$, 881, 891B*.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 271.>
Q0072.0.1.1$, Victor rewards man for remaining faithful to victor's vanquished enemy.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 271.>
Q0072.1, Reward for loyalty to king. Type: 910C, 951B.
Ref.: DOTTI 402 572 644/{Tns}; MITON.>
Q0072.3$, Reward for loyalty to employer (master). Type: 910K1$.
Link: |Q0056.4$, Owner (ruler) rewards slave's love for previous master. |W0037.8.1.1$, End of
employment reward (given to hireling).

Ref.: DOTTI 283 575; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18;
TAWT no. 26.>
Q0073$, Bravery (valor, courage) rewarded. Type: 300, 314, 550-551.
Link: |Q0082, Reward for fearlessness. Reward given by devil or ghost. |Q0324$, Cowardice punished.
|W0032, Bravery.

Ref.: Maspero 81 no. 4; DOTTI 97 124 135 466 643/{Plst}.>
Q0073.1$, Bravery (victory) in battle rewarded. Type: 314, cf. 516H$, 1640.
Link: |Q0072, Loyalty rewarded.

Ref.: Maspero 109 no. 6 n. 3; DOTTI 135 137 283 308 645 884/{Alg}; Zîr 101.>
Q0074$, Gallantry (chivalry, courtliness) rewarded.
Link: |N0884.2$, Chivalrous (gallant) robber (thief). |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry,
chivalry, courtliness, graciousness).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 282.>
Q0080, Rewards for other causes.>
Q0082, Reward for fearlessness. Reward given by devil or ghost. Type: 326.
Link: |H1445$, Fearless youth (hero) frightened by a harmless experience (event). |Q0073$, Bravery
(valor, courage) rewarded.

Ref.: DOTTI 155.>
Q0083, Reward for marital fidelity.
Link: |Q0151.9.1$, Resuscitation as reward for fidelity (faithfulness).>
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Q0083.1, Reward for wife's fidelity.
Ref.: Maspero 194-95 no. 13; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Q0086, Reward for industry. Type: 9D$, 280A.
Link: |J0711.1, Ant and lazy cricket (grasshopper, [cockroach]). |Q0177$, Rewards for knowledge
(learning, wisdom).

Ref.: DOTTI 4 91.>
Q0087, Reward for preservation of chastity.
Link: |T0303$, The heroically faithful (chaste) female (wife, girl, she-lover, etc.)--(formerly: "The chaste
wife"). |T0331, Man unsuccessfully tempted by a woman. [Chaste man].

Ref.: DOTTI 87 225 278 352 435 445/{lit., Ymn}; MITON; TAWT 436 no. 26 -(man).>
Q0087.3.0.1$, Long-suffering rewarded. Type: 750J$, cf. 938.
Link: |H1547$, Contest (duel) in enduring pain. |J1548$, Ugly husband asks his beautiful wife whether
they will be in Paradise or in Hell. Both in Paradise: she for her endurance (suffering, patience), and he for
being `thankful to God'. |V0463.7.5$, Martyrdom: dying accidental, unnatural (violent) death (e.g., by
drowning, burning, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Q0087.4$, Man rewarded for not taking advantage (not violating) vulnerable woman (drunk, fainted,
etc.). Type: 885A.
Ref.: DOTTI 534; MITON.>
Q0087.5$, Chaste lovers united in Paradise. (Unfulfilled love fulfilled).
Link: |E0178.3$, Reunion of families (chaste lovers, friends, etc.) on Resurrection Day (in the hereafter).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 213-15.>
Q0088, Reward for proficiency.
Link: |J0149.1$, Educated person earns much money and esteem (respect). |P0420.1$, Proficiency in many
fields of knowledge (sciences). |Q0177$, Rewards for knowledge (learning, wisdom).>

Q0089$, Great craftsmanship rewarded; poor punished. Type: 613A1$,/980*, cf. 303B$, 551.
Ref.: DOTTI 111 305 683.>
Q0089.1$, Jeweler (goldsmith) rewarded for fine work. Type: 303B$, 551.
Link: |H1317, Quest for ornament (jewel, etc.) to match one already at hand.

Ref.: Alf IV 245; DOTTI 111 305; Shamy (el-) Egypt 12-13 no. 1; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
Q0089.2$, Jeweler rewarded for piercing gem (diamond).
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0091, Reward for cleverness.
Link: |H0388, Bride test: wisdom (cleverness). |H0500, Tests of cleverness or ability. |J0248$, Luck
preferred to cleverness. |W0217$, Resourcefulness.

Ref.: R.L. Green 179; MITON.>
Q0091.1, Princess given in marriage to clever thief. Type: 950.
Link: |Q0118$, Marriage as reward.
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Ref.: Maspero 201 no. 14; DOTTI 656 657 821 846/{Egy}.>
Q0091.3, King rewards poem.
Link: |W0047.0.1.1$, Love of verbal arts (poetry, and the poetic: "el-gharâm"/infatuation [in vernacular
Egyptian Arabic]).

Ref.: DOTTI 23 47/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0091.5$, Poem as expression of gratitude for grant (reward) given.
Link: |J1581.1, Poem for poem: all for all. [Emperor awards a poet with a poem]. |Q0111.2, Riches as
reward (for hospitality). |Q0136.2.1$, Poem as reward. (Panegyric poetry).

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0091.8$, Rewarded for resourcefulness.>
Q0091.8.1$, Killer of wild beast (elephant) rewarded for resourcefulness (dahâ').
Link: |Q0073$, Bravery (valor, courage) rewarded.

Ref.: Damîrî II 230.>
Q0092$, Reward for unique story (life-experience). Type: 953A$, cf. 472$.
Link: |H0270$, Story-telling contest. |J0163.5.1$, Story purchased from owner. |P0470.1$, Tale-teller as
adventurer. |Q0069.0.1$, Reward for telling story. |Q0091.3, King rewards poem. |W0047.0.1.1$, Love of
verbal arts (poetry, and the poetic: "el-gharâm"/infatuation [in vernacular Egyptian Arabic]).

Ref.: Maspero 21-42 no. 2; DOTTI 221 246 379 658 659/{Irq}; Fakhrî Sh. al-Bakrî Turâth
II:2/3 161-66; MITON.>
Q0094, Reward for cure. Type: 432, 652A.
Link: |Q0382$, Failure at healing punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 93 181 212 213 353 356 548/{Egy, Sdn}; MITON; RAFE 304 n. 35 442 no.
33/33.1/{Egy}; TAWT 442.>
Q0094.1$, Princess given to man as reward for curing her father (brother, etc.). Type: 332, 652A.
Link: |H0346, Princess given to man who can heal her. |T0068, Princess offered as prize. |T0068.6$,
Princess offered as prize to man who can cure her.

Ref.: DOTTI 177 356.>
Q0100-Q199, Nature of rewards.>
Q0100, Nature of rewards.>
Q0101, Reward fitting to deed.
Link: |Q0580, Punishment fitted to crime.

Ref.: DOTTI 249 683; RAFE 128 n. 451.>
Q0101.1, Reward like deed: liberal and munificent girl blessed with riches and prosperity. Type:
403D$, 480.
Link: |N0134.0.1.3$, A sister brings good luck (prosperity) to her brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 191 249.>
Q0102$, Compensation for lost property and rank--(reinstatement, restoration to previous station).
Type: 922.
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Link: |P0535.9.3$, Compensation for crime (or unjust official treatment) resulting in loss of portion of
lifetime (wages, potential earnings, etc.). |Q0440$, Punishment: expulsion (eviction, dismissal).

Ref.: DOTTI 551 600 646/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0110, Material rewards.>
Q0110.1$, Food and drink as reward. Type: 920G$.
Link: |J0816.2, King called baker's son: he has given the poet only loaves of bread.

Ref.: Maspero 21-42 no. 2.>
Q0111, Riches as reward.
Link: |Q0117$, Debt (tax, tribute) forgiven or reduced as reward.

Ref.: DOTTI 124 466 643/{Plst}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cats and Mice War"
no. 40.>
Q0111.2, Riches as reward (for hospitality).
Link: |Q0091.5$, Poem as expression of gratitude for grant (reward) given.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0111.7, Jewels as reward.
Link: |Q0069.1$, Mouth filled with jewels as reward for eloquence (story, wise-saying, etc.). |Q0092$,
Reward for unique story (life-experience).

Ref.: DOTTI 405 576 604 690/{Lbn}; MITON; Zîr 101.>
Q0111.8, Large quantity of land as reward--[('iqtâC)].
Link: |H1584.3$, Land measured according to how far certain sound (voice) travels and remains audible:
e.g., a dog's bark, a man's shout, or the like. |J1015$, Wealth gained by risk-taking and hard work.
|P0537.2$, Ruler increases employees's stipends: wins their support. |P0767.1$, Government redistributes
wealth.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 190 no. A-12; Maspero 80-81 no. 4; Jâhiz III 203 n. 12; MITON.>
Q0111.9$, 'ibCâdiyyah: large quantity of land in remote area as lure for accepting exile to that area.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0111.9.3$, Other rewarding punishments: mixture of reward and punishment.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0112, Half of kingdom as reward.>
Q0112.0.1, Kingdom as reward.>
Q0112.0.1.4$, Kingship as reward for delivering nation. Type: cf. 300.
Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121; DOTTI 97.>
Q0112.0.1.4.1$, Woman given kingship as reward for killing tyrant king.
Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75/(Queen of Sheba): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121.>
Q0112.0.1.5$, Kingdom through marriage to queen (widow) as reward. Type: 326, 460B, 461A,
461, 931.
Link: |T0068, Princess offered as prize.

Ref.: DOTTI 155 230 231 232 627; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 35 no. 62R.>
Q0112.1, Chieftainship as reward. Type: 851D$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 100 473/{Tns}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 81 no. 10; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Cats and Mice War" no. 40.>
Q0112.3, Reward: seat next to king.
Ref.: Zîr 101.>
Q0112.3.1$, Reward: becoming king's courtier (friend).
Ref.: DOTTI 458 551 585 590 646 966/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0112.9$, Rewards by king--miscellaneous.>
Q0112.9.1$, King's reward refused (recipient begs to be excused).>
Q0112.9.1.1$, Man begs to be excused from office in province so as to remain near king.
Link: |W0171.3$, Being a flatterer (mitayyibâtî, massâh-gûkh).

Ref.: DOTTI 458 551 585 590 646 966/{lit.}.>
Q0113.0.1, High honors as reward. [Non-material reward].
Link: |Q0136.1$, Title as reward.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0113.0.1.1$, High governmental office as reward--(e.g., vizier, counselor, etc.).
Ref.: Simpson 179-89; Ibshîhî 285; MITON.>
Q0113.5$, Reverence as reward.>
Q0113.5.1$, Educator (teacher) rewarded: revered (`as if messenger of God').
Link: |P0423.0.1.1.1$, Teacher is almost a messenger of God. |Q0050$, Reward for educating the
uneducated.

Ref.: TAWT 376 n. 283.>
Q0114, Gifts as reward.>
Q0114.2, Gifts as rewards for gifts.
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |P0771.3$, Goods for services.
|T0041.7.0.1$, Intent behind gift received by person of opposite sex questioned. |W0010.3.2$, Gift
accepted (in principle), and instantly `presented' back to giver.>

Q0115, Reward: any boon that may be asked.>
Q0115.0.1$, Person granted fulfilled wish(es) as reward. Type: 750A, 1426A$.
Link: |D1761.0.2, Limited number of wishes granted. |J1181.1, Execution evaded by using three wishes.
|K2020$, Deception through secured promise of a granted wish. |M0223, Blind promise (rash boon).
Person grants wish before hearing it.

Ref.: DOTTI 804; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
Q0115.0.2$, A person's need is met on his behalf as reward--(usually anonymously by king or the
like). Type: 895B$.
Link: |P0775.2.0.2$, Giving financial aid without injuring recipient's pride. |W0011.0.1$, Philanthropy:
giving without expectations of repayment.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0116, Favorable decree as reward.>
Q0117$, Debt (tax, tribute) forgiven or reduced as reward.
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Link: |P0536, Punishment for failure to pay tax. |Q0111, Riches as reward.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 117; DOTTI 93 181 255 353 467 548/{lit., Sdn}; MITON.>
Q0117.1$, Exemption from paying tax as reward. (Usually for a certain period).
Link: |P0500.0.3.2$, Deeds done by ruler to gain popularity--(e.g., reduce taxes, release prisoners, or the
like).

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0118$, Marriage as reward. Type: 432, 871A, 851D$.
Link: |H0317, Long term of service imposed on suitor. |P0771.2.1$, Marriage for service. |Q0091.1,
Princess given in marriage to clever thief. |Q0432.0.1$, Divorce as punishment. |Q0499.7, Humiliating
marriage as punishment. |T0067, Prince offered as prize.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264; DOTTI 212 473 486; MITON.>
Q0118.0.1$, "Fortunate is he (she) who brings two persons together `in the legitimate (i.e.,
marriage)'".
Link: |T0053.0.1.1$, Matchmaking can be arduous and lead to unpleasantness.>

Q0121, Freedom as reward.>
Q0121.1, Slaves freed as reward.
Link: |M0270$, Freedom promised to slave (captive). |P0178, Slaves freed.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0135, Wine as reward.>
Q0135.1$, Wine as present (gift).
Link: |P0771$, Barter: payment in kind (exchange of goods or services). |Q0137$, To be made king's
drinking companion (nadîm) as reward.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 123-24; DOTTI 506/{lit.}.>
Q0136$, Non-material rewards (e.g., praise, honorific treatment, or the like).
Link: |J0170.3$, `People are reports' (i.e., a person's worth is what is told about his life). |Q0113.0.1, High
honors as reward. [Non-material reward]. |T0052.0.1.1$, Non-material bride-wealth (mahr). |U0087.3$,
Success in public life depends on the `image' (created in mind of public). |U0197.0.2$, "People are secrets"
(i.e., everyone has aspects of own life not to be known by outsiders). |W0037.0.3.1$, "No thanks [due] for
C

a duty (lâ shukr ala wâgib);" i.e., when one performs a moral duty, thanks should neither be expected nor
given).

Ref.: Simpson 205/("praise by public/"men" preferred"); MITON; Shawqî 320-21 [no. 45].>
Q0136.1$, Title as reward.
Link: |P0005.4$, Formal title (e.g., Lord, Chevalier, Pasha, Bey, Prince, Lady, etc.) as indicator of social
status. |P0014.15.2, Court messenger. [(Envoy, ambassador, emissary)]. |P0091$, Formal title (medal)
bestowed by ruler (state). |P0191.3.1$, Useful foreigner invited to settle in host country (and become
citizen). |Q0170, Religious rewards.>

Q0136.1.1$, Secular title as reward (e.g., "Pasha", "Bey", "Lord", "Knight", "Lady", or the like).
Type: 318.
Ref.: Budge/Romances 109 no. A-05/("governor"); Maspero 14 no. 1; DOTTI 147; Zîr
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101,(prince).>
Q0136.1.3$, Religious title as reward (e.g., "Crusader/mujâhid", "God's Sword", or the like).
Link: |P0091$, Formal title (medal) bestowed by ruler (state). |Q0170, Religious rewards.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 105 no. A-05/(Great Sacred Lady); Simpson 169 n. 5/("beloved of
the god"); MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 41/cf. no. 62R.>
Q0136.2$, Verbal rewards (praise) or punishments (condemnation).
Link: |J1350, Rude retorts. |M0400, Curses. |P0427.7.4.3$, raddâhah, shalaq: professional denigrator
(satirist). Woman hired to publicly disgrace a person with vulgarities.>

Q0136.2.1$, Poem as reward. (Panegyric poetry).
Link: |J1581.1, Poem for poem: all for all. [Emperor awards a poet with a poem]. |Q0091.5$, Poem as
expression of gratitude for grant (reward) given. |Z0098.1.2$, Lampoon in flattering (panegyric) terms.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 303-11; Burton I 123 IV 97 VII 130 270-71 VIII 264-65.>
Q0137$, To be made king's drinking companion (nadîm) as reward.
Link: |Q0135.1$, Wine as present (gift).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 285.>
Q0140, Miraculous or magic rewards.>
Q0140.0.1$, Blessedness (barakah) from God as reward.
Link: |D1705$, barakah (blessedness): supernatural [positive] power residing in object, act, or person.
|N0143.1$, Blessedness (barakah) only with money earned honestly.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
Q0145, Miraculously long life as reward.>
Q0147, Supernatural manifestations at death of pious person.
Link: |F0960.2, Extraordinary nature phenomena at death of holy person.>

Q0147.2.0.1$, Burial place (tomb, shrine, mausoleum, grave, etc.) opens mystically to receive
corpse (usually of prophet, saint, or hero).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 16.>
Q0148$, Piety is the best "rations" for the journey to the hereafter. Type: cf. 964C$.
Link: |V0298$, The pious (as quasi-sacred persons). |W0004$, Religiosity (piety): most favorable trait of
character.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 671.>
Q0149, Miraculous or magic reward--miscellaneous.>
Q0149.1, Color of animal as reward for pious act.
Link: |A2220, Animal characteristics as reward. |A2411, Origin of color of animal.>

Q0150, Immunity from disaster as reward.>
Q0151, Life spared as reward.>
Q0151.3, Hospitable person saved from death.>
Q0151.4, Faithful old dog threatened with death proves his worth and is spared. Type: cf. 130.
Link: |B0301.0.1$, Faithful dog.>

Q0151.6, Life spared as reward for hospitality.
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Ref.: DOTTI 279/{Omn}; MITON.>
Q0151.9, Resurrection as reward.
Ref.: Maspero 194-95 no. 13; Spoer-Haddad 165-66.>
Q0151.9.1$, Resuscitation as reward for fidelity (faithfulness). Type: cf. 516C.
Link: |Q0083.1, Reward for wife's fidelity.

Ref.: Maspero 194-95 no. 13; DOTTI 279.>
Q0151.9.1.1$, Resurrection of man's family as reward to him for having maintained faith in God.
Type: 938.
Link: |W0025.0.1$, Equanimity (rabâtat ja'sh, hilm).

Ref.: ThaClabî 94/(Job).>
Q0151.14$, Life spared as reward for bizarre (but truthful) story. Type: 953A$, cf. 1920E1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 658 951; MITON.>
Q0153, Nature benign and fruitful during reign of good king. Type: 779D$.
Link: |P0012.6, Just king brings good fortune upon people. |U0210.0.1$, Just subjects, just ruler; unjust
subjects, unjust ruler.

Ref.: DOTTI 436.>
Q0154, Immunity from death by violence as reward.
Link: |V0540, Intervention of Providence saves person's life. |V0546$, Person about to be swallowed by
monster is saved by a natural phenomenon (storm, earthquake, etc.).

Ref.: Damîrî I 249-50/cf.>
Q0156, Victory as reward for piety.
Link: |V0052.3, Prayer before battle brings victory.

Ref.: Maspero 171 no. 9.>
Q0161.1, Sight restored as reward.
Link: |F0952, Blindness miraculously cured.

Ref.: DOTTI 285 402 709/{Plst}.>
Q0170, Religious rewards.>
Q0170.0.1$, God rewards a good-deed tenfold, punishes a sin but one (singly). Type: 1645B*, 1735.
Link: |A0102.14.2$, Generosity of God. |Q0044.0.1$, `God rewards almsgiving (charity) tenfold'.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 75/(Thackston 81-82 no. 35): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 70; ThaClabî
25; DOTTI 893 925.>
Q0170.0.2$, Forgiveness (redemption) of a person's past sins as divine reward.
Link: |Q0171, Immunity from punishment for sin as reward.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0170.0.2.1$, Forgiveness of past and future sins as divine reward.>
Q0171, Immunity from punishment for sin as reward.
Link: |Q0170.0.2$, Forgiveness (redemption) of a person's past sins as divine reward. |V0228.0.1$,
Infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy) of imâms and certain saints.>

Q0171.0.1$, Capital crime unpunished.
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Link: |P0140.0.3$, Favor (pardon) won through intercession of person of influence. |Q0258.1$, Rape
unpunished. |R0219.4$, Thief eludes pursuer(s) and escapes with booty. |V0315.3$, Sincere repentance
obliterates sins and brings redemption (forgiveness).

Ref.: DOTTI 320 521 617 618/{lit., Tns}; MITON.>
Q0171.0.1.1$, Murder unpunished (forgiven). Type: 756C.
Ref.: ThaClabî 99; Delheure 326-27, cf. Amrouche 107-9 no. 11; DOTTI 104 107 398 415
657 776 778 872/{Alg}; MITON; Spoer-Haddad 165-6; TAWT 446.>
Q0171.0.2$, Attempted murder unpunished (forgiven).
Link: |Q0210.2$, Attempted murder punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 196 259 295/{Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" 9
no. 44; TAWT 447.>
Q0171.1, Forgiveness of sin for acts of charity.
Link: |U0284.1.1$, `Had it not been for sin, redemption (forgiveness) would not have existed'. |V0006$,
Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up for by additional good deeds.

Ref.: DOTTI 413 435/{Egy}; HE-S: CIzbat-Bilâl 70-1 no. 23.>
Q0171.2$, Relief from distress (sins) on Judgment Day for act of charity.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0172, Reward: admission to heaven. Type: J750J$, 756D$, 756H$, 802D$.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 22-23: (Thackston 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 37; Boqarî 56;
DOTTI 413 417 420 428 435 445 683 840/{Egy, Lbn}; MITON; Scelles-Millie Maghreb, 294-96
no. 37; Sengo "Kiswahili" 1050-68 no. 45; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAamir-the-Jew" no. 49;
Tâhâ Husayn 102; TAWT 52 n. 47 430 no. 18/{{Egy}}; HE-S: CIzbat-Bilâl 70-1 no. 23.>
Q0172.0.2, Rewards in heaven. Type: 750J$, 802C*, cf. 809*, 1872$.
Link: |Q0177.1$, At Day of Judgment, the rationality (knowledge) of the learned will be elevated
(rewarded) above the prayer and fasting of the pious.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Q0172.0.2.1$, Rewards in heaven: whatsoever one may wish.
Link: |A1689.11.3$, Disbelievers more powerful (rich) than believers since former have the here-and-now,
but not the hereafter.>

Q0172.0.3$, Reward in the hereafter (Heaven) preferred to that in the here-and-now.
Link: |Q0560.0.1.1$, Punishment in the here-and-now preferred to that in the hereafter (Hell).

Ref.: DOTTI 87 352 444 445/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 35 n. 107.>
Q0172.0.3.1$, `The world (here-and-now) is the home for him who has no home [in the hereafter]'.
Link: |V0311.4.1.1$, The tomb as a person's home (`everlasting house') till the hereafter.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0172.0.4$, Animal admitted to heaven. Type: 802D$.
Link: |E0178.1.1$, Certain animals will be resurrected at Judgment Day (exceptional cases: e.g., dog, ass).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 483-84; DOTTI 445; Hanauer 14 (donkey); MITON; RAFE 57 n. 185.>
Q0172.0.5$, Admission to Paradise without judgment (for prophets, martyrs, children, the insane,
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etc.).
Link: |E0410.5$, `Grave-judgment'. Grave as precursor of the hereafter: reward and punishment
administered inside the tomb. |U0101.1.1$, Belief in admission to Paradise without judgment leads to
sinful indulgence. |V0313, Last judgment.

Ref.: Damîrî I 71; Khalîfah 205-7; RAFE 126 n. 441; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 59.>
Q0172.0.5.1$, Being `the first to enter Paradise' (early admission to Heavens) as greater reward.
Type: 756D$.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 239; Damîrî I 71; Ibshîhî 427; DOTTI 417 428/{lit.}.>
Q0172.1, Child taken to heaven: offers food to crucifix. Type: 767.
Ref.: DOTTI 428.>
Q0172.2, Man admitted to heaven for a single act of charity. Type: 756G$, 809$.
Link: |Q0178$, Loss of privilege of admission to Paradise.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 546 no. 334; DOTTI 419 447; CFMC: Cairo 68-9B 2-1-x.>
Q0172.2.3$, Redemption of sins of prostitution for one act of charity. Type: 750E*, 756G$.
Ref.: DOTTI 410 419.>
Q0172.4, Palace being built in heaven for pious king.>
Q0172.4.1$, Palace in heaven (Paradise) assigned to person as reward. Type: 750J$, 802C*.
Ref.: ThaClabî 176; DOTTI 411 444 445 496/{Egy, Qtr}; MITON; RAFE 298 n. 6; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b, "Ibrâhîm el-Disûqî" no. 59.>
Q0172.8, Mother of saint admitted to heaven. Type: 806$.
Link: |F0069.1$, Saint takes person (mother) on tour of paradise and hell.

Ref.: DOTTI 445; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ibrâhîm el-Disûqî" no. 59.>
Q0172.10$, Admedian to heaven for kindness (mercy) to animal.
Link: |Q0560.6.1$, Term in Hell as punishment for cruelty to animal(s).

Ref.: Boqarî 55/(Jew gives water to dog).>
Q0174, Reward: release from hell.
Ref.: Khalîfah 197-200; Scelles-Millie Maghreb 316-18 no. 43.>
Q0174.0.1$, 'ash-shafâCah al-Cuzmâ: God grants person (prophet, saint) the boon of releasing souls
from hell.
Link: |P0140.0.2$, Influence peddling by `power broker' (`wâstah'/wâsitah). |V0521$, Salvation (release
C

from Hell) through intercessor. |V0521.1.1$, Prophet Mohammed as the Intercessor (ash-shafî ).

Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 217; MITON; RAFE 142 n. 515, 305 n. 42; Shawqî 308 [no. 35].>
Q0174.1.1, Saint's requests for releasing souls from hell [as boon].
Ref.: HE-S: CIzbat-Bilâl 70-1 no. 32.>
Q0177$, Rewards for knowledge (learning, wisdom).
Link: |J0149$, The value of education (schooling). |Q0088, Reward for proficiency.>

Q0177.1$, At Day of Judgment, the rationality (knowledge) of the learned will be elevated
(rewarded) above the prayer and fasting of the pious.
Link: |A1210.2$, Human brain as God's favorite creation. |Q0172.0.2, Rewards in heaven. |V0318.0.1.1$,
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God determines rewards and punishments according to man's `rationality' (Caql, i.e., free-will). |V0410.1,
Charity rewarded above prayer or hearing of mass.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 11: (Thackston 10): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 15.>
Q0178$, Loss of privilege of admission to Paradise. Type: cf. 809*.
Link: |A1331, Paradise lost. Original happy state forfeited because of one sin. |Q0172.2, Man admitted to
heaven for a single act of charity. |Q0285.1.0.1.1$, "A woman tortured (starved) a cat, and for that she went
to Hell".>

Q0178.1$, "He who deprives an heir of his (her) share of inheritance will have God deprive him of
his (her) share in Paradise".
Link: |P0527.1$, Legal will deprives heir of birthright (inheritance). |P0761$, Inheritance (rules).
|S0322.0.1, Orphaned boy deprived of his inheritance by relatives.>

Q0190, Rewards--miscellaneous.>
Q0191, Family line of good man rewarded [("[May He] yiqaCCadû-lak fî Ciyâlak")].
Link: |M0511.1.2$, Supplication: blessed descendants.>

Q0194$, Reward: lie (benevolent) becomes truth. Type: 620A$, 750B.
Link: |D2105.8$, Pretended provision (food, drink, etc.) supernaturally materialize. |Q0591, Punishment:
lie becomes truth. |W0039.0.2$, Permissible lying: (white-lies, non-lies).

Ref.: DOTTI 87 351 352 407 445/{Alg, lit.}; MITON.>
Q0195, Blessings [as reward]. Type: 750*, 750F*, 751D*, cf. 914$.
Link: |M0511.1$, Supplication: blessedness for parent or ancestor.

Ref.: DOTTI 410 412 413 581/{Egy}; MITON.>
Q0200-Q399, Deeds punished.>
Q0200, Deeds punished.>
Q0201$, Failure to punish culprit (criminal) punished.
Link: |U0010, Justice and injustice.>

Q0201.1$, Husband who fails to punish his culprit wife is to be punished. Type: 706, 712.
Link: |P0202.1.5.1$, Husband reproached for wife's misconduct. |P0213.3$, Husband forgives culprit wife.
|P0329$, Guest kills host's wife for trying to seduce him: host grateful. |Q0241.3.2$, Guest kills host's
adulteress wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 380 394; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
Q0205$, Part of body involved in offense punished. Type: 327L$, cf. 318, 838.
Link: |F0950.10.6$, Amputation (of diseased limb) as cure. |F1042$, Mania: compulsion--uncontrollable
(involuntary) behavior. |J0225.1, Youth made lame: had kicked his mother. |J0551.8$, Self mutilation to
demonstrate truthfulness (innocence, lack of interest). |J1867, Man punishes offending part of his body.
|K1037$, Dupe (supernatural cat) made to believe that his anus has been stealing food: beats it to death.
|Q0586.1$, Abusive (ill-advising) tongue cut (bitten) off. |S0186.1$, Male tortured by inflicting pain on his
privates.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 75 no. 53; DOTTI 5 128 147 172 459/{Mrc}; MITON; TAWT 368 n.
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137.>
Q0205.1$, Limb (hand, foot, tongue, etc.) involved in offense cut off.
Link: |D2072.3, Magic paralysis caused by saint. |K0407, Severed limb prevents detection. |P0535.9.2.1$,
Compensation for hand unjustly severed. |Q0222.5.6, Hand stuck for beating an idol. |V0059.2.1$, Severed
organ restored in answer to prayer.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0210, Crimes punished.>
Q0210.1, Criminal intent punished.
Link: |T0481.0.1$, Adulterous desire (desire to commit fornication). |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged]
according to intent (niyyât)".>

Q0210.2$, Attempted murder punished.
Link: |Q0171.0.2$, Attempted murder unpunished (forgiven). |Q0431.9.1, Banishment for attempted
murder. |S0110.9.1.1$, Attempt to kill (helpful) animal fails (victim-to-be escapes).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 72-73.>
Q0211, Murder punished.>
Q0211.0.1, God revenges murder after thirty years.

Link: |A0194.2.1$, `God may give respite, but never neglect'. |P0525.5.1$, Revenge accomplished after
generation(s).>

Q0211.0.2, Enormity of kin murder.
Link: |P0522.1, Lex talionis. One life for one life. |P0535.2$, Fines (punishment) for killing own kin.>

Q0211.1, Parricide punished [(patricide)]. Type: 931, cf. 516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 283 627.>
Q0211.2, Matricide punished. Type: cf. 980H$.
Link: F1041.8.10.15.1.1$, Son decapitates his mother for betraying him. (Horus beheads Isis).

Ref.: Ions 75; DOTTI 681.>
Q0211.3, Uxoricide punished. Type: cf. 955.
Ref.: DOTTI 662.>
Q0211.4, Murder of children punished. Type: 720, 832.
Link: |S0012.2.6$, Child of rape (or incest) murdered. |S0302, Children murdered [(infanticide)].>

Q0211.5, Suicide punished.
Link: |C0869.1$, Tabu: suicide.>

Q0211.5.1$, Hell as punishment for suicide.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0211.6, Killing an animal revenged. Type: cf. 327K$.
Link: |B0275.4$, Animal executed for killing man. |C0092.1, Tabu: killing sacred animals. |Q0589.5$,
Killer animal killed (for revenge).>

Q0211.6.1$, Killing she-camel revenged.
Link: |C0092.1.7$, Tabu: killing sacred she-camel (prophet's nâqah).

Ref.: Hujelân 206-7 no. 1-4; Zîr 54-61.>
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Q0211.9, Fratricide punished.
Link: |A1336.1.1$, Fratricide as first murder. |D0927.5, Spring runs dry (as result of fratricide). |P0535.2$,
Fines (punishment) for killing own kin. |Q0552, Prodigy as punishment. [Miraculous punishment through
the elements].

Ref.: ThaClabî 27.>
Q0212, Theft punished.
Ref.: DOTTI 5 128 172/{Mrc}; Littmann 85-87 no. 69: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
114; Sulaymân 123 no. III-A-4.>
Q0212.2, Grave-robbing punished. Type: 809*.
Link: |Q0222.7$, Punishment for violating sanctity of tomb (grave, cemetery). |Q0552.2.2, Grave sinks so
that grave-robber cannot get out.

Ref.: DOTTI 447; Shamy (el-) Egypt 268 no. 19.>
Q0212.6$, Theft from holy person (saint) punished.
Link: |C0051.2, Tabu: Stealing from god or saint.

Ref.: Littmann 85-87 no. 69: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 114.>
Q0212.6.1$, Theft from place of worship punished.
Link: |V0112, Temples.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0213, Abduction punished.
Link: |Q0431.5.2, Banishment for abduction of bride (girl).

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0213.1$, Kidnapping punished.
Link: |R0010.3, Children abducted [(kidnaped)].

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0217, Treason punished.
Link: |P0714$, Treason.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28.>
Q0217.1$, Treason is to be punished with death.
Link: |K2127.6$, False accusation of treason. |P0500.0.3.2.1$, Avoid execution as punishment (apply
lesser penalty).

Ref.: Simpson 183.>
Q0218$, Political offenses (against the state) punished.
Link: |P0502.3$, Political intemperance (fanaticism).

Ref.: Simpson 183; DOTTI 107 118 122 688/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
“CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32-f.>
Q0218.1$, Rebellion against ruler (king, sultan, chief, etc.) punished. Type: 985.
Link: |A0054.3.2$, Eblis as the general of a victorious angel-army: conceit causes him to rebel against
God. |A1650.5.1.7$, Punishment of Adam: branded as rebellious. |P0506.3$, Rebellion against
government.
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 39/('ijtirâ'); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32; TAWT 451 no.
45.>
Q0220, Impiety punished. Type: 758.
Link: |T0585.4, Infant saint rebukes mother's impiety.

Ref.: DOTTI 421.>
Q0220.0.1$, Breaking tabu punished. Type: 425, 425L, 470C$-470C1$, 710, 832*, 898, cf. 750J$.
Link: |C0941, Particular disease caused by breaking tabu.

Ref.: ThaClabî 94/(sacrifice to satan).>
Q0220.2$, Depriving of blessings (prayers) as punishment for impiety.
Link: |Q0436.0.1$, Spiritual punishments. |Q0436.5$, Judging a person as having become disbeliever
(takfîr) as punishment. |V0062.1, Funeral rites forbidden.>

Q0220.2.1$, Depriving of funeral (burial) rites as punishment for impiety.
Link: |Q0271.1, Debtor deprived of burial. |V0062.1, Funeral rites forbidden.

Ref.: Maspero 31 no. 2-4 n. 3.>
Q0221.3, Blasphemy punished.
Link: |Q0225, Punishment for scoffing at religious teachings. |V0329.3$, Heresy (blasphemy): adhering to
beliefs incompatible with fundamental tenet(s) of faith.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 422; RAFE 21 n. 55.>
Q0221.3.1$, Denying God's holy attribute(s) punished. Type: cf. 1534.
Link: |V0003.9.2.2$, Required belief in miracles (by God).

Ref.: DOTTI 838.>
Q0221.3.2$, God avenges transgression against religious edifices.
Link: |Q0552, Prodigy as punishment. [Miraculous punishment through the elements]. |V0100.1$, God
protects religious edifices and objects (temples, statues, scriptures, etc.).

Ref.: Simpson 189.>
Q0221.4, Seaman who defies God shipwrecked.>
Q0221.5, Disobedience to God punished.
Link: |A0106.4.9.1$, Punishment of disobedient celestial being (planet, star, sky, etc.).

Ref.: Littmann 89 no. 72: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 72-1.>
Q0221.6, Lack of trust in God punished. Type: 841.
Link: |J0701.1.1$, Forethought in provision for the future: punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 82 461/{Sdn}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 279 no. 32.>
Q0221.6.1$, Pleading with man (king, chief, etc.), rather than with God, punished. Type: 841.
Link: |Q0022.1$, Placing one's faith in God alone rewarded.

Ref.: DOTTI 461.>
Q0221.6.1.1$, Prophet (Joseph) reprimanded for pleading with king (pharaoh).
Ref.: ThaClabî 73.>
Q0222, Punishment for desecration of holy places (images, etc.).
Link: |C0059.1$, Tabu: touching "God's Book" while in state of ritual uncleanliness. |V0100.1$, God
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protects religious edifices and objects (temples, statues, scriptures, etc.).

Ref.: Damîrî II 232-33/(Church); Ibshîhî 218/(Church); Shamy (el-) TAWT 354-55 no.
49/cf., "Arab Mythology" no. 113-1.>
Q0222.5.6, Hand stuck for beating an idol.
Link: |Q0205.1$, Limb (hand, foot, tongue, etc.) involved in offense cut off.>

Q0222.7$, Punishment for violating sanctity of tomb (grave, cemetery). Type: 1645D$.
Link: |E0478.1$, Indignities to corpse (by living person). |M0405$, Curse of total ruin for violator(s) of
object or site (`curse of the Pharaohs'). |Q0212.2, Grave-robbing punished. |Q0552.2.2, Grave sinks so that
grave-robber cannot get out. |V0067.9.2$, Tomb has instructions to would-be robber(s).

Ref.: Maspero 143 no. 7 n. 3; DOTTI 895; MITON; Shamy (el-) TAWT 354-55 no. 49:
Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 113-1.>
Q0222.7.1$, Mysterious death (illness) for violator of tomb (grave).
Link: |N0260.2$, Sudden death: apparently healthy person dies mysteriously.>

Q0222.7.2$, Total ruin for violator of tomb (grave).>
Q0222.8$, Death as punishment for desecrating (burning, destroying) temple.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 218.>
Q0223, Punishment for neglect of services to gods (God). Type: 779.
Link: |K2059$, Lame excuses for negligence in religious exercise. |V0005, Negligence in religious
exercise.

Ref.: R.L. Green 52.>
Q0223.1, Neglect to pray punished. Type: 809*.
Link: |V0003.2$, Required prayers (as formal ritual).

Ref.: R.L. Green 52/cf.; Basset Nouveaux 66 no. 92; BASSET Mille III 168 no. 107;
MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 123-25 no. 19.>
Q0223.2.1$, Neglect to praise (thank) God punished. Type: 830C.
Link: |C0003.1$, Near-tabu: failure to thank God (for His boon: food, healing, marriage, etc.).
|N0100.0.3.1$, Blaming fate (predestination) frequently is an indication of incompetence. |N0385.2$,
Disaster caused by failing (neglecting) to praise (thank) God. |V0093.1$, Ecstasy (trance) through religious
dancing (dhikr, `zikr').

Ref.: DOTTI 453; MITON.>
Q0223.2.3, Neglect to sacrifice punished.>
Q0223.2.3.1$, Sacrificing to entity other than God punished--(e.g., to Satan, jinni, spirit, etc.).
Link: |C0092.1.0.1.1$, Tabu: slaughtering animal as offering for jinn. |V0011.11$, Sacrifice to a spirit
(jinni).

Ref.: ThaClabî 94.>
Q0223.9, Neglect to fast punished.
Link: |V0003.4$, Required fasting.>

Q0223.14, Punishment for failure to give customary offering to gods.
Link: |V0003.3$, Required alms-tax (zakâh, given out yearly--compare: tithe).
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Ref.: R.L. Green 52-53.>
Q0223.14.1$, Neglect to build house(s) for worship punished.
Link: |F0773.4$, Grand (huge) place of worship (church/cathedral, mosque, temple, etc.). |V0005.4$,
Negligence in building (maintaining) houses of worship (temples).

Ref.: R.L. Green 49-050.>
Q0225, Punishment for scoffing at religious teachings.
Link: |Q0221.3, Blasphemy punished.>

Q0225.5$, Practice of nether magic (sorcery, witchcraft) punished as kufr (disbelief).
Link: |C0010.2$, Tabu: nether magic (sorcery, witchcraft, black-magic). |G0275.3, Witch burned. |G0291,
Witch executed for engaging in witchcraft. |G0303.22.5.1$, Desecration of holy objects so as to please
devil (sihr-suflî). |P0774.2.6.3$, Evil service more expensive. |Q0414.0.10, Burning [as punishment] for
witchcraft. |Q0456.3$, Burial alive in pit (well) as punishment for sorcery (witchcraft). |U0020.3$,
Necessary evil: profane (sinful) practice socially tolerated: believed to be unavoidable.

Ref.: Maspero lix/cf.; DOTTI 521 895/{lit., Tns}; Littmann 309-10 no. 113: Shamy (el-)
"Arab Mythology" no. 120; MITON; RAFE 304 n. 35.>
Q0225.5.1$, Alchemist is to be executed.
Ref.: MITON; RAFE 78/cf.>
Q0227, Punishment for opposing holy person [(or saint)].
Ref.: Damîrî I 65/cf./(caliph-to-be); DOTTI 377 628 629 634/{Egy}; Khoalî (el-) 344;
Littmann 85-87 no. 69: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 114; Nabhânî (al-) II 66/(pregnancy of
male); CFMC: CUKH-I no. 203.>
Q0227.0.1$, Disbelief in saint punished. Type: 779.
Link: |D0661.2, Transformation as punishment for denouncing saint. |V0229.28$, Saint punishes sinner.

Ref.: DOTTI 435 436/{Tns}.>
Q0232, Punishment for change of religious faith.
Link: |Q0024$, Reward offered for change of faith. |V0330.5$, (Reverting) converting back to one's old
faith (riddah/apostasy, reversion).

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0237, Idolatry punished.
Link: |V0381.0.1$, Uselessness (helplessness) of idolatry.

Ref.: ThaClabî 180; DOTTI 106 289/{Egy}.>
Q0238$, Intoxication punished.
Ref.: Lane 402-46; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9.>
Q0238.1$, Punishment for drinking liquor.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0240, Sexual sins punished.>
Q0241, Adultery punished.
Link: |Q0499.2.1, Humiliating death as punishment for adultery. |T0587.1, Birth of twins an indication of
unfaithfulness in wife.
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 433-34; Chauvin VII 120 no. 104; Dickson Desert 310-12 no. 5; DOTTI
694/{Sdn}; Hujelân 227 no. 19-4; MITON.>
Q0241.1, Desire to commit adultery punished. Type: 470E$, 779D$, 779F$.
Link: |D0661.6.1$, Woman transforms lover (husband) to animal for desiring another (slave-girl).

Ref.: Chauvin II 190 no. 4 VI 26 no. 198; DOTTI 242 436 437/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-)
Egypt 275 no. 27.>
Q0241.3$, Adultery observed: onlooker is outraged and punishes culprits. Type: 871A.
Link: |K1271, Amorous intrigue observed and exposed.

Ref.: DOTTI 486 865 943/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0241.3.1$, Maiden sees queen with paramour in garden: throws a rock and puts out queen's eye.
Type: 871A.
Ref.: DOTTI 486.>
Q0241.3.2$, Guest kills host's adulteress wife. Type: 871A.
Ref.: DOTTI 486.>
Q0241.4$, Faithlessness in marriage punished.
Link: |Q0555.6.1$, Failure in mission as punishment for fornication while away from home (a-traveling).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264; Burton VII 243; DOTTI 486 747/{Irq}; MITON.>
Q0242, Incest punished. Type: 705A$, 931, 933.

Link: |B0754.9.4.2$, Violent reaction by animal upon discovering that it copulated with its mother.
|Q0411.7.1$, Death as punishment for incest.

Ref.: Ions 47/(mother-son/prodigy/darkness) 48; Chauvin V 196 no. 115; DOTTI 375 627
631 633/{lit.}; MITON; TAWT 417; HE-S: Manyal 72-7/cf. 265-80.>
Q0242.2, Father-daughter incest punished.>
Q0242.2.1$, Father's incestuous desire punished. Type: 510B.
Ref.: DOTTI 131 261 262 873/{Plst}; Sârîs (al-) 161-63; TAWT 423 453.>
Q0242.3, Punishment for man who makes advances to sister-in-law. Type: cf. 318.
Link: |P0264.6$, Sister-in-law and her husband's brother (brother-in-law). |P0318.0.1.2.2$, Wife seduces
(seeks to seduce) husband=s friend (brother): friendship destroyed. |T0425, Brother-in-law seduces (seeks
to seduce) sister-in-law. [Lecherous brother-in-law].>

Q0242.3.1$, Desire to marry (commit `incest' with) foster-sister punished. Type: 470E$.
Link: |C0162.5.1.2$, Tabu: foster brother-sister marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 242 95 204 243 246 288 646 819/{Irq}.>
Q0242.6$, Brother-sister incest punished. Type: 932$-0933$.
Link: |A0164.1, Brother-sister marriage of the gods. |C0162.5.1$, Tabu: brother-sister marriage. |Q0520.3,
Life-long penance for brother-sister marriage. |Q0553.3.2.1$, Childlessness (inability to conceive or give
birth) as punishment for brother-sister marriage (incest).

Ref.: Ions, 48; DOTTI 630.>
Q0242.7$, Brother's incestuous desire with his sister punished. Type: 313E*, 926G$, 933.
Ref.: DOTTI 130 132 224 615 633/{Mrc}.>
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Q0243, Incontinence punished--miscellaneous motifs.>
Q0243.1, Prostitution punished.>
Q0243.1.3$, Go-between lover and beloved punished.
Link: |K1683, Tables turned on procuress by chaste wife. The old woman is enticed into the wife's room,
beaten, and driven forth naked. |T0452, Bawds. Professional go-betweens.>

Q0243.1.3.1$, Bearer of illicit (incestuous) love letter punished.
Link: |P0324.3.1$, Messenger's (envoy's, ambassador's) life inviolable. |P0469.0.1$, A news-bearer (envoy,
messenger) is required only to convey the message.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0243.2, Seduction punished.
Link: |P0324.5$, Only attempted seduction impels host to hint that guest ought to depart. |Q0431.5,
Banishment for seduction.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0243.2.1, Attempted seduction punished. Type: 883B, 884F$, 993$, 1726$, 1730, 1730C$.
Link: |P0324.5$, Only attempted seduction impels host to hint that guest ought to depart. |Q0431.5.1,
Banishment for attempted seduction. |Q0469.10.1, Scalding as punishment for attempted seduction.

Ref.: DOTTI 524 532 693 922 923 924.>
Q0243.7$, Girl's (woman's) immodesty punished.
Link: |P0783.2.2$, Sitting with thighs (legs) parted wide--immodest, suggestive. |Q0328.2$, Woman baring
her head in public punished. |Q0488, Hair cut off as punishment. |Q0496.2$, Shame and disgrace as
punishment for woman baring her head in public. |W0164.2.1$, Man's masculinity injured (by woman).

Ref.: DOTTI 718 739 749 781 813 834 861 918/{Egy}; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 371-72.>
Q0243.8$, Nakedness (nudity) punished.
Link: |C0105$, Tabu: nakedness (nudity). |P0200.0.1.5$, The extended patrilocal family: married children
(with their spouses and children) living under the roof of the patriarch's home. |Q0328.2$, Woman baring
her head in public punished. |Q0451.7.0.2.6$, Miraculous blindness as result of watching woman's genitals-(blindness `of eye and mind').>

Q0243.9$, Pleasure-spying on member(s) of opposite sex (for erotic gratification) punished.
Link: |C0820.1$, Tabu: spying. |N0716, Lover sees beloved first while she is bathing. |T0016, Man falls in
love with a woman he sees bathing. |Q0345$, Spying punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 184.>
Q0243.9.1$, Being a `Peeping Tom' rebuked (punished).
Link: |P0200.0.1.5.1$, Characteristic images (scenes) one experiences within patrilocal family residence-(mostly visual). |P0426.5.1$, Blind men preferred as prayer-criers. |P0807.8.2$, Watching an erotic activity
for amusement--usually by stealth.

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 44.>
Q0243.10$, Permitting (tolerating) occurrence of erotic (indecent) activity punished.
Link: |Q0391, Punishment for singing worldly songs. |W0044.1$, Bashfulness (embarrassment) at sight of
animals copulating.>
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Q0243.10.1$, Allowing copulation by animals (birds) to occur within household (harem) punished.
Link: |T0380.2.1.2.1$, Pigeons (doves) kept out of household because of mating habits.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 293.>
Q0243.10.1.1$, Execution for not preventing animals (birds) from copulating within household.
Link: |J0564.0.1$, Intemperance in (display of) piety. |S0199.1$, Person with a marvelous attribute cruelly
deprived of it.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 293.>
Q0244, Punishment for ravisher.
Link: |Q0258.1$, Rape unpunished.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0244.0.2$, Rape for rape: brother of raped girl gets revenge by violating sister of culprit. Type:
850A$.
Link: |H0795.2$, "My father aggressed: my maternal-uncle redressed!" (Enigmatic statement said by
illegitimate child whose mother was raped, then mother's brother avenged his sister against ravisher).
|J1511, A rule must work both ways. |K1510.2, Wife of philanderer gets revenge by having an affair
herself. |S0184.1.2$, Avenger of ravished relative (sister) rapes several of rapist's relatives (sisters).

Ref.: DOTTI 469 470 500/{lit., Plst}; Wehr 342 no. 13.>
Q0244.0.3$, Seduction for seduction: husband of seduced woman seduces wife of seducer (as
revenge). Type: 1726$, 1726*.
Ref.: DOTTI 801 922 923/{lit., Sdn}; Frobenius Kordofan: Atlantis IV 259-69 no. 24.>
Q0244.0.4$, Seducer killed (executed).
Link: |H0492.2.1.1$, Husband has friend woo his wife: wife kills seducer. |Q0411.0.3.1.1$, Brother kills
unchaste sister and lover.

Ref.: DOTTI 670/{Syr}; Sâ)î 304-10 no. 63[+1]; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Bahlûl and
Samîrah" no. 3; Weissbach 7-12 no. 2.>
Q0244.0.5$, Seducer violated (sodomized). Type: 1805A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 931.>
Q0244.1, Punishment for attempted rape.
Link: |T0471.9.0.1$, Incestuous rape attempted.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 606.>
Q0245, Punishment for refusal to marry after girl is pregnant.>
Q0247, Punishment for desertion of fairy mistress.>
Q0249$, Punishment for failure (refusal) to consummate marriage.
Link: |T0168.1$, Groom's failure to consummate marriage (deflower bride) as offense.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0252, Punishment for breaking betrothal. Type: 900A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 559; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd-the-Orphan" no. 21.>
Q0253, Sodomy punished.
Ref.: Ions 86; Nabhânî (al-) II 370.>
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Q0253.0.3$, Banishment as punishment for courtier who recommended sodomy as substitute
(alternative) to normal coition during wife's menses. Type: 1664$.
Ref.: DOTTI 903.>
Q0253.1, Bestiality punished.
Link: |J1868$, Consenting beast: animal involved in bestiality punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 737/{Egy}; MITON; Sha)lân 442.>
Q0253.2, Homosexuality punished.
Link: |C0113.0.1$, Tabu: homosexuality.

Ref.: Simpson 121.>
Q0257, Refusal of conjugal relations punished.
Link: |C0164, Tabu: forcing wife [to sexual intercourse]. |P0529.0.5$, Refusal by wife to honor legitimate
marital obligations. |T0183.2$, Wife feigns illness (death) to get respite from coition.>

Q0257.1$, Angels damn (curse) wife who refuses her husband conjugal relations.
Link: |C0163.9.1$, Tabu: denying husband conjugal relations (except for legitimate reason).>

Q0258$, Sexual crimes go unpunished.>
Q0258.1$, Rape unpunished.
Link: |Q0171.0.1$, Capital crime unpunished.

Ref.: MITON; Sârîs (al-) 122-27.>
Q0258.2$, Sexual crime (misconduct) forgiven.>
Q0258.2.1$, Woman (girl) driven to prostitution forgiven.
Link: |T0412.1, Mother guilty of incest with son forgiven by Pope (Virgin Mary). |T0450.0.1$, Prostitute
(whore, etc.). |U0025, Theft to avoid starvation forgiven.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
Q0259$, Killing for sexual honor.
Link: |S0011.3.1, Man who doubts his children's paternity kills them. Murders wife and paramour.
|Q0411.0.3$, Unchaste maiden killed.

Ref.: Lane 197; MITON.>
Q0259.1$, Killing for sexual honor forgiven (or unpunished). Type: cf. 315, 590, 590A, 1426A$.
Link: |P0253.1.1$, Brother as guardian of his sister's chastity (sexual honor). |P0295.1.1$, Father's brother's
C

C

son ('ibn- amm) as guardian of his bint- amm's chastity (sexual honor).

Ref.: Basset Mille II 89 no. 36; Cachia 207; DOTTI 139 337 338 804; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1.>
Q0259.2$, Lighter sentence for killing for sexual honor.
Ref.: DOTTI 521 618/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1,
"Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
Q0259.3$, Killing for sexual honor rewarded.
Link: |P0522.1, Lex talionis. One life for one life. |Q0201.1$, Husband who fails to punish his culprit wife
is to be punished. |Q0411.0.3$, Unchaste maiden killed.

Ref.: MITON.>
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Q0259.5$, Publication of a killing for sexual honor. Type: cf. 315, 590, 590A.
Link: |P0555.2.1.1, "Publication of slaying." Heads of slain enemies displayed. |P0681.1$, Publication of a
death (mourning). |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).

Ref.: Boqarî 79; DOTTI 139 337 338; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî"
no. 1.>
Q0260, Deceptions punished.>
Q0261, Treachery punished. Type: 403D$, 763, 881, 882.
Link: |Q0411.4.3$, Person(s) who treacherously slander(s) chaste woman executed. |W0179.1.1.1$,
Kindness (by others) to one's enemy intolerable.

Ref.: DOTTI 191 427 519 873/{Egy}; MITON; TAWT 442 444 no. 35/{Irq}.>
Q0261.1, Intended treachery punished.
Link: |Q0210.1, Criminal intent punished. |Q0552.2.3.4, Earth swallows man intending treachery.>

Q0261.2, Treacherous wife punished.
Link: |K2213, Treacherous wife.

Ref.: Damîrî I 249-50.>
Q0261.2.1, Treacherous wife abandoned by lover for fear of treachery.>
Q0262, Imposter punished.>
Q0263, Lying (perjury) punished.
Link: |P0520$, Perjury at court of law. |Q0335$, Pretence (fibbing, unfounded boasting) punished.

Ref.: Anonymous "'Ibn CArûs" 13; DOTTI 370 454 518 740/{Egy, Irq, lit.}; MITON; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ring of CAlî" 4 no. 55; Shawqî 303 [no. 30]; Zîr 95.>
Q0263.1, Death as punishment for perjury.
Link: |P0520$, Perjury at court of law.

Ref.: ThaClabî 229-(lying); Cachia 207; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "The Bedouin"
no. 48, "Ring of CAlî" no. 55; Zîr 95/(threat, for lying to king).>
Q0263.4$, Suppression of truth punished.
Link: |C0487$, Tabu: lying.

Ref.: TAWT 420.>
Q0263.4.1$, `Obstruction of justice' (by withholding evidence) punished.
Link: |C0488$, Tabu: withholding truth (`suppression of testimony,' refusal to testify).>

Q0263.5$, Equivocation (illusiveness, being too clever) punished. Type: 1655, cf. 879.
Link: |P0751.3.5$, City slicker (trickster).

Ref.: DOTTI 505 513 514 542 901/{Egy}.>
Q0264$, Repayment for good with evil (perfidy) punished. Type: 155, 612A, 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |K2297.0.2$, `Treacherous' friend: aids (comforts, supports) friend's enemy. |W0011.5.0.1$, Enemy's
evil deeds met (repaid) with good ones.

Ref.: Dickson Kuwait 434-5; DOTTI 39 60 194 228 343 683/{lit., Sdn}; MITON; Taymûr
no. 1344 2377; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 24-33 no. 3; Zîr 122/(accusation).>
Q0265, False judging punished.
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ring of CAlî" no. 55.>
Q0265.1, Bribed false judge punished.
Link: |J1192, The bribed judge.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ring of CAlî" no. 55.>
Q0265.2, Punishment for (undeserved) satire.
Link: |P0427.4.1, Fear of druidic lampoon as activating power. |Q0393, Evil speech punished. |W0163$,
Infamy (notoriety).

Ref.: T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 74/(public servant likened to bug/euphemistically).>
Q0266, Punishment for breaking promise.
Link: |Q0559.12$, Punishment for unfulfilled vow (promise) to God or saint.>

Q0266.2$, Punishment for failure to live up to a promise made unintentionally. Type: 707.
Link: |M0205.9.2.1$, Maiden (girl) promises to accomplish certain (impossible) task if certain condition is
met but fails to fulfill her part of the bargain. |M0206, Promise made merely as a matter of form not
binding. |Q0559.12$, Punishment for unfulfilled vow (promise) to God or saint. |Z0070.5.1.1$, "Night-talk
is covered with butter: melts away when sun rises [(shines on it])".>

Q0267, Hypocrisy punished.
Ref.: Scelles-Millie Maghreb 294-96 no. 37.>
Q0267.3$, Hypocrites punished in hell.
Ref.: Scelles-Millie Maghreb 294-96 no. 37.>
Q0270, Misdeeds concerning property punished.>
Q0271, Debtor punished. Type: 507C.>
Q0271.1, Debtor deprived of burial. Type: 507C.
Link: |Q0220.2.1$, Depriving of funeral (burial) rites as punishment for impiety.

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 265; DOTTI 256/{Qtr, etc.}; Duwayk (al-) II 121-22.>
Q0271.4$, Customer who fails to pay (for food, service, etc.) punished.
Link: |J1172.2, Payment with the clink of money. |P0776$, Credit (financial), banking, and trusteeship.>

Q0271.4.1$, Re-possessing (taking back) the unpaid for goods (service).>
Q0271.4.1.1$, Punishment: bather who fails to pay dirtied.
Link: |J1862.3$, A bathing (an ablution) given back to river (by breaking wind); consequently, river should
return bather's shoes that river stole. |P0525.0.2.3.1$, `Entering a bathhouse [met with warm greetings] is
unlike exiting it [with the firm demand for paying as charged]'.>

Q0271.4.3$, Beating as punishment for failure to pay for goods (services).
Ref.: DOTTI 855/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0272, Avarice punished. Type: 1407.
Link: |W0153.0.1$, Miserliness (love of money) censured.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 609 no. 372; DOTTI 246 324 330 369 456 783 790 956/{Egy, Irq, Sdn,
Tns}; Hurreiz 125 no. 78; TAWT 430 no. 19/{Egy}.>
Q0273, Usury punished. Type: cf. 890.
Ref.: DOTTI 539.>
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Q0273.4, Church built by usurer's money collapses.>
Q0274, Swindler punished.>
Q0275, Remover of landmarks punished.>
Q0276, Stinginess punished. Type: 921E*, 1388A$, 1567, 1704, 1792.
Link: |J1522, Rebuke to the stingy.

Ref.: DOTTI 782 919.>
Q0277, Covetousness punished.
Link: |Q0302, Envy punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 437/{lit.}.>
Q0278$, Abuse of king's property punished.>
Q0278.1$, Killing king's pet (deer, dog, lion, ostrich, etc.) punished. Type: 911*.
Ref.: DOTTI 76 339 579/{Egy}.>
Q0280, Unkindness punished. Type: 480, 556E*, 676, 676A$, 750F*, 1455.
Ref.: DOTTI 249 252 313 368 369 410 811/{Mrc}.>
Q0281, Ingratitude punished. Type: 545F$, 550A, 750D2$.
Link: |Q0281.6.1$, "Remembered (called on) only in plights (sorrows), but forgotten (ignored) in delights
(festivities)". |Q0552.3.5.1$, Punishment of greed: all gains are lost.

Ref.: DOTTI 33 85 88 299 304 364 410 436/{Alg, lit.}; MITON; TAWT 420 no. 7.2/{Kwt};
JaCfar (al-) no. 9.>
Q0281.1, Ungrateful children punished. Type: 982.
Ref.: DOTTI 685.>
Q0281.1.3$, Child striking parent punished by God.>
Q0281.1.3.1$, Transformation into animal (ass, monkey) for striking parent.
Link: |A1861.0.1$, Creation of monkeys through devolution (sakht): punishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 820 834/{lit.}.>
Q0281.3.1$, Woman eats cat's share; as revenge, cat urinates on fire and puts it out. Type: 312A-D,
327, 451A, 709.
Link: |B0017.1.5.1$, Hostile (mischievous) cat extinguishes fire by urinating on it.

Ref.: DOTTI 123 157 194 227 228 391/{Sdn}; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 24-33 no. 3.>
Q0281.2, Ungrateful ruler is deposed.
Link: |Q0281.5$, Ingratitude punished: all gains lost (revoked).>

Q0281.5$, Ingratitude punished: all gains lost (revoked). Type: 155, 1510, cf. 750D1$.
Link: |Q0281.2, Ungrateful ruler is deposed. |Q0552.3.5.1$, Punishment of greed: all gains are lost.

Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 237-38 [no. 39]; DOTTI 60 409 816.>
Q0281.6$, Ingratitude rebuked.
Link: |J1536, Ruler's absurdity rebuked. |P0190.1$, Social inequality. Social group (class) held to be
inferior on basis of ethnicity, religion, race, color, gender, etc.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "et-Tair" no. 25.>
Q0281.6.1$, "Remembered (called on) only in plights (sorrows), but forgotten (ignored) in delights
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(festivities)".
Link: |J0401.0.1, "A friend is known in need". |J1524$, Rebuke to the careless. |P0190.1.1$, Last hired,
first fired (due to societal affiliation). |Q0281, Ingratitude punished. |W0154, Ingratitude.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 58; Taymûr no. 2128 2130.>
Q0281.6.2$, Friends at time for you to receive gift, but enemies at time for you to reciprocate.
Link: |J0708.5.2$, `Harvesting [a gift]': gift received in reciprocity to one given.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1979.>
Q0282$, Fitting behavioral (character, moral) deficiency as punishment.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 45-46/(Thackston 47 no. 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77.>
Q0282.1$, Person (angel) taunting (ridiculing) a sinner made to sin in like manner.
Link:

|C0486.1$,

Tabu:

twitting

(taunting,

ridiculing,

reproaching

of

shortcomings).

(tahakkum/`naqwazah'). |V0232.11.1$, Angels taunt Adam for his sin.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 45-46/(Thackston 47 no. 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77.>
Q0283, Fitting bodily injury as punishment.>
Q0283.1, Man who laughs at blind man made blind.
Link: |Q0288.1$, Twitting (taunting, reproaching, etc.) punished.>

Q0284, Reproach concerning physical deformity (blemish) punished. Type: 503.>
Q0285, Cruelty punished.
Link: |Q0283.1, Man who laughs at blind man made blind. |Q0288.1$, Twitting (taunting, reproaching,
etc.) punished. |Q0291, Hard-heartedness punished.>

Q0285.1, Cruelty to animals punished. Type: cf. 560.
Link: |C0867.3$, Tabu: cruelty to animals. |Q0560.6.1.1$, Term in Hell for torturing cat.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 270-71; Gairdner 86 no. 29[.2].>
Q0285.1.0.1$, Hell as punishment for cruelty to animals.
Link: |S0481, Cruelty to animals.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 270-71; Damîrî I 320.>
Q0285.1.0.1.1$, "A woman tortured (starved) a cat, and for that she went to Hell".
Link: |Q0178$, Loss of privilege of admission to Paradise.>

Q0285.2, Cruelty to sick persons punished. Type: cf. 779D$, 981.>
Q0285.3, Cruel mutilation punished.
Ref.: DOTTI 762 775 795 804/{Egy}.>
Q0285.4, Slave-driving punished.
Link: |R0012.5$, Person abducted by pimp (white-slavers).

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0286, Uncharitableness punished. Type: 766*.
Ref.: DOTTI 412 548/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 269-70.>
Q0286.1, Uncharitableness to holy person punished. Type: 620A$.
Link: |A2231.7, Animal harmful to holy person cursed. |D1551.0.2$, Turbulent river dries up so that holy
personage can cross (navigate) it.
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Ref.: DOTTI 351.>
Q0288, Punishment for mockery.
Link: |Q0284, Reproach concerning physical deformity (blemish) punished.>

Q0288.1$, Twitting (taunting, reproaching, etc.) punished.
Link:

|C0486.1$,

Tabu:

twitting

(taunting,

ridiculing,

reproaching

of

shortcomings).

(tahakkum/`naqwazah'). |Q0283.1, Man who laughs at blind man made blind. |Q0285, Cruelty punished.
|V0232.11.1$, Angels taunt Adam for his sin.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 45-46/(Thackston 47 no. 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77; Taymûr no.
2846.>
Q0291, Hard-heartedness punished.
Link: |Q0285, Cruelty punished.>

Q0291.3$, Hard-hearted parent(s) punished. Type: cf. 327.
Link: |L0432.2, Impoverished father begs from daughter he has banished: recognized. |S0010, Cruel
parents.

Ref.: DOTTI 157 159 172/{Mrc}.>
Q0292, Inhospitality punished. Type: 809X$.
Link: |V0400.2$, Charity after need has passed rejected.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 209; DOTTI 231 410 413 435 447/{Egy, Plst}; Schmidt-Kahle I 244-47 no. 61;
HE-S: CIzbat-Bilâl 70-1 no. 23.>
Q0292.1, Inhospitality to saint (god) punished. Type: 545F$, 751D*, cf. 751C*, 1455.
Ref.: DOTTI 299 412 413 435 811/{Egy}; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 158.65; Shamy (el) Egypt 274 no. 26 "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" 7 no. 51; HE-S: CIzbat-Bilâl 70-1 no. 23.>
Q0292.2, Inhospitality to orphans punished.
Link: |S0322.0.1, Orphaned boy deprived of his inheritance by relatives. |W0026.0.3.1.1$, Anger provoked
at learning of unkindness to the weak or helpless (e.g., orphan, widow, sick, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Unjustly-treated Orphan" no. 63 6/cf., "SaCd-the-Orphan"
no. 21/cf.>
Q0292.3, Abuse of hospitality punished.
Link: |K2025.1$, Malicious exploitation of rules of hospitality so as to destroy host.>

Q0292.3.1$, Father kills his own son for abusing host's hospitality (attempted seduction).
Link: |W0029.6$, Man offers his son to be executed along with culprit to whom he has given refuge
('ijârah). Ruler (Caliph) pardons all of them.>

Q0296, Injustice punished.
Link: |P0012.2, Injustice deadliest of monarch's sins. |Q0552.0.4$, Universe (the world, life) stands still as
punishment for injustice.

Ref.: Ions 61; Ibshîhî 152-53; DOTTI 436/{Egy}; MITON; Shawqî 296 [no. 24].>
Q0296.2$, Unjust ruler reprimanded.
Link: |J0816, Tact in reproving the great.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 152-53.>
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Q0296.3$, Just ruler rewarded.
Link: |P0500.1.2.1$, Ruler's court is accessible to all.>

Q0296.3.1$, Respite from death as reward to Pharaoh for his accessibility and charity to all.
Link: |A0102.16.1$, 'istidrâj ("leading on"): God allows disbelievers powers so that they may have no
excuse for their disbelief. |J0914.3$, Pharaoh shows humility by having his court accessible to all people.
|K0551, Respite from death granted until a particular act is performed.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 135.>
Q0297, Slander punished. Type: 318A$.
Link: |C0827$, Tabu: thinking accusatory (evil) thoughts about others--unfounded (undeserved) suspicion.
|C0885.4$, Tabu: listening to slander (scandal). |P0535.9.4$, Compensation (fine) for making slanderous
accusation. |Q0393.4$, Uttering insult(s) publicly punished. |Q0411.4, Death as punishment for treachery.
|Q0451.4.2.1$, Tongue cut off as punishment for slander (lying).

Ref.: DOTTI 149 721 761/{lit.}; TAWT 435 no. 25.>
Q0300, Contentiousness punished.
Link: |W0188.2.1$, Polemics (al-jadal, argumentativeness) as a divine curse.

Ref.: DOTTI 562/{Egy}; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 17-1-no. 2.>
Q0301, Jealousy punished.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0302, Envy punished. Type: 620.
Ref.: DOTTI 350.>
Q0302.1, Envy punished: the found purse. Three men find a purse. They are loath to pick it up, since
they will have to divide. The king sees this and assigns them their proper punishments.
Ref.: Chauvin II 120 no. 107.>
Q0303$, Nagging punished. Type: 545H$, 621A$, 886A$.
Link: |S0012.8$, A mother's cruel nagging, drives child insane.

Ref.: DOTTI 301 536; Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18.>
Q0304, Scolding punished. Type: 809X$.
Ref.: DOTTI 447/{Bhrn}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 676-2?-206-47.>
Q0305, War-making [(war-mongering)] punished.>
Q0306, Quarrelsomeness punished.>
Q0312, Fault-finding punished.>
Q0314, Scandal-mongering punished.>
Q0315$, Intemperance in truth-speaking punished. Type: 480, 901A$, cf. 1644A$.
Link: |J0551.4.0.1$, Truth-telling punished (offensive). |J0815.5$, Tactful and tactless truth-speaking.
|J0816, Tact in reproving the great. |U0190$-U0200$, The nature of truth (and justice).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 603; DOTTI 249 560 892.>
Q0320, Evil personal habits punished.>
Q0321, Laziness punished. Type: 902*.
Ref.: DOTTI 562 690/{Egy, Tns}; Houri-Pasotti 64-65 no. 20, 65-66 no. 21; Littmann ؤ
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Q0321.2$, Poor housekeeping punished. Type: 1384A$, cf. 402.
Ref.: DOTTI 173 187 218 780/{Egy}.>
Q0322, Dirtiness punished.
Link: |W0115, Slovenliness.

Ref.: DOTTI 938/{Mrc}.>
Q0322.1$, Failure to wash hands before (after) meal punished. Type: 1366$.
Ref.: DOTTI 402 767 768/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0324$, Cowardice punished. Type: cf. 328C$.
Link: |Q0073$, Bravery (valor, courage) rewarded. |W0121, Cowardice.

Ref.: DOTTI 121 159 548/{Alg}.>
Q0325, Disobedience punished. Type: 2025.
Link: |P0506.3$, Rebellion against government. |Q0063$, Obedience rewarded.

Ref.: DOTTI 963.>
Q0325.1$, Disobedience to seniors (elders) punished. Type: 480, 2025.
Ref.: DOTTI 249 963.>
Q0325.2$, Disobedience to parents (father, mother) punished.
Link: |Q0327.2.1$, Failure (refusal) to respond to parent's call punished. |P0248.1$, Son opposes his
father's ways. |Q0433.14.1$, Disobedient child (son, daughter) confined in isolated building.

Ref.: DOTTI 423/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0326, Impudence [(insolence)] punished. Type: 480, 758D$.
Link: |Q0395, Disrespect punished.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 98-99/(Thackston 105 no. 43): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 81; DOTTI 23
47 249 423 621 837/{lit., Plst}; MITON.>
Q0327, Discourtesy punished.
Ref.: DOTTI 859/{Egy}.>
Q0327.1$, Discourtesy to woman (girl) punished.
Ref.: DOTTI 273/{Tns}.>
Q0327.2$, Discourtesy to a relative punished. Type: 890, 1455.
Ref.: DOTTI 539 811.>
Q0327.2.1$, Failure (refusal) to respond to parent's call punished. Type: 758D$.
Link: |A1614.1.0.2$, Negroes (blackness) as curse on Ham for ignoring father's (Noah's) call. |P0682,
Greeting customs. |Q0325.2$, Disobedience to parents (father, mother) punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 423/{lit.}.>
Q0327.2.2$, Failure to greet father-in-law properly punished. Type: 890, 1455.
Link: |P0682, Greeting customs.

Ref.: DOTTI 539 540 811/{Egy}.>
Q0328$, Violating social norms of decency punished.
Link: |P0304.2$, `Anomie' in the big city: no rules, no morals, no religious convictions; any thing goes.
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|P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts. |P0785$, `saghranah' (unseemly behavior): committing acts that
reduce one's communal standing (worth). |W0160.1.1$, Servant punished for taking young master to
restaurant (to eat): practice teaches bad habit(s).>

Q0328.1$, Breaking wind in public punished.
Link: |J1489$, Repartee concerning broken wind.

Ref.: DOTTI 759/{Syr}; Ritter I.2 558-77 no. 76; Sha)lân 12 388 399-400; CFMC: N-Nubia
69-10C 10-2-no. 2, 11-1-no. 31.>
Q0328.2$, Woman baring her head in public punished.
Link: |J2521.2.1$, Preserving ablution (ritual cleanliness) during handshake with member of opposite sex:
by wrapping hand with tail of garment worn, person exposes privates (body). |K1295$, Woman tricked into
exposing (baring) her body (thigh, breast, etc.) and is thus put to shame. |Q0243.7$, Girl's (woman's)
immodesty punished. |Z0188.9.1.1$, Female's hair--honor (beauty, `crown').

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0329$, Bed-wetting punished. Type: 1384B$.
Ref.: Jâhiz IV 323; DOTTI 781.>
Q0330, Overweening punished.
Link: |Q0552.2.3.2.6$, Earth swallows arrogant (vain, proud) person.>

Q0331, Pride punished. Type: 751C*.
Link: |L0412, Rich man made poor to punish pride. He boasts that God has no power to make him poor.
|Q0004, Humble rewarded, haughty punished. |W0166.3$, Haughtiness brings failure.

Ref.: ThaClabî 122; DOTTI 412.>
Q0331.2, Vanity punished.
Ref.: ThaClabî 122.>
Q0331.2.1, Woman's vain display [(tabarrug)] punished.
Link: |C0729$, Tabu: tabarrug (wearing paint, cosmetics).>

Q0331.3$, Conceit (arrogance) punished.
Link: |A0054.3.2$, Eblis as the general of a victorious angel-army: conceit causes him to rebel against
God. |W0128.4, Peacock dissatisfied with his voice. |W0166$, Arrogance (conceit).

Ref.: DOTTI 177 424/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 48 n. 152; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Unjustly-treated Orphan" 6 no. 63; Shawqî 297-98 [no. 25].>
Q0331.3.1$, Rebuke (reprimand) for arrogance.
Ref.: Simpson 124/(Osiris's); ThaClabî 8-9 22-23: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 25;
Damîrî II 61; MITON.>
Q0331.3.1.1$, Arrogance rebuked: life still would have existed "without you!".
Link: |L0437$, Exaggerated claim of self-worth (accomplishments) disputed. |Z0088$, Sarcasm.

Ref.: Ions 75; Simpson 124.>
Q0335$, Pretence (fibbing, unfounded boasting) punished. Type: cf. 500, 620A$, 859-859F$,
901B$, 1920D, 1920D**'.
Link: |H0914, Tasks assigned because of mother's foolish boasting. |H0916, .Tasks imposed at suggestion
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of spouse (sweetheart). |J0171.9.1$, "Do not boast". |P0002.1.1$, Person whose words are larger than his
status punished. |Q0263, Lying (perjury) punished. |U0087.3.1$, `Life (business) is pretence (fib) and ruse
(strategy)'. |W0161.3$, Fibbing (for publicity: unfounded pretence to power, wealth, ability, etc.).
|W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.). |W0211, Active imagination
[(unrealistic thinking)]. |X0775$, Boastful of sexual prowess is given opportunity to prove his claim:
C

disappointed female. |X0900, Humor of lies and exaggeration [(fashr, ma r, shalkh), etc.].

Ref.: DOTTI 253 351 478 561 743 950/{Egy}.>
Q0338, Immoderate request punished. Type: 555.
Link: |P0002.1.1$, Person whose words are larger than his status punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 313.>
Q0340, Meddling punished. Type: 470C$, cf. 1233$.
Link: |C0816$, Tabu: interfering (meddling).

Ref.: DOTTI 239 721 761/{lit.}; RAFE 306 n. 50.>
Q0340.1$, Meddling in prohibited (non-tabu) matters punished. Type: 1233A$.
Link: |C0001$, Tabu: supernatural prohibition, if violated, brings supernatural punishment. |C0411.1,
Tabu: asking for reason of an unusual action. |J0679.1$, `He who intrudes into what is not his business,
will hear what will not please him'.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0341, Curiosity punished.
Ref.: DOTTI 207; MITON; TAWT 433 no. 23/{Egy}.>
Q0342, Inquisitiveness punished.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0345$, Spying punished.
Link: |C0820.1$, Tabu: spying. |Q0243.9$, Pleasure-spying on member(s) of opposite sex (for erotic
gratification) punished. |Q0342, Inquisitiveness punished. |Q0451.7.0.2.5, Miraculous blindness as
punishment for spying (on druids, fairies, witches, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 243/(Caliph poisons spy); Shawqî 311-12 [no. 38].>
Q0380, Deeds punished--miscellaneous.>
Q0382$, Failure at healing punished. Type: 572$, cf. 851.
Link: |H1199.2, Task: healing sick person. |J2412.9$, Failure at healing--miscellaneous. |Q0094, Reward
for cure.>

Q0382.1$, Execution as punishment for failure to heal royal person (king, princess, etc.).
Link: |Q0411, Death as punishment. [Execution].

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0391, Punishment for singing worldly songs.
Link: |P0179.1.2$, Slave-girl as singer (musician-poetess). |Q0243, Incontinence punished--miscellaneous
motifs. |Q0437.2.1$, Noble girl who wouldn't give up singing sold as slave by her father: (Sallâmah).>

Q0393, Evil speech punished. Type: 159B, cf. 938B.
Link: |Q0265.2, Punishment for (undeserved) satire. |W0047.1$, The power of the spoken word.
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Ref.: DOTTI 66 644.>
Q0393.2, Gossiping punished.>
Q0393.4$, Uttering insult(s) publicly punished. Type: 675A$.
Link: |J1193.2, The value of a blow. [An insult: same rule applied to judge]. |Q0297, Slander punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 367.>
Q0393.4.1$, Reproach for being black (negro) punished. Type: 513D$.
Link: |W0256.5$, Stereotyping: racial traits.

Ref.: DOTTI 273.>
Q0393.5$, Being bearer of bad news (tidings) punished.
Link: |J1675.2, Clever ways of breaking bad news to a king, who will kill bearer of bad news.
|P0014.15.2.1.1$, Mistreatment of a state's envoy is an offense against that state. |Q0070$, Being bearer of
good news (tidings) rewarded. |S0160.4, Mutilation of envoys.>

Q0393.5.1$, `Executing the messenger' (bearing bad news).
Link: |F0956.7.7.1$, Venting anger by aggression against innocent weak. |U0010, Justice and injustice.
|W0121.2.4.1$, Coward punishes saddle not donkey.>

Q0394, Uxoriousness punished.
Link: |P0180.8.0.1$, Sexual relations between master and female-slaves discouraged (or condemned).
|T0145.0.3$, Polygyny brings misery (trouble).

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0395, Disrespect punished. Type: 480.
Link: |Q0326, Impudence [(insolence)] punished. |W0187, Insolence.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 98-99/(Thackston 105 no. 43): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 81; DOTTI
249 621 837/{Plst}.>
Q0396$, Betrayal of secret(s) punished.>
Q0396.1$, Spouse who does not keep spouse's secret punished. Type: 425L, 1455.
Link: |C0421, Tabu: revealing secret of supernatural husband. |J2353, The wife multiplies the secret.
|K2213.4, Betrayal of husband's secret by his wife. |T0274, Wife cannot keep secret.

Ref.: DOTTI 207 811.>
Q0396.1.1$, Unhappy wife who complains to a `stranger' about her difficulties (poverty) is
punished. Type: 1455, cf. 620A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 351 407 811 812/{Jrd}.>
Q0397$, Exogamy punished.
Link: |T0131.5, Exogamy. Marriage only outside the group.>

Q0397.1$, Solomon punished for marrying a non-Israelite.
Ref.: ThaClabî 180.>
Q0397.2$, Chieftain rebuked for permitting flesh of a notable woman (girl) from own tribe to be
handled (in marriage) by a man from another tribe.
Link: |T0105.1$, Endogamous marriage preferred.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 595.>
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Q0400-Q599, Kinds of punishment.>
Q0400, Kinds of punishment--general.>
Q0402, Punishment of children for parents' offense.
Link: |P0261.1.1.1$, Poor father would rather sell daughter (as slave) to rich man than let him marry her;
for as wife, husband would vent his contempt for (anger with) poor father on her. |Q0405$, Punishment of
parents for children's offense.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0405$, Punishment of parents for children's offense. Type: 838.
Link: |J1863, Cow punished for calf's misdeeds. Blamed for not teaching calf better. |Q0402, Punishment
of children for parents' offense.

Ref.: DOTTI 459; TAWT 416 no. 4/{Egy/Sml}.>
Q0405.0.1$, "A bad (`shit') child brings insult upon his parents.".
Link: |P0243$, Bad rearing: parent(s) blamed for child's misconduct.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3022/(`zift/tar').>
Q0405.1$, Parents punished by own children.>
Q0405.1.1$, Son punishes incestuous father.
Link: |P0254.1.2$, Sister and brother kill their father.

Ref.: DOTTI 131 263 491/{Egy}.>
Q0407$, Annihilation for eternity as punishment.
Link: |Q0503, Wandering after death as punishment.

Ref.: Maspero 26-27 no. 2-1-1 n. 1.>
Q0407.1$, Depriving of resurrection (afterlife, life after death) as punishment.
Ref.: Maspero 26-27 no. 2-1-1 n. 1.>
Q0407.1.1$, Body destroyed so that soul cannot return to it: resurrection impossible.
Link: |E0178, Resurrection at Judgment Day. |E0721.1.2.3.2$, Body cremated so soul cannot return to it.
|E0753.1$, Homeless soul: soul without the body to which it belonged. |Q0414.3, Punishment: burning and
scattering ashes.

Ref.: Maspero 26-27 no. 2-1-1 n. 1.>
Q0410, Capital punishment.
Link: |P0526.0.1$, `Capital punishments are to be averted by doubts'. |Q0461, Impalement as punishment.>

Q0410.0.1$, Capital punishment carried out by a parent (father, mother).
Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 51-52 no. 24; DOTTI 114 163 303 334 441 533 608/{Egy,
Mrc}.>
Q0410.0.2$, Capital punishment is to be avoided.
Link: |P0500.0.3.2.1$, Avoid execution as punishment (apply lesser penalty).

Ref.: Simpson 183.>
Q0410.1$, Accompaniments of (preparations for) execution.>
Q0410.1.1$, One wish granted before execution (`last wish'). Type: 838.
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Link: |J1181.1, Execution evaded by using three wishes. |J2174, Foolish demands before death [(or
execution)]. |V0028$, Declarations before death or execution (last rites).

Ref.: DOTTI 441 459 661 665/{Alg, Egy}; MITON; TAWT 416 no. 4.>
Q0410.1.2$, Person to be executed is blindfolded.
Link: |Z0141.1.1$, Person sentenced to execution dressed in red prison uniform.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0411, Death as punishment. [Execution].
Link: |K1771.11.1$, Sham threat: "I'll kill you and drink of your blood!". |Q0382.1$, Execution as
punishment for failure to heal royal person (king, princess, etc.).

Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 51-52 no. 24; DOTTI 441/{Alg}; Farag 295-306; TAWT 444;
CFMC: CUKH-I no. 404; HE-S: Suhâg 69-3 no. 9; JaCfar (al-) no. 9/(for ingratitude/perfidy).>
Q0411.0.1, Husband kills returning adulteress. Type: cf. 1377.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264; DOTTI 770.>
Q0411.0.1.1, Adulterer killed [(death as punishment for adultery)].
Link: |Q0499.2.1, Humiliating death as punishment for adultery.

Ref.: Hollis 168 no. 4; Ibn-CAasim no. 264; Dickson Desert 310-12 no. 5; MITON.>
Q0411.0.1.1.1$, Husband kills adulteress wife.
Link: |Q0241, Adultery punished. |W0164.2.4.3$, Wife's sexual misconduct injures husband's pride: he is
publicly humiliated.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 195 n. 4; DOTTI 694/{Sdn}; MITON.>
Q0411.0.1.1.1.1$, Master (owner) kills adulteress concubine.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 275.>
Q0411.0.1.2, Man (fairy) kills wife's lover.>
Q0411.0.1.2.1$, Husband kills wife's paramour. Type: 1511/449.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 385; Alf I 30; Burton I 78-79.>
Q0411.0.2, Husband kills wife and paramour.
Link: |Q0411.0.3.1.1$, Brother kills unchaste sister and lover. |S0011.3.1, Man who doubts his children's
paternity kills them. Murders wife and paramour. |S0060.0.1$, Uxoricide (wife-killing).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264; DOTTI 219 267 338 486 793 930/{Qtr}; MITON; TAWT 445.>
Q0411.0.2.1$, Husband kills adulteress wife and procuress (confederate, servant, etc.).
Link: |Q0411.0.1, Husband kills returning adulteress.

Ref.: DOTTI 693 761 796 798 799/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0411.0.3$, Unchaste maiden killed.
Link: |Q0009.1$, Chaste rewarded, unchaste punished. |Q0259.3$, Killing for sexual honor rewarded.

Ref.: DOTTI 254 281 297 339 487 524 553 628 694/{Alg, Omn, Plst}; Farag 295-306; Lane
417/cf.; Sârîs (al-) 46-50; Savignac 162-63 no. 24; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and
Mitwallî" no. 1; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 404; HE-S: Manyal 72-77 265-80, Suhâg 69-3 no. 9.>
Q0411.0.3.1$, Brother kills unchaste sister. Type: 315, 872B$, 872E$.
Link: |P0253.1.1$, Brother as guardian of his sister's chastity (sexual honor). |Q0458.2.1, Brother flogs
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unchaste sister to death. |S0073.1.8$, Brother murders his sister (sororicide).

Ref.: Boqarî 79; CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 144-45; Cachia 283; DOTTI 93 139 141 492 494
497/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1; TAWT 447; CFMC: CUKH-I
no. 404; HE-S: Suhâg 69-3 no. 9.>
Q0411.0.3.1.1$, Brother kills unchaste sister and lover. Type: 315, 872B$, 872E$.
Link: |Q0244.0.4$, Seducer killed (executed). |Q0411.0.2, Husband kills wife and paramour.

Ref.: Boqarî 79; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Bahlûl and Samîrah" no. 3.>
Q0411.0.3.2$, Paternal-cousin kills unchaste female-cousin.>
Q0411.4, Death as punishment for treachery. Type: 882, cf. 884F$.
Link: |S0011.3.3.4$, Father executes son(s) for committing act of treachery.

Ref.: DOTTI 114 127 162 174 192 194 261 272 284 293 334 355 366 389 438 472 509 519
532 533 590 608 630 706/{Alg, Egy, Jrd, lit., Mrc, Sdn}; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 354-56.>
Q0411.4.1, Man killed at once for treacherously slaying overlord.>
Q0411.4.1.1$, Victor executes assassins from enemy's camp who murdered their own vanquished
king (leader)--they were seeking to carry favor with victor.
Link: |P0015.5, King frees man sent by rival king to kill him. He sees bravery in the would-be assassin.

Ref.: ThaClabî 201.>
Q0411.4.3$, Person(s) who treacherously slander(s) chaste woman executed. Type: 882.
Ref.: DOTTI 519 873/{Egy}.>
Q0411.6, Death as punishment for murder. Type: cf. 838.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 464.>
Q0411.7, Death as punishment for ravisher.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 263 no. 37, cf. III 441 no. 266; MITON.>
Q0411.7.1$, Death as punishment for incest. Type: 705A$, 931, 933.
Link: |Q0242, Incest punished.

Ref.: MITON/(by prodigy); TAWT 44-45 no. 5/(drawing asunder).>
Q0411.7.2$, Death as punishment for fornication (zinâ).
Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah. 222; Maspero 11 no. 1/cf.; Simpson 100 no. 8/cf.>
Q0411.16$, Death as punishment for blasphemy.
Link: |G0275.3, Witch burned. |Q0225.5$, Practice of nether magic (sorcery, witchcraft) punished as kufr
(disbelief). |Q0414.3, Punishment: burning and scattering ashes.

Ref.: RAFE 21 n. 55.>
Q0413, Punishment: hanging.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28.>
Q0413.0.1, Threat of hanging.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0413.4, Hanging as punishment for murder. Type: 838.>
Q0413.5, Hanging as punishment for impudence.>
Q0413.9$, Hanging as punishment--miscellaneous.>
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Q0413.9.1$, Hanging as punishment for disobedience.>
Q0413.9.1.1$, Hanging as punishment for disobeying ruler (king, caliph, etc.).
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0414, Punishment: burning alive. Type: cf. 844C$.
Link: |S0112.8$, Torture by fire (burning).

Ref.: Maspero xlviii 26-27 no. 2-2 n. 1/(adulterous woman); DOTTI 192 254 281 297 377
381 466 487 492 497 628/{Egy, Mrc, Omn, Sdn}; Shamy (el-) Around the World 159; TAWT 441
442 454.>
Q0414.0.2, Burning as punishment for adultery.
Link: |Q0414.3, Punishment: burning and scattering ashes.

Ref.: Maspero 26-27 no. 2-2 n. 1; DOTTI 339/{Plst}.>
Q0414.0.2.1$, Burning alive as punishment for unchastity. Type: 844C$.
Ref.: Maspero xlviii; DOTTI 466/{lit.}.>
Q0414.0.4.2, Burning as punishment for abductor.>
Q0414.0.10, Burning [as punishment] for witchcraft.
Link: |Q0428.4$, Drowning as punishment for witchcraft.>

Q0414.3, Punishment: burning and scattering ashes.
Link: |E0431.9, Ashes of dead thrown on water to prevent return. |E0721.1.2.3.2$, Body cremated so soul
cannot return to it. |Q0407.1.1$, Body destroyed so that soul cannot return to it: resurrection impossible.
|Q0414.0.2, Burning as punishment for adultery.

Ref.: Maspero 26-27 no. 2-1-1; Damîrî I 245.>
Q0415, Punishment: being eaten by animals.
Link: |Q0491.6.2$, Corpse of slain person thrown to carnivorous animals (dogs, wolves, etc.). |Q0557,
Miraculous punishment through animals. |S0187.5$-(formerly, S0185.5$), Person fastened to wild beast
(which is left to wander). |S0192$, Torturing with insect or rodents.

Ref.: ThaClabî 136-37/(136): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 76; DOTTI 287/{Ymn}.>
Q0415.0.1, Punishment: being eaten by demon. Type: cf. 327H$.
Link: |A0106.4.9.1.1$, What would have happened had heavens and Earth failed to obey God's command?
They would have been swallowed by God's animal. |A0156.7.1.1$, Universe-swallowing creature as god's
animal. |B0014.1.1$, Ammut (Amemt). Combination of lion, hippopotamus, and crocodile. Devours hearts
of sinners. |F0911.6, All-swallowing monster. |Q0560.1.2$, Punishment in afterlife: being swallowed by
monstrous creature. |Q0569.2, Sinners in hell swallowed by dragons.

Ref.: Ions 136/(Ammut)/cf.; ThaClabî 8; MITON.>
Q0415.1, Punishment: being eaten by dogs. Type: cf. 156, 315A.
Ref.: Maspero 11 n. 1/cf./(corpse); Simpson 100 no. 8/cf./(corpse); DOTTI 62 63 142/{Egy};
Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 21 no. 22, 67-68.>
Q0415.4, Punishment: being fed to lions (wild beasts). Type: 156.
Link: |B0771.2, Animal tamed by holiness of saint. |H0257, Holiness of saint tested: asked to perform
miracles.
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Ref.: DOTTI 62 774/{Mrc}.>
Q0415.4.1$, Punishment: being devoured by lion(s). Type: cf. 758C$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 491.>
Q0415.8, Heretic preaching against God's creation worried to death by fly [(insect)].
Link: |F1041.1.14$, Death from insomnia caused by insect (mosquito) inside nostrils (brain): death of
Nimrod. |Q0225, Punishment for scoffing at religious teachings.>

Q0415.8.1$, Disbeliever tortured by insect (or like creature-- e.g., mosquito, gnat, worm, etc.).
Link: |B0268.8.2.1$, Locusts: army of God. |F0840.0.1.2.4.1$, Whale terrorized by insect. |F1041.1.14$,
Death from insomnia caused by insect (mosquito) inside nostrils (brain): death of Nimrod.

Ref.: ThaClabî 3/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 6.>
Q0415.10$, Wild beast(s) devour(s) the wicked. (Animal acts as agent of divine justice).
Link: |Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'.

Ref.: Maspero 41 no. 2-4 n. 2/(crocodile); ThaClabî 136-37: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 76; Ibshîhî 491; Burton VII 243/(faithless pigeon-cock devoured).>
Q0415.10.1$, Crocodile devours the wicked.
Link: |Q0552.19, Miraculous drowning as punishment.

Ref.: Maspero 41 no. 2-4 n. 2.>
Q0416, Punishment: drawing asunder by horses.
Link: |S0117, Death by dragging behind horse. |S0187.5$-(formerly, S0185.5$), Person fastened to wild
beast (which is left to wander).

Ref.: DOTTI 192 194 206 208 218 228 308 390 484/{Alg, Mrc, Sdn, Tns}; TAWT 433 no.
5/{Sdn}; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 24-33 no. 3.>
Q0416.2, Punishment: dragging to death by a horse.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 280-81/cf.>
Q0421, Punishment: beheading [(decapitation)].
Ref.: Ions 75; Simpson 118; Boqarî 29; DOTTI 23 47 458 551 585 590 646 966/{lit.};
MITON.>
Q0421.0.7, Beheading as punishment for seduction.
Link: |Q0243.2, Seduction punished. |Q0292.3.1$, Father kills his own son for abusing host's hospitality
(attempted seduction).

Ref.: DOTTI 395 553/{Mrc}.>
Q0421.1, Heads on stakes. Punishment by beheading and placing the heads on stakes. Type: 329,
572$, 851.
Link: |H0901.1, Heads placed on stakes for failure in performance of task. |S0139.2.2.1, Heads of slain
enemies impaled upon stakes. |Z0194.9.1$, Birds feeding from basket person carrying on head--crucifixion
and exposure to the elements.

Ref.: DOTTI 175 334 471; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis III 78; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt
84 no. 11.>
Q0421.9$, Beheading as punishment for banditry (highway robbery, raiding, marauding, etc.).
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Link: |K0912, Robbers' (giants') heads cut off one by one as they enter house.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 201/(raiders/Karkhî's second account).>
Q0422, Punishment: stoning to death.
Link: |P0522.0.2.3$, God's law (ordinance) is the only viable law.>

Q0422.0.1, Punishment: beating to death.
Link: |Q0458.2, Flogging to death as punishment.>

Q0422.3$, Stoning to death (rajm) as punishment for adultery. Type: 712.
Ref.: Qazwînî II 241-42/(she-monkey); Damîrî2 245/(she-monkey); Ibshîhî 640; DOTTI 395
553/{Mrc}; MITON.>
Q0422.4$, Stoning to death as punishment for sodomy.
Ref.: ThaClabî 62.>
Q0424, Punisnment: strangling. (See: S0113).
Ref.: Alf IV 265; Burton IX 300.>
Q0427, Punishment: opening own veins and bleeding to death.
Link: |S0115.5$, Suicide by stabbing self. (Hara-kiri). |S0181.3$, Wounding victim and then letting him
bleed to death.>

Q0428, Punishment: drowning. Type: cf. 613A1$,/980*, 1535.
Link: |F0901.2, Extraordinary twofold death: burning, drowning. |Q0467, Punishment by drowning.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 152-53; DOTTI 683 842.>
Q0428.1, Drowning as punishment for adultery.>
Q0428.4$, Drowning as punishment for witchcraft.
Link: |G0259.6$, Witch recognized when she floats on sea water in spite of weight (rock) fastened around
her neck. |Q0414.0.10, Burning [as punishment] for witchcraft.>

Q0430, Abridgement of freedom as punishment.>
Q0430.1, Imposition of tabu as punishment.>
Q0430.1.1$, Punishment: imposition of speech tabu.
Link: |C0400, Speaking tabu. |Q0451.3, Loss of speech as punishment.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 27-28.>
Q0431, Punishment: banishment (exile).
C

Link: |P0477.1$, The banished (sa âlîk) value individualism highly. |W0030.4$, Those who are unwilling
to conform to (live by) group rules (norms) should leave the group.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 479; DOTTI 107 118 122 223 376 497 583 873/{Egy, lit., Mrc, Qtr}; Juhaymân
(al-) III 128-42; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 25-27; Sulaymân 123 no. III-A-4.>
Q0431.5, Banishment for seduction.
Link: |Q0243.2, Seduction punished. |Q0421.0.7, Beheading as punishment for seduction.>

Q0431.5.1, Banishment for attempted seduction.
Link: |Q0243.2.1, Attempted seduction punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0431.5.2, Banishment for abduction of bride (girl).
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Link: |Q0213, Abduction punished.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 479.>
Q0431.8, Banishment as punishment for adultery.
Link: |Q0241, Adultery punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0431.9, Banishment for murder. Type: 516G$.
Ref.: DOTTI 282; Sârîs (al-) 25-27.>
Q0431.9.1, Banishment for attempted murder.
Link: |Q0210.2$, Attempted murder punished.>

Q0432, Punishment: ejectment.>
Q0432.0.1$, Divorce as punishment. Type: 470C$, 1360A-D$, 1373A, 1384A$, 1455.
Link: |A1558, Origin of divorce. |P0529.2.1$, Wife asks for divorce from her husband to enforce demand.
|Q0118$, Marriage as reward. |S0411, Wife banished. |T0196.7$, Wife divorced for minor (erotic)
indiscretion. |T0283.1$, Wife threatens to leave husband to enforce demand.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 291/cf.; Ibshîhî 433-34; DOTTI 49 194 239 240 251 267 378 473 584
675 676 727 739 763 763 769 774 780 801 811/{Egy, Egy, Egy, lit., Mrc, Sdi, Tns}; Hujelân 317
no. 4-5; Hurreiz 117 no. 47; Leguil I 143 no. 10; Littmann 95 no. 76: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 126; MITON; RAFE 306 n. 50; Shamy (el-) Egypt 91 no. 12; TAWT 419 431 436 440 447 448
455; CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10C 10-2-no. 2.>
Q0432.0.1.1$, Divorce threatened to enforce demand.
Link: |T0283.1$, Wife threatens to leave husband to enforce demand.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0432.0.2$, Divorce withheld as punishment.
Link: |P0529.0.2.3.1.2$, Wife forfeits her end of marriage compensation (remainder of her mahr) if she
initiates divorce procedures for non-`legitimate' reasons. |Q0441$, Punishment: suspension of membership
(temporary expulsion). |Q0480$, Humiliating confinement as punishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 455 759/{Egy}; Lane 100; TAWT 458 no. 50/{Egy}.>
Q0433, Punishment: imprisonment.
Ref.: MITON; Hujelân 225-27.>
Q0433.0.1$, Imprisonment for life as punishment--(`forever$, `for eternity').
Link: |Z0061.2, Forever.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0433.1.2$, Adulteress confined in isolated building.
Ref.: DOTTI 693 761 796 798/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0433.1.4$, Imprisonment in a flask (qomqom/cucurbit, bottle, jug, etc.). Usually imposed on a
supernatural being (jinni, satan, or the like).
Link: |D2177.1, Demon enclosed in bottle. |F0384.5.1$, Imprisoned supernatural being cannot escape
container (flask, bottle, box, etc.) sealed with lead. |K0717, Deception into bottle (vessel). |R0040, Places
of captivity. |R0181, Demon enclosed in bottle released.
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Ref.: Burton I 42 n. 3 61 IV 178 n. VI 84-121 96/(Alf III 127) VIII 157 n. 3 IX 169 X
88/(Europ. simile).>
Q0433.7, Imprisonment for treachery. Type: 303B$, 550, 551.
Link: |Q0261, Treachery punished. |Q0411.4, Death as punishment for treachery.

Ref.: DOTTI 68 111 114 302 305/{Egy}; MITON.>
Q0433.7.1$, Imprisonment for life for treacherous concubines.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0433.14$, Imprisonment for disobedience.>
Q0433.14.1$, Disobedient child (son, daughter) confined in isolated building.
Link: |Q0325.2$, Disobedience to parents (father, mother) punished.>

Q0433.15$, Imprisonment as punishment for manslaughter (involuntary killing).
Link: |Q0411.6, Death as punishment for murder.>

Q0433.16$, Imprisonment for life for premeditated murder.>
Q0434, Punishment: fettering.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0434.5$, Punishment: imprisonment and hard labor (while fettered).
Link: |P0534$, Forced labor. |P0547.1.4$, Labor camp as correctional facility for minor offenders.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
Q0434.5.1$, Fettered prisoners set to `break hard rocks' (toil in mine).
Link: |P0534$, Forced labor.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and Mukhtâr" no. 11, “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32.>
Q0436, Excommunication from religious association as punishment.
Link: |Q0494.2, Removal from priesthood as punishment. |V0084, Excommunication.>

Q0436.0.1$, Spiritual punishments.
Link: |Q0220.2$, Depriving of blessings (prayers) as punishment for impiety. |F0657.5$, Mystical (ascetic,
spiritual) punishments.

Ref.: Maspero 31 no. 2-4 n. 3.>
Q0436.5$, Judging a person as having become disbeliever (takfîr) as punishment. Type: 516H$,
756C.
Link: |K2106$, False accusation of blasphemy (disbelief). |P0505.0.1$, Government as disbeliever
(infidel/hukûmah kâfirah). |Q0440$, Punishment: expulsion (eviction, dismissal). |Q0486, Criminal's
property destroyed as punishment. |V0084.0.1$, takfîr: person judged as having become a disbeliever.

Ref.: Damîrî I 245; DOTTI 283 415.>
Q0436.5.1$, Legitimizing (decriminalizing) the execution (killing) of someone ('ibâhah/istibâhah of
[the shedding of] someone's blood)--by suspending tabu (law) against killing.
Link: |C0869$, Tabu: murder. |Q0221.3, Blasphemy punished. |Q0437.1, Criminal's wife and children sold
C

in slavery. |Q0440.2$, Punishment: expulsion from tribe or nation (khal : `extraction'). |Q0490$,
Household (family) and property of ruler's enemy (criminal) confiscated, destroyed, or deemed available to
the public (mob). ('istibâhah).
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Ref.: Damîrî I 245.>
Q0437, Sale into slavery as punishment.>
Q0437.1, Criminal's wife and children sold in slavery.
Link: |P0535.9.0.1$, Criminal's property confiscated and given to victim(s) of crime. |Q0490$, Household
(family) and property of ruler's enemy (criminal) confiscated, destroyed, or deemed available to the public
(mob). ('istibâhah).

Ref.: Chauvin VI 163 no. 327; DOTTI 482/{lit.}.>
Q0437.2$, Violators of mores (moral code) sold into slavery--(usually applied to females).
C

Link: |Q0440.2$, Punishment: expulsion from tribe or nation (khal : `extraction').

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0437.2.1$, Noble girl who wouldn't give up singing sold as slave by her father: (Sallâmah).
Link: |C0481, Tabu: singing. |P0179.1.2$, Slave-girl as singer (musician-poetess). |P0428.0.2.1$, Singer as
suitor (lover): rejected by girl's family. |P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts. |P0785$, `saghranah'
(unseemly behavior): committing acts that reduce one's communal standing (worth). |R0061, Person sold
into slavery. |Q0391, Punishment for singing worldly songs. |S0210.1, Child sold into slavery.>

Q0438.3$, Punishment: abandonment in uninhabited part of earth.
Link: |A0883$, Edge of earth (Extremity of planet earth). |P0240.3.1$, Dutiful son punishes nagging
(impossible-to-please) mother.>

Q0439$, Self-imposed (voluntary) exile as punishment.
Ref.: Campbell Arab Tribes 28-41; DOTTI 643 941/{Irq}; MITON.>
Q0440$, Punishment: expulsion (eviction, dismissal). (= Q0431). Type: 1538A$.
Link: |A0054.6.2$, Punishment of Eblis: cast out of God's company (jiwâr). |F0567.4$, The desert-loner:
self-banished man lives alone in the desert. (Sometimes accompanied by only one favorite person).
|P0016.3.5$, King forced to abdicate or is dethroned. |Q0102$, Compensation for lost property and rank-(reinstatement, restoration to previous station). |Q0431, Punishment: banishment (exile). |Q0436,
Excommunication from religious association as punishment. |Q0436.5$, Judging a person as having
become disbeliever (takfîr) as punishment. |V0084, Excommunication.

Ref.: Alf I 220; Burton II 198-99/(qâdî/judge dismissed).>
Q0440.1$, Punishment: expulsion from family (person disowned, disinherited).
Link: |P0246$, Parent disowns child (son, daughter). |P0247$, Child (son, daughter) disowns parent(s).
|T0415.0.2$, Brother and sister guilty (accused) of incest driven away from home.

Ref.: ThaClabî 93; DOTTI 159 172 377 381/{Egy, Mrc}.>
Q0440.1.1$, Punishment: exclusion from family reunion. Type: 567A, cf. 511A, 872$.
Link: |E0178.3$, Reunion of families (chaste lovers, friends, etc.) on Resurrection Day (in the hereafter).
|P0204$, Patriarch (man of the house: husband, father, elder brother, etc.) as family provider. |S0030,
Cruel step- and foster relatives.

Ref.: DOTTI 266 268 328 329 489/{Sdn}.>
Q0440.2$, Punishment: expulsion from tribe or nation (khalC: `extraction'). Type: 315, 590, 850A$.
C

Link: |P0477$, Band of banished (expelled) men (`sa âlîk', matârîd). |Q0437.2$, Violators of mores (moral
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code) sold into slavery--(usually applied to females).

Ref.: DOTTI 139 337 469 470 500/{Plst}; MITON.>
Q0440.3$, Punishment: permanent expulsion from employment (`fasl').
Link: |H0781$, The watchman's (night-guard's) dream saves his employer's life: guard rewarded and
dismissed from his job. Why? (For instructive dream, and sleeping during vigil).

Ref.: DOTTI 497/{Mrc}.>
Q0440.4$, Punishment: deprivation of own name--given name revoked.
Link: |A0054.6.4$, Punishment of Eblis: change of name. |Q0441.3$, Punishment: demotion, reduction in
rank. |Z0183.0.1$, Meaning of a name.

Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89.>
Q0441$, Punishment: suspension of membership (temporary expulsion).
Link: |P0016.3.6.1$, Viceroy temporarily relieved from duties of office. |Q0431, Punishment: banishment
(exile). |Q0432.0.2$, Divorce withheld as punishment. |Q0442$, Punishment: shunning (boycotting).>

Q0441.1$, Suspension from school as punishment for offending pupil(s). Type: 1873$.
Link: |J2175.1, Anticipatory whipping. [Schoolmaster punishes pupils before they make mistakes]. |P0340,
Teacher and pupil. |Q0464.1$, Covering with honey (butter) and exposing to mice (in `mice-room').
|Q0592$, Punishment: frightening (children). |S0018.1$, Cruel teacher or instructor. |X0052.3$, How much
the little pupils saw of the body of their sports teacher (when she fell down) determines length of
suspension from school. One pupil concludes that his suspension will be permanent.

Ref.: DOTTI 940.>
Q0441.2$, Suspension from work (factory, office) as punishment for offending employee(s).>
Q0441.3$, Punishment: demotion, reduction in rank.
Link: |A0054.5.1$, Punishment of rebel angel by demotion (or transformation into lower form of creation).
|L0041, Younger brother given birthright of elder. |Q0440.4$, Punishment: deprivation of own name-given name revoked. |Q0482, Punishment: noble person must do menial service.

Ref.: TAWT 420.>
Q0442$, Punishment: shunning (boycotting). Type: 894, cf. 898.
Link: |C0403$, Tabu: speaking to certain person. |Q0441$, Punishment: suspension of membership
(temporary expulsion).

Ref.: DOTTI 545 555; MITON.>
Q0450, Cruel punishments.
Link: |C0867.2.4$, Tabu: cruel and unusual punishment (treatment). |S0090.1$, Cruel (capital) punishment
for minor crime. (Usually administered publicly).>

Q0450.1, Torture as punishment.
Ref.: DOTTI 184 640/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0451, Mutilation as punishment.
Ref.: DOTTI 402 768/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0451.0.2, Threat to cut off hand or foot.
Link: |M0147$, Conditional `divorce-vow': oath that divorce will have occurred unless certain matter is
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brought to pass. |M0431, Curse: bodily injury.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0451.0.3, Strong girl breaks impudent suitor's right hand and left foot.>
Q0451.0.5$, Wounding (slashing flesh) as punishment.
Ref.: Simpson 132.>
Q0451.1, Hands cut off as punishment. Type: 706.
Link: |F0950.10.6$, Amputation (of diseased limb) as cure.

Ref.: Simpson 120/cf.; Chauvin VI 80 no. 249, 163 no. 327; DOTTI 380; MITON; Shamy
(el-) Around the World 159.>
Q0451.1.1, Hands cut off as punishment for theft.
Link: |T0039.1.4$, Girl (woman) confesses to sexual offense (unchastity, infidelity) so as to save her
sweetheart from punishment for theft. (His hand was about to be cut off for entering her home secretly).

Ref.: Chauvin VI 80 no. 249; DOTTI 617 618/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Ring of CAlî" no. 55 5.>
Q0451.1.8$, Hands cut off as punishment for `profligacy' (charitableness, almsgiving). Type:
706D$.
Link: |P0012.17$, Extravagance (profligacy, wastefulness) of kings. |T0275, The spendthrift wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 384.>
Q0451.1.8.1$, Queen gives king's crown (scepter, ring, etc.) to beggar as alms: her hands are cut off
as punishment. Type: 706D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 384.>
Q0451.1.9$, Mutilation as punishment--miscellaneous.>
Q0451.1.9.1$, `Stuffing' as punishment: object forced into body orifice (anus). Type: 1689.
Link: |Q0461, Impalement as punishment. |Q0479.3.1$, Kicking-butt (shallût) as punishment. |Q0499,
Other humiliating punishments. |S0188$, Torturing by impaling (stuffing). |T0463.8$, Anal intercourse
(sodomy). |Z0197.3.4$, Spear, peg, wedge, screw-driver, pen, key, needle, plough, etc.--penis.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 614-15; DOTTI 911; MITON.>
Q0451.2, Laming as punishment.>
Q0451.2.0.2, Boring hole through heel as punishment.>
Q0451.2.0.2.1$, Part of foot cut off as punishment.
Link: |Q0551.8, Deformity as punishment.

Ref.: Simpson 118 no. 9/(forepart of foot).>
Q0451.3, Loss of speech as punishment.
Link: |C0944, Dumbness as punishment for breaking tabu.>

Q0451.4, Tongue cut off as punishment. Type: 838.
Link: |K2021.2.1$, Son on gallows asks to kiss his mother's tongue: he bites it off.

Ref.: DOTTI 459.>
Q0451.4.2, Tongue cut out as punishment for gossip.>
Q0451.4.2.1$, Tongue cut off as punishment for slander (lying).
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Link: |Q0297, Slander punished.

Ref.: Damîrî II 118; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32-d/cf.>
Q0451.5, Nose cut off as punishment.
Ref.: DOTTI 762 775 795 804/{Egy}; Frobenius Kordofan: Atlantis IV 196.>
Q0451.5.1, Nose cut off as punishment for adultery.
Link: |Q0241, Adultery punished.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 73 no. 28.>
Q0451.6, Ears cut off as punishment.
Ref.: Frobenius Kordofan: Atlantis IV 196.>
Q0451.6.0.1, Girl (fairy) bites off ear of ravisher.
Link: |F0304.4.1, Fairy ravished by mortal strikes flesh from his ear. |Q0244, Punishment for ravisher.>

Q0451.7, Blinding as punishment.
Ref.: Simpson 132; DOTTI 285 402 709/{Plst}.>
Q0451.7.0.1, Loss of one eye as punishment. Type: 470C1$.
Link: |C0943.2, Loss of one eye for breaking tabu.

Ref.: DOTTI 241.>
Q0451.7.0.2, Miraculous blinding as punishment.>
Q0451.7.0.2.5, Miraculous blindness as punishment for spying (on druids, fairies, witches, etc.).
Link: |Q0345$, Spying punished.>

Q0451.7.0.2.6$, Miraculous blindness as result of watching woman's genitals--(blindness `of eye
and mind').
Link: |C0105.2$, Tabu: observing body of member of opposite sex. |Q0243.8$, Nakedness (nudity)
punished. |Q0436.0.1$, Spiritual punishments.>

Q0451.7.0.2.7$, Miraculous blindness as punishment for impiety. Type: 844C$.
Ref.: Maspero xlviii; DOTTI 466.>
Q0451.10, Punishment: genitals cut off.
Link: |S0176, Mutilation: sex organs cut off.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 428.>
Q0451.10.1, Punishment: castration.
Link: |J0551.8.1$, Man accused of seduction (rape) emasculates self (to show lack of interest).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 99-100 no. 163; Ibshîhî 517/cf.; DOTTI 853 854 955/{lit.}; Hujelân 227
no. 19-4; MITON.>
Q0456, Burial alive as punishment. Type: 872B$.
Link: |S0123, Burial alive.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 239.>
Q0456.3$, Burial alive in pit (well) as punishment for sorcery (witchcraft).
Link: |Q0225.5$, Practice of nether magic (sorcery, witchcraft) punished as kufr (disbelief). |Q0465.2,
Prisoners put into pit filled with corpses in order to starve.

Ref.: DOTTI 521/{lit.}; MITON.>
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Q0457, Flaying alive as punishment.
Link: |J0167, Wisdom from continual reminder of foolishness in the past. Unjust judge skinned and his
skin stretched over a footstool kept in the presence of judges, so as to remind them to be just.>

Q0457.0.1$, Flaying alive and then stuffing hide with straw as punishment.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0458, Flogging as punishment.>
Q0458.0.6, Flogging as punishment for desire to commit adultery.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0458.0.6.1$, Flogging as punishment for erotic indiscretions (minor sexual sins: kissing, hugging,
etc.).
Ref.: DOTTI 693/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0458.2, Flogging to death as punishment.
Link: |Q0422.0.1, Punishment: beating to death.>

Q0458.1, Daily beatings as punishment.
Link: |D0691, Daily beating of men transformed to dogs [as preventive measure]. Necessary unless hero
himself is to be transformed. |D2198.5$, Spirits (jinn) give man a beating. |S0186.9.1$, Marks (bruises,
scars, etc.) on body tell-tale of cruel treatment (beating). |T0232.3.1$, Adulteress transforms her husband
into an ass (dog) to avenge slaying of loathly paramour.

Ref.: Chauvin V 255 no. 154; DOTTI 308 309 895/{lit.}; MITON; Sâ)î 221-29 no. 52[+1].>
Q0458.2.1, Brother flogs unchaste sister to death.
Link: |Q0411.0.3.1$, Brother kills unchaste sister.

Ref.: CFMC: CUKH-I no. 404/cf.; HE-S: Suhâg 69-3 no. 9/cf.>
Q0458.2.4$, Flogging bottom of feet as (school) punishment.
Ref.: Amîn 334-35.>
Q0458.3$, Severe beating (flogging till fainting or "almost dead") as punishment.
Link: |F0979.25.1.1$, Branch (switch) from certain tree so durable that it is used as whip (for punishment).
|J0003.2.2$, Misbehavior (disobedience, insolence, etc.) cured by a beating.

Ref.: DOTTI 693/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0458.5$, Beating with a whip (whipping, lashing) as punishment.
Ref.: Simpson 132; Boqarî 50; DOTTI 815 923/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Dinshwây" no. 28.>
Q0461, Impalement as punishment.
Link: |Q0410, Capital punishment. |Q0451.1.9.1$, `Stuffing' as punishment: object forced into body
orifice (anus). |Q0582, Fitting death as punishment. |S0188$, Torturing by impaling (stuffing).

Ref.: Chauvin V 3 no. 2; DOTTI 155 243 293 371 379 865 946 947/{Egy, lit.}; AGSFC:
Doha 85-4 7-x-no. 3X.>
Q0462, Crucifixion as punishment.
Link: |A2231.2, Animal characteristics: punishment for hostility at crucifixion. |M0341.2.23.1$, Prophecy:
death by crucifixion. |Z0194.9.1$, Birds feeding from basket person carrying on head--crucifixion and
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exposure to the elements.

Ref.: ThaClabî 73; Damîrî I 245; Ibshîhî 464; Boqarî 24/(Joseph's companion punishment);
DOTTI 190 279 521 617 618 873/{Alg, lit.}; MITON.>
Q0462.0.1$, Threatening with crucifixion (as punishment).
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0462.2, Punishment by hanging up by the feet.
Link: |Q0501.2.4$, Punishment of Hârût and Mârût. Hung upside down over pool, tongues cannot reach
water.>

Q0464, Covering with honey and exposing to flies.
Link: |Q0464.1$, Covering with honey (butter) and exposing to mice (in `mice-room'). |Q0501.6,
Punishment of Io. Transformed to cow with gadfly ceaselessly pursuing.>

Q0464.1$, Covering with honey (butter) and exposing to mice (in `mice-room').
Link: |S0192$, Torturing with insect or rodents. |Q0592$, Punishment: frightening (children).>

Q0465, Throwing into a pit as punishment.>
Q0465.2, Prisoners put into pit filled with corpses in order to starve.
Link: |Q0456.3$, Burial alive in pit (well) as punishment for sorcery (witchcraft).>

Q0467, Punishment by drowning. Type: 1535, cf. 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |P0428, Musician.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 152-53.>
Q0469, Other cruel punishments.>
Q0469.8, Punishment: sawing in twain.
Link: |S0181.4$, Torture by sawing body into pieces.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 517; ThaClabî 247/(excution).>
Q0469.10, Scalding as punishment.>
Q0469.10.1, Scalding as punishment for attempted seduction.
Link: |Q0243.2.1, Attempted seduction punished.>

Q0470, Humiliating punishments.
Ref.: Amîn 122-23.>
Q0471, Spitting in face as punishment. Type: cf. 293C*.
Link: |Z0069$, Formulas signifying contempt.

Ref.: Simpson 121; Boqarî 31; DOTTI 96/{Egy}; RAFE 298 n. 8.>
Q0471.1, Persecuted queen meanly clothed and set where all are commanded to spit on her.>
Q0472, Branding as punishment.
Link: |S0190$, Torturing by burning (with fire).>

Q0473, Punishment: disgraceful journey through streets.
Ref.: Amîn 122-23; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ring of CAlî" no. 55.>
Q0473.1.1, Adulteress ridden through streets on bull.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 114 no. 48; Wesselski Hodscha II 185 no. 349.>
Q0473.5, Punishment: sending out of town on donkeys.
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Ref.: MITON.>
Q0475, Tar and feathers as punishment.>
Q0477$, Ridiculing as punishment.
Link: |Q0494.4$, Reprimand (censure, rebuke, denounce, etc.) as punishment--usually, public.
|W0121.7.2$, Man whose wife (fiancee, daughter) has been abducted ridiculed as coward when he does not
give chase.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33, no. 33-b 246/(police ridiculed).>
Q0477.1$, Ridiculing by mimicking as punishment. Type: 886A$.
Link: |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water
stop in your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!".

Ref.: DOTTI 536; Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18; TAWT 169/429 no. 16/{Syr}.>
Q0478, Frightful meal as punishment.>
Q0478.1, Eaten Heart. Adulteress is caused unwittingly to [i.e., to unwittingly] eat her lover's heart.
(Sometimes other parts of his body [genitals, penis]). Type: 992.
Ref.: DOTTI 692.>
Q0478.1.0.1$, The eaten genitals: guilty person fed the genitals of another. Type: 720A$, 992.
Link: |G0062.1$, Relatives of murderer (woman) caused to unwittingly eat her flesh (genitals). |S0176,
Mutilation: sex organs cut off.

Ref.: DOTTI 140 399 692 693/{Sdn, Ymn}; Hein-Müller Mehri-Hadramî: SAE IX 20-28
no. 14; Shahi-Moore 214 no. 65.>
Q0478.2, Adulteress compelled to eat with dog. Type: 449, 992A, 1511.
Ref.: Chauvin VIII 162 no. 170; DOTTI 219 692 818.>
Q0479$, Humiliating corporal punishments.
Link: |J0167.7$, Token of harsher punishment: physical reminder of the harsher punishment that should
have been received.>

Q0479.1$, Throwing objects in face as punishment. Type: 1689.
Link: |Q0451.1.9.1$, `Stuffing' as punishment: object forced into body orifice (anus). |Q0471, Spitting in
face as punishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 911.>
Q0479.2$, Slapping face as punishment.
Link: |Z0063.3.3.1$, To be `slapped on the nape (back) of neck'--humiliation.>

Q0479.3$, Kicking as punishment.>
Q0479.3.1$, Kicking-butt (shallût) as punishment.
Link: |Q0451.1.9.1$, `Stuffing' as punishment: object forced into body orifice (anus). |Z0063.3.3.1.3$, To
be given a kick in the butt (shallût).

Ref.: DOTTI 175 955/{Egy}.>
Q0480$, Humiliating confinement as punishment.
Link: |Q0432.0.2$, Divorce withheld as punishment.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 239/(in well).>
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Q0480.1$, Imprisonment with animals (birds) as punishment. Type: 449/1511.
Ref.: DOTTI 219 818.>
Q0480.1.1$, Punishment: person locked up with chickens.
Ref.: DOTTI 67 83 644 647/{Alg}.>
Q0482, Punishment: noble person must do menial service. Type: 462, cf. 707, 923B.
Link: |Q0441.3$, Punishment: demotion, reduction in rank.

Ref.: DOTTI 233 386 603; MITON.>
Q0482.1, Princess serves as menial.>
Q0482.1.1, Second wife (slave) must serves as menial. Type: 425, cf. 707.
Ref.: DOTTI 200 386.>
Q0482.1.2$, Kitchen work as punishment for noble person (woman).
Link: |Q0441.3$, Punishment: demotion, reduction in rank.

Ref.: TAWT 420.>
Q0482.6, Punishment: man must do woman's work.>
Q0482.7$, Punishment: nobleman must serve as servant (doorkeeper). Type: 613B$.
Link: |L0410.5, King overthrown and made servant.

Ref.: Simpson 132; DOTTI 348; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 261 no. 14.>
Q0485, Noble person must live in hovel.
Link: |L0410.9$, Barmecide Catastrophe: noble family destroyed. |P0767.5$, Government (ruler) seizes
ownership of large business corporations (industrial plants, factories, etc.).>

Q0485.1, Princess married to lowly hero must live in slave quarters. Type: 314.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 68-70 no. 25; DOTTI 135; Frobenius Kordofan: Atlantis IV 216ff. no.
19; Shamy (el-) Egypt 31 no. 4.>
Q0486, Criminal's property destroyed as punishment.
Link: |Q0490$, Household (family) and property of ruler's enemy (criminal) confiscated, destroyed, or
deemed available to the public (mob). ('istibâhah).>

Q0486.1, Criminal's house burned down.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 163 no. 327.>
Q0486.1.1, Sinful city burnt as punishment.
Link: |Q0552.2.3.2.2, Earth swallows heretical city. |Q0552.22, Punishment: city and inhabitants hurled
down precipice.>

Q0488, Hair cut off as punishment.
Link: |J2521.2, Rebuke for going with a naked head in public. [In covering her head woman inadvertently
exposes (bares) her body]. |Q0243.7$, Girl's (woman's) immodesty punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 382/{lit.}.>
Q0488.2, Head shaved as punishment.
Link: |F0555.11$, Beautiful hair sold (at high price).>

Q0489$, Sexual intercourse withheld as punishment.
Link: |T0283, Wife withholds [sexual] intercourse from husband to enforce demand. |Z0063.6$, Formulas
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for ignoring a person (being ignored).>

Q0489.1$, Husband withholds conjugal relations from wife as punishment.
Link: |P0790.2.4$, Failing to perform customary chores (duties) as sign of anger (unhappiness).

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0490$, Household (family) and property of ruler's enemy (criminal) confiscated, destroyed, or
deemed available to the public (mob). ('istibâhah).
Link: |K0487, Counselor accuses conspirators in order to confiscate their estates. |P0173, Captive king's
sons made slaves. |P0535.9.0.1$, Criminal's property confiscated and given to victim(s) of crime.
|P0767.1.1$, Ruler (government) confiscates private property. |Q0436.5.1$, Legitimizing (decriminalizing)
the execution (killing) of someone ('ibâhah/istibâhah of [the shedding of] someone's blood)--by
suspending tabu (law) against killing. |Q0437.1, Criminal's wife and children sold in slavery. |Q0486,
Criminal's property destroyed as punishment. |R0201$, Reward promised for capturing fugitive,
punishment for aiding him. |S0101.1$, Military atrocities (massacres, rapes, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 551 646/{lit.}; Littmann 85-87 no. 69/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
114; MITON.>
Q0491, Indignity to corpse as punishment.
Link: |S0139.2.2, Other indignities to corpse.

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 454.>
Q0491.1.3$, Defilement of grave as punishment (by urinating or defecating).
Link: |N0002.3.2.5.1$, "If certain thing happens, then you may urinate on my grave".

Ref.: Boqarî 8.>
Q0491.2, Debtor's corpse flogged. Type: 505.
Link: |E0478.1$, Indignities to corpse (by living person).

Ref.: DOTTI 254.>
Q0491.5, Skull used as drinking cup. Type: 449/1511.
Link: |F0866.4, Cup made of skull.

Ref.: MITON; Burton III 292/cf. VII 358/(practice of primitive people).>
Q0494.2, Removal from priesthood as punishment.
Link: |Q0436, Excommunication from religious association as punishment. |V0084, Excommunication.>

Q0491.6, Corpse of murderer mutilated.
Link: |Q0211, Murder punished.>

Q0491.6.2$, Corpse of slain person thrown to carnivorous animals (dogs, wolves, etc.). Type: 315,
318, 590, 590A.
Link: |Q0415, Punishment: being eaten by animals.

Ref.: Maspero 11 no. 1 n. 1 139 no. 7 n. 2; DOTTI 139 147 337 338; MITON.>
Q0493, Punishment: being saddled and ridden as horse.
Link: |N0703$, Animal encountered proves to be an enchanted (bewitched, transformed) person. |N0774,
Adventures from pursuing enchanted animal (hind, boar, bird).

Ref.: DOTTI 9 25 731 948/{Mrc}.>
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Q0493.1, Adulteress transformed to mare and stirruped. Type: 449/1511.
Link: |Q0241, Adultery punished. |Z0192.1.4$, She-mule--bad female (barren, stubborn, etc.).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI 219 818.>
Q0493.1.1$, Adulteress wife transformed to she-mule (mare) and ridden by husband. Type:
449/1511.
Ref.: DOTTI 219 818.>
Q0493.1.2$, Adulteress mother transformed to mare and ridden by son. Type: 449/1511, cf. 931.
Link: |D0131.2$, Transformation: woman to mare. |T0412, Mother-son incest.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI 219 220 379 627
659 819 946/{lit.}.>
Q0493.5$, Punishment: loser made to carry winner on shoulders. Type: 1139A$, cf. 1199B.
Link: |F0472, Hackauf. A goblin which jumps on one's back. |K1241, Trickster rides dupe horseback.

Ref.: Ions 66; DOTTI 699 700 704 709 714 885/{Egy, lit.}.>
Q0494, Loss of social position as punishment.>
Q0495, Punishment: unseemly exposure of body.
Link: |A1383, Origin of shame from nakedness. |A2231.14$, Origin of goat's exposed posterior:
punishment for refusing to shelter sacred (holy) fugitive.>

Q0496$, Shame and disgrace as punishment.
Link: |A2231.14$, Origin of goat's exposed posterior: punishment for refusing to shelter sacred (holy)
fugitive.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 114 no. 48; DOTTI 853/{Egy}; RAFE 305 n. 40; Shahâb 182-85/cf.>
Q0496.1$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for breaking wind in public.
Link: |Q0328$, Violating social norms of decency punished.

Ref.: Fâdil M. CAbd-Allâh Turâth IV:6 73 17; DOTTI 564 941 942/{Egy, Tns}; D.H. Müller
Shhauri: SAE VII 119 no. 28; Sha)lân 330-31/cf.>
Q0496.2$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for woman baring her head in public.
Link: |P0783.2.2$, Sitting with thighs (legs) parted wide--immodest, suggestive. |Q0243.7$, Girl's
(woman's) immodesty punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 942/{Egy}.>
Q0496.3$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for inhospitality. Type: 756J$, 756K$.
Link: |P0336.1, Poor host and wife kill themselves because they are unable to entertain expected guests.
|W0159$, Pseudo-hospitality: equivocal invitation, or impossible circumstances.

Ref.: DOTTI 420.>
Q0496.4$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for wasting valuable commodity (land, horse, or the
like).
Link: |P0302.1$, Cohesion among members of small group (`esprit de corps'). |P0760.2$, Communal
property. |P0788.2$, Social control by shaming (publicly) into compliance (conformity).>

Q0496.4.1$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for peasant (farmer) selling his farm (land).>
Q0496.4.2$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for man selling his prize horse (mare).>
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Q0497, Beard shaved as punishment for murder.>
Q0497.1, Moustache pulled out as punishment.>
Q0497.2$, Beard plucked out as punishment.
Link: |P0672, Pulling a man's beard as an insult.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0494.4$, Reprimand (censure, rebuke, denounce, etc.) as punishment--usually, public.
Link: |A0182.3.2, God rebukes mortal. |Q0477$, Ridiculing as punishment.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 141; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Q0499, Other humiliating punishments.
Link: |Q0451.1.9.1$, `Stuffing' as punishment: object forced into body orifice (anus).>

Q0499.2, Humiliating death as punishment.
Link: |Z0063.3.3.1.5$, To bite earth (`biting the dust')--humiliation, defeat.

Ref.: DOTTI 192/{Tns}.>
Q0499.2.1, Humiliating death as punishment for adultery.
Link: |Q0411.0.1.1, Adulterer killed [(death as punishment for adultery)].

Ref.: MITON; Nabhânî (al-) I 410-11.>
Q0499.7, Humiliating marriage as punishment. Type: 900, 923B.
Link: |Q0118$, Marriage as reward. |T0251.14$, Marriage proposed as punishment for captured marauding
wolf: more severe than crucifixion, burning alive, etc.

Ref.: DOTTI 558 603.>
Q0500, Tedious punishments.>
Q0501, Unremitting torture as punishment.
Link: |S0191, Driving insane by keeping awake.>

Q0501.1, Punishment of Sisyphus. Must keep rolling a great stone up hill. It continually falls down.>
Q0501.1.1$, Sisyphean punishment for a faithless wife: transformed into she-mule, must carry
millstone up and down hill for the duration of her life. Type: 449, 1511.
Link: |D0132.2.1$, Transformation: woman to she-mule. |H0591.4.3$, Cruel overworking of animal (shemule) explained.

Ref.: DOTTI 106 220 243 247 456 653 693 818 819/{Syr}; Ritter I.1 450-75 no. 52; Shamy
(el-) Around the World 152.>
Q0501.2, Punishment of Tantalus. Stands in a pool that ever recedes from his thirsty lips; branches
of fruit spring away from him; stone over his head threatens to fall.
Link: |B0759.1$, Predator toys with prey, before eating it. |N0190.0.1.4$, Deities prevent mortals from
finding food (wealth) by placing obstacles in their way.

Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89.>
Q0501.2.4$, Punishment of Hârût and Mârût. Hung upside down over pool, tongues cannot reach
water.
Link: |Q0462.2, Punishment by hanging up by the feet. |Q0560.0.1.1$, Punishment in the here-and-now
preferred to that in the hereafter (Hell).
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Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31/(31): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89; Qazwînî I 303-304;
Ibshîhî 502; DOTTI 461/{lit.}; RAFE 55 n. 180.>
Q0501.4, Punishment of Prometheus. Chained to a mountain with eagle preying on his vitals, which
are restored nightly. (Punishment for theft of fire).
Link: |G0303.9.8.13.1$, Growth (viper-head) induced by devil to grow on a person's body eats into his
flesh and causes excruciating pain.>

Q0501.5, Punishment of Ixion. Lashed to a wheel which revolves continually.
Link: |S0181.1, Victim bound to a bladed wheel. |S0187.5$-(formerly, S0185.5$), Person fastened to wild
beast (which is left to wander).>

Q0501.6, Punishment of Io. Transformed to cow with gadfly ceaselessly pursuing.
Link: |Q0464, Covering with honey and exposing to flies. |S0192$, Torturing with insect or rodents.>

Q0502, Wandering as punishment.
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0502.2, Punishment: wandering till iron shoes are worn out.
Link: |H1125, Task: traveling till iron shoes are worn out.

Ref.: DOTTI 200 291 310/{Irq}; Stevens 275-86 no. 47.>
Q0502.3, Tribe's long wandering in wilderness as punishment.
Link: |R0346$, Refuge in the wilderness (swamps, marshlands, prairies, etc.).

Ref.: Damîrî I 235-36: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-5; Zîr 151.>
Q0503, Wandering after death as punishment.
Link: |E0511, The Flying Dutchman. [Phantom ship sailed eternally]. |E0752, Lost souls. |Q0407.1.1$,
Body destroyed so that soul cannot return to it: resurrection impossible.>

Q0520, Penances. Type: 756ABC, 933.
Link: |A1549.4, Origin of penance for sin. |A0661.0.1.1.3$, `Door (Gate) of Atonement' leads to gates of
heaven.

Ref.: DOTTI 633; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 39 no. 62R.>
Q0520.0.1, Substitution for penance.>
Q0520.0.2$, Self-imposed punishment as substitute for penance.>
Q0520.0.3$, Prodigious penance. Usually by saint.
Ref.: ThaClabî 156.>
Q0520.0.3.1$, Penance: prostrating oneself and weeping until grass grows around head.
Link: |F1051, Prodigious weeping. Usually by saint.

Ref.: ThaClabî 157.>
Q0520.1, Murderer does penance.>
Q0520.3, Life-long penance for brother-sister marriage.
Link: |C0162.5.1$, Tabu: brother-sister marriage. |Q0242.6$, Brother-sister incest punished.>

Q0520.9$, Sex offender does penance.>
Q0520.9.1$, Incestuous person does penance.
Link: |Q0520.3, Life-long penance for brother-sister marriage.>
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Q0521, Tedious penances.>
Q0521.1, Doing penance till green leaves grow on dry branch [(till dry branch blossoms)]. Type:
756ABC.
Ref.: Bushnaq 292; DOTTI 417 452/{Plst}.>
Q0522, Self-torture as penance.
Link: |J0564, Intemperance in worship. |V0464, Self-torture to secure holiness.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 286 no. B-10.>
Q0522.0.1$, Self-punishment as penance. Type: cf. 470C$, 706B.
Link: |F0956.7.7.2$, Venting frustration (expressing sorrow) by causing pain to oneself (hitting own head,
slapping own face, biting own finger, or the like). |S0160.1, Self-mutilation.

Ref.: DOTTI 239 382; RAFE 306 n. 50/cf.>
Q0532, Punishment for change of religious faith.
Link: |V0330, Conversion from one religion to another.>

Q0535, Negative penances.>
Q0535.1, Penance: not to speak.
Link: |C0400, Speaking tabu. |V0004.4$, Extra religious exercise (prayers, fasting, etc.) undertaken for
extra religious credit. |V0073, Fasts.>

Q0535.2, Penance: lioness forgoes meat. [Lives on grass].
Ref.: Chauvin II 105 no. 68; DOTTI 43/{Sdn}.>
Q0535.3, Refraining from sexual intercourse as penance.
Link: |C0110, Tabu: sexual intercourse.>

Q0535.3.1$, Refraining from marrying as penance. Type: 872$.
Link: |C0110, Tabu: sexual intercourse. |M0135, Vow never to remarry.

Ref.: DOTTI 489.>
Q0541.3, Penance: Gregory [standing] on the stone. Type: 933.
Ref.: DOTTI 628 633 634/{Egy}; Sulaymân 95-98 no. II-2/cf.>
Q0542, Penance: giving all earnings to poor.
Link: |P0016.1, King (prince) retires from world (becomes hermit, swineherd).>

Q0544, Penance: being locked in cellar (well) with key thrown into water. Type: 756B.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 40 no. 62R; Sulaymân 95-98 no. II-2.>
Q0545, Murderer's penance complete when he kills a greater murderer and prevents a crime. Type:
756C.
Ref.: DOTTI 415.>
Q0550, Miraculous punishments. Type: 713A$, 960E$.
Link: |Q0407$, Annihilation for eternity as punishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 380 383 394 395 437 669/{Qtr, Syr}; Duwayk (al-) II 32-35, 281; RAFE 87 n.
287; Sâ)î 388-91 no. 91[+1]/cf.; Shamy (el-) Egypt 275 no. 27; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ram
Thief" no. 42.>
Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'. Type: 759, 763, 837, 841, 2030C, 2030C*$, 2030D$.
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Link: |A0102.16.0.1$, God's justice vindicated. |N0747$, Accidental meeting of victim (hero, heroine) and
criminal (villain). |P0242, Children punished for fathers' sins. |Q0415.10$, Wild beast(s) devour(s) the
wicked. (Animal acts as agent of divine justice). |Q0581.0.1, Loss of life because one's own treachery.
|U0010.0.1$, `What you do (deal) to others will be done (dealt) back to you'. |U0018, The fathers have
eaten sour grapes and the children's teeth are set on edge. |V0301.1.0.1$, Sincerity of intent rewarded
(miraculously), insincerity punished. |Z0049.13, Chain of killings: bulbul destroys flower and is killed by
cat; cat shaken by dog; dog killed by boy; boy sentenced to death by king.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 422; Burton VII 243/(faithless pigeon-cock devoured); DOTTI 423 425 427 457
461 965/{lit.}; Laoust Maroc 25 no. 23; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and
Mabrûkah" no. 16, "Ram Thief" no. 42.>
Q0550.0.2$, `Poetic justice' prophesied (predicted). Type: 2030D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 966; HE_S: N.Y. 64-12.>
Q0550.0.3$, Murderer is himself (inevitably) murdered. Type: cf. 750D2$, 763.
Link: |A0194.2.1$, `God may give respite, but never neglect'. |P0525.5$, Blood inevitably will be avenged.
|Q0558.9, Mysterious death as punishment for murder. |U0248.4.1$, Man lusting after daughter (wife) of
the enemy he had slain disregards counselor's warnings and marries her--he is slain by bride.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 406/(series of severed heads); DOTTI 410 427; Hujelân 210 no. 2-4; MITON.>
Q0550.0.3.1$, `A killer will (inevitably) be killed [i.e., die by violence] even after a [long] while'.
Type: 960-960E$.
Ref.: RAFE 19 n. 51; Taymûr no. 2846/cf./(taunter).>
Q0550.0.4$, Would-be murderer inadvertently kills himself or one of his own family. Type: 837.
Link: |N0332.1, Man accidentally fed bread which his father has poisoned.

Ref.: DOTTI 457 458 704 706/{Irq}.>
Q0550.0.4.1$, Murderer-to-be is murdered. Type: 759, cf. 859F$.
Link: |J0225.4, Angel (Jesus) kills man. Done because man is plotting a murder. |K0920$, Posthumous
murder (killing): one person arranges for another's death after he himself has died. Usually for revenge
(`revenge from the grave'). |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)".

Ref.: DOTTI 423 479.>
Q0550.0.5$, Son unknowingly murders his father's killer. Type: 759D$.
Link: |A0102.16.0.1$, God's justice vindicated. |A0194.2.1$, `God may give respite, but never neglect'.
|P0535, ةric fines (imposed for personal injury, etc.). [(qasâs)].

Ref.: Qazwînî I 4-5; CAbd-al-Hakîm Al-Hikâyah 208; DOTTI 425.>
Q0550.2$, Eternal punishment (forever).
Link: |Q0560, Punishments in hell. |Z0061.2, Forever.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0551, Magic manifestations as punishment.>
Q0551.2.3, Thief rendered unable to remove burden of stolen goods from his back.
Ref.: DOTTI 669.>
Q0551.2.4, Corpse of murdered man sticks to murderer's back.
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Link: |Q0559.3, Body of murdered man cannot be moved [ ]. Leads to exposure of murderer.

Ref.: DOTTI 669/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 283 no. 38/cf.>
Q0551.3, Punishment: Transformation.
Link: |A1737$, sakht, maskh (devolution): creation of animals through degeneration to present forms.

Ref.: Schmidt-Kahle 6-7 no. 3.>
Q0551.3.0.1$, Transformation to a lesser form (sakht/maskh) as punishment.
Link: |A0054.6.3$, Punishment of Eblis: deformity of image (maskh). |A1737$, sakht, maskh (devolution):
creation of animals through degeneration to present forms.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 70 148; ThaClabî 188; Ibshîhî 481; Boqarî 167.>
Q0551.3.0.1.1$, Eblis (Lucifer) transformed from angel-form down to devil-form.
Link: |A0051, Creation of devil(s). |A0053$, Size and form of angels. |A0054.3.1.1$, Eblis refuses to
prostrate himself before Adam. |A2920$, Creation of Eblis (the Satan).

Ref.: ThaClabî 21.>
Q0551.3.0.1.2$, Eblis transformed from (mighty) hybrid form to worm (for disobeying own parent).
Type: cf. 613C*, 758C$.
Link: |A2921.1$, Eblis: born as one of the fourteen children of Khâlît and Mâlît. He disobeyed his father
by refusing to marry one of his seven twin-sisters, and was transformed into a worm (which became Eblis).

Ref.: MITON; Alf III 33/Burton V 319: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 38-1; Shamy (el-)
"Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 32.>
Q0551.3.1, Punishment: transformation of lovers into lion and lioness for desecrating temple. [They
had sexual intercourse Y].
Link: |C0116, Tabu: sexual intercourse in sacred precinct.>

Q0551.3.2, Punishment: transformation into animal.>
Q0551.3.2.4, Punishment: transformation into monkey.
Link: |A1861.0.1$, Creation of monkeys through devolution (sakht): punishment.>

Q0551.3.2.4.1$, Punishment: transformation into mule. Type: 449/1511.
Link: |D0132.2.1$, Transformation: woman to she-mule. |Q0501.1.1$, Sisyphean punishment for a
faithless wife: transformed into she-mule, must carry millstone up and down hill for the duration of her life.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 818/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0551.3.2.6, Punishment: transformation to ass. Type: 449/1511.
Ref.: DOTTI 220 818.>
Q0551.3.2.7, Punishment: transformation to dog. Type: 449/1511, 551A$, 551B$, cf. 1515.
Ref.: DOTTI 220 308 309 818 819 895/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0551.3.3, Punishment: calf's head in murderer's hand turns to corpse's head. Type: 780C.
Ref.: DOTTI 441.>
Q0551.3.3.1, Punishment: melon in murderer's hand turns to murdered man's head. Type: 780C.
Ref.: DOTTI 441; Shamy (el-) Egypt 282 no. 37.>
Q0551.3.4, Transformation into stone [(petrification)] as punishment. Type: 779E$, 1645D$, cf.
707.
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Link: |A0977.5.5.1.1$, Rock in shape of animal (man) is that animal (man) petrified. |D0231,
Transformation: man to stone. [Petrification]. |F0768.1, City of petrified people.

Ref.: Qazwînî I 279; Chauvin V 196 no. 115; DOTTI 308 386 895/{lit.}; MITON; Sâ)î 22129 no. 52[+1].>
Q0551.3.4.4$, Person breaks tabu: petrified as punishment.
Link: |C0961.2, Transformation to stone for breaking tabu.>

Q0551.3.4.4.1$, Lot's wife breaks tabu: petrified as punishment (becomes pillar of salt).
Link: |C0961.1, Transformation to pillar of salt for breaking tabu.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 107.>
Q0551.3.5.0.1$, Punishment: transformation into star or planet. Type: 1442$.
Link: |A0781.0.1$-(formerly, A0781.1$), Origin of Venus (az-Zahrah, planet)--punishment: transformed
human woman (cruel co-wife).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 155; DOTTI 808; Ghadab 46-47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 91; CAlî
Haydar Sâlih Turâth III:5/6 46.>
Q0551.3.5.1, Punishment: transformation into falling star.>
Q0551.3.6$, Punishment: transformation of bodily attributes (features).
Link: |G0368$, Ogre with topographical features. |Q0551.6, Magic sickness as punishment.>

Q0551.3.6.1$, Punishment: object affixed permanently to guilty person.
Ref.: DOTTI 134 201 496/{Qtr}.>
Q0551.4, Punishment: animals become sick.>
Q0551.4.4.1$, Punishment, animals will not give milk. Type: 713A$, 779, 872$.
Link: |D0927.6$, Spring runs dry (as result of brother's cruelty to sister).

Ref.: DOTTI 395 435.>
Q0551.5, Reincarnation as punishment.>
Q0551.5.1, Reincarnation into degraded form as punishment.
Link: |A1737$, sakht, maskh (devolution): creation of animals through degeneration to present forms.>

Q0551.6, Magic sickness as punishment. Type: 712.
Link: |Q0551.3.6$, Punishment: transformation of bodily attributes (features).

Ref.: DOTTI 394.>
Q0551.6.0.3$, Sickness as punishment for ill-gotten food. Type: cf. 511A.
Ref.: DOTTI 266.>
Q0551.6.0.3.1$, Ill-gotten food stops in thief's (usurper's) throat (cannot be swallowed).
Link: |C0206.2.1$, Envied food stops in throat of eater. |Q0552.18.5$, Ill-gotten property `sweeps away'
usurper's own.

Ref.: DOTTI 436/{Egy}; Shawqî 296 [no. 24].>
Q0551.6.0.4$, Supernatural paralysis (adhesion of limb to body) as punishment.
Link: |D2072.3, Magic paralysis caused by saint. |Q0552, Prodigy as punishment. [Miraculous punishment
through the elements].>

Q0551.6.2, Magic sickness as punishment for opposition to holy person. Type: cf. 620A$.
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Link: |D2064, Magic sickness.

Ref.: DOTTI 351.>
Q0551.6.2.1$, Supernatural (magic) sickness as punishment for blasphemous act (e.g., disrespecting
deity, temple, or the like). Type: 750J$.
Link: |F1041.9, Extraordinary illness. |J2117.3.2$, Illness said to be due to sinning.

Ref.: ThaClabî 91-92; Damîrî II 232-33/cf./(gudhâm/leprosy for abusing idol).>
Q0551.6.8$, Supernatural (magic) sickness as punishment for practicing witchcraft (sorcery, nether
magic).
Ref.: RAFE 299 n. 11.>
Q0551.8, Deformity as punishment.
Link: |D1812.5.1.35.1$, Birth of deformed person (animal) as bad omen. |H0244, Person magically
disfigured when he speaks falsely. |Q0451.2.0.2.1$, Part of foot cut off as punishment. |T0587.2, Twins
born one with ear of other in mouth. [Or a similar deformity ].>

Q0551.11, Magic forgetfulness as punishment.
Link: |A0182.3.9.2$, God erases knowledge from mortal's mind--(naskh: abrogation). |D1741.7.2$, Saint
causes loss of knowledge--(it is erased from mind). |J0164.1.1$, God's light (sacred knowledge, gnosis) is
kept from sinners.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 213-15; Nabhânî (al-) II 423-24/(for arrogance); Zubayr (al-) "'Iblîs allaCîn/Cursed Iblis" 9/(for using left side first).>
Q0551.11.1$, Deprivation of knowledge as punishment. Type: cf. 774M2$.
Link: |A0054.6.7$, Punishment of Eblis: stripped of all knowledge. |A0182.3.9.2$, God erases knowledge
from mortal's mind--(naskh: abrogation). |A1689.11, Why one people is superior in power to another.
|G0303.9.4.5.4.1$, "Khanzab": name of satan (devil) that causes the forgetting of memorized holy text
(scriptural). |J0001.1$, Animal's knowledge from instinct: (innate, `from God$, hidâyah). |J0164.1.1$,
God's light (sacred knowledge, gnosis) is kept from sinners. |V0220.0.2$, Classes of sacred persons
(prophets, saints) according to amount and source of gnosis (knowledge) they possess.

Ref.: ThaClabî 28-29: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 68; Ibn-al-Athîr I 18-19.>
Q0551.12, Premature aging as punishment.
Link: |A1335.6.3$, Loss of immortality (for certain creature): punishment for sin. |D1890, Magic aging.
|Q0553.3.8$, Loss of immortality as punishment.>

Q0552, Prodigy as punishment. [Miraculous punishment through the elements]. Type: 713A$, 779,
779E$, cf. 779D$.
Link: |A0102.17.0.1$, Natural disasters (catastrophes) as expression of God's wrath. |A0165.2.4, Powers of
nature (son, moon, etc.) as God's messengers. |A1018, Flood as punishment. |A1003, Calamity as
punishment for sin. |Q0211.9, Fratricide punished. |Q0221.3.2$, God avenges transgression against
religious edifices. |V0247.3$, Angel army. |V0315.2.3.1$, Obliterating the sinful as means of placating
natural disaster (prodigy, God's wrath).

Ref.: DOTTI 395 435 436; Wehr 305 no. 11.>
Q0552.0.2$, Violent weather changes (storms, darkness) as result of commission of sexual crime
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(incest, rape). Type: cf. 931, 932$.
Link: |A1147.2$, Storms from temporary victory of power(s) of chaos. |C0114, Tabu: incest. |C0118, Tabu:
violating woman [(rape)]. |C0164, Tabu: forcing wife [to sexual intercourse]. |Q0552.1.2, Ravisher killed
by thunderbolt.

Ref.: Ions 47 48/(by Geb); DOTTI 627 630.>
Q0552.0.3$, Nature ceases to be benevolent or bountiful as punishment--(weather, animals, plants,
etc., stop giving). Type: 779D$.
Link: |A0165.2.4, Powers of nature (son, moon, etc.) as God's messengers. |A1336.1.1$, Fratricide as first
murder. |D0927.5, Spring runs dry (as result of fratricide). |Q0153, Nature benign and fruitful during reign
of good king. |U0210.0.1$, Just subjects, just ruler; unjust subjects, unjust ruler.

Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27/(27): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 61; DOTTI 436; MITON.>
Q0552.0.4$, Universe (the world, life) stands still as punishment for injustice. Type: cf.
613B$,/613B1$, 779, 872$.
Link: |A0721.6$, Sun-barque stands still: darkness (lifeless existence) follows.

Ref.: Ions 61.>
Q0552.1, Death by thunderbolt as punishment.
Link: |A0157.9.1$, Awesome all-annihilating shout (`Great Cry$, Great-Howl) as god's weapon. (alsayhah). |D2061.1.1, Person magically reduced to ashes. |V0220.0.7.1.1$, Pleading to saint for help brings
about providential relief.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 318; Damîrî I 249-50; DOTTI 518 630/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Samaw'al" 12 n. 36.>
Q0552.1.0.1$, Death by shooting star as punishment.
Link: |A0157.8.1$, Shooting star destroys satan (devil, demon) flying near (spying on) heavens.
|F0961.2.10$, Star falls to earth: shooting (falling) star. |Q0552.13, Fire from heaven as punishment.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 266; DOTTI 158 450/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0552.1.2, Ravisher killed by thunderbolt.
Link: |Q0552.0.2$, Violent weather changes (storms, darkness) as result of commission of sexual crime
(incest, rape).>

Q0552.1.4, Death by thunderbolt as punishment for opposition to holy person.>
Q0552.1.9$, Incestuous person killed by thunderbolt (or is reduced to ashes, coal).
Ref.: DOTTI 630; MITON.>
Q0552.1.10$, Death by violent wind as punishment.>
Q0552.1.10.1$, Killer wind destroys tribe for killing sacred animal.
Link: |C0092.1.7$, Tabu: killing sacred she-camel (prophet's nâqah). |C0984.1, Great wind because of
broken tabu.>

Q0552.2, Sinking of earth as punishment.>
Q0552.2.0.1, Quaking of earth as punishment.>
Q0552.2.1, Land sinks and lake appears as punishment. Type: 779E$, 960B.
Link: |F0713, Extraordinary pond (lake).>
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Q0552.2.1.1$, Punishment of Qârûn: sinking of Palace, appearance of Lake Qârûn. Type: 779E$.
Link: |F0948, Object sinks into earth. |Q0552.2.3.2.2, Earth swallows heretical city. |V0231.1.0.2.2$, Wing
of angel as weapon: used to destroy on mass scale (e.g., nation, city).

Ref.: ThaClabî 4-5: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 11; ThaClabî 119-22.>
Q0552.2.2, Grave sinks so that grave-robber cannot get out.
Link: |Q0212.2, Grave-robbing punished. |Q0222.7$, Punishment for violating sanctity of tomb (grave,
cemetery).>

Q0552.2.3, Earth swallowings as punishment.
Link: |M0448, Curse: to sink into earth. |Z0063.10.2.4$, `Sink' [out of my face (sight), like water in dried
up well] (`ghûr'/ghْr).

Ref.: ThaClabî 122; DOTTI 94 382 493/{Mrc}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 166-67 283 no. 38.>
Q0552.2.3.1.1, Earth swallows man who opposes saint (holy man).
Ref.: DOTTI 343 415 427 443/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 159/cf.>
Q0552.2.3.2.2, Earth swallows heretical city. Type: 779E$.
Link: |Q0486.1.1, Sinful city burnt as punishment. |Q0552.2.1.1$, Punishment of Qârûn: sinking of Palace,
appearance of Lake Qârûn. |Q0552.22, Punishment: city and inhabitants hurled down precipice.>

Q0552.2.3.2.5$, Earth (grave) swallows murderer. Type: 960E$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 213; DOTTI 669; Sengo "Kiswahili" 970-87 no. 41.>
Q0552.2.3.2.6$, Earth swallows arrogant (vain, proud) person.
Link: |Q0330, Overweening punished.

Ref.: ThaClabî 122; RAFE 48 n. 152.>
Q0552.2.3.4, Earth swallows man intending treachery.
Link: |F0949.1, Animal sinks into earth. |Q0261.1, Intended treachery punished.>

Q0552.2.3.5$, Treacherous (guilty) person sinks into earth (swallowed by earth). Type: 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 93 128 489 492 493 497/{Alg, Mrc, Sdn}; TAWT 448.>
Q0552.3, Failure of crops during reign of wicked king. Type: 713A$.
Link: |A1101.2.5$, Formerly fruits of earth were extraordinarily large (heavy). |F0813.0.3, Extraordinarily
large fruit. |F0960.0.1.1$, Extraordinary sympathetic nature phenomena at occurrence of injustice (crime).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 63/(Thackston 69/cf.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 50; Ibshîhî 147;
DOTTI 395.>
Q0552.3.0.3, Failure of crops and milk as punishment for adultery.>
Q0552.3.0.5$, Failure of crops and milk as punishment for cruelty to relatives (sister). Type: 713A$,
872$.
Link: |D0927.6$, Spring runs dry (as result of brother=s cruelty to sister).

Ref.: DOTTI 132 224 263 395 495/{Egy, Mrc}; Sulaymân 48-51 no. I-1; TAWT 453.>
Q0552.3.1.1, Sterility of land as punishment for parricide.>
Q0552.3.3, Drought as punishment. Type: 779D$.
Ref.: R.L. Green 50/(Nile does not rise); ThaClabî 144-45; Ibshîhî 641; DOTTI 132 224
436/{Mrc}; MITON.>
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Q0552.3.5.1$, Punishment of greed: all gains are lost. Type: 472$, 726*, 750D1$.
Link: |Q0281.5$, Ingratitude punished: all gains lost (revoked).

Ref.: Qazwînî I 267; DOTTI 246 409 457/{Egy}; Laoust Maroc 21 no. 19; Sabâh el-Khair
no. 490; AUC: 24 no. 8.>
Q0552.3.5.2$, Punishment of greed: execution (death). Type: 472$, 763.
Ref.: DOTTI 242 246 427/{Egy}; Sabâh el-Khair no. 451.>
Q0552.3.5.3$, Greedy person is murdered. Type: 763.
Ref.: DOTTI 427.>
Q0552.3.6, Punishment: water famine.
Link: |A1111, Impounded water. [Hero defeats the monster responsible and releases water]. |Q0552.3.3,
Drought as punishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 97 436.>
Q0552.3.6.1$, Rain withheld (by God) as punishment. Type: cf. 872$.
Link: |D2147, Magic control of clouds. |Q0552.3.3, Drought as punishment. |Q0552.14.4, Rain of stones as
punishment.

Ref.: ThaClabî 144-45; DOTTI 489.>
Q0552.3.9$, Pestilence (ants, birds, locusts, rodents--rats, mice--etc.) as punishment.
Ref.: R.L. Green 52; DOTTI 33 85 88 436/{Alg}.>
Q0552.4.1, Stolen animal cries out from stomach of thief. Type: 715.
Link: |B0137.1$, Stolen camel speaks and reveals real owner. |D1619.2.3$, Eaten bird (sparrow) speaks
from inside king's belly (stomach).

Ref.: DOTTI 396.>
Q0552.10, Plague as punishment.>
Q0552.13, Fire from heaven as punishment.
Link: |F0797, Fire from heaven kills people. |F0962.2, Fire from heaven. |Q0552.1.0.1$, Death by shooting
star as punishment.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 517; ThaClabî 246/(Girigîs); Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 12 n. 36.>
Q0552.13.2, Destruction of property by fire from heaven as punishment.
Link: |Q0595, Loss or destruction of property as punishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 435/{lit.}; MITON.>
Q0552.14, Storm as punishment.
Link: |A1129.1.2$, Colors of wind indicates its (destructive) power.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 82-84 no. 145; ThaClabî 38; Cachia 233.>
Q0552.14.0.2$, Sand storm (`Barren Wind') destroys tribe as punishment for disbelief (idolatry).
Link: |N0003.1.1.2$, God asks ruler (king, chief) of drought-stricken nation to choose one of three clouds:
white, red, or black. He chooses the black as the one with most promise of rain, but it proves to pack killer
storm (wind).

Ref.: ThaClabî 38-39/(38): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 110-1; Ibshîhî 506.>
Q0552.14.4, Rain of stones as punishment.
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Ref.: ThaClabî 63; DOTTI 436/{Tns}.>
Q0552.16, Food and drink refused saint miraculously become putrid.
Link: |Q0551.6.0.3$, Sickness as punishment for ill-gotten food.>

Q0552.18, Punishment: disappearance of ill-gotten gains.
Link: |P0763$, Ill-gotten property (mâl harâm, illicit). |Q0585, Fitting destruction of property as
punishment.

Ref.: Damîrî II 244; Amîn 354; DOTTI 937/{Mrc}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ram
Thief" no. 42.>
Q0552.18.5$, Ill-gotten property `sweeps away' usurper's own.
Link: |J1514$, Wisdom of benevolence (exercising goodwill), and foolishness of malevolence (harboring
ill-will). |U0213$, Life is: `Blow for blow' (tit for tat).

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 243 no. 17/(plant); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ram Thief" no.
42; TAWT 51 n. 28; Taymûr nos. 743 845/cf.>
Q0552.18.5.1$, What is acquired by deception (`wind') will be `taken away' by disasters (`storms').
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16; Taymûr no. 2644.>
Q0552.18.5.2$, Cheater will lose (by becoming trapped in his own schemes).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2719.>
Q0552.19, Miraculous drowning as punishment.
Link: |Q0415.10.1$, Crocodile devours the wicked.

Ref.: Maspero 41 no. 2-4 n. 2.>
Q0552.20, Eclipse as punishment.>
Q0552.22, Punishment: city and inhabitants hurled down precipice.>
Q0552.22.0.1$, Sinful city miraculously destroyed as punishment.
Link: |Q0486.1.1, Sinful city burnt as punishment.

Ref.: ThaClabî 63.>
Q0552.22.0.1.1$, Punishment: sinful city raised to sky then dropped upside down.
Ref.: ThaClabî 63.>
Q0552.25, Earthquake as punishment.
Link: |A1145.5$, Earthquakes from movements of Qâf mountains. |F0969.4, Extraordinary earthquake.>

Q0552.26$, Death by annihilating shout (al-sayhah) as punishment.
Link: |A0157.9.1$, Awesome all-annihilating shout (`Great Cry$, Great-Howl) as god's weapon. (alsayhah). |F0688.5$, Strong-man's mighty shout: kills. |G0303.3.5.6$, Demon with ability to utter a shout
that can kill every living creature when heard.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 7/(Thackston 6-7 no. 3): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 24; Burton IV 11718/("mighty rushing sound from the Heavens").>
Q0553, Divine favor withdrawn as punishment.>
Q0553.2, Punishment: angel ceases to appear to self-righteous hermit. Type: 756A.
Link: |L0435, Self-righteousness punished. |W0172$, Self-righteousness.>

Q0553.3, Sterility as punishment.
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Link: |T0591, Barrenness or impotence induced by magic.>

Q0553.3.0.1, Sterility of women as punishment.
Ref.: ThaClabî 32.>
Q0553.3.2, Children of incestuous father die without issue.
Link: |J0229.13.1$, God's punishment: extermination by a blessing or by a curse. Blessing: male offspring
by men, female by cattle; curse: female offspring by men, male by cattle. |M0444.3$, Curse of same gender
births (all-males or all-females): death without issue follows.>

Q0553.3.2.1$, Childlessness (inability to conceive or give birth) as punishment for brother-sister
marriage (incest).
Link: |M0426.1$, Curse of inability to give birth during any month of the year evaded by introducing new
(intercalary) time-period. |Q0242.6$, Brother-sister incest punished.

Ref.: Ions 48.>
Q0553.3.6, Painful birth of children as punishment.
Link: |A1351.1, Origin of childbirth pains. |A1650.5.2.3$, Punishment of Eve: labor pains and childbirth
pains.>

Q0553.3.8$, Loss of immortality as punishment. Type: cf. 774R$.
Link: |A0153.2, Magic food gives immortality to gods. |A1335.5, Origin of death: serpent given
immortality instead of man. |A1335.6.3$, Loss of immortality (for certain creature): punishment for sin.
|K2214.1.2$, Daughter conspires with servant (cook) and deprives her father of water of immortality.
(Calé, Alexander's daughter). |Q0551.12, Premature aging as punishment.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 198.>
Q0553.5, Punishment: small catch of fish for child-murderers. [Parents kill their child to have more
fish for themselves. Their catch is miraculously reduced]. Type: 832.
Link: |A0189.7.3$, New life comes with its livelihood. |A0604.5.2.2$, Lifespan tied to predestined
livelihood: creature dies when preordained livelihood has been exhausted. |E0190.5$, Resuscitated person
cannot remain alive because his predestined livelihood had already been consumed (during his normal
lifetime). |N0100.1$, Predestined income (financial gains and losses).>

Q0555.6, Failure in all efforts as punishment.>
Q0555.6.1$, Failure in mission as punishment for fornication while away from home (a-traveling).
Link: |M0131.4$, Vow never to mate with the beloved in `sin' (fornication). |Q0241.4$, Faithlessness in
marriage punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
Q0553.7, Rain withheld to punish king.>
Q0553.8$, Loss of kingship (chieftainship) as punishment for sin.>
Q0553.8.1$, Kingship withdrawn from king (prophet) for commission of sin. Type: 751C*, 757.
Link: |V0515.1.6.1$, Vision in which one's own religious faith abandons him during commission of sin.

Ref.: ThaClabî 180.>
Q0555, Madness as punishment.

Link: |D2065, Magic insanity. |F1041.8, Extraordinary madness.>
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Q0554, Mysterious visitation as punishment.
Ref.: DOTTI 628 634/{Egy}.>
Q0555.5$, Madness as punishment for homosexuality.
Link: |F1041.8.12$, Madness from shame (disgrace).

Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) II 387/cf.>
Q0556, Curse as punishment. Type: 480.
Link: |A0054.6.6$, Punishment of Eblis: cursed by God.

Ref.: DOTTI 249 668; Mouliéras-Lacoste 348 no. 54; Noy Jefet 154-55 no. 58.>
Q0556.0.1, Curse threatened to enforce demand.>
Q0556.2, Mark of Cain. Permanent mark as curse on a murderer.
Link: |Q0211, Murder punished.>

Q0556.11, Curse for uncharitableness. Type: 751, 751D*.
Ref.: DOTTI 412 413/{Ymn}; Noy Jefet 145-46 no. 48.>
Q0557, Miraculous punishment through animals.>
Q0557.2, Serpent chokes woman's undutiful son.
Link: |Q0281.1, Ungrateful children punished.>

Q0558, Mysterious death as punishment.
Ref.: Delheure 376-77; DOTTI 492/{Tns}.>
Q0558.6, Mysterious death as punishment for theft.
Ref.: DOTTI 668; Noy Jefet 154-55 no. 58.>
Q0558.9, Mysterious death as punishment for murder.
Link: |Q0211, Murder punished. |Q0550.0.3$, Murderer is himself (inevitably) murdered.>

Q0558.18, Saints bring about miraculous death because of desecration of sanctuaries.
Link: |C0051.1, Tabu: profaning shrine. |Q0222, Punishment for desecration of holy places (images, etc.).
|V0220, Saints.>

Q0559, Other miraculous punishments.>
Q0559.2, Punishment, man stricken blind.
Ref.: Campbell Town and Tribe 164-65.>
Q0559.3, Body of murdered man cannot be moved [ ]. Leads to exposure of murderer.
Link: |D1654.9.1, Corpse cannot be moved. |E0406$, Immovable corpse. |Q0551.2.4, Corpse of murdered
man sticks to murderer's back.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 166-67 283 no. 38.>
Q0559.5.2, Girl's hand withers as punishment for broken oath to God.
Link: |Q0559.12$, Punishment for unfulfilled vow (promise) to God or saint.>

Q0559.12$, Punishment for unfulfilled vow (promise) to God or saint.
Link: |M0209$, Reminder of unfulfilled (forgotten) vow: recipient must execute own part of pledge
(bargain). |Q0266, Punishment for breaking promise. |Q0266.2$, Punishment for failure to live up to a
promise made unintentionally. |Q0559.5.2, Girl's hand withers as punishment for broken oath to God.
|V0315.2.1$, Penitent forswears sinful activity (occupation).
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Ref.: MITON.>
Q0560, Punishments in hell.
Link: |A0671, Hell. Lower world of torment. |Q0550.2$, Eternal punishment (forever). |Q0566,
Punishments by heat in hell.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 30 173 no. A-11/("Tuat"); W.M. Müller 179f.; RAFE 298 n. 6;
Shamy (el-) Egypt 123 no. 19, 229 no. 65.>
Q0560.0.1$, God's punishment may be in the here-and-now or in the hereafter (Hell).
Ref.: MITON.>
Q0560.0.1.1$, Punishment in the here-and-now preferred to that in the hereafter (Hell).
Link: |J0210, Choice between evils. |Q0172.0.3$, Reward in the hereafter (Heaven) preferred to that in the
here-and-now. |Q0501.2.4$, Punishment of Hârût and Mârût. Hung upside down over pool, tongues cannot
reach water.

Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31/(31): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89.>
Q0560.0.2$, Contrasting punishments in hell (e.g., hot-cold, wet-dry, etc.).
Link: |A0671.2.4, The fires of hell. |A0671.3, Frigidity of hell.>

Q0560.1, Punishments in land of dead (detailed). Type: cf. 808.
Ref.: DOTTI 446; Shamy (el-) Egypt 229 no. 65/cf.>
Q0560.1.2$, Punishment in afterlife: being swallowed by monstrous creature.
Link: |E0752.9.1$, Souls of wicked devoured by monstrous creature. |Q0415.0.1, Punishment: being eaten
by demon.>

Q0560.1.2.1$, Ammut devours hearts (souls) of sinners.
Link: |B0014.1.1$, Ammut (Amemt). Combination of lion, hippopotamus, and crocodile. Devours hearts of
sinners. |E0752.9.1$, Souls of wicked devoured by monstrous creature. |Q0569.2, Sinners in hell
swallowed by dragons. |Z0100.1.2$, Ammut (Amemt): "Devourer of Hearts (Souls) [of sinners]".

Ref.: Ions 42/136.>
Q0560.5$, Eternal life in hell for certain cardinal sins (e.g., disbelief, murder, etc.).
Ref.: RAFE 113 n. 386.>
Q0560.5.1$, Perpetual punishment in hell's fires for murder. Type: 756C.
Link: |A1002.0.3$, On Doomsday sky will rupture, planets will scatter out of orbits, oceans will boil over,
Y, and the female infant buried alive will be asked for what sin was she murdered. |C0869$, Tabu:
murder.>

Q0560.5.2$, Perpetual punishment in hell's fires for disbelief (kufr).
Link: |C0061, Tabu: disbelief in religious teachings [(kufr)].>

Q0560.6$, Term in Hell as punishment for sins.>
Q0560.6.1$, Term in Hell as punishment for cruelty to animal(s).
Link: |Q0172.10$, Admedian to heaven for kindness (mercy) to animal. |Q0285.1, Cruelty to animals
punished.>

Q0560.6.1.1$, Term in Hell for torturing cat.
Link: |C0867.3$, Tabu: cruelty to animals.
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Ref.: Jâhiz V 270-71.>
Q0561, Punishments being prepared in hell.>
Q0561.1, Bed heating in hell for certain person. Type: 756B, 806A$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 30: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 84; DOTTI 446; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32.>
Q0563, Punishments in hell fitted to crimes.>
Q0566, Punishments by heat in hell.
Link: |A0671.2.4, The fires of hell. |S0112.8$, Torture by fire (burning).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 173 no. A-11.>
Q0567, Punishments by cold in hell.
Link: |E0755.2.5, Icy hell.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 66-71/(lit.).>
Q0568$, Punishments by heat at (sunrise-) sunset-point.
Link: |A0726.5$, Place (location) where sun rises and sets. (The horizons of sunrise and sunset).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73.>
Q0569, Other punishments in hell.>
Q0569.2, Sinners in hell swallowed by dragons.
Link: |Q0560.1.2.1$, Ammut devours hearts (souls) of sinners.>

Q0570, Punishment and remission.>
Q0572.2, Magic sickness as punishment for uncharitableness, remitted.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 173-75 284 no. 40.>
Q0580, Punishment fitted to crime.
Link: |Q0101, Reward fitting to deed.

Ref.: RAFE 128 n. 451.>
Q0581, Villain nemesis. Person condemned to punishment he had suggested for others. Type:
837A$, 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |J1513, Healed [(treated)] with his own medicine. |K1633.1$, The evil counsel: human (animal)
organ is the only cure; applied to counselor. |N0747.1$, Victim of crime (injustice) accidentally presides
over trial of the culprit.

Ref.: DOTTI 3 404 458 463 683 684/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; CAdlî Ibrâhîm no. 22.>
Q0581.0.1, Loss of life because one's own treachery. Type: 910K1$.
Link: |J1514.4$, `The evil plot encloses those who make it (the conspirators)'. |N0331.4$, Large object
(rock, log, etc.) dropped on person from above (so as to kill him) accidentally falls on would-be-killer's
own child (children).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 275; DOTTI 575.>
Q0581.1, Unusual murder avenged in like manner. Type: 720A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 399; MITON.>
Q0582, Fitting death as punishment.
Link: |Q0461, Impalement as punishment.
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 152-53.>
Q0583, Fitting bodily injury as punishment.
Link: |P0522.1, Lex talionis. One life for one life. |Q0451, Mutilation as punishment.>

Q0583.0.1$, Reproach concerning an affliction (physical, social, personal, etc.) punished by its like.
Link: |N0124$, Mechanical associations between cause and effect within the supernatural (e.g., Evil-Eye,
mushâhrah, etc.).

Ref.: Hadrî (el-) AFann al-=insâniyyah" 5-6 [no. 4]/(no story/proto-ballad); Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22d.>
Q0583.5$, Tongue cut of for slander (lampoon).
Link: |P0427.4.1, Fear of druidic lampoon as activating power.

Ref.: Burton10/(poet's).>
Q0584, Transformation as fitting punishment.
Ref.: Chimenti 131-32; Holding 48-57 no. 5.>
Q0584.1, Transformer transformed. Type: 449,/1511.
Ref.: MITON; Alf I 10.>
Q0586, Son on gallows bites his mother's (father's) nose off: punishment for neglect in youth. Type:
838.
Link: |K0825.1.1, Victim persuaded to hold out tongue: bitten off. |K2021.2.1$, Son on gallows asks to kiss
his mother's tongue: he bites it off.

Ref.: Chauvin VIII 113 no. 95 n. 1; DOTTI 459; TAWT 416 no. 4/{Egy}.>
Q0585, Fitting destruction of property as punishment.
Link: |Q0552.18, Punishment: disappearance of ill-gotten gains.>

Q0585.4, Food disappears because of wastefulness.>
Q0586.1$, Abusive (ill-advising) tongue cut (bitten) off. Type: 838.
Link: |Q0205$, Part of body involved in offense punished. |Z0195.2.1$, Symbolism: saw, or file--abusive
tongue.

Ref.: DOTTI 459.>
Q0588, Ungrateful son punished by having a son equally ungrateful. Type: 980, cf. 980J$, 982.
Link: |Q0281.1, Ungrateful children punished.

Ref.: Amîn 210; CAbd-el-Hakîm fallahîn 27; DOTTI 682 685.>
Q0589, Punishment fitted to the crime--miscellaneous.>
Q0589.5$, Killer animal killed (for revenge).
Link: |B0275.4$, Animal executed for killing man. |Q0211.6, Killing an animal revenged.

Ref.: MITON; Qazwînî II 35-36/(viper); Ibshîhî 540-41.>
Q0590, Miscellaneous punishments.>
Q0591, Punishment: lie becomes truth. Type: 620A$, 752C*.
Link: |Q0194$, Reward: lie (benevolent) becomes truth.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 168 no. 280; ThaClabî 218; Basset Mille III 159 no. 100; DOTTI 207 211
351 352 377 414/{Egy, Plst, Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 273-74, 275-6; Khoalî (el-) 344/cf.; Nabhânî (al-)
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I 458; Schmidt-Kahle I 164-69 no. 45; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 679-?-002-066.>
Q0591.0.1$, Feigning a disability causes its materialization.
Link: |C0901.0.1$, Tabu: feigning disability (sickness, blindness, etc.).

Ref.: Campbell Town and Tribe 164-65.>
Q0591.0.1.1$, Person feigning being in long sleep dies: "CAbbûd's sleep".
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 239; Ibshîhî 443.>
Q0591.2.2$, Punishment: person says flock is rocks; it becomes so. Type: 620A$, 752C*.
Link: |H0594.2, Enigmatic statement: the flocks are only rocks and grass.

Ref.: DOTTI 351 352 414/{lit.}.>
Q0592$, Punishment: frightening (children).
Link: |G0301.1$, Minor household monster. Usually evoked to frighten children--(e.g., Skinned-leg,
C

C

"bu bu "/Bogeyman, Midnight-afrit). |J2175.7$, Injurious (foolish) child-rearing practices. |K1771,
Bluffing threat. |Q0464.1$, Covering with honey (butter) and exposing to mice (in `mice-room'). |Z0013.1,
Tale-teller frightens listener: yells "Boo!" at exiting point.

Ref.: Amîn 91; Burton V 306 n. 1/cf.; Walker-IsmâCîl 70 n. 1.>
Q0592.1$, Punishment: applying painful medication--e.g., shishm (Indian liquorice) in eyes.>
Q0595, Loss or destruction of property as punishment.
Link: |Q0552.13.2, Destruction of property by fire from heaven as punishment.>

Q0597, Animals avenge injury.
Link: |W0010.9.4.2$, Mistreatment of one's own kind avenged.

Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 102-3 no. 49.>
Q0597.1.1$, Viper poisons drinking water to avenge killing of its young (mate). Type: 285A*.
Link: |B0299.1, Animal takes revenge on man.

Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 29-30 no. 14/cf.; DOTTI 92; Nâyif al-Nawâysah Turâth X:8
173-75; AUC: 23 no. 8, Willmore 351 no. 12, 352-53 no. 15.>
Q0597.3, Bees sting honey thieves. Type: 774K.
Link: |A2232.2, Bees pray for sting: punishment, first sting suicidal. |A2346.4$, Bee is to asks God that
every person she stings dies, but she misspeaks asking that every bee that stings dies.

Ref.: DOTTI 429.>
Q0599, Other punishments.>

R. CAPTIVES AND FUGITIVES
R0-R99, Captivity
R0000, Captivity.>
R0001, Wild man captured and tamed. Type: 877*.
Link: |K1399.1, Taming the wild prince. [Feral child captured and tamed by a servant girl].>

R0002, God holds the devil captive for three years.>
R0002.1$, Captive demonic race: Gog and Magog. Type: 774S$.
Link: |A1076$, End of world heralded by escape of Gog and Magog. |A1303.2$, Gog and Magog as giant
races. |A1611.7$, Origin of Turks: a subdivision of Gog and Magog who escaped being walled in.
|D2177.4, Evil spirits kept out by stone wall.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 488; DOTTI 186 433 434/{Egy, lit., Mrc}.>
R0002.2$, Satan (Eblis) captured.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73.>
R0002.2.1$, Satan captured and then released.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73.>
R0004, Surprise capture.
Link: |K2360$, Surprise attack (`treacherous' invasion). |K2360.1$, Gorilla warfare: surprise attacks and
quick escapes (usually by bands of fighters).

Ref.: Zîr 89.>
R0005, Capture on field of battle.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73.>
R0009.0.1$, Moon captured (as captive).>
R0009.1, Sun captured.>
R0009.1.2, Sun and moon captured by creditors, thus causing eclipse.
Link: |A0737.1.2.1$, Houris (nymphs of Paradise) capture moon, thus causing eclipse.>

R0010, Abduction.
Ref.: Duwayk (al-) I 72; Hujelân 227-28.>
R0010.0.1$, Person abducted (kidnapped) and held for ransom. Type: 888, 888A*, 949*, cf. 159,
953A$.
Link: |W0193, Extortion.

Ref.: DOTTI 66 537 538 654 658 860/{lit., Plst}; MITON.>
R0010.0.1.1$, Person abducted (kidnapped) and tortured. Type: 312E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 126 127 491/{Egy, Sdn}.>
R0010.1, Princess (maiden) abducted. Type: 516B.
Link: |P0178.9.2$, Female salve (captive) taken as wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 129 254 278 281 297 487 628/{Egy, Omn}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57; Zîr 143-44.>
R0010.1.1$, Queen (royal consort) abducted.
Link: |K2058.2.3$, Abduction under pretence of performing religious duty or bestowing supernatural
power.
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Ref.: MITON.>
R0010.1.3$, Bride abducted--(usually on wedding night or during bridal procession). Type: 969B$.
Link: |F1041.8.1.0.1$, War waged to procure beautiful woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 672/{Egy}.>
R0010.2, Pretended abduction. Adulterous wife plots own abduction by paramour.>
R0010.3, Children abducted [(kidnaped)]. Type: 314A*, 920E$, 1592.
Ref.: DOTTI 586 588 820 871 878/{Alg, Mrc}; Kh. Ibrâhîm al-maghâzî 61-62; MITON;
Scelles-Millie algériennes 191-94 15.>
R0010.3.1$, Child abducted by one of its own parents (estranged spouse).
Link: |T0630$-T639$, Custody (care) of children of divorced (estranged) couple.>

R0010.3.3$, Child abducted by father's enemies.>
R0010.3.3.1$, Son of unjust banker kidnapped: returned when father returns goods (money) he has
stolen. Type: 1592.
Link: |K2400$, Deception for deception (tit for tat): deceived person gets even in a like manner (same ruse,
strategy, trick, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 820 871 878/{Alg}.>
R0010.4$, Husband abducts his estranged wife.>
R0010.5$, Wife (estranged) abducts husband. Type: 875C1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 508 509 510 511/{Jrd, Tns}.>
R0011.1, Princess (maiden) abducted by monster (ogre). Type: 301, 303A, 311C$.
Link: |G0302.7.1.2$, Princess (woman, maiden) ravished by demon (ogre, afrit, etc.). |R0016.3, Woman
abducted by (transformed) fairy.

Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 60 no. 28; DOTTI 100 101 108 109 120 125 126 142 144 355
835/{Alg, Sdn}; Hurreiz 116 no. 44; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah"
28; Wehr 271 no. 10, 303 no. 11.>
R0011.1.2$, Princess (maiden) abducted by Afrit.
Ref.: MITON.>
R0011.1.3$, Abduction by monster (afrit, jinni, etc.) serving human master (possessing magic
object). Type: 560, 561.
Link: |D1476.5.1$, Demon-servant of magic object abducts persons to become slaves.

Ref.: DOTTI 314 317; MITON.>
R0012, Abduction by pirates. Type: 888, 938, cf. 516E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 281 344 537 642 646/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah alsharîfah" no. 57/cf.>
R0012.1, Maiden abducted by pirates (robbers). Type: 956C, 969B$.
Link: |R0010.1, Princess (maiden) abducted.

Ref.: DOTTI 665 672.>
R0012.2, Man abducted by pirates.
Ref.: DOTTI 76 339/{Egy}.>
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R0012.3, Lovers abducted by pirates.>
R0012.3.1$, Princess (courtesan) on clandestine visit to lover abducted by robbers.
Link: |N0318.2.1$, Girl accidentally elopes with robber thinking he is her sweetheart. |T0035, Lovers'
rendezvous.

Ref.: DOTTI 675/{lit.}; MITON.>
R0012.5$, Person abducted by pimp (white-slavers).
Link: |Q0285.4, Slave-driving punished. |T0452.0.1$, Procuress works for self-interest (monetary,
influence, etc.).>

R0012.6$, Abduction of person(s) for slavery.
Link: |F0778.1$, Extraordinary human furnishings (e.g., gate-keepers, pages, slaves, etc.). |K1817.4.0.1$,
Disguise as slaver (merchant in slaves).

Ref.: MITON.>
R0012.6.1$, Abduction of persons of different colors (from different lands) so as to furnish grand
palace.
Link: |F0778$, Extraordinary live accessories (humans, animals, birds, etc.) for palace. |K0303.3$, Theft
(abduction) of a person. |P0005.3.5$, Having servants (slaves) as `status symbol'. |P0173.6$, Slaves
acquired by abduction (kidnapping, raiding).

Ref.: MITON.>
R0012.6.2$, Person(s) abducted and put to forced labor.
Link: |P0534$, Forced labor. |S0073.0.3.2$, Brother(s) sell(s) brother into slavery (forced labor).

Ref.: MITON.>
R0013, Abduction by animal.>
R0013.1, Abduction by wild beast.>
R0013.1.5, Wolf abducts a child.
Link: |B0820.1$, Wolf as man-eating animal.>

R0013.2, Abduction by domestic beast.>
R0013.3, Person carried off by bird.>
R0013.3.2, Eagle carries off youth.
Link: |B0542.1.1.1$, Roc carries marooned man to safety.>

R0013.3.3$, Phoenix (al-CAnqâ') carries off child (girl). Type: 705A$, 774S$, 930F$, cf. 701.
C

Link: |B0201.1.1$, al- Anqâ' adopts human infant and raises it. (Usually by abduction).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 318.>
R0013.4, Abduction by reptile.>
R0013.4.1, Abduction by snake. Type: 433A.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 127 no. 20.>
R0016, Abduction by transformed person. Type: 433A.
Ref.: DOTTI 215.>
R0016.1, Abduction by transformed hero. Type: 433A.
Ref.: DOTTI 215; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 16.>
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R0016.1.1$, Girl carried off by animal which proves to be transformed hero. Type: 433A.
Link: |N0703$, Animal encountered proves to be an enchanted (bewitched, transformed) person.

Ref.: DOTTI 215.>
R0016.3, Woman abducted by (transformed) fairy.
Link: |F0324, Girl abducted by fairy. |R0011.1, Princess (maiden) abducted by monster (ogre).

Ref.: Damîrî I 213; DOTTI 201 481 754 771 885/{Alg}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mythological
Constituents of Alf laylah" 28.>
R0018, Abduction by rejected suitor.
Link: |T0194$, Marriage by abduction (or raid).

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 143.>
R0020$, Abduction by extra-terrestrial beings.
Link: |F0320, Fairies carry people away to fairyland.>

R0022, Abduction by giving soporific. Type: 875C1$.
Link: |K1266.1$, Victim's mouth shut (gagged) to prevent him from calling for help (speaking). |K1381$,
Seduction by intoxication (or narcotic).

Ref.: Alf III 239; Burton VII 196; DOTTI 281 349 482 508 509 510 511 712/{Alg, Jrd, lit.,
Mrc, Tns}; MITON.>
R0022.1, Abduction by giving soporific and rolling up in a cloak.
Ref.: Chauvin V 23 no. 13 n. 2.>
R0022.1.1$, Abduction by giving soporific and enclosing in chest.
Link: |K1342, Entrance into woman's (man's) room by hiding in chest.

Ref.: DOTTI 509 612 836/{Alg}; MITON.>
R0040, Places of captivity.
Link: |M0372, Confinement in tower to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. |Q0433.1.4$, Imprisonment in a
flask (qomqom/cucurbit, bottle, jug, etc.). Usually imposed on a supernatural being (jinni, satan, or the
like). |T0381, Imprisoned virgin to prevent knowledge of men (marriage, impregnation).>

R0041, Captivity in tower (castle, prison).
Link: |F0721.5.3$, Underground palace as living quarters. (Maiden, woman, etc., found in it). |P0194$, The
lowly social classes or groups (the vulgar, al-ghawghâ'/al-siflah). |P0547$, Instruments of law courts
(means of law enforcement). |R0051, Mistreatment of prisoners.>

R0041.2, Captivity in tower. Type: 310, 516E$.
Link: |R0213.1, Prince escapes from home in order to see the world.

Ref.: A. Jahn Mehri: SAE III 51-62 no. 10; DOTTI 117 216 281 528/{Ymn}; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
R0041.3, Captivity in dungeon. Type: 462.
Link: |K2294.2$, Treacherous host: imprisons guest (keeps guest as captive).

Ref.: DOTTI 233; MITON; TAWT 439 no. 30/{Syr}.>
R0042, Captivity in sunken valley.
Link: |S0147.2$, Abandonment in sunken valley.>
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R0043, Captivity on island.
Link: |P0441.0.1.1$, Hero (heroine) reaches forbidden island (river bank) by help of ferryman. |S0145,
Abandonment on an island. (Marooning).

Ref.: MITON.>
R0044$, Captivity in (exile to) remote corner of Earth--(e.g., Empty, Ruined, or Dark Quarter).
Type: 561.
Link: |D2177.1.3$, Demon (jinni, afrit) exiled.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 17.>
R0045, Captivity in mound (cave, hollow hill). Type: 870, 953B$.
Link: |D1552, Mountains or rocks open and close. |F0721.5.3$, Underground palace as living quarters.
(Maiden, woman, etc., found in it). |T0617, Boy reared in ignorance of the world.

Ref.: DOTTI 483 485 659; MITON.>
R0045.3, Captivity in cave. Type: 953B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 659.>
R0049, Other places of captivity.>
R0050, Conditions of captivity.>
R0051, Mistreatment of prisoners.
Link: |J1141.11.2$, Identity of incognito person detected by ruse. |S0260.1.3, Prisoners sacrificed to
goddess.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAzzûz" no. 36.>
R0051.0.1$, Prisoner(s) tortured.
Link: |P0194.9.1$, Ex-prisoners (`ex-felons$, `sawâbiq$, etc.) as a social category.

Ref.: DOTTI 281/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 228 no. 64.>
R0051.0.2$, `Prison as tomb (grave) for the living' (prisoner is `dead-but-alive')--fate more severe
than death.
Link: |H0580.0.1$, Figurative speech: (enigmatic). |K0512.6$, Compassionate executioner: finds excuses
to delay carrying out order. |U0010.4.2$, "Many an innocent (unjustly condemned) person is in jail!".
|Z0098$, Contradictions (oxymoron).

Ref.: MITON.>
R0051.1, Prisoners starved.>
R0051.1.1$, Starving prisoner(s) eat(s) own excreta.
Link: |G0072.2, Starving woman abandoned in cave eats newborn child.>

R0051.2, Prisoners confined in chains.
Link: |R0055$, Prisoner enclosed in iron vest (mask).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAzzûz" no. 36.>
R0051.2.1$, Captive(s) brought in or paraded in chains.
Ref.: Ions 75/(Set).>
R0051.4, Prisoner massacred.
Link: |J1141.11.2.1$, Ethnic (tribal) identity of captive detected when he refuses to break tabu peculiar to
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his nation (people).

Ref.: MITON.>
R0051.4.1$, Hostage (captive) killed.
Link: |P0552.6.1$, Unassailable first line of attack (defense): human hostages or sacred beings (e.g.,
persons, animals, objects, or the like). |P0533.1, Hostages.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 10 n. 24.>
R0051.5$, Prisoners put to hard labor.
Link: |P0534$, Forced labor.

Ref.: Maspero 182 no. 11/(war captives); Damîrî II 232-33/(build church); MITON.>
R0052$, Considerate treatment of captives (prisoners).
Link: |P0547.1.1$, Prison as correctional facility.>

R0052.1$, Captive (prisoner) given respite in order to fulfill obligations. Type: 779J3$, 969A$.
Link: |P0524.5.1$, Surety-giver held responsible when debtor (surety-recipient) fails to honor commitment
(to return, pay, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 439 672 673/{Egy, lit., Mrc, Plst}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Camel and Gazelle" no. 50.>
R0052.4$, Falling in love with captive (prisoner).
Link: |N0887$, Unlikely helpers. |T0032.1, Lovers' meeting: hero in heroine's father's prison from which
she helps him to escape. |T0091.6.4.1.3$, Captor's daughter falls in love with captive man. |T0404.4.2$,
Captor's wife (daughter) seeks to seduce captive (prisoner).

Ref.: MITON; Hujelân 267 no. 41-4.>
R0055$, Prisoner enclosed in iron vest (mask).
Link: |R0051.2, Prisoners confined in chains.>

R0056$, Captives locked up in crowded (tight) quarters.>
R0056.1$, Men locked up in chest pollute one another (by urinating). Type: 1730.
Link: |U0011.1.3.1$, Dignitaries (clerics), locked up in chest by woman they sought to seduce, concerned
about becoming ritually polluted (defiled) by one another in the crowded quarters.

Ref.: DOTTI 923; MITON.>
R0061, Person sold into slavery. Type: 506, 888, 903D*'.
Link: |Q0437.2$, Violators of mores (moral code) sold into slavery--(usually applied to females).
|S0054.2$, Daughter-in-law sells (gives away) mother-in-law to jugglers. |S0073.0.3.2$, Brother(s) sell(s)
brother into slavery (forced labor).

Ref.: ThaClabî 69; DOTTI 68 256 317 321 344 537 544 564 591 642/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
R0062$, Person sold into forced prostitution (`white slavery').
Link: |L0410.7, Queen forced to become a courtesan. |P0173.6$, Slaves acquired by abduction
(kidnapping, raiding). |P0475.0.4$, Slave-raider (abductor of persons in order to sell them--"bringer:
gallâb"). |R0012.5$, Person abducted by pimp (white-slavers). |R0061, Person sold into slavery.
|R0347.2.1$, Runaway forced to become prostitute (courtesan, dancer in tavern, etc.). |T0459.2$, Forced
prostitution (person must act as prostitute under threat of harm).>
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R0070, Behavior of captives.
Ref.: AGSFC: QTR 87-3 711-x-no. 4.>
R0074, Defeated warriors go into the conqueror's service. Type: 516, 516H$.
Link: |G0510.3, Defeated giant becomes friend and helper of victor. |J0837$, Do not stand in way of
overpowering might (danger). |N0887.3.1$, Defeated adversary becomes victor's helper.

Ref.: DOTTI 274 283; Lane 419; Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 2.>
R0075, Surrendering [military].
Link: |P0555, Defeat in battle.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 10 92 140.>
R0077$, Captive (prisoner, convict) ransomed or released: grateful for release.
Link: |R0163, Rescue by grateful dead man.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0082, Captive sends secret message outside (in orange, or on handkerchief).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 66; DOTTI 654/{Egy, Plst}; AUC: 24 no. 7.>
R0083, Baker, disguised as old woman, substitutes for princess in cell when he brings bread to her.
Type: 516A.
Link: |K0527, Escape by substituting another person in place of the intended victim.

Ref.: DOTTI 275.>
R0083.0.1$, Disguised person substitutes for another in prison cell.
Link: |K0527, Escape by substituting another person in place of the intended victim.

Ref.: DOTTI 255 371/{Lbn}; Jamali 99-105.>
R0083.0.1.1$, Wife, disguised as old woman, substitutes for princess in cell when she brings bread
to her. Type: 516A.
Ref.: DOTTI 277.>
R0085, Captive protected by angel from abductor.
Link: |R0122.6.1$, Pious man (saint) mystically released from prison (shackles).>

R0087$, Captive (prisoner) busies self with an activity.>
R0087.1$, Captive raises (watches) prison animals (birds, insects).
Ref.: Jâhiz II 165/(mice).>
R0100-R199, Rescues.>
R0100, Rescues.
Ref.: Hujelân 247-52 no. 3.>
R0110, Rescue of captive.
Ref.: Hurreiz 80 (135) no. 7.>
R0111, Rescue of captive maiden.
Ref.: DOTTI 137 254 458/{Plst}; Elder 29-30 no. III-14; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
R0111.1.1, Rescue of princess from ogre.
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Ref.: Basset RTP III 562; DOTTI 254 256 571/{Plst}.>
R0111.1.2, Princess rescued from robbers. Type: 506B, 970* ["970**"], cf. 975*.
Ref.: DOTTI 123 235 664/{Egy}.>
R0111.1.3, Rescue of princess (maiden) from dragon. Type: 300, 303.
Ref.: DOTTI 97 108.>
R0111.1.4, Rescue of princess (maiden) from giant (monster). Type: 300, 303, cf. 311-312.
Ref.: DOTTI 97 99 108 119 129 540 569/{Egy}.>
R0111.8, Rescued person stolen from rescuer.>
R0113$, Captives in fairyland (jinn-land) ransomed. (Khurâfah). Type: 953A$.
Link: |F0324.5$, Man abducted by fairies (jinn). |M0242, Bargains and promises between mortals and
supernatural beings.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 301; Ibn-CAasim 169 no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI
220 379 658 659 819 946/{lit.}; TAWT 23 n. 38.>
R0113.5$, Fairy (jinni, mermaid, etc.) captured by Adamite(s) ransomed by own kind.
Link: |F0329.4, Fairies who stay with mortals.

Ref.: DOTTI 194 330/{Tns}.>
R0114$, Captive (prisoner) ransomed.
Link: |B0278, Captured animal ransoms self.

Ref.: Alf IV 149.>
R0114.1$, Captive ransoms self.
Link: |F0341.2, Fairy ransoms self with wish.

Ref.: MITON; Hujelân 226 no. 18-4.>
R0116, Rescue from Robbers' den. Type: cf. 956A.
Link: |K0437.6$, One victim survives robbers's murderous assault; he kills them by luring each away from
the others and then attacking him (her).

Ref.: DOTTI 664.>
R0121, Means of rescue from prison.>
R0121.3, House burned (torn) down to deliver man imprisoned in it.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 74 no. 239.>
R0121.5, Ariadne-thread. Prisoner given thread as clue to find his way out [ ].>
R0121.6, Rescue from prison by saint, who enters and breaks fetters. Type: cf. 681.
Link: |D1766.1.7, Saint opens prison door by prayer. |R0165.1, Rescue of poor girl by St. Nicholas. Saint
keeps her from being sold into slavery. |R0165.1.1$, Rescue from captivity by arch-saint (el-Badawî).
|R0165.9.1$, Rescue by deity.

Ref.: DOTTI 371.>
R0121.6.2, Locks marvelously open for person.>
R0121.7, Lovers ransomed from prison.
Ref.: MITON; Qazwînî II 343/cf./(mice/husband ransoms wife).>
R0122, Miraculous rescue [by the elements].
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Link: |F1088, Extraordinary escapes.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 295 no. 177.>
R0122.2, Prisoner carried off in cloud.
Link: |D2121.7, Magic journey in cloud. |D2147.3.1$, A cloud miraculously appears to protect (shade)
holy man.>

R0122.5$, Saved by a storm. Type: cf. 759C.
Link: |J0355.1, Widow's meal. King upbraids wind for blowing away a poor widow's last cup of meal.
[God's justice vindicated].

Ref.: Cachia 233-35; DOTTI 424/{lit.}.>
R0122.5.1$, Storm lifts ship in the air thus saving it from attacking whale (monster).
Ref.: MITON.>
R0122.6$, Miraculous release from prison.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 416.>
R0122.6.1$, Pious man (saint) mystically released from prison (shackles).
Link: |R0085, Captive protected by angel from abductor. |R0165, Rescue by saint (holy man).

Ref.: Yâfi)î 202-3.>
R0130, Rescue of abandoned or lost persons.
Link: |N0390.2$, Person separated from rest of travelers (caravan, ship, train, etc.) and is left behind.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0130.1$, Person loses way (goes astray). Type: 327, cf. 936A$, 938, 1645B.
Link: |N0771.0.1.1$, Losing way en route to (from) pilgrimage leads to adventure--(usually mystical).
|X0031, The dream of marking the treasure. [Dreamer marks the spot with own excrements: only the
marker proves real].

Ref.: Burton I 140 164 IV 120 V 369 VI 89.>
R0131, Exposed or abandoned child rescued. Type: 931.
Ref.: DOTTI 627.>
R0131.1, Hunter rescues abandoned child. Type: 327.
Ref.: DOTTI 157.>
R0131.3.5$, Old shepherdess (slave-woman) rescues abandoned child. Type: 707C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 389.>
R0131.4, Fisher rescues abandoned child. Type: 707.
Ref.: Ions 61/cf.; DOTTI 386.>
R0131.10, Hermit rescues abandoned child.
Link: |N0843, Hermit as helper.

Ref.: DOTTI 657 821 846/{Egy}.>
R0131.12, Fairy rescues abandoned child.
Link: |F0311, Fairies adopt human child. |R0164, Rescue by giant.>

R0131.18, Pious man rescues abandoned child. Type: 707.
Ref.: DOTTI 387.>
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R0133, Vanished wife rescued. Type: 400, cf. 938.
Ref.: DOTTI 184 642.>
R0134$, Fugitive leaves instructions as to his whereabouts.
Link: |H0088, Recognition by tokens left as trail. |K0303$, Remarkable deeds by thief (thefts).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33.>
R0134.1$, Vanished wife (sweetheart) leaves instructions as to her whereabouts. Type: 400, 923C$.
Link: |F0883.1.2.2$, Letter written in menstrual blood. |H0420.1$, Tests of love: wife (fiancee) departs and
asks to be followed to her own parental home. |N0737, Accidental reunion of lovers. |T0041.4$, Lovers
exchange letters. |T0096, Lovers reunited after many adventure.

Ref.: DOTTI 281 533 606 607 678/{Egy, Qtr}; MITON; TAWT 123-24 no. 9 n. 370.>
R0135, Abandoned children (wife, etc.) find way back by clue (bread-crumb, grain, pebble, etc.).
Type: 327.
Ref.: DOTTI 157.>
R0135.0.6, Trail of ashes. Type: 312, 327, 709.
Link: |J1146, Detection by strewing ashes (sand). Trespasser [ ] leaves footprints. |K0321.1, Girl made to
carry shell from which ashes fall: she is thus followed. |R0267, Fugitives trailed by mustard seeds (ashes)
dropped from bag.

Ref.: DOTTI 122 157 391.>
R0135.0.8$, Trail of coins.
Ref.: DOTTI 124 481/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 81.>
R0135.1, Crumb (grain) trail eaten by birds. Type: 327A.
Ref.: DOTTI 159 160 172 278 387 887/{Egy, Mrc}; HE-S: Sûhâg 69-3 no. 2.>
R0138, Rescue from shipwreck. Type: 936A$, 938, 1689A.
Ref.: DOTTI 179 180 344 517 633 639 640 642 912/{Irq, lit.}; MITON.>
R0138.4$, Rescue from sinking ship. Type: 759C.
Link: |N0355$, Bird (animal) drops stolen object on person facing mortal danger--object used to save self.>

R0139.4.1$, Bird drops object on sinking ship: passengers use it to save themselves.
Link: |B0463.1, Helpful sea-bird.

Ref.: DOTTI 424.>
R0138.5$, Sailor (traveler) left behind rescued by fellow sailors (travelers).
Ref.: MITON.>
R0141, Rescue from well. Type: 303B$, 450, 613.
Ref.: DOTTI 111 222 345; TAWT 446 no. 38/{Lib}.>
R0141.1$, Nomads (shepherds) rescue person from well (cistern). Type: 303B$, 450, 613.
Link: |N0840$, Nomad (Bedouin) as helper.

Ref.: ThaClabî 69; Shamy (el-) Egypt 11 no. 1.>
R0150, Rescuers.>
R0151, Husband rescues wife. Type: 400, cf. 311D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 93 121 170 181 184/{Sdn}; MITON.>
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R0152, Wife rescues husband. Type: 551A$, 875C.
Link: |J1112, Clever wife. |K0642.2.1$, Female pigeon pecks net and frees her snared mate. |P0212.5$,
Wife chooses her husband's side in feud. |T0202.2.1$, Supernatural wife (lover) affectionate toward her
human husband.

Ref.: Maspero 190-92 no. 13; CA. Khidr I 96-102; DOTTI 122 264 296 308/{Sdn}; Fermé
276-79 (paternal-cousins); MITON; TAWT 424.>
R0152.0.1$, Supernatural wife rescues human husband. Type: 551A$, 875C.
Link: |T0202.2.1$, Supernatural wife (lover) affectionate toward her human husband.>

R0152.1, Disguised wife helps husband escape from prison. Type: 516A, 880, 888, cf. 890.
Link: |K0527.3.1$, Exchange of clothes between hero's female confederate (wife, paternal-cousin) and
imprisoned princess. |N0887.2$, One spouse helps the other with extramarital love affair. |R0121, Means of
rescue from prison. |W0154.2.4$, Wife rescues husband, husband does not rescue wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 277 482 537 539/{lit.}.>
R0152.1.1$, Disguised wife ransoms captive husband. Type: 875C, cf. 890.
Link: |P0212, Wife more merciful than blood relations. They refuse to ransom condemned man; wife does
so.>

R0153, Parents [ rescue] child.
Link: |J0226.8$, Choice: to save a person or goods (e.g., son or cow, wife or her jewelry, etc.).>

R0153.2, Father rescues children.>
R0153.3, Father rescues son(s).
Ref.: DOTTI 50 121/{Egy, Mrc}.>
R0153.3.3, Old robber frees his three sons: relates frightful adventures. Type: 953.>
R0153.3.3.1$, Men relate bizarre experiences in order to free man captured by jinn. Type: 953A$.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280; Ibn-CAasim 169 no. 280; Chauvin VI 21 no. 194; DOTTI 220 221
235 658 659 693/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; Sabâh el-Khair no. 552.>
R0153.4, Mother rescues son.>
R0153.4.0.1$, Mother rescues (protects) children. Type: 123, 327H$.
Ref.: Amrouche 49-50 no. 5; DOTTI 48 166 701/{Alg}.>
R0153.4.3$, Mother-goat rescues her sons (kids). Type: 123.
Ref.: DOTTI 48; TAWT 413 no. 1/{Egy}.>
R0153.4.5$, Mother rescues daughter(s).>
R0153.5, Father rescues daughter. Type: 311B*, 311C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 120 179 196 259 295/{Irq, Jrd, Qtr}; Jarâjrah (al-) 60-64; Stevens 183-87 no.
35; AUC: 12 no. 15.>
R0154.1, Son rescues mother. Type: 903D*$, cf. 590.
Ref.: DOTTI 337 564.>
R0154.2, Son rescues father.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 261-62 no. 14.>
R0154.3, Daughter rescues father.
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Link: |P0243.0.2.2$, Daughters are "the comforters and the dealrlings"--(a Prophet's saying).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 410/(Fâtimah).>
R0154.2.3, Sons rescue father.
Ref.: DOTTI 109 309 663/{lit.}.>
R0155, Brothers rescue brothers.
Ref.: DOTTI 50 100 109/{Alg}; MITON; TAWT 414.>
R0155.1, Youngest brother rescues his elder brothers. Type: 312D, 303A, 303B$, 327B, 328B*,
327C, 471, 551.
Link: |L0031, Youngest brother helps elder.

Ref.: Burton S V 249; DOTTI 106 109 111 112 125 160 163 164 175 244 305 663/{Egy};
Lane 418-19/cf.>
R0155.1.1$, Unpromising youngest brother rescues his brothers and sisters. Type: 327B, 328B*.
Ref.: DOTTI 160 175.>
R0155.2, Elder brother rescues younger. Type: cf. 318.
Ref.: DOTTI 126 145 147 275/{Sdi, Syr}; Juhaymân (al-) III 250-73.>
R0156, Brother rescues sister(s). Type: 312, 312A, 312D, 312E$, 456$.
Link: |E0125.3.2$, Brother resuscitates sister. |N0734.3$, Woman captive (prisoner) brought before king
for punishment proves to be his sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 98 120 122 123 124 125 126 131 228 441 524 873/{Egy, Irq, Lbn}; Hillelson
11; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6; TAWT 453.>
R0156.1, Brother kills man coming to seduce sister. [Thompson's Vol. 6 only].
Link: |P0253.1.1$, Brother as guardian of his sister's chastity (sexual honor).

Ref.: MITON.>
R0156.5$, Cousin as rescuer. Type: 311D$, 516A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 121 277.>
R0156.5.1$, Paternal-cousin rescues his she-cousin.
Link: |K0528.2.1$, Wife (who is also paternal-cousin) substitutes herself for condemned husband.
|R0152.1, Disguised wife helps husband escape from prison.

Ref.: DOTTI 106 118 121 124 197/{Egy, Lbn}.>
R0157, Sister rescues sisters. Type: 311, 313H*, 327B.
Link: |G0551.2, Rescue of sister from ogre by another sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 119 127 133 159 160 167 172 173 199 707/{Alg, Egy, Qtr, Tns}; Frobenius
Kabylen: Atlantis II 3-11 no. 1; Khemir 1-10.>
R0158, Sister rescues brother(s). Type: 312E$, 312F$, 707, 872$.
Link: |G0558.2$, Sister unable to rescue brother from ogre (schoolmaster). |E0125.2.1$, Sister(s)
resuscitate(s) brother. |P0254.0.2.1$, Sister protects (shields, hides) brother. |P0255.1$, Sister releases evil
brother from captivity (prison). |R0173.1$, Person sinking into earth pulled out by rescuer.

Ref.: DOTTI 75 126 127 194 277 330 387 489 490 492 503 519 542/{Mrc, Sdn, Tns}.>
R0159$, Sister disenchants bewitched (transformed) brother(s). Type: 450, 451, 707, 720.
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Link: |D0700.1$, Petrified person (community) disenchanted. |E0192.2$, Sister retrieves (buys) brother's
corpse. |P0253.2, Sister faithful to transformed brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 222 225 387 388 397/{Egy}; Salîm Tâhâ al-Tikrîtî Turâth III:12 124-28.>
R0160$, Uncle rescues nephew (niece). Type: 311D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 121.>
R0160.1$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle) as rescuer.
Link: |P0293.6.1$, Father's brother (paternal-uncle) as helper.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0160.3$, Mother's brother (maternal-uncle) as rescuer.
Link: |P0297.2.1$, Bond between mother's brother (khâl) and sister's son.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 333 no. 80; DOTTI 122 353/{Egy}.>
R0160.3.1$, Mother's brother rescues sister's son. Type: cf. 315A1$,/650D$, 513D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 144 273 507 601 684/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh
and Yasmîn" no. 18.>
R0160.3.3$, Mother's brother rescues sister's daughter. Type: 311D$, 872A2$.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 333 no. 80; DOTTI 97 121 493/{lit.}.>
R0161, Lover rescues his lady.>
R0161.1, Lover rescues his lady from abductor. Type: 516E$, cf. 311D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 121 281.>
R0162, Rescue by captor's daughter (mother, wife). Type: 313, 516, 975**.
Link: |T0032.1, Lovers' meeting: hero in heroine's father's prison from which she helps him to escape.
|T0404.4.2$, Captor's wife (daughter) seeks to seduce captive (prisoner).

Ref.: Basset RTP XVI 614; DOTTI 76 128 274 339/{Egy}; MITON.>
R0163, Rescue by grateful dead man. Type: 505,-508.
Link: |E0341, The grateful dead. |R0077$, Captive (prisoner, convict) ransomed or released: grateful for
release.

Ref.: DOTTI 254.>
R0164, Rescue by giant.
Link: |F0234.0.4.1$, Jinni (fairy) assumes the form of person so as to enable that person to escape. |G0100,
Giant ogre. Polyphemus. |R0131.12, Fairy rescues abandoned child. |R0165.9.2$, Rescue from prison by
genie.>

R0165, Rescue by saint (holy man).
Link: |A0185.2, Deity protects mortal. |V0229.31.1$, Holy man (saint, prophet, etc.) hears pleading for
help from great distance.

Ref.: Littmann "il-Bedawî" 114.344; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî"
no. 56, "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
R0165.1, Rescue of poor girl by St. Nicholas. Saint keeps her from being sold into slavery. Type: cf.
516E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 281 282/{Sdn}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57/cf.>
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R0165.1.1$, Rescue from captivity by arch-saint (el-Badawî).
Link: |R0121.6, Rescue from prison by saint, who enters and breaks fetters.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 16.>
R0165.3, Abducted wife brought back by fakir.>
R0165.5$, Abducted sharîfah brought back by arch-saint. Type: cf. 516E$.
Link: |L0111.6, Anchorite as hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 281 282/{Egy, Sdn}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî"
no. 56, "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
R0165.5.1$, Abducted sharîfah brought back by el-Badawî (arch-saint).
Link: |R0165.9.1.1$, Abducted or lost sacred entity (e.g., personage, `emblem') brought back by deity.
|R0211.1.2$, Isis escapes from prison with help from Thoth (deity).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" 10 no. 57.>
R0165.5.9$, sharîfah under attack rescued (delivered)--miscellaneous.>
R0165.5.9.1$, sharîfah saved from would-be ravisher.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 422; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
R0165.9$, Rescue by supernatural beings--miscellaneous.
Link: |R0121.6, Rescue from prison by saint, who enters and breaks fetters. |R0165, Rescue by saint (holy
man).>

R0165.9.1$, Rescue by deity.
Link: |A0185.2, Deity protects mortal.

Ref.: Ions 47/(Anhur).>
R0165.9.1.1$, Abducted or lost sacred entity (e.g., personage, `emblem') brought back by deity.
Ref.: Ions 20/(Atum's Eye) 47/(Anhur); Shamy (el-) Egypt 286 no. 45/(Eye), "Eg. Balladry":
"el-Badawî and Three Axes" 16 no. 58, "Khadrah al-sharîfah" 10 no. 57/cf.>
R0165.9.2$, Rescue from prison by genie. Type: 561.
Link: |R0131.12, Fairy rescues abandoned child. |R0164, Rescue by giant. |R0168, Angels as rescuers.

Ref.: DOTTI 317; MITON.>
R0167, Master-[teacher] rescues disciple.
Link: |R0165.9.2$, Rescue from prison by genie.>

R0168, Angels as rescuers.
Ref.: ThaClabî 67.>
R0169, Other rescuers.>
R0169.10, Unpromising hero as rescuers. Type: 327B*.
Link: |L0100, Unpromising hero (heroine).

Ref.: DOTTI 163.>
R0169.16, Death as rescuer.
Link: |N0343.5$, Warrior near death kills his beloved so as to save her from falling into enemy's hands.
Enemy defeated, warrior recovers, only his beloved loses her life. |P0528.7$, Killing (suicide) to avoid
capture (enslavement).>
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R0170, Rescue--miscellaneous motifs.>
R0172$, Rescue of helpless person from danger (enemies) by setting him adrift in box (or the like).
(Usually infant or wounded hero). Type: 707, cf. 315.
Link: |A0511.2.3, Culture-hero is hidden in order to escape enemies. |R0311.1.2$, Infant hidden in reeds
(thorn-hedge). |S0141, Exposure in boat. Person [ ] set adrift in a boat (chest, basket, cask).

Ref.: ThaClabî 97/(Moses); Zîr 89.>
R0173$, Rescue from sinking into ground.>
R0173.1$, Person sinking into earth pulled out by rescuer. Type: 872$, 872A1$.
Link: |F0942, Man sinks into earth. |R0158, Sister rescues brother(s).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 161 no. A-11; DOTTI 93 128 489 492 493/{Alg}; TAWT 448.>
R0174$, Rescue from jaws (claws) of animal (man-eater, predator, etc.). Type: 123, cf. 333D$.
Link: |B0820.0.1$, Man-eating animal attacks (steals, devours, etc.) person.

Ref.: DOTTI 48 180 419/{lit.}.>
R0175, Rescue at the stake.
Link: |R0215, Escape from execution.>

R0176, Executioner miraculously blinded: condemned man saved.
Link: |N0660, Accidental [extraordinary] escapes.>

R0177$, Execution postponed for a short while: condemned saved (miraculously or by unexpected
development of events). Type: 2030D$, cf. 927C$.
Link: |K0551, Respite from death granted until a particular act is performed. |N0660, Accidental
[extraordinary] escapes. |V0318.1$, Submission to fate (God's prejudgment: qadâ$, qadar) a mark of true
faith.

Ref.: DOTTI 458 551 585 590 618 619 646 966/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
R0177.1$, "From one column (or prayer-time) to the next God sends relief". Type: 2030D$.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2854.>
R0181, Demon enclosed in bottle released. Type: 331.
Link: |H1373.1$, Quest for bottled jinni or demon. |J1172.3.1.1$, Ungrateful demon (jinni, afrit) returned
to captivity. |K0717, Deception into bottle (vessel). |Q0433.1.4$, Imprisonment in a flask
(qomqom/cucurbit, bottle, jug, etc.). Usually imposed on a supernatural being (jinni, satan, or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 176/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) I 154; MITON.>
R0181.3$, Demons (jinn) escape forced labor through accidental knowledge of captor's (Solomon's)
death.
Link: |D1810.0.4.1$, Supernatural knowledge of jinn (fairies, demons, Satan). |G0303.13.1, Devils do not
know or understand thoughts of men.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 90-92; ThaClabî 181; Damîrî I 322; Ibshîhî 469; Hanauer 49-50; Hasaballâh
Yahyâ Turâth II:1 147; RAFE 58 n. 190.>
R0185, Mortal fights with "Death".
Link: |R0169.16, Death as rescuer.>

R0185.1, Mortal deceives Angel of Death. Type: 332.
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Link: |V0233, Angel of death.

Ref.: DOTTI 177.>
R0185.3$, Mortal hides from Angel of Death. Type: 332.
Ref.: DOTTI 177.>
R0185.3.1$, Mortal hides from Angel of Death in animal carcass. Type: 332.
Link: |K1892.2.4.1$, Hiding from death inside carcass of dead animal: odor is assumed to keep angel of
death away.

Ref.: DOTTI 177 317/{lit.}.>
R0185.3.2$, Mortal hides from Angel of Death inside impenetrable enclosure (tower, strong-box, or
the like). Type: 332.
Ref.: MITON.>
R0185.4$, "He ran away from death, but into death he fell". Type: 332.
Link: |U0250.0.1$, Death is inevitable.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 45.>
R0190$, Failure (inability) to rescue.
Link: |G0558$, Failure to rescue victim from predator (ogre, ogress).

Ref.: MITON.>
R0200-R299, Escapes and pursuits.>
R0200, Escapes and pursuits.>
R0201$, Reward promised for capturing fugitive, punishment for aiding him.
Link: |Q0046, Reward for protecting fugitive. |Q0490$, Household (family) and property of ruler's enemy
(criminal) confiscated, destroyed, or deemed available to the public (mob). ('istibâhah). |T0215.5, Fugitive
returns to his family so that they may collect reward from his capture.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0201.0.1$, Bounty-hunter: person who captures fugitives for promised reward.>
R0210, Escapes.
Ref.: AGSFC: QTR 87-3 683-x-no. 5, 711-x-no. 4.>
R0211, Escape from prison.
Link: |N0396.1$, Captor(s) fall(s) asleep: captives escape.

Ref.: Ions 61; Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII 30 no. 6; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "elAdham" no. 33.>
R0211.1.1$, Escape from prison with help of confederate.
Link: |K0640, Escape by help of confederate. |T0455.2, Woman sacrifices her honor to free her husband
(brother) from prison.

Ref.: Ions 61/(Isis).>
R0211.1.2$, Isis escapes from prison with help from Thoth (deity).
Link: |R0165.5.1$, Abducted sharîfah brought back by el-Badawî (arch-saint).

Ref.: Ions 61.>
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R0211.2, Captive bores way out of prison. Type: 860A*, 870A*, 934, cf. 425.
Link: |N0665.1$, Bone struck against wall makes a hole through which an imprisoned youth sees the
outside world (for the first time).>

R0211.3, Escape through underground passage. Type: cf. 954A$, 936A$.
Link: |K1523, Underground passage [(tunnel)] to paramour's house. (Inclusa). Woman goes from one to
the other. |R0212.1, Man buried alive with king escapes from tomb. He follows noise [ ]. |R0212.3$,
Escape from grave (cave) by following wild animal (or animal's tracks).

Ref.: DOTTI 225 278/{Ymn}.>
R0211.3.1$, Escape (exit) through secret door.
Link: |F0782.7$, Undetectable door (secret door or passage) to palace (castle, house).

Ref.: DOTTI 151 624 642/{lit.}; MITON.>
R0211.4, Escape from slavery (pirates). Type: 938, cf. 956C.
Link: |K0579.3.0.1$, Escape from robbers by false plea. |P0188$, Escape of slave(s). |R0357$, Runaway
slave(s) recaptured.

Ref.: Campbell Town and Tribe 48-57; DOTTI 68 544 591 642 665/{Egy}.>
R0211.5.1$, Prisoner demolishes prison wall and escapes.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33.>
R0211.5.2$, Captive breaks fetters (chain, rope) and escapes.>
R0211.5.2.1$, Fetters break (accidentally) and allow captive to escape.
Link: |N0659, Life saved by accident--miscellaneous. |R0341, Escape by intervention of Providence.
|V0540, Intervention of Providence saves person's life.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0212, Escape from grave. Type: 612B$, 936A$, 1900.
Ref.: DOTTI 344 639 640 948/{Plst}; Ritter I.3 155 no. 63.>
R0212.0.1$, Escape from pit by grabbing animal's tail (or bird's leg).
Ref.: Basset Mille III 373 no. 222.>
R0212.1, Man buried alive with king escapes from tomb. He follows noise [ ]. Type: 612, cf.
936A$.
Link: |R0211.3, Escape through underground passage.

Ref.: Chauvin VII 19 no. 373D n. 3; DOTTI 343 639.>
R0212.1.1, Man buried alive escapes from tomb when thief tries to rob it. Type: 612, cf. 990.
Link: |K0426, Apparently dead woman revives when thief tries to steal from her grave. |X1133.4, Man
escapes from bee nest on bear's tail.

Ref.: DOTTI 343 525 624 691/{Jrd}; TAWT 451.>
R0212.1.2, Captive buried alive to his neck fastens his teeth on jackal that comes to eat and
companions. Type: 612B$, 1900.
Link: |K0649.10, Prisoner escapes by means of wolf which he lures by smearing honey on the feet.
|X1133.3, Man in barrel grabs wolf by the tail and is drawn out of danger.

Ref.: DOTTI 179 180 337 339 344 633 640 709 948/{Irq, Jrd}; Gh. al-Hasan "Al-'Urdunî@
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65-69 no. 13.>
R0212.3$, Escape from grave (cave) by following wild animal (or animal's tracks).
Link: |F0897.2$, Finding direction by following animals (fish, birds, etc.). |R0211.3, Escape through
underground passage.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0212.4$, Escape from grave (cave) by following light-ray.
Ref.: MITON.>
R0213, Escape from home. Type: 327B, 313E*, 450, cf. 327, 313H*.
Link: |B0017.9.1$, One animal (bird) usurps another's home.

Ref.: DOTTI 130 133 157 160 222.>
R0213.1, Prince escapes from home in order to see the world. Type: cf. 870, 870A*, 936A$.
Link: |R0041.2, Captivity in tower. |T0381, Imprisoned virgin to prevent knowledge of men (marriage,
impregnation). |T0617, Boy reared in ignorance of the world.

Ref.: DOTTI 639.>
R0213.3$, Abandoning own home (nest, den, etc.) to escape predator (intruder).
Link: |J0838.1$, Moving away from own home to avoid abusive (unwelcome) neighbor. |K0607.1, The
cave call. ("Hello, house!")--[ruse: intruder detected when he answers]. |P0332, Selfish guest expels host.
[Porcupine crowds rabbit].

Ref.: MITON.>
R0213.4$, Escape from home to avoid social burdens (family, debt, etc.).>
R0213.4.1$, Escape from home to avoid creditors. Type: 676, 859F$, 1689A.
Link: |K0249.5$, Debtor flees to avoid creditors (repayment of debt). |P0776.0.2$, Debts (being debtor).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI 368 479 911;
MITON.>
R0215, Escape from execution.
Ref.: MITON.>
R0215.3, Escape from execution on flying wooden horse.
Link: |B0041.2, Flying horse. |B0542.2, Escape on flying horse.>

R0215.4$, Escape from enemy (captivity) on marvelous wind-swift horse. Type: cf. 314, 516E$.
Link: |B0337.2$, Faithful horse (mare) dies of exhaustion carrying master to safety.

Ref.: Damîrî II 132; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
122; DOTTI 136 281.>
R0215.5$, Escape from fire (burning building).
Link: |N0301$, Communal disaster. Tragic accident (fire, drowning, etc.) with many deaths.>

R0215.5.1$, Escape from burning building by jumping from it.>
R0215.5.2$, Escape from burning building by stepping on (trampling) others.
Link: |K0527, Escape by substituting another person in place of the intended victim.>

R0215.5.2.1$, Escape from fire by using another person as stepping-stone.
Link: |P0116, Minister acts as stepping-stone in midst of flame-filled trench so that king can step across
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from one side to the other. |S0011.3.10$, Cruel father escapes from harm by exposing (sacrificing) own
children.

Ref.: Maspero 181-82 no. 11/(steps on sons).>
R0216, Escape from ship while captors quarrel.>
R0216.1, Escape from ship by jumping into the sea.
Link: |R0217$, Escape by sea: (captive, fugitive) escapes by sea.>

R0217$, Escape by sea: (captive, fugitive) escapes by sea. Type: 936A$.
Link: |J0704.1$, Noah builds an ark (as commanded by God) in anticipation of the Flood. |R0216.1, Escape
from ship by jumping into the sea.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 93 no. A-4; Maspero 106 no. 5; DOTTI 639.>
R0217.1$, Escape from island on raft. Type: 936A$.
Link: |F0671.3$, Resourceful person makes sea worthy raft (boat).

Ref.: DOTTI 281 639/{lit.}; MITON.>
R0217.2$, Passing ship (boat) rescues stranded person(s). Type: 327.
Link: |N0860$, Seaman (sailor, boatman, diver, etc.) as helper. |P0449$, Seaman (sailor, mariner).

Ref.: DOTTI 105 166; MITON.>
R0217.3$, Escape to another land (country) by boarding ship at seaport. Type: 613A1$,/980*,
1689A.
Link: |P0518.2$, Foreign land (country) as place of refuge.

Ref.: DOTTI 683 912; MITON.>
R0217.7$, Sea chase: escape and pursuit by means of ships.
Link: |P0475.0.3$, Pirate (robber on waterways). |P0553.4.1.1$, Naval battle.

Ref.: DOTTI 151 624 642/{lit.}; MITON.>
R0218, Escape from fairyland. Type: 425, 470D$, 953A$.
Link: |G0565$, Escape from ogre (ogress, witch, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 200 242 659; Willmore 353-54 no. 16/cf.>
R0219, Escapes--miscellaneous.>
R0219.4$, Thief eludes pursuer(s) and escapes with booty. Type: 1, 1*.
Link: |Q0171.0.1$, Capital crime unpunished.

Ref.: DOTTI 1.>
R0219.4.1$, Captive escapes and eludes pursuer(s).
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 263.>
R0219.5$, Lovers flee to a different country (city).
Link: |R0345, Cities of refuge.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0220, Flights.>
R0220.1$, Flight from supernatural adversary (ogre, witch, demon, etc.) who gives chase. Type:
312, 310, 313H*, 313K$, 327, 425B, cf. 470D$, 516E$.
Link: |D0670, Magic flight. |D0673, Reversed obstacle flight. Magic obstacles raised in front of fugitive.
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|J1495.5$, Person running from demons is joined by a companion. Person: "Afrits have goat (donkey)
feet!" Companion: "You mean like mine?".

Ref.: DOTTI 117 123 133 157 202 242.>
R0222, Unknown knight: the three days tournament. Type: 314, 530.
Ref.: DOTTI 136 291; Hurreiz 80 (135) no. 7; Shamy (el-) Egypt 245 no. 4.>
R0223$, Girl flees to escape her incestuous father. Type: 510B, cf. 510B1$,/931C$,
313K1$,/510D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 131 261 262 264 629 873/{Plst}; TAWT 423 453.>
R0224, Girl flees to escape incestuous brother. Type: 313E*, cf. 313K$, 613C*.
Link: |R0321.1, Sister escapes to the stars to avoid marrying brother. He is thunder, her face is lightning.

Ref.: DOTTI 130 133; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 16; TAWT 451 no. 46/{Sdn}.>
R0224.1$, Foster-brother flees to escape incestuous foster-sister. Type: 313E*.
Ref.: DOTTI 130 179 180 344 633 640/{Irq}; TAWT 451.>
R0225, Elopement. Type: 310, 857$, cf. 516E$.
Link: |T0131.1.3.2$, Daughter chooses to be with her groom (lover) than with her own parents (who
disapprove of marriage).

Ref.: Bustânî (al-) 240-4; DOTTI 117 281 476 533 678 835 858/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; TAWT
456; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 15-2-no. 4/16-1-no. 1.>
R0225.0.1$, Planned elopement foiled (fails). Type: cf. 971.
Link: |N0300, Unlucky accidents. |N0318, Accidental separation of lovers.

Ref.: DOTTI 674/{lit.}; MITON.>
R0225.1, Elopement on winged horse. Type: 516.
Ref.: DOTTI 274; MITON.>
R0225.1.1$, Elopement on bird's back.
Ref.: DOTTI 254 281 297 487 628/{Omn}.>
R0226$, Flight from home so as to escape wrath of patriarch (father, husband, master). Type: 312F$,
894, cf. 1384B$, 851C$.
Ref.: Maspero 75-76 no. 4 n. 2/cf.; DOTTI 93 127 128 473 493 545 781/{Alg}; MITON;
TAWT 448 no. 40/{Alg}; Zîr 82/(to Ethipia).>
R0227, Wife flees from husband. Type: cf. 516E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 281; Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18.>
R0227.2, Flight from hated husband. Type: 311A*, 886A$, 1407B$.
Link: |T0311.1, Flight of maiden (bridegroom) to escape marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 120 536 770 791/{lit.}; MITON; TAWT 428 no. 16/{Syr}.>
R0227.9$, Flight from spouse--miscellaneous.>
R0227.9.1$, Husband flees from wife.
Link: |H1312.1, Quest for three persons as stupid as his wife.

Ref.: Alf IV 292-93; DOTTI 317 480/{lit.}.>
R0227.9.1.1$, Husband flees from abusive wife. Type: 859F$.
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Link: |T0252.9.1$, Wife beats her timid husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 479; MITON.>
R0228, Children leave home because their parents refuse them food.>
R0229$, Flight of paramour: escape from girl's (woman's) home. Type: 313C, 1360B, 1419D, 1741,
1742$.
Ref.: DOTTI 130 276 762 795 927 928/{Qtr}; MITON.>
R0230$, Flight to escape religious persecution. Type: 976.
Link: |A2221.5, Animal blessed for helping holy fugitive. |A2231.7, Animal harmful to holy person cursed.
|A2711, Plant blessed for pious act. |A2721, Plant cursed for impious act. |S0466, Practice of one's religion
forbidden. |V0216.1$, Herald (founder) of new faith persecuted. |V0217$, Miracles during sacred flight(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 74 440 671/{Egy}.>
R0230.0.1$, Flight from tyranny. Type: 766.
Link: |P0012.2.1, Tyrannical king.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0230.1$, Israelites flee `Pharaoh, Hâmân, and their soldiers' (Exodus).
Ref.: ThaClabî 109-13; Damîrî I 235-36: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-5.>
R0230.2$, The Holy Family (Joseph, Mary, infant Jesus) seeks refuge in Egypt.
Ref.: ThaClabî 216-17.>
R0230.3$, Prophet Mohammed and Companion (Abu-Bakr) flee Mecca to Medina (hijrah/Hegira-in AD 622)--other persecuted believers follow.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Snake in Cave" no. 46.>
R0231, Obstacle flight--Atalanta type. Objects are thrown back which the pursuer stops to pick up
while fugitive escapes.
Link: |D0672, Obstacle flight. Fugitives throw objects behind them which magically become obstacles in
pursuer's path.

Ref.: DOTTI 124 126 132 133 159 267 296 705 706/{Sdn, Ymn}; Kronenberg Nubische 50
no. 11/cf.; Noy Jefet 60-63 no. 17; TAWT 445 453.>
R0232$, Lure flight: pursuer causes precious objects to appear before fugitive which the fugitive
stops to pick up. Type: 327, 313E*.
Link: |K0626.1, Escape by throwing money (treasure) so that guards [(pursuers)] fight over it.

Ref.: DOTTI 130 157; TAWT 452 no. 46.>
R0243, Fugitives aided by helpful animals.
Link: |R0320$, Escape to relatives: fugitive seeks refuge at helpful relative or friend.>

R0243.2$, Grateful animals help prisoner (captive) escape. Type: 560.
Ref.: DOTTI 314.>
R0244, Ships burned to prevent flight.
Link: |P0553.4$, Marine devices (ships, submarines, or the like) as weapons. Navy.>

R0245, Whale boat. A man is carried across the water on whale (fish).>
R0245.1.1$, Crocodile ferry. Fugitives are carried across the water on crocodile back. Type: 58,
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58A$, 313H*.
Link: |A2541.5.1$, Crocodile serves (helps) deity: becomes sacred. |B0551.3, Crocodile carries man across
river (ocean). |K0455.4.4$, Fugitives promise predator (crocodile) one of them as payment for helping
them escape pursuer: predator deceived into eating pursuer as fee.

Ref.: DOTTI 23 132 133 162 164 187 237 296 630 705 713/{Sdn, Sdn, Sdn, Syr}; GMC-A I
xvi n. 26; Shahi-Moore 165 no. 36; TAWT 425 no. 12/{Sdn} 452/453 no. 46/{Sdn}; CA.)A. Ibrâhîm
"Rubâtâb" [no. 7].>
R0251, Flight on a tree, which ogre tries to cut down. Type: 315A.
Ref.: DOTTI 142.>
R0260, Pursuits.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 169 no. 280 (of magic ox).>
R0263$, Chase in and out of oven. Pursuer (wolf, ogre) tires: intended victim escapes. Type: 123.
Ref.: DOTTI 48; TAWT 413 no. 1/{Egy}.>
R0264$, Pursuit by a crowd of people.
Link: |P0192.10.1$, Half-wit heckled (chased) by children. |P0193$, A crowd of people.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0266$, Fugitives or abducted person trailed by animal (bird) residuals.
Ref.: DOTTI 794/{Egy}.>
R0266.1$, Camel's hair in bird's nest reveals location of abducted person. Type: 312A.
Link: |H0075.4.1$, Identification by camel's hair.

Ref.: DOTTI 123/{Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) II 309-21.>
R0267, Fugitives trailed by mustard seeds (ashes) dropped from bag.
Link: |R0135, Abandoned children (wife, etc.) find way back by clue (bread-crumb, grain, pebble, etc.).>

R0267.1$, Fugitive(s) trailed by blood from wound. Type: 311, 312-312D.
Link: |R0135.0.6, Trail of ashes.

Ref.: DOTTI 119 121 123 125 159 289 548 624/{Alg}.>
R0269$, Fugitive leaves no footprints (in sand): pursuers go astray. (Miraculous). Type: 967.
Link: |R0353$, Hider (fugitive) betrayed by own belongings (clothing, pet animal, etc.). |V0217$, Miracles
during sacred flight(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 671.>
R0270$, Animal (bird) betrays hider.>
R0270.1$, Fleeing animal (game seeking refuge, bird, etc.) leads hunter to fugitive's hiding place.
Link: |N0300, Unlucky accidents.

Ref.: DOTTI 895/{lit.}.>
R0270.1.1$, Flight of birds betrays approaching enemy.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 257.>
R0270.2$, Hider's own animal (dog, horse, etc.) betrays his presence.
Link: |B0143.3.1, Dog warns of coming. |J0581.7$, Hider betrays hiding place by causing another hider to
cry (talk).
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Ref.: Maspero 194 no. 13.>
R0270.2.1$, Dog's barking betrays presence of hiders and brings about their destruction by enemy.
Link: |B0143.3.1, Dog warns of coming. |B0153.1.1$, Dog's barking leads to (indicates) buried person
(master). |J0581.7$, Hider betrays hiding place by causing another hider to cry (talk). |N0120.1.1$, Entity
(animal, human, object, time-period, etc.) associated with certain events becomes harbinger of omen.

Ref.: Maspero 194 no. 13; Jâhiz I 260/291 II 21.>
R0270.2.1.1$, "Barâqish-[the-bitch] betrayed her people" by her parking.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 260/291 II 21; Damîrî II 86-87; Ibshîhî 45; Burton X 119 n. 1/("Barâkish has
sinned against her kin"); Hujelân 331 n. 1.>
R0273$, Pursuer(s) confounded.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Snake in Cave" no. 46.>
R0273.1$, Pursuer follows trail until the road parts into several; trail lost.
Ref.: MITON.>
R0300-R399, Refuges and recapture.>
R0300, Refuges and recapture.>
R0310, Refuges.>
R0311, Tree refuge. Type: 162*, 313E*, 312F$, 315A.
Link: |J2133.6, Wolves climb on top of one another to tree: lowest runs away and all fall.

Ref.: DOTTI 51 65 69 93 127 131 142 170 181/{lit., Sdn}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental
Health" 16; TAWT 452 no. 46/{Sdn}.>
R0311.1, Trees magically hide a fugitive. Type: cf. 313E*.>
R0311.1.1, Thorn-brake as refuge.>
R0311.1.2$, Infant hidden in reeds (thorn-hedge).
Link: |A0511.2.3, Culture-hero is hidden in order to escape enemies. |R0172$, Rescue of helpless person
from danger (enemies) by setting him adrift in box (or the like). (Usually infant or wounded hero).

Ref.: Ions 61, 67/(Horus, Anubis).>
R0311.4, Stretching tree refuge for fugitive. Type: 123C$, 313E*, cf. 705A$.
Link: |D0481.1$, Mountain (hill, tree, etc.) stretches to put fugitive beyond pursuer's reach. |D1648.1, Tree
bends to certain person. |H0071.10.1, Tree bows before prince.

Ref.: DOTTI 51 131; TAWT 414.>
R0312, Forest as refuge.
Link: |R0346$, Refuge in the wilderness (swamps, marshlands, prairies, etc.).>

R0315, Cave as refuge. Type: 766, 953B$.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 44/(passim); DOTTI 428 659; MITON.>
R0315.3$, Believers fall asleep for (seven) years in cave where they take refuge from heathen(s).
Type: 766.
Link: |D1960.1, Seven sleepers. (Rip Van Winkle). Magic sleep extending over many years.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 44/(passim); DOTTI 428/{lit.}; MITON.>
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R0316, Refuge on rock in sea. Type: 936A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 639.>
R0316.1, Refuge on island. Type: 936A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 639.>
R0317, Well (spring) as refuge.>
R0319$, Escape to graveyard (cemetery, tomb). Type: 932$, 1654.
Link: |F0946$, Underwater abode (hiding place). |R0212, Escape from grave. |R0321.1, Sister escapes to
the stars to avoid marrying brother. He is thunder, her face is lightning. |S0123.7$, Self entombment as
means of suicide.

Ref.: DOTTI 630 899; MITON.>
R0319.0.1$, Predator (wolf, hyena, etc.) lives in graveyard. Type: 123.
Ref.: DOTTI 48; TAWT 413 no. 1.>
R0319.1$, Hiding in (at) graveyard so as to commit illicit activities.
Link: |J2311.3, Sham revenant. [Man hiding in open grave: "I am dead, and have come out to get a breath
of air"].>

R0319.1.1$, Robbers hide in graveyard. Type: 1654.
Ref.: DOTTI 899; Shamy (el-) Egypt 215 no. 55.>
R0319.1.2$, Illicit sexual relations at graveyard. Type: 1510.
Link: |C0194, Tabu: trysting [(meeting)] with a woman at a certain place. |X0420.5$, Jokes on fu'ahâ's
immorality toward female mourners.

Ref.: DOTTI 816.>
R0319.1.2.1$, Incest committed at graveyard.>
R0319.1.2.1.1$, Incestuous brother and sister live inside closed tomb so as to hide their illicit love.
Type: 932$.
Link: |A1331.2, Paradise lost because of brother-sister incest. |M0254.1$, Sister promises to be buried with
brother if he dies first. |P0253.11$, Sister is too dear to be entombed (or buried in an ordinary grave).
|R0321.1, Sister escapes to the stars to avoid marrying brother. He is thunder, her face is lightning. |T0415,
Brother-sister incest.

Ref.: DOTTI 630; MITON; TAWT 28 n. 67.>
R0320$, Escape to relatives: fugitive seeks refuge at helpful relative or friend.
Link: |K2112.3, Man taking refuge in woman's house causes her false accusation. |P0322, Guest given
refuge. [Murderer of host's father given refuge]. |R0243, Fugitives aided by helpful animals.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0320.1$, Mother hides (aids) her runaway child.
Link: |P0231.3.6$, Mother protects guilty son who had committed crime.

Ref.: MITON.>
R0321, Escape to the stars. Fugitives rise in the air and become stars.
Link: |A0761.3, Stars as transformed lovers.

Ref.: Chimenti 35-47.>
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R0321.1, Sister escapes to the stars to avoid marrying brother. He is thunder, her face is lightning.
Type: cf. 313E*.
Link: |D0909$, Magic thunder, lightning, and rain accompany arrival of supernatural (meteorological)
husband (lover).

Ref.: DOTTI 131.>
R0321.3$, Woman turned into star (planet) as an act of divine mercy. Type: cf. 1442$.
Link: |A0761, Ascent to stars [i.e., into becoming a star]. |D0293, Transformation: man to star.

Ref.: S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 245 no. 4; DOTTI 808; Ghadab 46-47/cf.: Shamy (el-)
"Arab Mythology" no. 91; CAlî Haydar Sâlih Turâth III:5/6 46.>
R0321.4$, Two lovers turned into contiguous stars (planets) which never meet as an act of divine
mercy. Type: 971A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 675 676/{lit.}; SaCdiyyah Bahâ' Mahdî Turâth VIII:1 117-19; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9.>
R0323, Refuge in upper world.
Link: |F0969.8.2$, Hiding in mystical location between earth and the sky; e.g., in an arch-saint's domain,
the Isthmus (al-barzakh).>

R0325.0.1$, Mosque as refuge.
Link: |V0112.2.5$, Functions of mosques.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 88 no. 12.>
R0327, Earth opens to rescue fugitive.
Link: |F0942.1.1, Ground opens and hides fugitives. |V0059.3.2$, Natural barrier (e.g., lake, mountain,
etc.) appears in answer to prayer: it blocks pursuer's way.

Ref.: ThaClabî 220-21-("Maryam" and Yahyâ) 227/("Maryam" & Yahyâ); DOTTI
399/{Sdn}.>
R0328$, River (lake, sea) parts its waters so as to allow fugitives to cross.
Link: |D1551.0.2$, Turbulent river dries up so that holy personage can cross (navigate) it. |D1552.8, Hill
opens and closes to let fugitives pass.

Ref.: DOTTI 196 295 370/{Qtr}.>
R0341, Escape by intervention of Providence.
Link: |N0100.1.3.2$, Orphaned infant left in the wilderness survives and becomes successful (by
intervention of Providence). |R0211.5.2.1$, Fetters break (accidentally) and allow captive to escape.
|V0547$, Providence saves infant left behind in a forsaken or inaccessible place (e.g., quarantined building,
or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 54 424/{lit., Syr}; MITON.>
R0345, Cities of refuge.
Link: |P0518, Cities of refuge.>

R0346$, Refuge in the wilderness (swamps, marshlands, prairies, etc.).
Link: |Q0502.3, Tribe's long wandering in wilderness as punishment. |R0312, Forest as refuge.

Ref.: Maspero 243-44 no. 17; Ions 41/(men in montains) 59 61/(Isis in swamps/infant Horus
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in reeds) 72 86093/(Ra-Harmakhis in lake); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah"
no. 16, "el-Adham" no. 33.>
R0347$, Fate of the runaway (fugitive).
Link: |K1817.1.2$, Disguise as runaway (fugitive). |S0350, Fate of abandoned child. |S0450, Fate of
outcast wife.

Ref.: ThaClabî 230/(Jonah); DOTTI 677/{lit.}; MITON.>
R0347.1$, Run-away seeks refuge in city (capital). Type: 894.
Link: |P0518, Cities of refuge.

Ref.: DOTTI 545; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
R0347.2$, Runaway meets ill-fate.
Link: |L0410.7, Queen forced to become a courtesan. |T0450.3, Prostitution to avoid starvation.>

R0347.2.1$, Runaway forced to become prostitute (courtesan, dancer in tavern, etc.). Type: cf.
516B.
Link: |R0062$, Person sold into forced prostitution (`white slavery').

Ref.: DOTTI 225 278 624/{Tns, Ymn}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and
Mitwallî" no. 1, "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
R0347.2.2$, Escapee(s) devoured by beasts.
Link: |N0255, Escape from one misfortune into worse.>

R0347.3$, Runaway becomes successful. Type: 851C$.
Link: |L0490.1.1$, Slave made ruler (king, emperor).

Ref.: Maspero 82 no. 4; DOTTI 473 268 329 591 643/{Egy, Sdn}; MITON.>
R0350, Recapture of fugitive.>
R0351, Fugitive discovered by reflection in water.>
R0351.0.1$, Maiden in tree discovered by her reflection in water. Type: 312A, 705A$, 860A*,
860C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 123 124 160 375 480 481 482/{Mrc, Qtr}; TAWT 417 no. 5/{Sdn} 424 no.
12/{Syr}.>
R0351.1, Milk drops from woman's breast on tiger's leg and reveals her hiding place in tree.>
R0351.1.2$, Urine drops from fugitive on lion (wild beast) and reveals fugitive's hiding place in tree.
Type: 312F$.
Link: |H1155.6$, Task: taming ferocious lion. |N0382.3$, Fugitive in tree urinates thus betraying hiding
place. |N0696, Fugitive in tree urinates from fright: pursuers think it rain and leave. |Z0194.2.1.2$, Lion-power (chieftainship, kingship).

Ref.: DOTTI 127; TAWT 448 no. 40/{Alg}.>
R0351.2$, Fugitive (hider) betrayed by involuntary act (e.g., sneezing, coughing, breathing, etc.).
Type: 676, cf. 1381B/(fool's talk with self).
Link: |N0382.3$, Fugitive in tree urinates thus betraying hiding place.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 481/cf./(viper's breath).>
R0352, Lovers fleeing from slavery are recaptured.
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 538.>
R0353$, Hider (fugitive) betrayed by own belongings (clothing, pet animal, etc.).
Link: |D1612.3, Hiding place speaks and betrays hider. |G0303.9.9.6.1$, Devil leads pursuers to (holy)
fugitive's hiding place. |H0110, Identification by cloth or clothing. |N0300, Unlucky accidents. |R0269$,
Fugitive leaves no footprints (in sand): pursuers go astray. (Miraculous). |R0351, Fugitive discovered by
reflection in water.

Ref.: ThaClabî 213.>
R0355, Eloping girl recaptured by parents. Type: 516, 870A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 274; MITON.>
R0357$, Runaway slave(s) recaptured.
Link: |P0188$, Escape of slave(s). |R0211.4, Escape from slavery (pirates).

Ref.: Qazwînî II 187-88; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 674-x-no. 3.>
R0358$, Escaped slave(s) return(s) to master.
Link: |P0178.2.2$, Slave freed by compensating master (`owner'). |P0760.1.2$, Escaped animal (lamb)
discovers that everything has an owner, even garbage. |U0139.4.1$, Escaped animal (donkey) must return
home to get his fetters: cannot live without them. |U0310.0.1$, Freedom (liberty) above all. |U0315$,
Attending secondary (acquired, derived) needs.

Ref.: Muhammad I. CAbd-al-Hamd Turâth IV:7 111-12 no. 1.>
R0359$, Recapture of runaways--miscellaneous.>
R0359.1$, Runaway animal prefers conditions of captivity: returns to master.
Link: |U0139.4.1$, Escaped animal (donkey) must return home to get his fetters: cannot live without them.

Ref.: DOTTI 77/{Egy}; Shawqî 319 [no. 44].>

S. UNNATURAL CRUELTY
S0-S99, Cruel relatives
S0000, Cruel relatives.>
S0001$, All relatives prove to be cruel (except one). Type: cf. 911*.
Link: |P0201.0.1.1$, "He who has no relatives has no enemies". |U0289$, Merits and demerits of family
relations. |Z0041.11$, Climax of relatives. (Ascending series of relations).

Ref.: DOTTI 579.>
S0001.1$, Girl's pleading for help cruelly ignored by all relatives. Type: 327J$.
Ref.: DOTTI 169/{Jrd}.>
S0002$, Murder of parents and children.
Link: |S0011.3.3, Father kills son. |S0022, Parricide [(i.e., patricide)]. |S0101$, Massacre: mass killing.>

S0002.1$, Person kills own father and own child(ren).>
S0002.1.1$, Cain's son murders him, and then his own son; (son killed for protesting murder of
grandfather).
C

Link: |F0638.5$, Blind archer aims at sound of urination: ( Antar's death). |N0389$, Multiple killings-accidental. |S0022, Parricide [(i.e., patricide)].

Ref.: ThaClabî 28.>
S0007$, Cruel master.

Link: |P0175.0.1$, Slave murdered (by cruel or treacherous owner). |P0180.1$, Owner as slave's lord
(master). |Z0067.5$, Esteem: to be addressed as respected relative (with social distance kept).>

S0008$, Cruel mistress (she-owner).
Link: |K2247.0.1$, Treacherous female-employer (servant's or slave's mistress). |P0180.1$, Owner as
slave's lord (master). |S0123.1, Burial alive of drugged person.

Ref.: TAWT no. 11.>
S0009$, Cruelty--in general.
Link: |J0026, Enemies can be won more by kindness than cruelty. |S0000, Cruel relatives.>

S0009.1$, Cruelty must never be tolerated (or taken lightly).
Link: |J0026, Enemies can be won more by kindness than cruelty.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 428.>
S0009.2$, Neither having mercy nor allowing for God's mercy to descend (come).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2483 2509/cf.>
S0010, Cruel parents. Type: 327AB, 517, 450, 750J$, 832.
Link: |Q0291.3$, Hard-hearted parent(s) punished.

Ref.: Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15; DOTTI 159 160 222 285; TAWT 446 no.
38/{Lib}.>
S0010.1$, Mistreatment (abuse) of children. Type: 720, 894.
Link: |H1199.17.5.2$, Task: guarding crop from thieving birds or animals (rodents: mice or the like).
Usually assigned to child(ren). |P0410.2$, Children as laborers (wage earners, family providers). |S0009$,
Cruelty--in general. |S0142.1$, Child (infant) thrown into water and abandoned.

Ref.: DOTTI 397 545.>
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S0010.5$, Cruel parents plan to kill or mutilate children.>
S0010.5.1$, Cruel parents plan to offer children as sacrifice. Type: 450, cf. 779J$
Link: |H1557, Test of obedience

.

.

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 237 n./cf.; DOTTI 222; Hein-Müller Mehri-Hadramî: SAE IX 99-105
no. 39.>
S0010.5.2$, Cruel parents plan to cut off breasts (paps) of elder stepdaughters and transplant them
on flat-chested youngest daughter. Type: 327.
Ref.: DOTTI 157 172 199/{Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 712-x-no. 3.>
S0011, Cruel father. Type: 312, 516H$, 706C, 725, 765B*.
Ref.: Budge/Romances 166 no. A-11; Chauvin VI 162 no. 327A; Dickson Desert 298-300;
DOTTI 123 188 237 238 284 383 400 427 642/{Alg, lit., Syr}; Shâkir H. Ghadab Turâth III:10 5556; TAWT 448 no. 40/{Alg}; CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10C 11-1-no. 8.>
S0011.1, Father mutilates children. Type: 706.>
S0011.1.1$, Father ignores his child's (children's) calls for help against mortal danger.
Link: |S0011.3.3, Father kills son.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 166 no. A-11.>
S0011.1.2$, Cruel father exposes daughter(s). Type: 706C, cf. 312F$, 315, 327.
Ref.: DOTTI 127 139 157 159 172 383/{Mrc}.>
S0011.3, Father kills child.
Link: |T0009.1.3.1$, Father agrees to kill (expose, cast out) own child(ren) in return for sexual intercourse
(love).>

S0011.3.0.1$, Cruel father kills daughter's children. Type: 706C.
Ref.: DOTTI 383.>
S0011.3.1, Man who doubts his children's paternity kills them. Murders wife and paramour.
Link: |Q0259$, Killing for sexual honor. |Q0411.0.2, Husband kills wife and paramour.

Ref.: Lane 395/cf.>
S0011.3.3, Father kills son.
Link: |A0060.1$, Creator's children plan to make rebellion. He destroys them. |S0011.1.1$, Father ignores
his child's (children's) calls for help against mortal danger. |S0342, Mother induced by rival to kill her
children.

Ref.: DOTTI 421 587 696 697 706 843 849 876/{Alg, lit.}; Salîm Tâhâ al-Tikrîtî Turâth
III:12 124-28.>
S0011.3.3.3$, Father executes son(s) for committing murder. Type: 780.
Link: |P0233.12$, Father and son in conflict.

Ref.: Damîrî II 56; DOTTI 163 303 410 440 441/{lit., Mrc}.>
S0011.3.3.4$, Father executes son(s) for committing act of treachery. Type: 884F$.
Link: |P0320.0.6.1$, Guest must not violate sanctity of host's household (honor). |Q0411.4, Death as
punishment for treachery.

Ref.: DOTTI 532.>
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S0011.3.5, Cruel king slays brother and brother's son [(paternal-nephew)].
Link: |S0071.2$, Cruel paternal-uncle (Camm).>

S0011.3.7, Father orders son assassinated.
Link: |S0011.7$, Father (ruler) hastily orders his son executed.>

S0011.3.9$, Treacherous father plots son's death. Type: 516H$.
Link: |K2215$, Treacherous father. |S0011.7$, Father (ruler) hastily orders his son executed.

Ref.: DOTTI 188 237 284 285/{Alg}; Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 2.>
S0011.3.10$, Cruel father escapes from harm by exposing (sacrificing) own children.
Link: |K2215$, Treacherous father. |P0116, Minister acts as stepping-stone in midst of flame-filled trench
so that king can step across from one side to the other. |R0215.5.2.1$, Escape from fire by using another
person as stepping-stone. |S0011.3.3, Father kills son. |W0180$, Selfishness.

Ref.: Maspero 181-82 no. 11.>
S0011.3.12$, Father kills daughter.
Link: |S0302.4$, All newborn daughters to be slaughtered. |T0314.2$, Father murders daughter for "being a
woman": all his wives proved unfaithful.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 21-22.>
S0011.4.3, Cruel fathers threaten to kill their children if they are of undesirable sex.
Link: |S0302.5$, Newborn daughters buried alive (wa'd).>

S0011.4.4, Cruel father seeks to kill infant son.>
S0011.5, Father banishes son at request of fairy wife. Type: cf. 462.
Link: |F0302, Fairy mistress. Mortal man marries or lives with fairy woman. |S0322.4.2, Evil stepmother
orders stepdaughter to be killed. |S0011.7$, Father (ruler) hastily orders his son executed.

Ref.: DOTTI 233.>
S0011.5.0.1$, Father drives away son(s).
Link: |S0011.1.2$, Cruel father exposes daughter(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 216 404 528/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes"
no. 58 10/cf.>
S0011.7$, Father (ruler) hastily orders his son executed. Type: 916A$.
Link: |S0011.5, Father banishes son at request of fairy wife. |S0011.3.7, Father orders son assassinated.
|S0011.3.9$, Treacherous father plots son's death.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0011.9$, Runaway father (deserts family). Type: cf. 859F$.
Link: |P0230.0.3$, Parent's fatigue: decreasing interest in children with passage of time (spiraling of
troubles). |P0239.2$-(formerly, P0230.9.2$), Man discovers that he has sired child(ren) of whom he had no
knowledge. |S0440$, Cast-off wife abandoned in foreign (faraway) land. |T0198.3.4$, Unhappy (angered)
husband leaves marital home.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 425-35 no. 39; DOTTI 309 479/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 63 n. 210.>
S0012, Cruel Mother. Type: 545D*, 545H$, 705A$, 709.
Link: |F1041.8.10.15.1.1$, Son decapitates his mother for betraying him. (Horus beheads Isis).
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|P0231.4.3.1$, Mother sends son to revenge his brother (father) knowing that he will be killed in the
process.

Ref.: DOTTI 301 376 391/{Plst}; TAWT 418 no. 7/{Egy} 420 no. 8/{Alg}.>
S0012.1, Treacherous mother marries ogre and plots against son. Type: 590.
Link: |P0272.0.1$, Treacherous foster mother.

Ref.: DOTTI 337.>
S0012.1.1, Treacherous mother and paramour plan son's death. Type: 567, 567A, 590.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI 327 328 337;
Shamy (el-) Egypt 241 no. 2, "Egypt" (1971) no. 6; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and
Mukhtâr" no. 11.>
S0012.1.2$, Faithless (adulteress) mother and paramour plot to bewitch son. Type: 590, cf. 449.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; DOTTI 220 379 659 819
946/{lit.}.>
S0012.2, Cruel mother kills child. Type: 706C1$, 720.
Link: |B0534.1.2.1$, Crow (raven) mother evicts chicks from nest because they are ugly. |S0031.4.2$,
Stepmother (co-wife) hires killers to murder co-wife's son.

Ref.: DOTTI 383.>
S0012.2.0.1$, Mother kills her own son. Type: 706C1$, 712, 720, cf. 881.
Link: |K2234.2$, Seducer kills (threatens to kill) woman's child(ren) if she does not surrender.
|W0014.3.2$, Woman chooses to have her child(ren) killed than to surrender to seducer.

Ref.: Amrouche 107-9 no. 11; DOTTI 383 397 398/{Alg}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a; TAWT 446.>
S0012.2.1, Mother feeds newly-born illegitimate child to dogs.
Link: |S0312, Illegitimate child exposed.>

S0012.2.4$, Violated (raped) woman murders her newly-born infant.
Ref.: D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE VII 124 no. 33.>
S0012.2.6$, Child of rape (or incest) murdered.
Link: |Q0211.4, Murder of children punished. |S0312.1, Child of incest exposed.

Ref.: DOTTI 229 629/{Egy}; Juhaymân (al-) II 309-21; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Married his Daughter" no. 10.>
S0012.8$, A mother's cruel nagging, drives child insane. Type: 545H$.
Link: |E0222.0.1, Mother haunts daughter. |P0240.3.1$, Dutiful son punishes nagging (impossible-toplease) mother.

Ref.: DOTTI 301 518/{Plst}; Littmann al-Quds 269-70 (Arabische 416-8)/cf.; TAWT 418
no. 7/{Egy}.>
S0018$, Cruel parent-like person (teacher, instructor, nurse, etc.). Type: 707, 725, 881, 894, 896,
1674*, cf. 931Z$.
Link: |J0070$, Teaching (training) by cruel example. |K2099.4$, Hypocritical parent-like person (teacher,
instructor, nurse, etc.). |K2284, Treacherous priest [(cleric, sheik, mulla)]. |P0244$, Paternal punishment of
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youngster is done out of love. |P0449.3.1$, Cruel ship-captain.

Ref.: DOTTI 387 400 516 545 552 904.>
S0018.1$, Cruel teacher or instructor. Type: 725, 881, 894, 896, 1674*, cf. 566C.
Link: |J0070$, Teaching (training) by cruel example. |K2280, Treacherous churchmen. |P0345$,
Punishment of pupils by teacher. |P0423.0.1.2.2$, Hated children's teacher. |P0449.3.1$, Cruel shipcaptain.

Ref.: DOTTI 400 516 545 552 904.>
S0018.2$, Cruel nurse (physician).
Link: |J2175.3, Absent-minded nurse lets child down into well instead of bucket. |K0931, Sham nurse kills
enemy's children. |K2292.5$, Treacherous midwife (nurse). |P0424.6.1$, Merciful nurses (`angels of
mercy'). |S0189$, Mistreatment of the sick (patients).>

S0020, Cruel children and grandchildren.>
S0020.5$, Child kills both parents. Type: 720, 756F*.
Ref.: DOTTI 397; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis I 176-78 no. 33 (daughter kills both parents);
TAWT 446 no. 37/{Egy}.>
S0021, Cruel son.
Link: |A0060.1$, Creator's children plan to make rebellion. He destroys them. |P0230.0.4.1$, Enmity
between child (son, daughter) and father. |S0011, Cruel father.

Ref.: DOTTI 287 681/{Ymn}; MITON.>
S0021.1, Son buries aged mother alive. Type: cf. 980H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 681.>
S0021.3, Son gives mother as hostage.>
S0021.6$, Son sells parent(s) into slavery.
Link: |S0054.2$, Daughter-in-law sells (gives away) mother-in-law to jugglers. |S0210.1, Child sold into
slavery.

Ref.: DOTTI 587 590/{lit.}.>
S0021.7$, Son pawns parents. Type: 851.
Link: |H0769$, Riddle of the pawned parent: riding father and carrying mother. Father used as surety on
horse mother on gun (bow). |S0021.3, Son gives mother as hostage.

Ref.: DOTTI 471.>
S0022, Parricide [(i.e., patricide)]. Type: 303D$,/516H$, 510B, 756F*, 931.
Link: |P0233.12$, Father and son in conflict. |P0271.9$, Adopted son slays foster father. |S0002.1.1$,
Cain's son murders him, and then his own son; (son killed for protesting murder of grandfather).

Ref.: Damîrî II 56; DOTTI 131 226 261 262 284 501 627 628 635 873/{lit., Plst}; Sârîs (al-)
57-58, 161-63; TAWT 423 446 453.>
S0022.1, Parricide to obtain kingship.
Link: |P0017.15.1$, Father-son combat over rule.

Ref.: Damîrî II 56; Ibshîhî 446; DOTTI 410 460 620/{lit.}; MITON.>
S0022.2.1$, Son kills his ogre (cannibal) father. Type: 315A1$,/650D$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 141 144 150 168 354 696 706/{Alg, Egy}.>
S0022.3, Father learns that his son is planning to kill him.>
S0022.7$, Daughter kills her father.>
S0022.7.1$, Daughter kills her father in order to be with beloved.
Link: |K2214.1.3$, Daughter assists her beloved in killing her father.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0022.7.2$, Daughter kills her father for being a disbeliever.
Link: |S0073.1.7.2$, Sister slays her brother in combat--(he is a disbeliever).

Ref.: MITON.>
S0023, Cruel Daughter. [Missing in Thompson's].
Ref.: Zîr 115.>
S0023.1$, Daughter cruel to her mother (mother's family).
Link: |P0232.5.1$, Daughter chooses father's side in feud.

Ref.: Zîr 115.>
S0024$, Matricide. Type: 480, 545H$, 705A$, 980H$.
Link: |F1041.8.10.15.1.1$, Son decapitates his mother for betraying him. (Horus beheads Isis).

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 152-53; S. Simpson 118-19 no. 9; DOTTI 193 249 250 301 376
377 390 681 873/{Jrd, Qtr}; Sengo "Kiswahili" 826-54 no. 34; Shamy (el-) Around the World 159;
TAWT 83 no. 4-1/{Sml./implicit} 419 no. 7/{Egy} 441 no. 32/{PEN}; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 4-x-no.
22, QTR 87-3 679-?-222-99.>
S0024.1$, Daughter kills her mother. Type: 545H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 275 290 301/{Egy, Qtr, Sdi}; TAWT 419 no. 7/{Egy} 440 no. 32/{Egy}; AUC:
25 no. 7.>
S0024.1.1$, Widow induces girl to kill her mother and persuade father to marry the widow. Type:
480.
Link: |S0031.5, Girl persuades her father to marry a widow who has treated her kindly. |S0121, Murder by
slamming down chest-lid. |Z0325$, Sethian chest: made so as to fit only intended victim (Osiris).

Ref.: Delheure 74-79 186-95; DOTTI 249 251 252 265 267 268 331 351/{Alg, Egy, Egy,
Mrc, Tns}; MITON Intro. 3 n. 17; Y. Shâkir I 304-10; TAWT 440 no. 32/{Egy} 441 no. 32/{Tns};
AUC: 25 no. 8; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 254.>
S0024.2$, Son kills his mother. Type: 590, 705A$, 980H$.
Link: |P0231.3.2$, Heart (liver, etc.) of murdered mother still loves son who had murdered her.
|W0164.2.4.2$, Mother's sexual misconduct injures son's pride: he is publicly humiliated.

Ref.: Ions 75/(cut off head); Simpson 118; DOTTI 337 338 376 395 492 681 785/{Sdn,
Syr}; Sâ)î 281-85 no. 58[+1]; TAWT 416 no. 5/{Sdn}; CA.)A. Ibrâhîm "Rubâtâb" [no. 5].>
S0025, Cruel grandson.>
S0025.1, Boy kills his grandfather.>
S0025.2$, Grandchild kills grandmother.>
S0025.2.1$, Grandson kills his grandmother.
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Ref.: MITON.>
S0030, Cruel step- and foster relatives.>
S0031, Cruel stepmother. Type: 311B*, 314, 327, 327J1$, 403, 450, 462, 510, 511, 720.
Link: |K2218.3$, Treacherous stepmother. |P0200.0.1.2$, Father protects children (within household).

Ref.: CAbduh 29-50; DOTTI 84 114 120 136 157 170 189 192 222 233 250 258 265 282 350
397 518 530 623 772 952/{Egy, Irq, Sdn, Ymn}; Hurreiz 80 (135) no. 7; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Folkloric Behavior" 188-94; Stevens 183-87 no. 35, Ibtisâm Marhûn al-Saffâr Turâth 1965:4/5 2829; TAWT 439 no. 30/{Syr} 443 no. 34/{Omn} 444 no. 35/{Sdn} 446 no. 37/{Egy}; Shahâb 93-97;
AGSFC: QTR 87-3 672-x-no. 2, 799-x-000-060.>
S0031.1, Adulteress and paramour plot against her stepson. They fear that he may betray them.
Type: cf. 590.
Ref.: DOTTI 337; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and Mukhtâr" no.
11/cf./(paramour's son).>
S0031.4.1$, Stepmother (co-wife) kills co-wife's son.
Ref.: DOTTI 383 394/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 32-35; TAWT 446.>
S0031.4.2$, Stepmother (co-wife) hires killers to murder co-wife's son. Type: 706C1$, cf. 462A2$.
Link: |T0257.2, Jealousy of rival wives [(co-wives)].

Ref.: DOTTI 235 380 383 436/{Egy, Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 32-35.>
S0031.5, Girl persuades her father to marry a widow who has treated her kindly. Type: 480, 511A.
Link: |S0024.1.1$, Widow induces girl to kill her mother and persuade father to marry the widow.

Ref.: DOTTI 249 252 266/{Tns}; TAWT 441.>
S0032, Cruel stepfather. Type: 970*.
Link: |K2219.1$, Treacherous stepfather. |T0091.4.1.2$, Girl thought by older man to be too young for
marriage is raised and then taken for a wife (by him). |T0418.1, Lustful stepfather.

Ref.: Boqarî 7-8 13.>
S0034, Cruel stepsister(s). Type: 327J1$, 480, 510, 510A, 511, 511A.
Ref.: DOTTI 170 249 258 260 265 266; MITON; TAWT 440 442.>
S0036, Cruel foster father.
Link: |K2219.2$, Treacherous foster-father.>

S0038$, Stepchild kills stepparent.>
S0038.1$, Stepson kills stepmother. Type: 720, 859F$.
Link: |S0024$, Matricide.

Ref.: DOTTI 373 397 809/{Egy}.>
S0040, Cruel grandparents.>
S0041, Acruel grandmother.
Ref.: Alf I 187.>
S0042, Cruel grandfather. Type: cf. 706C.
Ref.: DOTTI 383.>
S0050, Cruel relatives-in-law.
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Link: |P0260.1$, Helpful (kind) relatives in law. |K2218, Treacherous relatives-in-law.>

S0051, Cruel mother-in-law. Type: 705A$, 903C*.
Ref.: DOTTI 129 193 203 223 330 376 484 563 873/{Qtr, Syr, Ymn}; Hurreiz 116 no. 45;
Lewin 20-27 no. 3; Shamy (el-) Around the World 159{egy}, 166{Irq}; TAWT 417 no. 5/{Sdn} 432
no. 21/{Irq} 432 no. 21/{Shm}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 686-x-no. 3.>
S0051.1, Cruel mother-in-law plans death of daughter-in-law. Type: cf. 705A$.
Link: |K2218.1.2$, Treacherous mother-in-law bewitches wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 376.>
S0051.2$, Wife starved (by mother-in-law, sister-in-law, etc.). Type: 903C*.
Link: |R0051.1, Prisoners starved.

Ref.: DOTTI 376 563/{Qtr}; TAWT 430 no. 19/{Egy} 432 no. 21/{Irq}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3
685-x-no. 3, al-Duwayk II 158-9.>
S0051.3$, Mother-in-law mutilates daughter-in-law. Type: 705A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 376 377 381/{Egy}.>
S0052, Cruel father-in-law. Type: 516, cf. 1455.
Link: |P0261.5$, Father-in-law and son's wife (daughter-in-law).

Ref.: DOTTI 216 274 404 528/{Egy}.>
S0052.1$, Cruel father-in-law drives son-in-law forth. Type: 516.
Link: |T0197.1$, Wife's relatives force her estrangement from husband without her consent.

Ref.: DOTTI 344 640/{Plst}.>
S0054, Cruel daughter-in-law. Type: 903D*$, 980H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 248 564 681/{Emrt}; Sirhân filistîniyyah 166-70 no. 12; TAWT 415 no.
3/{Egy}.>
S0054.2$, Daughter-in-law sells (gives away) mother-in-law to jugglers. Type: 903D*'.
Link: |R0061, Person sold into slavery. |S0021.6$, Son sells parent(s) into slavery.

Ref.: DOTTI 564; Hurreiz 117 no. 47.>
S0055, Cruel sister-in-law. Type: 425L, 705A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 207 223 376 494 873/{Qtr, Ymn}; Noy Jefet 129-31 no. 41; TAWT 433 no.
23/{Egy} 448 no. 39/{Pen}.>
S0057$, Husband cast out of wife's home by his in-laws. Type: cf. 470C$,/801A$, 470D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 239 242; TAWT 55 n. 85.>
S0058$, Widow cast out of family home by her in-laws.
Link: |T0198$, Return to parents' (father's) home after end of marital relations (divorce, or death of
spouse).

Ref.: Zîr 68 125.>
S0060, Cruel spouse.
Link: |K2213.0.1$, Treacherous spouse.>

S0060.0.1$, Uxoricide (wife-killing). Type: 955, 1360C, 1426.
Link: |K2213.0.2.2$, Treacherous husband murders his wife. |N0338.5$-(formerly, N0338.3.1.1$),
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Husband orders unrecognized wife killed. |Q0211.3, Uxoricide punished. |Q0411.0.2, Husband kills wife
and paramour. |S0062.1, Bluebeard. Girl marries murderous husband.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264; CAbd-al-Quddûs 228-34 no. 20 287-96 no. 25/(esp. 296); CU.
Abu-Tâlib Al-Bî'ah 119-25; Chimenti 78-104; DOTTI 319 365 662 693 752 763 802/{lit., Mrc,
Ymn}; Dwyer 121-22 no. 26; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ibrahîm el-Sannân" no. 14;
TAWT 429.>
S0062, Cruel husband. Type: 462, 706D$, 570A, 886A$.
Link: |K0235.7.1$, Wife provoked into demanding divorce so that she would forfeit her "mu'akhkhar
sadâq (end of marriage compensation)". |K2213.0.2$, Treacherous husband. |P0529.0.6.2$, Wife awarded
divorce due to husband's cruelty. |P0529.2.5$, Husband abuses wife (bride) so as to drive her to demand
divorce. |T0100.0.9.6$, Marriage for revenge (spite). |T0196.3$, Wife (innocent) divorced so as to punish
her family.

Ref.: DOTTI 233 332 384 536; Dwyer 121-22 no. 26; TAWT 430 no. 19/{Egy} 448 no.
40/{Alg}.>
S0062.1, Bluebeard. Girl marries murderous husband. Type: 312, cf. 955.
Link: |S0060.0.1$, Uxoricide (wife-killing).

Ref.: DOTTI 123 662; TAWT 387 n. 488.>
S0062.1.1$, Shahryâr (Sheheryar) kills a new wife (bride) every night so as to avenge self on
women. Type: 1426, 1426A$.
Link: |J1866, Man avenges self on animal by wholesale slaughter [(mass-killing)]. |J2214.15$, Entire group
judged according to a single act (incident) by a member. |N0389$, Multiple killings--accidental. |S0184$,
Cruelty to women. |W0028.5.1$, Maiden offers to sacrifice herself for womankind. (Sheherezade).
|W0255$, Halo effect perception: exaggerated generalization of a trait of character. |W0256.6$,
Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits.

Ref.: Chauvin V 190 no. 111; DOTTI 802 804; MITON.>
S0062.1.2$, Man (Luqmân) kills all his wives because of their unfaithfulness.
Link: |T0314.2$, Father murders daughter for "being a woman": all his wives proved unfaithful.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 21-22.>
S0062.3, Barren wife exposed by husband.>
S0062.4, Husband leaves wife to die of thirst. Type: cf. 327H1$.
Link: |S0144, Abandonment in desert.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 5/cf.>
S0062.5$, Cruel husband drives young wife insane. Type: 926A.
Link: |G0038$, Abused person becomes ogre-like. |P0529.0.2.3.1.2$, Wife forfeits her end of marriage
compensation (remainder of her mahr) if she initiates divorce procedures for non-`legitimate' reasons.
|P0529.2.5$, Husband abuses wife (bride) so as to drive her to demand divorce. |T0230.2, Faithless wife
causes her husband to go insane.

Ref.: Muhammad I. CAbd-al-Hamd Turâth IV:7 112 no. 2; DOTTI 612.>
S0062.5.1$, Husband's infidelity (faithlessness) drives wife insane.
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Link: |M0131.1.1$, Vow to become unfaithful if spouse is unfaithful. |T0217, Wife refuses to become
unfaithful although she knows her husband to be so.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0062.6$, Sick wife exposed (divorced, sent to her parents' home) by husband.
Link: |P0591.2$, Sick person isolated (cast out). |S0185.2.3$, Husband refuses to help his pregnant wife.
|T0196.6$, Wife divorced upon discovering a shortcoming (flaw) in her. |T0198$, Return to parents'
(father's) home after end of marital relations (divorce, or death of spouse).

Ref.: DOTTI 629 908/{Egy, Tns}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Married his Daughter" no.
10, "Ibrahîm el-Sannân" no. 14.>
S0062.7$, Wife cast out (or shamed into fleeing) for bed-wetting. Type: 1384B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 781.>
S0062.8$, Husband offers his wife as sacrifice. Type: cf. 561D$.
Link: |S0263.7$, Husband is to kill his wife so as to use her blood in magic ritual to open treasure.

Ref.: DOTTI 320 450 792/{Lib, Plst}.>
S0062.10$, Rejected wife allowed (by husband or relatives in-law) to take away only what she
brought. Type: 887, cf. 1407.
Link: |P0210.1$, Wife's own property. |S0446, Rejected wife asks to take away only what she brought.
|T0101.1.0.1.1$, Groom-to-be declares that he wants fiancée with only the garment she is wearing (not
fancy bridal furnishings, not wealth, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 790; TAWT 182 no. 19.>
S0063, Spouse murder pact. Princess kills her husband. Prince kills his wife. Murderers marry and
usurp the throne.>
S0066$, One spouse murders (seeks to murder) the other (husband). Type: 449, 590A, 1511.
Link: |K1308.1$, Marriage arranged as means of destroying spouse. |K2213, Treacherous wife.
|P0017.15.3.1$, Wife (queen) murders her husband in (political) power conflict.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 338 381 384 526 669 818/{Alg, Irq, Mrc}.>
S0066.1$-(formerly, S0066$), Faithless wife murders her husband. Type: 449, 590A, 1511.
Link: |K2213, Treacherous wife.

Ref.: Chauvin II 121 no. 112; DOTTI 220 338 818; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Quranî" no.
13.>
S0066.1.1$-(formerly, S0066.1$), Wife assists paramour in murdering her husband. Type: 512B*,
590A.
Link: |K2213.3, Faithless wife plots with paramour against husband's life.

Ref.: DOTTI 269 338 339 701/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and Mukhtâr"
no. 11.>
S0066.2$, Abandoned (slighted) wife seeks to murder husband.
Link: |T0257.0.2$, Insane (absurd, irrational) acts due to excessive jealousy. |T0257.2, Jealousy of rival
wives [(co-wives)].

Ref.: MITON.>
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S0070, Other cruel relatives.>
S0071, Cruel uncle.
Link: |K2217, Treacherous uncle.

Ref.: DOTTI 399/{Omn}; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 123-24 no. 37.>
S0071.1, Cruel uncle poisons nephew.
Ref.: Ions 61/(Set).>
S0071.2$, Cruel paternal-uncle (Camm). Type: 720B$, 885.
Link: |A1473.1$, Slavery began with divine proclamation that descendants of one sibling be enslaved by
another's. |K2217.0.1$, Treacherous paternal-uncle.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73; Ibshîhî
540-41; COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 13; Belamri La rose 63-72; Boqarî 7-8 13; Bustânî (al-)
109-27; Campbell Arab Tribes 141-58; Dickson Kuwait 496-98; DOTTI 120 122 127 264 275 284
290 296 312 399 400 401 442 501 502 521 525 532 533 573 574 674 696 697 706 843 846 849 851
876 878/{Alg, Egy, Egy, Irq, Kwt, lit., Plst, Qtr, Sdi, Sdn}; Gamal (el-) no. 13 74-79; S. Jahn 188
no. 23; Juhaymân (al-) IV 359-81; CA. Khidr I 96-102; MITON; Massenbach (Von) Nubische pt.
B.VIII 145 no. 36; Muhammad CA. Muhyî-al-Dîn Turâth VIII:8 105-6; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE
72 no. 11, 123-24 no. 37; Reesink 144-47; Shamy (el-) Egypt 44-45 no. 6, "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd
and Wagîdah" no. 5, "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16, "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18, "SaCd-theOrphan" no. 21; TAWT 51 n. 25 424; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 698A-x-176-370; AUC: 27 no. 10;
CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10C 11-1-no. 11; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 61; JaCfar (al-) no. 2.>
S0071.3$, Cruel maternal-uncle (khâl). Type: 315, 857$.
Link: |K2217.0.3$, Treacherous maternal-uncle. |P0297.2.3.1$, Maternal-uncle slays his sister's son for
siding with own father (sister's husband) in feud.

Ref.: Simpson 113; DOTTI 139 141 165 476 843 876/{Mrc, Sdn}; TAWT 456 no.
49/{Bhrn}.>
S0071.3.4$, A woman's brother kills all her offspring. Type: 312A, 315A1$,/650D$, cf. 857$.
Ref.: DOTTI 123 144 476; Juhaymân (al-) II 309-21.>
S0071.3.4.1$, A woman's brother kills her son(s) but spares daughter. Type: 315A1$, 857$.
Ref.: DOTTI 144 476; TAWT 456 no. 49/{Bhr-Qtr}.>
S0072, Cruel aunt.
Link: |K2216$, Treacherous aunt.

Ref.: Hurreiz 117 no. 46.>
S0072.1$, Cruel paternal-aunt (Cammah).
Link: |K2216.3$, Treacherous paternal-aunt (Cammah). |P0294.1, Paternal-aunt as aid.

Ref.: Bustânî (al-) 240-44; Delheure 226-39; DOTTI 190 192 200 218 224 260 268
388/{Alg, Syr}; MITON; Mouliéras-Lacoste 246-54 no. 27; Sâ)î 92-97 no. 13[+1]; TAWT 442.>
S0072.2$, Cruel maternal-aunt (khâlah). Type: 403D$, 707.
Link: |K2216.1$, Treacherous maternal-aunt (khâlah).

Ref.: DOTTI 169 191 192 197 295 370 387 393 556/{Egy, Plst, Sdi}; Shamy (el-)
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"Demographic Factor" 98-99; TAWT 426 no. 14/{Shm} 444 no. 35/{Irq}.>
S0073$, Cruel siblings.
Ref.: DOTTI 368/{Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) III 274-85.>
S0073.0.1$, Sister cruel to her sister. Type: 403D$, 432, 512*, 676A$, 707, 883B, 898.
Link: |S0322.6.3.1$, Cruel sister refuses to shelter younger sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 184 185 191 212 309 369 387 524 555 640/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Mental Health" 16; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 98-99; TAWT 444 no. 35/{Irq}; CFMC:
Sawâm)ah 71-1 12-1-no. 2.>
S0073.0.2$, Sister cruel to her brother. Type: 315, 315A.
Link: |P0257$, Sister and brother in conflict (quarrel).

Ref.: DOTTI 139 142.>
S0073.0.3$, Brother cruel to his brother. Type: 303B$, 550, 551, 613, 676.
Ref.: ThaClabî 94/(lacks sympathy); Basset Mille III 609 no. 372; Destaing Cheluhs 30-33
(140) no. 16; DOTTI 111 149 232 279 302 305 324 330 345 368 369 478/{Alg, Egy, Lib, Omn,
Ymn}; Noy Jefet 99-101 no. 31; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 1-1-no. 3.>
S0073.0.3.1$, News of birth of a brother kept from (jealous) elder brother. Type: cf. 303B$, 451,
550, 551.
Link: |S0073.1.1, Fratricide in order to gain control of kingship. |W0183.1.1$, Brother pleased with news
of disappearance of his sibling(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 111 225 302 305; MITON.>
S0073.0.3.2$, Brother(s) sell(s) brother into slavery (forced labor).
Link: |R0061, Person sold into slavery.

Ref.: DOTTI 317 321/{lit.}; MITON.>
S0073.0.3.3$, Flight of brother(s) from home due to reported birth of another brother, rather than a
sister. Type: 451A.
Link: |P0253.0.1.2$, Brother(s) need(s) a sister (be born). |S0272.1, Flight of brothers from home to avoid
being sacrificed. |T0595, Sign hung out informing brothers whether mother has borne boy or girl.

Ref.: DOTTI 100 226 227 303/{Alg}; TAWT 453 no. 47.>
S0073.0.4$, Brother cruel to his sister. Type: 706, 706C, 872E$, 872X1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 132 380 383 395 497 499/{Alg}; Zîr 121.>
S0073.1, Fratricide. [(One Sibling murders another)].
Link: |A1336.1.1$, Fratricide as first murder. |M0343.0.2.4$, Prophecy: brother's death at hands of his
brother. |N0342.8.1$, Brother hastily accused of killing his brother (sister). |P0263.2.1$, Woman's brother
kills his brother-in-law (his sister's husband). |P0295.0.2.1$, Paternal-cousin murders his father's brother's
son.

Ref.: Ions 59; Maspero 7-8 no. 1/cf. 198 no. 14; Dickson Desert 266-73; Juhaymân (al-) V
78-86; DOTTI 111 162 163 270 272 285 293 303 307 352 388 407 441 442 525 637 719 878/{Alg,
Egy, Mrc, Mrc, Sdi, Syr}; Hujelân 250 no. 32-4; Littmann Tigré 38-39 no. 27; Mazûghî (al-) 103;
D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE VII 96 no. 21; Prym-Socin 98-103 no. 28; AUC: 27 no. 10.>
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S0073.1.0.1, Murder of stepbrother (foster brother).>
S0073.1.1, Fratricide in order to gain control of kingship. Type: 725A$, cf. 303B$, 551.
Link: |P0017.15$, Conflict (war) over kingship. |P0201.2$, Reconciliation (accommodation) is not possible
between hostile brethren (paternal-cousins, etc.).

Ref.: Ions 65; Maspero 182 no. 11/(attemoted); Ibn-CAasim no. 268; DOTTI 104 111 275
305 401 402 623 637/{Eg., Sdi}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd-the-Orphan" no. 21.>
S0073.1.2, Brother kills and eats brother.>
S0073.1.2.0.1$, Brother kills his brother. Type: 758C$, 932,-933.
Ref.: Ions 59; Hujelân 250 no. 32-4; MITON.>
S0073.1.2.1$, Evil (elder) brother murders his good as well as evil brothers: he is jealous of the
former and cannot trust the latter.
Link: |U0304.5.3$, One who is capable of committing treachery (an immorality) for `your sake' is capable
of the same for another's.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0073.1.3, Elder brother threatens to kill younger as soon as he is born.>
S0073.1.3.1$, Elder brother harbors intention of killing new sibling if a boy (brother).
Link: |P0232.0.2.1$, Mother-to-be (stepmother) to pregnant husband: "Abandon it if it is a girl, bring it
home if it is a boy". |T0645.2, "Keep it if it is a girl; send it to me if it is a boy".

Ref.: MITON.>
S0073.1.4, Fratricide motivated by love-jealousy. Type: 758C$, 932$-933, cf. 303B$, 551, cf. 318.
Link: |A1297.1$, Cain killed Abel in order not to lose own twin sister as wife. |A1336.1.1.1.1$, Set
murders his brother Osiris. |A1389$, Origin of sibling rivalry (hatred among siblings). |S0160.7$,
Mutilations motivated by envy (jealousy): envied asset (organ) attacked.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 189; Ions 51 65; Maspero 7-8 no. 1/cf.; Chauvin VIII 174 no. 199;
DOTTI 93 103 111 112 147 195 291 305 317 321 341 357 422 514 630 631/{Alg, Egy, lit., Plst,
Syr}; MITON; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 134 no. 45a/cf.; Ritter I.3 346-63 no. 99.>
S0073.1.5$, Sororicide motivated by love-jealousy: sister kills sister. Type: 780, cf. 883B.
Link: |P0252.1.1, Sister kills sister. [Sororicide]. |Q0411.0.3.1$, Brother kills unchaste sister. |T0092.8,
Sisters in love with same man. [Sisters as rivals in love].

Ref.: DOTTI 440 524 617 618/{lit.}; MITON.>
S0073.1.7$, Sister kills her brother.
Link: |P0252.1.1, Sister kills sister. [Sororicide].>

S0073.1.7.1$, Sister murders brother in order to be with worthless (demon) lover. Type: 315.
Link: |P0252.1.1, Sister kills sister. [Sororicide].

Ref.: DOTTI 139.>
S0073.1.7.2$, Sister slays her brother in combat--(he is a disbeliever).
Ref.: DOTTI 646/{lit.}; MITON.>
S0073.1.8$, Brother murders his sister (sororicide). Type: 315, 872$.
Link: |Q0411.0.3.1$, Brother kills unchaste sister.
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Ref.: DOTTI 139 489 496/{Qtr}.>
S0073.2, Person banishes brother (sister).>
S0073.3, Man blinds brother. Type: 613.
Ref.: DOTTI 345; Shamy (el-) Egypt 261-62 no. 14.>
S0074, Cruel nephew.
Link: |K2217.1, Treacherous nephew kills good uncle for his money.>

S0074.0.1$, Cruel niece.
Link: |P0298, Niece.>

S0074.1, Nephew (niece) kills uncle.
Ref.: DOTTI 137 148 275 290/{Jrd, Qtr, Sdi}.>
S0075$, Cruel uncle's wife.>
S0075.1$, Cruel paternal-uncle's wife (marat-Camm). Type: 885, 900C$.
Ref.: Anonymous Turâth XV:1/2 341-4; DOTTI 148 192 322 324 330 369 378 382 400 533
558 696 697 706 843 849 853 876/{Alg, Egy, Irq, Sdn, Syr, Tns}; Hurreiz 116 no. 45; CA. Khidr II
26-31; MITON; Ritter I.3 82-123 no. 62, 438-65 no. 107; Sâ)î 103-5 no. 16[+1]; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9.>
S0075.3$, Cruel maternal-uncle's wife (marat-khâl). Type: 872A2$.
Link: |K2212.2, Treacherous sister-in-law.

Ref.: DOTTI 493 843 862/{Egy}; CA. al-Lâwand Turâth III:10 96-98; Shamy (el-) Brother
and Sister 8 61ff./(FMC: N-Nubia 69-10C 9-2-no. 19a); Spitta modernes 100-104 no. 7; TAWT 406
n. 831.>
S0090$, Cruel officers (officials).
Link: |K2240, Treacherous officers and tradesmen.

Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 195-206 [no. 31].>
S0090.1$, Cruel (capital) punishment for minor crime. (Usually administered publicly).
Link: |P0012.2, Injustice deadliest of monarch's sins. |Q0450, Cruel punishments. |U0010.5.3$,
Scapegoating: singling out any party for receiving undeserved punitive treatment. |W0130.2$, Political
sociopathy.

Ref.: Lane 555-56; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28.>
S0091$, Cruel ruler (king, chief, etc.).
Link: |K2246, Treacherous prince.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 517.>
S0092$, Cruel policeman (jailor, executioner, etc.).
Link: |P0143.2$, Abuse of power (authority) by police.

Ref.: TAWT 376 n. 283.>
S0092.1$, Official enjoys torturing prisoner (captive).
Link: |R0051, Mistreatment of prisoners. |W0130$, `Sociopathy': pleasure derived from violating mores
(anti-social behavior--thievery, rape, pedophilia, etc., `for kicks').>

S0092.1.1$, Cruel officer prevents prisoner about to be executed from taking last drink of water.
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Link: |Q0410.1.1$, One wish granted before execution (`last wish').

Ref.: DOTTI 458 551 590 646 966/{lit.}.>
S0100-S199, Revolting murders or mutilations.>
S0100, Revolting murders or mutilations.>
S0101$, Massacre: mass killing.
Link: |F1084, Furious battle. |P0012.2.0.2$, Ruler labeled "blood-shedder/saffâh"--(due to excessive
executions). |S0302, Children murdered [(infanticide)].

Ref.: ThaClabî 108/("two thousand thousands [(i.e., millions)] killed"; Bashmî 'Arkhibîl 1013 no. 47; DOTTI 637; MITON.>
S0101.1$, Military atrocities (massacres, rapes, etc.).
Link: |Q0490$, Household (family) and property of ruler's enemy (criminal) confiscated, destroyed, or
deemed available to the public (mob). ('istibâhah).

Ref.: MITON.>
S0102$, Murder to prevent victim from having offspring (descendants).
Link: |A0671.0.7.1$, Atrocities committed by man vindicate creation of hell (by God). |M0375, Slaughter
of innocents to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. |S0302.1, All newborn male children slaughtered.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 24.>
S0102.1$, Atrocity: women executed to prevent them from giving birth (procreation).
Ref.: Jâhiz I 24.>
S0102.2$, Atrocity: the insane executed (by ruler) to prevent birth of insane offspring.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 24.>
S0103$, Senseless murder: for a trifle. Type: 780C, 960.
Ref.: Delheure 326-27; DOTTI 125 169 441 531 667 776 872/{Alg, Sdn, Tns}; Hujelân 212
no. 5-4; Shamy (el-) Egypt 164-67 no. 37.>
S0103.1$, Murder committed so as to suppress truth (evidence).
Link: |K0501.3$, Evidence of offense (misdeed) destroyed, concealed or otherwise compromised. |P0520$,
Perjury at court of law. |U0197$, Secrets: unshared `truths'.>

S0103.2$, Murder committed during robbery. Type: 838.
Link: |J2136.5, Careless thief caught. |J2660.4$, Unskilled thief (robber, burglar). |N0887.1$, Man enters
home to kill owner (for revenge) but finds himself saving owner's wife from attackers. |P0474$,
Professional murderer. Hired killer murders for pay, contract killer, etc. |P0475.0.7$, Highwayman (bandit)
attacks traveller(s).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
S0104$, Murder for pay (profit).
Link: |P0474$, Professional murderer. Hired killer murders for pay, contract killer, etc. |P0528$,
Euthanasia: mercy killing. Person (animal, demon, etc.) put to death so as to relieve his suffering.
|S0031.4.2$, Stepmother (co-wife) hires killers to murder co-wife's son. |S0110.1, Old people killed in
famine.
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5.>
S0104.1$, Person murdered in order to steal his organs.
Link: |G0097.1$, Theft from corpse (cadaver). Corpse's organs (limbs) stolen.>

S0104.2$, Person murdered in order to steal his money (jewels, property, etc.).>
S0105$, Rapist murders victim.
Link: |S0322.5, Repulsed lover kills woman's child. |T0326.3, Martyrdom to preserve virginity. |T0471,
Rape. |V0463.7.3$, Martyrdom: being unjustly killed (executed).

Ref.: Lane 417, cf. Cachia 233; MITON.>
S0105.1$, Murder committed during rape. (Helper, relative, or the like killed by rapist).
Link: |K1381.1$, Person drugged (made drunk) and then raped. |S0103.2$, Murder committed during
robbery. |T0471.0.4$, Rapist threatens victim with weapon (knife, gun, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
S0106$, Climax of murders: one more murder that will make a number formulistic (usually an even
number). Type: 756C.
Link: |U0304.5.1.1$, Theft begins small, climaxes in murder. |Z0010.5.3$, Repetition: climax of relatives.
|Z0055.3.1$, From drunkenness (liquor), to fornication, to lying, to murder.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 639; DOTTI 83 229 413 415 416/{Alg/Mrc, Alg}.>
S0110, Murders.>
S0110.0.1$, Suicide: self-murder.
Link: |M0170.1.2$, Vow kill self if quest is not attained. |M0451.1, Death by suicide [as curse]. |U0253.5$,
Life is valueless;

@V0233.7.1$, Angel of death will be last creature to die--(he will be commanded to

seize his own soul).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 272-73; Basset Mille II 147 no. 67; Boqarî 81; CAbd-al-Hâdî 254-63 no. 61;
DOTTI 103 140 271 278 335 585 634 688/{Alg, Egy, Kwt, Omn, Plst}; Kamâl 285-87; D.H. Müller
Soqotri: SAE VI 134 no. 45a; Scelles-Millie Maghreb 228-33 no. 26 (mass suicide); Shahâb 182-85;
CFMC: CUKH-I no. 160.>
S0110.0.1.1$, Suicide due to hopelessness (failure, disappointment, etc.). Type: 702B*, 740**,
910D, 971$, 971B$.
Link: |F1041.1.9.1$, Suicide from jealousy or envy. |N0343, Lover kills self believing his mistress dead.
|T0093.3, Disappointed lover kills self. |U0282.0.1$, Debate with oneself over merits of living or dying
(committing suicide).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 160 no. A-11/(Nefer-Ka-Ptah); Simpson 204 n. 19; Littmann 93-94
no. 74: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 79; TAWT no. 20 49.>
S0110.0.1.2$, Suicide due to humiliation (shame, guilt). Type: 931, 932$, 933.
Link: |F1041.1.13, Death from shame. |N0340.1, Suicide in remorse over hasty condemnation. |T0081.2.1,
Scorned lover kills self. |T0093.3, Disappointed lover kills self.

Ref.: DOTTI 114 334 533 608 627 630 634/{Egy}.>
S0110.0.1.2.1$, Person guilty of incest kills self. Type: 931, 933A$, cf. 870C*.
Link: |B0754.9.4.2$, Violent reaction by animal upon discovering that it copulated with its mother.
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|T0326.5$, Suicide to preserve chastity.

Ref.: DOTTI 465 484 627 634 643/{Plst}.>
S0110.0.1.3$, Suicide due to insane illusion. Type: cf. 531:IV, 753A, 970*.
Link: |J2106, Man kills self to make quarrelsome wife a widow. |N0325, Unwitting murder because of
insane illusion. |N0343, Lover kills self believing his mistress dead. |N0344, Father kills self believing that
son is dead.

Ref.: DOTTI 292 415 683.>
S0110.0.1.4$, Suicide due to altruistic considerations.
Link: |J0216.6.2$, Death chosen because all members of clan (family) have perished. |N0340.1, Suicide in
remorse over hasty condemnation. |S0110.0.5$, Mass-suicide: all members of social group kill themselves.
|W0028.5$, Person offers to sacrifice self to save others.>

S0110.0.2$, Suicide intended (attempted). Type: 159B, 332, 470C$, 745A, 885A.
Link: |B0301.3, Faithful animal plans suicide when it thinks master dead. |J0227, Death preferred to other
evils. |T0081.2.1.1, Scorned lover (woman) threatens to kills self. |U0253.5$, Life is valueless.

Ref.: Simpson 204 n. 19; DOTTI 66 177 239 406 534 732 774 776 783 835 890 961/{Mrc,
Plst}; Juhaymân (al-) II 364-6; MITON; RAFE 306 n. 50; Shamy (el-) Egypt 118 no. 17, "Sailor" 6670 no. 6; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
S0110.0.3$, Suicide intended at hands of another--(by intentionally placing oneself where one must
be killed).
Ref.: MITON.>
S0110.0.4$, Suicide intended by placing oneself in path of ferocious beast (lion, tiger, etc.). Type:
159B, 801A$/470C$.
Link: |P0528$, Euthanasia: mercy killing. Person (animal, demon, etc.) put to death so as to relieve his
suffering.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 463.>
S0110.0.5$, Mass-suicide: all members of social group kill themselves.
Link: |S0110.0.1.4$, Suicide due to altruistic considerations.

Ref.: Littmann 93-94 no. 74: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 79; Littmann,Tigré 93-94
no. 74.>
S0110.1, Old people killed in famine. Type: cf. 981.
Link: |P0500.3.1$, Absolute (despotic) ruler disposes of notables opposed to his conduct. |N0340.0.1.2$,
Hasty killing of community notables (elders) regretted; in time of national crisis they are needed for their
wisdom and experience. |S0104$, Murder for pay (profit). |U0310.1.1.2.2$, Hunger is unbeliever (kâfir):
knows no mercy.

Ref.: DOTTI 684.>
S0110.3, Princess builds tower of skulls of unsuccessful suitors. Type: 572$.
Link: |F0771.1.9, House of skulls. Murderer's abode.

Ref.: DOTTI 334; Shamy (el-) Egypt 84, 249 no. 7.>
S0110.3.3$, Palace of victims's skulls (bones). Strong man's (woman's) trophy.
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Link: |F0771.1.9, House of skulls. Murderer's abode. |S0139.2.0.1$, Ghoulish trophy: part of enemy's
corpse kept and displayed (or put to use).>

S0110.7$, All the wise (the aged) killed. Type: 981, 981B$.
Link: |S0140.1, Abandonment of aged.

Ref.: DOTTI 684 685; Qishât (al-) 22-27; AUC: 20A no. 5.>
S0110.9$, Murders--miscellaneous.
Link: |S0139, Miscellaneous cruel murders.>

S0110.9.1$, Attempted murder: unsuccessful attempt to murder person (intended victim escapes).
Type: 315, 318, 590, 590A, 1358C, cf. 837.
Link: |H1510, Tests of power to survive. Vain attempts to kill hero. |N0659.6.1$, Would-be killer's plan
accidentally foiled (interrupted). |Q0210.2$, Attempted murder punished. |S0401, Unsuccessful attempts to
kill person in successive reincarnations (transformations). |S0403$, Demand that enchanted person in form
of animal be killed.

Ref.: Maspero 7-8 no. 1; ThaClabî 72-73; Ibshîhî 479-80; DOTTI 84 114 120 139 147 196
259 282 295 337 338 427 441 457 518 521 524 530 618 758 873 884 952/{Egy, lit., Qtr, Sdn};
MITON.>
S0110.9.1.1$, Attempt to kill (helpful) animal fails (victim-to-be escapes). Type: 285D.
Link: |B0335.3, Unsuccessful attempt by enemy to kill helpful animal.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 203-5/(poem); DOTTI 94/{lit.}.>
S0110.9.2$, Murder pondered (contemplated, intended).>
S0110.9.2.1$, Killing a kin pondered. Type: 980H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 93 492 681 977/{Alg, Egy}.>
S0110.9.2.1.1$, Infanticide pondered.
Link: |P0230.0.3$, Parent's fatigue: decreasing interest in children with passage of time (spiraling of
troubles). |S0302.5$, Newborn daughters buried alive (wa'd). |T0059.3.1$, Newborn from unwanted
pregnancy murdered. |U0062.0.3$, Children (family members) killed to spare them the pains of poverty.>

S0110.9.2.2$, Murdering spouse pondered.>
S0110.9.2.2.1$, Husband wishes he had killed his wife.
Ref.: MITON.>
S0111, Murder by poisoning. Type: 314, 709, 763.
Ref.: ThaClabî 72; Ibshîhî 243 446; DOTTI 136 317 321 391 427 884/{lit., Sdn}; MITON;
TAWT 421 no. 8/{Alg}.>
S0111.0.1$, Suicide by poison. Type: 885A.
Link: |S0110.0.1$, Suicide: self-murder.

Ref.: Damîrî II 130-34/fin; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 122; DOTTI 534.>
S0111.1, Murder with poisoned bread. Type: 314, 763, 837.
Ref.: ThaClabî 72-73 (Pharaoh's baker and wine-boy); DOTTI 136 427 458.>
S0111.1.1$, Murder with poisoned meal. Type: 763, 837, cf. 1358C.
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Ref.: DOTTI 427 458 758; MITON.>
S0111.5, Murder with poisoned book. King wets finger to turn leaves and falls dead. Type: 750D2$.
Link: |K0929, Murder by strategy--miscellaneous.

Ref.: Chauvin V 276 no. 156 n. 3; DOTTI 364 410/{lit.}; MITON.>
S0111.6, Murder with poisoned robe. Consumes wearer. Type: 314, 410, 709.
Link: |H1515, Poisoned food test. Attempt to kill hero by feeding him poisoned food.

Ref.: DOTTI 136 198 391; Shamy (el-) Egypt 29 no. 4; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 10 n. 26;
TAWT 421 no. 8/cf.{Alg}.>
S0111.6.1$, Murder with poisoned cuirass. Flesh (skin) of wearer falls off.
Link: |D1101.2, Magic cuirass. |S0111.12$, Murder by poisoned weapon.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 10 n. 26.>
S0111.10$, Murder by poisoned drink.
Link: |K1825.1.7$, Robber masks as physician (doctor) so as to steal (murder). |Z0111.9.2$, To be dealt the
cup (drink) of death.

Ref.: Maspero 303-304 no. 23/cf.; MITON.>
S0111.10.1$, Murder by supposed blessed (holy) food or drink (elixir).
Link: |K1827.1.1.1$, Woman disguises as anchorite to poison enemies.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0111.10.1.1$, Murder by poison food (drink) camouflaged as delicacy.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 446.>
S0111.12$, Murder by poisoned weapon.
Link: |K0929.1, Murder by leaving poisoned wine. |S0111.6.1$, Murder with poisoned cuirass. Flesh (skin)
of wearer falls off.>

S0111.12.1$, Murder by poisoned blade (knife, dagger, sword, etc.).
Link: |P0553.1.1$, Poisoned blade (knife, spear, etc.) or bullet.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0111.12.2$, Murder by poisoned bullet.>
S0112, Burning to death.>
S0112.3.1$, Killing (execution, murder) with molten metal (usually lead). (See: F0872.5).
Ref.: MITON.>
S0112.8$, Torture by fire (burning).
Link: |A0671.2.4, The fires of hell. |Q0414, Punishment: burning alive. |Q0566, Punishments by heat in
hell.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 173 no. A-11.>
S0113, Murder by strangling. (See: Q0424).
Ref.: Alf IV 265/(punishment); Burton IX 300; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and
Mukhtâr" no. 11.>
S0113.1, Murder by hanging.>
S0113.2, Murder by suffocation [(smothering)].
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Link: |K0951, Murder by choking.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0113.2.0.1$, Suicide by hanging.
Ref.: DOTTI 525 624/{Jrd}.>
S0115, Murder by stabbing.
Link: |M0341.2.23.2$, Prophecy: death by blade (sword, knife, or the like).>

S0115.5$, Suicide by stabbing self. (Hara-kiri).
Link: |Q0427, Punishment: opening own veins and bleeding to death. |S0110.0.1$, Suicide: self-murder.
|S0139.1, Murder by twisting out intestines.>

S0115.5.1$, Suicide by falling on erect sword (dagger). Type: 970.
Link: |N0337, Accidental death through misdirected weapon. |Z0197.3.1$, Knife, sword, dagger, saw, etc.-penis (male).

Ref.: DOTTI 673 677/{lit.}; MITON; TAWT 456 no. 49.>
S0116, Murder by crushing.>
S0116.3, Murder by breaking back.>
S0116.4, Murder by crushing head.>
S0116.4.1$, Murder by crushing head with rock.
Link: |A1336, Origin of murder. |A1336.1.1$, Fratricide as first murder.

Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27/(27): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 61.>
S0117, Death by dragging behind horse.
Link: |C0867.2.4.1$, Dragging man by rope is tabu (sinful). |Q0416, Punishment: drawing asunder by
horses. |S0186.1.2$, Man dragged by his privates (testicles).

Ref.: DOTTI 390/{Alg}.>
S0118, Murder by cutting.>
S0118.0.1$, Butcher as executioner. Type: 709, 910K1$.
Link: |U0121.6, Butcher's son becomes cruel and atrocious ruler.

Ref.: DOTTI 391 575; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 26; TAWT 420 no. 8/{Alg} 435 no.
26/{Egy}.>
S0118.2, Murder by cutting off throat.>
S0118.3$, Murder by cutting off head (decapitation).
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and Mukhtâr" no. 11/cf.>
S0118.5$, Cut up corpse found (in chest, sack, etc.). Type: 993$, cf. 990*.
Link: |E0422.1.10, Dismembered corpse. |J1140.3$, Mysterious murder solved: murderer detected.

Ref.: Ions 59/cf./(Osiris); Chauvin VI 144 no. 302 V 8 no. 5; DOTTI 182 289 521 617 618
691 692 693/{lit., Plst}; MITON.>
S0121, Murder by slamming down chest-lid. Type: 480, 511A.
Link: |S0024.1.1$, Widow induces girl to kill her mother and persuade father to marry the widow. |Z0325$,
Sethian chest: made so as to fit only intended victim (Osiris).

Ref.: DOTTI 249 266; TAWT 440 no. 32/{Egy}.>
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S0122.6, Murder by roasting alive in oven (furnace). Type: cf. 1442$.
Link: |S0123.1, Burial alive of drugged person. |S0302.6$, Child put in oven (furnace).

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 251; DOTTI 808.>
S0122.6.1$, Burning alive of drugged person (in chest).>
S0123, Burial alive. Type: 311B*, 760A$, 462A2$, 720B$.
Link: |Q0456, Burial alive as punishment.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 239/cf.; DOTTI 120 235 399 536 770/{Irq, lit.}; Grim 94-98, cf.
Mouliéras-Lacoste 552-54 no. 85; MITON; Stevens 183-87 no. 35.>
S0123.1, Burial alive of drugged person. Type: 462A2$.
Link: |K1266.1$, Victim's mouth shut (gagged) to prevent him from calling for help (speaking). |P0095$,
Jealousy (envy) among the royalty and nobility. |S0122.6.1$, Burning alive of drugged person (in chest).
|S0480$, Cruelty to servants (slaves).

Ref.: Chauvin VI 15 no. 188 n. 1; DOTTI 235 873/{lit.}; MITON.>
S0123.1.1$, Burial alive of person in shock (dazed, stunned, etc.).
Link: |F1041.9.9.2$, Paralysis from shock (chagrin, sorrow).

Ref.: MITON.>
S0123.2, Burial of living husband or wife with dead spouse. Type: 612, 936A$, 1900.
Link: |M0254, Promise to be buried with wife if she dies first. |P0016.4.1, Suttee. Wife burned with dead
king.

Ref.: Chauvin VII 20 no. 373D; DOTTI 343 344 487 639 659 709 948/{Plst}; MITON;
Ritter I.3 152 no. 63; Sârîs (al-) 217-25/cf.>
S0123.3, Living children buried with dead mother.
Link: |S0311.4$, Newborn child abandoned because its mother is absent (or dead).

Ref.: Damîrî II 180/cf.>
S0123.7$, Self entombment as means of suicide.
Link: |R0319$, Escape to graveyard (cemetery, tomb).

Ref.: Littmann 93-94 no. 74: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 79; Littmann,Tigré 93-94
no. 74.>
S0125, Immolation. [To offer as sacrifice].>
S0125.1, Self-immolation.
Link: |W0028, Self-sacrifice.>

S0131, Murder by drowning.
Ref.: DOTTI 521 618/{lit.}.>
S0131.0.1$, Suicide by drowning.
Ref.: Budge/Romances 160 no. A-11/(Nefer-Ka-Ptah).>
S0132, Murder by starvation. Type: 1407.
Ref.: DOTTI 790; MITON; TAWT 429 no. 19.>
S0133, Murder by beheading.
Link: S0305$, Cruel manner of killing (murdering).
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Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and Mukhtâr" no. 11, "Hasan and
Na)îmah" no. 22.>
S0139, Miscellaneous cruel murders.
Link: |S0110.9$, Murders--miscellaneous.>

S0139.1, Murder by twisting out intestines.
Link: |S0115.5$, Suicide by stabbing self. (Hara-kiri).>

S0139.2, Slain person dismembered.
Ref.: DOTTI 132 378 382 692/{Sdn}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî"
no. 1; TAWT 453.>
S0139.2.1.1, Head of murdered man taken along as trophy.
Link: |S0139.2.2.1.3, Custom: sitting upon head of slain enemy.

Ref.: DOTTI 95 204 243 246 288 646 819/{Irq}; TAWT 454.>
S0139.2.0.1$, Ghoulish trophy: part of enemy's corpse kept and displayed (or put to use). Type:
449/1511, 451A, 898, cf. 851.
Link: |E0632.1.1$, Harp (fiddle, rebec, psaltery, etc.) made of murdered person's bones speaks.
|F0839.9.1$, Whip made of human skin. |G0160.1$, Ogre (ogress) wears victims' remains (belongings).
|H0105.7, Sex organs of enemy as proof of slaying. |H0805, Riddle of the murdered lover. With what
thinks, I drink; what sees I carry; with what eats I walk. (Queen has cup made from skull of her murdered
lover; ring with one of his eyes; she carries two of his teeth in her boot). |J0167, Wisdom from continual
reminder of foolishness in the past. Unjust judge skinned and his skin stretched over a footstool kept in the
presence of judges, so as to remind them to be just. |N0339.18$, Accidental killing when part of body
(organ) containing soul is severed (wounded). |S0110.3.3$, Palace of victims's skulls (bones). Strong man's
(woman's) trophy. |S0480$, Cruelty to servants (slaves).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 288; DOTTI 138 194 202 206 220 225 227 228 294 308 378 471 540 555 818
931/{Alg, Egy, Mrc}; TAWT 417 no. 5/{Sdn} 426 no. 14/{Egy} 454 no. 47-1/cf.{Alg}; Zîr
80/(skulls stored) 140/(skulls).>
S0139.2.2, Other indignities to corpse.
Link: |Q0491, Indignity to corpse as punishment. |T0466.3$, Violation of modesty of female corpse
punished. |V0061.0.2.2$, Grave (tomb) violated (vandalized, robbed, etc.).>

S0139.2.2.1, Heads of slain enemies impaled upon stakes.
Link: |J1159.1.1.1$, Severed head displayed on platter (tray) as proof of execution (beheading). (Usually
on gold or silver platter). |Q0421.1, Heads on stakes. Punishment by beheading and placing the heads on
stakes. |S0188$, Torturing by impaling (stuffing).

Ref.: MITON.>
S0139.2.2.1.3, Custom: sitting upon head of slain enemy.
Link: |S0139.2.1.1, Head of murdered man taken along as trophy.>

S0139.2.2.1.6, Heads brandished to intimidate foe.
Link: |H0901.1, Heads placed on stakes for failure in performance of task.>

S0140, Cruel abandonments and exposures.>
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S0140.1, Abandonment of aged. Type: cf. 130, 201E*, 980, 981, 982, 982A$.
Link: |G0076, Aged person eaten. |P0528$, Euthanasia: mercy killing. Person (animal, demon, etc.) put to
death so as to relieve his suffering. |S0110.7$, All the wise (the aged) killed. |S0189.1$, Sick person
abandoned.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 168 no. 280; Ibn-CAasim 168 no. 280; DOTTI 53 76 684 685 686.>
S0141, Exposure in boat. Person [ ] set adrift in a boat (chest, basket, cask). Type: 674A$, 707, 930,
931A$, 933A$.
Link: |R0172$, Rescue of helpless person from danger (enemies) by setting him adrift in box (or the like).
(Usually infant or wounded hero). |Z0325$, Sethian chest: made so as to fit only intended victim (Osiris).

Ref.: Ions 58; W.M. Müller 116; Basset Mille II 368-371 no. 102; Chauvin VII 95ff.; DOTTI
387 622 628 634 657 821 846/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 22 no. 62R; Wehr
170 no. 7; Zîr 89/(animal-hide)/cf.>
S0142, Person thrown into water and abandoned.
Link: |K1931.1, Impostors throw hero overboard into sea. |P0475.0.3.1.1$, Pirate (smuggler) throws person
(cargo) overboard.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0142.1$, Child (infant) thrown into water and abandoned.
Link: |S0010.1$, Mistreatment (abuse) of children.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0143, Abandonment in forest. Type: 327, 450, 708, 872*.
Ref.: DOTTI 157 222; TAWT 421.>
S0144, Abandonment in desert. Type: cf. 327H1$.
Link: |S0062.4, Husband leaves wife to die of thirst.

Ref.: Qazwînî I 306-307; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 148.25; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 5.>
S0144.1, Abandonment alone on foreign coast.>
S0145, Abandonment on an island. (Marooning).
Link: |R0043, Captivity on island.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0146, Abandonment in pit.
Link: |N0771.0.2$, Person abandoned in cave (pit, well): adventures follow.

Ref.: Chauvin VII 108 no. 379bis.>
S0146.1, Abandonment in well. Type: 303B$, 550, 551, cf. 920G$.
Ref.: DOTTI 100 111 226 285 302 303 305 584 590/{Alg, Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 10 no.
1; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 42.>
S0146.1.3$, Wife abandons cruel husband in a well. Type: 886A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 536 770/{lit.}; Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18; MITON; TAWT 428 no. 16/{Syr}.>
S0146.2, Abandonment in cave. Type: 561.
Link: |N0771.0.2$, Person abandoned in cave (pit, well): adventures follow.
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Ref.: DOTTI 317; MITON.>
S0147, Abandonment on mountain. Type: 675, 936*.
Link: |K2299.1.1.1$, Treacherous magician abandons hero in treasure trove.

Ref.: DOTTI 640; MITON.>
S0147.2$, Abandonment in sunken valley. Type: 936*.
Link: |R0042, Captivity in sunken valley.

Ref.: DOTTI 640.>
S0153, Abandonment in stable.>
S0154$, Abandonment on trash pile (dirt heap, manure heap, etc.). Type: cf. 545F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 299; MITON.>
S0160, Mutilations.>
S0160.1, Self-mutilation. Type: 318, 318A$, 706B.
Link: |K1079$, Dupe persuaded to deform himself in order to escape detection. |Q0522.0.1$, Selfpunishment as penance.

Ref.: DOTTI 149 382 435 961/{lit.}; Lane 195.>
S0160.1.1$, Self-mutilation to express grief. Type: 2021*.
Ref.: DOTTI 961; TAWT 434 no. 25/{Egy} 436 no. 27/{Egy}.>
S0160.2, Jealous women mutilate her who is most attractive to men. Type: cf. 750J$.
Link: |C0106$, Tabu: woman going (seen) unveiled in public--(sufûr). |F0555.11$, Beautiful hair sold (at
high price). |Q0488, Hair cut off as punishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 411; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
S0160.3, Fairies [(jinn, etc.)] mutilate mortals.
Link: |F0361.17.11$, Jinni (fairy, etc.) kills human husband of the human woman he secretly loves. |F0362,
Fairies cause disease.

Ref.: Hurreiz 119 no. 55; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 98-99; TAWT 415.>
S0160.4, Mutilation of envoys.
Link: |K2294.3.1$, Messenger (envoy, ambassador) killed by host. |P0014.15.2.1.1$, Mistreatment of a
state's envoy is an offense against that state. |P0324.3.1$, Messenger's (envoy's, ambassador's) life
inviolable.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 124-26.>
S0160.7$, Mutilations motivated by envy (jealousy): envied asset (organ) attacked. Type: 750J$.
Link: |S0073.1.4, Fratricide motivated by love-jealousy. |W0180.1$, "If I cannot have it (him, her, etc.), no
one else will!" Useful thing (object, person, etc.) destroyed so that others may not benefit from it. |W0181,
Jealousy. |W0195, Envy. [("Jealousy of/from" (ghîrah min: envy of Y)].

Ref.: Shawqî 318 [no. 43].>
S0161, Mutilation: cutting off hands (arms). Type: 706, cf. 613.
Ref.: DOTTI 345 380; MITON.>
S0162.2, Hamstringing. Type: 325.
Ref.: DOTTI 152; Shamy (el-) Egypt 247 no. 6.>
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S0165, Mutilation: putting out eyes. Type: cf. 613.
Ref.: Ions 75; Simpson 119; Amrouche 181-99 no. 19; Ben-Qaynah Jazâ'ir 11-42 no. 1
Turâth XIV:2 93-108; DOTTI 175 284 285 334 358/{Alg, Mrc}; Légey 89-93 no. 20; Savignac 15558 no. 22; Shamy (-el) Egypt 262.>
S0165.2.1$, Bird pecks out person's eyes.
Link: |B0766.6.4.1.2$, Cock attacks person.>

S0166, Mutilation: skin cut from back.>
S0166.5.1$, Mutilation: lips cut off.
Ref.: MITON.>
S0166.7$, Mutilation by skinning (flaying). Type: 650A, 1000.
Link: |K0172, Anger bargain. [First to become angry must submit to punishment].

Ref.: DOTTI 354 370/{Sdi}; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 98-99; TAWT 424.>
S0166.7.1$, Face skinning. Type: 650, 890.
Ref.: DOTTI 539/{Alg, Egy, Mrc, Plst, Syr}; Sârîs, (al-) 144-46; TAWT 458.>
S0166.7.1.1$, Bargain: violator's face will be flayed. Type: 890.
Ref.: DOTTI 539.>
S0166.7.1.2$-(formerly, S0166.7.1$), Anger bargain: face skinning; loser's face will be flayed.
Type: 650A, 1000, cf. 890.
Ref.: DOTTI 354 540 695 696/{Egy, Syr}.>
S0176, Mutilation: sex organs cut off. Type: 318A$, 720A$.
Link: |K1564.1$, Husband proves wife's adultery by mutilating (burning, painting) wife's and paramour's
sex organs. |Q0451.10, Punishment: genitals cut off. |Q0478.1.0.1$, The eaten genitals: guilty person fed
the genitals of another.

Ref.: DOTTI 149 276 399/{lit.}; MITON.>
S0176.1, Mutilation: emasculation. Type: 318A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 140 149 278 279 629/{Omn}; Hujelân 114-15 no. 14-2; MITON; D.H. Müller
Shhauri: SAE VII 102-110 no. 22; TAWT 434 no. 25/{Egy} 435 no. 25/{Pen}.>
S0176.1.1$, Woman (wife) emasculates abusive man (husband).
Link: |P0529.2.5$, Husband abuses wife (bride) so as to drive her to demand divorce. |T0183$, Wife
(woman) tired of coition. |T0205$, The abusive spouse. |T0289$, Marital rape: husband has sex with his
wife by forces.

Ref.: Hujelân 114-15 no. 14-2.>
S0176.1.2$, Brother emasculates his brother. Type: 318.
Ref.: DOTTI 149 279/{Omn}.>
S0176.1.3$, Father castrates son.
Link: |V0464, Self-torture to secure holiness. |V0469.4$, Ritual castration (so as to qualify for serving at
temple, church, etc.).>

S0176.1.5$, Master (mistress) emasculates slave.
Link: |P0180.4.1.3$, Slave castrated.
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Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 428; Hujelân 114-15 no. 14-2 227 no. 19-4.>
S0176.2$, Mutilation: castration (excision of testicles).
Link: |W0181.2.4$, Singer with marvelous voice castrated for fear of evoking women's lust.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 517; Burton II 55 n. 4; Hujelân 227 no. 19-4.>
S0176.2.0.1$, Partial castration (removal of only one testicles).
Link: |J1842, Useless surgical operation from misunderstanding. |S0186.1$, Male tortured by inflicting
pain on his privates. |T0188$, Practices believed to ensure birth of sons (male offspring). |T0502.3$,
Offspring engendered by left testicle--(belief).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 123-24 129-30.>
S0176.4$, Mutilation: female infibulation (sterilization).
Link: |F0547.4, Extraordinary clitoris.

Ref.: ThaClabî 48.>
S0176.4.1$, Female's sex organ excised (burnt, or the like) with the intent of mutilating (malicious
clitoridectomy).
Link: |A1568$, Origin of clitoridectomy. |A1597.3$, Origin of the pierced-ear as a women's practice.
|K0551.28.1$, Girl tells robber about painful personal experience (clitoridectomy, or the like) and calls for
help by demonstrating how loudly she shrieked from pain. |S0322.3.4$, Jealous wife demands mutilation of
co-wife. |T0329$, Clitoridectomy (excision of girls): so as to ensure future chastity.>

S0180, Wounding or torturing.
Ref.: Amîn 121-22; Dickson Desert 298-300.>
S0181, Wounding by trapping with sharp knives (glass). Type: 432.
Link: |K0919$, Murder (injury) by blades in narrow passage. |K1565, Blades (broken glass) to wound and
detect wife's lover.

Ref.: DOTTI 212 213 514/{Egy}; TAWT 442 no. 33/{Egy}; CUKH-II: CAyyât 66 no. 22.>
S0181.1, Victim bound to a bladed wheel.
Link: |Q0501.5, Punishment of Ixion. Lashed to a wheel which revolves continually.>

S0181.2$, Torture by wounding and then placing salt in wounds.
Ref.: MITON.>
S0181.3$, Wounding victim and then letting him bleed to death.
Link: |Q0427, Punishment: opening own veins and bleeding to death.

Ref.: Damîrî II 132; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
122; Hujelân 241 no. 27-4.>
S0181.4$, Torture by sawing body into pieces.
Link: |Q0469.8, Punishment: sawing in twain.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 517.>
S0184$, Cruelty to women.

Link: |P0232.0.1$, Mother of a daughter less valuable. |S0062.1.1$, Shahryâr (Sheheryar) kills a new wife
(bride) every night so as to avenge self on women. |S0302.4$, All newborn daughters to be slaughtered.>

S0184.1$, Serial rapes (of women) by rapist.
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Link: |T0403$, `Womanizer$, `play-boy' (zîr-nisâ): habitual seducer of women. |T0471, Rape. |W0130.1$,
Sexual sociopathy.>

S0184.1.1$, Tyrant rapes (deflowers) virgins.
Link: |M0375, Slaughter of innocents to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. |T0471.2, Wild man as ravisher of
women.

Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75/(174): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121.>
S0184.1.2$, Avenger of ravished relative (sister) rapes several of rapist's relatives (sisters). Type:
850A$.
Link: |Q0244.0.2$, Rape for rape: brother of raped girl gets revenge by violating sister of culprit.

Ref.: DOTTI 469 470/{Plst}.>
S0184.2$, Serial murdering of women. Type: cf. 363, 955, 1426A$.
Link: |N0389$, Multiple killings--accidental.

Ref.: DOTTI 181 662 804.>
S0185, Cruelty to pregnant woman. Type: 462.
Ref.: Ions 61; DOTTI 233.>
S0185.0.1$, Pregnant woman forced to perform lowly (strenuous) tasks.
Link: |T0109.1.1.1$, Wife put to hard work by her in-laws.>

S0185.1, Co-wife forces pregnant woman to perform lowly tasks.>
S0185.2, King demands intercourse with woman in childbed.
Link: |T0571.5$, Things which pregnant women like, or dislike. |T0571.6.1$, Sexual intercourse with
pregnant woman gives greater enjoyment.>

S0185.2.3$, Husband refuses to help his pregnant wife. Type: cf. 327H1$, 462.
Link: |N0340.0.1.1.1.2.1$, Wife's hasty divorce from husband regretted when food becomes scarce.
|S0062, Cruel husband. |T0072, Woman won and then scorned. |T0571.6.3$, Husband helps his pregnant
wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 168 233 542/{Omn}.>
S0186, Torturing by beating.
Ref.: MITON.>
S0186.1$, Male tortured by inflicting pain on his privates.
Link: |J1867, Man punishes offending part of his body. |K1037$, Dupe (supernatural cat) made to believe
that his anus has been stealing food: beats it to death. |S0176.2.0.1$, Partial castration (removal of only one
testicles). |S0188.1$, Object stuffed (driven) into body orifice of victim (anus, vagina, mouth, etc.).
|Q0205$, Part of body involved in offense punished.>

S0186.1.1$, Testicles squeezed so as to cause pain.
Link: |K0012.7.1$, Blow to adversary's testicles brings about his defeat.

Ref.: Boqarî 92.>
S0186.1.2$, Man dragged by his privates (testicles).
Link: |C0867.2.4.1$, Dragging man by rope is tabu (sinful). |S0117, Death by dragging behind horse.

Ref.: MITON.>
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S0186.2$, Female tortured by inflicting pain on her privates.>
S0186.2.1$, Woman struck on her vagina.
Ref.: MITON.>
S0186.9$, Torturing by beating--miscellaneous.>
S0186.9.1$, Marks (bruises, scars, etc.) on body tell-tale of cruel treatment (beating). Type: 325.
Link: |H0051, Recognition by scar. |H0058, Tell-tale hand-mark. Clandestine lover is identified by paint
marks left on his skin by mistress. |H0614.5$, Explanation of enigmatic phenomenon: peculiar personal
appearance. |K2153.2$, Woman wounds self (or smears self with blood) and accuses husband (lover).
|M0209.2.1$, Pinching marks made by magician on child's body as reminder to child's mother to fulfill her
part of bargain. |Q0458.1, Daily beatings as punishment. |T0205.1$, Wife-beating.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0187, Torturing by scratching.>
S0187.5$-(formerly, S0185.5$), Person fastened to wild beast (which is left to wander). Type:
312E$.
Link: |P0253.11.2$, Sister's corpse is placed on horse's (camel's) back to wander, awaiting resuscitation.
|Q0416, Punishment: drawing asunder by horses. |Q0501.5, Punishment of Ixion. Lashed to a wheel which
revolves continually.

Ref.: Ammar 178-79 no. 14; DOTTI 126 127 491/{Egy, Sdn}; F.). Muhammad Ta)âyshah
318-28 no. 3; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 16 33 60.>
S0188$, Torturing by impaling (stuffing).
Link: |Q0451.1.9.1$, `Stuffing' as punishment: object forced into body orifice (anus). |Q0461, Impalement
as punishment. |S0139.2.2.1, Heads of slain enemies impaled upon stakes. |Q0451.1.9.1$, `Stuffing' as
punishment: object forced into body orifice (anus).>

S0188.1$, Object stuffed (driven) into body orifice of victim (anus, vagina, mouth, etc.). Type: 1689.
Link: |S0186.1$, Male tortured by inflicting pain on his privates. |Z0197.3.4$, Spear, peg, wedge, screwdriver, pen, key, needle, plough, etc.--penis.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 614-15; DOTTI 911 756/{lit.}; MITON.>
S0189$, Mistreatment of the sick (patients). Type: 750J$.
Link: |F0959.8.4$, Insane person chained (imprisoned). |P0591.5$, Poor (careless) health-care at hospital.
|W0010.9.1$, Kindness: nursing the sick.

Ref.: DOTTI 411.>
S0189.1$, Sick person abandoned. Type: 613A1$,/980*, 650J$.
Link: |S0140.1, Abandonment of aged.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0189.2$, Dying (sick) person murdered.
Link: |P0528$, Euthanasia: mercy killing. Person (animal, demon, etc.) put to death so as to relieve his
suffering.

Ref.: Zîr 150.>
S0189.3$, Cruel treatment of the handicapped (physically deformed).
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Link: |C0901.0.1$, Tabu: feigning disability (sickness, blindness, etc.). |X0144$, Humor of being
hunchbacked.>

S0189.3.1$, Handicapped person ridiculed (mimicked).
Link: |C0867.2.3$, Tabu: ridiculing physical deformity (ugliness).

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 258 no. 9/cf.>
S0190$, Torturing by burning (with fire).
Link: |Q0472, Branding as punishment.

Ref.: Burton III 345; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 16.>
S0191, Driving insane by keeping awake.
Link: |F1041.1.14$, Death from insomnia caused by insect (mosquito) inside nostrils (brain): death of
Nimrod. |Q0501, Unremitting torture as punishment.>

S0192$, Torturing with insect or rodents.
Link: |Q0415, Punishment: being eaten by animals. |Q0464.1$, Covering with honey (butter) and exposing
to mice (in `mice-room'). |Q0501.6, Punishment of Io. Transformed to cow with gadfly ceaselessly
pursuing.>

S0192.1$, Torturing by beetle placed into body orifice (nostril, ear, etc.)--insect bores into flesh.>
S0199$, Revolting cruelty to the innocent--miscellaneous.
Link: |K2105$, Innocent accused of acting in accordance with benign habitual nature. |M0375, Slaughter of
innocents to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. |N0104$, Unfortunate beauty: beauty of innocent woman
causes communal conflicts (wars). She is blamed. |S0302, Children murdered [(infanticide)]. |U0010.5.3$,
Scapegoating: singling out any party for receiving undeserved punitive treatment.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 517.>
S0199.1$, Person with a marvelous attribute cruelly deprived of it.
Link: |P0794.1.1.1$, Beautiful woman over whom men fight is murdered so as to stop the conflict.
|Q0243.10.1.1$, Execution for not preventing animals (birds) from copulating within household.
|W0181.2.4$, Singer with marvelous voice castrated for fear of evoking women's lust. |W0199.1$,
Rationalization: justifying erroneous behavior by reasoning believed to be true.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 517.>
S0200-S299, Cruel sacrifices.>
S0200, Cruel sacrifices.>
S0210, Children sold or promised.>
S0210.1, Child sold into slavery.
Link: |P174.1.1$, Slave's child sold by master. |Q0437.2.1$, Noble girl who wouldn't give up singing sold
as slave by her father: (Sallâmah).

Ref.: ThaClabî 70; DOTTI 316/{Alg}; MITON.>
S0210.2, Child sold to be killed.>
S0211, Child sold (promised) to devil (ogre).
Ref.: Dermenghem 77-80; DOTTI 93 112 113 154 162 173 181 211 253 308 337 353 529
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548 661 708 821/{Alg, Egy, Lib, Sdn, Tns}; Nacib 33-37 no. 3; Stumme, Tripolis 93-104, No. 3;
CFMC: Oases 71-3 2-1-no. [5].>
S0212, Child sold to magician. Type: 325.
Ref.: DOTTI 152; Shamy (el-) Egypt 247 no. 6.>
S0215, Child promised to animal. Type: 313K$, 510D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 133 264.>
S0215.1, Girl promises herself to animal suitor. Type: 433A.
Ref.: DOTTI 215; Shamy (el-) Egypt 269 no. 20.>
S0215.2$, Daughter promised to a riding-animal (stallion, camel). Type: 313K$, 510D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 134 264; TAWT 423 no. 11/{Bhrn}.>
S0215.3$, Sister promised to a riding-animal (stallion, camel). Type: 313K$.
Ref.: DOTTI 134.>
S0216, Mothers exchange children.>
S0217$, Unborn child promised by poor mother to rich but barren sister. Type: 920K$.
Link: |K1923.3, Barren woman pretends to bear child.

Ref.: DOTTI 592.>
S0220, Reasons for promise (sale) of child. Type: cf. 325, 841, 890.
Ref.: DOTTI 152 461 539.>
S0221, Child sold (promised) for money. Type: 325, 756B.
Link: |F0321.0.1, Child sold to fairies. [(Or bartered, promised].

Ref.: DOTTI 152 316/{Alg}; Lane 194.>
S0221.1, Bankrupt father sells his daughters in marriage to animals. (Sometimes to pay gambling
debt). Type: 425C, 552A.
Link: |K2215$, Treacherous father. |S0215, Child promised to animal.

Ref.: DOTTI 203 310.>
S0221.1.1$, Poor father sells his daughter in marriage to jinni (afrit, ogre, etc.). Type: 563, cf.
552C$.
Link: |T0052.0.4$, Bride acquired for magic object given to her father.

Ref.: DOTTI 311 321 322/{Plst}.>
S0221.2, Youth sells himself to an ogre in settlement of a gambling debt. Type: 313.
Link: |M0211, Man sells soul to devil. (Faust, Theophilus). |S0215, Child promised to animal.

Ref.: DOTTI 128.>
S0221.3$, Bankrupt (poor) father sells own child (daughter, son) into slavery.
Link: |J0684.6$, Being owned (as slave) by the powerful (rich) guarantees comfortable living. |P0178.5.1$,
Slave refuses to be freed.

Ref.: DOTTI 316/{Alg}.>
S0221.3.1$, Poor father sells daughter into slavery. Type: cf. 890.
Link: |P0261.1.1.1$, Poor father would rather sell daughter (as slave) to rich man than let him marry her;
for as wife, husband would vent his contempt for (anger with) poor father on her. |P0774.8.2$, Sale void if
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owner (seller) cannot part with merchandise.

Ref.: DOTTI 519 539 540 873/{Egy}.>
S0221.3.2$, Poor father sells son into slavery.>
S0222, Prince plans to kill wicked father for cruelty. Type: cf. 516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 284.>
S0234, Children sold in exchange for food. Type: 920K$.
Link: |T0069.7$, Impoverished father offers his daughter in marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 592.>
S0235, Angry man gives away his daughter to a beggar. Type: 737A*, 923B, cf. 886A$.
Link: |T0069.5, Father punishes daughter by giving her to poor man in marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 405 536 603.>
S0240, Children unwittingly promised (sold).>
S0247, Daughter unwittingly promised to dog rescuer. Type: 313K$.
Ref.: DOTTI 134.>
S0250, Saving the promised child.>
S0260, Sacrifices.>
S0260.1, Human sacrifice. Type: 300, 450.
Link: |C0092.1.0.2$, Tabu: human sacrifice. |V0012.1.1$, Human as (religious) sacrifice.

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 237 n./(unknown in ancient Egypt); ThaClabî 187; Qazwînî I 290-291;
DOTTI 97 222; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 158.71; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger
and IsmâCîl" no. 51 9-10.>
S0260.1.3, Prisoners sacrificed to goddess.
Link: |R0051, Mistreatment of prisoners.>

S0260.1.4, Sacrifice of child to save life of another. Type: cf. 516C.
Link: |S0268, Child sacrificed to provide blood for cure of friend.>

S0260.2$, Human sacrifice to appease or quell fluke(s) of nature. Type: cf. 300.
Ref.: ThaClabî 187.>
S0260.2.1$, Human sacrifice to quell physiological phenomenon.
Ref.: ThaClabî 187.>
S0260.2.1.1$, Human sacrifice so as to still boiling blood--(usually martyr's).
Link: |E0451.9.1$, hâmah ceases to appear when revenge is accomplished. |E0473$, Revenant seeking
revenge at the hands of the living.

Ref.: ThaClabî 187.>
S0260.2.2$, Human sacrifice to appease geological phenomenon (Volcano, earthquake, etc.).>
S0260.3$, Use of a human being for experimentation (test). Type: cf. 753, 927D$.
Link: |C0867.2.2$, Tabu: use of a human being for a cruel test, experiment, or demonstration. |J0068$,
Experimenting so as to discover scientific laws (truths, facts). |R0051, Mistreatment of prisoners.

Ref.: DOTTI 414 619.>
S0260.3.1$, Person condemned to execution (prisoner) used for experimentation (test). Type:
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816A$, cf. 325A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 154 449.>
S0260.3.2$, Learning a risky craft (e.g., blood cupping, barbering) by experimenting on orphans and
the weak.
Ref.: Amîn 479; Taymûr no. 53/0054.>
S0261, Foundation sacrifice. [Human].
Link: |F0385.2.8.1$, Initiation sacrifice (for site): animal (bird) slaughtered as offering to jinn-dwellers
(Cummâr).

Ref.: MITON; Um-Thâ'ir [pseudonym] Turâth I:5 42-48.>
S0262, Periodic sacrifice to a monster. Type: 300.
Link: |A1545.5.2$, Origin of human sacrifice to water source (monster).

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 104-105 n. AUC: 19 no. 17/cf.; Chauvin VI 110 no. 274; DOTTI 97.>
S0262.3, Sacrificial victim chosen by lot.
Link: |N0126.1, Lots cast to determine who will undertake adventure [(assignment, task)]. |U0010.5.3$,
Scapegoating: singling out any party for receiving undeserved punitive treatment.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 218/cf.; Burton VII 177.>
S0263, Sacrifice to appease spirits (gods). Type: 561D$.
Link: |F0385.2.2$, Possessing zâr-jinn (asyâd) placated by sacrifice. |V0001.2.1.1$, zâr rituals as
veneration (worship) of jinn. |V0012.9, Libations. Drink poured out for the gods.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 255; DOTTI 320.>
S0263.2, Child sacrificed to gain favor of gods. Type: cf. 450.

Link: |J1080.1$, He said: "Go to sleep (lie down) so that I can slaughter you!" The other replied: "This is a
matter that causes sleeplessness (`sleep to flee the eye')". |S0011.3.10$, Cruel father escapes from harm by
exposing (sacrificing) own children. |V0017.0.1.2$, Father sacrifices own son in obedience to God's
command. (Abraham about to sacrifice Ishmael/Isaac).

Ref.: DOTTI 222.>
S0263.2.1, Gods furnish substitute for child sacrifice.
Link: |M0012.1$, Irrevocable sentence carried out figuratively when innocence is proved. |V0076$, CIid:
Moslem bairam(s). |V0544$, God furnishes substitute (ram) for human sacrifice. (fidâ').

Ref.: ThaClabî 56; Burton I 317 n. 2.>
S0263.2.1.3$, Sacrificed child resuscitated. Type: 516C.

Link: |E0001, Person comes to life. |S0268, Child sacrificed to provide blood for cure of friend.

Ref.: DOTTI 279 280/{Alg}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis III 277-94 no. 528; Grim 99-119.>
S0263.2.4$, Child sacrificed to use his blood in magic ritual. Type: 561D$.
Link: |D1766.2.3, Magic power from shedding blood. |D2101.0.1$, Blood opens treasure. |N0533.7$,
Treasure opens by shedding (sprinkling) of blood. |S0062.8$, Husband offers his wife as sacrifice.
|S0263.7$, Husband is to kill his wife so as to use her blood in magic ritual to open treasure.

Ref.: DOTTI 320/{Tns}.>
S0263.3, Person sacrificed to water spirit to secure water supply. Type: 300.
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Link: |A1111, Impounded water. [Hero defeats the monster responsible and releases water]. |N0126.3$,
Lots cast to determine who shall die (be executed). |V0011.2.1, Sacrifice to river.

Ref.: Maspero 12 no. 1 n. 4/cf./(allusion); Cachia 242; DOTTI 97; Shamy (el-) Egypt 279 no.
34; Wehr 503 no. 18.>
S0263.3.4$, Maiden (virgin) sacrificed to crocodile. Type: 300.
Link: |B0011.10, Sacrifice of a human being to dragon.

Ref.: DOTTI 97; Shamy (el-) Egypt 9 22 187.>
S0263.5, Sacrificial suicide. Type: cf. 973.
Link: |J0558, Intemperance in sacrificing. |S0264.1, Man thrown overboard to placate the storm.

Ref.: DOTTI 677.>
S0263.6, Man sacrifices his wife to procure wealth in jars. Type: cf. 561D$.
Link: |S0062.8$, Husband offers his wife as sacrifice.

Ref.: DOTTI 320.>
S0263.7$, Husband is to kill his wife so as to use her blood in magic ritual to open treasure. Type:
561D$.
Link: |D1766.2.3, Magic power from shedding blood. |D2101.0.1$, Blood opens treasure. |N0533.7$,
Treasure opens by shedding (sprinkling) of blood. |S0062.8$, Husband offers his wife as sacrifice.
|S0263.2.4$, Child sacrificed to use his blood in magic ritual.

Ref.: DOTTI 320 450 792/{Egy, Lib, Plst}; RAFE 307 n. 52.>
S0264, Sacrifice to rivers and seas.>
S0264.1, Man thrown overboard to placate the storm. Type: 432, 973.
Link: |D1318.10.1, Ship refuses to move with guilty man aboard. |N0126.3.1$, Man offered as prey so as to
placate predator (lion, tiger) chosen by casting lots. |S0263.5, Sacrificial suicide. |V0061.0.5$, Burial at sea.

Ref.: Chauvin VII 30 no. 212 n. 2; DOTTI 212 308 677 895/{lit.}; Sâ)î 221-29 no. 52[+1];
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17; TAWT 442 no. 33/{Egy}.>
S0265, Sacrifice of strangers.>
S0265.1, Hostages sacrificed.
Link: |P0533.1, Hostages. |P0552.7$, tatarruss (also, taqiyyah). Innocent Moslems used as shield by enemy
(attackers) treated as if enemy combatants. |U0010.5.3$, Scapegoating: singling out any party for receiving
undeserved punitive treatment. |W0029.5$, Man chooses to let his son (brother, father, etc.) be killed by
captor rather than to break his promise (betray trust). (Al-Samaw'al).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 10 n. 24.>
S0268, Child sacrificed to provide blood for cure of friend. Type: 516C.
Link: |S0260.1.4, Sacrifice of child to save life of another. |S0263.2.1.3$, Sacrificed child resuscitated.
|W0029.5$, Man chooses to let his son (brother, father, etc.) be killed by captor rather than to break his
promise (betray trust). (Al-Samaw'al).

Ref.: Chauvin VIII 195 no. 235; DOTTI 279 280 416 571/{Alg, Emrt, Kwt}; Frobenius
Kabylen: Atlantis III 277-94 no. 52; Grim 99-119; Laoust Maroc 231-34 no. 117; JaCfar (al-) no. 1.>
S0268.0.1$, Sacrifice of child demanded for cure of friend. Type: 516C.
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Ref.: DOTTI 279/{Omn}.>
S0268.1, Sacrifice of child demanded as cure for feigned sickness.
Ref.: Salîm Tâhâ al-Tikrîtî Turâth III:12 124-28./cf.>
S0270$, Ritual purification through human sacrifice.
Link: |V0012.1.1$, Human as (religious) sacrifice.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0271, Sacrifice of child to remove barrenness.
Link: |T0188$, Practices believed to ensure birth of sons (male offspring).

Ref.: Chauvin V 176 no. 100.>
S0272.1, Flight of brothers from home to avoid being sacrificed. Type: 451, 567A.
Ref.: DOTTI 225 328.>
S0272.1.1$, Flight of brothers from home due to treachery. Type: 451.
Link: |N0344.1, Wrong sign put out leads to boys' leaving home.

Ref.: DOTTI 225; TAWT 453 no. 47/{Lib-Egy}.>
S0272.3$, Flight of brother and sister from home to avoid being sacrificed. Type: 450.
Ref.: DOTTI 98 124 131 222/{Lbn}; TAWT 446 no. 38/{Lib}.>
S0300-S399, Abandoned or murdered children.>
S0300, Abandoned or murdered children.>
S0300.0.1$, Cruelty to children. Type: 327A, 462, 720, 707, 705A$, 709A, 1387*, 1442$, cf.
1691B.>
S0301, Children abandoned (exposed). Type: 327, 327A.
Link: |P0230.0.3.1$, Parent (foster parent) forgets child(ren).

Ref.: Damîrî II 180; DOTTI 157 159 492 497/{Mrc, Sdn}.>
S0301.1$, Foundling (laqît)--abandoned infant found by person (or animal). Type: 705A$, 933, cf.
759F$, 885**.
Link: |B0535, Animal nurse. |T0611, Suckling of children. |T0670.1.1$, Couple adopt foundling (newborn
baby).

Ref.: DOTTI 376 425 535 634; Lane 194; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and
Wagîdah" no. 5, "Armanyoas" 23 no. 62R.>
S0302, Children murdered [(infanticide)].
Link: |C0869.2$, Tabu: abortion--(aborting fetus with soul). |S0101$, Massacre: mass killing. |Q0211.4,
Murder of children punished. |T0059.3.1$, Newborn from unwanted pregnancy murdered.

Ref.: Chauvin VIII 165 no. 176; DOTTI 629/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Married
his Daughter" no. 14.>
S0302.1, All newborn male children slaughtered.
Ref.: ThaClabî 97; Ibshîhî 453; Basset Mille III 41 no. 29; DOTTI 285 622 628/{Alg, lit.};
Khemir 107-20.>
S0302.4$, All newborn daughters to be slaughtered. Type: 315.
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Link: |S0184$, Cruelty to women.

Ref.: DOTTI 78 139 201 226 262 286 290 377 404 483 521 629 630 674/{lit., Plst, Sdn,
Syr}; Laoust Chenoua 188-90 no. 20; Sârîs (al-) 57-58; TAWT 424 425; AGSFC: BHR 86-84 15-xx.>
S0302.5$, Newborn daughters buried alive (wa'd).
Link: |A1002.0.3$, On Doomsday sky will rupture, planets will scatter out of orbits, oceans will boil over,
Y, and the female infant buried alive will be asked for what sin was she murdered. |P0234.0.1.1$, A
daughter is burdensome: begets enemies, generates grudges (daghâ'in), siphons off father's wealth to her
husband's family, etc. |P0528$, Euthanasia: mercy killing. Person (animal, demon, etc.) put to death so as
to relieve his suffering. |S0011.4.3, Cruel fathers threaten to kill their children if they are of undesirable
sex. |S0110.9.2.1.1$, Infanticide pondered. |S0311.3$, Father hates daughters (gets rid of them).
|T0059.3.1$, Newborn from unwanted pregnancy murdered. |U0062.0.3$, Children (family members)
killed to spare them the pains of poverty.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 430; TAWT 374 n. 253.>
S0302.6$, Child put in oven (furnace). Type: 1442$.
Link: |S0122.6, Murder by roasting alive in oven (furnace). |S0199$, Revolting cruelty to the innocent-miscellaneous.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 251; DOTTI 808.>
S0303, Son killed at instigation of lover. Type: 590A.
Link: |S0012.2, Cruel mother kills child. |S0024.2$, Son kills his mother. |S0031.4.1$, Stepmother (cowife) kills co-wife's son.

Ref.: DOTTI 338.>
S0304$, Children murdered so as to avenge self over adversary. Type: 706C1$, 872E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 383 497; Hujelân 210 no. 2-4.>
S0304.1$, Mother kills own child and accuses her husband's `mistress' (actually his sister). Type:
706C1$, 872E$.
Link: |J1768.1$, Sibling (brother, sister) thought to be lover (spouse). |S0302, Children murdered
[(infanticide)].

Ref.: DOTTI 383 497.>
S0305$, Cruel manner of killing (murdering).>
S0305.1$, Slaughtering by severing neck from body. "Cutting from one artery in the neck (warîd) to
the other".
Link: |J1866, Man avenges self on animal by wholesale slaughter [(mass-killing)]. |G0090$, Ghoulish
revenge: vendettist eats flesh (drinks blood) of slain enemy. |S0133, Murder by beheading..

Ref.: Zir 58 65 138/cf. 139-40>
S0310, Reasons for abandonment of children.>
S0311, Undesirable children exposed, desirable preserved [(kept)].>
S0311.3$, Father hates daughters (gets rid of them). Type: 315, 931C$.
Link: |N0732.4$, Father accidentally meets girl who proves to be daughter whom he had ordered killed.
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|S0302.5$, Newborn daughters buried alive (wa'd).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 332; DOTTI 140 149 278 279 629/{Omn}; Laoust Chenoua 188-90 no. 20.>
S0311.4$, Newborn child abandoned because its mother is absent (or dead).
Link: |P0230.10.1$, Being motherless. |S0123.3, Living children buried with dead mother.>

S0311.4.1$, Man a-traveling (on pilgrimage) abandons newborn child when its mother dies.
Ref.: Damîrî II 180.>
S0312, Illegitimate child exposed.
Link: |T0640.1$, Illegitimate child detested by parents.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 189.>
S0312.1, Child of incest exposed. Type: 933A$, 933.
Ref.: Ions 67-(Anubis); DOTTI 634; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 23-24 no.
62R.>
S0312.2, Violated woman's child exposed.>
S0312.5$, Illegitimate child punished.
Link: |Q0402, Punishment of children for parents' offense.

Ref.: MITON.>
S0314, Twins (triplets) exposed.
Link: |T0587, Birth of twins.>

S0321, Destitute parents abandon children. Type: 327.
Link: |B0534.1.2.1$, Crow (raven) mother evicts chicks from nest because they are ugly.

Ref.: DOTTI 157.>
S0322, Children abandoned (driven forth, exposed) by hostile relatives.
Ref.: DOTTI 172 278 387.>
S0322.0.1, Orphaned boy deprived of his inheritance by relatives.
Link: |P0761.1.1$, Right of legitimate heir usurped--(usually by powerful relative). |Q0292.2, Inhospitality
to orphans punished. |Q0178.1$, "He who deprives an heir of his (her) share of inheritance will have God
deprive him of his (her) share in Paradise". |V0293.0.1$, The afflicted (the weak, the persecuted, the
orphaned, etc.) as God's favorite.

Ref.: DOTTI 114 241 334 533 608/{Egy}; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 80.>
S0322.0.2$, Elder siblings deprive younger of inheritance. Type: 303, 545, 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 108 297 304 555/{Egy}; TAWT 426 no. 14/{Egy}; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 11-no. 3.>
S0322.0.3$, Children abandoned so as to hide them from hostile relatives.
Ref.: MITON.>
S0322.1, Father casts daughter forth. Type: 883C, 923B.
Ref.: DOTTI 524 603.>
S0322.1.1, Father who wanted son exposes (murders) daughter. Type: cf. 705A$.
Link: |P0234.0.1$, Father of daughter(s) less powerful. |T0645.2.1.1, "Leave it if it is a girl, bring it home if
it is a boy".>
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S0322.1.3, Father condemns daughter to death because he believes her unchaste. Type: 883A.
Ref.: DOTTI 318 333 488 500 522/{Alg, Mrc}.>
S0322.2, Jealous mother casts daughter forth. Type: 709.
Ref.: DOTTI 107 130 251 391 392/{Alg, Egy, Qtr}; TAWT 420 no. 8/{Alg}; AUC: 31A no.
9/cf.>
S0322.3, Jealous co-wife kills woman's children.>
S0322.3.1, Jealous co-wife demands murder of woman's children.
Ref.: DOTTI 235 622/{lit.}; Jamali 65-66; MITON.>
S0322.3.3$, Jealous wife demands (brings about) expulsion of co-wife and her child. Type: cf. 327,
462, cf. 707C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 157 194 234 366 389 630/{Sdn}; Hujelân 218 no. 21-4.>
S0322.3.4$, Jealous wife demands mutilation of co-wife. Type: 462.
Link: |S0176.4$, Mutilation: female infibulation (sterilization).

Ref.: ThaClabî 48.>
S0322.4.2, Evil stepmother orders stepdaughter to be killed.>
S0322.5, Repulsed lover kills woman's child. Type: 881, cf. 674, 674A$, 674B$.
Link: |K2232, Treacherous lover (man). |S0105$, Rapist murders victim. |T0075.7$, Scorned lover
(seducer) seeks revenge.

Ref.: Cachia 233; Lane 417/cf.; DOTTI 366 516.>
S0322.6, Jealous mother-in-law and sisters cast woman's children forth. Type: 707C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 389.>
S0322.6.1$, Jealous mother-in-law casts woman's children forth. Type: 707C$.
Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Al-Hikâyât 46-49 no. 7; DOTTI 387 389 393/{Bhrn, Kwt, Qtr}; AGSFC:
BHR 86-4 2-1-001, QTR 87-3 676-1-096-132, 711-x-no. 6.>
S0322.6.2$, Jealous sister-in-law casts woman's children forth. Type: 707C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 389.>
S0322.6.3$, Jealous sister casts sister's children forth. Type: 707.
Ref.: DOTTI 387.>
S0322.6.3.0.1$, Hardhearted maternal-aunt refuses to shelter niece (nephew). Type: 327J$, 403D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 169 179 191 197 295 393 556/{Jrd, Plst}; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 35-36; TAWT
426.>
S0322.6.3.1$, Cruel sister refuses to shelter younger sister. Type: 327J$.
Link: |Z0039.7, Girl left in tree by sisters: Y.

Ref.: CU. Abu-Tâlib 'Al-Bî'ah 126-33; DOTTI 169.>
S0322.8$, A psychopath (sick) as murderer of children.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 464.>
S0322.8.1$, Childless person as murderer of children.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 464.>
S0330, Circumstances of murder or exposure of children.>
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S0331, Exposure of child in boat (floating chest). Type: 707, 93.
Link: |Z0325$, Sethian chest: made so as to fit only intended victim (Osiris).

Ref.: DOTTI 387 622; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5,
"Armanyoas" 24 no. 62R.>
S0342, Mother induced by rival to kill her children. Type: 462, 1442$.
Link: |K0944.1$, Deceptive agreement to eat own children: one co-wife (Pleiades) deceives another
(Scorpio) by hiding her own.

Ref.: DOTTI 234 808; Ghadab 46-47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 91; TAWT 440.>
S0350, Fate of abandoned child.
Ref.: AGSFC: QTR 87-3 749-x-no. 7.>
S0351, Abandoned child cared for by mother secretly. Type: 872X$.
Ref.: DOTTI 498; TAWT 424 no. 12/{Syr} 449 no. 41/{Syr}.>
S0351.0.1, Abandoned child made over to its own mother (sister) acting as wet nurse. Type: 872X$.
Link: |K1816.15.1$, Disguise as wet nurse. |P0272.3.1$, Raped girl (mistress) as foster mother for her own
child.

Ref.: Cachia 235/cf.{Egy}; DOTTI 498 no. 41/{Syr}.>
S0352, Animal aids abandoned child(ren).>
S0354, Exposed infant reared at strange king's court (Joseph, Oedipus). Type: 931.
Link: |N0858.1$, Exposed infant reared (adopted) by its enemy, who is unaware of its identity.

Ref.: ThaClabî 97/(Moses); DOTTI 501 627 628 635/{lit.}.>
S0354.3, Prince (princess) adopts exposed child. Type: 873A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 500; Lane 395 ("Aboo-Zeyd"), 418 (Gundubah); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6.>
S0354.6$, Exposed infant adopted by a relative (e.g., uncle, aunt, grandparent, etc.).
Ref.: Ions 67/(Isis-Anubis).>
S0357, Abandoned sister rescued by brothers. Type: 883D*, cf. 312, 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 123 489.>
S0357.1$, Search for sister by brother.
Link: |M0155.2, Vow to find vanished sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 123 215 290 311 529 694/{Irq, Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 83-86.>
S0362, Starving parents come to abandoned child for food.>
S0367$, Abandoned children's victorious return. Type: 520A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 291; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 749-x-no. 7.>
S0400-S499, Cruel persecutions.>
S0400, Cruel persecutions.
Link: |V0218.1$, Torturing as means of bringing about religious conversion.>

S0401, Unsuccessful attempts to kill person in successive reincarnations (transformations). Type:
318.
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Link: |S0110.9.1.1$, Attempt to kill (helpful) animal fails (victim-to-be escapes).

Ref.: DOTTI 147.>
S0403$, Demand that enchanted person in form of animal be killed. Type: 450, 462A1$, cf. 511A.
Link: |B0335.2, Life of helpful animal demanded as cure for feigned sickness. |N0324.2$, Transformed
person unknowingly slaughtered (killed). |S0268.1, Sacrifice of child demanded as cure for feigned
sickness.

Ref.: DOTTI 222 235 266.>
S0403.1$, Enchanted person (in form of animal) about to be slaughtered begs for mercy (help).
Type: 450, 462A1$.
Link: |P0253.2.3$, Transformed brother (deer) about to be slaughtered pleads with sister for help; she had
been exposed and is helpless. |S0110.9.1.1$, Attempt to kill (helpful) animal fails (victim-to-be escapes).

Ref.: DOTTI 222 235; TAWT 297.>
S0410, Persecuted wife.
Link: |T0100.0.9.6$, Marriage for revenge (spite).>

S0411, Wife banished.
Link: |Q0432.0.1$, Divorce as punishment.>

S0411.2, Wife banished for some small fault.
Link: |T0196$, Wife divorced because of a trifle.

Ref.: ThaClabî 94/(Job's wife); Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 158.65; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 7/(Ishmael's wife/divorced).>
S0411.2.1, Queen [(wife, daughter)] banished for saying that man's condition depends on what kind
of wife he has. Type: 737A*, 986, cf. 923B.
Link: |J0551.6.1$, Only youngest daughter tells king (her father) that the homemaker is the woman--not the
man: she is banished. |P0217$, Man's success or failure are due to his wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 405 603 605 689/{Sdn}.>
S0411.3, Barren wife sent away.
Link: |J0241.4$, Fruitless tree to be cut off. |T0109.1.1.3$, Barren wife `has no right to stay'--(must be sent
away).>

S0411.4, Wife banished because she eats by stealth. Type: 1373A.
Link: |W0153.2.5$, Miser spies on guest and drives him away.

Ref.: DOTTI 38 769/{Irq}.>
S0411.5$, Wife banished because she is sick and incurable.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Married his Daughter" no. 10.>
S0412, Heroine taunted with her unknown past. Type: 894, cf. 705, 706, 886A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 374 380 536 545.>
S0413.1, Ogress wife orders raja to turn out [(cast-off)] his six wives. Type: 462.
Ref.: DOTTI 234; TAWT 439 no. 30/{Syr}.>
S0423.2, Second wife orders husband to persecute first.>
S0423.3$, First wife orders husband to persecute second.
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Ref.: Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 146.11; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl"
no. 51 2.>
S0430, Disposal of cast-off wife.>
S0431, Cast-off wife thrown into water.>
S0432.1$, Pregnant woman cast off into well by jealous rivals. Type: 450.
Link: |K0926, Victim pushed into water. |S0481, Cruelty to animals.

Ref.: DOTTI 222 389/{Qtr}; TAWT 446 no. 38/{Lib}; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 3-x-no. 14.>
S0438, Abandoned queen blinded. Type: 462.
Ref.: DOTTI 234; TAWT 439 no. 30/{Syr}.>
S0440$, Cast-off wife abandoned in foreign (faraway) land. Type: cf. 551B$.
Link: |S0011.9$, Runaway father (deserts family). |S0143, Abandonment in forest.

Ref.: DOTTI 309/{lit.}; MITON.>
S0441, Cast-off wife and child abandoned in forest.
Link: |S0143, Abandonment in forest.>

S0442, Outcast wife and her son live in poverty.
Ref.: DOTTI 162 294 308/{Alg}.>
S0442.1, Outcast mother goes begging so as to feed her child.
Ref.: Ions 61/(Isis as beggar).>
S0446, Rejected wife asks to take away only what she brought. Type: 887.
Link: |P0210.1$, Wife's own property. |S0062.10$, Rejected wife allowed (by husband or relatives in-law)
to take away only what she brought.

Ref.: DOTTI 287/{Ymn}; Noy Jefet 131-35 no. 42.>
S0450, Fate of outcast wife.>
S0451, Outcast [(cast-out)] wife at last reunited with husband and children. Type: 894.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 167ff. no. 327; DOTTI 387 390 521 526 545 552/{Irq, Qtr}; Stevens 15761 no. 33; TAWT 425 no. 13/{Egy}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 677-1-003, 691-x-184-492.>
S0451.1$, Children bring about reunion between their father and outcast mother. Type: 707. 894,
1379.
Link: |P0230.5$, Children spoil their father's wedding to a new bride-to-be and bring about reinstatement
of their own mother. |P0239.2$-(formerly, P0230.9.2$), Man discovers that he has sired child(ren) of
whom he had no knowledge.

Ref.: DOTTI 387 545 771; TAWT 425 no. 13/{Egy} 429 no. 16/{Syr}.>
S0451.1.1$, Husband reinstates his outcast wife due to her giving birth to his child (son). Type:
707C$, 874A$, 1379.
Link: |K2222.1$, Treacherous deserted wife (old neglected co-wife).

Ref.: DOTTI 207 389 390 502 536 771/{Qtr}; Lane 399; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 263 n. 102; TAWT 433 no. 23/{Egy} 436 no. 28/{Egy}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 685-xno. 5.>
S0451.1.2$, Husband reinstates his outcast wife due to her son's success.
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Ref.: DOTTI 98 111 174/{Jrd}.>
S0451.1.3$, Husband reinstates his divorced (outcast) wife when new wife is discredited--(usually
by ruse). Type: 1424B$, 1563.
Link: |T0145.9.3$, Younger wife fails: merits of older become obvious. |T0298.0.2$, Divorced wife
reinstated (by husband).

Ref.: DOTTI 800 801 861/{lit.}.>
S0453, Exposed woman helped by magician.>
S0453.1$, Exposed woman helped by clergyman. Type: 450.
Ref.: DOTTI 222; TAWT 446 no. 38/{Lib}.>
S0460, Other cruel persecutions.>
S0464.0.1$, Cast-off (abandoned, persecuted) person comforted.>
S0466, Practice of one's religion forbidden.
Link: |X0473.2$, Jokes concerning restrictions on freedom of worship (religion).

Ref.: DOTTI 504/{Ymn}; Noy Jefet 340-41 no. 167.>
S0471, Persecuted sons of co-wife. Type: 301, 303.
Ref.: DOTTI 102 108.>
S0471.1$, Persecuted son of black (slave) co-wife or concubine. Type: 301, 303, 314.
Link: |K2261, Treacherous negro (Moor). |P0250.0.2$, Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and
sisters of different races--usually, black and white).

Ref.: DOTTI 102 108 136/{Bhrn}; AGSFC: BHR 86-4 2-2-110.>
S0480$, Cruelty to servants (slaves). Type: 462A2$, cf. 451A.
Link: |S0123.1, Burial alive of drugged person. |S0139.2.0.1$, Ghoulish trophy: part of enemy's corpse
kept and displayed (or put to use).

Ref.: DOTTI 227 235; MITON.>
S0481, Cruelty to animals. Type: cf. 1215.
Link: |B0434$, Helpful animal cast away (abandoned) when it becomes aged (sick). |C0867.3$, Tabu:
cruelty to animals. |K0134.9.1$, Hot pepper applied to sick horse's (donkey's) anus: becomes `lively'.
|K0318.5$, Watchdog(s) killed with poisoned food. |Q0285.1.0.1$, Hell as punishment for cruelty to
animals.

Ref.: Zîr 116-17.>
S0481.1$, Animal cruelly overworked (overburdened). Type: 150A$,/1319N*$, 155, 207A, 1215.
Link: |J1172.3.2, Animals render unjust decisions against man since man has always been unjust to them.

Ref.: DOTTI 58 60 77 716; MITON.>
S0481.2$, Animal cruelly deprived of food (starved). Type: 1433*, cf. 560.
Link: |B0301.1, Faithful animal at master's grave dies of hunger. |B0391, Animal grateful for food.
|H0614.4$, Explanation of enigmatic phenomenon: a man whose dog needs to gnaw on cane (a miser:
starves dog).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 616/(Humor. anecdote); DOTTI 315 806.>
S0481.3$, Animal cruelly beaten.
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Link: |C0867.3$, Tabu: cruelty to animals.>

S0481.3.1$, Animal cruelly beaten for desecrating place of worship.
Link: |Q0222, Punishment for desecration of holy places (images, etc.).

Ref.: RAFE 115 n. 394.>
S0481.4$, Animal cruelly killed (in a fit of anger).
Ref.: Zîr 116.>
S0481.5$, Wild animal needlessly (cruelly) killed.
Link: |C0867.3$, Tabu: cruelty to animals. |W0132.1.2$, Needless mutilations (indignities to corpse).>

S0481.5.1$, Lioness nursing cubs cruelly killed. Type: cf. 551.
Ref.: Zîr 39-40.>
S0482$, Wholesale killing (extermination) of animals.
Link: |J1866, Man avenges self on animal by wholesale slaughter [(mass-killing)].

Ref.: Zîr 45.>
S0485$, King persecutes subjects. Type: 1609$.
Link: |P0012.2.1, Tyrannical king.

Ref.: DOTTI 84 874/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Dinshwây" no. 28.>
S0485.1$, King prohibits practice of crafts (trades, means of livelihood). Type: 1609$.
Link: |P0440, Artisans [(craftsmen)]. |W0181.7, Ruler jealous of subjects' happiness prohibits their game
[(crafts)].

Ref.: DOTTI 874/{lit.}.>

T. SEX:
[ITS ACCOMPANIMENTS AND CONSEQUENCES]
[T. SEX: its accompaniments and consequences].
Link: |C0110, Tabu: sexual intercourse. |C0119, Miscellaneous tabus concerning sexual intercourse. |M0130, Vows
concerning sex. |X0700-X799, Humor concerning sex. |X0780$-X799, Humor concerning sexual deviance and
homoeroticism.>

T0-T99, Love.>
T0000, Love.
Ref.: Damîrî I 223-24/(described); Ibshîhî 530-31.>
T0001, Zeus gives man modesty, but it leaves when love enters.>
T0001.0.1$, Modesty (bashfulness) and erotic love are incompatible with each other. Type: cf. 1685B$.
>

Link: |T0416.5.0.1$, "He who is [too] bashful with his she-paternal-cousin will not beget children by her".

Ref.: DOTTI 910.>
T0001.0.2$, Fundamentals of pleasant coition (for the couple).
Link: |T0059$, Accompaniments of coition. |T0185.0.1$, Wife receptive to coition (sexual intercourse) in exchange
for a tranquil home.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0001.0.2.1$, Sexual intercourse (coition) spoils love.
Link: |H0664.2$, Riddle: [She is] green in the street, red and cast aside at home. (Answer: watermelon [uncut--cut]).
|T0001.2$, Nonsexual love is highest sort (level) of love--(Cishq er-roah/`love of the soul'). |T0182.1$, Excessive
sexual intercourse causes sickness (blindness).>

T0001.0.3$, Necessity of experiencing love.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 719.>
T0001.0.4$, Love cannot be forced.
Link: |P0230.2, Mother dislikes her children in forced marriage. |T0192.0.1$, Misery brought about by forced
marriage.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1018 2278 2378 2552.>
T0001.1$, Nonsexual (Cudhrî, Platonic) love. Type: 970, 971$.
Link: |P0529.6$, Nuptial prohibition (nonsexual marriage): legal device by which sexual intercourse between
`married couple' is prohibited. |T0008, Sexual desire as original sin. |T0380$, Heterosociality: social relations
between persons of opposite sexes. |W0199.5$, Sublimation: attributing high spiritual values to basic needs
(especially sexual drives).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 540-41; DOTTI 521 535 578 673 674 676/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
T0001.2$, Nonsexual love is highest sort (level) of love--(Cishq er-roah/`love of the soul'). Type: 970, 971$.
Link: |P0529.6$, Nuptial prohibition (nonsexual marriage): legal device by which sexual intercourse between
`married couple' is prohibited. |T0001.0.2.1$, Sexual intercourse (coition) spoils love. |T0081.2, Death from
unrequited love. |U0101.4$, Demerits of love at first sight. |U0101.4.1$, Love at first sight is based primarily on
physical attraction.

Ref.: DOTTI 673 674/{lit.}.>
T0001.3$, The glory (miracle) of love.>
T0001.3.1$, Two lovers in one bed (the head of each resting on the other's arm) is the best scene in The
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Compassionate's creation.
Link: |A0102.13, Loving kindness of God. |A0475, God of love. |F0951.3.2$, Watching copulating animals (birds)
arouses sexual desire. |H0659.13.1, What is the most pleasant? Love [(sexual intercourse)]. |P0605.5.2$, A boy's
(man's) sister in bed (scene, image). |T0009.0.2$, Beneficial effects of consensual lovemaking (coition, mutual
sexual gratification).

Ref.: MITON; Burton VII 243 n. 1/cf.>
T0002, The relative pleasure of love [(sexual intercourse)]. Do men or women have the greater pleasure in
intercourse?.
Link: |J0099.1, Relative pleasures of sexes in love taught by parable. |T0380.0.2.3$, Men will always try to seduce
women, it is a woman's responsibility to refuse (remain chaste). |U0101.0.2$, Greatest pleasures are those of the
flesh: eating flesh, riding flesh (horse), flesh entering into flesh (sexual intercourse).

Ref.: Azraqî (al-) 121.>
T0002.1$, Women's lust (shahwah) is stronger than men's.
Link: |T0182.1.1.1$, Penis: ever limp (overworked)--vagina: ever erect (ready, "open-mouthed").

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 110.>
T0002.3$, Intercourse with one person compared to that with another: physical attributes.
Link: |J0081, The dishes of the same flavor. |T0016.9.1$, Passion (lust) for a certain person aroused upon learning of
that person's physical merits (Y). |T0463.3$, Relative pleasures of homoeroticism (homosexual love).

Ref.: DOTTI 693 761 796 798/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0002.3.1$, Friends compare experiences with one prostitute: A, "My wife is better than this prostitute!" B:
"You are right; your wife is better!".
Link: |T0059.0.2$, Male's reactions during sexual intercourse. |J1148$, Self-incrimination due to tongue-slip
(projection, compulsion to confess). |X0770$, Jokes concerning sexual prowess.>

T0002.5$, Do animals or men have the greater pleasure in sexual intercourse?. Type: cf. 1685B$.
Ref.: Jâhiz VII 237-39; DOTTI 910/{lit.}.>
T0003, Omens in love affairs.>
T0004, Person wants to learn art of love.
Link: |H1376.10$, Quest: learning women's wiles.>

T0005$, Sexual attractiveness (sex-appeal) is relative. Type: 910K1$.
Link: |F0575.1.0.1$, Plump (full-bodied) woman--beautiful (pleasing). |F0575.2.0.1$, Portly (full-bodied) man-handsome. |J0021.54.1.1$, `The mirror of love is blind [to defects]'. |U0304$, Relativity of perceiving quality.

Ref.: DOTTI 114 575/{Egy}; Farag 89-99; TAWT 435 no. 26/{Egy}.>
T0005.1$, Reasons causing lovers to be drawn to each other (e.g., beauty, age, kindness, courage, etc.).
Link: |T0056, Means of attracting sweetheart.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0005.1.1$, Lovers attracted to each other because of closeness in age.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0005.1.3$, Lovers attracted to each other because of likeness in beauty.
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Link: |F0577.4, Lovers identical in appearance.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0005.1.3.1$, Girl (woman) falls in love with man because of his beauty. Type: 917$, cf. 318.
Ref.: Maspero 24, n. 2 (man's); ThaClabî 79; DOTTI 87 352 445/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-b.>
T0005.1.3.2$, Girl (woman) attracted to man because of his physical strength. Type: 318.
Link: |P0200.0.1.5.1$, Characteristic images (scenes) one experiences within patrilocal family residence--(mostly
visual). |T0427$, Sister-in-law seduces (seeks to seduce) brother of her husband (her brother-in-law).

Ref.: Maspero 6 no. 1; DOTTI 147.>
T0005.1.3.2.1$, Wife of Anubis attracted to her husband's younger brother (Batu) because of his physical
strength. Type: 318.
Ref.: Maspero 6 n. 1.>
T0005.1.4$, Girl attracted to man because of his chivalry (chastity). Type: cf. 917$.
Link: |A1557.3.1$, Men walk ahead of women so as not to violate their modesty. |Q0087.4$, Man rewarded for not
taking advantage (not violating) vulnerable woman (drunk, fainted, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 100.>
T0005.1.5$, Girl (woman) attracted to man because of his formal position (high rank or office). Type:
465A*,/1512$.
Ref.: Maspero 24 no. 2-2 n. 3/(vassal); RAFE 262-63; Zîr 22/(poem/ruse).>
T0008, Sexual desire as original sin.
Link: |A0604.3.1$, Origin of sinning (depravity). |T0001.1$, Nonsexual (Cudhrî, Platonic) love. |U0248.4$, Sexual
desire (love) affects perception.>

T0009$, The power of sex.
Link: |J1140.2$, Detection by seeking women (sex) as cause of trouble (conflict, murder, etc.). |K0318.3$, Watchdog
enticed away by a bitch (or vice versa). |K2351.9$, Scent of mare `in heat' used to coax stallions of pharaoh's army
into sea. |P0200.0.1.1$, Mother is powerless. |P0216, Wife only one able to persuade her husband. |U0311.3$, Need
for sex (and procreation) as primary drive.

Ref.: Maspero 135-40 no. 7-I; Jâhiz I 110-11; Ibshîhî 603/cf.; Basset Contes pop. berb. 97-98 no.
46.>
T0009.0.1$, Sexual frustration (deprivation). Type: cf. 1341E$, 1443*.
Link: |F1043$, Reaction to sensory deprivation. |J0071.1.2$, Trained monkey shows "How a bachelor sleeps".
(Restlessly and sexually aroused). |T0185.3$, Complaint about unsatisfactory coition (sex, love-life, etc.)--in general.
|T0315.2.6$, The (seemingly) continent man reveals secret of his abstinence--(usually to his disappointed wife).
|T0317, Repression of lust. |T0610.2$, Reaching puberty: physiological indicators. |T0610.5$, Reaching puberty:
behavioral indicators. |U0248.4$, Sexual desire (love) affects perception.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 290-91; DOTTI 745 810; MITON; TAWT 24 n. 41.>
T0009.0.2$, Beneficial effects of consensual lovemaking (coition, mutual sexual gratification). Type: 904$.
Link: |T0001.3.1$, Two lovers in one bed (the head of each resting on the other's arm) is the best scene in The
Compassionate's creation. |F0181, Lovemaking in otherworld. |F0950.4, Sickness (madness) cured by coition.
|T0100.0.2$, Celibacy discouraged (inadvisable). |U0289.1.1.1$, Serenity is to be found in affectionate relations
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between husband and wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 565.>
T0009.1$, The power of sex: female's influence. Type: 1362C$, 1469$, cf. 318, 1501.
Link: |A1557, Why woman is master of husband. |G0303.10.5.0.1$, Woman (wife, sweetheart, etc.) succeeds where
Satan fails. |H1182.4$, Task: explaining to king three classes (types) of vaginas: one to be kissed, one to be trodden
on, and one to be aggrandized (`placed on top of head'). [Y]. |J0496, Choice of friend over mistress. Given the choice
of his friend or his mistress, man chooses his friend. |K0340.1$, Sexual attraction used to distract owner's (guard's)
attention: sex-appeal used as lure. |K0929.1.1$, Murder by leaving poisoned aphrodisiac. |T0283, Wife withholds
[sexual] intercourse from husband to enforce demand. |T0405.4.1.1$, Daughter exposes her privates to her father.
|T0453, Advice from woman in bed.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 166 no. A-11; Maspero 17 no. 1 135-43 no. 7; Jâhiz I 110-11; Ibshîhî 213-15
614; DOTTI 124 126 147 158 159 210 267 268 269 315 428 486 503 508 542 706 712 766 816/{Egy, Omn,
Sdi, Tns, Ymn}; Haykal 180-81; Juhaymân (al-) II 245-67, 390-92 III 99-103; MITON; Noy Jefet 60-63 no.
17; TAWT 363 n. 31-32 438 445; Wehr 155ff. 485 no. 7, 485 no. 18; Zîr 19-22(Galîlah's), 83/(Galîlah's);
AGSFC: Doha 85-84 3-no. 15.>
T0009.1.0.1$, `The one ([woman, wife]) whom he takes underneath himself wouldn't be [as un-influential
with him] as his mother or his sister [are]'.
Link: |J1256.2.2.1$, One wife declares her gained privileges over other wives (co-wives). |P0216, Wife only one able
to persuade her husband. |T0277.3.2$, A mother's daughter will marry a mother's son and control his life. (Thus,
mother of son should not be haughty).

@T0453, Advice from woman in bed.
Ref.: TAWT 77 n. 31 no. 3.>
T0009.1.0.2$, Intersession by a female more effective than by a male.
Link: |F0575.1.6.5.1$, Beauty as intercessor. |P0140.0.3$, Favor (pardon) won through intercession of person of
influence.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 496.>
T0009.1.1$, Scent of female used to coax male.
Link: |K2351.9$, Scent of mare `in heat' used to coax stallions of pharaoh's army into sea.

Ref.: ThaClabî 113; DOTTI 910/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0009.1.3$, Man willing to commit murder in return for sexual intercourse (love).>
T0009.1.3.1$, Father agrees to kill (expose, cast out) own child(ren) in return for sexual intercourse (love).
Type: 327, 327A$, 1469$.
Link: |S0011.3, Father kills child.

Ref.: Maspero 138 no. 7; Vinson "Strictly Tabubue" 49-50/(abstract); DOTTI 157 160 815; TAWT
77 363 n. 32.>
T0009.2$, The power of sex: male's influence. Type: 315, 590, 590A, 1362C$, 1392*.
Link: |J0484.1$, Love-maker preferred to war-wager.

Ref.: DOTTI 140 337 338 766 784/{Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) II 231-40.>
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T0009.2.0.1$, Female lusting after a desirable male.
Ref.: MITON; Wickett 171.>
T0009.2.1$, Woman willing to commit murder in return for sexual intercourse (love).
Link: |H0492.1, Husband refuses to murder his wife for high honors; wife agrees to murder husband. |N0015.1,
Chastity wager: woman succumbs.>

T0009.2.1.1$, Wife agrees to kill husband in return for sexual intercourse. Type: 590A.
Ref.: DOTTI 338 747/{Irq}.>
T0009.2.1.2$, Mother agrees to kill own child (son, daughter) in return for sexual intercourse. Type: 590.
Ref.: DOTTI 337 747.>
T0009.2.1.3$, Sister agrees to kill brother in return for sexual intercourse. Type: 315.
Ref.: DOTTI 140.>
T0009.4$, Beliefs (practices) concerning coition between young and old.
Link: |T0145.2, Second wife taken because first is barren.>

T0009.4.1$, Sexual intercourse (marriage) between old man and young girl restores youthfulness (heals).
Type: 1563.
Link: |J0490$, Young (tender) preferred to old (tough). |T0101$, Qualities required in a spouse.

Ref.: DOTTI xi n. 15 861 862/{Egy}.>
T0009.4.2$, Sexual intercourse (marriage) between young man and old woman causes loss of youthfulness.>
T0009.4.3$, Young woman married to old man laments (bemoans, regrets) her fate. Type: 886A$.
Link: |J0758.0.1$, Regret (sorrow) from following adviser's counsel. |T0101.3.2.3$, "An honorable female would
prefer to go hungry over feeding herself via her breasts"--(i.e., via giving birth to children by an objectionable
husband that will provide for her).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 185; Taymûr no. 1128.>
T0010, Falling in love.
Link: |T0380.0.2.3$, Men will always try to seduce women, it is a woman's responsibility to refuse (remain chaste).

Ref.: DOTTI 516.>
T0010.0.1$, `First love'.
Link: |J0010.1$, Persistence of first (primary) impressions. |J0491, Old sweetheart chosen in preference to new.
|P0253.10.1$, Sister as her brother's `first love'.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 169; Ibn-CAasim no. 344.>
T0010.0.2$, Falling in love may occur only after marriage (with one's spouse).
Link: |J0006$, "Ideal culture". (Learned ways and values for social living as they are supposed to be: good, bad, or
neutral. |J0250$, Choice between the supposed (presumed) in life and the actual ("ideal culture", and "real culture").
|P0253.1.1$, Brother as guardian of his sister's chastity (sexual honor). |P0295.1.1$, Father's brother's son ('ibnC

C

amm) as guardian of his bint- amm's chastity (sexual honor). |Q0087, Reward for preservation of chastity.

|T0061.9$, Betrothal of the veiled female (unseen). |T0100.0.9$, Other reasons for marrying. |T0300.0.1$,
C

Preservation of sexual honor (Cird/` ard') is most important.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22; TAWT 380 n. 348.>
T0010.1, Sluggish prince reformed by falling in love.
Link: |T0100.0.9.2$, Marriage as treatment (cure) for unhappiness (immaturity).>
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T0010.3, Girl continually falling in love.
Link: |T0404$, `Play-girl': immodest woman as seducer of men.>

T0011, Falling in love with person never seen.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0011.1, Love from mere mention or description. Type: 516.
Link: |J1077.2.1.1$, Falling in love with a country (city) from mere mention of its merits.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 305; Chauvin V 132 no. 112; DOTTI 201 214 274 502 515 599 940/{Alg, lit.,
Mrc}; MITON; Zîr 143.>
T0011.1.0.1$, The ear may fall in love before the eye.
Link: |U0092$, Famed reputation (greatness) does not always match a beholder's preconceived image of the famous
(great).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0011.1.1, Beauty of woman reported to king causes quest for her as his bride. Type: 318, 516B.
Link: |F1041.8.1.0.1$, War waged to procure beautiful woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 147 278; TAWT 456; Weissbach 7-12 no. 2; Zîr 13.>
T0011.1.3$, Husband's (merchant's) description of youth (client) causes wife to fall in love with youth.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0011.2, Love through sight of picture. Type: 430B$,/930G$, 516, 930.
Link: |H1381.3.1.2.1, Quest for unknown woman whose picture has aroused man's love. |M0359.2, Prophecy:
prince's marriage to common woman.

Ref.: Burton S II 194ff.; DOTTI 106 107 108 109 274 275 279 475 521 709/{Alg, Lib, Lib, lit.,
Plst}; MITON; Ritter I.3 346-53 no. 99; Sârîs (al-) 225-28; Wehr 458 no. 18.>
T0011.3, Love through dream.
Ref.: Basset Mille I 136 no. 27 II 68-70 no. 25; Chauvin V 132 no. 112; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis
III 247.>
T0011.4, Love through sight of something belonging to unknown princess.>
T0011.4.1, Love through sight of hair of unknown princess. Type: 301, 318, 313E*, 516B.
Ref.: DOTTI 102 131 132 147 224 263 278 395/{Mrc}; TAWT 451 no. 46/{Sdn} 453 no.
47/{Mgh}.>
T0011.4.2, Love through sight of slipper of unknown princess. Type: 510, 510A.
Ref.: DOTTI 258 260.>
T0011.4.5, Love through finding lady's handkerchief.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0011.4.6, Love through finding lady's ornament (ring, comb, etc.). Type: cf. 450.
Link: |H0888.6$, "[What is] as long as a hand (shibr) and a hand's is his/its length: goes in and out, while hair is all
around?" (Answer: comb). |N0773.2.1$, Girl throws comb at person (supernatural being) causes him to fall in love
with her.>

T0011.4.7, Falling in love at receipt of girl's amulet.>
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T0011.4.8$, Love through smelling object emitting aromatic scent (fragrance, perfume). Type: 318.
Link: |F0687, Remarkable fragrance (odor) of a person.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 190/cf.; Maspero 13 no. 1; DOTTI 147.>
T0011.5, Falling in love with reflection in water. Type: 312A, 705A$, 709A, 860A*.
Link: |R0351, Fugitive discovered by reflection in water.

Ref.: DOTTI 123 376 393 480; TAWT 417 no. 5/{Sdn}.>
T0011.5.1, Falling in love with one's own reflection in water. (Narcissus.).
Link: |N0339.10, Youth gazing at own image reflected in water falls and drowns. |W0180.0.1$, Narcissism: being in
love with oneself.

Ref.: DOTTI 7 41 47/{Jrd}.>
T0011.5.1.1$, Falling in love with one's own reflection in mirror. Type: cf. 709.
Link: |D1311.2, Mirror answers questions.

Ref.: DOTTI 391 421 588/{Syr}.>
T0011.6, Wish for wife red as blood white as snow, black as raven. Type: 310.
Ref.: DOTTI 117.>
T0011.8, Falling in love with beautiful voice.
Link: |C0106.2.1$, Young woman is to speak with false (unfeminine) voice in public. |F0556, Remarkable voice.
|T0056.1.3$, Sweetheart attracted by song (poem). |T0059.0.3$, Accompaniments of coition: accessories (food,
drink, drug, music, lighting, etc.).

Ref.: Simpson 316; Boqarî 166-67.>
T0011.8.1$, Voice that evokes (sexual) desire.
Link: |F0556, Remarkable voice.

Ref.: Simpson 316.>
T0011.9$, Falling in love with thrilling music (melody, song, poem recitation).
Link: |D1275.2, Magic melody. |U0286.3.1$, Listening to melody evokes sexual desire. |V0462.8.0.3$, 'ingidhâb:
madness (dissociation) from ascetic immersion.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 516.>
T0012, Love through prophecy that prince shall marry the fairest.>
T0014$, Publication of desire to marry.
Link: |T0053, Matchmakers. |T0055, Girl as wooer. Forthputting woman. |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be
known, publicize).>

T0014.3$, Woman's (girl's) picture hung in public place (bathhouse, marketplace, etc.) to attract suitors.
Type: 881, cf. 425D.
Link: |H0021, Recognition through picture. Picture is publicly displayed and brings about recognition of lost person.
|J1142.5$, Woman's (girl's) picture hung in public place (bathhouse, marketplace, etc.) to see who will react to it.
|P0469.6$, Missing person or object found through mass-media publication.

Ref.: DOTTI 204 516.>
T0015, Love at first sight.
Link: |T0016.3$, Man falls in love with girl upon seeing her face once (in garden, field, meadow, window, etc.).
|N0711.8$, Lover sees beloved first while she is looking out of window. |U0101.4$, Demerits of love at first sight.
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Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 269; Ibshîhî 524; DOTTI 277 281 482 584 675 676/{Egy, lit., Qtr}; MITON;
Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 98/(criticized); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0015.0.1$, Falling in love with person upon noticing his (her) movements of elegance. (E.g., graceful step,
hand gesture, head nod, etc.).
Link: |F0699.1, Marvelous dancers. |P0807.3.3$, Watching rhythmic body-movements (sport-dancing, cf.
cheerleading) as recreation.

Ref.: Simpson 316.>
T0015.1, Princess so lovely that everyone falls in love with her.>
T0015.2$, Poor (lowly) man falls in love with princess at first sight. Type: 971B$, cf. 325.
Link: |H1381.3.1.4$, Quest for princess as bride for poor (lowly) boy.

Ref.: DOTTI 152 372 676/{Mrc}.>
T0016, Man falls in love with a woman he sees bathing. Type: 400, 400*.
Ref.: ThaClabî 156-57; DOTTI 184 186; MITON.>
T0016.0.3$, Erotic experience from seeing a person bathing. Type: 400, 400*.
Link: |F0779.1$, Extraordinary experiences while bathing--(usually illusory, hallucinatory).

Ref.: DOTTI 184 186; MITON.>
T0016.1, Man falls in love by the sight of woman's white arms [(fingers)]. Type: 895B$, 1359B,
1379/891F$, 1730C$.
Link: |F0575.1.5.10$, Remarkably beautiful arm(s). |J0032.0.2$, "If her finger (hand, heel, etc.) is that beautiful, then
how the rest of her body must be!".

Ref.: DOTTI 549 550 760 771 924/{Plst}; MITON; Sârîs, (al-) 374-76.>
T0016.3$, Man falls in love with girl upon seeing her face once (in garden, field, meadow, window, etc.).
Type: 516A, 925*, 1233A$, cf. 462.
Link: |N0711.8$, Lover sees beloved first while she is looking out of window. |T0015, Love at first sight.

Ref.: DOTTI 234 277 611 720; MITON.>
T0016.5$, Passion (hawâ) aroused upon seeing a piece of underwear (undergarment).
Link: |H0110.1$, Identification by undergarment (underwear). |M0131.3$, Pledge of chastity written (embroidered)
on girl's underwear (underpants). |T0461.0.1$, Erotic fetishism.>

T0016.6$, Passion (hawâ) aroused due to nakedness or body exposure caused by gust of wind (air: hawâ').
Type: 1873A$, cf. 872$.
Link: |A1614.1, Negroes as curse on Ham for laughing at Noah's nakedness. |E0703.1$, Soul created in Adam from
God's breath. |F0963, Extraordinary behavior of wind. |P0625.2.1$, Wearing shirt-like gown (thawb,
gilbâb/`galabiyyah'), compared to wearing trousers (pants). |T0305$-T309$, Casual (incidental) exposure of a
spouse's body to the other. |T0405$, Casual (accidental) illicit exposure of body of one relative to another.
|T0405.9.4$, Exposure (of privates) caused by gust of wind (lifting up tail of dress, robe, shirt, gown, etc.).
|X0052.3$, How much the little pupils saw of the body of their sports teacher (when she fell down) determines length
of suspension from school. One pupil concludes that his suspension will be permanent. |Z0055$, Process ascends
(escalated) to its natural or logical climax (conclusion). |Z0095$, Puns (homophony). |Z0097$, Alliteration (simple,
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plain). |Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism: association based on sound similarities (homophony).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 99/cf., 222; ThaClabî 100; Ibshîhî 538; DOTTI 487 489 583 584 642 941/{Egy, lit.};
MITON.>
T0016.9$, Erotic scene spied (or accidentally witnessed) evokes reaction(s)--miscellaneous. Type: 318.
Link: |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red (rose-colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternal-uncle's wife?"
C

Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn). |N0610.1$, Crime accidentally witnessed. |P0200.0.1.5.1$, Characteristic
images (scenes) one experiences within patrilocal family residence--(mostly visual). |T0315.2.2.1, Wife reforms
continent husband by having walls of bedroom painted with erotic scenes. |T0405.2.4$, Nakedness or exposure of
parent-like person (teacher, instructor, etc.). |T0405.9.1$, In-laws's nakedness or exposure. |U0248.0.2$, "It" taken to
mean what listener has in mind.

Ref.: Maspero 5 n. 1; Alf I 3; Burton I 6 V 76 VIII 41.>
T0016.9.1$, Passion (lust) for a certain person aroused upon learning of that person's physical merits
(beauty, physical attributes, sexual stamina, or the like).
Link: |T0002.3$, Intercourse with one person compared to that with another: physical attributes. |T0474.0.2$,
Emission (ejaculation) from lusting after (seeing) a sexually desirable person.

Ref.: Akiko 105/(lit.).>
T0017$, Love through sight of a woman's relative. Type: 1441B*.
Link: |J0032.0.1$, "If this is the part (product), then how the whole (original) must be!" Inference based on
syllogistic logic.

Ref.: DOTTI 807; Duwayk (al-) II 172-73.>
T0017.1$, Passion (love) through sight of handsome child (boy): "If the boy is that handsome, how more
beautiful his mother must be!". Type: 1441B*, 1730C$.
Link: |F0575.3, Remarkably beautiful child.

Ref.: Boqarî 167; DOTTI 761 807 924 925 941/{Plst}; MITON.>
T0017.2$, "If the boy (youth) is that handsome, then his sister must be beautiful".
Ref.: Boqarî 167; DOTTI 98 136 306 529/{Qtr}.>
T0017.5$, Child induced to describe a female relative (child's mother, sister). Type: 1359B, 1730C$, cf.
894.
Link: |J0125.2, Adulteress betrayed by little child's remark. |T0011.1, Love from mere mention or description.

Ref.: DOTTI 190 192 545 760 924/{Alg}; TAWT 444.>
T0021, Mutual love through accidental drinking of love philtre.
Link: |D1425, Magic object draws lover (husband) to woman.>

T0022, Predestined lover. Future wife or husband assigned by destiny. Type: 425G.
Link: |P0268.2.2$, Maidens agree to share one future husband--("One night for me and one night for you.").
|T0100.0.1.3$, "Marriage is qismah and nasîb (i.e., predestined).

Ref.: DOTTI 205.>
T0022.2, Predestined wife. Type: 425G, 430B$,/930G$, 930A.
Ref.: Budge/Romances 120 no. A-07; Basset Mille II 207-8 no. 3 n. 1; DOTTI 110 205 210 272 289
623/{Sdn}; MITON.>
T0022.2.1$, Maiden found in deserted place is hero's predestined wife.
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Ref.: DOTTI 308 895/{lit.}; MITON; Sâ)î 221-29 no. 52[+1]; Shamy (el-) Egypt 119-20 no. 17.>
T0022.3, Predestined husband. Type: 425G,/930G$, 430B$, 930B.
Ref.: Budge/Romances 120 no. A-07; DOTTI 121 159 205 210 280 289 350 548 623 624/{Alg, Irq,
Tns}; MITON.>
T0022.4, Lovers fated to marry each other born at same time; identical prophecies for both. Type: cf. 930F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 626; MITON.>
T0024, The symptoms of love.
Ref.: DOTTI 274/{Qtr}.>
T0024.1, Love-sickness. Type: 434.
Link: |D2064.0.1, Magic love-sickness. |F1041.15.1$, Addiction as an illness. Adverse effects of excessive
consumption of commodity or service (e.g., food, drink, drug, or sex, entertainment, etc.).

Ref.: Basset Mille II 74 no. 29; DOTTI 88 201 208 216 275 277 471 487 502 515 521 529 532 549
551 584 599 646 674 675 676/{Alg, Egy, lit., Mrc, Qtr, Tns}; MITON; TAWT 433 438; AGSFC: QTR 87-3
678-2?-003; HE-S: Kafr El-Zaytûn 69-4 no. 9.>
T0024.2, Swooning for love. Type: 516.
Ref.: DOTTI 274.>
T0024.2.1, Fainting away for love (or sexual desire). Type: 895B1$.
Link: |F1041.17.3$, Fainting away from fear (horror). |U0248.4$, Sexual desire (love) affects perception.

Ref.: DOTTI 551; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15; TAWT 388 n.
510/{Sdn}.>
T0024.2.1.1$, Death from sexual desire.
Link: |F1041.1.1, Death from a broken heart.>

T0024.2.3, Fainting away from seeing an extraordinary beauty. Type: 880A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 516; MITON; TAWT 389 n. 510.>
T0024.2.4$, Fainting away from hearing love poem (song).
Link: |T0075.3, Unrequited love expressed in song (poem).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0024.3, Madness from love. Type: 971$, 971A$.
Link: |F1041.15.1$, Addiction as an illness. Adverse effects of excessive consumption of commodity or service (e.g.,
food, drink, drug, or sex, entertainment, etc.). |T0093.1, Disappointed lover becomes a wild man in the woods
[(insane)].

Ref.: Chauvin VI 51 no. 217 n. 2; DOTTI 190 277 414 482 494 631 674 675 677/{Egy, Qtr}; Khoalî
(el-) 334-40; MITON; TAWT 450.>
T0024.6, Lover refuses food and drink.
Ref.: Burton II 211/(loses appetite); MITON.>
T0024.6.1$, Person pines away from love.
Ref.: MITON; Hujelân 109-10 no. 9-2.>
T0024.6.1.1$, Lover becomes `as thin as a garment'.
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Link: |F0537$, Remarkably thin person.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15.>
T0024.6.1.1.1$, Lover so thin that had he (she) not spoken he could not have been seen.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0024.6.1.1.2$, Lover so thin that it is easier for bird (breeze) to carry him than to carry his greetings
(message) to beloved.
Link: |Z0115.2$, Wind (breeze) as messenger.>

T0024.6.1.1.3$, If a camel were to pine away from love like (human) lover, it could pass through needle's
eye (due to thinness).
Link: |Z0061.1.7.3$, `When a camel passes through the eye of a needle'--(i.e., Never).

Ref.: Amîn 2.>
T0024.8, Man promises to sacrifice self in order to marry beloved.
Link: |T0024.9.3$, Lover makes promises to beloved--usually extravagant.>

T0024.9$, The symptoms of love--miscellaneous.
Ref.: Alf IV 15.>
T0024.9.0.1$, Lover's "jealousy over (ghîrah Cala)" the beloved: immoderate protection and selfishness.
Link: |A2498$, Jealousy over mate(s) among animals. |T0039.1$, Lover protects (defends) the beloved. |W0195,
Envy. [("Jealousy of/from" (ghîrah min: envy of Y)].

Ref.: Damîrî I 223/(min 'awsâf al-mahabbah/an attribute of love); Boqarî 164; TAWT 37/52 n. 39.>
T0024.9.1$, Lover sleepless.
Link: |J1080$, Sleeplessness: person unable to fall (stay) asleep due to worries.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 141-42/(mystical)/cf.>
T0024.9.1.1$, Lover restless (anxious).
Link: |W0122$, Restlessness (anxiety).>

T0024.9.1.2$, Lover hallucinates: sees image, hears voice or feels touch of absent beloved.
Link: |F1046.1$, Induced hallucinatory experience: the Tbubui/Tabubu affair. Person lives through lifelike events
induced by supernatural means, hypnosis, or drugs. |W0209.2$, Lonesome person seeks companionship.
|U0248.0.3.1$, Exaggerated perceptions due to ego-involvement.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0024.9.1.2.1$, Lover falls asleep only in hope of being visited by the phantom (tayf/khayâl) of the beloved.
Link: |E0585, Dead person visits earth periodically. |P0230.15$, Parent(s) `come(s) to' child (son, daughter) in
vision. |P0233.10, Father in vision reproves son about to succumb to temptation.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0024.9.2$, Insane illusions from love (lovers' jealousy). Type: cf. 971$, 971A$.
Link: |T0257.0.2$, Insane (absurd, irrational) acts due to excessive jealousy.

Ref.: DOTTI 95 204 243 246 288 646 674 675 819/{Irq}.>
T0024.9.2.1$, Lover (`insane') not responsible for own actions. Type: 971$, 971A$, cf. 895C$.
Link: |P0523.2.1, Fool [(the insane)] not to be punished for his crime.

Ref.: Damîrî II 196/(bird); DOTTI 552 674 675.>
T0024.9.2.1.1$, Insane actions of poor man evicted from a woman's earthly paradise forgiven (excused).
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Type: cf. 470C$.
Link: |F0956.7.7.2$, Venting frustration (expressing sorrow) by causing pain to oneself (hitting own head, slapping
own face, biting own finger, or the like). |P0526.3.1$, Conditions that render a person not responsible for
consequences of own actions (e.g., being a minor, insanity, drunkenness, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 239; MITON.>
T0024.9.3$, Lover makes promises to beloved--usually extravagant.
Link: |T0024.8, Man promises to sacrifice self in order to marry beloved.

Ref.: Damîrî II 196$-(bird).>
T0024.9.3.1$, A lover's promise is to be kept secret (unpublished).
Link: |M0206, Promise made merely as a matter of form not binding. |Z0070.5.1.1$, "Night-talk is covered with
butter: melts away when sun rises [(shines on it])".

Ref.: Damîrî II 196; Damîrî II 196$-(bird).>
T0024.9.4$, Person will `humiliate' self for love.
Link: |U0248.4$, Sexual desire (love) affects perception. |Z0063.3.3.1.2$, `Returning with neck lowered'.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0024.9.5$, Love-sickness is to be cured by attaining the beloved. Type: 705A$.
Link: |T0081, Death from love.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0025, Miraculous [(mystical)] healing from passionate love.
Link: |V0009$, Religious faith conquers adversity (sickness, despair, poverty, etc.).>

T0026, Attention distracted by sight of beloved.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0026.1, Finger cut because of absorption in the charm of the beloved.
Link: |F0575.1.6$, Beauty that disorients (dazzles) the beholder. |F0575.5$, `Joseph's beauty'. |T0474.0.2$, Emission
(ejaculation) from lusting after (seeing) a sexually desirable person.

Ref.: ThaClabî 72; Basset Mille III 56 no. 40; DOTTI 188 342/{Sdn}; TAWT 418 455.>
T0026.3$, Groom on way to own wedding distracted by sight of beautiful woman and misses ceremony.
Type: cf. 516A.
Link: |N0711.8$, Lover sees beloved first while she is looking out of window. |T0159$, Failure to attend own
wedding: ceremony spoiled.

Ref.: DOTTI 276; MITON.>
T0027, Unusual success in love.>
T0027.4$, Hero deflowers (marries) several maidens (seven, forty, etc.) all of whom are in `love' with him.
Type: 1425B$, cf. 303D$,/516H$, 470E$.
Link: |T0145.1.1.1$, Man with many (three, four, seven) wives acquires more.

Ref.: DOTTI 95 204 221 242 243 246 247 284 288 400 646 802 819/{Irq, Plst}; MITON; Ritter I.3
82-123 no. 62, 438-65 no. 107 (two wives); Schmidt-Kahle I 190-99 no. 50; Sulaymân 111-13 no. II-8;
Wehr 111ff. no. 5.>
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T0028, Princess falls in love with a man disguised as a woman. Type: 857$, 884C$.
Link: |T0462.0.1$, Pseudo-lesbian attraction (love): woman falls in love with another woman who turns out to be a
man in disguise.

Ref.: DOTTI 476; TAWT 377 n. 285 382 n. 401 429 no. 17/{Plstn} 456 no. 49/{Bhr-Qtr}.>
T0028.1$, Prince (man) falls in love with a woman who proves to be a man in disguise. Type: 519A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 290.>
T0030, Lovers' meeting.
Ref.: Haykal 32-33; Juhaymân (al-) IV 138-49; TAWT 438.>
T0031, Lovers' meeting: hero in service of heroine. As page, or the like.>
T0031.1, Lovers' meeting: hero in service of lady's father. Type: 314.
Ref.: DOTTI 136.>
T0031.3$, Falling in love while at work place (farm, factory, office, etc.).
Ref.: Haykal 32-33, 96.>
T0031.4$, Falling in love (with friend's relative) while visiting friend. Type: 895B$.
Link: |N0711.9$, Lover sees beloved first at marketplace (shop).

Ref.: DOTTI 549 675/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0031.4.1$, Falling in love with a friend's sister (brother). Type: 895B$.
Ref.: Boqarî 164; DOTTI 95 190 494 549 631/{lit., Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and
Fawziyyah" no. 2, "Bahlûl and Samîrah" no. 3.>
T0031.4.1.1$, Falling in love with a sister's (brother's) friend. Type: cf. 1538*.
Link: |K1321.1.4$, Trickster masking as his own sister admitted to girls's quarters: seduces her playmates (friends).
|T0053.7.2.1.1$, Sister "marries her brother [to girl(s) of her choosing]".

Ref.: DOTTI 848.>
T0031.5$, Lovers' meeting: falling in love with a neighbor (seen in window, on house-top, etc.). Type: 898.
Link: |T0380.6.1.1.2$, Good man does not place self where others's (women's) privacy may be violated (e.g., on
house-top, backyards, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 190-91; Boqarî 123/(implicit); DOTTI 555.>
T0032, Lovers' meeting: heroine heals hero's wounds.
Link: |N0711.10$, Hero sees maiden first in enemy's camp (land) and he is enamored. |T0067.2, Marriage to prince
as reward for curing him.>

T0032.1, Lovers' meeting: hero in heroine's father's prison from which she helps him to escape. Type: 516A.
Link: |R0162, Rescue by captor's daughter (mother, wife). |R0052.4$, Falling in love with captive (prisoner).
|T0091.6.4.1, Sultan's daughter in love with captured knight.

Ref.: DOTTI 276; MITON.>
T0033, Man transformed to animal kept as pet by heroine. Type: 449, 1511, cf. 450.
Ref.: DOTTI 220 818.>
T0033.1$, Faithless woman transforms lovers (husbands) to animals (birds) and keeps them as pets. Type:
462, cf. 449,/1511.
Link: |D0658.3.4$, Woman (queen) transforms self to bird (animal) in order to copulate with men she had bewitched
into birds (animals). |G0264, La Belle Dame San Merci. Witch entices men with offers of love and then deserts or
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destroys them. |K2213.6, Faithless wife transforms husband. |T0232.3.1$, Adulteress transforms her husband into an
ass (dog) to avenge slaying of loathly paramour.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0034, Lovers meet at social gathering. Type: 510A.
Link: |N0711.6, Prince sees heroine at ball [(dance)] and is enamored. |T0053.0.7$, Social gathering (ball, party)
held so that future spouse(s) would be selected from among guests.

Ref.: DOTTI 260; Haykal 40.>
T0034.2, Falling in love while playing game.
Link: |N0008.1$, Coquettishness of (seductive moves by) beloved causes man to lose game.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0034.3$, Falling in love while at school or university (on route to school). Type: 885A.
Ref.: Boqarî 167; DOTTI 534; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18, "SaCd and
Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0034.4$, Falling in love at a street procession.>
T0035, Lovers' rendezvous. Type: 516A, 861.
Ref.: 'غhâj Bujâ 51; DOTTI 276 674/{lit., Qtr}; Juhaymân (al-) V 339-50 no. 24; TAWT 438 no.
29/{Egy} 449 no. 31/{Syr}.>
T0035.0.1, Lover late at rendezvous; detained by incessant talker [(chatterer)]. Type: 516A.
Link: |X0252.3.3$, Barber's talkativeness (chatter).

Ref.: Chauvin V 155 no. 78 n. 1; DOTTI 276 720 721/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0035.0.2, Magic sleep causes lover to miss appointment with mistress.>
T0035.0.2.1$, Lover falls asleep and misses rendezvous. Type: 516A, 861.
Link: |D1972, Lover's magic sleep at rendezvous. |T0036, Girl sleeps in garden to meet lover.

Ref.: DOTTI 276; MITON; TAWT 438 no. 29/{Egy}.>
T0035.0.3$, Lovers meet secretly (clandestinely).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 540-41.>
T0035.5, Lover goes to see his beloved in her husband's (or her father's) house, defiant of the danger. Type:
516A.
Ref.: Maspero 24 no. 2-1; DOTTI 276; MITON.>
T0035.7$, Lovers meet so as to perform schoolwork together (study, exchange books, etc.).
Link: |K1315.7, Seduction by posing as teacher or instructor. |T0034.3$, Falling in love while at school or university
(on route to school).

Ref.: Boqarî 164; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0035.9$, Lovers' rendezvous--miscellaneous.>
T0035.9.1$, Place of worship (church, mosque, temple, etc.) as lovers' rendezvous.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 534.>
T0035.9.2$, Lovers meet in garden (park, woods, etc.).
Link: |N0716.1, Man stumbles on bathing maiden. |T0036, Girl sleeps in garden to meet lover.

1512
Ref.: Maspero 24 no. 2-1; Ibshîhî 280-81/cf.>
T0036, Girl sleeps in garden to meet lover. Type: 516A, 861.
Link: |D1972, Lover's magic sleep at rendezvous. |T0035.0.2.1$, Lover falls asleep and misses rendezvous.
|T0035.9.2$, Lovers meet in garden (park, woods, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 276; TAWT 438 no. 29/{Egy}.>
T0037, Lover finds lady in tomb apparently dead. She revives and marries him. Type: 885A.
Ref.: DOTTI 534; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0037.0.1, "Poisoned" woman revives. Husband tries to poison wife, [young student marries her]. Type:
709.
Ref.: DOTTI 391.>
T0037.1, Despairing lover at lady's tomb takes poison. [ ] (Romeo and Juliet).>
T0038$, Despairing lover at lady's tomb prepares for suicide: girl revived. Type: 885A.
Link: |T0093, Fate of disappointed lover.

Ref.: DOTTI 534; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0038.1$, Lover dies of grief because beloved is dead. Type: 971$, 971A$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 209-10 540-41.>
T0039$, Beleaguered lovers. Type: 516A, 971A$, 885A, 1233A$.
Link: |C0181, Tabu confined to women. |C0193.3$, Tabu: man and woman eligible for marriage to each other, being
alone together. |K1210, Humiliated or baffled lovers. |K2063, "Chaste" woman surprised in adultery. |T0131.14.4$,
Public declaration of love for girl as obstacle for marriage.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 532-36; DOTTI 276 534 675 720 721/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0039.1$, Lover protects (defends) the beloved. Type: 516A, 885A, cf. 310, 976.
Link: |J2635$, Fool as cowardly husband (lover). |K1517.5, Paramour poses as unsuccessful suitor. When surprised
with the wife he tells the husband that he has been trying to force the woman, with no success. The wife supports the
statement. |T0039.1.4$, Girl (woman) confesses to sexual offense (unchastity, infidelity) so as to save her sweetheart
from punishment for theft. (His hand was about to be cut off for entering her home secretly). |T0024.9.0.1$, Lover's
C

"jealousy over (ghîrah ala)" the beloved: immoderate protection and selfishness. |T0089.5$, Lover's death (murder)
avenged. |W0014.6$, Chivalry in safeguarding honor (reputation) of beloved.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 534; DOTTI 117 276 534 678; MITON; RAFE 298 n. 7; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Sa d and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0039.1.1$, Girl would enter dead sweetheart's corpse (in grave) so that she my answer interrogative angels
(correctly) in his behalf.
C

Link: |E0751.0.3$, Tomb-judgment: by interrogative angels. It precedes resurrection. |E0782.1.2.1$, Vital mother's
hand: firm but compassionate. |J2212.2, Burial in old grave to deceive angel. [Fool hopes to avoid questioning by the
interrogative angels: Nâkir and Nakîr]. |K1833, Disguise as ghost. |N0343, Lover kills self believing his mistress
dead. |P0214.1, Wife commits suicide (dies) on death of husband. |P0253.9.4$, Sister kills herself (commits suicide)
because brother is dead. |P0315, Friends offer to die for each other. [ ] Each falsely confesses crime so as to save the
C

other. Neither guilty. |P0681.1.1.1$, Mourning: verbal expressions (wailing, dirge, elegy/rithâ$, adîd, nadb).
|T0081.2.2$, Despairing lover (man or woman) commits suicide: thinks beloved is unattainable. |V0067.6.1$,
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Protecting the deceased by answering correctly for him.

Ref.: RAFE 298 n. 7.>
T0039.1.2$, Maiden throws herself on her beloved so as to protect him from execution.
Link: |W0028.5$, Person offers to sacrifice self to save others.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0039.1.4$, Girl (woman) confesses to sexual offense (unchastity, infidelity) so as to save her sweetheart
from punishment for theft. (His hand was about to be cut off for entering her home secretly).
Link: |J0229.17.1$, Choice: breaking one's own oath (pledge) or breaking a friend's. |Q0451.1.1, Hands cut off as
punishment for theft. |W0014.8.4$, Trespasses by woman (maiden) and her lover forgiven so that they may be
united. |W0037.5$, Culprit (criminal) confesses upon seeing innocent person convicted of his crime.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0039.1.5$, Lovers never betray each other's secrets.
Link: |W0045.3$, Person of honor keeps secret.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0039.2$, Lovers tortured.
Ref.: DOTTI 675/{Jrd}.>
T0092.9.3$, Lustful father-in-law. He seduces (seeks to seduce) son's wife (fiancee). Type: 516H$.
Link: |P0261.5$, Father-in-law and son's wife (daughter-in-law). |T0409.3.2$, Stepfather's incestuous desire for
stepdaughter masked as paternal affection (love).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0092.9.3.1$, Lecherous father-in-law rapes son's wife (fiancee). Type: 931Z$.
Link: |K2218.2, Treacherous father-in-law. |T0411, Father-daughter incest. |T0471, Rape.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0040$, Lovers mentioned as brother and sister so as to escape detection.
Link: |K0649.4.3$, Wife (beautiful) mentioned as sister: defense against lecherous (envious) king. |K1831.2.3$,
Wife's lover claims to be her brother. |K1839.14, Husband and wife disguised as brother and sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 923/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15/cf.; Webber 5
no. 2.
T0040.1$, Brother-sister-like friendship leads to sexual love relation (marriage, seduction). Type: cf. 885**.
>

Link: |T0101.1.6.1.1$, Bride (sweetheart) in the likeness of groom's sister. |T0300.1$-(formerly, T0301.0.1$),
`Bebrothering' between man and woman: chaste, brother-sister-like.

Ref.: Boqarî 164ff.; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2, "Bahlûl and
Samîrah" no. 3.>
T0041, Communication of lovers.
Ref.: DOTTI 536 761 770/{lit.}; Haykal 191-205, 209-11 (letters); MITON; Wehr 256ff. no. 10.>
T0041.0.1$, Lovers communicate by soul (without words, gestures, letters or other conventional means).
Link: |F0649$, Extraordinary sympathy (telepathic) with other humans.

Ref.: Damîrî I 223-24.>
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T0041.1, Communication of lovers through hole in wall.>
T0041.3, Lovers' signal. Type: 516A.
Ref.: DOTTI 276.>
T0041.4$, Lovers exchange letters.
Link: |K1872.3.2$, Secret letter (message) hidden in goods sent to intended recipient. (Concealed in medicine,
clothes, or the like). |R0134.1$, Vanished wife (sweetheart) leaves instructions as to her whereabouts.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 524 531; DOTTI 521 584 675 676/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
T0041.4.1$, Love letter contains token of love (lock of hair, perfume, or the like).
Link: |T0041.8.1$, Material tokens of love.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0041.5$, Communication of lovers by means of object(s) left outside.
Link: |H0120, Identification by tokens--miscellaneous. |K1546, Woman warns lover of husband by parody
incantation. |K1549.5, Unfaithful wife communicates with lover by pouring milk into stream. |K1549.9$, Adulteress
forewarns paramour by prearranged signal (object left outside, or the like). |N0386.5$, Lovers's signal inadvertently
altered: troubles follow.>

T0041.5.1$, Lovers's signal forewarns of danger: ("Do not come").
Ref.: DOTTI 544 767/{Sdn}.>
T0041.5.2$, Lovers's signal indicating safety ("Come").>
T0041.7$, Lovers exchange gifts (presents).
Link: |P0529.6.4.1$, Maiden marries an old man although he cannot perform (sexually): he marries her for vanity;
she marries him for financial gain.>

T0041.7.0.1$, Intent behind gift received by person of opposite sex questioned.
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |K2096.6$, Bribe claimed to be a gift
(charity). |P0771.1$, Goods exchanged. |Q0114, Gifts as reward. |T0052.0.3$, Bride acquired for labor (work) done
for her father. |T0455.3, Woman sells favors for new clothes.>

T0041.7.1$, Girl gives beloved money to pay for her bride-wealth (mahr). (Usually as "loan").
Link: |P0180.8.1.1$, Bride-wealth costs less than price of slave-girl.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAblah and Mokhtâr" no. 19/(girl's father/for shabkah).>
T0041.8$, Love tokens.
Link: |D0005.5$, Tokens from an enchantment. Person displays objects (animals) encountered during a magical
experience (event). |E0311, Return from dead to return and ask back love tokens.>

T0041.8.1$, Material tokens of love.
Link: |D0005.5$, Tokens from an enchantment. Person displays objects (animals) encountered during a magical
experience (event). |T0041.4.1$, Love letter contains token of love (lock of hair, perfume, or the like).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 189.>
T0041.8.1.1$, Belongings (personal property) of departed beloved (clothes, watch, room, bed, etc.) kept (left
untouched as reminder).
Link: |P0681.1.1.5$, Mourning: becoming averse to belongings (personal property) of the deceased (clothes, watch,
room, bed, etc.). |T0461, Person enamored of an object. |T0461.0.1$, Erotic fetishism.

Ref.: DOTTI 519 873/{Egy}.>
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T0041.8.1.2$, Flower (rose, garland, etc.) from departed beloved as reminder.
Ref.: Budge Gods II 189.>
T0041.8.2$, Non-material tokens of love (e.g., remembrance, kiss, or the like).>
T0042, Conversation of lovers.
Ref.: AGSFC: QTR 87-3 684-1-no. 3.>
T0042.3$, Lover uses beggars's speech.
Link: |T0056.5$, Sweetheart attracted by `begging' him (her).

Ref.: DOTTI 402 768/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0042.3.1$, Lover begs for erotic act (kiss, glance, regard, etc.) as alms-tax (zakâh).
Link: |J1549.1.2$, Beautiful woman tells deformed suitor, who received injury in holy war, that he should seek
reward from God, not from her. |T0056.5$, Sweetheart attracted by `begging' him (her). |T0457.1$, Sexual jihad:
female provides sexual relief to holy warrior as an act of religiosity ("jihâd al-nikâh"/jihad coitus. |Q0223.14,
Punishment for failure to give customary offering to gods. |V0003.3$, Required alms-tax (zakâh, given out yearly-compare: tithe). |X0598.1.2$, Erotic act (kissing, embracing, etc.) as alms.

Ref.: MITON; Amîn 447/(zakâh/tithe on beauty).>
T0042.4$, Generosity of lovers (to each other).>
T0042.4.1$, Expression of love (smile, kiss) will be reciprocated several folds (twofold, tenfold,
hundredfold, etc.).
Link: |H1552.2, Contest in generosity. |J1174.2, Complaint about the stolen kiss. Woman is allowed to take one in
return. |J1559, Miscellaneous retorts concerning borrowing and lending. |Z0055.3$, Social (interactional) process
carried to its climax.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0042.2, Lovers converse in figures of speech not understood by others.>
T0042.2.1$, Lovers address each other as "Brother" and "Sister".
Link: |F0302.0.3$, Jinn-`mikhawiyyah' (`bebrothering'): jinniyyah (fairy, jinn-woman) as a man's foster-sister.
|K1517.13$, Paramour escapes by pretending to be mistress' (wife's) brother. |K1831.2.3$, Wife's lover claims to be
C

C

her brother. |P0253.10.1$, Sister as her brother's `first love'. |P0295.1.1.2$, 'ibn- amm and his bint- amm (he- and
she-paternal-cousins) address each other as "Brother" and "Sister". |T0202.3.1$, Husband and wife address each
other as "Sister" and "Brother" (as sign of affection).>

T0044$, Bewailing separation from beloved.
Link: |H1385.5, Quest for vanished lover. |L0506.0.2$, `Joy unfulfilled' (happiness short-lived).

Ref.: DOTTI 275 285 584 675 676/{Egy, Mrc, Qtr}; MITON.>
T0044.1$, Lover wails (weeps) at home of departed beloved.
Link: |L0485.1$, Community site (city, town, tribal homestead, home, etc.) formerly alive is now lifeless
(abandoned, deserted, ruined). |P0730.1$, Nomads's temporary residence (transhumant lifestyle). |T0075.8.1$, Lover
scorned for showing weakness toward the beauty of the beloved--(he weeps: shameful).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0044.1.1$, Lover weeps and asks companions to weep along, at home of departed beloved.>
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T0045, Lover buys admission to woman's room. Type: 891F$,/1379, 900.
Ref.: DOTTI 558 771.>
T0047, Heroine hidden by stepmother when suitor comes. Type: 480, 510.>
T0049$, Lovers' meetings--miscellaneous.>
T0049.1$, Incestuous rendezvous (reunion).
Link: |T0040$, Lovers mentioned as brother and sister so as to escape detection.>

T0049.1.1$, Meeting of brother and sister described in terms of lovers's rendezvous.
Link: |K1590.3.1.1$, Unfaithful husband claims that red paint on his shirt is from habitual kissing by his sister-(when he visits mother). |N0730.1$, Expression of affection (love) at meeting of separated family members.
|T0405.3.1$, Stepsister's nakedness or exposure. |T0415, Brother-sister incest.

Ref.: DOTTI 123 235 664/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0049.2$, Lovers break into seemingly empty house for rendezvous.
Link: |F0676.4$, Person can open any lock (`crack safe$, decipher code, etc.). |K1917.5, Man wins girl's love by
pretending to wealth and nobility. [Discovered, banished].

Ref.: MITON.>
T0049.3$, Lovers rendezvous at friend's house (apartment).
Link: |P0159.2$, Rich man keeps a second residence for his own personal pleasure.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0050, Wooing.>
T0050.1, Girl carefully guarded from suitors. Type: 517A$, 860B*, 1426A$.
Link: |W0022$, Conservatism.

Ref.: DOTTI 286 481 804.>
T0050.1.2, Girl carefully guarded [from suitors] by father.
Ref.: Akiko 105/(lit.).>
T0050.1.2.1$, Daughter(s) kept unwed by jealous father.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0051, Wooing by emissary.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0051.1, Wooing emissary wins lady's love for himself.
Link: |P0310.7, Man wins wife for his friend.

Ref.: Basset Mille I 494 no. 187/cf.; Wehr 301 no. 11.>
T0051.5$, Bride-to-be tested for false (artificial) members. Type: cf. 1379*.
Link: |H1582.7$, Test of physique (body, flesh).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 13-14.>
T0052, Bride purchased. Type: 890.
Link: |T0052.0.1.2$, Ghoulish (bloody) bride-price: life (organ) of person (or pet animal) demanded.

Ref.: DOTTI 103 189 539/{Alg, Sdn}.>
T0052.0.1$, Bride-wealth (mahr).
Link: |P0180.8.1.1$, Bride-wealth costs less than price of slave-girl. |P0529.0.2.3.1$, sadâq, `mahr' (marriagepresent, bride-wealth, "bride-price," etc.). |P0529.6.4.1$, Maiden marries an old man although he cannot perform
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(sexually): he marries her for vanity; she marries him for financial gain. |T0052.4.1$, Groom-wealth (groom
`purchased').

Ref.: Jâhiz III 123-24; Ibshîhî 334; Ahmad al-Nûbah 71-73; DOTTI 154 229 231 318 333 488 500
506 538 539 568 678 925/{Alg, lit., Mrc, Omn, Syr, Ymn}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis III 109-18 no. 29;
Meissner 39 no. 21; MITON; Mouliéras-Lacoste 227 no. 23; D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE VII 144 no. 46; Noy
Jefet 178-81 no. 74; Panetta libica 42-43; Prym-Socin 103-7 no. 29; Sâ)î 166-68 no. 35[+1]; AUC: 11 no.
11.>
T0052.0.1.1$, Non-material bride-wealth (mahr).
Link: |Q0136$, Non-material rewards (e.g., praise, honorific treatment, or the like). |T0052.0.3$, Bride acquired for
labor (work) done for her father. |T0052.10.3.1$, Girl's father stipulates that future son-in-law (suitor) exalt (revere)
him at all times (regardless of circumstances).>

T0052.0.1.2$, Ghoulish (bloody) bride-price: life (organ) of person (or pet animal) demanded. Type: cf. 300,
837A$, 898.
Link: |G0090$, Ghoulish revenge: vendettist eats flesh (drinks blood) of slain enemy. |J1159.1$, Ghoulish evidence
of murder: (human) limbs, organs. |S0139.2.0.1$, Ghoulish trophy: part of enemy's corpse kept and displayed (or put
to use).

Ref.: ThaClabî 212/(Salome's demand's); DOTTI 458 540 555 556/{Egy}; TAWT 427.>
T0052.0.2$, Excessive (exaggerated) mahr demanded of suitor. Type: 513, 513C, 885.
Link: |H0301, Excessive demands to prevent marriage. |P0774.2.0.1$, High price drives away customer (buyer).
|T0052.0.8$, End of marriage compensation (mu'akhkhar sadâq: deferred conditional portion of bride-wealth
contracted at time of marriage). |T0052.10.3.1$, Girl's father stipulates that future son-in-law (suitor) exalt (revere)
him at all times (regardless of circumstances).

Ref.: DOTTI 99 110 204 205 269 270 271 272 289 316 322 329 331 533 540 558 560 569 647
859/{Egy, Irq, Omn, Sdn}; MITON; Ritter I.3 449 no. 107.>
T0052.0.2.1$, Excessive mahr as obstacle for marriage.
Link: |H0317, Long term of service imposed on suitor. |P0180.8.1.1$, Bride-wealth costs less than price of slave-girl.
|P0535.3$, Excessive (absurd) demands made by injured party as price of `forgiveness' in order to preclude
reconciliation. |T0041.7.1$, Girl gives beloved money to pay for her bride-wealth (mahr). (Usually as "loan").
|T0101.3.3$, Groom quality: education, earnings (income). |T0131.11$, Lower social class as obstacle to marriage.
|T0450.0.2$, High price for sexual pleasure (illicit love).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 534; DOTTI 162 174 272 284 293 706/{Alg, Mrc}.>
T0052.0.2.3$, Failure (inability) to pay bride wealth (mahr) as obstacle for marriage.
Ref.: DOTTI 487/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0052.0.2.3.1$, Respite in payment of bride-wealth.
Link: |T0052.0.6$, Girl given to man in marriage as grant (wahb: without mahr). |T0052.0.8$, End of marriage
compensation (mu'akhkhar sadâq: deferred conditional portion of bride-wealth contracted at time of marriage).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0052.0.2.3.4$, Suitor undergoes great difficulties seeking to acquire bride-wealth. Type: cf. 300, 467,
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513C, 577.
Link: |H1229.5$, Quest undertaken: acquiring bride wealth (mahr). |T0450.0.2.1.2$, Stealing to pay for sexual
pleasure (love).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0052.0.2.5$, Preparing `list' of bride's own property (in marital residence) as source of conflict.
Link: |P0210.1$, Wife's own property. |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce.

Ref.: Alf III 219; DOTTI 318 333 488 500/{Mrc}.>
T0052.0.3$, Bride acquired for labor (work) done for her father.
Link: |H0317, Long term of service imposed on suitor. |T0041.7.0.1$, Intent behind gift received by person of
opposite sex questioned. |T0052.0.1.1$, Non-material bride-wealth (mahr).

Ref.: ThaClabî 60, 100; DOTTI 130/{Alg}; MITON.>
T0052.0.4$, Bride acquired for magic object given to her father.

Link: |S0221.1.1$, Poor father sells his daughter in marriage to jinni (afrit, ogre, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 322/{Plst}.>
T0052.0.6$, Girl given to man in marriage as grant (wahb: without mahr).
Link: |P0529.0.2.3$, Legitimate marriage (in Islamic law): stated intent voluntarily undertaken by man and woman
(each of whom must be free of legal restrictions against marriage). |T0052.0.2.3.1$, Respite in payment of bridewealth. |T0055, Girl as wooer. Forthputting woman. |V0006.1$, A person's own credit (thawâb) for a good deed
(hasanh) is given as alms (or act of benevolence: wahb) to another. |X0598.1.2$, Erotic act (kissing, embracing, etc.)
as alms.

Ref.: DOTTI 535/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0052.0.6.1$, Woman marries herself to man (beloved) as grant (wahb: without mahr). Type: cf. 551A$.
Link: |T0055.0.1$, Female (maiden, woman) as suitor: she proposes marriage to man. |T0404.2$, Woman pays man
for sexual intercourse with her. (Gigolo).

Ref.: DOTTI 308/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0052.0.6.1.1$, Contrary to custom, girl pays mahr to beloved to marry her.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0052.0.6.1.2$, Slave-girl gives owner-to-be money with which to buy her. (She is infatuated with him,
while he is impoverished and cannot afford the high price).
Link: |P0180.8.1$, High price of slave-girls. |P0774.2.5$, High price for rare (precious) object.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0052.0.6.2$, Parent (father) gives his daughter in marriage as grant (wahb: without mahr).
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0052.0.7$, Girl offered (given) to man as concubine (slave-girl). Type: 890.
Link: |J2175.7$, Injurious (foolish) child-rearing practices. |T0450, Prostitution and concubinage. |W0256.6.0.1$,
Females stereotyped--general.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 537 539; DOTTI 7 41 47 539 540/{Egy, Jrd}.>
T0052.0.7.1$, Woman offers (gives) herself to man as concubine. Type: cf. 20D*.
Ref.: DOTTI 7 41 47/{Jrd}.>
T0052.0.8$, End of marriage compensation (mu'akhkhar sadâq: deferred conditional portion of bride-wealth
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contracted at time of marriage).
Link: |K0235.7.1$, Wife provoked into demanding divorce so that she would forfeit her "mu'akhkhar sadâq (end of
marriage compensation)". |P0529.0.2.3.1.2$, Wife forfeits her end of marriage compensation (remainder of her
mahr) if she initiates divorce procedures for non-`legitimate' reasons. |P0761$, Inheritance (rules). |T0052.0.2.3.1$,
Respite in payment of bride-wealth. |W0037.8.1.1$, End of employment reward (given to hireling).

Ref.: MITON; Burton III 304 n. 2/(Persians).>
T0052.0.8.0.1$, Wife's share of deceased husband's property as end of marriage compensation.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0052.3, Bride purchased for her weight in gold.
Ref.: DOTTI 68 114 216 341 404 528 809/{Egy, Sdn}; Sabâh el-Khair no. 490, cf. Ahmad alNûbah 71-73, Rochemonteix 48ff. no. 4; TAWT 397 n. 677.>
T0052.3.1$, Loads of gold (treasure) given as bride-wealth (mahr). Type: 513C.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 334; DOTTI 99 204 205 217 245 270 271 295 511 519 539 540 558 560 569 647
662/{Alg, Egy, Glf/gen., Irq, Plst, Qtr}; MITON.>
T0052.4, Dowry given at marriage of daughters.>
T0052.4.1$, Groom-wealth (groom `purchased').
Link: |T0052.0.1$, Bride-wealth (mahr).>

T0052.4.2$, Girl's father (family) expected to provide funds matching the mahr paid by groom-to-be. (The
total to be used to equip the couple's home).
Link: |P0261.2$, Father of only one daughter offers all his possessions to youth if he would marry his daughter.
|P0529.0.2.3.1$, sadâq, `mahr' (marriage-present, bride-wealth, "bride-price," etc.). |T0380.5.1$, A boy (son) is
preferred to a girl (daughter).>

T0052.4.2.1$, Educated girl's diploma (profession) is her matching-mahr. (Negotiation posture).
Link: |J0140.0.2$, Girl sent to school for modern education. |J0149.1$, Educated person earns much money and
esteem (respect). |P0209$, Working female as family provider.>

T0052.10$, Conditions set for marrying a certain person.
Link: |H0310, Suitor tests. |H0335, Tasks assigned suitors. Bride as prize for accomplishment. |T0100.0.9$, Other
reasons for marrying. |T0131.6, Girl will marry on condition she is to be the only wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 154 529 661 821/{Tns}.>
T0052.10.1$, Girl will marry with a stipulation.
Link: |H0335, Tasks assigned suitors. Bride as prize for accomplishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 160/{Mrc}.>
T0052.10.1.1$, Girl will marry on condition she is to be given chieftainship (power) within household.
Type: 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 489.>
T0052.10.1.2$, Girl will marry on condition her pet animal stays with her. (Usually it is a bewitched
relative). Type: 450.
Ref.: DOTTI 222; TAWT 296 no. 38.>
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T0052.10.1.3$, Girl will marry on condition she is to be given right to name child(ren). Type: 883C,/960C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 524 525 624/{Jrd}.>
T0052.10.1.4$, Girl will marry on condition she is to be given separate (independent) dwelling. Type: 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 68 114 190 279 489 624 873/{Alg, Egy, Tns}.>
T0052.10.1.5$, Girl will marry on condition she and husband reside with her own family. (Uxorilocal
marriage).
Link: |T0109.3$, Matrilocal residence: groom moves to home of bride's family.

Ref.: DOTTI 201 502 599/{Alg}.>
T0052.10.2$, Man will marry with a stipulation. Type: 901B$, 910L$.
Link: |H0360, Bride test. |H0389.1$, Bride test: professing that she would be with husband against ez-Zaman
(`Time': chance, luck, etc.), rather than with Time against him.

Ref.: DOTTI 561 577.>
T0052.10.3$, Relative (of bride, groom) sets conditions to marriage.>
T0052.10.3.1$, Girl's father stipulates that future son-in-law (suitor) exalt (revere) him at all times
(regardless of circumstances). Type: 890.
Link: |S0166.7.1.2$-(formerly, S0166.7.1$), Anger bargain: face skinning; loser's face will be flayed. |T0052.0.1.1$,
Non-material bride-wealth (mahr). |T0052.0.2$, Excessive (exaggerated) mahr demanded of suitor. |W0132.3$,
Excessive (cruel) punishment for trivial error.

Ref.: DOTTI 539 540/{Egy}.>
T0052.10.3.2$, Girl's father stipulates that future son-in-law is never seen in company of person of illrepute. Type: 890.
Link: |T0052.0.1.1$, Non-material bride-wealth (mahr).

Ref.: DOTTI 539.>
T0052.11$, Marriage (wooing) so as to rescue.
Link: |K2234.2$, Seducer kills (threatens to kill) woman's child(ren) if she does not surrender. |M0268, Marriage
promised to save life. |P0209$, Working female as family provider. |T0100.0.9$, Other reasons for marrying.
|T0133.7.1$, Bride (sister) joined by her brother at home of her groom (husband). |T0450.3, Prostitution to avoid
starvation. |T0455.2, Woman sacrifices her honor to free her husband (brother) from prison.

Ref.: Galley-Ayoub 168/169ff.>
T0052.11.1$, Sister marries to save brother(s). Type: 450.
Link: |T0455.3.3$, Woman promises sexual favors in order to rescue her beloved.

Ref.: DOTTI 160 222/{Mrc}; TAWT 446; Zîr 83-84, cf. 13-17.>
T0053, Matchmakers.
Link: |P0434.5$, khâtibah: professional matchmaker (marriage broker). |T0014$, Publication of desire to marry.

Ref.: Lane 156 157-58.>
T0053.0.1, Matchmakers arrange wedding.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 534; Lane 157-58/(khâtbah), 156/(friend).>
T0053.0.1.1$, Matchmaking can be arduous and lead to unpleasantness.
Link: |Q0118.0.1$, "Fortunate is he (she) who brings two persons together in the legitimate (i.e., marriage)".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 534.>
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T0053.0.2$, Matchmakers arrange engagement (betrothal) ceremony.>
T0053.0.3$, Inquiring about family of spouse-to-be (through friends, acquaintances, matchmakers, etc.).
Link: |H0588.25.3$, Man told: "Marry a man child of a man". Wife becomes shrewish but her father (the man)
reforms her (returns her to her husband). |N0365.3.4$, Man meets a girl of unknown genealogy and marries her; she
proves to be his sister. |T0100.0.9.1.1$, Marriage as union between two families via their children. |T0101.1.1$,
Bride quality: family power (wealth, honor, status, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz V 637 n. 339/(Hârûn); TAWT 429.>
T0053.0.3.1$, `Before marrying [into a family], inquire and verify'.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 593; Taymûr no. 114.>
T0053.0.4$, Girls should not be too choosy in selecting groom. Type: cf. 891D$, 900, 940.
Link: |J2183.5, Princess who is too choosy finally marries an idiot. |P0529.0.2.2$, Bride-to-be must give consent to
her marriage. |T0131, Marriage restrictions. |T0594.2$, Death of girl (daughter) is a blessing.

Ref.: DOTTI 542 558 647; MITON.>
T0053.0.4.1$, `Courted, she rejected; forsaken, she lamented'.
Link: |J0340, Choices: little gain, big loss. |J0482, King advised to marry a maid rather than widow. [Widow set in
her ways].>

T0053.0.5$, Betrothal (engagement) may be concluded only by senior (male) members of families (of brideto-be or groom-to-be).
Link: |T0061.4.0.1.1$, Suitor must be accompanied by others when he proposes marriage. |T0100.0.9.1.1$, Marriage
as union between two families via their children. |T0131.1.2.6$, Child marries parent's choice.

Ref.: ThaClabî 174/(Queen of Sheba); ThaClabî 174-75/(174): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
121; DOTTI 136 533 678/{lit.}; "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 12-13.>
T0053.0.5.1$, Suitor instructed (by girl's family) to return accompanied by his senior(s).
Link: |P0741$, Everyone must have a senior.>

T0053.0.7$, Social gathering (ball, party) held so that future spouse(s) would be selected from among
guests. Type: 510A.
Link: |N0711.6, Prince sees heroine at ball [(dance)] and is enamored. |T0034, Lovers meet at social gathering.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 151 no. A-11; DOTTI 260.>
T0053.1, Incognito prophet as matchmaker.>
T0053.2, Christ as matchmaker.
Ref.: ThaClabî 220-21.>
T0053.2.0.1$, Messenger of God (other than Jesus) as matchmaker.
Ref.: ThaClabî 178/(Solomon).>
T0053.3, Saint as matchmaker.
Ref.: DOTTI 255 675/{Mrc}.>
T0053.3.1$, Cleric as matchmaker.>
T0053.3.1.1$, shaikh of sufi brotherhood as matchmaker.
Link: |P0352.2$, shaikh of sufi brotherhood orders worldly affairs of followers (marriage, divorce, business, etc.).
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Ref.: Tâhâ Husayn 77.>
T0053.5, Barber as matchmaker.>
T0053.7$, Family member as matchmaker.
Link: |T0061.9$, Betrothal of the veiled female (unseen).>

T0053.7.1$, Parent as matchmaker.
Ref.: DOTTI 521 751/{Plst}.>
T0053.7.1.0.1$, `Matchmake for your daughter, [but] don't matchmake for your son'.
Link: |P0529.4$, muhallil-marriage: legal device for reinstating thrice-divorced wife.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAblah and Mokhtâr" no. 19; Taymûr no. 83.>
T0053.7.1.1$, Father as matchmaker. Type: 914$.
Ref.: Boqarî 176-77 215; DOTTI 581; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no.
17.>
T0053.7.1.2$, Mother as matchmaker.
Link: |K1911.8.1$, Third party (i.e., mother, midwife, servant, etc.) undertakes substitution of bride.>

T0053.7.2$, Sibling as matchmaker.>
T0053.7.2.1$, Sister as matchmaker. Type: 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 201 489 502 546 599/{Alg, Irq}.>
T0053.7.2.1.0.1$, Sister arranges for her brother and eligible girl (woman) to meet--(usually clandestinely).
Link: |T0031.4.1.1$, Falling in love with a sister's (brother's) friend. |T0452, Bawds. Professional go-betweens.

Ref.: DOTTI 693/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0053.7.2.1.1$, Sister "marries her brother [to girl(s) of her choosing]". Type: 872$.
Link: |J1148$, Self-incrimination due to tongue-slip (projection, compulsion to confess). |K1067$, Deception into
declaring one's true (hidden) thought (opinion).

Ref.: DOTTI 489; TAWT 300.>
T0053.7.2.1.2$, Sister "marries her brother" two (or more) women.
Ref.: DOTTI 5 128 172/{Mrc}.>
T0053.7.2.2$, Brother as matchmaker.
Link: |P0529.6.3.1$, Brother (caliph) arranges nonsexual marriage between his sister and his bosom friend (vizier) so
that they may be with him simultaneously.

Ref.: DOTTI 129/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
T0053.7.2.3$, Uncle as matchmaker.>
T0053.7.2.3.1$, Paternal-uncle as matchmaker.>
T0053.7.2.3.2$, Maternal-uncle as matchmaker.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0053.7.2.4$, Aunt as matchmaker.>
T0053.7.2.4.1$, Paternal-aunt as matchmaker.>
T0053.7.2.4.2$, Maternal-aunt as matchmaker.>
T0053.7.3$, One spouse as matchmaker for the other.>
T0053.7.3.1$, Wife as matchmaker for husband. Type: 516A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 277 548/{Tns}.>
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T0053.8$, Servant (slave) as matchmaker.
Link: |J0152.8$, Wisdom from slave (servant).

Ref.: DOTTI 402 768/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44
2.
T0053.9$, Matchmakers--miscellaneous.>
T0053.9.1$, Ruler (king, caliph, emperor, etc.) as matchmaker.
>

Link: |T0135.0.3.1$, Ruler (caliph, king, emperor, etc.) officiates marriage ceremony to honor couple.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 534.>
T0053.9.2$, Old woman (family friend, neighbor, etc.) as matchmaker.
Link: |T0452, Bawds. Professional go-betweens.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 479-80.>
T0053.9.2.1$, Seamstress as matchmaker (go-between). Type: 879.
Link: |P0452, Dressmaker (milliner, [seamstress], etc.).

Ref.: TAWT 160-61 427 no. 15/{Egy}.>
T0054, Choosing bride by horoscope.
Link: |E0741.1.1.2, Star as sign of birth of hero. |M0302.4, Horoscope taken by means of stars. [Astrology].
|T0570.3$, Pregnancy (coition) timed by horoscope.>

T0054.1$, Choosing bride by lot (shooting arrow, throwing ball, etc.). Type: 402.
Link: |T0063.0.1$, Choosing husband by lot (first to arrive, person selected by bird, etc.). |T0131.0.1, Princess has
unrestricted choice of husband. |Z0197.3.1$, Knife, sword, dagger, saw, etc.--penis (male).

Ref.: DOTTI 187; TAWT 454 no. 48/{Sdn}.>
T0054.2$, Choosing bride by knocking on a randomly (haphazardly) selected door. Type: 402.
Ref.: DOTTI 187.>
T0054.2.1$, Choosing bride by knocking on doors with sword (spear). Type: 402.
Link: |Z0186.8.1$, Door (gate, entrance, corridor, lane) to building (house)--vagina. |Z0197.3.1$, Knife, sword,
dagger, saw, etc.--penis (male).

Ref.: DOTTI 187 188 237/{Syr}.>
T0055, Girl as wooer. Forthputting woman. Type: 516A, 518, cf. 1425B$, 2023.
Link: |K1289$, King induced by girl to humble himself. |T0014$, Publication of desire to marry. |T0052.0.6.1$,
Woman marries herself to man (beloved) as grant (wahb: without mahr). |T0056.7$, Girl tries to attract beloved by
showing him an injury (thorn in her foot, or the like). |T0404$, `Play-girl': immodest woman as seducer of men.
|W0256.6.1.1$, Stereotyping: women surrender instantly to sexual temptation.

Ref.: Maspero 6 no. 1 24 no. 2-1; Ibn-CAasim no. 279; Ibshîhî 617/cf.; Basset Mille II 68-70 no. 25;
Cachia 113ff; DOTTI 84 201 271 275 276 288 502 558 560 584 599 647 675 676 802 962 963/{Alg, Egy,
Irq, lit., Syr}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 12; TAWT 438; Wehr
458ff. no. 18; Wickett 178.>
T0055.0.1$, Female (maiden, woman) as suitor: she proposes marriage to man.
Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75/(Bilqis): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121; DOTTI 149 279/{Omn};
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MITON; "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 160.>
T0055.0.2$, Woman abducts man--(usually he is unresponsive to her advances).
Link: |T0055.10, Princess offers reward for securing prince as husband for her. |T0194$, Marriage by abduction (or
raid).

Ref.: Alf II 131,/(Amgad&As)ad); Wickett 168/(implicit) 178/(CAzîzah&Yûnis).>
T0055.1, Princess declares love for lowly hero. Type: 314.
Link: |T0121.3.1, Princess marries lowly man.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 68 no. 25; DOTTI 136; Shamy (el-) Egypt 245 no. 4.>
T0055.1.2$, Princess (noble woman) declares love for slave. Type: cf. 314, 930.
Link: |T0478$, Sexual intercourse between mistress and her (male) slave. |T0480.1$, Loathsome paramour: black
slave.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 168-69; DOTTI 136 622; Hujelân 267 no. 41-4 357 no. 5-6/(captive).>
T0055.1.3$, Princess (noble woman) declares love for handicapped (blind, cripple, etc.) man. Type: 613B$,
cf. 314.
Link: |T0480.1$, Loathsome paramour: black slave.

Ref.: Simpson 127; DOTTI 348; Shamy (el-) Egypt 261.>
T0055.5, Princess feigns sickness to woo hero. Only marriage to him will cure her.>
T0055.5.1$, Real (or feigned) wound as means of wooing.
Link: |K1996$, Means of feigning illness by shamming physical symptoms. |K2092$, Spirit possession feigned in
order to gain pity (sympathy).>

T0055.5.1.1$, Thorn in foot as means of wooing.
Link: |K1289.1$, King induced by girl to kneel before her. |T0055.6.3$, Coquette: exhibitionist from vanity.
|T0055.13.1$, Girl angry at man's failure to understand her love signals.>

T0055.5.2$, Wooing by reporting person to be hopelessly love-sick.>
T0055.5.2.1$, Maiden moved by report that a youth is secretly love-sick (considering suicide) for her.
Link: |K1351, The weeping bitch. [Procuress throws pepper in animal's eyes and claims that it is transformed woman
who did not respond to wooer. Virtuous woman persuaded].

Ref.: MITON.>
T0055.6, Person (man, woman) exhibits figure. Type: cf. 860C$.
Link: |F0420.1.6.8$, Female water-spirit exhibits figure (appears in the nude). |T0455.8$, Princess (beautiful woman)
allows men to see her for a fee (pay). |W0164.1.5$, Publication of one's own physical attributes.

Ref.: DOTTI 482; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56.>
T0055.6.3$, Coquette: exhibitionist from vanity.
Link: |C0105.1$, Tabu: exposing private parts of body (Cawrah). |K0231.2.2.2$, Payment for sexual service made
(by client), but service withheld (deferred). |N0008.1$, Coquettishness of (seductive moves by) beloved causes man
to lose game. |F0565.5.1$, Band of strong unveiled women. |T0404$, `Play-girl': immodest woman as seducer of
men. |T0091.4.1.1.1$, Old teacher and young girl pupil in love. |W0164.1.5$, Publication of one's own physical
attributes.

Ref.: MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 98; TAWT 381 n. 374.>
T0055.6.3.1$, Girl exhibits tattoo on her body--(usually while in garden).
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Link: |F0553$, Person remarkable as to induced body markings (scarification, tattoo). |T0016.3$, Man falls in love
with girl upon seeing her face once (in garden, field, meadow, window, etc.).>

T0055.6.3.2$, Girl exhibits private parts of her body.
Link: |T0455.8$, Princess (beautiful woman) allows men to see her for a fee (pay).>

T0055.6.3.2.1$, Maiden shows unwelcome suitor her vagina so as to taunt him with what he cannot have-(actually suitor is her enemy).
Link: |T0072.5$, Girl avenges being rejected as fiancée (wife).

Ref.: Damîrî II 132; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 122;
Hujelân . 241 no. 27-4.>
T0055.6.4$, Fashion display (fashion show): body exhibited in various complimentary dresses (costumes).
Type: 402, 408, cf. 2023.
Link: |F0821.1.8$, Garment of see through material (e.g., net, thin textile, etc.). |F1009.7$, Bride advised to fashion
her slip and draw (embroider) exquisite things on it: to draw a female palm-tree with dates for the groom to climb for
harvesting, and a cool (Ca-l-baharî/'northerly`) lounge for the groom to scatter himself.

@K1303.1$, Seduction by progressive disrobing dancing (striptease, `searching for the bee$, etc.).
|U0087.1$, Importance of clothes.
Ref.: Maspero 28 no. 2-2 139 no. 7 n. 1/cf./(artist's); DOTTI 151 187 195 624 642 962/{lit.}; TAWT
424 455.>
T0055.10, Princess offers reward for securing prince as husband for her.
Link: |T0055.0.2$, Girl (woman) abducts man--(usually he is unresponsive to her advances). |P0434.5$, khâtibah:
professional matchmaker (marriage broker).>

T0055.12$, Failure to respond to (perceive) girl's advances rebuked. Type: 1443*, cf. 1685B$.
Link: |J1745, Absurd ignorance of sex. |T0166.2, Bridegroom must be taught sexual intercourse.

Ref.: DOTTI 810 910.>
T0055.13$, Wooing the naive man (boy).
Link: |K1547$, The misunderstood foreplay: paramour frightened away by receptive acts of naive woman.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0055.13.1$, Girl angry at man's failure to understand her love signals.
Link: |T0055.5.1.1$, Thorn in foot as means of wooing.>

T0055.14$, Girl declares erotic intentions.
Link: |H0607.3.1$, Girl declares her intentions by means of objects she leaves with beloved: not understood.

Ref.: MITON; Wickett 168.>
T0055.14.1$, Princess declares: "If he would take (marry) me, I myself would untie his underpants!".
Ref.: DOTTI 271 558 560 647.>
T0056, Means of attracting sweetheart.
C

Link: |T0450.9.1.1$, khalâ ah (lasciviousness, licentiousness) as characteristic of prostitutes.>

T0056.1, Bride attracted by music.>
T0056.1.3$, Sweetheart attracted by song (poem).
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Ref.: DOTTI 521/{lit.}.>
T0056.5$, Sweetheart attracted by `begging' him (her).
Link: |T0042.3$, Lover uses beggars's speech.>

T0056.7$, Girl tries to attract beloved by showing him an injury (thorn in her foot, or the like).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Selimân and Galîlah" no. 26.>
T0056.8$, Attracting by playing hard to get (sawq al-dalâl): coquette's strategy.
Link: |U0085.3$, `Beauty-fair is finished [all beautiful girls are taken], ugly play hard to get [have high value]'.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0057, Declaration of love.>
T0057.3$, Publication of love by man causes shame and disgrace to his beloved (her family).
Link: |P0788.1$, Excessive shame (dishonor, disgrace: Câr, khizy) from violation of mores. |T0056.1.3$, Sweetheart
attracted by song (poem). |T0075.3, Unrequited love expressed in song (poem).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0057.3.1$, Lover expresses love for his beloved in poem (song): she renounces her love for him for
shaming her. Type: 971A$.
Link: |F1042.6$, Compulsion to creatively compose (story, poem, song, music, drawing, or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 675.>
T0057.5$, Declaration of love by girl as an act of immodesty.
Link: |Q0243.7$, Girl's (woman's) immodesty punished. |T0381.0.5.2$, Virgin exiled to remote place (imprisoned)
for falling in (declaring) love. |W0044$, Proper bashfulness (hayâ'/khafar, kusûf/khajal). A person's modesty (social
sensitiveness, shyness, or decency). |W0170$, Shamelessness: person feels no shame.

Ref.: DOTTI 281/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22-c2.>
T0057.5.1$, Girl in love reproached as prostitute (whore).
Link: |K2112, Woman slandered as adulteress (prostitute). (Usually by unsuccessful suitor). (Crescentia, Genoveva,
Susanna). |U0304.5.3.1$, Unchastity committed for love, brings about commission of adultery for other
considerations.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0057.5.2$, Marriage due to love (`taken on love') as shameful (especially for female).
Link: |T0101.3.0.2$, Woman should not marry her paramour, nor take back her divorcer.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 531.>
T0058, Wooing the strong and beautiful bride. Type: 519.
Link: |T0055, Girl as wooer. Forthputting woman. |T0404$, `Play-girl': immodest woman as seducer of men.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 217 no. 7; DOTTI 280 289/{lit.}; Zîr 1 46.>
T0059$, Accompaniments of coition.
Link: |T0187$, Coition posture.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0059.0.1$, Accompaniments of coition: behavioral manifestations. Type: 2325$.
Link: |P0665, Custom: boasting of sexual prowess. |T0001.0.2$, Fundamentals of pleasant coition (for the couple).
|H0079.10.1$, "This vagina (hirr) [of tonight] is familiar, [but] the vagina into which I was last night was
unfamiliar!" (Said by a married man who was deceived into sexual intercourse by substitute bedmate). |X0770$,
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Jokes concerning sexual prowess.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 58-59; DOTTI 975/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0059.0.1.1$, A female's characteristic reactions during sexual intercourse: (desirable, favored).>
T0059.0.1.1.1$, A female's characteristic reactions during sexual intercourse: racial and ethnic
manifestations.
Link: |T0101.0.1$, Ethnic (national) considerations in choosing spouse. (Different nations opt for different factors).
|T0329.1.1.2$, Racial and ethnic manifestations of lack of clitoridectomy. |W0256.1$, Stereotyping: ethnic and
national traits. |X0608$, Humor concerning ethnic (national, racial) sexual customs (practices).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz I 148.>
T0059.0.1.2$, Female as active participant in sexual enjoyment (coition).
Link: |T0055.14.1$, Princess declares: "If he would take (marry) me, I myself would untie his underpants!".
|T0257.8, Husband objects to wife's enjoyment of sexual intercourse: thinks she has had previous experience.

Ref.: DOTTI 271 558 560 647.>
T0059.0.1.2.1$, Vocal manifestations (by female) of sexual enjoyment (`ghang'). Type: 891F$,/1379.
Link: |H0888.2$, [What would say]: "Belly on belly, meanwhile that which is dangling knows what to do"? Answer:
wide-bellied water-tank (zîr), and person with cup trying to reach down for water (= sexual intercourse). |J0071.1.1$,
Trained monkey shows "How the peasant woman kneads dough". (Parted thighs and suggestive grunts). |J1808.9.1$,
Grunts of hard labor (e.g., kneading, lifting, digging, etc.) mistaken for grunts of sexual enjoyment (or vice versa).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 603; DOTTI 771; MITON.>
T0059.0.1.3$, Female as passive participant in coition (sexual enjoyment).>
T0059.0.2$, Male's reactions during sexual intercourse.>
T0059.0.2.1$, Male's inevitable shout (scream) at ejaculation (orgasm).
Ref.: MITON.>
T0059.0.3$, Accompaniments of coition: accessories (food, drink, drug, music, lighting, etc.). Type: 2325$.
Link: |A0698.8$, Coition in paradise. |D1355, Love-producing [(aphrodisiac)] magic object. |F0556, Remarkable
voice. |F0951$, Cures for impotence and frigidity. |J1919.6.1$, Simpleton (fool) advises his mother not to eat a
certain aphrodisiac food (gargîr/jirjîr--watercress) because it causes penis-erection. |T0011.8, Falling in love with
beautiful voice. |Z0015.5$, Alliterated tale. Narrative puzzle in which all words begin with the same letter (phone).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 34-35/(Thackston 35-36 no. 15): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-3; DOTTI 975;
MITON.>
T0059.0.4$, Accompaniments of coition: illusory experiences.
Link: |F0779.5$, Extraordinary experiences (illusory) while attending call of nature (urinating, defecating).>

T0059.1$, Lovers's play (foreplay): embracing, kissing, necking, etc.
Link: |C0194, Tabu: trysting [(meeting)] with a woman at a certain place. |N0008.1$, Coquettishness of (seductive
moves by) beloved causes man to lose game. |U0310$, Attending primary (biological) needs.

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 383 n. 403 407 n. 844 429 no. 17.>
T0059.1.0.1$, Lovers' kiss.
Link: |P0682.7.2$, Greeting by a kiss (use of lips). |T0467.3$, Honey (liquor, nectar) from biting lip (of the beloved).
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Ref.: Budge/Romances 121 no. A-07; Maspero 104 no. 5/cf. Simpson 320; MITON.>
T0059.1.1$, Foreplay (conversing, kissing, etc.) before coition recommended.
Link: |C0164, Tabu: forcing wife [to sexual intercourse].

Ref.: Damîrî II 167/(hadith); DOTTI 910/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0059.1.2$, Foreplay alone does not satisfy sexual desire.
Link: |T0009$, The power of sex.

Ref.: DOTTI 475 483 642 847/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0059.2$, No penetration sexual intercourse. (`Brushing').
Link: |P0526.0.2.2.1$, Proving adultery or fornication requires establishing that actual (full) penetration took place.
(Eyewitnesses and failing to pass a string between the accused male and female as they lay on top of each other).
|T0570.0.1$, Fear of pregnancy. |Z0197.3.4.0.2$, `Brushing [with brush]'--non-penetration sexual intercourse.

Ref.: Simpson 120; MITON.>
T0059.2.1$, Accidental defloration. Type: 872X$, 1542**.
Link: |H0456$, Maiden's hymen examined so as to ascertain her virginity (chastity). |K1912, False virgin. Various
deceptive practices to mask bride as virgin. |T0319$, Restoration of damaged virginity. |T0400, Illicit sexual
relations.

Ref.: DOTTI 498 854/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 231-132 no. 68; TAWT 449 457.>
T0059.2.2$, Sexual liaison that preserves the female's `virginity'.
Link: |K1912.2$, False virgin: hymen restored surgically.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0059.2.3$, Erotic advantage (hugging, kissing, touching) taken of sleeping person.
Link: |T0380.6.1.2$, Chivalrous man does not take advantage of woman when she is helpless (unconscious, drunk,
drugged or the like). |T0475, Unknown (clandestine) paramour.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0059.3$, Accidental impregnation. (Unwanted, premarital, or out of wedlock pregnancy). Type:
872X$,/850*, 931B$, 931C$, 932$.
Link: |F1041.1.13.4$, Girl (woman) dies of shame at becoming illegitimately pregnant. |K1390.1$, Man deceived
into impregnating woman (fathering a child). |T0192.3$, Marriage due to girl's (premarital) pregnancy. |T0471,
Rape. |T0473$, Rape committed while intoxicated (drunk). |T0570.0.2$, Immediate conception (pregnancy from first
intercourse). |T0640, Illegitimate children. |Z0255, Hero born out of wedlock.

Ref.: DOTTI 468 469 498 629 630 956/{Irq, Syr}; TAWT 310 no. 41.>
T0059.3.1$, Newborn from unwanted pregnancy murdered. Type: cf. 705A$.
Link: |S0110.9.2.1.1$, Infanticide pondered. |S0302.5$, Newborn daughters buried alive (wa'd). |S0302, Children
murdered [(infanticide)].>

T0059.9$, Foreplay and other erotic acts--miscellaneous.
Link: F1009.7$, Bride advised to fashion her slip and draw (embroider) exquisite things on it: to draw a female
palm-tree with dates for the groom to climb for harvesting, and a cool (Ca-l-baharî/'northerly`) lounge for the groom
to scatter himself.

Ref.: CFMC: 1960s/??: El-Gimmaizah collection/(womn's wedding songs)/cf.>
T0060$, Sex games. Lovers pretend to be animals, objects, etc. Type: 901C$,/1646A$, 1358C, 1425B$.
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Link: |T0187$, Coition posture. |T0283, Wife withholds [sexual] intercourse from husband to enforce demand.

Ref.: DOTTI 562 758 802 865/{lit.}; MITON; TAWT 383 n. 403 407 n. 844 458.>
T0060.0.1$, Rough sex-game (or foreplay).
Link: |U0284.3.3$, For a male, another male is more physically animated (rough).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 473/cf./(cats); CFMC: 1960s??: El-Gimmaizah collection/womn's wedding
songs: (Song: "Love hasn't been tabued"/striking each other with a `pestle'.).>
T0060.0.1.1$, Injury from rough sex-game (or foreplay).
Link: |K2234$, Treacherous (cruel) seducer. |N0397, Accidental self-injury. |U0284.5.1.1$, Rough humor diminishes
one's moral standing and generates anger (in the target for the `joke').

Ref.: MITON.>
T0060.0.1.2$, To be beaten by the beloved is as (sweet) as eating raisins.
Link: |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1757.>
T0060.1$, Sex-game: mating animals.
Link: |Z0186.0.1$, Symbolism: erotic--general. |Z0190$, Animal symbolism: a certain animal (bird) as symbol of
human attributes. |Z0195$, Machine symbolism: a certain machine, (automobile, train, airplane, missile, etc.) as
symbol of human (animal) attributes.>

T0060.1.1$, Lovers pretend to be copulating stallion and mare (filly).
Ref.: DOTTI 455 759/{Egy}; TAWT 458 no. 50.>
T0060.2$, Sex-game: machine(s) in motion (use).
Link: |J1564.1, Trickster's interrupted feast revenged. [Questions when mouth is full, answer when host is with wife].
|Z0198.1$, Turning on a machine--sexual intercourse (foreplay).>

T0060.2.1$, Lovers pretend to be train entering station.
Link: |T0189.3.2$, Parents send disruptive son away but he hides at home and surprises them during coition.>

T0060.3$, Sex-game: war--lovers pretend to be combatants. Type: 901C$,/1646A$, cf. 1066A$.
Link: |H0492.2.1.2.1$, Husband has friend woo his `conditioned' naive wife: seducer misunderstands wife's receptive
response and flees. |Z0186.4$, Symbolism: firing off cannon (gun)--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: DOTTI 339 562 701/{Egy}.>
T0061, Betrothal.>
T0061.0.1$, Betrothal `sealed' (confirmed) by reading passage from Holy Book. (Usually "The Opening").
Link: |P0525.0.2.5.1$, Agreements (on sale, betrothal, etc.) `sealed' with reading passage from Holy Book. (Usually
"The Opening/al-Fâtihah").>

T0061.2.0.1$, Parting lovers pledge to wait for each other for a certain period.
Link: |M0131.1$, Vows of faithfulness exchanged between couple.>

T0061.4, Betrothal ceremony.>
T0061.4.0.1$, Publication of betrothal (engagement).
Link: |K2107.3.2.1$, Rumor that girl is engaged (promised to relative) causes would-be suitor to refrain from
proposing to her. |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0061.4.0.1.1$, Suitor must be accompanied by others when he proposes marriage. Type: cf. 403, 408,
425G.
Link: |T0053.0.1, Matchmakers arrange wedding. |T0053.0.5$, Betrothal (engagement) may be concluded only by
senior (male) members of families (of bride-to-be or groom-to-be).

Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75/(174/Queen of Sheba): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121; DOTTI 189
195 205; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0061.4.5, Betrothal by gold ring.>
T0061.4.5.0.1$, Engagement by jewelry (gold, diamond, silver, etc.). (shabkah).>
T0061.5, Children born on the same night betrothed.
Link: |T0587.5.1$, Quasi twin brother and sister: son and daughter born at the same time to brothers impregnating
their wives on the same night. (Usually the wives are sisters).

Ref.: Zîr 142/(pat.-cous.).>
T0061.5.0.1$, Betrothal of children. Type: 884G$, 885, 900A*, 900C$.
Link: |M0146.4.1$, Brother and brother arrange marriage of their unborn children (paternal-cousins) to each other.
|T0069.2, Parents affiance children without their knowledge.

Ref.: DOTTI 532 533 558 559; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis I 133-44 no. 30a, 161-64 no. 31; Haykal
27; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd-the-Orphan" no. 21; Zîr 13 141-42.>
T0061.5.3, Unborn children promised in marriage to each other. Type: 884G$, 885, 900A*, 900C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 73 74 114 334 359 532 533 558 559 608/{Egy, Syr}; MITON; Zîr 142.>
T0061.6$, Betrothal broken (marriage annulled). Type: 313C, 885, 884G$, 900A*, 900C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 130 532 533 558 559; Mouliéras-Lacoste 227 no. 23; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 682-2-542742.>
T0061.6.1$, Parents renege on betrothal promise. Type: 559, 884G$, 885, 887B$, 900C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 109 114 179 281 313 317 334 532 533 537 558 608 675/{Alg, Egy, lit., Mrc}; MITON;
Reesink 122-32; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9.>
T0061.6.1.1$, Father reneges on promise of giving own child (daughter, son) as prize. Type: 513C, cf. 653,
653A.
Link: |T0068.1, Princess offered as prize to rescuer.

Ref.: DOTTI 270 271 331 356 357 468/{lit., Plst}; MITON.>
T0061.6.2$, Brother reneges on betrothal promise concerning his sister.
Link: |T0131.1.1, Brother's consent to sister's marriage needed.

Ref.: DOTTI 124 126 159 267 706/{Ymn}.>
T0061.9$, Betrothal of the veiled female (unseen). Type: 877, cf. 887B$.
Link: |J0038.1$, Groom's statement (on the morning after consummation of marriage to heretofore unseen bride) that
"Religiosity is the best quality" signifies that his bride proved to be ugly. |J1768.2.3$, Stranger mistaken for one's
spouse or betrothed (usually hitherto unseen). |K1294.1$, Queen of Sheba (Bilqis) tricked into exposing her ugly
legs. |K1304$, Arranging for maiden's (woman's) beauty to be `accidentally' displayed so as to coax suitor-to-be.
|K1305.2$, Man deceived into marrying an ugly woman: the veiled (bashful) female. |P0718.1.1$, People among
whom men are veiled. (They cover their faces with veils). |P0764.1.1$, Bargain (investment, etc.) proves profitable
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because of legitimacy of elements involved. |T0010.0.2$, Falling in love may occur only after marriage (with one's
spouse). |T0053.7$, Family member as matchmaker. |T0131.14.4$, Public declaration of love for girl as obstacle for
marriage. |T0380.2$, Girl secluded (veiled) at puberty. |T0380.3.2.1.1$, Boy asked to spy on happenings in women's
quarters.

Ref.: Boqarî 164-66; DOTTI 512 537 687 753/{Sdi}; TAWT 429.>
T0061.9.1$, Female relatives of suitor-to-be select fiancee-to-be.
Link: |T0051.5$, Bride-to-be tested for false (artificial) members. |T0053.0.2$, Matchmakers arrange engagement
(betrothal) ceremony.

Ref.: DOTTI 814/{Tns}.>
T0061.9.0.1$, Revealing bride's face (to groom) for the first time. Type: 1353B$, cf. 887B$, 901A$.
Link: |K1304$, Arranging for maiden's (woman's) beauty to be `accidentally' displayed so as to coax suitor-to-be.
|T0133.8$, Preparing bride for consummation of marriage--("el-galwah"). |T0134.1, Bridal couple must never see
each other before wedding.

Ref.: Boqarî 164-66; Burton I 174/("jalwah"); Folkloric Behavior 239 n. 38/(memorate/Nubian);
Mahfûz I 340/(groom asks boy to report on unseen bride's looks).>
T0061.9.2$, Suitor is to see bride-to-be only at consummation of marriage (in bridal chamber). Type:
1353B$.
Link: |T0011, Falling in love with person never seen. |C0106$, Tabu: woman going (seen) unveiled in public-(sufûr). |C0193.3$, Tabu: man and woman eligible for marriage to each other, being alone together. |T0134.1, Bridal
couple must never see each other before wedding. |X0137.3$, Like guests at the wedding, groom bids bride farewell
upon seeing how ugly she is.

Ref.: DOTTI 753 814/{Tns}.>
T0061.9.3$, Suitor suspected of having seen girl he is asking for rejected.
Link: |T0100.0.9.1.1$, Marriage as union between two families via their children.>

T0062, Princess to marry first man who asks for her. Type: 900, cf. 332.
Ref.: Chauvin V 234 no. 134 n. 1; DOTTI 177 558; Shamy (el-) Egypt 120 no. 17.>
T0062.0.1$, Marriage to first person to arrive.
Link: |C0664, Injunction: to marry first woman met. |C0664.0.2$, Injunction: to marry first person (of opposite sex)
met.

Ref.: Damîrî II 244-45; Shamy (el-) Egypt 119-20 no. 17/cf.>
T0063.0.1$, Choosing husband by lot (first to arrive, person selected by bird, etc.). Type: 326, 318A$, 884,
cf. 430B$,/930G$, 461A, 930.
Link: |T0054.1$, Choosing bride by lot (shooting arrow, throwing ball, etc.). |N0125.6$, Person on whose shoulder
(head) bird alights is chosen king.

Ref.: DOTTI 149 155 210 232 528 622.>
T0063.1$, Emasculated man accidentally selected as groom (husband). Type: 318A$.
Link: |N0683.1$, Female masking as man accidentally selected ruler (king, judge). |T0315.2.6.1$, Continent
husband's secret: "I am a woman like you!" "I have no organ," or the like.
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Ref.: DOTTI 149; TAWT 212.>
T0063.2$, Woman masking (disguised) as man selected as groom (husband). Type: 884A, 884E$.
Link: |T0315.2.6.1$, Continent husband's secret: "I am a woman like you!" "I have no organ," or the like.

Ref.: DOTTI 528 531; MITON; TAWT 136.>
T0065, Betrothal restrictions.>
T0066, Help in wooing. Type: 857$, cf. 545B, 561, 871, 871B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 298 317 476 485 487.>
T0066.1, Grateful dead man helps hero win princess. Type: 506,-508.
Ref.: DOTTI 256.>
T0066.3$, Lover's trusted companion (friend).
Ref.: DOTTI 675/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0067, Prince offered as prize. Type: 900.
Link: |Q0118$, Marriage as reward.

Ref.: DOTTI 558.>
T0067.1, Marriage to prince as reward for disenchanting him. Type: 432.
Link: |L0162, Lowly heroine marries prince (king).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0067.2, Marriage to prince as reward for curing him. Type: 432.
Link: |T0068.6$, Princess offered as prize to man who can cure her.

Ref.: DOTTI 212; TAWT 442.>
T0067.4$, Marriage to prince as reward for rescuing him (saving his life).
Ref.: MITON.>
T0068, Princess offered as prize. Type: 577, 621, 653, 860A*.
Link: |H0346, Princess given to man who can heal her. |Q0094.1$, Princess given to man as reward for curing her
father (brother, etc.).

Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 45 no. 22; DOTTI 313 331 335 353 356 468 480/{Egy, Plst};
MITON.>
T0068.1, Princess offered as prize to rescuer. Type: 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 306, 653.
Link: |Q0053.3.0.1$, Marriage to maiden (girl, princess) offered as reward to rescuer.

Ref.: DOTTI 97 102 106 108 115 356 357.>
T0068.1.1$, Princess offered as prize to man who brings the rarest thing in the world. Type: 653A.
Ref.: DOTTI 357.>
T0068.4, Vanquished king gives hero his daughter and control over his kingdom.>
T0068.6$, Princess offered as prize to man who can cure her. Type: 613.
Link: |T0067.2, Marriage to prince as reward for curing him. |Q0094.1$, Princess given to man as reward for curing
her father (brother, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 345; MITON.>
T0068.9$, Prayer (blessing) that marriage to certain person (maiden, youth) be another's reward (prize).
Type: 914$.
Link: |D1905.3, Love by curse. |M0507.1$, Casual (routine, matter of form) prayer for marriage to certain person
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takes effect. |Q0195, Blessings [as reward].

Ref.: DOTTI 581/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0069, Wooing--miscellaneous motifs.>
T0069.0.1$, Brothers win a group of maidens surpassing them in number as wives. Type: 303A, 303B$.
Link: |H1242, Youngest brother alone succeeds on quest. |K2211, Treacherous brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 109 111.>
T0069.1, 100 brothers seek 100 sisters as wives. (Seven-seven, fifty-fifty, etc.). Type: 303A, 303B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 109 111.>
T0069.2, Parents affiance children without their knowledge. Type: 884G$.
Link: |M0146.4, Brother and sister arrange marriage of their unborn children [(cross-cousins)] to each other.
|T0061.5.0.1$, Betrothal of children.

Ref.: DOTTI 532; Haykal 56ff., Tâhâ Husayn 63, Zîr 142; MITON.>
T0069.3, Man gives daughter in return for his release. Type: 851D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 473; Shamy (el-) Egypt 78 no. 10.>
T0069.3.1, Raja betroths his daughter to visitor's son as compensation for murder [(blood price)].
Link: |P0535.1$, Blood price: women (girls, maidens) given away in marriage as compensation for loss of life
(involuntary manslaughter).>

T0069.5, Father punishes daughter by giving her to poor man in marriage. Type: 312, 923B.
Link: |S0235, Angry man gives away his daughter to a beggar.

Ref.: DOTTI 123 215 371 603 605 723/{Irq, Kwt, Sdn}; Kamâl 238-50; Meissner 77-79 no. 44.>
T0069.6$, Daughter given to beggar (as alms).
Link: |S0235, Angry man gives away his daughter to a beggar.

Ref.: DOTTI 215 311 694/{Qtr}; TAWT 444; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 677-2-151-x, 680-?-037-061, alDuwayk II 83-86; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 61/cf.>
T0069.7$, Impoverished father offers his daughter in marriage.
Link: |S0234, Children sold in exchange for food. |W0011.7.1, Impoverished nobleman offers wife to ruler. Latter
spares her honor and aids the couple.

Ref.: Mâjid K. CAlî Turâth VIII:12 153-58.>
T0070, The scorned lover.>
T0071, Women scorned in love.>
T0071.2, Woman avenges scorned love. Type: 318, 910K1$, 917$.
Link: |T0331, Man unsuccessfully tempted by a woman. [Chaste man].

Ref.: ThaClabî 212-13; Ibshîhî 274; DOTTI 147 575 583 676/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 104105/(Fadlûn/résumé).>
T0071.2.1, Woman scorned in love complains of man's coldness.
Link: |T0185.3$, Complaint about unsatisfactory coition (sex, love-life, etc.)--in general.>

T0071.3$, Rejected (humiliated) lover refuses reconciliation.
Link: |P0187.1$, Wife humiliated by husband's sexual liaison with slave-woman.>
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T0071.3.1$, Woman's adulterous love scorned; after her divorce, she refuses marriage to beloved. Type:
971$, cf. 917$.
Link: |T0372, Adulterous love changed into a chaste one.

Ref.: DOTTI 583 584 674 675 676/{Egy, lit.}.>
T0072, Woman won and then scorned. Type: 874, 891D$, 891F$,/1379, 906*.
Link: |T0276$, The intelligent (clever) wife. |T0331.4.1$, Intended recipient of sexual favor does not go through
with the act.

Ref.: DOTTI 271 501 542 558 560 647 771/{Omn}.>
T0072.0.1$, Man loses battle of wits with (is humiliated by) girl (his paternal-cousin) then marries her for
spite. Type: 879, 901A*.
Link: |J1251.1, Humiliated lover in repartee with disdainful [(scornful)] mistress. |T0100.0.9.6$, Marriage for
revenge (spite). |T0173, Murderous bride. |T0289$, Marital rape: husband has sex with his wife by forces.
|W0164.2.1$, Man's masculinity injured (by woman).

Ref.: DOTTI 503 504 513 541 542 607/{Mrc, Qtr, Ymn}; MITON; Shahâb 158-61; TAWT 428 no.
15/{Egy}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 693-x-046-348.>
T0072.2.1, Prince marries scornful girl and punishes her. Type: 879, 900, 940.
Ref.: DOTTI 513 542 558 647/{Omn}; TAWT 428 no. 15/{Egy}.>
T0072.5$, Girl avenges being rejected as fiancée (wife).
Link: |T0055.6.3.2.1$, Maiden shows unwelcome suitor her vagina so as to taunt him with what he cannot have-(actually suitor is her enemy).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0073$, Man wins beloved and then seeks another `love' (Solomon, CAntar, etc.).
Link: |W0256.6.8.2$, `Men hold no goodness for women' (i.e., there is no lasting benefit for a woman in a man).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0073.0.1$, Once deflowered a female becomes less appealing to her lover.
Link: |H0664.2$, Riddle: [She is] green in the street, red and cast aside at home. (Answer: watermelon [uncut--cut]).
|T0160.0.1$, Defloration.>

T0073.1$, Beloved abandoned for the sake of another (new love).
Link: |P0795.9.1$, Wronged party refuses reconciliation: loses all.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 274; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "et-Tair" no. 25.>
T0074.0.1, Suitors ill-treated. Type: 900.
Ref.: DOTTI 558.>
T0075, Man scorned by his beloved.>
T0075.1, Scorn of unloved suitor punished. Type: 402*.
Link: |T0072.2.1, Prince marries scornful girl and punishes her.>

T0075.2, Scorned lover kills successful one.
Link: |W0180.1.3$, Disappointed lover destroys (seeks to destroy) unattainable beloved (e.g., by murder,
bewitching, etc.).>

T0075.2.1, Rejected suitors' revenge. Type: cf. 300B.
Link: |K2114.1.1.1$, Female confederate of troublemaker poses as innocent man's lover in order to separate him
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from his wife (sweetheart).

Ref.: DOTTI 100 273 379/{lit.}; MITON; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 677-2-151.>
T0075.2.1.1$, Rejected suitors casts forth successful one (or leaves him for dead).
Ref.: MITON.>
T0075.2.3$, Refused suitor bewitches (seeks to bewitch) successful one.
Link: |D1908, Love lost by magic. |T0591.0.2$, rabt: supernaturally induced impotence. |W0180.1.3$, Disappointed
lover destroys (seeks to destroy) unattainable beloved (e.g., by murder, bewitching, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 273 282 379/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
T0075.3, Unrequited love expressed in song (poem). Type: 971A$.
Link: |T0057.3$, Publication of love by man causes shame and disgrace to his beloved (her family).

Ref.: DOTTI 675; MITON.>
T0075.5, Scorned lover becomes an anchorite. Type: cf. 971$.
Link: |T0024.3, Madness from love. |T0330, Anchorites under temptation.

Ref.: DOTTI 674.>
T0075.7$, Scorned lover (seducer) seeks revenge. Type: 881, 891D$, 896.
Link: |K2232, Treacherous lover (man). |K2297.3$, Treacherous companions (playmates). |S0322.5, Repulsed lover
kills woman's child. |W0010.9.4.2$, Mistreatment of one's own kind avenged.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 274/(concubine); DOTTI 296 515 516 542 552/{Alg}.>
T0075.7.1$, Scorned lover avenges himself by slandering maiden (woman) who had ridiculed him. Type:
879, 881, 883$, 896.
Ref.: DOTTI 513 516 520 521 522 552/{Irq}; Hasan Zabûn Turâth IX:6 129-38.>
T0075.8$, Lover spurned for a trifle. Type: 2020$.
C

Link: |P0783$, Sorts of shameful (disgraceful) acts (Cayb/` aib'). |T0099.3$, Futile love adventure. |T0196$, Wife
divorced because of a trifle.

Ref.: DOTTI 959.>
T0075.8.1$, Lover scorned for showing weakness toward the beauty of the beloved--(he weeps: shameful).
Type: 2020$.
Link: |F0575.1.6.1.1$, Woman's beauty cause man to weep (shed tears). |J1549.1.3$, Seducer tells woman he is
attracted to her because of her "apparent virtue". She retorts, "If a woman's virtu makes a man think she is available,
then may God save us all". |T0044.1$, Lover wails (weeps) at home of departed beloved.

Ref.: DOTTI 959 960/{Egy}.>
T0076, The [haughty] princess calls her suitor ugly names. Type: 900.
Ref.: DOTTI 558.>
T0078$, Beloved (maiden) plays hard-to-get (pretends to not care). Type: 516A.
Link: |T0404.3.1$, Girl accepts first invitation (from a stranger) to sexual intimacy (intercourse).

Ref.: DOTTI 276.>
T0080, Tragic love. Type: 971B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 676; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 15-1-no. 2, 15-1-no. 3.>
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T0080.1$, Hardhearted beloved.
Ref.: DOTTI 521/{lit.}.>
T0080.1.1$, Beloved with heart of rock (ice, etc.).
Ref.: MITON.>
T0080.2$, Misery from unrequited love.
Link: |F0575.1.6.1.1$, Woman's beauty cause man to weep (shed tears).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0081, Death from love. Type: 883E$, 970, 971A$.
Link: |F1041.1.3, Death from sorrow or chagrin. |J0216.6.2$, Death chosen because all members of clan (family)
have perished. |T0024.9.5$, Love-sickness is to be cured by attaining the beloved. |V0462.2.3, Death from ascetic
devotions. |V0463.7.4$, Martyrdom: dying from (for) love.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 536-42; DOTTI 526 673 675 676/{lit.}; MITON; TAWT 424 no. 12/{Omn} 456 no.
49/{Bhr-Qtr}.>
T0081.1, Man dies at bedside of dying sweetheart.>
T0081.1.1$, Lovers embrace each other and fall dead.
Link: |F1041.1.2.1, Lover dies beside dying sweetheart.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0081.2, Death from unrequited love. Type: 971A$.
Link: |F1041.1.1, Death from a broken heart.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 213-15; DOTTI 536 675 770/{lit.}; Haykal 330ff./cf.; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9.>
T0081.2.1, Scorned lover kills self. Type: 971B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 676.>
T0081.2.1.1, Scorned lover (woman) threatens to kills self.>
T0081.2.2$, Despairing lover (man or woman) commits suicide: thinks beloved is unattainable. Type:
971B$.
Link: |T0081.2.1, Scorned lover kills self.

Ref.: DOTTI 674 675 676/{Jrd}.>
T0081.2.2.1$-(formerly, T80.2.1.2$), Poor youth in love with unattainable princess commits suicide. Type:
971B$.
Link: |F1041.8.2.1$, Grief (chagrin, obsession) from seeing an unattainable beauty (woman).

Ref.: DOTTI 676/{Bhrn, Qtr}.>
T0081.3, Girl falls dead on lover's body. Type: cf. 971$.
Ref.: DOTTI 674; TAWT 431 no. 20.>
T0081.3.1$, Girl falls dead on lover's grave. Type: cf. 971$.
Ref.: DOTTI 674; MITON.>
T0081.7, Woman dies on hearing of lover's or husband's death. Type: 971$, 883E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 526 674; MITON; TAWT 431 no. 20/{Omn} 456 no. 49/{Bhr-Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR 873 696-x-39-7, 683-x-no. 10; AGSFC: BHR 86-4 11-x-x, 13-x-149.>
T0081.9$, Death from love--miscellaneous.>
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T0081.9.1$, Lover wants to end own life (commit suicide).
Link: |F1041.1.2.1, Lover dies beside dying sweetheart.>

T0081.9.1.1$, Girl wants to commit suicide because she thinks lover is dead.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0081.9.1.2$, Man wants to commit suicide because he thinks sweetheart is dead. Type: 885A.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0082.9$, Cures for lovesickness--miscellaneous.>
T0082.9.1$, Lovesickness cured by love (fulfillment).
Link: |F0950.4, Sickness (madness) cured by coition.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0084, Lovers treacherously separated. Type: 432, 516E$.
Link: |K1397.3$, Man causes unattainable woman to be cast-off (imprisoned) so that he may gain control over her.
|K1397.4$, Man tricked into divorcing his wife. |P0201.1, Feud between two branches of family. |T0090.2$, Lovers
forcibly separated (literally). Pulled apart by relatives. |T0094$, Lover murdered by sweetheart's relatives. |T0197$,
Wife's relatives (father, brother, etc.) force her divorce from husband without her consent.

Ref.: DOTTI 212 281; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9; AGSFC:
QTR 87-3 682-2-542-742.>
T0085, Woman mourns dead lover.>
T0085.1, Woman thinking lover dead erects cenotaph and mourns before it.
Ref.: Chauvin V 153 no. 75 n. 1; DOTTI 818/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0085.3, The Pot of Basil. Mistress keeps murdered lover's skull in flower-pot. Type: 449, 1511.
Ref.: DOTTI 220 818.>
T0085.4, Lover's body kept embalmed for years by grieving mistress. Type: 449/1511.
Link: |T0211.4, Spouse's corpse kept after death.>

T0085.4.1, Ring of Fastrada (Tove's magic ring). Lover keeps body of dead mistress (wife) intact by means
of magic ring. When ring is removed from her finger body immediately decays and he is cured of his love.
Link: |P0253.11.1$, Sister's corpse kept at home under crystal dome.

Ref.: Chauvin II 202 no. 48.>
T0085.4.2$, Lover refuses to part with (bury) corpse of the beloved (till it rots). Type: cf. 970.
Link: |P0253.11$, Sister is too dear to be entombed (or buried in an ordinary grave).

Ref.: Damîrî I 71.>
T0085.4.3$, Lover digs up corpse of the beloved from grave (so as to be with her a little longer). Type:
885A.
Link: |K0303.2.3.1$, Corpse (cadaver) stolen or borrowed. |T0334, Monk cures himself of desire for dead
sweetheart. He digs up her remains.

Ref.: Damîrî I 71; DOTTI 535/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0086, Lovers buried in same grave. Type: 612, 970.
Link: |E0193.0.1$, Togetherness in death: burial in same grave ensures that souls remain together. |M0254, Promise
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to be buried with wife if she dies first. |P0226$, Husband and wife buried together (in same grave). |P0253.11.5$,
Brother and sister buried together.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 540-41 209-10/cf.; Chauvin V 107 no. 37; DOTTI 343 535 673 674 676/{Egy, lit.};
MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9, "Armanyoas" 18-19/cf. no. 62R; TAWT
424 no. 12/{Syr}.>
T0086.0.1$, Lovers buried in side by side graves. Type: 970, 971$.
Link: |E0631.0.1, Twining branches grow from graves of lovers.

Ref.: DOTTI 584 673 674 675 676/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf
laylah" 30.>
T0086.0.1.1$, Lover builds grave next to that of dead sweetheart and awaits own death.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 30.>
T0086.0.2$, Dead lovers wrapped in one shroud.>
T0086.2, Lovers die at the same time. Type: cf. 970.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 539 537; Baqlûtî (al-) 120 (156); DOTTI 673; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and
Karîmah" no. 9; TAWT 424.>
T0086.2.1$, Lovers die in each other's embrace. Type: cf. 970.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 539.>
T0086.6$, Lover awaits own death at grave of beloved. Type: cf. 970.
Ref.: DOTTI 673.>
T0086.6.1$, Husband awaits own death at grave of his wife. Type: cf. 970.
Ref.: DOTTI 673; MITON.>
T0089, Tragic love--miscellaneous motifs.
Link: |Z0292.0.1.1$, Tragic ending of a story (tale): all die.>

T0089.5$, Lover's death (murder) avenged. Type: 449, 1511.
Link: |U0248.4.1$, Man lusting after daughter (wife) of the enemy he had slain disregards counselor's warnings and
marries her--he is slain by bride.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 818.>
T0089.5.1$, Girl avenges murder of her sweetheart.
Link: |P0023.0.1$, Avenging queens (matriarchs--seeking revenge). |P0235.1$, Daughter gives testimony (evidence)
against her father (mother).

Ref.: CAbd-el-Hakîm fallahîn 134-35; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
T0090, Love--miscellaneous motifs.>
T0090.1$, Enmity between lovers's families (tribes, nations) separates lovers (obstacle to marriage). Type:
971$, 971A$, 885A.
Link: |P0201.1, Feud between two branches of family. |T0084, Lovers treacherously separated. |T0097, Father
opposed to daughter's marriage. |T0131, Marriage restrictions. |T0197$, Wife's relatives (father, brother, etc.) force
her divorce from husband without her consent.

Ref.: DOTTI 534 674 675/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0090.2$, Lovers forcibly separated (literally). Pulled apart by relatives.
Link: |T0084, Lovers treacherously separated.
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Ref.: MITON.>
T0091, Unequals in love.
Link: |J0700.1$, Wisdom of choosing that which is compatible with one's own attributes (limitations).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0091.4, Aged and youth in love.
Link: |K1218.9.9.1$, Lecher given a rendezvous: message sent by taunting trickster. |T0210.1.2$, Young wife
faithful to old husband.

Ref.: Amîn 150-51 (old man married to young woman).>
T0091.4.1, Mature married woman in love with callow youth.
Link: |J0445.2, Foolish marriage of old man and young girl.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0091.4.1.1, Old teacher wishes to marry his young girl pupil.
Link: |J1192.5.1$, Judge (cleric) falls in love with litigant. |P0421.0.3$, Unwise (foolish) judge.>

T0091.4.1.1.1$, Old teacher and young girl pupil in love.
Link: |T0055.6.3$, Coquette: exhibitionist from vanity.>

T0091.4.1.2$, Girl thought by older man to be too young for marriage is raised and then taken for a wife (by
him). Type: 894, cf. 901B$.
Link: |P0271, Foster father. |T0131.2.0.1$, Age difference as obstacle to marriage (too old-too young). |T0418.1,
Lustful stepfather.

Ref.: DOTTI 546 561; TAWT 424.>
T0091.4.2$, Young man in love with (marries) old woman. Type: cf. 326, 931.
Ref.: DOTTI 141 155 165 627/{Sdn}; Kronenberg Nubische 183-87 no. 39.>
T0091.4.3$, Old woman in love with (marries) young man. Type: 1392*, cf. 1392$.
Ref.: DOTTI 784; N. |Mahfûz II 132ff. 145-46; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 130 no. 42.>
T0091.5, Rich and poor in love.
Ref.: DOTTI 535 676/{Egy}; Haykal 30ff; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15,
"Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18, "Sabrî and the Pasha" no. 24, "Selimân and Galîlah" no. 26.>
T0091.6, Noble and lowly in love.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 213-15.>
T0091.6.2, King (prince) in love with a lowly girl. Type: cf. 894.
Link: |T0121.6, Man weds his bondmaid. |T0121.8, King (rich man) weds common girl.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 19 no. 9; DOTTI 546.>
T0091.6.4, Princess falls in love with lowly boy.
Link: |L0161, Lowly hero [(commoner)] marries princess.>

T0091.6.4.1, Sultan's daughter in love with captured knight.
Link: |T0032.1, Lovers' meeting: hero in heroine's father's prison from which she helps him to escape. |R0052.4$,
Falling in love with captive (prisoner).>

T0091.6.4.1.3$, Captor's daughter falls in love with captive man.
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Link: |R0052.4$, Falling in love with captive (prisoner). |T0091.6.4.1, Sultan's daughter in love with captured knight.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0091.6.5$, Master and servant in love.
Link: |T0121.7, Rich girl marries servant.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 209-10.>
T0091.9$, Beautiful (handsome) and ugly (loathsome) in love. Type: 449, 1511, cf. 756H$.
Link: |J0021.54$, "Beauty is in the eye of the beholder". |T0121, Unequal marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 420 818; MITON; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 4-x-no. 19.>
T0092, Rivals in love.
Link: |P0318.0.1.2$, Danger to friendship: a woman. |W0181.6.0.1$, Lovers's jealousy.>

T0092.0.2$, Selfishness of love: love does not allow for sharing the beloved (with others).
Link: |P0798.1$, Unbalanced (unstable) triads. |W0180$, Selfishness.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0092.0.2.1$, Lover abandons beloved upon discovering that a third party (lover) is involved.
Link: |P0798.1.1$, Conflict within a triad: one party is removed so as to restore stability (balance).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0092.1.1, Young wife of old man (king) loves (is loved by) younger man.
Link: |T0237, Old man married to young, unfaithful wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 277 482 704 758 760 797 842/{Qtr, Sdi}.>
T0092.1.1.1$, Concubine of king loves (is loved by) younger man--(a commoner). Type: 971A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 675/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0092.1.2, Would-be unfaithful wife. Type: 842D$.
Link: |T0301.1$, Woman (girl) unable to go through with unchaste act.

Ref.: DOTTI 148 464 584 694/{Egy}; Juhaymân (al-) IV 398-404; HE-S: Sûhâg 69-3 no. 8.>
T0092.2, Three victims of love [and lesbian love]; girl loves boy, boy loves singing girl, singing girl loves
the girl. All die of despair.
Link: |P0180.8.3.1$, Lesbian liaison between mistress and female-slave condemned.

Ref.: Chauvin V 110 no. 44.>
T0092.4, Girl mistakenly elopes with the wrong lover. The preferred suitor overtakes them, finds them
asleep and waits for them to awaken. He himself falls asleep and when he wakes they have gone.
Link: |N0318.2, Princess accidentally elopes with wrong man.>

T0092.4.3, In darkness of night trickster instead of her chosen lover elopes with girl.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0092.5, Lover kills his rival brother. Type: 938.
Ref.: DOTTI 642.>
T0092.5.0.1$, Brothers as rivals in love. Type: 303C$, cf. 653, 709.
Link: |F0553.9.1.3.1$, Image of the be beloved "and his brother" tattooed on girl's arm. |P0295.1.4$, Brothers
C

compete for the hand of their bint- amm (paternal-cousin) in marriage. |T0425.1$, Brother in love with his brother's
wife (sister-in-law).

Ref.: Ions 51/(Set-Osiris)/cf.; Basset Mille II 74 no. 29; DOTTI 68 93 103 113 114 195 213 271 334
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341 356 357 391 392 401 495 501 514 523 535 549/{Alg, Egy, Irq, lit., Mrc, Mrc, Plst}; Farag 270-91;
Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis III 246-62 no. 48; Légey 78-82 no. 17; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"el-Hasanât" no. 7; TAWT 421 no. 8/{Alg}; CFMC: Siwa 71-10 8-1-no. 3.>
T0092.6, Mother and daughter as rivals in love. Type: cf. 709.
Ref.: DOTTI 391.>
T0092.6.1$, Mother seduces (marries) daughter's suitor. Type: cf. 450.
Link: |K1843.7$, Mother masks as her own daughter and sleeps with daughter's husband (son-in-law). |T0417.1,
Mother-in-law seduces son-in-law.

Ref.: N. |Mahfûz II 132ff. 145-46.>
T0092.8, Sisters in love with same man. [Sisters as rivals in love].
Link: |P0295.1.7.1.1$, Female paternal-cousins as rivals in love (marriage).

Ref.: Campbell Market Place 120-24; DOTTI 193 213 319 485/{Plst}.>
T0092.8.1$, Sisters as rivals in marriage to same man. Type: 707, cf. 432.
Link: |C0169.2, Tabu: giving younger daughter in marriage before elder. |T0131.2, Younger child may not marry
before elder.

Ref.: DOTTI 190 202 206 210 212 215 387 486/{Tns}.>
T0092.8.1.1$, Stepsisters as rivals in marriage to same man. Type: 480, 510, 510A, 511, 511A.
Link: |C0169.2, Tabu: giving younger daughter in marriage before elder. |T0131.2, Younger child may not marry
before elder.

Ref.: DOTTI 206 250 258 260 265 266/{Sdn}.>
T0092.9, Father and son as rivals in love. Type: 303D$,/516H$.
Link: |P0233.12$, Father and son in conflict. |T0092.9.5$, Stepson seduces (seeks to seduce) stepmother ("father's
wife"). |W0195.9.1$, Father envies son's beautiful wife (wives).

Ref.: DOTTI 68 114 117 119 153 162 174 187 197 237 238 262 272 284 293 295 706 891/{Alg,
Egy, Mrc, Plst, Syr}; MITON; TAWT 425; HE-S: Nablus 69-3 no. 1.>
T0092.9.1, Parricide because of father-son rivalry for girl's love. Type: 303D$,/516H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 284; TAWT 377 n. 287.>
T0092.9.2$, Son is given in marriage the bride-to-be intended for his father. Type: cf. 894.
Ref.: DOTTI 546; TAWT 425 no. 13/{Egy}.>
T0092.9.4$, Stepson marries his former stepmother (deceased father's widow or divorcee). Type: cf. 516H$.
Link: |C0162.5.6$, Tabu: father marrying son's former wife (widow, divorcee). |C0166$, Tabus concerning
polygamous marriages. |C0170, Tabu connected with husband's or wife's relatives. |P0282.3, Stepmother in love
with stepson. |T0092.9, Father and son as rivals in love.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 10-11; DOTTI 284.>
T0092.9.5$, Stepson seduces (seeks to seduce) stepmother ("father's wife"). Type: 1563.
Link: |P0275.1, Foster son commits adultery with foster father's wife. |T0092.9, Father and son as rivals in love.
|T0491.3$, Lecherous stepbrother: seduces stepsister(s). |K2214.3.1, Treacherous foster-son.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 428; DOTTI 758 802 861 865/{lit.}.>
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T0092.9.6$, Nephew seduces (seeks to seduce) "uncle's wife". Type: 1563.
Link: |N0365.3.7$, Unwitting nephew-aunt incest. |T0419$, Lustful uncle's wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 861; Hujelân 321 no. 8-5.>
T0092.11, Rivals contesting for the same girl.
C

Link: |P0295.1.4$, Brothers compete for the hand of their bint- amm (paternal-cousin) in marriage.>

T0092.11.1, Rival suitors discomfit each other.>
T0092.12.3$, Two friends in love with same girl. Type: cf. 653A, 895B$.
Link: |T0230.3$, Love relations between man and his friends wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 357 549; Haykal 114-5; CA.A. al-Hasan Rashâydah 96-97 no. 9.>
T0092.15$, Man and demon (afrit, jinni, ogre, etc.) as rivals in love. Type: 565A$.
Link: |F0361.17.11$, Jinni (fairy, etc.) kills human husband of the human woman he secretly loves.>

T0093, Fate of disappointed lover.
Link: |T0075.2, Scorned lover kills successful one. |W0180.1.3$, Dksappointed lover destroys (seeks to destroy)
unattainable beloved (e.g., by murder, bewitching, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 194/{Egy}.>
T0093.1, Disappointed lover becomes a wild man in the woods [(insane)]. Type: 971$, 971A$.
Link: |F0567.4$, The desert-loner: self-banished man lives alone in the desert. (Sometimes accompanied by only one
favorite person). |T0024.3, Madness from love.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0093.2, Disappointed lover turns hermit.>
T0093.2.4$, Maiden disappointed in love vows never to have to do with men (marry).
Link: |F0566, Celibate peoples.

Ref.: DOTTI 458 843 854 862/{Sdn}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
T0093.3, Disappointed lover kills self.
Link: |S0110.0.1.1$, Suicide due to hopelessness (failure, disappointment, etc.).>

T0093.6$, Disappointed lover becomes adventurer.
Link: |F0950.0.2.1.1$, Drug as remedy for failure.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0093.6.1$, Disappointed lover seeks comfort in military conquest.>
T0094$, Lover murdered by sweetheart's relatives.
Link: |K1565, Blades (broken glass) to wound and detect wife's lover. |Q0411.0.3$, Unchaste maiden killed. |T0084,
Lovers treacherously separated.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Bahiyyah and Yasîn" no. 27.>
T0095, Lover opposed to sweetheart's relatives.>
T0095.0.1, Princess [(girl)] falls in love with father's enemy. Type: 855.
Ref.: DOTTI 280; MITON.>
T0096, Lovers reunited after many adventure.
Link: |N0741.4, Husband and wife reunited after long separation and tedious quest.

Ref.: DOTTI 184 216 281; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15.>
T0096.1$, Lover united with beloved after long suffering (happy ending). Type: 516E$, 885A, cf. 875C,
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888.
Ref.: DOTTI 281 508 533 534 537/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0097, Father opposed to daughter's marriage.
Link: |T0090.1$, Enmity between lovers's families (tribes, nations) separates lovers (obstacle to marriage).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
T0097.1$, Father opposed to son's marriage.>
T0098$, Mother opposed to son's marriage. Type: 707C$, 872D$, 883E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 389 496 526; TAWT 431 no. 20/{Omn}.>
T0098.5$, A parent's opposition (procrastination) causes child desiring marriage to express hostility. Type:
303B$, 310, 885A, 971$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 540-41; DOTTI 111 117 534 674; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 54 no. 8, "Mental
Health" 15; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0099, Love--additional motifs.>
T0099.1, Death from excess of women.
Link: |T0182, Death from sexual intercourse.>

T0099.3$, Futile love adventure. Type: 2020$.
Link: |T0075.8$, Lover spurned for a trifle. |Z0063, Formulas signifying fruitlessness.

Ref.: DOTTI 959.>
T0100-T199, Marriage.>
T0100, Marriage.>
T0100.0.1$, Marriage: a requirement.
Ref.: ThaClabî 178; Boqarî 214.>
T0100.0.1.1$, Marriage is half of one's faith.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Around the World 156; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahfûzah and Mukhtâr" no.
11.>
T0100.0.1.2$, Necessity of marriage. (Having a spouse, even the scent of one).
Ref.: Boqarî 35; Burton III 213-14 VIII 137/(Apostles); Shamy (el-) Egypt 41/cf.; TAWT 342;
Taymûr nos. 195 1769.>
T0100.0.1.3$, "Marriage is qismah and nasîb (i.e., predestined). Type: 425G, 430B$.
Link: |A0604.3$, maktûb, muqaddar, qismah (written, predestined, kismet)--one's fated lot. |T0022, Predestined
lover. Future wife or husband assigned by destiny.

Ref.: Boqarî 179.>
T0100.0.2$, Celibacy discouraged (inadvisable).
Link: |C0160.0.1$, Celibacy (rahbanah, abstention from sex): makrûh (`disliked$, almost-tabu, merely tolerated)-not the way for Moslems. |T0009.0.2$, Beneficial effects of consensual lovemaking (coition, mutual sexual
gratification). |T0131.11.1.2.1$, Bilqis (Queen of Sheba) objects to marrying: but if she must, she will marry only a
king. |T0182.5$, Celibacy causes sickness (epilepsy). |T0310, Celibacy and continence. |T0501$, Procreation
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(tanâsul).

Ref.: ThaClabî 178; DOTTI 184 640/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0100.0.3$, Better remain unwed, if marriage brings regret.
Link: |T0316.1$, Widowed mother chooses to remain unwed for child's sake. |Z0166.4.3.3.1$, "O quince, what shall
I remember of you: a tear for every bite!".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2262.>
T0100.0.9$, Other reasons for marrying.
Link: |J0080, Wisdom (knowledge) taught by parable. |J2068.2$, Unmarried girl (boy), like stored commodity,
will `rot'. |P0529.6.1$, Reasons for nonsexual marriages--(religious-ritual, secular-legal). |T0052.10$, Conditions set
for marrying a certain person. |T0192.3$, Marriage due to girl's (premarital) pregnancy.>

T0100.0.9.1$, Marriage in order to enhance social (political, ethnic, religious, etc.) alliance. Type: 516H$.
Link: |Q0053.3.0.1$, Marriage to maiden (girl, princess) offered as reward to rescuer. |T0067, Prince offered as
prize. |T0068, Princess offered as prize. |T0105.3.1$, Marrying close kin (e.g., sibling) does not increase number
(power) of family. |T0145.2.1$, Additional wife (wives) taken because of `compelling' commitments (indebtedness,
gratitude, family alliance, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 284; MITON.>
T0100.0.9.1.1$, Marriage as union between two families via their children.
Link: |M0146.4, Brother and sister arrange marriage of their unborn children [(cross-cousins)] to each other.
|P0215$, At her husband's home, wife is viewed as representative of her own blood relations (father). |T0053.0.3$,
Inquiring about family of spouse-to-be (through friends, acquaintances, matchmakers, etc.). |T0053.0.5$, Betrothal
(engagement) may be concluded only by senior (male) members of families (of bride-to-be or groom-to-be).
|T0131.1.2.6$, Child marries parent's choice.

Ref.: Boqarî 166/cf.; TAWT no. 29.>
T0100.0.9.2$, Marriage as treatment (cure) for unhappiness (immaturity). Type: cf. 516A1$.
Link: |F0950.4, Sickness (madness) cured by coition. |F0950.11$, Treatment (cure) by diverting attention away from
`diseased' organ. |T0010.1, Sluggish prince reformed by falling in love. |T0131.14.1$, Immaturity as obstacle for
marriage.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 531; Boqarî 214; DOTTI 182 197 277 297 484 531/{Mrc, Sdn}; MITON; TAWT 429
no. 17 438 no. 29.>
T0100.0.9.3$, Marriage to gain control over wife. Type: 879, cf. 900.
Link: |K1307.1$, Man marries girl (woman) to gain control over her. |T0072.0.1$, Man loses battle of wits with (is
humiliated by) girl (his paternal-cousin) then marries her for spite.

Ref.: DOTTI 513; RAFE 304 n. 35.>
T0100.0.9.3.1$, Marriage arranged so as to be able to influence husband-to-be.
Link: |K1304$, Arranging for maiden's (woman's) beauty to be `accidentally' displayed so as to coax suitor-to-be.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0100.0.9.5$, Marriage arranged as means of maintaining property (trade secret) within family.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 10-11.>
T0100.0.9.6$, Marriage arranged as means of transferring wealth. Type: 914$, cf. 834B$, 945A*, 946C*.
Link: |J0701, Provision for the future. |P0761.5$, Endogamous (arranged) marriage as means of keeping inheritance
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within family. |T0053.7.1$, Parent as matchmaker. |T0068, Princess offered as prize. |T0101.1.1.1$, Rich girl chosen
as bride (wife).

Ref.: DOTTI 455 581 648; TAWT 160 no. 15 229 no. 28.>
T0100.0.9.6$, Marriage for revenge (spite). Type: 879.
Link: |K2213.0.2$, Treacherous husband. |K0235.7.1$, Wife provoked into demanding divorce so that she would
forfeit her "mu'akhkhar sadâq (end of marriage compensation)". |P0529.2.5$, Husband abuses wife (bride) so as to
drive her to demand divorce. |S0062, Cruel husband. |S0410, Persecuted wife. |T0072.0.1$, Man loses battle of wits
with (is humiliated by) girl (his paternal-cousin) then marries her for spite. |T0160.0.4$, Traumatic happenings at
first coition (consummation of marriage). |T0616.1$, Children reared in a manner that would spite relatives--usually
C

spouse's in-laws (`tarbiyat ind'). |W0164.2.1$, Man's masculinity injured (by woman).>

T0101$, Qualities required in a spouse.
Link: |F0181.1$, Choosing a wife in utopian otherworld. |H0360, Bride test. |J0228$, Poverty with honor preferred to
wealth with dishonor. |J0237.1$, Having a spouse chosen rather than material gain (wealth). |T0009.4.1$, Sexual
intercourse (marriage) between old man and young girl restores youthfulness (heals).

Ref.: Diyâb 255-72.>
T0101.0.1$, Ethnic (national) considerations in choosing spouse. (Different nations opt for different factors).
Link: |T0059.0.1.1.1$, A female's characteristic reactions during sexual intercourse: racial and ethnic manifestations.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 592.>
T0101.1$, Bride qualities. Type: 901, 902$, 910, 911*.
Link: |P0221$, Wife's duties. |P0232.4.1$, Mother's advice to daughter as to how to treat husband (groom).

Ref.: DOTTI 559 562 568 579; Haykal 78, 84-86; TAWT 429.>
T0101.1.0.1$, Bride chosen solely for her person.
Link: |T0101.3.0.1$, Groom chosen solely for his person.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
T0101.1.0.1.1$, Groom-to-be declares that he wants fiancée with only the garment she is wearing (not fancy
bridal furnishings, not wealth, etc.).
Link: |P0210.1$, Wife's own property. |S0062.10$, Rejected wife allowed (by husband or relatives in-law) to take
away only what she brought. |S0446, Rejected wife asks to take away only what she brought. |T0132.3.1.1$, Groomto-be becomes impatient of waiting. |T0199.2.1$, Divorced woman allowed (forced) to take away only what she
brought.

Ref.: TAWT 52 n. 6.>
T0101.1.1$, Bride quality: family power (wealth, honor, status, etc.).
Link: |P0260.2$, In-laws as source of power--(`Abu-nasab').

Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 71 no. 34; DOTTI 693 761 796 798/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0101.1.1.0.1$, Bride quality: descent (ancestry, 'asl).
Ref.: Boqarî 177/(father); DOTTI 99 540 568 569/{Egy}; MITON; Zîr 151.>
T0101.1.1.0.1.1$, Suitor accused of seeking only the honor (fame) of the descent of bride-to-be.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 595.>
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T0101.1.1.1$, Rich girl chosen as bride (wife).
Link: |L0143.1, Poor girl chosen as wife in preference to rich. |T0101.3.2.2.1$, Rich suitor chosen as groom.>

T0101.1.1.1.1$, Widow as bride--chosen for her property.
Link: |J0482, King advised to marry a maid rather than widow. [Widow set in her ways]. |P0761.2.2.1$, Rich widow
(as heiress of husband's wealth). |T0199.2$, Divorced woman is poor (needy). |T0291, Why widow does not
remarry. [Y]. |T0425.3$, Brother wants to marry widow of his deceased brother.

Ref.: Anonymous "'Idhak Cala mahlak" 10; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6,
"Ibrahîm el-Sannân" no. 14, "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18.>
T0101.1.2$, Bride quality character (religiosity, patience, obedience). Type: 712, 726A$, 756D$.
Link: |J0244, Goodness preferred to beauty. |P0232.4.1.4$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband:
obedience of commands. |T0317.3$, Image of chaste lover (sweetheart, relative, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 592; Abu-el-Layl 288-90 [no. 52]/cf.; DOTTI 313 394 402 417/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
T0101.1.2.0.1$, Bride quality: sex-naivety (innocence). Type: 901B$, 901C$,/1646A$.
Link: |H0389.3$, Bride test: total ignorance of men (sex-naivety). |T0131.14.2.1$, Loss of virginity (innocence) as
obstacle for marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 182 220 561 562 692/{Ymn}; TAWT 429.>
T0101.1.2.0.2$, Bride quality: virtue (conservatism). Type: 884E$, cf. 901B$, 879.
Link: |W0004$, Religiosity (piety): most favorable trait of character.

Ref.: DOTTI 513 531 561/{Sdn}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102;
TAWT 429.>
T0101.1.2.0.2.1$, Bride quality: bashfulness (hayâ').
Link: |H0640$, What is the most noble quality in person (man, or woman)?. |W0044$, Proper bashfulness
(hayâ'/khafar, kusûf/khajal). A person's modesty (social sensitiveness, shyness, or decency). |Z0094.2.1$, Formulas
for bashfulness (hayâ').

Ref.: Boqarî 180.>
T0101.1.2.1$, Bride quality: good mother. Type: 910B.
Link: |J0482.3, Young man advised to choose as wife a girl whose mother was chaste.

Ref.: DOTTI 570.>
T0101.1.2.1.1$, Bride quality: good maternal-uncles (makhwal).
Ref.: Jâhiz III 165.>
T0101.1.2.2$, Bride quality: good paternal-aunt.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 165.>
T0101.1.3$, Bride quality: physical attributes.
Link: |F0687.2.1$, Woman with indelible bad body odor. |T0329.1.1.3.1$, Uncircumcised woman undesirable
(sexually).

Ref.: Boqarî 177-78.>
T0101.1.3.1$, Bride quality: beauty. Type: cf. 985.
Ref.: Boqarî 177-78; DOTTI 201 295 323 481 688 753 754 771 885/{Alg, Syr}; MITON; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6.>
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T0101.1.3.1.1$, Bride quality: sex-appeal.
Link: |J1413$, Fat is beautiful.

Ref.: Amîn 1; Boqarî 177-78.>
T0101.1.3.1.1.1$, Groom will find comfort (pleasure) with bride: `One breast as mattress, the other as quilt'.
Link: |F0575.1.5.5.5$, Remarkably beautiful large breasts. |J1413.1$, They asked, "O fat-woman, what do you do?"
She replied, "I straighten the `lean'-one".>

T0101.1.3.1.2$, Bride quality: plainness (absence of sex-appeal, or loud beauty).
Link: |J0482.2, Better to marry ugly than fair wife. Less hard to satisfy. |N0103$, Ugly women are more lucky.
|N0104$, Unfortunate beauty: beauty of innocent woman causes communal conflicts (wars). She is blamed.
|U0285.1$, Merits and demerits of ugliness.

Ref.: TAWT 434.>
T0101.1.3.2$, Bride quality: health.
Link: |H1582.7$, Test of physique (body, flesh).>

T0101.1.3.2.1$, Bride quality: fertility. Type: cf. 985.
Link: |A1274.1.1$, Scores of twin brother-and-sister as children of first parents--(twenty, one hundred and twenty,
etc.). |T0145.2, Second wife taken because first is barren.

Ref.: DOTTI 688; Hujelân 232; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
T0101.1.3.3$, Bride quality: strength, industriousness, housekeeping.
Link: |H0364$, Bride test: strength. |J0242.9$, Useful preferred to beautiful--miscellaneous. |P0221.1$, Wife as
homemaker. |T0109.1.1.1$, Wife put to hard work by her in-laws.

Ref.: Boqarî 176/(cooking); DOTTI 646/{lit.}; Haykal 142-44, 146; MITON.>
T0101.1.4$, Bride quality: education, profession.
Link: |J0140.0.2$, Girl sent to school for modern education. |P0420.0.1$, Female in a learned profession.>

T0101.1.4.1$, Bride quality: intelligence, insight (fitnah). Type: 779D$, cf. 879.
Link: |F0575.0.2$, Intelligence (wit) as trait of beauty. |Z0094.5.1.6$, Formulas for lack of insight (lack of open
mindedness, being closed-minded).

Ref.: DOTTI 436 513; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
T0101.1.4.2$, Bride quality: sophistication (knowledge of literature, arts, etc.). Type: 1426A$.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 80; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
T0101.1.6$, Other bride qualities.>
T0101.1.6.1$, Bride (sweetheart) in the likeness of a relative.>
T0101.1.6.1.1$, Bride (sweetheart) in the likeness of groom's sister. Type: 313E*.
Link: |K1814.8.1$, Sister poses as a proposed fiancee (bride) for her brother: he approves marriage to her. |T0040.1$,
Brother-sister-like friendship leads to sexual love relation (marriage, seduction). |T0142.1$, Brother and sister marry
sister and brother. |T0415.7, When boy cannot have his sister for a wife he asks for one of her eyes and ears instead.
|Z0097.7$, Lovers's (or brother-sister's) alliterative names mirroring each other (e.g., gods Nun-Nanoid, gods AmonAgminate, Hamad-Hamdah, Sâmî-Sâmyah, etc.). "Phonetic bifurcation".

Ref.: Boqarî 217/cf.; CAbd-al-Quddûs 22-35 no. 2; DOTTI 131 132 224 263 395 687 753 814/{Mrc,
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Sdi, Tns}; TAWT 449 no. 41/{Syr} 452 no. 46-3/{Egy} 453 no. 46-3/{Mgh}.>
T0101.1.6.1.3$, Bride in the likeness of groom's mother. Type: 931, 931A$, cf. 327, 705A$.
Ref.: Boqarî 217/cf.; DOTTI 103 157 376 627 628/{Alg}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and
Gamîl" no. 17.>
T0101.3$, Groom qualities.
Link: |H0310, Suitor tests. |P0222$, Husband's duties. |P0230.10.1.3$, A motherless groom preferred. |P0232.4.1$,
Mother's advice to daughter as to how to treat husband (groom).

Ref.: Basset Mille II 68-70 no. 25.>
T0101.3.0.1$, Groom chosen solely for his person.
Link: |J0482.2.1, Better to marry a man lacking money than money lacking a man. |T0101.1.0.1$, Bride chosen
solely for her person.>

T0101.3.0.1.1$, Father of bride-to-be declares accepting daughter's fiance without bride-wealth (literally or
figuratively).
Link: |T0052.0.6$, Girl given to man in marriage as grant (wahb: without mahr). |T0199.2.1$, Divorced woman
allowed (forced) to take away only what she brought.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0101.3.0.2$, Woman should not marry her paramour, nor take back her divorcer.
Link: |T0057.5.2$, Marriage due to love (`taken on love') as shameful (especially for female).

Ref.: Diyâb 277-78; Taymûr no. 1903.>
T0101.3.1$, Groom quality: religiosity.
Link: |T0101.3.4.1$, Groom quality: politeness (gentleness, mild-manneredness). |T0317.3$, Image of chaste lover
(sweetheart, relative, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 592; Boqarî 184; DOTTI 581/{Egy}.>
T0101.3.2$, Groom quality: power (profession, wealth (income), family status, etc.).
Ref.: Jâhiz III 524-25; Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 100-102 no. 27; Hasaballâh Yahyâ Turâth I:4 75-77.>
T0101.3.2.1$, Groom quality: good maternal-uncles (makhwal).>
T0101.3.2.2$, Groom quality: wealth.
Link: |T0131.13.2$, Women disregard penniless (poor) men.>

T0101.3.2.2.1$, Rich suitor chosen as groom.
Link: |P0529.6.4.1$, Maiden marries an old man although he cannot perform (sexually): he marries her for vanity;
she marries him for financial gain. |T0101.1.1.1$, Rich girl chosen as bride (wife).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 524-25.>
T0101.3.2.2.1.1$, Older but lenient about household expenditures preferred as groom to strict but younger
and handsome one.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 446.>
T0101.3.2.3$, "An honorable female would prefer to go hungry over feeding herself via her breasts"--(i.e.,
via giving birth to children by an objectionable husband that will provide for her).
Link: |T0009.4.3$, Young woman married to old man laments (bemoans, regrets) her fate. |P0529.6.4.1$, Maiden
marries an old man although he cannot perform (sexually): he marries her for vanity; she marries him for financial
gain.
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Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 185.>
T0101.3.3$, Groom quality: education, earnings (income).
Link: |J0228$, Poverty with honor preferred to wealth with dishonor. |T0052.0.2.1$, Excessive mahr as obstacle for
marriage.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 446.>
T0101.3.4$, Groom quality: manliness (and related traits of character, e.g., being firm, courageous, etc.).
Type: cf. 314, cf. 300.
Link: |H1580$, Test (recognition) of sexual deviance.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 267; DOTTI 136.>
T0101.3.4.1$, Groom quality: politeness (gentleness, mild-manneredness).
Link: |T0101.3.1$, Groom quality: religiosity. |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry,
courtliness, graciousness).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 2.>
T0101.3.5$, Groom quality: cleverness (resourcefulness, wittiness, etc.).>
T0101.3.5.1$, Girl prefers marrying her [poor but] `hidiq'/hadhiq' (clever-resourceful-witty-artful)
sweetheart even if she has to live on bread and spiced-salt (duqqah).
Link: |F0561.10.1$, Social groups (classes) who live on `bread and salt,' or `spiced salt (duqqah). |Z0170.2.6$, Foods
of poverty: salt-cured food, weed-like greenery (e.g., leeks, dandelion, etc.), spiced-salt (duqqah), etc.>

T0101.3.6$, Groom quality: physical attributes.
Link: |U0281$, Merits and demerits of physical attributes.>

T0101.3.6.1$, Groom quality: youth, strength, health.
Link: |J0490$, Young (tender) preferred to old (tough). |T0367.2.1$, Women disregard men with gray hair (beard).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 185.>
T0101.3.6.1.1$, Groom quality: good looks.

Link: |K2378.6$, Amazon maiden shams defeat when she sees how handsome her adversary (hero) is.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 2.>
T0101.3.7$, Other groom qualities.>
T0101.3.7.1$, Groom (sweetheart) in the likeness of a relative.
Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 342-49 no. 31.>
T0101.3.7.1.1$, Groom (sweetheart) in the likeness of bride's brother.
Link: |T0415.7, When boy cannot have his sister for a wife he asks for one of her eyes and ears instead.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 351-63 no. 32, 375-86 no. 34, cf. 64-76 no. 5.>
T0101.5$, Brothers marry sisters (or vice versa). Type: 303A, 402, cf. 409, 510A.

Link: |P0263.0.1$, Cadâyil: men whose wives are sisters (brothers-in-law). |P0264.0.1$, salâyif (women whose
husbands are brothers, sisters-in-law). |P0264.0.1.3$, Sisters as salâyif (sisters-in-law). |P0295.5$, Maternal-cousins
who are also paternal-cousins. |T0142.1$, Brother and sister marry sister and brother.

Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 123 (151); DOTTI 109 149 187 260 279 388 530 581 608 803 804 895/{Egy, lit.,
Omn, Qtr}; Sâ)î 221-29 no. 52[+1]; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 58; Zîr 142.>
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T0101.6$, Milk (foster) brothers marry milk (foster) sisters.
Link: |C0162.5.1.2$, Tabu: foster brother-sister marriage. |P0274.1, Love between foster sister and foster brother.
|T0121.6.2$, Youth marries slave-girl raised with him as foster-sister. |T0426.1$, Milk-brother seeks to seduce milk
(foster) sister.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0102, Hero returns and marries first love. Type: 611, 884, 885**, 886.>
T0103$, Promiscuous society (no-marriage life-style: sexual urges satisfied randomly). Type: 470F$.
Link: |F0569.9$, Lifestyles in conflict (rural-urban, nomadic-settler, modern-conventional/traditional, etc.)--each is
unusual for the other(s). |F0708, Countries with one conspicuous lack.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0104, Foreign king wages war to enforce demand for princess in marriage.
Link: |F1041.8.1.0.1$, War waged to procure beautiful woman. |P0018.3$, King (prince) marries foreign princess.
|P0550.1.1.4$, War declared (waged) in order to retrieve usurped national property (land, treasure, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 137-39.>
T0104.1, Rejected suitor wages war.
Link: |R0018, Abduction by rejected suitor. |T0075.2.1, Rejected suitors' revenge.>

T0104.2, Victor demands defeated king's daughter (widow) in marriage.>
T0104.3$, Defeated king asks victor to marry his daughter.
Link: |P0173.1, Captive king's daughter as slave. |P0261.1.1$, Man fearful (distrustful) of daughter's husband
(suitor). |P0559.1.2.2$, Slain (defeated) warrior's family as booty.

Ref.: ThaClabî 201.>
T0105$, Preferred Marriages. Type: 707C$, 872D$, 883E$, cf. 911*.
Link: |T0192, Marriage by force [(coercion)].

Ref.: DOTTI 389 496 526 538 539 568 579 925/{Omn}; TAWT 431.>
T0105.0.1$, Virgin preferred as bride. Type: 901B$, 901C$,/1646A$, 910L$.
Link: |J0021.4.2$, "Marry only a virgin".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 592.>
T0105.1$, Endogamous marriage preferred.
Link: |J0021.4, "Do not marry a girl from abroad". |P0761.5$, Endogamous (arranged) marriage as means of keeping
inheritance within family.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 258 no. 267; CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 135/(recommended); DOTTI 541
621/{Glf/gen., Sdn}; TAWT 53 n. 30.>
T0105.1.1$, `Our own oil into our own flour' (endogamous marriage).
Link: |T0135.1, Marriage formula: "You are mine and I am yours". |Z0130.0.1$, `One's own flesh and blood': close
paternal relative. |Z0186.4.2.1$, Symbolism: kneading--erotic act.

Ref.: TAWT 316; Taymûr no. 1554.>
T0105.1.1.1$, Wedding between "Our own `son' and our own `daughter'.".
Link: |K1831.5$, Prostitute and client mentioned as sister and brother. |T0049.1$, Incestuous rendezvous (reunion).>

T0105.1.2$, Descending scale of preferred endogamous marriages.
Ref.: DOTTI 542/{Omn}; TAWT 431.>
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T0105.1.2.1$, Paternal-cousins given priority over maternal-cousins.>
T0105.2$, Exogamous marriage preferred.
Link: |T0131.5, Exogamy. Marriage only outside the group.

Ref.: AGSFC: QTR 87-3 671-2-no. 10.>
T0105.2.1$, `Nearby smoke blinds [i.e., marrying a relative inadvisable]'.
Link: |U0118.2$, Distant shrine (saint, mosque, church, etc.) more potent (preferred).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1218.>
T0105.2.2$, `God blesses a farm [that is] nearby and a wife [that is from] afar'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 738.>
T0105.2.3$, `[Better] marry [a lowly] from a zareba than from relatives'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1139.>
T0105.3$, Why it is preferred to marry from outside own social group.
Link: |P0018.3$, King (prince) marries foreign princess.>

T0105.3.1$, Marrying close kin (e.g., sibling) does not increase number (power) of family.
Link: |T0100.0.9.1$, Marriage in order to enhance social (political, ethnic, religious, etc.) alliance. |T0415.5, Brothersister marriage.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 151-52; Maspero 121 no. 7.>
T0105.3.1.1$, When a brother and sister are married to each other their father (family) loses two potential
allies (in-laws).
Link: |P0260, Relations by law. |P0234.5$, Father uses daughter(s) to form alliance(s).

Ref.: Budge/Romances 151-52 no. A-11; Maspero 121 no. 7.>
T0105.9$, Advisable and inadvisable marriages--miscellaneous.>
T0105.9.1$, "Marry not a widow (Cazabah), nor a woman-with-children, nor a businesswoman (`she-whogoes-to-market-with-a-capital')".
Link: |P0149.0.1$, Manly woman, or girl ("marah-râgil/'imra'ah rajul")--resolute, serious, business-like (nononsense gal). |P0209$, Working female as family provider. |P0726.5$, The independent city girl (`city-gal$, bint elbalad). |T0199$, Divorce and widowhood--miscellaneous.>

T0105.9.2$, Younger child married before elder.
Link: |C0169.2, Tabu: giving younger daughter in marriage before elder. |L0041, Younger brother given birthright of
elder. |T0131.2, Younger child may not marry before elder.>

T0105.9.2.1$, Younger daughter married before elder.
Ref.: ThaClabî 100/(of two women).>
T0105.9.2.1.1$, Younger girl married before elder (lest both become old maids).>
T0106$, Paternal-cousin is preferred as spouse. Type: 872D$, 883E$.
C

C

Link: |P0295.1.2$, Marriage between 'ibn- amm and his bint- amm (paternal-cousin). |T0230.4$, Faithless paternalcousin-wife. |Z0130.0.1$, `One's own flesh and blood': close paternal relative.

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 91-93 no. 23/cf.; Diyâb 251; DOTTI 281 496 526 533 678/{Egy}; Lane
156; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
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T0106.1$, Father's brother's daughter preferred as wife. Type: 872D$.
Ref.: Boqarî 164; DOTTI 496; Haykal 266-83; Lane 156.>
T0106.5$, Father's brother's son preferred as husband. Type: 311D$.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1.>
T0106.5.1$, Girl prefers her father's brother's son as husband even if [he is so poor that she] would have
only her sleeve to use as cover.
Link: |T0101.3.5.1$, Girl prefers marrying her [poor but] `hidiq/hadhiq' (clever-resourceful-witty-artful) sweetheart
even if she has to live on bread and spiced-salt (duqqah).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1.>
T0106.5.2$, Why is the paternal-cousin preferred as spouse.>
T0106.5.2.1$, Paternal-cousin preferred as spouse because he/she is "Same flesh, same blood". Type: 653A,
cf. 887B$.
Link: |H0175.7$, Blood-relative mystically recognized: `Blood's yearning,' `Blood's howling'. |N0681.3.0.5$, Incest
believed impossible. Mystically repulsive: `Blood's howling$, `Flesh repels [same] flesh'. |P0605.0.1$, Togethernessin-life (Cishrah): attraction (familiarity, trust, etc.) due to sharing of living quarters. |Z0130.0.1$, `One's own flesh
and blood': close paternal relative.>

T0107$, Maternal-cousin is preferred as spouse. Type: 872D$, 883E$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 60; DOTTI 496 526; TAWT 431 no. 20/{Omn}.>
T0107.1$, Mother's brother's daughter preferred as wife. Type: 872D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 496.>
T0107.1.1$, Boy's mother wants him to marry her brother's daughter. Type: 707C$, 872D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 84 389 390 496 526 952/{Qtr, Tns}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 677-1-003.>
T0108$, Relative as rejected spouse-to-be.
Link: |T0061.6.1$, Parents renege on betrothal promise. |T0416.5$, Aversion to cousin-marriage: incest-like. Cousin
(paternal or maternal) refuses marriage to cousin.>

T0108.1$, Cousin as rejected spouse-to-be.
Ref.: DOTTI 151 624 642/{lit.}.>
T0108.1.1$, Paternal-cousin as rejected suitor.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 540-41; DOTTI 255 273 379 467 515 530 608/{lit., Sdn}; MITON.>
T0108.1.2$, She-paternal-cousin as rejected fiancee. Type: 900C$, cf. 516A.
Ref.: DOTTI 277 558.>
T0109$, Residence of the newlywed couple.>
T0109.1$, Patrilocal residence: bride moves to home of groom's family. Type: 872X$.
Link: |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red (rose-colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternal-uncle's wife?"
C

Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn). |P0200.0.1.5.1$, Characteristic images (scenes) one experiences within
patrilocal family residence--(mostly visual).

Ref.: DOTTI xi n. 15 313 469 498/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; RAFE 301 n. 18; Shamy (el-) Egypt 6-7 no.
1, 78-81 no. 10, 125 no. 20, 176 no. 41, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 61 n. 57.>
T0109.1.1$, Bride's troubles at in-laws' home. Type: 903C*, cf. 1407.
Link: |P0207$, There can be only one matriarch within a household.
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Ref.: CAbd-al-Jabbâr al-Sâ)idî Turâth III:9 69-75/("at-tawallî/Brothering": entire genre); Haykal
128ff., Shamy (el-) "Arab Psychiatry" 317, "Belief Characters" 14 n. 11, 19; DOTTI 93 181 353 548 563
564 662 786 790/{Sdn, Tns}; RAFE 301 n. 18; TAWT 367 n. 110 432; |P0261.1.1$, Man fearful (distrustful)
of daughter's husband (suitor). |T0196.3$, Wife (innocent) divorced so as to punish her family.
Ref.: "Belief Characters" 14 n. 11, 19; TAWT 367 n. 110 432.>
T0109.1.1.1$, Wife put to hard work by her in-laws. Type: cf. 425B, 428.
Link: |G0465, Ogre sets impossible tasks. |H1010, Impossible tasks. |S0185.0.1$, Pregnant woman forced to perform
lowly (strenuous) tasks.

@T0101.1.3.3$, Bride quality: strength, industriousness, housekeeping.
Ref.: DOTTI 134 201 496/{Qtr}; RAFE 301 n. 18; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 24-25.>
T0109.1.1.2$, Wife kept out of husband's family matters (or she is overlooked).
Link: |D2003, Forgotten fiancée--[(supernaturally)]. |P0253.6.1$, Sister is always consulted by her brother and her
counsel sought. |U0064.2$, Forgetfulness due to immersion in (preoccupation with) concerns of life (afflictions,
problems).

Ref.: RAFE 301 n. 18.>
T0109.1.1.2.1$, Husband has fun (recreation) with his sister(s), none with his wife.
Link: |P0529.0.1.4.1$, Husband's frolic with his wife blessed (attended by angels).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0109.1.1.3$, Barren wife `has no right to stay'--(must be sent away).
Link: |J0241.4$, Fruitless tree to be cut off. |J2755.1$, The real fool: childless man living with barren woman.
|P0231.0.1$, Mother of a son more valuable. |P0232.0.1$, Mother of a daughter less valuable. |S0062.3, Barren wife
exposed by husband. |S0411.3, Barren wife sent away. |T0145.2, Second wife taken because first is barren.
|T0145.10.2$, Polygynist's wife is to demonstrate her fertility.

Ref.: COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 12; Shamy (el-) Egypt 76 no. 10.>
T0109.3$, Matrilocal residence: groom moves to home of bride's family. Type: 314, 470C$,/801A$, 470D$,
613, 859F$, 872A1$, 873, cf. 901A$.
Link: |P0215.4$, Wife prefers to reside among her own blood relatives. |T0052.10.1.5$, Girl will marry on condition
she and husband reside with her own family. (Uxorilocal marriage). |T0198.2$, Man returns to parents' home after
end of his marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 136 239 242 345 479 492 499 560; MITON; RAFE 300 n. 17/cf.; Shamy (el-) Egypt 78
no. 10, Tâhâ Husayn 93; TAWT 159.>
T0109.3.1$, Initial required period of matrilocal residence.>
T0109.3.2$, Temporary residence in bride's parents' home (as means of helping daughter consummate
marriage). Type: 451A, 851D$.
Link: |T0164.3.1$, Scarcity of affordable living quarters (apartments, houses) as an obstacle to consummation of
marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 93 227 228 473 493/{Alg}; TAWT 50 n. 14.>
T0109.4$, Husband (groom) moves to his wife's country (city, nation).
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Link: |P0215.4$, Wife prefers to reside among her own blood relatives.>

T0109.4.1$, "They asked Gohâ, `What is your country?' He replied, `It is the country from which my wife
hails'".
Link: |Z0062.9.2$, Gohâ's utterance: "quotation-and-reply" (i.e., `Wellerism').

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2197.>
T0109.6$, Ambilocal residence: newlyweds reside alternately between groom's and bride's families.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0110, Unusual marriage.>
T0110.1$, Marriage of children. (Usually at first signs of sexual maturation).
Link: |T0610.1.1$, Sexual awakening: becoming aware of own sexuality (adolescence, puberty).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 334/(at age eight); Lane 156/(female children at ten); MITON.>
T0111, Marriage of mortal and supernatural being. Type: 400, 465.
Ref.: DOTTI 184 200 207 236; TAWT 433; Wehr no. 11.>
T0111.1, Marriage of mortal and god.
Link: |A0164.9.2$, Deity impregnates mortal woman. |A0182.0.3.1$, God reveals himself in human form to mortal.
|A0188.3$, Deity marries mortal.

Ref.: Ions 45-46.>
T0111.3, Marriage of man with woman who has come from an egg. Type: 872B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 494; TAWT 447 no. 39/{Ymn}.>
T0111.5, Marriage of mortal and dwarf.>
T0111.5.1$, Marriage of human being and jinni (fairy). Type: 400, 465, 425.
Link: |A1278.1.1.1$, Cain given remodeled female-jinni (from earth) as wife--(unfair treatment). |F0302, Fairy
mistress. Mortal man marries or lives with fairy woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 184 200 236; MITON.>
T0111.5.1.1$, Girl (woman) marries jinni-man. Type: 425, cf. 425M.
Link: |F0301.2, Fairy lover entices mortal girl. |F0302.0.4.1$, Woman (girl) marries jinni foster-brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 200 208/{Alg}.>
T0111.5.1.2$, Man marries jinni-woman. Type: 400, 750D1$, cf. 462, 465.
Link: |F0302.1, Man goes to fairyland and marries fairy.

Ref.: DOTTI 184 200 236 409; MITON.>
T0111.6, Marriage of mortal and angel.
Link: |A0514.4$, Culture hero (heroine) from angel parent (father). |A1278.1.2.1.1$, Abel given remodeled houri
(from paradise) as wife--(favoring treatment). |V0230.0.2.1$, Angels do not procreate (marry).>

T0112$, Marriage of person to another of same sex (proves to be of opposite sex). Type: 313K$, 510D$,
533A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 134 264 295; TAWT 424 no. 11/{Bhrn}.>
T0114$, Marriage to dead person. Type: 425G1$.
Ref.: S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 244 no. 4; DOTTI 207.>
T0115, Man marries ogre's [(ogress's)] daughter. Type: 310, 898.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 186; DOTTI 117 190 494 555 631/{Qtr}; TAWT 426 no. 14/{Egy}.>
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T0115.1$, Ogre's (ogress's) consent to daughter's marriage to man is given. Type: 898, cf. 310, 313.
Link: |T0131.1.2, Father's consent to son's (daughter's) marriage necessary.

Ref.: DOTTI 117 128 555/{Sml}; TAWT 426 no. 14/{Egy}; HE-S: Somalia/Qatar 1973 no. 2.>
T0115.2$, Woman (girl) marries ogre. Type: 315, 590A.
Link: |G0081, Unwitting marriage to cannibal. |G0418$, Demon (ogre) poses as handsome youth and attracts
maiden(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 140 159 172 337/{Mrc}.>
T0117, Marriage of person and object. Type: 591.
Ref.: DOTTI 340.>
T0117.7, Marriage to a gourd.>
T0117.7.1$, Marriage to a pot (jug). Type: 591.
Ref.: DOTTI 340; TAWT 418 no. 6/{Plstn}.>
T0117.9, Marriage to a river. Type: cf. 425L.
Ref.: DOTTI 207.>
T0118, Girl (man) married to (enamored of) a monster. Type: cf. 425A.
Ref.: DOTTI 201.>
T0119$, Interracial marriages (miscegenation).
Link: |P0170.0.6$, Half-breed (muwallad): mixed race. (Usually black and white).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 148; Damîrî I 244-45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 125.>
T0119.1$, White husband, black wife. Type: cf. 301, 303B$.
Link: |P0174.0.1$, Children of slave-woman and free father become free. |P0731.1$, The sons of the Bedouin-chief's
three wives: the Bedouin (`Arab'), the urban, and the peasant. |T0121.6.1$, Master (owner) marries slave-girl.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 145; DOTTI 102; MITON.>
T0119.5$, White wife, black husband. Type: 516F$, 930B1$.
Link: |T0480.1$, Loathsome paramour: black slave.

Ref.: Damîrî I 244-45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 125; DOTTI 204 205 476 484 625/{Alg};
Hujelân 267 no. 41-4 357 no. 5-6/(slave/capyive).>
T0119.9.1$, Inter-ethnic marriages. (Usually with communication/language as a problem). Type: cf. 516A.
Link: |P0191.1.4.1$-(formerly, P0738.1.1$), Parlance of foreigners (`rutân') not understood.

Amîn 434/(Turkish-Eg.).>
T0120$, Interreligious marriages (love-affair): different denominations. Type: cf. 303D$,/516H$.
Link: |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce. |T0131.8, Different religion as obstacle for marriage.
|T0131.12.3$, Race (color of skin) as obstacle for marriage. |V0475.9.1$, Anchorite leaves order because of love for
girl from different religion.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 213-15/(Moslem-Christian); DOTTI 204 217 282 536 646 761 770/{Alg, Lib, lit.};
MITON.>
T0120.0.1$, Inter-sectarian marriages: same religion, but different sects.>
T0121, Unequal marriage. Type: 621, 841, 886A$, 900, 923B, 986, 971B$.
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Link: |J0700.1$, Wisdom of choosing that which is compatible with one's own attributes (limitations).

Ref.: DOTTI 353 461 536 540 558 603 605 676 689/{Egy, Sdn}; Kâmil 46-50.>
T0121.3.1, Princess marries lowly man.
Link: |T0055.1, Princess declares love for lowly hero.>

T0121.5.1, Princess marries saint.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 160/cf.>
T0121.6, Man weds his bondmaid.
Link: |P0529.9.2$, Legal rights of a concubine (consort, common-law wife). |T0091.6.2, King (prince) in love with a
lowly girl.

Ref.: Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 144.5; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51
2.>
T0121.6.1$, Master (owner) marries slave-girl. Type: 567A, 676,/954, 882, 891F$,/1379.
Link: |P0178.9.1$, Slave freed and taken as spouse. |T0415.3, Lovers reared as brother and sister learn to their joy
that they are not related.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264; Basset Mille II 19 no. 9; DOTTI 213 328 368 519 551 646 660 771 835
858 873/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; Tâhâ Husayn 9; TAWT 442 no. 33-1/{Egy}.>
T0121.6.2$, Youth marries slave-girl raised with him as foster-sister. Type: 885**.
Link: |P0274.1, Love between foster sister and foster brother. |T0101.6$, Milk (foster) brothers marry milk (foster)
sisters.

Ref.: DOTTI 535; MITON.>
T0121.7, Rich girl marries servant.
Link: |T0091.6.5$, Master and servant in love.>

T0121.8, King (rich man) weds common girl.
Link: |L0162, Lowly heroine marries prince (king). |T0091.6.2, King (prince) in love with a lowly girl.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0121.8.2$, Man (youth) of respectable social rank weds lowly girl (vagabond, beggar, street-dancer, or the
like). Type: 872$, 920F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 99 198 381 489 490 491 492 495 497 521 589/{Egy, Mrc, Sdn}.>
T0121.9$, The ugly spouse.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 524-25.>
T0121.9.1$, Beautiful girl weds ugly husband. Type: 756H$, cf. 621, 886A$.
Link: |J1548$, Ugly husband asks his beautiful wife whether they will be in Paradise or in Hell. Both in Paradise: she
for her endurance (suffering, patience), and he for being `thankful to God'. |K1307$, Deceptive marriage
arrangements: the girl (woman) is tricked. |T0268, Beautiful woman married to hideous man: he is thankful, she
patient. She says that they have thus both gained paradise. |T0480$, Loathsome paramour.

Ref.: DOTTI 353 420 536; Haykal 125; Shalabî 96-97/cf.; TAWT 428; Wehr 427 no. 17.>
T0121.9.1.1$, Beautiful girl forced to marry ugly man.
Link: |T0192, Marriage by force [(coercion)].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 600; DOTTI 151 624 642/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0121.9.3$, Handsome man weds ugly girl.
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Link: |J0482.2, Better to marry ugly than fair wife. Less hard to satisfy. |K1305$, Deceptive marriage arrangements:
the man is tricked.

Ref.: DOTTI 814/{Tns}; Tâhâ Husayn 18ff.>
T0125, Lazy boy and industrious girl matched. Type: 923B, 986.
Ref.: DOTTI 519 603 689; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 72-73 n. 70; CA. al-Lâwand Turâth III:10
85-87.>
T0126, Fantastic marriage.>
T0126.3, Marriage of earth and sky.
Link: |A0702.5, Marriage of earth and sky.>

T0127$, Husband and wife as contrasts (`odd couple'). Type: cf. 570A.
Link: |T0202.1$, Happy couple: wife and husband are not two of a kind.

Ref.: DOTTI 332.>
T0127.1$, Husband and wife as contrasts: in industry. Type: 882, 901B*, 923B, 923D$, 986, 1370, 1370B*,
1405.
Link: |T0125, Lazy boy and industrious girl matched.

Ref.: DOTTI 519 603 609 689 768.>
T0127.2$, Husband and wife as contrasts: in temperament. Type: 903A*, 726A$, 756D$, 859F$, 887, 891,
909$, 1365, 1365A, 1365J*, 1366$, 1366*, 1366A*, 1375, cf. 874B$, 875C1$, 880A$, 908$, 908A$,
1341E$, 1378B*.
Link: |J1011, Lazy woman resumes her work. She sees how a little bird by persistence pecks a hole in stone.
|L0114.1, Lazy hero. |W0111.3.4, Why he beats her. Lazy wife beaten by husband maintains that she has done
nothing. That is why he is beating her.

Ref.: DOTTI 402 417 479 503 508 516 540 563 566 567 745 768; MITON; RAFE 304 n. 35.>
T0127.3$, Husband and wife as contrasts: in intelligence. Type: 327H$, 555, 1381, 1381A-C, 1384, 1385,
1438$, 1540.
Ref.: DOTTI 166 313 774 775 778 781 806 851; MITON.>
T0127.4$, Husband and wife as contrasts: in morality (honesty, gratitude, dutifulness, etc.). Type: 545F$,
561D$, 590A, 612A, 1350, 1350X$, 1510.
Link: |P0020.3.1$, 'Aasiyah: pious (believer) wife of `Pharaoh$, (a disbeliever himself).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 240-41; DOTTI 299 320 338 343 747 816; RAFE 307 n. 52.>
T0127.5$, Husband and wife as contrasts: in physical constitution (size, beauty, etc.). Type: 756H$, 886A$.
C

C

Link: |F0579.1.1$, Social group of dissimilar members. |J0682.0.2.1$, `Z ait, wi M ait, wi Nattât el-Hait' (i.e., `Tom,
Dick, and Harry'). |T0121.9.1$, Beautiful girl weds ugly husband. |T0121.9.3$, Handsome man weds ugly girl.
|Z0130.2$, Huge wife, tiny husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 420 536.>
T0130, Marriage customs.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 68-70 no. 25; Boqarî 173; Lane 157-74.>
T0131, Marriage restrictions.
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Link: |T0090.1$, Enmity between lovers's families (tribes, nations) separates lovers (obstacle to marriage).

Ref.: DOTTI 568/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0131.0.1, Princess has unrestricted choice of husband.
Link: |J0229.16$, Ogre (ogress) gives captive choices. |T0054.1$, Choosing bride by lot (shooting arrow, throwing
ball, etc.).>

T0131.0.2$-(formerly, T0131.5.0.1$), Endogamy. Marriage (only) within the group.
Link: |A1553.4$, Origin of endogamy. |C0162.4$, Tabu: endogamy (marrying within own group). |T0105.1$,
Endogamous marriage preferred. |T0131.5, Exogamy. Marriage only outside the group.

Ref.: ThaClabî 180/(Jewish); Soualah Cours 20-21/(both parents from same clan); TAWT 53 n. 30.>
T0131.1, Relative's consent to marriage necessary.>
T0131.1.1, Brother's consent to sister's marriage needed.
Ref.: Chauvin V 168 no. 92; DOTTI 158 296 666 708/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0131.1.1.1$, Brother condones (accepts reluctantly) sister's unusual marriage. Type: cf. 312, 315, 552C$,
850A$, 860A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 123 124 140 311 469 480 481/{Qtr}.>
T0131.1.2, Father's consent to son's (daughter's) marriage necessary.
Link: |T0115.1$, Ogre's (ogress's) consent to daughter's marriage to man is given.

Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 40-55 (72)/(antitheses)/cf.; DOTTI 541/{Glf/gen.}; MITON; Stevens 231-45 no.
42.>
T0131.1.2.0.1$, Mother's consent to son's (daughter's) marriage necessary. Type: 510.
Ref.: DOTTI 258 259/{Omn}; TAWT no. 31.>
T0131.1.2.1, Girl must marry father's choice. Type: 621, cf. 510B, 890.
Link: |T0131.1.2.5$, Daughter refuses to marry father's choice.

Ref.: DOTTI 261 353 539.>
T0131.1.2.3, Father demands that son break all relations with his beloved. Type: 885A.
Ref.: DOTTI 534 693 761 796 798/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and FaragIllâh" no. 23.>
T0131.1.2.4, Son refuses to marry father's choice.>
T0131.1.2.5$, Daughter refuses to marry father's choice. Type: 313E*, cf. 613C*.
Link: |T0131.1.2.1, Girl must marry father's choice.

Ref.: Boqarî 184; DOTTI 131 162 280 296/{Egy}.>
T0131.1.2.6$, Child marries parent's choice.
Link: |T0053.0.5$, Betrothal (engagement) may be concluded only by senior (male) members of families (of brideto-be or groom-to-be). |T0100.0.9.1.1$, Marriage as union between two families via their children.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0131.1.2.6.1$, Son marries father's choice. Type: 1455.
Link: |M0146.4.1$, Brother and brother arrange marriage of their unborn children (paternal-cousins) to each other.

Ref.: ThaClabî 59/(Ishmael); DOTTI 201 481 564 621 754 771 811 885/{Alg, Sdn, Tns}; MITON;
TAWT 432.>
T0131.1.2.6.2$, Daughter marries father's choice.
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Ref.: MITON.>
T0131.1.3, Marriage against will of parents.
Ref.: DOTTI 281 533 621 678/{Egy, Sdn}.>
T0131.1.3.1$, Consent of father (mother) for son's marriage is no longer needed. Type: 577, 885A.
Link: |P0248.1$, Son opposes his father's ways.

Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 55 (72); DOTTI 272 335 534/{Tns}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and
Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
T0131.1.3.2$, Daughter chooses to be with her groom (lover) than with her own parents (who disapprove of
marriage).
Link: |J0226, Difficult choices between relatives. |P0211, Wife chooses father's side in feud. |P0529.0.2.2$, Bride-tobe must give consent to her marriage. |R0225, Elopement.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0131.1.4$, Maternal-uncle's consent to nephew's (niece's) marriage necessary.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0131.1.5$, Paternal-uncle's consent to nephew's (niece's) marriage necessary.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 594-95; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 3.>
T0131.1.5.1$, Paternal-cousin's consent to marriage of his cousin (bint-Camm) necessary.
Ref.: DOTTI 273 379/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
T0131.2, Younger child may not marry before elder.
Link: |C0169.2, Tabu: giving younger daughter in marriage before elder. |T0105.9.2$, Younger child married before
elder.

Ref.: Lane 158; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 58.>
T0131.2.0.1$, Age difference as obstacle to marriage (too old-too young).
Link: |T0091.4.1.2$, Girl thought by older man to be too young for marriage is raised and then taken for a wife (by
him).

Ref.: Alf II 264; DOTTI 542/{Omn}.>
T0131.4, Widow may not remarry. Type: 1380B$, 1392*.
Link: |T0316$, Widow with children is expected to remain chaste and unwed (celibate) for the rest of her life.

Ref.: DOTTI 774 785.>
T0131.5, Exogamy. Marriage only outside the group. Type: 303, 516, cf. 425, 400, 462, 465.
Link: |C0162.3, Tabu: marrying outside of group (or caste). [Exogamy]. |Q0397$, Exogamy punished. |T0105.2$,
Exogamous marriage preferred.

Ref.: ThaClabî 200: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 104; DOTTI 108 184 200 234 236 274;
Panetta Bengasi 43-46 (from the West/Europe).>
T0131.6, Girl will marry on condition she is to be the only wife.
Link: |T0052.10$, Conditions set for marrying a certain person.>

T0131.8, Different religion as obstacle for marriage.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 213-15; CAbd-al-Quddûs 305-15 no. 27; MITON; Lane 96-102; HE-S IUFTL: N.Y. 61-
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6 Tape 127.>
T0131.8.0.1$, Conversion to different religion in order to marry. Type: 516H$.
Link: |P0529.1.1$, Conversion to different religion to obtain divorce.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 27-28; Ibshîhî 213-15; DOTTI 284.>
T0131.10$, A Moslem man may marry a Moslem woman or a kitâbiyyah (Christian, Jewish).
Link: |V0371$, Moslem traditions about al-kitâbiyyîn ("People-of-the-Book": Jews and Christians Also called
dhimmiyyîn/'ahl al-dhimmah).

Ref.: Lane 97, cf. 101-2.>
T0131.10.1$, A Moslem woman may marry only a Moslem man.
Ref.: Lane 97-98; MITON.>
T0131.10.2$, A Bedouin man may marry from any group.>
T0131.10.2.1$, Bedouin man marries non-Bedouin woman.
Ref.: DOTTI 310/{Egy}.>
T0131.10.3$, A Bedouin woman may marry only a Bedouin.
Link: |T0131.11.1.1$, A sharîfah-(woman) may marry only a sharîf-(man). |T0192.1.1.1$, Cousin marries his shecousin so as to prevent her from marrying an undesirable suitor (lover).

Ref.: DOTTI 281 533 678/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Belief and Non-belief" 10; CFMC: Aswan 70-12A
4-2-no. 5 (Nubian).>
T0131.10.3.1$, `Better wed to crocodile than to a fellah (peasant)'.
Link: |S0263.3.4$, Maiden (virgin) sacrificed to crocodile.

Ref.: Amîn 81/cf.>
T0131.10.3.2$, Nobleman (king, emperor, prince, etc.) rejected as suitor to `Arab' (Bedouin) girl.
Link: |T0192.1.1.1$, Cousin marries his she-cousin so as to prevent her from marrying an undesirable suitor (lover).

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 375; DOTTI 281 533 678/{Egy}.>
T0131.10.3.3$, Non-Bedouin man marries Bedouin woman. Type: 552.
Ref.: DOTTI 310/{Egy}.>
T0131.11$, Lower social class as obstacle to marriage. Type: 314, 758C$, 971B$.
Link: |A1650.6.1$, `Children of Paradise' and `Children of Earth': Eve's child born in Paradise holds self superior to
sibling born (to Eve) on Earth. |P0182.1$, Slave who wooes (wants to marry) his mistress punished. |T0052.0.2.1$,
Excessive mahr as obstacle for marriage. |V0004.2$, Being bearer of God's words outweighs worldly assets of
wealth and high status.

Ref.: Maspero 189 no. 13; ThaClabî 178; Bustânî (al-) 240-44; DOTTI 136 308 313 422 645
676/{Alg, Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 63; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâmî and
Samyah" no. 8, "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-a; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 700-2-no. 2.>
T0131.11.1$, Descent (ancestry) as obstacle to marriage.
Link: |N0365.3.4$, Man meets a girl of unknown genealogy and marries her; she proves to be his sister.

Ref.: Maspero 189 no. 13; DOTTI 492 497/{Mrc, Sdn}; Wickett 169\cf.>
T0131.11.1.1$, A sharîfah-(woman) may marry only a sharîf-(man).
Link: |P0071$, Rights (privileges) of 'ashrâf. |T0131.10.3$, A Bedouin woman may marry only a Bedouin.

Ref.: Amîn 150-52; DOTTI 140/{lit.}; Juhaymân (al-) V 325-38 no. 23; Lane 132 n. 1/cf.; TAWT
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394 n. 584.>
T0131.11.1.2$, Royalty should marry only a royal person.>
T0131.11.1.2.1$, Bilqis (Queen of Sheba) objects to marrying: but if she must, she will marry only a king.
Link: |C0160.0.1$, Celibacy (rahbanah, abstention from sex): makrûh (`disliked$, almost-tabu, merely tolerated)-not the way for Moslems. |C0181.0.1$, Tabu: female (queen) heading government (female as sovereign). |P0028.2$,
Chieftainess (female sovereign) of such rank that she cannot imagine herself married to (any) man. |T0100.0.2$,
Celibacy discouraged (inadvisable).

Ref.: ThaClabî 178.>
T0131.12$, Slave status as obstacle to marriage. Type: 918$.
Ref.: DOTTI 585; MITON.>
T0131.12.1$, Woman may not marry her slave.
Link: |P0530.3$, Marriage annulled (divorce imposed) because of husband's status as slave. |T0478$, Sexual
intercourse between mistress and her (male) slave.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0131.12.3$, Race (color of skin) as obstacle for marriage.
Link: |P0530$, Legal kafâ'ah: marriage is to be between persons of equal social class (status compatibility required).
|T0192.5$, Female slave impregnated by master forced to marry a slave. |T0640.2$, Father refuses to acknowledge
child as his own.>

T0131.12.3.1$, Blackness of skin as an obstacle for marriage.
Link: |U0103.1.1$, A female's casual remark that `black on white' looks pleasing causes accusation of (interracial)
unchastity.>

T0131.12.4$, Species as obstacle for marriage. Type: 400, 402, 409.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0131.12.4.1$, Marriage between jinni (fairy) and Adamite opposed. Type: 400.
Link: |F0300, Marriage or liaison with fairy.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0131.12.4.2$, Marriage between Adamite and animal opposed. Type: 402, 409B$, 409C$.
Link: |B0600, Marriage of person to animal.>

T0131.13$, Poverty as obstacle to marriage.
Link: |L0143.0.1.1$, `[If you] take (marry) them poor, God will enrich you'.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 265; Ibshîhî 540-41; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the
Prophet" no. 44 15.>
T0131.13.1$, Mistreatment of poor suitor. Type: 325.
Link: |H1381.3.1.4$, Quest for princess as bride for poor (lowly) boy.

Ref.: DOTTI 152.>
T0131.13.1.1$, Poor suitor (suitor's emissary) beaten. Type: 325.
Ref.: DOTTI 152 271 558 560 647.>
T0131.13.2$, Women disregard penniless (poor) men.
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Link: |T0101.3.2.2$, Groom quality: wealth.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 596-97.>
T0131.14$, Bad character (conduct) as obstacle for marriage.>
T0131.14.1$, Immaturity as obstacle for marriage.
Link: |T0100.0.9.2$, Marriage as treatment (cure) for unhappiness (immaturity).>

T0131.14.2$, Impious behavior as obstacle for marriage.
Link: |T0101.1.2$, Bride quality character (religiosity, patience, obedience). |T0101.3.1$, Groom quality:
religiosity.>

T0131.14.2.1$, Loss of virginity (innocence) as obstacle for marriage. Type: 1542**.
Link: |H0456$, Maiden's hymen examined so as to ascertain her virginity (chastity). |T0101.1.2.0.1$, Bride quality:
sex-naivety (innocence). |T0640.2$, Father refuses to acknowledge child as his own.>

T0131.14.3$, Being an adventurer as obstacle for marriage.
Ref.: DOTTI 129/{Egy}.>
T0131.14.4$, Public declaration of love for girl as obstacle for marriage. Type: cf. 971A$.
Link: |M0439$, Curse: infamy or public disgrace (fadîhah). |T0039$, Beleaguered lovers. |T0061.9$, Betrothal of the
veiled female (unseen). |W0163$, Infamy (notoriety).

Ref.: DOTTI 675.>
T0132, Preparation for wedding.
Link: |P0965$, Celebration of a wedding.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57 7-10).>
T0132.3$, Bride's family prepares furnishings, clothing, etc., for bridal residence.
Link: |T0052.0.2.5$, Preparing `list' of bride's own property (in marital residence) as source of conflict.

Ref.: TAWT 50 n. 6.>
T0132.3.1$, Extended period of preparations for residence of the bride-to-be and her groom.>
T0132.3.1.1$, Groom-to-be becomes impatient of waiting.
Link: |T0101.1.0.1.1$, Groom-to-be declares that he wants fiancée with only the garment she is wearing (not fancy
bridal furnishings, not wealth, etc.).

Ref.: TAWT 50 n. 6.>
T0132.3.1.2$, "Opening of scissors [for tailoring bride's gowns] (fathit el-miqass)".
Ref.: Diâyb 244.>
T0132.3.2$, Publication of completion of bridal furnishings (shuwâr): street procession.
Link: |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music) mistaken for happy event. |P0469.2$, Publication of certain
event via musical procession--zaffah (for wedding, circumcision, pilgrimage, release from prison, or the like).
|T0136.8$, Bridal procession.>

T0133, Travel to wedding.>
T0133.1, Faithful servant accompanies bride to new home.>
T0133.2, Royal bride conducted by embassy to husband's kingdom. Type: cf. 403D$.
Link: |T0051, Wooing by emissary.

Ref.: DOTTI 191; MITON.>
T0133.4, Bridegroom and his men come for the bride. Type: cf. 408, 425G.
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Link: |T0136.8$, Bridal procession. |T0137.5, Bride (and party) fetched by groom and party after wedding. [eshshailah].

Ref.: DOTTI 195 205.>
T0133.7$, Bride accompanied by sibling to wedding (home of husband-to-be).>
T0133.7.1$, Bride (sister) joined by her brother at home of her groom (husband). Type: 450.
Link: |T0052.11$, Marriage (wooing) so as to rescue.

Ref.: DOTTI 222.>
T0133.8$, Preparing bride for consummation of marriage--("el-galwah").
Link: |T0061.9.0.1$, Revealing bride's face (to groom) for the first time.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
T0133.8.1$, Women's beautician (mâshtah) prepares bride for consummation of marriage.
C

Link: |P0446.5$, Women's beautician (ballânah, mâshtah, aggâfah, etc.). |T0160.0.2.2$, Midwife ensures bride's
bleeding at defloration (by scratching bride's vagina).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
T0133.8.1.1$, "Henna-eve" precedes "dukhlah-eve" (night of consummation of marriage). Bride's (groom's)
hands, feet, etc., dyed with henna (rose, pink, red color).
Link: |M0139.2$, Vow to marry only the man with the most rosy (red) henna-colored hands. |T0160,
Consummation of marriage. [("dukhlah", lit.: entering, penetration, etc.)]. |Z0141.4$, Red as symbol of (associated
with) sex organs. |Z0189.1$, Symbolism: unpierced and pierced (perforated, punctured) objects--virgin and nonvirgin.>

T0134, Conduct of bridal couple before ceremony.>
T0134.1, Bridal couple must never see each other before wedding.
Link: |T0061.9.0.1$, Revealing bride's face (to groom) for the first time.>

T0134.2, Betrothed parties do not see each other until night of the wedding.>
T0134.3, Man who has once been married helps groom to dress for wedding.>
T0135, Wedding ceremony.
Link: |P0965$, Celebration of a wedding.>

T0135.0.1$, Marriage contract written (and signed).
Link: |P0525, Contracts. |P0525.0.2.5.1$, Agreements (on sale, betrothal, etc.) `sealed' with reading passage from
Holy Book. (Usually "The Opening/al-Fâtihah"). |P0529.0.2.1$, Wife's right to instantly divorce her husband must
be contracted before marriage.

Ref.: Maspero 138 no. 7; MITON; TAWT 34-35 151 no. 13 296 no. 38.>
T0135.0.2$, Renewal of a wedding: procedures of marriage to same person repeated (usually under
improved conditions).
Link: |P0525.0.2.4$, Renegotiation of terms of set contract (agreement). |V0337$, Renewal of one's faith. (Usually as
confirmation or being `born-again' in that faith).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
T0135.0.3$, Marriage ceremony formally officiated.
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Link: |P0426.4$, Marriage-divorce cleric (ma'dhûn, judge).>

T0135.0.3.1$, Ruler (caliph, king, emperor, etc.) officiates marriage ceremony to honor couple.
Link: |T0053.9.1$, Ruler (king, caliph, emperor, etc.) as matchmaker. |T0136.0.2$, Gifts (presents) given at wedding
to bride and groom.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0135.1, Marriage formula: "You are mine and I am yours".
Link: |T0105.1.1$, `Our own oil into our own flour' (endogamous marriage).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0135.1.1$, Marriage formula: "I give my daughter to you in marriage".
Link: |P0529.0.2.2.4$, Bride represents self in marriage ceremony.

Ref.: Boqarî 177.>
T0135.1.2$, Marriage formula: "I give in marriage the woman (girl) whom I represent".
Link: |P0529.0.2.2.3$, Bride represented by deputy (e.g., father, uncle, etc.) in marriage ceremony. |T0135.3,
Wedding by proxy [(surrogate)].

Ref.: MITON.>
T0135.1.4$, Marriage formula: according to God's creed and his Prophet's.
Ref.: Alf I 285; DOTTI 475/{Mrc}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 105 no. 15.>
T0135.3, Wedding by proxy [(surrogate)]. Type: 425L.
Link: |J1768.2.3$, Stranger mistaken for one's spouse or betrothed (usually hitherto unseen).

Ref.: DOTTI 108 207 216 279/{Lbn, Plst}; MITON; TAWT 433 no. 23/{Egy}; Wehr 300-301 no.
11.>
T0135.8, Two or more weddings at one time as the end of a tale.
Link: |Z0010.2.1$, Happy end formula.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0135.12.1$, Applying henna to bodies (hands, feet) of bride and groom.>
T0135.14, Wedding-canopy over bride and groom. [(koashah)].>
T0136, Accompaniments of weddings.
Ref.: Campbell Arab Tribes 237; Légey 293-94 no. 86; CFMC: Aswan 70-12B 8-1-no. 2, Siwa 7110 5-1-no. 8, Oases 71-3 1-2-no. [1], 1-1-no. [6b].>
T0136.0.1$, Wedding celebration (festivity).
Link: |P0965$, Celebration of a wedding.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0136.0.1.1$, Boisterous wedding celebration, but the bride is a frog.
Link: |J2519.1.1$, `Funeral with hot (passionate) wailing while the dead is [only] a dog'.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1881.>
T0136.0.2$, Gifts (presents) given at wedding to bride and groom.
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy.>

T0136.1, Wedding feast.
Link: |P0634, Feasts [of hospitality]. |V0065.6$, Funeral feast.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57; Taymûr no. 1882.>
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T0136.1.1$, Extravagant wedding banquet (with much meats, pastries, and the like).
Ref.: Boqarî 173; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
T0136.2, Rice thrown at weddings.
Link: |Z0093.1.1.2$, Innumerable: like sesame, rice, wheat, or the like.>

T0136.2.0.1$, Objects thrown at bride and groom (e.g., flowers, rice, coins, etc.).
Ref.: Kisâ'î 34-35/(Thackston 35-36 no. 15): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-3.>
T0136.3, Amusements at wedding.
Link: |T0061.4.0.1$, Publication of betrothal (engagement).>

T0136.3.1, Dancing at wedding.>
T0136.4, Gifts at wedding.>
T0136.4.0.1$, Bride's nuqût: gift (money) given to bride (to be reciprocated by her family).
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |P0428.0.1$, Singer(s).

Ref.: Boqarî 172-73; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 106 no. 15.>
T0136.8$, Bridal procession.
Link: |A1372.9.1.1$, In their wedding procession, Adam rides his horse in front of she-camel carrying Eve.
|T0132.3.2$, Publication of completion of bridal furnishings (shuwâr): street procession. |T0137.5, Bride (and party)
fetched by groom and party after wedding. [esh-shailah].

Ref.: Kisâ'î 34-35/(Thackston 35-36 no. 15): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-3.>
T0136.8.1$, Bridal procession concludes wedding ceremonies.
Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 34-35/(Thackston 35-36 no. 15): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-3.>
T0137, Customs following wedding.>
T0137.1, Advice to parting bride.>
T0137.1.1$, Mother's advice to parting bride. Type: 1416.
Link: |T0145.10$, Behavior of a polygynist's wife (co-wife). Wife in a polygynous community.

Ref.: DOTTI 792 793/{Lbn}.>
T0137.5, Bride (and party) fetched by groom and party after wedding. [esh-shailah]. Type: 408, 437.
Link: |A1372.9.1.1$, In their wedding procession, Adam rides his horse in front of she-camel carrying Eve.
|T0133.4, Bridegroom and his men come for the bride. |T0136.8$, Bridal procession.

Ref.: DOTTI 195 217; MITON; T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 41/(passim); TAWT 396 n. 646 441.>
T0137.6, Journey to husband's home accompanied by attendants.>
T0137.6.1$, Groom leaves bride outside his home-country while he goes home to bring proper wedding
party. (She is abducted or substituted). Type: 403, 403A, 403D$, 408, 425G1$, 437, 480, 510.
Link: |K1911, The false bride (substituted bride). |T0133.4, Bridegroom and his men come for the bride. |T0137.5,
Bride (and party) fetched by groom and party after wedding. [esh-shailah].

Ref.: DOTTI 189 190 191 195 207 217 250 258; MITON.>
T0137.9$, Customs concerning the bride.
Link: |P0963.1.1$, Boys circumcised during a wedding ceremony (on bride's lap).>

T0137.9.1$, Bride is to be seen naked by public. Type: 880A$.
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Link: |K1295$, Woman tricked into exposing (baring) her body (thigh, breast, etc.) and is thus put to shame.
|Q0328.2$, Woman baring her head in public punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 516; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 114-17 no. 14, T.M. al-Tayyib al-Humrân 44 (`naked
[head]').>
T0141, Assignment of bride to another.>
T0141.2, Wives exchanged. Type: cf. 895B$.
Link: |P0268.2.1$, Absence of jealousy between (among) co-wives. |W0181.6.0.1$, Lovers's jealousy.

Ref.: DOTTI 549.>
T0141.3, Hero assigns the bride he has won to another.>
T0142$, Exchange marriage.
Ref.: DOTTI 141/{Plst}; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 250-52.>
T0142.1$, Brother and sister marry sister and brother. Type: 872$.
Link: |A1552.4$, Pairs of twin brother-sister children of first parents marry each other. |T0101.1.6.1.1$, Bride
(sweetheart) in the likeness of groom's sister. |T0101.5$, Brothers marry sisters (or vice versa).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 240-41/cf.; Basset Mille II 336 no. 82; CAbd-al-Hâdî 180-83 no. 42; DOTTI 98 99 100
125 126 136 144 160 193 223 306 310 338 355 381 395 398 469 489 490 492 521 529 636 887/{Egy, Egy,
lit., Plst, Qtr, Sdn, Sdn}; Duwayk (al-) I 257-58 II 172-73; Sârîs (al-) 363-65; Y. Shâkir II 171-72; Shamy
(el-) Brother and Sister 71 87 n. 67; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5, "Sâbir and
Sâbrah" no. 6; Zîr 3 28; AUC: 39 no. 23; HE-S: Minya 70-7 no. 17; CA.)A. Ibrâhîm "Rubâtâb" [no. 5].>
T0142.1.1$, Other arrangements of exchange marriage involving brother and sister. Type: 872$.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0142.2$, No bride-wealth (-price) exchange marriage: one bride (groom) given away in return of one
groom (bride).
Link: |P0529.0.2.3.1$, sadâq, `mahr' (marriage-present, bride-wealth, "bride-price," etc.). |T0100.0.9.1.1$, Marriage
as union between two families via their children. |T0142.4$, Compensation-bride (girl--usually sister of executed
wife--given to wronged husband as restitution).>

T0142.4$, Compensation-bride (girl--usually sister of executed wife--given to wronged husband as
restitution). Type: 590A, 955.
Link: |P0263.1, Widower marries wife's sister. [Sororate]. |P0535.1$, Blood price: women (girls, maidens) given
away in marriage as compensation for loss of life (involuntary manslaughter). |P0795.0.2$, Consolation prize: loser
of contest reconciled (appeased) with some (lesser) award. |T0142.2$, No bride-wealth (-price) exchange marriage:
one bride (groom) given away in return of one groom (bride). |T0145.1.3, Man married to several sisters.

Ref.: DOTTI 99 310 318 338 339 617 618 662/{Egy, lit.}; Duwayk (al-) II 64-65; MITON; TAWT
429; CAlî Mardî SaCd Turâth IV:2 127-34; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 11-2-no. 5.>
T0142.4.1$, Husband of eloping adulteress kills her in paramour's home, he is rewarded with marriage to
chaste sister of paramour (adultery-partner).
Ref.: MITON.>
T0143, Infant marriage.>
T0144$, Monogamy.
Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 157/(only for woman).>
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T0144.0.1$, Scarcity of true love.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0144.0.1.1$, True love is for only one (and forsaking all others).
Link: |J0401, Scarcity of real friends.

Ref.: MITON; Anonymous "Nawâdir Abu-Nuwâs" 4.>
T0144.1$, Man chooses to marry only one girl.
Link: |J0021.32, "Do not marry more than one woman". |T0145.0.3$, Polygyny brings misery (trouble).>

T0144.3$, Serial monogamy. Successive monogamous marriages. Type: 707, 1407, 1426A$, cf. 955.
Ref.: DOTTI 190 202 206 210 215 387 486 662 790 804/{Tns}; D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE VII 146
no. 47; TAWT 429.>
T0144.3.1$, One wife divorced, another (new) acquired.
Ref.: MITON; TAWT 429 no. 16.>
T0144.4$, Serial sororal marriages: marrying one sister after another (from a group of sisters). Type: 707,
955, 1407.
Link: |C0166.3.1.1$, Tabu: sororal polygyny. |P0250.0.1.5$, Two sisters undergo similar experiences.

Ref.: DOTTI 206 218 387 662 790/{Egy, Tns}; TAWT 429.>
T0145, Polygamous marriage. Type: 1397A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 129 334 359 787/{Egy}; Mursî "Fayyûm" 168-74 no. 35.>
T0145.0.1, Polygyny. Type: 224A$, 303A, 303B$, 303D$,/516H$, 516A, 725, 1397$, 1442$.
Ref.: Maspero 3 no. 1 n. 1; DOTTI 86 109 111 185 277 284 400 786 808 845/{Alg, Egy}; Ghadab
46-47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 91; Sulaymân 210-13 no. IX-3.>
T0145.0.2$, Sororal polygyny. Type: 707.
Link: |P0264.0.1.3$, Sisters as salâyif (sisters-in-law). |T0145.1.3, Man married to several sisters.

Ref.: ThaClabî 60; Damîrî II 247; DOTTI 190 202 206 210 215 387 486/{Tns}; Wehr 114-21 no. 5.>
T0145.0.3$, Polygyny brings misery (trouble). Type: 224A$, 706C1$, 1397$.
Link: |F0171.6.0.1.2$, Ram (goat) butting rock(s) with his horns in other world. |Q0394, Uxoriousness punished.
|T0257.2.0.1$, Rivalry among co-wives benefits husband: each tries to please him. |W0164.5$, Wife too proud to
accept husband's marriage to another.

Ref.: Amîn 224; DOTTI 86 131 383 609 614 616 786/{Irq, Lbn, Qtr}; Hadrî (el-) AFann al=insâniyyah" 8 [no. 8]; Khatibah 95-97; Shamy (el-) "Belief and Non-belief" 11; TAWT 440 453; AGSFC:
QTR 87-3 679-?-237-63, al-Duwayk I 26.>
T0145.0.3.1$, A husband of two [wives] is a liar, a husband of three is a hypocrite, a husband of four is
either an almighty (qâdir) or a sociopath (fâgir). Type: 224A$, 1397$.
Link: |T0469.1.2$, Uxoriousness leads to ruins. |W0039.0.2.3$, Lying by man so as to please his woman (wife):
permissible. |W0130.0.1$, Depravity (acting-without-a-conscience: `fugr'/fugûr/fujûr).

Ref.: DOTTI 86 786 787/{Egy, Tns}; Taymûr no. 438/(abbrv.).>
T0145.0.4$, Happy polygynous marriage. Type: 516A, cf. 462.
Ref.: DOTTI 121 216 234 238 272 275 277 282 290 341 528 538 550 605 809/{Alg, Egy, Lib, lit.,
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Qtr, Sdi, Sdn, Ymn}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis III 188-98 no. 42; MITON; Ritter I.2 121-23 no. 62;
Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 268 n. 115; TAWT 438 no. 29/{Egy} 440 no. 31/{Sdn}; Wehr 289
no. 10.>
T0145.0.4.1$, Wife (fertile) insists that her husband take additional wife (wives).
Link: |N0887.2.1$, Wife (fiancee) helps her husband (fiance) reach his beloved.

Ref.: DOTTI 186/{Mrc}; MITON.>
T0145.0.4.2$, Sharing a husband by mutual agreement between women (a night for each).
Ref.: MITON.>
T0145.1, Marriage to five women each with separate duties.>
T0145.1.0.1$, Marriage to four women. Type: 303A, 303B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 109 111 186 193 194 378 471 484 591 812/{Irq, Mrc, Tns, Ymn}; MITON; Qasîr
Falsafah 175-79; TAWT 417.>
T0145.1.0.1.1$, Keeping only four wives at a time.
Link: |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce.

Ref.: Haykal 24, Tâhâ Husayn 81.>
T0145.1.0.2$, Marriage to two women. Type: 224A$, 303A, 516A1$, 725, 1387*/1442$, 1563, cf. 480,
511A, 898.
Ref.: Jâhiz V 467-68 639 n. 467; DOTTI 5 86 109 128 172 250 266 277 400 555 808 861/{Mrc};
Ghadab 46-47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 91; MITON.>
T0145.1.0.2.1$, Day-wife: night-wife. Man marries woman on condition of being available only during
daytime or nighttime.
Link: |T0482, Day husband: night husband. [Woman has two husbands: a robber and a juggler].

Ref.: Jâhiz V 467-68 639 n.>
T0145.1.1, Man requires seven women.
Link: |Z0071.5.10$, Seven `mothers' (and stepmothers).>

T0145.1.1.1$, Man with many (three, four, seven) wives acquires more. Type: 303D$,/516H$, 462, cf. 707.
Link: |P0012.11, Uxorious king neglects duties. |T0027.4$, Hero deflowers (marries) several maidens (seven, forty,
etc.) all of whom are in `love' with him.

Ref.: DOTTI 194 217 234 245 284 366 387 389 511 569 630/{Alg, Glf/gen., Sdn}.>
T0145.1.3, Man married to several sisters. Type: 707, cf. 955.
Link: |P0263.1, Widower marries wife's sister. [Sororate]. |T0142.4$, Compensation-bride (girl--usually sister of
executed wife--given to wronged husband as restitution). |T0145.0.2$, Sororal polygyny.

Ref.: DOTTI 387 662.>
T0145.2, Second wife taken because first is barren.
Link: |M0144.2$, Husband breaks his vow not to take a second wife because first is barren. |T0199.3$, First wife
kept by husband (as less favored co-wife, or as deserted wife). |T0282, Handmaid [(slave-girl)] given as wife unto
husband by barren wife. |T0380.5.1$, A boy (son) is preferred to a girl (daughter).

Ref.: DOTTI 100 948/{Alg}; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 144.4-5; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" 2 no. 51; TAWT 431; Zîr 141.>
T0145.2.1$, Additional wife (wives) taken because of `compelling' commitments (indebtedness, gratitude,
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family alliance, etc.). Type: 516H$.
Link: |T0100.0.9.1$, Marriage in order to enhance social (political, ethnic, religious, etc.) alliance.

Ref.: DOTTI 284; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Belief and Non-belief" 10, "Egypt" (1971) no. 2; AGSFC:
QTR 87-3 746-x-no. 2.>
T0145.2.2$, Second wife taken because first gives birth to females (husband desires a son). Type: 873A$.
Link: |P0231.0.1$, Mother of a son more valuable.

Ref.: DOTTI 500 501 502 521/{Egy}; Zîr 141.>
T0145.2.3$, Second wife taken because first is ill (dumb, old).
Ref.: DOTTI 125 181 226 537 919/{Alg, lit.}.>
T0145.2.5$, Trial marriage (guard against bride's or groom's shortcomings).
Link: |J0038.1$, ,Groom's statement (on the morning after consummation of marriage to heretofore unseen bride)
that "Religiosity is the. |T0061.9$, Betrothal of the veiled female (unseen).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 75 no. 10.>
T0145.6, Polygamist must love all his wives.>
T0145.6.1$, Polygamist must be equitable with (fair to) all his wives.
Link: |P0268.2.2$, Maidens agree to share one future husband--("One night for me and one night for you.").

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 52-53 no. 9; DOTTI 86 786/{Tns}; Houri-Pasotti 38-43 no. 4.>
T0145.6.2$, Cock treats his hens equally.
Link: |B0566.2$, Cock (husband of fifty hens) advises man as to how to control wife (by force, beating). |J0133,
Animal gives wise example to man. |U0022.1$, `Equality in injustice [to all] is justice'.

Ref.: Damîrî I 249.>
T0145.9$, Favorite younger wife.
Ref.: Alf IV 312/(second wife); DOTTI 479 557 809/{Alg}; Shamy (el-) "Belief and Non-belief"
>
11.
T0145.9.0.1$, Hierarchy among a man's wives (concubines). Type: 462, 1442$.>
T0145.9.0.1.1$, Lower status for concubine (bond-woman) among a man's wives.
Link: |P0173.3.0.1$, Higher status (as slave) for slave-girl (-woman) who is war captive.

Ref.: Burton I 27-28; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 11 n. 32.>
T0145.9.3$, Younger wife fails: merits of older become obvious. Type: cf. 1563.
Link: |J0245, Useful and ugly preferred to expensive and beautiful. |S0451.1.3$, Husband reinstates his divorced
(outcast) wife when new wife is discredited--(usually by ruse). |T0298.0.2$, Divorced wife reinstated (by husband).

Ref.: DOTTI 800 801/{lit.}; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 4-x-no. 19.>
T0145.9.5$, `First wife sweetest'.
Link: |J0010.1$, Persistence of first (primary) impressions.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 83 no. 33; Taymûr no. 2232.>
T0145.10$, Behavior of a polygynist's wife (co-wife). Wife in a polygynous community.
Link: |T0137.1.1$, Mother's advice to parting bride.

Ref.: TAWT 369 n. 149.>
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T0145.10.1$, "Clip your bird's wings lest he mate with another." Wife is to keep husband poor.
Link: |T0205.2$, A woman, like a carpet, improves when beaten. |T0277.3.1$, `A woman would ruin her husband's
home in order to make her father's prosper'. |W0131.0.1$, Wastefulness (extravagance). |W0216.2$, For an
extravagant man a thrifty woman is required.

Ref.: Amîn 445/(var./prov. simile); Dwyer 146-47 no. 35; TAWT 394 n. 591; Taymûr no. 2249.>
T0145.10.1.1$, "O you witless woman, your savings are for the yet to come wife".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1214.>
T0145.10.2$, Polygynist's wife is to demonstrate her fertility.
Link: |T0145.10.8$, Polygynist's wife is to demonstrate her own merits.

Ref.: DOTTI 717 718 720 746 780 815 870 918/{Irq}.>
T0145.10.3$, Polygynist's wife is to use love philtre (charm).
Link: |N0681.2, Ruler makes ready to abandon barren wife and marry another. He remains with her when he learns
that she is with child.

Ref.: MITON; AUC: 33 no. 20.>
T0145.10.4$, Polygynist's wife conspires against her rivals. Type: 224A$, 706C1$, 1379, 1397$, 1397B$,
1442$, cf. 1387*.
Ref.: DOTTI 86 383 771 786 787 808; Ghadab 46-47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 91.>
T0145.10.5$, Polygynist's wife is to know all husband's affairs. Type: 1416.
Ref.: DOTTI 792.>
T0145.10.8$, Polygynist's wife is to demonstrate her own merits. Type: cf. 901.
Link: |T0145.10.2$, Polygynist's wife is to demonstrate her fertility.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1222.>
T0146, Polyandry. Woman with two husbands. Type: cf. 1525Q.
Link: |T0271.2$, Impotent husband (eunuch) allows wife to have lover (extramarital affair).

Ref.: Chauvin V 254 no. 151; DOTTI 827.>
T0146.1, Several men marry one woman.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 255/cf.>
T0146.3$, Polyandry unwittingly committed.
Ref.: DOTTI 154 285 529 661 821/{Mrc/pigeons, Tns}.>
T0146.5$, Fatherhood for child(ren) born in polyandrous family.
Link: |H0484$,Child born to woman with multiple husbands (sex-partners): who is the real father?.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 255.>
T0147, Marriages made at annual festival.>
T0148, Matriarchy.
Link: |P0200.0.2$, Matriarchal family.>

T0148.1, Son named for mother.
Link: |P0208.2$, Matrilineal descent: child identified by mother's line. |T0149$, Matrilineal descent--miscellaneous.

Ref.: Ions 32 72/(Set); Maspero 175 no. 10 n. 1/(Set-Typhon); Simpson 112, 113, 117-19 123,
125/(Set) 125-126/(Horus).>
T0148.1.1$, "Horus son of Isis".
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Link: |A0111.1.1$, Isis as mother of god (Horus). |T0510, Miraculous [(supernatural)] conception.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 160; Ions 72/(Harsiesis); Simpson 113/117-19/123/125-26.>
T0148.1.2$, "Set son of Nut".
Link: |A0112.7.5.1$, Set forces his own birth by splitting mother's womb and issues out of her side.

Ref.: Ions 72; Maspero 175 no. 10 n. 1; Simpson 112, 125.>
T0148.1.4$, "Horus, son of Nut".
Link: |A0512.3.2$, Horus as son of god (Ra).

Ref.: Ions 32.>
T0148.1.5$, Moon, son of Nut (sky).
Link: |A0745.4$, Moon born of male deity (Set). |A0753.3.5$, Moon as sun's brother.

Ref.: Ions 24.>
T0148.1.6$, "Jesus son of Mary".
Link: |A0111.1.2$, Mary as mother of "Son of God" (Jesus). |A0611.0.1.1.1$, Christ (Jesus) as "The Word of God".
|V0312, Belief in Immaculate Conception.

Ref.: ThaClabî 219; Damîrî II 130.>
T0148.1.7$, "Mohammed son of 'Aaminah-of-Hejaz".
Link: |V0215$, Mohammed as prophet (founder).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2.>
T0149$, Matrilineal descent--miscellaneous.
Link: |F0200.7.3$, Family of jinn. |L0111.3, Widow's son as hero. |P0208.2$, Matrilineal descent: child identified by
mother's line. |T0148.1, Son named for mother. |T0596, Naming of children. |Z0183.6$, "Mother-of- "
('Omm/'Umm-

).>

T0149.1$, Mother's name required for supernatural (magic, religious) ritual.
Link: |C0435.3$, Tabu: uttering mother's name (or the word "mother"). |Z0084.1.1$, Insult: mention of mother's
name.

Ref.: DOTTI 419/{Mrc}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 155; TAWT 53 n. 70.>
T0149.1.1$, Maternity (childbirth) is indisputable, paternity (impregnation) is not.
Ref.: Damîrî I 362; RAFE 71 n. 234; Shamy (el-) Egypt 155; Taymûr no. 256/cf.>
T0150, Happenings at weddings.
Ref.: DOTTI 910/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 253.>
T0151.0.1, Respite ruse. [To avoid marriage].
Link: |T0160.0.4$, Traumatic happenings at first coition (consummation of marriage).>

T0156, Marriage for a night to evade law [(muhallil)]. Type: 855B$, 1353B$.
Link: |M0147.1$, False conditional `divorce-vow' redeemable: perjurer can restore wife (twice) at little cost.
|P0529.4$, muhallil-marriage: legal device for reinstating thrice-divorced wife.

Ref.: Chauvin V 45 no. 18 n. 1; DOTTI 475 476 500 645 753/{Plst}; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 253 254.>
T0156.0.1$, Interim (substitute) groom proves to be the better man: husband for a night is kept. Type:
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855B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 475 483 642 847/{lit.}; RAFE 140 n. 507.>
T0158$, Wedding ceremony spoiled through marplot. Type: 874A$.
Link: |P0193.3.1.1$, Obnoxious children (hecklers). |P0230.5$, Children spoil their father's wedding to a new brideto-be and bring about reinstatement of their own mother.

Ref.: DOTTI 502 754.>
T0159$, Failure to attend own wedding: ceremony spoiled. Type: cf. 516A.
Link: |T0026.3$, Groom on way to own wedding distracted by sight of beautiful woman and misses ceremony.

Ref.: DOTTI 276; MITON.>
T0160, Consummation of marriage. [("dukhlah", i.e., entering, penetration, etc.)].
Link: |A0698.8.1$, First intercourse in Paradise between Adam and Eve. |M0144$-(formerly M0143$), Wedding
night vows and promises (made by bride or groom). |T0133.8.1.1$, "Henna-eve" precedes "dukhlah-eve" (night of
consummation of marriage). Bride's (groom's) hands, feet, etc., dyed with henna (rose, pink, red color).

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 50 n. 6 447.>
T0160.0.1$, Defloration.
Link: |T0073.0.1$, Once deflowered a female becomes less appealing to her lover.

Ref.: Diyâb 298-303; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 231 no. 68.>
T0160.0.1.1$, Defloration on "entrance eve" (night of consummation of marriage).
Link: |Q0249$, Punishment for failure (refusal) to consummate marriage.

Ref.: Burton II 172/("taking maidenhead").>
T0160.0.2$, Traumatic (cruel) defloration.
Link: |A1650.5.2.16$, Punishment of eve: suffering defloration pains. |K1912.3$, False virgin's pseudo-bleeding:
internal self-inflicted wound will reopen at defloration (intercourse). |T0289$, Marital rape: husband has sex with his
wife by forces.

Ref.: Damîrî II 167/cf./("like brute animal"); DOTTI 151 289 624 642/{lit.}; Landberg (1909) II,
867-86; MITON; Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII 80-82 no. 38; Wehr 429 no. 17; HE-S Cairo/Turah 1982-6.>
T0160.0.2.1$, `Digital defloration'.
Link: |H1580$, Test (recognition) of sexual deviance.

Ref.: Burton V 279 n. 2.>
T0160.0.2.1.1$, `Digital defloration' by midwife (assisting inexperienced groom).>
T0160.0.2.2$, Midwife ensures bride's bleeding at defloration (by scratching bride's vagina). Type: cf.
1542**.
Link: |K1912, False virgin. Various deceptive practices to mask bride as virgin. |T0133.8.1$, Women's beautician
(mâshtah) prepares bride for consummation of marriage. |T0319$, Restoration of damaged virginity.>

T0160.0.1.2.3$, Defloration by proxy (an arbitrator who would testify to the bride's virginity).
Link: |T0161, Jus primae noctis. Overlord claims the right of sleeping the first night with subject's wife [(bride)].>

T0160.0.2.3$, Defloration in presence of others.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0160.0.2.3.1$, Virgin deflowered in presence of relative(s).>
T0160.0.2.3.1.1$, Groom `deflowers' bride in front of her sister--(Sheherezade deflowered).
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Link: |J0126$, Child rebukes an adult for misconduct (indiscretion). |C0119.5$, Tabu: exposed sexual intercourse.
(Or, intercourse in public place).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0160.0.3$, Publication of defloration: blood displayed.
Ref.: DOTTI 515 553/{Mrc}; MITON; CFMC: Oases 71-3 1-2-no. [1].>
T0160.0.4$, Traumatic happenings at first coition (consummation of marriage). Type: 879, 1366$, cf. 931,
932A$, 933.
Link: |H0175.7$, Blood-relative mystically recognized: `Blood's yearning,' `Blood's howling'. |J0010.1.1.2$,
Unforgettable first sexual intercourse (marriage, husband, wife). |T0100.0.9.6$, Marriage for revenge (spite).
|T0150.0.1, Respite ruse. [To avoid marriage]. |T0405.3.0.2$, Groom experiences mystical paralysis at defloration of
bride: they prove to be brother and sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 402 565 627 631 634 768/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
T0160.0.4.1$, Bride (groom) in shock (hysterical)--cannot consummate marriage.
Link: |K1997.1$-(formerly, K1997$), Shamming spirit possession by feigning behavior of the possessed (insane).

Ref.: DOTTI 565/{Egy}.>
T0160.0.5$, Tender defloration (first sexual intercourse). Type: 904$.
Link: |T0059.1$, Lovers's play (foreplay): embracing, kissing, necking, etc. |T0311, Woman averse to marriage.
|T0311.0.3.1$, Gentle arousing of bride's interest in sex. |T0610.1.2$, Tardy sexual awakening (undeveloped interest
in sex). |T0610.5.0.1$, Uncontrollable first sexual encounter.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 287-90; DOTTI 565/{lit.}; TAWT 23 n. 42.>
T0160.0.8$, "Harqûs": insect that gets into virgin's vagina and causes defloration. (A belief).
Link: |T0172.4$, Serpent (scorpion) residing in bride's genitals kills bridegrooms.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 234.>
T0160.1$, Prayer (religious ritual) precedes consummation of marriage. Type: 332.
Link: |C0003.1$, Near-tabu: failure to thank God (for His boon: food, healing, marriage, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 594; DOTTI 177 238 272/{Alg}; MITON.>
T0161, Jus primae noctis. Overlord claims the right of sleeping the first night with subject's wife [(bride)].
Link: |T0160.0.1.2.3$, Defloration by proxy (an arbitrator who would testify to the bride's virginity).>

T0163$, Happy consummation of marriage, (gratifying for the couple).
Link: |J0010.1.1.2$, Unforgettable first sexual intercourse (marriage, husband, wife).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0164$, Obstacles to consummation of marriage: consummation postponed.
Link: |P0529.6$, Nuptial prohibition (nonsexual marriage): legal device by which sexual intercourse between
`married couple' is prohibited. |T0165.6, Consummation of marriage postponed till couple return home.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0164.1$, Dispute (quarrel) as an obstacle to consummation of marriage.>
T0164.2$, Losing a `daughter' (to husband) as an obstacle to consummation of marriage.>
T0164.2.1$, Loss of daughter's income (labor) as an obstacle to consummation of marriage.
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Ref.: TAWT 50 n. 6.>
T0164.3$, Poor financial conditions as an obstacle to consummation of marriage.>
T0164.3.1$, Scarcity of affordable living quarters (apartments, houses) as an obstacle to consummation of
marriage.
Link: |T0109.3$, Matrilocal residence: groom moves to home of bride's family.>

T0165.6, Consummation of marriage postponed till couple return home. Type: 303B$.
Link: |T0164$, Obstacles to consummation of marriage: consummation postponed.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 596-97; DOTTI 111; Shamy (el-) Egypt 7 no. 1.>
T0165.8$, Consummation of marriage refused until prayers have been performed (as thanks-giving to God).
Type: 332.
Link: |T0187.0.2$, Female's coition posture compared to supplication posture (pleading with God).

Ref.: DOTTI 177; Shamy (el-) Egypt 120-21 no. 17.>
T0165.8.1$, Bride refuses to consummate marriage until a series of tasks are performed by the groom. Type:
cf. 332.
Link: |Z0047.3$, Series of ascending demands (requests): one thing requires another. |Z0055$, Process ascends
(escalated) to its natural or logical climax (conclusion).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 596-97.>
T0166.2, Bridegroom must be taught sexual intercourse. Type: 1685B$.
Link: |J1744, Ignorance of marriage relations. |J2462, Foolish bridegroom follows instructions literally. |T0055.12$,
Failure to respond to (perceive) girl's advances rebuked.

Ref.: DOTTI 910/{Egy}; Prym-Socin 41-43 no. 13.>
T0167$, Signs of exercise of coition.
Ref.: DOTTI 526/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0167.1$, Bathing water poured out (after bridal night) indicates exercise of coition.
Link: |C0060.1.1.1$, Erotic activity violates requirements of performing prayer-rituals. |V0096.3$, Bathing after
sexual intercourse is required.>

T0167.1.1$, Bathing together indicates exercise of coition.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0167.1.2$, Going to bathhouse indicates exercise of coition.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0167.2$, Happiness (singing) indicates exercise of coition. Type: 754A$, cf. 1362C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 415 766/{Kwt}; JaCfar (al-) no. 11.>
T0167.3$, Display of pride (self-confidence, absence of `need') indicates exercise of coition.
Link: |W0164.1$, Promoters of self-esteem. |X0702.1$, Sexually frustrated European woman notices that her native
neighbor (or housemaid) always appears to be content; she asks the native for the reason and is told: "My husband
was active in bed last night". European woman wants to "Convert to the coition faith".>

T0167.3.1$, Woman's haughtiness indicates sexual satisfaction.
Ref.: Jâhiz VI 261.>
T0168$, Failure to consummate marriage.
Link: |T0315, Continence in marriage.>
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T0168.1$, Groom's failure to consummate marriage (deflower bride) as offense. Type: 318A$, 884A.
Link: |C0163, Tabu: neglecting sexual relations in marriage. |K1913$, False defloration: virgin masks as deflowered
(woman). |Q0249$, Punishment for failure (refusal) to consummate marriage. |T0315.2, The continent husband.
|T0331.4.1$, Intended recipient of sexual favor does not go through with the act.

Ref.: DOTTI 149 528; MITON.>
T0172, Dangers to husband in bridal chamber.
Ref.: Basset Mille III 355 no. 210.>
T0172.0.1, All husbands have perished on bridal night. Type: 506,-508.
Ref.: Basset Mille III 389 no. 234; DOTTI 255 256 467/{lit.}.>
T0172.2, Bridal chamber invaded by magic dragon (serpent). Type: 507AB, 516.
Link: |B0176.1, Magic serpent. |Z0186.2.2$, Symbolism: snake in watermelon--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 249 no. 147; DOTTI 255 256 274 279/{Kwt}; JaCfar (al-) no. 1.>
T0172.4$, Serpent (scorpion) residing in bride's genitals kills bridegrooms. Type: 507C.
Link: |F0582.1, Serpent damsel. Woman has serpent inside which comes out and kills bridegrooms. |F0779.5.1$,
Woman sees knight (horseman) issue out of her (vagina) while urinating. |T0160.0.8$, "Harqûs": insect that gets into
virgin's vagina and causes defloration. (A belief). |T0182.1.4$, Worms in vagina from abnormal sexual intercourse
(e.g., bestiality, interracial, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 254 256/{Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) I 351-71 no. 26.>
T0173, Murderous bride.
Link: |K0871.3.1$, Groom (king) made drunk and then beheaded by his bride. |T0072.0.1$, Man loses battle of wits
with (is humiliated by) girl (his paternal-cousin) then marries her for spite.>

T0173.1, Strong bride tries to kill husband in bridal bed. [Brunhilde]. Type: 519.
Link: |F0565.1, Amazons. Women warriors.

Ref.: DOTTI 289.>
T0173.2, Hostile brides kill husbands in the bridal bed.
Ref.: ThaClabî 174-75/(Queen of Sheba): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121.>
T0174$, Marriage to woman (girl) masking as man-warrior after defeating her in duel (combat). Type:
519A$.
Link: |K1322.2$, The lovely warrior-maiden (masking as man) is at last defeated and her identity revealed.

Ref.: DOTTI 290.>
T0175, Magic perils threaten bridal couple.>
T0175.2$, Husband killed in bridal bed by birds.>
T0177, Bridegroom magically impelled to leave his bride.
Link: |D1908, Love lost by magic. |D1909$, Familial amity induced by magic. |T0257.9.1$, Jealous groom, who is a
saddler, vanishes on his wedding night because he cannot bear the thought of men riding on saddles handled by his
bride (bearing her picture). |T0405.3.0.2$, Groom experiences mystical paralysis at defloration of bride: they prove
to be brother and sister.>

T0181, Dangerous husband.>
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T0182, Death from sexual intercourse.
Link: |T0099.1, Death from excess of women. |T0183.1$, Satyriasis and married life. |T0380.0.2.1$, Excessive
association with members of opposite sex inadvisable. |T0468$, Nymphomania: a woman's abnormal and insatiable
desire (uncontrollable appetite) for sex. |T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex.

Ref.: Azraqî (al-) 114/cf.; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 130 no. 42.>
T0182.1$, Excessive sexual intercourse causes sickness (blindness).
Link: |T0001.0.2.1$, Sexual intercourse (coition) spoils love. |T0182.3$, Eunuch's longevity is due to absence of
ejaculation.

Ref.: Hadrî (el-) AFann al-=insâniyyah" 8 [no. 8]; MITON.>
T0182.1.1$, Exhaustion from excessive sexual intercourse--(`busted waist$, `busted loins').
Link: |F0956.7.2.1$, Curative effects of strenuous physical activity (till exhaustion). |P0012.11, Uxorious king
neglects duties. |T0380.0.2.1$, Excessive association with members of opposite sex inadvisable. |T0468$,
Nymphomania: a woman's abnormal and insatiable desire (uncontrollable appetite) for sex. |T0469$, Satyriasis: a
man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex.>

T0182.1.1.1$, Penis: ever limp (overworked)--vagina: ever erect (ready, "open-mouthed").
Link: |T0002.1$, Women's lust (shahwah) is stronger than men's. |T0183$, Wife (woman) tired of coition. |T0468$,
Nymphomania: a woman's abnormal and insatiable desire (uncontrollable appetite) for sex. |W0256.6$,
Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits. |X0706$, Humor concerning labels used to indicate desire for sexual intercourse.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 110; DOTTI 755.>
T0182.1.4$, Worms in vagina from abnormal sexual intercourse (e.g., bestiality, interracial, etc.).
Link: |F0582.1, Serpent damsel. Woman has serpent inside which comes out and kills bridegrooms. |T0172.4$,
Serpent (scorpion) residing in bride's genitals kills bridegrooms. |T0465.3, Homocentaurus born as a result of
bestiality.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0182.2$, Shortness of sparrow's life is due to its sexual intemperance (excesses); mule's (elephant's)
longevity is due to its sexual temperance.
Link: |F0610.0.6.1$, Longevity due to wholesome living.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 330 V 207-8 223 VII 220-21; Damîrî II 117; Ibshîhî 603; Azraqî (al-) 120.>
T0182.3$, Eunuch's longevity is due to absence of ejaculation.
Link: |T0182.1$, Excessive sexual intercourse causes sickness (blindness).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 137.>
T0182.5$, Celibacy causes sickness (epilepsy).
Link: |F0950.4, Sickness (madness) cured by coition.

Ref.: Azraqî (al-) 116.>
T0183$, Wife (woman) tired of coition.
Link: |C0164, Tabu: forcing wife [to sexual intercourse]. |P0529.2.5$, Husband abuses wife (bride) so as to drive her
to demand divorce. |T0182.1.1.1$, Penis: ever limp (overworked)--vagina: ever erect (ready, "open-mouthed").
|T0201.1.1$, Marriage fatigue: decreasing value of (affection for) a spouse with passage of time. |T0289$, Marital
rape: husband has sex with his wife by forces.

Ref.: TAWT 169.>
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T0183.1$, Satyriasis and married life.
Link: |C0164, Tabu: forcing wife [to sexual intercourse]. |T0182, Death from sexual intercourse.>

T0183.2$, Wife feigns illness (death) to get respite from coition.
Link: |C0163.9.1$, Tabu: denying husband conjugal relations (except for legitimate reason). |K0522.0.1, Death
feigned to escape unwelcome marriage. |K0550, Escape by false plea. |K1860, Deception by feigned death (sleep).
|K2052.3.1$, Husband wants to "typewrite" a letter with wife, but she pleads a broken-down machine; when she
changes her mind, he has already "handwritten" it--(by masturbation). |Q0257, Refusal of conjugal relations
punished. |T0466, Necrophilism: sexual intercourse with dead human body. |T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal
and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex.

Ref.: AGSFC: QTR 87-3 698-2-no. 10.>
T0184$, Physiological compatibility and coition. Type: cf. 1685B$.
Link: |T0465, Bestiality. Intercourse of a human being and an animal.

Ref.: DOTTI 910/{lit.}.>
T0184.1$, Physical compatibility of couples required for sexual gratification (satisfaction).
Link: |T0202.3$, Affectionate couple. |T0329.2$, Adroit love-maker (male) practices clitoral intercourse.

Ref.: DOTTI 910/{lit.}.>
T0185$, Conflict over coition. Type: cf. 904$.
Link: |S0176.1.1$, Woman (wife) emasculates abusive man (husband). |T0185.0.1$, Wife receptive to coition
(sexual intercourse) in exchange for a tranquil home.

Ref.: DOTTI 565/{Egy}.>
T0185.0.1$, Wife receptive to coition (sexual intercourse) in exchange for a tranquil home.
Link: |C0164, Tabu: forcing wife [to sexual intercourse]. |F1040.7.1$, Aversion to sexual intercourse. |P0529.0.1.4$,
C

Wife is to be `retained with kindness (ma rûf), or released (divorced) with kindness'. |T0001.0.2$, Fundamentals of
pleasant coition (for the couple). |T0311, Woman averse to marriage. |T0315, Continence in marriage. |T0185$,
Conflict over coition. |U0310$, Attending primary (biological) needs.

Ref.: Simpson 167.>
T0185.1$, Anal coition (sodomy) detested by wife. Type: 1664$.
Link: |J1288.3$, Repartee concerning anal intercourse. |T0463.8$, Anal intercourse (sodomy).

Ref.: DOTTI 903; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 7-x-no. 3X(??).>
T0185.3$, Complaint about unsatisfactory coition (sex, love-life, etc.)--in general. Type: 904$, 1460$,
1685B$, cf. 1664$.
Link: |C0163, Tabu: neglecting sexual relations in marriage. |H0597.1$, Enigmatic statement: the unplowed
(uncultivated) field or garden. (Female deprived of conjugal relations). |J1542.2.2$, Man accuses woman--who had
previous sex partner (husband, lover, etc.)--of having `too wide' a vagina; she replies: "You are a mere substitute
(fidâ') for him who was able to fill it". |P0529.0.4.4$, Husband is to attend to wife's sexual needs. |T0009.0.1$,
Sexual frustration (deprivation). |T0071.2.1, Woman scorned in love complains of man's coldness. |T0339$,
Husband averse to conjugal relations.

Ref.: Jâhiz 261/(man reproached); Ibshîhî 643; DOTTI 565 814 903 910/{Irq}; MITON.>

1578
T0187$, Coition posture.
Ref.: MITON; Azraqî (al-) 114-15; Burton III 304 n. 2; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 248.>
T0187.0.1$, Female's `correct' coition posture: laying on back, legs raised upwards (with man on top).
Link: |A1352.4$, Why a woman may not `top' a man (in government, coition): punishment for sin (rebellion) of
Adam's first mate. |A1650.5.2.8.1$, Punishment of Eve: female being "below" male during coition. |C0119.3.1$,
Tabu: woman `topping' man during coition.

Ref.: DOTTI 136 533 678/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0187.0.1.1$, Animals's copulation posture (`dogs's-way').
Link: |T0187.3$, Coition posture for pregnant woman. |T0187.4$, Coition posture for nursing woman.

Ref.: Damîrî II 405-46: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 29.>
T0187.0.2$, Female's coition posture compared to supplication posture (pleading with God)--(i.e., being on
her back with legs raised toward heaven).
Link: |C0099.1.2$, Tabu: facing the Qiblah (Mecca) while urinating. |H0890$, Allegorical riddle(s) about directions
and motions (in--out, up--down, etc.). |P0783.2.2$, Sitting with thighs (legs) parted wide--immodest, suggestive.
|U0318.1$, Sexual needs and religious needs fused. |X0593$, Humor concerning exercise of prayers. |Z0106$,
Action (movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities. |Z0138.5.2.1$, Vagina as infidel: faces
wrong direction during prayers (turns away from Qiblah at bowing or prostration). |Z0179.4$, Directions and
motions (east--west, in--out, up--down, etc.) allegorically interpreted.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 248.>
T0187.1$, Dangers from bad coition posture: conception, sex of fetus, health, etc.
Ref.: Azraqî (al-) 115, 117.>
T0187.2$, Female tops male during coition.
Link: |A1352.4$, Why a woman may not `top' a man (in government, coition): punishment for sin (rebellion) of
Adam's first mate. |C0119.3.1$, Tabu: woman `topping' man during coition.>

T0187.2.1$, Woman demands that man lie on his back for coition.
Link: |T0055, Girl as wooer. Forthputting woman. |Z0186.9.4.1$, Sky on top, Earth at bottom = female on top, male
underneath (during coition).

Ref.: ThaClabî 21; DOTTI 744 929/{lit.}.>
T0187.3$, Coition posture for pregnant woman.
Link: |T0571.6$, Men and the pregnant woman. |T0187.0.1.1$, Animals's copulation posture (`dogs's-way').>

T0187.4$, Coition posture for nursing woman.>
T0188$, Practices believed to ensure birth of sons (male offspring).
Link: |D1347.3.1, Magic pills insure birth of twin sons. |S0176.2.0.1$, Partial castration (removal of only one
testicles). |S0271, Sacrifice of child to remove barrenness. |S0176.2.0.1$, Partial castration (removal of only one
testicles). |T0502.3$, Offspring engendered by left testicle--(belief).

Ref.: Maspero 146 no. 8; Azraqî (al-) 115, 117; Burton III 304 n. 1/cf.; DOTTI 78 201 286 290 404
483/{lit.}; MITON; Salîm Tâhâ al-Tikrîtî Turâth III:12 124-28.>
T0188.1$, Eating flesh of (male) snake or serpent ensures birth of sons.
Link: |B0031.1.3.1$, Eating flesh of roc rejuvenates. |D1017.3$, Magic flesh of snake (viper). |D1347.7$, Magic
serpent (eaten) causes fecundity. |T0511.7.4.1$, Conception from eating snake (serpent). |Z0186.2.2$, Symbolism:
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C

snake in watermelon--sexual intercourse. |Z0193.2.1$, Serpent, male-snake (hanash, thu bân)--penis.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0188.2$, Drinking lioness's milk ensures birth of sons.
Link: |H1361, Quest for lion's milk.

Ref.: Zîr 41.>
T0189$, Interrupted sexual intercourse. Type: 1572J$, 1572J1$.
Link: |T0060$, Sex games. Lovers pretend to be animals, objects, etc.

Ref.: DOTTI 864 865.>
T0189.1$, Trickster interrupts friend's sexual intercourse. Type: 1572J$.
Link: |H0659.13.1, What is the most pleasant? Love [(sexual intercourse)]. |J1564.1, Trickster's interrupted feast
revenged. [Questions when mouth is full, answer when host is with wife].

Ref.: DOTTI 864.>
T0189.3$, Child interrupts adults' (parents's) sexual intercourse. Type: 1572J1$, cf. 1358C.
Link: |C0119.5$, Tabu: exposed sexual intercourse. (Or, intercourse in public place). |H0659.13.1, What is the most
pleasant? Love [(sexual intercourse)]. |J0126$, Child rebukes an adult for misconduct (indiscretion). |J1564.1,
Trickster's interrupted feast revenged. [Questions when mouth is full, answer when host is with wife]. |P0230.0.3$,
Parent's fatigue: decreasing interest in children with passage of time (spiraling of troubles).

Ref.: DOTTI 756 758 865 922 943/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0189.3.1$, Child awakened by parents's coition (asks for water, but they pretend to be asleep): "You who
are at `it'! A child's welfare comes before pleasure!".
Ref.: DOTTI 865/{Egy}.>
T0189.3.2$, Parents send disruptive son away but he hides at home and surprises them during coition. Type:
1572J1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 865/{lit.}.>
T0189.3.2.1$, Son sent away to become vendor: during coition, parents pretend to be train entering station:
boy (from hiding place) shouts vendor's cry: ("Cheese, eggs, and bread-rings!", or the like). Type: 1572J1$.
Link: |J1564.1, Trickster's interrupted feast revenged. [Questions when mouth is full, answer when host is with wife].
|T0060.2.1$, Lovers pretend to be train entering station. |Z0195$, Machine symbolism: a certain machine,
(automobile, train, airplane, missile, etc.) as symbol of human (animal) attributes.

Ref.: DOTTI 865/{Egy}.>
T0192, Marriage by force [(coercion)].
Link: |T0105$, Preferred Marriages. |T0121.9.1.1$, Beautiful girl forced to marry ugly man. |T0194$, Marriage by
abduction (or raid).

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 91-93 no. 23; DOTTI 193 484/{Ymn}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18; CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 2-1-no. 8.>
T0192.0.1$, Misery brought about by forced marriage. Type: 621, 886A$.
Link: |P0230.2, Mother dislikes her children in forced marriage. |T0001.0.4$, Love cannot be forced.

Ref.: DOTTI 353 536 674/{lit.}; Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18; Haykal 126ff., Tâhâ Husayn 21 123 127

1580
187; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15; TAWT 428; Wehr 427 no. 17.>
T0192.1$, Girl forced into a marriage. Type: 923.
Link: |K1307.3$, Woman given in marriage to a man with physical impairment of which she was not informed.

Ref.: DOTTI 603 674/{lit.}; Haykal 125.>
T0192.1.1$, Girl forced into marrying a relative.>
T0192.1.1.1$, Cousin marries his she-cousin so as to prevent her from marrying an undesirable suitor
(lover).
Link: |T0131.10.3$, A Bedouin woman may marry only a Bedouin. |T0192.1.1$, Girl forced into marrying a relative.

Ref.: DOTTI 281 533 678/{Egy}.>
T0192.1.2$, Girl forced into marrying an old man. Type: 886A$.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 110 no. 185 111 no. 186; Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 65 no. 15; DOTTI 536 565/{Egy};
Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 684-1no. 5/cf.>
T0192.1.3$, Girl married to a man for whom she has no affection (love). Type: 886A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 536; MITON.>
T0192.1.5$, Man forced into marrying a girl (woman) for whom he does not care.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18/(attempted).>
T0192.3$, Marriage due to girl's (premarital) pregnancy. Type: 850*, 872X$.
Link: |K1339.5, Girl tricked by use of drugs. Subsequent pregnancy used to force her into marrying seducer.
|T0059.3$, Accidental impregnation. (Unwanted, premarital, or out of wedlock pregnancy).

Ref.: DOTTI 468 498; MITON; TAWT 449 no. 41.>
T0192.9$, Forced marriage--miscellaneous.>
T0192.9.1$, Attempt to force marriage on a person fails.
Ref.: DOTTI 131 162 281 296 533 678/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn"
no. 18.>
T0192.5$, Female slave impregnated by master forced to marry a slave.
Link: |P0174.0.1$, Children of slave-woman (concubine) and free father become free. |T0131.12.3$, Race (color of
skin) as obstacle for marriage. |T0640.2$, Father refuses to acknowledge child as his own.

Ref.: Boqarî 51.>
T0193$, Marriage through threatening girl (woman) with disgrace (scandal). Type: 860C$, 900A*, cf. 851,
923B.
Link: |K1339.5, Girl tricked by use of drugs. Subsequent pregnancy used to force her into marrying seducer.
|K1397.1$, Seduction (rape) by threatening woman with defamation and causing scandal: woman fears for her
reputation and surrenders.

Ref.: DOTTI 471 482 559 603; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd-the-Orphan" no. 21; TAWT 438.>
T0193.1$, Father shamed into approving his daughters marriage.
Ref.: DOTTI 373 483 624 675/{Egy, Tns}.>
T0193.2$, Marriage to the person with whom one is accused of having a love affair demanded as honorredressing measure. Type: 516A1$.
Link: |K1360$, Seduction through shaming into conformity ("Of all your peers, only you remain a virgin," or the
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like). |M0247$, Marriage between son and daughter of land owner and treasure-finder as means of dividing it
between the two; each insisting that the other had the right to the whole find. |P0060.1.4$, Gentlewoman observes
sex mores (no acts of infidelity or immodesty, e.g., physical contact, seductive suggestions or the like). |P0529$,
Legal aspects of marriage and divorce. |P0535.9.4.2$, Man demands `honor-redressing' (radd-sharaf) for being
worngly accused of violating sex mores. |P0788$, Violation of mores (central ethical or religious values).
C

|T0300.0.1$, Preservation of sexual honor (Cird/` ard') is most important.

Ref.: TAWT 239 n. 29.>
T0194$, Marriage by abduction (or raid). Type: 516B, 850**, 860B*, 857$.
Link: |K1371, Bride-stealing. |P0019.2.1, King abducts woman to be his paramour. |P0173.6$, Slaves acquired by
abduction (kidnapping, raiding). |P0178.9.2$, Female salve (captive) taken as wife. |R0018, Abduction by rejected
suitor. |T0055.0.2$, Woman abducts man--(usually he is unresponsive to her advances). |T0192, Marriage by force
[(coercion)].

Ref.: DOTTI 124 273 278 281 470 476 481/{Egy, Qtr, Tns}; Lane 416; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Samaw'al" 11 n. 32; TAWT 452; Zîr 142.>
T0194.1$, Suitor (raider): "Either you give me your sister (daughter) in marriage or I kill you.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0195$-T0199$, Divorce.>
T0195$, Divorce.
Link: |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce. |V0371.2$, Christian (Coptic) marriage: no separation except
with death.

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 49-51 no. 8; Hujelân 229-30; Lane 98-102.>
T0195.0.1$, Divorce by mutual consent.
C

Link: |P0529.0.1.4$, Wife is to be `retained with kindness (ma rûf), or released (divorced) with kindness'.
|Q0432.0.1$, Divorce as punishment.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 604; DOTTI 565/{Egy}.>
T0196$, Wife divorced because of a trifle. Type: 1384A$.
Link: |M0147$, Conditional `divorce-vow': oath that divorce will have occurred unless certain matter is brought to
pass. |P0529.0.1.1$, `Wife is like shoe (sock): can easily be taken off'. |S0411.2, Wife banished for some small fault.
|T0075.8$, Lover spurned for a trifle. |W0165.3.1$, Wife protects husband: she is punished for undertaking what he
was required to do.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 185/c.; Ibshîhî 603; DOTTI 718 739 749 780 781 813 834 861 863 918/{Egy,
Syr}; MITON; Tâhâ Husayn 51; TAWT 390 n. 542 424 no. 12/{Syr}.>
T0196.1$, Wife divorced for discourtesy to husband's relative(s). Type: cf. 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 489.>
T0196.0.1$, Wife divorced in spite of being faultless. (Usually because `It is fated').
Link: |P0529.2.2.1$, Wife (bond-woman) abandons husband in spite of his merits. |T0201.1.1$, Marriage fatigue:
decreasing value of (affection for) a spouse with passage of time.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 604.>
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T0196.1.1$, Wife divorced for not recognizing disguised father-in-law. Type: 1455.
Link: |S0052, Cruel father-in-law.

Ref.: ThaClabî 59/(Ishmael's); DOTTI 811/{lit.}.>
T0196.1.2$, Wife divorced for failure to welcome (feed) husband's family (guests). Type: cf. 1217$,
1384A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 716 717 780/{Egy}.>
T0196.3$, Wife (innocent) divorced so as to punish her family.
Link: |P0261.1.1$, Man fearful (distrustful) of daughter's husband (suitor). |P0798.4.3$, He said, "`My mother-in-law
is troublemaker!" They answered, "Divorce her daughter'!". |Q0432.0.1$, Divorce as punishment. |S0062, Cruel
husband. |T0109.1.1$, Bride's troubles at in-laws' home. |T0199.3.2$, First wife not divorced due to her family's
power (influence). |Z0043.7.1$, Pecking order: chain of aggressive actions and displaced reactions, started against
the weak and ending with the weakest.

Ref.: TWAT 228 no. 27/cf./(empathetic); Zîr 69/cf. Littmann Tigré 98-100 no. 79.>
T0196.3.1$, Husband's relatives (mother, father, sister, etc.) force him to divorce his wife. Type: cf. 883$.
Link: |T0197$, Wife's relatives (father, brother, etc.) force her divorce from husband without her consent.

Ref.: DOTTI 301 520 589/{Egy}.>
T0196.3.1.1$, Father compels his son to divorce his blameless wife. Type: 1455.
Link: |H0588.25.1$, "Change the threshold": (i.e., "Divorce your wife").

Ref.: Ibshîhî 595-96 604-5; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 7/(cf. implicit).>
T0196.6$, Wife divorced upon discovering a shortcoming (flaw) in her.
Link: |S0062.6$, Sick wife exposed (divorced, sent to her parents' home) by husband.>

T0196.6.1$, Queen divorced because of indelible bad body odor.
Link: |A1662, Peculiar smell of body. |F0687.2.1$, Woman with indelible bad body odor.>

T0196.7$, Wife divorced for minor (erotic) indiscretion. Type: 570A, cf. 883B.
Link: |Q0458.0.6.1$, Flogging as punishment for erotic indiscretions (minor sexual sins: kissing, hugging, etc.).
|U0230.0.2$, Cardinal sins (kabâ'ir), and minor sins (saghâ'ir).

Ref.: DOTTI 120 441 524 692 693 873/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
T0196.7.1$, Woman kissed from behind glass (crystal) barrier: she is divorced (severely punished). Type:
570A.
Ref.: DOTTI 332/{Egy}.>
T0197$, Wife's relatives (father, brother, etc.) force her divorce from husband without her consent. Type:
470C$,/801A$.
Link: |P0529.1$, Wife divorced without her knowledge (legal trick). |T0084, Lovers treacherously separated.
|T0090.1$, Enmity between lovers's families (tribes, nations) separates lovers (obstacle to marriage). |T0196.3.1$,
Husband's relatives (mother, father, sister, etc.) force him to divorce his wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 239; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 32 no. 4; TAWT 55 n. 85.>
T0197.1$, Wife's relatives force her estrangement from husband without her consent.
Link: |S0052.1$, Cruel father-in-law drives son-in-law forth.>

T0197.2$, Father abducts his married daughter. Type: 516H$.
Link: |F0326.2$, Jinni father abducts his fairy-son who married human girl.
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Ref.: DOTTI 284 285 475 484/{Alg}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis III 271-76 no. 51.>
T0197.3$, Brother abducts his married sister.
Ref.: DOTTI 475 484 530 544 569 796/{Alg, Tns}; Mouliéras-Lacoste 102-28 no. 10.>
T0197.3.1$, Brother invites (coaxes) his married sister to leave her husband.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0197.4$, Mother induces her daughter to leave husband.
Link: |P0262.5$, Mother-in-law and her daughter's husband (son-in-law). |P0265, Son-in-law.>

T0198$, Return to parents' (father's) home after end of marital relations (divorce, or death of spouse). Type:
1358C, 1384A$, 1442$, 2021*, cf. 470C$,/801A$, 470D$.
Link: |P0203$-(formerly, P0200.0.1.4$), Blood relatives (family) deliberately reunited. |P0293.7.3$, `When flesh
turns putrid [(is disgraced)], its [blood] relations become its only resort'. |P0529.2.2.1$, Wife (bond-woman)
abandons husband in spite of his merits.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 55 433-34; DOTTI 38 239 242 629 693 758 769 780 808 961/{Egy, Irq, lit.}; Ghadab
46-47: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 91; Lane 416; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 64, "Eg.
Balladry": "Married his Daughter" no. 10; TAWT 29 n. 75 431; Zîr 68 122-23 127 141.>
T0198.1$, Woman returns to parents' home after end of her marriage.
Link: |P0215$, At her husband's home, wife is viewed as representative of her own blood relations (father).
|P0200.0.1.3$, Eldest son succeeds father as family head. |S0058$, Widow cast out of family home by her in-laws.

Ref.: ThaClabî 200: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 104; Ibshîhî 232/brother's; Shamy (el-)
"Mahfûz's Trilogy" 64; Zîr 141.>
T0198.1.1$, Reaction of parent(s) to their daughter's return to their home.>
T0198.1.1.1$, Daughter's return to paternal home after leaving it is burdensome (especially if her children
are with her).
Link: |P0234.0.1.1$, A daughter is burdensome: begets enemies, generates grudges (daghâ'in), siphons off father's
wealth to her husband's family, etc. |P0291.2$, "Your son's son (paternal grand-son) is your son, but daughter's son
(maternal grand-son) is not".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 994.>
T0198.2$, Man returns to parents' home after end of his marriage. Type: cf. 470C$,/801A$, 470D$.
Link: |S0057$, Husband cast out of wife's home by his in-laws. |T0109.3$, Matrilocal residence: groom moves to
home of bride's family.

Ref.: DOTTI 239 242; TAWT 55 n. 85.>
T0198.3$, The unhappy (estranged) spouse. Type: 103A1$, 2029B*.
Link: |T0205$, The abusive spouse. |T0298.5$, Reconciliation of estranged couple through mediator.

Ref.: DOTTI 38 964.>
T0198.3.1$, Angered wife (ghadbânah): leaving husband's home for own family's (father's, brother's, etc.).
Link: |H0420.1$, Tests of love: wife (fiancee) departs and asks to be followed to her own parental home.
|P0529.0.5.1$, `Obedience-home' for the disobedient (recalcitrant) wife. nashâz (illegally rebellious) wife compelled
to live with husband in said home. |W0014.5$, Husband instructs adulteress wife to go to her parents' home, to
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demand divorce, and to reject his offers of reconciliation. |W0029.2$, The good wife (woman): no divorce, no
remarriage, no desertion due to vanity (batar), no disagreement with husband, no quitting of husband's home to
parents's due to unhappiness (gadbânah).

Ref.: Ions 67/cf./(afraid); MITON; TAWT 49 n. 4.>
T0198.3.2$, Angered husband sends his wife back to her "father's home": ("[Go] Cala bait 'abûkî"). Type:
cf. 103A1$, 1358C, 2028B$, 2029B*.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 436.>
T0198.3.4$, Unhappy (angered) husband leaves marital home.
Link: |P0230.0.3$, Parent's fatigue: decreasing interest in children with passage of time (spiraling of troubles).
|T0201.1.1$, Marriage fatigue: decreasing value of (affection for) a spouse with passage of time.

Ref.: RAFE 63 n. 210; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" 3 no. 58; TAWT 53
n. 64; Taymûr no. 1358.>
T0198.3.4.1$, Cursed is the `Time' when the unhappy husband leaves marital home and the wife would be
the one trying to reconcile him.
Link: |P0020.6$, Government by women. |P0248.7$, Reversal of gender social roles: women assume men's roles,
and men assume women's roles.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1358.>
T0199$, Divorce and widowhood--miscellaneous.
Link: |T0637$, Child-support money and alimony (nafaqah).>

T0199.1$, Social status of the divorced.
Link: |P0529.0.2.3.1.2$, Wife forfeits her end of marriage compensation (remainder of her mahr) if she initiates
divorce procedures for non-`legitimate' reasons.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 232/cf.>
T0199.1.1$, Divorced woman has low status. Type: 1384A$.
Link: |J0021.4.1$, "Do not marry a widow". |T0131.4, Widow may not remarry.

Ref.: DOTTI 780.>
T0199.2$, Divorced woman is poor (needy).
Link: |J0482, King advised to marry a maid rather than widow. [Widow set in her ways]. |S0441, Cast-off wife and
child abandoned in forest. |S0446, Rejected wife asks to take away only what she brought. |T0311.7$, Aversion to
remarriage (only bad memories).>

T0199.2.1$, Divorced woman allowed (forced) to take away only what she brought.
Link: |P0210.1$, Wife's own property. |T0052.0.6$, Girl given to man in marriage as grant (wahb: without mahr).
|T0101.1.0.1.1$, Groom-to-be declares that he wants fiancée with only the garment she is wearing (not fancy bridal
furnishings, not wealth, etc.).>

T0199.2.1.1$, Divorced woman allowed to take away only the garment she is wearing.
Ref.: TAWT 384 n. 430.>
T0199.2.1.2$, Divorced woman wishes to be reinstated (restored as wife) by former husband.
Link: |N0340.0.1.1.1.2$, Wife's hasty divorce from husband regretted when food becomes scarce. |T0199.3.1$, First
wife not divorced out of kindness to her.

Ref.: Hujelân 222 346 no. 15-4.>
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T0199.2.2$, Divorced woman has `liberty'. Type: cf. 1348A$, 2012A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 958; TAWT 182-43 no. 19 384 n. 433.>
T0199.2.2.1$, Woman is "divorced and has peace of mind" ("mittallqah wi-mirtâhah"). Type: 2012A1$.
Ref.: Jâhiz VII 161; DOTTI 958.>
T0199.3$, First wife kept by husband (as less favored co-wife, or as deserted wife).
Link: |J0226.5.2$, Choice: former wife or new (current) wife. |T0145.2, Second wife taken because first is barren.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 141.>
T0199.3.1$, First wife not divorced out of kindness to her. Type: 859F$, cf. 516A1$, 1442$.
C

Link: |P0529.0.1.4$, Wife is to be `retained with kindness (ma rûf), or released (divorced) with kindness'.
|Q0432.0.2$, Divorce withheld as punishment. |T0198$, Return to parents' (father's) home after end of marital
relations (divorce, or death of spouse). |T0199.2.1.2$, Divorced woman wishes to be reinstated (restored as wife) by
former husband. |W0010, Kindness.

Ref.: DOTTI 277 480 808; MITON; TAWT 395 n. 625.>
T0199.3.2$, First wife not divorced due to her family's power (influence).
Link: |T0196.3$, Wife (innocent) divorced so as to punish her family.

Ref.: TAWT 395 n. 625.>
T0199.4$, Wife forsaken but not divorced so as to spite her (keep her "suspended"--unable to remarry).
Link: |K0235.7.1$, Wife provoked into demanding divorce so that she would forfeit her "mu'akhkhar sadâq (end of
marriage compensation)". |P0529.2.5$, Husband abuses wife (bride) so as to drive her to demand divorce.
|T0072.0.1$, Man loses battle of wits with (is humiliated by) girl (his paternal-cousin) then marries her for spite.

Ref.: TAWT 355 358 no. 50.>
T0199.6$, Widowhood: social status of widows and widowers.>
T0199.6.1$, Social status of widow.
Link: |P0761.2.2.1$, Rich widow (as heiress of husband's wealth).>

T0199.6.1.1$, Widow has ambiguous status.
Link: |D1812.5.1.7.3$, Meeting a widow as bad omen. |J0482, King advised to marry a maid rather than widow.
[Widow set in her ways]. |P0529.9.1$, Widow has legal (legitimate) right to remarry. |S0058$, Widow cast out of
family home by her in-laws. |T0101.1.1.1.1$, Widow as bride--chosen for her property. |T0131.4, Widow may not
remarry. |T0291, Why widow does not remarry. [Y].>

T0199.6.1.2$, Widow has more liberty (freedom).
Ref.: Boqarî 37 7/cf.>
T0199.6.4$, Social status of widower.>
T0199.5$, "Wife prefers a beating to divorce". Type: cf. 1387*/1442$.
Link: |J0210, Choice between evils. |J0217.3$, Divorce preferred to death. |U0304.7$, Relativity of perceiving
intensity (strong-weak, violet-mild, kind-unkind, or the like).>

T0200-T299, Married life.>
T0200, Married life. Type: 883E$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 526 867 868/{Ert, Omn}; Littmann Tigré 40-41 no. 30; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI
95-96 no. 17; TAWT 431 no. 20/{Omn}.>
T0200.1$, Successful marriage.>
T0200.1.1$, Successful marriage begins with bride and groom informing each other of their likes and
dislikes.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 594-95.>
T0200.2$, Dealings between husband and wife must be kept secret (as if a grave).
Link: |P0232.4.1.5$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: keeping his secrets.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1272.>
T0201, Marriage destroys friendship [of lovers].
Link: |T0251, The shrewish wife.>

T0201.1$, Marriage: disappointing (only bad memories). Type: 2012A1$, cf. 1407.
Link: |Z0024.1.0.1$, Divorced woman tells of her engagement, marriage, giving-birth, troubles and divorce--all in a
few years. |Z0166.4.3.3.1$, "O quince, what shall I remember of you: a tear for every bite!".

Ref.: DOTTI 790; Haykal 133-37 139-40; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 56; TAWT 384 n. 433;
Taymûr no. 1129.>
T0201.1.1$, Marriage fatigue: decreasing value of (affection for) a spouse with passage of time. Type: 909$,
2012A1$.
Link: |J1075, Time renders all things commonplace. |T0183$, Wife (woman) tired of coition. |T0196.0.1$, Wife
divorced in spite of being faultless. (Usually because `It is fated'). |T0198.3$, The unhappy (estranged) spouse.
|U0260, Passage of time. |U0305.2$, Relativity of perceiving sensation (physical feeling). |W0193.2$, Decreasing
offer of ransom money: the longer the kidnapped is held, the lesser his worth becomes.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 290-91; Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 61-3 no. 13; DOTTI 567 958; Haykal 146; TAWT 24 n.
41.>
T0201.2$, For a female, marriage is "drowning".
Link: |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.

Ref.: Boqarî 33/(drowning).>
T0201.3$, Example provides policy for married life. Type: 901, 904$, cf. 1408B.
Link: |J0070$, Teaching (training) by cruel example. |J0080, Wisdom (knowledge) taught by parable. |P0750.0.1$,
Basis for social differentiation and stratification.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 165/(pigeons') 287-90/cf.; DOTTI 559 565 792/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 267 n. 112.>
T0201.3.1$, Wife (woman) should be disempowered.
Link: |C0195, Tabu: taking the advice of a woman. |J0021.37, "Do not take a woman's advice": counsel proved wise
by experience. |U0091$, Wise advice ignored (breached) upon discovering that adviser is poor (powerless).
|W0256.6.3.2.2$, Wise (good) man pays no attention to women.>

T0201.3.1.1$, Wife (woman) is to be kept `naked' so that she may not go out.
Link: |W0022.3.3.2$, A good woman would leave home only twice during her lifetime: to move from father's home
to husband's (at wedding), and from husband's to grave (at death).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 170-71.>
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T0202.1$, Happy couple: wife and husband are not two of a kind. Type: cf. 903A*.
Link: |P0722.0.1$, Community (tribe) where all males are handsome and all females are ugly (or vice versa).
|T0202.3$, Affectionate couple. |W0216.2$, For an extravagant man a thrifty woman is required.

Ref.: DOTTI 563.>
T0202.1.1$, `A pillow would not carry two [of a kind]'.
Link: |P0795.0.1.3$, If your partner is inflexible (firm), then you should be lenient. |T0202.1$, Happy couple: wife
and husband are not two of a kind. |T0250, Characteristics of wives and husbands. |U0103$, Contrasts are drawn
to each other (`Opposites attract').

Ref.: TAWT 381 n. 377.>
T0202.1.2$, Trouble for couple (wife and husband) who are two of a kind.
Link: |P0795.9.1$, Wronged party refuses reconciliation: loses all. |T0298, Reconciliation of separated couple.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0202.1.2.1$, Difficult reconciliation between the beautiful and the powerful: prevented by pride of beauty,
and by pride of power (office, kingship, etc.).
Link: |W0164$, Pride (self-esteem, self-respect).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0202.2$, Happy cross-species marriage or sexual liaison (supernatural wife, husband, lover, etc.). Type:
465, cf. 400, 462.
Link: |F0302, Fairy mistress. Mortal man marries or lives with fairy woman. |F0302.11, Prince married to a shemonkey (really queen of the fairies).

Ref.: DOTTI 234 236; MITON.>
T0202.2.1$, Supernatural wife (lover) affectionate toward her human husband. Type: 465, 551A$, cf.
750D1$.
Link: |F0302.0.3.3$, Jinni foster sister helps her human foster brother. |N0815.1.1$, Fairy-woman (female-genie) as
helper.

Ref.: DOTTI 236 308 409; MITON.>
T0202.3$, Affectionate couple.
Link: |P0210.0.5$, Husband and wife in amicable relations. |P0213, Husband more merciful than blood relations.
They refuse to ransom condemned woman; husband does so. |P0214, Wife drinks blood of slain husband.
[Presumably out of love]. |T0184.1$, Physical compatibility of couples required for sexual gratification
(satisfaction).

Ref.: MITON; Qazwînî II 343/cf./(mouse and wife); Burton I 54/(Alf III 141) VI: 40/(Alf III
103/Sindbad and oriental wife) VII 243 n. 1.>
T0202.3.1$, Husband and wife address each other as "Sister" and "Brother" (as sign of affection).
Link: |K1839.14, Husband and wife disguised as brother and sister. |N0730.3$, At reunion, spouse's (husband's,
wife's) expression of affection is restrained. |P0210.0.3$, Husband and wife address each other formally.
|T0042.2.1$, Lovers address each other as "Brother" and "Sister".

Ref.: DOTTI 604 690 896/{Irq}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 42/(poem) no. 62R.>
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T0202.3.2$, Husband and wife embrace.
Ref.: ThaClabî 92/(Job's wife embraces him).>
T0203, Peace in marriage more important than truth. [Lying to save marriage]. Type: 901A$.
Link: |J0267.2$, Flattering lies save marriage: mouse-slayer, or lion-killer? Wife divorced for telling truth about
husband, reinstated for lying (flattering him).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 603; DOTTI 560; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 746-x-no. 2.>
T0205$, The abusive spouse.
Link: |F0302.12$, Fairy (jinn) wife quarrels with human husband. |K0235.7.1$, Wife provoked into demanding
divorce so that she would forfeit her "mu'akhkhar sadâq (end of marriage compensation)". |P0535.8$, qasâs law
applied to married couple (husband, wife). |S0176.1.1$, Woman (wife) emasculates abusive man (husband). |T0252,
The overbearing wife. |T0289$, Marital rape: husband has sex with his wife by forces.>

T0205.1$, Wife-beating. Type: 670, 1378B*, cf. 901, 1408B, 2023.
Link: |H0312.9.1.1$, Successful suitor professes that when he punishes wife he will do so gently. |P0210.0.2$,
Husband as his wife's disciplinarian. |P0261.1.1$, Man fearful (distrustful) of daughter's husband (suitor).
|S0186.9.1$, Marks (bruises, scars, etc.) on body tell-tale of cruel treatment (beating). |T0251.10, Wife beats her
husband and eats up everything he earns. |W0111.3.4, Why he beats her. Lazy wife beaten by husband maintains that
she has done nothing. That is why he is beating her.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 595; Abu-el-Layl 237-38 [no. 39]/(kick her butt); CAbd-al-Quddûs 22-35 no. 2;
Campbell, Arab Tribes, 131-40; DOTTI 77 192 201 261 365 481 559 754 771 885 962/{Alg, lit., Mrc};
Haykal 207-8; MITON; Schmidt-Kahle 52-77 no. 25; Shamy (el-) Egypt 218-19 no. 56, "Koudia" 154 n. 47;
TAWT 53 n. 68.>
T0205.2$, A woman, like a carpet, improves when beaten. Type: cf. 1408B.
Link: |H0767.5$, Squeeze her head, she becomes undressed (she "takes off her `libâs/underpants'"). (Answer: an
overripe palm-date, or cured lupine seed--slips out of soft shell at the slightest pressure). |J0241.3$, Only a fruitful
tree is shaken (struck, or gets stones thrown at it). |T0201.3$, Example provides policy for married life.

Ref.: DOTTI 792; Râsî (al-) Khabâyâ 48-49; Reinisch Somali: SAE I 220 no. 84; Sulaymân 117-18
no. III-A-1.>
T0206$, Husband impoverishes his wife: wastes her property.
Link: |P0210.1$, Wife's own property.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0210, Faithfulness in marriage. Type: 910L$.
Link: |M0255, Deathbed promise concerning the second wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 577.>
T0210.1, Faithful wife.
Link: |H0492.1.1$, Wife refuses to murder her husband for high honors; husband agrees to murder wife. |T0301.1$,
Woman (girl) unable to go through with unchaste act. |T0303$, The heroically faithful (chaste) female (wife, girl,
she-lover, etc.)--(formerly: "The chaste wife").

Ref.: Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15; DOTTI 275 290 317 480/{lit., Qtr, Sdi}; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b; TAWT 434.>
T0210.1.1$, Wife keeps husband's secret(s). Type: 318A$, 425L.
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Link: |J0155.4, Wife as [wise] adviser. |T0258, The curious wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 149 208; MITON; TAWT 435 no. 25.>
T0210.1.2$, Young wife faithful to old husband. Type: 875C1$.
Link: |T0091.4, Aged and youth in love.

Ref.: Boqarî 35; DOTTI 508 509/{Alg}.>
T0210.1.3$, Faithful paternal-cousin-wife (bint-Camm). Type: 750J$, cf. 516A.
Link: |T0230.4$, Faithless paternal-cousin-wife.

Ref.: ThaClabî 90-94; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
T0210.2, Faithful husband.
Link: |H0492.1, Husband refuses to murder his wife for high honors; wife agrees to murder husband. |T0331, Man
unsuccessfully tempted by a woman. [Chaste man].>

T0211, Faithfulness to marriage in death.>
T0211.1, Wife dies so that husband's death may be postponed. Type: 899.
Ref.: DOTTI 557; Shamy (el-) Egypt 300 no. 60/cf.>
T0211.1.6$, Wife shields her husband from attackers with her own body.
Ref.: Maspero 194 no. 13.>
T0211.1.8$, One spouse surrenders portion of own life so that the other may live longer. (Usually this is
done through prayer).
Link: |D1855.7$, One person's life-span extended by grant (bestowal) received from another's. |T0086.2, Lovers die
at the same time. |W0028.6$, One spouse sacrifices for the other.>

T0211.1.8.1$, Wife grants husband years of her own life-span.>
T0211.2, Wife's suicide at husband's death. Type: 883E$, cf. 970.
Ref.: DOTTI 526 673/{Qtr}; TAWT 431 no. 20/{Omn}.>
T0211.4, Spouse's corpse kept after death.
Link: |P0253.11$, Sister is too dear to be entombed (or buried in an ordinary grave). |V0061.0.7.1$, Burial inside the
house of the deceased.>

T0211.4.1, Wife's corpse kept after death.
Link: |P0253.11.1$, Sister's corpse kept at home under crystal dome.

Ref.: Chauvin II 201ff.>
T0211.4.2, Husband's corpse kept after death.>
T0211.9.1, Wife dies of grief for death of husband. Type: 883E$.
Link: |F1041.1.2, Death from grief for death of lover or relative. |P0214.1, Wife commits suicide (dies) on death of
husband. |T0081.7, Woman dies on hearing of lover's or husband's death.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 78-79/(Thackston 84-85 no. 36-1): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 72; DOTTI 526;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 18 no. 62R; TAWT 431.>
T0211.10$, Surviving spouse refuses to remarry (due to faithfulness).
Link: |T0291.1, Wife keeps vow never to wed [(remarry)] after her husband's death.>

T0211.10.1$, Faithful widow refuses to remarry.
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Ref.: DOTTI 519 751/{Plst}; Littmann al-Quds 255-59/(Arabische 396-402); MITON.>
T0211.10.2$, Faithful widower refuses to remarry.
Link: |J0482.1.1, Woman refuses second marriage. Her husband abides in her heart.>

T0212, Loving couple die of separation.
Link: |P0210.0.5$, Husband and wife in amicable relations. |T0044.1.1$, Lover weeps and asks companions to weep
along, at home of departed beloved.>

T0215, Faithfulness of married couple in misfortune.>
T0215.1, Wife carries mutilated husband on her back so that he may beg. Type: 886A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 536; Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18; TAWT 428 no. 16/{Syr}.>
T0215.7.2$, Wife carries dying husband in basket and leaves home (village) so as to spare him from family's
abuse. Type: J750J$.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
T0215.5, Fugitive returns to his family so that they may collect reward from his capture.
Link: |R0201$, Reward promised for capturing fugitive, punishment for aiding him.>

T0215.7, Wife travels for years with sick husband in order to have him cured. Type: 750J$.
Ref.: DOTTI 411.>
T0215.7.1, Wife alone does not desert leprous husband. [Job]. Type: 750J$.
Ref.: DOTTI 411; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
T0215.8, Woman sells her hair to feed starving husband. Type: 750J$.
Ref.: DOTTI 411; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
T0216, Loathly bridegroom carried on back [(head)] in basket by wife. Type: 886A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 536; Hasan (al-) 110-15 no. 18.>
T0217, Wife refuses to become unfaithful although she knows her husband to be so.
Link: |M0131.1.1$, Vow to become unfaithful if spouse is unfaithful. |S0062.5.1$, Husband's infidelity
(faithlessness) drives wife insane.

Ref.: DOTTI 551/{Egy}; AUC: 10 no. 11.>
T0230, Faithlessness in marriage. Type: 872C$, 910K1$, 910L$.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 264; Burton VII 243; DOTTI 495 575 577 867 868/{Ert, Omn}; Hujelân 26471; Littmann Tigré 40-41 no. 30; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 95-96 no. 17.>
T0230.2, Faithless wife causes her husband to go insane. Type: 926A, cf. 1406.
Link: |M0131.1.1$, Vow to become unfaithful if spouse is unfaithful. |S0062.5$, Cruel husband drives young wife
insane.

Ref.: DOTTI 612 775 787.>
T0230.3$, Love relations between man and his friends wife.
Link: |P0318.0.1.2$, Danger to friendship: a woman. |T0092.12.3$, Two friends in love with same girl.

Ref.: Maspero 282 no. 21.>
T0230.4$, Faithless paternal-cousin-wife. Type: 449/1511, 590A, 1426A$.
C

Link: |K2212.3$, Treacherous bint- amm (paternal-cousin, father's brother's daughter). |P0293.6.4$, Father's brother
C

C

(paternal-uncle) as father-in-law. |P0295.1.2$, Marriage between 'ibn- amm and his bint- amm (paternal-cousin).
C

|T0210.1.3$, Faithful paternal-cousin-wife (bint- amm).
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Ref.: DOTTI 220 338 339 804 818/{Mrc}; MITON.>
T0245, Man unfaithful even on wedding night.>
T0245.0.1$, Unfaithful husband.
Link: |K2213.0.2$, Treacherous husband.

Ref.: Burton VII 243; DOTTI 409.>
T0231.2, Faithless widow fans husband's grave.
Link: |K0288.1$, "Wait till my grave is dry before you remarry!" Wife hires someone to water (soak) her grave
secretly.>

T0231.3, Faithless widow ready to marry messenger who brings news of husband's death. Type: 1350.
Ref.: DOTTI 747.>
T0232, Woman deserts her husband for unworthy lover. Type: 590A, 871A, 1511.
Ref.: DOTTI 338 486 818; Schmidt-Kahle I 139ff. no. 41.>
T0232.2, Adulteress chooses loathly paramour.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0232.3.1$, Adulteress transforms her husband into an ass (dog) to avenge slaying of loathly paramour.
Type: 449, 1511.
Link: |D0691, Daily beating of men transformed to dogs [as preventive measure]. Necessary unless hero himself is to
be transformed. |K1535, Adulteress transforms her husband into an animal to get rid of him. (The Tsar's dog).
|T0033.1$, Faithless woman transforms lovers (husbands) to animals (birds) and keeps them as pets.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 818; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 43-48 no. 4.II, 58-66 no. 5.>
T0232.4, Woman enamored of repulsive and abusive lover. Type: 449, 1511.
Link: |T0480.1$, Loathsome paramour: black slave. |T0481.1, Adulteress roughly treated by her lover.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 818; MITON.>
T0234$, Wronged wife chooses loathly paramour to spite her faithless husband. Type: 1504$.
Link: |K1510.2, Wife of philanderer gets revenge by having an affair herself. |K2400$, Deception for deception (tit
for tat): deceived person gets even in a like manner (same ruse, strategy, trick, etc.). |P0187.1$, Wife humiliated by
husband's sexual liaison with slave-woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 816/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0235, A husband transforms himself to test his wife's faithfulness.
Link: |H0492.4$, Wife tests her husband's faithfulness (fidelity).

Ref.: DOTTI 118 129/{Sdn}; Kronenberg Nubische 99-105 no. 22/cf.>
T0235.1$, A husband disguises himself to test his wife's faithfulness. Type: 872C$.
Link: |H0466.2$, Husband disguises himself to test his wife's faithfulness. |T0404.3.2$, Wife welcomes a stranger's
invitation to sexual intercourse. (Usually she also curses her husband).

Ref.: DOTTI 495.>
T0237, Old man married to young, unfaithful wife.
Link: |T0092.1.1, Young wife of old man (king) loves (is loved by) younger man.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 186; DOTTI 795/{Tns}.>
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T0245.0.1$, Faithless (unfaithful) husband. Type: 750D1$.>
T0246$, Unfaithful husband (lover) punished.
Link: |K1814, Woman in disguise wooed by her faithless husband. [Husband falls in love with disguised wife].
|M0131.1.1$, Vow to become unfaithful if spouse is unfaithful. |W0164.5$, Wife too proud to accept husband's
marriage to another.>

T0246.1$, Wife has unfaithful husband beaten and thrown out.
Link: |T0205.1$, Wife-beating. |T0252, The overbearing wife. |W0180.1.1.1$, Jealous woman emasculates lover
(husband) who was deserting her for another.

Ref.: DOTTI 503/{lit.}.>
T0247, Object stolen (left) as token that infidelity has been discovered.>
T0250, Characteristics of wives and husbands.
Link: |Z0201.9.1$, Tale character lacks specifics: "Someone", "Person", or the like. (Usually a spouse).>

T0251, The shrewish wife.
Link: |T0201, Marriage destroys friendship [of lovers].

Ref.: DOTTI 317 480/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0251.0.1, Man ejected from heaven for folly of marrying twice. Type: 1516C*.
Ref.: DOTTI 820.>
T0251.0.2, Christ, not having married, knew nothing about suffering. So thinks the man after hearing all
about Christ's torments.>
T0251.0.9$-(formerly, T0251.0.1$), The folly of marriage (marrying)--miscellaneous.
Ref.: Basset Mille I 285 no. 27; DOTTI 820/{lit.}.>
T0251.0.9.1$-(formerly, T0251.0.1$), The folly of remarriage. Type: 1516$-1516D*.
Link: |J1442.12.0.1$, A cynic's retort concerning the folly of marriage.>

T0251.1, Avoiding the shrewish wife.>
T0251.1.1, Belfagor. The devil frightened by the shrewish wife. Type: 1164D.
Ref.: Chauvin VIII 152 no. 154; DOTTI 710.>
T0251.1.2.1, Husband chooses to go to hell rather than join shrewish wife in heaven.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 301 no. 65.>
T0251.1.4, Man forces devil to take back the shrewish wife.
Ref.: DOTTI 710.>
T0251.2, Taming the shrew. By outdoing his wife in shrewishness the husband renders her obedient. Type:
900, 901.
Ref.: Chauvin II 155 no. 27; DOTTI 558 559.>
T0251.2.3, Wife becomes obedient on seeing husband slay a recalcitrant horse [(cat)]. Type: 901.
Ref.: DOTTI 559.>
T0251.2.3.1, Husband tries to reform wife by killing recalcitrant horse [(cat)] in her presence. She thinks he
has lost his mind and continues in her ways. Type: 901.
Ref.: DOTTI 559.>
T0251.2.3.2$, Training wife in husband's ways must begin early.
Link: |J0010.1$, Persistence of first (primary) impressions.
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Ref.: DOTTI 560/{Tns}.>
T0251.2.3.2.1$, `Kill your cat on your wedding night'. Type: 901.
Ref.: DOTTI 559; Shamy (el-) Egypt 216; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 267 n. 112.>
T0251.2.4.0.1$, Wicked woman reformed. Type: 905$.
Link: |J0636$, Trust (responsibility) reforms the deviant (wayward).

Ref.: DOTTI 565/{Egy}.>
T0251.2.4, The wicked queen reformed. While asleep she is made to exchange places with the cobbler's
wife. She thinks she is in hell. The cobbler teaches her to obey and fear her husband. Type: 871B$, 905A*.
Link: |F0414.1, Lover transported to girl's apartment in fortress by spirit.

Ref.: DOTTI 487.>
T0251.4, Socrates and Zanthippe: "After thunder rain". He thus remarks as she empties slops on his head.>
T0251.6.1$, Browbeaten husband threatens wife: from hiding place (under the bed, table, etc.). Type:
1366*.
Link: |J2626, Coward boasts of what he would have done after danger is over. |K1503$, Cuckold's threat (equivocal).
|W0121.2, Coward boasts when there is no danger.

Ref.: DOTTI 768/{Egy}; Sha)lân 323.>
T0251.10, Wife beats her husband and eats up everything he earns. Type: 859F$.
Link: |T0205.1$, Wife-beating.

Ref.: DOTTI 480.>
T0251.13$, Widower on deathbed fears what follows death: resurrection, and then reunion with deceased
(overbearing) wife.
Link: |E0178.3$, Reunion of families (chaste lovers, friends, etc.) on Resurrection Day (in the hereafter).

Ref.: Anonymous "'Idhak Cala mahlak" 10.>
T0251.14$, Marriage proposed as punishment for captured marauding wolf: more severe than crucifixion,
burning alive, etc.
Link: |Q0499.7, Humiliating marriage as punishment.

Ref.: î (al-) 67-68.>
T0252, The overbearing wife. Type: 859F$.
Link: |P0535.8$, qasâs law applied to married couple (husband, wife). |T0205$, The abusive spouse.

Ref.: Anonymous "'Idhak Cala mahlak" 10; DOTTI 480 833/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0252.1, Unsuccessful search for man who can rule his wife. Type: 1366A*, 1375.
Ref.: DOTTI 768.>
T0252.2, Cock shows browbeaten husband how to rule wife. Type: 670.
Ref.: DOTTI 365; MITON.>
T0252.2.2.1, King tells jackal his statistics are wrong since there are more men than women. Jackal:
husbands ruled by their wives counted as women. Type: cf. 813*, 908$, 908A$.
Link: |H0708, Are there more men or women in the world?. |H0774, Riddle: why are there more women than men?
(Some women make women [i.e., weaklings] of their husbands).
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Ref.: DOTTI 448 566 567.>
T0252.4, Prize for husband who rules his wife. (Ham, eggs). [Husband in command]. Type: 1366A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 768.>
T0252.4.1, Man claims prize (boots) as ruler of his house, but is afraid to carry the boots lest he soil his
clean shirt and anger his wife. Type: 1366A*.
Link: |H1190$, Task: finding husband (man) who is not afraid of wife (woman).

Ref.: DOTTI 768 902/{Syr}; Sâ)î 183-84 no. 39[+1].>
T0252.8$, Husband forced to do household chores.
Link: |J2523, The obedient husband: the leave of absence. [He is to be gone for a little while: awaits wife's
instructions to return].>

T0252.8.1$, Husband is washing floor not because wife is absent but because she is present (ordered him to
do it).
Ref.: Anonymous "Gohâ wa himârih" 6.>
T0252.9$, The overbearing wife--miscellaneous.
Link: |T0205$, The abusive spouse.>

T0252.9.1$, Wife beats her timid husband. Type: 859F$, 1366*.
Link: |F0302.12.1$, Fairy (jinn) wife strikes human husband during dispute. |T0251.10, Wife beats her husband and
eats up everything he earns.

Ref.: DOTTI 480 736 739 749 768/{Irq}.>
T0252.9.3$, Prize (greeting) for husband who fears his wife the most.
Link: |H1312, Quest for the greatest fools. |J1712, Numskulls quarrel over greeting. [Contest held to decide who is
the biggest fool]. |T0252.4.1, Man claims prize (boots) as ruler of his house, but is afraid to carry the boots lest he
soil his clean shirt and anger his wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 736 739 749/{Irq}.>
T0252.9.4$, Men who obey women's whimsical (irrational) urges must share the blame for the misdeed.
Type: cf. 872A$.
Link: |W0256.6.3.2.3.1$, Man twitted for following woman's advice (usually his wife's).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0253, Nagging wife. Type: 620A$, 859F$, 908$.
Ref.: DOTTI 351 352 480 566/{lit.}; Sulaymân 128 no. III-A-7.>
T0253.1, Nagging wife drives husband to prepare for suicide. Type: 670.
Link: |T0255.8$, The obstinate wife: refuses to heed sound advice.

Ref.: DOTTI 365; MITON.>
T0253.1.1$, Nagging husband. Type: 621A$, 886A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 536; TAWT 428 no. 16/{Syr}.>
T0254, The disobedient wife. Type: 1366A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 768.>
T0254.1, The husband shows his wife poison to avoid: she takes it and dies.
Ref.: Chauvin II 155 no. 27.>
T0254.3, Man with obedient wife looks young; with disobedient, old. Type: 726A$.
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Link: |W0031.1.2$, Wife's obedience gives longevity (to husband).

Ref.: DOTTI 402; Farag 310-13; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 674-x-no. 5/cf.>
T0254.6, Disobedient wife punished. Type: cf. 859F$, 901.
Link: |P0529.0.5$, Refusal by wife to honor legitimate marital obligations.

Ref.: Mâjid K. CAlî Turâth IX:2 143-46; DOTTI 167 171/{Irq}.>
T0255, The obstinate wife or husband. Type: 327H$, 1365.
Link: |W0129$, Disagreeableness (dissonance, contrariness). |W0256.6.2.3$, Women are obstinate (persistent).

Ref.: DOTTI 166; TAWT 433 no. 24/{Egy}.>
T0255.1, The obstinate wife: cutting with knife or scissors.
Ref.: DOTTI 767.>
T0255.2, The obstinate wife sought for up-stream. [Too stubborn to go with the current]. Type: 1365A.
Ref.: Wesselski Hodscha I 270 no. 276.>
T0255.5, The dish which the husband detests and the wife keeps serving him. He affects to like it and thus
gets rid of it. Type: 1390*.
Link: |F0850$, Remarkably poor (hated) dishes. |R0227.9.1$, Husband flees from wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 784.>
T0255.8$, The obstinate wife: refuses to heed sound advice. Type: 670.
Link: |T0253.1, Nagging wife drives husband to prepare for suicide.

Ref.: DOTTI 365; MITON.>
T0256.3, Quarrelsome wife reproved by a good whipping.
Link: |T0205.1$, Wife-beating.>

T0257, Jealous wife or husband. Type: 1419M$.
Link: |M0137, Vow not to be jealous [(distrustful)] of one's wife.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 250-59 no. 22; DOTTI 798.>
T0257.0.2$, Insane (absurd, irrational) acts due to excessive jealousy.
Link: |N0348, Jealous husband kills innocent wife. Suspicions aroused when villain leaves his handkerchief in her
room. (Othello). |P0095.1$, Sister (daughter) of vizier jealous of king's wife (daughter). (Some times vice versa).
|T0024.9.2$, Insane illusions from love (lovers' jealousy).

Ref.: DOTTI 276 477 531 688 762 775 795 804/{Egy, lit., Sdn}; Hanauer 111-5; MITON; TAWT
451 456; CAbd-al-Quddûs 228-34 no. 20, 287-96 no. 25.>
T0257.1, Woman [(wife)] jealous of a fair maid in her house.
Link: |P0187$, Inherent rivalry between mistress and young female slave.

Ref.: DOTTI 235 873/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0257.1.1, King's wife jealous of his attention to pet animal. Type: 1419M$.
Ref.: DOTTI 282 646 798/{Plst}; Sârîs (al-) 360-63.>
T0257.1.2$, King's pet bird (animal) becomes jealous of king's wife-to-be (fiancee). Type: 898.
Link: |B0299.1.8$, Animal (bird) in competition with man (as man's rival). |P0264.4$, Inherent rivalry between a
man's sister and his future wife (fiancée, sweetheart, etc.).
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Ref.: Basset Mille III 250 no. 148; DOTTI 555; TAWT 378 n. 313 426 no. 14/{Egy}.>
T0257.2, Jealousy of rival wives [(co-wives)]. Type: 450, 462, 706C1$, 1442$, cf. 1618A$.
Link: |P0268$, Co-wives (darâyir). |S0031.4.2$, Stepmother (co-wife) hires killers to murder co-wife's son.

Ref.: ThaClabî 48; DOTTI 222 234 383 484 564 609 786 808 879/{Alg, Lbn, Sdn}; Ghadab 46-47:
Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 91; "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51/(all); TAWT 432.>
T0257.2.2, Jealous wife (mistress) transforms rival to hound [(bitch)]. Type: 462A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 235.>
T0257.2.0.1$, Rivalry among co-wives benefits husband: each tries to please him.
Link: |T0145.0.3$, Polygyny brings misery (trouble).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 985.>
T0257.2.2.1$, Jealous wife (co-wife) transforms rival to bird (dove). Type: 405.
Ref.: DOTTI 193 194 378/{Mrc}; TAWT 417.>
T0257.2.3$, Jealous wife (mistress) murders (seeks to murder) her rival. Type: 462A2$.
Link: |P0187$, Inherent rivalry between mistress and young female slave. |K2213.0.2.1$, Treacherous husband
conspires to murder his wife. |S0031.4.2$, Stepmother (co-wife) hires killers to murder co-wife's son. |S0066$, One
spouse murders (seeks to murder) the other (husband). |S0123.1, Burial alive of drugged person.

Ref.: DOTTI 235 873/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0257.7, Husband's unjust jealousy forces wife to commit adultery. Type: 1419M$.
Ref.: DOTTI 798.>
T0257.7.1, Wife repays husband's supposed adultery by doing likewise. Type: 1419M$, 1426.
Link: |M0131.1.1$, Vow to become unfaithful if spouse is unfaithful.

Ref.: DOTTI 798 803.>
T0257.7.2$, Husband's excessive jealousy (distrust) forces wife to teach him lesson: only mutual trust keeps
one chaste. Type: 1419M$, cf. 905$, 1426.
Ref.: DOTTI 565 775 788 794 795 798 803/{Irq, Syr}; Meissner 3-5 no. 2.>
T0257.8, Husband objects to wife's enjoyment of sexual intercourse: thinks she has had previous experience.
Link: |T0059.0.1.2$, Female as active participant in sexual enjoyment (coition).>

T0257.9.0.1$, Jealous man (husband) keeps wife locked up. Type: 570A, 1426.
Link: |J0674.4$, Child raised in sealed (windowless, underground, etc.) quarters to protect him from danger.
|T0380.2.1$, Intemperance in maintaining modesty (female seclusion). |T0381.0.2, Wife imprisoned in tower (house,
[harem]) to preserve chastity.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0257.9.0.2$, Jealous husband tortures wife.
Link: |W0010.9.4.2.1$, Woman avenges abuse of womankind.

Ref.: DOTTI 762 775 795 804/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0257.9.1$, Jealous groom, who is a saddler, vanishes on his wedding night because he cannot bear the
thought of men riding on saddles handled by his bride (bearing her picture).
Link: |T0177, Bridegroom magically impelled to leave his bride. |T0311.1, Flight of maiden (bridegroom) to escape
marriage. |W0256.6.1.1.2$, Stereotyping: `Woman prefers vagina-rider to saddle-rider'. |Z0192.1.1$, Mare (filly)-female with sex-appeal (fertile). |Z0194.1.2$, Horse (stallion) symbolism: male's power (privilege, speed, etc.).
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Ref.: DOTTI 95 204 243 246 288 646 819/{Irq}; CAlî al-TalaCfarî Turâth III:10 112-22 no. 1.>
T0257.11.1$, Jealous wife keeps husband locked in house.
Ref.: DOTTI 276/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0257.11.2$, Jealous wife punishes husband severely for mere association with another woman. (Husband
beaten, mutilated, or the like).
Link: |P0095.1$, Sister (daughter) of vizier jealous of king's wife (daughter). (Some times vice versa). |T0257.0.2$,
Insane (absurd, irrational) acts due to excessive jealousy.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0257.12$, Man envious (jealous) of his wife's former husband.
Link: |J0226.5.1.1$, Merits of former husband contrasted with shortcomings of present husband. |W0018.1$,
C

Envious husband sets out to kill his wife's former husband ( Amr), but he is overpowered, then set free. Impressed
C

even more with her former husband's chivalry, wife retorts: "None, except Amr!".

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 344; DOTTI 98 136 306 529/{Qtr}.>
T0258, The curious wife.>
T0258.1, Curious wife: wait and see. [A man and his wife overhear thieves planning to rob house, put
husband out of the way, and have their way with (rape) her]. Type: 1341E$.
Link: |J2378, What will the robber do. [Curious owner falls asleep: house robbed]. |N0455.2.9.1$, Murder
conspiracy overheard: victim-to-be warned.

Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 104-5 no. 50; DOTTI 745/{Alg}; Wesselski Hodscha II 242 no. 538.>
T0258.1.1, Husband insists upon knowing wife's secret. Type: 545D*, 545H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 301; TAWT 419 no. 7/{Egy}.>
T0258.2, Wife insists upon knowing husband's secret. Type: 425L, 670, cf. 1416.
Link: |C0032.1, Tabu: looking at supernatural husband. |H1554.4$, Test of curiosity: wasps (hornets, bees) in jug.
Curious person stung. |T0453.3.1$, Wife learns her husband's secret through arousing his love (lust).

Ref.: DOTTI 208 365 792; MITON; TAWT 433 no. 23/{Egy}.>
T0261, The ungrateful wife. Type: 318A$, 612A, cf. 1510.
Link: |W0154.0.1$, Perfidy: repayment of good deeds with evil ones.

Ref.: DOTTI 149 343 816; TAWT 434 no. 25/{Egy}.>
T0261.2$, The ungrateful corpse: wife miraculously resuscitated in response of prayers of her loving
husband, but she immediately forsakes him for another. Type: 1510.
Link: |E0121.2, Resuscitation by Christ. |W0154.2.5$, The ungrateful dead: resuscitated person (animal) ungrateful
to person responsible for restoring life to him. |W0154.29$, Ingratitude due to nature.

Ref.: DOTTI 816.>
T0263, The hypocritical wife.
Link: |K2099.1$, Hypocritical man (husband).>

T0268, Beautiful woman married to hideous man: he is thankful, she patient. She says that they have thus
both gained paradise. Type: 756H$.
Link: |J1548$, Ugly husband asks his beautiful wife whether they will be in Paradise or in Hell. Both in Paradise: she
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for her endurance (suffering, patience), and he for being `thankful to God'. |T0121.9$, The ugly spouse. |V0446.1$,
God is with those who are patient.

Ref.: Chauvin V 174 no. 98; DOTTI 420/{lit.}.>
T0271, The neglected wife. [Impotent husband].
Link: |C0163, Tabu: neglecting sexual relations in marriage. |P0529.0.6$, Husband's failure to honor legitimate
marital obligations. |T0315.2, The continent husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 271 558 560 647; Dwyer 66 no. 11; TAWT 24 n. 41.>
T0271.1, Woman gets rid of impotent husband and remarries. Type: cf. 318.
Link: |T0365$-T0369$, Frigidity and impotence.

Ref.: DOTTI 147.>
T0271.2$, Impotent husband (eunuch) allows wife to have lover (extramarital affair).
Link: |J1271.1$, Eunuch accounts for how he became a father. He explains to another eunuch his recent successes in
life: "As for this man (companion), he is my penis". |T0146, Polyandry. Woman with two husbands.>

T0271.3$, Man who lost his sex organ (eunuch) twitted for being `without' a member. Type: 318A$, 555.
Link: |F0547.3.1.2.1$, Man with penis so large that he cannot stand up straight. |J1271.1$, Eunuch accounts for how
he became a father. He explains to another eunuch his recent successes in life: "As for this man (companion), he is
my penis". |T0479.1$, Eunuch as lover (husband).

Ref.: DOTTI 149 313; MITON; TAWT 211 no. 25/{Egy/Nubia}.>
T0271.5$, Virgin wife, after years of marriage.
Link: |T0271, The neglected wife. [Impotent husband]. |T0315.2, The continent husband.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 157; Dwyer 66 no. 11; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) I 284.>
T0272, The silent wife.
Ref.: Haykal 156-57 161 288; Wehr 124 no. 6.>
T0272.2$, Silent wife brought to speak by impending husband's remarriage.
Ref.: DOTTI 125 181 226 537/{Alg}; TAWT 428 no. 16/{Syr}.>
T0274, Wife cannot keep secret. Type: 425A, 1381C-D, cf. 911*.
Link: |J2353, The wife multiplies the secret. |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).
|W0256.6.2.4.1$, Women are talkative (they betray secrets).

Ref.: DOTTI 134 201 496 548 579 777/{Kwt, Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 164-6; AUC: 14 no. 7; CFMC:
N-Nubia 69-10C 10-2-no. 2.>
T0275, The spendthrift wife.
Link: |Q0451.1.8$, Hands cut off as punishment for `profligacy' (charitableness, almsgiving). |T0277.2$, Wife steals
from her husband.>

T0276$, The intelligent (clever) wife. Type: cf. 465, 875C, 883F$,/891B*, 954, 1441B*, 1730.
Ref.: DOTTI 236 527 660 807 923; MITON.>
T0276.1$, Prince will not marry the clever maiden: she is too precious (intelligent) to be made to suffer
grief. Type: cf. 875, 879.
Link: |T0072.2.1, Prince marries scornful girl and punishes her.

Ref.: DOTTI 504 505 510 513 593 687/{Syr}; Ritter I.1 440-51 no. 51.>
T0277$, One spouse steals from the other.
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Link: |K0362.7, Theft by forgery: signature forged to obtain money. |K0449$, Dishonest trustee (guardian):
embezzles money (goods) left in his trust.>

T0277.1$, Husband robs (steals from) his wife.
Link: |P0210.1$, Wife's own property. |P0215.5$, Husband's own property.

Ref.: TAWT 53 n. 68.>
T0277.2$, Wife steals from her husband. Type: 1407, 1420A, cf. 560, 859F$, 1358C.
Link: |D0861.5, Magic object stolen by hero's wife. |J1134.2$, Husband demands that wife prove to him that goods
are unusable before disposing of them. |K1518, The enchanted pear tree. [Husband sees wife's adultery from tree: he
is made to believe that it is magic, illusion, or that he has seen double]. |K1874.2.1$, Husband driven insane with
pseudo-doubles. His private possessions exhibited before him at his workplace, then quickly returned to his home
before his arrival (usually via tunnel): he thinks he has seen a double and regrets having suspected his wife.
|T0145.10$, Behavior of a polygynist's wife (co-wife). Wife in a polygynous community. |T0251.10, Wife beats her
husband and eats up everything he earns. |T0275, The spendthrift wife. |W0131.4$, Wasteful wife (woman).
|W0216.2.1$, `If a man is an overflowing river (sea), his woman must be his bank (dam)'.

Ref.: Maspero 151 no. 8/cf.; Ibn-CAasim no. 264; DOTTI 315 480 758 790 798; MITON.>
T0277.2.1$, Husband ruined by his wife's theft; he is left with nothing.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0277.3$, Wife accused (suspected) of giving away "husband's property" to her own family.
Link: |P0209$, Working female as family provider. |P0211, Wife chooses father's side in feud.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 176-77 no. 41.>
T0277.3.1$, `A woman would ruin her husband's home in order to make her father's prosper'.
Link: |P0234.0.1.1$, A daughter is burdensome: begets enemies, generates grudges (daghâ'in), siphons off father's
wealth to her husband's family, etc. |T0145.10.1$, "Clip your bird's wings lest he mate with another." Wife is to keep
husband poor.

Ref.: TAWT 52 n. 44.>
T0277.3.2$, A mother's daughter will marry a mother's son and control his life. (Thus, mother of son should
not be haughty).
Link: |J0226.6$, Choice: to favor son's children or daughter's. |J1256.2.1.1$, Woman who is mother of boys ('umm
es-subyân) declares her gained privileges: "I am a mother of male-children!"@ |P0230.0.2.1.2$, Parent(s) need(s)
birth of a daughter. |P0232.0.1$, Mother of a daughter less valuable .

@T0009.1.0.1$, `The one ([woman,

wife]) whom he takes underneath himself wouldn't be [as un-influential with him] as his mother or his sister [are]'.

Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 136-37 [no. 15].>
T0280, Other aspects of married life.>
T0281, Sex hospitality. Host gives his wife (daughter) to his guest as bed companion.
Link: |P0605.9.1.2$, Honored (male) guest given bed of host's wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 549/{Sdn}.>
T0282, Handmaid [(slave-girl)] given as wife unto husband by barren wife.
Link: |M0144.2$, Husband breaks his vow not to take a second wife because first is barren. |T0145.2, Second wife
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taken because first is barren.

Ref.: ThaClabî 47; Burton I 27-28/cf.>
T0282.1, First (barren) wife insists her husband should take second wife.
Ref.: ThaClabî 47; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 144.4-5; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and
IsmâCîl" no. 51 2.>
T0283, Wife withholds [sexual] intercourse from husband to enforce demand. Type: 908A$.
Link: |P0529.2.1$, Wife asks for divorce from her husband to enforce demand. |P0790.2.4$, Failing to perform
customary chores (duties) as sign of anger (unhappiness). |T0009.1$, The power of sex: female's influence.
|T0339.2$, Aversion to conjugal relations motivated by suspicion of faithlessness.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 467-68; CAbd-al-Quddûs 425-35 no. 39/cf.; DOTTI 567; Juhaymân (al-) II 245-67;
MITON; TAWT 363 n. 32; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 698-2-no. 10/cf.>
T0283.1$, Wife threatens to leave husband to enforce demand.
Link: |M0147$, Conditional `divorce-vow': oath that divorce will have occurred unless certain matter is brought to
pass. |Q0432.0.1.1$, Divorce threatened to enforce demand.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0284, [Unaffectionate] frightened wife shows marks of affection for husband. [This happens so rarely:
robber responsible is forgiven].
Ref.: Chauvin II 97 no. 52.>
T0288, Wife refuses to sleep with detested [(unbeloved)] husband.
Link: |C0164, Tabu: forcing wife [to sexual intercourse]. |T0183$, Wife (woman) tired of coition. |T0289$, Marital
rape: husband has sex with his wife by forces.

Ref.: DOTTI 565/{Egy}.>
T0289$, Marital rape: husband has sex with his wife by forces.
Link: |C0164, Tabu: forcing wife [to sexual intercourse]. |P0529.0.5$, Refusal by wife to honor legitimate marital
obligations. |P0529.2.5$, Husband abuses wife (bride) so as to drive her to demand divorce. |S0176.1.1$, Woman
(wife) emasculates abusive man (husband). |T0072.0.1$, Man loses battle of wits with (is humiliated by) girl (his
paternal-cousin) then marries her for spite. |T0160.0.2$, Traumatic (cruel) defloration. |T0183$, Wife (woman) tired
of coition. |T0205$, The abusive spouse. |T0288, Wife refuses to sleep with detested [(unbeloved)] husband.
|T0466.0.1$, "Farewell Intercourse": one more sexual intercourse with deceased wife. |T0471, Rape.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0290$, Conjugal pleasures are to be had in private.
Link: |A0698.8$, Coition in paradise. |C0119.5$, Tabu: exposed sexual intercourse. (Or, intercourse in public place).
|J0134.2.1$, Dogs's street copulation outrageous. |P0605$, Living (sleeping) arrangements within the household.
|T0405$, Casual (accidental) illicit exposure of body of one relative to another.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0291, Why widow does not remarry. (1) Only her property is wanted; (2) her husband is still in her heart;
(3) if new husband is bad it will not be well, if he is good there will be the fear that he will die.
Link: |T0101.1.1.1.1$, Widow as bride--chosen for her property. |T0311.7.1$, Person prefers not to remarry.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 273/cf.>
T0291.1, Wife keeps vow never to wed [(remarry)] after her husband's death.
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Link: |M0135.3$, Spouse no-remarriage pact: each of husband and wife vows never to remarry if the other dies first.
|M0144.1$, Husband vows (makes oath) not to take a second wife ("marry over", "to co-wife"). |T0211.10$,
Surviving spouse refuses to remarry (due to faithfulness).

Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) I 282-83.>
T0292, Wife sold unwillingly [(unwittingly)] by husband. Type: 938C$.
Link: |P0529.2$, Wife divorced unwittingly (unintentionally), or by trickery. |P0774.8.2.1.1$, Slave-girl (wife) sold
subject to owner (husband) being able to withstand her absence.

Ref.: DOTTI 550 645/{Plst}; Sârîs (al-) 61-64.>
T0292.0.1$, "How much is this head?" Wife sold unwittingly by husband. Type: 938C$.
Link: |J1161, Literal pleading: letter of law has been met. |K0362.10, Give him what he wants. [Theft by message
with double-meaning]. |K2310, Deception by equivocation.

Ref.: Belamri La rose 93-102; DOTTI 645.>
T0292.1, Wives traded. Type: cf. 895B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 549.>
T0292.3$, Slave-girl (beloved) unwillingly sold (given away) by master (owner). Type: cf. 938C$.
Link: |P0178.9.2$, Female salve (captive) taken as wife. |P0185.3.1$, Beloved slave-girl asks impoverished master to
sell her in order to pay creditors.

Ref.: DOTTI 458 551 585 590 645 646 966/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0294, Husband (wife) of supernatural being longs for old home and visits relatives. Type: 400,
425L/(human wife).
Link: |F0374, Longing in fairyland to visit home.

Ref.: DOTTI 184 208.>
T0295, Husband's indiscreet boast about wife brings about his death. King [ ] has a friend view his wife
naked through a crack in the wall. [She joins the friend against him]. Type: 880A$, cf. 1379.
Link: |F0574.1.2, Woman's beauty shows through seven veils. |N0104$, Unfortunate beauty: beauty of innocent
woman causes communal conflicts (wars). She is blamed.

Ref.: Bashmî 'Arkhibîl 9-11 no. 3; DOTTI 516 676 686 771 772/{Bhrn, Sdn}; TAWT 388 n.
510/{Sdn}; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 112-20 no. 14.>
T0296, Wife buys (sells) privilege of sleeping one night with husband. Type: 425G, 425G1$, 437, 1379.
Ref.: DOTTI 206 207 217 359 485 625 772/{Irq};Bakr CA. Farhân [pseudonym for CU. al-Tâlib]
Turâth XI:7 183-88; TAWT 437 no. 28/{Egy}.>
T0296.1$, Sister buys privilege of sleeping one night with her own brother. Type: 932$, 932A$.
Link: |K1843.1.2$, Disguised wife sleeps in her husband's bed as his bedmate (lover, slave girl): she conceives.
|K1843.5$, Sister masks as her brother's wife and sleeps with him.

Ref.: Aalûcî III 212-13; Jâhiz/(al-Bayân) I 103: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 62; DOTTI 630
631; TAWT 455 457 no. 49-II/{Bhr-Qtr}.>
T0298, Reconciliation of separated couple.
Link: |T0202.1.2$, Trouble for couple (wife and husband) who are two of a kind. |U0226$, Difficulty of restoring
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`love lost'.

Ref.: DOTTI 519 873/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0298.0.1$, One spouse seeks to reconcile another.>
T0298.0.1.1$, Husband seeks to reconcile his unhappy wife. Type: 103A1$, 2028B$, 2029B*.
Link: |H0420.1$, Tests of love: wife (fiancee) departs and asks to be followed to her own parental home. |T0198$,
Return to parents' (father's) home after end of marital relations (divorce, or death of spouse).

Ref.: DOTTI 38 769/{Irq}; MITON.>
T0298.0.2$, Divorced wife reinstated (by husband).
Link: |S0451.1.3$, Husband reinstates his divorced (outcast) wife when new wife is discredited--(usually by ruse).
|T0145.9.3$, Younger wife fails: merits of older become obvious.

Ref.: DOTTI 801/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0298.1$, Wrongly (hastily) condemned wife refuses reconciliation. Type: 570A, 883E$, cf. 882.
Link: |P0795.9.1$, Wronged party refuses reconciliation: loses all. |N0342.1.2$, Virtuous woman (maiden) hastily
condemned as adulteress (unchaste). |U0226$, Difficulty of restoring `love lost'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 604; DOTTI 38 332 519 521 526 769/{Irq}; Ghaniyy CAwdah Hâdî Turâth X:1/2 26062; TAWT 431 no. 20/{Omn}.>
T0298.2$, Wrongly (hastily) condemned spouse accepts reconciliation. Type: 883F$,/891B*.
Ref.: DOTTI 527; MITON.>
T0298.2.1$, Hastily condemned wife forgives husband when she discovers that he continues to value
(`love') her. Type: 882.
Link: |P0605.0.1$, Togetherness-in-life (Cishrah): attraction (familiarity, trust, etc.) due to sharing of living quarters.

Ref.: DOTTI 519 873/{Egy}.>
T0298.5$, Reconciliation of estranged couple through mediator. Type: 103A1$, 874B$, 859F$, 2029B*.
Link: |P0145.1$, majlis: arbitration-council by notables. |P0796$, Resolution of conflict (dispute) through a third
party. |W0014.5$, Husband instructs adulteress wife to go to her parents' home, to demand divorce, and to reject his
offers of reconciliation.

Ref.: DOTTI 38 480 503 526 964/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0299, Other aspects of married life--miscellaneous.>
T0299.1, Sleeping with head laid in wife's lap as sign of tenderness.
Link: |N0464.3$, Secret discovered when head is laid in person's lap.>

T0300-T399, Chastity and celibacy.>
T0300, Chastity and celibacy. Type: 872C$, 1542**.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 530-31; DOTTI 495; Shamy (el-) Egypt 301 no. 68.>
T0300.0.1$, Preservation of sexual honor (Cird/`Card') is most important. Type: 712, cf. 1542**.
Link: |K2234.2$, Seducer kills (threatens to kill) woman=s child(ren) if she does not surrender. |W0014.3.2$,
Woman chooses to have her child(ren) killed than to surrender to seducer. |W0022.3.3.2.1.1$, "Death of daughter
(female) shields against disgrace (sutrah)".

Ref.: DOTTI 285 584 854/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0300.0.1.1$, Damaged (woman's) sexual honor is irreparable.
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Ref.: DOTTI 285 584/{Egy}.>
T0300.0.1.1.1$, `Sexual honor is like glass, cannot be mended if broken (cracked)'.
Link: |Q0259$, Killing for sexual honor. |T0326, Suicide to save virginity. |Z0189$, Symbolism concerning virginity
and defloration.

Ref.: Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship" 14.>
T0300.0.1.1.2$, `Only blood (killing) would cleanse defiled (damaged) sexual honor'.
Link: |Q0411.0.3$, Unchaste maiden killed. |S0322.1.3, Father condemns daughter to death because he believes her
unchaste. |T0400.0.1.1$, Defiled (profaned) human flesh.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship" 14; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1.>
T0300.0.3$, Marriage as means of preserving sexual honor. Type: 914$.
Link: |C0160.0.1$, Celibacy (rahbanah, abstention from sex): makrûh (`disliked$, almost-tabu, merely tolerated)-not the way for Moslems.

Ref.: DOTTI 581.>
T0300.0.3.1$, Early marriage as means of preserving sexual honor.
Link: |T0061.5.0.1$, Betrothal of children.>

T0300.0.3.2$, To safeguard your family's sexual honor let your daughter marry the one she wants.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 624.>
T0300.1$-(formerly, T0301.0.1$), `Bebrothering' between man and woman: chaste, brother-sister-like.
Link: |F0302.0.3$, Jinn-`mikhawiyyah' (`bebrothering'): jinniyyah (fairy, jinn-woman) as a man's foster-sister.
|T0302, Methods of ascetics [concerning chastity]. ([Bebrothering]). |T0040.1$, Brother-sister-like friendship leads
to sexual love relation (marriage, seduction). |T0317.5.1$, Husband and wife in chaste marriage (`brother-sister-like')
for many years. |T0350, Chaste sleeping together.

Ref.: DOTTI 137 153 234 306 392 495 501/{Alg, Plst}; Ritter I.3 347 no. 98; Sârîs (al-) 266-69,
371-72; Shahâb 32-38[no. 3].>
T0301, Sacrifice of virginity.>
T0301.1$, Woman (girl) unable to go through with unchaste act. Type: 842D$.
Link: |T0092.1.2, Would-be unfaithful wife. |T0210.1, Faithful wife.

Ref.: DOTTI 453 464 660 679/{lit., Qtr}; Haykal 148ff; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 670-x-no. 10.>
T0302, Methods of ascetics [concerning chastity]. ([Bebrothering]).
Link: |T0300.1$-(formerly, T0301.0.1$), `Bebrothering' between man and woman: chaste, brother-sister-like.>

T0303$, The heroically faithful (chaste) female (wife, girl, she-lover, etc.)--(formerly: "The chaste wife").
Type: 516H$, 875C1$, 881, 891A.
Link: |A0507$, Culture-heroine: female as culture-hero. |T0210.1, Faithful wife.

Ref.: Cachia 229 (widow); DOTTI 284 508 516 519 751/{Plst}; CA.A. al-Hasan Rashâydah 104-6;
Littmann al-Quds 255-59 (Arabische 396-402); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
T0305$-T0309$, Casual (incidental) exposure of a spouse's body to the other.
Link: |T0405$, Casual (accidental) illicit exposure of body of one relative to another. |X0052, Ridiculous nakedness
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or exposure.>

T0305$, Husband's nakedness or exposure. Type: 751H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 414 856 915/{Syr}; Sâ)î 439-43 no. 105[+1].>
T0306$, Wife's nakedness or exposure. Type: 751H$, 880A$, cf. 1469A$, 1874B$.
Link: |C0106.1$, Tabu: woman going (seen) with `naked' head in public (hair uncovered). |K2051, Adulteress feigns
unusual sensitiveness.

Ref.: ThaClabî 32/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 90; DOTTI 414 516 689 720 724 727 729
779 780 811 815 851 869 942/{Irq, Plst, Syr}; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 29-31; Sûfî (al-) 26-33; TAWT 388 n.
510/{Sdn}.>
T0306.1$, The power of habit concerning wife's nakedness or exposure. Type: 751H$, cf. 880A$.
Link: |U0130, The power of habit [(individualistic)].

Ref.: DOTTI 414 516; D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 112-13 no. 28/cf.>
T0306.1.1$, Woman's (wife's) modesty and water pitcher: too modest to be exposed to a pitcher's spout.
Type: 756D$.
Link: |J0215.6$, Present husband preferred to a new more stingy one. |J0226.5.1$, Choice: former husband or new
(current) husband. |K2051.3.1$, Adulteress feigns great disdain for (male) pitcher with spout; wants (female) waterbottle instead. |T0362, Nun refuses to look at man. |T0405.9.3$, Exposure (of genitals) while attending call of nature.
|Z0186.5$, Symbolism: pitcher's spout--penis.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 479-80; DOTTI 417; Kâmil 46-50/cf.; TAWT 429 no. 18/{Egy}.>
T0306.1.2$, Woman (wife) averse to being seen naked.
Link: |F1040$, Aversion: dislike with impulse to turn away.>

T0310, Celibacy and continence.
Link: |F0566.3$, Celibate groups (monks, clerics, saints, etc.).>

T0310.1, Ceremonial continence.>
T0310.1.2$, `Night of Friday' (Thursday night) recommended for conjugal pleasure.>
T0311, Woman averse to marriage.
Link: |F1040.7.1$, Aversion to sexual intercourse (coition). |T0185.0.1$, Wife receptive to coition (sexual
intercourse) in exchange for a tranquil home. |T0327, Mutilation to repel lover.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 287-90; Damîrî II 130-34; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 122; DOTTI 565/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0311.0.1, Woman's aversion to marriage motivated through a dream. Type: 706.
Link: |T0339$, Husband averse to conjugal relations.

Ref.: Chauvin V 125 no. 59, 130 no. 112; DOTTI 380; MITON.>
T0311.0.2$, Husband (wife) overcomes aversion to conjugal relations through vision (dream) in which a
sacred person instructs resumption of coition. Type: 706, 712.
Ref.: DOTTI 380 394 527; MITON; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 31; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
T0311.0.3$, Overcoming aversion to conjugal relations through conditioning (psychotherapy,
resocialization). Type: 904$.
Link: |F0950.5.1$, Shock-therapy. |P0008$, Resocialization. Re-learning (re-teaching) how to live according to
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different social rules (norms) in the same culture (but within different social class; age, gender, professional, etc.
group). |T0160.0.2$, Traumatic (cruel) defloration. |U0304.5.1.2$, Violating rules of modesty by exposing a private
part of body makes exposing a more private part easier (e.g., arm and thigh or chest and buttocks, respectively).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 287-90; DOTTI 565; TAWT 23 n. 42.>
T0311.0.3.1$, Gentle arousing of bride's interest in sex. Type: 904$.
Link: |F0951.3.2.1$, Watching mating between lovebirds (pigeons, doves) arouses sexual desire. |J1549.1$, The
reluctant female retorts. |T0160.0.5$, Tender defloration (first sexual intercourse).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 287-90; Ibshîhî 473/cf./(from hearing female cats for copulation); DOTTI 565/{lit.};
TAWT 23 n. 42.>
T0311.0.4$, Overcoming aversion to conjugal relations upon learning of spouse's innocence (fidelity). Type:
883F$,/891B*.
Ref.: Damîrî I 6; DOTTI 527.>
T0311.1, Flight of maiden (bridegroom) to escape marriage. Type: 313E*, 510D$, cf. 613C*.
Link: |R0227.2, Flight from hated husband. |T0257.9.1$, Jealous groom, who is a saddler, vanishes on his wedding
night because he cannot bear the thought of men riding on saddles handled by his bride (bearing her picture).

Ref.: DOTTI 131 264 523/{Syr}; Hurreiz 83 (137) no. 8; Muhawi-Kanaana 181-88 no. 21/cf.;
TAWT 423 no. 11/{Bhrn} 451 no. 46/{Sdn}; CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 2-1-no. 8.>
T0311.2, Woman prefers to remain chaste rather than keep an impotent husband.
Link: |F0547.3.7$, Limp (droopy) penis--like dough or wax or the like. |T0271.1, Woman gets rid of impotent
husband and remarries.>

T0311.2.2$, Girl threatens to kill herself (and husband-to-be) if forced to marry.
Link: |M0170.1.1$, Vow (threat) to commit suicide if demand is not met. |P0180.8.6$, Slave-girl refuses to surrender
self to buyer (master).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0311.7$, Aversion to remarriage (only bad memories).
Link: |K2053$, Harboring an unseemly desire for marriage (remarriage). |P0529.5$, Ciddah: required waiting period
before a woman may remarry. |P0529.9.1$, Widow has legal (legitimate) right to remarry. |T0131.4, Widow may not
remarry. |T0211.10$, Surviving spouse refuses to remarry (due to faithfulness). |W0029.2$, The good wife (woman):
no divorce, no remarriage, no desertion due to vanity (batar), no disagreement with husband, no quitting of
husband's home to parents's due to unhappiness (gadbânah).

Ref.: TAWT 384 n. 433.>
T0311.7.1$, Person prefers not to remarry. Type: 872$, cf. 327H$, 1407.
Link: |M0135, Vow never to remarry. |T0291, Why widow does not remarry. [Y].

Ref.: DOTTI 166 489 790.>
T0311.8$, Aversion to (dislike of) members of the opposite sex.
Link: |J2214.15.1$, Man hates (condemns) all women because of misdeeds by one (usually his wife). |P0610$,
Homosociality: social relations between persons of the same sex. |W0201.1.1.1.1$, Indicator of manliness: avoiding
women.
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Ref.: MITON.>
T0311.8.1$, Man averse to women--(misogynist). Type: 1426A$.
Link: |J2214.15.1$, Man hates (condemns) all women because of misdeeds by one (usually his wife).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0311.8.2$, Woman (girl, maiden) averse to men (misandrist).
Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 130-34; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 122.>
T0311.8.2.1$, Chieftainess (maiden) averse to marriage (conjugal relations) lives in a community (colony)
of only females.
Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 130-34; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 122.>
T0313, Ravished girl's virginity restored by Virgin Mary.>
T0313.0.1$, Lost virginity supernaturally (miraculously) restored.
Link: |T0319$, Restoration of damaged virginity.>

T0314, Father kills daughter lest she become prostitute.>
T0314.1, Father kills daughter lest she become the property of a tyrant.
Link: |N0343.5$, Warrior near death kills his beloved so as to save her from falling into enemy's hands. Enemy
defeated, warrior recovers, only his beloved loses her life. |P0528.7$, Killing (suicide) to avoid capture
(enslavement). |T0471.3, Husband sends wife poison to avoid having her ravished by the enemy. |W0180.1.1.2$,
Dying person kills the beloved so that no one else may enjoy her (him).>

T0314.2$, Father murders daughter for "being a woman": all his wives proved unfaithful. Type: cf. 931C$.
Link: |M0375, Slaughter of innocents to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. |S0011.3.12$, Father kills daughter.
|S0062.1.2$, Man (Luqmân) kills all his wives because of their unfaithfulness. |U0022.2$, Injustice: innocent
punished along with guilty.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 21-22; DOTTI 629 632/{lit.}.>
T0315, Continence in marriage.
Link: |F0951$, Cures for impotence and frigidity. |T0168$, Failure to consummate marriage. |T0185.0.1$, Wife
receptive to coition (sexual intercourse) in exchange for a tranquil home.>

T0315.1, Marital continence by mutual agreement.
Link: |T0600.1$, Restrictions on practices thought to harm pregnancy (fetus).

Ref.: DOTTI 577/{Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 698-2-no. 7.>
T0315.2, The continent husband. Type: 318, cf. 706, 712, 1341E$.
Link: |A1238.1$, On Earth, Adam does not touch Eve for one hundred years. |C0163, Tabu: neglecting sexual
relations in marriage. |P0529.0.4.4$, Husband is to attend to wife's sexual needs. |P0529.0.6$, Husband's failure to
honor legitimate marital obligations. |T0168.1$, Groom's failure to consummate marriage (deflower bride) as
offense. |T0271, The neglected wife. [Impotent husband]. |T0331.4.1$, Intended recipient of sexual favor does not go
through with the act.

Ref.: ThaClabî 200: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 104; DOTTI 147 271 380 394 558 560 647
745; Dwyer 66 no. 11; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a; TAWT 434.>
T0315.2.1, The audacious water and the continent husband. [Woman reproves water splashing on her thighs
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for being more audacious than her husband (lover)].
Link: |T0271, The neglected wife. [Impotent husband].>

T0315.2.2, Wife reproves continent husband by showing conduct of cock and hens.
Link: |F0951$, Cures for impotence and frigidity. |F0951.3.1$, Reading (hearing) erotic literature (stories, tales,
poems) arouses sexual desire.>

T0315.2.2.1, Wife reforms continent husband by having walls of bedroom painted with erotic scenes.
Link: |F0951.3$, Psychological (mental) treatments for lack of interest in sex. |T0016.9$, Erotic scene spied (or
accidentally witnessed) evokes reaction(s)--miscellaneous.>

T0315.2.3$, Wife reforms continent husband by making him give up business (money) matters. Type:
754A$, cf. 1362C$.
Link: |J0484.1$, Love-maker preferred to war-wager.

Ref.: DOTTI 415 766/{Kwt}; JaCfar (al-) no. 11.>
T0315.2.6$, The (seemingly) continent man reveals secret of his abstinence--(usually to his disappointed
wife).
Link: |T0009.0.1$, Sexual frustration (deprivation).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0315.2.6.1$, Continent husband's secret: "I am a woman like you!" "I have no organ," or the like. Type:
318, 318A$, cf. 884A.
Link: |J1271.1$, Eunuch accounts for how he became a father. He explains to another eunuch his recent successes in
life: "As for this man (companion), he is my penis". |N0683.1$, Female masking as man accidentally selected ruler
(king, judge). |P0665, Custom: boasting of sexual prowess. |T0063.1$, Emasculated man accidentally selected as
groom (husband). |T0063.2$, Woman masking (disguised) as man selected as groom (husband). |T0479$, Eunuch's
sexual activities. |X0775$, Boastful of sexual prowess is given opportunity to prove his claim: disappointed female.

Ref.: Budge/Spitta Romances 104 no. A-05; Hollis 10; Simpson 101; DOTTI 147 149 279;
528/{Omn}; MITON; TAWT 211 no. 25.>
T0315.2.6.2$, Continent man's secret: "I am in love with someone else".
Link: |T0210.2, Faithful husband. |T0211.10.2$, Faithful widower refuses to remarry.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0316$, Widow with children is expected to remain chaste and unwed (celibate) for the rest of her life.
Type: 1380B$, 1391, 1392*.
Link: |A0111.1.1$, Isis as mother of god (Horus). |A0476.1$, Goddess remains chaste and faithful to her deceased
husband. (Isis). |A2497.1, Monogamous life of dove. |K2053.1$, The hypocritical widow: wishes to remarry, but
only if forced (coerced) by her family. |P0529.9.1$, Widow has legal (legitimate) right to remarry. |T0131.4, Widow
may not remarry.

Ref.: Burton IX 246-47 n. 3; DOTTI 774 784 785; MITON.>
T0316.1$, Widowed mother chooses to remain unwed for child's sake. Type: 980H$, 982A$.
Link: |T0100.0.3$, Better remain unwed, if marriage brings regret.

Ref.: DOTTI 275 681 686/{Syr}; TAWT 315.>
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T0316.3$, Mother who desires remarriage punished (by relative). Type: 1380B$, cf. 1392*.
Link: |K2053.1$, The hypocritical widow: wishes to remarry, but only if forced (coerced) by her family.

Ref.: DOTTI 774 785.>
T0316.5$, Child's (son's) ingratitude drives parent to remarry. Type: 982A$, cf. 980H$.
Link: |P0529.9.1$, Widow has legal (legitimate) right to remarry.

Ref.: DOTTI 681 686/{Egy}.>
T0317, Repression of lust. Type: 824A$.
Link: |T0330, Anchorites under temptation. |T0404.4$, Temptress seeks to seduce man. |V0008.9.1$, Struggle
against the sinful urges of the `self' (`the greater-jihâd').>

T0317.2, Repression of lust through prayer.
Link: |K0490.2.2$, Praying as excuse for procrastination: "Wait till after prayers time".

Ref.: MITON.>
T0317.2.1$, Repression of lust by reading (reciting) holy book.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 290-91; TAWT 24 n. 41 28 n. 70.>
T0317.3$, Image of chaste lover (sweetheart, relative, etc.).
Link: |J0148.3$, One idea (or mental image) evokes (recalls) another. |T0101.1.2$, Bride quality character
(religiosity, patience, obedience). |T0101.3.1$, Groom quality: religiosity.

Ref.: Yâfi)î 175/cf.>
T0317.3.1$, Chaste lover (sweetheart) reading the holy book.
Link: |J0152.7$, Wisdom from old man who has a book in hand. |P0254.2$, Sister and brother worship together.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0317.4, Repression of lust through fasting.>
T0317.5, Man and woman in chaste love for twenty-five years.>
T0317.5.1$, Husband and wife in chaste marriage (`brother-sister-like') for many years. Type: cf. 318,
318A$, 986.
Link: |T0300.1$-(formerly, T0301.0.1$), `Bebrothering' between man and woman: chaste, brother-sister-like.

Ref.: DOTTI 147 149 231 281 401 405 418 437 503 508 542 576 604 689 690 712 730 896/{Egy,
Irq, Lbn, Lbn, Tns}; Qasîr Falsafah 88-98; Sulaymân 78-80 no. I-12/cf.>
T0318, Wife proves her faithfulness. Had substituted for husband's mistress. Proves legitimacy of child [by
missing toe ]. Type: 1379/891F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 772.>
T0318.0.1$, Legitimacy of child established through similarities between its physical characteristics (color,
race) and father's. Type: 1379/891F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 772 273/{Tns}; TAWT 433 no. 23/{Egy} 437 no. 28/{Egy}.>
T0319$, Restoration of damaged virginity. Type: 1542**.
Link: |K1912, False virgin. Various deceptive practices to mask bride as virgin. |T0059.2.1$, Accidental defloration.
|T0160.0.2.2$, Midwife ensures bride's bleeding at defloration (by scratching bride's vagina).

Ref.: DOTTI 854/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 231 no. 68.>
T0320, Escape from undesired lover.
Ref.: DOTTI 131 132 162 296/{Egy, Sdn}; MITON.>
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T0320.1, Oft-proved fidelity. Repeated attempts to seduce innocent woman. She escapes them all. Type:
881, 882, 883A, 888, 892.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 154 no. 321; DOTTI 394 516 518 519 522 537 542/{lit.}; Hurreiz 121 no. 61;
MITON.>
T0320.1.1, Virginity saved in spite of torture. Undesired suitors give up task.>
T0320.1.2$, Virtue preserved--(woman's or man's). Type: 983, cf. 318, 910K1$, 917$.
Link: |K2120$, Innocent (chaste) man slandered as seducer. (Bata, Joseph, etc.). |P0329$, Guest kills host's wife for
trying to seduce him: host grateful. |Q0241.3.2$, Guest kills host's adulteress wife. |T0331, Man unsuccessfully
tempted by a woman. [Chaste man].

Ref.: DOTTI 147 153 311 316 575 583 686 803/{Sdn}; MITON.>
T0320.2, Girl kills man who threatens her virtue. Type: 881A.
Ref.: DOTTI 518.>
T0320.2.3$, Man kills woman who tries to seduce him.
Ref.: DOTTI 215 311 694/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 83-86.>
T0320.4, Wife escapes lust of king by shaming him. Type: 883F$,/981B*.
Link: |J0816.4, Woman tactfully restrains amorous king. |P0750.0.1.1.1.2.2$, What is suitable for the dog (servant)
should be beneath the lion (master)'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 640/cf./(shopkeeper); DOTTI 686.>
T0320.4.1$, Woman escapes lust of intruder (abductor) by shaming him. Type: 969B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 672.>
T0320.5, Girl gives up wealth and flees to escape lecherous emperor [(king, prince, etc.)].
Link: |T0320.9.1$, Girl flees to escape undesired suitor.

Ref.: DOTTI 225 278/{Ymn}.>
T0320.9$, Escape from undesired lover--miscellaneous.>
T0320.9.1$, Girl flees to escape undesired suitor. Type: 313E*, 313K$,/313K1$, 510B.
Link: |T0320.5, Girl gives up wealth and flees to escape lecherous emperor [(king, prince, etc.)].

Ref.: DOTTI 131 134 162 262 263 296 491/{Egy}.>
T0320.9.2$, Widow flees to escape undesired suitor.
Link: |T0425.3$, Brother wants to marry widow of his deceased brother.>

T0321, Escape from undesired lover by miracle.
Ref.: Cachia 233/cf.; Lane 417.>
T0321.1, Maid pledged to celibacy is given, at her prayer, a beard.
Link: |D1714.1.1, Chaste maiden at prayer vanishes from would-be ravisher's embrace. |D2072.7.1$, Would-be
ravisher (rapist) rendered still.>

T0323, Escape from undesired lover by strategy. Type: 983.
Ref.: DOTTI 670 686/{Syr}; MITON; Sâ)î 304-10 no. 63[+1].>
T0326, Suicide to save virginity.
C

Link: |T0300.0.1$, Preservation of sexual honor (Cird/` ard') is most important.>
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T0326.3, Martyrdom to preserve virginity. Type: cf. 881.
Link: |S0105$, Rapist murders victim. |V0463.7.3$, Martyrdom: being unjustly killed (executed).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 532-36; DOTTI 516.>
T0326.5$, Suicide to preserve chastity.
Link: |S0110.0.1.2.1$, Person guilty of incest kills self.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0327, Mutilation to repel lover.
Link: |S0160, Mutilations. |T0333, Man mutilates himself to remove temptation.>

T0327.1, Maiden sends to her lover (brother) her eyes (hands, breasts) which he has admired. Type: 706B.
Link: |J0551.8$, Self mutilation to demonstrate truthfulness (innocence, lack of interest).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 273; DOTTI 382/{Egy}; Elder 32-33 no. III-17.>
T0327.4, Maidens befoul selves with blood to escape rape.
Link: |C0060.3$, Ritual polluter: contact with unclean substance or object (urine, blood, liquor, etc.). |C0141, Tabu:
going forth during menses.>

T0327.6, Princess takes on loathsome disguise to avoid unwelcome demon-lover. Type: 533A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 295.>
T0327.7, Girl escapes from undesired lover by cutting off her plaits [(braids of hair)].>
T0329$, Clitoridectomy (excision of girls): so as to ensure future chastity.
Link: |A1568$, Origin of clitoridectomy. |K0551.28.1$, Girl tells robber about painful personal experience
(clitoridectomy, or the like) and calls for help by demonstrating how loudly she shrieked from pain. |S0176.4.1$,
Female's sex organ excised (burnt, or the like) with the intent of mutilating (malicious clitoridectomy). |V0082.0.1$,
Circumcision is required for cleanliness (of male or female). |V0082.2$, Clitoridectomy: female excision
(circumcision).

Ref.: Burton V 279 n. 2; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Arab Psychiatry" 320; TAWT 396; HE-S: IUFTL:
N.Y. 61-6 Tape 129-30 (Nubia).>
T0329.0.1$, Woman (girl) with full clitoris (bazrâ', uncircumcised).
Link: |P0963.3$, No public celebration for a girl's clitoridectomy. |X0749.1.2$, Female to be circumcised with a
plane (tool: fârah, lit.: `she-mouse'). |Z0084.4.5.1$, Insult: uncircumcised woman (i.e., nymphomaniac, unclean).

Ref.: Damîrî II 132; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 122;
Burton V 279 n. 2.>
T0329.1$, Clitoris source of immense (uncontrollable) sexual desire.
Ref.: Jâhiz VII 27-28.>
T0329.1.1$, Effects of clitoris (lack of clitoridectomy).>
T0329.1.1.1$, Clitoris enhances sexual desire and leads to commission of fornication (marital infidelity).
Link: |F0575.1.6.2.2$, Person cannot resist sex drive: must have intercourse without delay. |T0059.0.1.1.1$, A
female's characteristic reactions during sexual intercourse: racial and ethnic manifestations.

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 28.>
T0329.1.1.2$, Racial and ethnic manifestations of lack of clitoridectomy.
Link: |T0059.0.1.1.1$, A female's characteristic reactions during sexual intercourse: racial and ethnic manifestations.

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 28.>
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T0329.1.1.3$, Marriage to (sexual intercourse with) the uncircumcised woman.
Ref.: Burton V 279 n. 2.>
T0329.1.1.3.1$, Uncircumcised woman undesirable (sexually).
Link: |T0101.1.3$, Bride quality: physical attributes. |V0082.0.1$, Circumcision is required for cleanliness (of male
or female).

Ref.: Burton V 279 n. 2/(no sex before marriage/Gullanâr).>
T0329.2$, Adroit love-maker (male) practices clitoral intercourse.
Link: |F0951.3$, Psychological (mental) treatments for lack of interest in sex. |T0059.1$, Lovers's play (foreplay):
embracing, kissing, necking, etc. |T0184.1$, Physical compatibility of couples required for sexual gratification
(satisfaction). |T0462.3$, Greater (immense) sensual pleasure in lesbian intercourse.

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 29.>
T0329.3$, Effects of clitoridectomy.
Link: |F0547.4, Extraordinary clitoris. |K2094.3$, Feigning sexual enjoyment. |W0179.4$, Negative effects of
corporal mutilation (disabling): victim hates seeing others enjoying what he has been deprived of.

Ref.: HE-S Cairo/Turah 1982-6.>
T0329.3.1$, Frigidity as an effect of clitoridectomy.
Ref.: Burton V 279 n. 2.>
T0329.3.1.1$, Painful sexual intercourse as an effect of clitoridectomy.
Ref.: Burton V 279 n. 2; M.M. el-Tîgânî (col.) "Jokes" no. 5.>
T0330, Anchorites under temptation. Type: 824A$.
Link: |H1579.1.1$, Man's virtue tested by having him tempted by `pretty boy'. |P0073$, 'ashrâf under suspicion.
|T0404.4$, Temptress seeks to seduce man.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 171-72; Ibshîhî 213-15; DOTTI 451 676/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and BintBirrî" 157-58.>
T0330.1$, Dervish (cleric) tempted.
Link: |H1579.1.1$, Man (dervish) tempted by `pretty boy'. |T0463, Homosexual love (male).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0331, Man unsuccessfully tempted by a woman. [Chaste man]. Type: 318, 910K1$, 917$.
Link: |K1683.3$, Chaste man punishes messenger delivering message of illicit love. |L0225.1$, Hero declines offer
of marriage to maiden (princess) as reward. |N0347.7$, Chaste person accidentally suspected of sexual crime
(fornication). |T0071.2, Woman avenges scorned love. |T0210.2, Faithful husband.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 279; ThaClabî 212-13; Ibshîhî 274-75; Basset Mille III 56 no. 40; DOTTI 87
137 147 148 352 435 445 453 509 575 583 584 660 668 675 676/{Egy, Jrd, Kwt, lit., Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-)
IV 398-404; MITON; Scelles-Millie algériennes 217-19 no. 18; Sengo "Kiswahili" 668-90 no. 23; Shamy
(el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 157-8, "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-c, "Hasan and Na)îmah"
no. 22, "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17, "Sailor" 104-105/(Fadlûn/résumé); TAWT 435; Wickett 133 178.>
T0331.2, Knight unsuccessfully tempted by host's wife.
Ref.: DOTTI 215 311 694/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 64-65, 83-86.>
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T0331.4, No place secret enough for fornication. Type: 827C$.
Link: |A0102.2, All-seeing god. |J1738.8, Men hide so that God will not see their sin. |T0331.4.1$, Intended recipient
of sexual favor does not go through with the act. |U0232, No place secret enough for sin.

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 78-80 no. 19/cf.; DOTTI 452 453 756/{Egy}; Noy Jefet 165 no. 68;
RAFE 18 n. 46; HE-S: Aghûr 69-11/cf.>
T0331.4.1$, Intended recipient of sexual favor does not go through with the act.
Link: |T0072, Woman won and then scorned. |T0168.1$, Groom's failure to consummate marriage (deflower bride)
as offense. |T0331.4, No place secret enough for fornication. |T0315.2, The continent husband. |T0380.6.1.2$,
Chivalrous man does not take advantage of woman when she is helpless (unconscious, drunk, drugged or the like).
|W0164.2$, Injured pride.>

T0331.8, Monk unsuccessfully tempted by woman he formerly loved.>
T0331.8.1$, Youth in love with unattainable maiden refuses her offer of sexual liaison--(offer made to get
rid of him).
Link: |F1041.8.2.1$, Grief (chagrin, obsession) from seeing an unattainable beauty (woman).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0332, Man tempted by fiend [(devil)] in woman's shape. (Or woman by fiend in man's shape).
Link: |F0471.2.1, Succubus. female incubus.

Ref.: Maspero 140 no. 7 n. 1/cf.; Chauvin II 226 no. 3; MITON.>
T0332.3$, Man tempted by angel in woman's shape.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0333, Man mutilates himself to remove temptation. Type: 318A$, cf. 318.
Link: |B0754.9.4.2.1$, Animal (camel) cuts own penis upon discovering that it was deceived into copulation with its
mother. |H1556.6$, Proof of fidelity (chastity) by self emasculation (castration). |V0464, Self-torture to secure
holiness.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 174 no. 80 III 543 no. 331; DOTTI 149 435 499 590/{Egy, lit.}; TAWT 435;
CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10A 2-2-no. 8.>
T0333.0.1$, Girl (woman) mutilates herself so that she would become undesirable. Type: 706B.
Link: |T0327.1, Maiden sends to her lover (brother) her eyes (hands, breasts) which he has admired.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 273.>
T0333.4, Tempted holy man mutilates [his] genitals.
Link: |V0469.4$, Ritual castration (so as to qualify for serving at temple, church, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 124-25.>
T0333.4.1$, Husband severs own genitals so as to persuade his dying wife that he will remain celibate.
Type: 318A$.
Link: |H0492.3.1$, Dying wife asks husband to prove his faithfulness by severing his genitals. |J0551.8.1$, Man
accused of seduction (rape) emasculates self (to show lack of interest). |V0469.4$, Ritual castration (so as to qualify
for serving at temple, church, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 149; TAWT 434 no. 25/{Egy}.>
T0334, Monk cures himself of desire for dead sweetheart. He digs up her remains.
Link: |T0085.4.3$, Lover digs up corpse of the beloved from grave (so as to be with her a little longer).>
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T0334.0.1$, Temptation averted by morbid fantasy.>
T0334.0.1.1$, Temptation averted by thinking of death: (e.g., visions of women as rotten cadavers, or the
like).
Link: |T0334, Monk cures himself of desire for dead sweetheart. He digs up her remains. |T0466, Necrophilism:
sexual intercourse with dead human body.>

T0334.3$, Chaste person prefers reunion with the beloved in heaven.
Link: |Q0172.0.2.1$, Rewards in heaven: whatsoever one may wish.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0336, Sight or touch of woman as source of sin.
Link: |C0060.1$, Ritual polluter: erotic touch (e.g., physical contact with member of opposite sex, or the like).>

T0338, Virtuous man seduced by woman.>
T0338.1, Ascetic successfully tempted: kills son born in consequence. Type: 824A$.
Link: |U0233$, Virtuous (innocent) person successfully tempted.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 171-72/cf./(girl in his care); DOTTI 451.>
T0339$, Husband averse to conjugal relations. Type: 706, 712.
Link: |T0311.0.1, Woman's aversion to marriage motivated through a dream.

Ref.: DOTTI 380 394; MITON; RAFE 303 n. 29; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 31, 68; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a; Wehr 188 no. 7.>
T0339.1$, Man's aversion to sex motivated through woman's pledge (religious). Type: 706.
Ref.: DOTTI 380; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
T0339.2$, Aversion to conjugal relations motivated by suspicion of faithlessness. Type: 883F$/891B*.
Link: |P0529.0.6$, Husband's failure to honor legitimate marital obligations. |T0283, Wife withholds [sexual]
intercourse from husband to enforce demand.

Ref.: DOTTI 527; MITON.>
T0339.3$, Aversion to conjugal relations motivated by desire to marry someone else (dislike for present
spouse).
Link: |K1230.2$, Person courted for marriage makes lame excuse why he (she) cannot marry.

Ref.: RAFE 303 n. 29.>
T0440$, Celibate person (anchorite, Sufi, monk, etc.) falls in love (erotic).
Link: |F0566.5$, Celibate person.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 213-15.>
T0350, Chaste sleeping together. Type: 737A*, 923B.
Link: |H0328.7$, Suitor test: spending one night with girl in bed without engaging in sex. |H1472, Test: sleeping by
princess three nights without looking at her or disturbing her. |P0529.6$, Nuptial prohibition (nonsexual marriage):
legal device by which sexual intercourse between `married couple' is prohibited. |T0300.1$-(formerly, T0301.0.1$),
`Bebrothering' between man and woman: chaste, brother-sister-like.

Ref.: DOTTI 401 405 603/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0351, Sword of chastity. Type: 303, 303B$, 516, 516H$.
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Ref.: Chauvin V 62 no. 19 n. 2, VIII 194 no. 235 n. 1; DOTTI 108 111 274 279 284 310 549
673/{Egy, lit., Sdn}; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 266-69, 374-76; Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 2; TAWT 17 28;
TAWT 17 28.>
T0351.3$, Corpse of chastity (continence): human corpse placed in sight of couple(s) induces abstention
from coition.
Link: |E0478$, Living person's traffic with the dead. |F1039.1$, Fright from sight of death (corpse).

Ref.: ThaClabî 34.>
T0351.3.1$, Adam's corpse as `corpse of chastity' on the ark.

Link: |A1614.1.0.1$, Negroes (blackness) as curse on Ham for breaking nuptial tabu while on ark. |C0117.2$, Tabu:
sexual intercourse while on the ark.

Ref.: ThaClabî 34: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 81-1.>
T0357$, Groom does not touch his bride due to prohibition by third party (or tabu). Type: 565A$.
Link: |T0591.0.2$, rabt: supernaturally induced impotence. |T0600.1$, Restrictions on practices thought to harm
pregnancy (fetus).

Ref.: RAFE 304 n. 36.>
T0360, Chastity and celibacy--miscellaneous.>
T0362, Nun refuses to look at man.
Link: |T0306.1.1$, Woman's (wife's) modesty and water pitcher: too modest to be exposed to a pitcher's spout.>

T0365$-T0369$, Frigidity and impotence.>
T0365$, Frigidity (the frigid woman).
Link: |K2094.3$, Feigning sexual enjoyment. |T0183$, Wife (woman) tired of coition. |T0271.1, Woman gets rid of
impotent husband and remarries. |T0311, Woman averse to marriage. |T0468$, Nymphomania: a woman's abnormal
and insatiable desire (uncontrollable appetite) for sex.

Ref.: Burton V 279 n. 2; DOTTI 801/{lit.}.>
T0366$, The unsatisfying female (sexually).
Link: |J1542.2$, Retorts between couples concerning sexual prowess. |J1549$, Retorts between couples-miscellaneous. |Z0084.4$, Insults concerning sexual conduct.>

T0366.1$, Female `too wide'.
Link: |F0547.5.2.1$, Wide vagina: man's organs fall in it. |J1542.2$, Retorts between couples concerning sexual
prowess. |X0522$, Prostitute tries to pass for `tight' virgin. |Z0186.9$, Symbolism: ring--body orifice.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz II 360 VI 260; Ibshîhî 525.>
T0366.2$, Female never says `No!' [to anyone asking for sexual intercourse].
Link: |P0775.2.1$, Grants (gratuities, tips), and acts of generosity (philanthropy). |T0450.0.1$, Prostitute (whore,
etc.). |Z0084.4.0.1$, Insult: "Child of sexually promiscuous mother". |Z0098.1.2$, Lampoon in flattering (panegyric)
terms.>

T0366.4$, Female `too passive (silent)' during coition.
Link: |K2094.3$, Feigning sexual enjoyment. |T0059.0.1.2$, Female as active participant in sexual enjoyment
(coition).>

T0367$, Impotence (the impotent man).
Link: |P0220$, Aging man's (husband's) fears (anxiety). |T0311.2, Woman prefers to remain chaste rather than keep
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an impotent husband. |T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex. |U0260.3$,
Effects of aging are irreversible.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0367.1$, Fear of (anxiety about) impotence.
Link: |F0951$, Cures for impotence and frigidity.>

T0367.2$, Old age ushers in impotence.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 150-51.>
T0367.2.1$, Women disregard men with gray hair (beard).
Link: |P0220$, Aging man's (husband's) fears (anxiety). |T0101.3.6.1$, Groom quality: youth, strength, health.
|T0380.3$, Modesty displayed only toward a worthy male.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 596-97.>
T0367.2.1.1$, Girl ridicules impotent (old) man.
Link: |F0547.3.7$, Limp (droopy) penis--like dough or wax or the like. |J0445.2.1.1.1$, Slave-girl ridicules old buyer
(owner-to-be).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0370$, Satanic (diabolic) beauty: an utterly wicked (evil) person with extraordinary good looks. Type:
1573$.
Link: |F0034, Temptress sent from upper world by deity (Pandora). |J0225.4.1$, Hermit (al-Khidr) kills boy:
predestined to cause grief to his pious parents. |N0104$, Unfortunate beauty: beauty of innocent woman causes
communal conflicts (wars). She is blamed. |U0110, Appearances deceive.

Ref.: DOTTI 856 865/{Alg}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis I 120-28 no. 27.>
T0370.0.1$, Diabolic beautiful woman. Type: cf. 318.
Link: |G0264, La Belle Dame San Merci. Witch entices men with offers of love and then deserts or destroys them.
|F0575.1.6.1$, Woman so beautiful whoever sees her desires her (falls in love with her). |T0173, Murderous bride.
|Z0062.5.1.5$, Angelic Beauty (i.e., person of beauty and airs of innocence).

Ref.: Maspero xvii n. 4 137-40 no. 7; Vinson "Strictly Tabubue" 49-50; DOTTI 147; Wehr 150ff.
no. 7.>
T0371, The boy who had never seen a woman: the Satans. [Father likes Satans most]. Type: 1678.
Link: |H0597$, Enigmatic statement about a female (woman, girl). |T0405.2.4.1$, Parent or parent-like person is not
representative of one's "opposite sex" (male/female). |Z0094.5.2.1$, Troublemaker labeled: afrit, jinni, devil, satan,
Eblis, etc.

Ref.: Chauvin III 105 no. 16; DOTTI 906.>
T0372, Adulterous love changed into a chaste one.
Link: |T0071.3.1$, Woman's adulterous love scorned; after her divorce, she refuses marriage to beloved.

Ref.: DOTTI 584 675 676/{Egy}.>
T0373, Heavy chastity belt imposed on wife.
Link: |T0381.0.6$, Chastity belt to keep a female chaste. (Usually wife or daughter).

Ref.: DOTTI 794/{Egy}.>
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T0380$, Heterosociality: social relations between persons of opposite sexes.
Link: |P0060.1.3.1$, Gentlewomen and sophisticated men socialize around intellectual (philosophical) topics. (Salon
and salonniers). |P0604.1$, House-top (flat roof) as terrace or living quarters. |P0610$, Homosociality: social
relations between persons of the same sex. |T0001.1$, Nonsexual (Cudhrî, Platonic) love.

Ref.: DOTTI 941/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 252 253, "Siblings in Alf laylah"
183; TAWT 160.>
T0380.0.1$, Harem: place of female seclusion. Type: 517A$, 1426A$.
Link: |F0167.14.1, Portion of otherworld for women [(harem)]. |P0173.3.3$, Captured females of defeated enemy
humiliated publicly (by parading or otherwise violating their modesty).

Ref.: Maspero 16 no. 1; DOTTI 286 804; Lane 11 16 20 133 176-78.>
T0380.0.1.1$, Royal harem (with hundreds of women).
Link: |F0781.2.2$, As many rooms in palace as the days in a year (i.e., 360, 365, etc.). |P0180.8$, Uxoriousness
through slaves--(sexual liaison with slaves). |T0469.2$, Sexual intercourse with a different woman daily the year
round.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0380.0.2$, Dangers (risks) of heterosocial relations.>
T0380.0.2.1$, Excessive association with members of opposite sex inadvisable.
Link: |J0021.3, "Do not go where an old man has a young wife". [ ]. |P0012.11, Uxorious king neglects duties.
|T0182, Death from sexual intercourse. |T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0380.0.2.1.1$, Man (king) must limit time he spends with females (wife, concubine, etc.).
Ref.: MITON.>
T0380.0.2.2$, Difficulty of keeping friendship with member of opposite sex unerotic.
Link: |P0060.1.3$, Gentlewoman socializes with sophisticated men. |W0256.6.8.1.1$, Women believe that a man
cannot be trusted to remain faithful.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 253.>
T0380.0.2.3$, Men will always try to seduce women, it is a woman's responsibility to refuse (remain
chaste).
Link: |T0002, The relative pleasure of love [(sexual intercourse)]. Do men or women have the greater pleasure in
intercourse?. |T0010, Falling in love. |T0380.5$, A male's privileges. |W0256.6.6$, Women are the weaker sex.
|W0256.6.8.1$, Men cannot resist temptation.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0380.1$, Social distance kept between persons of opposite sexes. Type: 516A, 517A$, 879, 896, 1353,
1426, 1455.
Link: |P0611, Women meet when bathing [in bathhouse]. |P0753.0.2$, Social distance kept between members of age
groups (men-boys, women-girls).

Ref.: DOTTI 277 286 513 552 750 803 811; MITON.>
T0380.2$, Girl secluded (veiled) at puberty.
Link: |P0529.6.3$, Nonsexual marriage so that man and woman may be together.

Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 123 (151); DOTTI 229 571/{Egy}; Haykal 28; Lane 46/cf. 62 50-52 174;
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MITON.>
T0380.2.0.1$, Pubescent female speaks (to male) from behind barrier (veil, curtain, or the like).
Ref.: MITON.>
T0380.2.0.2$, Female singer performs (for male audience) from behind curtain.
Link: |T0380.3.1.1$, Male singer allowed to perform for women in women's quarters.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0380.2.0.3$, Women's time: period reserved for females only in public facilities (e.g., bathhouse, beach,
etc.).
Link: |P0610.0.1$, Homosociality among females (women, girls).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0380.2.1$, Intemperance in maintaining modesty (female seclusion).
Link: |F0782.3, Seven-fold door to room. |H0062.1.5.1$, Person bewitched into male animal (donkey, dog, monkey,
bird, etc.) recognized by daughter (wife) of new owner: she is bashful and veils her face from the male stranger.
|T0257.9.0.1$, Jealous man (husband) keeps wife locked up. |U0284.3.1$, To a male, another male (boy) is always
available (but a female is not). |W0022.0.1$, Extreme conservatism (tazammut).

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 67.>
T0380.2.1.1$, Animal with exposed genitals (e.g., donkey, dog, etc.) not allowed within household.
Link: |F0951.3.2$, Watching copulating animals (birds) arouses sexual desire.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 147.>
T0380.2.1.1.1$, Female (girl, virgin, maiden, etc.) secludes (veils) self from male animal (usually: ass,
horse, lion). Type: 449,/1511, cf. 313K$,/313K1$,/510D$.
Link: |F0647.4, Marvelous sensitiveness: women blush in presence of male statue. |W0136, False modesty.

Ref.: DOTTI 134 220 264 818; MITON; Yâfi)î 26/(lion) 143/(lion).>
T0380.2.1.2$, Love-bird not allowed within household.
Link: |F0951.3.2.1$, Watching mating between lovebirds (pigeons, doves) arouses sexual desire.>

T0380.2.1.2.1$, Pigeons (doves) kept out of household because of mating habits.
Link: |Q0243.9.1$, Being a `Peeping Tom' rebuked (punished).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 290-91.>
T0380.2.2$, Isolated dwelling (house, tent, etc.) for virgin.
Link: |P0005.3.4.1$, Living in house in `center' of town as indicator of social status. |T0381.0.1, Girl intended for
marriage with king cloistered.>

T0380.2.3$, Female not secluded within immediate family. Type: 879.
Link: |C0172.0.1$, Brother's wife tabu: brother and his brother's wife should avoid each other. |P0295.1.1.1$, SheC

C

paternal-cousin (bint- amm) not secluded from her he-paternal-cousin ('ibn- amm).

Ref.: DOTTI 513.>
T0380.2.4$, Females in whom men would have no sexual interest are exempt from observing modesty code
in male's presence. (E.g., extremely old or sick woman).
Link: |F0575.1.2, Old woman beautiful as in youth.

1618
Ref.: MITON; Alf II 303; Boqarî 164/(implicit).>
T0380.2.7$, Under condition of female seclusion, first awareness of the anatomy of the opposite sex occurs
between children within the household (siblings, cousins, servants, slaves). Type: 885**.
Link: |T0405.2.4.1$, Parent or parent-like is not representative of one's "opposite sex".

Ref.: Boqarî 34/(implicit); |HE-S: Dikirnis 72-5 no. 178/(brother-sister).>
T0380.3$, Modesty displayed only toward a worthy male.
Link: |C0172.0.1$, Brother's wife tabu: brother and his brother's wife should avoid each other. |C0173.1$, Father-inlaw and his son's wife should avoid each other. |P0191.2.1$, Bachelor foreigner (visitor) required to stay in public
facility (hotel, or the like--away from family residences). |P0671, Woman veils self as expression of surprise.
|W0164.2.1$, Man's masculinity injured (by woman).

Ref.: Boqarî 49 143 164; Burton V 194 n.; Sârîs (al-) 371-72.>
T0380.3.1$, Certain (non-threatening) males are viewed as unworthy of woman's modesty (e.g., slave,
singer, etc.).
Link: |K1817.3.2$, Disguise as wandering musician (singer, bard, etc.). |P0182.1$, Slave who wooes (wants to
marry) his mistress punished. |P0428.0.2$, Musicians and singers are admired, but have low social status.

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 49; TAWT 382 n. 402 406 n. 822 456 no. 49.>
T0380.3.1.1$, Male singer allowed to perform for women in women's quarters.
Link: |K1817.3.2$, Disguise as wandering musician (singer, bard, etc.). |P0428.0.2$, Musicians and singers are
admired, but have low social status. |W0181.2.4$, Singer with marvelous voice castrated for fear of evoking
women's lust.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22; TAWT 456.>
T0380.3.2$, Trusted males allowed in women's quarters: e.g., cleric, instructor, teacher, healer-shaman, (and
the like). Type: 779F$, 881, 883$, 883A, 896, cf. 894, 931Z$, 1359B, 1424.
Link: |P0014.15.1, Old, wise counsellor of court [(mudabbir, hakîm)].

Ref.: Maspero 85 no. 4; DOTTI 437 517 520 522 546 552 760 799; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 123
no. 27.>
T0380.3.2.1$, Prepubescent boy allowed into women's quarters.
Link: |K1342.0.1.1$, Child carried into woman's room hidden in box (chest).>

T0380.3.2.1.1$, Boy asked to spy on happenings in women's quarters. Type: cf. 882.
Link: |N0832, Boy as helper. |T0061.9$, Betrothal of the veiled female (unseen).

Ref.: Mahfûz I3/(reports on unseen bride's looks).>
T0380.3.3$, Husband's adult brother (father) should not visit brother's (son's) wife during her husband's
absence. Type: 516H$, 1455.
Link: |C0172.0.1$, Brother's wife tabu: brother and his brother's wife should avoid each other. |C0173.1$, Father-inlaw and his son's wife should avoid each other. |P0261.5$, Father-in-law and son's wife (daughter-in-law).
|P0264.6$, Sister-in-law and her husband's brother (brother-in-law).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 7/(father).>
T0380.4$, Modesty between milk siblings.>
T0380.4.1$, Milk-sister secluded from her milk-brother.
Link: |P0313.5.1$, Milk-brother and sister may not marry each other.
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Ref.: MITON.>
T0380.5$, A male's privileges.
Link: |A0184.0.5$, Males (men) as God's favorite. |J1256$, Retorts concerning rights (privileges) within family.
|P0634.0.1.1.1$, Men served food first, women (and children) eat after men have finished. |T0052.0.6$, Girl given to
man in marriage as grant (wahb: without mahr). |T0380.0.2.3$, Men will always try to seduce women, it is a
woman's responsibility to refuse (remain chaste). |X0335.3$, Person of high communal rank causes another of lesser
communal rank to lose an eye; judgment: the injured should lose his other eye in order to have the right to put out
one eye of the higher ranked culprit. (Legal principle: the lesser ranked is worth one half of the higher ranked).

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 157/(in marriage); Littmann "il-Bedawî" 70.17; MITON.>
T0380.5.1$, A boy (son) is preferred to a girl (daughter). Type: 705A$, cf. 923C$.
Link: |J1256.2.1.1$, Woman who is mother of boys ('umm es-subyân) declares her gained privileges: "I am a mother
of male-children!". |P0017.0.2.2$, Birth of son (heir) sought in order to succeed father as king (chieftain, etc.).
|P0234.0.1$, Father of daughter(s) less powerful. |T0052.4.2$, Girl's father (family) expected to provide funds
matching the mahr paid by groom-to-be. (The total to be used to equip the couple's home). |T0145.2, Second wife
taken because first is barren. |T0594.1$, Birth of girl (daughter) is bad news. |T0645.2.1, "Kill it if it is a girl".

Ref.: DOTTI 376 606; MITON.>
T0380.5.2$, Male animal (bird) is preferred to female (when cooked).
Link: |F0849.1$, Loved meat (mammals, fowl, fish, insects) dishes. |F0849.1.3$, Loved fowl dishes.

Ref.: ThaClabî 39: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 110; Shamy (el-) Egypt 173 no. 40, 209 no.
54.>
T0380.5.3$, "Men (males) are to be favored for the Prophet's sake".
Link: |P0243.0.2.1$, The Prophet said, "Love your daughters for I too am father of daughters". |P0243.0.2.2$,
Daughters are "the comforters and the dealrlings"--(a Prophet's saying). |V0250.0.2$, Fâtimah al-zahrâ' (the bright
blooming, i.e., the virgin).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 5.>
T0380.6$, Respect for women.
Link: |J0155.0.1$, Women savant (wise woman or wise girl). |W0014.7$, Priority given to women (and children).>

T0380.6.1$, A man's chivalrous acts toward woman.
Link: |T0331, Man unsuccessfully tempted by a woman. [Chaste man]. |W0014.7$, Priority given to women (and
children).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 100.>
T0380.6.1.1$, Respecting woman's privacy. Type: cf. 779F$.
Link: |C0197$, Tabu: erotic fantasy (illicit sexual act via imagination). |C0820.1$, Tabu: spying.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 422/cf.; DOTTI 437; Shamy (el-) Egypt 144 no. 27.>
T0380.6.1.1.1$, Gentleman avoids gazing at (watching, scrutinizing) woman's body.
Link: |A1557.3.1$, Men walk ahead of women so as not to violate their modesty. |K0774, Capture by sight of
woman's breast. |T0481.0.2$, Lustful regard--(`fornication-with-eye').

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 100/(Moses).>
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T0380.6.1.1.2$, Good man does not place self where others's (women's) privacy may be violated (e.g., on
house-top, backyards, etc.).
Link: |T0031.5$, Lovers' meeting: falling in love with a neighbor (seen in window, on house-top, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 190-91.>
T0380.6.1.2$, Chivalrous man does not take advantage of woman when she is helpless (unconscious, drunk,
drugged or the like).
Link: |K1381.3$, Female takes sexual advantage of (rapes) drugged man. |T0059.2.3$, Erotic advantage (hugging,
kissing, touching) taken of sleeping person. |T0331.4.1$, Intended recipient of sexual favor does not go through with
the act. |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry, courtliness, graciousness).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 422 535.>
T0380.7$, The unveiled female--(practicing sufûr).
Link: |C0106$, Tabu: woman going (seen) unveiled in public--(sufûr). |P0149.0.1$, Manly woman, or girl ("marahrâgil/'imra'ah rajul")--resolute, serious, business-like (no-nonsense gal).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0381, Imprisoned virgin to prevent knowledge of men (marriage, impregnation). Type: 517A$, 870,
1426A$, cf. 310, 930F$.
Link: |F0721.5.3$, Underground palace as living quarters. (Maiden, woman, etc., found in it). |M0372, Confinement
in tower to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. |R0041.2, Captivity in tower. |R0213.1, Prince escapes from home in order
to see the world.

Ref.: ThaClabî 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; DOTTI 117 286 318 333 483 488
500 626 804/{Mrc}.>
T0381.0.1, Girl intended for marriage with king cloistered.
Link: |T0380.2.2$, Isolated dwelling (house, tent, etc.) for virgin.>

T0381.0.2, Wife imprisoned in tower (house, [harem]) to preserve chastity. Type: 517A$, 1426A$.
Link: |T0257.9.0.1$, Jealous man (husband) keeps wife locked up.

Ref.: DOTTI 286 804.>
T0381.0.2.1$, Wife imprisoned in underground palace (chamber) to preserve chastity. Type: 1426.
Link: |F0721.5.3$, Underground palace as living quarters. (Maiden, woman, etc., found in it).

Ref.: DOTTI 804; MITON.>
T0381.0.3$-(formerly, T0381.2$), Virgin imprisoned to prevent riding-animal from desiring (falling in love
with) her. Type: 313K$, 313K1$, 510D$, cf. 517A$.
Link: |B0774$, Animal excited (crazed) by maiden's beauty.

Ref.: DOTTI 134 264 286; TAWT 423 no. 11/{Bhrn}.>
T0381.0.5$, Virgin(s) exiled to earthly paradise (palace) to prevent knowledge of men. Type: 470E$, cf.
332.
Ref.: DOTTI 177 190 204 205 242 484 494 631/{Alg, Qtr}; MITON.>
T0381.0.5.1$, Virgin exiled to earthly paradise to preserve her for predestined man. Type: 332.
Ref.: DOTTI 177; Shamy (el-) Egypt 120 no. 17.>
T0381.0.5.2$, Virgin exiled to remote place (imprisoned) for falling in (declaring) love.
Link: |T0057.5$, Declaration of love by girl as an act of immodesty.
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Ref.: DOTTI 281/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0381.0.6$, Chastity belt to keep a female chaste. (Usually wife or daughter).
Link: |H0456$, Maiden's hymen examined so as to ascertain her virginity (chastity). |M0131.3$, Pledge of chastity
written (embroidered) on girl's underwear (underpants). |T0373, Heavy chastity belt imposed on wife.

Ref.: Alf I 153/cf./(self-imposed by virgin)/Burton II 60.>
T0381.1, Guarded maiden first seen by hero in church.>
T0381.1.2$, Guarded maiden first seen by hero on top of lofty tree. Type: 930F$, cf. 705A$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; DOTTI 376 626.>
T0381.1.3$, Guarded maiden first seen by hero when he accidentally wanders into her quarters. Type:
930F$, cf. 871B$.
Link: |N0722$, Runaway machine carries youth to maiden (or vice versa) when it stops.

Ref.: DOTTI 487 626; MITON.>
T0382, Attempt to keep wife chaste by carrying her in box. Type: 1426.
Ref.: DOTTI 803; Juhaymân (al-) I 373-93 no. 27/cf.; MITON; Wehr 153 no. 7.>
T0383, Other futile attempts to keep wife chaste. Type: 1426, cf. 844C$.
Link: |F1012.1.1$, Long search for a chaste woman (girl).>

T0400-T499, Illicit sexual relations.>
T0400, Illicit sexual relations.
Ref.: DOTTI 483 624 675/{Tns}; TAWT 449.>
T0400.0.1$, Illicit sex defiles flesh of person who commits it (renders flesh najiss/profane). (Concept
applied mostly to females).
Link: |C0110, Tabu: sexual intercourse.>

T0400.0.1.1$, Defiled (profaned) human flesh. Type: cf. 315/590/590A.
Link: |P0293.7.3$, `When flesh turns putrid [(is disgraced)], its [blood] relations become its only resort'.
|T0300.0.1.1.2$, `Only blood (killing) would cleanse defiled (damaged) sexual honor'. |V0095.1$, Ritual purification
of profaned organ. |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.

Ref.: Alf I 183; Burton II 124/(when flesh stinketh); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah"
no. 20.>
T0402$, Group sexual intercourse (`pagan$, `sex orgy').
Link: |A0431, God of fertility. |C0119.5$, Tabu: exposed sexual intercourse. (Or, intercourse in public place).
|P0960$, Life cycle celebration. |T0290$, Conjugal pleasures are to be had in private.

Ref.: MITON; Alf I 3.>
T0403$, `Womanizer$, `play-boy' (zîr-nisâ): habitual seducer of women.
Link: |S0184.1$, Serial rapes (of women) by rapist.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 441 no. 266; DOTTI 624/{Tns}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 55
62, "Folkloric Behavior" 253, Zîr 33ff.>
T0404$, `Play-girl': immodest woman as seducer of men. Type: 517A$, 1425B$.

1622
Link: |G0264, La Belle Dame San Merci. Witch entices men with offers of love and then deserts or destroys them.
|P0424.6.0.1.1$, Female nurse as play-girl. |T0055, Girl as wooer. Forthputting woman. |T0078$, Beloved (maiden)
plays hard-to-get (pretends to not care). |T0455.8.1$, Female companionship for a fee (pay). (Escort service).

Ref.: Maspero 138 no. 7; Vinson "Strictly Tabubue" 49-50; Campbell Town and Tribe 125-33;
Chauvin V 251 no. 148; DOTTI 286 402 760 802 815/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor"
69-71.>
T0404.1$, Temptress exposes her privates.
Link: |K1226$, Promise of sexual liaison with beautiful woman induces man to undergo series of spiraling
(ascending) humiliations (slapping, shaving of beard and eyebrows, nakedness, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 759/{Tns}.>
T0404.2$, Woman pays man for sexual intercourse with her. (Gigolo).
Link: |T0052.0.6.1$, Woman marries herself to man (beloved) as grant (wahb: without mahr). |T0055, Girl as wooer.
Forthputting woman. |T0404$, `Play-girl': immodest woman as seducer of men. |T0450.4.1.1$, Prostitute refunds all
payments made by favorite lover. |T0464.1$, Man sells favors (homosexual) for particular purpose.

Ref.: MITON; Hujelân 266 no. 40-4/(prostitute).>
T0404.2.1$, Woman seeking to seduce man promises him gifts.
Ref.: Maspero 6 no. 1, 24 no. 2-1/(garments).>
T0404.3$, Promiscuous female.
Link: |T0450.4.1$, Prostitute refuses to charge favorite lover. |T0454.1$, `Chaste' woman succumbs to sexual lure.
|T0455, Woman sells [(sexual)] favors for particular purpose.

Ref.: Akiko 105/(lit.); DOTTI 495 774; MITON.>
T0404.3.1$, Girl accepts first invitation (from a stranger) to sexual intimacy (intercourse).
Link: |T0078$, Beloved (maiden) plays hard-to-get (pretends to not care).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0404.3.2$, Wife welcomes a stranger's invitation to sexual intercourse. (Usually she also curses her
husband). Type: 872C$, 1380B$.
Link: |H0453$, Brother disguises himself to test his sister's chastity. |H0466.2$, Husband disguises himself to test his
wife's faithfulness. |H0467.2.1$, Wife's faithfulness tested by having another man tempt her. |K1813.1, Disguised
husband wins his faithless wife's love ([sexual favors]). |T0235.1$, A husband disguises himself to test his wife's
faithfulness.

Ref.: DOTTI 495 774.>
T0404.4$, Temptress seeks to seduce man. Type: 318, 917$.
Link: |K2111, Potiphar's wife [and Joseph]. |T0330, Anchorites under temptation.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0404.4.1$, Host's wife (daughter) seeks to seduce guest. Type: cf. 910K1$.
Link: |K1514.19$, Husband persuaded to invite wife's paramour to their home as guest. |K1514.21$, Parent(s)
deceived into bringing home daughter's (son's) lover. |K1831.2.3$, Wife's lover claims to be her brother. |P0029.4$,
Queen as temptress. |P0320.0.6.1$, Guest must not violate sanctity of host's household (honor).

Ref.: DOTTI 575.>
T0404.4.2$, Captor's wife (daughter) seeks to seduce captive (prisoner).
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Link: |R0052.4$, Falling in love with captive (prisoner). |R0162, Rescue by captor's daughter (mother, wife).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0404.4.3$, Temptress seeks to seduce service-man (laborer, vendor, etc.).
Ref.: DOTTI 87 352 445/{lit.}.>
T0404.4.4$, Unchaste wife elopes with her husband's guest (friend).
Link: |R0225, Elopement.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0405$, Casual (accidental) illicit exposure of body of one relative to another. Type: 313E*, 751H$.
Link: |P0605$, Living (sleeping) arrangements within the household. |T0305$-T309$, Casual (incidental) exposure
of a spouse's body to the other. |Z0186.4.2$, Symbolism: rubbing (stroking) an object--erotic act.

Ref.: Maspero xlvii; DOTTI 131 414.>
T0405.1$, Father's nakedness or exposure. Type: 751H$, 758D$.
Link: |A1614.1, Negroes as curse on Ham for laughing at Noah's nakedness. |T0405.9.4$, Exposure (of privates)
caused by gust of wind (lifting up tail of dress, robe, shirt, gown, etc.).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 98-99/(Thackston 105 no. 43): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 81; DOTTI 414 423.>
T0405.2$, Mother's nakedness or exposure. Type: 301, 303, 751H$, 926.
Link: |C0119.5$, Tabu: exposed sexual intercourse. (Or, intercourse in public place). |D1767.1.1.1.1$, Disrobing
parent (mother) as magic ritual. |H0495.4$, Mother test: woman's own (biological) son will refuse to look at her
while she is nude (naked).

Ref.: DOTTI 102 108 317 318 321 322 414 612 865 922 943/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
T0405.2.0.1$, Son washes his mother's back in bath.
Link: |N0482.3.1$, Secret learned by threatening to have person (mother, daughter, etc.) dipped in boiling water.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 425-35 no. 39.>
T0405.2.1$, Stepmother's nakedness or exposure. Type: 301, 303, 751H$.

Link: |H0495.4$, Mother test: woman's own (biological) son will refuse to look at her while she is nude (naked).
|T0412, Mother-son incest.

Ref.: DOTTI 102 108 414.>
T0405.2.4$, Nakedness or exposure of parent-like person (teacher, instructor, etc.). Type: 1873$, 1873A$,
cf. 1455.
Link: |C0173.1$, Father-in-law and his son's wife should avoid each other. |T0016.9$, Erotic scene spied (or
accidentally witnessed) evokes reaction(s)--miscellaneous.

Ref.: DOTTI 811 940 941/{Egy}.>
T0405.3$, Sister's nakedness or exposure. Type: 313E*, 751H$, 872B$.
C

Link: |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his sister, [then] he put `his thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing". Answer:
button and buttonhole, (also, [clothes] snap and snap hole). |J1833.1.1, Boy strikes at a fly on his sister's breast: it
turns into nipple and girl thinks it due to brother's caress. |P0253.10, Great love of brothers for sister. |P0605.5$,
Brother(s) and sister(s) share sleeping quarters. |P0605.5.2$, A boy's (man's) sister in bed (scene, image).

Ref.: Maspero xlviii; Amrouche 139-48 no. 15; CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 144; Cachia 283; DOTTI
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98 109 111 124 126 131 159 267 288 414 494 631 677 706 801 813/{Egy, Ymn}; Khoalî (el-) 334-40; Noy
Jefet 349 no. 22 n.; RAFE 304 n. 39; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 40-41, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 61, "Mental
Health" 17, "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1; TAWT 364 n. 65 399-400 n. 720 449 no.
42/{Sdn} 450 no. 42/{Egy} 452 no. 43/{Egy}.>
T0405.3.0.1$, Brother wants to witness sister's baby being born.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 61.>
T0405.3.0.2$, Groom experiences mystical paralysis at defloration of bride: they prove to be brother and
sister. Type: 674A$, 674B$, cf. 872B$.
Link: |D2072.4, Magic prevention of performance of task. |F1041.9.9.2$, Paralysis from shock (chagrin, sorrow).
|H0175.7$, Blood-relative mystically recognized: `Blood's yearning,' `Blood's howling'. |M0119.8.6.1.1$, Swearing
by sanctity (`hurmah') of brother-sister love. |N0681.3.0.5$, Incest believed impossible. Mystically repulsive:
`Blood's howling$, `Flesh repels [same] flesh'. |T0160.0.4$, Traumatic happenings at first coition (consummation of
marriage). |T0177, Bridegroom magically impelled to leave his bride.

Ref.: DOTTI 366 494; RAFE 159 n. 588; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5.>
T0405.3.1$, Stepsister's nakedness or exposure. Type: 751H$.
Ref.: DOTTI 414 no. 42/{Sdn}.>
T0405.3.1.1$, Foster-sister's nakedness or exposure. Type: 470E$, 885**.
Ref.: DOTTI 221 242 243 247 457 535/{Egy}; Spitta Grammatik 444-48.>
T0405.3.2$, Paternal-cousin's (bint-Camm's) nakedness or exposure. Type: 953B$, 1425A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 660 801/{Syr}; Ritter I.3 443 no. 107/cf.>
T0405.3.3$, Nakedness or exposure of those who are brother-sister-like. Type: 318.
Link: |C0172.0.1$, Brother's wife tabu: brother and his brother's wife should avoid each other. |N0681.3.0.5$, Incest
believed impossible. Mystically repulsive: `Blood's howling$, `Flesh repels [same] flesh'. |P0180.4.2.1$, Slave
treated as if member of family (foster-child).

Ref.: DOTTI 854/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0405.4$, Children's nakedness or exposure.>
T0405.4.1$, Daughter's nakedness or exposure.
Ref.: Anonymous "Gohâ wa himârih" 1; DOTTI 159 194 366 389 630/{Sdn, Tns}; TAWT 374 n.
254 424.>
T0405.4.1.1$, Daughter exposes her privates to her father.
Link: |T0009.1$, The power of sex: female's influence.

Ref.: Ions 74/(Hathor); Simpson 112.>
T0405.4.2$, Son's nakedness or exposure.>
T0405.9$, Nakedness or exposure--miscellaneous.
Ref.: DOTTI 941/{Egy}.>
T0405.9.1$, In-laws's nakedness or exposure.
Link: |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red (rose-colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternal-uncle's wife?"
C

Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn). |T0016.9$, Erotic scene spied (or accidentally witnessed) evokes
reaction(s)--miscellaneous.

Ref.: Maspero 5 n. 1; DOTTI 560/{Tns}.>
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T0405.9.1.1$, Father bathes his daughter's groom-to-be (so as to check for markings; he proves to be her
son). Type: 931A$.
Link: |H1578.3$, Test of sex: bathing (swimming) in the nude. |H1582.7$, Test of physique (body, flesh). |K1164.2$,
Secret learned through confederate acting as spy.

Ref.: DOTTI 451 628/{Egy}.>
T0405.9.1.3$, Mother-in-law inadvertently observes privates of her daughter's husband. Type: cf. 318A$.
Link: |C0171, Mother-in-law tabu. Mother-in-law and son-in-law must not have anything to do with each other.

Ref.: DOTTI 149 279/{Omn}.>
T0405.9.3$, Exposure (of genitals) while attending call of nature.
Link: |K0551.4.3, Making modesty pay. Robber to disrobe woman before throwing her from precipice. She pleads to
have him turn his face while she disrobes. She pushes him off. |P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts. |T0306.1.1$,
Woman's (wife's) modesty and water pitcher: too modest to be exposed to a pitcher's spout.
|W0164.2.1.1$-(formerly, W0164.2.1$), Woman attending call of nature slights a man (by immodesty): he abducts
her. She apologizes and he `bebrothers' her. |X0052, Ridiculous nakedness or exposure.

Ref.: ThaClabî 32: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 90.>
T0405.9.4$, Exposure (of privates) caused by gust of wind (lifting up tail of dress, robe, shirt, gown, etc.).
Type: 758D$.
Link: |J2521.2.1$, Preserving ablution (ritual cleanliness) during handshake with member of opposite sex: by
wrapping hand with tail of garment worn, person exposes privates (body). |P0625.2.1$, Wearing shirt-like gown
(thawb, gilbâb/`galabiyyah'), compared to wearing trousers (pants). |T0405.1$, Father's nakedness or exposure.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 98-99/(Thackston 105 no. 43): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 81; Burton I 224-25;
DOTTI 423 489 490 492/{Alg, Egy}; MITON.>
T0409$, Illicit sexual relations--miscellaneous.>
T0409.1$, Trophy of seduction (ring, garment, etc.): lover (seducer, rapist) keeps reminders of sexual
conquests. Type: 1426.
Link: |T0403$, `Womanizer$, `play-boy' (zîr-nisâ): habitual seducer of women. |T0404$, `Play-girl': immodest
woman as seducer of men. |T0468$, Nymphomania: a woman's abnormal and insatiable desire (uncontrollable
appetite) for sex. |T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex.

Ref.: DOTTI 803; MITON.>
T0409.2$, Stages for illicit sexual relations.>
T0409.2.1$, Bathhouse as stage for illicit sexual relations. Type: 1110$.
Link: |C0005.8$, Satan's home (place of residence): bathhouse. |Z0197.2.1$, Sodomy in the `factory human of
beings (i.e., bathhouse)' explained: mechanic installing (opening) exhaust pipe (muffler).

Ref.: DOTTI 703/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0409.3$, Erotic act masked as mere friendliness.
Link: |N0349.4.1$, Innocent expression of affect (feelings, sentiments, etc.) misunderstood.>

T0409.3.1$, Stepmother's incestuous desire for stepson masked as maternal affection (love). Type: 917$.
Link: |J1849.5$, Erotic act (hugging, kissing, etc.) thought to be mere friendliness. |P0282.3, Stepmother in love with
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stepson. |T0418, Lustful stepmother.

Ref.: Maspero xix; DOTTI 328 583/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0409.3.2$, Stepfather's incestuous desire for stepdaughter masked as paternal affection (love).
Link: |N0349.4.1$, Innocent expression of affect (feelings, sentiments, etc.) misunderstood. |T0092.9.3$, Lustful
father-in-law. He seduces (seeks to seduce) son's wife (fiancee). |T0418.1, Lustful stepfather.>

T0410, Incest.
Link: |B0754.9.4$, Incestuous copulation (among animals). |N0681.3, Incest accidentally averted.

Ref.: Burton I 110 n. II 172 n.>
T0410.0.1$, Pseudo-incestuous interaction (description). Symbolic.
Link: |J1288.1$, Repartee concerning incest. |N0349.4.1$, Innocent expression of affect (feelings, sentiments, etc.)
misunderstood. |Z0130$, Family (kinship, blood relationship, tribe) personified.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 571/(with mother) 573/(with sister).>
T0410.1, Master discovers that slave girl he wants to marry is a near relative. Type: 938*.
Link: |N0365, Incest unwittingly committed. |N0383.3, Mother dies of fright when she learns that she was about to
commit incest with her son. |N0734.1.1$, Man buys a slave-girl who proves to be his sister--she was abducted and
sold into slavery. |T0412, Mother-son incest.>

T0411, Father-daughter incest. Type: 931B$, cf. 510B.
Link: |A0164.1.2$, Father-daughter marriage of the gods (demigods, defied humans, etc.). |T0092.9.3.1$, Lecherous
father-in-law rapes son's wife (fiancee).

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 258-51; DOTTI 262 629.>
T0411.1, Lecherous father. Unnatural father wants to marry his daughter. Type: 510B, 706C, 931C$, cf.
510D$.
Link: |T0418.1.1$, Stepfather seduces (seeks to seduce) step-daughter (his wife's daughter).

Ref.: DOTTI 131 223 262 263 264 383 384 491 629 873/{Egy, Plst, Ymn}; Noy Jefet 121-24 no.
39; TAWT 423 no. 10/{Egy} 453 no. 46-3/{SHM}.>
T0411.3$, Lecherous father-in-law. Type: 931Z$, cf. 510B.
Link: |T0092.9.3.1$, Lecherous father-in-law rapes son's wife (fiancee).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0412, Mother-son incest. Type: 705A$, 931.
Link: |A0164.1.1, Mother-son marriage of the gods. |B0754.9.4.2$, Violent reaction by animal upon discovering that
it copulated with its mother. |K1843.6$, Mother masks as her son's wife and sleeps with him. |Q0493.1.2$,
Adulteress mother transformed to mare and ridden by son. |T0405.2.1$, Stepmother's nakedness or exposure.
|T0410.1, Master discovers that slave girl he wants to marry is a near relative. |T0473.1.1$, Mother raped by her
drunk son.

Ref.: Ions 47/(Shu-Tefnut); Ibshîhî 571/cf.; Bâtinî (al-) Al-Hikâyât 32-35 no. 4; DOTTI 223 287 376
377 381 465 485 521 627 637 643 645 803 873/{Egy, Jrd, Kwt, lit., Plst, Plst, Qtr, Ymn}; Noy Jefet 131-35
no. 42; Shahâb 115-22; Shamy (el-) Egypt 299 no. 58, "Belief and Non-belief" 19 n. 6, Around the World
159, "Eg. Balladry", "Armanyoas" no. 62 36-37; TAWT 417 no. 5/{Sdn}; Wehr 183 no. 7; AGSFC: QTR
87-3 691-x-656-end, 695-x-666-935.>
T0412.1, Mother guilty of incest with son forgiven by Pope (Virgin Mary).
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Link: |Q0258.2.1$, Woman (girl) driven to prostitution forgiven. |T0415.0.1$, Brother and sister guilty of incest
forgiven.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 45.>
T0412.2, Incognito son tempts mother to see whether all women are wicked.
Link: |J2214.16.1$, Folly of thinking that all women are wicked (`Not all of them!').>

T0412.2.1$, Incognito son proposes marriage to mother to test the degree of her wickedness: she accepts.
Type: 567A, 590.
Ref.: DOTTI 328 337; Shamy (el-) Egypt 24 no. 2/cf.>
T0412.5$, Stepmother-stepson incest. Type: 1563, cf. 318.
Ref.: DOTTI 147 758 801 802 861 862 865/{Egy, lit.}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 299 no. 58.>
T0412.5.0.1$, Son inherits right to sexual intercourse with deceased father's wife--(nikâh al-maqt).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 234.>
T0412.5.1$, Stepmother seeks to seduce stepson. Type: 916A$, 917$, cf. 318.
Ref.: DOTTI 147 148 583/{Irq}; CAlî al-TalaCfarî Turâth III:10 123-25.>
T0415, Brother-sister incest. Type: 932$, 933, 933A$, cf. 470E$, 612.
Link: |A0164.1, Brother-sister marriage of the gods. |A0702.5.1$, Marriage of brother Earth and sister Sky (Geb and
Nut). |H0795.1$, Riddle: "Your father is from your father (or, Your father!: Who is your father?); your father is your
maternal-uncle." (Son of girl raped by her brother). |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his sister, [then] he put `his
C

thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing". Answer: button and buttonhole, (also, [clothes] snap and snap hole).
|K2213.3.4, Queen in love with own brother kills her husband. |M0119.8.6.1.1$, Swearing by sanctity (`hurmah') of
brother-sister love. |M0345.4$, Prophecy: brother-sister marriage. Girl shall marry her brother (or vice versa).
|T0471.9.1$, Incestuous rape: brother (sober) rapes his sister.

Ref.: Ions 67/cf./(Nephthys and Osiris); W.M. Müller 119; ThaClabî 248; Ibshîhî 573/cf.; Chauvin V
197 no. 115; DOTTI 33 98 124 131 132 223 242 247 343 465 477 628 630 631 632 634 637 656 759 801
803 813 819/{Egy, Irq, Irq, Lbn, lit., Plst, Syr, Tns}; Houri-Pasotti 95-97 no. 42/(implicit); MITON; PrymSocin 170 no. 42; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 255, Beyond Oedipus 1 13 217 219 220, 222-23,
"Siblings in Alf laylah" 170 177-79; TAWT 399 n. 715 447 453 457; Wehr 183 no. 7; Weissbach 30-35 no.
6; HE-S: Manyal 72-77 265-80.>
T0415.0.1$, Brother and sister guilty of incest forgiven. Type: cf. 933A$7.
Link: |P0255$, Sister forgives her culprit brother(s). |T0412.1, Mother guilty of incest with son forgiven by Pope
(Virgin Mary). |V0021, Confession brings forgiveness of sin.

Ref.: DOTTI 634; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 22.>
T0415.0.2$, Brother and sister guilty (accused) of incest driven away from home. Type: 850A$.
Link: |Q0440.1$, Punishment: expulsion from family (person disowned, disinherited).

Ref.: DOTTI 469 470 500/{Plst}.>
T0415.1, Lecherous brother. Type: 313E*, 470E$, 706B, cf. 313K$, 510C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 131 132 134 242 263 382 383 395/{Alg}; Hurreiz 83 (137) no. 8; TAWT 451 no.
46/{Sdn}.>
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T0415.1.1$, Lecherous foster-brother. Type: 470E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 242; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7.>
T0415.1.2$, Brother(s) suspected of impregnating (raping) sister. Type: 850A$.
Link: |H0486.4.1$, Test of paternity: reaction to an incestuous offer concerning sister. |K2121.1.1$, Wife claims that
her brother is the father of her child. |N0681.3.0.5$, Incest believed impossible. Mystically repulsive: `Blood's
howling$, `Flesh repels [same] flesh'. |P0253.2.7.1$, Brother falsely confesses to raping his sister (while drunk) so as
to protect her from severe punishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 469 470/{lit., Plst}.>
T0415.2, Brother repels incestuous sister. Type: cf. 932A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 631.>
T0415.2.1$, Sister repels incestuous brother. Type: 313E*, 470E$.
Link: |A0751.5.2.1, Moon wants to marry his sister the sun. She is angered and throws hot ashes on his face.

Ref.: DOTTI 131 242; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7, "Armanyoas" no. 62 20;
TAWT 451 no. 46/{Sdn}.>
T0415.3, Lovers reared as brother and sister learn to their joy that they are not related. Type: 885**.
Link: |P0274.3$, Prince marries maiden found and then raised as his foster sister. |T0121.6.1$, Master (owner)
marries slave-girl. |T0416.5.1$, Aversion to marriage to sibling-like (foster) person.

Ref.: DOTTI 535/{Lib}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7, "Sâmî and Samyah" no.
8/cf.>
T0415.4, Two lovers give each other up when they learn that they are brother and sister. Type: 872B$.
Link: |A0164.1, Brother-sister marriage of the gods. |A1552.3, Brother-sister marriage of children of first parents.
|P0272.6.1$, Old nurse provides information on true identity of family members.

Ref.: DOTTI 494/{Ymn}; Noy Jefet 129-31 no. 41; TAWT 448 no. 39/{Ymn}.>
T0415.5, Brother-sister marriage. Type: 932B$.
Link: |A0164.1, Brother-sister marriage of the gods. |A1552.3, Brother-sister marriage of children of first parents.
|T0105.3.1$, Marrying close kin (e.g., sibling) does not increase number (power) of family. |T0471.1, Man
unwittingly ravishes his own sister.

Ref.: Maspero 120 no. 7 n. 3/(as/intro.); ThaClabî 248; Basset Mille III 391 no. 234; Bestourous,
Hezqial and Kenneth E. Nolin, "Upper Egyptian Proverbs" [1980?], 181; DOTTI 190 494 631 632/{Egy,
Qtr}; MITON; TAWT 450 no. 44/{Syr}.>
T0415.5.0.1$, Brother as suitor for his sister's hand (in marriage). Type: 313E*, 932B$, cf. 613C*, 872$.
Link: |N0365.3.4$, Man meets a girl of unknown genealogy and marries her; she proves to be his sister.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Beyond Oedipus 9-11/(martyred).>
T0415.5.1$, Parents approve (arrange) marriage between their son and daughter (brother-sister). Type:
313E*, 613C*, cf. 932B$.
Link: |Z0041.11.1$, That which a kin-woman may not be: "If I'm your daughter, [O father,] I cannot be your son's
wife!" "If I'm your daughter, [O mother,] I cannot be your son's wife!" "If I'm your sister, [O sister,] I cannot be your
brother's wife!" "If I'm your sister, [O brother,] I cannot be your wife!".

Ref.: Maspero 121 no. 7/(as/intro.); DOTTI 131 632; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf
laylah" 45; TAWT 451.>
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T0415.5.1.1$, Mother weds (plans to wed) own daughter to own son. Type: 932B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 632; TAWT 450.>
T0415.5.1.2$, Father weds (plans to wed) own daughter to own son. Type: 613C*.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 31.>
T0415.7, When boy cannot have his sister for a wife he asks for one of her eyes and ears instead. Type: cf.
932B$.
Link: |T0101.1.6.1.1$, Bride (sweetheart) in the likeness of groom's sister. |T0101.3.7.1.1$, Groom (sweetheart) in
the likeness of bride's brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 632.>
T0415.8$, Sister who desires a son sired by her brother achieves her goal: the unsuspecting brother. Type:
932A$.
Link: |A0511.1.3.2.1$, Culture-hero son of sister by her brother. |B0754.9.4.0.1$, Incestuous copulating of animal
produces the most "thoroughbred". |D0045.4, Girl exchanges form with sorceress in order to visit her brother and get
a son by him. |T0471.1, Man unwittingly ravishes his own sister.

Ref.: Ions 67, 83 (Nephthys); Jâhiz/(al-Bayân) I 103: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 62; Aalûcî
III 212-13; DOTTI 631; RAFE 302 n. 26/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 26-29/cf.; TAWT 455 457 no.
49-II/{Bhrn}.>
T0416$, Paternal-cousin (bint-Camm) as substitute for sister.
Link: |F0577.4.1$, Husband and wife (groom and bride) identical in appearance (they look alike. |P0295.1.4$,
C

Brothers compete for the hand of their bint- amm (paternal-cousin) in marriage. |T0587.5.2$, Quasi twin brothers:
born at the same time to same father from different mothers. |Z0063.9.2$, Sister (brother) or paternal-cousin: what is
the difference? [None!].

Ref.: Baqlûtî (al-) 123-29 (151)/cf.; Bustânî 219-26; DOTTI 535/{Lib}; MITON; TAWT 438.>
T0416.5$, Aversion to cousin-marriage: incest-like. Cousin (paternal or maternal) refuses marriage to
cousin.
Link: |H0175.7$, Blood-relative mystically recognized: `Blood's yearning,' `Blood's howling'. |N0681.3.0.5$, Incest
believed impossible. Mystically repulsive: `Blood's howling$, `Flesh repels [same] flesh'.

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 91-93 no. 23; TAWT 52 n. 49.>
T0416.5.0.1$, "He who is [too] bashful with his she-paternal-cousin will not beget children by her".
Link: |T0001.0.1$, Modesty (bashfulness) and erotic love are incompatible with each other.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 466.>
T0416.5.1$, Aversion to marriage to sibling-like (foster) person. Type: cf. 885**.
Link: |T0415.3, Lovers reared as brother and sister learn to their joy that they are not related.

Ref.: DOTTI 179 180 344 535 633 640/{Irq}.>
T0416.7$, Lecherous cousin. He seduces (seeks to seduce) his cousin. Type: 879, 953B$, 1425A$.
C

C

Link: |T0416.8$, Adultery (sexual liaison) between 'ibn- amm and his bint- amm (paternal-cousins).

Ref.: DOTTI 132 296 513 660 801/{Sdn}; Galley Badr 182-99 no. 5.>
T0416.8$, Adultery (sexual liaison) between 'ibn-Camm and his bint-Camm (paternal-cousins). Type: 857$,
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932C$-formerly 932A$, 1425A$.
C

C

Link: |P0295.1.3.1$, Love (affection) continues between 'ibn- amm and his bint- amm after marriage to another.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 592 no. 363; DOTTI 98 273 476 633 636 660 674 679 695 801 802/{Egy, lit.};
Juhaymân (al-) II 351-63; MITON; Rhodokanakis Zfâr: SAE VIII 5-20 no. 2; TAWT 457; CFMC: CUKH-I
no. 3.>
T0417, Son-in-law seduces mother-in-law.>
T0417.1, Mother-in-law seduces son-in-law. Type: cf. 450.
Link: |K1843.7$, Mother masks as her own daughter and sleeps with daughter's husband (son-in-law). |T0092.6.1$,
Mother seduces (marries) daughter's suitor.

Ref.: DOTTI 194 377 378 391 392/{Egy}; AUC: 31A no. 7, 42 no. 6.>
T0418, Lustful stepmother. Type: 870C*, 917$.
Link: |K1843.6.1$, Stepmother masks as her stepson's wife and sleeps with him. |K2111.5.1$, Stepmother falsely
accuses stepson of sexual misconduct. (Also made by a father's other sex partners (e.g., concubine, slavegirl,
girlfriend). |P0029.2, Queen commits adultery with husband's foster son. |T0409.3.1$, Stepmother's incestuous desire
for stepson masked as maternal affection (love).

Ref.: DOTTI 328 485/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0418.1, Lustful stepfather.
Link: |P0271, Foster father. |S0032, Cruel stepfather. |T0091.4.1.2$, Girl thought by older man to be too young for
marriage is raised and then taken for a wife (by him). |T0409.3.1$, Stepmother's incestuous desire for stepson
masked as maternal affection (love).>

T0418.1.1$, Stepfather seduces (seeks to seduce) step-daughter (his wife's daughter). Type: cf. 931B$.
Link: |K2219.1$, Treacherous stepfather. |T0411, Father-daughter incest.

Ref.: DOTTI 629.>
T0419$, Lustful uncle's wife.
Link: |K2216$, Treacherous aunt. |N0265, Person brings bad luck to others. |T0092.9.6$, Nephew seduces (seeks to
seduce) "uncle's wife".>

T0419.1$, Paternal-uncle's wife seduces (seeks to seduce) husband's nephew.
Ref.: DOTTI 137 148/{Jrd}; Littmann Beduinenerzaehlungen 30ff.>
T0419.3$, Maternal-uncle's wife seduces (seeks to seduce) husband's nephew.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "CAblah and Mokhtâr" no. 19.>
T0421, Man marries his [maternal]-aunt (mother's sister).>
T0423, Youth attempts to seduce his grandmother.>
T0423.1$, Grandson rapes (attempts to rape) his paternal grandmother.
Link: |Q0244.0.3$, Seduction for seduction: husband of seduced woman seduces wife of seducer (as revenge).>

T0423.4$, Seduction of old woman.>
T0423.4.1$, Old woman raped.
Link: |T0473.1.1$, Mother raped by her drunk son.>

T0425, Brother-in-law seduces (seeks to seduce) sister-in-law. [Lecherous brother-in-law]. Type: 881, 896,
cf. 712.
Link: |C0172, Sister-in-law tabu: older brother must avoid younger brother's wife. |K2211.1, Treacherous brother-in-
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law. |P0318.0.1.2.2$, Wife seduces (seeks to seduce) husband's friend (brother): friendship destroyed. |Q0242.3,
Punishment for man who makes advances to sister-in-law.

Ref.: Ions 51/(Set); Basset Mille II 74 no. 29; DOTTI 394 395 517 518 552 553 867/{Egy, lit., Mrc,
Mrc, Omn, Qtr, Syr}; Dwyer 49-51 no. 6; Hurreiz 121 no. 61; Juhaymân (al-) III 119-27; Laoust Maroc
115-56 no. 87; MITON; Noy Moroccan 181-84 no. 70; Sâ)î 293-99 no. 61[+1]; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 689-x197-600.>
T0425.1$, Brother in love with his brother's wife (sister-in-law).
Link: |T0092.5.0.1$, Brothers as rivals in love.

Ref.: ThaClabî 212; Basset Mille II 74 no. 29, 194 no. 91; DOTTI 549/{lit.}; Hujelân 109-10 no. 9-2;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Hasanât" no. 7.>
T0425.3$, Brother wants to marry widow of his deceased brother.
Link: |P0263.1, Widower marries wife's sister. [Sororate]. |P0264.7$, Levirate: woman (widow) marries brother of
her deceased husband. |P0529.8$, Legitimacy of a father's marriage to his son's divorced wife questioned.
|W0195.9.2$, Brother envies brother's beautiful wife (wives).

Ref.: Ions 51/(Set); MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18.>
T0425.3.1$, Brother marries widow of his deceased brother (or, his brother's former wife). Type: 676.
Link: |P0281.0.1$, "He who would marry my mother, I would address him as `paternal-uncle'". |P0293.3.0.1.1$,
Father's brother (Camm) as stepfather.

Ref.: Boqarî 35.>
T0425.4$, Husband's 'ibn-Camm (paternal-cousin) wants to marry widow of his deceased cousin.
Link: |P0264.7$, Levirate: woman (widow) marries brother of her deceased husband.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6.>
T0425.5$, Husband in love with his wife's sister (his sister-in-law).
Link: |T0427.5$, Sister seduces (seeks to seduce) sister's husband (her brother-in-law).

Ref.: Chimenti Morocco 34-35/cf.>
T0426$, Incestuous milk-siblings (or foster-siblings).
Link: |P0313.5$, Milk-brother and sister. |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce.

Ref.: DOTTI 762 902/{Syr}.>
T0426.1$, Milk-brother seeks to seduce milk (foster) sister. Type: 470E$.
Link: |K2211.2, Treacherous foster brother. |P0274.1, Love between foster sister and foster brother.

Ref.: Bustânî (al-) 234-39; DOTTI 242.>
T0426.2$, Milk-sister seeks to seduce milk (foster) brother. Type: 329.
Ref.: Fâdil M. CAbd-Allâh Turâth 2:7/8 158-61; DOTTI 175 269/{Irq}.>
T0427$, Sister-in-law seduces (seeks to seduce) brother of her husband (her brother-in-law). Type: 318.
Link: |C0172.0.1$, Brother's wife tabu: brother and his brother's wife should avoid each other. |P0264.6$, Sister-inlaw and her husband's brother (brother-in-law).

Ref.: DOTTI 147 148 584/{Egy}; Galley Badr 258-62 no. 7; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl
and Khâlid" no. 12-c, "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17.>
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T0427.5$, Sister seduces (seeks to seduce) sister's husband (her brother-in-law).
Link: |C0174$, Brother-in-law tabu: a sister must avoid her sister's husband.

Ref.: Campbell Market Place 120-24; DOTTI 193 213 319 485/{Plst}.>
T0428$, Lecherous (lustful) clergyman (judge, dervish, holy man, etc.): seeks to seduce girl left in his trust.
Type: 706B, 883A, 896, 931Z$, 1441B*.
Link: |K2064, "Holy" hermit surprised in amorous intrigue. |K2058.2.2$, Seduction under pretence of performing
religious duty. |K2285.1.1$, Dervish as villain. |P0426.0.8$, Immoral (corrupt) cleric (judge).

Ref.: Chauvin VI 158 no. 322C; DOTTI 382 395 517 519 522 552 553 751 807/{Kwt, lit., Mrc,
Plst}; Littmann al-Quds 255-59 (Arabische 396-402); MITON; JaCfar (al-) no. 9.>
T0429$, Lechers--miscellaneous.>
T0429.1$, Lecherous faith-healer (exorcist, etc.).
Link: |P0465$, Faith-healer, or exorciser.>

T0429.1.1$, Faith-healer (exorcist, etc.) seduces (seeks to seduce) client.
Link: |D1767.2.1$, Magician (sorcerer) required to sleep with client (as part of ritual). |P0465$, Faith-healer, or
exorciser.

Ref.: DOTTI 895/{Tns}; RAFE 75 n. 245.>
T0450, Prostitution and concubinage. Type: 842D$, cf. 1425B$.
Link: |A0164.9.1$, Sacred concubinage (prostitution). |T0052.0.7$, Girl offered (given) to man as concubine (slavegirl). |T0464$, Homosexual prostitution. |V0112.8.1$, Sacred prostitution--in temples.

Ref.: Alf I 35/cf.; Burton I 27-28; DOTTI 464 802.>
T0450.0.1$, Prostitute (whore, etc.). Type: 756G$, cf. 315.
Link: |P0428.7$, Dancer (ghaziyyah: `belly-dancer'). |Q0258.2.1$, Woman (girl) driven to prostitution forgiven.
|R0347.2.1$, Runaway forced to become prostitute (courtesan, dancer in tavern, etc.). |T0366.2$, Female never says
`No!' [to anyone asking for sexual intercourse].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 479-80; Burton V 279 n. 2; DOTTI 141/{Egy}; Hujelân 266 no. 40-4; MITON; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16; Zîr 140/cf.>
T0450.0.2$, High price for sexual pleasure (illicit love).
Link: |P0180.8.1$, High price of slave-girls. |P0774.2$, High prices. |T0455, Woman sells [(sexual)] favors for
particular purpose. |T0459.1$, Lover (customer) impoverished by payments (gifts) to prostitute(s).

Ref.: Maspero 138 no. 7; Vinson "Strictly Tabubue" 49-50/(abstract); MITON.>
T0450.0.2.1$, Illicit sexual pleasure: a costly addiction.
Link: |F1041.15.1$, Addiction as an illness. Adverse effects of excessive consumption of commodity or service (e.g.,
food, drink, drug, or sex, entertainment, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0450.0.2.1.1$, Rich man (heir) bankrupted by sexual addiction.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0450.0.2.1.2$, Stealing to pay for sexual pleasure (love).
Link: |T0052.0.2.3.4$, Suitor undergoes great difficulties seeking to acquire bride-wealth. |T0469$, Satyriasis: a
man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex.

Ref.: MITON.>
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T0450.0.2.1.3$, Lover surrenders all his properties to beloved (prostitute) in hope of receiving sexual favor.
Ref.: Maspero 138 no. 7; Vinson "Strictly Tabubue" 49-50/(abstract); MITON.>
T0450.0.3$, Rights of concubine.
Ref.: Burton I 27-28.>
T0450.3, Prostitution to avoid starvation. Type: 842D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 453 464 660 679/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16;
AGSFC: Doha 85-4 4-x-no. 22.>
T0450.4, Prostitute has favorite lover.>
T0450.4.1$, Prostitute refuses to charge favorite lover.
Link: |T0404.3$, Promiscuous female.

Ref.: DOTTI 583 584 642/{lit.}.>
T0450.4.1.1$, Prostitute refunds all payments made by favorite lover.
Link: |T0404.2$, Woman pays man for sexual intercourse with her. (Gigolo).

Ref.: MITON; Hujelân 266 no. 40-4.>
T0450.4.2$, Female escort pays her favorite client so that he can afford her fee.
Link: |T0455.8.1$, Female companionship for a fee (pay). (Escort service).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0450.5$, Site for illicit sexual encounter negotiated: "Your place or mine?".
Link: |J0480, Other choices. |P0159.2$, Rich man keeps a second residence for his own personal pleasure.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0450.5.1$, Prostitute invites clients to her brothel.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1.>
T0450.6$, Prostitute encounters a relative of hers.
Link: |N0730, Accidental reunion of families. |R0347.2.1$, Runaway forced to become prostitute (courtesan,
dancer in tavern, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 624/{Tns}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1.>
T0450.7$, Repentant prostitute.
Link: |J0167.3$, Wisdom from repentant sinner. |J1115.8, Clever prostitute. Gives advice on many questions.
|N0887.5.1$, Prostitute as helper. |V0315, Belief in the atonement.>

T0450.7.1$, Prostitute becomes ascetic (nun, hermit, etc.).
Link: |V0315.2.2$, Observance of religious services (pilgrimage, alms-giving, etc.) accompanies repentance
(foreswearing the sinful. |V0462.11, Ascetic cleric renounces world (to become a herder). |V0528$, Sinner becomes
saint.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0450.7.2$, Prostitute renounces her profession, marries and becomes homemaker (wife).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 479-80; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
T0450.9$, Prostitution and concubinage--miscellaneous.>
T0450.9.1$, Characteristic behavior of prostitutes.>
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T0450.9.1.1$, khalâCah (lasciviousness, licentiousness) as characteristic of prostitutes.
Link: |P0736.1$, Characteristic behavior of Gypsies. |T0056, Means of attracting sweetheart.

Ref.: Zîr 140.>
T0452, Bawds. Professional go-betweens. Type: 1353, 1353A$, cf. 879.
Link: |K1336, Magic helper brings girl to hero's bed. |P0368.1.1$, Seducer bribes servant and gains access into
mistress's home. |T0053.7.2.1.0.1$, Sister arranges for her brother and eligible girl (woman) to meet--(usually
clandestinely). |T0053.9.2$, Old woman (family friend, neighbor, etc.) as matchmaker.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 216; Amîn 214; Chauvin VI 17 no. 189 n. 1; DOTTI 513 750 751; MITON; TAWT
429.>
T0452.0.1$, Procuress works for self-interest (monetary, influence, etc.).
Link: |J1115.8, Clever prostitute. Gives advice on many questions. |P0140.0.2$, Influence peddling by `power
broker' (`wâstah'/wâsitah). |R0012.5$, Person abducted by pimp (white-slavers). |T0453.0.1$, A prostitute gives
advice.>

T0452.0.1.1$, Procuress's substitute client: one client lost, another found. Type: 1515.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0452.1, Mother as procuress of bedmate for her son.
Ref.: MITON; CAbd-al-Quddûs 298-304 no. 26.>
T0452.2$, Old woman as procuress. 1353, 1353A$, 1406A$, 2020$.
Link: |K2131.6$, Old woman destroys (seeks to destroy) couple's marriage.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 216/(Zalamah); DOTTI 201 471 481 515 519 584 675 676 693 750 751 754 771 788
819 885 959/{Alg, Egy, lit., Plst, Tns}; Littmann al-Quds 255-59 (Arabische 396-402); MITON.>
T0452.3$, Maidservant as procuress. Type: 1406A$.
Ref.: Akiko 105/(lit.); DOTTI 277 482/{Qtr}.>
T0453, Advice from woman in bed.
Link: |N0887.5.2$, Advice from prostitute. |T0009.1$, The power of sex: female's influence.>

T0453.0.1$, A prostitute gives advice. Type: 842D$.
Link: |J1115.8, Clever prostitute. Gives advice on many questions. |T0452.0.1$, Procuress works for self-interest
(monetary, influence, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 464.>
T0453.1, Hero learns feats of arms through gratifying woman's lust.>
T0453.2, Prostitute gets advice from customer.>
T0453.3$, Woman learns man's secret through arousing his lust.>
T0453.3.1$, Wife learns her husband's secret through arousing his love (lust).
Link: |T0258.2, Wife insists upon knowing husband's secret.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0454$, `Chaste' person succumbs to sexual lure. Type: 570A.
Link: |T0055.6.3.2$, Girl exhibits private parts of her body. |T0331, Man unsuccessfully tempted by a woman.
[Chaste man].

Ref.: ThaClabî 157; DOTTI 332; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd-the-Orphan" no. 21.>
T0454.1$, `Chaste' woman succumbs to sexual lure. Type: 570A, 842D$, cf. 926G$, 932C$-formerly
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932A$, 1424.
Link: |K1351, The weeping bitch. [Procuress throws pepper in animal's eyes and claims that it is transformed woman
who did not respond to wooer. Virtuous woman persuaded]. |K2021.1, The bitten cheek. [In reconciliation man
allowed to kiss woman's cheek: he scars it]. |T0301.1$, Woman (girl) unable to go through with unchaste act.
|T0455.6, Woman sells [(sexual)] favors for large sums of money (property).

Ref.: DOTTI 332 464 615 633 693 800/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0454.1.1$, Woman succumbs to seduction for a trifle (little pay, food). Type: 883B.
Link: |P0774.4.5$, Article `sold' cheaply or given away because merchant (seller) is trying to impress the buyer.
|T0454.1$, `Chaste' woman succumbs to sexual lure.

Ref.: DOTTI 524 744 747 762 929/{Egy, Irq, lit.}; MITON.>
T0454.1.1.1$, Girl succumbs to seduction for a piece of chewing gum. Type: 883B.
Link: |K0626.3$, Ogress's daughter frees hero for a piece of chewing gum.

Ref.: DOTTI 120 441 460 524 873/{Egy}.>
T0455, Woman sells [(sexual)] favors for particular purpose.
Link: |K0231.2.3$, Nonsexual service rendered (usually involving labor), promised sexual reward deceptively
withheld. |P0196.1.3.1$, Drunkard sells body (becomes prostitute) to satisfy addiction (habit). |P0771.2.1$, Marriage
for service. |T0404.3$, Promiscuous female. |T0450.0.2$, High price for sexual pleasure (illicit love). |T0454.1.1$,
Woman succumbs to seduction for a trifle (little pay, food). |T0464.1$, Man sells favors (homosexual) for particular
purpose.>

T0455.1, Woman sells [(sexual)] favors to obtain a jewel.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0455.2, Woman sacrifices her honor to free her husband (brother) from prison.
Link: |K1353, Woman deceived into sacrificing honor. [Promise of reward broken]. |R0211.1.1$, Escape from prison
with help of confederate. |T0052.11$, Marriage (wooing) so as to rescue.>

T0455.3, Woman sells favors for new clothes.
Link: |T0041.7.0.1$, Intent behind gift received by person of opposite sex questioned.>

T0455.3.2$, Woman allows shopkeeper a kiss for new cloth (merchandise).
Link: |P0774.4.5$, Article `sold' cheaply or given away because merchant (seller) is trying to impress the buyer.

Ref.: DOTTI 693/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0455.3.3$, Woman promises sexual favors in order to rescue her beloved. Type: cf. 1730.
Link: |K1353, Woman deceived into sacrificing honor. [Promise of reward broken]. |K1386.1$, Lecherous official
won over by a woman's promise of sexual liaison: she reneges on her promise after he has kept his. |T0052.11.1$,
Sister marries to save brother(s).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0455.6, Woman sells [(sexual)] favors for large sums of money (property). Type: 842D$, 1406A$, 1731.
Ref.: Maspero 138 no. 7; Vinson "Strictly Tabubue" 49-50/(abstract); DOTTI 464 788; MITON;
Webber 2-4 no. 1.>
T0455.8$, Princess (beautiful woman) allows men to see her for a fee (pay). Type: 860C$, cf. 851, 900A*.
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Link: |F0575.1.1, Birth of daughter so beautiful mother is frightened and abandons her. |K1271.1, Threat to tell of
amorous intrigue used as blackmail. |P0771.3$, Goods for services. |T0055.6, Person (man, woman) exhibits figure.

Ref.: DOTTI 471 482 559; TAWT 436.>
T0455.8.1$, Female companionship for a fee (pay). (Escort service).
Link: |T0450.4.2$, Female escort pays her favorite client so that he can afford her fee. |Z0084.4.6$, Insult: pimp.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0455.8.1.1$, Female companionship service managed (owned) by father of its top girl.
Link: |K1501, Cuckold. Husband deceived by adulterous wife. |T0404$, `Play-girl': immodest woman as seducer of
men. |T0452, Bawds. Professional go-betweens.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0455.9$, Woman sells sexual favors for particular purpose--miscellaneous.
Ref.: DOTTI 656 949.>
T0455.9.1$, Maiden (woman) gives sexual favor for story (personal adventure, confession). Type: 950, cf.
1920J$.
Link: |H0217, Decision made by contest. |J0163.5$, The value of ownership of a story. |K0425, King's daughter put
into brothel to catch thief.

Ref.: Maspero 200 no. 1y/cf.>
T0455.9.2$, Female allows man to see private part of her body for object of interest (colorful fish,
marvelous mosquito net, sweets, or the like). Type: 570, 850, 1379,/891F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 331 468 772.>
T0455.9.3$, Magic object received for sexual favor rendered (or promise of marriage). Type: 561, 566, 567,
570A.
Ref.: DOTTI 317 318 326 327 332 333 488 500/{Alg, Mrc}.>
T0457, Sacred prostitution.
Link: |A0164.9.1$, Sacred concubinage (prostitution). |P0428.7.1.1$, `Belly-dancers' tempt worshippers at religious
sites (festivals).>

T0457.1$, Sexual jihad: female provides sexual relief to holy warrior as an act of religiosity ("jihâd alnikâh"/jihad coitus).
Link: |T0042.3.1$, Lover begs for erotic act (kiss, glance, regard, etc.) as alms-tax (zakâh). |W0004$, Religiosity
(piety): most favorable trait of character.>

T0458, Woman enjoys the ravishings of the enemy.>
T0459$, Prostitution--miscellaneous.
C

Link: |Z0084.4.5.2$, Insult: whore (`sharmûtah/qahbah'/ âhirah).

Ref.: Burton I 27-28/cf.>
T0459.1$, Lover (customer) impoverished by payments (gifts) to prostitute(s).
Link: |T0144.3$, Serial monogamy. Successive monogamous marriages. |T0450.0.2$, High price for sexual pleasure
(illicit love).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0459.2$, Forced prostitution (person must act as prostitute under threat of harm).
Link: |R0012.5$, Person abducted by pimp (white-slavers). |R0062$, Person sold into forced prostitution (`white
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slavery').>

T0459.3$, Prostitution with husband's (father's, etc.) consent.
Ref.: ThaClabî 231; DOTTI 453 660 679/{lit.}.>
T0460, Sexual perversions.
Link: |F1041.9.5$, Homosexuality as an illness.

Ref.: DOTTI 332/{Egy}; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 16-2-no. 4.>
T0461, Person enamored of an object.
Link: |T0041.8.1$, Material tokens of love.>

T0461.0.1$, Erotic fetishism. Type: cf. 313E*, 318, 510B, 510C$, 931C$.
Link: |D1274, Magic fetish. [Amulet]. |H0110.1$, Identification by undergarment (underwear). |Z0141.4.1$, Man
experiences penis-erection from touching watermelon (uncut): thus he realizes that it is ripe (red inside).

Ref.: DOTTI 131 147 262 263 629; MITON; TAWT 423.>
T0462, Lesbian love. Type: 884A.
Link: |F0951.1.1$, Aphrodisiacs in lesbian intercourse. |P0029.7$, Chieftainess as lesbian temptress.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 148; Qazwînî II 260; Burton IV 234 n. 1; DOTTI 167 181 528 569/{Plst}; Littmann alQuds 154-63 (Arabische 240-52)/(implicit); MITON.>
T0462.0.1$, Pseudo-lesbian attraction (love): woman falls in love with another woman who turns out to be a
man in disguise. Type: 884E$, cf. 884A.
Link: |K1322, Girl masked as man wins princess' love. |T0028, Princess falls in love with a man disguised as a
woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 528 531; Prym-Socin 41-43 no. 13; TAWT 382 n. 401 429 no. 17/{Plstn}.>
T0462.3$, Greater (immense) sensual pleasure in lesbian intercourse.
Link: |T0329.3$, Effects of clitoridectomy. |U0284$, Merits and demerits of certain sorts of conduct. |V0082.2$,
Clitoridectomy: female excision (circumcision).

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 29.>
T0462.3.1$, No man can satisfy a lesbian--(`fill her eye').
Link: |Z0077.1$, `To fill out the eye [(of someone)]' (i.e., be appealing, impressive). |Z0186.9.2$, Symbolism: `eye'-vagina, anus.>

T0462.4$, Male-woman ("marah-dakar"/'imra'ah dhakar): `dike'--(lesbian seducer).
Link: |P0149.0.1$, Manly woman, or girl ("marah-râgil/'imra'ah rajul")--resolute, serious, business-like (nononsense gal).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz I 103.>
T0462.4.1$, Woman seeks to seduce girl (woman).
Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz I 168-69.>
T0462.5$, `Straight' girl submits (succumbs) to lesbian seduction.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0463, Homosexual love (male). Type: 1110$.
Link: |P0610$, Homosociality: social relations between persons of the same sex. |J1768.2.1.1$, Youth thought to be a
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man's lover (actually his son).

Ref.: Simpson 171 n. 60; Burton X 205-254/("Pederasty"); DOTTI 216 404 475 483 528 530 642
703 847/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) II 387; CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 2-1-no. 2/cf.>
T0463.0.1$, Pseudo-homosexual (male) attraction: man falls in love with another man who turns out to be a
woman in disguise. Type: 510D$, 570A, 884B*, 884C$, 884G$, 923C$.
Link: |T0028, Princess falls in love with a man disguised as a woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 264 332 521 529 530 532 607 687 782 910/{Irq, lit., Syr}; MITON; Prym-Socin 41-43
no. 13; TAWT 370 n. 159 374 n. 246 377 n. 285 422 no. 9/{Egy} 424 no. 11/{Bhrn}.>
T0463.3$, Relative pleasures of homoeroticism (homosexual love).
Link: |J0099.1, Relative pleasures of sexes in love taught by parable. |T0059.0.2$, Male's reactions during sexual
intercourse. |U0281.2$, Merits and demerits of gender (female, male). |U0284.3$, Merits and demerits of homoerotic
love (male: sodomy).

Ref.: DOTTI 95/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0463.3.1$, Homoerotic description of boy's (man's) beauty.
Link: |P0199.0.1$, Song or poem concerning homosexuality. |U0284.3$, Merits and demerits of homoerotic love
(male: sodomy).

Ref.: DOTTI 95/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0463.5$, Man seeks to seduce boy (youth).
Link: |T0002, The relative pleasure of love [(sexual intercourse)]. Do men or women have the greater pleasure in
intercourse?. |T0017$, Love through sight of a woman's relative. |T0463, Homosexual love (male). |T0472$,
Sodomy-rape (man, boy).

Ref.: Simpson 121/(deity); Jâhiz I 168-69; DOTTI 617/{lit.}; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) II 387.>
T0463.5.1$, Boy (child) seduced by man.
Link: |T0472.2$, Boy (man) forcibly sodomized (raped).

Ref.: DOTTI 693 761 796 798 853/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0463.6$, `Straight' man submits (succumbs) to homosexual seduction.
Link: |U0233$, Virtuous (innocent) person successfully tempted.>

T0463.7$, Pseudo-homosexual submission: `straight' man (husband) submits to homosexual lure. Seducer
proves to be woman (his wife) masking as man. Type: 570A.
Ref.: DOTTI 332/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0463.8$, Anal intercourse (sodomy). Type: 1099$, 1110$, 1664$, 1805A$, cf. 1359B.
Link: |H0875.1$, Riddle: a rich woman would take `it' from the front, a poor from the rear. (Bus, public
transportation--first and second classes, respectively). |J1288.3$, Repartee concerning anal intercourse.
|K0523.0.4.1$, Menses as excuse to escape unwelcome coition (sexual intercourse). |K1843.2.4, Wife substitutes for
her sodomist husband. |Q0451.1.9.1$, `Stuffing' as punishment: object forced into body orifice (anus). |T0185.1$,
Anal coition (sodomy) detested by wife. |T0187$, Coition posture. |U0284.2.1$, Hand used in cleaning privates
preferred (by paramour, aspiring seducer).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 148; Burton V 161 n. 3; DOTTI 687 703 760 782 865 903 910 931/{lit., Syr}; MITON.>
T0463.9$, Homosexual love (male)--miscellaneous.>
T0463.9.1$, Sodomist does not distinguish between male and female.
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Link: |P0199.1$, Sodomist's preferences.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0464$, Homosexual prostitution.>
T0464.1$, Man sells favors (homosexual) for particular purpose. Type: cf. 570A.
Link: |K2099.1.1$, Wife punished severely for offense; husband is shown that he would be willing to commit a more
serious offense for the same gain. |T0404.2$, Woman pays man for sexual intercourse with her. (Gigolo). |T0455,
Woman sells [(sexual)] favors for particular purpose.

Ref.: "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 65; DOTTI 332; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 82.>
T0464.2$, Boy tempts man (sexually).
Link: |H1579.1.1$, Man's virtue tested by having him tempted by `pretty boy'.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0465, Bestiality. Intercourse of a human being and an animal. Type: 315A1$,/650D$.
Link: |B0636, Offspring of human and animal intercourse. |J1868$, Consenting beast: animal involved in bestiality
punished. |T0184$, Physiological compatibility and coition.

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 144; Burton IV 299 n./(crocodile/nations/Ind./Eg.); DOTTI 144; D.H. Müller
Shhauri: SAE VII 70 no. 17; M.M. el-Tîgânî(col.) "Jokes" no. 2 (pondered/with a bird); Sha)lân 442.>
T0465.0.1$, Animal, receptive to (or seeks) man's sexual advances.
Link: |B0630, Offspring of marriage to animal. |B0754.9.5$, Sexual intercourse between different species (of
animals). |J1868$, Consenting beast: animal involved in bestiality punished. |T0257.1.1, King's wife jealous of his
attention to pet animal.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 458/(na)gah/ewe).>
T0465.0.1.1$, Pet as animal receptive to man's sexual advances.
Link: |P0605.9$, Sleeping arrangements--miscellaneous.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 370-75.>
T0465.0.1.1.1$, Bitch receptive to man's sexual advances.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 370-75.>
T0465.0.1.1.2$, Dog receptive to woman's sexual advances.
Link: |T0467.5$, Oral sex.>

T0465.0.1.2$, Riding animal (she-mule, she-donkey, mare, etc.) receptive to man's sexual advances.
Link: |T0257.1.2$, King's pet bird (animal) becomes jealous of king's wife-to-be (fiancee).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 203-4.>
T0465.0.1.3$, Farm animal (e.g., ewe, cow, etc.) as object of bestiality.
Ref.: Badawî Herodot 144/(woman-goat); Jâhiz I 172-73 V 458-(ewe).>
T0465.0.2$, Animal preferred (to human) for sexual intercourse.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 370-73; DOTTI 758 802 865/{lit.}.>
T0465.3, Homocentaurus born as a result of bestiality.
Link: |T0182.1.4$, Worms in vagina from abnormal sexual intercourse (e.g., bestiality, interracial, etc.).>

T0465.9$, Bestiality--miscellaneous.>
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T0465.9.0.1$, Persons prone to commission of bestiality.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 203.>
T0465.9.1$, Sexual intercourse with monkey (ape). Type: 315A1$,/650D$.
Link: |B0601.7, Marriage to monkey. |B0636.2$, The Monkey's Son: hero born of a woman's intercourse with
monkey.

Ref.: DOTTI 144 221 243 247/{Plst}; MITON.>
T0465.9.2$, Sexual intercourse with donkey (mule). Type: 315A1$,/650D$.
Link: |B0636.1$, The Donkey's Son: hero born of a woman's intercourse with donkey.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 203-4; DOTTI 144.>
T0465.9.3$, Sexual intercourse with bear.
Link: |B0601.1, Marriage to bear. |B0635.1, The Bear's Son. Human son of woman who marries a bear acquires bear
characteristics.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0465.9.4$, Sexual intercourse with ewe.
Link: |T0465.0.1.3$, Farm animal (e.g., ewe, cow, etc.) as object of bestiality.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 172-73.>
T0466, Necrophilism: sexual intercourse with dead human body. Type: 756C.
Link: |A0112.0.1$, Deity conceived (by his mother) after his father's death. |E0474, Cohabitation of living person
and ghost. |E0478.1$, Indignities to corpse (by living person). |T0334.0.1.1$, Temptation averted by thinking of
death: (e.g., visions of women as rotten cadavers, or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 416 415/{Ymn}; Noy Jefet 146-47 no. 49; Shamy (el-) Egypt 270 no. 22.>
T0466.0.1$, "Farewell Intercourse": one more sexual intercourse with deceased wife. Type: cf. 990.
Link: |D0743, Disenchantment by sexual intercourse. |J2214.13.1$, Wife feigning death to avoid coition moves when
her hashshâsh husband sleeps with her (as corpse) anyway. Meanwhile, messenger at door informs husband of his
father's death. Husband suggests same treatment to revive father. |P0221$, Wife's duties. |T0289$, Marital rape:
husband has sex with his wife by forces. |K1305.5.1$, Girl induces suitor to believe that she has double vagina.>

T0466.1$, Attempted necrophilism. Type: 756C.
Ref.: Basset Mille III 537 no. 327; DOTTI 99 307 415 416/{Egy, lit.}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 270 no. 22;
CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 2-2-no. 9/3-1-no. 1; HE-S: Cairo-Gîzah 69-10.>
T0466.2$, Corpse protects itself against sexual assault. Type: 756C.
Link: |E0235, Return from dead to punish indignities to corpse, or ghost. |E0476$, Corpse covers its privates out of
modesty. (Privates were inadvertently exposed). |E0545.9.0.1$, Corpse reprimands its assailant.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 537 no. 327; DOTTI 415 416/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 270 no. 22.>
T0466.3$, Violation of modesty of female corpse punished. Type: cf. 756C.
Link: |C0898.1$, Tabu: indignities to corpse (beating, cremation, etc.). |S0139.2.2, Other indignities to corpse.

Ref.: DOTTI 415; MITON.>
T0467, The amorous bite.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0467.0.1$, The amorous skin-burn (usually from bristly beard).
Ref.: Akiko 105/(lit.).>
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T0467.3$, Honey (liquor, nectar) from biting lip (of the beloved).
Link: |F0544.1.6.1$, Beautiful colorful lips: (rose-red, ruby-red, green, etc. |T0059.1.0.1$, Lovers' kiss.

Ref.: Simpson 316/cf.; MITON.>
T0467.3.1$, Moist kiss that yields honey, liquor, or nectar. (Sweet saliva, mouth moisture/rîq).
Link: |A2854.1$, Why tobacco has bitter-sweet taste. Plant contains snake's poison and prophet's saliva. |Z0077$,
Formulas for satisfaction (contentment, completeness, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0467.3.2$, Lovers sip their drink from each other's mouths.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0467.5$, Oral sex.
Link: |C0119.3$, Tabu: abnormal sexual intercourse (deviant posture, oral sex, etc.). |Z0186.9.2.4$, Symbolism:
`mouth'--vagina.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 42 n. 4/(ed. note); Sha)lân 181.>
T0468$, Nymphomania: a woman's abnormal and insatiable desire (uncontrollable appetite) for sex. Type:
1353C$.
Link: |F0547.5.11$, Insatiable vagina. |F1042$, Mania: compulsion--uncontrollable (involuntary) behavior. |T0182,
Death from sexual intercourse. |T0182.1.1.1$, Penis: ever limp (overworked)--vagina: ever erect (ready, "openmouthed").

Ref.: DOTTI 276 755 919/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex. Type: cf. 1425B$.
Link: |F1042$, Mania: compulsion--uncontrollable (involuntary) behavior. |T0182, Death from sexual intercourse.
|T0380.0.2.1$, Excessive association with members of opposite sex inadvisable. |T0450.0.2.1.1$, Rich man (heir)
bankrupted by sexual addiction. |T0610.5.0.1.1$, Multiple orgasms at first sexual encounter (wedding night).
|X0772.1$, Jokes on the sexually insatiable male. |Z0193.3.1.1$, Cock: sexual stamina (satyriasis).

Ref.: DOTTI 802; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) I 467/(at old age, "saint's" manifestation)/cf.>
T0469.1$, Male with access to many females (as concubines, wives). (Uxoriousness). Type: cf. 462.
Ref.: DOTTI 7 234; MITON.>
T0469.0.1$, al-fuhûlah (virility): male's capacity to procreate (ejaculate, impregnate).
Link: |T0570.0.2$, Immediate conception (pregnancy from first intercourse). |W0195.2.1.1$, Animal's sexual
stamina envied.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0469.1.1$, Access to "more females than Solomon had (as wives, concubines)". I.e., hundreds, thousands.
Link: |V0210.0.6$, Polygyny among the prophets. |Z0062, Proverbial simile. |Z0093$, Formulas of numbers [i.e.,
denoting numbers].

Ref.: DOTTI 7 41 47/{Jrd}; MITON.>
T0469.1.2$, Uxoriousness leads to ruins.
Link: |T0145.0.3.1$, A husband of two [wives] is a liar, a husband of three is a hypocrite, a husband of four is either
an almighty (qâdir) or a sociopath (fâgir).
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 2853.>
T0469.2$, Sexual intercourse with a different woman daily the year round.
Link: |F0781.2.2$, As many rooms in palace as the days in a year (i.e., 360, 365, etc.). |P0180.1$, Owner as slave's
lord (master). |T0380.0.1.1$, Royal harem (with hundreds of women). |Z0072.6, Three hundred and sixty-five
[(sixty-six)].

Ref.: MITON.>
T0470, Illicit sexual relations--miscellaneous motifs.>
T0471, Rape. Type: 933A$, cf. 871B$.
Link: |F0304.4, Mortal violates fairy woman. |K1384, Female overpowered [(raped)] when caught in tree cleft (hole
in hedge). |K1385$, Victim busied with performing task and then raped (overpowered). |S0105$, Rapist murders
victim. |S0184.1$, Serial rapes (of women) by rapist. |T0059.3$, Accidental impregnation. (Unwanted, premarital, or
out of wedlock pregnancy). |T0092.9.3.1$, Lecherous father-in-law rapes son's wife (fiancee). |T0289$, Marital rape:
husband has sex with his wife by forces. |T0475.2.1, Intercourse with sleeping girl.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 86-7 no. 147; Aswad (al-) 399-402; Campbell, Arab Tribes, 43-55; Delheure 31011; DOTTI 22 289 469 470 482 487 543 634 732 856 857/{Irq, lit., Syr}; MITON; D.H. Müller Shhauri:
SAE VII 120 no. 29, 121 no. 31, 122 no. 32, 124 no. 33; Prym-Socin 236-42 no. 60, 249-55 no. 62; Sârîs (al) 85-86, 122-27, 365-6; Wehr 340 no. 13; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 682-1-259-363, 698A-x-133-166.>
T0471.0.3$, Rapist ignores victim's pleading.
Link: |S0105$, Rapist murders victim.

Ref.: DOTTI 469/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Married his Daughter" no. 10.>
T0471.0.4$, Rapist threatens victim with weapon (knife, gun, etc.).
Link: |K1381.1$, Person drugged (made drunk) and then raped.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Married his Daughter" no. 10.>
T0471.0.5$, Compassionate treatment of rape victim.
Ref.: DOTTI 229 418 468 498/{Egy}; Hein-Müller Mehri-Hadramî: SAE IX 146-47 no. 57/cf.;
Juhaymân (al-) II 309-21/cf.; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 85-86, 365-66; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and
Mabrûkah" no. 16; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 682-1-259-363.>
T0471.0.6$, Inconsiderate (cruel) treatment of rape victim.>
T0471.0.6.1$, Victim of rape viewed with contempt.
Link: |P0197.1.1$, Sexual deviance met with contempt.

Ref.: Ions 75/(Horus).>
T0471.0.7$, Would-be rapist defeated by intended victims.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 259.>
T0471.0.8$, Rape victim feels pity (sympathy) for her ravisher (usually because of his good looks). Type:
850A$, cf. 873.
Link: |J1847$, Misplaced condemnation (blame). |U0087$, Appearances do matter. |U0169.5.1$, Rape victim blames
self. |W0011.5.1.2$, Victim pardons (forgives) oppressor.

Ref.: DOTTI 469 499/{lit.}.>
T0471.0.8.1$, Rape victim accepts her ravisher as husband. Type: 850A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 469; MITON.>
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T0471.1, Man unwittingly ravishes his own sister. Type: 932A$.
Link: |N0365.3.4$, Man meets a girl of unknown genealogy and marries her; she proves to be his sister. |T0415.5,
Brother-sister marriage. |T0415.8$, Sister who desires a son sired by her brother achieves her goal: the unsuspecting
brother.

Ref.: Jâhiz/(al-Bayân) I 103: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 62; Aalûcî III 212-13; DOTTI 631;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 20/cf./(when drunk) no. 62R; TAWT 457.>
T0471.1.3$, Female (cousin) raped by her cousin. Type: 932C$-formerly 932A$.
Link: |T0415.8$, Sister who desires a son sired by her brother achieves her goal: the unsuspecting brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 633; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
T0471.2, Wild man as ravisher of women.
Link: |S0184.1.1$, Tyrant rapes (deflowers) virgins.>

T0471.3, Husband sends wife poison to avoid having her ravished by the enemy.
Link: |N0343.5$, Warrior near death kills his beloved so as to save her from falling into enemy's hands. Enemy
defeated, warrior recovers, only his beloved loses her life. |P0528.7$, Killing (suicide) to avoid capture
(enslavement). |T0314.1, Father kills daughter lest she become the property of a tyrant.>

T0471.5$, Slave (servant) rapes his mistress. Type: 312A, 315, cf. 881, 960C$.
Link: |K2251, Treacherous slave. |P0176, Murder by slaves. |P0367$, Faithless slave.

Ref.: DOTTI 123 140 361 364 517 853/{Kwt, lit., Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) II 309-21; Lane 416-17;
MITON; JaCfar (al-) no. 17.>
T0471.6$, Master rapes his maidservant (slave-girl).
Link: |T0121.6, Man weds his bondmaid. |T0481.4.3$, Sexual liaison between maidservant and her master.

Ref.: N. |Mahfûz I 317ff. 321.>
T0471.9$, Incestuous rape--miscellaneous.>
T0471.9.0.1$, Incestuous rape attempted. Type: cf. 931A$, 932$-933.
Link: |Q0244.1, Punishment for attempted rape.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 606.>
T0471.9.1$, Incestuous rape: brother (sober) rapes his sister. Type: 932$-933.
Link: |T0415.5, Brother-sister marriage. |T0473.1.2$, Sister raped by her drunk brother.

Ref.: ThaClabî 248; Ibshîhî 606/cf./(attempted).>
T0471.9.2$, Incestuous rape: son (sober) rapes his mother. Type: 931.

Link: |A0164.1.1, Mother-son marriage of the gods. |A0164.8.2$, Deity guilty (accused) of rape. |T0412, Mother-son
incest. |T0473.1$, Incestuous rape committed while intoxicated (drunk).

Ref.: Ions 47/(Geb rapes his mother/Tefnut) 48; DOTTI 627.>
T0471.9.3$, Incestuous rape: father (sober) rapes his daughter.
Link: |N0365.2, Unwitting father-daughter incest. |T0411, Father-daughter incest. |T0473.1.3$, Daughter raped by
her drunk (crazed, intoxicated, bewitched) father.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 606/cf./(attempted); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Married his Daughter" no. 10.>
T0472$, Sodomy-rape (man, boy).
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Link: |A0164.8.3$, Deity guilty (accused) of sodomy. |G0302.7.1.0.1$, Qutrub: a devilish demon (min almutashaytinah) that sodomize a man, causing worms (maggots) to breed in the victim's anus: death follows
inevitably. (If the man is merely frightened, he may be cured). |X0707.1$, Afrit (ogre) forces man to sodomize him,
then tightens his anus till `penis' is broken: man substituted an implement (key, cane, etc.) for his organ.

Ref.: DOTTI 703 853/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; Prym-Socin 41-43 no. 13/cf.; CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 21-no. 2/cf., 4-2-no. 1; HE-S: N.Y. 61-67.>
T0472.0.1$, Pedophilia. An adult's abnormal sexual desire for children.
Link: |F1042$, Mania: compulsion--uncontrollable (involuntary) behavior. |H1579.1$, Test to detect a pedophile
C C

(homoerotic sodomite). |P0199$, bitû - iyâl, lawâtî, lûtiyyah (homoerotic sodomites, the pedophilic).

Ref.: MITON/(also 15 n. 88); Sha)lân 400; TAWT 377 n. 286.>
T0472.2$, Boy (man) forcibly sodomized (raped).
Ref.: Ions 75 86/(atempted by Set)/cf.; Simpson 120/cf.; DOTTI 617/{lit.}/attempted}; D.H. Müller
Shhauri: SAE VII 126 no. 35; Sha)lân 400.>
T0472.3$, Handsome boy forcibly kissed by another boy (man).
Ref.: DOTTI 216 404 528/{Egy}.>
T0473$, Rape committed while intoxicated (drunk). Type: 933A$.
Link: |K1381$, Seduction by intoxication (or narcotic). |T0059.3$, Accidental impregnation. (Unwanted, premarital,
or out of wedlock pregnancy).

Ref.: ThaClabî 248/(drunk); Ibshîhî 525; DOTTI 634.>
T0473.1$, Incestuous rape committed while intoxicated (drunk). Type: 931B$, 932A$, 932C$-formerly
932A$.
Link: |A0164.8.2$, Deity guilty (accused) of rape.

Ref.: Jâhiz/(al-Bayân) I 103: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 62; Aalûcî III 212-13; DOTTI 629
631 633 634.>
T0473.1.1$, Mother raped by her drunk son. Type: 931.
Link: |A0164.1.1, Mother-son marriage of the gods. |T0412, Mother-son incest. |T0423.4.1$, Old woman raped.

Ref.: DOTTI 627.>
T0473.1.2$, Sister raped by her drunk brother. Type: 933A$.
Link: |T0471.1, Man unwittingly ravishes his own sister. |T0471.9.1$, Incestuous rape: brother (sober) rapes his
sister.

Ref.: ThaClabî 248; DOTTI 395 627 631 634/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no.
62 20.>
T0473.1.3$, Daughter raped by her drunk (crazed, intoxicated, bewitched) father. Type: 931B$.
Ref.: Badawî Herodot 258-51; DOTTI 629/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Married his
Daughter" no. 14/(crazed).>
T0474$, Masturbation (autoeroticism).
Link: |C0102$, Tabu: masturbation (autoeroticism). |K2052.3.1$, Husband wants to "typewrite" a letter with wife,
but she pleads a broken-down machine; when she changes her mind, he has already "handwritten" it--(by
masturbation). |T0517.5$, Pregnant hand: from masturbation. |Z0199.3.1$, Symbolic number 31 (thirty plus one)-masturbation.
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Ref.: Jâhiz V 178-80; Damîrî I 349; Boqarî 60.>
T0474.0.1$, Nocturnal emission ('ihtilâm, involuntary emission, `wet dream'). Type: cf. 1543C1$, 1572J1$.
Link: |C0060.1.2$, Ritual polluter: involuntary emission (autoerotic ejaculation, `wet dream'). |C0060.4$, Ritual
polluter: issuing body-substances (e.g., letting wind, urinating, ejaculating--in wet dream, vomiting). |F0471.2.1,
Succubus. female incubus.

Ref.: Damîrî II 405/cf.; Damîrî II 405-46: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 29; Boqarî 60; DOTTI
855; MITON.>
T0474.0.1.1$, God's Prophets do not experience nocturnal emission (`wet dream').
Link: |A1241.7.1$, Gog and Magog constituted from mixture of earth and semen--(Adam's wet dream). |V0210.0.1$,
Prophets's infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 488.>
T0474.0.2$, Emission (ejaculation) from lusting after (seeing) a sexually desirable person.
Link: |C0102$, Tabu: masturbation (autoeroticism). |F0575, Remarkable beauty. |F0575.1.6.1$, Woman so beautiful
whoever sees her desires her (falls in love with her). |F0575.2, Handsome man. |F1041.8.1, Madness from seeing
beautiful woman. |F1041.8.1.2$, Woman so beautiful that whoever sees her becomes sick from love (or dies).
|T0016.9.1$, Passion (lust) for a certain person aroused upon learning of that person's physical merits (Y). |T0026.1,
Finger cut because of absorption in the charm of the beloved. |T0481.0.2.1$, Accusation: fornication committed with
the eye.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0475, Unknown (clandestine) paramour. Type: 872X$, 873*.
Link: |T0059.2.3$, Erotic advantage (hugging, kissing, touching) taken of sleeping person.

Ref.: DOTTI 498; TAWT 449.>
T0475.0.1$, Unknown (incognito, clandestine) husband. Type: 887B$.
Link: |H0058.3$, Unknown (clandestine) husband recognized by his touch (hand). |P0239.2$-(formerly,
P0230.9.2$), Man discovers that he has sired child(ren) of whom he had no knowledge.

Ref.: DOTTI 537.>
T0475.1, Unknown paramour discovered by string clue. Type: 850*, 872X$.
Link: |K1339.10$, Changing the direction of route-guide (string, trail of pebbles, etc.) causes girl to wander into
man's room.

Ref.: DOTTI 468 498.>
T0475.2, Hero lies by princess in magic sleep and begets child.>
T0475.2.1, Intercourse with sleeping girl. Type: 871B$.
Link: |T0471, Rape.

Ref.: DOTTI 312 481 487 488 626/{Mrc}; Légey 71-72 no. 15.>
T0476, Incognito mistress. King's mistress secretly becomes hero's without revealing identity.
Ref.: Chauvin V no. 129 n. 2.>
T0478$, Sexual intercourse between mistress and her (male) slave. Type: 449,/1511.
Link: |P0180.8.2$, Sexual relations between mistress (female owner) and (male)-slave prohibited (condemned).
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|T0055.1.2$, Princess (noble woman) declares love for slave. |T0131.12.1$, Woman may not marry her slave.
|T0480.1$, Loathsome paramour: black slave.

Ref.: Hujelân 267 no. 41-4.>
T0479$, Eunuch's sexual activities. Type: cf. 318A$.
Link: |P0170.0.3.1$, Characteristic behavior (and physical traits) of eunuchs. |T0315.2.6.1$, Continent husband's
secret: "I am a woman like you!" "I have no organ," or the like. |U0245.2$, "Eunuch aroused (sexually) from his
master's penis". |Z0197.3.1.2$, As lover, a eunuch is like a conqueror (warrior) without a weapon.

Ref.: Maspero 11 no. 1 n. 4; Boqarî 51; DOTTI 140 148 149 278 338 584/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0479.1$, Eunuch as lover (husband). Type: 318, 318A$.
Link: |J1271.1$, Eunuch accounts for how he became a father. He explains to another eunuch his recent successes in
life: "As for this man (companion), he is my penis". |T0271.3$, Man who lost his sex organ (eunuch) twitted for
being `without' a member.

Ref.: Burton V 46-47 n./(Casraro/eunuch/"Sandali"--one whose penis and testes are removed);
DOTTI 140 147 148 149 278 338 584/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0479.1.1$, Eunuch is preferred lover: delivers.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 166-69.>
T0479.2$, Eunuch's sexual liaison with mistress. Type: cf. 449,/511.
Link: |P0170.0.3.2$, Eunuch's revenge. |T0059.1$, Lovers's play (foreplay): embracing, kissing, necking, etc.
|T0121.7, Rich girl marries servant. |T0471.5$, Slave (servant) rapes his mistress. |U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves.

Ref.: BurtonII 55 n. 4/cf./(useless); DOTTI 220; MITON; Shamy (el-) "siblings in Alf laylah wa
laylah" 184.>
T0479.4$, Eunuch's sexual intercourse with animal (bestiality).
Link: |T0465, Bestiality. Intercourse of a human being and an animal.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 172-73.>
T0480$, Loathsome paramour.
Link: |T0121.9$, The ugly spouse. |T0268, Beautiful woman married to hideous man: he is thankful, she patient. She
says that they have thus both gained paradise.>

T0480.1$, Loathsome paramour: black slave. Type: 315, 449, 517A$, 590, 590A, 1426, 1511.
Link: |T0232.4, Woman enamored of repulsive and abusive lover. |T0478$, Sexual intercourse between mistress and
her (male) slave. |Z0143.4.1$, Blackness as symbol of sexual stamina.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 168-69; Ibn-CAasim no. 280; DOTTI 140 220 286 287 337 338 339 803 818/{Irq, lit.,
Plst}; Meissner 85-87 no. 47; MITON.>
T0480.2$, Loathsome paramour: most filthy (lowest of the low) man. Type: 1504$.
Ref.: DOTTI 816/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0480.3$, Loathsome paramour: robber (highwayman). Type: 315, 590, 590A.
Ref.: DOTTI 99 140 150 287 337 338/{Egy}.>
T0481, Adultery.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 292-93/(old woman's inference); Ibshîhî 234; DOTTI 694/{Sdn}; Hujelân 264 no. 6
266-71; D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE VII 121 no. 30.>
T0481.0.1$, Adulterous desire (desire to commit fornication). Type: 779D$, 779F$.
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Link: |C0197$, Tabu: erotic fantasy (illicit sexual act via imagination). |Q0210.1, Criminal intent punished. |T0230,
Faithlessness in marriage. |T0317, Repression of lust. |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)".

Ref.: DOTTI 436 437; MITON.>
T0481.0.2$, Lustful regard--(`fornication-with-eye'). Type: cf. 779D$, 779F$.
Link: |H0808.1$, The cycle of the sinful-legitimate amorous regard (glance). A man looked at someone else's slavegirl in the morning (sinful), at noon he purchased her for himself (became legitimate), in the afternoon he freed her
(became sinful), at sunset he married her (became legitimate), in late evening he divorced her (became sinful), in the
morning he restored her (became legitimate). |T0317, Repression of lust. |T0380.6.1.1$, Respecting woman's
privacy. |T0515.1, Impregnation through lustful glance.

Ref.: DOTTI 436 437; MITON; RAFE 13 n. 27.>
T0481.0.2.1$, Accusation: fornication committed with the eye.
Link: |C0105.3$, Tabu: viewing private parts of body. |T0474.0.2$, Emission (ejaculation) from lusting after (seeing)
a sexually desirable person. |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)".

Ref.: Damîrî II 154-55; DOTTI 436 437; MITON.>
T0481.1, Adulteress roughly treated by her lover. Type: 449/1511.
Link: |T0232.4, Woman enamored of repulsive and abusive lover. |T0480.1$, Loathsome paramour: black slave.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 818; MITON.>
T0481.2, Queen's illicit passion for diseased man.>
T0481.4, Wife seduces husband's servant (pupil).
Link: |P0367.1$, Men-slaves corrupt (seduce) mistresses.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 99-100/(slave); DOTTI 62/{Ymn}; Reinisch Somali: SAE I 145-48 no. 39.>
T0481.4.3$, Sexual liaison between maidservant and her master.
Link: |T0471.6$, Master rapes his maidservant (slave-girl).

Ref.: N. |Mahfûz I 420.>
T0482, Day husband: night husband. [Woman has two husbands: a robber and a juggler]. Type: 1525Q.
Link: |A1671.9.1$, People who work by night and rest by day.

Ref.: Chauvin V 254 no. 151 n. 1; DOTTI 827.>
T0483$, Woman with multiple sex partners (lovers, paramour, etc.). Type: 1419D, 1536B, cf. 1525Q,
1730C$.
Link: |T0146.1, Several men marry one woman. |T0468$, Nymphomania: a woman's abnormal and insatiable desire
(uncontrollable appetite) for sex.

Ref.: DOTTI 756 795 796 827 844 924/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0491, Man has a son not his wife's; wife has a daughter not her husband's. Children [stepbrother and
stepsister] become lovers.
Ref.: DOTTI 535/{Egy}; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 6-2-no. 4.>
T0491.3$, Lecherous stepbrother: seduces stepsister(s). Type: cf. 470E$, 1563.
Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 425-35 no. 39; DOTTI 243 861.>
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T0500-T599, Conception and birth.>
T0500, Conception and birth.
Link: |T0570.0.2$, Immediate conception (pregnancy from first intercourse).>

T0501$, Procreation (tanâsul).
Link: |T0510.1$, Procreation without male element (semen). |T0512.6, Conception from drinking sperm.

Ref.: Hujelân 232-35.>
T0501.1$, Procreation as religious duty.
Link: |J2755.1$, The real fool: childless man living with barren woman. |T0100.0.2$, Celibacy discouraged
(inadvisable).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0501.2$, Being fruitful (having many children) as the purpose of marriage.
Link: |A1335.8, Origin of death because world is overpopulated. |J2755.1$, The real fool: childless man living with
barren woman. |P0230.0.1.1$, Misery of childlessness (person weeps). |P0721, Disease (plague) invoked to combat
overpopulation.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0501.2.1$, `Property and offspring are the adornment (ornament) of life in the here-and-now'.
Link: |T0504.1.1$, God states: "Property and offspring are the adornment of life in the here-and now Y", in that
order. Therefore, one should have the means of support first, and then have children. |P0760$, Property.>

T0502$, Theories (beliefs) about the process of conceiving (and procreation).
Link: |A0012, Hermaphroditic creator. The creator is half man and half woman or is thought of as both male and
female. |F1089$, Flukes of nature involving reproduction (parturition). |T0188$, Practices believed to ensure birth of
sons (male offspring). |W0251.2.3$, Parentage as basis for judging character.

Ref.: Damîrî II 106/(Qazwînî).>
T0502.1$, Conception begins with ejaculation from man's (father's) loins into woman's (mother's) womb.
Link: |A1231.3.1$, Adam's progeny on earth: children born to Adam and Eve after their descent. |J1270, Repartee
concerning the parentage of children. |P0230, Parents and children. |Z0084.1.6.2$, Cursing the `back' (loins) that
ejaculated one into being.

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 75/(Thackston 81-82 no. 35): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 70.>
T0502.1.1$, Offspring from the same male (Casab/muscle, agnates).
C

C

Link: |P0295.0.1$, Paternal-cousins ('abnâ'- umûmah, 'awlâd- amm)--(father's family) as source of power.
|P0731.0.2$, Tribalism: (Casabiyyah-qabaliyyah).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 335.>
T0502.2$, Person preexists as `water' (semen, sperm) in father's lions.
Link: |A0510.3$, Culture hero (demigod) comes into being (pre-exists) before he is born. |A0604.3.1$, Origin of
sinning (depravity). |T0512.6, Conception from drinking sperm.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56.>
T0502.3$, Offspring engendered by left testicle--(belief).
Ref.: Jâhiz I 123.>
T0503$, Too many children.
Link: |P0230.0.3$, Parent's fatigue: decreasing interest in children with passage of time (spiraling of troubles).
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|T0586.2, Extraordinary number of children in family.

Ref.: Chauvin V 6 no. 3; DOTTI 272 298 325/{Mrc}; MITON.>
T0503.1$, Complaint about too many children (dependents). Type: cf. 859F$, 1689A.
Ref.: DOTTI 480 912; MITON; TAWT 51 n. 27; Taymûr no. 2873/cf.>
T0503.1.1$, Complaint: `Praying for [an extra] penny, but receiving [an extra] belly'. Type: 1689A.
Link: |A0189.7.3$, New life comes with its livelihood.

Ref.: DOTTI 912.>
T0504$, Birth-control.
Link: |C0150.0.1$, Tabu: birth-control (prevention of pregnancy by artificial means). |T0572.2, Abortion. [Means of
terminating pregnancy].>

T0504.1$, Why birth-control should be practiced.
Link: |A1335.8, Origin of death because world is overpopulated. |P0721, Disease (plague) invoked to combat
overpopulation.>

T0504.1.1$, God states: "Property and offspring are the adornment of life in the here-and now Y", in that
order. Therefore, one should have the means of support first, and then have children.
Link: |A0189.7.3$, New life comes with its livelihood. |J0040$, Wisdom acquired from inferences from holy text.
|T0501.2.1$, `Property and offspring are the adornment (ornament) of life in the here-and-now'.>

T0503.1.2$, `Children are the mite of wealth (property)' (i.e., they cause its erosion).>
T0504.2$, Means of preventing conception.>
T0504.2.1$, Pulling out at ejaculation to avoid impregnation. Type: 932A$, 932C$-formerly 932A$.
Link: |K1390.1.2.1$, Man tricked into ejaculating inside woman (by causing him to lose control). |T0415.8$, Sister
who desires a son sired by her brother achieves her goal: the unsuspecting brother.

Ref.: Burton III 304 n. 2/("onanism"); DOTTI 631 633; TAWT 455 no. 49 457/{Bhrn}.>
T0510, Miraculous [(supernatural)] conception.
Link: |T0502$, Theories (beliefs) about the process of conceiving (and procreation).

Ref.: Ions 65 67; Chauvin V 43 no. 18 n. 1.>
T0510.1$, Procreation without male element (semen). Type: cf. 705A$, 872$.
Link: |A0112.0.1$, Deity conceived (by his mother) after his father's death. |A0511.1.3.3, Immaculate conception of
culture-hero. |H0829$, Riddle (riddling question): could there be plant without seed, tree without rainfall (ghayth),
birth without male? [Y]. |P0070.1.1$, Fâtimah: Prophet Mohammed's daughter. |T0501$, Procreation (tanâsul).
|T0553.1$, tulbah: abnormal child (Thumbling, or the like) born in answer to prayer. |T0578.3$, Pregnant virgin.
|V0250.0.2$, Fâtimah al-zahrâ' (the bright blooming, i.e., the virgin). |V0312, Belief in Immaculate Conception.
|V0312.0.1$, Counter-belief: Miraculous Conception (immaculate conception) through God's command.

Ref.: Ions 109/(Hatshepsut's); Maspero 11 no. 1 n. 4; ThaClabî 213-14: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 99; DOTTI 132 376 378 382 489 692/{Sdn}.>
T0510.1.1$, Female miraculously becomes pregnant (granted child) without any contact with male.
Link: |H1049.2.1$, Task: bringing pregnant virgins. Countertask: bringing a `male radish' grown in rock.
|V0312.0.2$, "As God created plants without seeds and caused them to grow without water, so was Christ's
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Conception and Birth", said The Virgin to her accusers.

Ref.: Ions 59 138/(Isis in Rome); TAWT 453.>
T0511, Conception from eating. Type: 705.
Ref.: W.M. Müller 115; DOTTI 374; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 98 no. 11.>
T0511.1, Conception from eating a fruit. Type: 301, 705A$, cf. 872A$.
Ref.: Chauvin V 43ff.; DOTTI 102 376 490; Shamy (el-) Around the World 159.>
T0511.1.1, Conception from eating apple.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 84 no. 252; DOTTI 100 194 334 358 360 378 483 948/{Alg, Tns}.>
T0511.1.3, Conception from eating vegetable.
Link: |T0532.1.3, Impregnation by leaf of lettuce.>

T0511.1.3.3$, Conception from eating eggplant.
Ref.: RAFE 203 n. 715.>
T0511.1.3.4$, Conception from eating colocasia (`taro').
Link: |F0851.9.1.1.1$, Gas-giving (gaseous) foods eaten: beans, onions, leeks, taro (qulqâs: Colocasia esclenta,
`malanga'), etc. |P0634.0.3.2.1$, `Meat with taro [stew]' eaten on Epiphany Day (ghitâs). |T0511.2.0.1, Conception
from eating root.

Ref.: Maspero 147 no. 8.>
T0511.1.5, Conception from eating lemon.
Ref.: Frobenius Kordofan: Atlantis IV 216ff. no. 19.>
T0511.1.7$, Conception from eating pomegranate.>
T0511.2, Conception from eating plant.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0511.2.0.1, Conception from eating root.
Link: |T0511.1.3.4$, Conception from eating colocasia (`taro').>

T0511.5, Conception from eating animal.>
T0511.5.1, Conception from eating fish.>
T0511.5.1.1$, Conception from eating catfish.>
T0511.7.2, Conception from eating an egg. Type: 872A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 490; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 7.>
T0511.7.2.1$, Conception from swallowing snake egg. Type: 872A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 492; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 20-24, 47; TAWT 448 no. 40/{Alg}.>
T0511.7.4$, Conception from eating reptile.>
T0511.7.4.1$, Conception from eating snake (serpent).
Link: |T0188.1$, Eating flesh of (male) snake or serpent ensures birth of sons.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0511.8, Conception from eating--miscellaneous.>
T0511.8.7$, Woman impregnated after accidental swallowing of wood splinters. Type: 318.
Ref.: Maspero 19 no. 1; DOTTI 147.>
T0512, Conception from drinking. Type: 705.
Ref.: DOTTI 374.>
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T0512.2, Conception from drinking urine. Type: 315A1$,/650D$, 705A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 100 103 126 144 173 214 270 355 376/{Alg, Sdn}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis II 57.>
T0512.6, Conception from drinking sperm.
Link: |A1241.7.1$, Gog and Magog constituted from mixture of earth and semen--(Adam's wet dream). |T0501$,
Procreation (tanâsul). |T0502.2$, Person preexists as `water' (semen, sperm) in father's lions.

Ref.: Ions 26; RAFE 54 n. 175.>
T0513, Conception from wish. Type: 675.>
T0515, Impregnation through glance.
Link: |T0591.5$, Pregnancy induced by abnormal means (magic, philtre, potion, etc.).>

T0515.1, Impregnation through lustful glance.
Link: |T0481.0.2$, Lustful regard--(`fornication-with-eye').>

T0517, Conception from extraordinary intercourse.>
T0517.1, Conception from hand or foot.>
T0517.5$, Pregnant hand: from masturbation.
Link: |A2925$, Generation (creation) of devils (satans) from Satan's masturbation (intercourse with self). |C0102$,
Tabu: masturbation (autoeroticism). |T0474$, Masturbation (autoeroticism).>

T0518, Conception from divine impregnation.
Link: |T0510, Miraculous [(supernatural)] conception. |V0312, Belief in Immaculate Conception.>

T0519$, Conception from inhaling (`breathing'). Type: cf. 872$.
Link: |A0066$, Satan corrupts by blowing (breathing) into nostrils (of creature). |T0532.1.1.1, Conception from
smelling flower.

Ref.: DOTTI 489.>
T0519.1$, Impregnation by `blowing' (breathing) into pocket of (woman's) coat.
Link: |A0185.12.0.1$, God `breathes' soul into Adam's pottery figure. |E0703.2$, Jesus created in Virgin Mary's
womb from divine breath (Gabriel's). |T0532.1.1.1, Conception from smelling flower. |Z0139.9.4$, Dry container
(box, chest, trunk, bag, pocket, etc.)--anal or vaginal orifice. |Z0186.4.3.1$, Symbolism: wearing (slipping on,
pounding "it" into, etc.) a shoe or garment--sexual intercourse. |Z0198.3$, Blowing (with machine)--sexual
intercourse (foreplay).

Ref.: ThaClabî 213-14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 99; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Maryam" no. 52 9.>
T0524, Conception because from wind.>
T0526, Conception because of prayer. Type: 310, 325, 425, 480, cf. 407A, 591, 591A$, 703* 898, cf. 934A.
Link: |T0553.1$, tulbah: abnormal child (Thumbling, or the like) born in answer to prayer.

Ref.: Zîr 141/(poem).>
T0527, Magic impregnation by use of charm (amulet).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 247 no. 6.>
T0531, Conception from casual contact with man.
Link: |A0112.0.1$, Deity conceived (by his mother) after his father's death.
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Ref.: DOTTI 137 153 306/{Plst}.>
T0531.2$, Conception from `wearing' semen-stained clothing item. Type: 872A$.
Link: |D1355.2.3, Semen in love-philtre. |K2178$, Virgin made to look pregnant. Magic potion (snake's eggs, etc.)
used.

Ref.: DOTTI 490; Lane 258/(decapitated man's blood/"I must decline mention"); RAFE 70 n. 230,
300 n. 16.>
T0532.1.1.1, Conception from smelling flower. Type: 872A2$.
Ref.: DOTTI 493; CA. al-Lâwand Turâth III:10 96-98; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 25-26, 49.>
T0532.1.2.1, Conception from embracing holy image.>
T0532.1.2.1.2$, Conception from rubbing against statue.
Ref.: RAFE 200/N700.>
T0532.1.3, Impregnation by leaf of lettuce.
Link: |T0511.1.3, Conception from eating vegetable.>

T0532.1.3.1$, Conception from eating semen-stained leaf of lettuce. Type: cf. 705A$.
Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 155; Ions 86; Simpson 120; DOTTI 376.>
T0532.1.4.1, Conception after smelling ground bonedust.>
T0532.1.4.2$, Conception from tasting (licking) bonedust (powdered skull). Type: 517A$.
Link: |D1500.1.7.1, Powdered skull as remedy.

Ref.: DOTTI 286 287 451 628/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 16 no. 2, "Sailor" 88 no. 10
("T511.6.2.1"/eating powder).>
T0532.8.1, Conception after shadow of man has fallen on bathing girl.>
T0535, Conception from fire.>
T0535.2$, Conception from kindling fire.
Link: |A0493, God of fire.

Ref.: DOTTI 556/{Syr}.>
T0535.2.1$, Maiden conceives when she lights her lamp from jinni's (afrit's) flame. Type: cf. 872A2$, 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 493 555 556/{Syr}.>
T0538, Unusual conception in old age.
Ref.: ThaClabî 48/(Sarah).>
T0538.3$, Aged man sires a child.
Link: |M0369.7.4$, Prophecy: conception and birth of child will take place only with marriage (intercourse) with
certain person. |P0017.0.2.2$, Birth of son (heir) sought in order to succeed father as king (chieftain, etc.).
|P0230.0.2.2.1$, Importance of having a son (male child). |T0579.3.0.1$, Child (little boy, little girl) begets child.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 48/(Abraham); Nabhânî (al-) II 386; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and
Farag-Illâh" no. 23; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 2-3.>
T0539, Miraculous conception--miscellaneous.
Link: |M0369.7.4$, Prophecy: conception and birth of child will take place only with marriage (intercourse) with
certain person.

Ref.: DOTTI 334 358 360 483/{Tns}.>
T0539.3, Conception from intercourse with demon.>
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T0539.3.1$, Possessing jinni impregnates virgin.
Link: |F0471.2, Incubus. A male demon who comes in sleep and has sexual intercourse with a woman.

Ref.: Duwayk (al-) II 257-28.>
T0540, Miraculous birth.
Link: |T0573.1.1$, Conception and childbirth within hour(s)--(miraculous).

Ref.: DOTTI 163/{Sdn}; Frobenius Kordofan: Atlantis IV 299-308 no. 27.>
T0541, Birth from unusual part of person's body. Type: 705A$, cf. 1739A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 376.>
T0541.2, Birth from wound or abscess on body of father. Type: 705A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 194 376 378/{Alg}.>
T0541.8, Birth from secretions of the body.
Link: |A0112.7.6$, Deity born from parent's mouth (spat out or vomited up). |F0559.9.2$, Remarkable glands
(secretions).

Ref.: Ritter I.2 520-57 no. 75/(ogre/letting wind)/cf.>
T0541.8.1, Birth from excrements.>
T0541.16, Birth from knee. Type: 705A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 376.>
T0542, Birth of human being from an egg.>
T0547, Birth from virgin.
Link: |T0573.1.1$, Conception and childbirth within hour(s)--(miraculous).

Ref.: RAFE 167 n. 618.>
T0547.1$, Virginity supernaturally preserved: childbirth by Caesarian section, or from unusual organ. Type:
872A2$.
Link: |T0584.1, Birth through the mother's side--[(Caesarean)]. |V0211.0.1, Christ born from crown of Virgin's head.

Ref.: DOTTI 493; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 62; Spitta modernes 94-104 no. 7.>
T0548, Birth obtained through magic or prayer. Type: 303, 303B$, 310, 480, 591, 700, 705A$, 1442$.
Ref.: DOTTI 108 111 117 250 340 372 376 808.>
T0548.1, Child born in answer to prayer. [(`tulbah')]. Type: 310, 325, 425, 480, cf. 407A, 591, 591A$, 703*,
898, cf. 934A.
Link: |T0526, Conception because of prayer. |T0553.1$, tulbah: abnormal child (Thumbling, or the like) born in
answer to prayer. |V0050.2$, Prayer answered.

Ref.: Maspero 147 no. 8 186 no. 13; Campbell Town and Tribe 90-93; DOTTI 117 152 194 200 250
340 341 374 421 587 635 696 809/{Egy, lit., Sdn}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Belief and Non-belief" 15, Egypt
248 no. 6, 55 251 no. 8; TAWT 440.>
T0548.1.3$, Characteristics of newborn are due to those of gift (offering made) to supernatural personage
(deity, saint, dervish, magician, etc.). Type: cf. 758B$, 920B*.
Link: |T0570.2$, Characteristics of newborn are due to mother's craving. |Z0190$, Animal symbolism: a certain
animal (bird) as symbol of human attributes.
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Ref.: DOTTI 421 587/{lit.}.>
T0548.1.4$, Child born as result of parent's consumption of sinful (stolen) food is "child of (from) sin".
Type: 655.
Link: |C0203$, Tabu: illegitimate food or drink (sinfully acquired, handled, prepared, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 361; Shamy (el-) Egypt 111 no. 16.>
T0550, Monstrous births.
Ref.: Qazwînî I 22-23 II 392-93/cf.>
T0550.1, Monster child helps mother. Type: 591, 591A$, 708, cf. 700.
Link: |P0232.0.3$, Little daughter as mother's helper.

Ref.: DOTTI 340 341 372.>
T0550.2, Abnormally born child has unusual powers.
Link: |A0128.9.1.1$, Patakoi: deformed offspring of Ptah (they are friendly to men). |T0553.1$, tulbah: abnormal
child (Thumbling, or the like) born in answer to prayer. |V0223.0.3$, Infant (child) saint has prodigious knowledge.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 248 no. 6.>
T0550.4, Monstrous birth because mother sees horrible sight.
Link: |T0570.2$, Characteristics of newborn are due to mother's craving.>

T0550.6, Only half a son is born by queen who ate merely half of mango [(piece of fruit)]. Type: 327B*.
Ref.: DOTTI 162 163 294 308/{Alg}.>
T0551.1.1, Child born as formless lump of flesh.
Link: |F0525, Person with half a body. [(shiq)].>

T0551.3, Child born with animal head.
Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) II 66/(saint).>
T0551.3.3, Monstrous birth: child with donkey's head. Type: 430.
Link: |Z0194.1.4.4.1$, Donkey's head (face, neck): low.

Ref.: DOTTI 209.>
T0551.3.3.1$, Monstrous birth: child with camel's head. Type: 425C.
Ref.: DOTTI 203.>
T0552.5, Child born with complete armor.
Ref.: Frobenius Kordofan: Atlantis IV 300.>
T0553, Thumbling born as a result of hasty wish of parents. Type: 700.
Ref.: DOTTI 372.>
T0553.1$, tulbah: abnormal child (Thumbling, or the like) born in answer to prayer. Type: 327B, 470A,
700, 1442$.
Link: |A0128.9.1$, Deformed child(ren) of deity. |T0510.1$, Procreation without male element (semen). |T0548.1,
Child born in answer to prayer. [(`tulbah')]. |T0550.2, Abnormally born child has unusual powers.

Ref.: DOTTI 163 194 195 372 808 888/{Egy, Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Belief and Non-belief" 15, Egypt
248 no. 6; TAWT 439.>
T0554, Woman gives birth to animal. Type: 430.
Ref.: DOTTI 209.>
T0554.4, Woman bears monkey. Type: 650, 1000, cf. 402, 425.
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Link: |B0636.2$, The Monkey's Son: hero born of a woman's intercourse with monkey.

Ref.: DOTTI 187 200 695 696/{Egy}.>
T0554.6, Woman gives birth to goat.>
T0554.6.1$, Woman gives birth to ass (donkey). Type: 430, 315A1$,/650A.
Link: |B0636.1$, The Donkey's Son: hero born of a woman's intercourse with donkey.

Ref.: DOTTI 209.>
T0554.6.2$, Woman gives birth to camel. Type: 430.
Link: |B0641.9.1$, Marriage to person in camel form.

Ref.: DOTTI 201 209/{Irq}.>
T0554.7, Woman gives birth to a snake. Type: 872A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 190 194 201 202 206 207 492/{Mrc}; TAWT 306 no. 40/cf.{Alg}.>
T0554.10, Woman gives birth to bird. Type: 591A$, 872A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 341 490; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 7; TAWT 418 no. 6-1/{Egy}; HE-S: Saudia
90-xx.>
T0554.10.1$, Woman gives birth to a chicken (half a chicken). Type: 591A$.
Link: |F0525.2.1$, Nuss-Nusais (Halved): boy born as one side of evenly split person.

Ref.: DOTTI 341.>
T0554.10.2$, Girl gives birth to pigeon (turtle-dove). Type: 872$.
Ref.: DOTTI 490.>
T0554.10.3$, Woman gives birth to crow (raven).
Ref.: DOTTI 491/{Sdi}.>
T0554.12$, Woman gives birth to an insect.>
T0554.12.1$, Woman gives birth to a beetle. Type: cf. 700, 407A, 652A.>
T0554.12.1.1$, Woman gives birth to a dungbeetle.
Ref.: DOTTI 194 195 356 372 888/{Qtr}.>
T0555.2, Queen gives birth to a gourd. Type: 591.
Ref.: DOTTI 340.>
T0556, Woman gives birth to demon. Type: 433B, cf. 650D$,/315B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 145.>
T0561.2, Child born in a furnace.>
T0561.4, Child born in pot. Type: 591.
Ref.: DOTTI 340 no. 6/{Plstn}.>
T0562, White woman bears black child. Type: 857$, 1379.
Link: |T0570.2$, Characteristics of newborn are due to mother's craving.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 387 no. 113; DOTTI 273 476 477 500 501 502 521 531 688 772/{Egy, Sdn};
Hujelân 267 no. 41-4 357 no. 5-6; Kronenberg Nubische 196 no. 42; TAWT 437 no. 28/{Egy} 451 no.
45/{Sdn} 456 no. 49/{Sdn}; Wickett 70.>
T0563, Birthmarks.
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Ref.: DOTTI 515 540 772/{Sdn}; Shahi-Moore 205 no. 61; TAWT 436.>
T0565, Woman lays an egg.
Link: |F1089.2$, Man lays egg.>

T0569, Monstrous births--miscellaneous.>
T0569.2, Woman gives birth to grinding-stone. Type: 591.
Link: |Z0186.4.2.2$, Symbolism: grinding--erotic act.

Ref.: DOTTI 340.>
T0569.3$, Woman gives birth to a pot. Type: 591.
Ref.: DOTTI 340; TAWT 417 no. 6/{Plst}.>
T0570, Pregnancy.>
T0570.0.1$, Fear of pregnancy.
Link: |T0059.2$, No penetration sexual intercourse. (`Brushing'). |T0059.3$, Accidental impregnation. (Unwanted,
premarital, or out of wedlock pregnancy). |T0311, Woman averse to marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 156/{Egy}.>
T0570.0.2$, Immediate conception (pregnancy from first intercourse).
Link: |T0059.3$, Accidental impregnation. (Unwanted, premarital, or out of wedlock pregnancy). |T0469.0.1$, alfuhûlah (virility): male's capacity to procreate (ejaculate, impregnate). |T0500, Conception and birth.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0570.1$, Pregnant woman's wish (craving). Type: 705A$, 873A$.
Link: |A1650.5.2.3.1$, Punishment of Eve: craving during pregnancy. |H0051.1.0.1$, Recognition by `craving-mark'
(wahmah). |H0936, Task assigned because of longings of pregnant woman [(craving)]. |J1343.0.2$, The longing for
a certain delicacy (food, sweets, etc.). |T0571, Unreasonable demands of pregnant women. [(Craving)].

Ref.: Diyâb 309-10; DOTTI 376 500; MITON; TAWT 444 no. 5/{Sdn}.>
T0570.2$, Characteristics of newborn are due to mother's craving. Type: 513D$, 857A$, 873A$.
Link: |H0051.1.0.1$, Recognition by `craving-mark' (wahmah). |J2339$, Adulteress makes husband believe that the
birth of her illegitimate child has been due to craving. |T0550.4, Monstrous birth because mother sees horrible sight.
|V0515.2.5$, Vision (scene) in which white chieftainess (woman) sees black bird defeat numerous white ones: she
gives birth to black son who will becomes hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 190 194 202 207 273 421 477 501 502 521 587 688 733/{Egy, lit., Mrc, Sdn}; Hurreiz
96 no. 17; Lane 394; Wickett 70.>
T0570.2.1$, Appearance of "wahmah" (birth-mark) as result of mother's craving.
Link: |F0574.9.3$, Remarkable mole (khâl, hasanah, shâmah--on body organ).

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 38.>
T0570.3$, Pregnancy (coition) timed by horoscope.
Link: |M0302.4, Horoscope taken by means of stars. [Astrology]. |T0054, Choosing bride by horoscope.>

T0570.3.1$, Conception at appearance of certain star ensures birth of hero ("rising star").
Link: |A2579.2$, Why (how) a certain person gained immortality. |D1761.1, Wishing by stars. |E0741.1.1.2, Star as
sign of birth of hero. |N0455.12$, Secret of how to conceive (sire) a child learned from overheard conversation.

Ref.: Damîrî II 21-22; Damîrî II 21-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 106.>
T0570.4$, Woman retires from her occupation when she becomes pregnant.
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Ref.: Hujelân 267 no. 41-4 357 no. 5-6.>
T0571, Unreasonable demands of pregnant women. [(Craving)]. Type: 705A$.
Link: |H1212.4, Quest assigned because of longings of pregnant woman. |T0570.1$, Pregnant woman's wish
(craving).

Ref.: DOTTI 376; TAWT 417 no. 5/{Sdn}.>
T0571.5$, Things which pregnant women like, or dislike.
Link: |S0185.2, King demands intercourse with woman in childbed. |T0571.6.1$, Sexual intercourse with pregnant
woman gives greater enjoyment.>

T0571.5.1$, Coition and the pregnant woman.>
T0571.5.1.1$, Pregnant women desire sexual intercourse.
Ref.: D.H. Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 117-18 no. 31.>
T0571.6$, Men and the pregnant woman.
Link: |T0187.3$, Coition posture for pregnant woman.>

T0571.6.1$, Sexual intercourse with pregnant woman gives greater enjoyment.
Link: |S0185.2, King demands intercourse with woman in childbed. |T0571.5$, Things which pregnant women like,
or dislike. |T0600.1$, Restrictions on practices thought to harm pregnancy (fetus).>

T0571.6.3$, Husband helps his pregnant wife.
Link: |J2241, The doctor no longer needed. [Fool goes to inform doctor that his wife's unscheduled visit is canceled].
|P0210.0.5$, Husband and wife in amicable relations. |S0062, Cruel husband. |S0185.2.3$, Husband refuses to help
his pregnant wife. |U0245.1$, `The cow is calving: the ox is straining (`pushing')'.

Ref.: Maspero 27 n. 18/(childbirth); Taymûr no. 808/(as a favor/lacks empathetic effect).>
T0572, Prevention of childbirth.>
T0572.1, Magic prevention of childbirth.>
T0572.2, Abortion. [Means of terminating pregnancy].
Link: |A1351.2, Origin of abortion. |C0869.2$, Tabu: abortion--(aborting fetus with soul). |E0726.0.1$, Soul enters
body through mouth.

Ref.: Amîn, 183/(tamarisk buds); DOTTI 629/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Married his
Daughter" no. 10.>
T0572.2.5, Abortion caused by fear. Type: cf. 1534.
Link: |T0573.2$, Premature birth.

Ref.: DOTTI 838.>
T0572.5$, Miscarriage (or stillbirth).
Link: |A1351.3$, First abortion. |D1501.1, Charms prevent barrenness or miscarriage.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 67-68/(Thackston 72 no. 31): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 59; RAFE 301 n. 18;
Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 23-25.>
T0573, Short pregnancy.
Link: |T0648$, Long pregnancy (short pregnancy): explanation for birth of illegitimate child.>

T0573.1, Woman conceives and bears the same day.>
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T0573.1.1$, Conception and childbirth within hour(s)--(miraculous).
Link: |T0540, Miraculous birth. |T0547, Birth from virgin.

Ref.: ThaClabî 215.>
T0573.2$, Premature birth.

Link: |A0127.0.1$, Deity born prematurely: seems frail. (Horus/Harpokrates).

Ref.: DOTTI 118 168 296/{Alg}.>
T0573.2.0.1$, 'ibn sabCah/child of seven: child born after only seven months of pregnancy.
Link: |P0750.0.3.2$, `We all are children of nine [month of pregnancy]'. |Z0215, Hero "son of seven mothers".

Ref.: Amîn 4; Boqarî 15.>
T0573.2.1$, `Child of seven' [months pregnancy] lives, `child of eight' dies.
Link: |V0211.0.3.1$, Christ the only `child of eight' [months of pregnancy] that survived. |Z0215, Hero "Son of
seven mothers". |Z0353.1$, Only one `child of eight [months of pregnancy and premature birth]' ever survived.

Ref.: ThaClabî 215; HE-S: Aghûr Fall 68/personal advice from relative.>
T0573.2.2$, Premature labor caused by fear.
Link: |T0572.2.5, Abortion caused by fear.

Ref.: DOTTI 118 168 296/{Alg}.>
T0573.2.3$, Premature birth caused by arduous work.
Ref.: DOTTI 557 809/{Alg}.>
T0574, Long pregnancy [magically induced]. Delayed by an enemy who bewitches the mother.>
T0574.0.1$, Natural long pregnancy.
Ref.: Jâhiz VII 124-25.>
T0574.1.1$, Long pregnancy: thirteen month.
Ref.: Jâhiz VII 124-25.>
T0575, Child speaks before birth. [Speaking fetus].
Link: |T0575.1.1.2.1$, Fetus inside (or just out of) mother's womb reveals real father. Man falsely accused thus
vindicated. |T0585.2, 'Child speaks at birth. [Speaking infant]. |T0615.3.1$, Infant (fetus) gives wise counsel
(advice). |V0210.0.2.2$, Miracles by Christ.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 10.>
T0575.1, Child speaks in mother's womb.
Link: |H1024.9$, Task contrary to the nature of humans (children).

Ref.: Chauvin VII 112 no. 379bis n. 1, VIII 63 no. 27; DOTTI 144 355 696/{Sdn}; Kronenberg
Nubische 223 no. 46; Noy Jefet 329 no. 152.>
T0575.1.1, Child in mother's womb reveals crime.>
T0575.1.1.1, Child in mother's womb reveals murder.
Ref.: DOTTI 384 669/{Alg}.>
T0575.1.1.2, Child in mother's womb reveals adultery.
Ref.: Basset Mille III 185 no. 114.>
T0575.1.1.2.1$, Fetus inside (or just out of) mother's womb reveals real father. Man falsely accused thus
vindicated. Type: 917.
Link: |H0481, Infant picks out his unknown father. |T0575, Child speaks before birth. [Speaking fetus].
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 104-105/(Fadlûn/résumé).>
T0575.1.1.3, Child in mother's womb reveals unjust judgment.>
T0575.1.3, Twins quarrel before birth in mother's womb.>
T0575.5$, Child in mother's womb protects her against would-be rapist.
Link: |V0223.6.3.1$, Infant saint cites his future feats. (Usually as his praise names to be). |V0229.27.0.1$, Saint
(holy man, etc.) materializes before being born.

Ref.: Elder 30-31 no. III-15; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 142.>
T0576, Prenatal influence [on embryo in womb].
Link: |A1214.1$, The perfected embryo: conception of Hatshepsut. Fetus created (formed, fashioned, designed)
apriori, and then implanted into woman's womb for completion of pregnancy.>

T0577, Fetus exchanged from one woman to another.>
T0577.1, Male embryo transformed in womb to female.>
T0577.2$, Female embryo transformed to male.
Link: |V0223.6.5$, Sex of fetus changes in accordance with saint's prognostications.>

T0578, Pregnant man. Type: 705A$.
Link: |A0745.4$, Moon born of male deity (Set). |Z0103.2.0.1$, Male cannot give birth.

Ref.: DOTTI 200 376 508/{Bhrn, Plst}; Nabhânî (al-) II 66/(for ridiculing saint); Shamy (el-) "Belief
and Non-belief" 19 n. 6, Around the World 159; TAWT 416 no. 5/{Sdn}; AGSFC: BHR 86-4 14-x-xx.>
T0578.2, Man transformed to female (human or animal) bears offspring. Type: 705B$.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 169 no. 280; Ibn-CAasim 169 no. 280; DOTTI 149 220 379 659/{Kwt, lit.}; TAWT
435; JaCfar (al-) no. 10.>
T0578.3$, Pregnant virgin. Type: 872A$, 879, 883C*, 1332.
Link: |F1089$, Flukes of nature involving reproduction (parturition). |K2121.1, Brother accused of paternity of
mystically impregnated sister. |T0510.1$, Procreation without male element (semen).

Ref.: ThaClabî 213-14/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 99; BASSET Contes pop. berb. iii;
DOTTI 491 513 525 739 748 749/{Irq}; Muhammad CAlî Nâsir Turâth XII:3/4 205-8; Wehr 195 no. 7.>
T0578.9$, Other reproducing (pregnant) males.
Link: |A2924$, Hermaphroditic Eblis (Satan) begets he-satans and she-satans. |F1089$, Flukes of nature involving
reproduction (parturition).>

T0578.9.1$, Male bird (rooster) lays egg.
Link: |Z0061.1.9.5.1$, Rooster's egg (cock lays an egg once in a lifetime).

Ref.: DOTTI 895/{Tns}.>
T0578.9.2$, Bull-animal lays egg.>
T0578.9.4$, Human lays egg.
Link: |F1089.2$, Man lays egg. |Z0103.1.2$, Unfertilized (`clear') "male's egg": sterility.

Ref.: DOTTI 775 778/{Mrc}.>
T0579, Pregnancy--miscellaneous motifs.>
T0579.3.0.1$, Child (little boy, little girl) begets child.
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Link: |T0538.3$, Aged man sires a child.>

T0579.5, Saint performs miracles while yet unborn.
Link: |V0229.27.0.1$, Saint (holy man, etc.) materializes before being born.

Ref.: RAFE 305 n. 42; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 142.>
T0579.8, Signs of pregnancy.
Ref.: ThaClabî 213-14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 99; DOTTI 93 492/{Egy}; Khoalî (el-)
326-27; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 7, "Eg. Balladry": "Bahlûl and Samîrah" no. 3.>
T0579.8.4$, Signs of pregnancy: inability to withstand shade or sun. Type: 872A$.
Link: |H0455.0.1$, Bodily changes (weight gain) as virginity (chastity) index.

Ref.: DOTTI 491; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 55.>
T0579.8.5$, Signs of pregnancy: no menstruation (for three consecutive months).
Ref.: MITON.>
T0580, Childbirth.>
T0581, Place and conditions of childbirth.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 61.>
T0581.2.0.1$, Child born of woman abandoned in well; she nurses him in water. Type: 450, 462.
Ref.: Campbell Arab Tribes 141-58; DOTTI 222 223 234 376 873/{Bhrn, Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 2956; TAWT 446 no. 38/{Lib}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 696-x-190-213.>
T0581.2.2, Blind wives fall [(are cast)] into a pool where they give birth to children. Type: 462.
Ref.: DOTTI 234; TAWT 439 no. 30/{Syr}.>
T0581.2.0.2$, Child born of drowning woman abandoned.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0582, Precautions at childbirth.
Link: |C0181.13$, Tabus concerning women's vulnerability to supernaturally induced barrenness (mushâhrah).>

T0583, Accompaniments of childbirth.
Link: |A0699.9.1$, Parturition (childbirth) in paradise. |P0424.7$, Midwife (dâyah, qâbilah). |P0961$, Celebration of
a birth.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0583.0.1$, Parturition posture--(position assumed by woman in labor so as to facilitate childbirth).
Ref.: Ions 113; Maspero xliii-xliv 37 no. 2-4 n. 3.>
T0583.0.1.1$, Birth stool posture--(crouching position for childbirth).
Ref.: Ions 113; Maspero 37 no. 2-4 n. 3; MITON.>
T0583.0.1.2$, Labor-pains (labor pangs, `talq'/makhâd).
Ref.: MITON Intro. 11 n. 60 354; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 11; TAWT 281 no.
35.>
T0584, Parturition. [The act of childbirth]. Type: cf. 958B1$.
Link: |A0699.9.1$, Parturition (childbirth) in paradise. |F0372.1, Fairies take human midwife to attend fairy woman.
|P0424.7$, Midwife (dâyah, qâbilah). |J1745.0.2$, Absurd ignorance of conception, pregnancy, and parturition.
|T0586.5.0.1$, Multiple births in same pregnancy (twins, triplets, quadruplets, etc.) with unusually long time
intervals separating the births.
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Ref.: Alf I 163 208 III 249; Burton II 80-81 174 VII 268-69.>
T0584.0.3, Birth of holy person painless.>
T0584.0.4, Childbirth assisted by angel. Type: 403D$, 872A2$.
Link: |V0241.4.1, Angel names child.

Ref.: Maspero 37 no. 2/cf.; Abu-el-Layl 250-257 [no. 42]; DOTTI 191 493; Shamy (el-) Brother and
Sister 62; Spitta modernes 94-104 no. 7.>
T0584.0.4.1$, Childbirth assisted by deity (god, goddess).
Link: |A0477, Goddess of childbirth.

Ref.: Maspero 37 no. 2-4 n. 3.>
T0584.1, Birth through the mother's side--[(Caesarean)]. Type: 872A2$.
Link: |A0112.7.5$, Deity born from mother's side. |A0511.1.1, Culture hero snatched from mother's side. |N0122.5$,
Lucky (auspicious) places. |T0547.1$, Virginity supernaturally preserved: childbirth by Caesarian section, or from
unusual organ. |T0584.7, Hero is born by splitting mother's womb. |V0211.0.1, Christ born from crown of Virgin's
head. |W0251.5.4$, Caesarean birth (from mother's side) as source of pride for child (usually culture-hero).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 187; Ions 63; W.M. Müller 390 n. 34; Abu-el-Layl 250-257 [no. 42]; DOTTI
493 556/{Syr}; Spitta modernes 94-104 no. 7.>
T0584.2, Child removed from body of dead mother.
Link: |Z0210.1, Lodge-Boy and Thrown-Away as joint adventurers. Of brothers (sometimes twins taken from body
of slain mother) one is abandoned and becomes wild. Later he joins his brother.

Ref.: Alf I 185; ANE 430-34 no. 39; Burton II 128-29; Chauvin VI 112-24 no. 277.>
T0584.2.1, Child born of dead mother in grave.>
T0584.2.2$, Child born of dead mother and suckles her breast.
Link: |E0323.1.1, Dead mother returns for suckling child. |E0418.1$, Dead woman (mother, wife) seen `alive' in
grave. |V0547$, Providence saves infant left behind in a forsaken or inaccessible place (e.g., quarantined building, or
the like).

Ref.: Burton II 127-28 n. 1; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6; AUC: 18 no. 5,
cf. Lane 417.>
T0584.7, Hero is born by splitting mother's womb.
Link: |A0112.7.5$, Deity born from mother's side. |N0122.5$, Lucky (auspicious) places. |T0584.1, Birth through the
mother's side--[(Caesarean)]. |W0251.5.4$, Caesarean birth (from mother's side) as source of pride for child (usually
culture-hero).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 187; Ions 63; DOTTI 100 948/{Alg}.>
T0585, Precocious infant.
Link: |A0198$, Infant deity (saint) performs as adult as soon as he is born. |F0611.4, Precocious son saves kingdom.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0585.1, Child born full (nearly) grown.>
T0585.1.1$, Extraordinarily large newborn (looks much older than real age).
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 182 no. 45; TAWT 401 n. 742.>
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T0585.2, Child speaks at birth. [Speaking infant]. Type: 465, 1889, 1889C1$, 1889Q$.
Link: |H1024.9.1$, Task: bringing newborn baby that can speak. |T0575, Child speaks before birth. [Speaking fetus].
|Z0071.1.13, Three persons who spoke immediately after birth [as infants].

Ref.: ThaClabî 71 107 125 248; Damîrî I 319; DOTTI 236 943 944; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis II
57; Sâ)î 211-19 no. 50[+1]; Shamy (el-) Egypt 244 no. 3; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 1213, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2.>
T0585.4, Infant saint rebukes mother's impiety.
Link: |Q0220, Impiety punished.>

T0585.5, Child born with all his teeth.
Link: |F0321.1.2.4$, Changeling has all his teeth.

Ref.: Littmann "il-Bedawî" 68.1, 68.12; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes"
no. 58 1-2.>
T0585.9, Child born circumcised.>
T0586, Multiple births.>
T0586.1.2.2, King has six (seven) sons, all named Lugaid. Type: cf. 655.
C

Link: |T0596.3$, Several (sons) all given the same name (e.g., named: Mohammed, Ali, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 361.>
T0586.2, Extraordinary number of children in family.
Link: |G0118.3.4$, Ogre (ogress) with many children. |T0503$, Too many children.>

T0586.2.3$, Ninety-nine (one hundred less one) children in family.
Link: |Z0071.0.1.1$, Formulistic numbers: a number less one (39, 99, 999, etc.).>

T0586.3, Multiple birth as result of relations with several men. Type: 762.
Link: |A0164.5.1$, Gods (and goddesses) sired by different fathers born in one pregnancy. |T0587.1, Birth of twins
an indication of unfaithfulness in wife.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Zwillinge" EM: Vol. 14:4 (2014) Ed. R.W. Brednich et al. 1447-454.>
T0586.5, Extraordinarily frequent childbirth.
Link: |W0164.1.10$, Fertility (fecundity) as promoter of self-esteem.>

T0586.5.0.1$, Multiple births in same pregnancy (twins, triplets, quadruplets, etc.) with unusually long time
intervals separating the births.
Link: |B0754.7.5$, Interrupted pregnancy: birth in installments (newborn goes back into womb). |T0584, Parturition.
[The act of childbirth].

Ref.: Budge Gods II 187.>
T0586.5.0.1.1$, Five babies born during five successive days.
Link: |A0112, Birth of gods. |A1162.1.1$, Intercalary period originated to allow for birth of deity (deities).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 187.>
T0587, Birth of twins. Type: 303, 707, 758C$, cf. 613C*.
Link: |F0523, Two persons with bodies joined. Siamese twins. |S0314, Twins (triplets) exposed.

Ref.: ThaClabî 47; Alf IV 269/(one dies C; Burton IX 310; Hurreiz 114 no. 38.>
T0587.0.1$, Twin brother and sister. Type: 707, 758C$.
Link: |A0626.1$, Embrace of twin brother Geb (the earth) and his twin sister Nut (the sky) broken by their father Shu
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(the atmosphere). |A1273, Twin first parents. |A1274$, Twin children of first parents. |T0685, Twins.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 67-68/(Thackston 72 no. 31): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 59; ThaClabî 26-27:
Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 58; Alf III 33/Burton V 319: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 38-1;
DOTTI 387; MITON; Shamy (el-) Beyond Oedipus 9-11; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and
Wagîdah" no. 5, "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6.>
T0587.1, Birth of twins an indication of unfaithfulness in wife. Type: 762.
Link: |Q0241, Adultery punished.>

T0587.2, Twins born one with ear of other in mouth. [Or a similar deformity].
Link: |Q0551.8, Deformity as punishment.>

T0587.5$, Quasi twinship (as if twins).>
T0587.5.1$, Quasi twin brother and sister: son and daughter born at the same time to brothers impregnating
their wives on the same night. (Usually the wives are sisters). Type: cf. 871B$.
Link: |M0146.4.1$, Brother and brother arrange marriage of their unborn children (paternal-cousins) to each other.
|T0061.5, Children born on the same night betrothed.

Ref.: Alf I 64; Burton I 196 n. 1; Zîr 141-42.>
T0587.5.2$, Quasi twin brothers: born at the same time to same father from different mothers.
Link: |B0311, Congenital helpful animal. Born at same time as master and (usually) by same magic means). |T0416$,
C

Paternal-cousin (bint- amm) as substitute for sister.
C

Ref.: Tha labî 47/(Ishmael-Isaac); Ibshîhî 37 141.>
T0588, Motifs associated with the placenta.
Link: |D1015.6.1$, Cat=s placenta has supernatural effects.

Ref.: Ions 103; CFMC: Oases 71-3 4-1-no. [1]; HE-S: Bulâq 69-3 no. 5.>
T0589.2, Boy cut in two.>
T0589.3, Birth trees. Spring forth as hero is born; act as life tokens, etc.
Ref.: ThaClabî 65; Galley Badr 258-62 no. 7; Shahâb 86-88.>
T0589.5, New-born child reincarnation of recently deceased person.>
T0589.5.1$, New-born child divine compensation (Cawad/Ciwad) for recently deceased relative.
Link: |A0592, Culture heroes and descendants. |E0765.4.3, Father will die when daughter bears son.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 73/(Set/Sith)/(Thackston 78 no. 33): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 66; ThaClabî 28:
"Arab Mythology" no. 74 94/cf.; Khalîfah 86-87; Lane 417, cf. Zîr 151.>
T0589.6, Where children come from. Explanations given to children.>
T0589.7, Simultaneous births.>
T0589.7.1, Simultaneous birth of (domestic) animal and child.
Link: |P0311.4.1$, Helpful friend born at the same time (day, hour, etc.) as hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 162 270 272 285 293 637/{Mrc}.>
T0589.9, Child with several mothers. (Heimdal). Type: 462.
Link: |Z0215, Hero "Son of seven mothers".

Ref.: DOTTI 234.>
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T0590, Conception and birth--miscellaneous motifs.>
T0591, Barrenness or impotence induced by magic.
Link: |D1501, Magic object assists woman in child bearing. |Q0553.3, Sterility as punishment.

Ref.: RAFE 205 n. 720; Shamy (el-) Egypt 178-79 285 no. 42/(kabsah/rabt); AUC: 2 no. 5 33 no.
20/(by wife) 18 no. 16, 26 no. 8/cf.>
T0591.0.1$, mushâhrah: supernaturally induced barrenness.
Link: |C0181.13$, Tabus concerning women's vulnerability to supernaturally induced barrenness (mushâhrah).
|N0124$, Mechanical associations between cause and effect within the supernatural (e.g., Evil-Eye, mushâhrah, etc.).

Ref.: Amîn 79; S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 65-66; Duwayk (al-) I 224; Walker-IsmâCîl 22 45;
CFMC: Oases 71-3 3-1-no. [1], 4-1-no. [2a].>
T0591.0.2$, rabt: supernaturally induced impotence.
Link: |T0357$, Groom does not touch his bride due to prohibition by third party (or tabu).

Ref.: Amîn 209; Diyâb 303; RAFE 205 n. 720, 304 n. 36; Shamy (el-) Egypt 178-79 no. 42; TAWT
394 n. 589; Walker-IsmâCîl 40-43.>
T0591.0.4$, Barrenness induced by eating or drinking.
Ref.: Qazwînî II 193.>
T0591.0.4.1$, Barrenness induced by eating flesh of certain animal.
Ref.: Qazwînî II 193.>
T0591.0.4.1.1$, Eating mule's heart causes barrenness.
Ref.: Qazwînî II 193.>
T0591.1, Magic remedies for barrenness or impotence.
Link: |D2161.3.11, Barrenness magically cured.

Ref.: Amîn 286 355; Walker-IsmâCîl 23; MITON.>
T0591.5$, Pregnancy induced by abnormal means (magic, philtre, potion, etc.). Type: 705, 872A$, 883C*.
Link: |D1355.2.3, Semen in love-philtre. |D1925, Fecundity [(fertility)] magically induced. |K2178$, Virgin made to
look pregnant. Magic potion (snake's eggs, etc.) used. |T0515, Impregnation through glance.

Ref.: DOTTI 374 491 525; Lane 257-58/(blood of decapitated man); MITON; RAFE 199 n. 700;
Schmidt-Kahle 74-77 no. 3; TAWT 447 no. 39/{Ymn}.>
T0591.5.1$, Artificial insemination.
Link: |D1355.2.3, Semen in love-philtre. |F0950, Marvelous cures. |J0069$, Discovery of scientific laws from
observation. |K2112.2.5$, Egg white placed on innocent woman's bed (as if man's emission, semen). |T0531.2$,
Conception from `wearing' semen-stained clothing item.>

T0591.5.1.1$, `sûfah': inseminating agent placed on ball of wool (cotton or the like) and `worn' by woman
(i.e., placed in vagina as love-philtre). Typically, it contains human semen.
Link: |D1355.2.3, Semen in love-philtre.

Ref.: MITON; Lane 257-58/(blood of decapitated man/"in a manner I must decline mentioning")/cf.;
RAFE 70 n. 230, 300 n. 16; Zîr 38-39/cf./(lion's milk).>
T0591.5.2$, Extreme measures taken to acquire a child.
Link: |P0230.0.1.1$, Misery of childlessness (person weeps).>

T0591.5.2.1$, Barren (childless) woman sacrifices her honor to become pregnant.
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Link: |K1378.1$, Seduction by pretending to cure barrenness (infertility).

Ref.: Qazwînî II 99-100; RAFE 75 n. 245.>
T0591.5.2.4$, Murder committed to acquire a child.
Link: |S0102$, Murder to prevent victim from having offspring (descendants). |S0217$, Unborn child promised by
poor mother to rich but barren sister.>

T0591.5.2.4.1$, Pregnant woman murdered and fetus exacted (alive) from her womb.>
T0592, Milk suddenly appears in woman's dry breast.
Ref.: Ritter I.3, 500-57 no. 112; Shamy (el-) Egypt 65 no. 9.>
T0592.3$, Nursing mother regains milk flow (supply) after it has gone dry.
Link: |D1379.5, "Milk-medicine" causes milk to appear in woman's breast.

Ref.: Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 96.>
T0593$, Publication of a birth.
Link: |P0961$, Celebration of a birth. |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).>

T0593.0.1$, Failure to publicize (celebrate) birth of child causes problems.
Link: |P0239.1$, Man declares his paternity of heretofore unacknowledged child. |T0641$, Paternity (legitimacy) of
child questioned.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
T0594$, Birth of boy (son) is good news.
Link: |W0195.8$, Offspring (having children) envied.

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 187-88.>
T0594.0.1$, News of birth of son as source of pride.
Link: |P0294.1.3.2$, Sister celebrates birth of her brother's child (son). |Z0094.3$, Formulas for (proper) pride, being
honored, success, etc.

Ref.: DOTTI 5 128 172/{Mrc}.>
T0594.1$, Birth of girl (daughter) is bad news.
Link: |P0234.0.1$, Father of daughter(s) less powerful. |P0261.2$, Father of only one daughter offers all his
possessions to youth if he would marry his daughter. |T0380.5.1$, A boy (son) is preferred to a girl (daughter).
|T0645.2.1, "Kill it if it is a girl". |Z0135.1$, Afflictions as `banât ad-Dahr' (`Daughters of Time').

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 187-88.>
T0594.1.1$, Infant daughter: her mother's `enemy'.
Link: |P0234.0.1.1$, A daughter is burdensome: begets enemies, generates grudges (daghâ'in), siphons off father's
wealth to her husband's family, etc.

Ref.: TAWT 369 n. 155; CFMC: Oases 71-3 4-4-no. [1].>
T0594.1.2$, News of birth of daughter as source of shame.
Link: |Z0063.3$, Formulas signifying failure (defeat, humiliation). |Z0071.5.14$, Seven sorrows (regrets).>

T0594.1.2.1$, Bearer of news of birth of daughter is to be punished.
Link: |Q0393.5$, Being bearer of bad news (tidings) punished.>

T0594.2$, Death of girl (daughter) is a blessing.
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Link: |N0121.2, Death forestalls evil fates. |M0519.2$, Supplication: being shielded from infamy or public disgrace-(es-satr).

Ref.: DOTTI 637 803/{lit.}; Taymûr no. 2892; Wehr 148 201 no. 7.>
T0595, Sign hung out informing brothers whether mother has borne boy or girl. Type: 451.
Ref.: DOTTI 225; TAWT 453 no. 47/{Lib}.>
T0596, Naming of children.
Link: |P0208.7$, Customs concerning naming of children.

Ref.: Boqarî 217.>
T0596.0.1$, Name makes child complete.
Link: |P0208.7.7$, Child remains unnamed till reaching certain age (stage of life).

Ref.: Maspero 19 no. 1 n. 4.>
T0596.1, Angel names child.
Link: |M0211.1.2$, Eve and Adam unwittingly make bargain with Satan. He in disguise proposes a name that-allegedly--would ensure survival of unborn child. |P0208.7.0.1$, Child's name received from supernatural source--by
means of prophetic dream (or the like).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 67-68/(Thackston 72 no. 31): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 59.>
T0596.1.1$, Parent names child.
Link: |P0774.1.2.5$, Seller: "How much would you pay?" Buyer: "`Only a father may name his child [(you cite your
price)]'".

Ref.: Kisâ'î 67-68/(Thackston 72 no. 31): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 59.>
T0596.1.1.1$, Father names child.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0596.1.1.1.1$, Father names baby boy.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0596.1.1.2.1$, Mother names baby girl.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0596.1.1.2$, Mother names child. Type: 403, 591A$, 700, 894, 1442$.
Ref.: DOTTI 189 341 372 525 546 624 808/{Jrd}.>
T0596.1.2$, Grandparent names child.>
T0596.1.2.1$, Grandfather names child.
Ref.: DOTTI 192/{Tns}.>
T0596.1.2.2$, Grandmother names child.>
T0596.1.4$, Nameless child names self when older.
Link: |C0437, Tabu: giving child a name lest it die early. |T0606.1.2$, Death of child to be averted by keeping it
nameless.

Ref.: DOTTI 503 542/{Mrc}.>
T0596.2, Children named by number. Type: 327B*, 328.
Ref.: DOTTI 163 174.>
T0596.3$, Several (sons) all given the same name (e.g., named: Mohammed, CAli, etc.). Type: 655, 655A,
655B$.
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Link: |T0586.1.2.2, King has six (seven) sons, all named Lugaid.

Ref.: DOTTI 361 363.>
T0596.5$, Naming of newborn on seventh day of birth (subûC).
C

Link: |P0961.1$, Birth celebrated on seventh day (subû ).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0600-T699, Care of children.>
T0600, Care of children.
Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 179-89.>
T0600.1$, Restrictions on practices thought to harm pregnancy (fetus).
Link: |C0117, Nuptial tabu. Man and wife forbidden intercourse for definite time. |C0152, Tabus during pregnancy.>

T0600.1.1$, Coition eschewed from conceiving (pregnancy) till weaning of infant.
Link: |T0315.1, Marital continence by mutual agreement. |T0357$, Groom does not touch his bride due to
prohibition by third party (or tabu). |T0571.6.1$, Sexual intercourse with pregnant woman gives greater enjoyment.

Ref.: Burton V 299 n./(by [ancient] Egyptians--from whom Hebrews borrowed it).>
T0603$, Pampered (spoiled) child(ren). Type: 870, 870A*, 934.
Link: |L0012, Favorite youngest son. |P0230, Parents and children.

Ref.: DOTTI 483 635.>
T0603.0.1$, Pampered (spoiled) only-child ("el-hîlah"). Type: 980H$, cf. 870D$.
Link: |J1256.1$, Retorts concerning inherited-rights (birthrights) of blood-relative.

Ref.: Maspero 187-88 no. 13; Boqarî 133/(all my demands were met); DOTTI 100 485 681
948/{Alg}.>
T0603.1$, Pampered son(s). Type: 516H$, 870, cf. 910.
Ref.: DOTTI 284 483 568; Ghadab 39-40: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 86; MITON; TAWT
51 n. 19 371 n. 190.>
T0603.2$, Pampered daughter(s). Type: cf. 451, 480, 591, 870, 931C$.
Link: |P0234.0.4$, One daughter, no sons.

Ref.: Maspero 188 no. 13; DOTTI 125 169 193 201 225 250 340 483 484 502 504 531 599
629/{Alg, Qtr, Sdn, Ymn}.>
T0604$, Mother cares for infant(s).
Link: |P0232.0.3$, Little daughter as mother's helper.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 287.>
T0604.0.1$, Women (mothers, nurses, sisters, etc.) provide infant with first contact with world:
(socialization, enculturation). Type: 312F$, cf. 872A1$.
Link: |J0010.1$, Persistence of first (primary) impressions. |J0150.0.1$, One generation of men passes knowledge
(wisdom) to another. |P0470$, Story-teller (narrator, tale-teller--muhaddith). |T0610.0.1$, Infant's first deeds (words,
steps, etc.). |G0072.3.1$, Sister raises infant brother on slain mother's marrow (flesh). |T0616$, Rearing of children
(socialization, enculturation). |T0620.1$, Father takes over the proper raising of son from boy's mother:
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(resocialization into `manly' roles). |W0251.2.3.1.1.1$, `Never has a woman raised an ox that could plough'.

Ref.: Boqarî 159/(hawâdît); Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 10-12/(lullabies); Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister
35-36; Taymûr no. 783.>
T0604.0.2$, No one can care for child like its (biological) mother. Type: 480, 511A.
Link: |E0782.1.2.1$, Vital mother's hand: firm but compassionate. |P0230.10.1$, Being motherless.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
T0604.0.3$, Hierarchy of power within household.>
T0604.0.3.1$, For a little boy, justice is sought first with his mother, then with his father; when grown up,
first with the wali (viceroy, governor), then with king, then with God.
Link: |P0507.0.1$, The kingdom (state): religion, royalty, army, money, justice.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 146.>
T0604.1$, Mother protects infant (child). Type: 123.
Link: |B0534.1$, Motherhood among animals.

Ref.: ThaClabî 35 136-37: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 75; DOTTI 48; MITON; Shawqî 293
[no. 22].>
T0604.1.1$, One's safety (security) is with mother. Type: 123.
Link: |A0401, Mother earth. The earth is conceived of as the mother of all things. |J0090.1$, Burial in ground or
cremating? Former shown to be the correct (God's) way. |P0801.4.1$, "The Mother is Earth" game: player safe when
sitting or lying on ground, vulnerable if standing up.

Ref.: DOTTI 48 93 127 128 492 493/{Alg}.>
T0604.1.1.1$, Threat: person will be reached "Even if [seeking refuge] in mother's bosom".
Link: |J0581.7$, Hider betrays hiding place by causing another hider to cry (talk). |J2301.4$, Gullible husband
believes ogress, but not his own wife. |R0153.4.0.1$, Mother rescues (protects) children. |Z0067.7$, Formulas
signifying weightiness (gravity) of a matter or situation.>

T0604.1.2$, Child hiding in tree with mother must urinate: mother asks child to urinate in her ear(s) so as
not to betray hiding place. Type: 312F$.
Link: |W0028, Self-sacrifice. |Z0188.9.2.1$, Symbolism: male's whiskers (moustache, beard)--power (prestige,
authority).

Ref.: DOTTI 127.>
T0604.1.3$, Mother hides infant (so as to protect it).>
T0604.1.3.1$, Mother swallows her young so as to keep them safe in her belly (mouth).
Link: |A1170.1$, Night and day caused by the daily swallowing and rebirth of the sun. |B0529.1, Animals (sow,
bitch, mare) hide boy in their belly to protect him. |F1035.6.1$, Object concealed in mouth. |K0331.4, Mouse's tail in
mouth of sleeping owner causes him to cough up magic object.

Ref.: Ions 24 44 50.>
T0604.2$, Mother nourishes infant. Type: 123, cf. 545H$, 706, 712, 894A$.
Link: |H0888.7$, "[What is] as long as a hand and a hand's is his/its length; everyone `kissed' it, even the Prophet?
(Answer: a mother's breast). |K1039$, Cooking pebbles (stones) in pot so as to induce hungry children to wait for
food. |T0584.2.2$, Child born of dead mother and suckles her breast.

Ref.: DOTTI 48 301 380 394 548.>
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T0604.3$, Mother instructs (teaches) child (infant). Type: 123, cf. 838.
Link: |J0151.0.1$, Wisdom from father: he instructs his child (usually son). |T0610.0.1$, Infant's first deeds (words,
steps, etc.). |W0038.3.1$, Child finds a seemingly abandoned object and takes it home: instructed by parent (mother)
to return it to owner (to take it back to where found). |Z0018.3$, Ogre to man: "Repeat [your blow]!" Man to ogre:
"My mother did not teach me [to do so]!".

Ref.: DOTTI 49 459 910/{lit.}; MITON; Shawqî 300 [no. 27]; TAWT 63 no. 1, 70 no. 1-1.>
T0604.3.1$, "The mother is the school (el-'omm [hiyyah el-] madrasah)". Type: 838.
Link: |Z0128.2.1.1$, `The school is a mother'.

Ref.: DOTTI 460; TAWT 416 no. 4-1.>
T0604.4$, Mother entertains infant.
Link: |J2175.7$, Injurious (foolish) child-rearing practices. |P0470$, Story-teller (narrator, tale-teller--muhaddith).
|Z0019.1.0.3$, Fingers (toes) counted, touched: child tickled. "This is the egg, this is the one who roasted it, this is
the one who peeled it, this is the one who ate it, and this is the one who cried out: `Me too!' `Me too!'" (Catch-tale:
surprise tickling, touching).

Ref.: Boqarî 34 159/(hawadît).>
T0604.4.1$, Mother communicates with infant.
Link: |Z0066.4$, Endearment: to be viewed as someone's loved offspring (`danâ': baby, child, little-one).>

T0604.4.1.1$, Baby talk (by an adult). Type: 1394$.
Link: |P0611.3$, Women's conversation. |W0202.1.1.1$, Indicator of femininity: women's speech-tone (soft, lowkey). |X1919$, Humor based on characteristics of a dialect (pronunciation, vocabulary).

Ref.: DOTTI 785/{Egy}; RAFE 94 n. 311; TAWT 361 n. 8 no. 1.>
T0604.5$, Mother-tongue: infant acquires mother's language.
Link: |P0191.1.4$, Parlance of foreigners.>

T0604.5.1$, Offspring of mixed marriage (cross-lingual, cross-species) bilingual--(acquires languages of
both parents).
Link: |J1741.5$, Translator must be totally bilingual and bicultural.

Ref.: Qazwînî I 188; Damîrî I 43.>
T0604.7$, Weaning of children.>
T0604.7.0.1$,-(formerly, T0604.7$) N.Mother weans child.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0604.7.1$, Gradual weaning of child--(Like animals do).
Link: |B0534.1.1.1$, Gradual weaning of animal's young. |J0133, Animal gives wise example to man.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 161.>
T0604.7.2$, Traumatic (abrupt, punitive) weaning.>
T0604.7.2.1$, Nipple (breast) abruptly made bitter-tasting (or strange-looking) for the suckling-child: child
rejects the punishing substitution.
Link: |J0004$, Previously rewarding (satisfying) responses suddenly become punitive (annoying). "Learning
dilemma". |J2175.7$, Injurious (foolish) child-rearing practices. |K0476, Cheating by substitution of worthless
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article.>

T0605, Divine nurse.
C

Link: |A0132.9.2$, Goddess in form of cow (Nut, Hathor). |P0272.5$, Wet nurse (murdi ah, `dâdàh', murabbiyah).

Ref.: Ions 58.>
T0605.0.1$, Surrogate mothering for infant.
Link: |P0272, Foster mother.>

T0605.0.1.1$, Wet nurse (as surrogate mother).
C

Link: |P0272.5$, Wet nurse (murdi ah, `dâdàh', murabbiyah).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0605.0.1.2$, Wet nurse must be healthy: "milk can infect".
Ref.: Ibshîhî 593.>
T0606$, Infant mortality.
Link: |E0724.3.5.1$, Counter-spirit harms human counterpart. |G0303.9.4, The devil as a tempter. |T0572.5$,
Miscarriage (or stillbirth).

Ref.: Walker-IsmâCîl 48.>
T0606.0.1$, High rate of infant mortality.>
T0606.1$, Measures against death of children.
Link: |G0302.9.4, Demons injure and strangle little children.>

T0606.1.1$, Death of child to be averted by humiliating treatment (name, dress, or ride through town).
Link: |D2071.1.3, Simulated change of sex to baffle Evil Eye.>

T0606.1.2$, Death of child to be averted by keeping it nameless.
Link: |C0437, Tabu: giving child a name lest it die early. |N0131.4.1$, Child left nameless survives (infancy stage).
|T0596.1.4$, Nameless child names self when older.

Ref.: DOTTI 503 542/{Mrc}.>
T0606.2$, Protecting infant from harmful spirits.
Link: |D2071.1, Averting Evil Eye.>

T0606.2.1$, Fear of arousing jinn's interest causes mothers to quickly try to stop children's crying.
C

Link: |A1388.2$, Hatred begins when a daughter of Adam and Eve ( Unâq, Lilith) discovers that she cannot marry
because she has no twin brother to exchange for a husband with other brother-sister twins. |E0724.3.5$, Malevolent
(harmful) counter-spirit. |F0321.1.4.7, Mortal mother pays no attention to changeling; the mortal child is returned.
|G0302.9.4, Demons injure and strangle little children.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 179 no. 43.>
T0607$, Measures taken for caring for abandoned children.
Link: |T0640, Illegitimate children.>

T0607.1$, Money (jewelry) left with abandoned infant. Usually accompanied by instructions to finder as
how to care for the child. Type: 931A$, 932$-933$.
Link: |H0080, Identification by tokens. |H0090, Identification by ornaments. |H0582.2.1, Enigmatic statement
betrays incest. [Son from father-daughter incest]. |N0681.3.0.3$, Incest accidentally averted: discovery of token.
|T0640, Illegitimate children.

Ref.: DOTTI 628 630 634.>
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T0610, Nurture and growth of children.>
T0610.0.1$, Infant's first deeds (words, steps, etc.).
Link: |A0511.4.1, Miraculous growth of culture-hero. |A1360, Man's growth and maturity. |J0001$, Capacity to
know (knowledge) from instinct: (innate, `from God$, 'ilhâm, hidâyah, tawfîq). |T0615, Supernatural growth [of
infant]. |T0604.0.1$, Women (mothers, nurses, sisters, etc.) provide infant with first contact with world:
(socialization, enculturation). |T0604.3$, Mother instructs (teaches) child (infant). |T0621, Orphan inquires about
parents. |X0910-X1099, Lie: the remarkable man.>

T0610.0.2$, Infant's development spurred by sensory stimuli (motivation): interaction with environment.
Link: |A2909$, Origin of jinn: generated by hallucination caused by sensory deprivation. |F1043.0.1$, Affectionate
touch preferred to menacing (affectionless) food (drink). |Z0013.1.1$, Tale-teller grabs (touches) listener to
demonstrate tale's action. |Z0019.1.0.3$, Fingers (toes) counted, touched: child tickled. "This is the egg, this is the
one who roasted it, this is the one who peeled it, this is the one who ate it, and this is the one who cried out: `Me too!'
`Me too!'" (Catch-tale: surprise tickling, touching).

Ref.: Jâhiz V 119/(interaction with lantern).>
T0610.0.3$, It takes little to satisfy an unhappy child.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2724.>
T0610.1$, Maturation (sexual). Type: 870A, cf. 516H$.
Link: |T0009$, The power of sex.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 32; Boqarî 72-74; DOTTI 284 484; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam"
no. 52 8.>
T0610.1.1$, Sexual awakening: becoming aware of own sexuality (adolescence, puberty).
Link: |H0501.4$, Test of reaching puberty (physical development, i.e., maturation). |J1745, Absurd ignorance of sex.
|P0274.2$, Marriage (sexual liaison) between free and slave raised together as foster siblings. |T0110.1$, Marriage of
children. (Usually at first signs of sexual maturation). |T0405.2.4.1$, Parent or parent-like person is not
representative of one's "opposite sex" (male/female).

Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27/(Cain and Abel): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 61; Boqarî 123; DOTTI
631 801 813 854 910/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
T0405.2.4.1$, Parent or parent-like person is not representative of one's "opposite sex" (male/female). Type:
cf. 870C*, 931, 931A$.
Link: |J1745, Absurd ignorance of sex. |T0371, The boy who had never seen a woman: the Satans. [Father likes
Satans most]. |T0380.2.7$, Under condition of female seclusion, first awareness of the anatomy of the opposite sex
occurs between children within the household (siblings, cousins, servants, slaves). |T0610.1.1$, Sexual awakening:
becoming aware of own sexuality (adolescence, puberty).

Ref.: Boqarî 123.>
T0610.1.2$, Tardy sexual awakening (undeveloped interest in sex). Type: cf. 1685B$.
Link: |F0951.3$, Psychological (mental) treatments for lack of interest in sex. |J1745, Absurd ignorance of sex.
|T0365$-T0369$, Frigidity and impotence. |T0367$, Impotence (the impotent man).

Ref.: DOTTI 910.>
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T0610.2$, Reaching puberty: physiological indicators.
Link: |H0501.4$, Test of reaching puberty (physical development, i.e., maturation). |T0009.0.1$, Sexual frustration
(deprivation).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 32; Ibshîhî 617/(Humor. anecdote); Boqarî 73.>
T0610.2.1$, Girl's puberty.
Ref.: MITON; TAWT 370 n. 157.>
T0610.2.1.1$, First menses (menstruation).
Link: |J1745.2, Foolish girl ignorant of what is happening at her first menses. |V0131.0.1$, Robes of ritual purity
(tuhr): required for performances of religious services.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 32; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 8.>
T0610.2.1.2$, Menstruous female isolated (as profane).
Link: |C0141, Tabu: going forth during menses.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 28/cf.; Ibshîhî 280-81.>
T0610.2.4$, Boy's puberty.
Ref.: MITON.>
T0610.2.4.1$, Boy's first ejaculation.
Link: |J0010.1.1$, Unforgettable first experience.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz II 32.>
T0610.5$, Reaching puberty: behavioral indicators.
Link: |T0009.0.1$, Sexual frustration (deprivation).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0610.5.0.1$, Uncontrollable first sexual encounter.
Link: |T0160.0.4$, Traumatic happenings at first coition (consummation of marriage).

Ref.: MITON.>
T0610.5.0.1.1$, Multiple orgasms at first sexual encounter (wedding night).
Link: |T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0610.5.0.2$, Incestuous tendency during childhood.
Link: |P0605.2.1$, Son (youth) asleep in mother's bed. |P0605.5$, Brother(s) and sister(s) share sleeping quarters.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0610.5.1$, Pubescent likened to animal in heat.
Link: |Z0191$, Animal symbolism--female's physical attributes.>

T0610.5.1.1$, Pubescent girl is like filly (mare) in heat.
Link: |T0257.9.1$, Jealous groom, who is a saddler, vanishes on his wedding night because he cannot bear the
thought of men riding on saddles handled by his bride (bearing her picture). |Z0192.1.1$, Mare (filly)--female with
sex-appeal (fertile).

Ref.: Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship" 15.>
T0610.5.1.2$, Pubescent girl is like lioness in heat.
Link: |Z0084.4.5$, Insult: nymphomania ("Lioness!" i.e., whore).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22-c2.>
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T0611, Suckling of children.
Link: |H0888.7$, "[What is] as long as a hand and a hand's is his/its length; everyone `kissed' it, even the Prophet?
(Answer: a mother's breast).>

T0611.1, Child nourished by suckling its own fingers [(thumb)]. Type: 707.
Ref.: Damîrî II 180; DOTTI 387 424/{Ymn}; Noy Jefet 147-48 no. 51.>
T0611.1.1, Child nourished by suckling thumb of god.
Ref.: W.M. Müller 115.>
T0611.1.1.1$, Infant nourished by suckling finger of goddess.
Link: |A0189.11.1$, Deity addresses mortal as own child (son, daughter). |V0547.1$, Infant born of dead mother and
left to die in barricaded cave found later alive and suckling milk from own thumb.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 190; Ions 58.>
T0611.1.2$, Twin infant sister and brother nourished by suckling each other's thumbs. Type: 707.
Link: |A0164.1.0.1$, Twin sister and brother in love even when in mother's womb.

Ref.: DOTTI 387; Shamy (el-) Egypt 65 no. 9.>
T0611.6, Milk magically appears in woman's breast so as to nourish orphan.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 65 no. 9; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and Sâbrah" no. 6, "Ra'ûf and
Ra'îfah" no. 20.>
T0611.8, One woman suckles many babies.
Link: |P0250.0.2$, Interracial siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different races--usually, black and
white). |T0671, Adoption by suckling. Ogress who suckles hero claims him as her son.>

T0612, Child born of slain mother cares for itself during infancy.>
T0615, Supernatural growth [of infant].
Ref.: DOTTI 5 128 172/{Mrc}; Laoust Chenoua 171-73 no. 12; MITON.>
T0615.1, Precocious speech.>
T0615.3, Precocious wisdom. Type: 613B3$.
Link: |D1810.0.3.3$, Prodigious child has supernatural knowledge--(Horus, ed-Disûqî, etc.). |V0223.0.3.1$, Infant
(child) saint surpasses (defeats) ulama in knowledge.

Ref.: DOTTI 350 585/{Egy}.>
T0615.3.1$, Infant (fetus) gives wise counsel (advice). Type: 465.
Link: |J0120, Wisdom learned from children. |T0575, Child speaks before birth. [Speaking fetus]. |T0585.2, Child
speaks at birth. [Speaking infant]. |V0210.0.2.2$, Miracles by Christ.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 11.>
T0615.6$, Precocious child beats playmates (pupils at school).
Link: |F0612.2, Strong hero kills (overcomes) playmates: sent from home.

Ref.: Lane 395; MITON.>
T0616$, Rearing of children (socialization, enculturation).
Link: |J0007.0.1$, Learning is a life-long process (from womb to tomb). |J0007$, Knowledge (wisdom, how to live)
must be learned. |J0141.0.1$, Schooling at home: teacher(s) instruct(s) pupil at pupil's home. |P0008$,
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Resocialization. Re-learning (re-teaching) how to live according to different social rules (norms) in the same culture
(but within different social class; age, gender, professional, etc. group). |T0604.0.1$, Women (mothers, nurses,
sisters, etc.) provide infant with first contact with world: (socialization, enculturation). |T0620.1$, Father takes over
the proper raising of son from boy's mother: (resocialization into `manly' roles).

Ref.: Boqarî 159.>
T0616.1$, Children reared in a manner that would spite relatives--usually spouse's in-laws (`tarbiyat Cind').
Link: |J2175.7.9.1$, Child reared in polygynous household (where co-wives are in conflict). |T0145.0.3$, Polygyny
brings misery (trouble). |T0100.0.9.6$, Marriage for revenge (spite). |W0113.1$, Anticipatory inferiority. Preparation
for playing subordinate role throughout life.

Ref.: Amîn 224.>
T0617, Boy reared in ignorance of the world. Type: cf. 870, 870A*.
Link: |M0372.1, Confinement in iron house below surface of earth to avoid fulfillment of prophecy. |R0045,
Captivity in mound (cave, hollow hill). |R0213.1, Prince escapes from home in order to see the world.

Ref.: Maspero 186 no. 13; DOTTI 281 483 485 533 678/{Egy}; MITON.>
T0620$, Man assumes (is assigned) task of proper raising of child.
Link: |J0141, Youth educated by seven sages.>

T0620.1$, Father takes over the proper raising of son from boy's mother: (resocialization into `manly' roles).
Type: 851D$.
Link: |J0142.3$, Child blames parent(s) for not correcting him in youth. |P0008$, Resocialization. Re-learning (reteaching) how to live according to different social rules (norms) in the same culture (but within different social class;
age, gender, professional, etc. group). |T0604.0.1$, Women (mothers, nurses, sisters, etc.) provide infant with first
contact with world: (socialization, enculturation). |T0616$, Rearing of children (socialization, enculturation).
|W0251.2.3.1.1.1$, `Never has a woman raised an ox that could plough'.

Ref.: DOTTI 474; Shamy (el-) Egypt 75 no. 10.>
T0621, Orphan inquires about parents. Type: cf. 873.
Link: |L0111.4, Orphan hero. |T0610.0.1$, Infant's first deeds (words, steps, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah" no. 20.>
T0623$, Coming of age (reaching maturity: social, mental).
Link: |J1030.1$, Maturity (growing up, independence, `individuation') gained by leaving home. |P0963.0.1$,
Celebration of reaching adulthood (puberty: man or woman).

Ref.: Boqarî 169.>
T0626$, Children's quarrels. Type: 518.
Link: |F0956.7.7.3$, Venting anger (stress) by shouting (loud `singing,' `quarrelling,' etc.). |J0679.0.1$, Troubles
from attempting to separate combatants (quarreling parties). |K0012.7$, Quarrel won by unfair or surprise blow
("sucker punch"). |K0342, Thief as umpire in contest. [Umpire sets up race among quarreling parties and steals
disputed item (rescued girl)]. |N0387.2$, Dispute over race (game) starts conflict (quarrel, war).>

T0626.1$, Judging children's disputes is a sorrowful affair (condition).
Link: |P0421.0.3$, Unwise (foolish) judge.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2141 2142.>
T0630$-T0639$, Custody (care) of children of divorced (estranged) couple.>
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T0630$, Custody (care) of children of divorced (estranged) couple. Type: cf. 400.
Link: |P0230.4$, Children's alliances with father or mother. |R0010.3.1$, Child abducted by one of its own parents
(estranged spouse). |S0451.1.1$, Husband reinstates his outcast wife due to her giving birth to his child (son).
|T0195$-T199$, Divorce.

Ref.: DOTTI 184.>
T0631$, Conflict over custody of children.
Link: |F0306$, Offspring of fairy and mortal (a human) belong to their mother. |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage
and divorce.>

T0632$, Father awarded custody of children.>
T0633$, Mother awarded custody of children.>
T0634$, Alternating (joint) custody of children.>
T0635$, Custody of children given to relatives (other than birth-parents, e.g., grandparents, uncles, etc.).>
T0637$, Child-support money and alimony (nafaqah).
Link: |P0204$, Patriarch (man of the house: husband, father, elder brother, etc.) as family provider. |P0529$, Legal
aspects of marriage and divorce. |T0199$, Divorce and widowhood--miscellaneous.>

T0640, Illegitimate children. Type: 315, 850*, 850A$, 872X$, cf. 920C.
Link: |F1041.1.13.4$, Girl (woman) dies of shame at becoming illegitimately pregnant. |P0761.0.1.1$, Illegitimate
children (children of concubine, slave-woman, etc.) have right to inheritance. |T0059.3$, Accidental impregnation.
(Unwanted, premarital, or out of wedlock pregnancy).

Ref.: Simpson 206 n. 27; DOTTI 140 229 418 468 469 498/{Egy}; Hein-Müller Mehri-Hadramî:
SAE IX 146-47 no. 57; TAWT 449 no. 41/{Syr}; HE-S: Minya 69-3 no. 29.>
T0640.1$, Illegitimate child detested by parents.
Link: |P0230, Parents and children. |S0312, Illegitimate child exposed.>

T0640.1.1$, Mother antagonistic toward illegitimate child.
Link: |P0231, Mother and son. |P0232, Mother and daughter. |S0012.2.1, Mother feeds newly-born illegitimate child
to dogs. |S0312, Illegitimate child exposed.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 166.>
T0640.2$, Father refuses to acknowledge child as his own. Type: 850A$, 872X$, cf. 873.
Link: |T0131.12.3$, Race (color of skin) as obstacle for marriage. |T0131.14.2.1$, Loss of virginity (innocence) as
obstacle for marriage. |T0192.5$, Female slave impregnated by master forced to marry a slave.

Ref.: Boqarî 5.>
T0641$, Paternity (legitimacy) of child questioned. Type: 891F$,/1379, cf. 655, 873A$, 926G$, 1362A$.
Link: |H0486, Test of paternity. |P0239.2$-(formerly, P0230.9.2$), Man discovers that he has sired child(ren) of
whom he had no knowledge. |T0149.1.1$, Maternity (childbirth) is indisputable, paternity (impregnation) is not.
|T0648$, Long pregnancy (short pregnancy): explanation for birth of illegitimate child. |T0562, White woman bears
black child. |T0570.2$, Characteristics of newborn are due to mother's craving.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 23; DOTTI 361 499 501 588 615 766 772/{lit.}; MITON.>
T0642, Test of legitimacy of children: exposure to asp. Asp will bite only foreigners. Type: 926G$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 615.>
T0642.1$, Test of legitimacy of children: oracle consulted.
Link: |D1712, Soothsayer (diviner, oracle, etc.). [(kâhin and the craft of kihânah)]. |H0486, Test of paternity.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 23.>
T0644, Child betrays his own illegitimacy. Type: 655, 926G$.
Link: |J0125.2, Adulteress betrayed by little child's remark.

Ref.: DOTTI 361 588 615.>
T0645, Paramour leaves token with girl to give their son. Type: 874.
Ref.: Budge Gods II 189/cf.; DOTTI 501.>
T0645.0.1$, Estranged wife takes token of her clandestine visit (liaison) with her husband. Type: 874.
Link: |H0081.4$, Identification by token of incognito wife's clandestine visit (liaison) with her unsuspecting
husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 501.>
T0645.0.2$, One's own ring exchanged with that of sleeping person (maiden, youth). Type: 871B$.
Link: |H0081, Clandestine lover recognized by tokens.

Ref.: MITON.>
T0645.1, Sword left for posthumous son to kill father's murderer.
Link: |P0525.3.1$, Vendettist (avenger).>

T0645.2, "Keep it if it is a girl; send it to me if it is a boy". Type: 315, 325, 428.
Ref.: DOTTI 140 152 209/{Syr}; Sâ)î 124-27 no. 23[+1].>
T0645.2.1, "Kill it if it is a girl". Type: 315.
Link: |A1002.0.3$, On Doomsday sky will rupture, planets will scatter out of orbits, oceans will boil over, Y, and the
female infant buried alive will be asked for what sin was she murdered. |T0380.5.1$, A boy (son) is preferred to a
girl (daughter). |T0594.1$, Birth of girl (daughter) is bad news.

Ref.: DOTTI 140 226/{Plst}; Sârîs (al-) 57-8/cf.; TAWT 424 no. 12/{Plst}.>
T0645.2.1.1, "Leave it if it is a girl, bring it home if it is a boy". Type: 705A$.
Link: |S0322.1.1, Father who wanted son exposes (murders) daughter.

Ref.: DOTTI 376 no. 5/{Sdn}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 3/cf.>
T0646, Illegitimate child taunted [(twitted)] by playmates. Type: 873.
Ref.: Chauvin V 72; DOTTI 499; Frobenius Kordofan: Atlantis IV 273.>
T0648$, Long pregnancy (short pregnancy): explanation for birth of illegitimate child. Type: 1362, 1362A*,
1362A$.
Link: |J1276, Child born too soon [to be legitimate]. |J2342.2.1, Woman gives birth to child fourteen months after
husband's departure. The latter is made to believe it is legitimate. |T0641$, Paternity (legitimacy) of child questioned.
|T0573, Short pregnancy.

Ref.: DOTTI 765 766.>
T0670, Adoption of children. Type: 872X$, 885**, cf. 930F$.
Ref.: Amîn 111; DOTTI 498; Hanauer 237-40; RAFE 302 n. 26; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 2629.>
T0670.0.1$, Adopted child reverts to manners (conduct, habits) of real (biological) parents. Type: 159C$.
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Link: |H0038.2.5, Substitution of low cast boy for promised child detected when he prefers long road to short one
through jungle. |U0121.3.1$, Lowly man's son raised as noble reverts to vile conduct.

Ref.: DOTTI 67 68 544 591/{Egy}.>
T0760.0.2$, Raising a child who is not yours is (like) building on land you don't own.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 3039 3107.>
T0670.1$, Childless couple adopt child. Type: 920-920K$, cf. 159C$,/893A$.
Link: |N0825.1, Childless old couple adopt hero. |S0354.3, Prince (princess) adopts exposed child.

Ref.: DOTTI 67 68 544 586 591 961/{Egy, Mrc}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâbir and
Sâbrah" no. 6.>
T0670.1.1$, Couple adopt foundling (newborn baby). Type: 707, 885**.
Link: |N0825.1, Childless old couple adopt hero. |S0301.1$, Foundling (laqît--abandoned infant found by person (or
animal).

Ref.: DOTTI 387 535; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5, "Sâbir and Sâbrah"
no. 6, "el-Hasanât" no. 7, "Sâmî and Samyah" no. 8, "Armanyoas" no. 62 25.>
T0670.1.1.1$, Royal couple adopt foundling.
Link: |N0836.1, King adopts hero (heroine).

Ref.: DOTTI 583 584 642/{lit.}.>
T0670.2$, Old woman adopts child. Type: 872B$, cf. 403D$.
Link: |P0272, Foster mother.

Ref.: DOTTI 191 494.>
T0670.3$, Prophet (saint, holy man) adopts an orphan (abandoned child).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 274/(ruler); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Unjustly-treated Orphan" no. 63.>
T0670.8$, Legal aspects of adoption of children.
Link: |P0529$, Legal aspects of marriage and divorce.>

T0670.8.1$, Name of child to be adopted may not be changed. Type: cf. 885**, 932$.
Link: |N0365.3, Unwitting brother-sister incest. |P0313.5.1$, Milk-brother and sister may not marry each other.>

T0671, Adoption by suckling. Ogress who suckles hero claims him as her son. Type: 310, 462.
Link: |N0812.2, Giantess [(ogress)] as helper. |P0351.2$, Covenant of parentage under God (foster father-son, foster
mother-daughter). |T0611.8, One woman suckles many babies.

Ref.: Kh. CAbd-al-Amîr Turâth IV:5 118-28; DOTTI 117 195 234 250 259 267 547/{Irq, Mrc};
Laoust Chenoua 159-61 no. 8; Shamy (el-) Egypt 251 no. 8; Stevens 187-93 no. 36; TAWT 439 no. 30/{Syr}
441 no. 32/{MSP} 443 no. 34-1/{MSP} 445 no. 36/{Egy}; CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10C 11-1-no. 15.>
T0675, Real mother preferred to foster mother.
Ref.: Chauvin III 56 no. 15.>
T0676, Childless couple adopt animal as substitute for child.
Ref.: DOTTI 186 341/{Irq}; Qasîr Falsafah 156-59 (doe).>
T0677, Substitute for a child. [Dummy as make-believe (artificial) baby]. Type: 459, 652A, 703*.
Link: |K1923.3, Barren woman pretends to bear child.
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Ref.: DOTTI 229 300 356 374 557 809 847/{Alg, Egy, Qtr}.>
T0677.2$, Childless couple adopt object (jar, plant, etc.) as substitute for child.
Ref.: DOTTI 204 205/{Irq}.>
T0679$, Childless woman steals (kidnaps) unattended infant. Type: 920K$, cf. 920E$.
Ref.: DOTTI 588 592.>
T0680, Care of children-miscellaneous motifs. Type: 910K1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 575.>
T0681, Each likes his own children best. Type: 247.
Link: |J0021.54$, "Beauty is in the eye of the beholder". |U0248.0.3.3$, "Our very own" affects perception.
|W0255$, Halo effect perception: exaggerated generalization of a trait of character.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 106 V 152; Ibn-CAasim no. 336/cf.; Shawqî 299 [no. 26]; Taymûr no.
1184/(dungbeetle).>
T0681.3$, `In the eyes of his mother, a monkey is a gazelle'.
Link: |J0758.4$, `Who would testify for (praise) a bride except her mother!'. |U0304.4$, Relativity of perceiving
stature (size, importance, or the like).

Ref.: Amîn 299; Taymûr no. 2234.>
T0681.4$, "Beetle saw her young on the wall, she said: `Pearls on a string [i.e., a necklace]!'".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1183.>
T0682, Hero a posthumous son.
Link: |A0511.1.6, Culture hero a posthumous child. |L0111.4, Orphan hero. |P0230.10.2$, Being fatherless.

Ref.: Lane 417, Zîr 125ff; MITON.>
T0685, Twins. Type: 303, 707, 711, 758C$, cf. 613C*, 872$.
Link: |T0587.0.1$, Twin brother and sister.

Ref.: S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 92-96; DOTTI 108 223 387/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Beyond Oedipus
9-11/(brother and sister), Enzyklopaedie des Maerchens, Vol. 14 no. 3 (2013): 1447-1454; CFMC: CUKH-I
no. 177.>
T0685.1, Twin adventurers.
Link: |Z0211, Dreadnaughts [dreadnoughts]. Brothers deliberately seek dangers they have been warned against.
Triumph.>

T0685.2, Hostile twins.>
T0685.3, Twins who look exactly alike. Type: cf. 303.
Link: |A1225.1, First couple organically united. Like Siamese twins. |K1311.1, Husband's twin brother mistaken by
woman for her husband. |P0251.5.2, Two brothers confusingly like each other. |P0252.9.1$, Sisters confusingly
alike. Usually twin sisters. |P0253.15$, Brother and sister who look alike.

Ref.: DOTTI 108.>

U. THE NATURE OF LIFE
U0-U99, Life's inequalities.>
U0000, Life's inequalities.
Link: |P0190.1$, Social inequality. Social group (class) held to be inferior on basis of ethnicity, religion race, color,
gender, etc.>

U0001$, Not every thing (practice, principle, etc.) that one is instructed exists really exists as presumed.
Link: |J0006$, "Ideal culture". (Learned ways and values for social living as they are supposed to be: good, bad, or
neutral. |J0021.13, "Never believe what is beyond belief". |J0250$, Choice between the supposed (presumed) in life
and the actual ("ideal culture", and "real culture").

Ref.: RAFE 3 n. 6.>
U0001.1$, Pluralistic exception ("pluralistic ignorance"): mistakenly believing oneself to be unlike all others
(`the only exception to the rule').
Link: |J0895$, Consolation by thought of not being alone in misfortune. |U0230.0.7$, Negative effects of
experiencing guilt for sinning to be lessened by legitimizing the sinful act (liaison, affair) for all. |W0134$,
Foolishness (ignorance, stupidity). |Z0300, Unique exceptions.

Ref.: TAWT 51 n. 24.>
U0002$, Human perception tends to be animated (i.e., inanimate objects perceived in animate terms). Type:
293A$, cf. 293C*.
Link: |D2031.21$, Illusion: animation--still object seems to be moving. |F1008$, Machine acts as if human. |Z0110,
Personifications [of abstractions]. |Z0119.1$, Letters of the alphabet personified.>

U0005$, Successor unlike predecessor.
Link: |A0592, Culture heroes and descendants. |J0318.1$, Better things in the past (golden times, `good old days,'
etc.).>

U0005.1$, Successor falls short.
Link: |J0816.5$, Unjust act of ruler brought to his attention by reminding him of exemplary justice of his
predecessor.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 55.>
U0005.2$, `Fire begets ashes'.
Ref.: RAFE 186 n. 670; Taymûr no. 2919.>
U0005.3$, Impious (corrupt) descendant, pious (virtuous) parents.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 190; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 252.>
U0005.3.1$, `He (God) may bring forth a corrupt descendant from the loins of a pious predecessor'--(and
vice versa).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 190; RAFE 186 n. 670; Taymûr no. 3139.>
U0006$, Successor surpasses predecessor.
Link: |A0592, Culture heroes and descendants. |J1122, Clever younger generation.>

U0006.1$, Pious descendant, impious parents.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 252.>
U0007$, Nothing is perfect: there will always be a lack.
Link: |A0102.12, Perfect God. |Z0302$, The one defect (in the presumed perfect or complete).>

U0007.1$, `Beauty (the desirable) is never complete (perfect)'.
Link: |J0285.1$, `God likes work begun be completed (finished)'. |W0174.1$, Perfection is God's alone. |Z0063.5$,
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Formulas signifying futility of conceit (trying to be the one with `the most'). |Z0077.6$, Formulas for disappointment
(dissatisfaction, incompleteness, etc.). |Z0301$, Unique lacks: (they deprive of perfection).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1567.>
U0007.1.1$, Rose next to scorpion.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2998.>
U0007.2$, Elusive `pair': when one is present (found), the other is not.
Link: |J2219.3$, Foolishness of seeking an object (service) at an illogical source. |Z0077.6.1$, Failed joy.>

U0007.2.1$, When the needle is found, the thread is not and when the thread is found the needle is not.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1973.>
U0008$, Novelty and the new.
Link: |F0888.0.1$, Innovation (`from own brains,' following no model or pattern, etc.).>

U0008.1$, New things perform better. (E.g., `A new broom sweeps clean').>
U0008.1.1$, "New sieve has better tension".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2047.>
U0008.2$, The new receives special attention.
Link: |J0328.1$, New invention (machine, medicine, etc.) destroyed (suppressed) for fear of its consequences.>

U0008.2.1$, "New sieve hung separately".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2047.>
U0010, Justice and injustice. Type: 207C, 613B$, 2021B, cf. 1534.
Link: |P0012.2, Injustice deadliest of monarch's sins. |P0526.0.1$, `Capital punishments are to be averted by doubts'.
|W0198$, Tyranny.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 145 149; Burton I 190 n. 1/cf./(zulm/injustice); DOTTI 384 436 776/{Egy, Tns};
MITON; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 23 5; Spitta Grammatik 462-63.>
U0010.0.1$, `What you do (deal) to others will be done (dealt) back to you'. Type: 779F$, cf. 980A, 980B,
980J$, 1585.
Link: |H0588.20.1$, "If you plant thorn, you harvest wounds". |J1514.1$, `Like (wish) for your fellow-man what you
would like (wish) for yourself'. |J1514.4$, `The evil plot encloses those who make it (the conspirators)'. |K2400$,
Deception for deception (tit for tat): deceived person gets even in a like manner (same ruse, strategy, trick, etc.).
|Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'. |U0010.0.2$, Justice is preferred to worship (prayers, pilgrimage, etc.). |U0213$, Life
is: `Blow for blow' (tit for tat).

Ref.: Simpson 37 n. 23; Ibshîhî 331/cf./(parent and child); DOTTI 437 680 682 868; MITON.>
U0010.1$, Justice is required in all situations.
Link: |U0022$, Justice depends on the context. |U0029.2$, Justice should prevail.

Ref.: MITON; Burton II 159; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
U0010.1.0.1$, `Justice is the foundation of rule (kingship, legitimacy, government)'.
Link: |A0102.16, Justice of god. |P0500.1.2$, King's injustice.

Ref.: Simpson 109.>
U0010.0.2$, Justice is preferred to worship (prayers, pilgrimage, etc.).
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 145.>
U0010.1.1$, Equality under the law guarantees that the powerful not aspire to favors and that the weak not
despair of receiving justice.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0010.1.2$, Justice (honor) among band of thieves, who are unjust to the public, is necessary for the band's
cohesion.
Link: |P0302.1$, Cohesion among members of small group (`esprit de corps'). |Z0098$, Contradictions (oxymoron).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0010.2$, An accomplice to crime is guilty of that crime.
Link: |U0032, Smallness of offense no excuse when hunter prepares to kill lark.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0010.3$, Injustice committed due to nature (of the unjust). Type: cf. 133*.
Link: |B0017.9.1$, One animal (bird) usurps another's home. |N0190$, Fate's inexplicable inequalities (injustices).
|U0120, Nature will show itself. |U0121.0.3.1$, `He who takes after his father has committed no injustice'.
|U0248.0.1$, `A cat's dream is an all-mice dream'.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 149; DOTTI 54.>
U0010.3.1$, Human nature (the unconscious mind, the nafs, etc.) urges wickedness (injustice, aggression,
etc.).
Link: |U0249$, Behavior potential: expected effort (trouble) required for performing task, and self-interest,
determine whether task will be undertaken. |W0035, Justice.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0010.3.1.1$, Injustice lurks (is latent) in human psyche (nafs), powerfulness evokes it, powerlessness
(personal weakness) suppresses it.
Link: |P0500.1.1$, Absolute power corrupts. |U0029.1$, `Truth (justice) will inevitably prevail (tomorrow)'.
|U0037.2$, `The strong are abusive'. |W0181.0.1$, `Nobody is jealousy-free (envy-free)'.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0010.3.2$, The course of injustice ends in tragedy (calamity).
Link: |P0012.2, Injustice deadliest of monarch's sins.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 44 54/cf./(home ruined).>
U0010.4$, Scarcity of real justice.>
U0010.4.1$, Injustice ignored (not punished) because the truly just are gone (not to be found). Type: 919$.
Link: |A1101.1.1, Reign of peace and justice (unfer certain king).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0010.4.2$, "Many an innocent (unjustly condemned) person is in jail!".
Link: |R0051.0.2$, `Prison as tomb (grave) for the living' (prisoner is `dead-but-alive')--fate more severe than death.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3101.>
U0010.5$, Injustice (abuse) breeds injustice (in the unjustly treated, the abused).
Link: |G0038$, Abused person becomes ogre-like.>
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U0010.5.1$, Victim of theft becomes a thief.
Link: |J2233.3.1$, Thief defends his act by saying that he had been robbed. |P0522.1.3.1$, `Evil for evil, but the
instigator is the more unjust'.

Ref.: Maspero 206 no. 15.>
U0010.5.2$, Victim of sexual coercion (rape, abuse) becomes sexual predator (rapist). Type: cf.
850A$-(formerly, 850*A$), 1426.
Link: |Q0244.0.2$, Rape for rape: brother of raped girl gets revenge by violating sister of culprit. |Q0244.0.3$,
Seduction for seduction: husband of seduced woman seduces wife of seducer (as revenge).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0010.5.3$, Scapegoating: singling out any party for receiving undeserved punitive treatment. Type:
880A$, 1534A, cf. 92.
Link: |K0841.3$, Man sentenced to be executed substituted for innocent wrongly condemned to death.
|K0512.2.2.2$, Compassionate executioner: substituted convict (sentenced to death). |P0794.1.1.1$, Beautiful woman
over whom men fight is murdered so as to stop the conflict. |S0090.1$, Cruel (capital) punishment for minor crime.
(Usually administered publicly). |S0262.3, Sacrificial victim chosen by lot. |S0265.1, Hostages sacrificed. |S0199$,
Revolting cruelty to the innocent--miscellaneous. |U0046.2$, Ready unfairness, deferred fairness: imposing injustice
on a person now while hoping to redress the injustice later. To be a person influenceable [by us], or leverage can be
C

brought to bear on him [by us], (a person maqdûr alaih). |W0036$, Reverse nepotism: harsher (less fair) treatment
for self and relatives (friends).

Ref.: TAWT 389 n. 510.>
U0011, Small trespasses punished; large crimes condoned.>
U0011.1.1, Animals confess to one another: fox and wolf forgive each other; punish ass. Type: 111A.
Link: |B0211.2.4.1$, Wolf denies having eaten person (prey).

Ref.: DOTTI 40.>
U0011.1.1.2, Penitent in confession worries about little sins and belittles big ones. Type: cf. 1225*.
Link: |J2145$, Foolish concern with minor matters in face of mortal danger (calamity). |W0133.0.1$, Inconsistency
(incongruence) as an attribute of the behavior of mankind.>

U0011.1.3$, Cleric (official) worried about minor sin, rationalizes cardinal one (of his own).
Link: |J1197.1$, Judge finds defilement of goods (house) by dog's urine is not great (serious) offense when informed
that it is his own property. |U0230.0.2$, Cardinal sins (kabâ'ir), and minor sins (saghâ'ir). |X0420.5$, Jokes on
fu'ahâ's immorality toward female mourners.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 225.>
U0011.1.3.1$, Dignitaries (clerics), locked up in chest by woman they sought to seduce, concerned about
becoming ritually polluted (defiled) by one another in the crowded quarters. Type: 1730.
Link: |C0060$, Tabu: violators of ablution-state (wudû': being ritually clean)--ritual contaminants (nagâsah): acts
and objects that defile, or cause ritual uncleanliness and becoming unfit to perform certain religious rituals. |K1218.1,
The entrapped suitors (Lai l'épervier). |R0056.1$, Men locked up in chest pollute one another (by urinating).

Ref.: DOTTI 923; MITON.>
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U0011.1.3.2$, Consenting cleric, being sodomized in homosexual affair, would not feign enjoyment: "Lying
is an abomination to The Lord!". Type: 1874E$.
Link: |C0113.0.1.1$, Homosexuality (male or female) is most abhorred by God, most beloved by Satan. |K2094.3$,
C C

Feigning sexual enjoyment. |P0199$, bitû - iyâl, lawâtî, lûtiyyah (homoerotic sodomites, the pedophilic). |T0472$,
Sodomy-rape (man, boy). |U0230.0.2.1$, Hierarchy of sins: great, greater, and greatest sin. |V0469$, Clerical vices-miscellaneous. |X0785$, Jokes on characteristic behavior of homoerotic sodomites. |Z0001.1$, Holy passages (from
scripture) as formulas (usually in non-holy contexts, e.g., "The Lord says `Y'," "The Holy Book states," or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 943/{lit.}.>
U0011.2, He who steals much called king; he who steals little called robber.>
U0011.2.1, Wolf punished for theft; kings honored.>
U0011.2.1.1$, King punishes thief: wise onlooker: "Big thief punishing small!" or "The one that steals
openly is punishing the one that steals secretly!".
Link: |J1280, Repartee with ruler (judge, etc.). |P0150.0.1$, Feudal landlord. |P0500.1.2$, King's injustice.
|P0760.0.1$, Property in the hands of only a few. (Feudalism).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 282.>
U0013$, Only the productive (fruitful) are attacked.
Link: |J0241.3$, Only a fruitful tree is shaken (struck, or gets stones thrown at it).>

U0014, Unworthy rewarded instead of the worthy.
Ref.: Destaing Cheluhs 2 (132) no. 1.>
U0015, Fool laughs at absurdities he sees about him. Type: 759F$, 795.
Ref.: DOTTI 425/{lit.}.>
U0015.0.1, Dwarf king (fairy) laughs at the absurdities he sees about him. Type: 759F$, 795.
Link: |N0385.1, Person has successive misfortunes while making plans because he forgot to say "If God wills".

Ref.: ThaClabî 172; DOTTI 425; Shamy (el-) Egypt 121-22 no. 18.>
U0018, The fathers have eaten sour grapes and the children's teeth are set on edge.

Link: |F0649$, Extraordinary sympathy (telepathic) with other humans. |P0242, Children punished for fathers' sins.
|U0245$, Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another also feels its effects. "Vicarious
instigation".

Ref.: GMC-A I xiv n. 26; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 235.>
U0018.1$, A stranger feeds a child sweets: the parent experiences the rewarding effect.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2836.>
U0019$, Public insult; private apology.>
U0019.1$, `He insults me in the [crowded] marketplace, and reconciles me in the [empty] back alley (lane)'.
Link: |P0795$, Accommodation: social interactional process (detente). |W0161.0.1$, Publicity matters. (Knowledge
by public is important).

Ref.: Taymûr nos. 880 3151.>
U0020$, Opposites are ever present side by side: good-evil (honesty-fraud, truth-falsehood). Type: 480, 613.
Link: |A0106, Opposition of good and evil gods. |A1100.1$, "Balance and harmony as well as truth": The
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Maat/Mayet-principle of world order. |A0102.0.1.1$, Opposite attributes of God (e.g., forgiver-vengeful, honorerabaser, etc.). |U0103$, Contrasts are drawn to each other (`Opposites attract'). |U0280$, Balance between merits and
demerits, advantages and disadvantages, good and evil. |V0315.0.1$, Repentance (al-tawbah) was created to
countervail sinning. |Z0002$, Parallelism (as formula).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 204-7; DOTTI 250 345; Egypt 96 no. 14; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mythological
Constituents of Alf laylah" 39.>
U0020.1$, Life is: the sweet together with the bitter (both the pleasant and unpleasant, `honey and onion$,
etc.).
Link: |N0170.0.1$, Life (the world, fate, luck, etc.) is a revolving wheel: ups and downs.

Ref.: DOTTI 82/{Egy}; Hanauer 19-20; Shawqî 301 [no. 28]; Taymûr no. 1241 1242 3148.>
U0020.2$, In order to experience that which is good (sweet, joyful, smooth), you had to have experienced
that which is bad (bitter, sorrowful, rough).
Link: |U0300$, Relativity of perception: "adaptation level" (judgment depends on circumstances, objects of
comparison, frame of reference, or context).>

U0020.3$, Necessary evil: profane (sinful) practice socially tolerated: believed to be unavoidable.
Link: |C0010.2$, Tabu: nether magic (sorcery, witchcraft, black-magic). |F0950.0.1$, Hallucinatory drugs (hashish,
opium, etc.) used as cures. |F0950.0.3$, Ghoulish cures: human organ (liver, brain, etc.) as medicine. |J0210, Choice
between evils. |J0813$, Enemy whose friendship is a must: humiliation to person of honor. |Q0225.5$, Practice of
nether magic (sorcery, witchcraft) punished as kufr (disbelief). |V0001.2.2.1$, sihr shaytânî/bi-es-suflî rituals as
veneration (worship) of devil. |V0310.6$, `Dire necessities justify (legitimize) commission of the prohibited
(sinful)/Y.

Ref.: RAFE 79 193.>
U0020.3.1$, Like salt: unpleasant by itself but necessary for food's good taste.
Link: |H0592.1, "Love like salt." Girl compares her love for her father to salt. Experience teaches him the value of
salt. |U0192.1$, `Advice [giving] is like scorpion's stinging'. |Z0062, Proverbial simile. |Z0094.2.2.1$, Symbolism:
salted and unsalted character--(balanced and imbalanced persons).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1539.>
U0020.4$, "Normal abnormality": recurrent deviation from expected patterns of social behavior; though
objectionable is still accommodated (tolerated).
Ref.: RAFE 71-72 n. 273, 79.>
U0021, Justice depends on the point of view. Type: cf. 919$, 1861B$.
Link: |X0335$, Humor concerning senseless (absurd) legal judgments.

Ref.: DOTTI 585 925 938.>
U0021.5, Judge reduces penalty when accused is his own son.
Link: |J0811.7$, Polluter in the dark invited to urinate (relieve self) in lighted area (the open). Invited to do so,
instead of being punished as intended upon discovering he is powerful. |J1197, Judge finds offense is not great when
it is his own son who is guilty. |W0038.0.1$, Person readily admits own mistake(s).>

U0021.6$, "They said, `O master judge, the wall has been urinated on (defiled) by dog!' He replied, `It must
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be torn down and then rebuilt seven times [so as to be cleansed]!' They said, `It is the wall that separates
your house from hours.' He replied, `The least amount of water will render it pure!'". Type: cf. 1627$.
Link: |C0001.1.1$, The profane (najiss/najass/`nagâsah'): the opposite of the pure/immaculate (tâhir/tuhr).
|C0060.2.1$, Ritual polluter: touching unclean animal (dog, pig). |J1197.1$, Judge finds defilement of goods (house)
by dog's urine is not great (serious) offense when informed that it is his own property. |J1199.1$, Judgment on
impersonal case secured before personal case is presented. |U0248.0.3$, Wants affect perception (cognitions).
|U0249$, Behavior potential: expected effort (trouble) required for performing task, and self-interest, determine
whether task will be undertaken.

Ref.: Boqarî 55/cf.; Taymûr no. 2187.>
U0021.7$, Judge finds crime of accused beautiful woman (wife) insignificant: he pays her debt to her
husband and marries her himself.
Link: |J1192.5.1$, Judge (cleric) falls in love with litigant.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 605.>
U0022$, Justice depends on the context.
Link: |U0300$, Relativity of perception: "adaptation level" (judgment depends on circumstances, objects of
comparison, frame of reference, or context). |W0036$, Reverse nepotism: harsher (less fair) treatment for self and
relatives (friends).>

U0022.1$, `Equality in injustice [to all] is justice'.
Link: |P0534.1$, Forced labor should be divided among different communities (not just one). |T0145.6.2$, Cock
treats his hens equally. |U0304$, Relativity of perceiving quality. |W0030.5$, Misery loves miserable company.
|Z0098$, Contradictions (oxymoron).>

U0022.2$, Injustice: innocent punished along with guilty.
Link: |J0451, Contagiousness of bad company. |J1866, Man avenges self on animal by wholesale slaughter [(masskilling)]. |J2214.15$, Entire group judged according to a single act (incident) by a member. |K2105$, Innocent
accused of acting in accordance with benign habitual nature. |M0375, Slaughter of innocents to avoid fulfillment of
prophecy. |S0062.1.1$, Shahryâr (Sheheryar) kills a new wife (bride) every night so as to avenge self on women.
|T0314.2$, Father murders daughter for "being a woman": all his wives proved unfaithful. |U0246$, Empathetic
punishments. |W0255$, Halo effect perception: exaggerated generalization of a trait of character. |Z0043.7.1$,
Pecking order: chain of aggressive actions and displaced reactions, started against the weak and ending with the
weakest.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 22/(Luqmân's daughter); Qazwînî II 366-67; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm
Pasha" no. 32-d.>
U0022.3$, Injustice: suffering more than other members of one's own generation (group).
Link: |N0100, Nature of luck and fate. |N0190$, Fate's inexplicable inequalities (injustices). |P0753$, Age
groups (grade).

Ref.: RAFE 307 n. 53.>
U0022.3.1$, Injustice: aging sooner than other members of one's own generation.
Ref.: COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 14.>
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U0022.4$, Levels (degrees) of injustice.>
U0022.4.1$, Injustice of one entity preferred to the `justice' of another.>
U0022.4.1.1$, Injustice of cat preferred to `justice' of mouse.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 54; Taymûr no. 984.>
U0022.4.1.2$, Injustice of Turks preferred to `justice' of Arabs (Bedouins).
Link: |P0727.1.1$, The reward for end of service for ghazz (Turks) is a beating (or, "suktur/Get out/Get Lost!").

Ref.: Taymûr no. 983.>
U0024$, Goodness is its own reward, evil is its own punishment.>
U0024.1$, `A builder is upward-bound, a digger is downward-bound'. Type: 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |J1017.1.1$, It is easier to tear down (destroy) than to build (construct). |J1514.5$, `He who would dig a pit for
another will [himself] fall in it'. |J1661.1, Deductions from observation. |J0708.8.1$, "He who [would plant a
kindness] on Saturday, will find [a kindness awaiting him] on Sunday. And he who would serve people, will find all
people in his service". |Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'.

Ref.: DOTTI 683 684/{Egy}; Taymûr nos. 741 2081 3040.>
U0024.3$, `[Knowledge of having done] evil is sufficient [punishment] for its doer'.
Link: |J0026.0.1$, Kindness--even to the undeserving--is recommended. |W0011.5.0.1$, Enemy's evil deeds met
(repaid) with good ones.

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 2783.>
U0025, Theft to avoid starvation forgiven. Type: 1538A$.
Link: |G0610.1, Stealing from ogre for revenge. |F0969.7.4$, Starved person eats grass (drinks urine, or the like).
|P0526.0.5.2.1$, Mitigating circumstance: value of stolen item falls into category requiring lesser punishment (to be
below nisâb). |Q0258.2.1$, Woman (girl) driven to prostitution forgiven. |U0310.1.1.2.2$, Hunger is unbeliever
(kâfir): knows no mercy. |V0310.6$, `Dire necessities justify (legitimize) commission of the prohibited (sinful)/Y.
|W0014.1.2$, Pity-evoking thief granted the loot by owner.

Ref.: Anonymous AAl-Thalâthah al-mughaffalîn" 8-9/cf.; Chauvin II 126 no. 128; DOTTI 830
847/{lit.}; MITON; Sulaymân 123 no. III-A-4; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 693-x-349-553, 693-x-349-553, 711-xno. 2.>
U0025.1$, Illegal acquisition of food from protected areas (by hunting, fishing, fruit-picking, etc.) to avoid
starvation forgiven.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56.>
U0026$, Murder to avoid starvation (or in self-defense) unpunished. Type: 936A$, cf. 462.
Link: |N0337.8$, Accidental death (killing) from misdirected blow. |P0526.0.5.2.1$, Mitigating circumstance: value
of stolen item falls into category requiring lesser punishment (to be below nisâb). |P0535.1$, Blood price: women
(girls, maidens) given away in marriage as compensation for loss of life (involuntary manslaughter). |P0794.2.1$,
Murder committed (war waged) to ensure one's own survival.

Ref.: DOTTI 234 639; MITON.>
U0026.1$, Lion who ate saint's ox due to hunger is sentenced to lighter punishment. Type: 1910.
Link: |B0275.5.1$, Lion (wolf) who killed mill ox (ass, mule, etc.) must be harnessed in its stead as restitution.
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Ref.: DOTTI 948; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 143 no. 56.>
U0026.4$, Cannibalism to avoid starvation unpunished (forgiven). Type: 462.
Link: |F0969.7.2$, Death from starvation (hunger). |G0078.1, Cannibalism in times of famine.

Ref.: DOTTI 234.>
U0028$, The biting-judge is observed by king (caliph); when the absurdity of a litigant's logic becomes
evident, the king states: "If you don't bite him, I will!". Type: 1534X$.
Link: |J2376, Testing the evidence by experiment: biting the ear off. [Judge tests evidence]. |Q0054.1, Ruler tries in
vain to intimidate judge. Rewards him with high post. |U0210, Bad ruler, bad subject. |U0249.0.8$, `If cause [of
the bizarre] becomes known, bewilderment [over it] would cease'.

Ref.: DOTTI 842.>
U0029$, Justice and injustice--miscellaneous.>
U0029.1$, `Truth (justice) will inevitably prevail (tomorrow)'. Type: 780C, 960, cf. 613B$.
Link: |N0270, Crime inevitably comes to light. |M0324, Prophecy: future Golden Age.

Ref.: DOTTI 348 442 667.>
U0029.1.1$, `Injustice (tyranny) will inevitably be vanquished'.
Link: |W0198$, Tyranny.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0029.1.2$, `Lying has no legs' (i.e., will not prevail).
Link: |Z0121, Truth personified.>

U0029.2$, Justice should prevail.
Link: |U0010.1$, Justice is required in all situations.>

U0029.2.1$, "Justice should prevail over brute strength". Type: 613B$.
Link: |P0500.1.1$, Absolute power corrupts.

Ref.: Ions 72.>
U0030, Rights of the strong. Type: 51.
Link: |J0246.5$, Might is senseless (irrational). |L0406.1$, Food-chain among animals: one predator eaten as prey by
another.

Ref.: Bâzargân (al-) 176 no. 130; DOTTI 14 18/{Irq, Tns}.>
U0030.0.1$, The powerful (rich) are forgiven, the weak (poor) punished.
Link: |U0069$, Money (gold) is all powerful.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2067 2068/269/cf.>
U0030.0.2$, Conflict with the powerful brings about enmity with others.
Link: |J0811, Wisdom of concessions to power. |P0710.0.1$, Super-power (powerful nation, empire).>

U0030.0.2.1$, Enmity with rich nation brings about enmity with the rest of the world.
Ref.: DOTTI 578 640 895/{lit.}.>
U0031, Wolf unjustly accuses lamb and eats him. Type: 111A.
Ref.: Damîrî II 154; Boqarî 16; DOTTI 40/{lit.}.>
U0031.1, Cat unjustly accuses cock and eats him. Type: 111A.
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Ref.: DOTTI 41/{Syr}.>
U0032, Smallness of offense no excuse when hunter prepares to kill lark.
Link: |J0452.1.1$, Lark caught with thieving sparrows is to be killed along with them: "You fly with them, you get
slaughtered with them!".

Ref.: Bâzargân (al-) 344 no. 260.>
U0037.1$, The strong always get more than an equitable share. Type: 51.
Link: |J0071$, Monkey taught (learns) to perform tricks through making him watch slow-learning animal (goat)
being punished (killed). |J0811.1, The lion's share. [Wolf divides booty equally and is killed--fox learns lesson and
gives all to lion]. |U0246.2$, Lion, wolf, and fox (jackal) hunt together and catch rabbit, gazelle, and donkey; lion
strikes off wolf's head for dividing game equitably among the three of them according to size (small for fox, medium
for wolf, and large for lion), then asks fox to divide. Fox gives all to lion (small for breakfast, medium for dinner,
and large for supper). Lion asks: "Who taught you this [wise] division?" Fox replies: "The wolf's head that just flewby!".

Ref.: DOTTI 18.>
U0037.2$, `The strong are abusive'.
Link: |J0246.5$, Might is senseless (irrational).

@P0500.1.1$, Absolute power corrupts. |U0010.3.1.1$, Injustice lurks (is latent) in human psyche
(nafs), powerfulness evokes it, powerlessness (personal weakness) suppresses it.
Ref.: Amîn 461; Shamy (el-) Egypt 196 no. 49; Taymûr no. 2139.>
U0042, Praise what your master likes and scorn what he dislikes.
Link: |P0743.2$, Publication of homage to ruler--(usually in the form of public praise). |W0034, Loyalty.>

U0043$, The poor willingly serve the rich.
Link: |J1141.8, Silence points to guilt. Important man quarrels with commoner. Asks bystanders: "Who is right?"
Silence. Newcomer states that the important man is wrong. "Had he been right the others would have said so".
|P0743$, Fealty (walâ'), and partisanship.>

U0043.1$, `A rich man needed a potsherd, so the poor man broke his own water jug'.
Link: |J0038.2$, If you see a poor person trotting in haste, realize that he is on errand for rich man. |M0020, Shortsighted judgments.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1749.>
U0044$, The law of the jungle.
Link: |U0010, Justice and injustice.>

U0044.1$, `Like fish: the large eat the small.'.
Link: |G0099$, Cannibalism among animals (eating flesh of own kind). |J0133.6, Big fish eat little: robber will
plunder weak neighbors.

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 1440.>
U0045$, Weakness invites aggression.
Link: |J0623, Preventing hostility by inspiring fear in enemy. |U0046.1$, "The credit for `such-and-such' could have
been mine had I wanted it. [And now I do]!".>
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U0045.1$, `A low wall (fence) will be ridden by dogs'.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 250; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî"
no. 1-c 16; Taymûr no. 1110.>
U0045.2$, `When the cat is away, mice will play'.
Link: |J0623, Preventing hostility by inspiring fear in enemy. |J0635$, `Don't distrust, but check (verify)'. |J0672,
Defences by strengthening one' own weakest spot. |J0675.0.2$, The best defense is an offense.

Ref.: Amîn 303 458; Taymûr no. 2033.>
U0045.3$, `Unguarded property invites theft (i.e., corrupts, tempts)'.
Link: |J0021.23, "Rise earlier!" [Late-rising master is in debt because servant steals]. |P0760.0.2.1$, `Properties of
others are not unguarded'. |W0038.3$, Unguarded (unattended) property protected.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1314.>
U0046$, Usurper justifies (rationalizes) theft (plagiarism).
Link: |L0041, Younger brother given birthright of elder. |P0503.5$, Favoritism (mahsûbiyyah).>

U0046.1$, "The credit for `such-and-such' could have been mine had I wanted it. [And now I do]!".
Link: |J0163.5$, The value of ownership of a story. |K0373.3$, "[Present] owner is less deserving of `it'! I am more
deserving of `it'!" Credit or ownership is thus usurped. |K0405.5$, False proof of ownership: thief marks other's
property and then claims it as his own. |W0257.1$, `A cookie (cake) in the hand of an orphan is a wonder'.>

U0046.1.1$, "There is no account-[book of favors kept] between the benevolent" (i.e., Mine or yours, there
is no difference! [So, let it be mine]).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2586.>
U0046.2$, Ready unfairness, deferred fairness: imposing injustice on a person now while hoping to redress
the injustice later. To be a person influenceable [by us], or leverage can be brought to bear on him [by us], (a
person maqdûr Calaih).
Link: |J0171.9.2$, Counsel: "Be patient". |P0794.0.2$, In the absence of rules of fairness (competition), conflict
prevails (dominates). |U0010.5.3$, Scapegoating: singling out any party for receiving undeserved punitive treatment.
|W0036$, Reverse nepotism: harsher (less fair) treatment for self and relatives (friends).

Ref.: TAWT 50 n. 6.>
U0060, Wealth and poverty.
Link: |U0292$, Merits and demerits of wealth and poverty. |U0304.0.5.1$, The positive trait of character of the rich
becomes negative for the poor: courage becomes brashness, equanimity becomes feebleness, dignity becomes dullwittedness, etc. |U0248.5$, Gender affects perception: males and females perceive different things (and view the
same thing differently).>

U0060.0.1$, God grants not according to one's needs.
Link: |J2215.1, God's wastefulness. [Fool robbed then finds money; he reprimands fate: "What was the use robbing
one to give another!"].>

U0060.0.2$, Poverty: described.
Link: |P0411.1.1, Peasant and his wife in hut near castle [(palace)] as contrasts to king and queen. |Z0133, Poverty
personified.
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 382-83; MITON.>
U0060.0.2.1$, The poor are avoided and their words and deeds are denigrated. Type: 750J$, 893, 910, cf.
911A$.
Link: |H1558.7, Test of friendship: the power of money. Spendthrift loses his friends in poverty.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 382; DOTTI 411 543 568 578; Hadrî (el-) AFann al-=insâniyyah" 7 no. 6; MITON.>
U0060.0.2.1.1$, `A poor person's odor is bad--[others stay away]'.
Link: |W0115.5$, Person with bad body (mouth) odor avoided.

Ref.: Simpson 205-206/cf./(bad reputation).>
U0060.0.3$, `The poor (sick, weak) has no friend but God'. Type: 750J$.
Ref.: COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 2; DOTTI 411.>
U0060.0.4$, Poverty (being penniless) is humiliating.
Link: |J1385.0.1$, Poverty without debt is richness complete.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 382; MITON.>
U0060.0.6$, The sick (poor) have no friends (while the healthy have many).
Link: |Q0057.2$, Visiting the sick rewarded.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1996.>
U0060.1$, The poor are numerous, the rich are few.
Link: |P0774.0.2.1$, `Figs (expensive) are for a few, sycamore fruits (cheap) are for many'.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0060.2$, Lifestyle of the poor (laborers) and that of the rich (aristocrats) contrasted. Type: 936A$, cf.
842D$, 844, 1535, 1446.
Link: |F0569.9$, Lifestyles in conflict (rural-urban, nomadic-settler, modern-conventional/traditional, etc.)--each is
unusual for the other(s). |P0169.1$, Poor social classes and professions. "The weak" (fuqarâ/masâkîn). |P0411.1.1,
Peasant and his wife in hut near castle [(palace)] as contrasts to king and queen. |P0750$, Social classes and social
stratification.

Ref.: DOTTI 464 639 810 842; MITON.>
U0061, Dividing after God's fashion: little to poor, much to rich.
Link: |A0102.16.2$, Fairness of god. |J1061.2, Baldheaded man finds the comb: it is useless. |J2203$, Sinning in
compliance with God's fashion. |J2215.7$, Religious services (or God) blamed. |N0190$, Fate's inexplicable
inequalities (injustices). |N0190.0.1.1$, `God grants whomsoever He pleases without limit'. |N0195$, Those who do
not need are granted more (by God), those who need are not. |V0318.4$, Questioning God's seemingly inequitable
allotment of assets (wealth, beauty, health, etc.) forbidden (mark of lack of faith). |V0540.0.1$, Providence (God's
wisdom) is behind seemingly apparent injustice (i.e., `The Lord moves in mysterious ways').

Ref.: Spoer-Haddad 165; Wesselski Hodscha II 233 no. 509.>
U0061.0.2$, Luck (dice, Time) does not give to the needy.
Link: |N0100.0.1$, `Luck' as non-sacred entity: e.g., bakht, hazz (luck), zahr (dice), zaman (Time). |N0110, Luck
and fate personified. |U0060.0.1$, God grants not according to one's needs. |Z0122.7$, Temporal forces (quasi
powers of fate) personified: `Time' (ed-Dahr, ez-Zamân/Zamàn, el-'Ayyâm).
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Ref.: MITON; COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 14.>
U0061.0.2.1$, A poor person remains poor, even when he has money. Type: cf. 920F$.
Link: |F0171.1.1$, Strong (fat) animal and weak (lean) animal amidst plenty of food in other world (land). |U0248$,
Mental set (thematic apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain things).

Ref.: DOTTI 217 245 511 569 589/{Alg, Glf/gen.}; TAWT 419.>
U0061.0.2.2$, `A poor man does not become rich; if he did, he would die'.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0061.1$, Earless person is granted earring, toothless hard-shell nuts.
Link: |J1061.2, Baldheaded man finds the comb: it is useless. |N0195$, Those who do not need are granted more (by
God), those who need are not.

Ref.: Amîn 175; DOTTI 95 204 243 246 288 646 819/{Irq}; Taymûr no. 3140.>
U0062$, Abject poverty.
Link: |F0561.10.1$, Social groups (classes) who live on `bread and salt,' or `spiced salt (duqqah). |F0561.14$, Social
groups who live on weed-like greens (e.g., leek, radish, watercress, dandelion, etc.). |K1039$, Cooking pebbles
(stones) in pot so as to induce hungry children to wait for food. |P0169$, The poor--miscellaneous. |P0730.1.3$,
Severity and abject poverty of Bedouin life (desert condition). |P0755.9.1.1$, People who dwell in cemetery-(labeled by foreigners: "City of the Dead"). They share living quarters with the dead. |V0461.8, Poverty as saintly
virtue. |W0011.2.3$, Generous ruler (rich man, chief, etc.) impoverished.

Ref.: Maspero xliii 45 no. 3; Jâhiz I 107; DOTTI 424 540/{Egy}; Lane 193-94.>
U0062.0.1$, `If names had to be purchased (paid for), a peasant would have had to name his son `Shit'-[(that is all he could afford)].
Link: |P0774.2$, High prices.>

U0062.0.2$, Poverty leads to insolence (bad manners).
Link: |L0491$, Wealth leads to pride (vanity). |W0044.0.3$, If one's proper-bashfuless (decency) is gone, his social
luster is lost (man dhahaba hayâ'uh, dhahaba bahâ'uh).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 341/(greed); Ibshîhî 385.>
U0062.0.3$, Children (family members) killed to spare them the pains of poverty.
Link: |P0528$, Euthanasia: mercy killing. Person (animal, demon, etc.) put to death so as to relieve his suffering.
|S0110.9.2.1.1$, Infanticide pondered. |S0302.5$, Newborn daughters buried alive (wa'd).>

U0062.1$, Person so poor that he owns no shirt. Type: 844.
Link: |J1085.3, King sees poor man far happier than himself. |N0135.3, The luck-bringing shirt. [Happy man does
not own one].

Ref.: DOTTI 464.>
U0062.1.1$, Husband and wife so poor that they own only one shirt. Type: 751H$.
Link: |T0306$, Wife's nakedness or exposure.

Ref.: DOTTI 414; TAWT 449.>
U0062.1.2$, Brother and sister so poor that they own only one shirt. Type: 751H$.
Link: |T0405.3$, Sister's nakedness or exposure.
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Ref.: DOTTI 414; TAWT 449.>
U0062.2$, Person so poor that he eats the inedible.>
U0062.2.1$, Person so poor that he eats flour used as (medical) plaster and then cast away.
Link: |J0883.1, Man compelled to live on peas [(beans)] takes comfort when he sees a man once rich eating the hulls.
|N0383.2, Man falls dead when he realizes that he has eaten bread from flour used for abscess plaster.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 377-78.>
U0062.2.2$, Person so poor that he has nothing edible at home.>
U0062.2.2.1$, Person so poor that mouse deserts his house; consequently, cat follows suite.
Link: |W0152.7.1$, Mouse swears as it leaves stingy person's house.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 264-67 267-68 268-69 297-99 268-69 300.>
U0062.3$, Warrior (hero) so poor that he owns no weapons. Type: cf. 314, 532, 938B.
Ref.: DOTTI 136 293 644.>
U0062.5$, The destitute (indigent) in midst of the prosperous.
Link: |P0501.2$, Political indifference (quietism). |P0500.0.3.1$, Ruler as shepherd. Ruler's responsibilities towards
subjects (citizens). |U0249.0.4$, Good-will is generated by benefiting (having a share or interest). |U0249.0.4.1$,
Indigent has no good-will toward useless luxury (riches). |W0195, Envy. [("Jealousy of/from" (ghîrah min: envy of
Y)]. |V0112.2.5.1$, The building of mosque that does not serve other needs, beside praying, reproved.>

U0062.5.1$, Hungry citizen (subject) wishes for the fall of rule (state) in which he has no share: "Not due to
hate, but due to hope [for better opportunity under different government]".
Link: |P0501.0.1$, Political estrangement or alienation: absence of sense of national belonging (citizenship).

Ref.: Damîrî II 160-61/(poem).>
U0064$, Absorption (immersion) in money matters.>
U0064.1$, Virile man made continent by absorption in business (money) matters. Type: 754A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 415/{Kwt}; JaCfar (al-) no. 11.>
U0064.2$, Forgetfulness due to immersion in (preoccupation with) concerns of life (afflictions, problems).
Link: |D2000, Magic forgetfulness. |G0303.9.4.5.4$, Satan causes forgetfulness. |U0248$, Mental set (thematic
apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain things). |U0263$, Memory diminished by time.
Forgetting (what had been learned) due to passage of time.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 73.>
U0064.2.1$, Spouse (sweetheart) forgotten due to groom's immersion in (preoccupation with) other matters.
Link: |D2003, Forgotten fiancée--[(supernaturally)]. |T0109.1.1.2$, Wife kept out of husband's family matters (or she
is overlooked). |T0201.1.1$, Marriage fatigue: decreasing value of (affection for) a spouse with passage of time.
|T0315.2.3$, Wife reforms continent husband by making him give up business (money) matters. |W0199$, Selfdeception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0065, Wealth is relative: beggar with horse, wife, or dog considered rich by poorer beggar. Type: 926J$.
Link: |U0300$, Relativity of perception: "adaptation level" (judgment depends on circumstances, objects of
comparison, frame of reference, or context).
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Ref.: DOTTI 616.>
U0066, Every man has his price. [Behavior potential]. Type: 816A$, 855A$, 926H$.
Link: |H0492.1, Husband refuses to murder his wife for high honors; wife agrees to murder husband. |K0712$, Prey
lured into predator's power by flattery or promise of reward. |N0064$, Wager between two devils on king's
corruptibility. |P0774.2.3.3.1$, Gold and silver hidden in heaps of dirt that must be removed from building; then the
poor summoned, told of hidden treasure, and asked to haul the dirt away: they finish the unpleasant task for the
expected reward. |U0101.0.1.1$, Of the cardinal pleasures, listening to music (song) is the least strenuous (taxing). (It
requires minimum energy, doesn't interfere with other activities, etc.). |U0249$, Behavior potential: expected effort
(trouble) required for performing task, and self-interest, determine whether task will be undertaken. |W0229$,
Character mutation. Reversal of characteristic patterns of behavior.

Ref.: DOTTI 449 475; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 251/cf.>
U0066.0.1$, Bid for a commodity (service) raised until reluctant provider accepts. Type: 325, 785, 1214.
Link: |U0084.1$, Price of an object depends on who is buying it.

Ref.: DOTTI 152 343 415 427 443/{lit.}; MITON.>
U0066.0.1.1$, Thief returns stolen goods when promised a more valuable reward. Type: 1617A$.
Link: |K1668$, Thief tricked into returning goods he stole. |N0884.4$, Robber returns stolen goods to owner.
|W0014.1$, Robber, disguised as old man on the road, steals marvelous horse when owner dismounts to help him.
Moved by owner's request not to reveal how he got the horse in order not to discredit chivalry, thief returns horse.>

U0066.1, Every woman has her price.>
U0066.1.1, Bid raised for queen's favors until she hesitates. Jester replies, "If a man have goods enough, he
might have a sovereign lady".>
U0068, Optimist becomes pessimist when his money is stolen.>
U0068.1$, Believer in free-will becomes fatalist when his money is stolen. Type: 1696B$.
Link: |N0385.1, Person has successive misfortunes while making plans because he forgot to say "If God wills".
|V0318$, Fatalism. Belief in predestination, not free-will.

Ref.: DOTTI 916.>
U0069$, Money (gold) is all powerful. Type: 785, cf. 854, 945A*, 945B$-(formerly, 844B$).
Link: |J0232, Health chosen as the most precious thing. |P0159.1$, Boasting of wealth (property). |P0774.2.3.3.1$,
Gold and silver hidden in heaps of dirt that must be removed from building; then the poor summoned, told of hidden
treasure, and asked to haul the dirt away: they finish the unpleasant task for the expected reward. |U0030.0.1$, The
powerful (rich) are forgiven, the weak (poor) punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 443 474 648; MITON; Zîr 121/(poem).>
U0069.1$, Love of money (gold). Type: 1305D$.
Link: |J2199.4.7.1$, Gold (money) as sole product (possession) leads to starvation: production of food (agriculture,
etc.) neglected. |W0153.0.1$, Miserliness (love of money) censured. |W0156.0.1$, Acquisition want (need or desire
to possess objects).

Ref.: DOTTI 731.>
U0069.1.1$, Quest for only wealth (money) causes decline in other worthy aspects of life (wisdom, fine arts,
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etc.).
Link: |P0485.5$, Little demand in job market for the learned (with theoretical, abstract, or mere academic
knowledge).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0069.2$, Money succeeds where all else failed. Type: 785.
Link: |J1141.1.1, Largest part of a prize to go to the guilty man. In order to obtain the prize, he confesses the earlier
crime. |P0159$, The rich--miscellaneous.

Ref.: DOTTI 443.>
U0069.3$, Money is a homeland when one is away from his homeland.
Link: |H0767.4$, Riddle: what is death while still alive? Answer: poverty. |P0503.7.1.2$, `Pennies are like ointments'
(i.e., `greasing the wheels').

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 45; Taymûr no. 2070.>
U0069.3.1$, Being poor in own homeland is like being away from home (a stranger).
Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 2111.>
U0069.3.2$, What may be acquired for money should not be a matter of unfulfilled desire. Type: 854.
Link: |P0159.1.1$, "With my money I can do whatever I fancy!", so states boastful sign over youth's door.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 517.>
U0080$, Value of one's own labor (creation).
Link: |W0216.5$, Money earned by one's own labor more valuable.>

U0080.1$, Craftsman (creator, artist) cannot bring himself to destroy own handiwork.
Link: |A0102.14.1.1$, God is too merciful to punish creatures too severely. |F1042.6$, Compulsion to creatively
compose (story, poem, song, music, drawing, or the like). |J1017.1.1$, It is easier to tear down (destroy) than to build
(construct). |W0255$, Halo effect perception: exaggerated generalization of a trait of character.

Ref.: ThaClabî 231.>
U0081, Great possessions bring great risks.

Link: |J0171.1.1$, Counsel: "He who takes all loses all".>

U0084, Price of an object depends on where it is on sale. Type: 1651, 1651A, cf. 613A1$,/980*, 1689A.
Link: |J2199.4.4$, `Selling water at water-carriers' lane'. |K0145$, Valuable object sold, proves worthless to buyer.
|P0770.0.3$, Marketplace (location for buying and selling). |U0304.0.1$, `What is sweeter than honey? Free mishsh
(salt-cured cheese)'.

Ref.: DOTTI 68 544 591 683 896 897 912/{Egy}; MITON.>
U0084.1$, Price of an object depends on who is buying it.
Link: |P0320.0.5.1$, `An onion [offered as food of hospitality] from a gracious host is [equal to a roast] lamb'.
|U0066.0.1$, Bid for a commodity (service) raised until reluctant provider accepts.>

U0085$, Demand (need) renders the valueless valuable.
Link: |Z0166.4.1.1.1$, Person compared to a lemon in a town where everyone is nauseated: it is in demand.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0085.1$, `Cat told, "Your feces is medicine": she dug a hole and concealed it'.
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Link: |A2385.4, Why cat hides its excreta. |L0499.1.1$, Despised insect becomes esteemed when it is discovered that
it has medicinal value.>

U0085.3$, `Beauty-fair is finished [all beautiful girls are taken], ugly play hard to get [have high value]'.
Link: |T0056.8$, Attracting by playing hard to get (sawq al-dalâl): coquette's strategy. |P0774.2.1$, Inflation: much
money, few goods (thus, high prices).>

U0085.5$, Remembered only when needed.
Link: |D2006, Magic reawakening of memory. |J0401.0.1, "A friend is known in need". |L0499.1$, The most
despised proves to be the most useful. |U0263$, Memory diminished by time. Forgetting (what had been learned)
due to passage of time. |U0249.0.1.4$, `Need renders the undesirable desirable'.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2128.>
U0085.5.1$, `In the dark night, the full moon is missed'.>
U0085.5.1.1$, Dismissed hero recalled to save own people from defeat in battle.
Link: |P0555.0.1$, Defeat in battle due to lack of champions (heroes).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 291.>
U0086$, Scarcity renders the common valuable, abundance renders the valuable common (mundane). Type:
1651, 1651A.
Link: |B0266.2$, Animals fight people over land. |J0021.9.1, "Do not prolong a friendly visit". |J0708$, Farsighted
economy.

Ref.: DOTTI 896 897; MITON.>
U0086.0.1$, `To visit sparingly is to be loved increasingly' (i.e., `Absence makes the heart grow fonder').
Link: |J0021.9.1, "Do not prolong a friendly visit". |P0310.0.3$, Visitation: a requirement for amity. |P0320.0.6.2$,
Guest should not visit frequently (stay too long). |U0249.0.1.2.0.2$, Distant shrine receives few pledges (monetary).
|Z0063.10$, Formulas for undesirable.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 262; Ibshîhî 176; Taymûr no. 2233/cf.>
U0086.1$, In its homeland a valuable herb (incense) is only a weed--(because of plentitude).
Link: |J2199.4.4$, `Selling water at water-carriers' lane'. |M0301.0.1, Prophet destined never to be believed.
|U0145.1$, `A prophet commands no respect among his own people'.

Ref.: Maspero 105 no. 5; MITON.>
U0086.1.1$, Visitor to the `island of incense' promises a native gifts of fragrant herbs and perfume: only the
manufactured item (perfume) is of value to the native.
Link: |F0732.4$, Island of incense (fragrant herbs, perfume).

Ref.: Maspero 105 no. 5.>
U0086.2$, In the land of precious stones a gem is merely a pebble--(because of plentitude). Type: 470F$.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0087$, Appearances do matter. Type: 911A$.
Link: |F0770.0.1$, Extraordinary architecture and furnishings betray owner's lifestyle (and taste). |J0170.4$,
Reputation does matter. |K1814, Woman in disguise wooed by her faithless husband. [Husband falls in love with
disguised wife]. |T0471.0.8$, Rape victim feels pity (sympathy) for her ravisher (usually because of his good looks).
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|W0162$, Fame preferred to material gains.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 55-56; DOTTI 578; Juhaymân (al-) V 325-38 no. 23.>
U0087.1$, Importance of clothes. Type: 1558.
Link: |J1561.3, Welcome to the clothes. |T0055.6.4$, Fashion display (fashion show): body exhibited in various
complimentary dresses (costumes).

Ref.: Anonymous AAl-Thalâthah al-mughaffalîn" 11; Boqarî 150-51 169; DOTTI 859.>
U0087.1.1$, `Dress up a reed: she becomes a doll'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2516.>
U0087.1.2$, `Better overdressed than overfed [having a big belly]'.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 533 2123 2124 2125.>
U0087.1.3$, Clothes make the man.
Ref.: Boqarî 169; DOTTI 373/{Egy}; MITON; Taymûr no. 1125 no. 2413/cf.>
U0087.1.3.1$, Eat what you like, but wear what people like.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2402.>
U0087.2$, Window-dressing sells.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0087.3$, Success in public life depends on the `image' (created in mind of public).
Link: |J0010.3$, A social group's first impression of a person (thing) sets the tone for its attitude toward him (it).
|J0170.3$, `People are reports' (i.e., a person's worth is what is told about his life). |K0149.2$, Worthless name sold.
|Q0136$, Non-material rewards (e.g., praise, honorific treatment, or the like). |U0294$, Merits and demerits of fame
and obscurity (being maghmûr).>

U0087.3.0.1$, She whom her husband would address her as "Lady", people will receive her with honors.
Link: |U0217.1$, She whom her husband would [disrespectfully] call her: "O One-eyed," people would use her as
ball for play [to kick around].

Ref.: Taymûr no. 502.>
U0087.3.1$, `Life (business) is pretence (fib) and ruse (strategy)'. Type: 859F$.
Link: |K2001$, Deception by pretense (pretence). |P0002.1.1$, Person whose words are larger than his status
punished. |P0431.2$, Merchant as trickster (cheat). |P0773$, Publication of availability of goods or services
(commercial advertisement). |P0776.1.1$, Person of good reputation given credit by merchants (bankers).
|W0162.1$, Why merchant is selling at a loss: "Fame is more important than profits!".

Ref.: DOTTI 480; MITON.>
U0087.3.2$, Fine craftsman finds no work because he is poor (lives in shabby surroundings).
Link: |N0102.3$, Master of seven crafts, yet luckless and lives in poverty. |U0091$, Wise advice ignored (breached)
upon discovering that adviser is poor (powerless).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0087.4$, Appearances reveal (betray) hidden contents.>
U0087.4.0.1$, "One's face is ([like]) the sultan's citadel" (i.e., visible to all).
Link: |U0248.0.4.1$, Cognitive salience (of an object or event) affects perception. (Also labeled: "impressiveness").
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|W0017$, Cheerfulness (pleasantness/bashâshah). Being of bright and smiling face, friendly, sociable, etc.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3003.>
U0087.4.1$, A book is to be read from its title.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 979 1132.>
U0087.4.2$, Every (porous) vessel filters out its contents.
Link: |U0121.0.2.1$, `Upset a jar on its mouth, a daughter turns out like her mother'.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2400.>
U0090$, Credibility depends on characteristics of source. Type: 911A$.
Link: |A1698.1$, The Yorkshire Syndrome, only Europeans can properly process raw materials from Third World
countries (e.g., cotton, ore, myths, tales, etc.). |F0850$, Remarkably poor (hated) dishes. |J1552.1.1, The ass is not at
home. [Ass brays; owner: "Will you believe an ass and not a graybeard like me?"]. |K2042.1$, `It is for some reason
that Qasîr cut off his own nose'. |K2054, Pretended honesty to mulct victim. [Staged honest act leads onlooker
(spectator) to trust swindler with large sum of money]. |P0520.4$, Unreliable testimony; witness's character
suspected: truthfulness doubted. |W0255$, Halo effect perception: exaggerated generalization of a trait of character.
|X0901, One lie a year. [Man is believed because of his general truthfulness].

Ref.: Ibn-al-Athîr I 8-9/(report rejected/weak 'isnâd/attribution); Qazwînî II 280/(report rejected);
DOTTI 578 722 841/{Egy, Plst}; RAFE 147 n. 531; Sârîs (al-) 54-55; CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 1-2-2 (poor).>
U0090.0.1$, Some are perceived as credible (wise); others are not (on basis of name, profession,
appearance, gender, etc.).
Link: |W0251$, Beliefs (theories) about composition of character (personality). Implicit (folk) Personality theory.
|W0256$, Stereotyping: generalization of a trait of character, from person to group (and vice versa).

Ref.: TAWT 49 n. 4.>
U0090.1$-(formerly, J2218.2$), Whom should you believe: me or the donkey (animal)?. Type: 1534E$.
Link: |J1552.1.1, The ass is not at home. [Ass brays; owner: "Will you believe an ass and not a graybeard like me?"].
|K2054, Pretended honesty to mulct victim. [Staged honest act leads onlooker (spectator) to trust swindler with large
sum of money].

Ref.: DOTTI 841/{Egy}.>
U0091$, Wise advice ignored (breached) upon discovering that adviser is poor (powerless). Type: 911A$.
Link: |J0021.0.1$, Wise counsel breached (ignored) in order to test its soundness (validity). |J0265$, Consider the
merits of the advice (counsel) before the appearance of the advisor. |J0758.8$, Adviser's counsel rejected. |P0169$,
The poor--miscellaneous. |P0319.0.1$, True friend gives sincere advice. |T0201.3.1$, Wife (woman) should be
disempowered. |U0060.0.2.1.1$, `A poor person's odor is bad--[others stay away]'. |U0195.1$, Person of low social
rank (child, slave, stranger, etc.) speaks the unflattering truth: has nothing to lose. |W0256.6.3.2.2$, Wise (good) man
pays no attention to women.

Ref.: Anonymous "'Ibn CArûs" 16-17/cf.; DOTTI 578.>
U0092$, Famed reputation (greatness) does not always match a beholder's preconceived image of the
famous (great).
Link: |T0011.1.0.1$, The ear may fall in love before the eye. |U0110, Appearances deceive. |W0258$, Surprise at
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finding a negative where only the positive is presumed.>

U0092.1$, Great (positive) reputation, but poor (negative) appearance. Perceiver (beholder) disappointed: "I
thought you were older (larger, taller, richer, etc.)!".
Link: |U0087$, Appearances do matter. |W0251$, Beliefs (theories) about composition of character (personality).
C

Implicit (folk) Personality theory. |Z0183.0.1.3$, Fitting and unfitting names (e.g., person named Sa îd (Happy) is
happy; person named "Kaslân" (Lazy) is energetic).>

U0092.1.1$, `Hearing of [the famed] al-MuCaydî is better than seeing him'.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 124; Hujelân 302.>
U0092.4$, Bad (negative) reputation, but good (positive) appearance.
Link: |K2108$, Attempting to dissuade by slander: claiming that desired item (person) is defective. |W0257$,
Surprise at finding a positive where only the negative is presumed.>

U0092.4.1$, The supposedly ugly proves handsome (beautiful).
Link: |W0252$, One becomes what one is instructed he is--("looking-glass self").

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 259-61.>
U0100-U299, Nature of life--miscellaneous motifs.>
U0101$, Hedonism: seeking pleasure as the main goal in life.
Link: |A1378$, Origin of self-interest (selfishness). Adam and angel mark bounds for humans on earth; Adam gains
more by moving marker (cheating). Hence, private property and development (civilization). |J0003$, Roles (nature)
of reward and punishment on learning (change in behavior due to training). "Law of effect". |J0021.53$, "A lost hour
of fun (merriment) cannot be made-up for". |U0250.1$, Enjoyment of life recommended. (Usually because life is
short). |V0146.2$, Sacred relic displayed as reminder of man's mortality and, consequently, the need to enjoy life.
|V0323.1, Epicureans regarded as atheists.

Ref.: Egypt 296 no. 52/(seeking own welfare); MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 82.>
U0101.0.1$, Four cardinal pleasures of life: food, drink, sexual intercourse, and listening to music (song).
Link: |U0310$, Attending primary (biological) needs.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 332 cf./(sons); î (al-) 84-85.>
U0101.0.1.1$, Of the cardinal pleasures, listening to music (song) is the least strenuous (taxing). (It requires
minimum energy, doesn't interfere with other activities, etc.).
Link: |H0659.14.1, What is easiest? The natural. |U0066, Every man has his price. [Behavior potential]. |U0286.1$,
Merits and demerits of music (singing). |U0249$, Behavior potential: expected effort (trouble) required for
performing task, and self-interest, determine whether task will be undertaken. |U0315$, Attending secondary
(acquired, derived) needs.

Ref.: î (al-) 84-85.>
U0101.0.2$, Greatest pleasures are those of the flesh: eating flesh, riding flesh (horse), flesh entering into
flesh (sexual intercourse).
Link: |F1041.15.3.1$, Loss of control over joints (movements) at smelling (cooked) flesh. |H0659.13.1, What is the
most pleasant? Love [(sexual intercourse)]. |J0099.1, Relative pleasures of sexes in love taught by parable.
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|J1343.0.2.1$, The longing for eating meat (flesh). |J1413$, Fat is beautiful. |T0002, The relative pleasure of love
[(sexual intercourse)]. Do men or women have the greater pleasure in intercourse?. |W0031.1.3$, Obedient wife as
`the joy of the heart'. |Z0192.1.1$, Mare (filly)--female with sex-appeal (fertile).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0101.1$, Not thinking of the consequences of pleasure-seeking leads to hedonistic living (sinful
indulgence).
Link: |J0003.2.4$, Thought of hereafter (fear of God, paradise, hell) causes person to change sinful intent (plan).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0101.1.1$, Belief in admission to Paradise without judgment leads to sinful indulgence.
Link: |Q0172.0.5$, Admission to Paradise without judgment (for prophets, martyrs, children, the insane, etc.).

Ref.: Damîrî I 71.>
U0101.4$, Demerits of love at first sight.
Link: |T0015, Love at first sight.

Ref.: Musawi (al-) 98.>
U0101.4.1$, Love at first sight is based primarily on physical attraction.
Link: |F0575.1.6.2.2$, Person cannot resist sex drive: must have intercourse without delay. |T0001.2$, Nonsexual
love is highest sort (level) of love--(Cishq er-roah/`love of the soul').

Ref.: Musawi (al-) 98/(criticized).>
U0102$, `The forbidden is always desirable.'.
Link: |F1042$, Mania: compulsion--uncontrollable (involuntary) behavior. |U0118$, `The grass is always greener on
the other side of the fence'. One's own always seems less attractive. |W0204.1.1$, `A cat likes only the one who
chokes it'.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 169 III 13-15 IV 147-49/(viper).>
U0102.1$, `The psyche (self) is ever an instigator of the-sinful [(al-sû', wicked inclinations)]. Link: |A1384.3$,
Being sin-prone is part of human nature (being an Adamite). |A0065$, Satan's waswasah (instigation) causes sinning. |A1370.1$, God
establishes moral (ethical) order. |E0700.2$, Composition of the nafs (self, psyche, `soul'/`life,' etc.). |V0008$, Divine commandments
(as prescribed in formal religious dogma). |W0026.0.2$, Self-control (curbing desire for immediate gratification of desires).
|W0181.0.1$, `Nobody is jealousy-free (envy-free)'.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0103$, Contrasts are drawn to each other (`Opposites attract').
Link: |A1373, Why women attract men. |F0579.1.1$, Social group of dissimilar members. |J0021.54$, "Beauty is in
the eye of the beholder". |U0020$, Opposites are ever present side by side: good-evil (honesty-fraud, truthfalsehood). |U0129.5$, Likeness attracts. |W0204.1.1$, `A cat likes only the one who chokes it'.

Ref.: Amîn 463-64/cf./(words); Boqarî 27; DOTTI 466 522 693/{Mrc}; MITON.>
U0103.0.1$, The beauty of an entity (object) is brought out by its opposite.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0103.1$, Black and white attract (each other).
Link: |T0119$, Interracial marriages (miscegenation). |P0170.0.6$, Half-breed (muwallad): mixed race. (Usually
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black and white). |U0281.1$, Merits and demerits of color (black, white).>

U0103.1.1$, A female's casual remark that `black on white' looks pleasing causes accusation of (interracial)
unchastity. Type: cf. 883$.
Link: |N0349.4.1.1$, Friendly kiss on cheek (homosocial) thought to be homoerotic. |T0131.12.3.1$, Blackness of
skin as an obstacle for marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 466 520 522 693/{Mrc}.>
U0105$, Social life is treacherous and conflict-bound (strife); noble living is in the wilderness--(compare:
`The noble savage').
Link: |A1101.1, Golden age. A former age of perfection. |P0794.0.1$, Struggle for survival. |V0462.0.7$, Austerities
as means to asceticism.

Ref.: Shawqî 290 [no. 20].>
U0106$, Scarcity of happiness (joy), abundance of sadness (misery, unhappiness).
Link: |A1385.1$, Why happiness (joy) is scarce, and sadness (misery, unhappiness) abundant. |J0021.53$, "A lost
hour of fun (merriment) cannot be made-up for". |N0190$, Fate's inexplicable inequalities (injustices).

Ref.: ThaClabî 16-17/(poem): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 40.>
U0110, Appearances deceive. Type: 1459$, 1742$.

Link: |J0170.4$, Reputation does matter. |J0647.4$, Do not slight your enemy no matter how insignificant (small)
you may think he is. |J1132$, Judge not by the apparent. |J1809.5$, Sage (saint) mistaken for sorcerer (magician).
|T0370$, Satanic (diabolic) beauty: an utterly wicked (evil) person with extraordinary good looks.

Ref.: DOTTI 813 928; Hujelân 98 no. 7-2; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 253; Taymûr
no. 1125/(dress) 2680/(decorated door) 2686/(shiny face) 2791 2828 3047.>
U0110.1$, Confusing similarities. Type: 1419E, 1420A.
Link: |F0577, Persons identical in appearance.

Ref.: DOTTI 796 798.>
U0110.1.1$, `He [(God)] creates forty of each likeness (person's appearance)'.
Link: |F0577.4, Lovers identical in appearance.

Ref.: DOTTI 281 762 796 798/{Egy}; Taymûr no. 3138.>
U0110.3$, Care against mistaking one thing for another (misperception).
Link: |J1750-J1849, Absurd misunderstandings. |N0349.4.1$, Innocent expression of affect (feelings, sentiments,
etc.) misunderstood.>

U0110.3.1$, `Not every round thing is a nut, [nor] elongated thing a banana, [nor] Y'.
Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 315/(black/date fruit, white/fat).>
U0110.3.2$, `Not every bird's flesh is edible'.
Link: |A1422, Assignment of edible animals. Certain animals may be eaten by man. |C0220, Tabu: eating certain
things. |J0647, Avoiding enemy's revenge.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2635.>
U0110.3.3$, Not every seemingly smiling face (parted lips, showing teeth, etc.) is indicative of happiness.
Link: |J1913.1$, Exposure of teeth from pain (anger, death) thought to be a smile. |U0115, The skeleton in the closet.
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An apparently happy man lets another see the actual misery of his existence.>

U0110.3.3.1$, `If you see a lion's canine teeth (`fangs') protruding, don't think that the lion is smiling'.
Link: |J1913.1$, Exposure of teeth from pain (anger, death) thought to be a smile. |N0457.1$, Reason for smiling
(laughing) in face of death (execution) is demanded.

Ref.: DOTTI 23 47/{lit.}.>
U0110.3.3.2$, `Smiling face, but sad heart (soul)'.
Link: |F1041.11.1, Laughter from chagrin.

Ref.: Taymûr nos. 595 1751 3004 2976/cf.>
U0110.3.3.2.1$, `[The tongue is] singing, but the heart (soul) is wailing'.>
U0110.3.3.3$, Not every frowning (grimacing) face is indicative of sad news. 1331E*'.
Link: |J1810, Physical phenomena misunderstood.>

U0110.3.3.4$, Silky smooth appearance may hide grave danger.>
U0110.3.3.4.1$, `A viper (snake) shows smooth exterior but hides deadly venom'.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0110.3.4$, Not every oversized thing proves to be strong (powerful).>
U0110.3.4.1$, Tall and strong-looking youth proves to be a coward (weakling).
Link: |U0281.4.0.1$, Size is unimportant; quality of performance is what counts.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 267.>
U0110.3.5$, Quiet (peaceful) exterior may hide violent interior.>
U0110.3.5.1$, Still water runs deep.
Link: |J1074.3.4$, A pitcher (waterskin) that full is not sloshy inside.>

U0110.3.5.2$, Behind a dreamy look (sawâhî) a conniving nature (dawâhî) may lie.
Link: |W0256.8.2.3$, Fat persons are good-hearted.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2367/cf./3096.>
U0110.3.5.3$, "[To be like deep] water underneath hay".
Link: |K1872.9.2.1$, Hard substance made to appear like soft one (or vice versa). |K2010, Hypocrite pretends
friendship but attacks.

Ref.: Amîn 442.>
U0111, Many books do not make a scholar.>
U0111.2$, Robes (vestments) do not make a savant.>
U0111.2.1$, `Not whomsoever wore a turban is a judge (cleric), nor whosoever rode a horse is a horseman.'.
Link: |J2219.2$, Illogical conclusions about clothing (appearance).

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 2637 2639.>
U0111.3$, Physical (personal) appearance does not make wise person.
Link: |W0251$, Beliefs (theories) about composition of character (personality). Implicit (folk) Personality theory.>

U0111.3.1$, Beard on a person does not make him a savant (wise man, cleric, etc.). Type: 1834.
Link: |J2368$, Fool tells sage: "Your beard reminds me of that of my goat". |U0112, Beard on she-goats do not make
a male. |X0436, The parson sings like a goat.
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Ref.: DOTTI 19/{Egy}; Shawqî 328 [no. 52].>
U0112, Beard on she-goats do not make a male.
Link: |U0111.3.1$, Beard on a person does not make him a savant (wise man, cleric, etc.).>

U0113, Big voice: little creature. (Frogs, crickets).>
U0113.1$, Hollow drum makes big noise.
Link: |J0262.1, Fox and noisy but empty drum.>

U0113.2$, Big brain in small frame (body), and small brain in big frame.
Link: |W0256.8.2.1$, Short persons are crafty (sly/makîr), tall ones are idiotic (moronic/habîl).

Ref.: Shawqî 277 [no. 13].>
U0114, Mountain in labor brings forth a mouse.>
U0115, The skeleton in the closet. An apparently happy man lets another see the actual misery of his
existence. Type: 472$, cf. 449,/1511, 844.
Link: |F1012.1.4$, Long search for a happy person. |H1382.4$, Hero must get story behind one person's bizarre
(strange) acts in order to learn of another (as payment). |H1387$, Quest for explanations of eccentric (enigmatic)
occurrences observed by chieftain reveals tragic life experiences. |J0880, Consolation by thought of others worse
placed. |N0445$, Following clandestine traveler (usually on nocturnal trip) leads to learning secret. |U0110.3.3$, Not
every seemingly smiling face (parted lips, showing teeth, etc.) is indicative of happiness.

Ref.: DOTTI 124 220 246 247 308 464 466 631 643 759 818 819/{Egy, Plst}; MITON; MuhawiKanaana 212-18 no. 25; Wehr 281 no. 10.>
U0116, Hypocrite is acclaimed as saint after his death.
Link: |Z0192.2.3$, Symbolism: chameleon--hypocritical female (may also be applied to a male).>

U0116.1$, Unloved person becomes: "Sugar", only after his death.
Link: |U0253.5.3.1$, `A dead person has no friends'.

Ref.: Taymûr nos. 795 3177/cf.>
U0117, Man rejects bride because she seems immature. Her father reassures him that she has had several
children already.
Link: |J2427, Numskull praises his [virgin] daughter as being pregnant. [Like a cow with calf].>

U0118$, `The grass is always greener on the other side of the fence'. One's own always seems less attractive.
Link: |J0344, What one has is neglected in search for other things.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 170-71; TAWT 209; Taymûr no. 285.>
U0118.1$, One's own spouse seems less attractive.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 170-71; DOTTI 234; TAWT 455.>
U0118.1.1$, Neglected wife in disguise is wooed by her own husband. Type: 983A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 687.>
U0118.2$, Distant shrine (saint, mosque, church, etc.) more potent (preferred).
Link: |U0249.0.1.2.0.2$, Distant shrine receives few pledges (monetary).

Ref.: Diyâb 250; Taymûr no. 1704/cf.>
U0118.3$, Foreign goods (expertness) preferred (the khawâgah-complex).
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Link: |A1698.1$, The Yorkshire Syndrome, only Europeans can properly process raw materials from Third World
countries (e.g., cotton, ore, myths, tales, etc.). |P0779.1$, Imported finery (expertness, craftsmanship, or goods of
higher quality from abroad).

Ref.: Amîn 196.>
U0118.4$, The neighborhood piper (musician, singer) does not thrill (zammâr el-hayy mâ yitribsh).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1356.>
U0119, Other ways in which appearances deceive.>
U0119.3, Handsome exterior, does not indicate beautiful soul.
Ref.: Hujelân 98 no. 7-2; Taymûr no. 770/(rose outside/monkey inside).>
U0119.6$, Beautiful appearance but poor performance.
Link: |J2502$, Harmful excessive care (love).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1125.>
U0119.6.1$, Beautiful animal (horse) chosen, but it performs poorly.
Link: |L0465, The mule's double ancestry. [When well fed: mother is thoroughbred horse; hard work: father was a
miserable ass]. |U0119.3, Handsome exterior, does not indicate beautiful soul.

Ref.: DOTTI 590/{lit.}; Zîr 117.>
U0119.7$, Uniform (military, police, etc.) gives power.
Ref.: DOTTI 637/{Tns}.>
U0119.8$, Numbers give appearance of strength (power).
Link: |J0291$, Wisdom of relying on numbers.

Ref.: Simpson 189.>
U0119.8.1$, Additions for the sake of numbers (appearance): must be inconsequential.
Link: |Z0070$, Formulas signifying uselessness (being inconsequential, insignificant, worthless).

Ref.: Râsî (al-) Haky 153-58.>
U0119.8.1.1$, `To be dressed musically (for music band), [but making no sound].' Many musicians in
uniform, but only a few actually play.
Link: |J1742.6.1.1$, Funeral procession (with music) mistaken for happy event.>

U0119.8.2$, Number (quality) of participants in celebration can be deceptive.>
U0119.8.2.1$, Number (social rank) of mourners in funeral procession doesn't indicate reward (or
punishment) the deceased will receive in the hereafter. Type: 471B$, 802A*.
Link: |F0171.0.1, Enigmatic happenings in otherworld which are later explained. |P0403.1$, An undertaker does not
ensure dead's admission to heaven (paradise). |P0681.1.0.1.1$, Social (and ritual) significances of funeral
processions.

Ref.: Maspero 148-49 no. 8; DOTTI 245 444/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 259 no. 12.>
U0119.8.3$, Large army does not guarantee victory.
Link: |J0284$, Few skilled (persons) preferred to many unskilled.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0119.9$, Deceiving appearances--miscellaneous.
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 1128.>
U0119.9.1$, Not all that glitters is gold.>
U0120, Nature will show itself. Type: 165C$, 217.
Link:

|H0678$,

Which

is

stronger:

the

natural

or

the

acquired

C

(tab /"nature"

or

C

tatabbu /"naturalization/acquisition")?. |W0180.2.1$, Predator doesn't bestow prey on others. |W0251$, Beliefs
(theories) about composition of character (personality). Implicit (folk) Personality theory.

Ref.: DOTTI 43 70 83 589/{Sdn, Syr}; Shawqî, 306 [no. 33]; Tahhân II 7-10; TAWT 419.>
U0120.0.1$, Hereditary traits are transmitted by a `vein' (Cirq, or habbah/`seed')--(comparable to genes).
Link: |W0251.2.4$, Personality traits (of physical constitution, and/or character) are hereditary.>

U0120.0.1.1$, `The [heredity]-vein' affects surreptitiously (al-Cirq dassâs, i.e., `What is bred in the bone will
come out in the flesh').>
U0120.0.1.2$, `The [heredity]-vein' extends [back] to the seventh grandparent (grandfather).
Link: |H0039.1$, Person of sound ancestry can list names of several grandparents (usually seven generations deep).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1884.>
U0120.1$, `Every [pottery]-vessel (pot, jug, etc.) philters-out what is inside it'.
Link: |U0121.0.2.1$, `Upset a jar on its mouth, a daughter turns out like her mother'. |U0149.2.1.2$, Earthenware
(pottery) vessel loses water (by filtration), but inadvertently waters plants (animals) around it. |Z0139.9.3.2.1$,
Wide-bellied pottery water-tank (zîr)--female.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 44.>
U0120.3$, `A door may swing [to and fro] at its post but will [(inevitably)] return to its [(natural)] position'.
Type: 920, cf. 159C$,/893A$.
Link: |U0130, The power of habit [(individualistic)].

Ref.: DOTTI 67 544 586; Taymûr no. 1304.>
U0120.5$, Friendship between enemies by nature not possible. Type: 111B$, cf. 217.
Link: |J1908, Absurd attempt to change animal's nature.

Ref.: DOTTI 41 54 83; Shawqî 309 [no. 36].>
U0120.5.1$, Young of enemies by nature (e.g., cat and mouse) become enemies. Type: 111B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 41.>
U0121, Like parent, like child.
Link: |W0251.2.3$, Parentage as basis for judging character.

Ref.: TAWT 364 n. 57.>
U0121.0.1$, Bad parents, bad children.
Ref.: TAWT 416 no. 4/{Egy}.>
U0121.0.1.1$, When the head of the house is a tambourine beater, dancing is the characteristic trait of the
household.
Link: |C0105.4$, Tabu: dancing (exhibiting or exposing body, especially in public). |P0428.0.2.2$, Musician (singer)
twitted for low status (lowly profession). |V0059.7$, God does not answer pleadings (prayers) by certain individuals
of suspect occupations (e.g., policeman, drummer, and the like).
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 46/(the boys).>
U0121.0.2$, Like mother, like daughter.
Ref.: Burton I 299 n. 303 n. 1; DOTTI 339 694/{Plst}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Ibrahîm el-Sannân" no. 14.>
U0121.0.2.1$, `Upset a jar on its mouth, a daughter turns out like her mother'.
Link: |J0482.3, Young man advised to choose as wife a girl whose mother was chaste. |U0120.1$, `Every [pottery]vessel (pot, jug, etc.) philters-out what is inside it'. |U0149.2.1.2$, Earthenware (pottery) vessel loses water (by
filtration), but inadvertently waters plants (animals) around it. |W0251.2.3.2.0.1$, Mother as vessel (or as earth for a
plant). |U0087.4.2$, Every (porous) vessel filters out its contents. |Z0130.0.2$, Motherhood personified.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 172-73 252; TAWT 365 n. 81 no. 6/{Plst}; Taymûr no. 208.>
U0121.0.2.2$, `A she-mouse's daughter is adroit at burrowing'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 833.>
U0121.0.3$, Like father, like son.
Link: |J0010.5.1.1$, `A youth grows according to what his father has accustomed him'. |U0121.6, Butcher's son
becomes cruel and atrocious ruler.

Ref.: Maspero 197 no. 1y/cf.; Simpson 161-62/cf./(son learns fro father); Jâhiz I 21-22; Boqarî
175/(tawrîth); DOTTI 507 601 632 684/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
U0121.0.3.1$, `He who takes after his father has committed no injustice'.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 169 no. 424; Ibn-CArabshâh 62; TAWT 364 n. 46.>
U0121.0.3.2$, `This cub is from that lion'.>
U0121.0.3.2.1$, Lion is lion, even if in a cage.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1577.>
U0121.0.3.3$, `A viper begets a viper'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1114.>
U0121.1.1$, Geese's chicks (goslings) are adroit at swimming.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Bahlûl and Samîrah" no. 3 14; Taymûr no. 32.>
U0121.3, Farmer's son and noble's reared in country. [Y]. Type: 920K$.
Ref.: DOTTI 592.>
U0121.3.1$, Lowly man's son raised as noble reverts to vile conduct. Type: 159C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 67 68 544 591/{Egy}.>
U0121.3.2$, A boy is a boy even if he becomes ruler (king).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 3024.>
U0121.4, Alleged son of king proved to be bastard when he displays habits of his true father. Type: 920E$,
920K$.
Link: |H0038.2.5, Substitution of low cast boy for promised child detected when he prefers long road to short one
through jungle.

Ref.: DOTTI 588 592.>
U0121.6, Butcher's son becomes cruel and atrocious ruler.
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Link: |S0118.0.1$, Butcher as executioner. |U0121.0.3$, Like father, like son.>

U0122, Dungbeetle prefers his dunghill to all other smells.
Link: |U0149.4$, Dungbeetle thrives in manure perishes in roses.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 502.>
U0123, Hog goes to bath but wallows in the mud.
Ref.: Chauvin III 39 no. 95; DOTTI 589/{lit.}.>
U0124, Scorpion, in spite of himself, stings the turtle carrying him across the stream. Is drowned. Type: cf.
133*.
Link: |B0017.9.1.1$, Viper, by nature, practices deception (camouflage) and injustice (zulm). |J0001$, Capacity to
know (knowledge) from instinct: (innate, `from God$, 'ilhâm, hidâyah, tawfîq).

Ref.: Basset Mille III 327 no. 197; Chauvin II 117 no. 95; DOTTI 54/{Mrc}.>
U0124.0.1$, Anticipatory perfidy (expected ingratitude due to nature). Type: 165C$, cf. 160.
Link: |W0154.29$, Ingratitude due to nature.

Ref.: DOTTI 68 70.>
U0124.0.1.1$, `Beware of the harm by him to whom you have been benevolent.'.
Link: |P0318.3$, The unreliable friend(s): abandon(s) friend when he becomes needy. |W0154.0.1$, Perfidy:
repayment of good deeds with evil ones. |W0154.29.0.1$, `Adamites as ungrateful by nature'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 44; DOTTI 60 62/{Tns}.>
U0124.0.1.2$, The wicked consider it sinful to depart life without having caused harm to those who were
benevolent to them.
Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 87.>
U0124.0.2$, Deviant character (wiliness) due to nature (from God, by "casting/'ilqâ' upon").
Link: |A0182.3.5.1$, Premonition from God ('ilhâm). |J0001.2$, Characteristic behavior (nature) of animal (man)
emerges at maturation--(`from God'). |V0318.1.2.2$, God casts urges (drives, motivation) upon creatures to cause
them to act in a certain manner (i.e., falling in love, experiencing sexual desire, etc.).>

U0125, Wolf loses interest in sermon when sees a flock of sheep.
Ref.: Chauvin II 125 no. 123.>
U0125.2$, Wolf raised as dog kills sheep; shepherd: "Who told you that your father was a wolf?". Type:
165C$.
Link: |J1908.4.1$, Wolf to be raised as dog.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 304 no. 59; DOTTI 70/{lit.}; Taymûr no. 27.>
U0126, Dog allowed to warm self in the house begins to bark. Is chased off.
Ref.: Chauvin III 39 no. 1.>
U0129, Nature will show itself--miscellaneous.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2770/(bathhouse does not change skin color).>
U0129.0.1$, Persistence of natural merits.>
U0129.0.1.1$, A rose withers but its fragrance remains.
Link: |P0774.5.1$, `The price of an expensive (dear) item is in the item [itself]'.
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Ref.: Taymûr nos. 578 882.>
U0129.0.1.2$, Thoroughbred animal (colt) raised with common retains noble qualities.
Link: |U0129.0.2.2$, Common animal (colt) raised with thoroughbred retains lowly qualities.

Ref.: Zîr 117.>
U0129.0.1.3$, An eloquent cock would crow while still inside the egg.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1263.>
U0129.0.2$, Persistence of natural demerits.
Link: |K2055, Fox confesses sins but is immediately ready to steal again. |U0191.5$, Persistence of the status quo.>

U0129.0.2.1$, A dog's tail cannot be made straight.
Link: |A1224.3, Woman created from dog's tail. |H1023.4.1, Task: making a dog's tail straight.

Ref.: T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 108; Taymûr no. 664/cf. no. 1264.>
U0129.0.2.2$, Common animal (colt) raised with thoroughbred retains lowly qualities.
Ref.: Zîr 117.>
U0129.2, Prostitute will deceive new lovers as always.
Link: |U0130.3$, `If a prostitute (whore) were to forswear [her profession], she would still pimp (become
procuress)'.>

U0129.5$, Likeness attracts.
Link: |J0400, Choice of associates. |J0450, Association of the good and the evil. |P0610$, Homosociality: social
relations between persons of the same sex. |U0032, Smallness of offense no excuse when hunter prepares to kill lark.
|U0103$, Contrasts are drawn to each other (`Opposites attract'). |W0030$, Conformity. |W0030.5$, Misery loves
miserable company.

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî I 261.>
U0129.5.1$, `Birds alight next to their like' (i.e., `Birds of a feather, flock together').
Link: |J0416.1, Bird refuses to maintain friendship with bird of different habits.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 540/(hunting technique); Damîrî II 63.>
U0129.5.2$, Physical peculiarity (handicap) unites. Type: 520A$.
Link: |J0682.0.1$, Alliance between `the hapless and hopeless' (`the sick and the dead').

Ref.: Damîrî I 261; DOTTI 291; MITON.>
U0129.5.2.1$, Dove and crow flock together: both are lame.
Link: |W0030.5$, Misery loves miserable company.>

U0129.6$, Kite dies with her eye on the prey. Type: cf. 217.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 54; Taymûr no. 908.>
U0130, The power of habit [(individualistic)]. Type: 920F$, 920G$.
Link: |J0004$, Previously rewarding (satisfying) responses suddenly become punitive (annoying). "Learning
dilemma". |J0020$, Conditioning: effects associated with past experience cause man (animal) to respond accordingly
(conditioned response). |P0601$, The power of custom (social). |T0306.1$, The power of habit concerning wife's
nakedness or exposure. |U0135.0.1$, Deeds betray ancestry (origins). |U0191.5$, Persistence of the status quo.
|Z0063.2.1$, Inseparable: to be in one's blood.
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Ref.: Chauvin III 41 no. 9; DOTTI 301 478 589 590/{Egy, Egy, lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria"
242 n. 14; TAWT 419 no. 7-1/{Egy}; Taymûr nos. 190 664/(dog's); AUC: 6 no. 4; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1
5-2-no. 3, 5-1-no. 4, 14-2-no. 2.>
U0130.0.1$, Developing habitual behavior (learning) through repetition. Type: 901, 901A$, 901B$,
901C$,/1646A$.
Link: |J0067, Drops of water make hollow in stone: thus repeated impressions penetrate the mind. |J0148.0.2$, "Law
of Exercise" (Law of Use, Law of Frequency): the more frequently a learned item is used, the more reproducible
(stable) it becomes. |J1065$, Futility of trying to teach those already set in their ways (the aged). |Z0012.3.2$,
Lingering (poetic): account dwells on (emphasizes or stresses by repetition) certain event(s) at the expense of other
happenings.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 540/(hunting technique); Boqarî 70 167; DOTTI 559 560 561 562; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam
115-16 no. 58; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 158 238 241-42.>
U0130.0.1.1$, "A practice with which one grows up, is a practice with which one grows to old age".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 3179.>
U0130.0.2$, "Habit (tabC) is [like] the soul in a human body" (i.e., part of nature).
Link: |P0601.1$, `Customs are as compulsory as religious services'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 45; Taymûr no. 1786.>
U0130.0.2.1$, Persistence of habits: difficult to break.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1831 1843.>
U0130.0.2.2$, Knowledge acquired early in life lasts. ("Primary impressions are lasting impressions").>
U0130.0.2.2.1$, "Learning during childhood lasts as if engraving in stone".>
U0130.0.3$, Pervasiveness of habitual behavior, even in matters of worship.
Link: |W0001$, Pervasiveness of "interpersonal response traits" (personality)--favorable and unfavorable.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2377.>
U0130.1, Newly rich cannot resist call for distribution of food to beggars. Type: 920F$.
Link: |H0038.2.6$, Young beggar-girl married to gentleman betrays old trade by enacting begging scenes at mealtimes.

Ref.: DOTTI 589; Taymûr no. 664/cf.>
U0130.3$, `If a prostitute (whore) were to forswear [her profession], she would still pimp (become
procuress)'.
Link: |J1400, Repartee concerning false reform. |U0129.2, Prostitute will deceive new lovers as always.
|V0315.2.1$, Penitent forswears sinful activity (occupation).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 216; Taymûr no. 651/(gen.).>
U0130.4$, `A belly-dancer would die with her waist twisting'.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 909 910.>
U0130.5$, `A piper (flutist) would die with his finger playing'.
Ref.: Amîn 480; Taymûr no. 3178.>
U0131, Familiarity takes away fear.
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Link: |J1075, Time renders all things commonplace.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 168-69 III 534; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 115-16 no. 58.>
U0131.3$, Familiarity produces contempt (lack of respect).
Ref.: Shawqî 265 [no. 6].>
U0131.3.1$, `Like mishsh (salt-cured cheese), ever in your face!'.
Link: |F0850.4.2$, Hated mishsh (pickled cheese).

Ref.: Amîn 307; Taymûr no. 1537.>
U0131.4$, Familiarity produces absence of knowledge of details.
Ref.: Juhaymân (al-) V 61.>
U0132$, Spontaneous recovery: old extinguished memories (habits) suddenly re-appear (remembered).
Type: 960.
Link: |D1742.1$, Lost memory (knowledge) magically regained (restored). |N0456, Enigmatical smile (laugh)
reveals secret knowledge. |U0263$, Memory diminished by time. Forgetting (what had been learned) due to passage
of time. |W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 280-81; DOTTI 667.>
U0133, Man soon learns to stand the smells of the tannery.
Link: |U0304$, Relativity of perceiving quality.>

U0133.1, Farmer prefers stable smell to flowers.>
U0135, Longing for accustomed food and living. Type: 949A*.
Link: |J1343.0.2$, The longing for a certain delicacy (food, sweets, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 654; MITON.>
U0135.0.1$, Deeds betray ancestry (origins). Type: 159C$,/893A$, 855A$, 920B*, 920G$.
Link: |H0005$, Test of self-esteem (proper pride). |H0039.1$, Person of sound ancestry can list names of several
grandparents (usually seven generations deep). |H1381.3.1.5$, Quest for bride of honorable (noble) descent ('asîlah,
of hasab and nasab). |J0010.5.1$, `Instruction during childhood is [as lasting] as inscription on stone'. |U0130, The
power of habit [(individualistic)].

Ref.: DOTTI 68 475 506 511 544 587 590/{lit.}; MITON.>
U0135.3.1, Peasant girl married to king longs for peasant way of eating.
Link: |U0191.5.4$, Rîmah went back to her old habits.>

U0135.3.2$, Beggar girl married to a rich man is unable to give up old beggars's habits. Type: 920F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 301 589/{Egy, Syr}; Tahhân II 7-10; TAWT 419 no. 7-1/{Egy}; Taymûr nos. 998
2066; AUC: 6 no. 4.>
U0135.4$, Bedouin girl married in town longs for desert ways. Type: 570A, 949A*.
Link: |J0245.3$, Rustic (desert, village) life preferred to soft (city) life.

Ref.: DOTTI 332 654 655/{Qtr}; Juhaymân (al-) III 104-14; AGSFC: Doha 85-4 6--no. 31, 87-3
682-1-363-458.>
U0138, Habit of dishonesty (thievery) cannot be broken.
Link: |F1042.1$, Compulsion to steal. |K2055, Fox confesses sins but is immediately ready to steal again.>
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U0138.1.1$, Habit of lying is continued in the afterlife (hereafter). Type: 1645C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 894.>
U0138.3$, Treachery is habitual: cannot be broken.>
U0138.3.1$, `A betrayer may not be trusted [again]'.
Link: |J0021.30.1$, "Betray not a trust even if you happened to be a betrayer". |W0154.29$, Ingratitude due to
nature.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0139, Power of habit--miscellaneous.
Ref.: DOTTI 591 812/{Tns}.>
U0139.1, Habitual food and drink continued even when it is harmful.>
U0139.2, Conservatism defies reason.
Link: |P0401.0.1$, Descendants are to continue ancestors' profession. |P0601.2$, Customs practiced without
knowledge of reason--("cultural survival").>

U0139.3$, Conservatism is safe (comfortable).>
U0139.3.0.1$, Distrust of the new (modern) and the unfamiliar.
Link: |J0328.1$, New invention (machine, medicine, etc.) destroyed (suppressed) for fear of its consequences.
|J1732, Ignorance of certain foods [(drinks)]. |J1749.5$, Countryman ignorant of the modern machine (automobile,
train, airplane, etc.). |P0191.5$, Fear of foreigners (xenophobia).

Ref.: Boqarî 100ff.>
U0139.3.1$, `He who abandons old ways gets lost'.
Link: |J0004$, Previously rewarding (satisfying) responses suddenly become punitive (annoying). "Learning
dilemma".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2859.>
U0139.4$, Habit of captivity (being enslaved) preferred, though unsatisfactory.
Link: |P0194.9.1.1$, Person frequently imprisoned (`radd sugûn$, jailbird).>

U0139.4.1$, Escaped animal (donkey) must return home to get his fetters: cannot live without them.
Link: |P0760.1.2$, Escaped animal (lamb) discovers that everything has an owner, even garbage. |R0358$, Escaped
slave(s) return(s) to master. |R0359.1$, Runaway animal prefers conditions of captivity: returns to master.

Ref.: DOTTI 77/{Egy}; Shawqî 319 [no. 44].>
U0140, One man's food is another man's poison.
Link: |F0959.9.0.1$, Beauty-aid containing harmful element (poison or the like). |J0700.1$, Wisdom of choosing that
which is compatible with one's own attributes (limitations). |X0427.1$, A good evening (lucky day) for a fi'î: two
funerals.

Ref.: Houri-Pasotti 69 no. 24.>
U0145$, Greatness receives no recognition among one's own.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0145.1$, `A prophet commands no respect among his own people'.
Link: |M0301.0.1, Prophet destined never to be believed. |U0086.1$, In its homeland a valuable herb (incense) is
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only a weed--(because of plentitude).>

U0148, Good weather for one is foul for another.
Link: |J0601.1.1$, `Every situation has its own say (deed)'.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2950 2248/cf.>
U0148.2$-(formerly, U0148.1$), Mother with two daughters, one married to a farmer, the other to adobemaker: good weather for one is foul for the other.
Ref.: Kh. Ibrâhîm Al-Maghzâ 16-17; Râsî (al-) Haky 48-49.>
U0149, What is one man's food is another man's poison--miscellaneous.>
U0149.2$, Lucky accident for one, unlucky for another (or vice versa).
Link: |J1547.1$, One spouse narrowly misses accidental death, the other `bemoans that [good] luck'.

Ref.: Anonymous "'idhak Cala mahlak" 11.>
U0149.2.1$, Someone's loss is another's gain.>
U0149.2.1.1$, `Afflictions for some people are benefits for others'.
Link: |X0427.1$, A good evening (lucky day) for a fi'î: two funerals.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0149.2.1.2$, Earthenware (pottery) vessel loses water (by filtration), but inadvertently waters plants
(animals) around it.
Link: |F0827.9.1$, Extraordinary glazed-earthenware ornament (amulet). |M0241.5.1$, `[Like a water-wheel where]
the full [bucket] pours onto the empty'. |U0120.1$, `Every [pottery]-vessel (pot, jug, etc.) philters-out what is inside
it'.>

U0149.2.2$, Event makes half of population happy (festive), other half sad (wailing). Type: 300.
Link: |P0790.1.2.1$, Trellis (ululation) of joy (`zaghrûtah'/zaghrûdah). (Typically voiced by women at a joyous
occasion such as a wedding, pilgrimage, winning at lawcourt, release from prison, etc.). |P0790.3.1$, Shrieking for
grief (`suwât'). (Typically voiced by women at a calamitous occurrence such as a death, serious injury, receiving a
prison sentence, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 97; Shamy (el-) Egypt 22.>
U0149.2.3$, Event means victory for some defeat for others.
Link: |L0500$, An occasion (situation) suddenly turns into its reverse.

Ref.: ThaClabî 201/(Romans-Persians).>
U0149.4$, Dungbeetle thrives in manure perishes in roses.

Link: |U0122, Dungbeetle prefers his dunghill to all other smells. |U0135, Longing for accustomed food and living.>

U0149.6$, What is comfortable (easy) for some is painful (arduous) for another.>
U0149.6.1$, The scribe [sitting cross-legged] was told, "Rest": so, he stood up.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2189.>
U0150, Indifference of the miserable.>
U0155$-U0159$, The harm is done: matters cannot become worse.>
U0155$, Ugly person or animal unconcerned about becoming uglier.
Ref.: Râsî (al-) Haky 121.>
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U0155.1$, Monkey told (threatened): "You will be devolved [into lower form of life]!" He answered:
"[Down] to what! A Gazelle!".
Link: |A1737$, sakht, maskh (devolution): creation of animals through degeneration to present forms.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2203.>
U0156$, Person with damaged organ (interest) unconcerned about further harm to it.>
U0156.1$, One-eyed struck on his [bad] eye: he said, "It is bad no matter what!"--(i.e., matters could not be
worse).
Link: |Z0063.7.5$, Uselessness: "[Coming] after Malta's ruination!" (i.e., it is too late to be of help).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1764.>
U0157$, Person facing destruction (death, execution) unconcerned about unseemly appearances
(proprieties).
Ref.: Juhaymân (al-) III 20-22; Taymûr no. 2190/2191.>
U0157.1$, `Impaled person would (publicly) insult the sultan (pasha)'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2718.>
U0157.2$, The one who must depart, commits many a scandals (i.e., acts irresponsibly).
Link: |Z0013.5$, Character-prompting: speaker (tale-teller) addresses tale-character directly.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2324 no. 2619.>
U0157.3$, Skinning does not hurt a slaughtered animal (sheep).
Link: |J2145$, Foolish concern with minor matters in face of mortal danger (calamity).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 45; Taymûr no. 2952.>
U0157.4$, Reputation (infamy) cannot get worse.
Link: |W0163$, Infamy (notoriety).>

U0157.4.1$, She-monkey need not veil her face: it has become accustomed to disgrace.
Link: |C0106$, Tabu: woman going (seen) unveiled in public--(sufûr).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2188.>
U0158$, Certain matter(s) cannot be helped: best left "as is".
Link: |J2349.5.1$, "There is a medicine for treating every ailment, but foolishness (hamâqah: poor judgment) has led
those who treat it to despair.".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 58.>
U0158.1$, "What can a beautician do for stormy (muddy) face!".
Ref.: Ibshîhî 58; Taymûr no. 705.>
U0160, Misfortune with oneself to blame the hardest.
Link: |L0407$, Invincible adversary (warrior, ogre, etc.) killed with his own weapon. |W0255.1$, Inviting accusation
upon oneself once brings about just and unjust condemnation, always.

Ref.: DOTTI 151 241/{lit.}; MITON.>
U0162, Tree cut down with axe for which it has furnished the handle.
Ref.: DOTTI 967/{Mrc}; K. SaCd-al-Dîn CIrâqiyyah 132-33 no. 9.>
U0163$, Lampooned by his own student, shot by his own apprentice.
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Link: |K1655, The lawyer's mad client (Pathelin). [Lawyer counsels client to feign insanity in court; client feigns
insanity when fee is demanded].

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 317-20 no. 28/cf.; MITON.>
U0163.1$, Master teaches apprentice a skill (tactic, trick), apprentice uses the newly acquired skill against
the master.
Link: |J1607.1$, Dog as saint: "We buried him (it) together!" Two impostors pretend that entombed dog is a saint.
Later, one cheats and swears his innocence by the saint; the other retorts.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "et-Tair" no. 25/cf./(figurative); Taymûr no. 1924.>
U0163.2$, "We taught them [the art of] begging, they beat us to the doors [of houses receiving alms that
would have been ours]!".
Link: |P0794$, Conflict: social interactional process. Monopolizing reward by eliminating (weakening) rivals.

Ref.: Amîn 455; Taymûr no. 1925.>
U0164$, Assuming position of leadership requires sacrificing personal comfort.
Link: |J0485.1$, Accepting one undesirable office (act) carries other evils with it. |J0825$, Wisdom of following only
one leader (master).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 458/(gen.) 482.>
U0164.1$, `He who makes himself a peg (post) must endure the hammer-blows on his head'.>
U0164.2$, `He who makes himself bran [(bird-food)] will be eaten by the chickens'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 489.>
U0169$, Misfortune with oneself to blame--miscellaneous.>
U0169.1$, Corruption (degeneration) starts from within.
Link: |J2215.7$, Religious services (or God) blamed. |W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression,
projection, etc.).>

U0169.1.1$, "mishsh's (pickled cheese) worms are `from it and in it' (i.e., inbred)".
Link: |F0851.1.5$, Worms eaten.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz II 111; Amîn 376 443; Taymûr no. 1436 no. 1251 1536.>
U0169.2$, Wasp's buzz brings about destruction of own nest--(betrays hidden location). Type: cf. 66B,
214A, 282C*, 1340$, 1341B*.
Link: |K2105$, Innocent accused of acting in accordance with benign habitual nature. |L0477$, Person chanting
about his proud life (`never been slapped') is humiliated by (envious) attacker.

Ref.: Amîn 458/(var.); DOTTI 30 81 92 743 744.>
U0169.3$, You reap what you sow, `Time' (fate) not to be blamed.
Link: |A0604.3$, maktûb, muqaddar, qismah (written, predestined, kismet)--one's fated lot. |H0588.20.1$, "If you
plant thorn, you harvest wounds". |P0526.3$, Legal responsibility for consequences of one's own actions (inactions).
|U0210.0.1$, Just subjects, just ruler; unjust subjects, unjust ruler. |Z0122.7.1$, Temporal forces (`Time') responsible
for man's misfortune (troubles).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0169.4$, Liar's cries for help from others ignored: he had lied before. Type: 1333, 1333A$.
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Link: |J1381, Where you got it last year. [Borrower did not return item: hence, it cannot be lent]. |J2172.1, The
shepherd who cried "Wolf!" too often. |J2199.1.3$, The boy (man) who cried, "I am drowning!" too often.
|W0255.1$, Inviting accusation upon oneself once brings about just and unjust condemnation, always.

Ref.: DOTTI 739.>
U0169.5$, Victim of crime blames self.
Link: |W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).>

U0169.5.1$, Rape victim blames self.
Link: |T0471.0.8$, Rape victim feels pity (sympathy) for her ravisher (usually because of his good looks).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0170, Behavior of the blind.
Link: |F0655, Extraordinary perception of blind men. |W0256.8.1$, The might of (tyranny by) the handicapped (e.g.,
blind, lame, etc.).>

U0171, Blind man crosses a narrow bridge which his guide is afraid to attempt.>
U0173, Futile attempt to explain to a blind man meaning of "white".
Link: |J2039.1.1.1$, Circular logic: defining an ambiguity (an unknown) in terms of itself (e.g., `water is like
water').>

U0174$, Virility of the blind.
Link: |D1716, Magic power of the infirm. |F0655, Extraordinary perception of blind men. |X0420.5$, Jokes on
fu'ahâ's immorality toward female mourners.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 166/(compensation).>
U0180, In vino veritas.
Link: |P0196.8.1.1$, Drinking (liquor) together establishes bond between drinking parties. |U0283.1.1$, Merits of
liquor.>

U0180.0.1$, Truth told (confession) while drunk.
Link: |K0332.3$, Consent (promise) secured from person when he is drunk. |K1165, Secret learned by intoxicating
dupe.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 614/cf.; DOTTI 293 534 573 642/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
U0190$-U0200$, The nature of truth (and justice).
Link: |U0029.1$, `Truth (justice) will inevitably prevail (tomorrow)'. |W0198$, Tyranny.>

U0190.1$, Truth is not always an absolute (relativity of truth).
Link: |U0304$, Relativity of perceiving quality.>

U0190.2$, The only absolute truth is the divine.
Link: |A0102.16.9.1.1$, God is the (absolute) Truth.>

U0191$, Credibility (perceived truthfulness) of message depends on the source.
Link: |J0152, Wisdom (knowledge) from sage (teacher). |J1552.1.1, The ass is not at home. [Ass brays; owner: "Will
you believe an ass and not a graybeard like me?"]. |J1990.0.1$, Seemingly absurd claim (wisdom) verified (proven)
by application. |J2218$, The effect of group-opinion: clearly false statement held as true outweighs physical
evidence. |U0021, Justice depends on the point of view. |U0110, Appearances deceive.>
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U0191.1$, Supernatural beliefs (efficacy of rituals) are beyond verification (cannot be proved or disproved).
Link: |N0124$, Mechanical associations between cause and effect within the supernatural (e.g., Evil-Eye,
mushâhrah, etc.). |V0320.0.1$, Doubting (demanding verifiable proof of) veracity of sacred belief deemed heretic
(blasphemous).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 377; ThaClabî 173/(NâfiC Ibn-al-Azraq).>
U0191.1.1$, Types (cases) of unverifiable beliefs.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 367-68-(folk treatment/scorpion's poison to heal) II 207.>
U0191.1.1.1$, Unverifiable `belief': presence of rooster (or another animal, bird) on a site wards off evil
spirits (Satan).
Link: |B0785.1$, Certain animals found around household (mongoose, weasel, snake, cat) ward off evil jinn.
|F0405.5, Cat, dog, and mouse ward off evil spirits.>

U0191.2$, Beliefs (knowledge) based on observation (Ciyân) are verifiable.>
U0191.2.1$, Types (cases) of verifiable beliefs.>
U0191.2.1.1$, Verifiable: dog wards off (drives away) thieves, predators, etc.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 377.>
U0191.3$, Persistence of supernatural beliefs and rituals.>
U0191.3.1$, Supernatural ritual does not produce said result: failure attributed to factors other that its
validity.
Link: |W0199.1$, Rationalization: justifying erroneous behavior by reasoning believed to be true.>

U0191.3.1.1$, Ritual fails: yet, believed to have prevented a more potent one (in benevolence, or
malevolence).
Link: |N0107.2.1$, An accident `takes [a coming] evil and goes away [with it]'. |N0107.2.2$, `What is unknown [and
could have happened] must have been greater [calamity]'.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 367-68-(folk treatment/scorpion's poison to heal).>
U0191.4$, Convert to different religion maintains old reverence to the faith he left.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2204.>
U0191.4.1$, "O church, what is in the heart remains in the heart".
Link: |V0330.5$, Reverting (converting back) to one's old faith (riddah/apostasy, reversion).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Brooklyn N.Y.61/(used by Amîn Sukkar); Taymûr nos. 323.>
U0191.5$, Persistence of the status quo.
Link: |J1061.4, Miser's treasure stolen. [He can pretend it is still there--no real loss]. |P0248$, Generational gap.
|P0601$, The power of custom (social). |U0129.0.2$, Persistence of natural demerits. |U0130, The power of habit
[(individualistic)]. |U0260.1$, Things change (with time).

Ref.: Boqarî 133; Taymûr no. 664.>
U0191.5.1$, The more things change, the more they stay the same.>
U0191.5.2$, "How similar this night is to last night! (mâ 'ashbaha al-laylata bi al-bârihah!)". (Literary).
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 509.>
U0191.5.3$, No gain (improvement), no loss: bad things remain bad.
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Link: |J0210, Choice between evils.>

U0191.5.3.1$, "[Over change] from a [lump of] feces to a [chunk of] stone, O heart, don't be saddened".
Link: |J0682.0.2.3$, "Mishkâh wed to Rîmah: no worth in either".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2839/(horseshoe).>
U0191.5.4$, Rîmah went back to her old habits.
Link: |U0135.3.1, Peasant girl married to king longs for peasant way of eating.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1307.>
U0192$, Truth is often painful (`bitter truth'). Type: 1691B*.
Link: |J0551.4.0.1$, Truth-telling punished (offensive). |P0319.0.1$, True friend gives sincere advice.

Ref.: Anonymous "'Ibn CArûs" 15/16.>
U0192.0.1$, Truth is savior.
Link: |J0751.1, Truth the best policy.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 397.>
U0192.1$, `Advice [giving] is like scorpion's stinging'.
Link: |J0021, Counsels proved wise by experience. |P0319.0.1.1$, `Fortunate I am to have someone who would make
weep [by telling me of my shortcomings] and then would weep along with me, than to have someone who would
make me laugh and then would make people laugh at me'. |Q0315$, Intemperance in truth-speaking punished.
|U0020.3.1$, Like salt: unpleasant by itself but necessary for food's good taste.>

U0192.1.1$, "`Do you want the truth or its paternal-cousin (brother) [(i.e., or a very close similarity of it)]?'".
Link: |J0815, Unpleasant truth must be withheld from the great [(mighty, fearsome)].

Ref.: DOTTI 833 858/{Egy}; Taymûr no. 1852.>
U0192.2$, "When we said so [(i.e., spoke the truth)] you ordered us: `Get out of the country!'". Type: 1644$.
Link: |Q0315$, Intemperance in truth-speaking punished. |Q0431, Punishment: banishment (exile). |Z0121.1, Truth
leaves city because there is no place left for her.

Ref.: DOTTI 903.>
U0192.3$, Truth-speaker loses all friends.
Link: |J0551, Intemperate zeal in truth-telling.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 397.>
U0192.4$, Adviser (truth speaker) disliked (mistreated). Type: 51A.
Link: |U0091$, Wise advice ignored (breached) upon discovering that adviser is poor (powerless).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0193$, Truth can be hard to detect.
Link: |J0267.3$, Choice between believable lie or unbelievable (fantastic) truth.>

U0193.0.1$, `Truth (justice) will inevitably out (tomorrow)'.
Link: |N0270, Crime inevitably comes to light.

Ref.: Simpson 47 n. 74 162/(endures); Anonymous "'Ibn CArûs" 15/16.>
U0193.1$, `Tidy (neat) lies more effective than untidy (scattered) truths'--former more believable. Type:
1642A.
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Link: |J0021.13, "Never believe what is beyond belief". |L0364$, Mild-mannered truth wins against violentmannered falsehood.

Ref.: DOTTI 889; MITON; Taymûr no. 2340.>
U0193.2$, `The [most] truthful praise is that spoken by enemies [of the praised]'.
Ref.: DOTTI 19/{Egy}; Shawqî 328 [no. 52].>
U0194$, Rumors are not truths.
Link: |J0021.13, "Never believe what is beyond belief". |J0583$, Wisdom of keeping secret from others. |J1150.1$,
Eyewitness account (testimony) more reliable than hearsay. |J2353, The wife multiplies the secret. |K2107.3$,
Rumor mongering. False report concocted and spread (so as to slander). |P0611.3.1$, Women as spreaders (source)
of news (information, gossip). |P0550.5.2$, Psychological warfare: spreading false rumors to demoralize enemy.
|U0267$, The (corruptive) effect of chain of oral transmission on accuracy of message. |W0173.2.1$, Small seed said
to be large dome.>

U0194.0.1$, Rumors (preconceived notions) affect perception.
Link: |J0010.1$, Persistence of first (primary) impressions. |J0170.3$, `People are reports' (i.e., a person's worth is
what is told about his life). |U0300$, Relativity of perception: "adaptation level" (judgment depends on
circumstances, objects of comparison, frame of reference, or context).>

U0194.0.1.1$, "A bullet that misses the target will still shock (daze, stun)".>
U0194.1$, Rumor may contain some truth.
Link: |J1149.13$, Criminal detected by questioning (listening to) the public at crime scene.>

U0194.1.1$, `There is no smoke without fire'.>
U0194.2$, Rumors spread quickly.
Ref.: DOTTI 214 515/{Mrc}.>
U0194.2.1$, `Rumors spread like fire in dry straw (hay)'.>
U0195$, Truth comes from a disinterested party. Type: 1620, cf. 613.
Link: |J0758, Beware of following an interested adviser. |J2218$, The effect of group-opinion: clearly false statement
held as true outweighs physical evidence. |U0155$-U159$, The harm is done: matters cannot become worse.
|W0030$, Conformity.

Ref.: DOTTI 345 879; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 240.>
U0195.1$, Person of low social rank (child, slave, stranger, etc.) speaks the unflattering truth: has nothing to
lose. Type: 1620.
Link: |J1141.8, Silence points to guilt. Important man quarrels with commoner. Asks bystanders: "Who is right?"
Silence. Newcomer states that the important man is wrong. "Had he been right the others would have said so".
|U0091$, Wise advice ignored (breached) upon discovering that adviser is poor (powerless). |U0156.1$, One-eyed
struck on his [bad] eye: he said, "It is bad no matter what!"--(i.e., matters could not be worse). |U0244$, Anonymity
encourages irresponsibility (recklessness).

Ref.: DOTTI 879/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 240.>
U0197$, Secrets: unshared `truths'. Type: 181, 827C$, 782, 886, 893, 894A$, 911*, 960, 1381D, 1392$,
1416, cf. 315,/590A, 726A$, 992A, 1620.
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Link: |P0790.0.1.3$, `Intimate conversations are trusts' (not to be revealed). |S0103.1$, Murder committed so as to
suppress truth (evidence). |W0045.3$, Person of honor keeps secret.

Ref.: DOTTI 140 338 402 442 452 543 548 579 667 692 778 784 792 879; MITON.>
U0197.0.1$, Grave secret should not be shared even with one's own clothes (organs).
Ref.: MITON.>
U0197.0.1.1$, Person with secret: "If I were to suspect that my shirt knows my secret I would burn it!".
Link: |J1482, Keeping the secret. Man tells parson secret and asks him to keep it. The parson refuses; "If you can't
keep the secret, you must not expect me to".

Ref.: Qazwînî II 129/(al-Rashîd's secret); Damîrî II 129.>
U0197.0.2$, "People are secrets" (i.e., everyone has aspects of own life not to be known by outsiders). Type:
306, 363, 425L, 894A$, 960, 782, 1392$, 1233A$, 449,/1511, cf. 780.
Link: |C0420, Tabu: uttering secrets. |C0645$, The one forbidden thing: revealing secret of being married to fairy
(jinniyyah, jinni). |F0956.7.6.1$, Publication of personal secrets gives relief (reduces stress). |J0021.22, "Never tell a
secret to a woman". |J0170.3$, `People are reports' (i.e., a person's worth is what is told about his life). |J0583$,
Wisdom of keeping secret from others. |P0630.1$, One's own home accommodates (shields) his indiscretions.
|Q0136$, Non-material rewards (e.g., praise, honorific treatment, or the like).>

U0197.0.3$, Ways to ask whether a secret can be kept.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1683.>
U0197.0.3.1$, Is keeping a secret part of you?.>
U0197.0.3.1.1$, Question: "Where would a secret be [kept]?" Answer: "In a [deep] well!".>
U0197.0.3.2$, Question: "Has anyone seen the camel?" Answer: "Neither the camel nor the camel-driver!".
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 103 no. 15; Taymûr no. 1683 2493.>
U0197.1$, A secret (`truth') is difficult to keep.
Link: |N0443$, Dangerous secret(s) learned. |P0469.1$, Publication of news. |W0045.3$, Person of honor keeps
secret.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 181-88.>
U0197.1.1$, "If a secret becomes known by another (more than one), it has [in reality] spread".
Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 222; MITON; Taymûr no. 474/(gen.) 1590 1591.>
U0197.1.2$, "Walls have ears".
Link: |Z0139.9.7$, Building personified (monument, temple, wall).

Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 224; Taymûr no. 1109.>
U0197.2$, Don't trust your secret to the unworthy (e.g., child, woman, etc.).
Link: |J0021.22, "Never tell a secret to a woman". |J0404.1$, Foolishness of associating with the unworthy (e.g.,
child, woman, etc.). |J0637.0.1$, Trust no one. |J2353, The wife multiplies the secret. |T0274, Wife cannot keep
secret.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 189.>
U0210, Bad ruler, bad subject. Type: 779D$.
Link: |J0052, King observes [unjust] retaliation among animals: becomes just. |P0501.2.1$, Tyranny (dictatorship)
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due to people's indifference. |P0509.3$, Immunity of ruler (caliph, king, president, etc.) from personal responsibility
for mistakes. Tendency of subjects (narrators) to view ruler as blameless (or as victim of bad advice).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 147; DOTTI 436.>
U0210.0.1$, Just subjects, just ruler; unjust subjects, unjust ruler. Type: 779D$.
Link: |P0012.6.1, Four duties of king to subjects: devotion, protection of subjects, justice, and increase of his
kingdom. |P0500.1.2$, King's injustice. |P0507.0.1$, The kingdom (state): religion, royalty, army, money, justice.
|P0522.0.1.3$, Legal persecution of the weak (powerless): politically (legally) sanctioned injustice. |P0522.1.3.1$,
`Evil for evil, but the instigator is the more unjust'. |Q0153, Nature benign and fruitful during reign of good king.
|Q0552.0.4$, Universe (the world, life) stands still as punishment for injustice. |W0035, Justice.

Ref.: Ions 137; Ibshîhî 147; Ibn-CArabshâh 54; DOTTI 436; MITON.>
U0211, No great knights now because no great kings.>
U0213$, Life is: `Blow for blow' (tit for tat). Type: 779F$, 850A$, 980J$, 1726$.

Link: |K0961.1.1, Tit for tat. [Wolf maligns fox to lion; fox gets even by maligning wolf: wolf killed]. |K2400$,
Deception for deception (tit for tat): deceived person gets even in a like manner (same ruse, strategy, trick, etc.).
|P0522.1.3$, Revenge: vengeful acts undertaken as "tit for tat". |Q0552.18.5$, Ill-gotten property `sweeps away'
usurper's own. |U0010.0.1$, `What you do (deal) to others will be done (dealt) back to you'. |W0025.0.1.3$, Squaring
the account of shame.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 331/cf./(parent and child); Amîn 210; Bâzargân (al-) 250-51 no. 184; Chauvin VI 192
no. 361; DOTTI 437 469 682 922/{Irq, lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 143-45 no. 27.>
U0215$, King has impoverished subjects with heavy taxation; subjects imitate by selling fraudulent tollservices. Type: 1609$.
Link: |W0181.7, Ruler jealous of subjects' happiness prohibits their game [(crafts)].

Ref.: DOTTI 874.>
U0217$, Abused by one's own: abused by strangers.>
U0217.1$, She whom her husband would [disrespectfully] call her: "O One-eyed," people would use her as
ball for play [to kick around].
Link: |U0087.3.0.1$, She whom her husband would address her as "Lady", people will receive her with honors.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 501.>
U0220, Forced peace valueless.>
U0224$, Predator and prey (enemy animals) in ark, must coexist but plan for return to old (predatory) ways.
Link: |P0795.1$, Accommodation (musâlamah) among animals that are enemies by nature.>

U0225$, Forced reconciliation hypocritical.>
U0226$, Difficulty of restoring `love lost'.
Link: |J0015, Serpent (bird) having injured man refuses reconciliation. |P0201, Inherent enmity between members of
a family. |T0298, Reconciliation of separated couple. |W0179.1.1$, Hate is stronger than love: praise of one's enemy
is intolerable, but criticism of one's friend is not.>

U0226.1$, Friendship (amity, love, `hearts'), like glass, cannot be mended if broken. Type: 159B, 285D, cf.
91, 883E$.
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Link: |P0525.0.2.5.0.1$, Partnerships are fragile: cannot withstand any disagreement. |P0529.0.1.2$, Wife may be
easily divorced and then restored. |P0795.1$, Accommodation (musâlamah) among animals that are enemies by
nature. |T0298.1$, Wrongly (hastily) condemned wife refuses reconciliation.

Ref.: DOTTI 35 66 94 526; MITON; TAWT 190 n. 20/(poem).>
U0226.2$, Enemy does not become fried.
Link: |P0311.1.1$, `No love except after enmity' (i.e., friendship that comes after enmity is strong).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 53; Taymûr no. 1871 1956.>
U0230, The nature of sin.
Link: |U0284.1.1$, `Had it not been for sin, redemption (forgiveness) would not have existed'.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 134-44 no. 11.>
U0230.0.2$, Cardinal sins (kabâ'ir), and minor sins (saghâ'ir).

Link: |A1370.1$, God establishes moral (ethical) order. |J0557.1.1, True penance for even a day is effective.
|J2202.1$, Man prays that God grant him sexual liaison with married woman. |P0788$, Violation of mores (central
ethical or religious values). |T0196.7$, Wife divorced for minor (erotic) indiscretion. |V0006.0.1$, Minor good-deeds
erase cardinal misdeeds (sins). |V0441.0.1.1$, Other unforgivable sin(s).

Ref.: Lane 525 n. 1-2; MITON; RAFE 15 n. 33; Scelles-Millie Maghreb 294-96 no. 37; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9.>
U0230.0.2.1$, Hierarchy of sins: great, greater, and greatest sin. Type: 756C, cf. 1874E$.
Link: |U0239.2$, Frequent commission of a sin reduces its negative impact.

Ref.: DOTTI 415 943; RAFE 15 n. 33.>
U0230.0.3$, Sinning is preordained (predestined).
Link: |A0604.3.1.1$, Sinning (disobedience to God) preordained at creation. |J1391.12$, Thief's (criminal's) excuse:
crime predestined. ("God made me do it"). |N0100.2$, Predestined sinning (fornication, theft, killing, or the like).
|M0379$, Fornication prophecy fulfilled. |N0101.0.1$, `The pen has [already] run with His Judgment'. |V0318.0.1$,
C

Counter-belief: free-will. Man is responsible for own action by virtue of rationality--the Mutazilites (Mu tazilah)
doctrine. |V0318.0.1.3$, If sinning is predestined (preordained), then why the punishment?. |V0318.1.0.2$, "While
C

man (el- abd) is planning, the Lord (el-rabb) is [already] disposing;" (i.e., "Man proposes, God dispses").

Ref.: MITON; Burton VIII 154 n.>
U0230.0.3.1$, Sinner merely `fulfills' the preordained (predestined).
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16.>
U0230.0.5$, Sin is the cause of God's punishment.>
U0230.0.5.1$, God sets the unjust (tyrant) against sinner as punishment.
Link: |J0021.55.5$, "Don't commit an injustice.".

Ref.: DOTTI 281 568/{lit.}; MITON.>
U0230.0.7$, Negative effects of experiencing guilt for sinning to be lessened by legitimizing the sinful act
(liaison, affair) for all. Type: cf. 613C*, 931, 933.
Link: |C0001.1$, al-harâm: sacred (religious) tabu. `The illegitimate' (illicit, `not permitted')--opposite of: al-halâl
(the licit or legitimate, permitted by God). |C0001.1.2$, Satan's way: legitimizing (inviting commission of) what God
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deemed sinful. |J0758.1, Tailless jackal persuades other jackals to cut off tails. |J0895$, Consolation by thought of
not being alone in misfortune. |P0505.1$, Illegitimate order by ruler disobeyed. |U0001.1$, Pluralistic exception
("pluralistic ignorance"): mistakenly believing oneself to be unlike all others (`the only exception to the rule').
|U0239.1$, Commission of one sin (crime) always requires commission of another. |U0244$, Anonymity encourages
irresponsibility (recklessness). |W0030.5$, Misery loves miserable company.

Ref.: ThaClabî 248-(Ukhdûd).>
U0232, No place secret enough for sin. Type: 827C$.

Link: |A0102.2, All-seeing god. |J1268$, Repartee concerning the existence (nature) of God. |J1738.8, Men hide so
that God will not see their sin. |T0331.4, No place secret enough for fornication.

Ref.: DOTTI 452 756/{Egy}; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 305b; HE-S: Aghûr 69-11.>
U0233$, Virtuous (innocent) person successfully tempted. Type: 570A, 824A$, 910.
Link: |H0328.7$, Suitor test: spending one night with girl in bed without engaging in sex. |T0331, Man
unsuccessfully tempted by a woman. [Chaste man]. |J0485, Three sins of the hermit. Choice of three sins given him:
adultery, murder (theft), drunkenness. He chooses drunkenness [wine]; the others follow. |K2298.1.1$, Satan (Eblis)
in form of colorful bird leads holy man to bathing woman. (Temptation follows). |T0338.1, Ascetic successfully
tempted: kills son born in consequence. |T0463.6$, `Straight' man submits (succumbs) to homosexual seduction.
|W0131, Profligacy.

Ref.: ThaClabî 156 157/cf.; Qazwînî II 172-73; DOTTI 332 451 568 646/{lit.}; MITON.>
U0233.1$, Non-drinker succumbs to group pressure (temptation) and drinks (liquor).
Link: |J2218$, The effect of group-opinion: clearly false statement held as true outweighs physical evidence.
|K0289.9.3.1$, Religious prohibition of having to do with liquor deceptively evaded. |T0463.6$, `Straight' man
submits (succumbs) to homosexual seduction.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 20.>
U0235, Lying is incurable. [Y] Other sins may be outgrown.
Link: |F1042.2$, Compulsion to lie. |U0130, The power of habit [(individualistic)].>

U0235.0.1$, `Lying brings forth (generates) hate and enmity'. Type: 1931A$.
Link: |X0901, One lie a year. [Man is believed because of his general truthfulness].

Ref.: DOTTI 955; MITON.>
U0236, False pretense of the sick. [Sick wolf breaks his promise to God when he is healed]].
Link: |K2058.6$, Hypocritical performing of religious ritual(s).>

U0236.0.1$, Piety exercised (assumed), but only as long as need exists.
Link: |K0231.3, Refusal to make sacrifice after need is past.>

U0239$, The nature of sin--miscellaneous.>
U0239.1$, Commission of one sin (crime) always requires commission of another.
Link: |J0456$, Twice a liar: flattering (the undeserving), and then telling the unflattering truth. |J0485, Three sins of
the hermit. Choice of three sins given him: adultery, murder (theft), drunkenness. He chooses drunkenness [wine];
the others follow. |J1456, The liar. [A man attempts to lie out of having called another a liar]. |U0230.0.7$, Negative
effects of experiencing guilt for sinning to be lessened by legitimizing the sinful act (liaison, affair) for all.
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Ref.: DOTTI 461/{lit.}.>
U0239.1.1$, One lie calls for another.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0239.1.1.1$, `If you lie, [you must] remember'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 658.>
U0239.2$, Frequent commission of a sin reduces its negative impact.
Link: |U0304.5$, Perceiving morality-immorality, propriety-impropriety, [sinfulness-legitimateness].

Ref.: ThaClabî 248.>
U0239.2.1$, Pedophile (sodomist) surprised in the act rebukes his shocked accusers: "Are we committing
theft!" [i.e., it is not as serious a crime as theft is]. Type: 1874E$.
C C

Link: |J1288$, Repartee concerning (sinful) sexual misdeeds (deviance). |P0199$, bitû - iyâl, lawâtî, lûtiyyah
(homoerotic sodomites, the pedophilic). |P0423.0.3.1$, Children's teacher as pedophile. |T0472.0.1$, Pedophilia. An
adult's abnormal sexual desire for children. |X0785$, Jokes on characteristic behavior of homoerotic sodomites.

Ref.: DOTTI 943/{lit.}.>
U0240, Power of mind over body.
Link: |E0700.4$, When the mind is diminished, the soul's (spiritual) capabilities are expanded.

Ref.: DOTTI 889; RAFE 299 n. 11.>
U0240.1$, Beliefs may heal or cause sickness. Type: 1641B1$.
Link: |K1889.2, Deceptive cure by illusion. Man told that he can be cured only with blood of his own child. He is
made to believe that the child is killed. When he learns that the child is still alive, the excess of joy cures him.
|W0252$, One becomes what one is instructed he is--("looking-glass self"). |V0301$, Beliefs guide actions.

Ref.: DOTTI 889; RAFE 299 n. 11.>
U0240.2$, An idea (cognition) affects how physical conditions are perceived.
Link: |J0002$, Mind (reason) must curb desires (urges of the body). |N0383, Man falls dead from sudden realization.
|U0248$, Mental set (thematic apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain things).>

U0240.2.1$, Sight of fire (light) gives cold man a sense of warmth--shivers when it is extinguished. Type:
cf. 1262.
Link: |J1945, Warming hands across the river.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 488-89; DOTTI 723; Taymûr no. 1230.>
U0241, [Obese] king grows lean from fear of death. Type: 921N$.
Link: |F0950.5, Extreme fear [(horror)] as cure for sickness. |H1199.2.3.2$, Task: curing obesity. Fear of death used
as remedy. |U0258$, Fear of death.

Ref.: Chauvin VIII 181 no. 213; DOTTI 598/{lit.}.>
U0242, Hares fearing death outrun pursuing dogs.
Link: |U0249.0.3.1.1$, Fox asked: "Why is it that you can outrun hunting dog?" He answered: "Because I run for
myself [i.e, for own interest], but dog runs for someone else's [i.e., for its master]". |U0258$, Fear of death.>

U0244$, Anonymity encourages irresponsibility (recklessness).
Link: |J0636$, Trust (responsibility) reforms the deviant (wayward). |P0191.1.1$, Foreigners (strangers) are
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unconcerned about the seemliness of their social conduct. |P0193$, A crowd of people. |P0303$, The large
(secondary) social group (society, Gesellschaft). |U0230.0.7$, Negative effects of experiencing guilt for sinning to be
lessened by legitimizing the sinful act (liaison, affair) for all. |W0252.1$, "They said to the [peaceful] fellah, `You,
robber!': so he made his sickle jagged [i.e., a weapon]".

Ref.: MITON.>
U0244.1$, "Where you are unknown, you may do as you please".
Link: |J0170.4$, Reputation does matter.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0244.1.1$, "In a town where no one knows you, you may [disgracefully] expose yourself and run through
it[s streets]"--[cf. `streaking'].
Link: |K0454.0.1.1$, Freeloader among own people (country), is freeloader among other peoples. |P0304.2$,
`Anomie' in the big city: no rules, no morals, no religious convictions; any thing goes.>

U0245$, Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another also feels its effects.
"Vicarious instigation". Type: cf. 51, 2021*.
Link: |E0767.1, Affinity of person to object. [Empathy with an object]. |F0649$, Extraordinary sympathy (telepathic)
with other humans. |F0789.4.1$, Painting evokes personal feelings in viewer (beholder). |F0956.7.6.2$, Narrating
(tale-telling, giving descriptions of life and living) sets mind at ease. |F1041.1.3.13$, Death through empathy.
|J0019$, Knowledge acquired from experiencing the suffering of others. Imitative learning: suffering or pleasure.
|J0071$, Monkey taught (learns) to perform tricks through making him watch slow-learning animal (goat) being
punished (killed). |J0171.5$-(formerly, J0170.5$), Tyrannical person (king, ruler, etc.) repents upon hearing story.
|P0230.0.1.3$, Woman's longing for motherhood (bearing child) stirred up by sight of bird (animal) mothering its
young. |P0302.1$, Cohesion among members of small group (`esprit de corps'). |U0018, The fathers have eaten sour
grapes and the children's teeth are set on edge. |W0010.9.4.2$, Mistreatment of one's own kind avenged. |Z0013,
Catch tales. [And other ego-involving (self-reference) devices].

Ref.: Damîrî II 208-9; Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 46-48 no. 7; DOTTI 18 961; Hadrî (el-) AFann al=insâniyyah" 5-6 [no. 4]/(proto-ballad); MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 129-33; Shamy (el-)
"Psych. Criteria" 236; Taymûr nos. 1782 2836 2903/cf.>
U0245.0.1$, Contagiousness of mood(s). Type: 1450, cf. 470C$, 920H$.
Link: |J0451, Contagiousness of bad company. |W0037.8.3$, Matching others's deeds of chivalry (conscientiousness,
constancy, forgiveness, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 32: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 28; DOTTI 239 591 811; MITON; Taymûr no.
1074.>
U0245.0.1.1$, `He who is a neighbor of the happy (fortunate) will become likewise happy, and he who is a
neighbor of [an unhappy] blacksmith will get burned with his fire [(gloom)]'.
Link: |J0021.25.2$, `Solitude is better than bad company'.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 57; Taymûr no. 2797 2798 2841/cf. 2842/cf.>
U0245.0.1.1.1$, Contagious weeping: it causes all to weep as well.
Link: |F1051, Prodigious weeping. Usually by saint.
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Ref.: MITON; Yâfi)î 174.>
U0245.1$, `The cow is calving: the ox is straining (`pushing')'.
Link: |F0950.5.1.1.1$, Treating diseased animal by making it watch healthy-one branded (with fire). Skin sores thus
cured.>

U0245.1.1$, Husband's empathetic behavior (responses) toward his wife during childbirth.
Link: |T0571.6.3$, Husband helps his pregnant wife.

Ref.: Maspero 27 n. 18/(childbirth).>
U0245.2$, "Eunuch aroused (sexually) from his master's penis".
Link: |C0867.2.1.1$, Tabu: keeping (making use) of eunuch(s). |P0170.0.3.2$, Eunuch's revenge. |T0479$, Eunuch's
sexual activities. |Z0197.3.1.2$, As lover, a eunuch is like a conqueror (warrior) without a weapon.

Ref.: î (al-) 79.>
U0245.2.1$, "Eunuch happy with his master's child [as if his own]".
Link: |W0179.4.1$, Eunuch hates (envies) master's masculinity (virility).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1367.>
U0245.5$, Empathetic experiencing of adversity (physical handicap, chagrin, etc.).
Link: |J0019$, Knowledge acquired from experiencing the suffering of others. Imitative learning: suffering or
pleasure. |J2219.3.3.1$, `I brought the scaldhead to make me cheerful, but he took his cap off and made me
distressed'. |W0010, Kindness. |W0010.9.4.2$, Mistreatment of one's own kind avenged.

Ref.: DOTTI 776/{Tns}.>
U0245.5.1$, Experiencing of how the blind feel.
Link: |J0019.3$, Mortal wants to experience how death feels (so as to be prepared for dying). |J2387, How blind men
get about. Fool experiments with shut eyes and gets lost.>

U0245.5.1.1$, Woman (co-wife) blindfolds her eyes in order to learn how the blind feel.
Link: |J0068$, Experimenting so as to discover scientific laws (truths, facts). |K2222, Treacherous co-wife
(concubine). |N0887.4$, Co-wife helps (kind to) her co-wife.

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Al-Hikâyât 46-48 no. 7.>
U0245.0.1.1.1$, Contagious weeping: it causes all to weep as well.>
U0245.5.2$, Experiencing other's pain.>
U0245.5.2.1$, Press your eye with your hand, as this pains you it will pain others.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1071.>
U0246$, Empathetic punishments. Type: 969$.
Link: |J0012, Young ass avoids food eaten by animals before being slaughtered. |J0071$, Monkey taught (learns) to
perform tricks through making him watch slow-learning animal (goat) being punished (killed). |J2198.2.1$, `Camel
may break wind while branding iron is still in fire.'. |T0251.2.3, Wife becomes obedient on seeing husband slay a
recalcitrant horse [(cat)].

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 265; Ibshîhî 55; DOTTI 672; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 131.>
U0246.0.1$, Perfidy (treachery) extinguishes chivalry: learning of how an act of benevolence is repaid with
malevolence, people will refrain from rendering kindly acts. Type: 969$.
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Link: |N0884.4$, Robber returns stolen goods to owner. |W0014.1$, Robber, disguised as old man on the road, steals
marvelous horse when owner dismounts to help him. Moved by owner's request not to reveal how he got the horse in
order not to discredit chivalry, thief returns horse. |W0154.0.1$, Perfidy: repayment of good deeds with evil ones.

Ref.: DOTTI 672.>
U0246.1$, `The onion vendor was beaten: the garlic vendor cried'.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 55/cf.; Taymûr no. 1765.>
U0246.1.1$, To beat the one who is caught, is to frighten the one who is at large (unbound).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 129; Taymûr no. 145/cf.>
U0246.2$, Lion, wolf, and fox (jackal) hunt together and catch rabbit, gazelle, and donkey; lion strikes off
wolf's head for dividing game equitably among the three of them according to size (small for fox, medium
for wolf, and large for lion), then asks fox to divide. Fox gives all to lion (small for breakfast, medium for
dinner, and large for supper). Lion asks: "Who taught you this [wise] division?" Fox replies: "The wolf's
head that just flew-by!". Type: 51.
Link: |J0071$, Monkey taught (learns) to perform tricks through making him watch slow-learning animal (goat)
being punished (killed). |J0811.1, The lion's share. [Wolf divides booty equally and is killed--fox learns lesson and
gives all to lion]. |J1280, Repartee with ruler (judge, etc.). |Q0421.1, Heads on stakes. Punishment by beheading
and placing the heads on stakes. |U0037.1$, The strong always get more than an equitable share.

Ref.: DOTTI 18/{Egy, lit.}.>
U0246.3$, Person (animal) executed or tortured, a companion--who is watching--reacts physically (e.g.,
involuntarily breaks wind, urinates, faints away from fright).
Link: |F1041.17.4$, Involuntary defecation (urination) from fear.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 265.>
U0247$, Empathetic rewards.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 129.>
U0247.1$, Pleasure felt from another's happy experience (a distant relative's or an acquaintance's).
Link: |J0003.1$, Reward stamps in (reinforces, establishes) rewarded responses. |N0393.1$, Parasite (sponger)
sneaks into a party of seemingly important men, accompanied by guards, thinking that they are being escorted to
feast. They prove to be prisoners to be executed. |K0712.7$, Capture by providing deceptive model for empathetic
reward.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0248$, Mental set (thematic apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain things).
Type: 926G$, 926H$, 976A, 1360E$, 1641.
Link: |H0486.3$, Test of paternity: reaction to an offer of illicit sexual liaison. |J0134.5$, Behavior of household
animals (birds) reveals family secret. |J1063.0.1$, Projection: attributing to others one's own shortcomings (defects).
|J1177, Story told to discover [(detect)] thief. [He has a robber's point of view]. |J1472.1$, "Princess is as beautiful as
a certain flower (rose)." Answer betrays man's intimacy with certain secluded female. |K0493, Dupe betrayed by
asking him ambiguous questions. [He betrays self]. |M0305.5$, Ambiguous (enigmatic, neutral) oracle interpreted
according to how interpreter perceives it. |N0275, Criminal confesses because he thinks himself accused. |N0691$,
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Impersonal (neutral) statement taken personally. |U0061.0.2.1$, A poor person remains poor, even when he has
money. |U0064.2$, Forgetfulness due to immersion in (preoccupation with) concerns of life (afflictions, problems).
|W0255$, Halo effect perception: exaggerated generalization of a trait of character. |Z0012.3$, Account (of
happenings) skips (shortens) certain events, and prolongs others--("leaping and lingering"). |Z0119.1.1$,
Components of the alphabet in physical embrace.

Ref.: DOTTI 70 288 611 615 616 651 674 675 678 764 886/{Egy, lit., Mrc, Qtr}; Laoust Maroc
196-97 no. 110; Stumme Tلzerwalt 105-7 no. 11; TAWT 367 n. 121 402 n. 766; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 684-1no. 4.>
U0248.0.1$, `A cat's dream is an all-mice dream'.
Link: |D1731.2.2, All nature composed of food in vision. |U0010.3$, Injustice committed due to nature (of the
unjust). |U0248.1.1$, `A hungry person dreams of bread market'. |W0154.29$, Ingratitude due to nature.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1090.>
U0248.0.2$, "It" taken to mean what listener has in mind. Type: 859D, 1563, cf. 923B, 926H$, 947B$,
1360E$, 1351E$, 1591, 1741.
C

Link: |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his sister, [then] he put `his thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing". Answer:
button and buttonhole, (also, [clothes] snap and snap hole). |J0040$, Wisdom acquired from inferences from holy
text. |J1820, Inappropriate action from misunderstanding. |K1073.1$, Doctor duped into performing surgery on
healthy unsuspecting person. Victim reported to be in critical need of cure (e.g., branding, circumcision, teethpulling, etc.) but reluctant to undergo treatment. |K2137.1$, "Both are yours if you catch me!" Wife smuggles two
geese prepared for dinner with guest to her paramour. She induces guest to believe that her husband is after his
testicles; he flees. She tells her husband that the guest fled with `both' geese. The husband calls: "Give me one."
Guest retorts. |N0275, Criminal confesses because he thinks himself accused. |N0691.1$, Neutral (innocent) words
thought to be accusation (condemnation). |P0525.0.1, "It is a debt if it is promised". |T0016.9$, Erotic scene spied (or
accidentally witnessed) evokes reaction(s)--miscellaneous. |T0189.3.1$, Child awakened by parents's coition (asks
for water, but they pretend to be asleep): "You who are at `it'! A child's welfare comes before pleasure!".
|Z0095.0.1$, Double-meaning: word or phrase that denotes more than one meaning. |Z0186.4.3.1$, Symbolism:
wearing (slipping on, pounding "it" into, etc.) a shoe or garment--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: DOTTI 478 615 749 764 861 870 927/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 93-95, 260-61 no. 13;
TAWT 388 n. 500; Yâfi)î 175 (holy verse/"This is").>
U0248.0.2.1$, "This is/That is, etc." taken to mean what listener has in mind.
Ref.: Yâfi)î 175.>
U0248.0.3$, Wants affect perception. ("Wants distort cognitions").
Ref.: DOTTI 651/{Egy, Syr}; MITON; RAFE 301 n. 19; Taymûr no. 331/cf.>
U0248.0.3.1$, Exaggerated perceptions due to ego-involvement.
Link: |A1378$, Origin of self-interest (selfishness). Adam and angel mark bounds for humans on earth; Adam gains
more by moving marker (cheating). Hence, private property and development (civilization). |H0387.2.1$, Bride test:
perceiving property of husband's family as: "Ours". |H1552.3.1$, Test of sons' generosity: duty, self-interest, or true
philanthropy?. |J0679.3$, Do not attend an affair in which you have no immediate interest. |J0758, Beware of
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following an interested adviser. |J1033, Gardener who plants vegetable tends it best. |J1087, Futility of expecting
stranger to have one's interest at heart. |J1343.3$, Sponger's (glutton's) favorite passages from holy book: ones where
food is mentioned. |T0024.9.1.2$, Lover hallucinates: sees image, hears voice or feels touch of absent beloved.
|T0681, Each likes his own children best. |U0101$, Hedonism: seeking pleasure as the main goal in life. |U0021,
Justice depends on the point of view. |U0195$, Truth comes from a disinterested party. |U0240.2$, An idea
(cognition) affects how physical conditions are perceived. |U0264$, Learning (recall, retention) as a function of
meaningfulness. |Z0012.3.2$, Lingering (poetic): account dwells on (emphasizes or stresses by repetition) certain
event(s) at the expense of other happenings. |Z0013, Catch tales. [And other ego-involving (self-reference) devices].
|Z0013.5.2$, Tale character (speaker) instructs self (unusually reprimandingly and with emphasis).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 106 IV 156-57 VI 250-51; Ibshîhî 144/(saCqah) 622.>
U0248.0.3.1.1$, Flagrant lie perceived (thought of) as truth by interested party (judge, king, umpire, etc.).
Party would benefit if claim is true. Type: 465.
Link: |J0758, Beware of following an interested adviser. |K2000, Hypocrites. |P0807.1.3.1$, The most appealing
(sweetest) of poetry is that with the most flagrant lies.

Ref.: DOTTI 236 237/{Egy}.>
U0248.0.3.2$, Aspirations (matâmiC/tumûhât/strong wants) lead to risk-taking (dangers to one's safety).
Link: |J1015$, Wealth gained by risk-taking and hard work. |T0024.9.4$, Person will `humiliate' self for love.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0248.0.3.2.1$, "Question: What is the wish of the blind? Answer: A basketful of eyes!".
Link: |U0248.1.1$, `A hungry person dreams of bread market'.

Ref.: Taymûr nos. 718 1116.>
U0248.0.3.3$, "Our very own" affects perception.
Link: |J1197, Judge finds offense is not great when it is his own son who is guilty. |T0681, Each likes his own
children best. |W0255.2.1$, `Eye-of-love': magnifies merits and reduces demerits--(Cayn al-ridâ)--eye-ofcontentment. |Z0130.0.1$, `One's own flesh and blood': close paternal relative.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 336; Taymûr no. 400.>
U0248.0.3.3.1$, What is not one's own is less dear (valuable).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 364.>
U0248.0.4$, Stimulus factors affect perception.>
U0248.0.4.1$, Cognitive salience (of an object or event) affects perception. (Also labeled:
"impressiveness").
Link: |U0087.4.0.1$, "One's face is ([like]) the sultan's citadel" (i.e., visible to all).

Ref.: Qazwînî I 18/(gharîb); Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 30 {38-39}/("impressiveness") {231
n. 1}, TAWT 208, Brother and Sister (1979) 62, Egypt 252, Folk Traditions of the Arab World (GMC-A) I
xxi n. 32 II n. 3, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 53 (1976), "Motif" The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language Sciences
(P. Hogan. ed. 2011) 530, "Psych. Criteria" (1997) 241 n. 4.>
U0248.1.0.1$, Personal factors affect perception. (General).>
U0248.1$, Hunger affects perception.
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Link: |J0716$, Hunger drives to risk-taking. |U0310.1.1.2$, Hunger must be satisfied before attending secondary
needs (e.g., entertainment, socializing, or the like).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 255; DOTTI 10 70 77/{lit.}; MITON; Taymûr no. 2173; Taymûr no. 2173.>
U0248.1.1$, `A hungry person dreams of bread market'.
Link: |U0248.0.1$, `A cat's dream is an all-mice dream'.

Ref.: Amîn 437; Anonymous AAl-Thalâthah al-mughaffalîn" 5-6; Taymûr nos. 960 1089.>
U0248.2$, Fear affects perception. Type: 326.
Link: |P0506.6.1$, Futility of terrorizing: it is ineffective.

Ref.: RAFE 301 n. 19; Taymûr no. 2658.>
U0248.2.0.1$, Fear conditions behavior.
Link: |J1101$, `Caution is [the better] half of the cleverness (intelligence)'.

Ref.: Damîrî II 232-33/(fear of jinn); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no.
58 11/(afrit/fear).>
Taymûr no. 1188/(develops wisdom), no. 2658/(wise by experience).>
U0248.2.1$, `It is to him who fears the afrit (ghost) that the afrit appears'. Type: 1318, 1318D$.
Link: |A2909$, Origin of jinn: generated by hallucination caused by sensory deprivation.

Ref.: DOTTI 734; Taymûr no. 449.>
U0248.3$, Greed affects perception.
Ref.: DOTTI 31; Sengo "Kiswahili" 617-23 no. 21.>
U0248.3.1$, `Only dirt would fill an Adamite's eye'. Type: 773$.
Link: |Z0094.5.6.2$, Greed: `An eye which only dirt can fill'. |Z0071.1.20$, The three insatiables. (Hell, Earth,
vagina).

Ref.: ThaClabî 205-7/(206): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 108; DOTTI 428; Taymûr nos. 963

2696.>
U0248.4$, Sexual desire (love) affects perception.
Link: |A1337.3.1$, Origin of epilepsy: from jinn. |F0657.2$, `Lovers's mystical knowledge (mukâshafah). |T0008,
Sexual desire as original sin. |T0009.0.1$, Sexual frustration (deprivation). |T0024.2.1, Fainting away for love (or
sexual desire). |T0024.9.4$, Person will `humiliate' self for love. |U0248.0.3$, Wants affect perception (cognitions).
|W0255.2.1$, `Eye-of-love': magnifies merits and reduces demerits--(Cayn al-ridâ)--eye-of-contentment.
|Z0186.4.3.4$, Symbolism: spirit-possession (being `epileptic$, worn or ridden by spirit)--sexual desire (lust).

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 24 n. 41.>
U0248.4.1$, Man lusting after daughter (wife) of the enemy he had slain disregards counselor's warnings
and marries her--he is slain by bride.
Link: |P0023.0.1$, Avenging queens (matriarchs--seeking revenge). |P0214.4$, Wife avenges her husband.
|P0234.3$, Father avenged by daughter. |P0525.3.1$, Vendettist (avenger). |Q0550.0.3$, Murderer is himself
(inevitably) murdered.

Ref.: Damîrî II 132; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 122.>
U0248.5$, Gender affects perception: males and females perceive different things (and view the same thing
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differently). Type: 923C$, cf. 884.
Link: F1009.7$, Bride advised to fashion her slip and draw (embroider) exquisite things on it: to draw a female
palm-tree with dates for the groom to climb for harvesting, and a cool (Ca-l-baharî/'northerly`) lounge for the groom
to scatter himself. |H1578.1.9.2$, Detection of a person's sex: psychological means (mental set, etc.). |H1578.2, Test
of sex of man masking as girl: arms placed among baskets and war trumpet sounded. |U0304.0.5.1$, The positive
trait of character of the rich becomes negative for the poor: courage becomes brashness, equanimity becomes
feebleness, dignity becomes dull-wittedness, etc.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 614/cf.; DOTTI 528 607; TAWT 25 n. 43 422.>
U0248.6$, Profession (occupation) affects perception. Type: 920G$, 1574, cf. 920F$, 926L$.
Link: |H1578, Test of sex [(gender)]: to discover person masking as of another sex. |J0816.2, King called baker's son:
he has given the poet only loaves of bread. |J1401, The [thieving] tailor's dream. [He dreams, at Judgment Day, of a
flag made of the pieces of cloth he stole and decides to become honest; but the patch he is about to steal does not fit
into the flag]. |P0400, Trades and professions.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 621; TAWT 381 n. 373.>
U0248.6.1$, Scribe's mental set (imagination, phantasy).
Link: |F0575.1.5.6.1.1.1$, Folds of tummy fat likened to a folder holding paper documents (or the like). |J1153.2.1$,
To which of two men does woman belong? She knows how to prepare things necessary for one (e.g., ink for scribe,
etc.). |J1176.1, Pouring water into the inkwell. [Slavegirl must have learned it from author, not soldier]. |P0425.2$,
Scribe writes in various styles. |Z0070.6$, To be like (as useless as) suspended grammatical rule (e.g., tanwîn al'idâfah, silent letter).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0248.6.1.1$, Man of letters views others as either poetry-makers or prose-makers.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0248.6.2$, Carpenter's mental set.
Link: |Z0198.2.1.0.1$, `[Physical] lover-and-beloved'--(wood) `notching'.>

U0248.6.2.1$, For a carpenter, a wife (woman) is a `two-by-four' (marînah), which he cuts with his saw (=
penis). Type: cf. 1543A*.
Link: |U0300$, Relativity of perception: "adaptation level" (judgment depends on circumstances, objects of
comparison, frame of reference, or context). |Z0197.3.1.1$, Carpenter cuts his `two-by-four' (wife) with his saw
(penis)--sexual intercourse.>

U0248.7$, The power of suggestion: person perceives (experiences) what he has been instructed (told) will
occur. Type: 1313A, 1419J$, cf. 1620.
Link: |J2311, Person made to believe he is dead. |J2218$, The effect of group-opinion: clearly false statement held as
true outweighs physical evidence.

Ref.: Damîrî II 145-46; DOTTI 732 797 879.>
U0248.7.1$, Man of awe-inspiring appearance tells king of vision favorable to king: king `sees'
(experiences) the vision as described.
Link: |F0575.1.7$, Awe-evoking beauty (intimidates beholder). |F0580$, Person of awe-inspiring appearance.
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|H0250.1$, Validity of one person's dream (vision) tested--(usually by another's dream). |U0090.0.1$, Some are
perceived as credible (wise); others are not (on basis of name, profession, appearance, gender, etc.).

Ref.: Damîrî I 145-46.>
U0248.8$, Physical constitution affects perception. Type: 328C$,/1640A$.
Link: |U0248.1$, Hunger affects perception. |U0248.4$, Sexual desire (love) affects perception. |U0248.5$, Gender
affects perception: males and females perceive different things (and view the same thing differently).

Ref.: DOTTI 885.>
U0248.8.1$, `Health is a crown on the heads of the healthy; it is visible only to the sick'. Type:
945B$-(formerly, 844B$).
Link: |J0232.2$, Kingdom (power, riches, etc.) not worth loss of a bodily function (e.g., ability to urinate, break
wind, or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 648.>
U0249$, Behavior potential: expected effort (trouble) required for performing task, and self-interest,
determine whether task will be undertaken. Type: 110B$.
Link: |J0212, Choice: plainness with safety or grandeur with danger. |J0224$, Choice between evils: confessing to
one crime or another--(usually a more serious one). |J0352, Inconvenience disregarded when booty is in sight.
|P0774.2.3.2$, Cat to mouse: "I'll give you a reward (sugar, egg) if you pass under my whiskers." Mouse: "The
wages are `sweet' but the route is perilous". |U0066, Every man has his price. [Behavior potential]. |U0101.0.1.1$, Of
the cardinal pleasures, listening to music (song) is the least strenuous (taxing). (It requires minimum energy, doesn't
interfere with other activities, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 40; MITON; ; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 91-101, 258-59; Zîr 81.>
U0249.0.1$, Motivation: no action (behavior) without reason (stimulus).
Link: |U0311.0.1$, Biological drives (primary drives/al-gharâ'iz) motivate everyone. (They are universal).

Ref.: MITON; Shawqî 268 [no. 8].>
U0249.0.1.1$, Response not elicited unless reward is expected.
Ref.: Jâhiz IV 88 VI 270/(going to market) 271-73.>
U0249.0.1.1.1$, Offering someone a reward for no reason (without motivation) is an impossibility.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 384.>
U0249.0.1.2$, Senses (hearing, sight, taste, smell, sensation/feeling) motivate brain in like intensity
(measurement).
Link: |F1043.0.1$, Affectionate touch preferred to menacing (affectionless) food (drink).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 288-89; Qazwînî II 150-66.>
U0249.0.1.2.0.1$, `Away from the eye, away from the heart' (i.e., `Out of sight, out of mind'). |P0302.1.0.2$,
The absent one gets no share.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 247, 1704.>
U0249.0.1.2.0.2$, Distant shrine receives few pledges (monetary).
Link: |U0086.0.1$, `To visit sparingly is to be loved increasingly' (i.e., `Absence makes the heart grow fonder').
|U0118.2$, Distant shrine (saint, mosque, church, etc.) more potent (preferred).
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 1704.>
U0249.0.1.2.1$, `Need generates resourcefulness' ("al-hâjah tuftiq al-hîlah"--i.e., `Need is the mother of
invention').
Link: |V0318.1.2.1.1$, "Wit (resourcefulness) does not overcome predestination (fate)": (al-hîlah lâ taruddu al-qadâ'
wa al-qadar).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 196; Ibshîhî 445; Alf IV 158/cf./(King Jal)iyâd and Shimâs); Taymûr no.
1888/(nakedness/spinning).>
U0249.0.1.4$, `Need renders the undesirable desirable'.
Link: |L, REVERSAL OF FORTUNE. |U0085.5$, Remembered only when needed. |W0112.1$, Need establishes
(generates) dependence (on person, substance, certain treatment, etc.).>

U0249.0.2$, Actions explained in terms of expectancy of reward.
Link: |B0391, Animal grateful for food. |H0492.1, Husband refuses to murder his wife for high honors; wife agrees
to murder husband. |H1387$, Quest for explanations of eccentric (enigmatic) occurrences observed by chieftain
reveals tragic life experiences. |J0710, Forethought in provision for food. |J1549.1.6$, Husband taunts his wife
with a new female in his life; she answers that she will gladly give herself to a youth who can appreciate her beauty.
When the husband asks whether she would have gone through with her threat, she replies: "In my heart, God is great
and glorious, while you are too pitiful and insignificant to disobey Him over you [by committing adultery]!".
|K0712$, Prey lured into predator's power by flattery or promise of reward. |P0774.2.3.3.1$, Gold and silver hidden
in heaps of dirt that must be removed from building; then the poor summoned, told of hidden treasure, and asked to
haul the dirt away: they finish the unpleasant task for the expected reward. |S0234, Children sold in exchange for
food. |U0101$, Hedonism: seeking pleasure as the main goal in life.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 446; DOTTI 877.>
U0249.0.2.1$, People side with the flourishing (winners, prosperous, etc.).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 45 174-75.>
U0249.0.2.2$, "Who is the one that is born (carried [by others])?" "He is the son of she-who-has-food [to
give]!" "And who is the one that is walking?" "He is the son of she-who-doesn't!".
Link: |H1558.7, Test of friendship: the power of money. Spendthrift loses his friends in poverty. |J1014$, Making a
living (by earning wages). |U0310$, Attending primary (biological) needs.>

U0249.0.2.3$, Only those who made a profit would praise the market.
Link: |P0772.1$, Merchant motivated by expectancy of profit.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2675.>
U0249.0.3$, Power of self-interest.
Link: |A1378$, Origin of self-interest (selfishness). Adam and angel mark bounds for humans on earth; Adam gains
more by moving marker (cheating). Hence, private property and development (civilization). |H1552.3.1$, Test of
sons' generosity: duty, self-interest, or true philanthropy?. |J0003$, Roles (nature) of reward and punishment on
learning (change in behavior due to training). "Law of effect". |P0431.0.4$, `Do buying and selling; don't be a
hireling'. |U0101$, Hedonism: seeking pleasure as the main goal in life. |U0195$, Truth comes from a disinterested
party. |U0310$, Attending primary (biological) needs. |W0040$, Self-reliance as trait of character. |W0180.2.1$,
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Predator doesn't bestow prey on others.>

U0249.0.3.1$, High performer explains his motivation in terms of self-interest.>
U0249.0.3.1.1$, Fox asked: "Why is it that you can outrun hunting dog?" He answered: "Because I run for
myself [i.e, for own interest], but dog runs for someone else's [i.e., for its master]". Type: 62.
Link: |U0242, Hares fearing death outrun pursuing dogs.

Ref.: Damîrî I 175; DOTTI 27.>
U0249.0.4$, Good-will is generated by benefiting (having a share or interest).
Link: |P0304.1$, Apathy in the big city (no one cares). |U0062.5$, The destitute (indigent) in midst of the
prosperous. |V0112.2.5.1$, The building of mosque that does not serve other needs, beside praying, reproved.
|W0155.0.1$, Apathy (social insensitiveness, indifference to the plight of others). |W0195, Envy. [("Jealousy
of/from" (ghîrah min: envy of Y)].

Ref.: Damîrî I 160-61.>
U0249.0.4.1$, Indigent has no good-will toward useless luxury (riches).
Link: |P0760.6.2$, Excessive property (wealth) invites wastefulness.

Ref.: Damîrî I 160-61.>
U0249.0.8$, `If cause [of the bizarre] becomes known, bewilderment [over it] would cease'. Type: 472$,
1742$, cf. 517A$, 910C, 1689.
Link: |H0271$, Contest in telling the strangest (most bizarre) life experience (story). |H1319.7$, Quest for the
strangest (most bizarre) life experience (story). |J1423, [No] roast falcon. [Rooster's retort to falcon who accuses him
of cowardice for fleeing master]. |J1847$, Misplaced condemnation (blame). |K2135, The complaint about bad
breath: trouble for the king's favorite. |U0015.0.1, Dwarf king (fairy) laughs at the absurdities he sees about him.
|U0028$, The biting-judge is observed by king (caliph); when the absurdity of a litigant's logic becomes evident, the
king states: "If you don't bite him, I will!".

Ref.: Jâhiz II 363 V 393-96/(poisonous mosquitoes); Qazwînî I 7/(loss of magnetic attribute);
DOTTI 246 286 572 911 928; MITON.>
U0249.1$, `Rewards are earned in proportion to expended labor'. Type: 910M$, 936A$, cf. 1370A*.
Link: |J1016$, Glory (success) is achieved in proportion to hard work.

Ref.: DOTTI 639; MITON; Taymûr no. 418/(gen.).>
U0249.1.1$, `Those who desire honey must withstand bee stings'.
Link: |Z0169.0.1.2.1$, Symbolism: thorny rose--dearness (being hard to attain).>

U0249.1.2$, `There is no candy (sweet) without fire'.
Link: |J0285$, Value of quality of work. |J1013$, No work, no food.>

U0249.1.3$, `He who seeks high honors (high rank) must stay up nights [at work]'.
Link: |J0285.0.1.1$, "He who seeks high honors without hard work, wastes his life seeking the impossible".

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 258.>
U0249.1.4$, `He who does not endanger himself on quest does not attain his goal' (i.e, `Nothing ventured,
nothing gained').
Ref.: MITON.>
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U0249.2$, Lack of experience renders behavior potential minor.
Link: |J1018$, Practice (persistence) makes perfect.

@W0010.0.1$, Mercy's sole form (indivisible nature): `He who is not merciful to a dog, is not
merciful to a deer, is not merciful to a kid (goat); and he who is not merciful to a sparrow, is not merciful to
a boy'.
Ref.: Alf IV 228/(in killing); Burton IX 226; Chauvin VI 52-53 no. 218 228 no. 258.>
U0250, Shortness of life.
Link: |L0413, Proud inscriptions sole remains [(relic)] of powerful king. = ["Ozymandias"]. |V0311.5$, Visiting
graveyards--as reminder of death and the life to come--is recommended.

Ref.: Simpson 182, 183, 184; Boqarî 198.>
U0250.0.1$, Death is inevitable. Type: 332, cf. 934A, 2031, 2031D$.
Link: |A0604.5.0.1$, "Every soul must taste death"--(Divine decree). |K0551, Respite from death granted until a
particular act is performed. |K2371.7$, Azrael (Death) tricked. |N0260.2$, Sudden death: apparently healthy person
dies mysteriously. |R0185.4$, "He ran away from death, but into death he fell". |U0258$, Fear of death. |Z0042.1.1$,
Death is the strongest. |Z0111.9.1$, `The destroyer of pleasures, and the disperser of throngs'--(death).

Ref.: Damîrî I 65/cf. 321-22; Ibshîhî 479-80; Boqarî 203/(kullunâ lahâ); DOTTI 177 635 714 967
968/{Irq, lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 121 no. 17, 187 no. 47; Slyomovics 69, n. 15/cf.>
U0250.0.1.1$, Death spares no one: high (patrician, noble, rich) and low (commoner, poor), all must depart
this life for afterlife. Type: 470C$, cf. 471B$.
Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 223; Simpson 124; Kisâ'î 75/(Thackston 81-82 no. 35): Shamy (el-)
"Arab Mythology" no. 70; DOTTI 245.>
U0250.0.1.1.1$, Equality of all men in death: skulls, skeletons, etc., look alike.
Link: |V0061.8.2.2$, Burial into earth drains blood out of bones (thus rendered light colored); burial in casket traps
blood in bones (thus rendered dark colored).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1299.>
U0250.0.1.2$, The world (life) lasted neither for a holy man nor for a culture-hero (e.g., "neither for Eve nor
for Adam", "neither for David nor for Alexander", "neither for Abu-Zaid, nor for Diyâb", etc.).
Link: |N0170.0.1$, Life (the world, fate, luck, etc.) is a revolving wheel: ups and downs.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Bint-Birrî" no. 56 139/(Eng.), "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58
2.>
U0250.0.2$, Dying man's reflections on life.
Link: |U0255$, "From womb to tomb": one's own accomplishments during a life-time seem trivial (inconsequential)
when compared with others'. |V0028.0.1$, tashahhud (uttering the testimony: "No god but God, and Mohammed is
His Messenger"): dying Moslem's last rite.

Ref.: Damîrî I 245.>
U0250.0.3$, Nature of life and afterlife (life after death).
Link: |J0760$, Death must be planned for. |P0527$, Legal will (testament) made before death-- (legal preparations
for death). |V0068, Preparations for burial. |V0311.0.2$, Deity (religion) confined to the "here-and-now" is of limited
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use to humans.

Ref.: Ions 138.>
U0250.1$, Enjoyment of life recommended. (Usually because life is short). Type: 910K1$.
Link: |J0021.53$, "A lost hour of fun (merriment) cannot be made-up for". |J0484, Enjoyment preferred to wealth
[(power)]. |J0709.2$, Giving up luxuries (fineries), limiting self to necessities. |J1343, The liking of food and drink.
|U0101$, Hedonism: seeking pleasure as the main goal in life. |U0283.1.1.1$, Liquor causes pleasure (enjoyment,
joy). |V0462.0.7$, Austerities as means to asceticism.

Ref.: Maspero 83-84 no. 5 n. 1.>
U0251, The bad customs of the world [i.e., nature of life]: the young die as well as the old. Hence youth
enters monastery. Type: 471B$, cf. 470C$,/801A$.
Link: |F0171.9$, Ripe and unripe fruit simultaneously harvested (by old man) in otherworld. (The young die as well
as the old).

Ref.: DOTTI 240 245.>
U0252$, Philosopher must reduce his long book to one sentence: king has been awaiting book too long and
is about to die. Type: cf. 1873$.
Link: |P0425.7.1$, "Pen's lure" (call of the pen) for writer: greater than those of women, wealth, etc. |P0484$,
Historian (mu'arrikh, "'akhbârî"). |P0485.0.1$, Characteristic behavior of the philosophical scholar (historian,
interpreter of sacred dogma, etc.). |Z0024.1.4$, History of the world (life) in one sentence: "Born, lived, died".
|Z0303$, The one unanswered question.

Ref.: DOTTI 940; Sallûm Baghdad 11-12 no. 1.>
U0253$, The value of life.
Link: |U0282$, Merits and demerits of death (and life).>

U0253.1$, Life is valuable.
Link: |J1261.9, "Better a live confessor than a dead martyr." So answers a preacher [Y]. |J0021.53$, "A lost hour of
fun (merriment) cannot be made-up for". |U0253.5$, Life is valueless. |V0146.2$, Sacred relic displayed as reminder
of man's mortality and, consequently, the need to enjoy life.>

U0253.1.1$, Better alive than dead.
Link: |J0217.0.1, Unsatisfactory life preferred to death.

Ref.: Shawqî 327 [no. 51]; Taymûr no. 197.>
U0253.1.1.1$, `A living dog is better than a dead lion'.
Link: |J0217, Captivity preferred to death. |J1261.9, "Better a live confessor than a dead martyr." So answers a
preacher [Y].

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 2434.>
U0253.1.2$, One's own life is the most valuable (irreplaceable).
Link: |F0840.0.3$, The most extraordinary (the rarest) thing in the world. |J0234$, Choice between kingship
(political power) and health (longevity, physical strength, etc.). |P0218$, Good wife is the rarest thing in the world.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0253.1.2.1$, "O soul [of mine], there is no soul after you" [i.e., You live only once].
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Link: |Z0113.0.1$, Life personified.>

U0253.1.2.1.1$, When one is alive (healthy) any loss of wealth, power, etc., can be recovered.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0253.2$, No time (season) bad enough during which one may choose to die.
Link: |J0720$, Knowledge of the four seasons (and their characteristic harvest, foods). |H0659.28$, What is the best
time (season) to die.>

U0253.5$, Life is valueless.
Link: |J0216, Choice of deaths. |J0227, Death preferred to other evils. |S0110.0.2$, Suicide intended (attempted).
|U0253.1$, Life is valuable. |U0282.0.1$, Debate with oneself over merits of living or dying (committing suicide).

Ref.: Simpson 201-209; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 4.>
U0253.5.1$, `The day of [one's own] death is preferable to the day of birth'.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0253.5.2$, `The tomb is preferable to a palace'.
Link: |E0410.5.1$, Paradise-like conditions inside tomb for the deceased--a reward. |E0410.5.3$, Hell-like conditions
inside tomb for the deceased--a punishment. |J0760$, Death must be planned for. |V0068, Preparations for burial.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0253.4$, Desperate measure taken to insure one's own survival.
Link: |P0304.2$, `Anomie' in the big city: no rules, no morals, no religious convictions; any thing goes. |P0190.1.1$,
Last hired, first fired (due to servile societal station).>

U0253.4.1$, `A drowning man would grab [any object, even] a straw'.
Link: |R0212.0.1$, Escape from pit by grabbing animal's tail (or bird's leg).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 376-77; Taymûr no. 2052.>
U0253.5.3$, The merits of the dead are forgotten.>
U0253.5.3.1$, `A dead person has no friends'.
Link: |U0116.1$, Unloved person becomes: "Sugar", only after his death.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0255$, "From womb to tomb": one's own accomplishments during a life-time seem trivial
(inconsequential) when compared with others'.
Link: |J0007.0.1$, Learning is a life-long process (from womb to tomb). |J0169.5$, Epitaph: inscription on grave
sums up owner's accomplishments in life. |U0250.0.2$, Dying man's reflections on life.

Ref.: Bâzargân (al-) 303-4 no. 227; Kh. Ibrâhîm Al-Maghzâ 34-35; Wehr 87 no. 4.2.>
U0255.1$, "From mother's vagina [directly] to grave ([after long life])" (i.e., with no accomplishments).
Link: |Z0088.1$, Failure (misdeed) as (grand) accomplishment.

Ref.: Ibrâhîm, Al-Maghzâ 34-35 [no. 08].>
U0258$, Fear of death.
Link: |F1041.1.11, Death from fear. |H1199.2.3.2$, Task: curing obesity. Fear of death used as remedy. |H1376.2.1,
Quest: learning what fear of death is. |U0241, [Obese] king grows lean from fear of death. |U0242, Hares fearing
death outrun pursuing dogs. |U0250.0.1$, Death is inevitable.
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Ref.: Kisâ'î 73-74/(Thackston 79 no. 34): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 69.>
U0260, Passage of time.
Link: |A0729$, Progression of time (reckoned in terms of sun's journey). |Z0122.9.1$, Formulas signifying passage
of time (moments, nights, days, years, etc.).

Ref.: Bashmî 'Arkhibîl 151 no. 72; Boqarî 198.>
U0260.1$, Things change (with time).
Link: |U0191.5$, Persistence of the status quo.

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 190 no. 20/(wife's love for husband).>
U0260.1.1$, `Every era has its own state-of-affairs, and its own men (leaders)'.
Link: |J0825$, Wisdom of following only one leader (master).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0260.1.2$, `Every time-period (of a day) has its own call for prayers'.
Link: |J0601.1.1$, `Every situation has its own say (deed)'.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 201; Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15.>
U0260.2$, The past will never return. Type: cf. 285D.
Link: |Z0061, Never.

Ref.: DOTTI 94; MITON; Zîr 63.>
U0260.3$, Effects of aging are irreversible.
Link: |D1338, Magic object rejuvenates. |D1880, Magic rejuvenation. |F0571.9$, Old age--miscellaneous motifs.
|J0761, Old age must be planned for. |L0458$, Fortune of proud animal or bird (lion, eagle, falcon) reversed:
humbled by lowly one. |T0367$, Impotence (the impotent man). |Z0114, Old age personified.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0261, Time seems short to those who play, long for those who wait. So says servant girl whose mistress
upbraids her for late hours. Type: 681.
Link: |U0300$, Relativity of perception: "adaptation level" (judgment depends on circumstances, objects of
comparison, frame of reference, or context). |U0305$, Relativity of perceiving quantity (much-little, many-few, gainloss, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 371.>
U0262, Suffering healed by time.
Link: |J1075, Time renders all things commonplace.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0262.1$, Grief, like happiness, is never everlasting.
Link: |J1075, Time renders all things commonplace.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0263$, Memory diminished by time. Forgetting (what had been learned) due to passage of time. Type:
676, 1332*, 1526D, cf. 313, 830C.
Link: |A0054.6.7$, Punishment of Eblis: stripped of all knowledge. |D1910, Magic memory. |D2006, Magic
reawakening of memory. |F0654, Remarkable power of recognition. |F0692, Person with remarkable memory.
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|H1595, Test of memory. |J0003.4.1$, Extinction: lack of reward extinguishes habits. |J0148.0.2$, "Law of Exercise"
(Law of Use, Law of Frequency): the more frequently a learned item is used, the more reproducible (stable) it
becomes. |J1075, Time renders all things commonplace. |J2043$, Inability to learn (remember) simple instructions.
|U0064.2$, Forgetfulness due to immersion in (preoccupation with) concerns of life (afflictions, problems).
|U0085.5$, Remembered only when needed. |Z0012.3.1$, Leaping (poetic): account skips (ignores) certain
seemingly important events.

Ref.: DOTTI 129 368 453; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 136-37.>
U0263.0.1$, `Glory be to Him who never forgets' (i.e., only God does not forget).
Link: |A0102.1, Omniscient god. [All-knowing God]. |A0189.7.1$, `God forgets no one': every creature gets a
predestined livelihood.>

U0264$, Learning (recall, retention) as a function of meaningfulness. Type: 1696.
Link: |J0010.3.2$, Nickname given the young (or the new) endures for life. |J1343.3$, Sponger's (glutton's) favorite
passages from holy book: ones where food is mentioned. |J2016, Man does not recognize his name when it is called:
he is accustomed to hear his nickname. |U0248.0.3.1$, Exaggerated perceptions due to ego-involvement.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 621-22/(tufailiî's favorite suras: food); Boqarî 175.>
U0265$, Date (time) recognized by act performed (social activity, ritual, etc.). Type: cf. 1848A.
Link: |J0148.2.1.1$, "Talk brings [more similar] talk". |Z0024, The forgetful man counts the days of the week. On
Monday they go to mill, etc. He thus discovers that it is Sunday. |Z0122, Time personified.

Ref.: DOTTI 936.>
U0265.1$, Prayer-times as timing devices (they mark times of day).
Link: |A2228.1$, Cock (chanticleer) from heaven: God-sent as timing-device so as to help Adam mark prayer-times.
|F0898.2.1.1$, `At the yellowing of the sun' (i.e., late afternoon).

Ref.: ThaClabî 24-25: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57; RAFE 17 n. 42; Shamy (el-) Egypt 18

174.>
U0266$, Local history: one event recalls (reminds of, dates) another. Type: 1600A$.
Link: |J0080.0.1$, Situation in actual life calls for telling (citing, referring to) a narrative that parallels it. (Listener is
expected to infer the solution to own situation from the narrative). |J0170.3.3$, Son: "O father, get up and bring us
honor!" Father: "I cannot until those who know us are dead". |P0781$, Local history reckoned in relation to a
person's past disgraceful act.

Ref.: Damîrî II 232-33/(Câm al-Fîl); Ibshîhî 399/(present/chicken) 622/(flea days); Boqarî 21/(Câm
al-Fîl); DOTTI 519 873/{Egy}; Taymûr no. 1617-1619.>
U0267$, The (corruptive) effect of chain of oral transmission on accuracy of message. Type: 883$, cf.
774M, 774M1$, 1450, 1698, 1698P$, 1699.
Link: |H1595, Test of memory. |J0583$, Wisdom of keeping secret from others. |J2219$, Logical absurdity based
upon certain false assumptions--miscellaneous. |J2240$, Fool as messenger. |J2353, The wife multiplies the secret.
|J2671.4, Foolish messenger muddles message. |K2107.3$, Rumor mongering. False report concocted and spread (so
as to slander). |K2259.6$, Treacherous messenger (emissary, ambassador). |N0194.1$, Initial favorable state revoked
due to misunderstanding (treachery). |P0611.3.1$, Women as spreaders (source) of news (information, gossip).
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|U0194$, Rumors are not truths. |W0173.2.1$, Small seed said to be large dome. |X0110, Humor of deafness.

Ref.: DOTTI 431 520 811 916 917; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 238.>
U0267.1$, `Grain (kernel) made to be a dome' [i.e., the small is reported as large through inaccurate
transmission]'. Type: 1931A$, cf. 883$, 2022A.
Link: |W0173.2.1$, Small seed said to be large dome.

Ref.: DOTTI 520 955 962; Taymûr no. 3158/cf.>
U0267.1.1$, I said: "My head hurts"; the next day they, as far as the seventh town, came to walk in my
funeral procession. Type: 1931A$.
Link: |P0469.5$, "Bad news travel fast". |Z0055$, Process ascends (escalated) to its natural or logical climax
(conclusion).

Ref.: DOTTI 955.>
U0270, Security breeds indifference.
Link: |P0501.2$, Political indifference (quietism). |W0155.0.1$, Apathy (social insensitiveness, indifference to the
plight of others).

Ref.: Basset Mille III 512 no. 311.>
U0274$, Casualness (carelessness) brings about mistakes.
Link: |J1524$, Rebuke to the careless.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0275$, A professional's own: it shows no benefit from his expertness.
Link: |J1062, Cure yourself before doctoring others. |K1634$, Counselor of caution is himself deceived. |N0300.0.2$,
Counsellor of caution falls victim to that against which he had warned.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0275.1$, `A carpenter's door is disjointed'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 733.>
U0275.2$, Needle dresses people while she herself is naked.
Link: |H0767.3$, Enigmatic statement: "She dresses people, while she herself is naked." (Needle). |Z0139.9.2$,
Sewing implement personified.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 45; Taymûr no. 1361.>
U0275.3$, Candle burns herself to give light to others.
Link: |W0028, Self-sacrifice.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1450.>
U0276$, The (corruptive) effect of the chain of oral transmission on the accuracy of message. Type: 1698,
cf. 910L$.
Link: |J0021.22.1$, "Do not trust a secret to your wife". |J1150.1$, Eyewitness account (testimony) more reliable
than hearsay. |J2353, The wife multiplies the secret.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 238.>
U0276.1.1$, I said: "My head hurts"; the next day they, as far as the seventh town, came to walk in my
funeral procession.
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Link: |Z0055.1$, Biological process carried to its climax.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 238 n. 21.>
U0280$-U289$, Balance between merits and demerits
advantages and disadvantages, good and evil.>
U0280$, Balance between merits and demerits, advantages and disadvantages, good and evil.
Link: |A0106, Opposition of good and evil gods. |A1100.1$, "Balance and harmony as well as truth": The
Maat/Mayet-principle of world order. |P0553.0.1$, Merits and demerits of certain weapons.

@U0020$, Opposites are ever present side by side: good-evil (honesty-fraud, truth-falsehood).
Ref.: Jâhiz V 174; Bayhaqî al-mahâsin wa al-masâwi'; î (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if (entire work);
TAWT 440.>
U0280.0.1$, Mixed blessings.>
U0280.0.1.1$, There is good and evil in every man (creature).
Ref.: ThaClabî 4/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 10.>
U0280.0.1.2$, `One hand harms (hurts), the other heals (nurses)'--(formulaic).
Link: |W0133.0.1$, Inconsistency (incongruence) as an attribute of the behavior of mankind.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 376.>
U0280.0.2$, Good and evil entities are always in conflict. (Cf. A0050).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Arican Worldview" 209; Wickett 83.>
U0280.1$, Everything found to have merit. Type: 293A$, 480.
Link: |J0174, Good and bad in all books. |J0461, Senseless debate of the mutually useful. |U0020$, Opposites are
ever present side by side: good-evil (honesty-fraud, truth-falsehood). |W0256.6.3.1.1$, Usefulness of crookedness
(curviness).

Ref.: DOTTI 95 250; TAWT 440 no. 32/{Egy}.>
U0280.2$, For whatsoever is dropped there will be a picker.
Link: |W0216.1, A thrifty merchant tells son that even a snake laid by [(seemingly useless)] will be useful.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 201; Ibn-CAasim no. 184; Ibshîhî 44; Taymûr no. 2368.>
U0281$, Merits and demerits of physical attributes.

Link: |B0014.8.0.1$, Attributes of natural hybrids--(strengths and weaknesses). |T0101.3.6$, Groom quality: physical
attributes. |U0285$, Merits and demerits of shortcomings (imperfections). |Z0084.2$, Insults concerning personal
appearance.

Ref.: DOTTI 95 596/{lit.}; MITON.>
U0281.1$, Merits and demerits of color (black, white). Type: 480, 910K1$.
Link: |J0021.54.1$, "The beauty is the one whom you love even if a Noah's crow (bear)." Which of two women is
the pretty one: the black or the white?. |Z0142, Symbolic color: white. |N0122.1.7$, Lucky and unlucky (auspicious
and inauspicious) colors. |U0296$, Merits and demerits of slaves. |Z0143.5$, Black is beautiful.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 426; Basset Mille II 97 no. 40; DOTTI 250 575; î (al-) 114-16; MITON; Shawqî 285-
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86 [no. 17]; TAWT 390 n. 523 440.>
U0281.2$, Merits and demerits of gender (female, male).
Link: |A1650.5.1$, God's (ten) afflictions on mankind (`Adam and his children'). |A1650.5.2$, God's (fifteen)
additional afflictions on women (`Eve and her daughters'). |U0284.3$, Merits and demerits of homoerotic love (male:
sodomy). |U0285.1$, Merits and demerits of ugliness.

Ref.: Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if î (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 65-66 70-73.>
U0281.3$, Merits and demerits of age (young, old).
Link: |J1450$, Retorts concerning age (young-old).

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 106-10.>
U0281.3.1$, Merits and demerits of being bearded and being beardless.
Link: |J0484.2$, Beardless (young) lover preferred to bearded: latter prickly. |K1590.1.1.1$, Why beardless youth
has bite-marks on face while bearded man does not? `Mosquitos' (actually woman) prefer the tender-tasting. |Z0257,
Beardless hero.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0281.4$, Merits and demerits of size (large or small, tall or short).
Link: |F0575.1, Remarkably beautiful woman. |J0647.4$, Do not slight your enemy no matter how insignificant
(small) you may think he is. |Z0084.2.2$, Insult concerning body size.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 451-52; DOTTI 561/{lit.}; TAWT 23 n. 39.>
U0281.4.0.1$, Size is unimportant; quality of performance is what counts.
Link: |J0230, Choice: real and apparent values. |J0370, Choices: important and unimportant work.
|U0110.3.4.1$, Tall and strong-looking youth proves to be a coward (weakling).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 451-52; DOTTI 561/{lit.}; TAWT 23 n. 39.>
U0281.4.1$, Bigger is better.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0281.4.3$, Smaller is better.>
U0281.4.3.1$, Thinness (slenderness) is beautiful.
Link: |X0150$, Humor of thinness. |Z0084.2$, Insults concerning personal appearance.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0281.4.5$, Small (weak, unimportant) can be potent.
Link: |J0654.2$, Great fires start as sparks.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 478.>
U0281.4.5.1$, A [huge] viper may die from a [tiny] scorpion's sting.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 478.>
U0282$, Merits and demerits of death (and life). Type: cf. 293.
Link: |U0253$, The value of life. |U0292.1.1$, `He who owns much loses much'.

Ref.: Simpson 201-9; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 112-14.>
U0282.0.1$, Debate with oneself over merits of living or dying (committing suicide). Type: cf. 293.
Link: |E0727.1, Debate of body and soul [as to the relative merits of each. [Y]. |H1599.1$, Contests or debates
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between abstracts. |J0227.9.1$, Death-wish: person in misery wishes to die. |S0110.0.1.1$, Suicide due to
hopelessness (failure, disappointment, etc.). |U0253.5$, Life is valueless. |V0512, Vision of judgment. Man sees his
own soul being judged.

Ref.: Simpson 201-9; DOTTI 535/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no.
23.>
U0282.1$, Merits of dying.
Ref.: î (al-) 112-13.>
U0282.1.1$, Death brings comfort.
Link: |W0198.2.2$, `Tyrant's death is a relief [from God]'.

Ref.: Simpson 208; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 113-14.>
U0282.1.2$, Death transfers one to the after life.
Ref.: Simpson 209/("the West").>
U0282.1.2.1$, Death brings one closer to meeting God.
Link: |Z0111.9.4$, Death: God retrieves His breath (deposit).

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 113.>
U0282.1.3$, Death makes a human being's life complete.
Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 113.>
U0282.3$, Demerits of dying.
Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 113-14.>
U0283$, Merits and demerits of foods and drinks.>
U0283.1$, Merits and demerits of liquor.
Link: |A2851, The four characteristics of wine. [Peacock: brilliant color; ape: jokes; lion: boldness; hog:
drunkenness]. |J1310, Repartee concerning wine [and similar drugs]. |J1320, Repartee concerning drunkenness
[and similar states of altered consciousness]. |U0284.2$, Merits and demerits of handling ritual contaminants
(nagâsah).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0283.1.1$, Merits of liquor.
Link: |U0180, In vino veritas.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0283.1.1.1$, Liquor causes pleasure (enjoyment, joy).
Link: |F0950.0.1.4$, Liquor (wine) used to treat pain (distress). |U0250.1$, Enjoyment of life recommended.
(Usually because life is short).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 614.>
U0283.1.1.1.1$, Liquor lightens the heavy heart: (`soap for sadness'--washes it away).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 20.>
U0283.1.1.1.1.1$, Planned violence (murder, war, etc.) abandoned upon becoming drunk.
Link: |A1005.4.1$, Bloodthirsty creature about to annihilate mankind stopped (by ruse: diverting).

Ref.: Ions 82/(Hathor).>
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U0283.1.1.2$, Liquor makes a person courageous.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0283.1.1.3$, Liquor improves health (helps digestion).
Ref.: MITON.>
U0283.1.1.4$, Liquor causes longevity.
Link: |F0610.0.6.1$, Longevity due to wholesome living.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 158.>
U0283.1.3$, Demerits (evils) of liquor.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0283.1.3.1$, Liquor leads to commission of crimes (sins). Type: 839, 931, 932$-933$, cf. 774M.
Link: |A1386.1.1$, Eve serves Adam liquor till drunk (he obeys her sinful instigation). |J0485.0.1$, `Liquor is the
mother of wickedness, and the focal point of cardinal sins!'. |P0196.1.2$, Drunkard loses control over his social
conduct. |Z0055.3.1$, From drunkenness (liquor), to fornication, to lying, to murder.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 292-93/(old woman's inference); ThaClabî 19: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 42;
Tha labî 248/(brother-sister incest); Ibshîhî 614/(fornication); DOTTI 431 460 461 627 630 634/{lit.}.>
U0283.2$, Merits and demerits of plants (food).
Ref.: Shawqî 258 [no. 2].>
U0283.2.1$, Merits and demerits of flowers (roses).
Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 90-92.>
U0283.2.1.1$, Merits of flowers.>
U0283.2.1.3$, Demerits of flowers.>
U0283.2.1.3.1$, Flowers (roses) cause hay-fever.
C

Link: |F1041.9.10, Illness from exposure to plant or animal (flowers, pollen, animal's hair, etc.): hay-fever, allergy.

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 92.>
U0284$, Merits and demerits of certain sorts of conduct.>
U0284.1$, Merits and demerits of sinning (erring).
Link: |K2059.9.3$, Excuse: sinning so as to absolve another sinner of sin.>

U0284.1.1$, `Had it not been for sin, redemption (forgiveness) would not have existed'.
Link: |Q0171.1, Forgiveness of sin for acts of charity. |U0230, The nature of sin. |V0021.7$, Redemption (by God)
dependent on forgiveness by victim. |V0441, Forgiveness [as religious virtue].

Ref.: MITON.>
U0284.2$, Merits and demerits of handling ritual contaminants (nagâsah).
Link: |C0001.1.1$, The profane (najiss/najass/`nagâsah'): the opposite of the pure/immaculate (tâhir/tuhr). |C0060$,
Tabu: violators of ablution-state (wudû': being ritually clean)--ritual contaminants (nagâsah): acts and objects that
defile, or cause ritual uncleanliness and becoming unfit to perform certain religious rituals. |U0283.1$, Merits and
demerits of liquor.>

U0284.2.1$, Hand used in cleaning privates preferred (by paramour, aspiring seducer).
Link: |C0060.4$, Ritual polluter: issuing body-substances (e.g., letting wind, urinating, ejaculating--in wet dream,
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vomiting). |C0548.1$, Tabus associated with use of left hand (in greeting, cooking, etc.): it is the instrument for
wiping one's own excreta and urine. |T0463.8$, Anal intercourse (sodomy).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0284.3$, Merits and demerits of homoerotic love (male: sodomy).
Link: |P0199.1$, Sodomist's preferences. |T0380.2.1$, Intemperance in maintaining modesty (female seclusion).
|T0463.3$, Relative pleasures of homoeroticism (homosexual love). |U0281.2$, Merits and demerits of gender
(female, male).

Ref.: Alf II 300; DOTTI 95/{lit.}; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 73-74; MITON.>
U0284.3.1$, To a male, another male (boy) is always available (but a female is not).
Link: |T0380.2.1$, Intemperance in maintaining modesty (female seclusion).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0284.3.2$, For a male, consorting with another male is safe (no pregnancy, no menstruation, no alimony,
or the like).>
U0284.3.3$, For a male, another male is more physically animated (rough).
Link: |P0610$, Homosociality: social relations between persons of the same sex. |T0060.0.1$, Rough sex-game (or
foreplay).

Ref.: MITON.>
U0284.5$, Merits and demerits of rough humor (mizâh).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 609.>
U0284.5.1$, Demerits of rough humor.>
U0284.5.1.1$, Rough humor diminishes one's moral standing and generates anger (in the target for the
`joke').
Link: |T0060.0.1.1$, Injury from rough sex-game (or foreplay). |X0001$, Practical joker: amusement derived from
discomfiting others.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 173 609; Taymûr no. 2338.>
U0284.5.2$, Merits of mild humor (gentle frolic).>
U0285$, Merits and demerits of shortcomings (imperfections).>
U0285.1$, Merits and demerits of ugliness. Type: 480.
Link: |J0482.2, Better to marry ugly than fair wife. Less hard to satisfy. |L0145, Ugly preferred to pretty sister.
|N0103$, Ugly women are more lucky. |T0101.1.3.1.2$, Bride quality: plainness (absence of sex-appeal, or loud
beauty). |U0281$, Merits and demerits of physical attributes.

Ref.: DOTTI 250.>
U0285.3$, Merits and demerits of illness (being sick).
Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 111-12.>
U0286$, Merits and demerits of the arts.
Ref.: Ions 138.>
U0286.1$, Merits and demerits of music (singing).
Ref.: Ions 138; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 84-85.>
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U0286.1.1$, Listening to music gives maximum pleasure at minimum effort.
Link: |D1359.3.1, Magic music causes joy. |F0959.7$, Music as therapy: marvelous cure (healing) by music.
|P0807.1.4$, Listening to music as recreation (pastime).

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 84-85.>
U0286.1.2$, Music is nourishment for soul (as food and drink are nourishment for body).
Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 84-85.>
U0286.3$, Demerits of listening to singing (music).
Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 85.>
U0286.3.1$, Listening to melody evokes sexual desire.
Link: |T0011.9$, Falling in love with thrilling music (melody, song, poem recitation). |C0005.2$, Satan's voice
(caller of Satan, summoner of Satan): pipe (music).

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 85.>
U0286.3.2$, Listening to song as inducement to death; person listens and is led to series of ascending states:
pleasure, permissiveness, giving, poverty, worry, illness, death.
Link: |Z0055$, Process ascends (escalated) to its natural or logical climax (conclusion).

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 85.>
U0287$, Merits and demerits of enhancing personal appearance (cosmetics, toilet, tattoo, clothes, etc.).
Link: |C0728.1$, Tabu: altering one's natural features for vanity--(tattooing, cosmetic surgery, etc.). |J0567$,
Intemperance in body care (health, cosmetics). |V0085.2.1$, Personal appearance during pilgrimage (clothing,
toiletry: bathing, shaving, hair-dressing, etc.).>

U0287.1$, Merits and demerits of cosmetics.
Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 110-11.>
U0287.1.1$, Merits and demerits of hair-coloring.
Ref.: MITON; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 110-11.>
U0287.1.2$, Merits and demerits of hair-styling (haircut).
Link: |P0717.1.3$, People with characteristic hair-style: hairdos, wigs, hair-tufts, shaven-head, etc.).

Ref.: Ions 17.>
U0288$, Merits and demerits of knowledge (wisdom) and ignorance.
Link: |H1599.1.1$, Debate between knowledge and ignorance (wisdom and foolishness). |W0134$, Foolishness
(ignorance, stupidity).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 31-37.>
U0288.0.1$, The knowledgeable live in discontent (uncertainty, skepticism), while the ignoramus (totally
ignorant) live in bliss.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 101; Taymûr no. 1842.>
U0288.1$, Merits of ignorance.
Ref.: Boqarî 131; Burton I 17 IX 70/cf.>
U0288.1.1$, The ignorant are content (happy).>
U0289$, Merits and demerits of family relations.
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Link: |H0637.1, H0637.1, What is hardest? Parent's heart (said by child being sacrificed). |P0201.0.1.1$, "He who
has no relatives has no enemies". |S0001$, All relatives prove to be cruel (except one). |Z0041.11$, Climax of
relatives. (Ascending series of relations).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 335 606-8; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 67-68.>
U0289.1$, Merits and demerits of marriage (coition). Type: 2012A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 958; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 67-68.>
U0289.1.1$, Merits of marriage (coition).>
U0289.1.1.1$, Serenity is to be found in affectionate relations between husband and wife.
Link: |A0006.3.3$, Eve created so that she would find serenity with Adam and he with her. |P0529.0.1.4$, Wife is to
C

be `retained with kindness (ma rûf), or released (divorced) with kindness'. |T0009.0.2$, Beneficial effects of
consensual lovemaking (coition, mutual sexual gratification).

Ref.: Simpson 167; Ibshîhî 164; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 65.>
U0289.1.3$, Demerits and demerits of marriage (coition).
Link: |T0100.0.1.2$, Necessity of marriage. (Having a spouse, even the scent of one).>

U0289.3.1$, "Marriage: temporary happiness, eternal sadness; loss of dowry-money, and `back-breaking'".
Type: cf. 2012A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 958; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 67-68.>
U0289.4$, Merits and demerits of procreation (having children).
Link: |P0230.0.1$, Childlessness.

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 69-70.>
U0290$, Merits and demerits of travel. (See: J1076, J1077$).
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 374-81.>
U0291$, Merits and demerits of certain social groups.>
U0291.1$, Merits and demerits of lowly social class (al-ghawghâ').
Link: |N0887.6.2.1$, Fishermen (peasants, beggars, or the like) help monarch (deity) in power struggle. |P0194$, The
lowly social classes or groups (the vulgar, al-ghawghâ'/al-siflah). |U0285$, Merits and demerits of shortcomings
(imperfections).

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 116-17.>
U0291.1.1$, "No one rushes to help during disasters (fires, floods, etc.) as members of lowly class do".
Ref.: Ibshîhî 217.>
U0292$, Merits and demerits of wealth and poverty.
Link: |U0060, Wealth and poverty. |U0069$, Money (gold) is all powerful. |U0304.0.5.1$, The positive trait of
character of the rich becomes negative one for the poor: courage becomes brashness, equanimity becomes
feebleness, dignity becomes dull-wittedness, etc.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 389-90; MITON Intro. 11 n. 62.>
U0292.1$, Demerits of wealth (being rich).>
U0292.1.1$, `He who owns much loses much'.
Link: |J0912.0.1$, `All that can be taken [upon death] into grave is a piece of cotton [(with which rectum has been
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plugged)]'. |U0282$, Merits and demerits of death (and life). |Z0111.9.1$, `The destroyer of pleasures and disperser
of throngs'--(death).

Ref.: MITON Intro. 11 n. 62.>
U0292.2$, Merits of poverty (being poor).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 389.>
U0292.2.1$, The poor are God's favorite people: they populate Paradise first.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 389.>
U0293$, Merits and demerits of success and failure.>
U0293.1$, Demerits of success.
Link: |J0241.3$, Only a fruitful tree is shaken (struck, or gets stones thrown at it). |J1360$, The envious accuser-general.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 357-58.>
U0294$, Merits and demerits of fame and obscurity (being maghmûr).
Link: |J0885, Clever person's defeat pleases inferior. [shamâtah]. |L0491.1$, Fame leads to pride (vanity).
|U0087.3$, Success in public life depends on the `image' (created in mind of public). |W0162$, Fame preferred to
material gains. |W0163$, Infamy (notoriety).>

U0294.1$, Obscurity guarantees safety from lampoon.
Link: |J0754.2$, "[If you] lower your head in the crowd, no harm will come to it". |P0427.4.1, Fear of druidic
lampoon as activating power.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 357-58.>
U0295$, Merits and demerits of games (competitive or pastime).
Link: |P0807.3$, Sports as recreation (amusements).>

U0295.1$, Merits and demerits of gambling games.
Ref.: Burton V 224.>
U0296$, Merits and demerits of slaves.
Link: |P0170, Slaves. |P0180.4.0.2$, When treated with respect, a slave rebels, but a free person conforms.
|U0281.1$, Merits and demerits of color (black, white).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 427-29.>
U0296.1$, Merits of slaves. Type: 516H$.
Link: |N0862$, Slave as helper. |P0178.9.4$, Slave woman considered "as if free" when she becomes "Mother of a
child ('umm walad/son)". (Under certain conditions). |P0181$, Faithful slave. |W0029$, Constancy [(wafâ')].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 427.>
U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves. Type: 408, 449,/1511, 451A, 1341B*, 1931A$.
Link: |J2450, Literal fool. |J2467$, Servant (slave) instructed that when sent to fetch something he should bring it
along its prerequisite: when sent to call a physician, he comes back with an undertaker (grave digger) as well.
|K2251, Treacherous slave. |P0170.0.3.2.1$, Castrated slave's revenge. He forces his owner, who had cut off his
penis, to do the same to himself, and then kills owner's sons whom he held as hostages. |P0170.0.5$, High cost of
maintaining slaves (i.e., feeding, clothing, housing, and the like). |P0180.4.0.2$, When treated with respect, a slave
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rebels, but a free person conforms. |P0365.5, Slave corrupts mistress. |P0367.1$, Men-slaves corrupt (seduce)
mistresses. |T0479.2$, Eunuch's sexual liaison with mistress. |W0111, Laziness. |W0129$, Disagreeableness
(dissonance, contrariness). |W0134$, Foolishness (ignorance, stupidity). |W0154.0.1$, Perfidy: repayment of good
deeds with evil ones.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 428-29.>
U0300$-U309$, Relativity of perception.>
U0300$, Relativity of perception: "adaptation level" (judgment depends on circumstances, objects of
comparison, frame of reference, or context). Type: 855A$.
Link: |J0601$, Consider your audience--speaker (actor) is to take clue from audience's reactions (context, `feedback'). |P0191.1.3.1$, "A stranger is blind [i.e., (ignorant])". |U0020.2$, In order to experience that which is good
(sweet, joyful, smooth), you had to have experienced that which is bad (bitter, sorrowful, rough). |U0021, Justice
depends on the point of view. |U0065, Wealth is relative: beggar with horse, wife, or dog considered rich by poorer
beggar. |U0194.0.1$, Rumors (preconceived notions) affect perception.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 246-50; DOTTI xviii n. 60 475 616; MITON; RAFE 82 n. 264; Shamy (el-) Brother
and Sister 44, 83-84 n. 32, 73; Sulaymân 184 no. VIII-9; TAWT 54 n. 73 388 n. 507; Wickett
43/(sensuality), on "sandwiched" see: Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 41 n. 30, Beyond Oedipus 94.>
U0300.0.1$, In the absence of comparison a judgment (claim, value) is absolute.
Link: |J0010.3$, A social group's first impression of a person (thing) sets the tone for its attitude toward him (it).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 259-61; Boqarî 123; Taymûr no. 2600 2606.>
U0301$, Relativity of sanity and insanity.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 171 n. 2; Bâtinî (al-) Al-Hikâyât 146-49 no. 28; Hasaballâh Yahyâ Turâth VII:2/3 19596.>
U0302$, Relativity of wisdom and foolishness.>
U0303$, Relativity of perceiving physical attributes (size, shape, form, etc.). Type: 247.
Link: |W0143.2$, Ugly thinks a beauty is ugly. |W0173$, Fault-finding. |Z0092, Formulas of distance. |Z0093$,
Formulas of numbers [i.e., denoting numbers].

Ref.: RAFE 89 n. 296; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 58, Tâhâ Husayn 24.>
U0303.1$, `In the country of the blind, the one-eyed is sultan'.>
U0303.1.2$, In the country of the tailed race, a tailless human is an oddity (ridiculed). Type: 472F$, cf. 247.
Link: |F0518, Persons with tails. |W0030.1$, The need to be like the others in own social group.

Ref.: DOTTI 66 244/{lit.}; MITON.>
U0303.1.3$, Merman wonders that humans have their tails (= beards) in front (on their faces) while all other
animals have their tails on their rears.
Link: |J2368$, Fool tells sage: "Your beard reminds me of that of my goat". |J1807.9.1$, Beard mistaken for animal's
(bushy) tail.

Ref.: Damîrî I 43.>
U0303.3$, Distance is relative.
Ref.: MITON; TAWT 50 n. 5.>
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U0304$, Relativity of perceiving quality.
Link: |J0880, Consolation by thought of others worse placed. |J1606.0.1$, Choice denied: what was intolerable
becomes less so. |T0005$, Sexual attractiveness (sex-appeal) is relative. |U0133, Man soon learns to stand the smells
of the tannery.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 171 n. 2/cf.; Bâzargân (al-) 174 no. 129; Campbell Town and Tribe 31-35; Dickson
Desert 307-10 no. 4; Juhaymân (al-) II 286-7; DOTTI xviii n. 60 745/{lit.}; Haykal 28; MITON; Sallûm
Turâth XVI:3 126 no. 12; Sulaymân 184 no. VIII-9; TAWT 54 n. 73 388 n. 507.>
U0304.0.1$, `What is sweeter than honey? Free mishsh (salt-cured cheese)'.
Link: |F0561.10$, People who live on salt-cured (pickled) foods. |H0671, What is sweeter than honey?. |J1343.1, The
best music. [Sound of spoons, plates]. |U0084, Price of an object depends on where it is on sale.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2156/(vinegar).>
U0304.0.2$, The sweet becomes bitter-tasting if medicinal.>
U0304.0.3$, When there is no choice, the least will satisfy, but when there are choices the better will be
desired.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0304.0.3.1$, For the poor, the least of the desirable is a treat (delicacy).
Link: |W0257.1$, `A cookie (cake) in the hand of an orphan is a wonder'.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2344 2345.>
U0304.0.4$, Age of an item is relative.
Link: |F0575.1.2.1$, Old woman more beautiful than when youthful, except for gray hair.>

U0304.0.4.1$, `He who does not know (value) what is old, cannot recognize what is new'.
Link: |J0167.2$, "He who forgets his past (`older [ways]') gets lost".

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 474.>
U0304.0.5$, Relativity of perceiving traits of character (personal manners).
Link: |W0001$, Pervasiveness of "interpersonal response traits" (personality)--favorable and unfavorable.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 385.>
U0304.0.5.1$, The positive trait of character of the rich becomes negative one for the poor: courage
becomes brashness, equanimity becomes feebleness, dignity becomes dull-wittedness, etc.
Link: |U0060, Wealth and poverty. |U0292$, Merits and demerits of wealth and poverty. |W0255$, Halo effect
perception: exaggerated generalization of a trait of character.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 385.>
U0304.0.6$, Relativity of taste ("No accounting for taste").>
U0304.0.6.1$, For every taste (food) there is someone who will appreciate.
Link: |F0849.0.1$, Extraordinarily appealing taste. |F0850.0.1$, Extraordinarily repulsive taste (aroma).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 201.>
U0304.1$, Relativity of health and sickness.
Link: |J0880, Consolation by thought of others worse placed.>

U0304.2$, Relativity of wealth and poverty. Type: 926J$.
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Link: |J0883, Poor man consoles self by thinking of misfortunes of rich.

Ref.: DOTTI 245 570 616 591/{Mrc}.>
U0304.3$, Relativity of success and failure.>
U0304.4$, Relativity of perceiving stature (size, importance, or the like).
Link: |J0021.54$, "Beauty is in the eye of the beholder". |T0681.3$, `In the eyes of his mother, a monkey is a
gazelle'.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0304.5$, Perceiving morality-immorality, propriety-impropriety, [sinfulness-legitimateness].
Link: |U0239.2$, Frequent commission of a sin reduces its negative impact.

Ref.: Maspero xlvii-xlviii; TAWT 208 no. 25 -(obscenity).>
U0304.5.0.1$, Relativity of word's (action's) obscenity or properness.
Link: |C0496, Tabu: using obscene language ([words, names]). |J0601$, Consider your audience--speaker (actor) is
to take clue from audience's reactions (context, `feed-back'). |K2050, Pretended virtue. |W0199.6$, Reaction
formation: manifesting behavior patterns that are the opposite of actual feelings (needs).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 40-43; Burton II 172 n./(offensive "gratuitous incest"/[Burton's comment]).>
U0304.5.1$, First violation of norms (mores) sets spiraling trend. Type: 838.
Ref.: DOTTI 460.>
U0304.5.1.1$, Theft begins small, climaxes in murder. Type: 838.
Link: |S0106$, Climax of murders: one more murder that will make a number formulistic (usually an even number).

Ref.: DOTTI 460.>
U0304.5.1.2$, Violating rules of modesty by exposing a private part of body makes exposing a more private
part easier (e.g., arm and thigh or chest and buttocks, respectively). Type: 570.
Link: |K0830.1$, Victim induced to develop a pattern of behavior (through rewards), and then attacked. |T0311.0.3$,
Overcoming aversion to conjugal relations through conditioning (psychotherapy, resocialization).

Ref.: DOTTI 331 468/{Plst}.>
U0304.5.3$, One who is capable of committing treachery (an immorality) for `your sake' is capable of the
same for another's.
Link: |S0073.1.2.1$, Evil (elder) brother murders his good as well as evil brothers: he is jealous of the former and
cannot trust the latter. |U0129.2, Prostitute will deceive new lovers as always. |U0138.3.1$, `A betrayer may not be
trusted [again]'.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0304.5.3.1$, Unchastity committed for love, brings about commission of adultery for other
considerations.>
U0304.5.3.1.1$, He who fornicates is capable of committing every type of other sins.
Link: |J0021.55.2$, "Don't commit fornication".

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 222.>
U0304.5.2$, If a tabu (social norm) is broken by many, the graveness of its effect (sinfulness) is weakened.
Type: 909$, cf. 1384B$.
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Link: |P0788$, Violation of mores (central ethical or religious values). |W0030.1$, The need to be like the others in
own social group.

Ref.: ThaClabî 248.>
U0304.6$, Relativity of perceiving violence: the more frequently (intensely) it occurs, the less offensive it
becomes.
Link: |J0218.0.1$, Violence breeds violence; reconciliation breeds peace (tranquility).>
U0304.7$, Relativity of perceiving intensity (strong-weak, violet-mild, kind-unkind, or the like).
Link: |J0886.1$, Seeing others's afflictions makes one's own lighter. |J0229.16$, Ogre (ogress) gives captive choices.
|P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations. |T0199.5$, "Wife
prefers a beating to divorce".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2600/(comparison to others').>
U0305$, Relativity of perceiving quantity (much-little, many-few, gain-loss, etc.). Type: 681, cf. 926J$.
Link: |U0261, Time seems short to those who play, long for those who wait. [Y].

Ref.: DOTTI 371 616.>
U0305.1$, Gradual increments: gives sense of `moderate' total. Type: 2010C$.
Link: |J1282.1$, One more thing (gift) calls for another as its requirement. (`A thing that is a prerequisite for the
another thing': dog, sheeep, sheperd, woman, house, farm, etc.). |Z0040.2$, Economic cycle: egg needed for patient,
egg is in hen's anus; hen needs wheat-grain, wheat owned by merchant; merchant needs money, money is at treasurer
(tax-collector); etc. |Z0047.3$, Series of ascending demands (requests): one thing requires another.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 170 171 n. 2; Damîrî I 144-45; Ibshîhî 393; DOTTI 958/{lit.}; MITON.>
U0305.2$, Relativity of perceiving sensation (physical feeling).
Link: |F1043.0.1$, Affectionate touch preferred to menacing (affectionless) food (drink). |T0201.1.1$, Marriage
fatigue: decreasing value of (affection for) a spouse with passage of time.>

U0305.2.1$, One becomes accustomed to pain: feels less painful.>
U0305.2.1.1$, Insect bites (stings) become less irritating when frequent.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0305.3$, Relativity of perceiving time (long, short). Type: 681.
Link: |J1075, Time renders all things commonplace. |U0261, Time seems short to those who play, long for those who
wait. [Y].>

U0305.3.1$, For him who awaits its arrival, `tomorrow' is very near ("'inna ghadan li nâdhirihi qarîb").
Link: |F0377, Supernatural lapse of time in fairyland.

Ref.: Hujelân 129-30 no. 19-2.>
U0306$, Relativity of perceiving personal identity (family ties) with reference to "I/ego" (kinship relations,
usually within triads). Type: 1455A$.
Link: |H0387.2.1$, Bride test: perceiving property of husband's family as: "Ours". |J2011.1$, Fool poses as a relative
but betrays own identity.

Ref.: Simpson 113 n. 10/cf./(being maternal-uncle & brother); DOTTI 812; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Mas)ûd and Wagîdah" no. 5.>
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U0306.1$, Relativity of perceiving sibling relationship with reference to spouse.>
U0306.1.1$, Man as husband and as brother (to his sister).>
U0306.1.1.1$, Man perceived as husband to his wife when his sister is removed from scene. Type: 872$.
Link: |P0798.1.1$, Conflict within a triad: one party is removed so as to restore stability (balance).

Ref.: DOTTI 490; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 45-46.>
U0306.1.2$, Woman as wife and as sister.
Link: |U0306.1.1$, Man as husband and as brother (to his sister).>

U0306.2$, Relativity of perceiving parent-child relationship.>
U0306.2.1$, A spouse's perception of spouse in relationship to in-laws (the other's parents).>
U0306.2.1.1$, Wife perceived by husband as "daughter-of" (rather than as: "my wife"). Type: 851D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 474; Shamy (el-) Egypt 78 no. 10/(father-daughter-husband).>
U0310$-U319$, Hierarchy of satisfaction of wants (needs).>
U0310$, Attending primary (biological) needs.
Link: |A1228$, Man remodeled to provide for terrestrial (earthly) life needs. |H1582.5.1$, Inability to laugh indicates
sickness (hunger, starvation). |P0780.0.1.1$, No shame (blame) in exercising the unavoidable (the legitimate call of
nature). |T0059.1$, Lovers's play (foreplay): embracing, kissing, necking, etc. |T0185.0.1$, Wife receptive to coition
(sexual intercourse) in exchange for a tranquil home. |U0101.0.1$, Four cardinal pleasures of life: food, drink, sexual
intercourse, and listening to music (song). |U0249.0.2.2$, "Who is the one that is born (carried [by others])?" "He is
the son of she-who-has-food [to give]!" "And who is the one that is walking?" "He is the son of she-who-doesn't!".
|U0249.0.3$, Power of self-interest. |V0112.2.5.1$, The building of mosque that does not serve other needs, beside
praying, reproved.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 110-11; ThaClabî 22-23: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 51; DOTTI 860/{lit.};
Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 266.>
U0310.0.1$, Freedom (liberty) above all. Type: 201, 201A$.
Link: |B0534.1.0.1$, Bird (animal) mother joins her brood (young) in captivity--refuses liberty without them. |J0211,
Choice: free poverty or enslaved wealth. |J0347, Wealth and glory sacrificed for freedom and virtue. |L0451, Wild
animal finds his liberty better than tame animal's ease. |P0178.3.1$, Slave granted a blind promise: asks to be freed.
|R0357$, Runaway slave(s) recaptured.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 28 no. 200; DOTTI 42 75 409 490 519 520/{lit., Sdn, Tns}; MITON; Shawqî 290
[no. 20]; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 674-x-no. 3.>
U0310.0.1.1$, Imprisonment is imprisonment, even if in paradise.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1021 3162.>
U0310.1$, Primary (biological) needs attended before secondary.
Link: |U0311.1$, Need for food (water) must be satisfied before attending other needs.>

U0310.1.1$, Hunger as overpowering need (drive, motivation). Type: 201F$.
Link: |F1041.15.3.1$, Loss of control over joints (movements) at smelling (cooked) flesh. |J0712.2$, Hungry person
ignores jewels and gold (placed in dishes on dinner table) and prefers little bread (water). |J0716$, Hunger drives to
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risk-taking.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 22-23: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 51; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 4.>
U0310.1.1.1$, Food (hunger) was first man's (Adam's) first need.
Link: |A1420, Acquisition of food supply.

Ref.: ThaClabî 16-17/(17) 22-23/(23): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 40.>
U0310.1.1.2$, Hunger must be satisfied before attending secondary needs (e.g., entertainment, socializing,
or the like).
Link: |J0716$, Hunger drives to risk-taking. |U0248.1$, Hunger affects perception.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0310.1.1.2.1$, At the time of stomachs (hunger) minds get lost.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1975 3009.>
U0310.1.1.2.2$, Hunger is unbeliever (kâfir): knows no mercy.
Link: |G0078.1, Cannibalism in times of famine. |S0110.1, Old people killed in famine. |U0025, Theft to avoid
starvation forgiven.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 990.>
U0311$, Physical equilibrium (of the body).>
U0311.0.1$, Biological drives (primary drives/al-gharâ'iz) motivate everyone. (They are universal).
Link: |A0102.0.2.1$, Mankind created to be dependent on (needy for) God. |J0001.1$, Animal's knowledge from
instinct: (innate, `from God$, hidâyah). |U0249.0.1$, Motivation: no action (behavior) without reason (stimulus).
|U0315.0.1.1$, Need for music and the melodic is a biological (primary) need.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 163; MITON.>
U0311.0.1.1$, Intellect (mind) and age (physiology) control primary drives (al-gharâ'iz/instincts).
Ref.: Qazwînî II 163.>
U0311.0.2$, Content person: fed, "watered", sheltered, and safe.
Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz V 502.>
U0311.1$, Need for food (water) must be satisfied before attending other needs.
Link: |F1043.0.1$, Affectionate touch preferred to menacing (affectionless) food (drink). |J0716$, Hunger drives to
risk-taking. |U0310.1.1$, Hunger as overpowering need (drive, motivation).

Ref.: Jâhiz V 502; Wickett 170/cf.>
U0311.3$, Need for sex (and procreation) as primary drive.
Link: |T0009$, The power of sex.>

U0311.3.1$, Men's activities (derived needs: earnings and expenditures, concerns and pretence,
development and improvement of property) are motivated mostly by sexual needs (`women').
Link: |U0318$, Fusion of wants (needs): two or more needs (drives) addressed together (e.g., sex and religiosity,
food and control, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 110-11.>
U0311.4$, Need for physical comfort as primary drive.>
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U0311.4.1$, Need for sleep.
Link: |J1081, Preciousness of untroubled sleep [i.e.: untroubled mind, conscience].>

U0311.4.1.1$, Sleep as one of life's pleasures.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0311.4.2$, Types (sorts) for sleep.>
U0311.4.2.1$, Three types for sleep: midmorning (by fools), early afternoon/siesta (recommended), and late
afternoon (by drunks or idiots).
Link: |G0634.3$, Indications of ogre's deep sleep.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 442.>
U0311.5$, Need to worship a higher being.
Link: |A0102.0.2.1$, Mankind created to be dependent on (needy for) God. |U0318.1$, Sexual needs and religious
needs fused.>

U0315$, Attending secondary (acquired, derived) needs.
Link: |R0358$, Escaped slave(s) return(s) to master. |W0156.0.1$, Acquisition want (need or desire to possess
objects).>

U0315.0.1$, Aesthetic (artistic) wants can be as powerful as physical needs.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0315.0.1.1$, Need for music and the melodic is a biological (primary) need for humans and animals.
Link: |J0021.53$, "A lost hour of fun (merriment) cannot be made-up for". |U0311.0.1$, Biological drives (primary
drives/al-gharâ'iz) motivate everyone. (They are universal).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 513.>
U0315.0.1.2$, Singing and music judged as permissible (religiously).
Link: |C0481, Tabu: singing. |P0522.0.2.2$, fatwâ: religiously binding edict on a case (situation) that had not been
heretofore legislated for.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 514.>
U0315.1$, Seeking a conversation (social interaction). Type: 572$, 904$, 930F$.
Link: |F0956.7.6$, Catharsis (fadfadah): relief from mental troubles through talking about them. |F1043$, Reaction
to sensory deprivation. |P0304.3$, Weak neighborly ties in the big city. |P0305.2$, Neighborhood. |P0790.0.1.1$,
Having a conversation (interesting social talk).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 44-6 42-43/cf. III 287-90; ThaClabî 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101;
Tha labî 166; Ibshîhî 148; Amîn 434/cf./(lack causes break-up); DOTTI 334 358 360 483 565 626/{lit.,
Tns}; Grim 72-81; Mouliéras-Lacoste 503-11 no. 76; TAWT 23 n. 42 54 n. 77.>
U0315.1.1$, Togetherness in social gathering more important than food (drink).
Ref.: MITON.>
U0315.2$, Productivity wants (household duties, making a living) can be as powerful as physical needs.
Ref.: MITON.>
U0316$, Self-actualization: fulfilling one's social wants.>
U0317$, Professional seeks to be the best in his craft. Type: 613A1$,/980*, 1568$.
C
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Link: |J0285.1$, `God likes work begun be completed (finished)'.

Ref.: DOTTI 683 684 863/{Egy}.>
U0318$, Fusion of wants (needs): two or more needs (drives) addressed together (e.g., sex and religiosity,
food and control, etc.).
Link: |A0102.0.2.1$, Mankind created to be dependent on (needy for) God. |U0311.3.1$, Men's activities (derived
needs: earnings and expenditures, concerns and pretence, development and improvement of property) are motivated
mostly by sexual needs (`women'). |W0164.1.4.1$, Female views her sex-organs as male's shrine. |Z0179.1.2.2.1$,
Female laid on her back with legs raised upward (toward heaven): submission to higher power (praying,
supplication). |Z0186.4.2.1$, Symbolism: kneading--erotic act.

Ref.: MITON.>
U0318.1$, Sexual needs and religious needs fused.
Link: |J1549.1.4$, Girl tells undesirable suitor: "You are neither a religious requirement (fard), nor an optional
(preferred-way, sunnah), nor [do you even have any] appeal to my taste!". |W0164.1.4.1$, Female views her sexorgans as male's shrine.

Ref.: MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 92.>
U0318.1.1$, Sexual intercourse (coition) expressed in terms of performance of religious duties (praying,
kneeling, circumambulations, etc.).
Link: |H0890$, Allegorical riddle(s) about directions and motions (in--out, up--down, etc.). |T0187.0.2$, Female's
coition posture compared to supplication posture (pleading with God). |X0598.1.2$, Erotic act (kissing, embracing,
etc.) as alms. |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities. |Z0138.5.0.1$, Sex
organ given name (e.g., "Sheik/Revered So-and-so, Abu-So-and-so"--typically male-name). |Z0186.6$, Symbolism:
buttocks--dome (shrine). |Z0186.7$, Symbolism: vagina--saint's shrine--(`shaikh So-and-so'). |Z0186.8.0.1$,
Symbolism: sexual intercourse expressed in terms of traveling (voyage) from on cite to another.

Ref.: MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 92.>
U0318.2$, Aesthetic wants are fused with other needs (activities).>
U0318.2.1$, Singing as an accompaniment of working--(labor song).
Link: |P0196.8.2$, "Listening" to song (music): an accompaniment of liquor-drinking. |P0806.3.3$, Singing
(chanting) while working. |P0807.1.4$, Listening to music as recreation (pastime). |T0059.0.3$, Accompaniments of
coition: accessories (food, drink, drug, music, lighting, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero Chansons populaires recueillies dans la Haute-ةgypte Y; A.R. Sâlih 209-42.>

V. RELIGION [AND RELIGIOUS SERVICES]
V0000, Religion.>
V0000-V99, Religious services.>
V0000, Religious services.>
V0001, Objects of worship.>
V0001.0.1$, Accompaniments of mentioning (addressing, interacting with) sacred entities and personages.>
V0001.0.1.1$, Praise (praise name) must be used when God or sacred personage is mentioned.
Link: |A0102.0.1$, God's names (99 attributes). (God's beautiful names). |P0014.25.2$, Protocol of courtier's
interaction with sovereign (king). |P0091$, Formal title (medal) bestowed by ruler (state). |V0223.6.3.1$, Infant saint
cites his future feats. (Usually as his praise names to be).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" Preface.>
V0001.0.2$, Purity (cleanliness) required for performance of sacred ritual. (Performer's body, soul, and
thought must be clean).
Link: |C0059$, Tabu: ritual uncleanliness while before God (performing religious duties: prayers, etc.). |C0677.3$,
Compulsion: ritual impurity during performing nether magic-ritual (is required).

Ref.: Maspero 135 no. 7 n. 2/(magic); RAFE 69.>
V0001.0.3$, Principles of worship.
Link: |P0500.0.3$, Principles (the craft) of governing: things a competent king (ruler) must do in order to succeed.>

V0001.0.3.1$, Relationship between God and man governed by four principles (`words').
Ref.: ThaClabî 24-25 92; Ibshîhî 41/cf.>
V0001.0.3.2$, Required rituals.>
V0001.0.3.2.1$, Religious requirement (fard), and optional preferred-way, (sunnah).
Link: |J1549.1.4$, Girl tells undesirable suitor: "You are neither a religious requirement (fard), nor an optional
(preferred-way, sunnah), nor [do you even have any] appeal to my taste!".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2502.>
V0001.1.1, Worship of one god.
Link: |A0100.1$, Monotheism: belief in one god. |A0101.1, Supreme god as creator [to the exclusion of other gods].

Ref.: Ions 98-99; ThaClabî 24-25.>
V0001.1.2$, Worship of invulnerable (almighty) god.

Link: |A0100.1.1$, The One-God, no other deity but He--(Allah).>

V0001.1.2.1$, Veneration of invulnerable culture-hero (saint, arch-saint). (e.g., es-Sayyid el-Badawî, CAlî,
etc.).
Link: |A0595$, Arch-saint as deity--mystically.

Ref.: DOTTI 429/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 150 154.>
V0001.1.2.2$, Person worshipped (venerated)--deified human.
Link: |A0573.1$, `Men of the unknown' (rijâl al-ghayb): clique (community) of deceased deified humans believed to
be living in Paradise. |V0205, Royal family as sacred.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0001.1.3$, Worship (veneration) of vulnerable god (culture-hero). (Osiris).
Link: |A0102.18, Imperfect god, subject to death and rebirth. |A0570, Culture-hero still lives.

Ref.: Ions 41/(Ra) 128/(Osiris).>
V0001.1.3.1$, Spiritually advantageous death.
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Link: |V0463.7$, Occurrences (and deeds) that entitle a person to the rank of martyrdom. |Z0111.9.4$, Death: God
retrieves His breath (deposit).

Ref.: Maspero 130 no. 7 n. 2-(euphemism: drowning/praise Râ); MITON; RAFE 173 n. 639.>
V0001.1.3.2$, The cult of martyrdom (al-'istishhâd, al-shahâdah).
Link: |V0216.0.1$, Implacable enemy of the new faith. |V0463, Religious martyrdom.

Ref.: RAFE 173 n. 639.>
V0001.1.3.2.1$, Veneration of martyred mortal (prophet, saint). (E.g., Cخisâ/Jesus, al-Husayn, etc.).
Link: |A0570, Culture-hero still lives. |A0580, Culture-hero's (divinity's, [imam's]) expected return.

Ref.: RAFE 173 n. 639; Shamy (el-) Egypt 152 no. 30.>
V0001.1.3.3$, Experiencing guilt as effect (result) of martyrdom-based religious faith.
Ref.: RAFE 170 n. 630.>
V0001.1.3.3.1$, Self-torture (self-punishment) as atonement for role in martyrdom of sacred person
(prophet, saint).
Link: |Q0522, Self-torture as penance. |V0065.0.5$, Commemoration of martyrdom. |V0464, Self-torture to secure
holiness.

Ref.: RAFE 170 n. 630.>
V0001.2, Worship of spirits.>
V0001.2.1, Worship of fairies.>
V0001.2.1.1$, zâr rituals as veneration (worship) of jinn.
Link: |A0475.3.1$, Orgiastic cult (ceremony, ritual). |F0385.2$, Jinni (fairy) placated. |Z0112.3.1$, Possessing spirits
("'asyâd-ez-zâr", jinn, etc.) personified.

Ref.: Boqarî 42; Shamy (el-) "Belif Characters" 26-27, "Arab Mythology" no. 119-1.>
V0001.2.2, Worship of devil.>
V0001.2.2.1$, sihr shaytânî/bi-es-suflî rituals as veneration (worship) of devil. [(Satanic magic),
sorcery/witchcraft)].
Link: |C0010.2$, Tabu: nether magic (sorcery, witchcraft, black-magic). |C0051.3.1.1$, Tabu: mention of God's
name during magic ritual (sorcery). |G0303.22.5.1$, Desecration of holy objects so as to please devil (sihr-suflî).
|U0020.3$, Necessary evil: profane (sinful) practice socially tolerated: believed to be unavoidable.

Ref.: RAFE 55 68 72 74-78 299 n. 11.>
V0001.2.4, Worship of angels.>
V0001.2.5$, Demon (devil, jinni, afrit, etc.) enters into idol and animates it.
Link: |D1636.1$, Jinni (fairy) enters oracular object and animates it. |E0726, Soul enters body and animates it.
|F0415, Demon occupies oracular artificial head and gives responses to questions.

Ref.: MITON; Tha)lbî 245/(Girgîs).>
V0001.2.5.1$, Demon inside idol gives instructions (commands).
Link: |J0157.0.1, Deity appears in dream and gives instructions or advice.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 11/cf.; MITON.>
V0001.2.5.2$, Satan gives idol (oracle) scanty information learned from eavesdropping on angels in sky.
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Link: |A0064.1$, Satans climb on top of one another to first sky (heaven) so as to eavesdrop on angels' conversation.
|M0302.4.2$, `Astrologers (diviners) lie even when [their prognostications come to pass as] truthful'.

Ref.: S. CA. Husayn Al-Gin 31.>
V0001.3, Worship of ancestors.

Link: |J0151.0.2$, Wisdom from the ancestors: in the manner of what they said (did).

Ref.: Hurreiz 105 (153) no. 20.>
V0001.3.3$, Veneration (worship) of saints (deified humans).
Link: |P0507.4.2$, Caliph as "God's successor (representative, agent) on His Earth".

Ref.: Ions 118-20; Lane 236; Shamy (el-) Egypt 149: "Arab Mythology" no. 109-3.>
V0001.3.3.0.1$, Saints venerated members of diverse faiths (religions/denominations, sects).
Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 101; RAFE 151; Shamy (el-) Egypt 151.>
V0001.3.3.1$, Saint as "Little god".
Link: |A0595$, Arch-saint as deity--mystically. |V0220.0.7$, Pleading to a saint for help.

Ref.: CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10A 1-2-no. 24.>
V0001.4, Worship of heavenly bodies.
Link: |D1767.7.1$, Magic result from veneration of heavenly bodies (sun, stars, planets, etc.).>

V0001.4.0.1$, Veneration of heavenly bodies: attribution of deity-like quality to heavenly body.
Link: |D1761.3$, Wishing by other astronomical (celestial) phenomena.

Ref.: Littmann 65-67 no. 50: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 97.>
V0001.4.2, Worship of the sun.
Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 174-75/(175): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 121; RAFE 111 n. 373.>
V0001.4.2.1$, Chameleon as sun worshipper (Magian).
Link: |F0979.26.1$, Sunflower (Cabbâd esh-shams/sun-worshipper) as plant that follows the sun.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 465.>
V0001.4.3, Worship of the moon.
Link: |A0240, Moon-god. |D1762$, Wishing by the moon. |F1041.8.14.1$, Moonstruck: madness from gazing at the
moon.

Ref.: Littmann 65-67 no. 50/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 97.>
V0001.4.4, Worship of the stars [(planets)].
Ref.: Basset Mille II 19 no. 9; DOTTI 526; MITON.>
V0001.6, Worship of elements of nature.>
V0001.6.2.1, Sacred rivers and lakes.>
V0001.6.3, Worship of fire.
Link: |A1546.6, Origin of fire worship. |M0114.7$, Swearing by sacred fire.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0001.6.3.1, Sacred fire.>
V0001.6.4, Worship of minerals and metals.
Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 46/cf.>
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V0001.6.4.1, Sacred stones.
Link: |F0840.0.1.1.2.1$, Stone (sacred) worn down by hands touching it--(seeking its barakah).>

V0001.6.4.1.1$, `The Black Stone': enshrined within Kaaba in Mecca.
Link: |D0492.4$, White stone turns black.

Ref.: Damîrî II 62.>
V0001.7, Worship [(veneration)] of trees and plants.
Link: |D1311.4, Oracular tree. |D2157.4, Miraculous speedy growth of a tree. |N0699.5.2$, Satan (devil) pays man so
that he would not cut sacred tree.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 477 no. 290.>
V0001.7.1, Sacred tree.
Link: |A0151.7.1, Deity resides in tree. |E0481.8.6.1$, Abode of dead saints in certain trees (Lotus-tree).

Ref.: Amîn 246; AUC: 9 no. 6.>
V0001.7.1.6$, Sacred sycamore-tree.
Link: |D0950.20$, Magic sycamore tree.

Ref.: Ions 82-83; Maspero 72 no. 4.>
V0001.7.1.7$, Sacred persea-tree.
Ref.: Ions 124; Maspero 18 no. 1.>
V0001.7.1.8$, Sacred acacia-tree (cedar-tree).
Ref.: Maspero 15 no. 1/cf.>
V0001.8, Worship of animals. [Zoolatry].
Link: |A0131, Gods with animal features. |A2901.1$, Jinn, like humans, were created solely to worship God. |B0811,
Sacred animals.

Ref.: Ions 2/("misnomer"/worship of qualities)/cf.>
V0001.8.1, Cow worship.
Link: |A0132.9.2$, Goddess in form of cow (Nut, Hathor).>

V0001.8.1.1, Bull worship.
Link: |A0132.9, Bull-god. |B0811.3.2, Sacred bull. |P0681.0.1.2.1$, Sacred bull mourned for sixty days. (Apis).

Ref.: Ions 112-12/cf.; Maspero xxiii no. 1 n. 2.>
V0001.8.1.1.1$, Characteristics of golden bull worshipped by Hebrews in Sinai.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 477.>
V0001.8.1.1.2$, Sufi singing and dancing (dhikr ritual) originated as consequence of bull worship by
Hebrews.
Link: |A1462$, Origin of dancing. |A1546.0.2, Origin of prayers. |V0093.0.1$, dhikr/`zikr' as Sufi worship (involving
dance and chant).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 477.>
V0001.8.3, Dog worship.
Link: |A0132.8, Dog (wolf)-god.

Ref.: Ions 126.>
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V0001.8.3.1$, Wild dog (jackal) worship.
Link: |A0132.8.1$, Wild dog (jackal) as deity.

Ref.: Ions 70 83 85 118 126.>
V0001.8.5, Wolf worship.
Link: |A0132.8.3$, Wolf-deity.

Ref.: Ions 126.>
V0001.8.6, Serpent worship.>
V0001.8.10, Ass worship.>
V0001.8.12$, Hare (rabbit) worship.
Ref.: Ions 126/(form of Ra or of Osiris).>
V0001.8.15$, Worship of hybrid (mythical) animal.
Link: |B0014, Other hybrid animals. |V0001.11.6$, Worship of idol made of various materials (wood, gold, etc.).>

V0001.10, Worship of fetish.>
V0001.10.1, Man worships a cake which from time to time he eats.
Ref.: Chauvin V 24 no. 13 n. 1.>
V0001.10.2$, Veneration of replicas of sex organs (fertility idols).
Link: |A0475.3.1$, Orgiastic cult (ceremony, ritual). |A0977.5.3, Stone column is membrum virile of ancient hero.
|V0001.11, Worship of idols.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 192-93.>
V0001.11, Worship of idols.
Link: |A1544.1$, Origin of idol worship. |M0119.2.1$, Swearing by idol (or local deity). |P0601.2$, Customs
practiced without knowledge of reason--("cultural survival"). |V0001.10.2$, Veneration of replicas of sex organs
(fertility idols). |V0330.2$, Mortal puts deity (idol) to test.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 46; ThaClabî 180, 242/("Afloun"); Damîrî II 232-33/(Ku)ayb and wife); Ibshîhî
432; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "CAamir-the-Jew" no. 49.>
V0001.11.0.1$, Idol kept ant home and worshipped (home shrine).
Link: |F0773.5$, Private-chapel: mosque, church, temple, etc., at private residence.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 28.>
V0001.11.1, Worship of golden calf.
Ref.: Basset Mille III 79 no. 56.>
V0001.11.1.0.1$, Worship of golden idol.>
V0001.11.2, Worship of stone idols.
Link: |V0001.11.5$, Worship of precious stone (gem) idol.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 46/(as wathan); Damîrî II 232-33.>
V0001.11.3, Worship of wooden idol.>
V0001.11.5$, Worship of precious stone (gem) idol.
Link: |V0001.11.2, Worship of stone idols.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 29/(Dhu-al-Khalasah as sanam) 46; ThaClabî 180; MITON.>
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V0001.11.5.1$, Worship of idol made of ruby (yâqût).
Link: |V0001.11.2, Worship of stone idols.

Ref.: ThaClabî 180.>
V0001.11.6$, Worship of idol made of various materials (wood, gold, etc.).
Link: |F0855.3, Gold (silver) statue of animal. |V0001.8.15$, Worship of hybrid (mythical) animal.>

V0001.11.8$, Form of idols.
Link: |A0010.1.2$, Tabu: thinking of God in corporal, human-like terms; i.e., anthropomorphism (al-tajasîm, almushabbihàh).>

V0001.11.8.1$, Veneration of idol in bird's form.
Link: |A0132.6.1, Bird-god.>

V0001.11.8.1.1$, Idol in eagle form.
Link: |V0231.1.0.1.1$, Angel with face of eagle.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0001.11.8.1.2$, Idol in falcon form.>
V0001.11.8.2$, Veneration of idol in animal (quadrupeds) form.>
V0001.11.8.2.1$, Idol in lion (lioness) form.>
V0001.11.8.2.2$, Idol in form of ram.
Link: |B0811.3.6$, Sacred ram.>

V0001.11.8.2.3$, Idol in form of bull.
Link: |A0131.3.6$, Deity with bull's head. |A0132.9, Bull-god. |B0023.1, Minotaur. Body of man, head of bull.>

V0001.11.8.2.4$, Idol in form of hippopotamus.
Link: |A0132.18$, Hippopotamus-deity. |B0014.1.1$, Ammut (Amemt). Combination of lion, hippopotamus, and
crocodile. Devours hearts of sinners. |D0115.4$, Transformation: supernatural being (deity) to hippopotamus.>

V0001.11.8.3$, Idol in form of reptile.>
V0001.11.8.3.1$, Idol in form of crocodile.
Link: |A0132.16$, Crocodile-deity (Sebek). |A1546.7.1, Origin of crocodile worship. |A2541.5$, Why crocodile is
sacred.>

V0001.11.8.3.2$, Idol in form of serpent (viper).
Link: |A0131.3.5$, A0131.3.5$, Deity with serpent's head. |A0132.1.2$, Deity in form of snake (serpent, viper).>

V0001.11.8.4$, Idol in form of insect.
Link: |A0013.3, Insect as creator.>

V0001.11.8.4.1$, Idol in form of scorpion.
Link: |A0499.8$, Scorpion-goddess. (Selket).>

V0001.11.8.7$, Idol in form of human (man).
Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî/(al-Fals) 51.>
V0001.11.9$, Worship of idols--miscellaneous.>
V0001.11.9.1$, Material from which idol is made indicates owner's social status (class, rank).
Link: |P0005.3.1$, Clothing, and accessories (jewelry, perfume, etc.) as indicators of social status.
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Ref.: MITON.>
V0001.12$, Cat worship.
Link: |A0131.3.0.1$, Deity in form of cat ("cat-goddess"). |B0811.3.4, Sacred cat.

Ref.: Maspero xix.>
V0002$, Worship required of certain creatures (mukallafîn).>
V0002.1$, Jinn and humans are required to worship God.
Link: |A0006.1$, Humans ('ince), like jinn, were created solely to worship God. |A2901.1$, Jinn, like humans, were
created solely to worship God. |B0251, Animals praise or worship. |E0178.1$, Resurrection of both Jinn and Humans
at Judgment Day. |F0499.3.0.1$, Jinn, like humans, are born, marry, and die. |V0210.0.3.1$, God's messenger to preAdamite inhabitants of earth (i.e., jinn, jânn, etc.). |V0310.1$, Religious universe (all of God's creation, animate and
inanimate, worship). |V0331.8, Fairies convert to Christianity. |V0334$, Jinn convert to Islam.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 21-22: (Thackston 20 no. 8): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 36; Damîrî I 203 II 246;
Khalîfah 177-78; RAFE 108 n. 360.>
V0002.1.1$, Jinn and humans are labeled: "the two [creatures] with [worship] burdens (thiaqalân)".
Link: |A0661.0.1.1.5$, `Door of Deeds': from Earth to heaven. A person's deeds ascend to heaven and enter via that
door; it is shut when that person dies. |Z0183.0.1$, Meaning of a name.

Ref.: Damîrî I 180.>
V0002.2$, Veneration of idol(s) must be renounced.
Link: |C0062, Tabu: idolatry [(wathaniyyah)]. |V0001.11, Worship of idols.

Ref.: ThaClabî 24-25 242/("Aflûn"); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44
1.>
V0003$, Required religious services (`pillars,' corners, 'arkân, furûd) and fundamental beliefs.
Link: |A1546.8$, Origin of Islamic worship. |A1650.5.2.4.1$, Menstruous women may not perform certain required
religious services (e.g., fasting, prayers), and thus deficient in religion. |H1586.5$, Test of species: observing for
required religious services. |K2059$, Lame excuses for negligence in religious exercise. |V0004.3$, al-sunnah: the
preferred way for Moslems, as set by the Prophet. |V0311, Belief in the life to come [(hereafter)]. |Z0105.2$, Shape
symbolism: square--strength. |Z0152.6.4$, Corner(s) of a building (rukn,'arkân): strength.

Ref.: Burton I 339 n. V 196; Cachia 237; MITON; RAFE 17 n. 42.>
V0003.0.1$, Observing required religious services is obligatory after puberty: sinn al-taklîf (age of
obligation).
Link: |A0006.1$, Humans ('ince), like jinn, were created solely to worship God. |C0135$, Tabu: neglecting religious
duties (services) after reaching puberty. |P0548.1$, Legal aspects of being an adult. |V0005.5$, Unperformed
required religious exercise must be made up for.>

V0003.0.1.1$, Required punishment for sin not assigned (registered, administered) to minors (preadolescents).
Ref.: MITON.>
V0003.0.2$, Missed required religious service is to be performed at later time (as make-up).
Link: |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up for by additional good deeds.
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Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 612.>
V0003.1$, Required declaration of faith (shahâdah, "Testimony").
Link: |V0028$, Declarations before death or execution (last rites).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0003.2$, Required prayers (as formal ritual).
Link: |V0050, Prayer. |V0248.2.1$, Angels in heavens are perpetually in postures of prayer-ritual (e.g., kneeling,
prostration).>

V0003.2.1$, Merits of prayers.
Link: |V0004.5.3$, Prayers (ritual) as intercessor.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 13; Burton I 339 n. 2.>
V0003.0.3$, Performing a religious service is to be preceded by declaration of intent to perform it (e.g.,
"nawaytu (I am intent on) performing the Dawn-prayer", "I am intent on fasting Y", etc.
Link: |M0149.4$, Vow (oath) to commit fornication publicly. |M0155.5$, Vow to perform certain acts of trickery.
|K2059.9.1$, Sinning now, with the intention of seeking God's forgiveness later--(as excuse: "Only this once!").
|V0301.2$, Hypocrite declares intent to commit a sin (as in performing religious duties): "I am intent on stealing such
and such", "I am intent on getting drunk", etc.>

V0003.3$, Required alms-tax (zakâh, given out yearly--compare tithe).
Link: |K2059.3$, Excuses for failure to give alms (zakâh, tithes). |P0775.2$, Sharing, reciprocity, and voluntary
redistribution of wealth. |P0775.2.3$, Water and food made available to the needy. |Q0044, Reward for almsgiving.
|T0042.3.1$, Lover begs for erotic act (kiss, glance, regard, etc.) as alms-tax (zakâh). |V0010.2.2$, `O you who is
giving out alms-tax (zakâh), your own state would cause one to weep'--[so, address your own needs first]. |V0400,
Charity.

Ref.: MITON; Amîn 447/(on woman's beauty/figurative); Burton I 339 n. 2.>
RAFE 108 n. 360.>
V0003.3.0.1$, Azakâh: required alms-tax: should be no less than one-fortieth of property (or two and a half
per cent).
Ref.: Burton I 339 n. 2 V 201 n. 1.>
V0003.3.1$, Merits of zakâh.
Link: |V0004.5$, munjiyât/`munaggiyât' (soul-savers): deeds that serve as `intercessors' to spare person from hell.

Ref.: Burton I 139 n. 2 339 n. 2.>
V0003.4$, Required fasting.
Link: |A1546.8.2$, Origin of required Fasting (Ramadan). |Q0026, Keeping fast rewarded. |Q0223.9, Neglect to fast
punished. |V0074$, Ramadan-fasting.>

V0003.5$, Required pilgrimage.
Link: |A1546.8.1$, Origin of required Pilgrimage. |H1217.4.1$, Pilgrimage undertaken because of vision. |Q0028,
Reward for religious pilgrimage. |V0085.5$, Happenings (to pilgrim) during journey to (from) holy land.

Ref.: DOTTI 614.>
V0003.9, Other required religious services (and fundamental beliefs)--miscellaneous.
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Link: |V0004.3$, al-sunnah: the preferred way for Moslems, as set by the Prophet.>

V0003.9.1$, Required holy war ([military]-`jihâd', [military]-`crusade').
Link: |V0008.9.1$, Struggle against the sinful urges of the `self' (`the greater-jihâd'). |V0357$, Holy war (crusade,
jihâd-muqaddas, etc.).>

V0003.9.2$, Required fundamental beliefs.>
V0003.9.2.1$, Required belief in God, His angels, His Books (scriptures), His Prophets, and the Day of
Judgment.
Link: |A0010.1.1$, "Whatsoever notion may occur to your mind [about God/'Allâh], He is unlike that! (kùllù mâ
khatara bi-bâlik, fa-huwa bi-khilâfi dhâlik!").>

V0003.9.2.2$, Required belief in miracles (by God). Type: 1534.
Link: |A0170.1$, Miracle. Supernatural deed or manifestation by God. |Q0221.3.1$, Denying God's holy attribute(s)
punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 838; Shamy (el-) Egypt 211 no. 54.>
V0003.9.2.3$, Required belief in resurrection on Judgment Day.
Link: |E0178, Resurrection at Judgment Day. |E0178.1.1$, Certain animals will be resurrected at Judgment Day
(exceptional cases: e.g., dog, ass). |W0004.3$, Pious (just) person motivated by thought of standing before
(answering to) God at Judgment Day.

Ref.: Simpson 183; Burton II 206 n. 2/cf./(Moses didn't believe in the hereafter); DOTTI 883
932/{Egy}.>
V0004, Value of religious exercise.
Link: |F0179$, Piety (religious exercise) as a system of earnings (economic) in utopian otherworld. |Z0129$,
Religious exercise personified: `benefit of' almsgiving, prayers, fasting, pilgrimage, etc.

Ref.: Dwyer 47-48 no. 4.>
V0004.1, Religious exercise weighed in balance. [Priest's words outweigh money willed to him].
Link: |A0464.5$, `The balance' of Judgment Day: for weighing religious exercise (soul, heart, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 18-19/cf.; Basset Mille III 530 no. 322; Shamy (el-) Egypt 229 no. 65.>
V0004.1.1$, Character traits that will be weighed in the balance.>
V0004.1.1.1$, Being mild mannered (khuluq) will be weighed in balance.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 165.>
V0004.2$, Being bearer of God's words outweighs worldly assets of wealth and high status.
Link: |P0530$, Legal kafâ'ah: marriage is to be between persons of equal social class (status compatibility required).

Ref.: DOTTI 475; RAFE 140 n. 507; HE-S: Cairo/CAbdîn: 69-3 no. 9.>
V0004.3$, al-sunnah: the preferred way for Moslems, as set by the Prophet).

Link: |A1568.1.1$, Sarah vows (swears) to soak her hands in Hagar's blood; Abraham proposes clitoridectomy:
hence the practice becoming a preferred way (sunnah). |C0003$, al-makrûh (`the disfavored$, `the disliked' [by
God]): almost-tabu, merely tolerated--not the preferred way (for Moslems). |P0529.0.2.3.1.0.1$, sadâq, `mahr'
(marriage-present, bride-wealth) is not a religious requirement but a sunnah (preferred way). |V0003$, Required
religious services (`pillars,' corners, 'arkân, furûd) and fundamental beliefs.
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Ref.: Boqarî 184; Burton IV 167 n.; MITON; RAFE 298 n. 8; Shamy (el-) Egypt 120 no. 17.>
V0004.4$, Extra religious exercise (prayers, fasting, etc.) undertaken for extra religious credit.
Link: |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up for by additional good deeds.
|V0057, Purpose of prayer.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 170 n. 630.>
V0004.4.1$, Religious exercise performed in spite of disability receives more religious credit.
Link: |J0566$, Intemperance carrying out religious exercise (teachings)--other aspects.

Ref.: RAFE 303 n. 33.>
V0004.4.2$, Voluntary acts of kindness earn extra religious credit--(e.g., partaking in funeral, kindness to
animal, and the like).
Link: |Q0040, Kindness rewarded. |Q0051, Kindness to animals rewarded.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0004.4.4$, Disavowing (renouncing) evil earns extra religious credit.>
V0004.4.4.1$, Cursing Eblis (Satan) earns extra religious credit. Type: 824B$.
Link: |V0008.9.2.3.1$, `A believer who witnesses a vice (sin) committed is required to amend it by hand (deed); if
not, then by tongue (word); if not, then by heart (thought)--the latter being the least [measure of] faith.'.

Ref.: ThaClabî 26: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 80; DOTTI 452/{lit.}; RAFE 303 n. 32, 33.>
V0004.5$, munjiyât/`munaggiyât' (soul-savers): deeds that serve as `intercessors' to spare person from hell.
Link: |J1445, The forgotten traditions. [Trickster claims to have learned two soul-saving sayings of the Prophet: "My
source forgot one, and I the other"]. |V0003.3.1$, Merits of zakâh. |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence
in religious exercise made-up for by additional good deeds. |V0521$, Salvation (release from Hell) through
intercessor. |Z0129$, Religious exercise personified: `benefit of' almsgiving, prayers, fasting, pilgrimage, etc.

Ref.: 299 n. 10; Khalîfah 197-200/(seventeen such deeds are cited: 1-17); RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.1$, Dutifulness toward parents as intercessor.
Link: |J0236.1$, Dutifulness (birr) chosen above all else. |V0004.5.8$, Kindness to relatives (other than parents) as
intercessor. |W0037.0.3$, Dutifulness.

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37, 124 n. 430.>
V0004.5.2$, Mentioning God as intercessor.
Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.3$, Prayers (ritual) as intercessor.
Link: |V0003.2.1$, Merits of prayers.

Ref.: DOTTI 435/{lit.}; RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.4$, Ramadan-fasting as intercessor.
Link: |Q0026, Keeping fast rewarded.

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.5$, Cleansing self (by bathing) of effects of coition as intercessor.
Link: |W0049$, Cleanliness. |V0096.3$, Bathing after sexual intercourse is required.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 16 n. 37.>
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V0004.5.6$, Pilgrimage and Cumrah as intercessor(s).
Link: |C0908.1.2.1.1$, Pilgrimage to Mecca seven times renders a person "sinful for Hell fires to touch" (i.e., gives
immunity from Hell). |Q0028, Reward for religious pilgrimage. |V0085.0.1.1.1$, Visit to Prophet's Tomb (in
Medina). |V0085.0.1.2$, Cumrah: minor pilgrimage to Mecca outside the prescribed time.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.7$, Almsgiving as intercessor.
Link: |P0775.2.0.2.1$, `The veiled charity (hasanah) is [given] through buying-and-selling'.

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.7.1$, Almsgiving (sadaqah) as the `chieftainess' (mistress) of religious services. It outweighs all
other forms of worship. Type: 802A*, cf. 756E*.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 18-19.>
V0004.5.8$, Kindness to relatives (other than parents) as intercessor.
Link: |V0004.5.1$, Dutifulness toward parents as intercessor.

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.9$, Preaching the exercise of maCrûf (benevolence, kindness) and the avoidance of munkar
(malevolence, the sinful) as intercessor.
C

Link: |W0014.0.2$, Helpfulness (without expectation of reward). (ma rûf). |V0315.2.2$, Observance of religious
C

services (pilgrimage, alms-giving, etc.) accompanies repentance (foreswearing the sinful. |Z0125.1$, ma rûf
C

C

(benevolence, kindness, chivalry, etc.) personified. (Usually as an angel named Ma rûf, "shaikh Ma rûf", or the
like).

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.9.1$, He who counsels doing khayr (goodness, benevolence) is like him who does a benevolent
deed.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 256; Taymûr nos. 931 1571.>
V0004.5.10$, Being mild-mannered as intercessor.
Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.11$, Fearing God as intercessor.
Link: |J0003.2.4$, Thought of hereafter (fear of God, paradise, hell) causes person to change sinful intent (plan).
|V0004.5.14$, Shedding a tear due to experiencing awe toward God as intercessor. |W0044.0.2$, Bashfulness
(modesty) in dealing with God.

Ref.: Khalîfah 171/cf./(obedience to God); RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.11.1$, Breaking sacred tabu (sinning) due to fearing God forgiven.
Link: |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)". |V0310.6$, `Dire necessities legitimize the
sinful'/Y.

Ref.: Khalîfah 171.>
V0004.5.11.1.1$, Cremation done due to fear of God forgiven (rewarded).
Ref.: Khalîfah 171/("Israelite" cremating self).>
V0004.5.12$, Deceased offspring (children) as intercessor.
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Link: |N0254$, All of man's children perish at once.

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.12.1$, Pious (saintly) offspring as intercessor.
Ref.: Maspero 153 no. 8 n. 1; RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.13$, Placing one's faith (hope) in God as intercessor.
Link: |L0418, King shown he is less powerful than God. [ ]. |N0351.3$, Beggar placing his faith in king jealously
guards king's gift (wealth, princess) and loses his life in the process: the gift goes to beggar with faith in God alone.

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.14$, Shedding a tear due to experiencing awe toward God as intercessor.
Link: |V0004.5.11$, Fearing God as intercessor. |W0044.0.2$, Bashfulness (modesty) in dealing with God.

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.15$, Assuming that God is compassionate as intercessor.
Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.16$, Praying in behalf of the Prophet as intercessor.
Link: |V0006.1$, A person's own credit (thawâb) for a good deed (hasanh) is given as alms (or act of benevolence:
wahb) to another.

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.5.17$, tashahhud (uttering the testimony that `There is no god but God') as intercessor.
Link: |V0028.1$, Declaring one's faith before dying as last rite.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 16 n. 37.>
V0004.6$, Work (industry) as worship. Type: cf. 62A$, 756D*, 1645B*.
Link: |J0702.1, Dervish who stops work. [Imitates bird feeding its young; shown his mistake]. |N0142, Destiny better
than [peasant's] work, [nobleman's] show, or [merchant's] speculation. |V0223.10$, Holy men (saints, prophets) as
workmen (craftsmen, tradesmen, laborers). |Z0129$, Religious exercise personified: `benefit of' almsgiving, prayers,
fasting, pilgrimage, etc.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 64-65/(Thackston 69): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 54; DOTTI 27 418 893.>
V0004.6.1$, Work may be more important than worship. Type: cf. 756D*.
Ref.: DOTTI 418/{Sdn}.>
V0004.6.0.1$, Idleness (lack of industry) is a divine curse.
Link: |J0021.50, "Idleness begets woe; work brings happiness". |J0702.0.3$, `An idle hand is profane (i.e., ritually
unclean'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 401.>
V0004.6.2$, Useful products of honest labor as savior (intercessor)--they seek redemption for workman.
Link: |Z0129.9.1$, Honest labor (industry) personified.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 64-65/(Thackston 69): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 54.>
V0004.7$, Religious exercise as savior (intercessor). Type: cf. 756E*.
Link: |V0052, Miraculous power of prayer.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 17; DOTTI 418.>
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V0004.7.1$, World saved from destruction due to exercise of religious ritual. Type: 774S$.
Link: |A1005.4$, Deity stops calamitous event (penal measure) upon realizing that the result will be total destruction
of mankind.

Ref.: DOTTI 433 434/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 272-73.>
V0005, Negligence in religious exercise.
Link: |K2059$, Lame excuses for negligence in religious exercise. |Q0223, Punishment for neglect of services to
gods (God).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 123-25 no. 19.>
V0005.0.1$, Responsibility (sin) for negligence in religious duties (legal duties).
Link: |P0526, Legal principles.>

V0005.0.1.1$, `The sin [for this misdeed (injustice)] would be around one's neck' (or `on your head'.
Link: |K2173$, Guilty party makes innocent accuser look guilty (by means of stronger, louder accusations).
|P0526.3$, Legal responsibility for consequences of one's own actions (inactions). |Z0042.5$, Whom to blame for a
melon's bad inside: seller, buyer, seed (farmer), or God?.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0005.4$, Negligence in building (maintaining) houses of worship (temples).
Link: |E0419.1, Soul wanders and demands that a temple be built for him. |Q0223.14.1$, Neglect to build house(s)
for worship punished.

Ref.: Maspero 286-89 no. 22.>
V0005.5$, Unperformed required religious exercise must be made up for. Type: 779.
Link: |J0172, Account of punishments prepared in hell brings about repentance. |P0776.3.1.1$, Person who does not
repay his debt to God, should be expected not to repay his debt to man. |V0003$, Required religious services
(`pillars,' corners, 'arkân, furûd) and fundamental beliefs.

Ref.: DOTTI 435; Shamy (el-) Egypt 123 no. 19.>
V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up for by additional good deeds.
Link: |K2059.9.1$, Sinning now, with the intention of seeking God's forgiveness later--(as excuse: "Only this
once!"). |M0115.3$, Oath so great it cannot be revoked nor made-up for by expiatory-deed (kaffârah). |M0205,
Breaking of [(reneging on)] bargain or promise. |P0178.3$, Freeing of slave(s) as expiatory-deed. |Q0044.0.1$, `God
rewards almsgiving (charity) tenfold'. |Q0171.1, Forgiveness of sin for acts of charity. |V0003.0.2$, Missed required
religious service is to be performed at later time (as make-up). |V0004.5$, munjiyât/`munaggiyât' (soul-savers):
deeds that serve as `intercessors' to spare person from hell. |V0315, Belief in the atonement. |V0416, Act of charity
obliterates sin.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 622; Amîn 285; Basset Mille III 382 no. 229, 432 no. 259; MITON; RAFE 15 n. 35;
Shamy (el-) Egypt 123-25 no. 19.>
V0006.0.1$, Minor good-deeds erase cardinal misdeeds (sins).
Link: |A0102.14.2$, Generosity of God. |J0557.1.1, True penance for even a day is effective. |Q0170.0.1$, God
rewards a good-deed tenfold, punishes a sin but one (singly).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 15 n. 35.>
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V0006.0.2$, Afflictions (sufferings) are expiatory (kaffârât).
Link: |V0463.7$, Occurrences (and deeds) that entitle a person to the rank of martyrdom.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 410 417.>
V0006.1$, A person's own credit (thawâb) for a good deed (hasanh) is given as alms (or act of benevolence:
wahb) to another.
Link: |Q0042.8.0.1$, Reward for religious credit bestowed on another person.

Ref.: Amîn 284 285; Khalîfah 201-2 277-81 285 286-87; Lane 525, Tâhâ Husayn 87.>
V0006.2$, Man (saint) lets himself be sold as slave as alms to beggar.
Link: |K0252.1, Deceptive sale of another [person] as slave. |W0011.4, Man lets himself be sold as slave so as to
practice generosity.

Ref.: ThaClabî 129/(el-Khidr).>
V0007$, Religious exercise (fasting, pilgrimage, prayers, etc.) performed by proxy (surrogate).
Link: |J0565, Intemperance in fasting. |V0065.8$, Deeds done (at grave-side) on behalf of the deceased--(`mercysoliciting' deeds/rituals)).

Ref.: Ions 55-(pilgrimage); Amîn 155, 285/cf.; Boqarî 191; Khalîfah 319-21; MITON; RAFE 18 n.
44.
V0007.0.1$, Object as suppliant for God's redemption (forgiveness) on behalf of mortal.
>

Link: |A2711.9.2.1$, Palm dates (dried) cure their eaters and pray for redemption of their sins. |V0310.1.1$,
Religious objects.>

V0008$, Divine commandments (as prescribed in formal religious dogma).
Link: |A0608$, Determination of al-halâl (the licit, legitimate) and of al-harâm (the illicit, sinful) for man.
|A1370.1$, God establishes moral (ethical) order. |C0001.1$, al-harâm: sacred (religious) tabu. `The illegitimate'
(illicit, `not permitted')--opposite of: al-halâl (the licit or legitimate, permitted by God). |U0102.1$, `The psyche
(self) is ever an instigator of the-sinful [(al-sû$, wick. |U0230.0.2$, Cardinal sins (kabâ'ir), and minor sins (saghâ'ir).
|Z0071.16.2.3$, Ten commandments (instructions, orders, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 115-17/(Ten); RAFE 18 n. 44.>
V0008.1$, Obedience to God (deity): unquestioning compliance with divine commandments. Type: 759.
Link: |A0611, Fiat creation. Universe created at command of creator. |J0555, Intemperance in obedience.
|V0017.0.1.1$, Sacrifice in obedience to a deity's command. |V0513.0.1$, A prophet's vision (dream) is a command
from God (wahy, 'ilhâm). |Z0056.2$, Descending social responsibility: one is required to amend a wrong by deed; if
not, then by word; if not, then by thought.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 9-10.>
V0008.1.1$, God makes slaves into kings due to their obedience to Him, and kings into slaves due to their
disobedience.
Link: |L0165, Lowly boy becomes king. |L0490.1.1$, Slave made ruler (king, emperor).

Ref.: ThaClabî 231/(shepherd boy); Ibshîhî 156.>
V0008.9$, Other sacred commandments--miscellaneous.>
V0008.9.1$, Struggle against the sinful urges of the `self' (`the greater-jihâd').
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Link: |T0317, Repression of lust. |V0003.9.1$, Required holy war ([military]-`jihâd$, [military]-`crusade'). |V0357$,
Holy war (crusade, jihâd-muqaddas, etc.). |V0464, Self-torture to secure holiness.

Ref.: RAFE 171-73.>
V0008.9.2$, Religious `esprit de corps': all members of the faith as one corpse (body, family, nation, etc.).
Link: |P0305.1.1.1$, `The Prophet recommended [caring for] neighbors as far as the seventh [house away]'. |U0245$,
Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another also feels its effects. "Vicarious instigation".
|W0012.2.0.1$, `The Prophet recommended [being hospitable to] the stranger'.

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 159-60.>
V0008.9.2.0.1$, Communal (group,/jamâCah) exercising of religious service favored--(e.g., prayers,
pilgrimage). Type: 62, 122, 113B.
Link: |K0712.3$, Victim lured (coaxed) into predator's power under pretence of performing religious (philanthropic)
service. |P0254.2$, Sister and brother worship together. |V0004.3$, al-sunnah: the preferred way for Moslems, as set
by the Prophet.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 14; DOTTI 27 28 43 44/{Egy}; MITON; RAFE 303 n. 33.>
V0008.9.2.1$, `Each [member of the faith] is a shepherd (ruler), and is responsible for all his flock
(subjects)'.
Link: |A0102.13.1$, God as shepherd of flock (of believers). |P0500, Government. |P0501.2.1.1$, "Pharaoh was
asked, `What made you a tyrant?' He replied, `There was no one to check me'".>

V0008.9.2.2$, `One believer to another is like bricks in a building, one upholds the other'.>
V0008.9.2.3$, Sinning by association: being aware that sin is being committed and not act to stop it.
Link: |P0526.0.4$, Guilt by apathy, aiding, or abetting.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 163-66/cf.; Ibshîhî 116.>
V0008.9.2.3.1$, `A believer who witnesses a vice (sin) committed is required to amend it by hand (deed); if
not, then by tongue (word); if not, then by heart (thought)--the latter being the least [measure of] faith.'.
Link: |J0679$, Defences by avoiding meddling (interfering) in the affairs of others. |V0004.4.4.1$, Cursing Eblis
(Satan) earns extra religious credit.>

V0009$, Religious faith conquers adversity (sickness, despair, poverty, etc.). Type: 750J$, 776$, 841, cf.
802A*.
Link: |D2161, Magic healing power. |F0950, Marvelous cures. |N0640, Accidental healing. |T0025, Miraculous
[(mystical)] healing from passionate love. |V0256, Miraculous healing by Virgin Mary. |W0029.0.2$, `He who has
no constancy (wafâ') is he who has no religious faith (dîn)'.

Ref.: DOTTI 411 434 444 461 889; MITON; RAFE 307 n. 52; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb"
no. 53-b.>
V0009.1$, Man defeats Satan when man is serving God; Satan beats man when man is serving himself.
Type: 824C$.
Ref.: Qazwînî II 174-175; Ibshîhî 495.>
V0010, Religious sacrifices.
Link: |A1546.8.1$, Origin of required Pilgrimage. |C0092.1.0.1, Tabu: killing animals for sacrifice.
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 9-10; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael"
158.71; AUC: 19 no. 17.>
V0010.2, God dislikes offerings beyond one's ability.
Link: |J0562, Intemperance in charity.>

V0010.2.1$, `If it is needed in household, it is sinful for mosque (church)'.
Link: |J0562.0.1$, "Charity (hospitality) is by [giving] what is at hand". |K2059.3$, Excuses for failure to give alms
(zakâh, tithes). |P0603$, Customs associated with household provisions. (Thrift, managing food supply, etc.).

Ref.: Taymûr nos. 511 1067/(mat).>
V0010.2.2$, `O you who is giving out alms-tax (zakâh), your own state would cause one to weep'--[so,
address your own needs first].
Ref.: Taymûr no. 3108.>
V0011, Power [(entity)] to which sacrifice is made.
Link: |A1546.8.1$, Origin of required Pilgrimage.>

V0011.2.1, Sacrifice to river. Type: 300.
Link: |S0263.3, Person sacrificed to water spirit to secure water supply. |Z0118.3, River personified.

Ref.: Maspero 12 no. 1 n. 4/cf./(allusion); Qazwînî I 291; Nabhânî1, (al-) 158/(Nile).>
V0011.8, Sacrifice to saint.
Ref.: Hurreiz 119 no. 53.>
V0011.9, Sacrifice to deity.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 255.>
V0011.9.2$, Sacrifice to fire (fire-god).
Link: |C0099.1.1, Tabu: urinating on fire (fire-god).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0011.10, Sacrifice to idols.
Link: |V0017.5.2$, Sacrifice to learn deity's choice.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 10-11; Ibn-CAasim no. 255; Basset Mille II 333 no. 80; DOTTI 97/{lit.}.>
V0011.11$, Sacrifice to a spirit (jinni).
Link: |C0092.1.0.1.1$, Tabu slaughtering animal as offering for jinn. |F0385.2.2$, Possessing zâr-jinn (asyâd)
placated by sacrifice. |Q0223.2.3.1$, Sacrificing to entity other than God punished--(e.g., to Satan, jinni, spirit, etc.).
|V0001.2.1.1$, zâr rituals as veneration (worship) of jinn. |V0012.9, Libations. Drink poured out for the gods.

Ref.: ThaClabî 94/(to Satan); Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 20-21; TAWT 369 n. 148.>
V0011.12$, Drink poured out (food left out) for spirit (jinni). Type: 1442$.
Link: |F0406.2, Food left out for spirit at night. |V0012.9, Libations. Drink poured out for the gods.

Ref.: DOTTI 356 556 808/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 175 no. 40/(fried fowl).>
V0011.12.1$, Milk poured out for spirit(s).
Link: |C0851.1.3$, Tabu: abusing milk (e.g., washing with it, bathing in it, etc.). |K2375.1$, White liquid (soapwater, milk) said to be milk-white from bathing person (girl) in it.

Ref.: TAWT 427.>
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V0012, Nature of sacrifice.>
V0012.1, Blood as sacrifice.>
V0012.1.1$, Human as (religious) sacrifice. Type: 450, cf. 300.
Link: |S0260.1, Human sacrifice. |S0270$, Ritual purification through human sacrifice. |V0544$, God furnishes
substitute (ram) for human sacrifice. (fidâ').

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 237 n./unknown in ancient Egypt; Qazwînî I 291/(to Nile); DOTTI 222;
MITON.>
V0012.4, Animals as sacrifice.>
V0012.4.6, Sheep (ram) as sacrifice.
Link: |C0092.1.0.1, Tabu: killing animals for sacrifice. |P0634.0.3.2.2$, Lamb (mutton) eaten on Big-Bairam.
|V0065.0.6.1.1$, Ram sacrificed in commemoration of substitute sacrifice (CIid al-'Adhâ).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 10/(ram).>
V0012.9, Libations. Drink poured out for the gods. Type: cf. 1442$.
Link: |V0011.12$, Drink poured out (food left out) for spirit (jinni).

Ref.: DOTTI 808.>
V0012.10, Incense as sacrifice.
Link: |D1295.1$, Supernatural results from burning incense (ritual fumigation). |F0732.4$, Island of incense
(fragrant herbs, perfume).>

V0012.4.11, Bird as sacrifice.>
V0012.4.11.1$, Domestic bird as sacrifice.>
V0012.4.11.1.1$, Rooster (hen, pigeon, etc.) as sacrifice.
Link: |N0207.4$, Task can be performed only by using animal (bird) with certain physical qualities (e.g., color, size,
age, etc.).

Ref.: RAFE 92 n. 305/(chick) 229/(pullet).>
V0016, Sacrifice at religious festivals.
Link: |V0065.0.6.1.1$, Ram sacrificed in commemoration of substitute sacrifice (CIid al-'Adhâ).>

V0017, Purpose of sacrifice.>
V0017.0.1, Sacrifice to a deity in order to obtain a favor.>
V0017.0.1.1$, Sacrifice in obedience to a deity's command. Type: cf. 759.
Link: |F0179$, Piety (religious exercise) as a system of earnings (economic) in utopian otherworld. |V0008.1$,
Obedience to God (deity): unquestioning compliance with divine commandments. |W0004$, Religiosity (piety):
most favorable trait of character.>

V0017.0.1.2$, Father sacrifices own son in obedience to God's command. (Abraham about to sacrifice
Ishmael/Isaac).
Link: |J1080.1$, He said: "Go to sleep (lie down) so that I can slaughter you!" The other replied: "This is a matter
that causes sleeplessness (`sleep to flee the eye')". |P0316, Friend sacrifices his life for the other. |S0263.2, Child
sacrificed to gain favor of gods. |V0544$, God furnishes substitute (ram) for human sacrifice. (fidâ').

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 237 n.; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 9-10.>
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V0017.5, Sacrifice to get knowledge.>
V0017.5.2$, Sacrifice to learn deity's choice. Type: 758C$.
Link: |M0302.0.3$, 'istikhârah: prophesying by asking God to indicate right choice (through: dream, opening Holy
Book, rosary). |V0011.10, Sacrifice to idols. |V0019.2$, Disappearance of offering (sacrifice) indicates that it was
accepted.

Ref.: Maspero 286 no. 22/cf./(by prayer and sacrifice); ThaClabî 27; ThaClabî 26-27/(27): Shamy (el) "Arab Mythology" nos. 60 61; DOTTI 422.>
V0019, Religious sacrifice--miscellaneous.>
V0019.2$, Disappearance of offering (sacrifice) indicates that it was accepted.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 175 no. 40.>
V0019.2.1$, Fire from sky (heaven) as sign of deity's acceptance of sacrifice. It consumes the sacrificial
offering. Type: 758C$.
Link: |A1545.1, Regulations for sacrifice. |A1546.6.1$, Cain as the first fire worshipper.

Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27/(27): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 61; ThaClabî 173; DOTTI 422.>
V0019.5$, Offering (sacrifice) rejected.
Link: |F0406, Spirit propitiated.>

V0020, Confession of sins.
Ref.: Ions 96; DOTTI 381 526/{Irq}; Farîq Sharârah Turâth III:12 129-32.>
V0021, Confession brings forgiveness of sin.
Link: |J0224.1$, Innocent person falsely confesses to stealing a valuable item (necklace) rather than reveal murder of
owner at his home. |V0315.1, Power of repentance.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17, "Armanyoas" no. 62 24 46; SpoerHaddad 165-66; Taymûr no. 2863.>
V0021.7$, Redemption (by God) dependent on forgiveness by victim. Type: 756F$.
Link: |Q0171.1, Forgiveness of sin for acts of charity. |U0284.1.1$, `Had it not been for sin, redemption
(forgiveness) would not have existed'.

Ref.: DOTTI 419; MITON.>
V0021.7.1$, Sinner must obtain victim's pardon before God's forgiveness is attained.
Link: |E0176.1$, Resuscitation in order to beg forgiveness. |P0776.0.2.1$, Unpaid (monetary) debt.

Ref.: DOTTI 419 527 585 637/{Egy, Tns}.>
V0021.7.2$, On Judgment Day, debtor must obtain release (forgiveness) from creditor.
Link: |E0723.4.3, Wraith of debtor tries to find his creditor at time of death. |P0761.3.1$, Heir repays inherited debt-(usually father's debt). |P0776.0.2$, Debts (being debtor).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 143; Burton IX 311 n. 4/cf.>
V0021.8$, Deathbed confession: made so as to meet God with clear conscience. Type: 655, 883E$.
Link: |M0255, Deathbed promise concerning the second wife. |V0028$, Declarations before death or execution (last
rites).

Ref.: DOTTI 361 526 551/{Sdi}; TAWT 420.>
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V0023, Miracle to permit confession.>
V0023.1, Unshriven man restored to life in order to confess.
Link: |E0177.1$, Resuscitated man relates eyewitness account of past event(s).

Ref.: DOTTI 444.>
V0023.3$, Newborn granted power of speech in order to proclaim truth (confess).
Link: |M0300.0.1$, Supernatural prophesying or proclaiming voice (hâtif).

Ref.: ThaClabî 71/cf. 107/cf. 219 248/cf.>
V0025, Easy confession not effective.>
V0025.2, Confession without giving up sin punished.
Link: |V0026$, Punishment in spite of confession.>

V0026$, Punishment in spite of confession. Type: 706, 712, cf. 872E$.
Link: |J1141.1.19.2$, Confession obtained by promise of miraculous reward (redemption of sins). |K0475, Cheating
through equivocation. |V0025.2, Confession without giving up sin punished.

Ref.: DOTTI 380 394 497 519 873/{Egy}.>
V0028$, Declarations before death or execution (last rites). Type: cf. 332.
Link: |E0722.2.8.3$, Soul lingers in body until certain need is met (e.g., receiving news, seeing someone, or the like).
|J2174, Foolish demands before death [(or execution)]. |M0250.1$, Deathbed wish: dying person (father, mother,
husband, wife, etc.) makes a wish. |Q0410.1.1$, One wish granted before execution (`last wish'). |V0066.0.1$,
Instructing the dead before burial as to how to answer interrogative angels (talqîn, `prompting'). |V0310, Particular
dogmas.

Ref.: DOTTI 177.>
V0028.0.1$, tashahhud (uttering the testimony: "No god but God, and Mohammed is His Messenger"):
dying Moslem's last rite.
Link: |E0722.0.3$, Soul makes a declaration as it leaves the body. |U0250.0.2$, Dying man's reflections on life.
|V0003.1$, Required declaration of faith (shahâdah, "Testimony").

Ref.: Khalîfah 197-200, pt. 17; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of SaCd Zaghlûl" no.
30; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 28; TAWT 381 n. 360.>
V0028.1$, Declaring one's faith before dying as last rite. Type: 332.
Link: |V0003$, Required religious services (`pillars,' corners, 'arkân, furûd) and fundamental beliefs. |V0004.5.17$,
tashahhud (uttering the testimony that `There is no god but God') as intercessor.

Ref.: DOTTI 177.>
V0028.1.1$, Person about to be executed is asked to state the shahâdah. Type: cf. 879, 838.
Ref.: DOTTI 460 513; MITON; TAWT 381 n. 360.>
V0029, Confession--miscellaneous motifs.>
V0029.8.3$, Eblis refuses redemption in return for prostrating himself before Adam's tomb: did not do so
even when Adam was alive.
Link: |A0054.3.1.1$, Eblis refuses to prostrate himself before Adam. |V0315.3$, Sincere repentance obliterates sins
and brings redemption (forgiveness).
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Ref.: ThaClabî 16-17/(17): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 40; CAbd-al-Hakîm Al-Hikâyah
210/cf.; Basset Mille III 73 no. 51.>
V0030, Sacrament.>
V0035.5, Devil eats unblessed bread.>
V0035.5.1$, Satan eats along with eater(s) if meal is unblessed (God's name not mentioned).
Link: |A1513$, Why God's name must be mentioned before eating: devil would eat along (thus, food unblessed).
|C0005.10$, Satan's sustenance (nourishment): unblessed food (consumed without mentioning God's name).
|N0385.3$, Demon possesses person who fails to mention God's name.>

V0040, Mass.>
V0050, Prayer.
C

C

Link: |M0400.1$, Supplication (prayer that begs) for God's punishment (da wah ala). |M0500$, Supplication
C

(prayer that begs) for God's (deity's) boon (da wah li). |V0003.2$, Required prayers (as formal ritual).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 624-34.>
V0050.1$, God will answer mortal's prayer. (Promise made to Adam).
Link: |V0243, Angel answers mortal's prayer. |V0316.2$, Prayer brings redemption (forgiveness).

Ref.: ThaClabî 24-25.>
V0050.2$, Prayer answered. Type: 310, 325, 425, 480, 555, cf. 407A, 591, 591A$, 703*, cf. 779E$, 934A.
Link: |T0548.1, Child born in answer to prayer. [(`tulbah')].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 410.>
V0051, Learning to pray. Type: cf. 1694, 1832M*.
Ref.: DOTTI 914 934.>
V0052, Miraculous power of prayer. Type: cf. 736A, 830C.
Link: |D1710.1$, Requirements for performance of magic rituals. Success depends on using person or object with
specific qualities. |D1766.7.1, Magic results produced in name of deity. |F0382.3.2$, Certain prayer nullifies
(protects against) jinn's power. |V0004.7$, Religious exercise as savior (intercessor). |V0090.0.2$, Miraculous power
of uttering God's words (holy text).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 13; Basset Mille III 295 no. 177; DOTTI 403 453; RAFE 302 n. 28; TAWT 398 n. 689;
Zîr 97-98.>
V0052.0.1$, Miraculous effects of evoking (pleading with) the powers of sacred entities.
Link: V0090$, Miraculous effects of invoking God's attributes (basmalah, hasbanah, hawqalah, etc.).

Refe: (Commonplace); Wickett 70.>
V0052.1, Man saved from lechery through prayer.>
V0052.3, Prayer before battle brings victory.
Link: |Q0156, Victory as reward for piety.>

V0052.6, Mariners saved from maelstrom through prayer.
Link: |V0059.3$, Escape (deliverance) from danger in answer to prayer.>

V0052.7, Prayer at saint's flagstone averts trouble.
Link: |N0848, Saint (pious man) as helper. |V0220.0.7.1$, Pleading to saint (holy man) for a [blessed] "Glance!".
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|V0229.27$, Saint mystically appears and aids person in distress.>

V0052.8, Prayer brings death to enemy.
Ref.: DOTTI 435/{lit.}; MITON.>
V0052.8.1$, Prayer kills predator (ogre, wolf, etc.).
Link: |B0771.2.5$, Predator (lion) tamed by pleading with him in God's name (prayer). |V0059.3.1$, Prayer causes
predator (ogre, wolf, etc.) to spare life of would-be prey (victim).

Ref.: DOTTI 158 325 450/{lit.}; MITON.>
V0052.16$, Prayer (to God) for one's own death--"O God, take me away!" "O God, grant me death!", etc.
Type: 776A$.
Link: |D2061.2.4, Death by cursing. |J0227, Death preferred to other evils. |J0227.9.1$, Death-wish: person in misery
wishes to die. |K1977.1$, Mouse (in mourning) wishes to be dead: cat presents self as God's answer to prayer.
|V0052.1, Man saved from lechery through prayer. |V0052.8, Prayer brings death to enemy. |V0311.4.2$, For the
pious, death is a joyous event (for it signals that meeting God is approaching). |V0462.5.0.1, Ascetic cleric prays to
become diseased.

Ref.: ThaClabî 91; Ibshîhî 201; DOTTI 435; RAFE 89 n. 294; Shawqî 327 [no. 51].>
V0052.16.1$, Prayer for one's own death answered. Type: cf. 971$.
Ref.: DOTTI 435 674/{Egy, lit.}; Shawqî 327 [no. 51].>
V0055, Man worships devil's image in order to secure advancement.
Link: |D1810.2, Magic knowledge from devil. [sihr-shaytânî/suflî (satanic magic)]. |G0303.22.5, Devil exhibits
benevolence to impious people (to people who make alliance with him: gives them riches, helps them in need).>

V0057, Purpose of prayer.
Link: |J0566.1.1$, Man prays for so long that birds mistake him for still object and perch (alight) on him. |V0004.4$,
Extra religious exercise (prayers, fasting, etc.) undertaken for extra religious credit.>

V0057.0.1$, Prayers are to supreme supernatural being (The God, a deity, holy personage, etc.) to solicit
help or to offer thanks. Type: 736A, 779, 841, 841A$, 923B, cf. 725.
Link: |K2371.2.1$, Pleading to God to be saved: "For my children's sake!" When safe: "I have no children!".
|M0500$-M0599$, Supplication (blessing): ordaining the future through begging God for favors (boon).
|Q0020.3$, Thanking God rewarded (failure to do so punished). |V0318.2$, "Only God is to be thanked for an
affliction (makrûh: a disliked matter, seeming harm)".

Ref.: Simpson 147/("Amon be merciful"); DOTTI 400 403 435 461 462 603; TAWT 366 n. 87.>
V0057.1.1$, Prayer for rain ('istisqâ').
Link: |D2143.1.3, Rain produced by prayer.

Ref.: DOTTI 435/{lit.}; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 58-60; Layth al-Khaffâf Turâth IX:7 149-60.>
V0057.3, Prayer on special occasions.>
V0057.4$, Thanks-prayer (acknowledges man's gratitude to God for His gifts).
Link: |C0003.1$, Near-tabu: failure to thank God (for His boon: food, healing, marriage, etc.). |C0119.4$, Tabu:
conjugal intercourse without mentioning (thanking) God.

Ref.: MITON.>
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V0057.5$, Prayer for end of epidemic. Type: 706, cf. 750J$.
Link: |D2161.3.2, Magic restoration of severed hand. |M0431, Curse: bodily injury. |M0530$, Supplication: health
(strength, beauty, etc.). |V0059.2$, Good health restored in answer to prayer. |V0229.10.2, Holy man [(saint)]
restores cut-off hands and feet.>

V0058, Prayer as a ceremony.
Ref.: Haykal 74-77.>
V0058.1.1$, Five daily prayers.
Ref.: Basset Nouveaux 69 no. 94.>
V0058.1.1.1$, Dying while praying is desirable.
Link: |V0001.1.3.1$, Spiritually advantageous death.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0058.2.1$, Prayer with face toward Mecca.>
V0058.3, Repeated circumambulations with prayer.
Link: |D1791, Magic power by circumambulation. [tawâf].

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 16; Boqarî 146.>
V0058.4, Handwashing before prayer.>
V0058.4.1$, Ablution before prayer.
Link: |C0060$, Tabu: violators of ablution-state (wudû': being ritually clean)--ritual contaminants (nagâsah): acts
and objects that defile, or cause ritual uncleanliness and becoming unfit to perform certain religious rituals. |V0096,
Ritual bathing.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 612; DOTTI 679 956/{Egy}; Lane 68-71; MITON.>
V0059, Prayers answered--miscellaneous. Type: 750A, 779, cf. 555.
Link: |M0411.8, Saint's (prophet's) curse. |P0245$, Parent's prayer (blessing or curse) always answered.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 410/(curse fulfilled); Alf II 32/Burton III 139/(partridge's-falcon); Basset Mille III 376
no. 224, 400 no. 240; DOTTI 177 229 407 418/{Egy, Kwt}; Sâ)î 372-76 no. 85[+1]; Zîr 151; AUC: 31B no.
5A.>
V0059.0.1$, Prayers answered especially when gates of sky (heavens) are open. Type: 555.
Link: |A0661.0.1.0.1$, Doors (gates) of the sky. (They open at certain happenings). |D1761.3.1$, Wishing by tâqat
al-qadr (`[Light-]Halo of Power').

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 6 8.>
V0059.2$, Good health restored in answer to prayer. Type: 750J$.
Link: |D2161.3.2, Magic restoration of severed hand. |V0057.5$, Prayer for end of epidemic.

Ref.: DOTTI 411.>
V0059.2.1$, Severed organ restored in answer to prayer. Type: 706.
Link: |D2161.3.2.4$, Severed penis supernaturally restored. |Q0205.1$, Limb (hand, foot, tongue, etc.) involved in
offense cut off.

Ref.: Ions 59/cf./(Osiris's phallus); DOTTI 380 642/{lit.}.>
V0059.2.2$, Life restored (dead resuscitated) in answer to prayer. Type: 753, cf. 750B, 785.
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Link: |E0063, Resuscitation by prayer. |E0078$, Vivification: life (soul) given to inanimate object (statue).

Ref.: DOTTI 407 414 443.>
V0059.3$, Escape (deliverance) from danger in answer to prayer.
Link: |D1766.1, Magic results produced by prayer. |V0052.6, Mariners saved from maelstrom through prayer.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 67.>
V0059.3.1$, Prayer causes predator (ogre, wolf, etc.) to spare life of would-be prey (victim).

Link: |B0771.2.5$, Predator (lion) tamed by pleading with him in God's name (prayer). |V0052.8.1$, Prayer kills
predator (ogre, wolf, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 39 158/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
V0059.3.2$, Natural barrier (e.g., lake, mountain, etc.) appears in answer to prayer: it blocks pursuer's way.
Type: 318.
Link: |D0672, Obstacle flight. Fugitives throw objects behind them which magically become obstacles in pursuer's
path. |D0673, Reversed obstacle flight. Magic obstacles raised in front of fugitive. |R0327, Earth opens to rescue
fugitive.

Ref.: DOTTI 147.>
V0059.3.3$, Passage through natural barrier (e.g., mountain, sea, etc.) appears in answer to prayer: it
permit's fugitive's escape. Type: cf. 310.
Link: |D1551, Waters magically divide and close. [Parting of the sea]. |D1552.3, Mountain pass magically closes.

Ref.: ThaClabî 112-13; Damîrî I 235-36: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-5.>
V0059.4$, Series of answered prayers--one fulfilled prayer calls for the fulfillment of another. Type: 914$,
cf. 555, 750A.
Link: |J1282, Trickster chooses his gift. [Given choice of one, trickster links all by showing how he will use each].

Ref.: DOTTI 313 581/{Egy}; MITON.>
V0059.7$, God does not answer pleadings (prayers) by certain individuals of suspect occupations (e.g.,
policeman, drummer, and the like).
Link: |U0121.0.1.1$, When the head of the house is a tambourine beater, dancing is the characteristic trait of the
household.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 624.>
V0060, Funeral rites.
Link: |P0681.1$, Publication of a death (mourning).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71; Basset Mille III
466 no. 283; Boqarî 12 69-70; Burton II 46 n. 1&2]; DOTTI 897; Lane 511-22; Shamy (el-) "Mental
Health" 26, "Sailor" 85 no. 9.>
V0060.0.1$, Necessity of burial.
Link: |E0478.1$, Indignities to corpse (by living person). |E0753.2$, Homeless soul: soul without tomb for burial of
body to which it belonged. |V0063, Bones of dismembered person assembled and buried. |Z0071.1.20$, The three
insatiables. (Hell, Earth, vagina).

Ref.: Alf I 146.>
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V0060.0.1.1$, Speedy burial required.
Ref.: MITON.>
V0060.0.1.2$, `Bestowing dignity upon the deceased (corpse) is by burying him (it)'. Type: 505.
Link: |E0235, Return from dead to punish indignities to corpse, or ghost.

Ref.: DOTTI 150 397; MITON; Taymûr no. 2343; Zîr 67.>
V0060.0.1.3$, Costly funeral rituals (expenses).>
V0060.0.1.3.1$, "Death and ruining (bankrupting) a household".
Link: |W0131.0.1.1$, Three wasteful things torment (bankrupt) a household: a wedding, a funeral, and a zâr (ritual).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2894.>
V0061, Various ways of disposing of dead.
Link: |E0179$, Preservation of corpse (embalming).>

V0061.0.1$, Burial in grave (tomb).
Link: |V0113.0.3$, Tomb as shrine.

Ref.: Lane 524.>
V0061.0.1.1$, Burial in pyramid (for person of distinction).
Ref.: Maspero 96 no. 4.>
V0061.0.2$, Graveyard (cemetery). Type: 326, 505, 760, 970, 1313A*, 1350X1$, 1532, 1654, 1676B.
Link: |F0499.3.5.3.1$, Jinn dwell in cemeteries.

Ref.: DOTTI 155 254 673 748 835 900; Lane 178 522; Shamy (el-) Egypt 140 no. 25.>
V0061.0.2.1$, Inhabitants of graves ('ahl al-qubûr; the dead in graveyards, cemeteries).
C

Link: |D2071.3.1$, Most of the dead (`inhabitants of graves') [are there] because of `al- ayn' (the Evil Eye). |E0193$,
Family (nuclear) buried in on grave (cemetery plot). |P0755.9.1.1$, People who dwell in cemetery--(labeled by
foreigners: "City of the Dead"). They share living quarters with the dead.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 671.>
V0061.0.2.2$, Grave (tomb) violated (vandalized, robbed, etc.).
Link: |C0898.1$, Tabu: indignities to corpse (beating, cremation, etc.). |N0002.3.2.5.1$, "If certain thing happens,
then you may urinate on my grave". |P0014.0.4$, Kings like to destroy works of their predecessors (or minimize
accomplishments). Vandalism. |P0475.0.1$, Grave robber (`nabbâsh'). |P0755.9.1.1$, People who dwell in cemetery-(labeled by foreigners: "City of the Dead"). They share living quarters with the dead. |S0139.2.2, Other indignities
to corpse.

Ref.: Boqarî 71.>
V0061.0.3$, A family's burial-yard (hoash) in cemetery.
Link: |E0193.1$, Corpse(s) buried away brought `home' and reunited with other deceased members of family (in
same grave).

Ref.: Amîn 322; MITON.>
V0061.0.3.0.1$, Accessories of a family's burial yard (tomb garden, attendant's living quarters, etc.).
Link: |E0541.6$, Fields of the dead: land next to burial grounds dedicated to providing the deceased with food.
("Fields of the funerary domain").
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Ref.: Maspero 96 no. 4 n. 3/(garden, attendant).>
V0061.0.3.1$, Necropolis.
Link: |F0150.2.2.1$, Entrance to world of the dead (crypt, tomb) guarded by deity (goddess). |F0768.2.1$, City of the
mummified (the dead). |P0755.9.1$, Necropolis (cemetery) as district of town.

Ref.: Simpson 239; MITON.>
V0061.0.4$, Corpse encased in coffin (casket.
Link: |F0852.1, Glass coffin. |V0061.6, Christian buried in stone coffin. |V0061.7, Christian buried in wooden coffin.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 140 no. 25.>
V0061.0.4.1$, Corpse encased in stone coffin (sarcophagus).
Link: |F0852.1, Glass coffin. |F0853.1$, Extraordinary strong box of stone (iron). |K0303.2.4$, Sealed coffin forcibly
opened. |V0061.6, Christian buried in stone coffin.

Ref.: ThaClabî 221/("stone box").>
V0061.0.4.2$, Person of distinction buried within series of coffins.
Ref.: Maspero 124 no. 7 n. 2.>
V0061.0.5$, Burial at sea.
Link: |F0946.1.1$, Casket (box, coffin, flask, etc.) hidden underwater. |S0264.1, Man thrown overboard to placate
the storm.>

V0061.0.7$, Location of graveyard (cemetery, tomb).
Link: |P0253.11$, Sister is too dear to be entombed (or buried in an ordinary grave).>

V0061.0.7.1$, Burial inside the house of the deceased. Type: 872A2$.
Link: |P0711.8, Aversion to burial in foreign soil. |T0211.4, Spouse's corpse kept after death. |V0061.11, Aversion to
burial in "strange city".

Ref.: DOTTI 493; MITON.>
V0061.0.7.2$, Burial in front of the house of the deceased.>
V0061.1, Dead placed on boat.
Link: |E0481.2.2, Boat to land of dead.>

V0061.1.1$, Dead placed on funerary boat (`sun-boat').
Link: |E0481.2.2.1$, Barque (barge) to land of dead.

Ref.: Ions 130.>
V0061.1.2$, Dead placed on wagon (carriage).>
V0061.1.4$, Dead placed on animal's back (horse's, camel's, etc.). Type: 709, 872B1$.
Link: |P0253.11.2$, Sister's corpse is placed on horse's (camel's) back to wander, awaiting resuscitation.

Ref.: DOTTI 391 495.>
V0061.1.4.1$, Coffin placed on sacred bull.
Ref.: Ions 116.>
V0061.2, Dead burned on pyre. (Cremation).
Link: |C0898.1$, Tabu: indignities to corpse (beating, cremation, etc.). |E0721.1.2.3.2$, Body cremated so soul
cannot return to it.
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Ref.: ThaClabî 5; Khalîfah 170-71/(passim).>
V0061.3, Coffin buried upright).>
V0061.6, Christian buried in stone coffin.
Link: |V0061.0.4.1$, Corpse encased in stone coffin (sarcophagus).>

V0061.7, Christian buried in wooden coffin.
Link: |V0061.0.4$, Corpse encased in coffin (casket.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 145 no. 25.>
V0061.8, Burial in grave-mound.>
V0061.8.1, Chiefs buried in hidden caves.
Ref.: DOTTI 179 180 344 633 640/{Irq}.>
V0061.8.2$, Moslem buried into earth (in shroud) without coffin.
Link: |A0401, Mother earth. The earth is conceived of as the mother of all things. |J0090.1$, Burial in ground or
cremating? Former shown to be the correct (God's) way.

Ref.: ThaClabî 6; Boqarî 13 208; RAFE 38 n. 120; Shamy (el-) Egypt 145 no. 25.>
V0061.8.2.1$, Burial into earth returns man (Adamite) to place of origin (from where he had come: "Ashes
to ashes, dust to dust.").
Link: |A1241.5.2$, Man made from clay brought by Azrael (Death). |Z0111.9.3$, Returning to earth whence man
(one) came--death.

Ref.: Maspero 32 no. 2-4; Kisâ'î 73-74/(Thackston 79 no. 34): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
69; Tha labî 5; MITON; RAFE 38 n. 120.>
V0061.8.2.2$, Burial into earth drains blood out of bones (thus rendered light colored); burial in casket traps
blood in bones (thus rendered dark colored).
C

Link: |H0529.1$, Test: guessing difference between human skulls (bones): differentiating the pious from the
impious, the just form the tyrant, etc.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 140 no. 25.>
V0061.11, Aversion to burial in "strange city".
Link: |P0711.8, Aversion to burial in foreign soil. |V0061.0.7.1$, Burial inside the house of the deceased.>

V0061.11.1$, Aversion to burial away from other family members.
Link: |E0193.1$, Corpse(s) buried away brought `home' and reunited with other deceased members of family (in
same grave).>

V0061.12$, Burial (death) facing holy site (shrine).>
V0061.12.1$, Burial (death) with face toward the Qiblah (Mecca).
Link: |C0099.1.2$, Tabu: facing the Qiblah (Mecca) while urinating.

Ref.: DOTTI 677/{lit.}; TAWT 450.>
V0062, Restrictions on burial.
Link: |A1591.4.1$, Origin of burial in certain place.>

V0062.1, Funeral rites forbidden.
Link: |C0762.2, Tabu: too much weeping for dead. |C0898.1.1$, Tabu: wailing for the dead [(as indignity to
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corpse)].>

V0063, Bones of dismembered person assembled and buried. Type: 720, cf. 318B$.
Link: |E0030, Resuscitation by arrangement of members. |E0192.1$, Wife recovers husband's corpse.
|V0060.0.1$, Necessity of burial.

Ref.: DOTTI 397.>
V0065, Commemoration of death.
Link: |P0970$, Commemoration of a death--(social aspects).>

V0065.0.1$, Commemoration of death on fortieth-day ('arbaCîn).
Link: |P0681.0.1.1$, Mourning for forty days.

Ref.: S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 71; Lane 527; MITON.>
V0065.0.2$, Commemoration of death yearly (sanawiyyah).>
V0065.0.5$, Commemoration of martyrdom.
Link: |V0146$, Display of sacred relics.>

V0065.0.5.1$, CAashûrâ/Tenther: commemoration of martyrdom.
C

Link: |J1347.2.2$, Religious occasions (Bairam festivities, Ramadan, Prophet's Birthday, Aashûrâ, Christmas,
Epiphany, etc.): foods provided. |Z0071.16.2.4$, CAashûrâ': "The Tenth" day of certain lunar months has special
religious significance.

Ref.: ThaClabî 105/(in ancient Egypt); S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 72-74; Basset Mille III 546 no.
334; Lane 428-33; RAFE 170 n. 630; Walker-IsmâCîl 104 n. 1.>
V0065.0.6$, Commemoration of deliverance from martyrdom.
Link: |J1347.2.2.2$, Big-bairam: meat (mutton) provided. |V0544$, God furnishes substitute (ram) for human
sacrifice. (fidâ').>

V0065.0.6.1$, Animal sacrificed in commemoration of substitute sacrifice.>
V0065.0.6.1.1$, Ram sacrificed in commemoration of substitute sacrifice (CIid al-'Adhâ).
Link: |A1546.7.2$, Origin of ram worship (veneration). |A2541.6.1$, Ram sacred because deity assumed its form
(once). |C0092.1.0.1, Tabu: killing animals for sacrifice. |V0012.4.6, Sheep (ram) as sacrifice. |V0016, Sacrifice at
religious festivals. |V0544$, God furnishes substitute (ram) for human sacrifice. (fidâ').>

V0065.0.6.1.2$, Ram sacrificed in commemoration of its association with deity.
Link: |A1546.7.2$, Origin of ram worship (veneration).>

V0065.4, Professional mourning.
Ref.: Amîn 139-40, 285.>
V0065.4.1, Funeral song sung over dead.
C

Link: |P0681.1.1.1$, Mourning: verbal expressions (wailing, dirge, elegy/rithâ$, adîd, nadb).

Ref.: Ions 133; A.R. Sâlih 189-208; Slyomovics 63ff./cf.>
V0065.4.2$, Funeral dance.
Link: |P0681.1.1.2$, Mourning: physical manifestations.

Ref.: Ions 133.>
V0065.6$, Funeral feast.
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Link: |A1549.1, Origin of commemorative religious meal (to memorialize death or actions of ancestor or holy
person). |J1347.2.5$, Funeral feast: meat provided to condolers (guests, mourners). |P0681.1.0.4.1$, Public reception
C

C

for mourners to extend their condolences (ma zâ,/ azâ). Black (sugarless) coffee is served. |T0136.1, Wedding feast.
|V0065.8.2$, Food given out `over the soul of deceased' ('mercy-crackers,' or the like).

Ref.: Ions 137; S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 70; DOTTI 578/{Sdn}; Khalîfah 319-21; MITON.>
V0065.7$, Visiting the dead.
Link: |C0898.2$, Tabu: visiting a dead person (a tomb). |E0478$, Living person's traffic with the dead. |E0541.1,
Food placed out for returning souls of dead. |E0722.3.3.1$, Soul visits dead body in grave at certain times.
|V0311.5$, Visiting graveyards--as reminder of death and the life to come--is recommended.

Ref.: Ions 137; DOTTI 675/{lit.}; Lane 479 487 527-28 547; MITON; RAFE 127 n. 447.>
V0065.7.1$, Holiday(s) spent in cemetery with deceased relatives.
Link: |Z0084.5.2.1$, Seeker (promoter) of misery: wishes for a funeral during which one--as condoler--would have
his fill of own face-slapping (as expression of grief).

Ref.: Amîn 322; RAFE 127 n. 447.>
V0065.7.2$, Feasting at cemetery (cookout in graveyard).
Ref.: Ions 137; Amîn 322; RAFE 127 n. 447.>
V0065.8$, Deeds done (at grave-side) on behalf of the deceased--(`mercy-soliciting' deeds/rituals). Type:
1872$.
Link: |E0540.1$, Souls of the dead participate in grave-side activities by the living (e.g., meals, games, singing, and
the like, at tomb). |X0420$, Jokes on performers of grave-side rituals (`fu'ahâ'/lower clerics: fuqahâ).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 299 n. 10.>
V0065.8.1$, Holy text recited `over the soul of deceased'. Type: 1872$.
Link: |V0007$, Religious exercise (fasting, pilgrimage, prayers, etc.) performed by proxy (surrogate).

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 172; RAFE 299 n. 10.>
V0065.8.1.1$, al-Fâtihah recited `over the soul of deceased'. Type: 1872$.
Ref.: Boqarî 172.>
V0065.8.1.2$, Yâ Sîn Surah recited `over the soul of deceased'. Type: 1872$.
Link: |D1745.4$, Use of sacred `objects' (God's name, holy verse) nullifies magic power. |D2071.1.4.0.2$, Holy
verse (text) guards against Evil Eye (raqwah). |M0400.1.2$, Yâ-Sîn Surah powerful when `recited at' tyrant
C

(offender, thief, unjust, etc.). Then, labeled: " iddiyat Yâ-Sîn".

Ref.: Boqarî 207.>
V0065.8.2$, Food given out `over the soul of deceased' ('mercy-crackers,' or the like). Type: 1872$.
Link: |V0065.6$, Funeral feast.

Ref.: Budge/Romances 36 no. A-01/cf.; MITON; RAFE 299 n. 10; Wickett 13/("kaHk"/note:
commonly, sweet kahk is given only for joyous occasions, baked equivalent given out `over the soul of the
deceased' is sugarless and is labeled 'mercy-crackers,' or the like).>
V0065.8.3$, Money given to the poor `over the soul of deceased'. Type: 1872$.
Ref.: MITON; RAFE 299 n. 10.>
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V0065.9$, Commemoration of death--miscellaneous.
Link: |Z0292, Death of hero.>

V0065.9.1$, Commemoration of death re-enactment of death scene.
Link: |E0337, Ghost reenacts scene from own lifetime. |F0415.1$, Invisible spirit negotiates terms of departure with
healer (shaman, exorcist, holy man, etc.): healing psychodrama. |P0807.1.1$, Drama performed as pastime activity:
enactment (imitation) of scenes from domestic social life (e.g., "House," "Bride-and-Groom," "Doctor," "King,"
"School," etc.).>

V0065.9.1.1$, Sacred-drama: commemoration of death of holy personage by re-enactment of tragic scene-"Passion Play".
Link: |F0415.1$, Invisible spirit negotiates terms of departure with healer (shaman, exorcist, holy man, etc.): healing
psychodrama. |V0065.0.5$, Commemoration of martyrdom.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 18; Maspero liii/(passim).>
V0066, Funeral sermon.
Ref.: Khalîfah 116-67.>
V0066.0.1$, Instructing the dead before burial as to how to answer interrogative angels (talqîn, `prompting').
Link: |A0679$, Interrogative angels (Nâkir and Nakîr, Munkir and Nakrân, etc.) question the dead at time of burial.
|A1591.4$, Origin of burial customs (accompaniments of burial). |E0545.19, Addressing the dead. |H0070.3$, Sign
of piety: sincerity of voice: `truthfulness of tongue$, being of `true of voice'. (Usually denoted by narrator through
performance). |Z0013.5$, Character-prompting: speaker (tale-teller) addresses tale-character directly.

Ref.: Boqarî 198; Burton V 111 n. 2/(in Egypt by hired "`Mulakkin'/intelligencer"); Khalîfah 15051; RAFE 124 n. 432.>
V0066.1, Witty funeral sermon. [Y].
Link: |K1961.1.2.1, Parody sermon. [Fabricated holy text]. |Z0098.1.1$, Praise in lampooning (damning) terms.>

V0066.2$, Prayer over (in behalf of) the dead before burial.
Link: |J1342, Prayer over the underdone hen. [Fire seems to have had no effect on tough old chicken: "Must be a
saint (`goddess')"]. |J1742.6.1.2$, Steps (sequence) of burial rituals misunderstood.

Ref.: Boqarî 12; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of SaCd Zaghlûl" no. 30.>
V0067, Accompaniments of burial [(i.e., things buried with corpse)].
Ref.: S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 68-71; Lane 513; MITON.>
V0067.1, Ornaments (arms, chariots) buried with hero.
Link: |V0067.3, Treasure buried with the dead.>

V0067.3, Treasure buried with the dead.
Link: |V0067.1, Ornaments (arms, chariots) buried with hero.>

V0067.3.1, King buried with immense treasure in the ground of an artificially dried river; later the normal
course of the river is restored.
Link: |F0946.2$, Underwater burial place (corpse buried in tomb at bottom of lake, river, or the like).>

V0067.3.1.1$, Property entombed along with the dead.
Ref.: Littmann 93-94 no. 74: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 79; Littmann,Tigré 93-94 no. 74.>
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V0067.3.1.2$, Corpse of dead (mummy) adorned with much jewelry.
Link: |F0827.9.4.1$, Person with much jewelry (ornaments) likened to mummy adorned with jewels ("treasuredoll").

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 463.>
V0067.3.2$, Precious book (scroll) buried with dead cleric (monk, scribe, author, etc.).
Link: |D1266, Magic book. |D1380.28$, Sacred (magic) book protects.

Ref.: Maspero x.>
V0067.6$, Objects (money) buried with the dead for use by the soul.
Link: |E0431.11, Coin placed in mouth of dead to prevent return. |E0581.0.1$, Dead man provided with means of
transportation to destination. |P0613, Charon's fee: putting coin in dead person's mouth to pay for ferry across Styx.

Ref.: Ions 137; Khalîfah 327-28; RAFE 125 n. 435.>
V0067.6.1$, Protecting the deceased by answering correctly for him.
Link: |V0521$, Salvation (release from Hell) through intercessor.

Ref.: RAFE 298 n. 7.>
V0067.7$, Statues of persons (ushabtis/shawabtis) buried with the dead: they come to life and perform
manual work for the deceased in the afterlife (hereafter).
Link: |D0435.1.1, Transformation: statue [of person] comes to life. |H1233.1, Supernatural creature as helper on
quest. |N0810, Supernatural helpers.

Ref.: R.L. Green 12; Ions 15 123 133 137.>
V0067.9$, Accompaniments of burial--miscellaneous.
Ref.: Maspero 97 no. 4 n. 1.>
V0067.9.1$, Property of the dead: certain objects buried with the corpse.
Link: |E0431.11, Coin placed in mouth of dead to prevent return. |E0541.6$, Fields of the dead: land next to burial
grounds dedicated to providing the deceased with food. ("Fields of the funerary domain"). |P0613, Charon's fee:
putting coin in dead person's mouth to pay for ferry across Styx. |V0112.8.2$, Property of temple (shrine, idol, deity,
etc.). |V0401$, Charitable endowment (waqf/'awqâf): property whose income is to be used for maintaining
philanthropic institution (e.g., school, hospital, orphanage, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 97 no. 4 n. 1 123 no. 7/(book).>
V0067.9.2$, Tomb has instructions to would-be robber(s).
Link: |L0413, Proud inscriptions sole remains [(relic)] of powerful king. = ["Ozymandias"]. |M0411.25$, Curse by
scribe (author, writer). |P0527$, Legal will (testament) made before death-- (legal preparations for death). |Q0222.7$,
Punishment for violating sanctity of tomb (grave, cemetery).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0067.9.2.1$, Tomb robber may take treasure but may not violate owner's (corpse's) modesty, so states a
tome inscription.
Ref.: MITON.>
V0068, Preparations for burial.
Link: |E0179$, Preservation of corpse (embalming). |J0760$, Death must be planned for. |P0681.1.0.1.1.1$, Simple
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(austere) and lavish funeral processions. (Number and social class of mourners, quality of bier or coffin, etc.).
|U0250.0.3$, Nature of life and afterlife (life after death).

Ref.: Maspero 83 no. 4 124 no. 7 n. 2 277-781 no. 20; Boqarî 11-12; DOTTI 426; MITON; RAFE
304 n. 38; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 16.>
V0068.0.1$, Dead embalmed (mummified).
Link: |C0541.6, Tabu: embalming.

Ref.: Bduge Mummy 173-89; Maspero 86 no. 4 n. 4.>
V0068.2, Dead washed and hair combed.
Ref.: Dhahabî (al-) 113/cf.; DOTTI 900; Shamy (el-) Egypt 213 no. 55; TAWT 421; Taymûr no.
2342/cf.>
V0068.2.0.1$, Bloodied martyrs are not to be washed of their blood. (Blood will turn into guiding light on
Judgement Day).
Link: |H0069.1.2$, `Prayer-raisin' (zabîbah): raisin-like rough-spot on middle of forehead from touching floor. (Will
be luminous on Judgement Day).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 287.>
V0068.2.1$, Mouth and rectum of dead stuffed with cotton.
Link: |X0575.1.1$, "All one gets out of life is a piece of cotton [in the rectum]".

Ref.: MITON.>
V0068.4.2$, Dead wrapped in shrouds. Type: 750J$, 756C, 835*, 885A, 910K1$.
Link: |P0445.3$, Cloth-making (weaving, tailoring) is a profession required for the living as well as the dead.
|V0061.8.2$, Moslem buried into earth (in shroud) without coffin.

Ref.: DOTTI 411 415 534 575 677/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54
14; TAWT 450.>
V0068.4.2.1$, Cotton shroud.
Link: |P0475.0.1.1$, Shroud thief.

Ref.: Alf_3_137/Buron VI 118.>
V0068.5, Dead rubbed with red paint.>
V0068.5.1$, Henna applied to corpse.
Link: |A1591.4.2.2$, First embalming substances (hunût) and shrouds sent from paradise for Adam's burial (on
earth).

Ref.: Bduge Mummy 162.>
V0068.7$, Corpse of female prepared for burial by female (undertaker's assistant).
Link: |P0486$, Undertaker(s).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 78-79/(Thackston 84-85 no. 36-1): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 72; DOTTI
677/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 66 no. 9; TAWT 450.>
V0070, Religious feasts [(festivals)] and fasts.
Link: |P0980$, Seasonal, secular, and national festivals.>

V0070.4, Harvest-festival. [Religious].
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Link: |J1347.2.7$, Seasonal feast (spring, autumn): food is provided. |P0981$, Harvest festivals.

Ref.: R.L. Green 53 no. 4; Ions 110/(Min-Festival).>
V0071, Sabbath.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41.>
V0072, Christmas.>
V0073, Fasts.>
V0073.2, Fast improves health.>
V0073.6, Lent.>
V0074$, Ramadan-fasting. Type: 1848B.
Link: |V0003.4$, Required fasting. |W0155.0.2$, Hardheartedness from fullness (of stomach).

Ref.: DOTTI 356 556 936/{Egy}; Haykal 43-44; TAWT 427.>
V0074.1$, Purposes of Ramadan-fasting (experiencing hunger of the poor, self-control, etc.). Type: 1540.
Link: |A1546.8.2$, Origin of required Fasting (Ramadan).

Ref.: Burton I 139 n. 2.>
V0075, Easter.
Link: |A0570, Culture-hero still lives. |V0211.8, Christ's resurrection (on March 27).>

V0076$, CIid: Moslem bairam(s). Type: 450.
Link: |S0263.2.1, Gods furnish substitute for child sacrifice. |V0544$, God furnishes substitute (ram) for human
sacrifice. (fidâ').

Ref.: A. Jahn Mehri: SAE III 124 no. 28; Basset Mille I 501 no. 193 III 14 no. 10; Boqarî 195-96;
Burton I 317 n. 2; DOTTI 222; Haykal 45-47; MITON; TAWT 379 n. 336.>
V0080, Religious services--miscellaneous.>
V0081, Baptism.>
V0081.6$, Baptism at a certain site.>
V0081.6.1$, Baptism in Jerusalem.
Ref.: DOTTI 78 201 286 290 404 483/{lit.}.>
V0082, Circumcision.
Link: |P0963$, Celebration of circumcision.

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 24; Amîn 187-89; Hanauer 33-34; Lane 57-59.>
V0082.0.1$, Circumcision is required for cleanliness (of male or female).
Link: |A1567, Origin of circumcision. |T0329$, Clitoridectomy (excision of girls): so as to ensure future chastity.
|T0329.1.1.3.1$, Uncircumcised woman undesirable (sexually). |W0049$, Cleanliness.

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 396.>
V0082.0.1.1$, Circumcising the grown-up man (woman) as religious requirement (for marriage or
conversion from one religion to another). Type: 1351E$.
Link: |X0749.1.4$, Circumcising an adult person (usually by trick).

Ref.: DOTTI 749 750/{lit.}.>
V0082.1$, Circumcision of a male.
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Ref.: DOTTI 749 750/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 56; Taymûr no. 1782.>
V0082.2$, Clitoridectomy: female excision (circumcision).
Link: |A1568$, Origin of clitoridectomy. |T0329$, Clitoridectomy (excision of girls): so as to ensure future chastity.

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 28; S.M. CAbd-Allâh Al-Sukkût 46-48; Bouhdiba 23-24 (99) no. 7; Burton V 279 n.
2; DOTTI 378/{Sdn}; Hanauer 33-34 72-73 notes; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Arab Psychiatry" 320; TAWT 417
no. 5/{Sdn}; Shahi-Moore 81 no. 10; HE-S: IUFTL: N.Y. 61-6 Tape 129-30 (Nubia).>
V0083, Hymns [(religious)-- 'adCiyah, 'ibtihâl, muwashshahât dîniyyah].
Ref.: Simpson 289-92; Ibshîhî 512/(by Christian monks).>
V0083.1$, 'inshâd: reciting religious hymns at dhikr circles by munishid.
Ref.: Burton II 126 n.; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Intro. "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 8 9.>
V0084, Excommunication.
Link: |B0275.2, Excommunication of animal. |Q0436, Excommunication from religious association as punishment.
|Q0440$, Punishment: expulsion (eviction, dismissal). |Q0494.2, Removal from priesthood as punishment.>

V0084.0.1$, Atakfîr: person judged as having become a disbeliever.
Link: |P0505.0.1$, Government as disbeliever (infidel/hukûmah kâfirah). |P0529.1.3$, Marriage annulled (divorce
imposed) because of spouse's different religion. |Q0436.5$, Judging a person as having become disbeliever (takfîr) as
punishment. |W0005.1.1$, Kharijite's asceticism: exaggeration of others's sins (disregarding the fact that God hates
injustice even to the most unjust of all people).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz I 219/(by extremists/Kharijites).>
V0085, Religious pilgrimages.
Link: |V0530, Pilgrimages.

Ref.: Ions 55, 57; DOTTI 447/{Bhrn, Qtr}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 676-2?-206-47, 685-x-no. 11.>
V0085.0.1$, Optional pilgrimages (in Islam).
Link: |V0003$, Required religious services (`pillars,' corners, 'arkân, furûd) and fundamental beliefs. |V0004.5.6$,
Pilgrimage and Cumrah as intercessor(s).>

V0085.0.1.1$, Aziyârah: `Visit' to Prophet Mohammed's Tomb in Medina.>
V0085.0.1.1.1$, Visit to Prophet's Tomb (in Medina).
Link: |Q0028, Reward for religious pilgrimage. |V0113.0.3$, Tomb as shrine.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0085.0.1.1.1.1$, Visiting Prophet's Tomb obliges him to intercede (in the hereafter) in behalf of the visitor.
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |P0525.0.1, "It is a debt if it is promised".
C

|Q0028.1$, Repeated pilgrimage saves from hell fires (entitles to eternal salvation). |Q0174.0.1$, 'ash-shafâ ah alC

uzmâ: God grants person (prophet, saint) the boon of releasing souls from hell. |V0004.5.6$, Pilgrimage and

Cumrah as intercessor(s). |V0004.5.16$, Praying in behalf of the Prophet as intercessor. |V0521.1.1$, Prophet
C

Mohammed as the Intercessor (ash-shafî ).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0085.0.1.2$, Cumrah: minor pilgrimage to Mecca outside the prescribed time.>
V0085.0.1.3$, `taqdîs': pilgrimage to al-Quds (Jerusalem) by Moslems or Christians.
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Link: |V0535, Pilgrimage to Jerusalem.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0085.0.1.4$, Visit (pilgrimage) to the tomb of a Shiite Imam (one of the Twelve Imams).>
V0085.1$, Preparations for pilgrimage.
Link: |V0085.1.0.1$, al-mahmal: ceremonial sending of drapes ("veil") for the Black Stone (in Mecca).

Ref.: DOTTI 40 43/{Sdn}.>
V0085.1.0.1$, al-mahmal: ceremonial sending of drapes ("veil") for the Black Stone (in Mecca). Type: cf.
516A1$.
Link: |P0951$, Lunar calendar celebrations (formal religious: Jewish, Islamic, etc.). |V0001.6.4.1.1$, `The Black
Stone': enshrined within Kaaba in Mecca. |V0085.1$, Preparations for pilgrimage. |V0135.0.1.1$, Sacred drapes.

Ref.: Lane 428-33; MITON; TAWT 234 n. 592; Wickett 169.>
V0085.1.1$, Publication of a pilgrimage.
Link: |H0069.3$, Signs of having performed pilgrimage. |K0490.3$, Going on pilgrimage as excuse.>

V0085.1.1.0.1$, Pilgrimage chant or song.
C

Link: |V0083, Hymns [(religious)-- 'ad iyah, 'ibtihâl, muwashshahât dîniyyah].>

V0085.1.1.1$, Festivities at departure for pilgrimage.>
V0085.1.1.2$, Festivities at return for pilgrimage.>
V0085.2$, Accompaniments of pilgrimage rituals.>
V0085.2.1$, Personal appearance during pilgrimage (clothing, toiletry: bathing, shaving, hair-dressing, etc.).
Link: |C0728.1$, Tabu: altering one's natural features for vanity--(tattooing, cosmetic surgery, etc.). |P0625$,
Customs connected with clothing. |U0287$, Merits and demerits of enhancing personal appearance (cosmetics, toilet,
tattoo, clothes, etc.).>

V0085.3$, Pilgrimage rituals (sacrifice, circumambulation, stoning Satan, etc.).
Ref.: DOTTI 573 652 865/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
V0085.5$, Happenings (to pilgrim) during journey to (from) holy land. Type: 432, 516A1$, 779, 938, cf.
510B.
Link: |L0221, Modest request: present from the journey. [Present from father's journey proves difficult].
|N0771.0.1.1$, Losing way en route to (from) pilgrimage leads to adventure--(usually mystical). |N0711.7$, Lover
sees beloved first while she is traveling. |P0475.0.7$, Highwayman (bandit) attacks traveller(s). |P0731.0.3.1$,
Bedouins (tribe) as raiders (bandits): they attack village, caravan, traveler, etc., to get booty. |V0003.5$, Required
pilgrimage. |V0531, Pilgrimage to Holy Land.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 180; Boqarî 192 194-95; DOTTI 212 262 277 435 642 677/{lit.}; MITON; Yâfi)î
172.>
V0085.5.1$, Death during pilgrimage.>
V0085.5.1.1$, Desiring death (and burial) in "Holy Land".
Link: |E0754.3, Burial in certain ground assures going to heaven. |M0341.0.6$, Person knows place of own death.
|P0711.8.1$, Desire to be buried (when dead) in one's own homeland (village, town, etc.). |V0061.11, Aversion to
burial in "strange city".
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Ref.: RAFE 300 n. 14; Yâfi)î 173/cf.>
V0085.5.2$, Burial in holy land.
Link: |A1591.4.1$, Origin of burial in certain place.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 300 n. 14.>
V0085.5.2.1$, Burial near the Prophet.
Ref.: RAFE 300 n. 14; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 14-15.>
V0085.5.3$, Unexpected encounters during pilgrimage. Type: cf. 938.
Link: |N0760, Other accidental encounters. |V0225, Saint in several places at once. [min 'ahl-al-khutwah, min al'abdâl].

Ref.: MITON.>
V0090$, Miraculous effects of invoking God's attributes (basmalah, hasbanah, hawqalah, etc.).
Link:

|A0102.0.1$,

God's

names

(99

attributes).

(God's

beautiful

names). |A0183, God invoked.

|C0053.5.1$-(formerly, C0051.9.1$), Tabu: planning for the future without saying, "'in-shâ'-Allâh (If God wills)".
|D1273.3, Bible [(holy)] text as magic spell. |D1766.7.1, Magic results produced in name of deity. |D2071.1.4.0.2$,
Holy verse (text) guards against Evil Eye (raqwah). |G0303.16.8, Devil leaves at mention of God's name.
|M0400.2$, Covert curse: to invoke God as judge (advocate) of oneself against adversary's injustice (i.e., "God will
justly punish you!"). (hasbanah/ihtisâb). |M0451, Curse: death. |V0052.0.1$, Miraculous effects of evoking
(pleading with) the powers of sacred entities. |V0316, Efficacy of prayer.

Ref.: Boqarî 28 129 204 211; DOTTI 578 640 895/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 17 n. 41, 194 n. 692, 206 n.
726; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 28; TAWT 399 n. 708.>
V0090.0.1$, Miraculous power of uttering (mentioning) God's name. Type: cf. 736A, 830C.
Link: |D1420.4, Helper summoned by calling his name. |D1766.7.1, Magic results produced in name of deity.

Ref.: Burton V 50 n. 1/(cock's call)/cf.; DOTTI 403 404 453/{Egy}; MITON; RAFE 302 n. 28/cf.
303 n. 33.>
V0090.0.2$, Miraculous power of uttering God's words (holy text). Type: cf. 736A, 830C.
Link: |V0052, Miraculous power of prayer.

Ref.: ThaClabî 10/("Kursî"); Damîrî II 194-95/(Kursî sûrah); Ibshîhî 30; Boqarî 202.>
V0090.0.2.1$, God's word (holy text) cures disease. (Koran, Bible, etc., as medicine).
Link: |A0454.3.1$, Deity heals from spirit-possession. |D1500.1.8, Magic amulet cures disease.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 645; Amîn 239, Boqarî 202; RAFE 65 n. 214, 93 n. 306, 100 n. 330.>
V0090.0.3$, Miraculous power of uttering name of sacred person (prophet, saint).
Link: |V0220.0.7$, Pleading to a saint for help.

Ref.: RAFE 302 n. 28.>
V0090.1$, Unintentional curse: accidental calling on God's name destroys tyrant (devil, etc.). Type: 751D*.
Link: |D2061.2.4, Death by cursing. |M0404, Unintentional curse or blessing takes effect.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 355 no. 210, 441 no. 266; DOTTI 255 413 467/{lit.}; RAFE 17 n. 41, 303 n.
33; Shamy (el-) Egypt 274 no. 26.>
V0091, Accidental calling on god's name held to outweigh a life of wickedness.
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Link: |V0090$, Miraculous effects of invoking God's attributes (basmalah, hasbanah, hawqalah, etc.).>

V0093, Religious dancing.
Link: |P0681.1.1.2.1.2$, Mourning: dancing (`nadb'-[dance]).

Ref.: Amîn 389, Tâhâ Husayn 13 (passim); Osman 139-43.>
V0093.0.1$, dhikr/`zikr' as Sufi worship (involving dance and chant).
Link: |P0350$, Sufi brotherhood (religious order). |V0001.8.1.1.2$, Sufi singing and dancing (dhikr ritual) originated
as consequence of bull worship by Hebrews. |V0220.0.7.1.0.1$, "madad!" ("Support!", "Reinforcement!"): shout that
summons spiritual strength bestowed by saint or prophet.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 477; RAFE 23-24, 267-69; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
V0093.1$, Ecstasy (trance) through religious dancing (dhikr, `zikr').
Link: |A0102.0.3$, God likes to be thanked. |C0105.4$, Tabu: dancing (exhibiting or exposing body, especially in
public). |F0956.7.7.3$, Venting anger (stress) by shouting (loud `singing,' `quarrelling,' etc.). |J1843$,
Accompaniments of aesthetic devotion (love) mistaken for symptoms of insanity. |V0462.8.0.2$, shath:
philosophical unorthodoxy due to ascetic immersion. |V0462.8.9$, Accompaniments of sufi ascetic worship
(khulwah).

Ref.: Maspero 208 no. 15 n. 1/cf.; Damîrî II 112; Haykal 258-59; Lane 243-44; RAFE 23 n. 64, 303
n. 31; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 153, "Mental Health" 21-23; AUC: 18 no. 13.>
V0093.2$, Ecstasy (trance) through sacrilegious dancing (zâr-ritual).
Link: |F0385.2.1$, Possessing jinn placated by supplications (song, dance).

Ref.: Boqarî 42; RAFE 98 n. 324; Shamy (el-) "Belif Characters" 26-27: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 119-1.>
V0095$, Ritual purification (cleansing).
Link: |F0950.10.8$, Hitting with hammers (or the like) as cure for pain. |T0333, Man mutilates himself to remove
temptation. |U0021.6$, "They said, `O master judge, the wall has been urinated on (defiled) by dog!' He replied, `It
must be torn down and then rebuilt seven times [so as to be cleansed]!' They said, `It is the wall that separates your
house from hours.' He replied, `The least amount of water will render it pure!'". |V0220.0.7.1.0.1$, "madad!"
("Support!", "Reinforcement!"): shout that summons spiritual strength bestowed by saint or prophet.>

V0095.1$, Ritual purification of profaned organ.
Link: |P0293.7.3$, `When flesh turns putrid [(is disgraced)], its [blood] relations become its only resort'.
|T0400.0.1.1$, Defiled (profaned) human flesh.

Ref.: Simpson 120; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah" no. 20/cf.>
V0096, Ritual bathing. Type: 750J$.
Link: |V0058.4.1$, Ablution before prayer.

Ref.: DOTTI 411 679 956/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
V0096.3$, Bathing after sexual intercourse is required.
Link: |C0060.1$, Ritual polluter: erotic touch (e.g., physical contact with member of opposite sex, or the like).
|H1582.3$, Recognition of good health by seeing bathing water poured out after bridal night.

Ref.: Haykal 181; MITON.>
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V0096.3.1$, Bathing is required after autoerotic ejaculation (due to dream, masturbation, excitement, etc.).
Link: |C0001.1.1$, The profane (najiss/najass/`nagâsah'): the opposite of the pure/immaculate (tâhir/tuhr).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0096.4$, Renewal of ablution required after exposure to erotic touch.
Link: |C0060.1$, Ritual polluter: erotic touch (e.g., physical contact with member of opposite sex, or the like).>

V0100-V199, Religious edifices and objects.>
V0100, Religious edifices and objects.>
V0100.1$, God protects religious edifices and objects (temples, statues, scriptures, etc.).
Link: |C0868.2$, Tabu: vandalism. |Q0221.3.2$, God avenges transgression against religious edifices.

Ref.: Simpson 189.>
V0110, Religious buildings.>
V0111, Churches.>
V0111.0.1$, Place of worship linked to supernatural power (or manifestation).
Link: |D2192.2$, Place of worship (church, mosque, etc.) facing destruction supernaturally vanishes.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 39.>
V0112, Temples.
Link: |F0773, Remarkable church (chapel, temple). |V0320.3.1$, Heretic punishes deity by closing (destroying) his
temple(s).>

V0112.2, Mosques.
Link: |D2136.2.1, Mosque turns around in order to face in the true direction of Mecca after prayers of two saints.

Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 39 no. 19; DOTTI 895/{lit.}; Laoust Maroc 281-83 no. 132.>
V0112.2.1$, Minaret.
Link: |N0776.5$, Climbing tower (minaret) leads to adventure.>

V0112.2.2$, Calls for prayer (by prayer-crier). Type: 470D$.
Link: |J1081.3.1$, Sleep disturbed by call for prayer (prayer-crier, church bells, etc.). |V0115, Church bells.

Ref.: DOTTI 242 712 713/{Egy, lit.}.>
V0112.2.5$, Functions of mosques.
Link: |R0325.0.1$, Mosque as refuge.>

V0112.2.5.1$, The building of mosque that does not serve other needs, beside praying, reproved.
Link: |U0249.0.4$, Good-will is generated by benefiting (having a share or interest). |U0310$, Attending primary
(biological) needs. |V0005.4$, Negligence in building (maintaining) houses of worship (temples). |V0010.2.1$, `If it
is needed in household, it is sinful for mosque (church)'.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2398.>
V0112.2.5.1.1$, Rich man (A) builds a grand (luxuriously furnished) mosque--poor man (B) writes on its
wall: "Mosque with no bread, for what purpose has it been built!" A: "For praying, O you shameless!" B:
"Praying in open-air is legitimate (permitted)!" A adds a tikiyyah (house for feeding and caring for the poor)
to the mosque.
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Link: |F0773.4$, Grand (huge) place of worship (church/cathedral, mosque, temple, etc.). |F0884$, Graffiti: illegal
writing (drawing) on public walls (expressing opinion). |P0775.2.3$, Water and food made available to the needy.
|V0410.1, Charity rewarded above prayer or hearing of mass.>

V0112.3, Synagogues.>
V0112.8$, Accompaniments of temples.>
V0112.8.1$, Sacred prostitution--in temples.
Link: |A0164.9.1.1.1$, Priestess as deity's concubine. |T0450, Prostitution and concubinage.>

V0112.8.2$, Property of temple (shrine, idol, deity, etc.).
Link: |C0051, Tabu: touching possessions of god. |P0760.3.1$, All land (pasture) is God's property. |V0067.9.1$,
Property of the dead: certain objects buried with the corpse.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 52.>
V0112.8.2.1$, Animal that strays into temple grounds becomes its (god's) property.
Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 52.>
V0113, Shrines.
Ref.: DOTTI 426; RAFE 304 n. 38.>
V0113.0.1, Miracles at shrines.
Link: |V0510.1, God speaks in vision to devotee.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 139-42; Damîrî II 129-30; Basset Nouveaux 67-68 no. 93/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 18.>
V0113.0.1.1$, Shrine built (repaired) at demand of (dead) saint. Type: 760B$, cf. 506**.
Link: |E0419.1, Soul wanders and demands that a temple be built for him. |E0721.1.0.1$, The dead `come to'
(communicate with) the living in dreams (visions). |V0220.0.6$, Miracle-like manifestation by saint (karâmah).

Ref.: DOTTI 426/{lit.}; RAFE 178 n. 647, 304 n. 38.>
V0113.0.1.1.1$, Shrine repaired (kept up, maintained) on certain occasion(s).
Ref.: Lane 240.>
V0113.0.2, Vow to visit shrine.
Ref.: MITON.>
V0113.0.3$, Tomb as shrine. Type: 760B$, cf. 506**.
Link: |V0061.0.1$, Burial in grave (tomb).

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 68.>
V0113.0.3.1$, Visit to saint's shrine. Type: 1384A$, 1842D$, cf. 44A$, 779K$.
Link: |C0062.5.1$, Tabu: veneration of saints (saints' cult). |K0712.3.2$, Person invited to attend religious ritual
(visit saint, magic healing, etc.) but is taken to an isolated place where he is attacked (robbed, raped, or the like).
|P0991.1$, Saint's day festival (mawlid, `mûlid'). |V0085.0.1.1.1$, Visit to Prophet's Tomb (in Medina).

Ref.: Ions 57; DOTTI 14 440 637 717 718 720 746 780 815 870 918 935/{Irq, Tns}; Taymûr no.
2822.
V0113.0.3.2$, Tomb-shrine without corpse. Deceased buried elsewhere.
>

Link: |J1607.1$, Dog as saint: "We buried him (it) together!" Two impostors pretend that entombed dog is a saint.
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Later, one cheats and swears his innocence by the saint; the other retorts. |K1961.1.5, Sham holy man.

Ref.: Ions 59; RAFE 169-170/cf.>
V0113.0.3.5$, Custody of holy shrine (rifâdah).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 430.>
V0113.0.3.5.1$, Great honor in being custodian of holy shrine.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 430.>
V0113.5$, Attempts to move saint's shrine futile (disastrous to mover).
Link: |C0518.3$, Attempts to cut down sacred tree futile (disastrous to cutter).

Ref.: AUC: 9 nos. 16 18, 18 nos. 12 12a.>
V0113.6$, Evil doer enshrined (as saint).
Link: |V0220.0.8.2$, Harmful saint: uses his supernatural powers to cause mischief. |V0528$, Sinner becomes saint.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 39.>
V0115, Church bells.
Link: |J1081.3$, Interrupted sleep (disturbed quiet). |V0112.2.2$, Calls for prayer (by prayer-crier).>

V0116, Altars.
Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 29.>
V0117, Pulpits.
Link: |Z0186.7.2$, Symbolism: prayer niche (mihrâb) or pulpit--vagina.>

V0120, Images.>
V0123, Image blamed by suppliant for misfortunes. Type: 1479**.
Link: |V0381, Heathen beats his god [(idol)] because of misfortune.>

V0126, Image of saint speaks.
Link: |V0220.0.6$, Miracle-like manifestation by saint (karâmah).

Ref.: Hurreiz 107 (154) no. 23; MITON.>
V0128, Motions of various types attributed to images.
Link: |D1610.21.1, Image of the Virgin Mary speaks.>

V0130, Other sacred objects connected with worship.>
V0131, Religious robes (vestments).
Ref.: Boqarî 62; Shamy (el-) Egypt 129 no. 21.>
V0131.0.1$, Robes of ritual purity (tuhr): required for performances of religious services.
Ref.: ThaClabî 179.>
V0131.0.1.1$, Robes of purity: spun by virgins, not touched by menstruous woman.
Link: |A1337.0.4, Disease caused by menstrual blood. |A1354$, Harmful effects of menstruous female (human or
animal). |C0140, Tabu connected with menses. |D1714.1.3$, Crop of purity: must be harvested by virgin(s) lest
benefit fails. |T0610.2.1.1$, First menses (menstruation).

Ref.: ThaClabî 179.>
V0131.3$, Color of robe or head-wear (turban) marks members of religious group (denomination, sect,
brotherhood).
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Link: |D0170.1$, Transformation: man to colored fish. |D0692, City's Inhabitants transformed to fish. Different
classes [(religious denominations)] to different colored fish. |P0350$, Sufi brotherhood (religious order). |P0722.3$,
Religion (religious dgnominations) as factor in population analyses. |Z0140, Color symbolism.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 246; Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship" 13/(change/dyeing); Lane
32 34 531 533 534 539 550 553; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 140 273 no. 25/cf.; Thackston/Kisâ'î
303/(green/red).>
V0132, Holy water.>
V0132.5$, Blessed water.
Link: |V0134.5.1$, Water of Zamzam Well: blessed.>

V0134, Sacred wells.
Link: |E0755.0.4.4.2.1$, Souls of believers reside in sacred well (e.g., Zamzam-well, Jerusalem-well, etc.).

Ref.: Kamâl 206-8; Khalîfah 258-65; RAFE 125 n. 439; HE-S: Kafr El-Zaytûn 69-4 no. 7.>
V0134.5$, Zamzam as a sacred well.
Link: |A0941.4.2, Spring breaks forth at primitive [primeval] hero's need. |A0992.4$, Sacred well: ground bursts
open and water gushes from it. |F0933.1, Miraculous spring bursts forth for holy person.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 25; Qazwînî I 306-308; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 152.43; RAFE 125; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" 5 no. 51; Sûfî (al-) 118-21.>
V0134.5.1$, Water of Zamzam Well: blessed.
Link: |V0132.5$, Blessed water.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 531 no. 324.>
V0135$, Altar cloth.>
V0135.0.1$, Sacred cloth.>
V0135.0.1.1$, Sacred drapes.
Link: |V0085.1.0.1$, al-mahmal: ceremonial sending of drapes ("veil") for the Black Stone (in Mecca).

Ref.: Lane 428-33; MITON.>
V0138$, Sacred (holy) sites (land features).
Link: |F0750, Extraordinary mountains and other land features.>

V0138.1$, Sacred (holy) mountain.
Link: |F0757, Extraordinary cave.>

V0138.2$, Sacred (holy) cave.
Link: |N0793.1$, Mystic (spiritual) experience while in cave (in mountain).

Ref.: Qazwînî I 261/(Hirâ').>
V0140, Sacred relics.
Link: |D1296, Sacred relic as magic object.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Prophet's Shirt" no. 47.>
V0140.0.1$, Deity's (holy man's) possessions as relics.>
V0140.0.1.1$, Garment (robe, mantel, shirt, etc.) as sacred relic. Type: 779K2$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 67; DOTTI 440.>
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V0140.0.1.2$, Weapon (sword, dagger, etc.) as sacred relic.
Ref.: Maspero 220 no. 16 n. 2.>
V0140.0.1.3$, Armor (shield, cuirass, etc.) as sacred relic.
Link: |D1101.2, Magic cuirass.>

V0140.0.1.4$, Temple accessory (chalice, grail, throne, alter, etc.) as sacred relic.
Link: |V0144.3$, Touching saint's shrine (or part thereof) brings barakah (blessedness).

Ref.: Maspero 243-62 no. 17; Boqarî 46/("window/casing/shubbâk").>
V0140.2, Saint's relic miraculously recovered.
Link: |V0147.1$, War waged to restore usurped sacred relic.>

V0140.5$, Testing authenticity of sacred relics--other means.>
V0141, Possession of relic brings prosperity, its loss sickness.>
V0141.3$, Healing power of sacred relic (shirt, cloak, etc.).
Link: |D1002.0.1$, Excrements of `holy man' works wonders (`holy shit'). |D1500.1.13, Saint's possessions cure
disease. |D1505.20$, Sweat of holy man cures blindness (restores sight). |D1707$, Blessed objects. |V0220.0.15$,
Saint's possessions: pitcher, pot, stick (rod, cane, staff), etc.

Ref.: Boqarî 44; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Prophet's Shirt" no. 47, "el-Badawî and Three Axes"
no. 58 12/(sweat).>
V0141.3.1$, Sacred (Prophet's) shirt cures blindness. Type: 779K2$.
Link: |D1505, Magic object cures blindness. |F0952, Blindness miraculously cured.

Ref.: DOTTI 440; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Prophet's Shirt" no. 47.>
V0144, Belief in miraculous powers of sacred relics.
Link: |D1707.7$, Blessed relic (building, garment, rosary, or the like).

Ref.: Amîn 47-48; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Prophet's Shirt" no. 47.>
V0144.1, Sacred relics carried in battle to aid victory.
Ref.: Maspero 248 no. 17 n. 3 252 no. 17.>
V0144.3$, Touching saint's shrine (or part thereof) brings barakah (blessedness).
Link: |V0140.0.1.4$, Temple accessory (chalice, grail, throne, alter, etc.) as sacred relic. |V0220.0.7.2$, Wishing by
saint (saint's shrine).

Ref.: Boqarî 46/("window/casing/shubbâk").>
V0146$, Display of sacred relics.>
V0146.1$, Sacred relic displayed to commemorate owner's suffering (death).
Link: |V0065.0.5$, Commemoration of martyrdom. |V0311.5$, Visiting graveyards--as reminder of death and the
life to come--is recommended.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 191.>
V0146.2$, Sacred relic displayed as reminder of man's mortality and, consequently, the need to enjoy life.
Link: |J0021.53$, "A lost hour of fun (merriment) cannot be made-up for". |U0101$, Hedonism: seeking pleasure as
the main goal in life. |U0253.1$, Life is valuable.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 191.>
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V0147$, Conflict over possession of sacred relic.>
V0147.1$, War waged to restore usurped sacred relic.
Link: |V0140.2, Saint's relic miraculously recovered. |V0357$, Holy war (crusade, jihâd-muqaddas, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 217-42 no. 16 243-62 no. 17.>
V0150, Sacred objects--miscellaneous.>
V0151, Sacred writings.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 75/(Thackston 81-82 no. 35): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71/(on Throne/gates of
Paradise).>
V0151.2$, Sacred writing appears mystically. (Usually message from God). Type: 947B$.
Link: |F1036.1$, Dead man's blood forms supernatural message (from God).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 209; Shamy (el-) Egypt 95 no. 13.>
V0152$, Sacred weapon.
Link: |B0184.1.3.1.1$, al-Maymûn: supernatural hybrid stallion whose movements are controlled by rider's thoughts
(hoof lands where rider's eyesight aims).>

V0152.1$, Sacred sword.
Link: |D1081, Magic sword.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0152.1.1$, Imam CAlî's sword. (Dhu-l-Fiqâr).
Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 14; MITON.>
V0200-V299, Sacred persons.>
V0200, Sacred persons.>
V0201, God.>
V0202, Sacred spirit.
Link: |F0440.3$, al-Khidr (the Green-one): benevolent spirit associated with vegetation and water.>

V0205, Royal family as sacred.
Link: |A0503.1$, King as god (deity, divine king).>

V0206$, Appearance of sacred persons (prophets and saints).
Link: |F0575.5$, `Joseph's beauty'. |F0574.3.2.2$, Forehead (brow) of holy man glows (dâwî).>

V0206.1$, Awe-inspiring sacred person.
Link: |F0580$, Person of awe-inspiring appearance. |V0462.16.1$-(formerly, V0221.15.3$), Saint overawes ruler.

Ref.: Maspero 92 no. 4/(pharaoh/deity); RAFE 148 n. 545.>
V0206.2$, Fear-evoking saint (frightening appearance).
Link: |P0230.0.4$, Fear-evoking (awe-evoking) father.>

V0207$, Vows of sacred persons (prophets, saints) irrevocable. Type: 750J$.
Link: |A1568.1$, Clitoridectomy was begun as lesser punishment of maiming penalty motivated by irrevocable vow
(oath). |A1597.3.1$, Sarah vows (swears) to cut off part of Hagar's body: Abraham proposes ear-piercing (-boring):
hence the beauty practice. |M0012.1$, Irrevocable sentence carried out figuratively when innocence is proved.
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|M0415, Irrevocable curse.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 3-4/(Sarah's to evict co-wife).>
V0210, Religious founders. [Messengers of God].
Link: |V0219.0.1$, Hierarchy of God's human emissaries: rusul (Messengers of God/Apostles) and 'anbiyâ'
(prophets).

Ref.: DOTTI 417 419 452 527 585/{Egy, Plst}; MITON; RAFE 304 n. 37; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 251.>
V0210.0.1$, Prophets's infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy).
Link: |G0303.25.18.1$, Satan cannot influence a person endowed with (God's) immunity from errancy (e.g., prophet,
saint, etc.). |T0474.0.1.1$, God's Prophets do not experience nocturnal emission (`wet dream'). |V0228.0.1$,
Infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy) of imâms and certain saints. |V0230.0.1$, Angels's infallibility
(Cismah: immunity from errancy).

Ref.: ThaClabî 180; Shawqî 281 [no. 15].>
V0210.0.1.0.1$, Prophets are fallible (not immune to errancy, being under the influence of satan).
Link: |G0303.25.18.1$, Satan cannot influence a person endowed with (God's) immunity from errancy (e.g., prophet,
saint, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 180; Burton V 211 n. 7.>
V0210.0.1.0.2$, Counter-belief: prophets and (imams) are infallible (immune to errancy).
Ref.: Burton V 211 n. 7.>
V0210.0.1.1$, Prophet miraculously purified: evil-prone human element extracted.
Link: |W0181.0.1$, `Nobody is jealousy-free (envy-free)'.>

V0210.0.1.1.1$, "Opening-of-the-Chest (shaq al-sadr)": angel(s) open(s) chest of child destined to be God's
Messenger and remove evil-prone part (`black drop/seed$, leech) from heart.
Link: |A1214.1$, The perfected embryo: conception of Hatshepsut. Fetus created (formed, fashioned, designed)
apriori, and then implanted into woman's womb for completion of pregnancy. |G0303.3.3.7.2$, Devil in form of
leech (worm). |W0046$, Sinlessness. |Z0127.0.2$, Evil personified (as person, leech, or the like).

Ref.: Damîrî II 152-53 274; Burton I 250 n. 3/(poem/passim).>
V0210.0.2$, Miracles manifested (by God) at hands of His Messengers (and Prophets). (muCjizât/muCjizah).
Type: 779, cf. 927D$.
Link: |A0170.1$, Miracle. Supernatural deed or manifestation by God. |D1719.1.1.1$, Magician(s) declare(s) that
holy man' miracles are not magic. |V0220.0.6$, Miracle-like manifestation by saint (karâmah). |Z0358.1$, Only one
person can produce miraculous occurrence.

Ref.: ThaClabî 227/(prophets); Qazwînî I 18; Burton III 346 n. 3; COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm"
8; DOTTI 63 435 619/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 142 146 149; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lizard and Stone"
no. 45.>
V0210.0.2.0.1$, Miracles suited to accomplishments of a nation (an era).>
V0210.0.2.0.2$, Signs (evidence, proof) of prophethood (other than miracles). Type: 927D$.
Link: |A0124.4.1$, God's radiance upon a prophet's face. |V0513.0.3$, Visions (ru'â) are one of forty-six signs of
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being a prophet (sent by God).>

V0210.0.2.0.2.1$, "The light of prophethood/nûr al-nubuwwah". (Luminous face of prophet or his parents).
Link: |A0124.4.1$, God's radiance upon a prophet's face. |F0574.3.2.3$, Light bursts (radiates) out of holy man's
place (tomb, residence, etc.).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 279.>
V0210.0.2.1$, Miracles by Moses.>
V0210.0.2.1.1$, Moses's miracles are mostly `magic-like' (transformation of matter).
Link: |D0441.7.1, Transformation: rod to serpent. |D1254, Magic staff. |D1551, Waters magically divide and close.
[Parting of the sea]. |D1551.2, Magic rod causes waters to divide and close.

Ref.: Damîrî I 235-36: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-5; DOTTI 619/{lit.}.>
V0210.0.2.2$, Miracles by Christ.
Link: |A2287.3$, Jesus gives bat both bird and mammal characteristics: hence bat is a more complete creature.
|T0575, Child speaks before birth. [Speaking fetus]. |T0615.3.1$, Infant (fetus) gives wise counsel (advice).

Ref.: ThaClabî 217-28; DOTTI 343 415 427 443/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no.

52 11.>
V0210.0.2.2.1$, Christ's miracles are mostly `medical' (healing, resuscitation of the dead, vivification of
objects, and the like).
Link: |A2287, Jesus causes animal characteristics. |D0435.1.1, Transformation: statue [of person] comes to life.
|E0121.2, Resuscitation by Christ. |E0121.5.3, Resuscitation by prophet.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 14.>
V0210.0.2.3$, Miracles by Mohammed.>
V0210.0.2.3.1$, Mohammed's miracles are primarily Arabic language-bound (eloquence, Koran's
inimitability, and the like).
Link: |A1482.2$, Arabic as language of heaven. |W0047$, Eloquence.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 30.>
V0210.0.3$, Prophet's Mission: aimed at specific target-nation (group).
Ref.: ThaClabî 33-34/(33): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77; DOTTI 619/{lit.}.>
V0210.0.3.0.1$, God's Messenger to all nations. (Mohammed).>
V0210.0.3.1$, God's messenger to pre-Adamite inhabitants of earth (i.e., jinn, jânn, etc.).
Link: |V0002.1$, Jinn and humans are required to worship God.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 21-22: (Thackston 20 no. 8): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 36.>
V0210.0.4$, First prophet (messenger of God).>
V0210.0.4.1$, Adam as first prophet.>
V0210.0.4.2$, Seth (son of Adam) as first prophet.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 35 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71.>
V0210.0.5$, Marriage among the prophets.
Ref.: Azraqî (al-) 116; DOTTI 436 458/{Egy}; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 67; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44.>
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V0210.0.6$, Polygyny among the prophets.
Link: |W0029.3.1$, Human males (men) are lacking in constancy (when compared to jinn women, female-jinni).

Ref.: Azraqî (al-) 116; DOTTI 419 527 585/{Egy}; MITON; Râsî (al-) Khabâyâ 167-8; Sârîs (al-)
225-28.
V0210.0.7$, Titles given to Messenger of God.
Ref.: RAFE 47 n. 149.>
V0210.0.7.1$, Messenger of God addressed or referred as "sayyidunâ (our lord)".
>

Link: |V0220.0.5.3$, Saint addressed or referred to as "sîdî/my lord".

Ref.: Burton V 283 n. (Sîdî vs. sayyidî); RAFE 47 n. 149; RAFE 47 n. 149.>
V0210.1$, Messenger(s) of God to non-Adamites.>
V0210.1.1$, God's messenger(s) to jinn.
Link: |F0269.2$-(formerly, F0251.0.9$, Jinn observe religious exercise (services, ritual).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 21-22: (Thackston 20 no. 8): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 36.>
V0211, Christ.
Link: |A0611.0.1.1.1$, Christ (Jesus) as "The Word of God". |D1851.4, Immortality bestowed by Christ.
|V0210.0.2.2$, Miracles by Christ.

Ref.: DOTTI 352 414/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 251.>
V0211.0.1, Christ born from crown of Virgin's head.
Link: |T0547.1$, Virginity supernaturally preserved: childbirth by Caesarian section, or from unusual organ.>

V0211.0.1.1$, Christ as `Son of God'.
Link: |A0512.3.4.1$, Mortal pharaoh as son (daughter) of immortal god (Ra).

Ref.: Budge/Spitta Romances 207 no. B-02.>
V0211.0.2, Christ conceived on same day He was crucified.>
V0211.0.3, Seventeen marvels at the birth of Christ.>
V0211.0.3.1$, Christ the only `child of eight' [months of pregnancy] that survived.
Link: |A0127.0.1$, Deity born prematurely: seems frail. (Horus/Harpokrates). |T0573.2.1$, `Child of seven' [months
pregnancy] lives, `child of eight' dies. |Z0353.1$, Only one `child of eight [months of pregnancy and premature
birth]' ever survived.

Ref.: ThaClabî 215.>
V0211.0.4, Christ as prophet [(founder)].
Ref.: ThaClabî 213-36; Ibshîhî 669; Basset Mille III 166 no. 106; DOTTI 438 443 652/{lit.}; RAFE
304 n. 37.>
V0211.1, The Nativity of Christ.
Ref.: ThaClabî 214; Cachia 178ff.>
V0211.2.3, The Crucifixion.
Link: |V0216.1$, Herald (founder) of new faith persecuted.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 12-13.>
V0211.2.5$, Counter-belief: crucifixion of a substitute for Christ.
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Link: |K0841, Substitute for execution obtained by trickery. |K1853, Substitute sacrifice. |S0263.2.1, Gods furnish
substitute for child sacrifice. |V0211.9, Christ's ascent to Heaven (on May 5). |V0544.1$, God (holy man) furnishes
replica (a look alike) of person about to be unjustly executed: victim-to-be saved.

Ref.: ThaClabî 225-26.>
V0211.7.1, The harrowing of hell.>
V0211.7.2, Dialogue (debate) between Christ and Satan (at the harrowing of hell).
Link: |A0171.4$, God answers questions. (Dialogue between God and a creature, usually a sacred person).
|G0303.0.3.1$, Dialogue (debate) between holy man and Eblis (about his--Satan's--ways an misdeeds).

Ref.: ThaClabî 245/cf./(Girgîs and Satan).>
V0211.8, Christ's resurrection (on March 27).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 12.>
V0211.9, Christ's ascent to Heaven (on May 5).

Link: |V0211.2.5$, Counter-belief: crucifixion of a substitute for Christ. |V0215.5$, Prophet Mohammad's ascent to
C

Heavens via Jerusalem and return to earth (al-'Isrâ` wa al-Mi râj).
C

Ref.: Tha labî 225-26; Damîrî I 117; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 13.>
V0211.9.1$, Christ is alive in Heaven ("The Living-Christ").
Link: |A0573$, Divinity (holy man, prophet, etc.) lives in Heaven (Paradise). |E0178.2.1$, Life (soul) restored to
mortal in Heaven (Paradise) prior to Resurrection Day.

Ref.: ThaClabî 225-26.>
V0211.9.2$, Christ granted in Heaven angels' physical attributes (plumage, light's constitution, etc.): he
becomes `human-angel' (`terrestrial-celestial').
Link: |A0052.3.1$, Material of which angels are created is: pure light--(angels created from light). |A0171.2, God
flies in bird plumage. |F0522, Person with wings. |V0230.6.3$, Mortal granted angels' flying capabilities (plumage,
wings). |V0231.1.0.3$, Plumage (feathers) of angel.

Ref.: Ions 138/(virtuous)/cf.; ThaClabî 226.>
V0211.9.3$, Christ as king (in "Kingdom of Heaven").
Link: |A0137.10, God represented as king, world as his kingdom. |A0161.0.1$, Son is to succeed father as deity.
|A0211.1$, `Kingdom of Heaven'.>

V0211.11$, Second Coming of Christ (The `Awaited-Messiah--al-mahdî al-muntazar').
Link: |A0513.1, Demigods descend from heaven. |A0571, Culture-hero [(imam)] asleep in mountain. |A0580,
Culture-hero's (divinity's, [imam's]) expected return. |A1002.2.7.2$, Return to Earth of the Messiah (al-Mahdî)
as sign of Doomsday. |G0302.10$, Antichrist (the False Messiah: "al-Masîkh, al-Daggâl"). |P0710.5$, Deliverer of a
nation. Oppressed (persecuted, enslaved, etc.) people freed.

Ref.: RAFE 39 n. 122, 142 150 167.>
V0211.11.1$, In the Second Coming Christ will marry, sire child(ren), die, and will be buried in Medina.
Ref.: ThaClabî 227.>
V0211.13$, Christ's disciples.
Link: |V0216.2.1.1.1$, Fishermen as early believers in Christ. |V0296$, Sacred clique (circle of sacred personages).>
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V0212, Buddha.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 251.>
V0213$, Abraham as prophet (founder): God's bosom-friend [(al-Khalîl)].
Link: |M0301.7.3, Abraham as prophet.

Ref.: ThaClabî 43-61; Bushnaq 292; DOTTI 177 714 811/{lit.}; Hanauer 22-36; Littmann "Hagar
und Ismael" 144-66; MITON; RAFE 304 n. 37; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 251; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51.>
V0214$, Moses as prophet (founder).
Link: |M0301.7.1, Moses as prophet.

Ref.: ThaClabî 96-105; Ibshîhî 35; CAbd-al-Hakîm Al-Hikâyah 209; DOTTI 177 178/{Plst}; Hanauer
15-16 39-43 176-81; Laoust Maroc 308-9 no. 148; MITON; RAFE 304 n. 37; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 251; TAWT 449 no. 42/{Sdn}.>
V0215$, Mohammed as prophet (founder).
Link: |T0148.1.7$, "Mohammed son of 'Aaminah-of-Hejaz".

Ref.: DOTTI 445/{Plst, Sdi}; MITON; RAFE 304 n. 37; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation"
251.
V0215.0.1$, `The Seal of the Prophets': the last of God's messengers (apostles).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 620/(not prophetess); Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 251.>
V0215.1$, The Birth (nativity) of Prophet Mohammed.
>

Link: |P0951.2$, Birth of Prophet Mohammed celebration.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Birth of the Prophet" no. 43; Yunis 198; CFMC: N-Nubia 6910A 2-1-no. 3, 2-1-no. 4.>
V0215.5$, Prophet Mohammad's ascent to Heavens via Jerusalem and return to earth (al-'Isrâ` wa alMiCrâj).
Link: |F0066, Ascent to upper world on horseback. |V0211.9, Christ's ascent to Heaven.

Ref.: Damîrî I 117; RAFE 106 n. 355.>
V0216$, The coming (founding) of a new faith (religion).
Link: |M0363, Coming of religious leader prophesied. |P0710.1$, Founder of a nation (`the father of the Nation').
|R0230$, Flight to escape religious persecution. |S0466, Practice of one's religion forbidden. |V0330, Conversion
from one religion to another. |V0383, Religious fanaticism.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 380/pt.1; ThaClabî 188.>
V0216.0.1$, Implacable enemy of the new faith.

Link: |R0230$, Flight to escape religious persecution. |V0001.1.3.2$, The cult of martyrdom (al-'istishhâd, alshahâdah). |V0218$, Religious persecution. |V0328.0.1$, Death preferred to conversion to new religion.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 410; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 1-2 3 ff./(AbuLahab/ Abu-Jahl).>
V0216.1$, Herald (founder) of new faith persecuted.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 410; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Snake in Cave" no. 46.>
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V0216.1.1$, Prophet (messenger of God) murdered.
Link: |V0211.2.3, The Crucifixion.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 21-22: (Thackston 20 no. 8): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 36.>
V0216.2$, First believer(s) in new faith.
Link: |V0216.2.1.1.1$, Fishermen as early believers in Christ. |V0296$, Sacred clique (circle of sacred personages).

Ref.: Ions 61; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Snake in Cave" no. 46.>
V0216.2.1$, The weak (poor, powerless) as first followers of new faith.>
V0216.2.1.1$, Fisherman as first believer in new faith.
Link: |P0419$, Fisher.

Ref.: Ions 61.>
V0216.2.1.1.1$, Fishermen as early believers in Christ.
Link: |V0211.13$, Christ's disciples. |V0223.10$, Holy men (saints, prophets) as workmen (craftsmen, tradesmen,
laborers).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 17.>
V0217$, Miracles during sacred flight(s). Type: 967.
Link: |B0523, Animal saves man from pursuers. |D1551, Waters magically divide and close. [Parting of the sea].
|D1552, Mountains or rocks open and close. |F0931, Extraordinary occurrence connected with sea. |P0951.3$,
Commemoration of sacred flight from persecution (hegira/hijrah). |R0230$, Flight to escape religious persecution.
|V0330, Conversion from one religion to another. |V0540, Intervention of Providence saves person's life.

Ref.: ThaClabî 109-113/(Moses); DOTTI 671; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Snake in Cave" no. 46.>
V0218$, Religious persecution.
Link: |V0216.0.1$, Implacable enemy of the new faith.>

V0218.1$, Torturing as means of bringing about religious conversion.
Link: |S0400, Cruel persecutions.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 16.>
V0218.2$, Secret believer(s) in the true faith.
Link: |Z0358$, Unique exception from disbelief: only one person in a community of disbelievers adheres to the true
faith.

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 239.>
V0219$, Religious founders (Messengers of God)--miscellaneous.>
V0219.0.1$, Hierarchy of God's human emissaries: rusul (Messengers of God/Apostles) and 'anbiyâ'
(prophets).
Link: |A0165.2, Messenger of the gods. |V0210, Religious founders. [Messengers of God].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 195; Burton IV 284/(rasûl is higher than nabi; RAFE 141-43.>
V0219.1$, Pleading to prophet (messenger of God) for help.
Link: |N0847, Prophet as helper. |V0220.0.7$, Pleading to a saint for help.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 302 n. 28.>
V0219.2$, Marriage of God's Prophets.>
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V0219.2.1$, Marriage of Adam.>
V0219.2.2$, Marriage of Mohammed.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 12.>
V0219.2.3$, Marriage of Moses.>
V0219.2.4$, Marriage of Joseph.>
V0219.2.4.1$, Joseph marries Potiphar's (Pharaoh's) widow.
Link: |T0052.0.6.1$, Woman marries herself to man (beloved) as grant (wahb: without mahr).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 156-57.>
V0220, Saints.
Link: |D1706$, A person's barakah (mabrûk-person, blessed person). |D1851.3, Immortality bestowed by saint.

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 96-103; Delheure 396-7; DOTTI 255 675/{Mrc}; Farag 373-74; Lane 234-35 236
240; Laoust Maroc 284-85 no. 133; Meissner 91 no. 49, 91-93 no. 50 93-95 no. 51, 99-101 no. 53, 101 no.
55; Nabhânî (al-) (entire work); Shahâb 70-79; Shamy (el-) Egypt 158-59 281 no. 36; CFMC: N-Nubia 6910C 11-1-no. 15; HE-S: Suhâg 69-3 no. 6.>
V0220.0.1$, Hierarchy (stratification) of saints.
Link: |A0161, Hierarchy of Gods. |E0755.1.5$, Hierarchy (stratification) of souls in the Isthmus (al-barzakh).
|P0352$, Hierarchy within a sufi brotherhood. |V0463.0.2$, Hierarchy (stratification) of martyrs.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 195; Littmann "il-Bedawî" 108.291; Nabhânî (al-) I 69-96, cf. 267; RAFE 165 n. 612;
Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 146, Egypt 149, "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no.
58/(implicit).>
V0220.0.1.1$, qutb (arch-saint): supreme-saint.
C

Link: |A0841.5$, al-'aqtâb: four arch-saints at world-quarters support (carry) planet earth: (el-Badawî, el-Rifâ î, alJîlanî/`el-Kilânî$, ed-Disûqî).

Ref.: DOTTI 588/{Egy}; Elder 29-30 no. III-14 30-31 no. III-15 32 no. III-16 33 no. III-18; Lane
229-30 232; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) I 69; Shamy (el-) Egypt 98 no. 14 141-42 no. 26, 149 150-51 no. 29;
Sulaymân 126-27 no. III-A-6.>
V0220.0.1.2$, Limited number of cardinal saints may exist at one time or era: one, four, seven, forty, or the
like. E.g., four 'aqtâb (Axes), four 'awtâd (Pegs), seven 'abdâl (Substitutes), etc.
Link: |A0501.2$, Four demigods. |Z0071.12.2.2$, Forty saints (saint's shrines).

Ref.: RAFE 149 n. 552.>
V0220.0.1.3$, Why there are a certain number of saints in country (e.g., forty, ninety-nine, etc.).
Link: |Z0071.12.2.2$, Forty saints (saint's shrines).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 143 no. 26.>
V0220.0.1.3.1$, Why a certain saint (saint's shrine) is found in many locations in a country.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 8.>
V0220.0.2$, Classes of sacred persons (prophets, saints) according to amount and source of gnosis
(knowledge) they possess.
Link: |A0124.0.2$, God's radiance (light) as the source of knowledge. |A0182.3.8$, Limits of human knowledge
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(gnosis). |A0501.2$, Four demigods. |F0657.3$, `el-kâs' (wine-cup, `drink$, [the Challis]): mystical experience.
|J0001$, Capacity to know (knowledge) from instinct: (innate, `from God$, 'ilhâm, hidâyah, tawfîq). |J0164.1$,
Wisdom (knowledge) is from God's ligt. |Q0551.11.1$, Deprivation of knowledge as punishment. |V0223, Saints
have miraculous knowledge. |V0223.0.1.0.1$, Prophet's (saint's) knowledge resides in the heart.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 201; RAFE 150 n. 556; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9, "elBadawî and Three Axes" no. 58 1/title 8 11.>
V0220.0.2.1$, By God's light, a true-believer sees (what is veiled). Type: 655, cf. 1641.
Link: |A0102.16.1.1$, God's light is not bestowed on a Câs-in (sinner). |A0124.0.3.1$, Seeing (perceiving) through
light (radiance) of God. |W0251.1$, Physiognomy (firâsah): the judging of character.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 98/(firâsah by mu'min).>
V0220.0.3$, Attainment of sainthood (saintliness).
Link: |E0419.13.2$, Dead demands that tomb be made into shrine (or that shrine be built). |M0183.1.1$, Vow to
repair (restore) shrine. |N0190.0.1$, Inexplicable inequality in possessions (wealth, power, etc.). |V0220.0.6$,
Miracle-like manifestation by saint (karâmah). |V0528$, Sinner becomes saint.>

V0220.0.4$, Woman saint (shaikhah/waliyyah/qiddîsah, `saintess').
Link: |V0250.0.1$, as-sayyidah Zaynab: supreme saint (culture-heroine, `The Lady$, `The Chieftainess$, etc.).

Ref.: Fâdil M. CAbd-Allâh Turâth IV:6 69 no. 5; DOTTI 395 424 444 553/{Egy, Mrc}; Dwyer 7980 no. 18; Laoust Maroc 298 no. 142; MITON; RAFE 304 n. 39; Schmidt-Kahle 14-17 no. 10; Shamy (el-)
Egypt 151-52 no. 30: "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 161, "Arab Mythology" no. 109-5; TAWT 450 no.
43/{Egy}; AUC: 9 nos. 10 20; CFMC: Siwa 71-10 8-1-no. 4.>
V0220.0.5$, Saint(s) (waliyy/'awliyâ) as God's favorite.
Link: |V0001.3.3.1$, Saint as "Little god".

Ref.: DOTTI 435/{lit.}.>
V0220.0.5.0.1$, `God is jealous over his saints' [(i.e., He alone protects them)].
Link: |B0569.4.1$, Viper advises saint not to aid certain pious person.

Ref.: Yâfi)î 174.>
V0220.0.5.1$, Saint (qiddîs) as `holy'.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 158-59; Spoer-Haddad 165-66.>
V0220.0.5.2$, Saints are endowed with blessedness (barakah).
Link: |D1652.1.0.1, Miraculous increasing of small quantity of victuals or drinks to feed a great number of people.
|D1706$, A person's barakah (mabrûk-person, blessed person).

Ref.: RAFE 145 n. 525.>
V0220.0.5.3$, Saint addressed or referred to as "sîdî/my lord".
Link: |V0210.0.7.1$, Messenger of God addressed or referred as "sayyidunâ (our lord)". |V0220.0.10$, Saint with
specific responsibility (e.g., saintly ability to find the lost, aid with physical labor, etc.).

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 102/(Abu-Saifain); Burton V 283 n.; RAFE 47 n. 149.>
V0220.0.6$, Miracle-like manifestation by saint (karâmah).
Link: |A0170.1$, Miracle. Supernatural deed or manifestation by God. |H0257, Holiness of saint tested: asked to
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perform miracles. |H1573.2.1, Magic [(supernatural)] manifestation required as proof in test of saintliness.
|V0113.0.1, Miracles at shrines. |V0126, Image of saint speaks. |V0222, Miraculous manifestation acclaims saint.
|V0229, Saints--miscellaneous. |Z0358.1$, Only one person can produce miraculous occurrence.

Ref.: Qazwînî I 18; Damîrî I 224/(by Khawwâs); Ibshîhî 206-15; Burton II 237 n. 2/("kiramat" III
346 n. 3); DOTTI 382 424 435/{Egy, lit.}; Lane 229 n. 3; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) II 20; RAFE 4 n. 16;
Reinisch Somali: SAE I 193 no. 59; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 142ff., "Eg. Balladry": "elBadawî and Three Axes" no. 58 1/title ff; Spoer-Haddad 165-66 (Christian); Tâhâ Husayn 25/cf.; HE-S:
Minya 69-4 no. 17.>
V0220.0.6.0.1$, Every miracle (by a messenger of God) may also be a karâmah by a saint provided there is
no claim of prophethood ("defiance").
Ref.: Damîrî I 201; Nabhânî (al-) I 11.>
V0220.0.6.0.2$, Miracle-like manifestation (karâmah) by a deceased is manifested at corpse washing
(burial).
Link: |E0405$, Uncontrollable corpse (`flying bier'): bearers compelled as to speed and route.

Ref.: RAFE 277-78 no. 38; Taymûr no. 2342.>
V0220.0.6.1$, Saint's (hermit's) barakah (blessedness).
Link: |D1652.1.0.1, Miraculous increasing of small quantity of victuals or drinks to feed a great number of people.
|D1705$, barakah (blessedness): supernatural [positive] power residing in object, act, or person. |D1713, Magic
power of hermit (saint, yogi).

Ref.: Maspero 178/("Satapu-sa"/"practicing passes": "innate virtue or power of the gods")/cf.; Farag
118-20; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 53 no. 7; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
V0220.0.6.2$, Saint's versatile powers.>
V0220.0.6.2.1$, Saint as trickster (has ability to camouflage, deceive, shift shape, etc.).
Link: |A0521, Culture-hero as dupe or trickster. |L0114.3.1$, Trouble-maker (mischievous person) as hero.
|L0114.4.1$, `Hero' commits anti-heroic (shameful, perfidious) act(s). |L0123, Pauper hero.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 221/(Seth); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58
(11/pamphlet).>
V0220.0.6.2.2$, Covenant between God and saint (holy man).
Link: |P0351.1$, Covenant of brotherhood under God (Cahd Allâh).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 517.>
V0220.0.7$, Pleading to a saint for help.

Link: |M0103$, Swearing by saint is more binding. God forgives a broken oath, saints do not. |M0116.3$, Oath by
saint's shrine. |V0001.3.3.1$, Saint as "Little god". |V0090.0.3$, Miraculous power of uttering name of sacred person
(prophet, saint). |V0219.1$, Pleading to prophet (messenger of God) for help.

Ref.: DOTTI 475 483 637 642 847/{lit., Tns}; MITON; RAFE 302 n. 28; Shamy (el-) Egypt 150-51
no. 29, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 59, "Mental Health" 20; Zayn Musabba)ât 081/(al-Jîlânî).>
V0220.0.7.1$, Pleading to saint (holy man) for a [blessed] "Glance!".
Link: |D1707$, Blessed objects. |D1820.1, Magic sight of saints. |V0221.0.1.4$, Glance (nazrah) from saint's eye
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heals (bestows power).

Ref.: RAFE 302 n. 27A, 302 n. 28.>
V0220.0.7.1.0.1$, "madad!" ("Support!", "Reinforcement!"): shout that summons spiritual strength
bestowed by saint or prophet.
Link: |V0093.0.1$, dhikr/`zikr' as Sufi worship (involving dance and chant). |V0095$, Ritual purification (cleansing).

Ref.: Amîn 469; Boqarî 180; RAFE 268-69.>
V0220.0.7.0.1.1$, "The revolving (turning, twirling) of a saint's crescent-moon" (i.e., the manifesting of
saintly power).
Link: |D1713, Magic power of hermit (saint, yogi).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57 15/(dâr hilâluh).>
V0220.0.7.1.1$, Pleading to saint for help brings about providential relief.
Link: |Q0552.1, Death by thunderbolt as punishment. |V0540, Intervention of Providence saves person's life.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0220.0.7.1.1.1$, Intended victim appeals to saint for help: attacker suffers instant calamity (stung by
scorpion, killed by thunderbolt or the like).
Link: |D2072.3, Magic paralysis caused by saint. |Q0552.1, Death by thunderbolt as punishment. |R0341, Escape by
intervention of Providence. |V0540, Intervention of Providence saves person's life.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0220.0.7.1.1.2$, Wish that saint (holy man) attend certain occasion--(usually ritual: circumcision, death,
marriage, or the like).
Link: |M0250.1$, Deathbed wish: dying person (father, mother, husband, wife, etc.) makes a wish. |P0991$, Sufi
brotherhood celebration.

Ref.: Yâfi)î 173.>
V0220.0.7.2$, Wishing by saint (saint's shrine). Type: 779K$, 1380B$, cf. 44A$, 1418.
Link: |M0117.0.1$, nadhr/`nadr': conditional vow: pledge to perform certain (good) act if prayer is answered
(request is granted). |V0052.7, Prayer at saint's flagstone averts trouble. |V0144.3$, Touching saint's shrine (or part
thereof) brings barakah (blessedness).

Ref.: DOTTI 14 440 774 793.>
V0220.0.8$, Vengeful saint.
Link: |A0194.2.3$, Vengeful deity.

Ref.: Basset Nouveaux 83-84 no. 99; RAFE 120 n. 414, 307 n. 51.>
V0220.0.8.1$, Saint administers (or considers) extreme punishment.>
V0220.0.8.2$, Harmful saint: uses his supernatural powers to cause mischief. Type: cf. 681.
C

Link: |D1725, Magic power obtained from angels [sihr ulwî (upper magic)]. |D1766, Magic results produced by
C

religious ceremony. [sihr nûrânî, ulwî (upper magic)]. |L0114.3.1$, Trouble-maker (mischievous person) as hero.
|V0113.6$, Evil doer enshrined (as saint). |V0462.13, Evil ascetic misuses magic powers obtained through religious
meditation. |W0118$, Mischief-generating (trouble-making, being mischievous).

Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) II 20; RAFE 149 n. 549; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah"
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46.>
V0220.0.8.2.0.1$, Saint causes mischief to enforce demand. Type: cf. 760B$,/506**.
Ref.: DOTTI 426/{lit.}; RAFE 304 n. 38.>
V0220.0.8.2.1$, Saint causes sickness (illness).>
V0220.0.8.2.2$, Saint causes loss (destruction) of property. Type: 760B$, cf. 506**.
Link: |D2084.5$, Saint causes motor (machine) to stop.>

V0220.0.8.3$, Intercession by compassionate saint stops vengeful saint from carrying out extreme
punishment.
Link: |A0194.2.3.1.1$, Intervention by concerned 1deity stops vengeful deity from carrying out extreme measures.

Ref.: Basset Nouveaux 83-84 no. 99; Shamy (el-) Egypt 152-53 no. 30.>
V0220.0.8.4$, Intercession by deceased pious person delivers entombed neighbors from Hell fires of the
grave.
Link: |C0908.1.2.1.1$, Pilgrimage to Mecca seven times renders a person "sinful for Hell fires to touch" (i.e., gives
immunity from Hell). |E0410.5$, `Grave-judgment'. Grave as precursor of the hereafter: reward and punishment
administered inside the tomb.

Ref.: Khalîfah 184.>
V0220.0.9$, Contest (competition) among saints. Type: cf. 774D.
Link: |A0163, Contests among the gods. |H0509.11$, Contest in hiding. |L0423.1$, Arch-saints ('aqtâb) exchange
duties: tiresome bargain. |V0229.6, Saint in conflict with druid.

Ref.: DOTTI 154 429/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 150 no. 29/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
109-4; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 142-46, "el-Badawî and Three Axes"
no. 58 8-9; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 142-46, Egypt 150-51 no. 29.>
V0220.0.10$, Saint with specific responsibility (e.g., saintly ability to find the lost, aid with physical labor,
etc.). Type: 774D, 776$.
Link: |A0416$, Deity (spirit, arch-saint, etc.) with specific domain. |D1315, Magic object locates lost person.
|V0220.0.5.3$, Saint addressed or referred to as "sîdî/my lord". |V0220.0.13$, A saint's domain: geographic
(physical).

Ref.: DOTTI 429 434; RAFE 165 n. 612; Shamy (el-) Egypt 150 no. 29: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 109-4; "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 stanza 352b/(guide the lost).>
V0220.0.10.1$, Saint with supernatural ability to locate (guide) the lost.
Link: |D1315, Magic object locates lost person. |V0223.0.1$, Clairvoyance of prophets and saints.

Ref.: Alf II 137/(finds the lost); RAFE 165 n. 612.>
V0220.0.10.2$, Saint with supernatural ability to bestow longevity.
Link: |D1345, Magic object gives longevity. |F0610.0.6.1$, Longevity due to wholesome living. |J0234.3$,
Longevity chosen above all else. |V0229.2.12, Extraordinary longevity of saints.>

V0220.0.10.2.1$, Attending certain saint's day festival protects young boys from premature death.
Link: |P0991.1$, Saint's day festival (mawlid, `mûlid').

Ref.: Amîn 303/(abstract).>
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V0220.0.11$, Saint's genealogy (lineage).
Link: |A0512, Parentage of culture-hero. |V0288$, Virgin Mary's Family (Christ's relatives). |Z0167.0.1$, Familytree (genealogy).>

V0220.0.11.1$, Saint with sacred genealogy (descent traced back to "Religious Founders").
Link: |P0070$, Sherifs: descendants of Prophet Mohammed ('ashrâf, sâdah).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 1-2/(genealogy book) no. 56.>
V0220.0.13$, A saint's domain: geographic (physical).
Link: |A0416.1$, mudarrak-axis: arch-saint with assigned darak (`precinct,' post--also referred to as barzakh).
|V0220.0.10$, Saint with specific responsibility (e.g., saintly ability to find the lost, aid with physical labor, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 10.>
V0220.0.13.1$, One saint banished from another's domain (prescient).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 10/(from Mecca/either father
or son) 10/(from Cairo).>
V0220.0.13.1.1$, Aas-sayyidah Zaynab prevents el-Badawî from settling in her domain (Cairo).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 10.>
V0220.0.14$, Congregating places for saints. Type: cf. 613.
Link: |F0217, Congregating places of fairies.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 98 no. 14.>
V0220.0.15$, Saint's possessions: pitcher, pot, stick (rod, cane, staff), etc.
Link: |D1254, Magic staff. |D1500.1.13, Saint's possessions cure disease. |D1707.7$, Blessed relic (building,
garment, rosary, or the like). |V0141.3$, Healing power of sacred relic (shirt, cloak, etc.). |D1707.7$, Blessed relic
(building, garment, rosary, or the like). |V0222.12.1$, Blessedness (of a person) restores a garden to bloom.
|V0461.8, Poverty as saintly virtue.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 7, "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî"
146, "Cats and Mice War" 9 (no. 40).>
V0220.0.15.0.1$, Es-Sayyid el-Badawî's special possessions: rosary, pitcher, and palm-tree reed (branch).
Link: |D1400.1.7.2$, Magic palm-tree branch defeats enemies.

@D1707.4.1$, Blessed palm-tree branch. |P0605.9.5.2$, "An Ahmadî mat (rug)". (Accommodates
many).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 146 151 155 159, "el-Badawî
and Three Axes" no. 58 7.>
V0220.0.15.1$, Saint's dilq (cloak or mantle).
Link: |D1053, Magic mantle (cloak). |J0919.1$, Prophet (holy man) in tattered attire. |V0229.8.4$, Saint's (holy
man's) cloak causes supernatural concealment (invisibility).

Ref.: Lane 228 245 32/cf.; Nabhânî (al-) II 438/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and
Bint-Birrî" 146 (no. 56), "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 7-8 15-16.>
V0220.0.15.2$, Saint's headdress (turban, miter, scarf, etc.).
Link: |D1053, Magic mantle (cloak). |V0229.8.4$, Saint's (holy man's) cloak causes supernatural concealment
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(invisibility). |Z0188.8.2$, Symbolism of headdress.>

V0220.0.15.2.1$-(formerly, V0220.0.15.2$), Saint with (conical) fool's cap (tartûr).
Link: |F0511, Person unusual as to his head. |F0555.0.4$, Unusual (atypical) hair.

Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) II 140; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 145 146 149 154 156, "Eg.
Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 6 8 11 15.>
V0220.0.15.3$, Holy man's staff (rod, cane). Type: cf. 756C1$.
Link: |D1254, Magic staff. |D1673, Magic staff blossoms. |P0147.2.1$, Cane (staff) as strongman's weapon.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 73/(Thackston 78 no. 33): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 66; ThaClabî 102; Qazwînî
II 378-79/(Moses kills CAwj with his staff); Damîrî I 321: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 103.>
V0220.0.15.3.1$, Holy man's staff blossoms and yields any desired food when driven into ground. (Moses'
cane).
Link: |D1472.2.12$, Magic staff (cane, rod) supplies food. |D1567.6, Stroke of staff brings water from rock. |D1673,
Magic staff blossoms. |H0823, Riddle: what is the tree that became flesh? (Moses's staff).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0221, Miraculous healing by saints. Type: 550A, 706, 712, 750D.
Link: |A0454.3.1$, Deity heals from spirit-possession. |D1266.1, Magic writings (gramerye [gramarye], runes).
|D2072.3, Magic paralysis caused by saint. |D2161.5.1, Cure by holy man [(person)]. |H0413.7$, Special powers of
chaste woman: healing the sick. |V0009$, Religious faith conquers adversity (sickness, despair, poverty, etc.).

Ref.: Boqarî 202; Budge/Spitta Romances 285 no. B-10/(by Apa Aaron); DOTTI 304 320 380 394
408/{Tns}; MITON; RAFE 148 n. 540, 306 n. 49; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî"
148, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 12, "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a.>
V0221.0.1, Relics of saint cure disease.>
V0221.0.1.2, The wine (water) occasionally used to bathe relics assumes healing power.>
V0221.0.1.2.1$, The water used by saint for ablution has miracle-like (healing) powers. Type: cf. 550A,
750D.
Link: |D1500.1.7.2.1, Healing power of saint's spittle. |D1500.1.18, Magic healing water.

Ref.: DOTTI 304 408; Nabhânî (al-) II 510.>
V0221.0.1.4$, Glance (nazrah) from saint's eye heals (bestows power).
Link: |A0126$, God's regard (stare, glance). |D1707.2.3.1.1$, Glance from eye of sacred person bestows blessedness.
|D1820.1, Magic sight of saints. |V0220.0.7.1$, Pleading to saint (holy man) for a [blessed] "Glance!".

Ref.: RAFE 207 n. 729.>
V0222, Miraculous manifestation acclaims saint.
Link: |E0121.0.1$, Resuscitation as proof of holiness. |V0220.0.6$, Miracle-like manifestation by saint (karâmah).

Ref.: Cachia 235; Hurreiz 119 no. 54; Shamy (el-) Egypt 165 282 no. 37, "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam"
no. 52 13/cf.; Spoer-Haddad 165-6.>
V0222.1.0.2, "Fair Drop" from heaven falls upon infant saint.
Link: |A1131.0.3$, Rain (inundation, flood) heralded by "The Drop" from heaven.>

V0222.4.1, Aromatic smell of a saint's body.
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Link: |F0687.1$, Person with remarkably sweet (aromatic, fragrant) odor.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 190/cf.>
V0222.4.1.1$, Aromatic smell (fragrance) of a saint's tomb.
Link: |F0574.3.2.3$, Light bursts (radiates) out of holy man's place (tomb, residence, etc.). |V0210.0.2.0.2.1$, "The
light of prophethood/nûr al-nubuwwah". (Luminous face of prophet or his parents).>

V0222.8, Holy man passes through fire for his faith. Only his clothes burn.>
V0222.8.1$, Fire miraculously harmless to prophet (Abraham).
Link: |A2221.2.9.1$, Animal (bird) blessed for helping put out fire around holy man. |A2231.7.4.1$, Animal (bird)
partaking in attempted burning of prophet punished: negative characteristics. |D0469.5, Transformation: furnace of
fire to garden. |D1841.3.2, Fire does not injure a saint. |V0228.2$, Saint immune to fire.

Ref.: ThaClabî 46; Hanauer 26; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 9.>
V0222.8.1.1$, Angels help prophet at stake overcome fire.
Ref.: ThaClabî 46.>
V0222.12, Holy man restores a garden to bloom.>
V0222.12.1$, Blessedness (of a person) restores a garden to bloom. Type: 403, 706, 712.
Link: |D1752$, barakah (blessedness) passes from body to body.

Ref.: DOTTI 189 380 394; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a, "Maryam" no.
52 11; TAWT 444 no. 35.>
V0222.12.2$, Holy man's staff, when planted, blossoms overnight. Type: 756C.
Link: |D1472.2.12$, Magic staff (cane, rod) supplies food. |F0971.1.1$, Dry staff (rod) becomes tree and bears fruit
(instantly, or overnight).>

V0222.12.3$, Holy man plants a seed that becomes fruit-bearing tree instantly. Type: cf. 756C.
Link: |F0971.1.2$, Seed becomes tree and bears fruit instantly (overnight). |V0210.0.2$, Miracles manifested (by
C

C

God) at hands of His Messengers (and Prophets). (mu jizât/mu jizah).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0223, Saints have miraculous knowledge. Type: 550A, 750D.
Link: |A1183$, Creation of al-hijâb (`The Veil'): determination of the Divine realm (of timelessness, infinitude,
clairvoyance, etc.) and that of mortals (Adamites, jinn). |D1810.0.3, Magic knowledge of saints and holy men.
|H0892$, Task: answering question (riddle) intended to confound (debilitate, disable). |J0001$, Capacity to know
(knowledge) from instinct: (innate, `from God$, 'ilhâm, hidâyah, tawfîq). |D1812.0.2, Saints have foreknowledge of
coming of guests. |V0220.0.2$, Classes of sacred persons (prophets, saints) according to amount and source of gnosis
(knowledge) they possess.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 80 no. 57; DOTTI 177 304 408/{Irq}; Nabhânî (al-) II 58/(solves riddle/"min
al- ilm al-ladunnî al-munîr/luminous/illuminating divine knowlege"); RAFE 149 n. 548; Massenbach (Von)
Nubische pt. A.III 92 no. 40.>
V0223.0.1$, Clairvoyance of prophets and saints.
C

C

Link: |D1820.0.1$, Clairvoyance (raf /kashf al-hijâb): supernatural power (ability) to see that which is out of sight
(hidden, unknown, unseen, etc.). |V0511.1.1, Saints have visions of heaven. |V0220.0.10.1$, Saint with supernatural
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ability to locate (guide) the lost.

Ref.: DOTTI 374 434 481 626/{Egy}; Nabhânî (al-) II 277.>
V0223.0.1.0.1$, Prophet's (saint's) knowledge resides in the heart.
Link: |J0164.1.1$, God's light (sacred knowledge, gnosis) is kept from sinners. |W0254.0.1$, Heart as seat of human
intelligence (and feelings).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1921/cf.>
V0223.0.1.0.2$, Spirituality gives clairvoyance.
C

Link: |D1323, Magic object gives clairvoyance. |D1820.0.1$, Clairvoyance (raf /kashf al-hijâb): supernatural power
(ability) to see that which is out of sight (hidden, unknown, unseen, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0223.0.1.1$, Prophets and saints can read destiny on Tablet of destiny (in heavens). `The Veil lifted off' for
them.
Link: |A1183$, Creation of al-hijâb (`The Veil'): determination of the Divine realm (of timelessness, infinitude,
clairvoyance, etc.) and that of mortals (Adamites, jinn).>

V0223.0.1.1.1$, `Veil lifted' off Abraham so that he can see Sarah while she is with untrustworthy king.
Link: |F0642, Person of remarkable sight.

Ref.: ThaClabî 47.>
V0223.0.2$, Clairvoyance of madmen (fools, the insane, magâdhîb).
Link: |D1716.1, Magic power of the idiot. |V0293, Lepers as sacred persons.

Ref.: DOTTI 610/{Irq}; Stevens 89-90 no. 18; T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 22; TAWT 401 n. 758.>
V0223.0.2.1$, Saintly powers of the idiot (fools, the insane, the magâdhîb).
Link: |C0434.2.2$, Mental illness is referred to as forbearance or mercy from God (lutf). |E0700.4$, When the mind
is diminished, the soul's (spiritual) capabilities are expanded.

Ref.: Boqarî 111ff. 121.>
V0223.0.3$, Infant (child) saint has prodigious knowledge. Type: 613B3$.
Link: |A0527.1, Culture-hero precocious. |D1810.0.3.3$, Prodigious child has supernatural knowledge--(Horus, edDisûqî, etc.). |T0550.2, Abnormally born child has unusual powers.

Ref.: ThaClabî 217/(Christ when a baby); DOTTI 350; Shamy (el-) Egypt 248 no. 6.>
V0223.0.3.1$, Infant (child) saint surpasses (defeats) ulama in knowledge. Type: cf. 613B$, 613B3$.
Link: |J1280.1$, Judge (ruler) nonplussed when error of verdict is proven. |L0142, Pupil surpassing master. |P0342,
Student enters competition with his master. |T0615.3, Precocious wisdom.

Ref.: DOTTI 350 585/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 14/(teacher), "Ulama
and sîdî Ibrâhîm" no. 60, "Unjustly-treated Orphan" no. 63.>
V0223.0.4$, Character of prophets (messengers of God). (Also extended to saints).
Link: |J0919$, Humility of prophets and other sacred (holy) men. |P0012, Character of kings.

Ref.: DamîrîI 47-88; Ibshîhî 164/(Muhammed).>
V0223.1, Saint gives advice.>
V0223.2, Saint warns against poisoned well.>
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V0223.2.0.1$, Saint warns against poisoned food (drink).
Ref.: Lane 233-34; Nabhânî (al-) II 451.>
V0223.2.1$, Saint detects unclean (tabu) food.
Link: |D1817.0.5, Magic detection of sin. |F0647.5.1, Marvelous sensitiveness: meat is dog's flesh. Animal has been
suckled by a dog. |J1661.1.3, Deduction: bread made by a sick woman. It falls apart; therefore it was kneaded by a
weak person. |V0229.2.2, Saintly babe disgorges unclean food.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 359 no. 212 555 no. 339; Elder 33 no. III-18; Lane 233; Nabhânî (al-) II 56
147 177 433-34 465 469; RAFE 148 n. 543.>
V0223.3, Saint can perceive thoughts of another man and reveal hidden sins. Type: 927D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 619; RAFE 149 n. 547, 305 n. 41.>
V0223.5.0.1$, Saint knows all systems of communication (languages of animals, of jinn, of objects, etc.).
Link: |B0216.1$, Knowledge of animal language as gift from deity. |D1815, Magic knowledge of strange tongues.
|K1969.5.1$, Person pretends to know language of animals (birds, insects, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Nabhânî (al-) I 398.>
V0223.5.3$, Saint puts ferocious beast (predator) to labor. Type: 1910.
Link: |B0256.4, Domesticated wolves. |B0256.14$, Domesticated lion.

Ref.: DOTTI 948; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 144.>
V0223.5.4$, Domestic animal (camel, horse, donkey, etc.) obeys saint's command.
Link: |B0256.0.2$, Obedience of members of animal kingdom to saint's commands. |B0771.2, Animal tamed by
holiness of saint.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 10-11.>
V0223.6, Saint as prognosticator.>
V0223.6.3$, Saint can foresee (knows) what the future holds.
Link: |D1825.3.5$, Ability to read future events on Tablet of destiny.>

V0223.6.3.1$, Infant saint cites his future feats. (Usually as his praise names to be).
Link: |T0575.5$, Child in mother's womb protects her against would-be rapist. |V0001.0.1.1$, Praise (praise name)
must be used when God or sacred personage is mentioned. |V0229.27.0.1$, Saint (holy man, etc.) materializes before
being born.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 3.>
V0223.6.5$, Sex of fetus changes in accordance with saint's prognostications.
Link: |D1825.3.6$, Magic power to learn contents of sealed containers (vessels). |M0369.7.3, Prophecy: sex of
unborn child. |T0576, Prenatal influence [on embryo in womb].

Ref.: Dwyer 106 no. 23; Prym-Socin 218-19 no. 54.>
V0223.10$, Holy men (saints, prophets) as workmen (craftsmen, tradesmen, laborers).
Link: |A0141, God as craftsman.

Ref.: ThaClabî 180/(Solomon as fisher-hand); Damîrî I 194; Basset Mille III 347 no. 207; Boqarî 58;
MITON; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 140.>
V0223.10.1$, Noah as shipbuilder.
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Link: |A1445.1.1$, Noah's ark (fulk) as first ship built.

Ref.: ThaClabî 33-34.>
V0223.10.2$, Prophet as shepherd.>
V0223.10.3$, Saint as potter (potter-saint).

Link: |A1242$, Deity fashions man on potter's wheel--(Khnum). |E0782.6.1.1$, Pitcher's spout substituted for man's
severed penis (by saint). |P0450$, Potter. |Z0186.5$, Symbolism: pitcher's spout--penis.

Ref.: CFMC: Cairo 69-9B ("sîdi el-Imbâbî": personal communication).>
V0223.10.4$, Prophet (saint) as blacksmith.
Link: |A0142.0.1, God as blacksmith. |D0495.1$, Hard metal (e.g., iron, copper, etc.) becomes soft (malleable).

Ref.: ThaClabî 155-56; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" 2 no. 58/(David).>
V0223.10.5$, Holy man (prophet, saint) as warrior (raider).
C

Link: |M0301.7.9.1$, Samson ("Sham ûn"/"Shamsûn") as prophet. |M0301.7.9.3$, St. George (Girgîs/Girgis) as
prophet.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56/(no. 57/cf.); Wickett 75 83
199/(St. George).>
V0224, Miraculous replacement of objects (animals) for saint. [Items consumed replaces supernaturally].
Type: cf. 750B.
Link: |D2105, Provisions magically furnished.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 375 no. 223, 569 no. 348; Basset Nouveaux 77-78 no. 97; DOTTI 407.>
V0224.2, Food (animals) eaten by saint miraculously replaced.
Link: |D2105.8$, Pretended provision (food, drink, etc.) supernaturally materialize.

Ref.: BASSET Mille III 569 no. 348; Nabhânî (al-) I 469 (drink) II 350, 419.>
V0225, Saint in several places at once. [min 'ahl-al-khutwah, min al-'abdâl].
Link: |D2031.18, Person appears to be in several places at once. |D2122.5, Journey with magic speed by saint.
|D2188.1.2$, Sudden disappearance (from sight) only to appear (surface) elsewhere. |V0085.5.3$, Unexpected
encounters during pilgrimage. |V0229.30.1$, Saint travels with supernatural speed under earth (ground).

Ref.: Amîn 194; Barghûthî (al-) 79-82 no. 1; Boqarî 176; GMC-A I xv; Ghûl (al-) 72-76; DOTTI 240
419/{Egy, Plst}; Farag 355-58; Hurreiz 123 no. 72; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) I 286 II 23 26-27; RAFE 148 n.
539, 150 n. 554; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 28, "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and
Bint-Birrî" no. 56/cf., "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2 3 5 8 10 13/cf.; Sirhân filistîniyyah 155-56 no.
9; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 12-1-no. 4.>
V0225.1$, Saint as 'abdâl: leaves a replica of himself in his place and wanders away.
Link: |K1874$, Misleading by a double (a replica of the real thing). |V0544.1$, God (holy man) furnishes replica (a
look alike) of person about to be unjustly executed: victim-to-be saved.>

V0226, Saints as hermits.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 156ff.>
V0228, Immunities of saints.>
V0228.0.1$, Infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy) of imâms and certain saints.
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Link: |Q0171, Immunity from punishment for sin as reward. |V0210.0.1$, Prophets's infallibility (Cismah: immunity
from errancy).

Ref.: RAFE 148 n. 543.>
V0228.1, Saint immune to poisoning.>
V0228.2$, Saint immune to fire.
Link: |V0222.8.1$, Fire miraculously harmless to prophet (Abraham).>

V0228.2.1$, Infant saint enters fiery furnace (oven).>
V0228.2.1.1$, Infant saint casts himself into oven-flames and devours all bread.
Link: |F0496.2$, Infant saint devours huge amount of food (meat) as newborn. |F0632, Mighty eater. Eats whole ox
at time, or the like. |F0989.24, Frogs cast themselves into oven-flames and devour bread.

Ref.: Littmann "il-Bedawî" 82.130-8; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no.
58 6.
V0228.2.1.1.1$, Infant saint suckles bread out of `mouth' of fiery oven.
>

Link: |X0151.5$, Fat person: "Suckled stuffed foods when a baby".

Ref.: Littmann "il-Bedawî" 82.130-8; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no.
58 6.
V0228.5$, Saint immune to drowning.>
V0228.5.1$, Saint walks upon water.
>

Link: |D1524, Magic object enables person to cross water. |D2125, Magic journey over water ["Magic power to walk
on water"].

Ref.: Damîrî II 14; Basset Mille III 510 no. 309; DOTTI 444; MITON; Nabhânî (al-) I 608 II 73 166
349 374; RAFE 148 n. 537; Sengo "Kiswahili" 962-70 no. 40; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl"
no. 17/cf.>
V0229, Saints--miscellaneous.
Link: |V0220.0.6$, Miracle-like manifestation by saint (karâmah).>

V0229.1, Saint commands return from dead with supernatural information. Type: 792$.
Link: |D2156.5.1, Saint orders a serpent which had bitten a man to withdraw its venom. |E0176.2$, Resuscitation in
order to get answers to perplexing questions. |E0177.1$, Resuscitated man relates eyewitness account of past
event(s). |E0231.1.1$, Resuscitated person points out murderer.

Ref.: AUC: 15 no. 2/cf.; Hanauer 99-100/cf.>
V0229.2, Sanctity of saints.>
V0229.2.2, Saintly babe disgorges unclean food.
Link: |V0223.2.1$, Saint detects unclean (tabu) food.>

V0229.2.8, Saint's body remains unspoiled in the earth for a long time.
Link: |D2167, Corpse magically saved from corruption. [Corpse preserved]. |E0182, Dead body [(corpse)]
incorruptible. Beard and fingernails continue to grow. |E0183$, Body of a prophet does not decay after his death:
earth may not corrode it.>

V0229.2.12, Extraordinary longevity of saints.
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Link: |A0564, Remarkable longevity of culture-heroes. |D1857, Magic longevity. |F0571.7, Person hundreds of years
old. |V0220.0.10.2$, Saint with supernatural ability to bestow longevity.>

V0229.3, Saint banishes snakes. Type: 672B*.
C

Link: |D2156.5.0.1$, Saint has control over reptiles. (`er-Rifâ iyyah' Brotherhood).>

V0229.4, Saint overcomes (destroys) monster.
Ref.: AUC: 9 no. 15/cf.>
V0229.5, Saint banishes demons [(fairies, jinn, etc.)].
Link: |F0382.5.0.1.1$, Mention of saint's name drives fairy (jinni) away.>

V0229.5.1$, Saint banishes other forms of pestilence. Type: 672B*.
Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) II 444 (wolves, weevil).>
V0229.6, Saint in conflict with druid. Type: 776$.
Link: |V0220.0.9$, Contest (competition) among saints. |V0462.16$-(formerly, V0221.15$), Saint in conflict with
ruler (government).

Ref.: DOTTI 434.>
V0229.6.0.1$, Saint in conflict with woman-druid.
Link: |P0427.0.3.1$, Fâtimah Bint-Birrî as druid. |V0229.12, Sinful beauty is converted and spends the end of her life
doing penance (Mary Magdalene, Mary of Egypt, [Fâtima Bint-Birrî], and Thais).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 142ff.>
V0229.6.3, Druid raised in air, cast down, and brains scattered on stone by power of saint. Type: 776$.
Ref.: DOTTI 434.>
V0229.7, Invaders miraculously defeated by saints.
Ref.: DOTTI 895/{Tns}.>
V0229.8, Saints create magic concealing mist.
Link: |D0908, Magic darkness. |D1361.1, Magic mist of invisibility.>

V0229.8.3$, Saint's (holy man's) shadow causes supernatural concealment (invisibility).
Link: |D1981.2, Magic invisibility of saints. |D1983.3.1$, Saint's shadow renders person (object) invisible.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0229.8.4$, Saint's (holy man's) cloak causes supernatural concealment (invisibility). Type: 681.
Link: |D1361.12, Magic cloak of invisibility. |D1980, Magic invisibility. |K2319.3, Saint hides fugitive from king
underground. [Equivocal truth not understood by king].

Ref.: Damîrî II 14; DOTTI 371; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58
14/(of cow).>
V0229.10, Broken objects [(limbs)] restored to their original forms by saint.
Link: |V0221, Miraculous healing by saints. |V0256, Miraculous healing by Virgin Mary.>

V0229.10.2, Holy man [(saint)] restores cut-off hands and feet. Type: 706.
Link: |D2161.3.2, Magic restoration of severed hand.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 260 no. 155; DOTTI 380; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ring of CAlî" no. 55.>
V0229.11, Saint with tongue of fire (literally).>
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V0229.12, Sinful beauty is converted and spends the end of her life doing penance (Mary Magdalene, Mary
of Egypt, [Fâtima Bint-Birrî], and Thais).
Link: |J0167.3$, Wisdom from repentant sinner. |N0887.5.1.1$, Prostitute sacrifices herself for client who has shown
her love. |V0229.6.0.1$, Saint in conflict with woman-druid. |V0528$, Sinner becomes saint.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 161 no. 56.>
V0229.15, Saint [ ] saves almsgiving king from punishment in hell.>
V0229.18, Dispute between two saints settled by angel [(al-Khidr)].>
Ref.: Hurreiz 126 no. 81; Nabhânî (al-) I 547/(al-Khidr).>
V0229.20, Downfall of ascetic (saint [becomes sinner]).
Link: |V0528$, Sinner becomes saint.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 530 no. 322; Shamy (el-) Egypt 130 no. 21; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâmî
and Samyah" no. 8; Spoer-Haddad 165-6.>
V0229.20.3$, Pious person becomes a sinner.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâmî and Samyah" no. 8.>
V0229.27$, Saint mystically appears and aids person in distress.
Ref.: Basset Mille III 610 no. 373; Cachia 245; RAFE 306 n. 49; Shamy (el-) Egypt 161-62 no. 35.>
V0229.27.0.1$, Saint (holy man, etc.) materializes before being born.
Link: |T0575.5$, Child in mother's womb protects her against would-be rapist. |T0579.5, Saint performs miracles
while yet unborn. |V0223.6.3.1$, Infant saint cites his future feats. (Usually as his praise names to be).

Ref.: Maspero 174 no. 10/(Horus); RAFE 305 n. 42.>
V0229.27.1$, Saint finds stolen or lost property.
Ref.: Meissner 91-93 no. 50.>
V0229.27.2$, Saint captures (punishes) robbers.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 161-62 no. 35.>
V0229.27.2.1$, Saint reforms robbers (sinners). Type: 776$.
Ref.: DOTTI 434; Elder 33 no. III-18.>
V0229.27.5$, Saint prevents commission of sin (crime).
Ref.: DOTTI 93 492/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 161-62 no. 35.>
V0229.27.6$, Saint in vision reproves devotee about to succumb to temptation.
Link: |E0721.1.0.1$, The dead `come to' (communicate with) the living in dreams (visions). |P0231.9$, Mother in
vision reproves son. |P0233.10, Father in vision reproves son about to succumb to temptation. |V0263, Portrait of the
Virgin appears to devotees. [Apparition].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 269/cf.; Nabhânî (al-) II 42 243.>
V0229.28$, Saint punishes sinner.
Ref.: Basset Nouveaux 67-68 no. 93.>
V0229.29$, Saint can fly in the air (`flying-saint').
Link: |D2135.0.1, Levitation. Person able to raise self in the air. |F0231.3.1$, Flying jinn have bird's wings and
plumage. ("Flyers"/al-tayyârah). |J1990.3$, Claim that a certain person can fly off minaret (tower): "Here is the man,
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and here is the minaret!".

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 14.>
V0229.30$, Saint can dive into earth.
Link: |D1934$, Earth diver: supernatural being with the ability to dive into earth.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 9 10 12.>
V0229.30.1$, Saint travels with supernatural speed under earth (ground).
Link: |D2122.5, Journey with magic speed by saint. |V0225, Saint in several places at once. [min 'ahl-al-khutwah,
min al-'abdâl].

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 9 10 12.>
V0229.31$, Saint has miraculous senses.
Link: |D1827, Magic hearing.>

V0229.31.1$, Holy man (saint, prophet, etc.) hears pleading for help from great distance. Type: cf. 0516E$.
Link: |D1827.2, Person hears call for aid from great distance. |R0165, Rescue by saint (holy man).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 104-105/(Fadlûn/résumé).; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah alsharîfah" no. 57.>
V0230, Angels.
Link: |F0499.2, Nymphs of Paradise (houris [hûriyyât]). |F0499.9.1$, Serving-boys of Paradise (wildân).>

V0230.0.1$, Angels's infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy).
Link: |A0054.3$, Eblis (Lucifer) as rebel angel. |V0210.0.1$, Prophets's infallibility (Cismah: immunity from
errancy). |V0228.0.1$, Infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy) of imâms and certain saints. |V0249.6$, Angel
commits sin.

Ref.: Damîrî II 21.>
V0230.0.2$, Angels do not have mortals' basic needs (e.g., sex, food, etc.).
Link: |A0052.3.1$, Material of which angels are created is: pure light--(angels created from light). |A1278.1.2$,
Remodeled angel: given physical and emotional attributes suited for life as member of mankind (on Earth).

Ref.: Damîrî II 21.>
V0230.0.2.1$, Angels do not procreate (marry).
Link: |T0111.6, Marriage of mortal and angel.

Ref.: Damîrî II 21; Ghadab 39-40: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 86.>
V0230.2, Angels powerful.>
V0230.3, Angels and mortal struggle.>
V0230.3.1$, Angel injured (struck) by mortal.
Link: |K2371.7$, Azrael (Death) tricked.>

V0230.3.1.1$, Holy man (Moses) puts out eye of Angel of Death (Azrael).
Ref.: ThaClabî 139.>
V0230.5$, Habitat of angels.
Ref.: ThaClabî 8-11.>
V0230.5.1$, Angels dwell in the seven heavens.>
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V0230.5.2$, Angels (regardless of class) can go anywhere in the universe.
Link: |A1650.5.1.9$, Punishment of Adam: being earth-bound (prisoner in ad-dunyâ), and suffering the elements.
|F0499.3.4$, Jinn (depending on race, class, and capabilities) can go anywhere in the universe except sky-worlds
(heavens). |V0247.1$, Hierarchy (stratification) among angels. |V0248.1$, Only certain angels may speak to or look
at God.>

V0230.5.4$, Places angels do not enter (visit). Type: 927D$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 620; Boqarî 102/(photo); DOTTI 619/{lit.}.>
V0230.6$, Movement of angel(s).>
V0230.6.1$, Angels fly.
Link: |V0231.1.0.2$, Wings of angel.>

V0230.6.1.1$, Supernatural (miraculous) speed of angel's flight.
Link: |A0726.0.1$, Sun drawn (pulled) across sky by supernatural beings (angels, deities, etc.). |D2122.4, Journey
with speed of angels.

Ref.: ThaClabî 8-9: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 25; ThaClabî 13: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 31.>
V0230.6.3$, Mortal granted angels' flying capabilities (plumage, wings).
Link: |D0625.1$, Ordinary person becomes winged demon monthly. |V0211.9.2$, Christ granted in Heaven angels'
physical attributes (plumage, light's constitution, etc.): he becomes `human-angel' (`terrestrial-celestial').

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 45-46/("JaCfar aT-Tayyâr/the flyer"); ThaClabî 242/(Iliâs/Elijah).>
V0231, Appearance of angel.

Link: |A0052.1.2.1$, Angel (named Habîb) created from fire and ice. |A0052.4$, Physical constitution (description)
of interrogative angels. |A0053$, Size and form of angels. |V0233.0.1$, Appearance of angel of death (Azrael).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 12-13/(Thackston 12-15 no. 5): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 5-1; ThaClabî 8-9 46
110; Qazwînî II 398-411; RAFE 49 n. 154; Râsî (al-) Khabâyâ 224-25.>
V0231.1.0.1$, Angel with bird face.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 7/(Thackston 6-7 no. 3): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 24; RAFE 49 n. 154.>
V0231.1.0.1.1$, Angel with face of eagle.
Link: |V0001.11.8.1.1$, Idol in eagle form.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 7/(Thackston 6-7 no. 3): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 24.>
V0231.1.0.2$, Wings of angel.
Link: |A1128.1, Angels's wings protect earth from winds. |A0260.4.1$, Angel of nighttime ushers in night by
spreading darkness on Earth (with his wings). |V0230.6.1$, Angels fly.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 231-33 234-35; Kisâ'î 12-13/(Thackston 12-15 no. 5): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 5-1; ThaClabî 8-9.>
V0231.1.0.2.2$, Wing of angel as weapon: used to destroy on mass scale (e.g., nation, city). Type: 779E$.
Link: |Q0552.2.1.1$, Punishment of Qârûn: sinking of Palace, appearance of Lake Qârûn.

Ref.: ThaClabî 125-26/(Gabriel's).>
V0231.1.0.3$, Plumage (feathers) of angel.
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Link: |A0171.2, God flies in bird plumage. |F0231.3.1$, Flying jinn have bird's wings and plumage. ("Flyers"/altayyârah). |F0988.8.2$, Extraordinary feather.>

V0231.1.0.3.1$, Feather of angel is of cosmological size and weight.
Link: |A0708$, Supernatural weight of heavenly (celestial) bodies.

Ref.: ThaClabî 9.>
V0231.1, Angel in bird shape.

Link: |V0231.1.0.1$, Angel with bird face.

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 46; Kisâ'î 11/(Thackston 12-13 no. 5): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 18-1;
Basset Mille III 77 no. 55; DOTTI 158 268 428/{Egy}; MITON.>
V0231.2, Shooting star as angel.
Link: |A0788.6$, Shooting star is a star falling due to death of angel carrying it.>

V0231.4, Angel [Y in] form of cleric. ["Angel as form of cleric" ??].>
V0231.6, Angel in the form of an old man.
Link: |K1811.2, Deity disguises as old man (woman) visits mortal.

Ref.: ThaClabî 58; DOTTI 177 714/{lit.}; MITON; TAWT 429.>
V0231.7$, Angel with animal-face.
Link: |V0231.1.0.1$, Angel with bird face.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 221-22; Kisâ'î 7/(Thackston 6-7 no. 3): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 24; RAFE
49 n. 154.>
V0231.7.1$, Angel with lion-face.
Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 7/(Thackston 6-7 no. 3): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 24.>
V0231.7.2$, Angel with face of bull (ox).
Ref.: MITON.>
V0231.8$, Angel with human face.
Link: |V0231.1.0.1$, Angel with bird face.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 7/(Thackston 6-7 no. 3): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 24.>
V0231.8.1$, Isrâfîl as the angel with human face.
Link: |A0102.14.3.1.1$, Angels with forms of terrestrial creatures plead with God to forgive sins of living beings in
their forms (e.g., human's, animal's, bird's, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 490.>
V0231.9$, Appearance of angels--miscellaneous.>
V0231.9.1$, Angel in human form (shape)--general. Type: 332, 756D$.
Link: |A0125, Deity in human form. |A0165.2.3.2$, Angel carries message from heaven to creature (man).
|F0234.0.4$, Fairy (spirit) assumes human form and substitutes for man. |G0303.3.1, The devil in human form.
|K2372.1$, Angel deceives man. |V0231.4, Angel [in] form of cleric. |V0233.0.1.4$, Angel of death in human form.
C

|V0246.4.1$, Angel in human form induces mortal to decide wisely. |Z0125.1$, ma rûf (benevolence, kindness,
C

C

chivalry, etc.) personified. (Usually as an angel named Ma rûf, "shaikh Ma rûf", or the like).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 221; Kisâ'î 11/(Thackston 12-13 no. 5): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 18-1;
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ThaClabî 73/(Gabriel) 158; ThaClabî 205-7: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 108; Damîrî I 224/(Rudwân)
II 65 321-22; Ibshîhî 469; DOTTI 177 417; MITON; RAFE 49 n. 154; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Maryam" no. 52 8.>
V0231.9.2$, Angel in human attire.>
V0231.9.2.1$, Turbaned angel.>
Ref.: Damîrî I 224/(Rudwân/yellow turban).>
V0232, Angel as helper. Type: 872A2$, cf. 155, 871B$.
Link: |A0165.2.3.2$, Angel carries message from heaven to creature (man). |A0494.0.1.1$, Angel of livelihoods
intercedes with God on behalf of living beings whose form(s) he assumes (e.g., human's, animal's, bird's, etc.).
|A0542$, Angel teaches man arts and crafts (culture, how to live on Earth). |F0499.9.1$, Serving-boys of Paradise
(wildân). |T0584.0.4, Childbirth assisted by angel. |V0238.1, Angels hover over mortal.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 73-74/(Thackston 79 no. 34): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 69; S.M. CAbd-Allâh
Al-Sukkût 243/(Gabriel, Michael); DOTTI 60 207 254 487 493/{Irq, Sdn}; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 44; Taqiyy Mtashsharr Turâth IX:4 135-8; TAWT 281 no.
35/delivery/birth.>
V0232.0.1$, Grateful angel as helper. Type: 806$, 806A$.
Link: |V0241, Angels honor mortal. |V0249.7$, Grateful angel--(to mortal).

Ref.: ThaClabî 30: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" nos. 83 84; DOTTI 445 446.>
V0232.1, Angel as helper in battle.
Link: |A0185.1, God helps mortal in battle. |V0247.3$, Angel army.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73; ThaClabî
108/(Gabriel)/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 8-9.>
V0232.1.2$, Army of angels help pious mortal(s) win battle.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 8 14.>
V0232.2, Angel carries mortal. Type: 806$, 806A$, cf. 871B$.
Link: |D2121.5, Magic journey: man carried by spirit or devil. |F0414, Spirit carries people.

Ref.: ThaClabî 30: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" nos. 83 84; DOTTI 445 446 487.>
V0232.2.1$, Mortal falling (jumping) from great height carried safely to ground by angel. Type: cf. 332.
Link: |N0101.3, Man cannot die; snake will not bite him though it is provoked by him.

Ref.: DOTTI 87 177 352 445/{lit.}; MITON.>
V0232.5, Angel as Guide.>
V0232.5.1, Angel guides chariot.
Link: |A0702.3.1, Celestial bodies attached to a wheel.>

V0232.11$, Angel rebukes (reproaches) mortal.
Link: |A0182.3.2, God rebukes mortal. |A1650.5.1.1$, Punishment of Adam: God's reconciliatory-reprimand (Citâb).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 45-46/(Thackston 47 no. 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77-1; ThaClabî 30-31:
Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89.>
V0232.11.1$, Angels taunt Adam for his sin.
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Link: |B0567.1$, Ox rebukes Adam for bringing toil upon them. |C0486.1$, Tabu: twitting (taunting, ridiculing,
reproaching of shortcomings). (tahakkum/`naqwazah'). |H1381.2.2.1.1, Boy twitted with illegitimacy seeks unknown
father. |Q0282.1$, Person (angel) taunting (ridiculing) a sinner made to sin in like manner.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 45-46/(Thackston 47 no. 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77-1; ThaClabî 30-31:
Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89; Qazwînî I 105-106.>
V0233, Angel of death. Type: 332, 332G*, 759F$, 1199.
C

C

C

Link: |A0487.2$, Azrael ( Izrâ'îl, ` Azrâ'îl', ` Uzrâ'în$, etc.): angel of death.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 171 no. 110; Chauvin VI 184 no. 349; DOTTI 177 178 425 652 714/{lit.}; Kh.
Ibrâhîm Hikam 12 no. 4, 53 no. 25; Khalîfah 30-33; MITON; Prym-Socin 220 no. 56; Shamy (el-) Egypt
117-21 no. 17 121-22 268 no. 18 224-25 no. 60.>
V0233.0.1$, Appearance of angel of death (Azrael).
Link: |V0231, Appearance of angel.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 469; Khalîfah 30-33; CIdwî (al-) 19-20.>
V0233.0.1.1$, Horror-evoking features of angel of death.
Link: |A1593.5$, Why Death (Azrael) is not seen.

Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 19-20, 30-33.>
V0233.0.1.1.1$, "Savage-faced messenger" of death.
Link: |A0052.0.1.1$, +++"Savage-faced messengers" execute main deity's will; |A0052.4.1$, Nâkir and Nakîr are
blue-black in color, eyes like lightening or copper, voice like thunder, canines like cow's horns, and when they talk
fire issues from mouths.

Ref.: Ions 75; Simpson 124; Khalîfah 31; Shamy (el-) Egypt 276 no. 17.>
V0233.0.1.1.2$, Angel of death has multiple eyes.
Ref.: Budge/Spitta Romances 204 no. B-02/cf./(cherubim); Khalîfah 31; RAFE 46 n. 141.>
V0233.0.1.1.2.1$, Azrael has eyes in front of face and in back.>
V0233.0.1.1.2.2$, Azrael has as many eyes as there are living creature. (When he seizes the soul of one the
corresponding eye is blinded).
Link: |A0652.3.2$, Tree of life-spans in upper world. (Has as many leaves as there are living persons, when a leaf
falls the corresponding person dies).

Ref.: Ghadab 39/ after Ibn-'Iyâs: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 85; Lane 471/cf.: Shamy (el-)
"Arab Mythology" no. 19.>
V0233.0.1.2$, Azrael assumes gentle features when dealing with believer.
Link: |A0053.0.1$, Angel as shape-shifter.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 214/(Munkir and Nakîr); Kisâ'î 73-74/(Thackston 79 no. 34): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 69; CIdwî (al-) 19-20.>
V0233.0.1.3$, Angel of death in animal form.
Link: |V0246.4.1$, Angel in human form induces mortal to decide wisely.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 75/(Thackston 81-82 no. 35): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 70.>
V0233.0.1.4$, Angel of death in human form. Type: 332.
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Link: |V0231.9.1$, Angel in human form (shape)--general.

Ref.: DOTTI 177; MITON.>
V0233.1, Angel of death spares mother who is suckling child. [Angel punished by God]. Type: 795.>
V0233.2$, Angel of death must obey God and seize soul of mother who is suckling children. Type: 759F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 425; Hurreiz 120 no. 60.>
V0233.3.1$, Mortal asks Angel of Death (Azrael) for respite. Type: 332, 1199.
Link: |D1855, Time of death postponed. [Life-span extended]. |K0551, Respite from death granted until a particular
act is performed.

Ref.: DOTTI 177 317 714/{lit.}; MITON.>
V0233.3.1.1$, Request for respite from death denied.
Ref.: MITON.>
V0233.3.2$, Mortal (Adam) disputes date of his death with Azrael.
Link: |K0551, Respite from death granted until a particular act is performed.

Ref.: ThaClabî 29.>
V0233.3.2.1$, Verification of date of death sought from God.
Ref.: ThaClabî 29.>
V0233.3.3$, Angel of Death (Azrael) offers pious mortal (saint, prophet) respite.
Link: |D1855, Time of death postponed. [Life-span extended]. |K0551, Respite from death granted until a particular
act is performed.

Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 20-21; MITON; RAFE 123 n. 425.>
V0233.3.4$, Angel of Death gives mortal choice as to how (when) to die.
Link: |J0229.16$, Ogre (ogress) gives captive choices. |M0341.0.5$, Person knows time of own death.
|V0001.1.3.1$, Spiritually advantageous death.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 123 n. 425.>
V0233.3.5$, Mortal destined to die offers a substitute to Angel of Death. (Offer rejected).
Link: |P0524.5.2$, Person accepted as substitute for another condemned to death (execution).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0233.5$, Azrael's assistant(s). Type: cf. 879.
Ref.: DOTTI 513; TAWT 163.>
V0233.5.1$, Number of Azrael's assistants.>
V0233.5.1.1$, Four angeles extract the soul out of body (by pulling in four directions).
Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 19.>
V0233.5.1.2$, Six angeles extract the soul out of body.
Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 19.>
V0233.5.1.5$, Azrael's assistants are equal in number to those who die (at a certain moment).
Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 20.>
V0233.5.2$, Functions of Azrael's assistants.
Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 20.>
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V0233.5.2.1$, Azrael's assistants assigned task of seizing souls of animals (birds, insects, etc.).
Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 20.>
V0233.7$, Death of angels.
Link: |A0788.6$, Shooting star is a star falling due to death of angel carrying it.

Ref.: Khalîfah 31.>
V0233.7.0.1$, Angels do not die (before the Day of Judgment).>
V0233.7.1$, Angel of death will be last creature to die--(he will be commanded to seize his own soul).
Link: |A0102.6.0.3$, Only God remains after all His creatures have died.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 75/(Thackston 81-82 no. 35): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 70; Ghadab 39/ after
Ibn-'Iyâs: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 85; Khalîfah 31; RAFE 46.>
V0234, Songs of the angels.
Ref.: Chauvin VI 106 no. 270.>
V0235, Mortal visited by angel.
Ref.: MITON.>
V0235.0.1, Mortals visited by angel in vision.>
V0235.0.2, Angel invoked by fasting.
Link: |J0565, Intemperance in fasting.

Ref.: Gawhary (el-) 75-78.>
V0235.0.3$, Angel invoked by properties of letters of the alphabet and numbers--(`magic').
Link: |D1273.6, Magic alphabet. |D1420.0.1$, Supernatural being (spirit, genie, angel, etc.) assigned as `servant' of
magic object--(`servant' controlled by object's owner). |D1476.5$, Demon-servant (genie, afrit, etc.) of magic object
furnishes slaves. |D2198, Magic control over spirits (angels). |F0403.2.2.2, Angels as familiar spirits. [Angel as
C

khâdim- ulwî (upper servant)].>

V0236, Fallen angels.
Link: |A0054, Rebel angels. |F0251.6, Fairies as fallen angels. |V0249.6$, Angel commits sin.>

V0236.1, Fallen angels become fairies ([jinn], dwarfs, trolls).>
V0236.3$, Satan (Eblis, Lucifer) as fallen angel.
Link: |A0054.3$, Eblis (Lucifer) as rebel angel. |A2927$, Eblis interpreted as `jinni' (rather than fallen angel).
|F0200.9.2$, Evil jinni labeled: "satan" (shaytân, "devil," "Eblis").

Ref.: ThaClabî 25ff; ThaClabî 16-17/(16): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 40.>
V0236.4$, Fallen angels become men.
Link: |F0251.6, Fairies as fallen angels. |F0305.2, Offspring of fairy and mortal extraordinarily beautiful.
|Q0551.3.0.1$, Transformation to a lesser form (sakht/maskh) as punishment.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 187-88; Damîrî II 21.>
V0236.5$, Hârût and Mârût as fallen angels.
Link: |A0054.5.1$, Punishment of rebel angel by demotion (or transformation into lower form of creation).
|A0106.4.1$, Angel disobeys (resists) God's command. |A0781.0.1.1$-(formerly, A0781.1.1$), Origin of Venus (azZahrah, planet)--punishment: transformed human woman who seduced angels. |D1741.6.1$, Magic (supernatural)
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power lost through sin. |V0249.6.1$, Angel teaches mortal woman witchcraft.

Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89; Qazwînî II 412; Burton III 217; DOTTI
461/{lit.}; I 105-106; MITON; RAFE 55 n. 177.>
V0236.7$, Fallen angels do penance.
Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89.>
V0238, Guardian angel.
Link: |A0189.8.1$, Angel-keepers (hafazah) of a mortal. They also act as accountants of deeds. |E0723, Wraith of
person separate from body. [A living person's ghost].

Ref.: Burton I 240 n.; RAFE 51 n. 163.>
V0238.0.1$, Guardian angel abandons mortal (under certain circumstances).
Link: |A0189.8.1.0.1$, Angel-keepers abandon mortal during commission of sin. |D1847, Loss of invulnerability.
|G0303.9.8.13.3.1$, Devil enters into a person when that person yawns (through open mouth).

Ref.: RAFE 51 n. 163.>
V0238.1, Angels hover over mortal (saint).
Link: |V0232, Angel as helper.>

V0238.5$, Angels shield saintly mortal from other's view.
Link: |D1361, Magic object renders invisible.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 8.>
V0238.6$, Guardian angel protects human's eye against injury.
Ref.: RAFE 51; Taymûr no. 2021.>
V0239$, Angels battle demons (devils, satan, or the like).>
V0239.1$, Angel defeats demon (devil, satan). Type: cf. 756E*.
Link: |G0303.16.19.11, Devil frustrated by charity.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 17.>
V0240$, Angel, or angel-like being, answers questions. (Sacred being other than God: e.g., Prophet, archsaint, spirit).
Link: |A0171.4$, God answers questions. (Dialogue between God and a creature, usually a sacred person).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 670/(al-Khidr).>
V0241, Angels honor mortal.>
V0241.1.3$, Angel buries deceased mortal (angel-assisted burial).
Link: |A1547, Origin of funeral customs. |A1591.4.0.1$, Angels bury Adam in certain manner and, thus, show way
of burial of all his descendants. |E0404$, Corpse vanishes (mystically). |F0962.12.2.3$, Shrouds fall from heaven.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71.>
V0241.4.1, Angel names child.
Link: |T0584.0.4, Childbirth assisted by angel.>

V0243, Angel answers mortal's prayer.
Ref.: Alf III 38/(four) 163/(drawing); Burton VI 180.>
V0245, Angel punishes mortal.>
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V0246, Angel counsels mortal.
Ref.: ThaClabî 32/(Gabriel/Mohammed): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 28; Shamy (el-) Egypt
137.>
V0246.4$, Angel teaches mortal a lesson.
Link: |A0185.3, Deity teaches mortal. |A0542.1$, Gabriel teaches Adam (and Eve) how to live on Earth.
|A1591.1.1$, Ravens (crows) show Cain how to bury Abel. |N0814, Helpful angel. |V0231.6, Angel in the form of an
old man.

Ref.: ThaClabî 158.>
V0246.4.1$, Angel in human form induces mortal to decide wisely. Type: 756D$, cf. 332, 1199.
Link: |J0050, Wisdom (knowledge) acquired from observation. |J0080, Wisdom (knowledge) taught by
parable. |K2372.1$, Angel deceives man. |U0245$, Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure,
another also feels its effects. "Vicarious instigation". |V0231.9.1$, Angel in human form (shape)--general.
|V0233.0.1.3$, Angel of death in animal form.

Ref.: ThaClabî 158; DOTTI 177 417 714/{lit.}; TAWT 429.>
V0246.4.2$, Angel as mortal's companion (advisor).
Link: |A0182.3, God (angel) speaks to mortal.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 73-74/(Thackston 79 no. 34): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 69; ThaClabî 32 67
205-207: "Arab Mythology" nos. 28 108; Damîrî II 23/(Ruqyâ'îl): "Arab Mythology" no. 105; Shamy (el-)
Egypt 137 271-72 no. 23: "Arab Mythology" no. 109.>
V0246.4.2.1$, Angel consoles mortal (Adam) when facing Death.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 73-74/(Thackston 79 no. 34): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 69.>
V0246.4.3$, Angel(s) warn(s) mortal of danger.
Link: |A0182.3.5.2$, God's proclamation (instruction) perceived as supernatural voice--(munâdî, hâtif).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 79-80/(Thackston 87-88 no. 37): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 73.>
V0247, Daily life of angels.>
V0247.1$, Hierarchy (stratification) among angels.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 12-13/(Thackston 12-15 no. 5): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 5-1; Ibn-Kathîr I 49>
50.
V0247.0.1$, Archangels are the chiefs of angels (al-ru'asâ').
Link: |A0165.2.3.1$, Archangel Gibrîl (Gabriel) as God's messenger. |A0287.3$, Archangel Mîkâ'îl (Michael) as
C

angel of rain and livelihoods. |A0487.2$, Azrael ( Izrâ'îl, `)Azrâ'îl,' `)Uzrâ'în$, etc.): angel of death. |A0661.0.1.3.1$,
Archangel Rudwân as porter of heaven. |A0671.1.1$, Archangel Mâlik: porter (guardian) of hell. |A1093.1$,
Archangel Isrâfîl will blow the trumpet, announcing commencement of End of World.

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 12-13/(Thackston 12-15 no. 5): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 5-1;
Qazwînî II 400-404/(described).>
V0247.0.1.1$, Isrâfîl is the angel closest to God.
Link: |V0231.8$, Angel with human face.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 490; RAFE 46 n. 138.>
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V0247.1.1$, Military-like organization of angels (protocol).
Link: |F0200.7.2.1$, Hierarchy in jinn societies: military-like. |V0248.2.1$, Angels in heavens are perpetually in
postures of prayer-ritual (e.g., kneeling, prostration).>

V0247.1.2$, Chain of command among angels. Type: 1871B$.
Link: |A0604.3.0.1$, God's Commands issued in written form (recorded by Pen of Destiny on Tablet of Destiny) and
transmitted down to appropriate agent (angel) for execution.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 12-13/(Thackston 12-15 no. 5): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 5-1; ThaClabî 88-89;
Basset Mille I 370 no. 85; DOTTI 940/{lit.}; RAFE 48 n. 150, 299 n. 9.>
V0247.3$, Angel army.
Link: |A0054.3.2$, Eblis as the general of a victorious angel-army: conceit causes him to rebel against God.
|F0252.3, Fairy army. |Q0552, Prodigy as punishment. [Miraculous punishment through the elements].

Ref.: ThaClabî 108/(Gabriel)/cf.; Ibn-al-Athîr I 9-10: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 38.>
V0248, Angels and God.>
V0248.1$, Only certain angels may speak to or look at God.>
V0248.2$, Angels worship God constantly (perpetually).
Link: |A0006.1$, Humans ('ince), like jinn, were created solely to worship God. |A2901.1$, Jinn, like humans, were
created solely to worship God.>

V0248.2.1$, Angels in heavens are perpetually in postures of prayer-ritual (e.g., kneeling, prostration).
Link: |V0003.2$, Required prayers (as formal ritual). |V0247.1.1$, Military-like organization of angels (protocol).
|Z0071.5.6.14.2.1$, Seven limbs involved in prostration at prayer-ritual (sujûd: feet, knees, hands, forehead-touching ground).

Ref.: ThaClabî 205.>
V0249, Angels--miscellaneous motifs.>
V0249.1, Angel makes proclamation.
Link: |M0363.0.1$, Birth (arrival) of religious leader (deity) proclaimed.>

V0249.2, Language of angels.>
V0249.2.1, Hebrew as language of angels.>
V0249.2.1.1$, Arabic as language of angels.>
V0249.3$, Angel weeps. Type: 759F$.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 45-46/(Thackston 47 no. 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77; ThaClabî
32/(Gabriel): "Arab Mythology" no. 28; Basset Mille III 545 no. 333; DOTTI 425; Shamy (el-) Egypt 268
no. 18.>
V0249.4$, Angel laughs. Type: 759F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 425; Shamy (el-) Egypt 268 no. 18.>
V0249.5$, Angel feels fear. Type: 759F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 425; Shamy (el-) Egypt 268 no. 18.>
V0249.6$, Angel commits sin.
Link: |V0230.0.1$, Angels's infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy).
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Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31/(31): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89; Scelles-Millie Maghreb 27l-72
no. 32.>
V0249.6.1$, Angel teaches mortal woman witchcraft.
Link: |V0236, Fallen angels.

Ref.: Chauvin VIII 131 no. 123.>
V0249.6.2$, Angel commits fornication (seduced by woman).
Ref.: ThaClabî 30-31: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 89; DOTTI 460 461/{lit.}.>
V0249.6.3$, Angel fails to carry out God's command(s) promptly. Type: 759F$.
Link: |A0106.4.1$, Angel disobeys (resists) God's command.

Ref.: DOTTI 425.>
V0249.7$, Grateful angel--(to mortal).
Link: |F0330, Grateful fairies. |V0232.0.1$, Grateful angel as helper.

Ref.: ThaClabî 30: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 83.>
V0249.7.1$, Angel repays a kindness. Type: 806$, 806A$.
Link: |G0303.22.1, Devil repays a kindness: returns coat lent him [ ].

Ref.: ThaClabî 30: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 83; DOTTI 446/{lit.}.>
V0249.9$, Angels with specific assignments: `Angel of such and such'. Angel controls the elements, insects,
disease, etc.
Link: |A0102.14.3.1$, Angels of forgiveness (as-safh). |A0280, Weather-god. |A0604.3.0.1$, God's Commands
issued in written form (recorded by Pen of Destiny on Tablet of Destiny) and transmitted down to appropriate agent
(angel) for execution. |A0726.0.1$, Sun drawn (pulled) across sky by supernatural beings (angels, deities, etc.).
|F0709.5.2.2.2$, White Land, beyond Qâf Mountains, is meeting-place for angels.

Ref.: ThaClabî 46 110 199; M.I. Hassan 27-29; RAFE 47 n. 146.>
V0249.9.1$, Angel(s) assigned task (sent on mission)--on planet Earth.

Link: |A0842.3$, Angel supports Earth on his shoulders. (He was created for that task).>

V0250, The Virgin Mary.
Ref.: ThaClabî 213-14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 99; Cachia 158-65 170-81; Littmann
"Marienlied" 114-35; "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 7-15.>
V0250.0.1$, as-sayyidah Zaynab: supreme saint (culture-heroine, `The Lady$, `The Chieftainess$, etc.).
Link: |A0167.2$, dîwân: council of deified humans (arch-saints, culture-heroes). |A0595.0.1.1$, Imam Ali (ibn Abi
Tâlib) as culture-hero (demigod). |A0507$, Culture-heroine: female as culture-hero. |V0220.0.4$, Woman saint
(shaikhah/waliyyah/qiddîsah, `saintess').

Ref.: DOTTI 382/{Egy}; Elder 32-33 no. III-17, Egypt 152-53 no. 30; RAFE 302 n. 27A; Shamy (el) Egypt 151-52 no. 30: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 109-5; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and
Karîmah" no. 9, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 10; TAWT 429 no. 18/{Egy}.>
V0250.0.1.1$, as-sayyidah Zaynab as "'Omm el-Cawâgiz (Mother of the disabled, Protectress of
dispossessed)".
Link: |A0184.0.2.1.1$, Goddess as protectress of women--especially pregnant ones.>
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V0250.0.2$, Fâtimah al-zahrâ' (the bright blooming, i.e., the virgin).
Link: |P0070.1.1$, Fâtimah: Prophet Mohammed's daughter. |P0243.0.2.1$, The Prophet said, "Love your daughters
for I too am father of daughters". |T0380.5.3$, "Men (males) are to be favored for the Prophet's sake". |T0510.1$,
Procreation without male element (semen). |V0312.0.1$, Counter-belief: Miraculous Conception (immaculate
conception) through God's command.

Ref.: Burton VI 145 n. VIII 251-52 n.; Zîr 101 151.>
V0256, Miraculous healing by Virgin Mary.
Link: |A0454.3.1$, Deity heals from spirit-possession. |V0009$, Religious faith conquers adversity (sickness,
despair, poverty, etc.).

Ref.: AUC: 9 no. 12.>
V0256.1, Healing spittle of Virgin Mary.>
V0263, Portrait of the Virgin appears to devotees. [Apparition].
Link: |V0510.1.1$, Image of deity speaks in vision to devotee.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 201-2; AUC: 9 no. 12, 19 nos. 13 14.>
V0283, Testament of Virgin Mary.
Link: |V0312.0.2$, "As God created plants without seeds and caused them to grow without water, so was Christ's
Conception and Birth", said The Virgin to her accusers.

Ref.: ThaClabî 214.>
V0288$, Virgin Mary's Family (Christ's relatives).

Link: |P0070$, Sherifs: descendants of Prophet Mohammed ('ashrâf, sâdah).

Ref.: ThaClabî 210-20.>
V0288.1$, The Virgin's parents.

Link: |V0220.0.11$, Saint's genealogy (lineage).

Ref.: ThaClabî 207.>
V0288.1.1$, The Virgin's father (CImrân).
Ref.: ThaClabî 207.>
V0288.1.2$, The Virgin's mother.
Ref.: ThaClabî 207.>
V0288.2$, The Virgin's sibling(s).
Ref.: ThaClabî 216.>
V0288.2.1$, The Virgin's brother.
Ref.: ThaClabî 216.>
V0288.2.1.1$, Virgin Mary: "Aaron's-Sister".

Link: |U0306.1.2$, Woman as wife and as sister.

Ref.: ThaClabî 216.>
V0288.3.1$, The Virgin's paternal uncle.>
V0288.3.2$, The Virgin's 'ibn-Camm (paternal-cousin--Joseph the Carpenter).
Ref.: ThaClabî 213ff.>
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V0290, Other sacred persons.>
V0293, Lepers as sacred persons.
Link: |D1716, Magic power of the infirm. |V0223.0.2$, Clairvoyance of madmen (fools, the insane, magâdhîb).>

V0293.0.1$, The afflicted (the weak, the persecuted, the orphaned, etc.) as God's favorite.
Link: |A0184.0.1$, God's favorite people (nation). |S0322.0.1, Orphaned boy deprived of his inheritance by relatives.
|V0317, The chosen people.

Ref.: DOTTI 435/{lit.}; TAWT 379 n. 322.>
V0293.0.1.1$, The `nation of the afflicted' ('dawlat al-mubtalîn': i.e., the miserable).>
V0293.1$, Saintliness of the idiot (half-wit). Type: 675A$.
Link: |D1716.1, Magic power of the idiot. |J1127$, Bahlûl as trickster. |P0192.10$, magdhûb: half-wit, `village-idiot'.

Ref.: Alf I 143/(al-Bahlûl) III 217/(shaikh Abu-el-Hamlât); Burton VII 150 n./("burdens of
pregnancies"); DOTTI 367 428/{Egy, Lbn}; Yâfi)î 129 143/(al-Bahlûl).>
V0294, The Pope.
Link: |P0507.4.2$, Caliph as "God's successor (representative, agent) on His Earth".

Ref.: MITON.>
V0295$, Prophet Mohammed's Companions (as-sahâbah) as sacred persons.
Link: |C0073.1$, Tabu: slighting prophet's companions.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 83; DOTTI 74 440 671/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no.
54 -16.>
V0295.1$, The Four Caliphs of the Prophet (The Well-directed Successors).
Link: |P0507.4.2$, Caliph as "God's successor (representative, agent) on His Earth".

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 (13 pamphlet).>
V0296$, Sacred clique (circle of sacred personages).
Link: |V0216.2$, First believer(s) in new faith. |Z0105.1.1$, Shape symbolism: circle or halo--power.>

V0296.1$, The Prophet and his Companions (al-sahâbah, `his Citrah') together.
Link: |P0305.3.5$, Neighborhood clique (`shillah'/thullah).

Ref.: Alf II 41/(Caliph)/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a 12, "el-Birdîsî"
no. 35/cf./(image/simile).>
V0296.3$, Clique of saints (arch-saints).
Link: |A0167.2$, dîwân: council of deified humans (arch-saints, culture-heroes).

Ref.: DOTTI 429/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 151-52 no. 30: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1095; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2.>
V0298$, The pious (as quasi-sacred persons).
Link: |Q0148$, Piety is the best "rations" for the journey to the hereafter. |V0461, Clerical virtues. |W0004$,
Religiosity (piety): most favorable trait of character.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 12 n. 37.>
V0298.1$, Pious community. Type: 470Z$.
Link: |F0009$, Utopian otherworld. |F0180$, Nature of social life in utopian otherworld. |F0701.4$, Land of Truth
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(Justice): no one lies, no one distrusts, no one refuses to help.

Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 61; Damîrî II 183: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 109-2; Burton V 252-54, Yamanaka-Nishio 99-115/(after Ghazzâli's al-Tibr); Chauvin VI
185-66 no. 352.>
V0298.2$, Pious couple.
Ref.: MITON.>
V0298.2.1$, Pious man (husband).
Ref.: MITON; Alf II 289.>
V0298.2.2$, Pious woman (wife).
Ref.: MITON.>
V0300-V399, Religious beliefs.>
V0300, Religious beliefs.>
V0301$, Beliefs guide actions.>
V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)". Type: 779D$, 779F$, cf. 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |A2221.5.4$, Why certain varieties of deer have musk glands: blessed by holy man (Adam). |A2249.1.1$,
Jealous animal seeking to receive another's good quality fails (is denied coveted quality). |C0827$, Tabu: thinking
accusatory (evil) thoughts about others--unfounded (undeserved) suspicion. |J1552.1.1, The ass is not at home. [Ass
brays; owner: "Will you believe an ass and not a graybeard like me?"]. |M0205.0.1, Promise kept in deed but not in
spirit. |P0522.1.5.1.1$, Snake bites man (saint) believing that man intends to harm it: snake found innocent.
|Q0210.1, Criminal intent punished. |Q0261.1, Intended treachery punished. |T0481.0.1$, Adulterous desire (desire to
commit fornication). |U0213$, Life is: `Blow for blow' (tit for tat). |V0004.5.11.1$, Breaking sacred tabu (sinning)
due to fearing God forgiven. |V0315.2$, Repentance intended. |W0004.1$, Being motivated solely by consideration
of God's commandments (i.e., doing or avoiding `for God's sake'--not for secular consideration).

Ref.: Damîrî II 161; Ibshîhî 43; Burton V 163 n. 1; DOTTI 436 437 683; MITON; RAFE 17 n. 40;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16 6 "Snake in Cave" no. 46; TAWT 383 n. 417.>
V0301.1.0.1$, Sincerity of intent rewarded (miraculously), insincerity punished. Type: 613, 837B,/910C.
Link: |Q0068, Integrity rewarded. |Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'.

Ref.: MITON; Fakhro 11 no. 1.>
V0301.1.1$, Cain's sacrificial offering rejected because he harbored evil intentions. Type: 758C$.
Link: |A1545.1, Regulations for sacrifice. |C0827$, Tabu: thinking accusatory (evil) thoughts about others-unfounded (undeserved) suspicion. |F0406, Spirit propitiated.

Ref.: ThaClabî 27; DOTTI 422/{Egy}.>
V0301.2$, Hypocrite declares intent to commit a sin (as in performing religious duties): "I am intent on
stealing such and such", "I am intent on getting drunk", etc.
Link: |K2000,-K2099, Hypocrites. |K2058, Pretended piety. |M0155.5$, Vow to perform certain acts of trickery.
|V0003.0.3$, Performing a religious service is to be preceded by declaration of intent to perform it (e.g., "nawaytu (I
am intent on) performing the Dawn-prayer", "I am intent on fasting Y", etc.
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Ref.: Burton V 163 n. 1; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 8.>
V0301.3$, Unintentional sinful act blameless.
Link: |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)".>

V0301.3.1$, "First (unintentional) glance is blameless, intentional second is sinful"--(Y).
Link: |C0312.1, Tabu: man looking at nude woman. |C0313.1, Tabu: woman seeing nude man. |T0481.0.2$, Lustful
regard--(`fornication-with-eye').

Ref.: ThaClabî 157.>
V0310, Particular dogmas.

Link: |Z0010.0.2$, Formula: affirmation of religious truth (e.g., `Oneness of God$, sacredness of prophet, etc.).>

V0310.1$, Religious universe (all of God's creation, animate and inanimate, worship).
Link: |A0738.2.1, Religious sun and moon. |B0250.1$, Animal's religion (with denominational association). |B0251,
Animals praise or worship. |C0908$, Tabus imposed on non-humans (animals, objects, abstract, etc.). |H0887$,
Riddles about the meaning of sounds made by animals or objects. |V0002.1$, Jinn and humans are required to
worship God.

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 6-7/(Thackston 5 no. 2): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 4; RAFE 117 n.
398.
V0310.1.1$, Religious objects.
>

Link: |A0738.2.1, Religious sun and moon. |A2711.9.2$, Palm-tree from paradise: blessed. |B0251, Animals praise
or worship. |F0990, Inanimate objects act as if living. |V0007.0.1$, Object as suppliant for God's redemption
(forgiveness) on behalf of mortal.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 12.>
V0310.1.2$, Objects praise or worship God.
Link: |A1101.2.3.0.1$, Formerly all things (creatures) talked. |A2711.9.2.1$, Palm dates (dried) cure their eaters and
pray for redemption of their sins.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 6-7/(Thackston 5 no. 2): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 4; ThaClabî 159/(tree);
Ibshîhî 615/(roof/ceiling); Basset Mille I 336 no. 61/(roof/celing); RAFE 117 n. 398.>
V0310.1.3$, Objects venerate sacred person.>
V0310.1.3.1$, Tree prostrates self before Prophet Mohammed.
Link: |D1648.2.3$, Palm-tree bends for Prophet Mohammed.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 146/(palm-tree).>
V0310.1.4$, Object (earth, tree, knife, etc.) refuses to take part in sinful act. Type: cf. 569A$.
Link: |A0195.1.1.1.1$, Angel showing no mercy chosen to be angel of death. Azrael does not heed earth's repeated
pleading for mercy: must obey God; he is chosen for the unpleasant task. |A2711.7.1$, Fig tree (in paradise) provides
Adam and Eve with leaves to cover their genitals: blessed (sweet inside and out, yields two crops yearly).
|B0251.6.1$, Animal refuses to take part in sinful (sacrilegious) act. |D1318.7.1.1, Flesh of stolen animal cannot be
cooked (turns putrid). |D1649.6, Objects rebel against their owners.

Ref.: ThaClabî 16/(Earth) 20 (trees in Paradise); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no.
51 10/cf./(knife bends).>
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V0310.5$, Community's survival more important than individual's.
Link: |V0463.7.2$, Martyrdom: having one's life taken away (`sacrificed') to save lives of many.>

V0310.5.1$, Passengers in vessel in danger of sinking may lighten load by throwing person(s) off board.
Link: |C0092.1.0.2$, Tabu: human sacrifice. |S0260.1, Human sacrifice. |S0264.1, Man thrown overboard to placate
the storm.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17.>
V0310.6$, `Dire necessities legitimize the sinful'/(al-darûrât tubîh al-mahzûrât).
Link: |C0869.2.1$, When a fetus (or newborn) is reasonably expected not to survive his life may be legitimately
terminated. |G0078.1, Cannibalism in times of famine. |J0225, Choice: apparent injustice over greater wrong.
|K1873$, The sinful (that which is tabu) made to seem legitimate. |P0526.0.6$, Dire need has its own rules (law).
|U0020.3$, Necessary evil: profane (sinful) practice socially tolerated: believed to be unavoidable. |U0025, Theft to
avoid starvation forgiven. |U0026$, Murder to avoid starvation (or in self-defense) unpunished. |V0004.5.11.1$,
Breaking sacred tabu (sinning) due to fearing God forgiven.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 180/(implied); Ibshîhî 47; Lane 95/cf.; MITON.>
V0311, Belief in the life to come [(hereafter)].
Link: |E0410.5$, `Grave-judgment'. Grave as precursor of the hereafter: reward and punishment administered inside
the tomb. |V0003$, Required religious services (`pillars,' corners, 'arkân, furûd) and fundamental beliefs.>

V0311.0.1, Doctrine of immortality taught by druids.>
V0311.0.2$, Deity (religion) confined to the "here-and-now" is of limited use to humans.
Link: |A0102.6, Eternal god. |A1546.3.3$, Origin of Christianity among the Romans (rûm). |U0250.0.3$, Nature of
life and afterlife (life after death).

Ref.: Ions 138.>
V0311.3, Given choice between life and heaven, person chooses latter.
Ref.: Burton II 206 n. 2/(Moses/"a most unhappy edition to Koran"); DOTTI 445; MITON.>
V0311.3.0.1$, Seek the hereafter, life in the here-and-now is fleeting. (Futility of worldly life: death defeats
all).
Link: |J0760$, Death must be planned for. |Z0042.1.1$, Death is the strongest.

Ref.: Simpson 183; MITON.>
V0311.3.0.1.1$, Futility of worldly life: "Procreate for death, and build for destruction").
Link: |L0413.1$, "I was a mighty ruler who lived for 1000 years, conquered 1000 cities, defeated 1000 armies,
deflowered 1000 virgin princesses, but all that remains of me are the ruins you see now".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 488.>
V0311.4$, Death heralds beginning of eternal life (life to come).
Link: |J0760$, Death must be planned for. |Z0010.2.5.1$, `The Death-giver to nations and The Resurrector of
corpses' (i.e., God).

Ref.: Simpson 183; MITON.>
V0311.4.0.1$, The here-and-now (worldly) life is ephemeral.
Link: |F0669.1.1$, Person so skilled in administration (managing others) that he can use a spider web as harness for
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unruly group. |F0821.12$, Extremely fragile textile--(like spider-web).

Ref.: Alf III 131; Burton VI 105; Taymûr no. 2985.>
V0311.4.0.1.1$, "Life is but a dream".
Ref.: Ibshîhî 669.>
V0311.4.1$, Life (here-and-now) is only a preparation for the afterlife.
Link: |U0250.0.3$, Nature of life and afterlife (life after death). |Z0091.0.1$, Other formulas of other-world
(hereafter).

Ref.: Ions 138; MITON.>
V0311.4.1.1$, The tomb as a person's home (`everlasting house') till the hereafter.
Link: |Q0172.0.3.1$, `The world (here-and-now) is the home for him who has no home [in the hereafter]'.

Ref.: Budge Mummy 328; Maspero 143 no. 7 n. 3; Simpson 191/("mansion in the west"); RAFE 80
n. 259.
V0311.4.2$, For the pious, death is a joyous event (for it signals that meeting God is approaching). Type: cf.
470F$.
>

Link: |H0070$, Marks of worship (piety, religiosity): character indicators. |P0617.1$, Singing and joy at a death.
|V0052.16$, Prayer (to God) for one's own death--"O God, take me away!" "O God, grant me death!", etc.
|W0043.1$, Peacefulness under certain conditions.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0311.5$, Visiting graveyards--as reminder of death and the life to come--is recommended.
Link: |C0898.2$, Tabu: visiting a dead person (a tomb). |J0062, Observation of dying people for a year takes man's
thoughts from lust. |L0413, Proud inscriptions sole remains [(relic)] of powerful king. = ["Ozymandias"]. |U0250,
Shortness of life. |V0065.7$, Visiting the dead. |V0146$, Display of sacred relics.

Ref.: Maspero 117 no. 7/cf.; Boqarî 69-71; DOTTI 717 720 724 727 780 869 942/{Syr}; Khalîfah
295-303; MITON; Yâfi)î 27.>
V0312, Belief in Immaculate Conception.
Link: |A0511.1.3.3, Immaculate conception of culture-hero. |T0148.1.6$, "Jesus son of Mary". |T0510, Miraculous
[(supernatural)] conception. |T0518, Conception from divine impregnation.

Ref.: ThaClabî 213-14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 99; Burton V 283 n. 3.>
V0312.0.1$, Counter-belief: Miraculous Conception (immaculate conception) through God's command.
Link: |A0111.0.1$, God begets not, nor is God begotten. |A0112.0.1$, Deity conceived (by his mother) after his
father's death. |A1214.1$, The perfected embryo: conception of Hatshepsut. Fetus created (formed, fashioned,
designed) apriori, and then implanted into woman's womb for completion of pregnancy. |A0511.1.3.3.1$,
Immaculate conception of culture-heroine. |A0512.3.1$, Christ as son of God. |A0611.0.1.1$, Creator's command:
"Be!"--it becomes ("kùn!" fa-yakûn). |E0703.2$, Jesus created in Virgin Mary's womb from divine breath (Gabriel's).
|T0148.1.2$, "Set son of Nut". |V0230.0.2.1$, Angels do not procreate (marry). |V0250.0.2$, Fâtimah al-zahrâ' (the
bright blooming, i.e., the virgin).

Ref.: Ions 109/cf./(Khnum/conception of Hatshepsut); ThaClabî 214; Damîrî II 244; Burton V 238 n.
2; Cachia 163; Littmann "Marienlied" 114.22-33; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 8.>
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V0312.0.1.1$, Jesus as materialization of "God's word (kalimatu Allâh)".
Link: |A0112.6, God as son of supreme god. |A0611.0.1.1.1$, Christ (Jesus) as "The Word of God". |V0229.27.0.1$,
Saint (holy man, etc.) materializes before being born.

Ref.: Damîrî I 148 222; Burton V 238 n. 2/(Jesus).>
V0312.0.2$, "As God created plants without seeds and caused them to grow without water, so was Christ's
Conception and Birth", said The Virgin to her accusers.
Link: |A2600.0.1$, Creation of plants by deity. |H0829$, Riddle (riddling question): could there be plant without
seed, tree without rainfall (ghayth), birth without male? [Y]. |H1049.2.1$, Task: bringing pregnant virgins.
Countertask: bringing a `male radish' grown in rock. |T0510.1$, Procreation without male element (semen). |V0283,
Testament of Virgin Mary. |Z0103.1.1$, Rock (stone, bad earth): barrenness (sterility).

Ref.: ThaClabî 213-14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 99; ThaClabî 214.>
V0313, Last judgment.
Link: |E0410.5$, `Grave-judgment'. Grave as precursor of the hereafter: reward and punishment administered inside
the tomb.>

V0315, Belief in the atonement.
Link: |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up for by additional good deeds.

Ref.: Elder 32-33 no. III-17; Lane 525; MITON.>
V0315.0.1$, Repentance (al-tawbah) was created to countervail sinning.
Link: |A0054.6.8$, Punishment of Eblis: door of repentance (tawbah) shut for him. |A0604.3.1$, Origin of sinning
(depravity). |U0020$, Opposites are ever present side by side: good-evil (honesty-fraud, truth-falsehood).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0315.1, Power of repentance.
Link: |V0021, Confession brings forgiveness of sin. |V0462.0.1.1$, Repentance and renouncement of worldly life
due to experiencing miracle-like manifestation. (Repentant becomes anchorite, Sufi, ascetic, or the like).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 115 639-41; Basset Mille III 247 no. 146; DOTTI 315 404 416 446/{Egy, lit., Omn};
Lane 408; MITON; Tha)laî 115.>
V0315.1.0.1$, Demon repents (atones).
Link: |R0181, Demon enclosed in bottle released.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0315.2$, Repentance intended. Type: 1574.
Link: |K2059.9.1$, Sinning now, with the intention of seeking God's forgiveness later--(as excuse: "Only this
once!"). |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)".

Ref.: Damîrî I 6; DOTTI 527 866/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
V0315.2.1$, Penitent forswears sinful activity (occupation).
Link: |J0512.16$, Cat forswears mice-eating: fails. |J1325.0.1$, Drunk's attempt to perform the impossible ends in
humiliation. He forswears drinking. |Q0559.12$, Punishment for unfulfilled vow (promise) to God or saint.
|U0130.3$, `If a prostitute (whore) were to forswear [her profession], she would still pimp (become procuress)'.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 422; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
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Balladry": "Ram Thief" no. 42.>
V0315.2.2$, Observance of religious services (pilgrimage, alms-giving, etc.) accompanies repentance
(foreswearing the sinful. cf. 809*
C

Link: |T0450.7.1$, Prostitute becomes ascetic (nun, hermit, etc.). |V0004.5.9$, Preaching the exercise of ma rûf
(benevolence, kindness) and the avoidance of munkar (malevolence, the sinful) as intercessor. |V0416, Acts of
charity obliterates sin.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 123-24 no. 19.>
V0315.2.3$, Atonement by obliterating the sinful (e.g., destroying liquor containers, musical instruments,
banning dancing, usury, and the like).>
V0315.2.3.1$, Obliterating the sinful as means of placating natural disaster (prodigy, God's wrath).
Link: |A0102.17.0.1$, Natural disasters (catastrophes) as expression of God's wrath. |P0507.8.1$, Ruler prohibits
commission of sinful acts. |Q0552, Prodigy as punishment. [Miraculous punishment through the elements].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 97.>
V0315.3$, Sincere repentance obliterates sins and brings redemption (forgiveness).
Link: |Q0171.0.1$, Capital crime unpunished. |V0029.8.3$, Eblis refuses redemption in return for prostrating himself
before Adam's tomb: did not do so even when Adam was alive. |V0445$, Forgiveness (redemption) as divine.

Ref.: ThaClabî 13-14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 34; Basset Mille III 90 no. 63, 423 no. 253,
456 no. 276; DOTTI 35 395 419 527 553 585 865 893 943/{Egy, lit., Mrc}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental
Health" 26-27; "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17, "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 40 no. 62R; SpoerHaddad 165-6.>
V0315.3.1$, `He who is penitent is like him who is sinless'.
Link: |A0102.14.3$, Forgiveness of God. |V0462.0.4, Murderer becomes ascetic.

Ref.: ThaClabî 14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 34; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 26-27.>
V0315.5$, Repenting before it is too late. Type: cf. 1696B$.
Link: |V0522, Sinner reformed after visit to heaven and hell. |X0590.1.1$, Folly of repenting (atoning) too soon.

Ref.: ThaClabî 14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 34; Ibshîhî 463; DOTTI 916.>
V0315.5.1$, Repenting after `Door of Atonement' has been closed not accepted.

Link: |A0661.0.1.1.3.1$, `Door (Gate) of Atonement' will close permanently when End of World begins. No
repentance will be accepted. |A1002.2, Signs before the Day of Judgment.

Ref.: ThaClabî 14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 33; Zîr 26/(poem).>
V0315.5.2$, God accepts repentance even as late as when the soul is about to issue out of the throat
(ghargharh).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 639.>
V0315.85$, Redemption withheld for failure to say: "O Lord, forgive my sins".
Link: |N0385.1, Person has successive misfortunes while making plans because he forgot to say "If God wills".>

V0316, Efficacy of prayer.
Link: |M0500$-M0599$, Supplication (blessing): ordaining the future through begging God for favors (boon).

Ref.: Basset Mille III 295 no. 177; MITON.>
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V0316.1, "He who asks shall receive". Type: 841, 841A$-B$, cf. 1645B*.
Ref.: DOTTI 461 462 893.>
V0316.2$, Prayer brings redemption (forgiveness).
Link: |M0502.1$, God teaches man (Adam) certain words with which to plead (supplicate). |V0050.1$, God will
answer mortal's prayer. (Promise made to Adam).

Ref.: ThaClabî 21-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 43.>
V0317, The chosen people.
Link: |A0184.0.1$, God's favorite people (nation). |A0189.11.1$, Deity addresses mortal as own child (son,
daughter).>

V0317.1, Holy land.>
V0318$, Fatalism. Belief in predestination, not free-will. Type: 946F$, cf. 774S$, 934**.
Link: |A0604.2.1$-(formerly, A0604.2$), The Pen recorded fate on the Tablet of destiny. |C0454, Tabu: boasting that
one has no need of gods' help. |N0101, Inexorable fate. [qadâ'/qadar]. |U0068.1$, Believer in free-will becomes
C

fatalist when his money is stolen. |V0318.1.0.2$, "While man (el- abd) is planning, the Lord (el-rabb) is [already]
disposing;" (i.e., "Man proposes, God dispses"). |W0004.1$, Being motivated solely by consideration of God's
commandments (i.e., doing or avoiding `for God's sake'--not for secular consideration).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 364 n. 2; ThaClabî 21-22 165-68/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; Ibshîhî
103-4 403/(Satan presents idleness as tawakkul/reliance on God and fate) 635-38; DOTTI 433 626 649;
MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 26-27, Zîr 122.>
V0318.0.1$, Counter-belief: free-will. Man is responsible for own action by virtue of rationality--the
Mutazilites (MuCtazilah) doctrine. Type: 930F$.
Link: |A1210.2$, Human brain as God's favorite creation. |U0230.0.3$, Sinning is preordained (predestined).
|V0324$, Heresy: rejecting (doubting) predestination.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 11: (Thackston 10): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 15; DOTTI 626; Shawqî 297-98
[no. 25].>
V0318.0.1.1$, God determines rewards and punishments according to man's `rationality' (Caql, i.e., freewill).
Link: |Q0177.1$, At Day of Judgment, the rationality (knowledge) of the learned will be elevated (rewarded) above
the prayer and fasting of the pious.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 11: (Thackston 10): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 15.>
V0318.0.1.2$, Debate: "Is man compelled or freewilled (musayyar or mukhayyr)"?. Type: cf. 774S$, 930F$.
Link: |V0318.0.1.5$, Fate was written as an expression of God's Knowledge not His Will. Consequently man has
freewill.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0318.0.1.3$, If sinning is predestined (preordained), then why the punishment?
Link: |A0671.0.7$, Why punishment in hell. Originally Prophet pleaded with God not to use hell, but people became
tyrannical and corrupt: Prophet asked for reinstatement of hell as punishment. |U0230.0.3$, Sinning is preordained
(predestined). |Z0303$, The one unanswered question.
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Ref.: ThaClabî 21-22.>
V0318.0.1.5$, Fate was written as an expression of God's Knowledge not His Will. Consequently man has
freewill.
Link: |A0604$, Creation of destiny (al-qadar, al-'aqdâr: determination of fate). |V0318.0.1.2$, Debate: "Is man
compelled or freewilled (musayyar or mukhayyr)"?.

Ref.: Egypt's muftî (CAlî Jum)ah/Dec. 21, 2015).>
V0318.1$, Submission to fate (God's prejudgment: qadâ', qadar) a mark of true faith. Type: 86$, 750J$,
1645B*, cf. 68C$, 934**.
Link: |A0196.2, Decree of gods irrevocable. |C0061.5$, Tabu: not accepting fate (destiny: God's preordained
judgment). |M0341.0.2, All forty of man's sons [prophesied] to die at once. |N0190$, Fate's inexplicable
inequalities (injustices). |Q0022.1.1$, Submission to God's Will rewarded.

Ref.: Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15; DOTTI 31 35 89 411 619 635 893 966/{Egy, lit.};
MITON; RAFE 182 n. 659; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "CAblah and Mokhtâr" no. 19, "Ayyûb" no. 53-b;
Shawqî 273 [no. 11] 289 [no. 19].>
V0318.1.0.1$, "Let fates run their courses; never spend a night except with clear (`empty') mind".
Link: |N0190.0.1.2$, `God changes a situation to its opposite in a blink of an eye'. |Z0001.0.1$, 'inshâ-style literary
composition: constituted mainly from copied (memorized) famous quotations.

Ref.: Zîr 121/(poem).>
V0318.1.0.2$, "While man (el-Cabd) is planning, the Lord (el-rabb) is [already] disposing;" (i.e., "Man
proposes, God disposes").
Link: |A0189.7.1$, `God forgets no one': every creature gets a predestined livelihood. |N0100.1$, Predestined
income (financial gains and losses). |N0351.3$, Beggar placing his faith in king jealously guards king's gift (wealth,
princess) and loses his life in the process: the gift goes to beggar with faith in God alone. |Q0022.1$, Placing one's
faith in God alone rewarded. |U0230.0.3$, Sinning is preordained (predestined). |V0318$, Fatalism. Belief in
predestination, not free-will. |Z0002$, Parallelism (as formula).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 23.>
V0318.1.0.3$, Don't place yourself in mortal danger and then pray that God saves you.
Link: |J0322.0.1$, Don't place yourself in mortal peril (danger).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3176.>
V0318.1.1$, Suppliant pleads "not that God revoke His prejudgment but only that He lighten its impact".
Link: |A0196.2, Decree of gods irrevocable. |A1005.4$, Deity stops calamitous event (penal measure) upon realizing
that the result will be total destruction of mankind. |M0010, Irrevocable judgments. |N0101.0.1.1$, `Destiny cannot
be erased (altered, escaped)'. |V0090$, Miraculous effects of invoking God's attributes (basmalah, hasbanah,
hawqalah, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 18; Hadrî (el-) AFann al-=insâniyyah" 4-5 [no. 3]; Taymûr no. 2222 2226/cf.>
V0318.1.2$, Believing that nothing occurs without God's Will.
Link: |A0650.0.1$, God's Power (Will, Volition, etc.) supports the universe (and regulates its functions).>

V0318.1.2.1$, "What God wills becomes; what He does not will does not become".
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Ref.: MITON.>
V0318.1.2.1.1$, "Wit (resourcefulness) does not overcome predestination (fate)": (al-hîlah lâ taruddu alqadâ' wa al-qadar).
Link: |A0196.2, Decree of gods irrevocable.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 289.>
V0318.1.2.2$, God casts urges (drives, motivation) upon creatures to cause them to act in a certain manner
(i.e., falling in love, experiencing sexual desire, etc.).
Link: |A0182.3.5.1$, Premonition from God ('ilhâm). |J0001$, Capacity to know (knowledge) from instinct: (innate,
`from God$, 'ilhâm, hidâyah, tawfîq). |U0124.0.2$, Deviant character (wiliness) due to nature (from God, by
"casting/'ilqâ' upon").

Ref.: MITON/[Tâj al-Mulûk: Alf I 265].>
V0318.2$, "Only God is to be thanked for an affliction (makrûh: a disliked matter, seeming harm)". Type:
759, 759D$-F$, cf. 759*.
Link: |A0102.16.0.1$, God's justice vindicated. |J0355.1, Widow's meal. King upbraids wind for blowing away a
poor widow's last cup of meal. [God's justice vindicated]. |M0404, Unintentional curse or blessing takes effect.
|Q0020.3$, Thanking God rewarded (failure to do so punished). |V0057.0.1$, Prayers are to supreme supernatural
being (The God, a deity, holy personage, etc.) to solicit help or to offer thanks.

Ref.: DOTTI 423 425 426; MITON; TAWT 313/49 401 n. 754 449 no. 42.>
V0318.3$, The seemingly illogical (inexplicable) occurs "for wisdom known [only] to God". Type: 759,
759D$-F$, cf. 759*.
Link: |J0164, Wisdom from God. [('ilhâm)]. |N0190$, Fate's inexplicable inequalities (injustices). |N0887.6.0.1$,
He may place His Secret (Power) in the [seemingly] weakest of His creatures. |V0540.0.1$, Providence (God's
wisdom) is behind seemingly apparent injustice (i.e., `The Lord moves in mysterious ways').

Ref.: Qazwînî I 4-5: MITON.>
V0318.4$, Questioning God's seemingly inequitable allotment of assets (wealth, beauty, health, etc.)
forbidden (mark of lack of faith).
Link: |A1618.2$, Origin of inequality in division of property. |C0061.5$, Tabu: not accepting fate (destiny: God's
preordained judgment). |U0061, Dividing after God's fashion: little to poor, much to rich.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0320, Heretics.
Link: |C0061, Tabu: disbelief in religious teachings [(kufr)]. |J1261, Repartee based on levity toward sacred persons
and things. |P0507.4.2$, Caliph as "God's successor (representative, agent) on His Earth". |V0339.1$, Pretended
conversion to a faith while secretly believing in another. (Religious hypocrites).>

V0320.0.1$, Doubting (demanding verifiable proof of) veracity of sacred belief deemed heretic
(blasphemous).
Link: |C0061.5$, Tabu: not accepting fate (destiny: God's preordained judgment).
Link: |V0323.1, Epicureans regarded as atheists. |V0329.3$, Heresy (blasphemy): adhering to beliefs incompatible
with fundamental tenet(s) of faith.
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Ref.: ThaClabî 173/cf./(NâfiC Ibn-al-Azraq).>
V0320.1$, Pseudo-prophet as heretic: person with illegitimate claim of being God's apostle (messenger).
Type: 927D$-927D2$.
Link: |K1962, False prophet.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 619-20; DOTTI 619.>
V0320.2$, Heresy: pseudo-prophet's proof of prophethood. Type: 927D$.
Link: |H0524.1.1$, Ruler: "What am I thinking?". False prophet: "That I am a liar". |J1169.8, Prophet's first disciple.
[Pseudo-prophet offers proof: to cut off judge's head, then resuscitate him]. |J1289.1, Not a locksmith [but a prophet].
A judge asks a pseudo-prophet to prove his powers by opening a difficult lock. "I am a prophet not a lock smith".
|K1962, False prophet. |M0104$, Deceptive oaths: swearing by pseudo-prophet, pseudo-saint, or pseudo-force.
|V0210, Religious founders. [Messengers of God].

Ref.: DOTTI 619.>
V0320.2.1$, Pseudo-prophet's miracle (sham-divine revelation)--heretic.
Link: |K1970, Sham miracles.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 620.>
V0320.2.2$, Pseudo-prophet's holy text (sham-scripture)--heretic. Type: 927D$-927D2$.
Ref.: Damîrî II 86; DOTTI 619.>
V0320.3$, Punishing the higher powers (god, angels, etc.).
Link: |J1738.9.1$, Ignorance of the nature of the higher powers (god, angels, etc.). |J1740$, Foolish attempt to punish
(reprimand) the higher powers (god, the angels, fate, etc.)--non-religious. |N0190.1$, Creature (man, animal, etc.)
protests fate's apparent injustice.>

V0320.3.1$, Heretic punishes deity by closing (destroying) his temple(s).
Link: |V0112, Temples.

Ref.: Maspero 42 no. 2-4.>
V0320.3.2$, Heretic (infidel) fights the higher powers by shooting at the elements (wind, rain, sky, etc.).
Link: |F1066, Arrow shot to heaven returns bloody. |J1740.2$, Foolish fight with the elements (wind, rain, etc.).>

V0323, Atheists.>
V0323.1, Epicureans regarded as atheists.
Link: |U0101$, Hedonism: seeking pleasure as the main goal in life. |V0320.0.1$, Doubting (demanding verifiable
proof of) veracity of sacred belief deemed heretic (blasphemous).>

V0324$, Heresy: rejecting (doubting) predestination. Type: 930F$, cf. 68C$, 934**.
Link: |N0100.0.3$, Fate (predestination) as sacred entity. |V0318.0.1$, Counter-belief: free-will. Man is responsible
C

for own action by virtue of rationality--the Mutazilites (Mu tazilah) doctrine.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 364 n. 2/cf.; ThaClabî 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101; Ibshîhî 103-4;
DOTTI 31 89 626 635/{lit.}; RAFE 112 n. 376.>
V0326, Hero renounces heaven because dead companions (heathen) are not there. Type: 2031E$.
Link: |J0228$, Poverty with honor preferred to wealth with dishonor. |V0354, Life of heroic age preferable to
Christian living.
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 156 no. 31/cf.; DOTTI 969.>
V0326.1$, Racist (sinner) renounces heaven because inferior made-from-clay Adamites are there, while
superior made-from-fire Satan is in hell.
Link: |A0054.3.1.1$, Eblis refuses to prostrate himself before Adam. |G0303.1.3.5, Satan created from hell fire.

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 106.>
V0326.2$, Hell with pride preferred to paradise with humiliation.
Link: |V0329.1$, A pagan's false pride. |W0165, False pride. Son ashamed of his peasant father who brings him
money. |W0166$, Arrogance (conceit).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 156 no. 31.>
V0328.0.1$, Death preferred to conversion to new religion.
Link: |V0216.0.1$, Implacable enemy of the new faith. |V0463, Religious martyrdom.

Ref.: ThaClabî 248-(Jews/Ukdhûd).>
V0329$, Heretics, heathens (idolators), and disbelievers--miscellaneous.
Ref.: MITON.>
V0329.1$, A pagan's false pride.
Link: |V0326.2$, Hell with pride preferred to paradise with humiliation.>

V0329.1.1$, Heathen (idolator) refuses to accept God's true religion (Judaism, Christianity, Islam) in spite of
knowing "it is the truth".
Link: |C0061, Tabu: disbelief in religious teachings [(kufr)]. |V0330.0.1$, Invitation to convert to the true religion
(addressed to heathen or disbeliever).

Ref.: DOTTI 136 533 678/{lit.}; MITON.>
V0329.2$, Heresy: deifying a human being--('asnamah).
Link: |C0062.5$, Tabu: deification of a being other than The One-God--('asnamah). |P0507.4.2$, Caliph as "God's
successor (representative, agent) on His Earth". |P0715.9.2$, Greco-Romans (al-Rûm/"Banû al-'Asfar/Children of the
Yellow-One").

Ref.: MITON.>
V0329.3$, Heresy (blasphemy): adhering to beliefs incompatible with fundamental tenet(s) of faith.
Link: |C0069$, Tabu: thinking of God's origin. Blasphemy. |K1872.6$, Secret identity (religious, sectarian, national,
etc.) of person (spy) tattooed on invisible part of body. |Q0221.3, Blasphemy punished. |V0320.0.1$, Doubting
(demanding verifiable proof of) veracity of sacred belief deemed heretic (blasphemous). |Z0119.0.2$, Word believed
to have capacity (power) to create. (Blasphemous belief, [cf., superorganic view]).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0330, Conversion from one religion to another.
Link: |F0269$, Jinn (fairies) worship. Q0532, Punishment for change of religious faith.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 251.>
V0330.0.1$, Invitation to convert to the true religion (addressed to heathen or disbeliever).
Link: |V0329.1.1$, Heathen (idolator) refuses to accept God's true religion (Judaism, Christianity, Islam) in spite of
knowing "it is the truth".
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Ref.: MITON.>
V0330.1$, Reasons for converting from one faith to another (other than belief in its `correctness').
Link: |P0752.1.1.1$, `Folks follow (adopt, embrace) their kings's faith'.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0330.1.1$, Conversion to a faith because it is more tolerant.>
V0330.1.2$, Conversion to a faith because it is more egalitarian.>
V0330.1.3$, Conversion to a faith because it is less prohibitive.
Link: |P0529.1.1$, Conversion to different religion to obtain divorce. |X0702$, Humor concerning frequency of
coition.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 27-28.>
V0330.5$, Reverting (converting back) to one's old faith (riddah/apostasy, reversion).
Link: |Q0232, Punishment for change of religious faith; |U0191.4.1$, "O church, what is in the heart remains in the
heart".

Ref.: Burton V 205/("fear of apostacy).>
V0330.1.7$, Conversion to a faith because of spouse-to-be.
Ref.: DOTTI 76 339/{Egy}.>
V0330.2$, Mortal puts deity (idol) to test.
Link: |A0185.13, God puts mortal to test. |H1573.9$, Test of religious faith (in God, God's powers, etc.)-miscellaneous. |J1740$, Foolish attempt to punish (reprimand) the higher powers (god, the angels, fate, etc.)--nonreligious. |K2371, Deceiving the higher powers (God, the saints, fate). |V0001.11, Worship of idols. |V0381, Heathen
beats his god [(idol)] because of misfortune.>

V0330.2.1$, Deity (idol) fails test: follower abandons (abjures) worshipping it.
Link: |V0381.0.3$, Idol humiliated (i.e., by slapping, spitting, etc.).>

V0330.3$, Means of converting to another religion.>
V0330.3.1$, Conversion by hymn and song.
Ref.: Ions 51.>
V0331, Conversion to Christianity.
Link: |A1546.3.3$, Origin of Christianity among the Romans (rûm). |B0251.11$, Animal (bird) converts from one
religion to another. |V0334$, Jinn convert to Islam. |V0336, Conversion to Judaism.

Ref.: Hujelân 129-30 no. 19-2; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 251.>
V0331.1, Conversion to Christianity through miracle. Type: 779J4$.
Ref.: DOTTI 439; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 11; Wickett 82.>
V0331.7, Saladin asks to be made a Christian knight.
Link: |V0372$, Christian traditions about Moslems.>

V0331.8, Fairies convert to Christianity.
Link: |V0002.1$, Jinn and humans are required to worship God. |V0334$, Jinn convert to Islam.>

V0331.8.1$, Christian jinni (fairy).
Ref.: RAFE 303 n. 30.>
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V0333$, Conversion to Islam.
Link: |B0251.11$, Animal (bird) converts from one religion to another. |P0529.1.1$, Conversion to different religion
to obtain divorce.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 171 no. 110; Basset Nouveaux 115-18 no. 107; Burton V 279 n. 2/(no sex
before marriage/Gullanâr); CAbd-al-Quddûs 168-76 no. 15; CHAUVIN V 139 no. 136, al-Yâfi)î 37-39;
DOTTI 76 179 319 339 380 439 536 646 770 864 895/{Alg, Egy, lit.}; M.I. Hassan 71-73 no. 18; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 251, "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" 9 no. 44; AUC: 31A
no. 24.>
V0333.1$, Conversion to Islam through miracle. Type: 779J4$.
Ref.: Damîrî I 239; Ibshîhî 203 475-76 644; "Camel and Gazelle" no. 50; "Lizard and Stone" no. 45;
"Maryam" no. 52 14; "Prophet's Shirt" no. 47; "CAamir-the-Jew" no. 49; DOTTI 439; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 9.>
V0333.1.1$, Animal converts to Islam through miracle.
Link: |B0251.11$, Animal (bird) converts from one religion to another.>

V0333.1.1.1$, Gazelle (doe) converts to Islam through miracle. Type: 779J2$.
Ref.: DOTTI 438 439/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Camel and Gazelle" no. 50.>
V0333.2$, Conversion to Islam at hands of sacred person.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 475-76.>
V0333.2.1$, Pharaoh converts to "Islam" (Ibrahamic Faith) at hands of Joseph.
Link: |M0301.7.6$, Joseph as prophet.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 156.>
V0334$, Jinn convert to Islam.
Link: |V0002.1$, Jinn and humans are required to worship God. |V0331.8, Fairies convert to Christianity.

Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) I 474-5; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 252; Wehr 83 no. 4.1.>
V0334.1$, Moslem jinni (fairy).
Link: |V0331.8.1$, Christian jinni (fairy).

Ref.: Burton V 279 n. 2/(Gullanâr); DOTTI 325/{Sdn}; MITON; RAFE 99 n. 325.>
V0336, Conversion to Judaism. Type: 779J4$.
Link: |B0251.11$, Animal (bird) converts from one religion to another.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 10; ThaClabî 248-(Jews/Ukhdûd); Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 251.>
V0336.1$, Conversion to Judaism through miracle. Type: 779J4$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 106/(Pharaoh's magicians); DOTTI 439.>
V0336.2$, Jinn convert to Judaism.
Link: |V0002.1$, Jinn and humans are required to worship God.>

V0337$, Renewal of one's faith. (Usually as confirmation or being `born-again' in that faith).
Link: |T0135.0.2$, Renewal of a wedding: procedures of marriage to same person repeated (usually under improved
conditions). |V0315.1, Power of repentance. |V0462.0.1.1$, Repentance and renouncement of worldly life due to
experiencing miracle-like manifestation. (Repentant becomes anchorite, Sufi, ascetic, or the like).
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Ref.: MITON.>
V0339$, Religious conversion--miscellaneous.>
V0339.1$, Pretended conversion to a faith while secretly believing in another.
Link: |K2010, Hypocrite pretends friendship but attacks. |K2040$, Joining a group (faith, political party, etc.) so
as to destroy it from within.

Ref.: DOTTI 106 289/{Egy}; MITON.>
V0340, Miracle manifested to non-believers.>
V0347, Idols found on their faces after saint's arrival.
Ref.: ThaClabî 215.>
V0348$, Non-believers nonplussed. Type: cf. 736A.
Link: |H1573, Religious tests. |L0403$, Tyrant acting as God nonplussed.

Ref.: ThaClabî 214; DOTTI 403 404/{Egy}.>
V0348.1$, Animal, plant, inanimate object, etc., acts as if human so as to provide miraculous answer (proof)
to challenge by non-believers. Type: 776$, 779J$.
Link: |H1573, Religious tests.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 235 no. 138; DOTTI 434 438 439/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lizard
and Stone" no. 45.>
V0350, Conflicts between religions.>
V0351.1$, Interreligious rivalries. Type: 1822B$, 776$, 776A$.
Link: |P0250.0.2.0.1$, Interreligious (interethnic) siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different religious or
ethnic groups--usually, Moslem and Christian, Arab and European/Frank, or the like).

Ref.: Amîn 287; Amîn 286-87; DOTTI 434 932; MITON.>
V0351, Duel (debate) to prove which religion is better.
Ref.: DOTTI 428 439/{lit.}; MITON.>
V0351.3, Magician overpowered in contest with saint. Type: 776$.
Ref.: DOTTI 434.>
V0351.3.1, Contest of St. Peter with Simon Magus, a magician. Type: 776$.
Ref.: DOTTI 434.>
V0354, Life of heroic age preferable to Christian living.
Link: |J0216.7.1.1$, Heroic death preferred to ordinary (natural death). |V0326, Hero renounces heaven because dead
companions (heathen) are not there. |W0033, Heroism.>

V0357$, Holy war (crusade, jihâd-muqaddas, etc.).
Link: |A1080, Battle at end of world. Armageddon. |A1341.7$, How (reason) war and similar open conflicts
originated. |J1261.9, "Better a live confessor than a dead martyr." So answers a preacher [Y]. |K2360$, Surprise
attack (`treacherous' invasion). |P0559.1$, Spoils (booty) of war. |V0003.9.1$, Required holy war ([military]-`jihâd$,
[military]-`crusade'). |V0008.9.1$, Struggle against the sinful urges of the `self' (`the greater-jihâd'). |V0147.1$, War
waged to restore usurped sacred relic. |W0186.1$, Warlike nation (tribe).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 287-92; DOTTI 106 289 578 640 895/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; RAFE 171 n. 634; Zîr 97-
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98.>
V0357.1$, First holy war.>
V0357.1.1$, First holy warrior.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71.>
V0357.1.1.1$, Seth as first holy warrior (mujâhid): waged war on his brother Cain as ordered by their father
(Adam).
Link: |A1341, Origin of war among men.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71.>
V0357.2$, Jinn (fairies) wage holy war.
Ref.: MITON.>
V0357.3$, Sectarian conflict (followers of one religion in open conflict with another, within one nation).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 218.>
V0357.4$, First sectarian war.>
V0357.4.1$, Kharijites (khawârij) waged the first sectarian war in Islam.
Link: |P0506.5$, Sedition (fitnah): ideological camps resort to violence (war, riots) against each other. |W0005.1.1$,
Kharijite's asceticism: exaggeration of others's sins (disregarding the fact that God hates injustice even to the most
unjust).

Ref.: Burton III 318-19 n. 1.>
V0360, Christian and Jewish traditions about each other.
Link: |W0256.4$, Stereotyping: religious traits.>

V0361, Christian child killed to furnish blood for Jewish rite.>
V0370$, Moslem traditions about non-Moslems.>
V0371$, Moslem traditions about al-kitâbiyyîn ("People-of-the-Book": Jews and Christians Also called
dhimmiyyîn/'ahl al-dhimmah).
Link: |C0222$, Tabu: eating or drinking during Lent whatever comes from a creature-with-soul--(e.g., cow, chicken,
fish, etc.)--("Christians's fasting"). |P0526.8.1$, Moslem worth twice that of non-Moslem. |T0131.10$, A Moslem
man may marry a Moslem woman or a kitâbiyyah (Christian, Jewish). |V0469.1$, Holy text (scripture) forged by
cleric. |W0005.1.4$, Christian's asceticism (if he dislikes working): becomes a hermit/monk: wears woolen garment,
and relies on others to provide. |W0005.1.5$, Jew's asceticism: exaggeration in observing Sabbath. |W0037.8$,
dhimmah: economic, political, governmental, conscientiousness and honesty. |W0256.4$, Stereotyping: religious
traits.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 158-60 155; Burton IV 199 n. 3/("Zimmi"); DOTTI 646/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 141 n.
511; Râsî (al-) Haky 153; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 172.>
V0371.1$, Pity for the poor (penniless) of the Jews: `Neither the here-and-now, nor the hereafter'.
Link: |A1689.11.3$, Disbelievers more powerful (rich) than believers since former have the here-and-now, but not
the hereafter. |J2383, Pity for the poor jews. [Old woman's foolish act].>

V0371.1.1$, `As penniless as a Jew on Sabbath (Saturday)'.
Link: |V0071, Sabbath. |Z0062, Proverbial simile.
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41; Taymûr no. 179.>
V0371.2$, Christian (Coptic) marriage: no separation except with death.
Link: |T0195$, Divorce. |W0029.2$, The good wife (woman): no divorce, no remarriage, no desertion due to vanity
(batar), no disagreement with husband, no quitting of husband's home to parents's due to unhappiness (gadbânah).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 981.>
V0372$, Christian traditions about Moslems.
Link: |V0331.7, Saladin asks to be made a Christian knight.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0372.1$, A Christian's belief: "Moslem men believe women have no souls".
Link: |A1650.5.2.4$, Punishment of Eve: deficiency in religion (faith). |A1650.5.2.5$, Punishment of Eve:
deficiency in reason (mind). |W0256.4$, Stereotyping: religious traits.

Ref.: Lane 66.>
V0374$, Jewish traditions about Moslems.
Ref.: DOTTI 677/{Mrc}; TAWT 450.>
V0380, Religious beliefs--miscellaneous.>
V0381, Heathen beats his god [(idol)] because of misfortune.
Link: |V0123, Image blamed by suppliant for misfortunes. |V0330.2$, Mortal puts deity (idol) to test.

Ref.: Damîrî I 174; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 16.>
V0381.0.1$, Uselessness (helplessness) of idolatry.
Link: |C0062, Tabu: idolatry [(wathaniyyah)]. |Q0237, Idolatry punished. |Z0042.2, Abraham learns to worship God.
[Worshipping star, then moon, then sun proves useless].>

V0381.0.1.1$, Heathen eats idol of his deity (idol made of food-stuff).>
V0381.0.2$, Idol cannot protect itself.
Ref.: Damîrî I 174.>
V0381.0.2.1$, Heathen breaks his idol because animal (fox) polluted it.
Ref.: Damîrî I 174.>
V0381.0.2.2$, Believer destroys idol to prove to its worshippers (idolator) that it can neither help nor harm.
Link: |V0330.2$, Mortal puts deity (idol) to test.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0381.0.3$, Idol humiliated (i.e., by slapping, spitting, etc.).
Link: |V0330.2.1$, Deity (idol) fails test: follower abandons (abjures) worshipping it.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0383, Religious fanaticism.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 20-21; Bashmî 'Arkhibîl 101-3 no. 47.>
V0383.0.1$, `God detests fanaticism in piety'.
Link: |F0179$, Piety (religious exercise) as a system of earnings (economic) in utopian otherworld. |H0069.0.1$,
Excessive display of one's religiosity (piety) distrusted. |J0564, Intemperance in worship. |V0010.2.1$, `If it is
needed in household, it is sinful for mosque (church)'. |X0590$-X599$, Humor concerning the sham pious, and
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exercise of religious services.>

V0384$, Extreme interpretations of holy text.
Link: |P0426.0.5$, Ignorant grammarian (too literal). |V0469.4$, Ritual castration (so as to qualify for serving at
temple, church, etc.).

Ref.: RAFE 157 n. 579.>
V0384.0.1$, Interpretation by the overt (literal, al-zâhir, Zâhirite) and interpretation by the covert (veiled,
al-bâtin, Bâtinite).
Link: |H0580, Enigmatic statements. Apparently senseless remarks (or acts) interpreted figuratively prove wise.
|J2470, Metaphors literally interpreted. |V0469.4$, Ritual castration (so as to qualify for serving at temple, church,
etc.). |Z0095.0.1$, Double-meaning: word or phrase that denotes more than one meaning.

Ref.: Burton III 304 n. 1/(coition posture).>
V0384.1$, Extreme religious interpretations of religious dogma concerning females (as social category).
Type: 758.
Link: |J2214.16.1$, Folly of thinking that all women are wicked (`Not all of them!').

Ref.: DOTTI 421; RAFE 157 n. 579; TAWT 25 n. 43.>
V0384.1.1$, Counter-belief (counter-interpretation): "A woman is of sound faith, honor, and heart".
Link: |A1650.5.2.4$, Punishment of Eve: deficiency in religion (faith). |A1650.5.2.5$, Punishment of Eve:
deficiency in reason (mind). |J0155, Wisdom (knowledge) from women. |J0155.9$, Female as wise adviser-miscellaneous. |J2214.16.1$, Folly of thinking that all women are wicked (`Not all of them!'). |P0179.1$, Slave as
savant: accomplished scholar, scientist, poet, singer, etc. |W0256.6.1$, Stereotyping: `Women are lacking in mind
and religion'.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 391; TAWT 24 n. 42.>
V0384.1.2$, Extreme religious interpretations concerning human races. Type: 758, 774M2$.
Link: |A1614.1, Negroes as curse on Ham for laughing at Noah's nakedness.

Ref.: DOTTI 421 431.>
V0384.1.3$, Extreme religious interpretations concerning angels (and similar supernatural beings).
Link: |F0499.2, Nymphs of Paradise (houris [hûriyyât]). |F0499.9.1$, Serving-boys of Paradise (wildân).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0400-V499, Religious virtues.>
V0400, Charity.
Link: |P0775.2.1$, Grants (gratuities, tips), and acts of generosity (philanthropy).

Ref.: MITON.>
V0400.1$, Sharing own meager resources (food, drink, shelter, etc.) with the needy (weak).
Link: |W0012.2.2$, Hospitable person cannot eat except with guests (strangers).

Ref.: Simpson 186.>
V0400.2$, Charity after need has passed rejected.
Link: |Q0292, Inhospitality punished.
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 209.>
V0401$, Charitable endowment (waqf/'awqâf): property whose income is to be used for maintaining
philanthropic institution (e.g., school, hospital, orphanage, etc.).
Link: |P0775.2.2$, Grant given for the purpose of advancing human knowledge (in the arts, sciences, personal
improvement through education, etc.). |P0775.2.3$, Water and food made available to the needy. |V0112.2.5.1$, The
building of mosque that does not serve other needs, beside praying, reproved. |W0010.9.5.0.1$, Philanthropic
endowment for care of certain animals. |W0011, Generosity [and philanthropy].

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf laylah" 39.>
V0402$, Charitable banking: money lent, borrowed, or deposited without interest (`Islamic-banking,'
`Christian-banking').
Link: |C0787.1$, Tabu: usurious lending or borrowing--(any interest on loaned money: ribâ/fâyiz). |P0435.0.2$,
Banker as usurious money lender. |P0776.0.1.1$, Sale on credit (with no interest) inadvisable.>

V0402.1$, Borrowing only according to true need; repayment as soon as need is addressed. Type: cf.
470D$.
Link: |C0787.1$, Tabu: usurious lending or borrowing--(any interest on loaned money: ribâ/fâyiz). |F0009$, Utopian
otherworld. |F0179$, Piety (religious exercise) as a system of earnings (economic) in utopian otherworld.
|P0435.0.2$, Banker as usurious money lender. |W0156.0.2$, Hoarding.>

V0410, Charity rewarded.
Ref.: DOTTI 419/{lit.}.>
V0410.1, Charity rewarded above prayer or hearing of mass. Type: 756E*, 756G$.
Link: |Q0177.1$, At Day of Judgment, the rationality (knowledge) of the learned will be elevated (rewarded) above
the prayer and fasting of the pious. |V0112.2.5.1.1$, Rich man (A) builds a grand (luxuriously furnished) mosque-poor man (B) writes on its wall: "Mosque with no bread, for what purpose has it been built!" A: "For praying, O you
shameless!" B: "Praying in open-air is legitimate (permitted)!" A adds a tikiyyah (house for feeding and caring for
the poor) to the mosque.

Ref.: DOTTI 229 418 419/{Egy}; Hurreiz 122 no. 65; HE-S: Minya 69-3 no. 29/cf.>
V0411, Miraculous reward for charity. Type: 756E*.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 17; Basset Mille III 36 no. 27; DOTTI 384.>
V0411.3, Man who has given all in charity has foot amputated: restored miraculously.>
V0411.10$, Act of charity prevents demon (satan, devil, etc.) from harming charity giver.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 17.>
V0412, Miraculous manifestation during act of charity. Type: cf. 809$.
Link: |V0417$, `Charity prevents calamity$, [i.e., acts of God's wrath].

Ref.: DOTTI 447.>
V0413, Son's acts of charity save his father's soul.
Ref.: Basset Mille III 536 no. 326.>
V0416, Act of charity obliterates sin. Type: 809$.
Link: |J1605, One wrong and five hundred good deeds. [Man steals a large sum of money, keeps half and distributes
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the rest among five hundred persons]. |V0006$, Expiatory-deed (kaffârah): negligence in religious exercise made-up
for by additional good deeds. |V0315.2.2$, Observance of religious services (pilgrimage, alms-giving, etc.)
accompanies repentance (foreswearing the sinful. |V0420.1$, One uncharitable act obliterates credit for all previous
good deeds.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 135/cf.; DOTTI 447.>
V0417$, `Charity prevents calamity$, [i.e., acts of God's wrath]. Type: 809$.
Link: |V0412, Miraculous manifestation during act of charity.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 36 no. 27, 100 no. 70, 157 no. 98, 558 no. 341; DOTTI 418 419 447/{Alg,
Egy, lit., Mrc}; Taymûr no. 2528.>
V0420, Reward of the uncharitable.>
V0420.1$, One uncharitable act obliterates credit for all previous good deeds. Type: 809X$.
Link: |V0416, Act of charity obliterates sin.

Ref.: DOTTI 447.>
V0427$, Uncharitable ascetic (anchorite, hermit) will go to hell. Type: 809X$, cf. 461A, 759.
Ref.: DOTTI 232 423 447.>
V0430, Charity--miscellaneous motifs.>
V0433, Charity of saints.>
V0440, Other religious virtues.>
V0441, Forgiveness [as religious virtue]. Type: cf. 851C$.
Link: |P0230.6$, Abused children forgive (pardon) abusive parent(s). |P0549.2.1$, One party forgives culprit, the
other does not. |P0795$, Accommodation: social interactional process (detente). |U0284.1.1$, `Had it not been for
sin, redemption (forgiveness) would not have existed'. |W0011.5.0.3$, Forgiveness as personal virtue.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 226 no. 132; DOTTI 436 473 673/{Egy, Mrc, Plst}; Farag 368-72; Hanauer
171-6; Hujelân 129-30 no. 19-2; Légey 200-201 no. 53; MITON; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî"
161, Egypt 151-53 278 no. 30, "Mental Health" 26-27; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 275a.>
V0441.0.1$, God forgives all except partnerism (polytheism, shirk) and causing harm to people (fellow
man).
Link: |A0102.14.3$, Forgiveness of God.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0441.0.1.1$, Other unforgivable sin(s).
Link: |U0230.0.2$, Cardinal sins (kabâ'ir), and minor sins (saghâ'ir).

Ref.: RAFE 15 101.>
V0441.0.1.1.1$, Premeditated murder as unforgivable sin. Type: cf. 756C, 756C1$.
Ref.: RAFE 34.>
V0441.0.1.1.2$, Unpaid debt as unforgiven sin.
Link: |P0776.0.2.1$, Unpaid (monetary) debt.

Ref.: Burton IX 311 n. 4.>
V0441.0.2$, `He who forgives a creature of his kind receives forgiveness from the Creator'.
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Ref.: MITON.>
V0443$, Compassion (mercy) as religious virtue.
Link: |J1514$, Wisdom of benevolence (exercising goodwill), and foolishness of malevolence (harboring ill-will).
|W0010, Kindness.>

V0443.3$, Compassion toward animals recommended. Type: 779J$.
Link: |B0367$, Animal grateful for having been given refuge from pursuer. |C0051.1.0.1.1$, Tabu: violating safety
of creature within holy sanctuary (by hunting, capturing, killing, etc.). |C0841.0.3, Tabu: killing animal which takes
refuge with one. |J1876$, Absurd kindness to animal (bird) before cruel treatment. |P0322.7$, Animal given refuge
('ijârah) from pursuer. |Q0051, Kindness to animals rewarded. |W0010.9.5$, Kindness (mercy) to animals.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 77 no. 55, 238 no. 139, 253 no. 150; DOTTI 438; MITON.>
V0443.3.1$, Prayer over animal (bird) before slaughtering it: "May God give you patience [ ]".
Link: |A1213.1$, Adamites given preference (superiority) over all of God's creatures (e.g., angels, jinn, etc.).
|A1410.0.2$, Humans may use other creatures only for purposes permitted by God (legitimate purposes). |A1421.1,
Man given dominion over beasts. |C0229.7.1$-(formerly, C0229.6.1$), Tabu: eating flesh of animal killed without
mentioning God's name.

Ref.: Lane 95.>
V0443.3.2$, Sparing life of nursing animal (with young). Type: 779J2$.
Link: |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry, courtliness, graciousness). |W0037.2.2$, Gazelle
(doe, deer) keeps promise to return to Prophet (acting as surety for her): she is delivered from hunter.

Ref.: DOTTI 438; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Camel and Gazelle" no. 50.>
V0443.3.4$, Reuniting animal's (bird's) young with parent (mother). Type: cf. 779J$.
Link: |B0251.4.1.2$, Animal (bird) seeks aid (intercession) of prophet (saint) in restoring its captured young.

Ref.: ThaClabî 164; DOTTI 438.>
V0443.3.4.1$, Prophet orders companion(s) to return dove's chick(s) to nest.
Ref.: ThaClabî 164; DOTTI 438/{lit.}.>
V0445$, Forgiveness (redemption) as divine.

Link: |V0315.3$, Sincere repentance obliterates sins and brings redemption (forgiveness).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 21-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 43.>
V0445.1$, Signs of God's forgiveness.>
V0445.1.1$, Blossoming of dry rod as sign of forgiveness. Type: 756ABC, 756C1$.
Ref.: Bushnaq 292; DOTTI 417 452/{Plst}.>
V0445.1.2$, Vanishing of sinner as sign of forgiveness.
Link: |D2188.2, Person vanishes.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 45-46/(Thackston 47 no. 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Armanyoas" 23 no. 62R.>
V0446$, Patience as religious virtue.
Link: |W0026, Patience.>

V0446.1$, God is with those who are patient. Type: 756H$.
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Link: |J0171.9.2$, Counsel: "Be patient". |J1548$, Ugly husband asks his beautiful wife whether they will be in
Paradise or in Hell. Both in Paradise: she for her endurance (suffering, patience), and he for being `thankful to God'.
|T0268, Beautiful woman married to hideous man: he is thankful, she patient. She says that they have thus both
gained paradise.>

V0450-V499, Religious orders.>
V0450, Religious orders.>
V0451, First-born son and one of every ten born thereafter given to church [(religious order)].>
V0451.0.1, Child promised to church.>
V0452$, Child promised to God. Usually as nadhr/vow by parent(s).
Link: |M0117.0.1$, nadhr/`nadr': conditional vow: pledge to perform certain (good) act if prayer is answered
(request is granted).

Ref.: Alf IV 108.>
V0452.1$, Unborn child (fetus) promised (pledged) to God.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Maryam" no. 52 7.>
V0455$, Hierarchy within religious orders.
Link: |P0352$, Hierarchy within a sufi brotherhood.

Ref.: RAFE 153 n. 566.>
V0460, Clerical virtues and vices.>
V0461, Clerical virtues.
Link: |H0069$, Marks of worship (piety, religiosity): physical indicators. |H0070$, Marks of worship (piety,
religiosity): character indicators. |V0298$, The pious (as quasi-sacred persons).>

V0461.4, Submission as clerical virtue.
Link: |Q0022.1.1$, Submission to God's Will rewarded.>

V0461.4.1, Truthfulness as clerical virtue.
Link: |A0102.16.9.1$, Truthfulness of God. |J0751.1, Truth the best policy. |Q0068.1, Truth-speaking [(truthfulness)]
rewarded. |W0039.0.1$, Truthfulness: a trait of noble character.

Ref.: Simpson 183/(King's virtue).>
V0461.5, Extended meditation as clerical virtue.>
V0461.5.1$, (khulwah): cloistered meditation.
Link: |V0462.8.9$, Accompaniments of sufi ascetic worship (khulwah).

Ref.: Amîn 194; MITON.>
V0461.8, Poverty as saintly virtue.
Link: |U0062$, Abject poverty. |V0220.0.15$, Saint's possessions: pitcher, pot, stick (rod, cane, staff), etc.
|W0011.2.3$, Generous ruler (rich man, chief, etc.) impoverished.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 14-16.>
V0462, Asceticism [(tasawwuf, zuhd)].
Ref.: Amîn 120-21; MITON.>
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V0462.0.1, Kingship renounced to become an ascetic.
Link: |P0016.1, King (prince) retires from world (becomes hermit, swineherd).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 211.>
V0462.0.1.1$, Repentance and renouncement of worldly life due to experiencing miracle-like manifestation.
(Repentant becomes anchorite, Sufi, ascetic, or the like). Type: 759D$.
Link: |V0315.1, Power of repentance. |V0337$, Renewal of one's faith. (Usually as confirmation or being `bornagain' in that faith).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 636.>
V0462.0.2, Since salvation is predestined, asceticism deemed useless.
Link: |V0318$, Fatalism. Belief in predestination, not free-will.>

V0462.0.4, Murderer becomes ascetic. Type: 756C.
Link: |V0229.20, Downfall of ascetic (saint [becomes sinner]). |V0315.3.1$, `He who is penitent is like him who is
sinless'. |V0522.2$, Sinner repents after miraculous (mystical) experience. |V0528$, Sinner becomes saint.

Ref.: DOTTI 415.>
V0462.0.7$, Austerities as means to asceticism.
Link: |P0012.14.1$, Modest ruler lives austerely. |U0105$, Social life is treacherous and conflict-bound (strife);
noble living is in the wilderness--(compare: `The noble savage'). |U0250.1$, Enjoyment of life recommended.
(Usually because life is short).>

V0462.0.7.1$, Sufism (mysticism, asceticism): why "sûfî" (`woolen') attire is conducive to introspection
(meditation).
C

Link: |W0004.0.1$, "Men of God" (rigâl Allâh/bitû rabbinâ).

Ref.: ThaClabî 23.>
V0462.0.7.2$, Introspection leads to reduction of greed.
Link: |V0462, Asceticism [(tasawwuf, zuhd)].

Ref.: ThaClabî 23.>
V0462.1, Maintaining silence as ascetic practice.
Link: |F0569.3, Silent person.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Intro. "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 9.>
V0462.2.3, Death from ascetic devotions.
Link: |F1041.1.11, Death from fear. |T0081, Death from love. |V0462.8.0.2$, shath: philosophical unorthodoxy due
to ascetic immersion.

Ref.: ThaClabî 3/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 13-1; Ibshîhî 209-10 213-15; Basset Mille
III 456 no. 276, 423 no. 253, 458 no. 277, 513 no. 312; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": no. 49; Yâfi)î
64-65.>
V0462.2.3.1$, Ascetic dies (faints) from awesomeness of holy thought (passage, image, etc.).
Link: |N0384.14$, Death (madness) from awe at sight of supernatural being (deity). |Z0063.7.1$, Exasperation:
`one's gallbladder (marârah) bursts'.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 3: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 13-1.>
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V0462.3, Ascetic weeping.
Link: |F1051, Prodigious weeping. Usually by saint.>

V0462.3.1$, Weeping by the pious as worship.
Link: |F1051, Prodigious weeping. Usually by saint. |F0956.7.6.4$, Weeping as cathartic.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 13-14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 33.>
V0462.5, Ascetic tortures his flesh.>
V0462.5.0.1, Ascetic cleric prays to become diseased.

Link: |V0052.16$, Prayer (to God) for one's own death--"O God, take me away!" "O God, grant me death!", etc.>

V0462.7, Ascetic cleric never smiles.
Link: |F0591, Person who never laughs.

Ref.: DOTTI 240/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 305 n. 43; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Intro. "el-Badawî and
Bint-Birrî" no. 56 3/(laughs).>
V0462.8, Ascetic immersion.>
V0462.8.0.1$, tagallî: ascetic trance (ghaybûbah).
Ref.: Khalîfah 292-94; Lane 445, 449-50; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 18-19.>
V0462.8.0.2$, shath: philosophical unorthodoxy due to ascetic immersion.
Link: |A0595.1$, Arch-saint proclaims himself a divinity: "I am God". |J1843$, Accompaniments of aesthetic
devotion (love) mistaken for symptoms of insanity. |P0426.2.1.1$, Unreasonable mystic (sufi)--seems to speak
nonsense.

Ref.: RAFE 23 n. 64, 176 n. 642, 305 n. 42; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî"
no. 56 150; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 150.>
V0462.8.0.3$, 'ingidhâb: madness (dissociation) from ascetic immersion.
Link: |F0956.7.2.1$, Curative effects of strenuous physical activity (till exhaustion). |F0956.7.7.3$, Venting anger
(stress) by shouting (loud `singing,' `quarrelling,' etc.). |V0093.1$, Ecstasy (trance) through religious dancing (dhikr,
`zikr').

Ref.: Maspero 208 no. 15 n. 1; Burton V 57 n. 1; RAFE 303 n. 31/cf.; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and
Bint-Birrî" 153, "Mental Health" 18-19.>
V0462.8.0.3.1$, Epileptic ecstasy (convulsions).
Link: |F0689.1.1$, Madness from listening to marvelous music or song (violent reactions: ecstatic convulsions,
clothes slit, self-injury, etc.). |F1041.25$, Uncontrollable physical reactions to excessive joy.

Ref.: Maspero 208 no. 15 n. 1; RAFE 176 n. 642.>
V0462.8.2, Saint stands (asleep) while bird builds nest and hatches brood in his hand.
Ref.: Jâhiz V 237-38.>
V0462.8.9$, Accompaniments of sufi ascetic worship (khulwah).
Link: |V0093.1$, Ecstasy (trance) through religious dancing (dhikr, `zikr'). |V0461.5.1$, (khulwah): cloistered
meditation.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 144/(music).>
V0462.8.9.1$, Marvelous occurrences during ascetic (sufi) worship--(tajallî/julwât).
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Ref.: MITON.>
V0462.9, Ascetic cleric leads mendicant life.>
V0462.11, Ascetic cleric renounces world (to become a herder).
Link: |T0450.7.1$, Prostitute becomes ascetic (nun, hermit, etc.). |V0462.15$, Saint (ascetic) scorns worldly power
(secular government). |V0528$, Sinner becomes saint.>

V0462.13, Evil ascetic misuses magic powers obtained through religious meditation.
C

Link: |D1725, Magic power obtained from angels [sihr ulwî (upper magic)]. |V0220.0.8.2$, Harmful saint: uses his
supernatural powers to cause mischief.>

V0462.15$, Saint (ascetic) scorns worldly power (secular government).
Link: |V0462.11, Ascetic cleric renounces world (to become a herder).>

V0462.16$-(formerly, V0221.15$), Saint in conflict with ruler (government).
Link: |P0507.4$, Government by sacred men. |V0229.6, Saint in conflict with druid. |V0462.0.1, Kingship renounced
to become an ascetic.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 377-78 no. 225; Yâfi)î 202-3.>
V0462.16.1$-(formerly, V0221.15.3$), Saint overawes ruler.
Link: |V0206.1$, Awe-inspiring sacred person.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 377-78 no. 225; Yâfi)î 202-3.>
V0463, Religious martyrdom.
Link: |J0216.7$, Manner (cause) of death matters (choice of manner of death). |J1281.1$, "In order not to gain
martyrdom": that is why the tyrant ruler was saved from drowning. |N0800.1$-(formerly, N0801.1$), Helper loses
his life. |V0001.1.3.2$, The cult of martyrdom (al-'istishhâd, al-shahâdah). |V0328.0.1$, Death preferred to
conversion to new religion.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 50/(Thackston 54 no. 25): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 44; Damîrî I 318/(people
of 'ukhdûd); Basset Mille III 74 no. 52; MITON; RAFE 172 n. 635; yChimenti 117-19.>
V0463.0.1$, Martyrs are alive (in heavens).
Link: |E0418$, Dead person is `alive' in grave. |E0722.1.4.1.1$, Souls of martyrs are inside gizzards of green birds in
Paradise. |V0463.0.2.2.1$, Martyrs make their presence felt (beating drums, chanting, or the like).

Ref.: Boqarî 42/cf./(on Earth); Khalîfah 203; MITON; RAFE 172 n. 636; Shamy (el-) Beyond
Oedipus 9-11/(they marry).>
V0463.0.1.1$, Houris as reward for male martyrs (in Paradise).
Link: |F0499.2.3$, Marriage to hûriyyât as reward.

Ref.: Burton I 90 n. 1 217/cf.>
V0463.0.1.2$, Houris as attending maids for sacred female (in Paradise).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 652.>
V0463.0.2$, Hierarchy (stratification) of martyrs.
Link: |H0257.1, Grade of holiness tested: one whose candle burns down first. |V0220.0.1$, Hierarchy (stratification)
of saints.

Ref.: RAFE 172 n. 635.>
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V0463.0.2.1$, Highest ranks of martyrs are situated closest to God.
Link: |A0698.6.1.1$, The highest strata in paradise are those closest to God.

Ref.: RAFE 303 n. 32.>
V0463.0.2.2$, Community of martyrs.
Link: |E0755.1.5$, Hierarchy (stratification) of souls in the Isthmus (al-barzakh).

Ref.: Boqarî 42.>
V0463.0.2.2.1$, Martyrs make their presence felt (beating drums, chanting, or the like).
Link: |E0300, Friendly return from the dead. |E0545.19.1.1$, The dead cannot speak back, but communicate with the
living through other means. |V0463.0.1$, Martyrs are alive (in heavens).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Beyond Oedipus 9-11/(visit living in dream), Boqarî 42/cf.>
V0463.2, First martyr: John the Baptist.
Link: |J1159.1.1.1$, Severed head displayed on platter (tray) as proof of execution (beheading). (Usually on gold or
silver platter).

Ref.: ThaClabî 213; RAFE 173 n. 638.>
V0463.2.0.1$, First martyr.
Ref.: RAFE 173 n. 638.>
V0463.2.0.1.1$, First martyr: Abel son of Adam murdered by his brother (Cain).
Link: |V0463.7.3$, Martyrdom: being unjustly killed (executed).

Ref.: ThaClabî 28; RAFE 173 n. 638.>
V0463.2.1$, John the Baptist: lord and leader of all martyrs on Day of Judgment.
Ref.: ThaClabî 213; RAFE 173 n. 638.>
V0463.7$, Occurrences (and deeds) that entitle a person to the rank of martyrdom.
Link: |H0257, Holiness of saint tested: asked to perform miracles. |V0006.0.2$, Afflictions (sufferings) are expiatory
(kaffârât).

Ref.: Khalîfah 202-16; RAFE 172 n. 635.>
V0463.7.1$, Martyrdom: giving own life for a religious cause (`for the sake of God').
Ref.: MITON; RAFE 172 n. 635.>
V0463.7.1.1$, Martyrdom: giving own life for a national (patriotic) cause.
Link: |P0504.2$, `Martyrdom' (death, execution) at hands of colonial ruler.

Ref.: RAFE 172 n. 635.>
V0463.7.1.2$, Martyrdom: giving own life for justice.
Link: |P0504.2$, `Martyrdom' (death, execution) at hands of colonial ruler.

Ref.: DOTTI 637/{Egy}; RAFE 172 n. 635; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32.>
V0463.7.2$, Martyrdom: having one's life taken away (`sacrificed') to save lives of many.
Link: |S0125, Immolation. [To offer as sacrifice]. |V0310.5$, Community's survival more important than
individual's.

Ref.: RAFE 172 n. 635.>
V0463.7.3$, Martyrdom: being unjustly killed (executed).
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Link: |P0504.2$, `Martyrdom' (death, execution) at hands of colonial ruler. |S0105$, Rapist murders victim.
|T0326.3, Martyrdom to preserve virginity. |V0463.2.0.1.1$, First martyr: Abel son of Adam murdered by his brother
(Cain).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 172 n. 635.>
V0463.7.4$, Martyrdom: dying from (for) love.
Link: |T0081, Death from love. |W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial, selflessness).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 532-36; RAFE 172 n. 635.>
V0463.7.5$, Martyrdom: dying accidental, unnatural (violent) death (e.g., by drowning, burning, etc.).
Type: 824B$.
Link: |G0303.22.15.1$, "In order not to gain martyrdom": that is why Eblis saved pious person from violent death.
(Usually a blind person). |J1281.1$, "In order not to gain martyrdom": that is why the tyrant ruler was saved from
drowning. |Q0087.3.0.1$, Long-suffering rewarded.

Ref.: ThaClabî 26-27/(26): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 61 80; DOTTI 452/{lit.}; MITON;
RAFE 172 n. 635, 303 n. 32.>
V0463.7.5.1$, Martyrdom: being killed (devoured) by sacred animal.
Link: |B0811.12$, Sacred crocodile.

Ref.: Ions 124/(by crocodile); RAFE 172 n. 635.>
V0463.7.5.2$, Martyrdom: dying during childbirth.
Link: |P0231.3.0.1$, Motherhood. Mother's love for child: self-sacrifice, self-denial, self-abnegation, etc.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 50/(Thackston 54 no. 25): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 44; MITON Intro. 11 n.
60; RAFE 172 n. 635.>
V0464, Self-torture to secure holiness.
Link: |J0564, Intemperance in worship. |Q0522, Self-torture as penance. |T0333, Man mutilates himself to remove
temptation. |V0008.9.1$, Struggle against the sinful urges of the `self' (`the greater-jihâd'). |V0469.4$, Ritual
castration (so as to qualify for serving at temple, church, etc.).

Ref.: Budge/Spitta Romances 286 no. B-10.>
V0465, Clerical vices.
Ref.: Ritter I.1 346-55 no. 35.>
V0465.1, Incontinence of clergy.
Link: |J1264, Repartee concerning clerical incontinence. |X0420$, Jokes on performers of grave-side rituals
(`fu'ahâ'/lower clerics: fuqahâ).>

V0465.1.1, Incontinent monk (priest).
Ref.: MITON.>
V0465.1.1.1, Monk seduces girl; then kills her; becomes infidel. Type: 824A$.
Link: |M0212.3$, Devil at gallows repudiates his bargain with cleric (hermit).

Ref.: Qazwînî II 171-72; Chauvin VIII 128 no. 118; DOTTI 451.>
V0465.1.1.2, Marriage of clerics.>
V0469$, Clerical vices--miscellaneous.>
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V0469.1$, Holy text (scripture) forged by cleric.
Link: |K1961.1.2.1, Parody sermon. [Fabricated holy text]. |K1962, False prophet. |V0371$, Moslem traditions about
al-kitâbiyyîn ("People-of-the-Book": Jews and Christians Also called dhimmiyyîn/'ahl al-dhimmah).

Ref.: DOTTI 578 640 895/{lit.}.>
V0469.1.1$, Luke as the falsifier of the Evangel.
Ref.: MITON.>
V0469.4$, Ritual castration (so as to qualify for serving at temple, church, etc.).
Link: |A1313.0.1.1$, Rûm (Romans, Christians) as the first people to practice castration of monks. |S0176.1.3$,
Father castrates son. |T0333.4, Tempted holy man mutilates [his] genitals. |V0384.0.1$, Interpretation by the overt
(literal, al-zâhir, Zâhirite) and interpretation by the covert (veiled, al-bâtin, Bâtinite). |V0464, Self-torture to secure
holiness.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 124-25.>
V0470, Clerical vows.
Link: |P0351$, Covenant of sufi brotherhood: pledge of allegiance (Cahd) required for joining (religious)
brotherhood.>

V0472, Clerical vows because of disappointment in love.
Ref.: Alf I 221/ff.>
V0475, Renunciation of clerical vows.>
V0475.9$, Anchorite (sufi, ascetic, etc.) leaves order--miscellaneous reasons.>
V0475.9.1$, Anchorite leaves order because of love for girl from different religion.
Link: |T0120$, Interreligious marriages (love-affair): different denominations.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 213-15.>
V0500-V599, Religious motifs--miscellaneous.>
V0510, Religious visions.
Link: |J0157.8.3$, Sleeper's past experience as cause of misleading dream (or nightmare).>

V0510.0.1$, Visions of God's domain.
Link: |V0510.1, God speaks in vision to devotee.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0510.0.1.1$, Visions of God's throne.
Link: |A0152-(formerly, A0156.6$), God's throne. [(CArsh/Empyrean)].>

V0510.1, God speaks in vision to devotee.
Link: |E0721.1.0.1$, The dead `come to' (communicate with) the living in dreams (visions). |V0113.0.1, Miracles at
shrines. |V0510.0.1$, Visions of God's domain.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 193/(Osiris speaks to Horus); Maspero 171 no. 9 179 no. 10/cf.>
V0510.1.1$, Image of deity speaks in vision to devotee. Type: 506**,/760B$.
Link: |A0189.11.1$, Deity addresses mortal as own child (son, daughter). |E0721.1.0.1$, The dead `come to'
(communicate with) the living in dreams (visions). |V0263, Portrait of the Virgin appears to devotees. [Apparition].
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Ref.: R.L. Green 63 no. 96/(Sphinx speaks to Thuthmosis); Ions 71/(Sphinx speaks to Thuthmosis);
DOTTI 426; RAFE 306 n. 49/cf.>
V0510.2, Only man without sin can see God.
Link: |K0445.1, God to reveal self to those of legitimate birth. All afraid to admit not seeing God. |K0445.2$, Only
those of legitimate birth are to be able to see an object (mantle). All afraid to admit that they do not see it.>

V0510.3$, Visions of sacred personages (prophets) by mortal (Adamite, jinni).
Ref.: no. 49; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "The Bedouin" no. 48.>
V0510.3.1$, Sacred person (prophet, saint) speaks in vision to mortal. Type: 506**,/760B$.
Link: |V0235.0.1, Mortals visited by angel in vision.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 422 423; DOTTI 93 426 492/{Egy}; RAFE 304 n. 38; Shamy (el-) Beyond Oedipus 911/(martyr); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a 12; Yâfi)î 27-32.>
V0510.4$, Miraculous healing by sacred person seen in vision.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": no. 49; Yâfi)î 112-13/(by beautiful maiden).>
V0511, Visions of the other world.
Link: |E0177, Resuscitated man relates visions of beyond.

Ref.: Maspero 150 no. 8/cf.; Simpson 203 n. 14.>
V0511.1, Visions of heaven. Type: cf. 802C*.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 201; DOTTI 445; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 140; Yâfi)î 175/cf.>
V0511.1.1, Saints have visions of heaven.
Link: |V0223.0.1$, Clairvoyance of prophets and saints.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 652.>
V0511.1.3$, Visions of rewards in heaven (paradise). Type: 779, 802C*.
Link: |E0178.3.1$, Pious brother and sister reunited in Paradise (heaven). (Seen in vision).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 652; DOTTI 435 445; MITON; Yâfi)î, 175 212-13.>
V0511.2, Visions of hell.
Ref.: ThaClabî 158; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 140.>
V0511.3, Visions of purgatory ([al-barzakh]).
Link: |E0755.0.4.1$, al-barzakh (Isthmus) as the abode of humans' souls. |E0755.3, Souls in purgatory.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 16.>
V0511.3.1$, Visions of reunion of families (chaste lovers, friends, etc.) in purgatory.
Link: |E0178.3$, Reunion of families (chaste lovers, friends, etc.) on Resurrection Day (in the hereafter).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 652/cf./(in Paradise); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 16;
Yâfi)î 174-175-(vision).>
V0512, Vision of judgment. Man sees his own soul being judged.
Link: |U0282.0.1$, Debate with oneself over merits of living or dying (committing suicide).

Ref.: Maspero 150 no. 8; Simpson 202 n. 9.>
V0512.1, His faith into the balance. [True faith tips the scale in one's favor]. Type: 802A*.
Link: |A0464.5$, `The balance' of Judgment Day: for weighing religious exercise (soul, heart, etc.). |V0085.5.1.1$,
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Desiring death (and burial) in "Holy Land".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 18-19/cf./(sadaqah) 639/cf.; Basset Mille III 530 no. 322; DOTTI 444.>
V0512.2, Man whose only good deed was unintentional sees this deed outweigh all his evil in the scales of
judgment. Type: 802A*.>
V0512.3$, His soul at midway. Measuring the distance between point of departure from sinning to point of
arrival to intended repentance (atonement): if closer to destination (even by a hair), deceased is taken to
Paradise. Type: 802A*.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 18-19 639.>
V0513, Saints have miraculous visions.>
V0513.0.1$, A prophet's vision (dream) is a command from God (wahy, 'ilhâm).
Link: |A0182.3.5.1.1$, God's revelation of truth (message) to His Messenger (chosen mortal)--(wahy/'ilhâm).
|V0008.1$, Obedience to God (deity): unquestioning compliance with divine commandments.

Ref.: Khalîfah 200; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 158.71; RAFE 181 n. 655; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 9.>
V0513.0.3$, Visions (ru'â) are one of forty-six signs of being a prophet (sent by God).
Link: |A0182.3.5.1.1$, God's revelation of truth (message) to His Messenger (chosen mortal)--(wahy/'ilhâm).
|V0210.0.2.0.2$, Signs (evidence, proof) of prophethood (other than miracles). |V0513.0.1$, A prophet's vision
(dream) is a command from God (wahy, 'ilhâm).

Ref.: ThaClabî 72; ThaClabî 73; Ibshîhî 443/(one of sixty); Khalîfah 185; RAFE 180 n. 654.>
V0513.1, Saint incited (instructed) through vision.>
V0514, Non-religious visions.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 250 no. 27; MITON.>
V0515, Allegorical visions.
Link: |D1812.3.3.5, Prophetic dream allegorical. |J0157.8.3$, Sleeper's past experience as cause of misleading dream
(or nightmare). |M0311.0.4.2$, Dream about light issuing out of person: birth of great leader (hero, prophet, savior,
etc.).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 180 n. 653.>
V0515.1, Allegorical visions--religious.
Link: |D1812.3.3.5.3$, Allegorical dreams: squeezing grapes, feeding birds from bread tray carried on top of head
(becoming liquor-server, crucifixion and being eaten by vultures).

Ref.: ThaClabî 32: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 90; DOTTI 623/{Egy}; MITON; SchmidtKahle I 254-56 no. 64; Wehr 452 no. 18.>
V0515.1.1, Vision of chairs (thrones) in heaven. Chairs of gold, silver, crystal (glass) assigned to saints
according to merit.
Link: |E0755.1.1, Heavenly hierarchy.

Ref.: DOTTI 87 352 445/{lit.}; MITON.>
V0515.1.2, Wife sees moon enter mouth of husband; husband sees star enter mouth of wife: famous child
(saint) will be born.
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Link: |F0779.5.1$, Woman sees knight (horseman) issue out of her (vagina) while urinating. |F0960.1.0.2$, Beam
(ray) of light shines at birth (conception) of holy person. |F0961.2.1, Bright star indicates birth of holy person.
|M0312.0.4, Mother's symbolic dream (vision) about the greatness of her unborn child. |V0515.1.2.2$, Woman sees a
celestial body (moon, star) issue out of her vagina and scatters into various parts of nation (Egypt). Signifies that first
savant would come from Egypt, and his knowledge will spread to most countries.>

V0515.1.2.1$, Joseph's vision of future greatness: sun, moon, and eleven stars kneeling before him.
Link: |D1812.3.3.5.1, Allegorical dream: ripe and unripe ears, fat and lean kine. |V0515.2.4$, Vision in which youth
sees Sun and Moon at his right and left, and king (father) kneeling (humbled) before him. |V0516.1$, Vision of
future abundance (prosperity) followed by drought. (Pharaoh's dream). |Z0159.0.3.1$, Humbled celestial body (star,
sun, moon, etc.): ruler (king, chief, patriarch) will suffer like fate.

Ref.: ThaClabî 65; DOTTI 285 402 435 584 709/{Egy, lit., Plst}.>
V0515.1.2.2$, Woman sees a celestial body (moon, star) issue out of her vagina and scatters into various
parts of nation (Egypt). Signifies that first savant would come from Egypt, and his knowledge will spread to
most countries.
Link: |A0437.1$, Fertility distributed among different regions by burial of organ (body part) in a region. (Osiris).
|F0779.5.1$, Woman sees knight (horseman) issue out of her (vagina) while urinating.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 443.>
V0515.1.6$, Vision of religious faith (personified).
Link: |Z0129.0.1$, Person's religious faith ('îmân) personified.>

V0515.1.6.1$, Vision in which one's own religious faith abandons him during commission of sin.
Link: |A0189.8.1.0.1$, Angel-keepers abandon mortal during commission of sin. |Q0553.8.1$, Kingship withdrawn
from king (prophet) for commission of sin.

Ref.: ThaClabî 32: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 90.>
V0515.2, Allegorical visions--political.
Link: |H0767, Allegorical riddles. |Z0179$, Act allegorically interpreted.

Ref.: ThaClabî 187-88; Ibshîhî 435; DOTTI 306 401/{Mrc, Mrc, Syr}; Farrân (al-) and Son "Al-Fann
al-)azîm Y" 3; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis III 246-62 no. 48; Laoust Maroc 47-48 no. 42; MITON; Y.
Shâkir I 291-95; Sâ)î 138-42 no. 28[+1].>
V0515.2.1.1, Vision in which king sees whelps reared by him gather dogs of Ireland and Britain against him
but suffer death in battle at last. The whelp is one of king's two foster sons.
Link: |Z0190.1.2.1$, Symbolism: dog seen in dream--wicked man.>

V0515.2.1.1.1$, Vision in which chieftain (king) sees wolf's whelp raised by him join a lion and both attack
his people. The whelp is the son of the chieftain's sister, who allies himself with his paternal-uncle.
Ref.: Zîr 139.>
V0515.2.3, Vision in which king sees his four sons changed into lion, greyhound, beagle, cur, which fight
with alternating success, until lion subdues the other three.>
V0515.2.4$, Vision in which youth sees Sun and Moon at his right and left, and king (father) kneeling
(humbled) before him. Type: 725.
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Link: |Z0159.2.1$, Symbolism: sun--patriarch, a significant person.

Ref.: DOTTI 400 401 535/{Alg, Egy}; Frobenius Kabylen: Atlantis III 202-8 no. 44.>
V0515.2.5$, Vision (scene) in which white chieftainess (woman) sees black bird defeat numerous white
ones: she gives birth to black son who will becomes hero. Type: 513D$, 857A$.
C

Link: |L0113.1.8$, Black man (black-slave) in `white' nation (tribe) as hero. ( Antar, Abu-Zaid, etc.). |T0570.2$,
Characteristics of newborn are due to mother's craving. |Z0143.4$, Blackness as symbol of (physical) strength.

Ref.: DOTTI 273 477; Wickett 70.>
V0516, Vision of future. Type: 725, 725A$, cf. 335, 517.
Ref.: Basset Mille I 203-4 no. 64; DOTTI 427/{Egy}; CFMC: CUKH-I no. 5/cf.>
V0516.1$, Vision of future abundance (prosperity) followed by drought. (Pharaoh's dream).
Link: |D1812.3.3.5.1, Allegorical dream: ripe and unripe ears, fat and lean kine. |F0171.1, Fat and lean kine [(cattle,
cows)] in otherworld. |P0603.1$, Storing provisions (rations) intended for consumption during extended period
(season, year, etc.). |V0515.1.2.1$, Joseph's vision of future greatness: sun, moon, and eleven stars kneeling before
him.>

V0517$, Instructive sleeper's-vision or dream (ru'yah, manâm).
Link: |D1810.8, Magic knowledge from dream. |G0302.9.6, Demons fool men in their dreams . [('adghâthu 'ahlâm)].
|J0157, Wisdom (knowledge) from dream. [Instructive dream].

Ref.: Maspero 147 no. 8 171 no. 9; Ibn-CAasim no. 256; Ibshîhî 269; Basset Mille II 77 no. 30 III
382 no. 229; DOTTI 420 525 624/{Jrd, lit.}; MITON; RAFE 180 n. 653, 306 n. 49; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1-c 13, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2, "Belief Characters"
32-33 n.; Spitta Grammatik 462-63.>
V0520, Salvation.>
V0521$, Salvation (release from Hell) through intercessor.
Link: |V0067.6.1$, Protecting the deceased by answering correctly for him.

Ref.: Hadrî (el-) AFann al-=insâniyyah" 3-4 [no. 2]; Scelles-Millie Maghreb 316-18 no. 43.>
V0521.1$, Salvation through intercession of prophet.
Ref.: Qazwînî I 105-106/(for Hârût and Mârût); Ibshîhî 156.>
V0521.1.1$, Prophet Mohammed as the Intercessor (ash-shafîC).
C

C

Link: |Q0174.0.1$, 'ash-shafâ ah al- uzmâ: God grants person (prophet, saint) the boon of releasing souls from hell.

Ref.: Hadrî (el-) AFann al-=insâniyyah" 3-4 [no. 2]; CIdwî (al-) 217; MITON; Osman 221-23; RAFE
305 n. 42; Shamy (el-) Egypt 128 no. 20, "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 13/(shafî) wi damîn).>
V0521.2$, Salvation through intercession of saint.
Ref.: CIdwî (al-) 265.>
V0521.2.1$, Angel who commits sin seeks saint's intercession.
Link: |B0251.4.1.1, Wild beast seeks protection of saint [(prophet)] against hunters.

Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) II 165.>
V0521.2.2$, Saint's followers as spiritual (social) club.
Link: |P0140.0.1$, Persons of influence. |P0350$, Sufi brotherhood (religious order). |P0503.5$, Favoritism
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(mahsûbiyyah). |V0220.0.8.3$, Intercession by compassionate saint stops vengeful saint from carrying out extreme
punishment. |V0293.0.1.1$, The `nation of the afflicted' ('dawlat al-mubtalîn': i.e., the miserable).

Ref.: RAFE 306 n. 49.>
V0521.2.2.1$, Saint favors his (her) proteges (mahâsîb).
Link: |A0184.0.1$, God's favorite people (nation). |P0344.1$, Conflict between two teachers over disciple.

Ref.: RAFE 151 n. 560; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
V0521.3$, Salvation through intercession of deity.
Ref.: Simpson 202 n. 8.>
V0522, Sinner reformed after visit to heaven and hell.>
V0522.1$, Sinner repents upon seeing signs of Day of End of World (Qiyâmah).
Link: |A1002.2, Signs before the Day of Judgment. |J0760$, Death must be planned for.>

V0522.2$, Sinner repents after miraculous (mystical) experience. Type: 756C, 776$.
Link: |V0229.27.2.1$, Saint reforms robbers (sinners). |V0315.5$, Repenting before it is too late. |V0330,
Conversion from one religion to another.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 477-48/(drunkard); DOTTI 54 404 415 424 434 623/{Egy, Irq, lit.}.>
V0522.2.1$, Outlaw (bandit) reformed after legitimately becoming rich (finding treasure or the like). Type:
cf. 776$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 463.>
V0525, Sinner who thinks of God saved; devotee who thinks of worldly things goes to hell. Type: 460A,
461.
Ref.: DOTTI 229 231.>
V0528$, Sinner becomes saint. Type: 756C, 756C1$.
C

Link: |J0167.3.1$, Teachings of 'Ibn- Arûs: a repentant sinner. |J0801$, Adapting to changed environment (social or
physical). |L0167$, Robber (thief) becomes policeman (lawman). |T0450.7.1$, Prostitute becomes ascetic (nun,
hermit, etc.). |V0113.6$, Evil doer enshrined (as saint). |V0229.12, Sinful beauty is converted and spends the end of
her life doing penance (Mary Magdalene, Mary of Egypt, [Fâtima Bint-Birrî], and Thais). |V0229.20, Downfall of
ascetic (saint [becomes sinner]). |V0462.11, Ascetic cleric renounces world (to become a herder).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 208; DOTTI 416 417; Elder 32-33 no. III-17; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî"
161 (no. 56), "Eg. Balladry": "Karîm and Karîmah" no. 9, "Armanyoas" no. 62 23/cf.; Spoer-Haddad 165-6;
Tahhân II 59-62.>
V0530, Pilgrimages.
Link: |P0169.8.1$, Stranded pilgrim as most pitiful. |N0771.0.1.1$, Losing way en route to (from) pilgrimage leads
to adventure--(usually mystical). |V0085, Religious pilgrimages.

Ref.: Ions 57.>
V0531, Pilgrimage to Holy Land.
Link: |N0711.7$, Lover sees beloved first while she is traveling. |V0085.1$, Preparations for pilgrimage.>

V0532, Pilgrimage to Mecca.
Link: |C0908.1.2.1.1$, Pilgrimage to Mecca seven times renders a person "sinful for Hell fires to touch" (i.e., gives
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immunity from Hell). |P0418.7.3$, mutawwif (professional guide to circumambulation and related pilgrimage rituals.
Also provider of room and board).

Ref.: Damîrî II 154; Amîn 155; Boqarî 191-96; DOTTI 419 680 937/{lit., Mrc, Plst}; Farrân (al-)
and Son "Al-Fann al-)azîm Y" 3; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 92-94/(safe return celebrated); MITON; Osman 22754; Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 20 n., Egypt 16 no. 2, 132 no. 22, 158 no. 33, "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and
Gamîl" no. 17; TAWT 435 438 442.>
V0532.1$, First pilgrimage to Mecca (undertaken by Adam).
Ref.: ThaClabî 22-23/(22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 47.>
V0535, Pilgrimage to Jerusalem.
Link: |V0085.0.1.3$, `taqdîs': pilgrimage to al-Quds (Jerusalem) by Moslems or Christians.

Ref.: DOTTI 394 317 518/{lit.}; MITON.>
V0540, Intervention of Providence saves person's life. Type: cf. 910K, 930.
Link: |N0699.3.1$, Truth learned (or terms of bargain fulfilled) as execution is about to be carried out. Condemned
person is thus saved. |Q0154, Immunity from death by violence as reward. |R0211.5.2.1$, Fetters break
(accidentally) and allow captive to escape. |R0341, Escape by intervention of Providence. |V0220.0.7.1.1$, Pleading
to saint for help brings about providential relief.

Ref.: Damîrî I 249-50; Ibshîhî 423/(drowning man); Basset Mille III 295 no. 177/cf.; DOTTI 574
622.>
V0540.0.1$, Providence (God's wisdom) is behind seemingly apparent injustice (i.e., `The Lord moves in
mysterious ways'). Type: 759,-759F$, cf. 86$, 1645B*.
Link: |A0102.1.1$, God's wisdom (providence, prudence). |A0604$, Creation of destiny (al-qadar, al-'aqdâr:
determination of fate). |J0225.0.1, Angel and hermit. Angel takes hermit with him and does seemingly unjust things.
Later shows why each was just. |N0190$, Fate's inexplicable inequalities (injustices). |N0887.6.0.1$, He may
place His Secret (Power) in the [seemingly] weakest of His creatures. |U0061, Dividing after God's fashion: little to
poor, much to rich. |V0318.3$, The seemingly illogical (inexplicable) occurs "for wisdom known [only] to God".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 477-48; DOTTI 35 424 425 893; MITON; RAFE 19 n. 50, 20 n. 52.>
V0540.1$, New lifespan willed (`written') by God for mortal (creature).
Link: |A0604.5.1.1$, A creature does not live a day (an hour) more or less than predestined lifespan. |D1855, Time of
death postponed. [Life-span extended]. |V0318.1.1$, Suppliant pleads "not that God revoke His prejudgment but
only that He lighten its impact".

Ref.: MITON.>
V0541, Man is prevented from taking passage on ship which later sinks.>
V0542.0.1$, Life-saving instructions by supernatural (divine) voice (hâtif).
Link: |F0966, Voices from heaven (or from the air). [hâtif/`munâdî']. |J0164, Wisdom from God. [('ilhâm)].
|M0300.0.1$, Supernatural prophesying or proclaiming voice (hâtif). |N0278, Supernatural voice points out
criminal.>

V0544$, God furnishes substitute (ram) for human sacrifice. (fidâ').
Link: |A1545.2, Animal substituted for human sacrifice. |M0012.1$, Irrevocable sentence carried out figuratively
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when innocence is proved. |P0522.5$, King's worth may not exceed prophet's (Christ's). |S0263.2.1, Gods furnish
substitute for child sacrifice. |V0012.1.1$, Human as (religious) sacrifice. |V0017.0.1.2$, Father sacrifices own son
of in obedience to God's command. (Abraham about to sacrifice Ishmael/Isaac). |V0065.0.6.1.1$, Ram sacrificed in
commemoration of substitute sacrifice (CIid al-'Adhâ). |V0076$, CIid: Moslem bairam(s).

Ref.: ThaClabî 56; Basset III 14 no. 10; Burton I 317 n. 2; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 158.71;
MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 10; Spoer-Haddad 166-67 (humorous)/cf.;
TAWT 380.>
V0544.1$, God (holy man) furnishes replica (a look alike) of person about to be unjustly executed: victimto-be saved.
Link: |A0573$, Divinity (holy man, prophet, etc.) lives in Heaven (Paradise). |A0580, Culture-hero's (divinity's,
[imam's]) expected return. |K0841, Substitute for execution obtained by trickery. |K1840, Deception by
substitution. |K1874.5$, Features of person altered (usually without his knowledge) so that he would be mistaken
for another. |V0211.2.5$, Counter-belief: crucifixion of a substitute for Christ.

Ref.: Damîrî I 245 304.>
V0545$, The guilty are spared for the sake of the innocent.
Ref.: Reesink 152; Shamy (el-) Egypt 153 no. 30.>
V0545.1$, God spares sinful people for the sake of innocent animals.
Link: |A0102.14.1$, Mercy of God.

Ref.: ThaClabî 6/(rain on sinners for sake of animals); Shamy (el-) Egypt 153 no. 30.>
V0545.2$, Person performs an act of benevolence: God forgives sins of sinners for the sake of that act.
Link: |A0102.14.3$, Forgiveness of God.

Ref.: RAFE 303 n. 33.>
V0546$, Person about to be swallowed by monster is saved by a natural phenomenon (storm, earthquake,
etc.).
Link: |N0255, Escape from one misfortune into worse. |Q0154, Immunity from death by violence as reward.

Ref.: MITON.>
V0547$, Providence saves infant left behind in a forsaken or inaccessible place (e.g., quarantined building,
or the like). Type: 759,-759F$, cf. 86$, 1645B*.
Link: |R0341, Escape by intervention of Providence.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 423.>
V0547.1$, Infant born of dead mother and left to die in barricaded cave found later alive and suckling milk
from own thumb. Type: cf. 1645B*.
Link: |T0611.1.1.1$, Infant nourished by suckling finger of goddess.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 180/(during pilgrimage).>

W. TRAITS OF CHARACTER
W0-W99, Favorable traits of character
W0000, Favorable traits of character.>
W0001$, Pervasiveness of "interpersonal response traits" (personality)--favorable and unfavorable.
Link: |U0130.0.3$, Pervasiveness of habitual behavior, even in matters of worship. |U0304.0.5$, Relativity of
perceiving traits of character (personal manners). |Z0094.2.2$, Symbolism: balanced and imbalanced persons.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17.>
W0001.1$, Consistency of an interpersonal response trait: it is indivisible. Type: 480, 613, 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |W0010.0.1$, Mercy's sole form (indivisible nature): `He who is not merciful to a dog, is not merciful to a deer,
is not merciful to a kid (goat); and he who is not merciful to a sparrow, is not merciful to a boy'.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 428.>
W0002$, Nobility of character is due to descent (pedigree/origin/'asl, paternal descent/hasab, inlaws/nasab). Type: 911*.
Link: |J0482.5$, Young man advised to choose as wife a girl of proven (good) ancestry ('asîlah). |J0171.9.5$,
Counsel: associate only with persons of good 'asl (ancestry, pedigree). |P0208.9.1$, Good pedigree on both father's
line of descent and mother's (`to be of hasab and nasab').

Ref.: Zîr 90/poem.>
W0003$, 'ibn-halâl (`of legitimate birth$, i.e., of good character, noble). Type: 613, 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |J1270, Repartee concerning the parentage of children. |W0103$, 'ibn-harâm (`bastard$, `of illegitimate
birth$, i.e., of bad character, vile). |W0251$, Beliefs (theories) about composition of character (personality). Implicit
(folk) Personality theory.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 636-37; DOTTI 3 345 404 683/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "'Noble and Vile' or
`Genuine and False'?" Fabula 24 (1983) 341-46.>
W0003.0.1$, Conduct (behavior, traits) of person of noble character. Type: 613, 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |H1574.1, Test for noble blood. |W0011.5.0.3.1$, `Forgiveness is a trait of the noble'. |W0039.0.1$,
Truthfulness: a trait of noble character.

Ref.: DOTTI 319 345 683/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 158 n. 585.>
W0004$, Religiosity (piety): most favorable trait of character.
Link: |H0069$, Marks of worship (piety, religiosity): physical indicators. |K2058.2$, Feigned piety (religiosity) to
mulct victim. |Q0148$, Piety is the best "rations" for the journey to the hereafter. |T0457.1$, Sexual jihad: female
provides sexual relief to holy warrior as an act of religiosity ("jihâd al-nikâh"/jihad coitu. |V0017.0.1.1$, Sacrifice in
obedience to a deity's command. |V0298$, The pious (as quasi-sacred persons).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 335 671; DOTTI 531/{Sdn}; MITON; RAFE 139 n. 506; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17, "Ibrâhîm Karrûm" no. 35; TAWT 429.>
W0004.0.1$, "Men of God" (rigâl Allâh/bitûC rabbinâ).
Link: |P0352.2$, shaikh of sufi brotherhood orders worldly affairs of followers (marriage, divorce, business, etc.).
|P0507.4$, Government by sacred men.

Ref.: Burton III 140/(Sûfî) n. 1 IX 51 n. 3; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî"
no. 56 150.>
W0004.1$, Being motivated solely by consideration of God's commandments (i.e., doing or avoiding `for
God's sake'--not for secular consideration). Type: 827C$, 953B$.
Link: |D2136.3.1, Mountain moved by prayer. |N0100.0.3.1$, Blaming fate (predestination) frequently is an
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indication of incompetence. |V0301.1$, "Deeds are [judged] according to intent (niyyât)". |V0400-V499, Religious
virtues. |W0011, Generosity [and philanthropy]. |V0318$, Fatalism. Belief in predestination, not free-will.

Ref.: DOTTI 452 660; MITON.>
W0004.2$, Creature (animal, plant, inanimate object, etc.) that praises or worships favored.
Link: |A2869.1.1$, Water constant vibration is due to its praising God.

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 6-7/(Thackston 5 no. 2): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 4
Burton V 305/(serpents worship)/cf.>
W0004.2.1$, Hermit (anchorite, monk, saint) prefers dove (pigeon) for company. (Its cooing is worship).
Link: |H0887.2$, Riddle: what does a bird say?.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0004.3$, Pious (just) person motivated by thought of standing before (answering to) God at Judgment
Day. Type: 919$.
Link: |A0464.5$, `The balance' of Judgment Day: for weighing religious exercise (soul, heart, etc.). |E0178,
Resurrection at Judgment Day. |J0003.2.4$, Thought of hereafter (fear of God, paradise, hell) causes person to
change sinful intent (plan). |V0003.9.2.3$, Required belief in resurrection on Judgment Day. |V0298$, The pious (as
quasi-sacred persons).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 449; DOTTI 585/{lit.}; MITON.>
W0004.4$, Piety: believing that only God heals.
Link: |A0454, God of healing.>

W0004.4.1$, Ailing person forgoes medical treatment declaring: "God is my only physician!", "Only God is
the healer!".
Link: |Q0022.1$, Placing one's faith in God alone rewarded.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 644; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 14.>
W0005$, Characteristic manifestations of pious asceticism (nusk): occupational, regional, and ethnic.
Link: |H0070$, Marks of worship (piety, religiosity): character indicators. |K2058, Pretended piety.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 218-9.>
W0005.1$, Religious groups (denominational, sectarian) manifestations of asceticism.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 218-9.>
W0005.1.1$, Kharijite's asceticism: exaggeration of others's sins (disregarding the fact that God hates
injustice even to the most unjust of all people).
Link: |A0102.16.3$, God hates injustice even to the most unjust (of all people). |V0084.0.1$, takfîr: person judged as
having become a disbeliever. |V0357.4.1$, Kharijites (khawârij) waged the first sectarian war in Islam.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.1.2$, Moslem-Sufi's asceticism (if he dislikes working): becomes fundamentalist (extremist), deems
profit sinful, resorts to begging (soliciting alms). Type: cf. 1645B*.
Link: |J0702.1, Dervish who stops work. [Imitates bird feeding its young; shown his mistake].

Ref.: Jâhiz I 220.>
W0005.1.3$, sharîf's pious asceticism: humility.
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Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.1.4$, Christian's asceticism (if he dislikes working): becomes a hermit/monk: wears woolen
garment, and relies on others to provide.
Link: |V0371$, Moslem traditions about al-kitâbiyyîn ("People-of-the-Book": Jews and Christians Also called
dhimmiyyîn/'ahl al-dhimmah).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 220.>
W0005.1.5$, Jew's asceticism: exaggeration in observing Sabbath.
Link: |V0371$, Moslem traditions about al-kitâbiyyîn ("People-of-the-Book": Jews and Christians Also called
dhimmiyyîn/'ahl al-dhimmah).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.2$, Class (or region) manifestations of asceticism.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.2.1$, Lowly social class's asceticism: arrogance.
Link: |P0752.5.2$, Educating the lower social classes (through free education) criticized. |U0291.1$, Merits and
demerits of lowly social class (al-ghawghâ').

Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.2.2$, Eunuch's asceticism: fighting `Rûm' (Romans, European Christians).
Link: |P0170.0.3.1$, Characteristic behavior (and physical traits) of eunuchs.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.2.3$, Khurâsânî asceticism: pilgrimage and then idleness.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.3$, Occupational manifestations of asceticism.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.3.1$, Philosopher's asceticism: accusing others of negatives that characterize himself (projection).
Link: |P0485, Philosopher. |W0199.3$, Projection: attributing to others one's own shortcomings (defects).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.3.2$, Gardener's pious asceticism: giving up stealing crop.
Link: |P0410, Laborers. |P0411.5$, Gardener. |P0723.1$, Characteristic behavior of peasants (farmers, countrymen).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0005.3.3$, Singer's pious asceticism: becoming prayer leader.
Link: |P0428.0.1$, Singer(s).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 219.>
W0007$, Self-criticism: judicial judging of one's own actions.
Link: |H1553.2, Test of patience: king accepts strong reproof and criticism. |J0919$, Humility of prophets and other
sacred (holy) men. |W0036.2$, Judge (ruler) punishes self for mistreating the accused (litigant).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 115.>
W0010, Kindness.
Link: |J1514$, Wisdom of benevolence (exercising goodwill), and foolishness of malevolence (harboring ill-will).
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|V0443$, Compassion (mercy) as religious virtue.

Ref.: Simpson 186/(recommended); Jâhiz IV 428; Kisâ'î 50/(Thackston 54 no. 25): Shamy (el-)
"Arab Mythology" no. 44; Ibshîhî 165; MITON.>
W0010.0.1$, Mercy's sole form (indivisible nature): `He who is not merciful to a dog, is not merciful to a
deer, is not merciful to a kid (goat); and he who is not merciful to a sparrow, is not merciful to a boy'. Type:
480.
Link: |J0021.58$, "Be merciful". |J0654$, Big problems start as small matters. |U0249.2$, Lack of experience renders
behavior potential minor. |W0010.9.5$, Kindness (mercy) to animals. |Z0193.4.1$, He-sparrow (he-starling)--little
boy.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 428; Ibshîhî 187/cf.; DOTTI 250.>
W0010.1, Saint never drives fly or gnat from his face.
Link: |W0022.1.1.1$, Too conservative to be seen driving away pests (flies).>

W0010.3$, Person so kind that he does not turn down any request (i.e., does not disappoint, injure pride).
Link: |W0164.2$, Injured pride.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0010.3.1$, Person shamed into accepting gift: "Don't make me feel turned town!"--("Don't injure my
pride!"). Type: 1655.
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |K2096.6$, Bribe claimed to be a gift
(charity). |P0503.7$, Bribery (rashwah, `burtail').

Ref.: DOTTI 901.>
W0010.3.1.1$, `The Prophet accepted a gift, [so should you]!'.
Link: |P0788.2$, Social control by shaming (publicly) into compliance (conformity).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0010.3.2$, Gift accepted (in principle), and instantly `presented' back to giver.
Link: |Q0114.2, Gifts as rewards for gifts.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0010.3.3$, Poor (unprofitable) arrangement (deal) tolerated so as not to injure pride of the other party.
Ref.: TAWT 52 n. 52.>
W0010.9$, Kindness (mercy, pity, helpfulness)--miscellaneous acts.
Link: |V0443$, Compassion (mercy) as religious virtue.>

W0010.9.1$, Kindness: nursing the sick. Type: 545F$, 550A, 750D.
Link: |Q0057, Attendance on the sick rewarded. |S0189$, Mistreatment of the sick (patients). |W0154.4.1$, Wife is
still grateful to helpful animal when it becomes sick, husband ungrateful: animal does not retaliate against husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 299 304 408; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 131-32 no. 21.>
W0010.9.2$, Person seemingly dead (fatally wounded) is nursed back to health. Type: 315, 590, 938, 990*.
Link: |E0068, Apparently dead persons revived when certain thing happens. Proper prince appears, or the like.
|N0327$, Apparently (seemingly) dead person entombed (buried `alive'). |N0694.1, Apparently dead woman revives
when dropped. Had swallowed a bone.
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Ref.: DOTTI 140 337 642 691; MITON; Zîr 94.>
W0010.9.3$, Kindness to the once-lofty (wealthy, powerful, etc.) recommended. Type: cf. 895B$.
Link: |L0494$, Vanity of the once-powerful. |N0342.7$, True-friend's actions intended to spare impoverished
friend's dignity misunderstood and hastily condemned.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 15 270-72 427; DOTTI 823 908/{lit.}.>
W0010.9.4$, Pity felt for the afflicted: act of kindness follows. Type: 1540, 1654.
Link: |P0012.9.2$, Noble (merciful, compassionate) king. |W0026.0.3.1.1$, Anger provoked at learning of
unkindness to the weak or helpless (e.g., orphan, widow, sick, etc.).

Ref.: Damîrî II 232-33/(reluctantly); DOTTI 851 900; MITON.>
W0010.9.4.1$, Person sees another grieving over loss of all belongings: gives money out of pity.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0010.9.4.2$, Mistreatment of one's own kind avenged.
Link: |Q0597, Animals avenge injury. |T0075.7$, Scorned lover (seducer) seeks revenge. |U0245$, Empathy: one
person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another also feels its effects. "Vicarious instigation". |U0245.5$,
Empathetic experiencing of adversity (physical handicap, chagrin, etc.). |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah
(gallantry, chivalry, courtliness, graciousness).>

W0010.9.4.2.1$, Woman avenges abuse of womankind. Type: 1406A$.
Link: |N0262$, Train of troubles from boy's (youth's) vengeance. In different disguises he punishes his cheaters
(robbers) by repeated beatings. |T0257.9.0.2$, Jealous husband tortures wife. |W0028.5.1$, Maiden offers to
sacrifice herself for womankind. (Sheherezade).

Ref.: DOTTI 762 775 788 795 804/{Egy}.>
W0010.9.4.4$, Kind judge gives poor litigants money out of own pocket.
Link: |J1179.9, The judge pays fine himself. [Y A] trifling some. |J1192.5.1$, Judge (cleric) falls in love with litigant.
|P0421, Judge. |P0421.0.4$, Merciful (kind) judge. |W0036.2$, Judge (ruler) punishes self for mistreating the
accused (litigant).

Ref.: Burton X 4/Alf IV 290.>
W0010.9.5$, Kindness (mercy) to animals. Type: 156, 156B*, 476*, 505A$, 510-510A, cf. 480, 560.
Link: |Q0051, Kindness to animals rewarded. |V0443.3$, Compassion toward animals recommended. |W0010.0.1$,
Mercy's sole form (indivisible nature): `He who is not merciful to a dog, is not merciful to a deer, is not merciful to a
kid (goat); and he who is not merciful to a sparrow, is not merciful to a boy'.

Ref.: Boqarî 56; DOTTI 63 248 250 315 317.>
W0010.9.5.0.1$, Philanthropic endowment for care of certain animals.
Link: |V0401$, Charitable endowment (waqf/'awqâf): property whose income is to be used for maintaining
philanthropic institution (e.g., school, hospital, orphanage, etc.).>

W0010.9.5.0.1.1$, Philanthropic endowment for feeding street cats.
Ref.: Boqarî 56/cf.; Lane 287/("Gheyt el-quttah/garden of the cat"/hikr).>
W0010.9.5.1$, Nursing animal (bird) given hospitality.
Ref.: Shawqî 260-62 [no. 3].>
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W0010.9.5.1.1$, Nursing cat given hospitality.>
W0010.9.5.1.2$, Captured doe allowed to go back and nurse young. Type: 779J2$.
Ref.: DOTTI 438; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Camel and Gazelle" no. 50.>
W0010.9.5.1.3$, Starving animal (bird) given food (drink). Type: 480.
Ref.: DOTTI 530 608/{Mrc}.>
W0010.9.5.1.4$, Captured bird returned to her chicks (brood).
Link: |B0534.1$, Motherhood among animals.

Ref.: Damîrî II 207.>
W0010.9.5.1.5$, Wounded (sick) animal nursed (treated). Type: 156.
Link: |B0380, Animals grateful for relief from pain.

Ref.: DOTTI 62.>
W0010.9.5.1.6$, Animal spared obnoxious children's mistreatment. Type: 560.>
W0010.9.5.1.6.1$, Animal spared cruel treatment by own kind.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0011, Generosity [and philanthropy].
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |P0320, Hospitality. Relation of host
and guest. |P0012.17.1$, Excessive generosity of kings (chiefs, princes, etc.). |P0775.2.2$, Grant given for the
purpose of advancing human knowledge (in the arts, sciences, personal improvement through education, etc.).
|P0795.0.4.1$, Accommodation through generosity (philanthropy, sharing of wealth).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 218-34 391-92; DOTTI 245 570 591/{Mrc}; Lane 287 (toward cats); MITON.>
W0011.0.1$, Philanthropy: giving without expectations of repayment. Type: 920J$, 936A$, cf. 86$, 953B$,
1645B*.
Link: |J0236.1$, Dutifulness (birr) chosen above all else. |P0339.3$, Excessive generosity (charity) distrusted.
|P0775.2.1$, Grants (gratuities, tips), and acts of generosity (philanthropy). |P0775.2.3$, Water and food made
available to the needy. |Q0115.0.2$, A person's need is met on his behalf as reward--(usually anonymously by king
C

or the like). |W0014.0.2$, Helpfulness (without expectation of reward). (ma rûf).

Ref.: DOTTI 35 591 660 893; MITON.>
W0011.0.2$, Anonymous (unknown) philanthropist.
Link: |P0775.2.0.2$, Giving financial aid without injuring recipient's pride.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 144.>
W0011.0.3$, Lover of own money has no friend, enemy of own money has no enemy.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1026.>
W0011.0.2.0.1$, Arranging for a supposedly anonymous act of philanthropy to be publicized is hypocrisy
(and tabu).
Link: |C0559$, Tabu: ostentatious display (publication) of assets--miscellaneous.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 144.>
W0011.2.1, Emperor thinks day lost when he gives no gifts.>
W0011.2.3$, Generous ruler (rich man, chief, etc.) impoverished.
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Link: |P0500.0.3.1$, Ruler as shepherd. Ruler's responsibilities towards subjects (citizens). |U0062$, Abject poverty.
|V0461.8, Poverty as saintly virtue. |W0151.2.2, Hospitable man impoverished by greedy guests.

Ref.: ThaClabî 89-90.>
W0011.2.3.1$, At his death, once rich person found to own virtually nothing (e.g., only one garment, or the
like). He had given all his possessions to the needy.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of Abu-Bakr" no. 54 14.>
W0011.4, Man lets himself be sold as slave so as to practice generosity.
Link: |J0019$, Knowledge acquired from experiencing the suffering of others. Imitative learning: suffering or
pleasure. |K0252.1, Deceptive sale of another [person] as slave. |P0173.9.2.1$, Salve(s) given away as (religious)
charity. |T0069.6$, Daughter given to beggar (as alms). |U0245$, Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or
pleasure, another also feels its effects. "Vicarious instigation". |V0006.2$, Man (saint) lets himself be sold as slave as
alms to beggar.

Ref.: ThaClabî 129/(el-Khidr).>
W0011.4.2$, Impoverished nobleman makes himself slave so as to able to offer proper hospitality to his
guests. Type: 851C$.
Link: |K1821.5.1$, Person disguises as slave by dyeing self black.

Ref.: DOTTI 473.>
W0011.5, Generosity toward enemy.
Link: |J0026, Enemies can be won more by kindness than cruelty. |K2059.9.2$, Excuse: innocent person sins merely
to justify undeserved condemnation (by adversaries, censurers, etc.). |K2297.0.2$, `Treacherous' friend: aids
(comforts, supports) friend's enemy. |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry, courtliness,
graciousness). |L0350.1, Mildness triumphs over violence: queen advises husband to use kindness to enemy.
|Q0264$, Repayment for good with evil (perfidy) punished. |W0012.6$, Hospitality to enemy (adversary).

Ref.: Simpson 166/cf.; Ibshîhî 255; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAzzûz" no. 36; Taymûr
no. 2783/cf./(advice); Zîr 82.>
W0011.5.0.1$, Enemy's evil deeds met (repaid) with good ones. Type: 159C$,/893A$, 613, 980H$,
613A1$,/980*.
Link: |K2059.9.3$, Excuse: sinning so as to absolve another sinner of sin. |Q0264$, Repayment for good with evil
(perfidy) punished. |W0012.5$, Inhospitality repaid with hospitality. |W0154.0.1$, Perfidy: repayment of good deeds
with evil ones. |V0441, Forgiveness [as religious virtue].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 614-15; DOTTI 68 318 333 345 488 500 544 581 591 592 681 683/{Alg, Egy, Syr};
MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" 3no. 62R; Taymûr no. 2783/(advice).>
W0011.5.0.3$, Forgiveness as personal virtue.
Link: |M0257.3$, Murdered hero asks not to be avenged. (Usually so as to end vendetta cycle). |P0549.2.1$, One
party forgives culprit, the other does not. |P0795$, Accommodation: social interactional process (detente). |V0441,
Forgiveness [as religious virtue].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 39; DOTTI 384/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah"
no. 16, "Lizard and Stone" no. 45, "Snake in Cave" no. 46, "Unjustly-treated Orphan" 6 no. 63; Shawqî 313
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[no. 39]; Zîr 82.>
W0011.5.0.3.0.1$, `True forgiving is [to forego punishment] when capable [to punish]'. Type: 948$.
Link: |H1376.3.3$, Quest: learning true forgiveness.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 257; Ibn-CArabshâh 253; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and BintBirrî" no. 56; Taymûr no. 3042.>
W0011.5.0.3.1$, `Forgiveness is a trait of the noble'. Type: 613, 920G$.
Link: |W0003$, 'ibn-halâl (`of legitimate birth$, i.e., of good character, noble).

Ref.: DOTTI 345 590; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57; Zîr 82.>
W0011.5.0.3.2$, `He who forgives prevails'.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 257.>
W0011.5.0.3.3$, `A vile forgives not even when able [to pardon]'.
Link: |P0535.3$, Excessive (absurd) demands made by injured party as price of `forgiveness' in order to preclude
reconciliation. |W0103$, 'ibn-harâm (`bastard$, `of illegitimate birth$, i.e., of bad character, vile).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0011.5.1.2$, Victim pardons (forgives) oppressor. Type: cf. 613, 750J$.
Link: |P0212.3$, Wife forgives culprit husband. |P0213.3$, Husband forgives culprit wife. |P0230.6$, Abused
children forgive (pardon) abusive parent(s). |T0471.0.8$, Rape victim feels pity (sympathy) for her ravisher (usually
because of his good looks). |W0204.0.1$, Oppressor and oppressed.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 636-37; DOTTI 345 411; MITON.>
W0011.5.5, Conqueror spares city.>
W0011.7.1, Impoverished nobleman offers wife to ruler. Latter spares her honor and aids the couple.
Link: |T0069.7$, Impoverished father offers his daughter in marriage.>

W0011.7.3$, Impoverished nobleman unwillingly sells beloved slave-girl; buyer takes notice of their love
and gives her back (as gift). Type: cf. 895B1$.
Link: |P0185.3.1$, Beloved slave-girl asks impoverished master to sell her in order to pay creditors. |Q0056.4$,
Owner (ruler) rewards slave's love for previous master.

Ref.: DOTTI 504 551/{lit.}; MITON.>
W0011.14, Youngest brother shares wealth with older brothers who foolishly lost theirs.
Link: |P0761.1$, Division of inheritance causes conflict.

Ref.: DOTTI 83/{Sdi}.>
W0011.14.3$, Youngest sister shares wealth with older sisters who foolishly lost theirs. Type: 551B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 309.>
W0011.17$, Winner of game consoles loser.
Link: |K2010.4$, Treacherous one-time winner. Loses repeatedly and is forgiven, but refuses to yield when finally
wins. |W0011.5, Generosity toward enemy.>

W0011.17.1$, Generous gambler: gives winnings back to loser.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0011.18$, Creditor forgives debtor's obligations (publicly) for the sake of a third party.
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Link: |T0005.1.4$, Girl attracted to man because of his chivalry (chastity). |T0380.6.1$, A man's chivalrous acts
toward woman. |W0164.1.8$, Publication of one's own character and personality attributes.>

W0011.18.1$, Reciprocated strokes in duel forgiven for the sake of maiden(s): spectator's award (nuqût).
Link: |P0140.0.3$, Favor (pardon) won through intercession of person of influence. |P0428.9.1.1$, Entertainer'snuqût: monetary gift (gratuity) for a performance (by dancers, musicians, singers, etc.). |P0535.5$, Blood price
forgiven (or surrendered).

Ref.: DOTTI 942/{Egy}.>
W0012, Hospitality as a virtue.
Link: |J0562.0.1$, "Charity (hospitality) is by [giving] what is at hand".

Ref.: DOTTI 643 832/{Lbn, Syr}; MITON; Ritter I.3 484-501 no. 111; Sârîs (al-) 366-8.>
W0012.2, Man looks for strangers so as to bestow hospitality on them.
Link: |H0035.8$, Identification (recognition) by extraordinary hospitality (generosity).

Ref.: Damîrî II 154-55.>
W0012.2.0.1$, `The Prophet recommended [being hospitable to] the stranger'.
Link: |P0305.1.1.1$, `The Prophet recommended [caring for] neighbors as far as the seventh [house away]'. |P0320,
Hospitality. Relation of host and guest.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 12.>
W0012.2.2$, Hospitable person cannot eat except with guests (strangers).
Link: |V0400.1$, Sharing own meager resources (food, drink, shelter, etc.) with the needy (weak).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0012.2.3$, Host angered by guest's seeming attempt to pay for hospitality received.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 218.>
W0012.3$, Theft to avoid inhospitality forgiven.
Ref.: DOTTI 230 412 892/{Egy}.>
W0012.5$, Inhospitality repaid with hospitality.
Link: |W0154.0.1$, Perfidy: repayment of good deeds with evil ones.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 183-84/(MuCâwiyah); 'غhâj Bujâ 29; CA.A. al-Hasan Rashâydah 99; DOTTI
646/{Egy}; Sârîs (al-) 358-60; Sulaymân 192 no. VIII-15/1.>
W0012.5.1$, Interreligious hospitality: hospitality to member(s) of opposing religion (usually during time of
open conflict).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0012.5.1.1$, Christian hospitable to Moslem in frontier town (or vice versa).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0012.6$, Hospitality to enemy (adversary).
Link: |W0011.5, Generosity toward enemy.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial, selflessness). Type: 976.
Link: |N0351.2, Beggar accidentally overlooks money put into his way. |V0463.7.4$, Martyrdom: dying from (for)
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C

love. |W0014.9.1$, Helper, though needy, refuses reward (compensation) for his chivalrous act (ma rûf). |W0028,
Self-sacrifice.

Ref.: DOTTI 215 311 549 678 694/{Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 83-86; Hanauer 167-8; Hujelân 250 no.
31-4; MITON; Scelles-Millie Maghreb 316-18 no. 43; Tahhân II 13-14.>
W0013.1$, Anonymous gift (charity) giver gets the same item, anonymously, from recipient. Each thinks
the other is more deserving (needy).
Ref.: Jarâjrah (al-) 125-6; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 37-38 no. 18.>
W0013.2$, Each of three (four) wounded men decides to give life-saving water to the other. All die as each
waits for the other to be served first.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 218.>
W0013.2.1$, Sacrificing self by giving life-saving water to companion.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 231.>
W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry, courtliness, graciousness). Type: 969$, cf. 155.
Link: |J0236.1$, Dutifulness (birr) chosen above all else. |J1847.5$, Inappropriate (foolish) interpretation of chivalry
(courtliness, graciousness). |N0196$, Helper accidentally killed (injured). |N0887.1$, Man enters home to kill owner
(for revenge) but finds himself saving owner's wife from attackers. |T0101.3.4.1$, Groom quality: politeness
(gentleness, mild-manneredness). |T0380.6.1.2$, Chivalrous man does not take advantage of woman when she is
helpless (unconscious, drunk, drugged or the like). |W0011.5, Generosity toward enemy. |W0014.1$, Robber,
disguised as old man on the road, steals marvelous horse when owner dismounts to help him. Moved by owner's
request not to reveal how he got the horse in order not to discredit chivalry, thief returns horse. |W0154.0.1$,
Perfidy: repayment of good deeds with evil ones.

Ref.: DOTTI 549 551 624 626 794/{lit., Tns}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Birdîsî" no.
34, "Ibrâhîm Karrûm" no. 35, “CAzzûz" no. 36.>
W0014.0.1$, Kindness as murû'ah (chivalry, etc.). Type: 969A$.
Link: |V0443.3.2$, Sparing life of nursing animal (with young).

Ref.: DOTTI 672; MITON.>
W0014.0.2$, Helpfulness (without expectation of reward). (maCrûf). Type: 155.
C

Link: |J0708.8$, `Planting a kindness (jamîl/`gimîl'/ma rûf): harvesting a kindness. |P0529.0.2.2.2$, Girl's consent to
C

her marriage may not be secured except by kind means (ma rûf). |W0011.0.1$, Philanthropy: giving without
expectations of repayment.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 161-63; DOTTI 60; MITON.>
W0014.0.2.1$, Do an act of benevolence (maCrûf) then cast it into the sea.
Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 104; Taymûr no. 163.>
W0014.0.3$, Protection given to fugitive who asks for it ('istijârah/'ijârah). (Protector imperils self). Type:
155, 165C$, 779J1$, 779J2$.
Link: |J0715, Kindness unwise when it imperils one's food supply. |P0305.1$, The rights of neighbor. |P0322, Guest
given refuge. [Murderer of host's father given refuge].

Ref.: MITON; Ibn-CAasim no. 278; Boqarî 98.>
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W0014.1$, Robber, disguised as old man on the road, steals marvelous horse when owner dismounts to help
him. Moved by owner's request not to reveal how he got the horse in order not to discredit chivalry, thief
returns horse. Type: 969$.
Link: |H1552.3.2$, Which was the more chivalrous (gallant): thief, or owner of marvelous horse? (Owner forgave
thief: thief returned horse to owner). |K0765$, Man pretends to be testing marvelous (swift) horse: abducts woman.
|K0833, Man lured into aiding trickster who has feigned an accident or needs help. Is killed. |K1996.4.2$, Beggar's
feigned disability (e.g., blindness, lameness, etc.). |N0884.2$, Chivalrous (gallant) robber (thief). |U0246.0.1$,
Perfidy (treachery) extinguishes chivalry: learning of how an act of benevolence is repaid with malevolence, people
will refrain from rendering kindly acts.

Ref.: DOTTI 672.>
W0014.1.2$, Pity-evoking thief granted the loot by owner.
Link: |U0025, Theft to avoid starvation forgiven.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0014.1.2.1$, Sparing thief from disgrace (infamy): owner pretends that stolen item was entrusted (given)
to the accused.
Link: |W0045.3.1.1$, Virtuous person witnesses sin (crime) committed but keeps it secret. (Usually infidelity).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 165 166-67/(Bahrâm) 263-64/(forger's).>
W0014.3$, Surrendering property but not honor.
Link: |J0210, Choice between evils.>

W0014.3.1$, Man surrenders money to robbers (raiders), but fights to defend honor (daughter, wife, etc.).
Link: |J0210, Choice between evils. |N0887.1$, Man enters home to kill owner (for revenge) but finds himself
saving owner's wife from attackers.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 254; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-c.>
W0014.3.2$, Woman chooses to have her child(ren) killed than to surrender to seducer. Type: 712, 881.
Link: |K2234.2$, Seducer kills (threatens to kill) woman's child(ren) if she does not surrender. |S0012.2.0.1$, Mother
C

kills her own son. |T0300.0.1$, Preservation of sexual honor (Cird/` ard') is most important.

Ref.: Alf III 12; Burton V 261/cf.>
W0014.4$, Chivalrous warrior (soldier, knight, etc.).
Link: |P0205.9$, Refusal to fight relatives or friends--miscellaneous. |P0173.3.3$, Captured females of defeated
enemy humiliated publicly (by parading or otherwise violating their modesty). |P0677.5$, Fleeing enemy
(combatant, dueler) may not be pursued. |P0785$, `saghranah' (unseemly behavior): committing acts that reduce
one's communal standing (worth).>

W0014.4.1$, Chivalry: refusal to fight a woman. Type: 519, 519A$.
Link: |H0331.6.1, Suitor contest: wrestling with bride.

Ref.: DOTTI 106 289 290/{Egy}; Hujelân 206 no. 206 n. 2; MITON.>
W0014.4.2$, Chivalry: refusal to fight a youth.
Link: |W0215.2, Refusal to fight wounded enemy. [Y] because it would be said he died of previous wounds rather
than the ones hero might inflict.>
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W0014.4.3$, Chivalry: refusal to fight unprepared challenger.
Link: |P0677.4$, Fair dueling: one against one.>

W0014.4.3.1$, Christian heroine (warrior-maiden) refuses to duel with a lone Moslem hero who challenged
her at her own home (camp).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0014.4.3.2$, Hero refuses to kill (fight) challenger who is not a warrior (not combat-worthy).
Ref.: DOTTI 501 502 521/{Egy}.>
W0014.4.3.3$, Chivalry: group refusing to slay the single warrior--(unchivalrous).>
W0014.4.4$, Chivalry: refusal to fight wounded enemy.
Link: |K2014.0.1$, Women pretend to aid wounded warriors, but beat them to death.>

W0014.5$, Husband instructs adulteress wife to go to her parents' home, to demand divorce, and to reject his
offers of reconciliation.
Link: |P0788.2.1$, Fear of public disgrace (fadîhah) obliges victim to be silent.

Ref.: Bâzargân (al-) 206-7 no. 150; Hasaballâh Yahyâ Turâth I:7 84; MITON.>
W0014.6$, Chivalry in safeguarding honor (reputation) of beloved.
Link: |J0224$, Choice between evils: confessing to one crime or another--(usually a more serious one). |K1869.2$,
Girl dies while on clandestine visit to lover; she is moved back to her own bed and said to be asleep. |R0152.1,
Disguised wife helps husband escape from prison. |T0039.1$, Lover protects (defends) the beloved.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 534 535; Hujelân 248 no. 29-4.>
W0014.6.1$, Lover caught while on clandestine visit to his beloved claims to be a thief so as to protect her
reputation (honor).
Link: |J0224.2$, Lover trapped while on clandestine visit to his beloved confesses to theft in order to spare his lady
from public disgrace. |K1517.5, Paramour poses as unsuccessful suitor. When surprised with the wife he tells the
husband that he has been trying to force the woman, with no success. The wife supports the statement. |K1831.2.3$,
Wife's lover claims to be her brother. |Q0451.1.1, Hands cut off as punishment for theft. |T0040$, Lovers mentioned
as brother and sister so as to escape detection.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 282.>
W0014.6.2$, Eloping girl returned to her family by her beloved in order to protect her reputation (honor).
Link: |R0355, Eloping girl recaptured by parents. |T0039.1$, Lover protects (defends) the beloved.

Ref.: DOTTI 281/{Egy}.>
W0014.7$, Priority given to women (and children).
Link: |T0380.6$, Respect for women.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
W0014.7.1$, Chivalrous man helps woman against discourteous men.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 422; DOTTI 273/{Tns}.>
W0014.7.1.1$, Shepherdess helped water her flock--rude shepherds overcome.
Ref.: ThaClabî 100/(Moses); DOTTI 273/{Tns}.>
W0014.8$, Right to a woman (girl) surrendered or claimed as an act of gallantry. Type: 895B1$, cf.
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516A1$, 969B$.
Link: |M0202.9$, Keepers of their `word' (kilmah/kalimah, i.e., bargains, promises, etc.). |N0887.2$, One spouse
helps the other with extramarital love affair.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 524; DOTTI 551 672/{Egy}; Hujelân 109-10 no. 9-2; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al"
11 n. 32; TAWT 389 n. 510.>
W0014.8.1$, Husband divorces his chaste wife so that she may marry her first (true) love. Type: 895B1$.
Link: |P0325, Host surrenders his wife to his guest.

Ref.: DOTTI 95 204 243 246 288 526 549 551 646 819/{Irq, Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Khadrah's doar" no. 15.>
W0014.8.2$, New owner surrenders purchased slave-girl to previous owner. Type: 895B1$, cf. 938C$.
Link: |P0173.9.5$, Slave acquired as part of inheritance.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0014.8.4$, Trespasses by woman (maiden) and her lover forgiven so that they may be united.
Link: |T0039.1.4$, Girl (woman) confesses to sexual offense (unchastity, infidelity) so as to save her sweetheart from
punishment for theft. (His hand was about to be cut off for entering her home secretly).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0014.9$, Gallantry, chivalry, courtliness, graciousness--miscellaneous.>
W0014.9.1$, Helper, though needy, refuses reward (compensation) for his chivalrous act (maCrûf).
Link: |J0225, Choice: apparent injustice over greater wrong. |L0225, Hero refuses reward. Rides away without it.
|W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial, selflessness).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 360-61; DOTTI 583 584 642/{lit.}.>
W0015, Woman shelters son's murderer out of charity. Type: 756D*.
Link: |P0322.0.1$, 'ijârah: culprit, as guest or neighbor, is to be given refuge.

Ref.: 'غhâj Bujâ 27-28; DOTTI 418; CA.A. al-Hasan Rashâydah 106-7.>
W0017$, Cheerfulness (pleasantness/bashâshah). Being of bright and smiling face, friendly, sociable, etc.
Type: cf. 851S$.
Link: |F0580$, Person of awe-inspiring appearance. |F0576.0.1$, If you are ugly, be vivacious (cute, cheerful).
|H0645.2.1.1$, Riddle: what is the lightest? Generosity, cheerfulness (or the like). |U0087.4.0.1$, "One's face is
([like]) the sultan's citadel" (i.e., visible to all). |W0025.0.1$, Equanimity (rabâtat ja'sh, hilm).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 79-80 no. 10.>
W0018, Envious man sets out to kill one who is noted for his generosity. He is won over by the generosity
of his intended victim.>
W0018.0.1$, Envy (covetousness) is an evil.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 38.>
W0018.0.1.1$, The Envious (covetous) never prevails.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1949.>
W0018.1$, Envious husband sets out to kill his wife's former husband (CAmr), but he is overpowered, then
set free. Impressed even more with her former husband's chivalry, wife retorts: "None, except CAmr!".
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Link: |T0257.12$, Man envious (jealous) of his wife's former husband.>

W0019$, Charitableness.>
W0020, Other favorable traits of character.>
W0022$, Conservatism. (May be seen also as unfavorable depending on the context).
Link: |T0050.1, Girl carefully guarded from suitors.>

W0022.0.1$, Extreme conservatism (tazammut).
Link: |P0248$, Generational gap. |T0380.2.1$, Intemperance in maintaining modesty (female seclusion). |U0139.2,
Conservatism defies reason. |V0462.7, Ascetic cleric never smiles. |W0010.1, Saint never drives fly or gnat from his
face. |W0175, Changeableness. |W0205$, Authoritarian person. |W0225, Taciturn man.>

W0022.1$, Man betrays (shows) no feelings (emotions, sentiments, etc.).
Ref.: Jâhiz III 343-45.>
W0022.1.1$, Too conservative to be seen reacting to small matters.
Link: |W0142.2$, Inability to acknowledge own temper defects.>

W0022.1.1.1$, Too conservative to be seen driving away pests (flies).
Link: |W0111.1, Contest in laziness. Each cites instances of his laziness.>

W0022.1.1.1.1$, Fly's imperviousness (persistence) forces immovable judge to move.
Link: |L0392.1, Mosquitoes sting King Pharaoh and show they are stronger than the man who cannot escape them.
|W0169.1$, Fly's imperviousness (being persistent).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 343-45.>
W0022.3$, Being home-bound.
Ref.: DOTTI 471 515/{Tns}.>
W0022.3.1$, Aversion to estrangement from homeland (ghurbah, strangerhood, exile-like).
Link: |J1076, Futility of distant travel. |P0711.8, Aversion to burial in foreign soil. |P0191.1.5$, Strangers are
melancholy (sad, lonesome, homesick).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0022.3.1.1$, Living as a stranger in foreign land is like building palaces on wind (castles on sand).
Link: |P0191.0.2.1$, "If wind were to blow, it would tear down a stranger's (foreigner's) palace [built on air (sand)]".
|P0712$, Homesickness: yearning for homeland.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0022.3.3$, Staying at home as mark of good person.
Link: |W0160$, Being street-bound (market-bound).>

W0022.3.3.1$, A good man would leave home only for necessities (work, worship, or the like).>
W0022.3.3.2$, A good woman would leave home only twice during her lifetime: to move from father's
home to husband's (at wedding), and from husband's to grave (at death).
Link: |T0201.3.1.1$, Wife (woman) is to be kept `naked' so that she may not go out. |W0029.2$, The good wife
(woman): no divorce, no remarriage, no desertion due to vanity (batar), no disagreement with husband, no quitting
of husband's home to parents's due to unhappiness (gadbânah).>

W0022.3.3.2.1$, "Girl's lot is either grace of marriage or of the grave (death)".
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Ref.: Burton VII 286/Alf III 258.>
W0022.3.3.2.1.1$, "Death of daughter (female) shields against disgrace (sutrah)".
C

Link: |T0300.0.1$, Preservation of sexual honor (Cird/` ard') is most important.>

W0022.3.3.3$, Never left home, neither to condole nor to congratulate.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0023, Man never listens to scandal.>
W0024, Man speaks no evil.>
W0025.0.1$, Equanimity (rabâtat ja'sh, hilm).
Link: |A0102.13.2$, Equanimity (hilm) of God. |Q0151.9.1.1$, Resurrection of man's family as reward to him for
having maintained faith in God. |W0017$, Cheerfulness (pleasantness). Being of bright and smiling face, friendly,
sociable, etc.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 38 255.>
W0025.0.1.1$, Equanimity recommended.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0025.0.1.2$, Repayment of evil (insult) with good (compliment).
Link: |Q0264$, Repayment for good with evil (perfidy) punished.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 255.>
W0025.0.1.2.1$, Man insults the ruler (caliph), ruler responds with gentle comment.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 255.>
W0025.0.1.3$, Squaring the account of shame.
Link: |K2400$, Deception for deception (tit for tat): deceived person gets even in a like manner (same ruse, strategy,
trick, etc.). |P0522.1.3$, Revenge: vengeful acts undertaken as "tit for tat". |U0213$, Life is: `Blow for blow' (tit for
tat).

Ref.: Hujelân 317 no. 4-5.>
W0025.0.1.3.1$, Former paramour of friend's wife saves that friend from certain death, and declares: "This
deed is for that [offense of mine]. Have I repaid my debt?".
Ref.: Hujelân 317 no. 4-5.>
W0025.1, Equanimity of the enslaved unfortunate. Does not complain when beset by series of misfortunes.
Type: 751H$.
Link: |H1376.3.3$, Quest: learning true forgiveness.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 122 no. 77; DOTTI 414; TAWT 449 no. 42/{Sdn}.>
W0025.2, Minister always says "Is for the best," when anything happens. Type: 736A.
Link: |H0258$, Strength of faith (belief) in God tested.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 98-100/cf.; DOTTI 404/{Egy}; Sulaymân 110-20 no. III-A-2.>
W0026, Patience. Type: 425L, 750J$, cf. 887, 894.
Link: |V0446$, Patience as religious virtue. |W0196, Lack of patience [(impatience)].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 409-16; Basset Mille III 119 no. 76; DOTTI 411 546 647 653/{Sdn}; MITON.>
W0026.0.1$, Patience is the foundation for wisdom. Type: 948$.
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Link: |H0335.0.2.3$, Suitor task: prince to learn true wisdom. |H1376.8, Quest for wisdom.

Ref.: DOTTI 570 653/{lit.}.>
W0026.0.1.1$, `Patience is the key to relief'.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 420-26; DOTTI 624/{Tns}; Taymûr no. 1730.>
W0026.0.1.2$, `Patience is good' [i.e., (recommended)].
Link: |J0171.9.2$, Counsel: "Be patient".

Ref.: Simpson 182; Ibshîhî 409 410/(blessed); DOTTI 82/{Egy}; MITON; Shawqî 301 [no. 28];
Taymûr no. 1728.>
W0026.0.2$, Self-control (curbing need for immediate gratification of wants).
Link: |D1356, Magic object represses lust. |F0575.1.6.2.2$, Person cannot resist sex drive: must have intercourse
without delay. |T0317, Repression of lust. |U0102.1$, `The psyche (self) is ever an instigator of the-sinful [(al-sû$,
wick. |V0008$, Divine commandments (as prescribed in formal religious dogma).>

W0026.0.2.1$, "D.G.P": `Deferred gratification pattern'. Type: 9D$, 136A*, 936A$.
Link: |P0751.3$, Characteristic behavior of the middle class. |Q0064, Patience rewarded. |Q0172, Reward: admission
to heaven.>

W0026.0.2.1.1$, Don't live on borrowed funds: live on earnings (profits from investments).
Link: |J1385.1.1$, `Borrowing is corruptive, repayment is a loss'. |P0776.4$, Living beyond one's means (on
borrowed funds).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 86 297.>
W0026.0.3$, Limits of patience (`psychological breaking point').>
W0026.0.3.1$, `The straw that broke the camel's back'.
Link: |Z0194.1.1.1$, Camel--patience, strength, reliability.

Ref.: Boqarî 88.>
W0026.0.3.1.1$, Anger provoked at learning of unkindness to the weak or helpless (e.g., orphan, widow,
sick, etc.).
Link: |Q0292.2, Inhospitality to orphans punished. |W0010.9.4$, Pity felt for the afflicted: act of kindness follows.
|W0185, Violence of temper.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Unjustly-treated Orphan" no. 63 6.>
W0026.1$, Job's patience. Type: 750J$, cf. 938.
Link: |N0252, Messenger announces successive misfortunes. [Ascending disasters]. ("Job hears of successive
misfortunes" [Vol. 6 only]). |Q0064.1$, Redemption of sins as reward for those who are patient in adversity.

Ref.: ThaClabî 36 88-94; Burton II 315 Burton X 170; DOTTI 285 411 584/{Egy, lit.}; MITON;
RAFE 87 n. 287; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
W0027, Gratitude.
Link: |B0143.1.7$, Dove warns dog, dog warns dove in gratitude--(non-prophetic). |J0708.8$, `Planting a kindness
C

(jamîl/`gimîl'/ma rûf): harvesting a kindness.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 270-72 311-14; DOTTI 89 104 279 280 317 424 518 549 646/{Egy, Egy, lit., Omn};
Jamali 77-81; Juhaymân (al-) IV 176-80; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-a;
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Shawqî 317 [no. 42]; Sulaymân 192 no. VIII-15.>
W0027.2$, Person (child) grateful for paternal care (instructions).
Link: |E0323.2.4$, Only the hand of dead mothers is to be used to punish her children. |E0782.1.2.1$, Vital mother's
hand: firm but compassionate. |J0142, Lack of proper education regretted. |P0244$, Paternal punishment of
youngster is done out of love.

Ref.: DOTTI 376/{Sdi}.>
W0027.0.1$, Gratitude to benefactor kept against great hazards.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 270-72.>
W0027.2.1$, Gratitude to parent(s). Type: 1618A$.
Link: |J0142, Lack of proper education regretted. |J1386$, Squaring accounts with the nagging mother over her nine
months of pregnancy. Numskull son will do the same for her.>

W0027.2.2$, Gratitude to teacher(s).
Link: |J0142, Lack of proper education regretted.>

W0027.2.2.1$, `I would [willingly] become a slave for him who would teach me [even] a letter'.
Link: |P0423.0.1.1.1$, "A teacher is almost a messenger of God". |Q0113.5.1$, Educator (teacher) rewarded: revered
(`as if messenger of God').

Ref.: TAWT 376 n. 283.>
W0027.3$, Gratitude for employment (earning a livelihood: `bread and salt').
Link: |P0310.10.1$, `Purchase him who purchases thee; and forsake (`sell') him who forsakes thee'.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sâmî and Samyah" no. 8.>
W0027.3.1$, `He who eats his adversary's (a Jew's) bread, strikes with his sword'.
Link: |P0537.1$, Receiving a stipend obligates hireling (employee) to work. |P0743$, Fealty (walâ'), and
partisanship. |W0154.23.1$, Eating someone's food, then defecating in (i.e., fertilizing) his neighbor's field.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 421/(a Christian's).>
W0027.4$, Gratitude for rescue (deliverance). Type: 851D$.
Link: |B0360, Animals grateful for rescue from peril of death. |F0337, Fairy grateful to mortal for saving his life.

Ref.: DOTTI 474; Shamy (el-) Egypt 38 no. 5.>
W0028, Self-sacrifice. Type: cf. 895B1$.
Link: |B0337$, Faithful animal (bird) dies serving master. |F0956.7.7.1.1.2$, Mother places self between her child
(son, daughter) and father's (her husband's) wrath. |N0800.1$-(formerly, N0801.1$), Helper loses his life. |S0125.1,
Self-immolation. |U0275.3$, Candle burns herself to give light to others. |W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, selfdenial, selflessness).

Ref.: DOTTI 551 557; TAWT 400 n. 734.>
W0028.5$, Person offers to sacrifice self to save others.
Link: |J0216.6.2$, Death chosen because all members of clan (family) have perished. |S0110.0.1.4$, Suicide due to
altruistic considerations. |T0039.1.2$, Maiden throws herself on her beloved so as to protect him from execution.
|Z0066.5.0.1$, Oneself as would-be ransom (sacrifice).>

W0028.5.1$, Maiden offers to sacrifice herself for womankind. (Sheherezade). Type: 1426A$, cf. 300.
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Link: |S0062.1.1$, Shahryâr (Sheheryar) kills a new wife (bride) every night so as to avenge self on women.
|W0010.9.4.2.1$, Woman avenges abuse of womankind.

Ref.: DOTTI 97 804; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 243.>
W0028.5.3$, One sweetheart offers to sacrifice self for the other.
Link: |Z0066.5$, Dear relative(s) as would-be ransom (sacrifice).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0028.6$, One spouse sacrifices for the other. Type: 516A, cf. 980H$, 985.
Link: |T0039.1.1$, Girl would enter dead sweetheart's corpse (in grave) so that she my answer interrogative angels
(correctly) in his behalf. |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry, courtliness, graciousness).

Ref.: DOTTI 50 277 681 688/{Egy}.>
W0028.6.1$, Wife's sacrifices for husband. Type: 516A, 750J$, 756D$, 899.
Link: |F0956.7.7.1.1.1$, Wife awaits husband's return with stick in her hand, in case he is angry and needs to vent his
anger: "Better at me than at a stranger!".

Ref.: DOTTI 277 417 557; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
W0028.6.1.1$, Wife offers to be divorced so that her husband may be with his beloved. Type: 516A.
Ref.: TAWT no. 29.>
W0028.7$, Person takes place of another condemned to death. (For a variety of reasons).
Link: |K0842, Dupe persuaded to take prisoner's place in sack: killed [(drowned)].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 218.>
W0029$, Constancy [(wafâ')].
Link: |H0387, Bride test: constancy. |J0401.0.2$, The three impossibilities: an ogre, al-)anqâ' (the Phoenix), and a
constant friend. |M0100.1$, Vow kept (covenant maintained) in spite of great odds. |U0296.1$, Merits of slaves.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 427; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 8 n. 7 9 n. 20, "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53b.
W0029.0.1$, `Constancy (wafâ') is commendable, treachery (ghadr) is deplorable'.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0029.0.2$, `He who has no constancy (wafâ') is he who has no religious faith (dîn)'. Type: 779J3$.
>

Link: |H1556, Test of fidelity. |V0009$, Religious faith conquers adversity (sickness, despair, poverty, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 268.>
W0029.1$, Constancy and patience of Job's wife. Type: 750J$.
Link: |J1548$, Ugly husband asks his beautiful wife whether they will be in Paradise or in Hell. Both in Paradise: she
for her endurance (suffering, patience), and he for being `thankful to God'.

Ref.: Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15; DOTTI 411 445/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
W0029.2$, The good wife (woman): no divorce, no remarriage, no desertion due to vanity (batar), no
disagreement with husband, no quitting of husband's home to parents's due to unhappiness (gadbânah).
Link: |C0777$, Tabu: dissatisfaction with one's `good enough' share of God's boon (batar). |P0210.0.2$, Husband as
his wife's disciplinarian. |P0221$, Wife's duties. |T0198.3.1$, Angered wife (ghadbânah): leaving husband's home
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for own family's (father's, brother's, etc.). |V0371.2$, Christian (Coptic) marriage: no separation except with death.
|W0022.3.3.2$, A good woman would leave home only twice during her lifetime: to move from father's home to
husband's (at wedding), and from husband's to grave (at death). |W0116.0.1$, Vain dissatisfaction with one's `good
enough' share of God's boon (batar).

Ref.: DOTTI 693 761 796 798/{lit.}; MITON.>
W0029.2.1$, She-turtledove (qimriyyah) remains celibate after death of her mate and mourns him until she
dies.
Link: |A2497.1, Monogamous life of dove.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 275.>
W0029.2.2$, A man (husband) is like jewelry, if bent (broken) can be `re-erected' (titqâm).
Link: |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
object.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1271.>
W0029.3$, Constancy of supernatural female (wife). Type: 465, cf. 750D1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 236 409.>
W0029.3.1$, Human males (men) are lacking in constancy (when compared to jinn women, female-jinni).
Type: 750D1$.
Link: |V0210.0.6$, Polygyny among the prophets. |W0154.2.4$, Wife rescues husband, husband does not rescue
wife. |W0154.4.1$, Wife is still grateful to helpful animal when it becomes sick, husband ungrateful: animal does not
retaliate against husband. |W0154.8, Grateful animals; ungrateful man. |W0256.6.8.1$, Men cannot resist temptation.

Ref.: DOTTI 106 108 409 709/{Plst}; MITON.>
W0029.5$, Man chooses to let his son (brother, father, etc.) be killed by captor rather than to break his
promise (betray trust). (Al-Samaw'al). Type: cf. 516C.
Link: |J0060.0.1$, Positive identification: "Model yourself after So-and-so"--("Be like So-and-so"). |P0316, Friend
sacrifices his life for the other. |P0525.5.1.2$, Revenge accomplished in spite of 'ijârah (refuge) given culprit.
|P0533.1.1, Boys as hostages. |S0265.1, Hostages sacrificed. |S0268, Child sacrificed to provide blood for cure of
friend.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 270 646; Boqarî 98/(implicit); Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 9 n. 20 10 n. 24.>
W0029.6$, Man offers his son to be executed along with culprit to whom he has given refuge ('ijârah).
Ruler (Caliph) pardons all of them.
Link: |Q0292.3.1$, Father kills his own son for abusing host's hospitality (attempted seduction).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 193-94.>
W0030$, Conformity.
Link: |P0009.0.1.1$, A single stalk within a bundle: what can the stalk do?. |P0788.2$, Social control by shaming
(publicly) into compliance (conformity). |W0129$, Disagreeableness (dissonance, contrariness).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 341/cf./(wi'âm saves community/humanity); Ibn-CArabshâh 141; Bâtinî (al-) AlHikâyât 146-49 no. 28; DOTTI 735 880/{Egy, Jrd}; MITON; Shawqî 305 [no. 32].>
W0030.0.1$-(formerly, W0129.3$), Intolerance to cognitive dissonance.
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Link: |J0060.0.1$, Positive identification: "Model yourself after So-and-so"--("Be like So-and-so"). |J2218$, The
effect of group-opinion: clearly false statement held as true outweighs physical evidence. |W0051.1$, Intolerance to
cognitive ambiguity. |W0142.1.1$, Person cannot bring himself to say: "I do not know".

Ref.: DOTTI 88 208 879/{Mrc}; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 46-47 176, "Psych. Criteria" 242
n. 23; TAWT 433.>
W0030.1$, The need to be like the others in own social group. Type: 1384B$.
Link: |K1360$, Seduction through shaming into conformity ("Of all your peers, only you remain a virgin," or the
like). |P0788.2$, Social control by shaming (publicly) into compliance (conformity). |U0303.1.2$, In the country of
the tailed race, a tailless human is an oddity (ridiculed). |U0304.5.2$, If a tabu (social norm) is broken by many, the
graveness of its effect (sinfulness) is weakened.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 168-69; DOTTI 781; MITON.>
W0030.4$, Those who are unwilling to conform to (live by) group rules (norms) should leave the group.
Link: |Q0431, Punishment: banishment (exile).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 477.>
W0030.5$, Misery loves miserable company. Type: 844A$, 1426*, cf. 520A$.
Link: |F0956.7.6.1.2$, Invitation to talk about (publish) personal troubles. |H1314$, Quest for greater grief. |J0758.1,
Tailless fox tries in vain to induce foxes to cut off tails. |J0880, Consolation by thought of others worse placed.
|J0886$, Greater grief: person seeks consolation in adversity. |P0790.0.1.2.1$, Invitation to share stories (accounts of
personal experiences). |U0129.5.2.1$, Dove and crow flock together: both are lame. |U0230.0.7$, Negative effects of
experiencing guilt for sinning to be lessened by legitimizing the sinful act (liaison, affair) for all.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 385 no. 111; Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 46-48 no. 7; DOTTI 291 465 642 650
803/{lit.}; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 76 no. 36; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 26.>
W0030.5.1$, Why husband is grieving more for death of donkey than for death of wife? At wife's he
received many condolences from mourners, but none at donkey's.
Ref.: Anonymous "Gohâ wa himârih" 7.>
W0030.5.2$, A clique of sorrowers bewail their misfortune: a number of persons (small group) united by
regret for having lost. Type: 470C$/801A$, 1384A$.
Link: |F0129, Miscellaneous otherworlds. |F0708, Countries with one conspicuous lack. |N0135.3.1, Feast for those
who have not known sorrow. Dying Alexander's letter to his mother ordering such a feast. No one comes.
|P0305.3.5$, Neighborhood clique (`shillah'/thullah).

Ref.: DOTTI 240 780; MITON.>
W0030.5.2.1$, A clique of men expelled from earthly paradise (utopia) bewail their eviction. Type:
470C$/801A$.
Link: |P0681.1.1$, Accompaniments of mourning.

Ref.: Alf I 53; DOTTI 240; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 89-93 no. 12.>
W0030.5.2.2$, A group of women bewail the unfairness of their husbands (men)--usually they are
divorcees. Type: 1384A$, cf. 1406.
Ref.: DOTTI 780 787.>
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W0030.5.2.3$, A group of men beguiled into shameful (ridiculous) exposure laugh together at one another.
Type: cf. 1730.
Link: |X0052, Ridiculous nakedness or exposure.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0031, Obedience. Type: 756D$.
Link: |Q0063$, Obedience rewarded.

Ref.: DOTTI 312 401 417/{Plst}; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 164.92 (religious); Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51; TAWT 428 no. 16/{Syr} 429 no. 18/{Egy}.>
W0031.1$, Blind obedience: mark of the good wife. Type: 756D$.
Link: |J0555, Intemperance in obedience. |P0230.0.6$, The obedient child: heeds parent's instructions or advice.
|P0232.4.1.4$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning husband: obedience of commands.

Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 304-305 [no. 58]; Basset Mille III 505 no. 305; Diyâb 257; DOTTI 417; TAWT
429 no. 18 {Egy}; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 674-x-no. 5.>
W0031.1.1$, Obedience to seniors mark of good girl. Type: 480, cf. 2025.
Ref.: DOTTI 250 963; TAWT 440 no. 32/{Egy}.>
W0031.1.2$, Wife's obedience gives longevity (to husband).
Link: |F0610.0.6.1$, Longevity due to wholesome living. |T0254.3, Man with obedient wife looks young; with
disobedient, old.>

W0031.1.3$, Obedient wife as `the joy of the heart'.
Link: |U0101.0.2$, Greatest pleasures are those of the flesh: eating flesh, riding flesh (horse), flesh entering into flesh
(sexual intercourse).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0032, Bravery [(courage)].
Link: |F0628.1.1.1.1$, Strong man kills lion single-handed with one blow of sword.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 287; Alf III 230; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ibrâhîm Karrûm" no. 35, “CAzzûz" no.
36.>
W0032.2$, Brave (courageous) man preferred.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 288/(as army general); DOTTI 121 159 271 533 548 558 560 647/{Alg, Tns};
Juhaymân (al-) I 373-93 no. 27; MITON.>
W0033, Heroism.
Link: |J0216.7.1.1$, Heroic death preferred to ordinary (natural death). |P0550.1.0.3$, Invincible (valiant) warrior
needed for battle. |V0326, Hero renounces heaven because dead companions (heathen) are not there. |V0354, Life of
heroic age preferable to Christian living.

Ref.: Maspero 175 no. 10/(in battle).>
W0033.0.1$, Coerced bravery (boldness) is no heroism. Type: cf. 1641.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 62-64 no. 120; DOTTI 869 886/{lit.}.>
W0034, Loyalty.
Link: |J0021.30.1$, "Betray not a trust even if you happened to be a betrayer". |P0743$, Fealty (walâ'), and
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partisanship.>

W0034.1, Man constrained to flee with leader's fiancée resists her blandishments. Type: 895C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 552.>
W0035, Justice. Type: cf. 207C.
Link: |U0010.3.1$, Human nature (the unconscious mind, the nafs, etc.) urges wickedness (injustice, aggression,
etc.).

Ref.: Basset Mille II 266 no. 38; Bushnaq 293-94; DOTTI 78 521 617 618/{lit.}; Hanauer 168-71;
Juhaymân (al-) V 288; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 53 no. 3.>
W0035.4$, Exemplary justice. Type: 919$.
Link: |P0012.6.0.1$, Just king (ruler). |P0510.0.5$, Fairness of law courts tested (judges, laws, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 449; DOTTI 585 586 840/{N.-Afr}.>
W0035.4.1$, `Justice of Omar ([Ibn al-Khattâb])'. Type: 919$.
Link: |P0012.14.1$, Modest ruler lives austerely. |Z0121.5$, Justice personified.

Ref.: Alf II 289; Burton V 103-104; DOTTI 585/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; RAFE 144 n. 521.>
W0035.5$, Justice learned (taught) by experiencing injustice. Type: 908A$, cf. 929A.
Link: |A0102.16.3$, God hates injustice even to the most unjust (of all people). |J0019.1$, Judge (man) induced to
experience the demands of woman's work. He becomes wiser. |J0056.1, Ruler learns lesson from seeing city
governed by king as uncharitable as he. |J0182.5$, Non-wisdom: knowledge acquired through punishment (insult,
fear) is not wisdom. |J0816.1, King brought to sense of duty by feigned conversation of birds. Philosopher pretends
to know bird's language [ ]. ["What is the owl saying?"]. |U0010, Justice and injustice. |Z0088.1.1$, Invention of
injustice as a deity's `grand' accomplishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 460 567 620/{lit.}.>
W0036$, Reverse nepotism: harsher (less fair) treatment for self and relatives (friends). Type: 919$.
Link: |J0220$, Choice: committing minor trespass or major crime (making crime pay, `going all the way'). |J0350,
C

Choices: small inconvenience, large gain. |J0708.8$, `Planting a kindness (jamîl/`gimîl'/ma rûf): harvesting a
kindness. |P0503.5$, Favoritism (mahsûbiyyah). |P0535.5.1$, Chieftain forgives an European admitting accidental
manslaughter: would not mind the killing of one of his subjects daily by the European guest. |U0010.5.3$,
Scapegoating: singling out any party for receiving undeserved punitive treatment. |U0021.5, Judge reduces penalty
when accused is his own son. |U0022$, Justice depends on the context. |U0046.2$, Ready unfairness, deferred
fairness: imposing injustice on a person now while hoping to redress the injustice later. To be a person influenceable
C

[by us], or leverage can be brought to bear on him [by us], (a person maqdûr alaih). |W0013$, Self-abnegation
(altruism, self-denial, selflessness). |W0035.4$, Exemplary justice.

Ref.: DOTTI 585; MITON.>
W0036.1$, Ruler (caliph, king) reduces his salary by amount daughter (wife) was able to save (for delicacy):
thinks he has been overpaid. Type: 919$.
Ref.: DOTTI 93 257 585/{Egy}.>
W0036.2$, Judge (ruler) punishes self for mistreating the accused (litigant). Type: 919$.
Link: |W0007$, Self-criticism: judicial judging of one's own actions. |W0010.9.4.4$, Kind judge gives poor litigants
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money out of own pocket.

Ref.: DOTTI 585 586/{Egy}.>
W0036.2.1$, Harsher (maximum) punishment for one's own offenses. Type: 919$.
Ref.: DOTTI 585.>
W0036.3$, Ruler confiscates a small coin (penny, dirham) his son had illegally taken from public treasury.
C

Link: |P0760.2.1$, Public money (al-mâl al- âm, holdings of state treasury/"bayt al-mâl").

Ref.: MITON.>
W0037, Conscientiousness.
C

Link: |W0037.0.3.1$, "No thanks [due] for a duty (lâ shukr ala wâgib);" i.e., when one performs a moral duty,
thanks should neither be expected nor given).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 267-75; DOTTI 431; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 12 n. 39.>
W0037.0.1, Man never breaks his word.
Link: |J0751.2$, Fulfill your promise(s). |J1218.1$, Man claims same age for many years: "A `man' keeps (does not
take back, change) his word". |M0100.1$, Vow kept (covenant maintained) in spite of great odds. |M0110, Taking of
vows and oaths. |M0203, King's promise irrevocable. |M0205.9$, Breakers of their `word' (i.e., bargains, promises).

Ref.: Alf II 297/cf.; Littmann Tigré 98-100 no. 79 (vow); Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 11 n. 32.>
W0037.0.2$, Task performed (conscientiously) in spite of great perils. Type: 774M3$.
Link: |A2221.7, Dove returns to ark in obedience to Noah: receives sheen of raven [as reward]. |B0291.1.3, Dove as
messenger.

Ref.: DOTTI 431.>
W0037.0.3$, Dutifulness.
Link: |H1552.3.3$, Two mothers mourn: which was the better son (man): the hospitable (generous) or the dutiful?.
|J0236.1$, Dutifulness (birr) chosen above all else. |P0240$, Dutiful children. |P0249.2$, The dutiful (loving) parent.
|Q0048$, Dutifulness toward parent(s) rewarded. |V0004.5.1$, Dutifulness toward parents as intercessor.>

W0037.0.3.1$, "No thanks [due] for a duty (lâ shukr Cala wâgib);" i.e., when one performs a moral duty,
thanks should neither be expected nor given).
Link: |J0006$, "Ideal culture". (Learned ways and values for social living as they are supposed to be: good, bad, or
neutral. |L0225, Hero refuses reward. Rides away without it. |Q0136$, Non-material rewards (e.g., praise, honorific
treatment, or the like). |W0037, Conscientiousness.>

W0037.0.5$, 'amânah-task: assignment entrusted to the conscientiousness of the trustee/bearer (usually
delivering message, salutation, or news to someone, keeping a secret, or the like).
Link: |W0037.8$, dhimmah: economic, political, governmental, conscientiousness and honesty.

Ref.: Hujelân 419.>
W0037.2, Man keeps promise to return to be eaten by tiger: let go without harm.
Link: |B0279.2.1$, Animal (bird, fish) true to covenant in spite of great difficulties.>

W0037.2.1$, Man keeps promise to return to be executed by king: forgiven. Type: 779J3$, 969A$.
Link: |N0129$, King kills everyone he meets on a certain (inauspicious) day. |N0699.3.1$, Truth learned (or terms of
bargain fulfilled) as execution is about to be carried out. Condemned person is thus saved. |Q0054.2, Captive knight
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freed for having kept his word. Is allowed to leave to collect ransom (or marry fiance). When he returns his captor
frees him (or raises ransom).

Ref.: Basset Mille II 293 no. 52; DOTTI 439 673/{Egy, lit.}; Hujelân 129-30; MITON.>
W0037.2.2$, Gazelle (doe, deer) keeps promise to return to Prophet (acting as surety for her): she is
delivered from hunter. Type: 779J2$.
Link: |B0251.4.1.1, Wild beast seeks protection of saint [(prophet)] against hunters. |B0367$, Animal grateful for
having been given refuge from pursuer. |P0322.0.1$, 'ijârah: culprit, as guest or neighbor, is to be given refuge.

Ref.: Amîn 139 (passim); Basset Mille III 166 no. 106/cf.; Chimenti 76-77; DOTTI 438 439/{Lib,
lit.}; Panetta libica 42-43; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Camel and Gazelle" no. 50.>
W0037.4$, Hair from moustache (beard) as collateral: man repays the debt.
Link: |H0712, Riddle: How much is my beard (king's) worth?. |H0769$, Riddle of the pawned parent: riding father
and carrying mother. Father used as surety on horse mother on gun (bow). |P0524.0.1$, God as kafîl (legal security).
|Z0188.9.2.1$, Symbolism: male's whiskers (moustache, beard)--power (prestige, authority).

Ref.: Aswad (al-) 333-34; Bâzargân (al-) 193-94 no. 141; CAbd-al-Muttalib H. al-Mûsawî Turâth
X:8 170 no. 7; Râsî (al-) Haky 124-6.>
W0037.5$, Culprit (criminal) confesses upon seeing innocent person convicted of his crime. Type: 926M$,
990, cf. 926.
Link: |H1558.2, Test of friendship: substitute as murderer. [Real culprit, touched by the altruism, confesses].
|J1141.1.19.4$, Confession obtained by convicting innocent person for crime: actual culprit confesses. |J1141.4,
Confession induced by bringing an unjust action against accused. False message to thief's wife to send the stolen
jewel case as bribe to the judge. She does. |J1148$, Self-incrimination due to tongue-slip (projection, compulsion to
confess). |J1149.13$, Criminal detected by questioning (listening to) the public at crime scene. |K1627.1$, Murder
(assassination) plot foiled when conspirator(s) betray(s) plan. |N0610, Accidental discovery of crime. |N0731.4, At
execution block condemned man discovered to be king's unknown son. |P0315, Friends offer to die for each other.
[ ] Each falsely confesses crime so as to save the other. Neither guilty. |T0039.1.4$, Girl (woman) confesses to
sexual offense (unchastity, infidelity) so as to save her sweetheart from punishment for theft. (His hand was about to
be cut off for entering her home secretly). |U0010, Justice and injustice. |W0035, Justice.

Ref.: DOTTI 612 618 691; MITON; Taymûr no. 145.>
W0037.5.1$, At the execution (hanging, crucifixion), a Moslem, a Christian, and a Jew each declares that he
is the culprit upon seeing the other about to be unjustly executed for it. Type: 990,/1537.
Ref.: DOTTI 691/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 12 n. 39.>
W0037.5.2$, At the unjust execution of officer (vizier) for failing to solve crime, onlooker confesses.
Link: |P0251.3.5$, Competition in self-sacrifice between brothers: each offers to die first. |P0315.1, Competition in
friendship [(self-abnegation, altruism)]: prisoner and jailor. [Prisoner refuses to escape fearing for jailor's life, king
forgives both].

Ref.: DOTTI 521 617 618/{lit.}; MITON.>
W0037.6$, Betraying secret (breaking promise of confidentiality) in order to prevent greater injustice. Type:
926M$.
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Link: |J0215, Present evil preferred to change for worse. |J0225, Choice: apparent injustice over greater wrong.
|J1482, Keeping the secret. Man tells parson secret and asks him to keep it. The parson refuses; "If you can't keep the
secret, you must not expect me to". |N0279.1$, Crime solved because judge (ruler) knew real culprit. |P0007.1$, Role
strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting obligations.

Ref.: DOTTI 618; MITON.>
W0037.7$, Fear of erring in application of law.
Link: |P0421, Judge.>

W0037.7.1$, High office refused (given up) due to fear of erring.
Link: |P0019.4.4.1$, Appointment to high office (e.g., emirateship, viceroyalty, governorship, judgeship, etc.)
declined due to susceptibility to sinning.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 117-18/(Emirate).>
W0037.7.1.1$, Judgeship refused for fear of committing an injustice (sin).
Link: |P0012.2, Injustice deadliest of monarch's sins.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 140.>
W0037.8$, dhimmah: economic, political, governmental, conscientiousness and honesty.
Link: |F0701.2.1$, Land where everyone knows (and accepts) own social status and economic worth (value of
earnings, `purchasing power'). |P0522.0.1$, Multiple legal systems. |V0371$, Moslem traditions about al-kitâbiyyîn
("People-of-the-Book": Jews and Christians Also called dhimmiyyîn/'ahl al-dhimmah). |W0037.0.5$, 'amânah-task:
assignment entrusted to the conscientiousness of the trustee/bearer (usually delivering message, salutation, or news to
someone, keeping a secret, or the like).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 141 n. 511; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 10 n. 23; TAWT 373 n. 225.>
W0037.8.0.1$, Acquitting someone's conscience of responsibility ('ibrâ' al-dhimmah).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0037.8.1$, Deeds done in order to be on the safe side of conscientious conduct (i.e., `going the extra
mile').
Ref.: Ibshîhî 146; DOTTI 380 642/{lit.}.>
W0037.8.1.1$, End of employment reward (given to hireling).
Link: |Q0072.3$, Reward for loyalty to employer (master). |P0324.0.4.1$, Man being evicted from earthly paradise
(utopia) allowed to take some valuables (as parting present). |T0052.0.8$, End of marriage compensation
(mu'akhkhar sadâq: deferred conditional portion of bride-wealth contracted at time of marriage).

Ref.: MITON; Shawqî 311-12 [no. 38].>
W0037.8.2$, Giving employer notice of intent to quit job.>
W0037.8.3$, Matching others's deeds of chivalry (conscientiousness, constancy, forgiveness, etc.). Type:
779J3$.
Link: |J0451, Contagiousness of bad company. |U0245.0.1$, Contagiousness of mood(s).

Ref.: Alf II 289; Burton V 103-104.>
W0037.8.3.1$, King revokes cruel practice (decree, law) in order not to be the only villain in a group of
chivalrous men. Type: 969B$.
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Link: |P0012.2, Injustice deadliest of monarch's sins. |P0522.0.1.4$, Bad laws--(dysfunctional, unfair). |P0522.0.4$,
Law rescinded (revoked).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 268.>
W0038$, Honesty.
Link: |J0556, Intemperance in honesty.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 152-53/(nomad/urban); DOTTI 215 384 480 581 633 660 679/{Egy, lit.}; Kamâl 43125 437-8; Sengo "Kiswahili" 668-90 no. 23; Sulaymân 121-22 no. III-A-3.>
W0038.0.1$, Person readily admits own mistake(s). Type: 919$.
Link: |U0021.5, Judge reduces penalty when accused is his own son. |W0035.4$, Exemplary justice. |W0142$,
Inability to acknowledge own character shortcomings.

Ref.: DOTTI 586 840/{N.-Afr}.>
W0038.1$, Property rights protected. Type: 565A$, 936A$.
Link: |C0791$, Tabu: stealing (theft). |P0760.5$, Owner's rights and obligations.

Ref.: DOTTI 325 639; MITON.>
W0038.1.1$, Little money (trifle sum) invested in behalf of unknown (absent) owner becomes a fortune; all
is delivered to owner.
Ref.: Amîr Dhiyâb Tâhir Turâth XIV:5/6 311-12; Basset Mille III 592 no. 363; DOTTI 453 633 660
679/{lit.}.>
W0038.2$, Orphan's property protected (hidden, put in trust, etc.) until he becomes of age. Type: 759, cf.
910L$.
Link: |P0776$, Credit (financial), banking, and trusteeship. |V0401$, Charitable endowment (waqf/'awqâf): property
whose income is to be used for maintaining philanthropic institution (e.g., school, hospital, orphanage, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 424 577; MITON.>
W0038.3$, Unguarded (unattended) property protected. Type: 729, 838, 914$.
Link: |U0045.3$, `Unguarded property invites theft (i.e., corrupts, tempts)'.

Ref.: DOTTI 403 460 581; MITON.>
W0038.3.1$, Child finds a seemingly abandoned object and takes it home: instructed by parent (mother) to
return it to owner (to take it back to where found). Type: cf. 838.
Link: |J0556.4$, Honesty concerning animal's (bird's, insect's, jinni's) property. |T0604.3$, Mother instructs (teaches)
child (infant).

Ref.: DOTTI 460.>
W0039$, Truthfulness (truth-speaking).
Link: |H0070.3$, Sign of piety: sincerity of voice: `truthfulness of tongue$, being of `true of voice'. (Usually denoted
by narrator through performance).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 328-29.>
W0039.0.1$, Truthfulness: a trait of noble character.
Link: |V0461.4.1, Truthfulness as clerical virtue. |W0003.0.1$, Conduct (behavior, traits) of person of noble
character.
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Ref.: Simpson 183/(asdvice); Ibshîhî 38.>
W0039.0.1.1$, Presumption of good-will (truthfulness, honesty, peacefulness, etc.) in others--(`whiteheartedness'). Type: cf. 613, 920G$.
Link: |J2300-2349, Gullible fools. |W0003$, 'ibn-halâl (`of legitimate birth$, i.e., of good character, noble). |W0043,
Peacefulness. |W0189.1$, Presumption of ill-will (jealousy, lying, trickery, vindictiveness, etc.) on the part of others-(`black-heartedness').

Ref.: DOTTI 345 590; Littmann,Tigré 18-9 no. 15.>
W0039.0.2$, Permissible lying: (white-lies, non-lies).
Link: |C0487$, Tabu: lying. |H0648.4$, What is the best lie? A lie that wards off harm and brings about benefit.
|Q0194$, Reward: lie (benevolent) becomes truth. |U0190.1$, Truth is not always an absolute (relativity of truth).
|Z0098$, Contradictions (oxymoron).

Ref.: Damîrî II 207; Ibshîhî 330.>
W0039.0.2.1$, Lying in warfare: permissible.
Link: |P0550.5.2$, Psychological warfare: spreading false rumors to demoralize enemy. |P0550.6$, "Warfare is a
trick (deception)".

Ref.: Damîrî II 207; Ibshîhî 330.>
W0039.0.2.2$, Lying so as to reconcile (attain peace): permissible. Type: 620A$.
Ref.: Damîrî II 207; Ibshîhî 330; DOTTI 351.>
W0039.0.2.3$, Lying by man so as to please his woman (wife): permissible. Type: cf. 224A$, 1397$.
Link: |T0145.0.3.1$, A husband of two [wives] is a liar, a husband of three is a hypocrite, a husband of four is either
an almighty (qâdir) or a sociopath (fâgir).

Ref.: Damîrî II 207.>
W0039.0.2.4$, Lies of hospitality (so as to be hospitable): permissible. Type: 620A$.
Link: |P0327, Barmecide feast. [Host gives imaginary feast, guest repays (reciprocates) with a slap; host admires
guest's daring and serves real banquet].

Ref.: DOTTI 351.>
W0039.0.2.5$, Lies of mercy: permissible.>
W0039.0.2.5.1$, Sick told he is healthy.
Link: |K0134.9$, Weak (sickly) animal made to look spirited. |K2108.1$, Healthy said (alleged) to be sick. |W0173$,
Fault-finding.>

W0039.0.2.5.1.1$, Dying (terminally ill) person told he is well (healed). (Usually by physician).
Link: |K2108.1$, Healthy said (alleged) to be sick.>

W0039.1$, A person of noble character is trusting (`white-hearted'). Type: cf. 613, 613A1$,/980*.
Link: |J2300-2349, Gullible fools. |P0318.0.1.4$, Danger to friendship: associating with the lowly (villain, "bastard",
etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 39; DOTTI 345 683.>
W0039.1.1$, A person of noble character (hurr, 'asîl, nabîl, etc.) readily believes kind talk (the seemingly
truthful).
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Link: |H0070.3$, Sign of piety: sincerity of voice: `truthfulness of tongue$, being of `true of voice'. (Usually denoted
by narrator through performance).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0039.1.2$, A person of noble character is easily deceived by kind talk.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0039.1.2.1$, A trusting person will suffer pain (be disappointed).
Link: |J0635$, `Don't distrust, but check (verify)'.

Ref.: Simpson 182.>
W0040$, Self-reliance as trait of character. Type: 887A*, 923B, 923C$, 923D$, 949*.
Link: |J1030, Self-dependence. |Z0010.8.2.1$, "Let it be on one's head!"--(i.e., "You must suffer the
consequences!").

Ref.: DOTTI 603 607 609 654; MITON.>
W0040.0.1$, `Nothing scratches one's skin except [(i.e., as effectively as)] one's own fingernail'.
Link: |J1030.2$, Necessity of self-reliance. |J1385.2.1$, What is you own, even if defective, should spare you from
the need to borrow.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 44; Taymûr no. 2704.>
W0040.0.2$, Don't send an emissary (a proxy) on grave assignment--(do it yourself).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0040.1$, Child wants to succeed in life without help from parent(s). Type: cf. 577, 851.>
W0040.2$, Lion powerful because of attending to own needs.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0041$, Resolve (determination, willpower, endurance, `grit').
Link: |H0631.4.1$, What is strongest? Woman's resolve (willpower). |W0164.1.7$, Willpower (resolve) as source of
self-esteem (self-concept). |W0167, Stubbornness. |W0254.4$, Power of endurance (perseverance, stamina) resides
in gallbladder (bile, marârah)--(Compare: mirrah, i.e., power).

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 422.>
W0042$, Contentment: satisfaction with one's lot in life (ridâ). Type: Type: 910-911*.
Link: |H1376.6.1$, Quest for contentment (with what one already has). |P0001.0.1.1$, He who is cognizant of his
true station in his community is comfortable (i.e., well-adjusted). |U0248.3.1$, `Only dirt would fill an Adamite's
eye'. |W0025.0.1$, Equanimity. (rabâtat ja'sh, hilm). |W0128, Dissatisfaction. |W0151, Greed. |Z0077$, Formulas
for satisfaction (contentment, completeness, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Qazwînî I 7; Ibshîhî 101; Taymûr no. 2820.>
W0042.1$, One should be content with own lot in life (kismet). Type: 910-911*.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
W0042.1.1$, "Contentment (al-qanâCah) is an inexhaustible treasure". Type: 676.
Link: |W0151.0.3.2$, Greed is an ever present poverty (i.e., a greedy will always feel poor).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 101.>
W0042.1.2$, "He who is content with the least lives [in peace]". Type: 910-911*.
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 2820.>
W0043, Peacefulness.
Link: |Z0142.6$, White as symbol of peacefulness (passivity).>

W0043.1$, Peacefulness under certain conditions.
Link: |V0311.4.2$, For the pious, death is a joyous event (for it signals that meeting God is approaching).>

W0043.1.1$, Peacefulness felt while within sanctuary.
Link: |C0051.1.0.1.1$, Tabu: violating safety of creature within holy sanctuary (by hunting, capturing, killing, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 192-5-(pigeons/gazelles of Mecca).>
W0043.1.2$, Peacefulness felt during certain period.>
W0043.1.2.1$, Peacefulness during holy (sacred) period.
Link: |C0845.4$, Tabu: war-making (killing) during sacred period (time).>

W0044$, Proper bashfulness (hayâ'/khafar, kusûf/khajal). A person's modesty (social sensitiveness, shyness,
or decency).
Link: |E0476$, Corpse covers its privates out of modesty. (Privates were inadvertently exposed). |F0541.12.2$, Eyes
with irresistible glances--causes beholder to fall in love. |H0640.1$, Most noble trait of character: al-hayâ' (proper
C

bashfulness--may also be labeled " iffah, sharaf" (chastity, honor). |J0907$, Humility before God brings exaltation
from God. |J0910, Humility of the great. |K2051.1, Adulteress pretends shame before male statue (mirror, male
fish, [male sparrow]). |P0200.2.1.1$, Bachelor as violator of women's modesty. |P0610$, Homosociality: social
relations between persons of the same sex. |P0781.1$, `The-Year-of-the-Fart' (`The-(Day)-of- '): breaking wind in
public becomes local history. |P0788.2$, Social control by shaming (publicly) into compliance (conformity).
|T0306.1.1$, Woman's (wife's) modesty and water pitcher: too modest to be exposed to a pitcher's spout. |T0380$,
Heterosociality: social relations between persons of opposite sexes. |W0170$, Shamelessness: person feels no shame.
|Z0094.5.1$, Formulas for imperviousness (insensitiveness, shamelessness).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 287-90; Ibshîhî 181; Boqarî 180; DOTTI 565 672/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" 1 no. 44; TAWT 121.>
W0044.0.1$, "[Proper] bashfulness is [an aspect] of godliness ('îmân)".
Ref.: MITON.>
W0044.0.2$, Bashfulness (modesty) in dealing with God. Type: 460A, 759.
Link: |V0004.5.11$, Fearing God as intercessor. |V0004.5.14$, Shedding a tear due to experiencing awe toward God
as intercessor.

Ref.: DOTTI 229 424/{Egy}.>
W0044.0.3$, If one's proper bashfulness (decency) is gone, his social luster is lost (man dhahaba hayâ'uh,
dhahaba bahâ'uh). Type: cf. 613A$/980*.
Link: |U0062.0.2$, Poverty leads to insolence (bad manners).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 385.>
W0044.0.4$, If one has no bashfulness (decency), he will act out every whim.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 375.>
W0044.0.5$, Scarcity of proper decency ('ikhtishâh).>
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W0044.0.5.1$, The decent ones (who are modest) died out--[(only the insolent remain)].
Ref.: Amîn 466.>
W0044.0.7$, Bashfulness in men may beget poverty. (Too timid to demand own right).
Link: |J0812$, Denying own rights because of fear.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1107.>
W0044.1$, Bashfulness (embarrassment) at sight of animals copulating. Type: cf. 517A$.
Link: |F0647.4.1, Marvelous sensitiveness: woman refuses to look at male fish. |K2051.1, Adulteress pretends shame
before male statue (mirror, male fish, [male sparrow]). |W0203.4$, Excessive experiencing of shame (public).

Ref.: Jâhiz V 312-13; Ibshîhî 473/(cats); DOTTI 286; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 240.>
W0044.2$, Bashfulness at indecent (obscene) words.
Link: |C0496, Tabu: using obscene language ([words, names]). |J1745.0.1$, Absurd ignorance of genitals. |X0757$,
Properly raised (polite) girl trained to think of obscene words as signifying decent things (e.g., vagina--eye, penis-arm, etc.): absurdly obscene conversation with suitor. |Z0013.8$, Speaker disclaims responsibility for offensive
contents.

Ref.: Simpson 113 n. 11/cf.; Jâhiz III 41-42; TAWT 375 n. 263.>
W0044.3$, Bashfulness at nakedness or body exposure.
Link: |A1557.3.1$, Men walk ahead of women so as not to violate their modesty. |C0119.5$, Tabu: exposed sexual
intercourse. (Or, intercourse in public place). |P0783.2.3$, Baring body in public: disgraceful (shameful).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0045, Honor.
Link: |P0788.1$, Excessive shame (dishonor, disgrace: Câr, khizy) from violation of mores.>

W0045.3$, Person of honor keeps secret.
Link: |N0443.1$, Person's knowledge of secret puts his life in danger. |T0039.1.5$, Lovers never betray each other's
secrets. |U0197$, Secrets: unshared `truths'.

Ref.: MITON; Hujelân 419; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 86-87/cf.; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
W0045.3.1$, "A noble person's heart (chest) is a secret's grave".
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 277.>
W0045.3.0.1$, Keepers of secrets.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 276-78.>
W0045.3.1.1$, Virtuous person witnesses sin (crime) committed but keeps it secret. (Usually infidelity).
Type: 318, 971, 910K1$, cf. 1358C.
Link: |W0014.1.2.1$, Sparing thief from disgrace (infamy): owner pretends that stolen item was entrusted (given) to
the accused.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 380/(Khaliyy-Shajiyy); Ibshîhî 274.>
W0045.3.2$, "A secret is trust-deposit ('amânah)". Type: cf. 782, 894A$, 1381A-D.
Link: |C0486.2$, "Assemblies are a matter of trust ('amânah)", (i.e., one should avoid slanderous talk).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 276-78; Hujelân 419.>
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W0046$, Sinlessness.
Link: |D1714, Magic power of person without sin. |N0003.2.1$, Angels wager that they can remain sinless even if
shackled with humans's qualities (e.g., sexual desire, lust, greed, etc.). |Z0062.5.1.5$, Angelic Beauty (i.e., person of
beauty and airs of innocence).

Ref.: Ions 118; Basset Mille III 75 no. 53; DOTTI 418/{Plst}; Sârîs (al-) 477-8.>
W0046.o.1$, Deeds that render a person sinlessness.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 161.>
W0047$, Eloquence.
Link: |H0507, Wit combat [(duel)]. Test in repartee. |J1115.6.1$, Clever eloquent peasant.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; Ibshîhî 80-85; DOTTI 363/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1.>
W0047.0.1$, The craft of speech: putting eloquence to work (diplomacy, instructions) is the most difficult.
Link: |K2301.1$, Kinship ties equivocally presented. |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.

Ref.: Simpson 168; Ibshîhî 61.>
W0047.0.1.1$, Love of verbal arts (poetry, and the poetic: "el-gharâm"/infatuation [in vernacular Egyptian
Arabic]).
Link: |P0427.7.8, Poet rewarded for poem. |Q0069.1$, Mouth filled with jewels as reward for eloquence (story, wisesaying, etc.). |Q0091.3, King rewards poem. |Q0092$, Reward for unique story (life-experience).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Birdîsî" no. 34, "Ibrâhîm Karrûm" no. 35, “CAzzûz" no. 36.>
W0047.0.2$, Commanding knowledge of poetry and the poetic.
Link: |H0012.2.1, Recognition by matching a couplet together. |H0509.4.1, Test: supplying missing half-stanza
[(hemistich)]. |Z0071.5.6.18$, Seven "arts" (genres, forms) of poetry.

Ref.: DOTTI 509 668/{Sdi}.>
W0047.1$, The power of the spoken word. Type: 159B.
Link: |J0601.0.1$, Think carefully before you speak (act). |J2516.1, Think thrice before you speak. The youth obeys
literally even when he sees the master's coat on fire. |P0427.4.1, Fear of druidic lampoon as activating power.
|Q0393, Evil speech punished.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; Simpson 168, 251/(tongue creats/destroys); Ibn-CAasim no. 397 no. 396;
DOTTI 66.>
W0047.1.0.1$, Sweet words preferred to harsh (but useful) deeds.
Link: |J0267, Choice between flattering lies and unflattering truths. |P0014.9, Law that nobody may give the king
bad tidings. |Q0002.1$, Flattering lies rewarded, unflattering truth punished.>

W0047.1.0.2$, Word uttered (said) cannot be taken back (unsaid) no matter how hard one may try. Type:
471B$.
Link: |F0171.6.0.1.3$, Serpent leaves hole but cannot reenter (due to swelling of his body) in other world.

Ref.: DOTTI 245.>
W0047.1.1$, `Your tongue is your horse: if you maintain it, it will maintain you; if you affront it, it will
affront you'. Type: 159B.
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Link: |J1074.3.2$, `Had it not been for my tongue, the back of my neck wouldn't have been slapped'.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 225/cf.; DOTTI 66; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 66 no. 6; Taymûr no. 2524;
A. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 114 no. 14.>
W0047.1.2$, `Meet me [well], and feed me not' (i.e, well met preferred to well fed but coolly met).
C

Link: |F1043.0.1$, Affectionate touch preferred to menacing (affectionless) food (drink).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2505 2706 3001/(cheerful face preferred).>
W0047.1.3$, "A person dies from his misstatement (`tongue-slip'), but does not die from his misdeed (`footslip')".
Link: |H0679.8.1$, What is sharper than cutting blade (sword, knife, etc.)? (Tongue). |Q0393, Evil speech punished.
|W0047.1.0.1$, Sweet words preferred to harsh (but useful) deeds. |W0185.6, Insult worse than wound.

Ref.: DOTTI 66; MITON; Taymûr no. 2751.>
W0047.1.3.1$, "A human being's affliction comes from the tongue".
Ref.: MITON.>
W0047.2$, Eloquence of brevity. Type: cf. 1526C$.
Link: |F0883.8$, Extraordinarily brief letter (message). |J1074.3.1.1$, Deficiency of expatiation (longwindedness/'ishâb). |J1344.1$, Long story told in one sentence (shortened) at supper-table. |Z0061.2, Forever.

Ref.: Simpson 316/cf./(beauty of brevity); Jâhiz III 86; ThaClabî 174-75/(175/prophet's): Shamy (el-)
"Arab Mythology" no. 121; Damîrî II 161/(proverbs); Ibshîhî 61 589 652/(nature of life cycle)/(death of
daughter); Hujelân 125-26 no. 17-2; Taymûr no. 2247/(usefulness).>
W0047.3$, `Eloquent silence'--message conveyed by silence (refusal to reply).
Link: |F0569.3, Silent person. |J1141.8, Silence points to guilt. Important man quarrels with commoner. Asks
bystanders: "Who is right?" Silence. Newcomer states that the important man is wrong. "Had he been right the others
would have said so". |K2107.1$, Poison-pen: letter (by anonymous) containing false accusation or slander. |N0441$,
Silence betrays secret. |P0529.0.2.2.1$, Virgin indicates consent to her marriage by silence.

Ref.: ThaClabî 178.>
W0047.4$, The power (authority) of the written word.

Link: |D1266.1, Magic writings (gramerye [gramarye], runes). |D1719.1.5.1$, Contest in magic writing between
scribes (magicians). |D1735.5$, Magic powers from soaking supernatural charm (written) in water and drinking
(swallowing) brew. |H0779.1.1$, Riddle: of minute size ('add/qadd en-nimnimah) but would bring horses [fully]
stirruped. (Answer: writing).

Ref.: Maspero 133 no. 7 n. 1/(magic).>
W0047.4.1$, `The pen is mightier than the sword'.
Link: |A1480.1.1$, God's first instructions to Adam: power of the word, honor, hope, love. |M0302.4.2.1$, "The
sword is more truthful than [astrologers'] books".>

W0048$, Being sweet-tongued. Type: 480, cf. 929B$.
Link: |J0815.5.5$, Tactful (kind) reply. |K0815, Victim lured by kind words approaches trickster and is killed.
|W0197.1$, Being maladroit with words.

Ref.: DOTTI 250 621 837/{Plst, Sdn}; TAWT 440.>
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W0048.1$, Being sweet-tongued gives social power without men (to back one up).
C

C

Link: |P0230.0.2.2$, Children as source of power. |P0293.6$, Paternal-uncles ('a mâm, umûmah) as source of
power. |Z0200.0.1$, A hero needs many supporters.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1085 1608.>
W0049$, Cleanliness. Type: 1366$.
Link: |J0567.1.1$, Person needs to wash hands with three different cleansers, forty-times each. |V0082.0.1$,
Circumcision is required for cleanliness (of male or female). |W0115, Slovenliness.

Ref.: DOTTI 768; Taymûr no. 2361/(gen.).>
W0049.1$, Grooming (toiletry) recommended. Type: cf. 210A$.
Link: |C0720, Tabu: attending toilet needs. |G0654.2$, Indicator of ogress's anger (foulness of mood): neat
(groomed) appearance. |V0004.5.5$, Cleansing self (by bathing) of effects of coition as intercessor.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 164; DOTTI 79; MITON.>
W0049.2$, "Cleanliness is [a requirement] of the faith (min al-'îmân)".
Ref.: Ibshîhî 164.>
W0050$, Humility as trait of character.
Link: |J0910, Humility of the great. |J0919$, Humility of prophets and other sacred (holy) men. |P0012.14,
Modesty of king. |W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial, selflessness). |W0166$, Arrogance (conceit).
|Z0013.11.1$, Uncertainty about accuracy of truthful report: "And God knows best", "And God is Omniscient" (or
the like).

Ref.: Maspero 261 no. 17 n. 1; MITON.>
W0051$, Inquisitiveness (the need to know or explore). Type: 246A$, cf. 1681.
Link: |A0005.1$, God created the universe so as to declare (publish, inform of) His Existence. |J0069.8$, Quasiscientific explanations based on observation. |J1919.10.1$, Fool (troublemaker) sticks finger (object) into animal's
anus: injured by animal. |Q0342, Inquisitiveness punished. |W0137, Curiosity. |W0142.1$, Inability to acknowledge
own ignorance (foolishness). |W0205$, Authoritarian person. |Z0017.1$, Circular questions: one answered question
calls for another in seemingly endless manner (usually leading to the first). |Z0019.3$, Etiological tales: `That-iswhy'-tales.

Ref.: DOTTI 90 906; Shawqî 279 [no. 14].>
W0051.1$, Intolerance to cognitive ambiguity.
Link: |W0030.0.1$-(formerly, W0129.3$), Intolerance to cognitive dissonance. |W0129$, Disagreeableness
(dissonance, contrariness). |W0142.1.2.1$, Students invent a word ("khunfushâr") and ask teacher about it: teacher
concocts an answer and `substantiates' it with fabricated example `from traditions'. (`'intihâl$, fake-lore).
|Z0017.1.1$, Inquisitiveness (curiosity) expressed in a chain of interrelated questions or hypothetical situations: "And
why is that so!", "And what if ?"
Ref.: Qazwînî I 8; DOTTI 88 208 879/{Mrc}; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 46-47 176/cf., "Psych. Criteria" 242 n. 23;
TAWT 433.>

W0100-W199, Unfavorable traits of character.>
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W0100, Unfavorable traits of character.
Link: |W0186.0.1$, "Antarism (CAntariyyah)": application of ancient simplistic but violent `heroic' measures to
intricate modern situations (problems).>

W0103$, 'ibn-harâm (`bastard$, `of illegitimate birth$, i.e., of bad character, vile). Type: 613, 655,
613A1$,/980*.
Link: |J1270, Repartee concerning the parentage of children. |W0003$, 'ibn-halâl (`of legitimate birth$, i.e., of
good character, noble). |W0011.5.0.3.3$, `A vile forgives not even when able [to pardon]'. |W0150, Unfavorable
traits of character--social. |W0251$, Beliefs (theories) about composition of character (personality). Implicit (folk)
Personality theory. |Z0094.2$, Formulas for favorable traits of character. |Z0094.5.3.1$, Bastard: extremely cautious
person.

Ref.: Simpson 206 n. 27; Damîrî II 405-46: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 29; Ibshîhî 123;
Amîn 121-22; Bustânî (al-) 234-39; DOTTI 3 345 361 404 517 615 683/{Lbn, lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"'Noble and Vile' or `Genuine and False'?" Fabula 24 (1983) 341-46.>
W0103.1$, Levels (types) of `bastardy'.
Link: |H0486.5$, Test of paternity: a bastard is recognized by another bastard.>

W0103.1.1$, `Son-of-sin' that is not fornication--(e.g., theft, treachery, etc.). Type: 655, 655A$, 655B$.
Link: |C0001.1$, al-harâm: sacred (religious) tabu. `The illegitimate' (illicit, `not permitted')--opposite of: al-halâl
(the licit or legitimate, permitted by God).

Ref.: Burton I 231 n. V 115 n./(gypsy dialect); Shamy (el-) Egypt 111 no. 16.>
W0103.1.1.1$, Parent calls own child, "'ibn-harâm"/"bint-harâm" (`Child-of-sin'/bastard).
Link: |M0343.0.2, Prophecy: mother will be killed by children.

Ref.: Burton I 231 n./(mother).>
W0110, Unfavorable traits of character--personal.
Link: |A0199.8$, Deity with character flaws (inconsistencies).>

W0111, Laziness. Type: 280A, 327H1$, 565A$, 675, 986.
Link: |P0192.8$, tanbal (`idler': obese court jester). |U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 428; Chauvin IX 33f. no. 25 26; DOTTI 91 168 325 421 588 689/{Syr}; CA. Khidr I
61-64/(wife) II 20-25/(husband).>
W0111.1, Contest in laziness. Each cites instances of his laziness. Type: 1950.
Ref.: DOTTI 956 957/{Egy}; Houri-Pasotti 61-62 no. 18; Shamy (el-) Egypt 226-27 no. 62; CAdlî
Ibrâhîm no. 26.>
W0111.1.1, Man lets legs burn in fire rather than move them. Type: 1950.
Link: |J2532, Bureaucrats debate as to who shall put out palace fire; meantime palace burns.

Ref.: DOTTI 956.>
W0111.1.1.6$, Man (boy) too lazy to move out of burning sun into shade. Type: 1950.
Ref.: DOTTI 956 1159; MITON.>
W0111.1.7$, Man too lazy to speak. Type: 1950.
Ref.: DOTTI 956/{Egy}; MITON.>
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W0111.2, The lazy servant.>
W0111.2.4, Boy to see whether it is raining: calls dog (cat) in and feels of his paws.
Link: |J2716, How to find if it is raining.

Ref.: CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10A 2-2-no. 4.>
W0111.2.6, The boy eats breakfast, dinner, and supper one immediately after the other; then lies down to
sleep. Type: 1561.
Ref.: DOTTI 860.>
W0111.2.10$, Procrastinating craftsmen (hirelings, workers): "Tomorrow!". Type: cf. 102A$,
613A1$,/980*, cf. 1188A$.
Link: |J1031, Grain will be cut when farmer attends to it himself. [Consequently, bird (animal), who did not take
owner seriously when he asked others to do the job, leaves with her young]. |K0231.12, Debt to be paid "tomorrow".
Tomorrow never comes. |K2250.2$, Treacherous (dishonest) workman (hireling). |M0205.9$, Breakers of their
`word' (i.e., bargains, promises).

Ref.: Maspero 288 no. 22; Ibn-CAasim no. 235; Amîn 93-94; Basset Mille I 274 no. 18; Burton I
196/cf./(help); DOTTI 3 37 404 683 713/{Egy, lit.}; Elder 3 no. I-9; Green Modern I 1 no. 1; MITON;
Taymûr no. 841/cf.; Spitta Grammatik 442; Sulaymân 180 no. VIII-6.>
W0111.3, The lazy wife.
Ref.: DOTTI 562 768.>
W0111.3.4, Why he beats her. Lazy wife beaten by husband maintains that she has done nothing. That is
why he is beating her. Type: cf. 1370, 1408B, cf. 902*.
Link: |J0122, Naïve remark of child: "You forgot to strike mother." A father in habit of beating his wife remarks that
he has forgot something. The child says, "I know. You forgot to strike mother". |P0210.0.2.2$, Why he should beat
her: groom advised to beat bride at least once to establish his dominance. |T0205.1$, Wife-beating.

Ref.: DOTTI 562 768 792; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 241 n. 12.>
W0111.4, Lazy husband. Type: 327H1$, 923B, 986, 1388D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 168 604 689 782 783/{Syr}.>
W0111.4.1$, Wife punishes (beats, refuses to feed) lazy husband. Type: 923B, 986, 1388D$.
Link: |W0111.3.4, Why he beats her. Lazy wife beaten by husband maintains that she has done nothing. That is why
he is beating her.

Ref.: DOTTI 604 689 783; TAWT 53 n. 63.>
W0111.5.1, Lazy mother given shoes of cotton; son knows that she will not wear them out.
Ref.: Wesselski Hodscha II 204 no. 406.>
W0111.5.8, Man with stolen fig in his mouth submits to having cheek lanced rather than open his mouth.
Type: 1351D$.
Link: |X0372.4.1, Man with cheeks stuffed with food operated on to remove swelling.

Ref.: DOTTI 749.>
W0111.9$, Lame excuses to avoid work.
Link: |J1067.2$, The question (task) is easy. But it is the answer (execution) that is difficult.
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 71.>
W0111.9.1$, Laziness: task (work) not performed because it will need to be done again. Type: 901A*, 1370.
Link: |K2400$, Deception for deception (tit for tat): deceived person gets even in a like manner (same ruse, strategy,
trick, etc.).>

W0111.9.1.1$, Cleaning (clothes, dishes, self, etc.) not done: soon will be dirty again.
Link: |W0115, Slovenliness.>

W0111.9.1.2$, Cooking not done: soon one will be hungry again.>
W0111.9.2$, Help in idleness. `Idler' cannot work because he is busy "helping another in `doing nothing'".
Type: 1950A.
Link: |J2039.1.1.1$, Circular logic: defining an ambiguity (an unknown) in terms of itself (e.g., `water is like water').
|P0192.8$, tanbal (`idler': obese court jester).>

W0111.9.3$, Work dodged by alleging that it is contrary to one's nature (social role). Type: 207D$.
Link: |H0954$, Task alleged to be contrary to one's own nature (specialization). |J0894.2$, Consolation: "'anâ-mâlî"
(`None of my business'). |P0007.1$, Role strain (role conflict): effects of difficult choices between conflicting
obligations. |P0503.3.3.1$, Bureaucrat always claims, "Not my specialty. (Go to someone else)".

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 323; DOTTI 78/{lit.}.>
W0112$, Dependence on others (absence of independence, lack of self-reliance). Type: 756D$.
Link: |H0387.5$, Bride test: total subordination, loss of the sense of "I" (being without independent brain). |J0405$,
Dealing with dependents or those in one's service. |J0421, Subordination of weak to strong. |P0726.5$, The
independent city girl (`city-gal$, bint el-balad).

Ref.: DOTTI 417.>
W0112.1$, Need establishes (generates) dependence (on person, substance, certain treatment, etc.).
Link: |F1041.15.1$, Addiction as an illness. Adverse effects of excessive consumption of commodity or service (e.g.,
food, drink, drug, or sex, entertainment, etc.). |J0405.1$, Importance of being needed. |U0249.0.1.4$, `Need renders
the undesirable desirable'.>

W0112.1.1$, `A dog follows the person (owner) who keeps it hungry'.
Link: |J0405.1.1$, `Keep your dog hungry: it will follow you'. |J1030, Self-dependence. |W0040$, Self-reliance as
trait of character. |W0204.1.1$, `A cat likes only the one who chokes it'.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz I 280.>
W0113$, Lack of ambition.
Link: |J0010.5$, Persistence of early acquired knowledge, during childhood. |J0532$, Unambitious person instructed
to name a (large) grant commensurate with own worth (or giver's rank).

Ref.: DOTTI 472 509 590/{lit.}; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 85 no. 42/cf.; MITON; AUC: 9 no. 7.>
W0113.1$, Anticipatory inferiority. Preparation for playing subordinate role throughout life. Type: 756D$,
901, 1370, 2023, 2029B*, cf. 1378B*.
Link: |J0010.5.2$, Lullaby (or tale for children) provides role-model. |J2175.7.9$, Injurious practices for the rearing
of children and adolescents--miscellaneous. |T0616.1$, Children reared in a manner that would spite relatives-C

usually spouse's in-laws (`tarbiyat ind').
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Ref.: DOTTI 417 559 768 962 963/{Irq}; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 266 n. 109.>
W0113.1.1$, Lullaby wishes that (rural) child grows to become house servant in city, (with `buttocks-onseat$, `ladle in hand$, and `drinking from wall's penis'--i.e., water faucet).
Link: |J0010.5.2$, Lullaby (or tale for children) provides role-model. |J2175.7.9$, Injurious practices for the rearing
of children and adolescents--miscellaneous. |P0230.10.1.3$, A motherless groom preferred. |W0113.1$, Anticipatory
inferiority. Preparation for playing subordinate role throughout life. |Z0186.5.1$, Symbolism: water faucet--penis.>

W0113.2$, `He who looks upward tires himself'.
Link: |J0285.0.1.1$, "He who seeks high honors without hard work, wastes his life seeking the impossible".
|P0750.0.1.1$, `An eye does not top an eyebrow'.

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 428.>
W0115, Slovenliness. Type: 1447*.
Link: |Q0322, Dirtiness punished.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 335/cf.; DOTTI 811.>
W0115.0.1$, Remarkably dirty person. Type: 1447*, cf. 938B.
Ref.: DOTTI 644 811; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 104 no. 15.>
W0115.2, Woman becomes clean only after three washings and the use of three pounds of soap. Type:
1447*.
Link: |F0687.2.1$, Woman with indelible bad body odor.

Ref.: DOTTI 811.>
W0115.4$, After much soaking, rubbing, and scrubbing in the bathhouse the countryman's undershirt
became visible. Type: 1447*.
Link: |F0779$, Extraordinary bathhouse (or steam bath: `sauna'/`nûrah').

Ref.: DOTTI 811/{Egy, Irq}.>
W0115.5$, Person with bad body (mouth) odor avoided.
Link: |F0513, Person unusual as to his mouth. |F0687.4$, Person with remarkably bad breath ('abkhar/bakhrâ).
|F0899.8.1$, Remarkably bad (foul) odor of object or place. |U0060.0.2.1.1$, `A poor person's odor is bad--[others
stay away]'.

Ref.: Simpson 205-206/cf./(reputation); Mâjid K. CAlî Turâth XII:9/10 299-304.>
W0115.7$-(formerly, W0115.5$), Remarkably dirty garment.>
W0115.7.1$-(formerly, W0115.5.1$), Garment so full of lice (fleas) it moves.
Link: |X1296.1, Rag so full of lice it can move.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0116, Vanity.
Link: |C0728$, Tabu: Vanity.

Ref.: Aswad (al-) 63-64.>
W0116.0.1$, Vain dissatisfaction with one's `good enough' share of God's boon (batar).
Link: |C0777$, Tabu: dissatisfaction with one's `good enough' share of God's boon (batar). |W0029.2$, The good
wife (woman): no divorce, no remarriage, no desertion due to vanity (batar), no disagreement with husband, no
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quitting of husband's home to parents's due to unhappiness (gadbânah).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0116.2, Expenditure of money for vanity [(fangarah)].
Link: |P0760.6$, Surplus invites expenditure. |W0131, Profligacy.

Ref.: Hujelân 231 no. 23-4; TAWT 369 n. 148.>
W0116.7, Use of strange language to show one's high education [(tahadhluq)]. Type: cf. 210A$, 1359B.
Link: |Z0001$, Formulistic language (speech, parlance). |Z0001.1.2.1$, Speech (conversation) constituted
exclusively from sacred scripture quotes. |Z0095.4$, Use of strange grammatical form (tahadhluq) is matched by
retort in the same form.

Ref.: Maspero 45 no. 3/cf. 278-89 no. 20; Ibshîhî 617; Anonymous AGharâ'ib al-'aqwâl" 14; Boqarî
62; DOTTI 79 760 800 941/{Egy}; Hanauer 110; Kh. Ibrâhîm Al-Maghzâ 55-57; MITON; Sallûm Turâth
XVI:3 121 no. 5; Sha)lân 426; AUC: 36 no. 6.>
W0116.9$, Pretended (excessive) accuracy: needless (irrelevant) fine details cited. Type: cf. 922.
Link: |P0485.0.1$, Characteristic behavior of the philosophical scholar (historian, interpreter of sacred dogma, etc.).
|W0022.0.1$, Extreme conservatism (tazammut).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 44; Damîrî II 182; DOTTI 600.>
W0117, Boastfulness. Type: 854, 951C.
Link: |P0159.1.1$, "With my money I can do whatever I fancy!", so states boastful sign over youth's door.
|W0166.2$, Bragging: false self-aggrandizement (boasting).

Ref.: Simpson 163 n. 15/cf.; Kisâ'î 21-22: (Thackston 20 no. 8): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
36; DOTTI 474 658; Tahhân I 65-69.>
W0117.1, Neglected wife given trifle boasts of it.
Link: |J0954.3$-(formerly J0942.3$), Woman (wife) boasts of her father's assets (wisdom). |J1749.1, Fool thinks that
"aforesaid" is title of honor. |J2331.3$, Foolish woman boasts of being "Keeper of keys to corncobs bin".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2655/cf./(corncob bin).>
W0117.3$, Skillful professional (craftsman) boasts of own ability.
Link: |W0166.2$, Bragging: false self-aggrandizement (boasting).>

W0117.5$, Boasting match.
Ref.: CAbd-al-Hâdî 155-59 no. 37; DOTTI 95; Houri-Pasotti 131 no. 63; Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and
Bint-Birrî" 142-45; Tahhân I 65-69.>
W0117.5.1$, Boasting match between deeds (abstracts).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 18.>
W0118$, Mischief-generating (trouble-making, being mischievous).
Link: |W0156.1.1$, `A crow (raven) would steal a bar of soap only to drop it into sea'. |Z0094.5.2$, Formulas for
troublemakers (deviants).>

W0118.1$, The most potent trouble-maker (agitator).
Link: |H1598.2.1$, Contest between old-woman and Satan in trouble-making.>

W0118.2$, "Destroying it and then sitting on top of its [ruined] heap".
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Link: |W0180.1.4$, Either I become part of it, or I raze it [and pierce the eyes of its maker].>

W0121, Cowardice.
Link: |P0714.2$, Treason: abandoning nation (troops) in time of crisis.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 429-34; DOTTI 121 159 548/{Alg}; Juhaymân (al-) I 373-93 no. 27; Taymûr no.
2133.>
W0121.2, Coward boasts when there is no danger.
Link: |J2626, Coward boasts of what he would have done after danger is over. |T0251.6.1$, Browbeaten husband
threatens wife: from hiding place (under the bed, table, etc.).>

W0121.2.1, Ass insults dying lion.>
W0121.2.2, Fox insults caged lion.>
W0121.2.4, Dogs tear up lion skin: fear living lion.>
W0121.2.7$, Rooster safe on high wall insults fox.
Ref.: Shawqî 329 [no. 53].>
W0121.3, Cowardly soldier turns back when he hears raven's croak.>
W0121.3.1$, Coward's excuse: "I am horseman (knight) of only play and frolic!".
Link: |J1067.1.3$, Lazy apprentice's name (motto): "I eat and drink, but at work time I sink (i.e., vanish)". |J2631.1$,
Braggart of horsemanship (fighting prowess) abandons companion at time of battle. |W0166.2$, Bragging: false selfaggrandizement (boasting).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0121.2.4.1$, Coward punishes saddle not donkey.
Link: |F0956.7.7.1$, Venting anger by aggression against innocent weak. |Q0393.5.1$, `Executing the messenger'
(bearing bad news). |Z0043.7.1$, Pecking order: chain of aggressive actions and displaced reactions, started against
the weak and ending with the weakest.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2633.>
W0121.2.4.2$-(formerly, W0121.4.1$) Dog would bark only when at own home.>
W0121.7.1$, Cowardly man flees: saves self but abandons wife (daughter).
Link: |W0154.2.4.1$, Female bird (pigeon) releases her mate from net; he flees when she is caught.

Ref.: DOTTI 154 529 661 821/{Tns}; MITON.>
W0121.7.2$, Man whose wife (fiancee, daughter) has been abducted ridiculed as coward when he does not
give chase.
Link: |Q0477$, Ridiculing as punishment.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0121.7.3$, Coward seeks refuge behind woman (in women's quarters).
Link: |J2635.1$, Wife, fearing that there are robbers in the house, wants husband to check source of noise; husband
orders her to do it herself because robbers may be women. |W0121.7.1$, Cowardly man flees: saves self but
abandons wife (daughter).

Ref.: Zîr 104 149.>
W0121.8, Illness from fear.
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Link: |F1041.1.11, Death from fear. |F1041.17.4.1$, Diarrhea from fright.>

W0121.8.1, Swooning from cowardice.
Ref.: ThaClabî 104.>
W0122$, Restlessness (anxiety).
Link: |J0071.1.2$, Trained monkey shows "How a bachelor sleeps". (Restlessly and sexually aroused). |M0455,
Curse: restlessness. |T0024.9.1$, Lover restless (anxious). |W0043, Peacefulness. |W0189.2$, Strong suspicion
(feeling anxious, or ill at ease about Y).>

W0122.1$, `As restlessness as a bean on fire'.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0123, Indecision. Type: 1217$, 1821A.
Link: |J0344, What one has is neglected in search for other things.>

W0123.2$, Farmer cannot decide whether to sow or not; regrets indecision at harvest time (dies of sorrow).
Type: 1217$.
Link: |J1071, Results of labor lost in a moment of procrastination.

Ref.: DOTTI 716/{lit.}; MITON.>
W0123.3$, "Like a bride's mother [on daughter's wedding night] is `idle and busy [at once]'" (i.e., cannot
decide what to do next).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1371.>
W0123.4$, Woman cannot decide on how to cook meat for feast: guests go hungry. She is punished
(divorced). Type: 1217$.
Ref.: DOTTI 716 717 780/{Egy}.>
W0123.5$, Mixed or contradictory feelings (experienced simultaneously).
Link: |F1041.11.1, Laughter from chagrin. |W0124$, Capriciousness and mood swings (being whimsical). |Z0098$,
Contradictions (oxymoron).

Ref.: Boqarî 184-85.>
W0123.5.1$, Having `one eye on paradise, the other on hell'.
Link: |J0489$, Enjoyment preferred to atonement (repentance).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 121 no. 17; Taymûr no. 2028.>
W0123.5.2$, Disappointment for being granted own wish. (Usually involves choices).
Link: |J0200, Choices. |J0344, What one has is neglected in search for other things.

Ref.: Boqarî 185.>
W0124$, Capriciousness and mood swings (being whimsical).
Link: |N0170, The capriciousness of luck. |T0252.9.4$, Men who obey women's whimsical (irrational) urges must
share the blame for the misdeed. |W0123.5$, Mixed or contradictory feelings (experienced simultaneously).
|W0250.1$, Personality type: hawâ'î (`aerial$, whimsical, impressionable). |W0124.0.2$, Whimsical (capricious,
erratic) person: weathervane (Abu-Riyâh).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 124.>
W0124.0.1$, Moody person (`bi-ghazâlah').
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Ref.: Amîn 299; RAFE 121 n. 419.>
W0124.0.2$, Whimsical (capricious, erratic) person: weathervane (Abu-Riyâh).
Link: |W0124$, Capriciousness and mood swings (being whimsical).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 124.>
W0124.1$, Lack of resolve (of willpower).
Link: |W0041$, Resolve (determination, willpower, endurance, `grit'). |W0123.5$, Mixed or contradictory feelings
(experienced simultaneously). |W0250.6.3$, Male-type: rudderless (hâ'ir)--knows not, obey's no adviser.>

W0124.1.1$, "Like [a throng of] children in the lane, [the mere sound of] a whistle gathers them, and [the
mere sight of] a stick disperses them".
Link: |J1122.3$, The naughty child (boy, girl) as trouble-maker. |P0012.2.0.1$, Unjust (tyrannical) ruler uses fear to
control subjects (troops). |P0193.3.1$, A crowd of child(ren).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1554.>
W0125, Gluttony. Type: 33*, 720, 774N, 1458, 1526C$, cf. 162A*.
Link: |F0632.0.1$, Ways of mighty eaters: gluttonous eating. |X0420.2$, Jokes on fu'ahâ's gluttony.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 183/(as illness); Jâhiz I 147; Ibn-CAasim 104 no. 173; DOTTI 9 69 397
813 831 832/{Egy}; MITON.>
W0125.2, Gluttonous wife eats all the meal while cooking it. Type: 720.
Ref.: Amrouche 107-9 no. 11; DOTTI 397 398 718 739 749 781 813 834 861 918/{Alg, Egy};
TAWT 446.>
W0125.6$, Eunuch as glutton.
Link: |P0170.0.3.1$, Characteristic behavior (and physical traits) of eunuchs.>

W0125.6.1$, Why eunuch is a glutton? Compensation for loss of sexual (phallic) functions.
Link: |W0256.8.1$, The might of (tyranny by) the handicapped (e.g., blind, lame, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 111 135.>
W0126, Disobedience. Type: 480, 1416, cf. 2025.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 602; DOTTI 250 963.>
W0128, Dissatisfaction. Type: 1408B.
Link: |A0102.12, Perfect God. |C0777$, Tabu: dissatisfaction with one's `good enough' share of God's boon (batar).
|Z0077$, Formulas for satisfaction (contentment, completeness, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 792.>
W0128.0.1$, Everything found to have a demerit (drawback).
Link: |K2108$, Attempting to dissuade by slander: claiming that desired item (person) is defective. |W0173$, Faultfinding.>

W0128.0.1.1$, There will always be someone who will find fault with the perfect.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 266.>
W0128.4, Peacock dissatisfied with his voice.
Link: |A2236.2.2, Peacock has snake carry devil into paradise: cursed with ugly voice and feet. |Q0331.3$, Conceit
(arrogance) punished.
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Ref.: Shawqî 297-98 [no. 25].>
W0129$, Disagreeableness (dissonance, contrariness). Type: 1365B.
Link: |L0155, Disagreeable and disliked child surpasses the likeable one. |P0178.4.1$, Slave rebels if treated well,
obedient if abused. |T0255, The obstinate wife or husband. |U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves. |W0030$, Conformity.
|W0051.1$, Intolerance to cognitive ambiguity. |W0167, Stubbornness.

Ref.: DOTTI 767.>
W0129.0.1$, Insistence on incorrectness of the other's viewpoint (without claiming correctness of one's
own) out of spite (mukâbarah/`mikâbrah').
Link: |A1374.1.1$, Adam claimed to Angel of Death that his lifespan was longer than what he had agreed to: thus
dishonesty became part of Adamites's nature. |J1990$, Absurd claims are to be dismissed by empirical evidence.
|W0130$, `Sociopathy': pleasure derived from violating mores (anti-social behavior--thievery, rape, pedophilia, etc.,
`for kicks'). |W0142$, Inability to acknowledge own character shortcomings. |W0157, Dishonesty. |W0161.5$,
Contrariness as means of publicity.

Ref.: ThaClabî 28-29: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 68; Ibn-al-Athîr I 18-19; DOTTI 767.>
W0129.1$, Person who doubts a prediction (belief, claim, etc.) fails to see that he is living proof of its
validity. Type: 1313X$.
Link: |C0486.1$, Tabu: twitting (taunting, ridiculing, reproaching of shortcomings). (tahakkum/`naqwazah').
|X0135.8.1.1$, Effects of craving--A: "My mother craved an apple but only a bad one was available, that is why I'm
always in poor health." B: "Nonsense! My mother craved listening to a sound-record but only a cracked one was
found, and `nothing is wrong with me-me-me-me-me-me-meY!'".

Ref.: Kisâ'î 45-46/(Thackston 47 no. 22.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77-1; Damîrî I 105106/(angels); DOTTI 733/{Egy, Tns}; MITON; TAWT 29 n. 75.>
W0129.2$, "Still it is Y [opposite of what you say], nonetheless!", [in spite of the fact that you are correct]!.
Link: |W0142.1.1$, Person cannot bring himself to say: "I do not know".

Ref.: DOTTI 721; Taymûr no. 1983.>
W0129.2.1$, Goat!: even if it flies!.
Link: |W0167, Stubbornness.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1983.>
W0129.3$, Stay with the liar till the door the house (i.e., till end of argument and truth becomes obvious).>
W0130$, `Sociopathy': pleasure derived from violating mores (anti-social behavior--thievery, rape,
pedophilia, etc., `for kicks').
Link: |K0300.0.1$, `Trickstery': the art of trickery. |S0092.1$, Official enjoys torturing prisoner (captive). |S0184$,
Cruelty to women. |T0145.0.3.1$, A husband of two [wives] is a liar, a husband of three is a hypocrite, a husband of
four is either an almighty (qâdir) or a sociopath (fâgir). |T0403$, `Womanizer$, `play-boy' (zîr-nisâ): habitual
seducer of women. |T0463.3$, Relative pleasures of homoeroticism (homosexual love). |T0471, Rape. |W0198$,
Tyranny.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 13-15; Ibshîhî 429/cf.>
W0130.0.1$, Depravity (acting-without-a-conscience: `fugr'/fugûr/fujûr).
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Link: |W0198.1.1$, Tyranny by nature (full-time).

Ref.: Amîn 234-37/(Ottoman Sultan Salîm).>
W0130.0.1.1$, fâgir (sociopath, person who feels no remorse, has no conscience).
Link: |A1611.8$, Origin of Kurds: people who fled from king's tyranny to mountains. |L0401$, Person (Pharaoh,
Nimrod, etc.) sets self up as God: fails. |N0191.1$, "A wretch's [(criminal's, tyrant's, etc.)] span of life lasts".
|P0526.9.1$, Criminal's failure to admit culpability (show remorse) is an additional crime. |S0101$, Massacre: mass
killing. |T0145.0.3$, Polygyny brings misery (trouble). |W0198.3$, The unjust (a tyrant) has no faith (conscience).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0130.1$, Sexual sociopathy.
Link: |S0184.1$, Serial rapes (of women) by rapist.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 15.>
W0130.1.1$, Pleasure from `vanquishing' victim through coercive (illicit) sexual aggression. Type: 36,
1099$, 1545.
Link: |F0405.14.3$, Possessing spirit leaves when it is violated sexually (disgraced, humiliated). |T0471, Rape.

Ref.: Boqarî 98/(nazCah sâdiyyah/Sadist propensity); DOTTI 703 856/{Egy}.>
W0130.2$, Political sociopathy.
Link: |S0090.1$, Cruel (capital) punishment for minor crime. (Usually administered publicly). |W0198$, Tyranny.>

W0131, Profligacy.
Link: |W0116.2, Expenditure of money for vanity [(fangarah)].

Ref.: Hujelân 230-31 no. z; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 243; TAWT 51 n. 18.>
W0131.0.1$, Wastefulness (extravagance).
Link: |C0851, Tabu: wastefulness. |P0012.17$, Extravagance (profligacy, wastefulness) of kings. |T0145.10.1$,
"Clip your bird's wings lest he mate with another." Wife is to keep husband poor.

Ref.: Hujelân 230-31 no. z.>
W0131.0.1.1$, Three wasteful things torment (bankrupt) a household: a wedding, a funeral, and a zâr
(ritual).
Link: |F0385.2.2$, Possessing zâr-jinn (asyâd) placated by sacrifice. |V0060.0.1.3.1$, "Death and ruining
(bankrupting) a household".

Ref.: Amîn 137; RAFE 101 n. 333/cf.>
W0131.1, Profligate [(heir)] wastes entire fortune before beginning his own adventures. Type: 572$, 736,
910A, 910K1$, 936A$.
Link: |J0163.1.1$, Profligate (bankrupt person) uses his last coin to buy wise counsel: proves profitable.
C

|P0005.3.4.4.1$, Selling (losing) family property as shameful. (" Awwâd"). |P0761.2.1$, Rich heir.

Ref.: Bâtinî (al-) Al-Hikâyât 150-53 no. 29; Chauvin V 77 no. 22 n. 1; DOTTI 129 238 272 321 330
334 403 504 551 570 575 639 835 858/{Alg, Egy, lit., Sdn}; Kronenberg Nubische 206 no. 43; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16; TAWT 435; Wehr 26 no. 2.>
W0131.4$, Wasteful wife (woman). Type: 1223A$, 1271D*$, 1291B, 1540, 1541, 1271D*$, 1273C$, cf.
1384A$.
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Link: |F0171.6.0.1.1$, Men working hard but their earnings are consumed by animals (asses) in other world.
|T0277.3.1$, `A woman would ruin her husband's home in order to make her father's prosper'. |W0256.6.5$,
Wastefulness of women--(as compared to men).

Ref.: DOTTI 718 724 727 780 851 852 Maspero 151 no. 8.>
W0132$, Lack of `sense of proportionality,' in action or reaction. Type: cf. 774K.
Link: |J0220$, Choice: committing minor trespass or major crime (making crime pay, `going all the way'). |J0550,
Zeal--temperate and intemperate. |J1866, Man avenges self on animal by wholesale slaughter [(mass-killing)].
|P0002.3$, Social expectations should be proportionate to the social status of the granting person. |Z0001.0.2$,
Hyperbole (exaggeration)--poetic.

Ref.: DOTTI 429; MITON.>
W0132.1$, Major sin (crime) committed for minor gain.
Link: |T0454.1.1$, Woman succumbs to seduction for a trifle (little pay, food).>

W0132.1.1$, `He would fast and fast, and then break-the-fast over (for the sake of) an onion'.
Link: |W0225.2$, After long silence blasphemy (levity) is uttered.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1722 3150.>
W0132.1.2$, Needless mutilations (indignities to corpse).
Link: |C0898.1$, Tabu: indignities to corpse (beating, cremation, etc.). |G0097.1$, Theft from corpse (cadaver).
Corpse's organs (limbs) stolen. |S0481.5$, Wild animal needlessly (cruelly) killed.>

W0132.1.2.1$, Corpse `abducted' in order to steal a piece of clothing (scull-cap).
Link: |S0139.2.2, Other indignities to corpse. |X0420.5$, Jokes on fu'ahâ's immorality toward female mourners.>

W0132.1.2.2$, Limb severed in order to steal ornament.>
W0132.1.2.2.1$, Finger chopped off in order to steal ring.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0132.3$, Excessive (cruel) punishment for trivial error. Type: cf. 890, 923B, 929B$, 1534A.
Link: |M0021, King Lear's judgment. [Pleased by his elder daughters' flattery and angered by his youngest's seeming
indifference--banishes youngest]. |T0052.10.3.1$, Girl's father stipulates that future son-in-law (suitor) exalt (revere)
him at all times (regardless of circumstances).

Ref.: DOTTI 402 539 540 604 621 768 840/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
W0132.3.1$, Hand (finger) cut off because unwashed (dirty, smelly, etc.).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0132.4$, Excessive (lavish) reward for trivial good deed. Type: cf. 929B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 621.>
W0133, Inconsistency.>
W0133.0.1$, Inconsistency (incongruence) as an attribute of the behavior of mankind.
Link: |K0309$, The trickster: a character composed of opposites (contradictions). |U0011.1.1.2, Penitent in
confession worries about little sins and belittles big ones. |U0280.0.1.2$, `One hand harms (hurts), the other heals
(nurses)'--(formulaic).

Ref.: ThaClabî 4: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 10.>
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W0134$, Foolishness (ignorance, stupidity). Type: 31, 327H$, 555, 1221$, 1249, 1327, 1384, 1384A$,
1384C$, 1385, 1406B$, 1415, 1430A, 1430B$, 1438$, 1442$, 1469$, 1543*, 1681*, 1681C$, 1685, 1692,
1703A$, 1716$, 1725, 1750.
Link: |H1599.1.1$, Debate between knowledge and ignorance (wisdom and foolishness). |J0140.0.1.1$, Knowledge
(education) raises the lowly; ignorance lowers the high. |J0911, Wise man acknowledges his ignorance. |J1730,
Absurd ignorance. |U0001.1$, Pluralistic exception ("pluralistic ignorance"): mistakenly believing oneself to be
unlike all others (`the only exception to the rule'). |U0288$, Merits and demerits of knowledge (wisdom) and
ignorance. |U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves.>

W0136, False modesty.
Link: |K2051, Adulteress feigns unusual sensitiveness.

Ref.: DOTTI 286 670.>
W0137, Curiosity.
Link: |C0324, Tabu: looking into jug. Woman does so and finds mouse in it. |H1554.1, Test of curiosity: mouse in
jug.>

W0137.0.1$, Curiosity (inquisitiveness) brings troubles upon the curious. Type: 1416, 1681, cf. 1233$,
1341E$.
Link: |Q0341, Curiosity punished. |Q0342, Inquisitiveness punished. |W0051$, Inquisitiveness (the need to know or
explore).

Ref.: DOTTI 745 793 906/{Lbn}; MITON; Shawqî 279 [no. 14] 311-12 [no. 38].>
W0141, Talkativeness.
Link: |W0197.1$, Being maladroit with words. |W0256.6.2.4.1$, Women are talkative (they betray secrets).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 172; D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE VII 59 no. 14; TAWT 369 n. 146.>
W0141.1$, Hazards of talkativeness.
Link: |J1074.3$, Silence saves, talkativeness brings about trouble (is regretted).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 172.>
W0141.1.1$, A person `in whose mouth a [dry] bean could not get moist' (i.e., mouth dry from constant
chatter: bound to accidentally reveal secret, or `spill the beans').
Link: |W0045.3$, Person of honor keeps secret.>

W0142$, Inability to acknowledge own character shortcomings.
Link: |W0205.0.1$, Authoritarian person's pride. |Z0302$, The one defect (in the presumed perfect or complete).>

W0142.1$, Inability to acknowledge own ignorance (foolishness). Type: 1384C$, 1384A$, 1620, cf. 1641.
Link: |B0215.7.3.1$, Name of "Joseph's Wolf". |J0911, Wise man acknowledges his ignorance. |J1214, Absurd
C

pretence [(claim)], when allowed, puts pretender out of countenance. |J1215$, Know-all person ("'Abu-el- Urraif"): a
talkative fool. |W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 780 781 879 886.>
W0142.1.1$, Person cannot bring himself to say: "I do not know". Type: 1233A$.
Link: |J1263.1.5$, "The name of the wolf who did not eat Joseph". Preacher cites a name as that of the wolf that ate
Joseph; a listener objects, "Joseph was not eaten!" The preacher corrects himself but keeps the name. |K0442.2$,
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Dishonest informant falsifies information (for reward--material or non-material). |K1969, Sham prowess-miscellaneous. |N0688.1, Doctor Know-all accidentally saves raja. |W0030.0.1$-(formerly, W0129.3$), Intolerance
to cognitive dissonance. |W0129.2$, "Still it is Y [opposite of what you say], nonetheless!", [in spite of the fact that
you are correct]!.

Ref.: DOTTI 721 940; TAWT 26 n. 47; Taymûr no. 2288/cf.>
W0142.1.2$, Answers to every question provided (regardless of truthfulness).
Link: |B0215.7$, An animal's (bird's, insect's) given (personal) name. |J1263.1.5$, "The name of the wolf who did
not eat Joseph". Preachdr cites a name as that of the wolf that ate Joseph; a listener objects, "Joseph was not eaten!"
The preacher corrects himself but keeps the n`me. |W0142.1.1$, Person cannot bring himself to say: "I do not know".
|X0355$, Humor concerning teacher's intemperate zeal.>

W0142.1.2.1$, Students invent a word ("khunfushâr") and ask teacher about it: teacher concocts an answer
and `substantiates' it with fabricated example `from traditions'. (`'intihâl', fake-lore). Type: 1873$.
Link: |H0508, Test: finding answer to certain question. |K0199.3$, Pseudo-riddle (unsolvable), with twice the stakes
for the learned riddlee. Trickster (peasant, illiterate) does not know the answer, but wins half the bet money.
|K1960.1$, Fabricated (muntahal) traditions (poetry, utterances, etc.). |P0426.0.5$, Ignorant grammarian (too literal).

Ref.: DOTTI 940.>
W0142.2$, Inability to acknowledge own temper defects. Type: cf. 903A*.
Link: |W0022.1.1$, Too conservative to be seen reacting to small matters. |W0185, Violence of temper.
|W0022.1.1$, Too conservative to be seen reacting to small matters.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 343-45; DOTTI 563; Shawqî 325 [no. 49].>
W0143$, Inability to perceive own physical shortcomings (defects). Type: 247.>
W0143.0.1$, `If a camel were to see his hump he would drop dead [of shame]'.
Link: |F0576.2$, Extraordinarily ugly physical posture (hunchback, very short neck, or the like.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 57; Taymûr nos. 967 2550/(dog) 2551.>
W0143.1$, Ugly thinks of self as beautiful.
Link: |K2108.3$, Beautiful said to be ugly.

Ref.: Shawqî 326 [no. 50].>
W0143.2$, Ugly thinks a beauty is ugly.
Link: |U0303$, Relativity of perceiving physical attributes (size, shape, form, etc.). |W0173$, Fault-finding.

Ref.: Shawqî 323 [no. 47].>
W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).
Link: |A0005.1$, God created the universe so as to declare (publish, inform of) His Existence. |F0956.7.6$, Catharsis
(fadfadah): relief from mental troubles through talking about them. |P0469.1$, Publication of news. |P0514$,
Publication of court's (king's) penalty (sentence). |P0529.0.8$, Declaration (publication) of divorce (necessary
condition for it to take effect). |P0555.2.1.1, "Publication of slaying." Heads of slain enemies displayed. |P0681.1$,
Publication of a death (mourning). |P0773$, Publication of availability of goods or services (commercial
advertisement). |P0778.0.1$, Publication (declaration) of bankruptcy. |P0790.1$, Publication of personal feelings
(causing social reaction). |Q0259.5$, Publication of a killing for sexual honor. |T0014$, Publication of desire to
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marry. |T0061.4.0.1$, Publication of betrothal (engagement). |T0160.0.3$, Publication of defloration: blood
displcyed. |T0274, Wife cannot keep secret. |T0593$, Publication of a birth. |W0164.1.5$, Publication of one's own
physical attributes. |W0164.1.8$, Publication of one's own character and personality attributes. |W0172.5.1$,
Publication of self-pity.>

W0150, Unfavorable traits of character--social.
Link: |W0103$, 'ibn-harâm (`bastard$, `of illegitimate birth$, i.e., of bad character, vile).

Ref.: Amîn 93/cf.>
W0151, Greed. Type: 763, 773$, 836F*, 921L$, cf. 676, 1543A$.
Link: |J0912.0.2$, `You who owns all, are you who loses all!'. |K1420.1$, False report of a treasure buried
underneath the building causes owner to tear it down: nothing found. |W0156.0.1$, Acquisition want (need or desire
to possess objects). 470D$, 566, 707, 613A1$,/980*, cf. 460, 327B, 328B*, 560, 561, 676, 1642A.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 104 no. 173; Ibn-CAasim 104 no. 173; ThaClabî 205-7: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 108; Ibshîhî 507; Burton X 15 n. 2/(Osman/i.e., CUthmân); DOTTI 10 31 32 50 55 427 428
597 855/{Egy, Irq, lit.}; MITON; Sabâh el-Khair no. 490; Sengo "Kiswahili" 617-23 no. 21; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Mandûh and Yasmîn" no. 18; TAWT 75 413; Hasaballâh Yahyâ Turâth II:1 144-45.>
W0151.0.2$, Greed makes fraud possible. Type: cf. 1525D.
Link: |K0341.6, Shoes dropped to distract owner's attention.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 346; DOTTI 290 828 830 842 847/{lit.}; MITON.>
W0151.0.2.1$, As long as the greedy exists the imposter will make a living.
Link: |K0830.1.2.3$, Types of deceptive pseudo-investments offered by `greed-evokers (`mutammi)în, swindlers).>

W0151.0.2.1.1$, `The imposter ruins the greedy's home' (i.e., bankrupts greedy).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0151.0.3$, Greed corrodes gains. Type: 287$, 750D1$, 836F*, cf. 470D$.
Link: |J0514.9.1$, Greed leads to covetousness (envy). |Greed corrodes gains. |J2501.1.1$, `When a [good] matter
surpasses its [supposed] limit it turns into its opposite'. |P0232.4.1.11$, Mother's advice to daughter concerning
C

husband: have ridâ (satisfaction) and qanâ ah (contentment).

Ref.: DOTTI 95 319 409 456 806/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Around the World 154-45;
Taymûr no. 1804.>
W0151.0.3.1$, Merchant (adventurer) facing mortal danger blames greed for his misfortune. Type: 936A$.
Link: |U0248$, Mental set (thematic apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain things).
|W0199.3$, Projection: attributing to others one's own shortcomings (defects).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0151.0.3.2$, Greed is an ever present poverty (i.e., the greedy will always feel poor).
C

Link: |W0042.1.1$, "Contentment (al-qanâ ah) is an inexhaustible treasure".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 101.>
W0151.0.4$, Greed leads to cruelty (hardheartedness). Type: 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: DOTTI 683; MITON.>
W0151.0.5$, Greed kills.
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Link: |H0659.12.4$, What is the worst trait? Greed.>

W0151.0.5.1$, `Nothing kills an Adamite like greed'.
Link: |U0248.3.1$, `Only dirt would fill an Adamite's eye'. |Z0094.5.6.2$, Greed: `An eye which only dirt can fill'.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 205-7: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 108.>
W0151.0.6$, Greedy is despised.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0151.0.6.1$, Greed (avarice) is an incurable disease.
Link: |P0318.0.1.1.2$, Greed (avarice) destroys friendship and family relations.

Ref.: Simpson 108-9.>
W0151.2.2, Hospitable man impoverished by greedy guests.
Link: |J0562.0.1$, "Charity (hospitality) is by [giving] what is at hand". |P0333$, Deceitful guest exploits host.
|Q0042.1.3, Excessive hospitality causes chieftain to become poor. |W0011.2.3$, Generous ruler (rich man, chief,
etc.) impoverished.

Ref.: Littmann Tigré 100-101 no. 79; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Prophet's Shirt" no. 47 3.>
W0151.4, Snake and weasel stop fighting in order to catch a mouse.>
W0151.8, Thieves quarrel over booty: owner comes. [Thieves betray crime]. Type: 960.
Link: |N0614.1$, Dispute (quarrel) over division of booty (bribe) betrays commission of crime.

Ref.: Bâzargân (al-) 46-47 no. 27; DOTTI 667 668/{Irq}; Hujelân 258 no. 37-4.>
W0151.9, Greedy person (animal) gets hand (head) stuck in food jar. Type: 1294A*, 1562F*.
Ref.: DOTTI 729 860.>
W0151.9.1$, Greedy person (animal) eats too much: unable to exit. Type: 41, 41*.
Ref.: DOTTI 9 12 13.>
W0151.9.2$, Greedy person carries too much booty (treasure): unable to exit. Type: 676.
Ref.: DOTTI 368.>
W0151.9.3$, Greedy (ambitious) person pursues large game (animal, fish) without regard to safety: loses his
life.
Link: |J0716.1$, Fisher (hunter) disregards danger in pursuit of catch (game): painful results. |N0774.3, Adventure
from pursuing animal (not magic).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0151.9.4$, Greedy grant (gift, alms, tip, etc.) recipient. Wants more of the gratuity given him. Type:
2020C$, cf. 1655.
Link: |L0494.2$, "`Give me alms, [but don't forget that], still, I am your master!'". |P0775.2.1$, Grants (gratuities,
tips), and acts of generosity (philanthropy).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0151.9.4.1$, Greed: little allowed, much grabbed. (I.e., "An inch given, a mile taken).
Ref.: Hujelân 302/(A60).>
W0152, Stinginess. Type: 1388A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 782; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41.>
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W0152.7, Spider [(mouse)] in stingy woman's house grows thin. Type: 286*.>
W0152.7.1$, Mouse swears as it leaves stingy person's house.
Link: |U0062.2.2.1$, Person so poor that mouse deserts his house; consequently, cat follows suite. |W0152.13, The
stingy man and his animals.>

W0152.9, Stingy man cancels invitations to his guests.
Ref.: DOTTI 861/{Mrc}.>
W0152.11, Stingy men love possessions so much that they wear out their feet to save shoes.
Link: |J2145.1$, "I am drowning: I'm afraid I'm getting (my clothes) wet!". |J2199.4.1, Numskull is glad to hurt his
feet instead of his shoes.>

W0152.12, Stingy man and his servants.>
W0152.13, The stingy man and his animals.
Link: |W0152.7.1$, Mouse swears as it leaves stingy person's house.>

W0152.14, Man who insists on using everything that is useful.>
W0152.15, Stingy man does not eat butter [(cheese)], only looks at it and enjoys thought.>
W0152.18$, Impairing the senses (sight, scent, taste) of others so as not to share food with them.>
W0152.18.1$, `The day your mother would cook (such and such), she would nail your father by his ears to
the table'.>
W0152.18.2$, `The day you would have meat, you would apply shishm to the cats' [eyes]' (i.e., glue eyes
shut, or temporarily blind by applying Indian-liquorice/licorice).
Link: |J2117.1$, Harmful eye-remedy. |Q0592.1$, Punishment: applying painful medication--e.g., shishm (Indian
liquorice) in eyes.>

W0152.19$, Stingy man and his guests. Type: 1388A$, 1388C$, 1407.
Link: |J1340.1$, Retorts between guest and miserly host.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 481; DOTTI 782 783 790.>
W0152.19.1$, Feast given for many but too little food served. Type: 1407.
Link: |W0180.2.2$, They said, "The ogress is giving a feast." Others replied: "Hopefully, [the food available] will be
sufficient for her and her young [alone]!".

Ref.: DOTTI 783 790/{lit.}.>
W0152.19.1.1$, `Sparrow-side' (a grass-hopper, etc.) served to guests. Type: 1388C$, 1407.
Link: |K1984.2.2$, Starved wife steals miserly husband's money, prepares a grand feast and claims: "All seven
cauldrons are from half a sparrow (sparrow's side)".

Ref.: DOTTI 783 790.>
W0152.19.1.1.1$, Hoopoe invites Solomon and his army for dinner; serves a locust dropped into sea water
and explains: "Those who get no meat should get their fill from the broth (soup)". Type: cf. 1388C$.
Link: |J1551.6, The hare at third remove. [Y].

Ref.: Qazwînî II 296.>
W0153, Miserliness. Type: 1305, 1388A$, 1562C*.
Link: |W0156.0.2$, Hoarding. |W0158, Inhospitality.
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 235-40; Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 6; DOTTI 730 782 783 860/{Egy}; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41; Sulaymân 189 no. VIII-13.>
W0153.0.1$, Miserliness (love of money) censured.
Link: |Q0272, Avarice punished. |U0069.1$, Love of money (gold).>

W0153.0.1.1$, "Shit-son-of-shit is he who can provide but renders the woman (wife) needy!". Type:
1407B$,/1562C*.
Link: |P0529.0.4.3$, Husband is to provide for his wife and children (food, clothing, shelter, etc.). |S0062, Cruel
husband.

Ref.: DOTTI 791 860/{Egy}; TAWT 384 n. 431 no. 19.>
W0153.0.1.2$, Labor your penny rather than your belly (i.e., body by physical work).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2987.>
W0153.1, Miser's heart found in his strong-box.
Ref.: Chauvin II 152 no. 14.>
W0153.2.0.1$, The miserly (stingy) husband. Type: 1388A$, 1407.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 344; Taymûr no. 1125.>
W0153.2, Miserly husband spies on wife to see that she does not eat too much. Type: 1388A$, 1407, 1704.
Ref.: DOTTI 782 790 919 920; Littmann ؤgypten pt. II 113 no. 52/cf.; TAWT 429 no. 19/{Egy}.>
W0153.2.5$, Miser spies on guest and drives him away. Type: 1704.
Link: |K2326.1, Hosts frighten guests by disguising as ghosts. |S0411.4, Wife banished because she eats by stealth.>

W0153.2.6$, Miser's pet (dog, cat) shows signs of starvation.
Link: |H0614.4$, Explanation of enigmatic phenomenon: a man whose dog needs to gnaw on cane (a miser: starves
dog).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 621.>
W0153.20$, The miser is reformed. Type: 835A*, 1388A$, 1407, 1562C*.
Ref.: DOTTI 447 456 782 790 860/{Qtr}.>
W0154, Ingratitude. Type: 155, 160, 612A, 1510.
Link: |C0777$, Tabu: dissatisfaction with one's `good enough' share of God's boon (batar). |Q0281.6.1$,
"Remembered (called on) only in plights (sorrows), but forgotten (ignored) in delights (festivities)".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 130/(kings') 280-81; CAbd-al-Quddûs 317-20 no. 28; DOTTI 60 68 343 816; RAFE 303
n. 29; Sârîs (al-) 94-96; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "et-Tair" no. 25; Shawqî 307 [no. 34].>
W0154.0.1$, Perfidy: repayment of good deeds with evil ones. Type: 155, 318A$, 331, 613, 750D2$,
613A1$,/980*, 969$.
Link: |F0612.4$, Haughty hero (foster-son) abuses his foster-brethren. |J1172.3.2, Animals render unjust decisions
against man since man has always been unjust to them. |J1514.2$, Benevolence may be met only with benevolence.
|K2024.1$, Treacherous guest murders host. |P0318.3$, The unreliable friend(s): abandon(s) friend when he becomes
needy. |P0424.2, Doctor who can cure can also poison. This reflection [(thought)] brings the doctor under king's
suspicion. |T0261, The ungrateful wife. |U0124.0.1.1$, `Beware of the harm by him to whom you have been
benevolent.'. |U0246.0.1$, Perfidy (treachery) extinguishes chivalry: learning of how an act of benevolence is repaid
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with malevolence, people will refrain from rendering kindly acts. |U0296.2$, Demerits of slaves. |W0011.5.0.1$,
Enemy's evil deeds met (repaid) with good ones. |W0012.5$, Inhospitality repaid with hospitality. |W0154.29$,
Ingratitude due to nature.

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 202; Simpson 194; Ibshîhî 130/(kings') 280-81 429 425; DOTTI 60 149
176 345 364 410 672 683 684 867/{Egy, lit.}; Hujelân 114 no. 12-2; MITON; Shamy (el-) Around the
World 154-55; TAWT 434; Taymûr no. 6 112 141/cf. 1332 1511/cf. 2375/(Adamite) 2587; S.M. CAbd-Allâh
Al-Sukkût 256 no. 1; JaCfar (al-) no. 9.>
W0154.0.1.1$, "Good done: evil found".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1191.>
W0154.0.1.2$, Eating out of a plate and then defecating in it.
Link: |K2369.14.1$, After having own fill, spring (well) is destroyed so that enemy cannot use it.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 4/cf.; Taymûr no. 221.>
W0154.0.1.3$, Person (animal) biting the hand that feeds him.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1303/(dog).>
W0154.0.2$, Betrayal of `bread and salt' (covenant of friendship).
Ref.: Simpson 194; DOTTI 68 318 333 488 500 544 590/{Alg, Syr}; MITON.>
W0154.1, Man [(employee)] dismissed after years of service with a pittance. Type: 592, 1538A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 342 847.>
W0154.2, Monster ungrateful for rescue. Type: 331, 470E$, 472$.
Ref.: DOTTI 176 221 243 246 247 457/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Around the World 155-56.>
W0154.2.1, Rescued animal threatens rescuer. Type: 155.
Ref.: DOTTI 60.>
W0154.2.3$, Cat ungrateful for rescue by mouse. Type: 109$, 109A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 39/{lit.}; MITON; Shawqî 294 [no. 23].>
W0154.2.4$, Wife rescues husband, husband does not rescue wife.
Link: |H0492, Test of faithfulness of husband and wife. |R0152, Wife rescues husband. |W0029.3.1$, Human males
(men) are lacking in constancy (when compared to jinn women, female-jinni).>

W0154.2.4.1$, Female bird (pigeon) releases her mate from net; he flees when she is caught.
Link: |W0121.7.1$, Cowardly man flees: saves self but abandons wife (daughter).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0154.2.5$, The ungrateful dead: resuscitated person (animal) ungrateful to person responsible for
restoring life to him. Type: 155A$, 1510.
Link: |E0221, Dead spouse's malevolent return. |T0261.2$, The ungrateful corpse: wife miraculously resuscitated in
response of prayers of her loving husband, but she immediately forsakes him for another.

Ref.: DOTTI 62 816.>
W0154.3, Crane pulls bone from wolf's throat: wolf refuses payment. Type: 76.
Link: |B0382, Animal grateful for removal of bone lodged in its throat.

Ref.: DOTTI 34.>
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W0154.3.4$, Patient renege on payment of doctor's fee.
Ref.: Jâhiz IV 146-47; DOTTI 410.>
W0154.3.4.1$, Healed patient ungrateful: killed by physician (healer). Type: 750D2$.
Ref.: DOTTI 410; MITON.>
W0154.4, Hunter beats dog which has grown old in his service. Type: 101.
Link: |B0434$, Helpful animal cast away (abandoned) when it becomes aged (sick).

Ref.: DOTTI 439/{Egy}; AUC: 31A no. 24/cf.>
W0154.4.1$, Wife is still grateful to helpful animal when it becomes sick, husband ungrateful: animal does
not retaliate against husband. Type: 545F$, 550A.
Link: |B0336, Helpful animal killed (threatened) by ungrateful hero. |B0567.2$, Helpful animal rebukes ungrateful
man (for ingratitude). |P0217$, Man's success or failure are due to his wife. |W0029.3.1$, Human males (men) are
lacking in constancy (when compared to jinn women, female-jinni).

Ref.: DOTTI 299 304; TAWT 420 no. 7.2/{Kwt}.>
W0154.5, Dog tries to bite man rescuing him from well.>
W0154.5.1.5$, Crocodile wants to eat his rescuer. Type: 155.
Ref.: DOTTI 60 61/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 188 287.>
W0154.8, Grateful animals; ungrateful man. Type: 159C$, 160, cf. 156.
Link: |W0029.3.1$, Human males (men) are lacking in constancy (when compared to jinn women, female-jinni).

Ref.: Chauvin II 106 no. 71; DOTTI 33 62 63 68 76 85 88 339 436/{Alg, Egy}; Taymûr no. 12/cf.
no. 2375/cf.; Wahrmund 20-21 (dog grateful, king ungrateful).>
W0154.10, Snake kills ungrateful tamer. Type: 285D.
Ref.: DOTTI 94.>
W0154.12.3, Ungrateful brothers plot against rescuer. Type: 303B$, 550.
Ref.: DOTTI 111 302; Hurreiz 85 (139) no. 9.>
W0154.21, Workers (builder) killed when secret building or grave is finished. Type: cf. 950.
Link: |F0770.1$, Marvelous building technique (architecture). |F0888.0.1$, Innovation (`from own brains,' following
no model or pattern, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 656.>
W0154.22, Person compared to nettle, which stings the hand that protects it.
Link: |Z0094.5.2.5$, Clandestine troublemaker labeled (compared to): mite (sûsah, i.e., corroder).>

W0154.22.1$, Person compared to weasel, which steals from own home.>
W0154.23, Ingratitude from ignorance.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 3090.>
W0154.23.1$, Eating someone's food, then defecating in (i.e., fertilizing) his neighbor's field.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 3090.>
W0154.24, Man fails to feed his animal rescuer. Type: 545F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 299 no. 7.2/{Kwt}.>
W0154.24.1$, Man fails to treat helpful animal kindly when it is sick (dead). Type: 545F$.
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Link: |B0336, Helpful animal killed (threatened) by ungrateful hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 299; TAWT 420 no. 7.2/{Kwt}.>
W0154.28, Wizard makes pupil think himself Emperor and exposes pupil's ingratitude.
Ref.: Chauvin II 150.>
W0154.29$, Ingratitude due to nature. Type: 133*, 155, 165C$.
Link: |B0017.9.1$, One animal (bird) usurps another's home. |J1172.3.2, Animals render unjust decisions against
man since man has always been unjust to them. |P0318.0.1.4$, Danger to friendship: associating with the lowly
(villain, "bastard", etc.). |U0248.0.1$, `A cat's dream is an all-mice dream'. |W0180.2.1$, Predator doesn't bestow
prey on others. |W0256.9.1.1.1$, Stereotyping: Adamites are treacherous (cruel, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 362-63/(cock); DOTTI 39 54 60 61 70/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "etTair" no. 25.>
W0154.29.0.1$, `Adamites as ungrateful by nature'. Type: 155, 160.
Link: |A0185.9.1$, Adam violated his covenant with God. |U0124.0.1.1$, `Beware of the harm by him to whom you
have been benevolent.'.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0154.29.1$, A plant whose fruits overhang owner's property (grow outward): ungrateful.
Link: |J1511.14, Things on highway belong to the public. [Traveler argues that fruits which overhang the highway
are public property: owner applies rule to traveler's horse]. |Z0167.3$, Symbolism: vines (creepers).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1499, (qar)/squash),cf.>
W0154.29.2$, Viper bites (scorpion stings) when made warm.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 430 no. 145; DOTTI 61/{lit.}.>
W0154.29.3$, Hyena ("'Umm-CAamir") kills man who had given her refuge. Type: cf. 155, 165C$, 331.
Link: |B0754.9.3.1$, Hyena (female) has sexual intercourse with erect penis of swollen human corpse.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 281; DOTTI 60 70 176/{lit.}; MITON.>
W0154.29.4$, `Like a cat, eats and then denies'.
Ref.: DOTTI 507 601 684/{Egy}; Tâhâ Husayn 176; Taymûr no. 1504.>
W0154.29.5$, "To reward in the manner of a crocodile's repayment"--(who tries to devour helpful bird that
cleans its teeth).
Link: |W0181.2, King kills architect after completion of great building. [Sinnimâr/Sinmâr's reward].

Ref.: Ibshîhî 461.>
W0154.29.8$, Debate as to who is more ungrateful. Type: cf. 293A$.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 362-63/(falcon/cock).>
W0155, Hardness of heart. Type: 327J$, 403D$, 425L, 565, 676, 779C*, 779J1$-779J3$, 872A2$, cf. 1215,
981B$, 1455.
Link: |S0322.6.3.0.1$, Hardhearted maternal-aunt refuses to shelter niece (nephew). |Z0152.6.1.1$, Rock (stone):
hardness of heart.

Ref.: DOTTI 169 191 208 232 324 330 368 369 438 439 478 493 685 716 811/{Alg, Egy, Lib};
MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b/(parents's); TAWT 433 no. 23/{Egy}.>
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W0155.0.1$, Apathy (social insensitiveness, indifference to the plight of others). Type: cf. 1446.
Link: |J1066.1$, "You will be heard if addressing the living, but those you are calling [now] are lifeless".
|J0679.0.2$, To have interest neither in this nor in that, in certain situation (matter). |P0501.2$, Political indifference
(quietism). |U0249.0.4$, Good-will is generated by benefiting (having a share or interest). |U0270, Security breeds
indifference.

Ref.: DOTTI 810; TAWT 52 n. 45.>
W0155.0.1.1$, "Like bees, would not come out [of its hive] except by smoke (force, crisis)".
Link: |W0167, Stubbornness.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1543.>
W0155.0.2$, Hardheartedness from fullness (of stomach).
Link: |F1041.9.8$, Illness (dulness) from fullness (of stomach). |U0248.1$, Hunger affects perception. |V0074$,
Ramadan-fasting.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 245.>
W0155.1, Hardhearted horse allows ass to be overburdened until it is crushed. Horse must then assume the
load. Type: 207A, 207B.
Link: |K1678$, Ass induces overworked bullock to feign sickness.

Ref.: DOTTI 77; MITON.>
W0155.1.2, Man overloads and starves camel.
Link: |C0867.3.1$, Tabu: overloading (overworking) beast of burden (riding animal).>

W0155.6$, Beggar's request for food refused. Type: 706D$, 1971$.
Link: |J1333, Prove me a liar [by giving me alms]. [Beggar's accusation of stinginess and challenge]. |X0536$,
Beggar and reluctant givers.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 19 620.>
W0156, The dog in the manger. Has no use for the mange but refuses to give up to the horse.
Link: |W0180$, Selfishness.>

W0156.0.1$, Acquisition want (need or desire to possess objects). Type: 470D$, 566, 707, 613A1$,/980*,
cf. 460, 327B, 328.
Link: |F0778$, Extraordinary live accessories (humans, animals, birds, etc.) for palace. |F1042.1$, Compulsion to
steal. |P0760$, Property. |U0069.1$, Love of money (gold). |U0315$, Attending secondary (acquired, derived)
needs. |W0151, Greed.

Ref.: DOTTI 163 174 236 242 326 387.>
W0156.0.2$, Hoarding. Type: 470D$, cf. 300.
Link: |C0787.5$, Tabu: hoarding. |P0431.4.2$, Merchant so rich (successful) that all business transactions go through
him. |P0603.1$, Storing provisions (rations) intended for consumption during extended period (season, year, etc.).
|P0019.6$, King (ruler) as conqueror. |P0774.4.2.2$, Merchant holds commodity out of market until price rises.
|V0402.1$, Borrowing only according to true need; repayment as soon as need is addressed. |W0151, Greed.
|W0153, Miserliness.

Ref.: DOTTI 97 242; Taymûr no. 1981/(food).>
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W0156.1$, `Neither benefitting self nor allowing others to benefit'.>
W0156.1.1$, `A crow (raven) would steal a bar of soap only to drop it into sea'.
Link: |J2194, Raven steals the robes of Red Willow Men and finds them useless. |K2105.1.3$, Crow (raven) accused
of discomfiting the aged by its habitual stealing: must be punished. |W0118$, Mischief-generating (trouble-making,
being mischievous). |Z0077.6.1$, Failed joy.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2185/cf.>
W0157, Dishonesty. Type: 926E$, 915C$, 978.
Link: |U0138, Habit of dishonesty (thievery) cannot be broken. |W0129.0.1$, Insistence on incorrectness of the
other's viewpoint (without claiming correctness of one's own) out of spite (mukâbarah/`mikâbrah').

Ref.: DOTTI 3 404 582 614 679 683/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi"
no. 41.>
W0157.2$, Defective said to be perfect. Type: 1214, 1353B$.
Link: |X1918.2.1$, Pseudo-erotic pronunciation: inviting initial sexual impression based on first syllable in word;
e.g., zib:îb (penis:Y/rais:in), kuss:barah (vagina:Y/cour:lander).

Ref.: DOTTI 715 753 716/{Egy}.>
W0157.4$, Lying (being a habitual liar). Type: 212, 1930, cf. 136A*, 1618A$.
Link: |W0166.2$, Bragging: false self-aggrandizement (boasting). |W0256.6.2.5.1$, Women are liars.

Ref.: DOTTI 80 879 944 953/{Egy, Omn}.>
W0157.4.1$, Skillful lying.
Link: |H0509.5, Test: telling skillful lie. |J1110.1$, Remarkable deeds by person clever at debate (argument,
persuasion). |W0039.0.2$, Permissible lying: (white-lies, non-lies).>

W0157.4.1.1$, `To make a she-mule give birth' (i.e., ability to make obvious lie believable). Type:
613B1$,/875B4, cf. 915C$,/978.
Link: |Z0061.1.7.1$, When a she-mule gives birth (i.e., Never). |Z0103.2.2$, She-mule: barrenness.

Ref.: DOTTI 348 582 679.>
W0158, Inhospitality.
Link: |W0153, Miserliness.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 235-40; DOTTI 621 783/{lit.}.>
W0158.1$, Means of avoiding extending required hospitality.
Link: |H0591.5$, Failure to observe rules of courtesy (greeting, welcoming) explained.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 12.>
W0159$, Pseudo-hospitality: equivocal invitation, or impossible circumstances. Type: 60, 1526C$.
Link: |J1577, Deceptive invitation to feast. |J2489, Metaphors literary interpreted--miscellaneous. |K0251.2.1$,
Deceptive gift: claimed back after it has been consumed. |K0247, Customer takes invitation to buy as invitation to
receive the goods free. |K0334.2, Goat induces the camel to talk and meanwhile eats all the food. |K2096.7$,
Hypocritical gift-giver demands repayment from receiver. |Q0496.3$, Shame and disgrace as punishment for
inhospitality. |W0180.2.2$, They said, "The ogress is giving a feast." Others replied: "Hopefully, [the food available]
will be sufficient for her and her young [alone]!".
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Ref.: DOTTI 25 831.>
W0159.1$, Host to guest: "Would you like to have supper, or prefer to go to bed light?".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 959.>
W0159.1.1$, Host to guest: "Would you like to stay with us, or would an inn be more comfortable?".>
W0159.2$, `A boatman's invitation, [while he aboard his vessel in midstream and guest on land]'. Type: cf.
60, 1388C$.
Link: |J1562, The greedy host. |K0231.3, Refusal to make sacrifice after need is past. |K0289$, Artificial (deceptive)
compliance: one party to a bargain arranges for the terms (conditions, stipulations) to occur. |K2025.3$, Host offers
hospitality when certain that guest is unable to accept it.

Ref.: DOTTI 25 783.>
W0160$, Being street-bound (market-bound).
Link: |J1077$, Merits of distant travel. |P0785$, `saghranah' (unseemly behavior): committing acts that reduce one's
communal standing (worth). |W0022.3$, Being home-bound.

Ref.: RAFE 251/(implicit); TAWT 369 n. 145.>
W0160.1$, Eating from market (at restaurant) reduces one's moral worth.
Link: |P0634.0.2$, Eating is to be done in privacy (not publicly). |P0783.4$, Eating in public: disgraceful. |P0785$,
`saghranah' (unseemly behavior): committing acts that reduce one's communal standing (worth).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 244; DOTTI 487 717 720 724 727 780 869 942/{lit., Syr}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Sâlih and Sâlihah" no. 4-a 3; TAWT 369 n. 150 no. 9.>
W0160.1.1$, Servant punished for taking young master to restaurant (to eat): practice teaches bad habit(s).
Link: |Q0328$, Violating social norms of decency punished.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0161, Love of publicity.
Link: |C0559$, Tabu: ostentatious display (publication) of assets--miscellaneous.>

W0161.0.1$, Publicity matters. (Knowledge by public is important).
Link: |P0427.7.4.3$, raddâhah, shalaq: professional denigrator (satirist). Woman hired to publicly disgrace a person
with vulgarities. |P0469.1.1$, Publication of news via media of mass communication (town-crier, tom-tom beater,
radio, etc.). |P0950$-P999$, Festivals, celebrations, and commemorations. |U0019.1$, `He insults me in the
[crowded] marketplace, and reconciles me in the [empty] back alley (lane)'. Unsatisfactory.

Ref.: TAWT 125 no. 9.>
W0161.3$, Fibbing (for publicity: unfounded pretence to power, wealth, ability, etc.). Type: cf. 500, 620A$,
859-859F$, 901B$, 1920D, 1920D**'.
Link: |H0914, Tasks assigned because of mother's foolish boasting. |H0915, Tasks assigned because of girl's (boy's)
own foolish boast. |K1952.0.3.1$, Swindler's pretence to wealth makes him receives requests from duped investor to
take him as partners (investor). |J1214, Absurd pretence [(claim)], when allowed, puts pretender out of countenance.
|P0002.1.1$, Person whose words are larger than his status punished. |Q0335$, Pretence (fibbing, unfounded
boasting) punished. |U0087.3.1$, `Life (business) is pretence (fib) and ruse (strategy)'. |X0775$, Boastful of sexual
prowess is given opportunity to prove his claim: disappointed female. |X0900, Humor of lies and exaggeration
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[(fashr, ma r, shalkh), etc.].

Ref.: DOTTI 253 351 478 561 743 950/{Egy}; Hujelân 242-43 no. 28-4.>
W0161.5$, Contrariness as means of publicity.
Link: |W0163$, Infamy (notoriety).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 100-101; Ibn-CAasim no. 345.>
W0161.5.1$, Contradict so as to become known.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1118.>
W0162$, Fame preferred to material gains.
Link: |U0294$, Merits and demerits of fame and obscurity (being maghmûr).

Ref.: Simpson 255; Jâhiz II 102-3; Zîr 89/(tribal).>
W0162.1$, Why merchant is selling at a loss: "Fame is more important than profits!". Type: 1459$.
Link: |J0340, Choices: little gain, big loss. |J2083.4, Ten [sold] for the price of nine. [Fool thinks business is
improving]. |P0770$, Markets: buying, selling, trading. |P0774.4.3$, Article sold cheaply because buyer is poor
(needy). |U0087$, Appearances do matter. |U0110, Appearances deceive.

Ref.: DOTTI 813/{Egy}; Sha)lân 352; Taymûr no. 1745/cf.>
W0163$, Infamy (notoriety).
Link: |T0131.14.4$, Public declaration of love for girl as obstacle for marriage. |U0157.4$, Reputation (infamy)
cannot get worse. |U0294$, Merits and demerits of fame and obscurity (being maghmûr).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 101; RAFE 305 n. 40.>
W0163.1$-(formerly, W0163$), Infamy preferred to non-recognition.
Link: |P0427.4.1.1$, Poets (newsmen, etc.) appeased so as to avoid their public satire. |W0161.5$, Contrariness as
means of publicity. |W0164.1.9$, Fame (recognition by public) promotes self-esteem.>

W0163.1.1$, Repentant `gay' prefers recognition with public insults (taunts) to non-recognition; reverts to
old ways.
Link: |J1400, Repartee concerning false reform. |P0198$, Cilûq, khawalât (`gays$, `faggots').>

W0164$, Pride (self-esteem, self-respect).
Link: |H0005$, Test of self-esteem (proper pride). |T0202.1.2.1$, Difficult reconciliation between the beautiful and
the powerful: prevented by pride of beauty, and by pride of power (office, kingship, etc.). |W0166$, Arrogance
(conceit).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14-15.>
W0164.1$, Promoters of self-esteem.
Link: |T0167.3$, Display of pride (self-confidence, absence of `need') indicates exercise of coition.

Ref.: RAFE 199 n. 696.>
W0164.1.1$, Belief that one is target for Evil Eye promotes self-esteem.
Link: |A2491.2.2$, Owl hides during daylight to avoid the evil eye (being envied for her beauty). |D2071.1.3.1$,
Avoiding display of one's assets (health, fortune, etc.) averts Evil Eye.

Ref.: RAFE 209 n. 735, 306 n. 47; Shamy (el-) Egypt 182 no. 45.>
W0164.1.2$, Being a `professional' promotes self-esteem.
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Link: |P0209$, Working female as family provider. |K0099.1.1$, Contest in commercial prowess won by deception.
|W0165.4$, Man ashamed of working woman, though her honest earnings support him (or feed family).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14.>
W0164.1.2.1$, For a working girl (laborer), a non-working girl (who `sleeps till midday') is dead-weight
(Cawîlah).>
W0164.1.3$, Display of wisdom (knowledge) as promoter of self-esteem. Type: 1641.
Link: |J0069.8$, Quasi-scientific explanations based on observation. |J2260-J2299, Absurd scientific theories.
|J2261$, Absurd observation (declaration) of the obvious (facts, truths). |K1956, Sham wise man.

Ref.: DOTTI 886; TAWT 49 n. 4.>
W0164.1.4$, Being sexually desirable promotes self-esteem.
Link: |T0055.6, Person (man, woman) exhibits figure.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14-15/(female).>
W0164.1.4.1$, Female views her sex-organs as male's shrine.
Link: |U0311.3.1$, Men's activities (derived needs: earnings and expenditures, concerns and pretence, development
and improvement of property) are motivated mostly by sexual needs (`women'). |U0318.1.1$, Sexual intercourse
(coition) expressed in terms of performance of religious duties (praying, kneeling, circumambulations, etc.).
|Z0186.6$, Symbolism: buttocks--dome (shrine). |Z0186.7$, Symbolism: vagina--saint's shrine--(`shaikh So-and-so').

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14-15.>
W0164.1.5$, Publication of one's own physical attributes.
Link: |T0055.6, Person (man, woman) exhibits figure. |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).

Ref.: Cachia 113-17; DOTTI 95 596/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14-15; Wickett
168; CFMC: Aswan 70-12B 8-2-no. 3/6 [?], Oases 71-3 2-1-no. [5a].>
W0164.1.5.1$, Verbal self-portrait of beauty (verbal `centerfold'). Female describes her beauty from head to
toe: "If you were to see my hair flowing over my back, you would ", "If you were to see my forehead
shining like crystal, you would ", etc.
Link: |F0555.4.2$, Rope-like hair braids (dense, long). |F0575.9.1$, Detailed description of remarkably beautiful
woman (verbal `centerfold'). |Z0013.4.1$, Narrator describes heroine's beauty then says to listener(s): "But she could
not be your better", or the like. (Usually an aside addressed at young girls).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 158/(seduction), "Mental Health" 14/(implicit);
Wickett 215; CFMC: Aswan 70-12B 8-2-No. 3/6 [?], CFMC: Oases 71-3 2-1-No. [5a].>
W0164.1.6$, One's name as source of self-esteem (self-concept). Type: 1384.
Link: |J2116.2$, Man with offensive name advised to change the offensive part; name changed, but offensive part
kept. |J2085.2$, Person purchases a new name at high price.

Ref.: DOTTI 312 401 778/{Plst}.>
W0164.1.7$, Willpower (resolve) as source of self-esteem (self-concept).
Link: |W0037, Conscientiousness. |W0040$, Self-reliance as trait of character. |W0167, Stubbornness.>

W0164.1.7.1$, Girl's (woman's) willpower as source of self-esteem (self-concept). Type: 872$, 923C$.
Link: |H0631.4.1$, What is strongest? Woman's resolve (willpower). |W0037.0.1, Man never breaks his word.
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Ref.: DOTTI 490 607; TAWT 422.>
W0164.1.8$, Publication of one's own character and personality attributes.
Link: |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).

Ref.: DOTTI 95 596/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14.>
W0164.1.9$, Fame (recognition by public) promotes self-esteem.
Link: |W0162$, Fame preferred to material gains. |W0163$, Infamy (notoriety).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14; Zîr 89/(tribal).>
W0164.1.10$, Fertility (fecundity) as promoter of self-esteem.
Link: |J1256.2.1.1$, Woman who is mother of boys ('umm es-subyân) declares her gained privileges: "I am a mother
of male-children!". |T0380.5.1$, A boy (son) is preferred to a girl (daughter). |T0586.5, Extraordinarily frequent
childbirth.

Ref.: RAFE 199 n. 696.>
W0164.2$, Injured pride. Type: 159C$,/893A$, 879.
Link: |K1210, Humiliated or baffled lovers. |J0679.4$, Don't correct someone else's mistake: he will benefit from
your knowledge and make you his enemy. |P0012.0.1.1$, Wrath of king when his pride is injured. |T0072.0.1$, Man
loses battle of wits with (is humiliated by) girl (his paternal-cousin) then marries her for spite. |T0331.4.1$, Intended
recipient of sexual favor does not go through with the act.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 185; Ibshîhî 137-39; DOTTI 68 513 544 585/{Omn}; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 61; TAWT 52 n. 52.>
W0164.2.1$, Man's masculinity injured (by woman).
Link: |T0100.0.9.6$, Marriage for revenge (spite). |W0201.1$, Indicators of maleness.

Ref.: DOTTI 672/{Pls}; Sârîs (al-) 371-72.>
W0164.2.1.1$-(formerly, W0164.2.1$), Woman attending call of nature slights a man (by immodesty): he
abducts her. She apologizes and he `bebrothers' her. Type: 969B$.
Link: |K0551.4.3, Making modesty pay. Robber to disrobe woman before throwing her from precipice. She pleads to
have him turn his face while she disrobes. She pushes him off. |K1227.1.1$, Lover (seducer) put off until girl attends
to call of nature. |P0311.0.2$, Man and woman become sworn brethren. |Q0243.7$, Girl's (woman's) immodesty
punished. |T0380.3$, Modesty displayed only toward a worthy male. |T0405.9.3$, Exposure (of genitals) while
attending call of nature.

Ref.: DOTTI 672/{Pls.}.>
W0164.2.1.2$, Girl slights boy's masculinity: he avenges self on her. Type: 891D$, 900, 940.
Link: |F0547.3.8$, Small penis. |T0075, Man scorned by his beloved.

Ref.: DOTTI 542 558 647/{Omn}.>
W0164.2.1.5$, Pride of noble person (king, princess, etc.) injured when beloved prefers a commoner.
Link: |P0178.3.1.1$, Slave-woman granted a wish by infatuated master: she asks to be freed.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0164.2.1.6$, Humiliating treatment by government officials. Type: 1534A.>
W0164.2.1.6.1$, To be beaten (punished) by ruler is honorific.
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Link: |W0204.1$, Attraction to the oppressor.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1756.>
W0164.2.3$, Woman's femininity injured (by man). Type: cf. 891, 402, 923C$.
Link: |T0072, Woman won and then scorned.

Ref.: DOTTI 152 187 289 540 607/{Irq, lit.}; MITON.>
W0164.2.3.1$, Woman (girl) slighted by man avenges self. Type: 887B$,/900C$, cf. 879.
Ref.: DOTTI 513 537 558; MITON.>
W0164.2.4$, Woman's misconduct injure's family pride. Type: cf. 315, 590, 590A.
Link: |P0788.1$, Excessive shame (dishonor, disgrace: Câr, khizy) from violation of mores.>

W0164.2.4.1$, Sister's sexual misconduct injures brother's pride: he is publicly humiliated. Type: cf. 315.
Link: |P0253.1.1$, Brother as guardian of his sister's chastity (sexual-honor).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1.>
W0164.2.4.1.1$, Female paternal-cousin's sexual misconduct injures paternal-cousin's pride: he is publicly
humiliated. Type: cf. 315.
C

C

Link: |P0295.1.1$, Father's brother's son ('ibn- amm) as guardian of his bint- amm's chastity (sexual honor).>

W0164.2.4.2$, Mother's sexual misconduct injures son's pride: he is publicly humiliated. Type: cf. 590.
Link: |S0024.2$, Son kills his mother.>

W0164.2.4.3$, Wife's sexual misconduct injures husband's pride: he is publicly humiliated. Type: cf. 590A.
Link: |Q0411.0.1.1.1$, Husband kills adulteress wife.>

W0164.3$, Person too proud to ask (borrow, receive grant). Type: 841B$.
Link: |J1385.2.2$, Creditor reminds debtor often of his indebtedness: debtor cuts off own hand for having received
the loan.

Ref.: DOTTI 462.>
W0164.5$, Wife too proud to accept husband's marriage to another.
Link: |P0187.1$, Wife humiliated by husband's sexual liaison with slave-woman. |P0268.2$, Accommodation
between co-wives. |T0145.0.3$, Polygyny brings misery (trouble).

Ref.: DOTTI 503/{lit.}; MITON; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 746-x-no. 2.>
W0165, False pride. Son ashamed of his peasant father who brings him money.
Link: |L0494$, Vanity of the once-powerful. |W0166.0.1$, Arrogance as false pride: sense of inferiority coupled
with ignorance.

Ref.: Farag 408/cf.>
W0165.0.1$, Improper pride (pomposity).
Ref.: TAWT 50 n. 10.>
W0165.3$, Wife divorced for embarrassing husband. Type: 1384A$.
Link: |T0196$, Wife divorced because of a trifle.

Ref.: DOTTI 780.>
W0165.3.1$, Wife protects husband: she is punished for undertaking what he was required to do. Type: cf.
875C.
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Link: |J2431, Man undertakes to do his wife's work: all goes wrong.>

W0165.3.1.1$, Wife slays beast and protect sleeping husband: she is divorced for embarrassing him.
Link: |J2431, Man undertakes to do his wife's work: all goes wrong.

Ref.: DOTTI 276/{Qtr}.>
W0165.4$, Man ashamed of working woman, though her honest earnings support him (or feed family).
Link: |J1014$, Making a living (by earning wages). |P0209$, Working female as family provider. |P0529.0.4.1.3$,
Wife may not accept employment (work outside home) without husband's permission (his approval is required).
|X0479.1$, Humor concerning women in high authority (ministers, generals, etc.).

Ref.: TAWT 50 n. 10.>
W0165.5$, Person taunted for "still receiving allowance from mother".>
W0166$, Arrogance (conceit). Type: 751C*.
Link: |A0054.3.2$, Eblis as the general of a victorious angel-army: conceit causes him to rebel against God.
|C0053.2, Tabu: arrogance toward deity. |C0770.0.1$, Tabu: arrogance (conceit, display of pride). |G0303.9.4.0.5$,
`Arrogance is from satan'. |H0649.1$, What is the worst truth? Conceit due to power or property. |L0494$, Vanity of
the once-powerful. |W0050$, Humility as trait of character. |W0164$, Pride (self-esteem, self-respect). |Z0094.5.7$,
Formulas for conceit (arrogance).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 70 72 VII 109-10; ThaClabî 8-9 22-23: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 47; Damîrî
II 61; Ibshîhî 183; Basset Mille III 54 no. 38, 573 no. 351; Cachia 145; DOTTI 31 89 177 412 635/{lit.};
MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 112 no. 15; Shawqî 304 [no. 31]/cf.; Taymûr no. 1556.>
W0166.0.1$, Arrogance as false pride: sense of inferiority coupled with ignorance.
Link: |G0303.9.4.0.5.1$, Satan `inflates' a person (with conceit). |J0910.1$, ,Humility: pride tempered with wisdom.
|W0165, False pride. Son ashamed of his peasant father who brings him money. |W0199$, Self-deception
(rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz VI 72; Ibshîhî 183.>
W0166.0.1.1$, Arrogant person: [As if saying], "O earth, collapse/(fortify yourself): no one on your surface
is as grand as me!"
Link: |C0728$, Tabu: Vanity. .Z0063.3.3.6.3$, "To say, `O earth, open up and swallow me'".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3028 3030.>
W0166.0.1.2$, Vanity: neatly dressed, and displaying airs of irritated condescension at the surroundings
(Câyiq-ah wi middâyiq-ah).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1848.>
W0166.1$, Self-praise.
C

Link: |P0427.4, Poet (druid) as satirist. |P0427.7.5, Bard. [Minstrel, (shâ ir-rabâbah): performer of siyar (heroic epics
and romances)].

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 8-9: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 25; Ibshîhî 38 185/(mufâkharah)

616.>
W0166.1.1$, `Only Eblis would praise himself'.
Link: |G0303.9.4.0.5$, `Arrogance is from satan'. |J0953, Self-deception of the lowly. |L0435, Self-righteousness
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punished. |Q0061, Self-abnegation rewarded. |W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial, selflessness).
|W0164$, Pride (self-esteem, self-respect). |W0172$, Self-righteousness.>

W0166.2$, Bragging: false self-aggrandizement (boasting). Type: 48$, 328C$,/1640A$, 500, 901B$, 1641,
cf. 854, 1110$, 1920D.
Link: |C0005.4$, Satan's recitation (reading): poetry. |C0559$, Tabu: ostentatious display (publication) of assets-miscellaneous. |C0770, Tabu: overweening pride. |F1042.2$, Compulsion to lie. |P0666$, Custom: males' boasting
of sexual conquests. |W0121.3.1$, Coward's excuse: "I am horseman (knight) of only play and frolic!". |W0157.4$,
Lying (being a habitual liar). |X0775$, Boastful of sexual prowess is given opportunity to prove his claim:
C

disappointed female. |X0900, Humor of lies and exaggeration [(fashr, ma r, shalkh), etc.].

Ref.: ThaClabî 8-9: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 25; DOTTI 16 253 474 475 703 885 886
950/{Egy}; MITON; Zîr 86.>
W0166.2.1$, Braggart. Type: 1640.
Ref.: DOTTI 100 884/{N.-Afr}.>
W0166.2.2$, Braggart nonplussed (proved wrong). Type: 1460$.
Link: |A0199.8.1$, Braggart deity. |X0775$, Boastful of sexual prowess is given opportunity to prove his claim:
disappointed female. |X0905.8$, A greater lie corroborates the lesser one.

Ref.: Ions 66.>
W0166.3$, Haughtiness brings failure.
Link: |L0430, Arrogance repaid. |Q0004, Humble rewarded, haughty punished. |Q0331, Pride punished.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 8-9: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 25; Shawqî 320-21 [no. 45].>
W0167, Stubbornness. Type: 1351, 1365, 1351D$, 1365B.
Link: |H1319.5$, Quest for the most stubborn (obstinate) person. |W0041$, Resolve (determination, willpower,
endurance, `grit'). |W0129.2.1$, Goat!: even if it flies!. |W0155.0.1.1$, "Like bees, would not come out [of its hive]
except by smoke (force, crisis)". |W0254.4$, Power of endurance (perseverance, stamina) resides in gallbladder (bile,
marârah)--(Compare: mirrahah, i.e., power).

Ref.: Basset Mille III 73 no. 51; DOTTI 748 749 767.>
W0167.1, Two stubborn goats meet each other on a bridge. Type: 202.
Ref.: DOTTI 77.>
W0167.3$, "Bird-dropping swimming against (strong) current".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1340.>
W0169$, Imperviousness (social insensitiveness--or being importunate, brusque, brazen). Type:
613A1$,/980*, 1526D$.
Link: |A2522.7, Why fly is hated. |J1563.6, When hints do not get rid of unwelcome guests, force must be used.
|J1563.9$, Host attempts to shame unwelcome guest. |W0155.0.1$, Apathy (social insensitiveness, indifference to the
plight of others). |X0252.3.2$, Barber's insensitiveness (talâmah, burûd) and inquisitiveness (meddling, curiosity).
|X0419.1$, Undertakers' insensitiveness. |Z0094.5.1$, Formulas for imperviousness (insensitiveness, shamelessness).

Ref.: DOTTI 683 832.>
W0169.1$, Fly's imperviousness (being persistent).
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Link: |W0022.1.1.1.1$, Fly's imperviousness (persistence) forces immovable judge to move.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 332-33 343-45 346-47 399-400.>
W0170$, Shamelessness: person feels no shame. Type: 926F$, 1874E$, cf. 613A1$,/980*, 2301A.
Link: |P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts. |P0788.1$, Excessive shame (dishonor, disgrace: Câr, khizy) from
violation of mores. |W0044$, Proper bashfulness (hayâ'/khafar, kusûf/khajal). A person's modesty (social
sensitiveness, shyness, or decency). |W0155, Hardness of heart. |W0163$, Infamy (notoriety). |Z0094.5.1$, Formulas
for imperviousness (insensitiveness, shamelessness).

Ref.: DOTTI 3 404 560 614 683 943 974/{lit., Tns}; MITON.>
W0170.1$, Lack of bashfulness (qillat hayâ'). Type: 758D$.
Link: |H0640$, What is the most noble quality in person (man, or woman)?. |W0044$, Proper bashfulness
(hayâ'/khafar, kusûf/khajal). A person's modesty (social sensitiveness, shyness, or decency). |W0187, Insolence.
|Z0094.5.1.3$, Rude stare.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 98-99/(Thackston 105 no. 43): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 81; Boqarî 180;
DOTTI 423; MITON; TAWT 369 n. 147 370 n. 157.>
W0170.1.1$, Shameless public stare (posture) where submissiveness (bashfulness) is required (Cain
qawayyah).
Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 180; TAWT 114 no. 9.>
W0170.2$, Abundance of persons who lack (proper) bashfulness.>
W0170.2.1$, `The bashful (considerate) are already dead'. (A statement that may also mean: One loses if too
bashful).
Link: |P0780.0.2$, `No bashfulness [should be experienced] in [inquiring about edicts set by] religion (lâ hayâ'a fî
al-dîn').>

W0171, Two-facedness.
Link: |K2010, Hypocrite pretends friendship but attacks.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 123; DOTTI 346; MITON; TAWT 52 n. 37.>
W0171.0.1$, "To your face: a mirror; but in you back: a thorn!".
Link: |K2010.0.1$, `Feign weakness (submissiveness) till you are in control' (i.e., `Stoop to conquer').

Ref.: Amîn 460; Taymûr no. 2136.>
W0171.0.2$, "To be of two-intents: [a declared good one and a harbored evil (malicious) one]". (Abuniyyatain). Type: 613.
Ref.: Boqarî 125; DOTTI 345 346 347/{Alg, lit., Sdi}.>
W0171.2$, Hypocrisy.
Link: |J0837.2.1.1$, `A hand that you cannot cut off, [you should] kiss' (i.e., `If you cannot beat them, join them').
|P0007$, Playing multiple social roles. |P0191.1.2.1$, "If you enter calf-worshipping town (country), mow [some
grass] and feed `him'".

Ref.: Amîn 361-62, 379.>
W0171.2.1$, Applying rules (law) strictly to others, ignoring them in own case.
Link: |U0021.6$, "They said, `O master judge, the wall has been urinated on (defiled) by dog!' He replied, `It must
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be torn down and then rebuilt seven times [so as to be cleansed]!' They said, `It is the wall that separates your house
from hours.' He replied, `The least amount of water will render it pure!'".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3166.>
W0171.3$, Being a flatterer (mitayyibâtî, massâh-gûkh).
Link: |J0455, Harm of association with flatterers. |J0814, Flattery of the great. |J0814.6$, Congratulations for an
insignificant occurrence. |K2000-K2099, Hypocrites. |Q0002.1$, Flattering lies rewarded, unflattering truth
punished. |Q0112.9.1.1$, Man begs to be excused from office in province so as to remain near king. |W0048$, Being
sweet-tongued.

Ref.: DOTTI 458 551 585 590 646 746 966/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; Shawqî 258 [no. 2].>
W0172$, Self-righteousness. Type: 756A, 756B.
Link: |L0435, Self-righteousness punished. |Q0553.2, Punishment: angel ceases to appear to self-righteous hermit.>

W0172.5$, Self-pity.
Link: |J0227.9.1$, Death-wish: person in misery wishes to die.

Ref.: Simpson 201-209; Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15; DOTTI 540/{Egy}; MITON.>
W0172.5.0.1$, "If I were to tell iron (stone) about even a tiny part of my affliction, it would melt (rupture)".
Type: cf. 451A, 894.
Link: |F0956.7.6.1.1$, Publication of secrets to personified animal, or inanimate object (e.g., `stone of pity,' `box of
patience,' candlestick, etc.) gives relief.

Ref.: Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15; CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 32 33.>
W0172.5.1$, Publication of self-pity.
Link: |F0956.7.6$, Catharsis (fadfadah): relief from mental troubles through talking about them. |P0191.1.5.1$,
Stranger pities self--(usually in poem or song). |W0144$, The need to inform (let it be known, publicize).

Ref.: Simpson 201-209; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 25.>
W0172.5.1.1$, Self-pity song (poem): mawwâl 'ahmar (`red-mawwâl'), ghurbah-song (`song of
strangerhood$, `being a stranger')--i.e., `the blues'. Type: 425E, cf. 451A.
Link: |H0065$, Indicators (signs) of change in mood (disposition). |P0790.1.2.2$, Song (poem) of joy (festivity):
mawwâl 'akhdar (`green-song'). |W0250.1.2$, Personality type: turâbî (`earth-prone$, melancholic, passive).
|W0251.2.1.3.1$, bilâ-khâl (person with no maternal-uncle): lonesome, melancholy (`hollow-hearted'). |Z0141.1,
Red garment to show anger of king. |Z0141.3.1$, Red as symbol of evil (danger, drought, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 204 227; MITON; RAFE 307 n. 53.>
W0173$, Fault-finding. Type: 1408B.
Link: |J0570.0.1$, Too much analysis is paralysis. |K2107.3$, Rumor mongering. False report concocted and spread
(so as to slander). |W0128.0.1$, Everything found to have a demerit (drawback). |W0143.2$, Ugly thinks a beauty is
ugly. |W0255.1.1$, `Eye-of-hate': magnifies demerits and reduces merits--(Cayn al-bughd).

Ref.: DOTTI 320 450 792/{Egy}; Taymûr no. 2653.>
W0173.0.1$, He who seeks a fault will find it.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 93.>
W0173.1$, Perfect said to be defective.
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Link: |K2108$, Attempting to dissuade by slander: claiming that desired item (person) is defective.

Ref.: DOTTI 295 753/{Syr}; MITON.>
W0173.1.1$, Flawless rose accused of being too rosy.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2653.>
W0173.2$, Exaggeration of a flaw.>
W0173.2.1$, Small seed said to be large dome.
Link: |U0267.1$, `Grain (kernel) made to be a dome' [i.e., the small is reported as large through inaccurate
transmission]'. |Z0092.8.1.1$, Minuscule: the size of a grain (plant seed).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3158.>
W0174$, Perfectionism (being hard to please). Type: cf. 1217$.
Link: |J0285.1$, `God likes work begun be completed (finished)'.

Ref.: DOTTI 716.>
W0174.1$, Perfection is God's alone.
Link: |A0102.12, Perfect God. |W0128, Dissatisfaction.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0174.1.1$, Craftsman introduces a flaw in own handiwork so that it would not be `perfect'.>
W0174.2$, Every savant errs, every thoroughbred trips.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 90-96 44/cf.>
W0174.2.1$, "Only the clever trips (falls prey to deception)".
Ref.: Amîn 469; Taymûr no. 2593 2691.>
W0175, Changeableness.
Link: |W0029$, Constancy [(wafâ')]. |Z0140.1$, Color shifting symbolism.>

W0176$, Changeableness: marvelous insensitiveness to marvelous sensitiveness. Type: 751C*.
Link: |L0492$, Vanity of the newly-rich.

Ref.: DOTTI 412.>
W0177$, The character of the newly-rich (newly-powerful).
Link: |L0490$-L499$, Lowly (poor) becomes high (rich).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0179$, Hatred.
Link: |W0181, Jealousy. |W0195, Envy. [("Jealousy of/from" (ghîrah min: envy of Y)].

Ref.: ThaClabî 88/Satan's "kurh".>
W0179.1$, Power of hatred (envy, jealousy, malice, etc.). Type: 403D$, 432, 613, 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: DOTTI 191 212 214 345 515 683/{Mrc}.>
W0179.1.1$, Hate is stronger than love: praise of one's enemy is intolerable, but criticism of one's friend is
not. Type: 285D.
Link: |J1017.1$, Being constructive requires hard work. |U0226$, Difficulty of restoring `love lost'.>

W0179.1.1.1$, Kindness (by others) to one's enemy intolerable.
Link: |K2297.0.2$, `Treacherous' friend: aids (comforts, supports) friend's enemy. |P0798$, Characteristics of social
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interaction within triads. |Q0261, Treachery punished.

Ref.: Damîrî II 128.>
W0179.1.1.1.1$, Poet praises executed man (ruler's enemy), ruler seeks to punish poet.
Ref.: Damîrî II 129/(al-Rashîd & JaCfar al-Barmakî/the Barmecide).>
W0179.1.2$, Devastating praise--(`kiss of death'): praising someone to his powerful nemesis so as to bring
about his destruction. Type: 910F-X$, cf. 59*.
Link: |J0885, Clever person's defeat pleases inferior. [shamâtah]. |J1739.1$, Fool's damning praise (naive).
|K1084.3.1$, Excessive (or impious) praise by trickster starts quarrel between allies. |K2130.1$, `Wedge-driver'
(isfingî, mahmûz-person): trouble-maker who drives wedges or spurs trouble between persons (usually by poisonpen, praising one to adversary, or the like). |K2131.2, Envious jackal makes lion suspicious of his friend, the bull.
|P0798$, Characteristics of social interaction within triads. |T0295, Husband's indiscreet boast about wife brings
about his death. King [ ] has a friend view his wife naked through a crack in the wall. [She joins the friend against
him]. |W0181, Jealousy. |W0183$, shamâtah: [Sinister] pleasure (rejoicing) at another's misfortune.

Ref.: DOTTI 24 574; Zîr 4-5 52.>
W0179.3$, If my own destruction is inevitable, let it be destruction of all. (`Upon me and upon my
enemies!').
Link: |F1041.1.9, Death from jealousy. |W0180.1$, "If I cannot have it (him, her, etc.), no one else will!" Useful
thing (object, person, etc.) destroyed so that others may not benefit from it. |Z0042.4$, War is the strongest: it
destroys all.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Nûr and Gamîl" no. 17.>
W0179.4$, Negative effects of corporal mutilation (disabling): victim hates seeing others enjoying what he
has been deprived of.
Link: |T0329.3$, Effects of clitoridectomy.>

W0179.4.1$, Eunuch hates (envies) master's masculinity (virility).
Link: |P0184$, Inherent rivalry between master and young slave. |U0245.2$, "Eunuch aroused (sexually) from his
master's penis". |W0195.2.0.1$, `Penis envy'.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 172-73.>
W0180$, Selfishness. Type: cf. 774R$, 613A1$,/980*, 1654.
Link: |C0003.3.1$, Near-tabu: looking too long in mirror. |F1041.8.13$, Madness from infatuation with oneself
(narcissism). |T0092.0.2$, Selfishness of love: love does not allow for sharing the beloved (with others). |W0156,
The dog in the manger. Has no use for the mange but refuses to give up to the horse.

Ref.: Damîrî II 21-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 106; DOTTI 433 683 900.>
W0180.0.1$, Narcissism: being in love with oneself. Type: 709.
Link: |C0003.3$, Near-tabu: immersion in oneself (narcissism). |H1311.1, King seeks one richer (more magnificent)
than himself. |T0011.5.1, Falling in love with one's own reflection in water. (Narcissus.).>

W0180.0.1.1$, Person denounced as narcissistic.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0180.1$, "If I cannot have it (him, her, etc.), no one else will!" Useful thing (object, person, etc.)
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destroyed so that others may not benefit from it.
Link: |S0160.7$, Mutilations motivated by envy (jealousy): envied asset (organ) attacked. |W0179.3$, If my own
destruction is inevitable, let it be destruction of all. (`Upon me and upon my enemies!').

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 109 n. 364.>
W0180.1.1$, Jealous person destroys (seeks to destroy) inconstant paramour. Type: cf. 318.
Link: |K0871.3.2$, Person intoxicated (drugged, etc.) and then disfigured (mutilated).

Ref.: DOTTI 147 149; MITON.>
W0180.1.1.1$, Jealous woman emasculates lover (husband) who was deserting her for another. Type: cf.
318A$.
Link: |S0176.1.1$, Woman (wife) emasculates abusive man (husband). |T0246.1$, Wife has unfaithful husband
beaten and thrown out. |T0333.4.1$, Husband severs own genitals so as to persuade his dying wife that he will
remain celibate.

Ref.: DOTTI 149.>
W0180.1.1.1.1$, Dying wife induces husband to emasculate self. Type: 318A$.
Ref.: TAWT 210 n. 25.>
W0180.1.1.2$, Dying person kills the beloved so that no one else may enjoy her (him).
Link: |T0314.1, Father kills daughter lest she become the property of a tyrant. |N0343.5$, Warrior near death kills his
beloved so as to save her from falling into enemy's hands. Enemy defeated, warrior recovers, only his beloved loses
her life.>

W0180.1.3$, Disappointed lover destroys (seeks to destroy) unattainable beloved (e.g., by murder,
bewitching, etc.).
Link: |T0075.2, Scorned lover kills successful one. |T0093, Fate of disappointed lover.

Ref.: DOTTI 194/{Egy}.>
W0180.1.4$, Either I become part of it, or I raze it [and pierce the eyes of its maker].
Link: |C0868.2$, Tabu: vandalism. |W0118.2$, "Destroying it and then sitting on top of its [ruined] heap".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2135/(incompl.).>
W0180.2$, Selfishness due to nature.>
W0180.2.1$, Predator doesn't bestow prey on others.
Link: |J1900, Absurd disregard or ignorance of animal's nature or habits. |U0120, Nature will show itself.
|U0249.0.3$, Power of self-interest. |W0154.29$, Ingratitude due to nature. |W0257$, Surprise at finding a positive
where only the negative is presumed.>

W0180.2.1.1$, `A kite does not drop chicks [on people as she flies]'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1035.>
W0180.2.1.2$, Had any goodness (food) remained in it, the bird wouldn't have dropped it.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 57; Taymûr no. 94 98 2555.>
W0180.2.2$, They said, "The ogress is giving a feast." Others replied: "Hopefully, [the food available] will
be sufficient for her and her young [alone]!".
Link: |J0021.13, "Never believe what is beyond belief". |W0152.19.1$, Feast given for many but too little food
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served. |W0159$, Pseudo-hospitality: equivocal invitation, or impossible circumstances.>

W0181, Jealousy. Type: 303B, 327J$, 405, 432, 459, 451B$, 550, 551, 510, 707, 709, 922C$, 1689A.
Link: |P0140.1$, Inherent rivalry (enmity) between officials of local government. |P0793$, Rivalry: social
interactional process. Recurrent conscious competition between the same parties. |S0160.7$, Mutilations motivated
by envy (jealousy): envied asset (organ) attacked. |W0195, Envy. [("Jealousy of/from" (ghîrah min: envy of Y)].

Ref.: Maspero 81 no. 4; Amîn 300; Bâtinî (al-) Nisâ'iyyah 52-53 no. 9; DOTTI 3 100 214 226 258
303 404 515 683 912/{Alg, lit., Mrc}; MITON; RAFE 300 n. 17; Sallûm Turâth XVI:3 124 no. 9.1; Shamy
(el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 2-4/(Sarah's); TAWT 54 n. 40 442 no. 33/{Egy} 443 no.
34/{Omn}.>
W0181.0.1$, `Nobody is jealousy-free (envy-free)'.
Link: |U0102.1$, `The psyche (self) is ever an instigator of the-sinful [(al-sû$, wick. |V0210.0.1.1$, Prophet
miraculously purified: evil-prone human element extracted.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0181.2, King kills architect after completion of great building. [Sinnimâr/Sinmâr's reward].
Link: |F0770.1$, Marvelous building technique (architecture). |F0888.0.1$, Innovation (`from own brains,' following
no model or pattern, etc.). |P0014.0.4$, Kings like to destroy works of their predecessors (or minimize
accomplishments). Vandalism. |W0154.21, Workers (builder) killed when secret building or grave is finished.
|W0154.29.5$, "To reward in the manner of a crocodile's repayment"--(who tries to devour helpful bird that cleans
its teeth).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 23-24; Ibshîhî 281 506; Bâzargân (al-)'amthâl 200-201 no. 146; DOTTI 500
796/{Mrc}; Hujelân 114 no. 12-2; Stumme Tلzerwalt 114-19 no. 14.>
W0181.2.1, Architect kills pupil when he has surpassed him in skill.>
W0181.2.2, Architect commits suicide when he discovers that his pupil has surpassed him in skill.>
W0181.2.3$, Only one master of the craft (profession) may remain. Type: 1568$, cf. 725A$.
Link: |P0206$, There can be only one head (patriarch) of the family. |P0341, Teacher dies of pride over successful
student. |P0400.1.1$, Trade secret kept within family.

Ref.: DOTTI 401 863.>
W0181.2.4$, Singer with marvelous voice castrated for fear of evoking women's lust.
Link: |F0688, Man with marvelous voice. |F0699.2$, Marvelous singer(s) .

@N0104$, Unfortunate beauty: beauty of innocent woman causes communal conflicts (wars). She is
blamed. |P0180.4.1.3$, Slave castrated. |P0428.0.2$, Musicians and singers are admired, but have low social
status. |T0380.3.1.1$, Male singer allowed to perform for women in women's quarters. |S0176.2$,
Mutilation: castration (excision of testicles). |S0199.1$, Person with a marvelous attribute cruelly deprived
of it.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 517.>
W0181.6.0.1$, Lovers's jealousy.
Link: |P0268.2.1$, Absence of jealousy between (among) co-wives. |T0141.2, Wives exchanged.>

W0181.6, Jealousy of Venus in the love of Psyche and Cupid.
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Link: |A0164.8.1$, Incestuous jealousy among gods (culture heroes). |A0781.0.1$-(formerly, A0781.1$), Origin of
Venus (az-Zahrah, planet)--punishment: transformed human woman (cruel co-wife).>

W0181.7, Ruler jealous of subjects' happiness prohibits their game [(crafts)].
Link: |S0485.1$, King prohibits practice of crafts (trades, means of livelihood). |U0215$, King has impoverished
subjects with heavy taxation; subjects imitate by selling fraudulent toll-services.>

W0183$, shamâtah: [Sinister] pleasure (rejoicing) at another's misfortune.
Link: |J0885, Clever person's defeat pleases inferior. [shamâtah]. |K1084.3.1$, Excessive (or impious) praise by
trickster starts quarrel between allies. |U0245$, Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another
also feels its effects. "Vicarious instigation". |W0179.1.2$, Devastating praise--(`kiss of death'): praising someone to
his powerful nemesis so as to bring about his destruction. |W0195, Envy. [("Jealousy of/from" (ghîrah min: envy of
Y)]. |Z0069.2.1.1$, Defiling (desecrating) someone's grave--contempt (scorn).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 425; Ibn-CArabshâh 111; TAWT 51 n. 26.>
W0183.1$, Pleasure at sibling's misfortune. Type: 403D$, 676, 923C$, cf. 303B$, 550, 551, 883B.
Link: |S0073$, Cruel siblings.

Ref.: DOTTI 111 191 302 305 368 524 607.>
W0183.1.1$, Brother pleased with news of disappearance of his sibling(s).
Link: |S0073.0.3.1$, News of birth of a brother kept from (jealous) elder brother. |S0073.1.1, Fratricide in order to
gain control of kingship.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0183.1.2$, Brother pleased with his brother's failure. Type: cf. 923C$.
Link: |F1041.1.9.1.1.1$, Brother kills self out of jealousy (envy) of another brother.

Ref.: DOTTI 607; TAWT 51 n. 26 422.>
W0183.2.2$, Sister pleased with her sister's misfortune. Type: cf. 432, 676A$, 842D$, 920K$.
Link: |K2212, Treacherous sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 212 369 464 592.>
W0185, Violence of temper. Type: 903A*.
Link: |W0026.0.3.1.1$, Anger provoked at learning of unkindness to the weak or helpless (e.g., orphan, widow, sick,
etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 228-29; Boqarî 28; DOTTI 3 404 563 683/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mythological
Constituents of Alf laylah" 39.>
W0185.1, Man demonstrates his violence of temper. [The one flaw in character].
Link: |K1294$, Person tricked into betraying secret (concealed) shortcoming (physical or mental).

Ref.: Boqarî 28/cf./(boy).>
W0185.2, Prayer that overbearing knight's illness be increased. A little sickness has made him kind; more
may make him kinder.
C

C

Link: |M0400.1$, Supplication (prayer that begs) for God's punishment (da wah ala).>

W0185.5, Violence of judge's temper leads him to have men given death sentence unjustly.
Link: |P0012.18$, Capriciousness of kings.>
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W0185.6, Insult worse than wound. Type: 159B.
Link: |J0020.2.1$, Pain associated with injury: unforgettable. |W0047.1.3$, "A person dies from his misstatement
(`tongue-slip'), but does not die from his misdeed (`foot-slip')".

Ref.: DOTTI 66 67 83 94 644 647/{Alg, lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 66-71 no. 6; Taymûr no.
2588/cf.>
W0185.7$, Man loses temper at deity (god).
Link: |J1740$, Foolish attempt to punish (reprimand) the higher powers (god, the angels, fate, etc.)--non-religious.
|K2371, Deceiving the higher powers (God, the saints, the gods, fate). |W0256.8.2.5$, Man with `Hashemite Vein'
(in temple--like Imam Ali's) is temperamental, but good-hearted.>

W0185.7.1.1$, Prophet loses temper at God.
Ref.: ThaClabî 228-29.>
W0185.7.1.1$, Jonah (Yûnus) loses temper at God.>
W0186$, Warlikeness (prone to war and combat).>
W0186.1$, Warlike nation (tribe).
Link: |A1599.11.1.1$, Adam's son (Seth) as first war-wager. |A1675, Tribal characteristics--warfare. |F0510.2$, Gog
and Magog as monstrous races. |P0550.1.0.1$, Warfare is men's alone--women do not know battle formation,
strategy, etc. |V0357$, Holy war (crusade, jihâd-muqaddas, etc.).

Ref.: Burton VIII 82 n. 1/(al-Daylam) II 94/cf. n.>
W0186.0.1$, "Antarism (CAntariyyah)": application of ancient simplistic but violent `heroic' measures to
intricate modern situations (problems).
Link: |J2116$, Harmful repair (treatment) of object or animal. |W0100, Unfavorable traits of character.
|W0217.1$, "All Abu-Zaid's routes are through-paths" (i.e., anything he does proves to be a success). |Z0203$,
C

Heroes of siyar (Abu-Zaid, Antar, el-Battâl, Sayf, ez-Zâhir, ez-Zîr, etc.).>

W0187, Insolence.
Link: |P0427.4.1.1.1$, "A foul-tongued woman is the chieftainess (`mistress') of her neighbors, due to neither her
kindness nor her benevolence, but due to the viciousness (`length') of her tongue!". |P0160.0.1$, Beggars's ways
(means) .

@Q0395, Disrespect punished. |W0170.1$, Lack of bashfulness (qillat hayâ'). |Z0088$, Sarcasm.
|Z0094.5.1$, Formulas for imperviousness (insensitiveness, shamelessness).
Ref.: DOTTI 23 47/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41.>
W0187.0.1$, Insolence euphemistically designated (e.g., "to be long-tongued", "to having been drawn by
own tongue [out of mother's womb]", "to be disowned by own tongue", or the like). Type: 900, cf. 408,
310A$.
Link: |F1042$, Mania: compulsion_uncontrollable (involuntary) behavior. |W0188.2$, Argumentativeness
(ghalabah--fondness of arguments--being too clever with words, speciousness, sophistry). |Z0095.0.2$,
Euphemisms. |Z0138.4.1$, Evil Eye acts independently of owner's will.>

W0187.1$, Lack of good manners (qillat 'adab).
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Link: |C0094, Tabu: rudeness to sacred person or thing.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0187.1.1$, Bad character (sû' al-khuluq) is incurable.
Link: |J2349.5.1$, "There is a medicine for treating every ailment, but foolishness (hamâqah: poor judgment) has led
those who treat it to despair.".

Ref.: MITON.>
W0187.2$, Insolent younger generation.
Link: |J1122, Clever younger generation. |P0193.3.1.1$, Obnoxious children (hecklers).>

W0187.2.1$, Insolence: child addressing parent by first name.
Link: |P0248$, Generational gap.

Ref.: Zîr 113/(Yamâmah-Galîlah).>
W0188, Contentiousness.
Link: |Q0300, Contentiousness punished. |P0427.4.1.1$, Poets (newsmen, etc.) appeased so as to avoid their public
satire. |W0256.6.4.1$, Women act contrary to what they declare.>

W0188.1$, Person fond of bringing lawsuit.
Link: |J0552, Intemperate pugnacity. |P0523, Bringing suit in law court.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 228.>
W0188.2$, Argumentativeness (ghalabah--fondness of arguments--being too clever with words,
speciousness, sophistry). Type: cf. 1233A$.
Link: |J1110.1.1$, Person so clever that `he (she) can juggle an egg and a stone' (i.e., can manage the mutually
exclusive through specious reasoning). |J1268.1$, Ignorance of `savant' (philosopher) revealed when replying
(equivocally) to the question: "Does God exist?" by saying: "There is a controversy (qawalân) concerning this
[matter]". |K0815, Victim lured by kind words approaches trickster and is killed. |W0047$, Eloquence. |W0187.0.1$,
Insolence euphemistically designated (e.g., "to be long-tongued", "to having been drawn by own tongue [out of
mother's womb]", "to be disowned by own tongue", or the like). |Z0194.2.3$, Catfish--slippery person (equivocal,
evasive).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 401; DOTTI 721; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" 7 no. 58;
TAWT 369 n. 146 no. 9.>
W0188.2.1$, Polemics (al-jadal, argumentativeness) as a divine curse.
Link: |K2040$, Joining a group (faith, political party, etc.) so as to destroy it from within. |P0502$, Political parties
and political partisanship. |P0794$, Conflict: social interactional process. Monopolizing reward by eliminating
(weakening) rivals. |Q0300, Contentiousness punished.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 401; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 142 162 n.>
W0188.3$, Quarrelsomeness.
Link: |P0194.9.1.3$, Woman nicknamed: `Misdemeanors (gunah)'; she is a habitual law breaker (usually assaults
others). |Q0306, Quarrelsomeness punished;

@Z0094.5.4$, Formulas for quarrelsomeness.

Ref.: Boqarî 91-92.>
W0189$, Suspiciousness (lack of trust, absence of peacefulness). Type: cf. 613, 920G$.
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Link: |J0635$, `Don't distrust, but check'. |W0130$, `Sociopathy': pleasure derived from violating mores (anti-social
behavior--thievery, rape, pedophilia, etc., `for kicks').

Ref.: DOTTI 345 590; Littmann,Tigré 18-9 no. 15.>
W0189.1$, Presumption of ill-will (jealousy, lying, trickery, vindictiveness, etc.) on the part of others-(`black-heartedness').
Link: |B0299.0.1$, Vengeful animals or birds (they hold grudge). |W0039.0.1.1$, Presumption of good-will
(truthfulness, honesty, peacefulness, etc.) in others--(`white-heartedness').>

W0189.1.1$, Presumption of ill-will on the part of others is the peak of resoluteness (hazm).
Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 111.>
W0189.2$, Strong suspicion (feeling anxious, or ill at ease about Y).
Link: |W0122$, Restlessness (anxiety). |Z0094.5.3$, Formulas for extreme caution (in person or animal)--(having
suspicious mind).>

W0189.2.1$, To have "The mouse play in one's bosom (feel suspicious, ill at ease, worried, etc.)".
Link: |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms. |Z0107$, Consistency (texture) symbolism: association based on sensation (touch)
similarities.>

W0189.2.2$, To have "One's heart `itch' over Y" (be anxious).>
W0193, Extortion.
Link: |P0774.2$, High prices.>

W0193.2$, Decreasing offer of ransom money: the longer the kidnapped is held, the lesser his worth
becomes. Type: cf. 920H$.
Link: |J0451, Contagiousness of bad company. |P0533.1, Hostages.

Ref.: DOTTI 591/{Syr}; Kh. Ibrâhîm al-maghâzî 61-62.>
W0193.5$, Ascending amount of ransom demanded due to high value of captive.
Link: |B0277$, Possessions of animals (birds, etc.): an animal's own property (field, crop, home, treasure.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 343/(for wife); Ibshîhî 480/(for son); Basset Mille II 222-23 no. 10/(for friend).>
W0195, Envy. [("Jealousy of/from" (ghîrah min: envy of Y)]. Type: 201B*, 214*, 409, 571C, 620, 735A,
613A1$,/980*, 1331, etc.
Link: |D2071, Evil Eye. Bewitching by means of a glance. |H0631.11$, What is the strongest? Relative's envy
(jealousy, hate). |J0514.9.1$, Greed leads to covetousness (envy). |S0160.7$, Mutilations motivated by envy
C

(jealousy): envied asset (organ) attacked. |T0024.9.0.1$, Lover's "jealousy over (ghîrah ala)" the beloved:
immoderate protection and selfishness. |U0249.0.4$, Good-will is generated by benefiting (having a share or
interest). |W0179$, Hatred.

Ref.: Maspero 81 no. 4; Jâhiz II 94; ThaClabî 88/Satan-Job; Ibshîhî 285-86; DOTTI 82 169 350 683
738/{Egy}; MITON; Muhawi-Kanaana nos. 5 7 10 20 28 36 43 44; Shawqî 318 [no. 43]; Tâhâ Husayn 187;
TAWT 37/52 n. 40.>
W0195.0.1$, "Everyone that has been blessed (endowed) with an asset is envied".
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 276 98-100; RAFE 209 n. 735; Shamy (el-) Egypt 181 no. 45.>
W0195.0.2$, Angels envious (jealous) of Adam for being favored by God (being His exquisite creation,
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successor on Earth, etc.).
Link: |A0063.5.1, Satan seduces Adam to sin because he is jealous of him. |W0195.4.2.1$, Jinn envy human's foods.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 45-46/(Thackston 47 no. 22): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 77; RAFE 208 n. 732.>
W0195.0.2.1$, Satan envious of mortal for being blessed by God. (Job). Type: 750J$.
Ref.: ThaClabî 88-94.>
W0195.0.3$, Envy kills the envious with his own hate of the envied. Type: cf. 980*/613A1$, 1331.
Link: |F1041.1.10, Death (illness) from envy.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 285-86; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 3/cf./(fire of envy
consumes envier).>
W0195.0.4$, Neighbors envy, relatives loathe (hate).
Link: |P0201, Inherent enmity between members of a family. |P0305$, Neighbors and neighborly relationships.

Ref.: Taymûr Nos. 1055 1869 2535.>
W0195.0.4.1$, "[You may] get jealous of your neighbor, but do not envy him".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2073.>
W0195.0.4.2$, Catastrophes come only from those closest to you (`el-habâyib/the beloved').
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2695.>
W0195.2$, Physical attributes (beauty) envied. Type: 327, 327J$.
Link: |A2491.2.2$, Owl hides during daylight to avoid the evil eye (being envied for her beauty).

Ref.: DOTTI 157 169 223 376 873/{Qtr}; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 58 62, "Mental Health"
15.
W0195.2.0.1$, `Penis envy'.
>

Link: |J1542.2.1$, A father and son see a donkey with erect penis, and the boy asks why the donkey's penis is so
large; the father explains: "Because he [the donkey] is sick". When the son points out the `sick animal' to his mother
she retorts: "I wish your father was in the same [poor] health". |W0179.4.1$, Eunuch hates (envies) master's
masculinity (virility).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 374; DOTTI 931/{Egy}.>
W0195.2.1$, Animal's physical attributes envied (by man).
Link: |F0547.3.0.1$, Donkey's penis. |J1542.2.1$, A father and son see a donkey with erect penis, and the boy asks
why the donkey's penis is so large; the father explains: "Because he [the donkey] is sick". When the son points out
the `sick animal' to his mother she retorts: "I wish your father was in the same [poor] health". |J1880, Animals or
objects treated as if human--miscellaneous. |W0181, Jealousy.>

W0195.2.1.1$, Animal's sexual stamina envied.
Link: |T0469.0.1$, al-fuhûlah (virility): male's capacity to procreate (ejaculate, impregnate).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 186 374 II 58-59.>
W0195.3$, Being loved (favored) within family envied. Type: 303B$, 551, 425, 872$.
Link: |N0134.5$, Being loved (liked) brings ill-luck to person.

Ref.: ThaClabî 65; DOTTI 93 111 128 162 174 200 214 272 284 293 305 317 321 490 493 515
706/{Alg, lit., Mrc}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 10 no. 1, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 58; Shawqî 318 [no. 43].>
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W0195.4$, Wealth (material possessions) envied. Type: 565A$, 676, 676A$, 936A$, 1689A.
Link: |K0368$, Thief selects victim-to-be (usually with help of confederate): watching for signs of wealth in
preparation for actual theft (robbery, attack). |P0152$, Man so rich that others become jealous.

Ref.: Maspero 81-82 no. 4; DOTTI 308 325 368 370 639 696 697 706 843 849 876 912/{Alg, lit.};
MITON; TAWT 442.>
W0195.4.1$, Wealth (estates) envied.>
W0195.4.1.1$, King envies vizier's wealth (estates).
Link: |L0410.9$, Barmecide Catastrophe: noble family destroyed.

Ref.: Damîrî II 128.>
W0195.4.1.2$, Poor man envies rich man's wealth (estates). Type: 936A$.
Link: |J1015.1$, Rich man tells envious poor man how he earned his fortune. (Sindbad and porter). |P0152.2$,
Sindbad's wealth makes poor porter envious.

Ref.: DOTTI 639.>
W0195.4.1.3$, Native envies foreigner's wealth (estates).
Link: |P0191.0.1$, Foreigners receive preferential treatment.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0195.4.2$, Food (fine) envied.
Link: |C0206.1$, Eating (ostentatiously) in public invites envy (Evil Eye).

Ref.: Boqarî 201/(ma)sûb).>
W0195.4.2.1$, Jinn envy human's foods.
Link: |W0195.0.2$, Angels envious (jealous) of Adam for being favored by God (being His exquisite creation,
successor on Earth, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 186.>
W0195.5$, Happiness (contentment) envied. Type: 432, 737A*, 754A$, 844.
Ref.: DOTTI 206 212 218 405 415 464 502 526/{Sdi, Tns}.>
W0195.6$, Social status (influence, authority) envied. Type: 910C, 922A, 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: Ions 65/(Osiris's); Maspero 81-82 no. 4; DOTTI 502 526 572 601 683/{Sdi}; MITON; TAWT
52 n. 42.>
W0195.7$, Success in craft envied. Type: 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: DOTTI 683 684/{Egy}; MITON.>
W0195.8$, Offspring (having children) envied. Type: cf. 920K$.
Link: |T0594$, Birth of boy (son) is good news.

Ref.: DOTTI 193 225 227 592/{Qtr}; Littmann "Hagar und Ismael" 146.12; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 3.>
W0195.9$, Beauty of one's spouse (lover) envied. Type: 402, 465, 465A, 516H$, 880A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 187 236 238 284 308 516 678/{lit., Syr}; MITON; Sâ)î 443-49 no. 106[+1].>
W0195.9.1$, Father envies son's beautiful wife (wives). Type: 516H$.
Link: |T0092.9, Father and son as rivals in love.
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Ref.: DOTTI 99 107 110 114 188 197 237 238 262 272 284 285 295 475 482/{Alg, Egy, Mrc, Syr};
Légey 48-52 no. 9; MITON; Sae)î 317-25 no. 66[+1]; Shamy (el-) "Egypt" (1971) no. 2; TAWT 377 n. 287
455; CFMC: Sawâm)ah 71-1 1-2-no. 2/cf.>
W0195.9.2$, Brother envies brother's beautiful wife (wives). Type: 303B$,/516H$, 402, cf. 550.
Link: |A1297.1$, Cain killed Abel in order not to lose own twin sister as wife. |A1336.1.1.1.2$, Seth murdered Osiris
in order to gain Isis (Osiris' twin sister and wife) for himself. |F1041.1.9.1.1.1$, Brother kills self out of jealousy
(envy) of another brother.

Ref.: ThaClabî 156-57; DOTTI 111 187 284 302 308 330 585 895/{Egy, lit., Omn}; MITON; D.H.
Müller Soqotri: SAE VI 134 no. 45a; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 15, cf. Farag 118-20; TAWT 442 455.>
W0195.9.3$, Sister envies sister's handsome husband (suitor, lover). Type: 409C$, 432, cf. 480.
Ref.: DOTTI 193 198 212 213 214 250 309 319 485 515/{lit., Mrc, Plst}; MITON; TAWT 442.>
W0196, Lack of patience [(impatience)]. Type: 613.
Link: |J0171.9.2$, Counsel: "Be patient". |J0191.8.1.1$, Wise man disdains having to correcv another `person of
vision (wisdom)'--(causes `tightening of chest'). |J0219.1$, Burden on the body (physical pain) preferred to `burden
on the chest' (i.e., guilt, depression, etc.). |W0026, Patience.

Ref.: ThaClabî 228-29/(Yûnus/Jonah); DOTTI 345.>
W0196.0.1$, Impatience has no remedy.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2376.>
W0196.1$, Results of life-long labor lost in moment of impatience.
Link: |J0124, Learning the virtue of patience from children. |J1071, Results of labor lost in a moment of
procrastination. |W0037.8.1.1$, End of employment reward (given to hireling).

Ref.: Shawqî 311-12 [no. 38].>
W0196.2$, Had the impatient not acted in haste, his request would have been granted.
Link: |J0675.0.1$, Preemptive actions: anticipatory treachery countervailed by treacherous acts. |J2118$, Harmful
help (assistance). |L0505$, Planned good deed preempted by hasty (foolish) act by intended recipient.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0197$, Being a nag. Type: 545H$, cf. 886A$, 1654.
Ref.: DOTTI 301 536; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 212.>
W0197.0.1$, The power of nagging. Type: 872$.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1260.>
W0197.0.1.1$, Nagging is more powerful than witchcraft.
Ref.: CAbd-el-Hakîm fallâhîn 122; Taymûr no. 1259.>
W0197.1$, Being maladroit with words. Type: 480, 929B$, 1696.
Link: |C0434$, Names of dangerous things (animal, disease, murder, etc.) are not to be uttered at a person without
use of precautionary measures (e.g., "Distant one," "Away from you"). |D1454.2, Treasure falls from mouth.
|J0815.5$, Tactful and tactless truth-speaking. |J2414$, Foolish imitation of tactful person by tactless. |M043, Curse:
toads from mouth. |W0048$, Being sweet-tongued. |W0141, Talkativeness. |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 141/(hàl jâma)aki"/"did you have [sexual] intercourse"--meaning: did you consult
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together); DOTTI 250 621 837 914 917/{Plst}.>
W0198$, Tyranny.
Link: |J0637.1$, Blind trust (benevolence, good intentions) leads to disaster. |P0501.2.1$, Tyranny (dictatorship) due
to people's indifference. |U0010, Justice and injustice. |U0190$-U0200$, The nature of truth (and justice).
|W0130.2$, Political sociopathy.

Ref.: Amîn 150-52; Dickson Desert 273-80 307-10 no. 4; Juhaymân (al-) II 286-87.>
W0198.0.1$, Tyranny brings about destruction (to tyrant and subjects).
Link: |L0404$, Tyrant sets cross-(nahs/karb)-days and executes whomsoever he sees (or acts in certain manner) then.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0198.3.2$, Looking upon a tyrant's face is a sin.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0198.1$, Characteristic behavior of the tyrant (the unjust).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0198.1.1$, Tyranny by nature (full-time).
Link: |W0130.0.1.1$, fâgir (sociopath, person who feels no remorse, has no conscience).>

W0198.2$, Involuntary relief (respite) from tyrant's injustice.>
W0198.2.1$, `Tyrant's sleeping is [sort of] worship': [because others are spared his tyranny for its duration].
Link: |J0495.0.1$, Solitude is worship.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2967.>
W0198.2.2$, `Tyrant's death is a relief [from God]'.
Link: |U0282.1.1$, Death brings comfort. |Z0294.4$, Joy (pleasure) at tyrant's death.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0198.2.3$, One tyrant set (miraculously) against another--relief for subjects of both.
Link: |J0420, Association of strong and weak. |J0837$, Do not stand in way of overpowering might (danger).
|Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'.

Ref.: ThaClabî 182-87.>
W0198.3$, The unjust (a tyrant) has no faith (conscience).
Link: |J1065$, Futility of trying to teach those already set in their ways (the aged). |J1908, Absurd attempt to change
animal's nature. |W0130.0.1.1$, fâgir (sociopath, person who feels no remorse, has no conscience).>

W0198.3.1$, Thinking that a tyrant could have a conscience (i.e., can be reformed) is an error'. Type: cf.
62*.
Ref.: DOTTI 28 43/{Egy}.>
W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.). Type: 2411.
Link: |G0303.9.3.4, The devil is always to blame. Even when he tries to be helpful to man. |J0870, Consolation by
pretending that one does not want the thing he cannot have. |J0953, Self-deception of the lowly. |J1351.2, The
envious accuser. [One woman accuses another of prostitution: only because she would be unwanted as whore].
|K1503$, Cuckold's threat (equivocal). |Q0335$, Pretence (fibbing, unfounded boasting) punished. |W0142.1$,
Inability to acknowledge own ignorance (foolishness). |W0166.0.1$, Arrogance as false pride: sense of inferiority
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coupled with ignorance. |W0211, Active imagination [(unrealistic thinking)]. |W0251.0.1$, Compensation
(psychological): excelling in one aspect as reaction for inadequacy in another. |X0902.1$, Liar suspects his own lie
may be true: he investigates.

Ref.: DOTTI 7 41 47 480 781 976/{Jrd}; RAFE 187nN674; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 26-27;
Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 236; Tâhâ Husayn 114-15 (of bribe-taking).>
W0199.1$, Rationalization: justifying erroneous behavior by reasoning believed to be true.
Link: |J0870, Consolation by pretending that one does not want the thing he cannot have. |J1401, The [thieving]
tailor's dream. [He dreams, at Judgment Day, of a flag made of the pieces of cloth he stole and decides to become
honest; but the patch he is about to steal does not fit into the flag]. |K2059.9.1$, Sinning now, with the intention of
seeking God's forgiveness later--(as excuse: "Only this once!"). |S0199.1$, Person with a marvelous attribute cruelly
deprived of it. |U0011.1.3$, Cleric (official) worried about minor sin, rationalizes cardinal one (of his own).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 17/(my cane stole); Ibshîhî 607; Anonymous "Gohâ wa himârih" 13; DOTTI 23 866;
Taymûr no. 345/(inability to dance) 898/(spat on face).>
W0199.2$, Regression: unconscious (unwitting) flight from the present by seeking slice in the past. (See
also J0868$). Type: 1394$.
Ref.: DOTTI 785/{Egy}.>
W0199.3$, Projection: attributing to others one's own shortcomings (defects). (See also, J1063.0.1$).
Link: |A1386.1.1$, Eve serves Adam liquor till drunk (he obeys her sinful instigation). |E0724.3.0.1$, Counter-spirit
forces its human-counterpart to express its will--(person acts involuntarily, and is not responsible for own actions).
|F0956.7.7.1$, Venting anger by aggression against innocent weak. |J1063, Pot calls kettle black. |J0895$,
Consolation by thought of not being alone in misfortune. |J1166, Plea by shifting blame to another. |U0169.1$,
Corruption (degeneration) starts from within. |U0169.5$, Victim of crime blames self. |W0005.3.1$, Philosopher's
asceticism: accusing others of negatives that characterize himself (projection). |W0151.0.3.1$, Merchant (adventurer)
facing mortal danger blames greed for his misfortune. |Z0138.0.2$, Body organ blamed for misdeed.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 17/(my cane stole).>
W0199.3.1$, Blaming the higher (supernatural) powers for one's own misdeeds.
Link: |A0604.3$, maktûb, muqaddar, qismah (written, predestined, kismet)--one's fated lot. |G0303.9.3.4, The devil
is always to blame. Even when he tries to be helpful to man. |J1063.0.1$, Projection: attributing to others one's own
shortcomings (defects). |J1847$, Misplaced condemnation (blame). |K0419.12$, Blame for crime fastened on
supernatural being (extra-terrestrial being, angel or the like). |K2371, Deceiving the higher powers (God, the saints,
fate). |M0414.0.1$, Luck (`Time$, dice, etc.) cursed. |N0100.0.1$, `Luck' as non-sacred entity: e.g., bakht, hazz
(luck), zahr (dice), zaman (Time). |N0101, Inexorable fate. [qadâ'/qadar]. |P0526.3.1.1$, Predestined acts of fate
("qadâ' wa qadar") render person not responsible for consequences of own actions. |Z0042.5$, Whom to blame for a
melon's bad inside: seller, buyer, seed (farmer), or God?.

Ref.: Maspero 92 no. 4/(hand of god); Ghadab 39-40: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 86;
MITON.>
W0199.3.1.1$, Misfortune attributed to "God's Will", good fortune to oneself.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 604/(divorce).>
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W0199.3.2$, Blaming quasi powers of fate (e.g., Time, Days, Luck, Dice).
Link: |Z0122.7.1$, Temporal forces (`Time') responsible for man's misfortune (troubles).

Ref.: (Commonplace); COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 14; Hadrî (el) AFann al-=insâniyyah" 6 [no.
5]; Wickett 169.>
W0199.3.2.1$, Treacherous changeableness of fortune (life, `the world').
Link: |L0000, Victorious youngest child. |W0175, Changeableness. |Z0113, Life personified: old woman carrying
healing potions and salves.

Ref.: MITON; Anonymous "'Ibn CArûs" 12; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah no. 20;
Taymûr no. 1358.>
W0199.3.3$, Blaming "The other"--(`people/society,' `adversaries/enemies,' `blamers/censurers$, `the
envious$, etc.).
Link: |J1360$, The envious accuser--general. |K2059.9.2$, Excuse: innocent person sins merely to justify undeserved
condemnation (by adversaries, censurers, etc.). |N0134.1, Persons bring bad luck. |Z0018.0.3$, Poet's dramatic
dialogue with critic or adviser. (Ode or song as answer to hypothetical censor--usually spouse, lover or personified
imaginary entity). |Z0110, Personifications [of abstractions].

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 614-15; RAFE 205 n. 723.>
W0199.3.3.1$, Blaming the Evil Eye for misfortune (misdeed).
Link: |D2071, Evil Eye. Bewitching by means of a glance.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0199.3.4$, Blaming Satan for one's own mistakes.
Link: |A0065$, Satan's waswasah (instigation) causes sinning. |G0303.9.3.4, The devil is always to blame. Even
when he tries to be helpful to man. |M0414.14.1$, "O Satan, may God punish (disgrace) you [for having caused
sin]!".

Ref.: DOTTI 467/{Egy}.>
W0199.3.4.1$, "The Devil made me do it".
Link: |J1391.12$, Thief's (criminal's) excuse: crime predestined. ("God made me do it").

Ref.: MITON.>
W0199.5$, Sublimation: attributing high spiritual values to basic needs (especially sexual drives). Type:
971A$.
Link: |J0870, Consolation by pretending that one does not want the thing he cannot have. |J0893, Consolation:
spiritual recompense for temporal misfortune. |T0001.2$, Nonsexual love is highest sort (level) of love--(Cishq erroah/`love of the soul'). |T0415.7, When boy cannot have his sister for a wife he asks for one of her eyes and ears
instead.

Ref.: DOTTI 675; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Karîm and Karîmah no. 9.>
W0199.6$, Reaction formation: manifesting behavior patterns that are the opposite of actual feelings
(needs).
Link: |J0870.1$, He covets (desires) it, [yet] says, "It is disgusting!"--('ikhkhîh!: Yuk!). |K2058.1, Apparently pious
man (sadhu) a thief. |X0757$, Properly raised (polite) girl trained to think of obscene words as signifying decent
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things (e.g., vagina--eye, penis--arm, etc.): absurdly obscene conversation with suitor.>

W0199.6.1$, Intolerance of obscenity may harbor (camouflage) `degenerate' (sexual) desires.
Link: |C0496, Tabu: using obscene language ([words, names]). |U0304.5$, Perceiving morality-immorality,
propriety-impropriety.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 40.>
W0199.9$, Self-deception--miscellaneous.>
W0199.9.1$, Self-deception: liar believes his lie and behaves accordingly. Type: 859F$, 1842D$, cf.
1920L$.
Link: |J0951, Lowly masks as great. |J0953, Self-deception of the lowly. |J1607.1$, Dog as saint: "We buried him (it)
together!" Two impostors pretend that entombed dog is a saint. Later, one cheats and swears his innocence by the
saint; the other retorts. |X0902, Liar comes to believe his own lie [due to repetition].

Ref.: DOTTI 480 935 953; MITON.>
W0199.9.2$, Self-deceiver tries to persuade his partner in fabricating a lie that their lie is the truth. Type:
859F$, cf. 1842D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 480 936; MITON.>
W0199.9.3$, Negative identification ("We do not do what they do!"). Type: 215$, cf. 753, 877, 1482$,
1535, 1539B$, 1862C.
Link: |J0019$, Knowledge acquired from experiencing the suffering of others. Imitative learning: suffering or
pleasure. |J0060.0.1$, Positive identification: "Model yourself after So-and-so"--("Be like So-and-so"). |J0134.2.1$,
Dogs's street copulation outrageous.

Ref.: Simpson 171 n. 60/(homosexuality); Ions 138/(Roman emperors-Isis worship/cult); Ibshîhî
466; Boqarî 57-58; Shamy (el-) Egypt 75 no. 10.>
W0200-W299, Traits of character--miscellaneous.>
W0200, Traits of character--miscellaneous.>
W0201$, Maleness.
Link: |J0069.8.2$, Physiological conditions cause person (animal) to act (behave) in certain manner.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 145-50/cf./(physical).>
W0201.1$, Indicators of maleness.>
W0201.1.1$, Indicators of men's character (manliness). Type: 923C$.
Link: |H0038, Person's rank betrayed by habitual conversation [(or by other aspects of behavior)]. |H1578, Test of
sex [(gender)]: to discover person masking as of another sex. |T0101.3.4$, Groom quality: manliness (and related
traits of character, e.g., being firm, courageous, etc.). |W0014$, shahâmah, nakhwah, murû'ah (gallantry, chivalry,
courtliness, graciousness). |W0256.6$, Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits.

Ref.: ThaClabî 176; DOTTI 607.>
W0201.1.1.1$, Indicator of manliness: controlling women.

Link: |P0210.0.1$, Husband as his wife's master. |Z0194.3.1.1$, Cock: ruler of hens.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 75 no. 10; TAWT 50 n. 10.>
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W0201.1.1.1.1$, Indicator of manliness: avoiding women.
Link: |T0311.8.1$, Man averse to women.>

W0201.1.1.1.1.1$, Indicator of manliness: slighting women's opinion.
Link: |J0021.37, "Do not take a woman's advice": counsel proved wise by experience.

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 173; TAWT 387 n. 481.>
W0201.1.1.1.1.1.1$, `A real-man, son-of-real-man, is the one who would never consult a woman.
Link: |T0311.8$, Aversion to (dislike of) members of the opposite sex. |W0256.6$, Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits.

Ref.: TAWT 199 387 n. 481; Taymûr no. 1269.>
W0201.1.1.2$, Indicator of manliness: powerful manners (being assertive, firm, resolute).
Link: |J1044$, "He who fears should not rule (govern), and he who rules should not fear".

@M0202.9.1$, "A man's word" (or `Men's word').
Ref.: ThaClabî 176; TAWT 49 n. 1 422.>
W0201.1.1.2.1$, Men's talk (speech): commanding (firm).
Link: |P0525.0.1.1$, `A man is to be fastened (anchored, committed) by his tongue (word)'.

Ref.: ThaClabî 176.>
W0201.1.1.2.2$, Indicator of manliness: adroit handling of weapons (cane, firearm, sword, etc.).
Link: |P0147.2.1.1$, Cane-dance (mock-fight).

Ref.: Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 11.>
W0201.1.1.2.2.1$, Cane-dance (sword-dance, mock fight) as indicator of manliness.
Link: |P0807.5.2$, Watching competitive fights of trained humans (gladiators).>

W0201.2$, Physical indicators of maleness.>
W0201.2.1$, Indicator of maleness: roughness of physical constitution (appearance). Type: cf. 123, 327F.
Ref.: DOTTI 49 164; TAWT 70/ no. 1.>
W0201.2.2$, Indicator of maleness: being larger.
Ref.: TAWT 372.>
W0202$, Femaleness.
Link: |J0069.8.2$, Physiological conditions cause person (animal) to act (behave) in certain manner.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 145-50/cf./(physical).>
W0202.1$, Indicators of femaleness.
Link: |N0002.8.2$, Loser (male) forced to act as woman. |P0170.0.3.1$, Characteristic behavior (and physical traits)
of eunuchs.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 135-37; TAWT 388 n. 502.>
W0202.1.1$, Indicators of women's character (femininity). Type: 923C$.
Link: |H0038, Person's rank betrayed by habitual conversation [(or by other aspects of behavior)]. |H1578, Test of
sex [(gender)]: to discover person masking as of another sex. |P0149.0.1$, Manly woman, or girl ("marahrâgil/'imra'ah rajul")--resolute, serious, business-like (no-nonsense gal). |T0462.4$, Male-woman ("marahdakar"/'imra'ah dhakar): `dike'--(lesbian seducer). |W0256.6$, Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits.

Ref.: ThaClabî 176; DOTTI 607.>
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W0202.1.1.1$, Indicator of femininity: women's speech-tone (soft, low-key).
Link: |P0611.3$, Women's conversation. |T0604.4.1.1$, Baby talk (by an adult).

Ref.: ThaClabî 176; RAFE 94 n. 311, 203 n. 717; TAWT 361 n. 8.>
W0202.1.1.2$, Indicator of femininity: women's non-assertive ways.
Link: |P0611.2$, Women's ways of greeting.

Ref.: DOTTI 515 530 608/{Sdn}; TAWT 422/ no. 9 -(avoided by heroine).>
W0202.1.1.2.1$, Indicator of femininity: woman's non-competitiveness.
Link: |W0013$, Self-abnegation (altruism, self-denial, selflessness). |Z0084.3.3.1$, Insult: man called "woman".

Ref.: TAWT no. 9 -(avoided by heroine).>
W0202.1.1.3$, Indicator of femininity: women's superstitious ways ("old-wives' tales," "old-wives'
medicine," etc.).
Link: |P0611.3.1.1$, Women's talk (superstitious ways, old wives' tales, old wives' medicine, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 534 V 301-3; TAWT 25 n. 44 400 n. 725.>
W0202.1.1.4$, Indicator of femininity: excessive emotionalism.
Link: |C0898.1.1$, Tabu: wailing for the dead [(as indignity to corpse)]. |J0191.9.1.2$, Wise men don't act (behave)
C

like women. |P0726.1$, The he-man ('ibn el-balad, gada ).

Ref.: Damîrî I 65/(wailing).>
W0202.1.2$, Physical indicators of being a female (woman).>
W0202.1.2.1$, Indicator of female: softness of physical constitution.>
W0202.1.2.2$, Indicator of female: being smaller (less strong).>
W0202.1.2.3$, Indicator of female: body posture.>
W0202.1.2.3.1$, Indicator of female: manner of walking (taking short steps, shaking hips, etc.).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0203$, Passive (non-assertive) person.
Link: |J1847.3$, Foolish sense of shame (self-condemnation). |J2635$, Fool as cowardly husband (lover).
|P0780.0.2$, `No bashfulness [should be experienced] in [inquiring about edicts set by] religion (lâ hayâ'a fî al-dîn').
|P0788.2$, Social control by shaming (publicly) into compliance (conformity).>

W0203.1$, Person too bashful to ask for (demand) own rights. Type: 903C*, 921L$, 1351D$, cf. 969$, 983.
Ref.: DOTTI 563 597 672 686 749.>
W0203.4$, Excessive experiencing of shame (public). Type: 872A2$, 903C*, 921L$, 1351D$, 1384B$,
1620, 1874A$, cf. 983.
Link: |X0372.4.1, Man with cheeks stuffed with food operated on to remove swelling.

Ref.: DOTTI 493 563 597 686 749 781 879 941; MITON.>
W0203.4.1$, After passage of years, person still ashamed of minor indiscretion he had committed. Type:
1874A$.
Link: |P0781.1$, `The-Year-of-the-Fart' (`The-(Day)-of- '): breaking wind in public becomes local history.

Ref.: DOTTI 941/{lit.}.>
W0204$, Passion for authority and the powerful (dictatorship).
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Link: |P0500.2$, Folly of ignoring wishes (opinion) of the majority. (Destructive to nation).

Ref.: Zîr 5-6.>
W0204.0.1$, Oppressor and oppressed.
Link: |U0102$, `The forbidden is always desirable.'. |W0011.5, Generosity toward enemy. |W0011.5.1.2$, Victim
pardons (forgives) oppressor.>

W0204.0.1.1$, "Thinking of him who has forgotten me; and `purchasing' him who has sold (abandoned)
me.". Type: cf. 926A*.
Ref.: DOTTI 613.>
W0204.1$, Attraction to the oppressor.
Link: |W0164.2.1.6.1$, To be beaten (punished) by ruler is honorific.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 48/(to the oppressing rich).>
W0204.1.1$, `A cat likes only the one who chokes it'.
Link: |J0405.1.1$, `Keep your dog hungry: it will follow you'. |U0103$, Contrasts are drawn to each other
(`Opposites attract'). |W0040$, Self-reliance as trait of character. |W0112.1.1$, `A dog follows the person (owner)
who keeps it hungry'.

Ref.: Amîn 462; Taymûr no. 2252 2258.>
W0205$, Authoritarian person.
Link: |P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family (patriarchy). |P0230.0.4$, Fear-evoking (awe-evoking) father.

Ref.: Boqarî 11-13/(implicit).>
W0205.0.1$, Authoritarian person's pride.
Link: |P0012.0.1$, Kings's pride. |W0142$, Inability to acknowledge own character shortcomings.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 300 n. 13.>
W0205.1$, Emirateship ('imârah) is desirable, even if over stone quarries.
Link: |P0016.1.3, The higher the office held in this world, the heavier the judgment of God: Cuchulinn's reason for
abjuring kingship.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 287; Ibshîhî 44.>
W0206$, Authoritarian person's (father's) `love'. Type: 516H$, 857$.
Ref.: CAbd-al-Quddûs 188-98 no. 17; DOTTI 284 476; Haykal 25-26; MITON; RAFE 300 n. 13;
Shamy (el-) "Belief Characters" 14, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 55.>
W0206.6$, Authoritarian ruler's `love'.
Link: |P0509.2$, The sole leader: there can be only one chief (head, king, etc.).>

W0206.6.1$, Ruler decrees: "No one may harbor `love' greater than love for ruler.".
Ref.: DOTTI 675/{Jrd}.>
W0209$, Lonesomeness (loneliness). Type: 870, 872$, cf. 315, 590.
Link: |P0191.1.5.1$, Stranger pities self--(usually in poem or song). |P0304.2$, `Anomie' in the big city: no rules, no
morals, no religious convictions; any thing goes. |U0300.0.1$, In the absence of comparison a judgment (claim,
value) is absolute. |V0461.5.1$, (khulwah): cloistered meditation.

Ref.: DOTTI 140 337 483 490.>
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W0209.1$, Lonesome person seeks companionship. Type: 870, 872$, 904$, 930F$, cf. 315, 590, \.
Link: |A2909$, Origin of jinn: generated by hallucination caused by sensory deprivation. |F1043$, Reaction to
sensory deprivation. |T0024.9.1.2$, Lover hallucinates: sees image, hears voice or feels touch of absent beloved.
|U0248.2$, Fear affects perception. |U0315.1$, Seeking a conversation (social interaction).

Ref.: ThaClabî 21 166; ThaClabî 21-22 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" nos. 43 101; DOTTI
140 337 483 490 517 565 626; MITON.>
W0209.2$, Lonesome person daydreams (hallucinates). Type: 881, 872$, cf. 872D$.
Link: |A2909$, Origin of jinn: generated by hallucination caused by sensory deprivation. |F1043.1$, Hallucinatory
experiences from sensory deprivation. |F1046$, Hallucination: false perception without adequate stimuli. |N0612,
Numskull talks to himself and frightens robbers away.

Ref.: DOTTI 490 496 517.>
W0209.2.1$, Lonesome person talks to self. Type: 881, 872$, cf. 872D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 490 496 517.>
W0209.2.2$, Lonesome person talks to the elements (moon, stars, the night, etc.). Type: 881, 872D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 490 496 517.>
W0210$, Daydreaming. Type: 1430B$, 1681*.
Link: |F1046$, Hallucination: false perception without adequate stimuli. |J0864, Comfort in the contemplation of
impossible pleasure. |J2060, Absurd plans. Air-castles.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 190-96/(inadvisable); DOTTI 805 806 908 976/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's
Trilogy" 58 60 66.>
W0211, Active imagination [(unrealistic thinking)]. Type: 2411.
Link: |J0864, Comfort in the contemplation of impossible pleasure. |Q0335$, Pretence (fibbing, unfounded boasting)
punished. |W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 178; Ibn-CAasim no. 261/cf./(claim: horse became camel); Boqarî 63/(river will run
across Mecca/sinful to eat fish from it); DOTTI 976; MITON.>
W0211.4$, If/("laww") is a letter that allows levitation ("hanging in the atmosphere"/"laww: harf shaCbatah
fî el-gaww"). Type: 2411.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1349/cf./gen.>
W0211.4.1$, I planted a tree of "If" it were, watered it with "Had it been", it yielded "Nothing can come of
it"!.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1349.>
W0211.5$, The word, "I wish it were (ya rait/layta Y)" never benefitted a household.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2450.>
W0215, Extreme prudence.>
W0215.2, Refusal to fight wounded enemy. [Y] because it would be said he died of previous wounds rather
than the ones hero might inflict.
Link: |K2014, Women pretend to weep over warrior's wounds while attempting to inflame them.>

W0216, Thrift.
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Link: |J0701.4$, "A white coin helps overcome a black day (i.e., `rainy day')". |J0708.3$, Recycling the useless into
useful as farsighted economy. |P0012.14.1$, Modest ruler lives austerely.>

W0216.0.1$, Thrift is necessary even with water of a flowing river.
Ref.: Taymûr nos. 656 2914.>
W0216.1, A thrifty merchant tells son that even a snake laid by [(seemingly useless)] will be useful.
Link: |U0280.2$, For whatsoever is dropped there will be a picker.

Ref.: Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 68-69 no. 32.>
W0216.2$, For an extravagant man a thrifty woman is required.
Link: |J1028.1$, Mutually complementary differences. |T0145.10.1$, "Clip your bird's wings lest he mate with
another." Wife is to keep husband poor. |T0202.1$, Happy couple: wife and husband are not two of a kind.
|T0277.2$, Wife steals from her husband. |W0131.1, Profligate [(heir)] wastes entire fortune before beginning his
own adventures. |W0256.6.5$, Wastefulness of women--(as compared to men).>

W0216.2.1$, `If a man is an overflowing river (sea), his woman must be his bank (dam)'.
Link: |P0217$, Man's success or failure are due to his wife. |P0218.0.1$, Good wife is the most important factor in
married life.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 632.>
W0216.3$, Spoiled goods are to be spared and used (not wasted).>
W0216.3.1$, `A stomach ache is preferred to the wasting of [spoiled] stew (food)'.
Link: |C0851, Tabu: wastefulness. |J0350, Choices: small inconvenience, large gain. |J1603, Eyes treated for the
stomach ache. [So as to be able to tell (see) good bread from bad].

Ref.: Anonymous "Gohâ wa himârih" 13.>
W0216.3.2$, A(Of an animal pelt): "What cannot be used in making a [large] drum will be useful for a
[small] tambourine".
Ref.: Amîn 465; Taymûr nos. 394 2497/cf.>
W0216.4$, Thrifty spouse.
Ref.: Jâhiz V 567; DOTTI 790/{lit.}.>
W0216.4.1$, Many dishes from small provisions (sparrow, locust, etc.). Type: 1407.
Link: |D1652.1, Inexhaustible food. |D2106.1.5, Multiplication of food by saint. |H0381, Bride test: thrift. |V0224.2,
Food (animals) eaten by saint miraculously replaced. |W0217$, Resourcefulness.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 567; DOTTI 790.>
W0216.4.2$, Substituting inexpensive local resources for expensive imported ones to reduce expenditure.
Link: |J0709.2$, Giving up luxuries (fineries), limiting self to necessities. |P0779.1$, Imported finery (expertness,
craftsmanship, or goods of higher quality from abroad).>

W0216.5$, Money earned by one's own labor more valuable.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 13-15/(figurative); Aswad (al-) 159-60, Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 27-28 no. 13.>
W0217$, Resourcefulness. Type: 157B$, 175, 210A$, 921P$, 954, 983, 1408B, 1617, 1618A$, 1609$, cf.
1381.
Link: |J0837.3$, When king forbids practice of one profession resourceful craftsman (trader) takes up another.
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|J1100-J1699, CLEVERNESS. |K0670$, Escape by setting one predator (enemy) against another: they fight,
meanwhile captive (intended victim) escapes. |Q0091, Reward for cleverness.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 147-48; DOTTI 72 79 504 599 660 686 774 792 874 877 879/{lit., Qtr}; MITON.>
W0217.1$, "All Abu-Zaid's routes are through-paths" (i.e., anything he does proves to be a success).
Link: |N0204$, Lucky person untouched by several deadly occurrences (or plots against his life). |W0186.0.1$,
"Antarism (CAntariyyah)": application of ancient simplistic but violent `heroic' measures to intricate modern
situations (problems).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1603.>
W0217.3$, When a female is resolved to do something it will be done, regardless of obstacles.
Link: |W0167, Stubbornness. |W0256.6$, Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 291; MITON; TAWT 24 n. no. 42.>
W0225, Taciturn man.
Link: |F0569.3, Silent person. |J0021.25.2$, `Solitude is better than bad company'. |W0047.3$, `Eloquent silence'-message conveyed by silence (refusal to reply).>

W0225.2$, After long silence blasphemy (levity) is uttered.>
W0227$, Perceptiveness. Type: 655-655B$, 926E$-926M$.
Link: |P0180.4.0.1$, A slave is to be beaten with stick, whereas only words (allusions) suffice with the free person.>

W0229$, Character mutation. Reversal of characteristic patterns of behavior. Type: 816A$.
Link: |L0000, REVERSAL OF FORTUNE. |P0007$, Playing multiple social roles. |U0066, Every man has her price.
[Behavior potential].>

W0229.1$, Heroine becomes villainess: commits dishonorable acts.
Link: |A1371, Why women are bad. |L0114.4.1$, `Hero' commits anti-heroic (shameful, perfidious) act(s).
|W0256.6.2.5$, Women are treacherous.

Ref.: Alf II 112ff./(Queens Budûr and Hayât an-Nufûs); Burton III 310ff.; Zîr 32ff./(Galîlah).>
W0250$-W259$, Composition of character (personality).>
W0250.1$, Basic types of personality reckoned according to the elements.
Link: |A1260.1.1.1$, Adam made from water, mud (dirt), fire, and air.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 156 n. 575, 301 n. 19.>
W0250.1.1$, Personality type: hawâ'î (`aerial$, whimsical, impressionable).
Link: |D1714.0.1$, Medium in benevolent magic ritual must be person without sin.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 124; RAFE 156 n. 575.>
W0250.1.2$, Personality type: turâbî (`earth-prone$, melancholic, passive).
Link: |Z0084.5.2.1$, Seeker (promoter) of misery: wishes for a funeral during which one--as condoler--would have
his fill of own face-slapping (as expression of grief).

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 69-71; RAFE 156 n. 575.>
W0250.1.3$, Personality type: nârî (`fiery$, explosive-aggressive).
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Link: |A0139.5, God's voice. |F0580$, Person of awe-inspiring appearance. |F0688, Man with marvelous voice.
|P0427, Druid (poet, learned man). |V0462.16$-(formerly, V0221.15$), Saint in conflict with ruler (government).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 156 n. 575.>
W0250.1.4$, Personality type: mâ'î (aquatic, `watery').
Ref.: MITON; RAFE 156 n. 575.>
W0250.5$, Types of women--(three). Type: cf. 758.
Link: |H1182.4$, Task: explaining to king three classes (types) of vaginas: one to be kissed, one to be trodden on,
and one to be aggrandized (`placed on top of head'). Answer: wife's, whore's, and "Your mother's vagina!,"
respectively.

Ref.: DOTTI 421; MITON.>
W0250.5.1$, Female-type: believer (pious)--aid to husband.
Link: |J0482.4$, Young man advised to choose as wife a girl who would profess to be with him against `Time'.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0250.5.2$, Female-type: for procreation only.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0250.5.3$, Female-type: God's affliction--a shackle around man's neck.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0250.5.3.1$, God's affliction: woman (girl) who would be with `Time' (fate) against her husband. Type:
910L$.
Link: |J0482.4$, Young man advised to choose as wife a girl who would profess to be with him against `Time'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 601.>
W0250.6$, Types of men--(three types).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0250.6.1$, Male-type: wise--of sound judgment.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0250.6.2$, Male-type: wiser--seeks counsel in what he knows not.
Link: |J0021.57$, "Seek the advice of elders (the wise).".

Ref.: MITON.>
W0250.6.3$, Male-type: rudderless (hâ'ir, ambivalent)--knows not, obey's no adviser.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0251$, Beliefs (theories) about composition of character (personality). Implicit (folk) Personality theory.
Type: 980*,/613A1$.
Link: |A1241.5.1$, Physical and personality attributes (temperament) are determined by characteristics of the earth
from which the first man was created. |D1716, Magic power of the infirm. |J0001.0.2$, gibillah: inherited
psychological constitution ("tirâz al-shakhsiyyah"). |J1661.1.2, Deduction: the king is a bastard. |U0111.3$, Physical
(personal) appearance does not make wise person. |U0120, Nature will show itself. |W0003$, 'ibn-halâl (`of
legitimate birth$, i.e., of good character, noble). |W0103$, 'ibn-harâm (`bastard$, `of illegitimate birth$, i.e., of bad
character, vile). |Z0094.5.3.1$, Bastard: extremely cautious person.
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Ref.: Ibshîhî 441 355; BASSET Mille II 386 no. 112 III 148 no. 93; MITON; RAFE 160 n. 590;
Shamy (el-) Egypt 179 no. 44.>
W0251.0.1$, Compensation (psychological): excelling in one aspect as reaction for inadequacy in another.
Link: |W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: Qazwînî II 165-66.>
W0251.1$, Physiognomy (firâsah): the judging of character. Type: 655, 920.
Link: |A0124.0.3.1$, Seeing (perceiving) through light (radiance) of God. |D1714.0.1$, Medium in benevolent magic
ritual must be person without sin. |H0050.1$, Recognition of supernatural animal (person) by certain physical
attributes (color, size, biological parentage, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 100/(of two women); Qazwînî II 98/(vison by God's light); Damîrî II 18; Ibshîhî 43544; Amîn 305; Dhahabî (al-) 112; DOTTI 361 587 590/{lit.}; Hujelân 209 no. 2-4; Khalîfah 240; MITON;
RAFE 157 n. 577; Shamy (el-) Egypt 108 no. 16; Wehr 87 no. 4.1.>
W0251.1.1$, Judging character by matching a person's behavior to that of a certain animal (e.g.,
contrariness/stubbornness = donkey, vengefulness = camel, etc.).
Link: |Z0190$, Animal symbolism: a certain animal (bird) as symbol of human attributes.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 175-76.>
W0251.2$, Kinship ties as basis for judging of character.
Link: |D1714.0.1$, Medium in benevolent magic ritual must be person without sin.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 164.>
W0251.2.1$, makhwal (`maternal-unclehood') as basis for judging character.
Link: |P0293.2.1, Children take after their mother's brothers. |W0251.2.3.2$, Motherhood as basis for judging
character.

Ref.: DOTTI 501; N. |Mahfûz III 32; RAFE 158 n. 583; Schmidt-Kahle 46-49 no. 23.>
W0251.2.1.1$, Good character due to good maternal-`unclehood' (being `mikhwil'/mukhwil).
Link: |W0250.1$, Personality type: hawâ'î (`aerial$, whimsical, impressionable).

Ref.: Burton I 303 n. 1; CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 92; Diyâb 262-63.>
W0251.2.1.2$, Bad character due to bad maternal-`unclehood'.
Link: |W0103$, 'ibn-harâm (`bastard$, `of illegitimate birth$, i.e., of bad character, vile).>

W0251.2.1.2.1$, Cadîm-el-khâl (person lacking maternal-`unclehood'): arrogant (tyrannical), merciless,
hardhearted.
Ref.: COqdah (el-) "safînat al-gharâm" 5 15; DOTTI 501.>
W0251.2.1.3$, Other character traits due to maternal-`unclehood'.>
W0251.2.1.3.1$, bilâ-khâl (person with no maternal-uncle): lonesome, melancholy (`hollow-hearted').
Link: |H1381.2.2.3$, Boy twitted with rootlessness seeks unknown khâl (maternal-uncle). |W0251.2.1.1$, Good
character due to good maternal-`unclehood' (being `mikhwil'/mukhwil).>

W0251.2.3$, Parentage as basis for judging character.
Link: |U0121, Like parent, like child.

Ref.: MITON.>
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W0251.2.3.1$, Absence of father as basis for judging character.
Link: |P0230.10.2$, Being fatherless. |P0243.1$, Bad rearing by mother.>

W0251.2.3.1.1$, Being a "woman's son" (bad character).
Link: |Z0084.3.3.1$, Insult: man called "woman".

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": Bahlûl and Samîrah no. 3/cf., el-Adham no. 33.>
W0251.2.3.1.1.1$, `Never has a woman raised an ox that could plough'.
Link: |T0604.3$, Mother instructs (teaches) child (infant). |T0620.1$, Father takes over the proper raising of son
from boy's mother: (resocialization into `manly' roles). |W0256.6.6$, Women are the weaker sex.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1961.>
W0251.2.3.1.2$, Being a "widow's son"--(bad character, a villain).
Link: |L0111.3, Widow's son as hero.

Ref.: COqdah (el-) "Safînat al-gharâm" 5.>
W0251.2.3.1.3$, Being a "male-woman's son"--(wicked).
Ref.: Jâhiz I 103.>
W0251.2.3.1.4$, Being an effeminate-man's son--(wicked).
Ref.: Jâhiz I 103.>
W0251.2.3.2$, Motherhood as basis for judging character.
Link: |K0251.2.1$, Deceptive gift: claimed back after it has been consumed.>

W0251.2.3.2.0.1$, Mother as vessel (or as earth for a plant).
Link: |U0121.0.2.1$, `Upset a jar on its mouth, a daughter turns out like her mother'. |Z0187$, Symbolism: vessel
(boat, ship, etc.)--female.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0251.2.3.2.1$, Mother's milk as determinant of child's personality (character). Type: 613.
Link: |F0611.2.0.1, Hero's unusual strength from drinking his own mother's milk. |W0251.5.2$, Newborn breast-fed
by pregnant woman develops evil character (when grown).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 88/cf.>
W0251.2.3.2.1.1$, Quality of mother's milk affects personality.
Ref.: DOTTI 68 544 590/{Syr}.>
W0251.2.3.2.1.1.1$, Good (thick, sweet, etc.) mother's milk produces good (noble) character. Type: 613.
Ref.: DOTTI 345.>
W0251.2.3.2.1.1.2$, Bad (thin, sour, etc.) mother's milk produces bad (evil) character.
Ref.: DOTTI 345.>
W0251.2.3.2.1.2$, Quantity of mother's milk affects personality (character).>
W0251.2.3.2.1.2.1$, Bravery (courage) due to having drunk enough of mother's milk.
Link: |W0032, Bravery. |W0033, Heroism.>

W0251.2.3.2.1.2.1.1$, `A man that have drunk [enough] of his mother's milk'--(i.e., brave, courageous).
Link: |Z0194.2.1.1$, `Lion-hearted' male (courageous).>

W0251.2.4$, Personality traits (of physical constitution, and/or character) are hereditary.
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Link: |T0318.0.1$, Legitimacy of child established through similarities between its physical characteristics (color,
race) and father's. |U0120.0.1$, Hereditary traits are transmitted by a `vein' (Cirq, or habbah/`seed')--(comparable to
genes).>

W0251.2.4.1$, An atypical (exceptional) personal trait may be due to heredity from distant ancestor. Type:
cf. 920.
Link: |A1241.5.1$, Physical and personality attributes (temperament) are determined by characteristics of the earth
from which the first man was created. |P0001.1$, Ascribed (hereditary) social status. |T0502$, Theories (beliefs)
about the process of conceiving (and procreation). |T0562, White woman bears black child. |T0570.2$,
Characteristics of newborn are due to mother's craving. |W0251.2$, Kinship ties as basis for judging of character.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 99-100; DOTTI 586.>
W0251.2.8$, Natural environment (`geography') as basis for judging character.
C

Link: |A1418$, Effects of environment (bî'ah) on physical constitution and character (tibâ ).

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 140-43 V 326-28/cf./(Caqîdah); ThaClabî 33-34/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 77.>
W0251.3$, Social class (ethnicity) as basis for judging character. Type: cf. 920.
Link: |P0751$, Characteristic behavior of members of a certain class. |U0005$, Successor unlike predecessor.
|U0006$, Successor surpasses predecessor. |W0256$, Stereotyping: generalization of a trait of character, from person
to group (and vice versa.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 164 521 n. 3; DOTTI 598/{lit.}.>
W0251.3.1$, A social class produces character that reflects its practices. Type: 920B*, 920E$, 920G$,
920K$.>
W0251.3.5$, A social class may produce character that is the opposite of its practices.
Link: |U0005$, Successor unlike predecessor. |U0020$, Opposites are ever present side by side: good-evil (honestyfraud, truth-falsehood).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 164.>
W0251.5$, Conditions of parturition (childbirth) as basis for judging character.
Link: |T0585, Precocious infant.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 286.>
W0251.5.1$, Breech-birth (baby born feet first) indicates child's evil character (when grown).
Ref.: Jâhiz I 286.>
W0251.5.2$, Newborn breast-fed by pregnant woman develops evil character (when grown).
Link: |W0251.2.3.2.1$, Mother's milk as determinant of child's personality (character).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 286.>
W0251.5.4$, Caesarean birth (from mother's side) as source of pride (for child--usually culture-hero).
Link: |A0112.7.5.1$, Set forces his own birth by splitting mother's womb and issues out of her side. |T0584.1, Birth
through the mother's side--[(Caesarean)]. |T0584.7, Hero is born by splitting mother's womb.

Ref.: Damîrî II 244.>
W0251.6$, Environmental conditions as basis for judging character. Type: cf. 298.
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Link: |A1667.1, Why Europeans know more than natives. |A1698$, European theories about inability of nonEuropeans to think logically (`savage mind,' `pre-logical mentality,' etc.). |F0769.4$, City of harsh living: `foul-city'-(unhealthful, crime-infested, or the like). |F0769.5$, City of remarkably good living: `fair-city'. |J0192, Wise nations.
|W0256.1$, Stereotyping: ethnic and national traits.>

W0251.6.1$, Weather determines (national) character: hot, cold, and moderate (intemperate, insensitive, and
temperate personalities).
Link: |A1614.6.1$, Burned (over-baked) and underbaked races (hot and cool wombs: like ovens do with bread).

Ref.: Damîrî II 173.>
W0252$, One becomes what one is instructed he is--("looking-glass self"). Type: 1620A1$.
Link: |J0010.5.2$, Lullaby (or tale for children) provides role-model. |K2059.9.2$, Excuse: innocent person sins
merely to justify undeserved condemnation (by adversaries, censurers, etc.). |U0240.1$, Beliefs may heal or cause
sickness.

Ref.: DOTTI 880/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 242 n. 25.>
W0252.1$, "They said to the [peaceful] fellah, `You, robber!': so he made his sickle jagged [i.e., a weapon]".
Ref.: Amîn 461; Taymûr no. 589.>
W0253$, Foundations of sanity (reason): four 'abrâg (`towers$, sign of Zodiac) in man's mind stabilize it.
Type: 895C$.
Link: |J1163.3$, Temporary insanity established by use of parable: crime forgiven. |P0523.2.1, Fool [(the insane)]
not to be punished for his crime.

Ref.: CA.A. al-Hasan Rashâydah 90-92 no. 5; DOTTI 505 550 552 653/{Egy}; Mursî "Fayyûm"
122-23 no. 18; A.R. Sâlih 205 (passim); AUC: 31A no. 10; HE-S: Basatîn 72-76.>
W0254$, Residence of certain human attributes and feelings (emotions/sentiments) within organs of the
body.
Link: |H1376.8.3$, Quest for the most noble quality in person.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0254.0.1$, Heart as seat of human intelligence (and feelings). Type: cf. 52,/1218*, 157.
Link: |J0164.1$, Wisdom (knowledge) is from God's light. |V0220.0.2$, Classes of sacred persons (prophets, saints)
according to amount and source of gnosis (knowledge) they possess. |V0223.0.1.0.1$, Prophet's (saint's) knowledge
resides in the heart. |W0254.6$, Intelligence resides in brain.

Ref.: Ions 33 136; ThaClabî 90; DOTTI 20 64.>
W0254.0.2$, Heart and tongue as seats of significant capabilities (powers). Type: cf. 921L$.
Link: |H0659.12.3.1$, What are the noblest and the most wicked organs? Tongue and heart, in both cases.
|W0254.6.1$, Intelligence resides in the heart (and tongue).

Ref.: Ions 33; DOTTI 597.>
W0254.0.3$, Spleen as seat of laughter.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0254.0.4$, Kidneys as seat of slyness (wiliness, deception).
Ref.: MITON.>
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W0254.0.6$, Absence of organ from body signifies lack of corresponding attribute. Type: 872$, 883, cf.
52,/1218*.
Link: |H0604.1$, Symbolic meaning of animal (lamb) without heart, liver, brain, eyes, etc., served at dinner: so was
guest's behavior.

Ref.: DOTTI 20 490 491 520/{Egy}.>
W0254.1$, Love resides in heart. Type: 91.>
W0254.2$, Empathy in sorrow (pity, compassion) resides in liver (also in eye, soul, or heart--especially
woman's). Type: 980H$.
Link: |U0245$, Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another also feels its effects. "Vicarious
instigation".

Ref.: DOTTI 681; MITON; TAWT 416.>
W0254.2.1$, `Our livers that walk on the ground' (i.e., `Our children').
Link: |P0231.3.2$, Heart (liver, etc.) of murdered mother still loves son who had murdered her.>

W0254.3$, Mercy resides in heart.
Link: |Z0194.2.1.1$, `Lion-hearted' male (courageous).>

W0254.4$, Power of endurance (perseverance, stamina) resides in gallbladder (bile, marârah)--(Compare:
mirrahah, i.e., power).
Link: |H0328, Suitor test: power of endurance. |K2066$, False virgin detected: pouch to be filled with red ink
(blood), but mistakenly filled with green. She accuses groom of having `popped' (punctured) her gallbladder (bile).
|W0167, Stubbornness. |W0257.5$, Coquettishness of (playing hard to get by) the poor infuriates ("bursts
gallbladder"). |Z0063.7.1$, Exasperation: `one's gallbladder (marârah) bursts'. |Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism:
association based on sound similarities (homophony).

Ref.: ThaClabî 3: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 13-1.>
W0254.5$, Courage (bravery, valor) resides in heart.
Link: |Z0194.2.1.1$, `Lion-hearted' male (courageous).>

W0254.6$, Intelligence resides in brain. Type: 52,/1218*, 157.
Link: |K0544.2$, Escape by claiming to have left strength (force, power, etc.) at home. |W0254.0.1$, Heart as seat of
human intelligence (and feelings).

Ref.: Ions 33/cf./(heart); Kisâ'î 11: (Thackston 10): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 15; DOTTI
20 64; "Eg. Balladry": "Death of SaCd Zaghlûl" no. 30.>
W0254.6.1$, Intelligence resides in the heart (and tongue).
Link: |D1812.4, Future revealed by presentiment: "knowledge within". |F0657$, Mystical knowledge (intuition,
presentiment). |W0254.0.2$, Heart and tongue as seats of significant capabilities (powers).

Ref.: Hollis 168 no. 8/cf.; Ions 33; ThaClabî 90.>
W0255$, Halo effect perception: exaggerated generalization of a trait of character.
Link: |J0021.54.1.1$, `The mirror of love is blind [to defects]'. |J2214.15$, Entire group judged according to a single
act (incident) by a member. |S0062.1.1$, Shahryâr (Sheheryar) kills a new wife (bride) every night so as to avenge
self on women. |U0248$, Mental set (thematic apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain
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things). |U0304.0.5.1$, The positive trait of character of the rich becomes negative one for the poor: courage
becomes brashness, equanimity becomes feebleness, dignity becomes dull-wittedness, etc. |X0901, One lie a year.
[Man is believed because of his general truthfulness].

Ref.: MITON.>
W0255.1$, Inviting accusation upon oneself once brings about just and unjust condemnation, always.
Link: |U0160, Misfortune with oneself to blame the hardest. |U0169.4$, Liar's cries for help from others ignored:
he had lied before.

Ref.: DOTTI 699 700 704 709 885/{Egy, lit.}.>
W0255.1.1$, `Eye-of-hate': magnifies demerits and reduces merits--(Cayn al-bughd).
Link: |W0173$, Fault-finding. |W0255.2.1$, `Eye-of-love': magnifies merits and reduces demerits--(Cayn al-ridâ)-eye-of-contentment.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 488; Qazwînî I 7.>
W0255.1.1.1$, `He who invites condemnation (blame) upon himself will be condemned deservingly and
undeservingly'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2845/(gen.).>
W0255.1.2$, `He who gets burnt by [hot] soup will blow on yogurt, and he who gets bitten by a snake will
fear a [snake-like] rope'.
Link: |J0011.1, Man bitten by snake fears snake-like rope. |J1761.6.2$, Snake thought to be a rope. |W0173$, Faultfinding. |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties
of object. |Z0107$, Consistency (texture) symbolism: association based on sensation (touch) similarities.

Ref.: HE-S: Brooklyn, NY 1961 (informant: grad. student from Cairo).>
W0255.2$, Character (person, animal, etc.) perceived to be faultless (incapable of erring).
Link: |V0210.0.1$, Prophets's infallibility (Cismah: immunity from errancy). |V0228.0.1$, Infallibility (Cismah:
immunity from errancy) of imâms and certain saints.>

W0255.2.1$, `Eye-of-love': magnifies merits and reduces demerits--(Cayn al-ridâ)--eye-of-contentment.
Link: |U0248.0.3.3$, "Our very own" affects perception. |U0248.4$, Sexual desire (love) affects perception.
|W0255.1.1$, `Eye-of-hate': magnifies demerits and reduces merits--(Cayn al-bughd).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 106 III 488; Qazwînî I 7; Ibshîhî 284; DOTTI 675/{lit.}; MITON.>
W0256$, Stereotyping: generalization of a trait of character, from person to group (and vice versa).
Link: |J0637.3$, Three not to be trusted: Maghribian Jew, upper Egyptian Christian (Copt), and Damiettan Moslem.
|P0751$, Characteristic behavior of members of a certain class. |X0681, Blason populaire. Despiteful names used by
one city for another.

Ref.: RAFE 160 n. 590.>
W0256.1$, Stereotyping: ethnic and national traits. Type: 920E$, 1718$, cf. 758, 930B.
Link: |A1667.1, Why Europeans know more than natives. |F0610.0.7$, Remarkably handsome community (nation).
|J1704$, Stupid ethnic group (or race). |J2214.15$, Entire group judged according to a single act (incident) by a
member. |P0191.1$, Characteristic behavior of foreigners (strangers). |P0722.5$, Ethnicity (Arabian, Turkish,
European, etc.) as factor in population analyses. |P0727.1$, Characteristic behavior of Turks (Sarkassians, 'Arnâ'oat,
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etc.). |W0251.6$, Environmental conditions as basis for judging character.

Ref.: Maspero 45-46 no. 3/cf./(national character); Jâhiz V 174/(Arabs/lampoon-praise); Amîn 2324; DOTTI 421 588 591 624 735 812 921 922/{Egy, Irq, Tns}; MITON; RAFE 160 n. 590, 298 n. 8; Shamy
(el-) Egypt 139-40 nos. 24-25 232-33 nos. 69-70, "Folkloric Behavior" 249, "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 53; Taymûr
no. 2453/(Arabs/soap).>
W0256.1.1$, Ethnic (national) slur.
Link: |P0715.9$, Miscellaneous nations (races).

Ref.: Burton IV 160 n./(Egyptians); MITON; Zîr 140/(Gypsies).>
W0256.1.2$, Regional (province) slur.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2381 2617/(Upper Egypt).>
W0256.2$, Stereotyping: social class. Type: 159C$, 920, 920G$.
Link: |J1705, Stupid classes.

Ref.: DOTTI 68 544 586 590 591 726/{Egy, Irq}; MITON; RAFE 160 n. 590; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric
Behavior" 126 251.>
W0256.3$, Stereotyping: profession (occupation).
Link: |P0144.1.1$, Corrupt tax-collector. |P0422.0.1$, Social status of lawyers. |P0423.0.2$, Children's teachers as
fools. |P0421.0.3$, Unwise (foolish) judge. |P0424.6.0.1.1$, Female nurse as play-girl. |P0432.2$, Server of food or
drink (waiter, waitress, flight-attendant, etc.).

Ref.: Amîn 121-22; Burton II 55 n. 4/(kadî/judge); MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 24142/(nurse), Egypt 203 no. 52-54 209-12 no. 54; Tahhân I 7-9.>
W0256.4$, Stereotyping: religious traits. Type: 785.
Link: |V0360, Christian and Jewish traditions about each other. |V0371$, Moslem traditions about al-kitâbiyyîn
("People-of-the-Book": Jews and Christians Also called dhimmiyyîn/'ahl al-dhimmah).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29, "Folkloric Behavior" 126 251; DOTTI 443;
Taymûr no. 2212/(Copt/slyness).>
W0256.5$, Stereotyping: racial traits. Type: 315, 403, 408, 449, 590, 1511.
Link: |P0178.4.1$, Slave rebels if treated well, obedient if abused. |Q0393.4.1$, Reproach for being black (negro)
punished. |W0256.8$, Stereotyping: physical traits and appearance--general. |Z0143.4$, Blackness as symbol of
(physical) strength.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 429; DOTTI 140 189 195 220 337 818; MITON; RAFE 160 n. 590.>
W0256.5.1$, Stereotyping: treacherous race.
Link: |A1241.7$, Demonic race made (created) from altered earth (clay). |F0510.1, Monstrous races.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.6$, Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits. Type: 758B$, 1350, 1353, 1353A$, 1381C, 1406, 1406A$,
1510.
Link: |A1650.5.2.0.1$, Eve blamed for Adamites's troubles on earth--(due to eviction from paradise). Usually blame
extended to `her daughters'. |J0637.2$, Three not to be trusted: praying woman, approaching horses, and fading sun.
|S0062.1.1$, Shahryâr (Sheheryar) kills a new wife (bride) every night so as to avenge self on women.
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|T0182.1.1.1$, Penis: ever limp (overworked)--vagina: ever erect (ready, "open-mouthed"). |W0201.1.1.1.1.1.1$, `A
real-man, son-of-real-man, is the one who would never consult a woman. |Z0190$, Animal symbolism: a certain
animal (bird) as symbol of human attributes.

Ref.: DOTTI 364 421 747 750 788 793 816/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 160 n. 590; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Ibrahîm el-Sannân" no. 14.>
W0256.6.0.1$, Females stereotyped--general.
Link: |A0006.3.0.1$, Women were created solely for men. |T0380.6$, Respect for women.

Ref.: Maspero xlviii; Jâhiz I 21-22; Kisâ'î 50/(Thackston 54 no. 25): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology"
no. 44; ThaClabî 65; Ibshîhî 592-605; Ibn-CArabshâh 181/(pipe/trumpet for mihan/tribulations and drum for
fitan/seditions; Anonymous "'Idhak Cala mahlak" 10; DOTTI 7 41 47 182 220 632 692/{Jrd, lit., Ymn};
Wickett 171.>
W0256.6.1$, Stereotyping: `Women are lacking in mind and religion'.
Link: |A1331.3$, Paradise lost because of woman's (Eve's) temptation. |A1650.5.2$, God's (fifteen) additional
afflictions on women (`Eve and her daughters'). |A2848.2.1$, A totally perfect woman who is "24-karâts bint halâl"
has not been yet created. |C0195, Tabu: taking the advice of a woman. |J0021.37, "Do not take a woman's advice":
counsel proved wise by experience. |J0080.1.1, Solomon proves to his mother the inferiority of woman's wisdom.
|J1701.0.1$, Wife's (foolish) advice proves disastrous. |P0423.0.2.1$, "Children's teachers are lacking (deficient) in
mind" (i.e., they are brainless). |V0384.1.1$, Counter-belief (counter-interpretation): "A woman is of sound faith,
honor, and heart".

Ref.: Jâhiz III 290-91; Kisâ'î 50/(Thackston 54 no. 25): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 44;
ThaClabî 21; DOTTI 602/{lit.}; A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 66; MITON Intro. 3 n. 19 409;
Schmidt-Kahle 154-55 no. 114; Tâhâ Husayn 100-101; TAWT 23 n. 40.>
W0256.6.1.1$, Stereotyping: women surrender instantly to sexual temptation.
Link: |F1012.1.1$, Long search for a chaste woman (girl). |H0767.5$, Squeeze her head, she becomes undressed (she
"takes off her `libâs/underpants'"). (Answer: an overripe palm-date, or cured lupine seed--slips out of soft shell at the
slightest pressure). |T0055, Girl as wooer. Forthputting woman.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.6.1.1.1$, Stereotyping: women are sex-crazed (nymphomaniacs).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.6.1.1.1.1$, Stereotyping: woman's mood is dependent on her vagina.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 602.>
W0256.6.1.1.2$, Stereotyping: `Woman prefers vagina-rider to saddle-rider'.
Link: |J0484.1$, Love-maker preferred to war-wager. |T0257.9.1$, Jealous groom, who is a saddler, vanishes on his
wedding night because he cannot bear the thought of men riding on saddles handled by his bride (bearing her
picture). |Z0192.1.1$, Mare (filly)--female with sex-appeal (fertile).>

W0256.6.2$, Women are wily (resourceful).
Link: |J1742.7$, Countryman unacquainted with the urban female.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 601; Zîr 42/(treacherous); Wickett 171.>
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W0256.6.2.1$, "Truly their wiles are great!": A statement about women made by a courtier in Pharaoh's
(Potiphar's) court.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.6.2.2$-(formerly, W0256.6.2$), Women's wiles: (live) poisonous snake as belt, scorpions as headscarf.
Link: |H1597.3$, Sage declares his inability to deal with women's wiles.

Ref.: Anonymous "'Ibn CArûs" 13; A.R. Sâlih 161.>
W0256.6.2.3$, Women are obstinate (persistent). Type: 1365, 1416.
Link: |T0255, The obstinate wife or husband. |W0126, Disobedience. |W0217.3$, When a female is resolved to do
something it will be done, regardless of obstacles.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.6.2.4$, Women are meddlers (curious, inquisitive). Type: 1416.
Ref.: DOTTI 793; MITON.>
W0256.6.2.4.1$, Women are talkative (they betray secrets). Type: 910L$, 911*, 960, 1381C-D.
Link: |J0021.22.2$, Trusting a secret to a woman regretted. |J2353, The wife multiplies the secret. |P0611.3.1$,
Women as spreaders (source) of news (information, gossip). |T0274, Wife cannot keep secret. |W0141,
Talkativeness.

Ref.: ThaClabî 65; DOTTI 577 579 667 777; T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 121.>
W0256.6.2.5$, Women are treacherous. Type: 916A$, 917$, cf. 1419D.
Link: |W0229.1$, Heroine becomes villainess: commits dishonorable acts. |W0256.6.8.1.2$, Men (males) are
treacherous.

Ref.: MITON; Wickett 171.>
W0256.6.2.5.1$, Women are liars.
Link: |W0157.4$, Lying (being a habitual liar).

Ref.: Zîr 40.>
W0256.6.3$, Women are deviant--(as compared to men).>
W0256.6.3.1$, Women's character: `crooked [like a] rib'.
Link: |A1371.5$, Deviant women from Adam's `crooked rib'. |Z0167.0.2.1.1$, Crooked bough is to be cut off.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 18; RAFE 136 n. 488; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ibrahîm el-Sannân" no.
14.>
W0256.6.3.1.1$, Usefulness of crookedness (curviness).
Link: |U0280.1$, Everything found to have merit.>

W0256.6.3.1.1.1$, A woman is like a sickle: had it not been curved it would not have harvested (worked).
Link: |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2940.>
W0256.6.3.2$, Women are satans.
Link: |G0303.10.5, Where the devil can't reach, he sends an old woman.

Ref.: MITON.>
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W0256.6.3.2.0.1$, `Women are Satan's soldiers'. Type: 1353, 1384A$.
Link: |C0005.7$, Satan's snares: women. |G0302.9.10.1$, Demon army. |G0303.10.5, Where the devil can't reach, he
sends an old woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 717 718 720 746 780 815 870 918/{Irq}.>
W0256.6.3.2.1$, Women, like Satan, are the source of all troubles (disasters). Type: 1678, cf. 910.
Link: |A1331.3$, Paradise lost because of woman's (Eve's) temptation. |C0321, Tabu: looking into box (Pandora).
|J0021.3, "Do not go where an old man has a young wife". [ ]. |J1140.2$, Detection by seeking women (sex) as
cause of trouble (conflict, murder, etc.). |T0303$, The heroically faithful (chaste) female (wife, girl, she-lover, etc.)-(formerly: "The chaste wife"). |Z0094.5.2.1$, Troublemaker labeled: afrit, jinni, devil, satan, Eblis, etc.

Ref.: Ibn-CArabshâh 181/(pipe for mihan/tribulations and drum for fitan/seditions; DOTTI 568 906;
MITON; Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 8; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22-c2.>
W0256.6.3.2.2$, Wise (good) man pays no attention to women.
Link: |C0195, Tabu: taking the advice of a woman. |J0021.37.1$, `Seek their [(women's)] advice and act contrarywise'. |T0201.3.1$, Wife (woman) should be disempowered. |T0277.3.1$, `A woman would ruin her husband's home
in order to make her father's prosper'. |U0091$, Wise advice ignored (breached) upon discovering that adviser is poor
(powerless).

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 199; Zîr 40.>
W0256.6.3.2.3$, Regret due to following (obeying) woman's advice.
Link: |J0021.37, "Do not take a woman's advice": counsel proved wise by experience. |M0444.1, Curse: failure in all
undertakings.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 44.>
W0256.6.3.2.3.1$, Man twitted for following woman's advice (usually his wife's). Type: 872A$, cf. 910L$,
1366A*.>
Link: |H1190$, Task: finding husband (man) who is not afraid of wife (woman). |T0252.9.4$, Men who obey
women's whimsical (irrational) urges must share the blame for the misdeed.

Ref.: Fakhro 17 no. 3.>
W0256.6.4$, Capriciousness of women.
Link: |J0571.9.2.1$, The wise should not praise woman until she is dead. |W0256.6.2.3$, Women are obstinate
(persistent). |Z0140.1.2$, Color shifting: the sea ("green, yellow, red," etc.)--capriciousness, changeableness,
uncertainty.>

W0256.6.4.1$, Women act contrary to what they declare. Type: 1365A.
Link: |H0473, Test of wife's obedience. |T0255, The obstinate wife or husband.>

W0256.6.4.1.1$, Women say "No," but actually mean "Yes". Type: 2039$, cf. 1443*.
Link: |H0767.5$, Squeeze her head, she becomes undressed (she "takes off her `libâs/underpants'"). (Answer: an
overripe palm-date, or cured lupine seed--slips out of soft shell at the slightest pressure). |K2051.5$, Women pretend
that they are not interested in men (sex), though they really are. |T0255.1, The obstinate wife: cutting with knife or
scissors. |T0255.2, The obstinate wife sought for up-stream. [Too stubborn to go with the current]. |X0761.1$,
Progressive testing of seducer's intentions: from street (bus, train, etc.) to specifics of intercourse. Every step, girl at
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first indignantly refuses and then, in response to seducer's pleading, she `unwillingly' consents: "Just to see what he
has in mind--for I am unjustly treated!".

Ref.: DOTTI 810 971 972/{Egy}.>
W0256.6.4.1.2$, If a woman is forbidden to do something, she surely will do it. Type: 1416.
Link: |H1554.1, Test of curiosity: mouse in jug. |T0258.2, Wife insists upon knowing husband's secret. |W0129$,
Disagreeableness (dissonance, contrariness).

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 67.>
W0256.6.5$, Wastefulness of women--(as compared to men).
Link: |F0171.6.0.1.1$, Men working hard but their earnings are consumed by animals (asses) in other world.
|Q0331.2.1, Woman's vain display [(tabarrug)] punished. |T0277.3$, Wife accused (suspected) of giving away
"husband's property" to her own family. |W0131.4$, Wasteful wife (woman). |W0216.2$, For an extravagant man a
thrifty woman is required.

Ref.: Maspero 151 no. 8.>
W0256.6.6$, Women are the weaker sex.
Link: |A0189.7.2$, Angel (deity) ascertains destiny of female infant as "Weakling" at her birth. |T0380.0.2.3$, Men
will always try to seduce women, it is a woman's responsibility to refuse (remain chaste). |W0251.2.3.1.1.1$, `Never
has a woman raised an ox that could plough'.

Ref.: ThaClabî 18: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 44-3.>
W0256.6.6.1$, Kindness (mercifulness) of women--(as compared to men).
Ref.: Kisâ'î 50/(Thackston 54 no. 25): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 44.>
W0256.6.8$, Males stereotyped: all males (human or beast) are alike.
Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.6.8.1$, Men cannot resist temptation. Type: 1533C$.
Link: |J0139.2$, Penis follows heart (desire for sexual intercourse is linked to `love'). |T0073$, Man wins beloved
C

and then seeks another `love' (Solomon, Antar, etc.). |T0245.0.1$, Faithless (unfaithful) husband. |T0380.0.2.3$,
Men will always try to seduce women, it is a woman's responsibility to refuse (remain chaste). |W0029.3$,
Constancy of supernatural female (wife).

Ref.: DOTTI 837; MITON; TAWT 394 n. 590.>
W0256.6.8.1.1$, Women believe that a man cannot be trusted to remain faithful.
Link: |J2756.1.1$, `A woman trusting men['s fidelity], is a woman trusting water [to remain] in a wide-meshed
sieve!'. |T0380.0.2.2$, Difficulty of keeping friendship with member of opposite sex unerotic.>

W0256.6.8.1.2$, Men (males) are treacherous. Type: 916A$, 917$.
Link: |W0256.6.2.5$, Women are treacherous. |W0256.9.1.1.1$, Stereotyping: Adamites are treacherous (cruel, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.6.8.2$, `Men hold no goodness for women' (i.e., there is no lasting benefit for a woman in a man).
C

C

Link: |J0682.0.2.2$, "Kusayr/Kusair, wa Uwayr/ Uwair, wa koll ghayr khair (Mr. Broken, Mr. One-eyed, and
devoid of every goodness; [i.e., male]).

Ref.: MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 271.>
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W0256.6.8.3$, Men believe that a female is not to be trusted.
Link: |C0193.3$, Tabu: man and woman eligible for marriage to each other, being alone together.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Quranî" no. 13.>
W0256.6.8.3.1$, Men believe that a female is prone to fornication (when away from home).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.7$, Stereotyping: age traits. Type: 981, 1353, 1353A$.
Link: |F0883.1.0.1$, The proverbial book (in possession of wise old man). |J0152.7$, Wisdom from old man who has
a book in hand. |J0265$, Consider the merits of the advice (counsel) before the appearance of the advisor. |J1450$,
Retorts concerning age (young-old). |K2131.0.1$, Old woman as trouble-maker (trickster). |P0014.15.1, Old, wise
counsellor of court [(mudabbir, hakîm)].

Ref.: DOTTI 684 750 751.>
W0256.7.1$, Stereotyping: wisdom (experience) of the old.>
W0256.7.1.1$, "One day older, is one year-worth more knowledgeable (wiser)".
Ref.: Taymûr no. 203.>
W0256.7.2$, Stereotyping: foolishness (callowness, inexperience) of the young.
Link: |J1450.1.1$, Callowness of youth: man calls youth (son) inexperienced (`green$, immature, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.8$, Stereotyping: physical traits and appearance--general.
Link: |J0021.46.2$, "Trust not the gap-toothed". |J0265$, Consider the merits of the advice (counsel) before the
appearance of the advisor. |K2260, Dark traitors. |K2266.1$, Treacherous blue-eyed man (woman). |K2278$, Gaptoothed villain. |N0134.0.1.5$, Blue-eyed person brings good luck. |W0256.5$, Stereotyping: racial traits.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 441; RAFE 160 n. 590.>
W0256.8.1$, The might of (tyranny by) the handicapped (e.g., blind, lame, etc.). Type: 921P$, 926J$, cf.
1577A$, 1642B$.
Link: |J1675.4.1$, Painting the one-eyed, one-legged tyrant: aiming arrow, with one eye closed, kneeling on one
knee. |K0405.4$, Blind old man successfully claims that a young man's ass, woman and money are his own. |K2270,
Deformed villains. |W0125.6.1$, Why eunuch is a glutton? Compensation for loss of sexual (phallic) functions.

Ref.: Amîn 48; DOTTI 599; TAWT 395 n. 626; JaCfar (al-) no. 14/(blind thief).>
W0256.8.1.1$, `Every person with an infirmity is mighty (a tyrant)'.>
W0256.8.2$, Physical stature and character.>
W0256.8.2.1$, Short persons are crafty (sly/makîr), tall ones are idiotic (moronic/habîl).
Link: |U0113.2$, Big brain in small frame (body), and small brain in big frame.

Ref.: Burton II n. 278; RAFE 158; Taymûr no. 1748 1822/cf.>
W0256.8.2.3$, Fat persons are good-hearted.
Link: |U0110.3.5.2$, Behind a dreamy look (sawâhî) a conniving nature (dawâhî) may lie.>

W0256.8.2.5$, Man with `Hashemite Vein' (in temple--like Imam Ali's) is temperamental, but good-hearted.
Link: |A0526.6, Culture-hero, when angry, subject to contortions. |F1041.16.0.1$, `Anger-vein' (in temple or
between eyes) throbs when man is angered. |W0175, Changeableness. |W0185.7$, Man loses temper at deity (god).

1962
W. Traits of Character
_______________________________________________________________________________

Link: A@M0414.1, God cursed.

Ref.: HE-S: CIzbat-Bilâl 70-1 no. 1.>
W0256.8.3$, The eye as indicative of character.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 441.>
W0256.8.3.1$, Medium size eye indicates intelligence, gallantry, and good manners.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 441.>
W0256.8.3.2$, Eye that stares for too long indicates foolishness.
Link: |Z0094.5.1.3$, Rude stare.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 441.>
W0256.8.3.3$, Eye that is partly covered by the eyebrow indicates enviousness.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 441.>
W0256.9$, Stereotyping--miscellaneous.>
W0256.9.1$, Stereotyping kind (species).
Link: |H1586$, Test of kind (species): human or demon?.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.9.1.1$, Stereotyping: mankind (Adamites).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.9.1.1.1$, Stereotyping: Adamites are treacherous (cruel, etc.). Type: 155, cf. 72D$, 159C$,/893A$,
157, 157A, 160.
Link: |H0637.4$, Who is the most cruel? Man. |J1172.3.2, Animals render unjust decisions against man since man
has always been unjust to them. |W0154.29$, Ingratitude due to nature. |W0256.6.8.1.2$, Men (males) are
treacherous.

Ref.: DOTTI 32 60 64 65 68; MITON.>
W0256.9.1.1.2$, Stereotyping: Adamites are silly (fickle).
Ref.: MITON.>
W0256.9.2$, 'ibn sabCah/child of seven: is temperamental (quick to anger).
C

Link: |T0573.2.0.1$, 'ibn sab ah/child of seven: child born after only seven months of pregnancy.

Ref.: Amîn 4.>
W0257$, Surprise at finding a positive where only the negative is presumed.
Link: |F0840.0.1.2.3$, Fearless person paralyzed (horrified) by harmless but unexpected experience. |W0180.2.1$,
Predator doesn't bestow prey on others.

Ref.: MITON.>
W0257.1$, `A cookie (cake) in the hand of an orphan is a wonder'.
Link: |P0159.0.1.2$, Property that is unseemly for (incompatible with) its holder is [most likely] ill-gotten.
|U0046.1$, "The credit for `such-and-such' could have been mine had I wanted it. [And now I do]!". |U0304.0.3.1$,
For the poor, the least of the desirable is a treat (delicacy).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2335.>
W0257.2$, Pharaoh as kind and compassionate ruler.
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Link: |P0750.0.1.1.1.2.1$, Pharaoh refuses to charge villagers fees for providing them with state services.

Ref.: Maspero 28-29 no. 2-3; Ibshîhî 135.>
W0257.4$, Happiness of the miserable betrays commission of crime. Type: 964.
Link: |H1582, Health test. |N0456, Enigmatical smile (laugh) reveals secret knowledge. |U0150, Indifference of the
miserable.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 97/cf.; DOTTI 669 670/{Egy}.>
W0257.5$, Coquettishness of (playing hard to get by) the poor infuriates ("bursts gallbladder").
Link: |W0254.4$, Power of endurance (perseverance, stamina) resides in gallbladder (bile, marârah)--(Compare:
mirrahah, i.e., power).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1237.>
W0258$, Surprise at finding a negative where only the positive is presumed.
Link: |J2219.3$, Foolishness of seeking an object (service) at an illogical source. |Z0077.6.1$, Failed joy.>

W0258.1$, `The one whom we believed to be Moses turned out to be pharaoh'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 280.>

1963

X. HUMOR
X0000, HUMOR
Ref.: Ibshîhî 612-623/(nawâdir/[humorous] anecdotes).>
X0-X99, Humor of discomfiture.>
X0000, Humor of discomfiture.
X0001$, Practical joker: amusement derived from discomfiting others. Type: 1333, 1333A$, 1931A$.
>

Link: |K0300.0.1$, `Trickstery': the art of trickery. |K2143$, Making someone suffer as I suffered: harmful said
(alleged) to be wholesome. |P0327, Barmecide feast. [Host gives imaginary feast, guest repays (reciprocates) with a
slap; host admires guest's daring and serves real banquet]. |U0169.4$, Liar's cries for help from others ignored: he
had lied before. |U0284.5.1.1$, Rough humor diminishes one's moral standing and generates anger (in the target for
the `joke'). |W0130$, `Sociopathy': pleasure derived from violating mores (anti-social behavior--thievery, rape,
pedophilia, etc., `for kicks'). |W0183$, shamâtah: [Sinister] Pleasure (rejoicing) at another's misfortune. |X0901, One
lie a year. [Man is believed because of his general truthfulness].

Ref.: MITON.>
X0002$, Witty nation or social group (ethic, religious, occupational, etc.).
Link: |P0195.1$, hashshâshîn (hashish-smokers).

Ref.: Amîn 10-15/(as national characteristic of Egyptians).>
X0010$, Bird (animal) as medium for expressing humor.
Link: |B0120, Wise animals. |B0214.3, Laughing animal. |J1154.1, Parrot [(caused to be)] unable to tell husband
details as to wife's infidelity.>

X0010.1$, Witty bird.>
X0010.1.1$, Witty parrot. Type: 1572J1$, cf. 1422.
Link: |J1118.1, Clever parrot. |X0608.1.1$, Blindfolded (male) parrot recognizes group's national identity by which
of his organs (privates) is touched. |X0701.1$, Parrot wants to see how couple can "both be `on top' simultaneously"
during intercourse, even if it costs him his life. (They are actually talking about being on top of suitcase to close it).

Ref.: DOTTI 799 865.>
X0010.2$, Witty (humorous) animal.
Link: |B0214.3, Laughing animal. |B0560, Animals advise men.>

X0010.2.1$, Witty ass.
Link: |K0309.1$, Possessions of trickster and professional fool: e.g., donkey, tartûr (conical fool's cap), etc.).>

X0011, Red pepper for the slow ass: man tries it on himself. Type: 1142, 1682*.
Link: |K1181, Hot tin under the horse's tail. [So as to make it wild].

Ref.: DOTTI 909/{Egy, Irq}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 300 no. 61; Sha)lân 371; Sûfî (al-) 114-7; Wesselski
Hodscha I 224 no. 64; CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10A 2-1-no. 20.>
X0012, Man interrupted each time he tries to eat something.
Link: |J1564.1, Trickster's interrupted feast revenged. [Questions when mouth is full, answer when host is with wife].

Ref.: Basset Mille I 273 [269-73 no. 17].>
X0021, Accidental cannibalism. [Dried meat stolen and eaten, proves to be flesh from human corpse].
Link: |G0061, Relative's flesh eaten unwittingly. |N0323.1$, Cannibalism prophecy: son will eat father's flesh.
Unwittingly fulfilled.

Ref.: Wesselski Hodscha I 257 no. 193.>
X0031, The dream of marking the treasure. [Dreamer marks the spot with own excrements: only the marker
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proves real]. Type: 1645B.
Link: |J1798$, Which is real and which is illusory? (The actual is mistaken for imaginary (dream-like)--or the
imaginary is mistaken for actual. |N0549.6$, Treasure location lost (forgotten): discoverer cannot return to it.

Ref.: DOTTI 893/{lit.}; Wesselski Hodscha I 278 no. 314.>
X0052, Ridiculous nakedness or exposure. Type: 758D$, 1469$.
Link: |A1614.1, Negroes as curse on Ham for laughing at Noah's nakedness. |J2670.1$, Woman deceptively accused
of having a blemish on a private part of her body bares that part to prove that claim is false. |K1226$, Promise of
sexual liaison with beautiful woman induces man to undergo series of spiraling (ascending) humiliations (slapping,
shaving of beard and eyebrows, nakedness, etc.). |P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts. |T0305$-T309$, Casual
(incidental) exposure of a spouse's body to the other. |T0405.9.3$, Exposure (of genitals) while attending call of
nature.

Ref.: Budge/Spitta Romances 166 no. A-11; R.L. Green 97; Maspero 138 no. 7 140 no. 7-I; Vinson
"Strictly Tabubue" 50/(naked/genitals exposed); Kisâ'î 98-99/(Thackston 105 no. 43): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 81; DOTTI 290 423 720 724 727 733 780 828 830 842 847 869 942/{lit., Syr, Tns};
MITON; Muhawi-Kanaana no. 15; Sha)lân 438.>
X0052.3$, How much the little pupils saw of the body of their sports teacher (when she fell down)
determines length of suspension from school. One pupil concludes that his suspension will be permanent.
Type: cf. 1873A$.
Link: |P0340, Teacher and pupil. |T0016.6$, Passion (hawâ) aroused due to nakedness or body exposure caused by
gust of wind (air: hawâ'). |X0355$, Humor concerning teacher's intemperate zeal. |Z0055$, Process ascends
(escalated) to its natural or logical climax (conclusion).

Ref.: DOTTI 941/{Egy}.>
X0055$, Ridiculous humiliations in public. Type: 1469$, 1469A$, 1699.
Link: |K1295$, Woman tricked into exposing (baring) her body (thigh, breast, etc.) and is thus put to shame.
|K1957$, Sham wise woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 815 917.>
X0055.1$, Person induced to think of self as animal (ass, horse, cow, etc.): ridden (milked). Type: 1381A,
1406, cf. 1501.
Link: |K1214.1.1, Importunate lover is induced to undergo a series of humiliations. |K1215, Aristotle and Phyllis:
philosopher as riding horse for woman. |Q0493, Punishment: being saddled and ridden as horse. |T0060$, Sex
games. Lovers pretend to be animals, objects, etc. |Z0170.1.3.0.1.1$, "To have one's hand in milk"--pleasure (usually
sexual).

Ref.: DOTTI 727 775 787 816/{Egy}.>
X0060$, Humor of irritation.>
X0061$, Irritating by absurd stating of the obvious (e.g., "Fish lives in water", "Birds fly in the air"). Type:
1637C$,/2301A.
Link: |H0507.2, Test: making senseless remarks. King brought to say, "What is the sense in that?". |H1553.7$,
Making king (person) lose patience. |J2261$, Absurd observation (declaration) of the obvious (facts, truths).

1966
X. Humor
_______________________________________________________________________________

|K0172.2$, Anger bargain: not to be offended (angered) by truth (facts). |X1918$, Humor dependent on
pronunciation (performance): syllabic structure.

Ref.: DOTTI 350 585 883 974/{Egy}.>
X0100-X199, Humor of disability.>
X0100, Humor of disability.>
X0110, Humor of deafness.
Link: |X1900$, Humorous pun.>

X0111, Deaf persons and their foolish answers. Type: 1698.
Ref.: DOTTI 916.>
X0111.1, Deaf person: search for the lost animal. Type: 1698.
Ref.: DOTTI 916.>
X0111.7, Misunderstood words lead to comic results.
Link: |N0691.2.1$, Fox hears people refer to a crafty person as "Fox!," and thinks he is being praised. He presents
himself to them to be honored, but he is beaten.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 260 no. 13.>
X0111.9, Deaf man visits the sick. He plans the conversation with the expected answers. The answers turn
out otherwise. Type: 1698I.
Ref.: DOTTI 917.>
X0111.14, Deaf litigants and deaf judge misunderstand one another. Type: 1698.
Ref.: Chauvin VII 113 no. 381; DOTTI 916.>
X0113, Misunderstanding and quarrels in family of deaf. Type: 1698P$.
Ref.: DOTTI 917/{Egy, Plst}.>
X0120, Humor of bad eyesight.>
X0120.0.1$, Humor of blindness. Type: 1317, 1577, 1577*, cf. 520A$, 842, 1577A$, 1965.
Ref.: MITON.>
X0121, The wife who saw double.
Link: |X0831.1$, Present to the president--seeing double: hashish which causes everything to be seen double as
solution to the problem of low national productivity. He is already using (smoking) a more potent brand.

Ref.: Basset Mille I 445 no. 147; CHAUVIN VII 144 no. 419; Wesselski Hodscha II 186 no. 358.>
X0121.1, The squint-eyed son and the bottle. [He sees double: breaks the second].
C

Link: |F0512.8$, Squint-eyed person ("birbish", 'a mash).

Ref.: Chauvin II 196 no. 22.>
X0122, One-eyed man as appraiser of horse. Has appraised it at half a mark. "He saw only half a horse;
otherwise he would have valued it at a mark.".>
X0130, Other physical disabilities.>
X0135, The humor of stuttering. Type: 1702.>
X0135.5$, Stutterer tries to ask a question. Type: 1702D*'.
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Ref.: DOTTI 919/{Egy}; HE-S: Sharqiyyah 1982-4.>
X0135.8$, Causes of stuttering (humorous).>
X0135.8.1$, Stuttering caused by mother's craving.
Link: |T0570.2$, Characteristics of newborn are due to mother's craving.>

X0135.8.1.1$, Effects of craving--A: "My mother craved an apple but only a bad one was available, that is
why I'm always in poor health." B: "Nonsense! My mother craved listening to a sound-record but only a
cracked one was found, and `nothing is wrong with me-me-me-me-me-me-me Y!'". Type: 1313X$.
Ref.: DOTTI 733/{Egy}.>
X0137, Humor of ugliness. Type: 1336B$, 1688D$.
Link: |Z0062.5$, Proverbial beauty (formulas).

Ref.: DOTTI 741 910.>
X0137.1$, Portrait of Satan: to be made in image of an ugly man.
Link: |F0576, Extraordinary ugliness.

Ref.: Basset Mille I 369 no. 84; DOTTI 741/{Egy, lit.}.>
X0137.3$, Like guests at the wedding, groom bids bride farewell upon seeing how ugly she is.
Link: |T0011, Falling in love with person never seen. |T0121.9$, The ugly spouse.

Ref.: DOTTI 814/{Tns}.>
X0142, The humor of small stature.
Link: |X0150$, Humor of thinness.>

X0142.0.1$, Humor concerning dwarf deity (culture-hero, arch-saint).
Link: |A0134.1$, Dwarf (midget) as deity (culture-hero). |X0690$, Humor concerning the higher powers (deities,
angels, saints and arch-saints, or the like).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58.>
X0142.5$, Smallness: person on mat cries out, "Carry me down!".>
X0142.5.1$, Smallness: person (sitting) on mat lets legs down toward ground (falls off).
Ref.: HE-S Dikirnis 72-5 no. 146.>
X0143, Humor of lameness. Type: 1965, cf. 520A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 957; MITON.>
X0144$, Humor of being hunchbacked (hunchbackedness). Type: 503, 1536B, 1661.
Link: |C0867.2.3$, Tabu: ridiculing physical deformity (ugliness). |F0519.1$, Hunchback person. |F0576.2$,
Extraordinarily ugly physical posture (hunchback, very short neck, or the like.). |S0189.3$, Cruel treatment of the
handicapped (physically deformed).

Ref.: DOTTI 253 844 902; MITON.>
X0145, Humor of bad singing. Type: 214A.>
X0150$, Humor of thinness.
Link: |U0281.4.3.1$, Thinness (slenderness) is beautiful. |X0142, The humor of small stature.

Ref.: MITON.>
X0150.1$, Intercourse with thin woman not satisfying.

1968
X. Humor
_______________________________________________________________________________

Link: |Z0084.2.2.1.2$, Woman with "sparrow's-legs" "stick-legs, poker-like, or the like).

Ref.: MITON.>
X0150.1.1$, Callous (scar) from sexual intercourse with thin woman.
Link: |X0245$, Girl is too little for marriage; shoemaker (suitor): will `stretch her on the mold'. |Z0186.4.3.1$,
Symbolism: wearing (slipping on, pounding "it" into, etc.) a shoe or garment--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: MITON.>
X0151, Humor of fatness.
Link: |J1410, Repartee concerning fatness.

Ref.: MITON; HE-S Dikirnis 72-5 no. 135.>
X0151.4$, Person too fat (round) to be able to reach (move) freely.
Link: |F0983.0.2$, Fattening animal until fat oozes out of its anus. |P0192.8$, tanbal (`idler': obese court jester).
|Z0084.2.2.2$, Insult: fatness.>

X0151.4.1$, Person so fat that own hands cannot reach own privates.
Ref.: MITON.>
X0151.5$, Fat person: "Suckled stuffed foods when a baby".
Link: |V0228.2.1.1.1$, Infant saint suckles bread out of `mouth' of fiery oven.>

X0200-X599, HUMOR OF SOCIAL CLASSES.>
X0200-X299, Humor dealing with tradesmen.>
X0200, Humor dealing with tradesmen.>
X0201$, Humor dealing with marketplace (merchants, business-men). Type: 1223A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 718.>
X0205$, Humor concerning females as business-women (she-merchants). Type: 1852$.
Link: |X0250, Jokes about other artisans and tradesmen. |X0479.1$, Humor concerning women in high authority
(ministers, generals, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 937.>
X0205.1$, The naive woman in the marketplace: she is tricked. Type: 1385, cf. 1384A$.
Link: |J2086, The foolish pawn. [Seller paid with his own property; selling several items on credit and getting one
back as pledge of payment]. |J2093, Valuables given away or sold for a trifle.

Ref.: DOTTI 781.>
X0205.2$, The naive woman in the marketplace: she is seduced. Type: cf. 1469A$.
Link: |K1295$, Woman tricked into exposing (baring) her body (thigh, breast, etc.) and is thus put to shame.
|K1534.1$, Husband made to sift dirt. Wife, whose food purchase was replaced with dirt and rocks during her sexual
liaison with merchant, claims that she dropped the money on ground and that she brought the dirt home to search for
it.

Ref.: DOTTI 815.>
X0205.3$, The overbearing woman (`she-boss') in the marketplace: she intimidates customers.
C

Link: |P0149$, Urban community's strong-woman (`mi allimmah'). |P0726.5$, The independent city girl (`city-gal$,
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bint el-balad).>

X0205.3.1$, At the coffeehouse, the `she-boss' fills an order for "tea with milk" with milk from her breast:
the customer is disgusted; she tells him he is fortunate that the `he-boss' was not the one filling the order.
Link: |Z0170.1.3.0.1.1$, "To have one's hand in milk"--pleasure (usually sexual). |Z0186.4.8.1.1$, `Black' (brown)
man poses naked as chocolate (cocoa) vending machine; woman pulls `his lever,' and he ejaculates; she objects to
getting `[white] creamàh/Krîmàh' instead of chocolate.>

X0210, Jokes about millers.>
X0220, Jokes about tailors.>
X0224$, Humor on tailor as lover.>
X0224.1$, Tailor as love-maker: empty spools.
Link: |Z0186.1.1$, Symbolism: sewing implements--sex organs.>

X0230, Jokes about butchers.>
X0240, Jokes about cobblers (shoemakers).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41.>
X0244$, Shoemaker's `tight' (small) apartment: will become wide with use.
Link: |H0890.2$, I got hold of it (`him') by its tufts [of hair], and then I drove the erect-one (thick-one) into it.
(Answer: shoe, shoe strings, and foot = vagina, and penis). |Z0186.4.3$, Symbolism: garment or shoe (sock)--vagina
(female).

Ref.: Râsî (al-) Haky 16/cf.>
X0245$, Girl is too little for marriage; shoemaker (suitor): will `stretch her on the mold'.
Link: |H1580.1.3.1$, Examining vagina to find out whether it is tight or loose (`wide'). |P0529.0.1.1$, `Wife is like
shoe (sock): can easily be taken off'. |X0150.1.1$, Callous (scar) from sexual intercourse with thin woman. |Z0106$,
Action (movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities. |Z0186.4.3.1$, Symbolism: wearing
(slipping on, pounding "it" into, etc.) a shoe or garment--sexual intercourse. |Z0186.9.1.1$, Symbolism: ring--vagina,
anus.>

X0250, Jokes about other artisans and tradesmen.>
X0251, Jokes on weavers.
Ref.: Chauvin VIII 105 no. 81 n. 2.>
X0252, Jokes about barbers.
Link: |J1484, The sound of [painful] shaving. [Must also be the reason for an animal's howl]. |P0446.1, Barber as
bungler of plans.

Ref.: Elder pt. 1 6-7 no. 19; Littmann ؤgypten pt. II 101 no. 17.>
X0252.0.1$, Barber's unusual devices.
Link: |F0665, Skillful barber.>

X0252.0.1.1$, Barber uses horror stories (horripilation) for easier hair cutting.
Link: |F1041.2, Horripilation. Hair rises on end in extraordinary fashion from joy, anger, or love.

Ref.: Sha)lân 408.>
X0252.3$, Annoying habits of barbers: idle snipping (clicking) of scissors.

1970
X. Humor
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Ref.: Taymûr no. 1535/cf.>
X0252.3.1$, Client suggests that he should attend to making snipping sound with scissors and barber attend
on cutting hair.>
X0252.3.2$, Barber's insensitiveness (talâmah, burûd) and inquisitiveness (meddling, curiosity). Type:
1233A$.
Ref.: Amîn 120; DOTTI 721; MITON.>
X0252.3.3$, Barber's talkativeness (chatter). Type: 1233A$.
Link: |T0035.0.1, Lover late at rendezvous; detained by incessant talker [(chatterer)].

Ref.: DOTTI 721; MITON.>
X0252.3.3.1$, Barber as know-all expert. Type: 1233A$.
C

Link: |J1215$, Know-all person ("'Abu-el- Urraif"): a talkative fool.

Ref.: DOTTI 721; MITON.>
X0252.4$, Unskilled barber.>
X0252.4.1$, Client to unskilled barber: "Now that you have planted cotton on one side of my face (so as to
cover wounds), leave the other barren".>
X0252.4.2$, Barber will be paid when cotton (on client's wounds) is sold.
Ref.: Sha)lân 304.>
X0253, Jokes on fishermen.>
X0300-X499, Humor dealing with professions.>
X0300, Humor dealing with professions.>
X0310, Jokes on lawyers.
Ref.: DOTTI 826 868; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 74-75 no. 35.>
X0312.0.1$, All lawyers are claimed by hell. Type: 1860A.
Link: |P0422.1, Lawyer punished in hell. |X0321.1$, Hell, quarreling with Paradise, fears no police action and
boasts: "All police officers are `mine'!".

Ref.: DOTTI 937.>
X0319.1, Eloquent lawyer makes obviously guilty client doubt his own guilt.
Link: |X0902.1$, Liar suspects his own lie may be true: he investigates.>

X0320$-X329$, Jokes on police (law enforcement) officers.>
X0320$, Jokes on police (law enforcement) officers.
Link: |J0811.7$, Polluter in the dark invited to urinate (relieve self) in lighted area (the open). Invited to do so,
instead of being punished as intended upon discovering he is powerful.>

X0321$, Humor on corrupt officer(s).
Link: |P0422.1, Lawyer punished in hell.>

X0321.1$, Hell, quarreling with Paradise, fears no police action and boasts: "All police officers are `mine'!".
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Type: 1860A.
Link: |A0706.1.1$, Boasting between celestial entities (e.g., sky-earth, moon-sun, paradise-hell, etc.). |X0312.0.1$,
All lawyers are claimed by hell.

Ref.: DOTTI 937/{Egy}.>
X0330, Jokes on magistrates [(judges)]. Type: 1534, 1534X$, 1539B$,/1441B*,/1730C$, 1586, 1660,
1861.
Link: |P0421, Judge.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 616; DOTTI 807 839 842 850 869 902 924 937.>
X0335$, Humor concerning senseless (absurd) legal judgments. Type: 1534.
Link: |J2210, Logical absurdity based upon certain false assumptions. |M0001, Senseless judicial decisions.
C

|P0522.0.2$, Religious laws: jurisprudence based on sacred dogma (sharia, sharî ah). |P0535, ةric fines (imposed for
personal injury, etc.). [(qasâs)]. |U0021, Justice depends on the point of view.>

X0335.1$, Man accidentally causing pregnant woman to miscarry sentenced to rendering her into the same
condition before the miscarriage (accident). Type: 1534.
Link: |N0330.0.1$, Involuntary killing (injuring) of person is not `murder' (crime). |N0337.8$, Accidental death
(killing) from misdirected blow. |P0535.1$, Blood price: women (girls, maidens) given away in marriage as
compensation for loss of life (involuntary manslaughter).>

X0335.2$, Man jumping (falling) from top of minaret (tower, etc.) accidentally falls on person on the
ground and kills him: judge tells relative of deceased to do the same to killer. Type: 1534.
Link: |P0522.1, Lex talionis. One life for one life.>

X0335.3$, Person of high communal rank causes another of lesser communal rank to lose an eye; judgment:
the injured should lose his other eye in order to have the right to put out one eye of the higher ranked culprit.
(Legal principle: the lesser ranked is worth one half of the higher ranked). Type: 1534, cf. 1331.
Link: |J1512.2, To return the eye to the one-eyed man. "Let me have your other so that I can see whether the one I
bring you matches". |J2074, Twice the wish to the enemy. (The covetous and the envious). |P0522.0.2.1$, Separate
C

courts for religious groups and sects (millî, shar î). |P0522.1.2.1$, `An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth'.
|P0526.8.1$, Moslem worth twice that of non-Moslem. |P0535.9.2.3$, Compensation for eye unjustly damaged
(blinded, pierced, punctured). |P0761.0.2.1$, A male inherits twice the share of a female. |T0380.5$, A male's
privileges.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 211 no. 54.>
X0338$, Humor concerning the legal and the illegal (judgments).
Link: |J1287$, Repartee concerning the illegal (that which is "Prohibited by law").>

X0338.1$, Why consume the contraband substance (hashish) inside law court (police station)? "Because
government closes facilities where illegal practices are committed: courthouse should be closed-down".
Link: |J1310, Repartee concerning wine [and similar drugs]. |J1511, A rule must work both ways. |X0330, Jokes
on magistrates [(judges)].

Ref.: Anonymous "Gohâ wa himârih" 14.>
X0350, Jokes on teachers.
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Link: |P0423.0.2$, Children's teachers as fools.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 617; DOTTI 749 940/{lit.}; MITON.>
X0355$, Humor concerning teacher's intemperate zeal.
Link: |J0678$, Excessive caution distrusted. |J2175.1, Anticipatory whipping. [Schoolmaster punishes pupils before
they make mistakes]. |P0425.7.1$, "Pen's lure" (call of the pen) for writer: greater than those of women, wealth, etc.
|W0142.1.2$, Answers to every question provided (regardless of truthfulness). |X0052.3$, How much the little pupils
saw of the body of their sports teacher (when she fell down) determines length of suspension from school. One pupil
concludes that his suspension will be permanent.

Ref.: Basset Mille I 454 no. 153; DOTTI 940/{lit.}.>
X0360$, Humor concerning lecherous teacher(s). Type: cf. 1359B, 1730C$, 1805A$, 1873$, 1873A$.
C C

Link: |P0199$, bitû - iyâl, lawâtî, lûtiyyah (homoerotic sodomites, the pedophilic). |P0423.0.3$, Immorality of
children's teachers. |P0423.1$, Female school-teacher. |T0091.4.1.1, Old teacher wishes to marry his young girl
pupil. |T0472.0.1$, Pedophilia. An adult's abnormal sexual desire for children. |X0785$, Jokes on characteristic
behavior of homoerotic sodomites.

Ref.: DOTTI 760 925 931 940 941; TAWT 377 n. 286.>
X0365$, Humor concerning pupils and their answers.
Link: |J1067$, The stupid pupil (apprentice) fails to learn. |J1741.3, Prearranged answers in Latin not always
successful.

Ref.: TAWT 22 n. 35.>
X0365.1$, Word association with absurd results. Type: 1699B.
Link: |H1595, Test of memory. |J0148.2.1$, One word (phrase, sentence, idea) evokes another associated with it.
("Principle of polarity": stability of syntax, word sequence, word order). |J1067$, The stupid pupil (apprentice) fails
to learn. |J1487, Progress at school. [Reckoned by passages reached in Holy Book]. |U0248$, Mental set (thematic
apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain things). |X0350, Jokes on teachers.

Ref.: DOTTI 918/{Egy}.>
X0365.1.1$, Examiner provides pupil with first word of passage (poem, essay, etc.)--absurd results.>
X0365.1.2$, Father: "What did they `give' you at school today?" Son (pupil): "Lunch!".
Link: |J1067$, The stupid pupil (apprentice) fails to learn.>

X0370, Jokes on scholars [and learned professions].>
X0371, Master of seven liberal arts begs from wagoner.
Link: |N0102.3$, Master of seven crafts, yet luckless and lives in poverty.>

X0372, Jokes on doctors. Type: 1862.
Ref.: DOTTI 938; Sayce Folk-Lore XI:4 368 no. 5.>
X0372.3, Eyedrops prescribed for stomach ache so that patient can see what he eats.
Link: |J1603, Eyes treated for the stomach ache. [So as to be able to tell (see) good bread from bad].>

X0372.4, Foolish doctor performs useless operation.
Link: |K1073.1$, Doctor duped into performing surgery on healthy unsuspecting person. Victim reported to be in
critical need of cure (e.g., branding, circumcision, teeth-pulling, etc.) but reluctant to undergo treatment. |N0649.4$,
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Blade of would-be murderer accidentally strikes ailing organ: intended victim is healed.

Ref.: MITON.>
X0372.4.1, Man with cheeks stuffed with food operated on to remove swelling. Type: 1332, 1351D$.
Link: |H0506.9.4$, Test of resourcefulness: cook meat-dish from animal and return animal alive--(surgery
performed). |J1842.2, Fool cannot answer as his mouth is full; thought to have an abscess in cheeks, allows them to
be cut open. |W0111.5.8, Man with stolen fig in his mouth submits to having cheek lanced rather than open his
mouth.

Ref.: Chauvin VI 138 no. 291; DOTTI 739 748 749 940/{Irq, lit.}; Muhammad CAlî Nâsir Turâth
XII:3/4 205-8.>
X0372.7$, The absent-minded (careless) surgeon. Type: 1862D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 364 939.>
X0372.7.1$, Objects left inside patient after surgical operation.
Ref.: DOTTI 364 939.>
X0372.7.3$, Animal bodily members substituted for human's: patient acquires animal's habits.
Link: |E0780.2, Animal bodily [ member] transferred to person or other animal retains animal powers and habits.
|E0780.5$, Transplanted organ retains original characteristics. |X1721.2, Lie: man's organ replaced with animal's.

Ref.: DOTTI 364 939/{Egy}.>
X0372.7.4$, Objects substituted for human's organs (e.g., onions for testicles): patient acquires
characteristics of objects.
Ref.: DOTTI 364 939/{Egy}.>
X0375$, Ridiculous medicine (treatment, cure, etc.).
Link: |J1435$, Repartee concerning medicine (treatment, cure, etc.).>

X0410, Jokes on parsons.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 615.>
X0411, Parson put to flight during his sermon. Type: 1785.>
X0411.3, Sexton arranges wasp-nest so that parson sits on it. Wasps chase him. Type: 1785C.
Link: |H1554.4$, Test of curiosity: wasps (hornets, bees) in jug. Curious person stung.

Ref.: DOTTI 930.>
X0419$, Jokes on undertakers and their associates.>
X0419.1$, Undertakers' insensitiveness.
Ref.: DOTTI 920/{Egy, lit.}.>
X0420$, Jokes on performers of grave-side rituals (`fu'ahâ'/lower clerics: fuqahâ). Type: 1738.
Link: |J1260, Repartee based on church or clergy [(fuqahâ')]. |J1241.6$, Cleric divides pot of gold among
disputants by having its contents poured over his head (turban): each to receive what falls his way, divider keeps
what remains on his turban as fee. (Pot proves to contain feces). |P0120, Church dignitaries [(ulama, fuqahâ')].
C

|P0426.0.3$, Cleric (Carrîf, fi'î, mutawwi , 'abûnâ, father, etc.) as children's school-teacher. |V0065.8$, Deeds done
(at grave-side) on behalf of the deceased--(`mercy-soliciting' deeds/rituals)). |X0530, Jokes concerning beggars.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 621/cf.; Amîn 308; Anonymous AGharâ'ib al-'aqwâl" 14; DOTTI 183/{Sdi}; Farag
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385-86; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 207-8 "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41.>
X0420.1$, Jokes on fu'ahâ's insensitiveness.
Ref.: Farag 408; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41.>
X0420.2$, Jokes on fu'ahâ's gluttony. Type: 1526C$.
Link: |W0125, Gluttony.

Ref.: "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 12-13; DOTTI 761 832 837 925/{Egy,
Syr}; Farag 384; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 149 n. 18, 194 n. 87 (2010); AUC: 36 no. 6.>
X0420.2.0.1$, Glutton as messy eater (`fattagî').
Link: |F0632.0.1$, Ways of mighty eaters: gluttonous eating. |F0849.1.1.1$, Messy but delicious dish (usually meat).

Ref.: TAWT 384 n. 444.>
X0420.2.1$, Song or poem (usually in hymn-style) concerning love of rich foods (meat, sweet delicacy).
Link: |F0849.1.1$, The basic meat delicacy. (Meat on top of rice, broth-soaked bread, stuffing, or a similar starchy
food; labeled: fattah, "meat and potatoes," or the like). |J1343, The liking of food and drink. |V0083, Hymns
C

[(religious)-- 'ad iyah, 'ibtihâl, muwashshahât dîniyyah]. |W0125, Gluttony.

Ref.: MITON.>
X0420.3$, Jokes on fu'ahâ's abuse of religious services (sale of benefices). Type: 1738, 1872$.
Link: |V0065.8$, Deeds done (at grave-side) on behalf of the deceased--(`mercy-soliciting' deeds/rituals)).

Ref.: DOTTI 926; RAFE 299 n. 10; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41.>
X0420.3.1$, Fee (alms) given insufficient for receiving redemption (admittance to Paradise). Type: 1872$.
Ref.: RAFE 299 n. 10.>
X0420.3.1.1$, Cleric (beggar) to alms-giver (donor): "Don't expect `Gardens of Eden' (with running rivers)
for such a small donation (penny, crumbs, etc.)!".>
X0420.5$, Jokes on fu'ahâ's immorality toward female mourners. Type: 1510.
Link: |G0011.9.0.1$, Cannibal (ghoulish) cleric. |H0079.7, Recognition of monk by his large organ [(penis)].
|K1339.6.1$, Priest seduces woman (at confession). |K2284, Treacherous priest [(cleric, sheik, mulla)]. |P0426.0.8$,
Immoral (corrupt) cleric (judge).

Ref.: DOTTI 183 816/{Egy}.>
X0420.6$, Humor concerning fu'ahâ's stinginess (parasitical practices).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi" no. 41.>
X0427, A bad year for priests: few funerals.>
X0427.1$, A good evening (lucky day) for a fi'î: two funerals.
Link: |U0149.2.1.1$, `Afflictions for some people are benefits for others'.

Ref.: Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 88 no. 44.>
X0434, The parson put out of countenance.
Ref.: DOTTI 950/{Lbn}; Khatibah 155-58.>
X0434.1, The large loaves need a large oven. Parson says that the loaves with which Jesus fed the people in
the wilderness were as large as the mountains. The mason asks what kind of oven they were baked in. Type:
1833H.
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Ref.: DOTTI 935.>
X0435, The boy applies the sermon. Makes a present application of the words of the parson. Type: 1833.>
X0436, The parson sings like a goat. Type: 1834.
Link: |J2368$, Fool tells sage: "Your beard reminds me of that of my goat". |U0111.3.1$, Beard on a person does not
make him a savant (wise man, cleric, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 935; Wesselski Hodscha II 243 no. 539.>
X0438, The dream: all parsons in hell. The smith tells the parson whom he has summoned that he has
dreamed of going to heaven where St. Peter would not admit him before he saw a parson. There were no
parsons in heaven, but all in hell. Type: 1738.
Ref.: DOTTI 926.>
X0452, Parson has no need to preach. Those who know may teach those who do not know. Type: 1826.
Ref.: Basset Mille I 465 no. 162; DOTTI 933 934/{lit.}.>
X0460, Humor concerning other professions.>
X0461, Jokes on fortune-tellers. Type: cf. 1641.
Ref.: DOTTI 886.>
X0465$, Humor dealing with sailors.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 620-22.>
X0470$-X479$, Humor concerning political affairs (government).>
X0470$, Jokes concerning the acquisition and retention of power (the presidency).>
X0470.1$, God is suspicious of a ruler's overweening ambition (intentions): might seize His throne.
Link: |X0690$, Humor concerning the higher powers (deities, angels, saints and arch-saints, or the like).>

X0471$, Coup d'etat and its leader (head).>
X0471.0.1$, The sole leader (ruler): his character and deeds.
Link: |J0825$, Wisdom of following only one leader (master). |P0509.2$, The sole leader: there can be only one
chief (head, king, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 301 no. 65.>
X0471.1$, Long line of officers each awaiting his turn to overthrow government.>
X0473$, Jokes concerning restrictions on freedom.>
X0473.1$, Jokes concerning restrictions on freedom of expression.
Ref.: Webber 8 no. 6.>
X0473.1.1$, Fleeing country due to political repression.>
X0473.1.1.1$, Dog flees country in order to be able to bark.>
X0473.1.2$, Patient afraid to `open mouth' for doctor: those who do are imprisoned.>
X0473.2$, Jokes concerning restrictions on freedom of worship (religion).
Link: |S0466, Practice of one's religion forbidden.>

X0474$, Jokes concerning political (interreligious) favoritism (prejudice).>
X0474.1$, Pseudo-fairness: subtle setting of level of ease or hardness of conditions according to visibility of
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differences.
Link: |H0892$, Task: answering question (riddle) intended to confound (debilitate, disable). |P0190.1.1$, Last hired,
first fired (due to servile societal station). |P0794.0.2$, In the absence of rules of fairness (competition), conflict
prevails (dominates).>

X0474.1.1$, Test: one student is asked to guess number of soldiers killed in a battle, another is asked to give
their names.
Link: |H1010, Impossible tasks.>

X0475$, Humor concerning ineffectual government (politician).
Link: |P0012.11, Uxorious king neglects duties. |P0503.6.1$, Timid (cowardly) bureaucrats.>

X0475.1$, Ruler (politician) prefers slip-on shoes (over one with lace): "in order to `neither untie nor tie'".
Link: |X0470$, Jokes concerning the acquisition and retention of power (the presidency). |Z0070.4$, To `neither
untie (undo) nor tie (do)'--uselessness. |Z0095.0.1$, Double-meaning: word or phrase that denotes more than one
meaning.>

X0475.3$, Government (ruler, king, president) in deep sleep.
Link: |P0503$, Bureaucracy and bureaucrats.

Ref.: DOTTI 230/{Egy}.>
X0476$, Humor concerning government under socialism.
Link: |P0774.2.2$, Government-subsidized prices. Ruler (king) pays portion of cost of necessities.>

X0476.1$, Jokes on `workers and peasants' in government.>
X0476.1.1$, Religious services not allowed unless majority of congregation is `workers and peasants'.>
X0478$, Humor concerning ecclesiastical government.>
X0478.1$, Religious education leads to `expertness' in all professions.
Link: |J0140.0.1$, Secular (western-style, modern) education leads to success. |P0767.5.1$, Government redistributes
(re-assigns) administrative positions (`Directorships') in large corporations.>

X0479$, Humor concerning other aspects of government: miscellaneous.
Link: |P0503$, Bureaucracy and bureaucrats.>

X0479.1$, Humor concerning women in high authority (ministers, generals, etc.).
Link: |W0165.4$, Man ashamed of working woman, though her honest earnings support him (or feed family).
|X0205$, Humor concerning females as business-women (she-merchants).>

X0479.1.1$, Madam Minister will receive visiting dignitaries according to natural order, not their
bureaucratic rank: Judge al-'Air-yânî (`Peter') first, Minister al-Baidânî (`Balls') to follow.
Link: |X0481.1$, Woman prime minister wants enemy (male) general to attack neither her eastern `bank' nor her
western, but in between: "In the `Canal'". |X1900$, Humorous pun. |Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism: association
based on sound similarities (homophony). |Z0179.4$, "Directions and motions (east--west, in--out, up--down, etc.)
allegorically interpreted. |Z0183.0.1$, Meaning of a name.>

X0480$-X499$, Humor concerning military affairs and juntas (revolutionary-council).>
X0480.0.1$-(formerly, W0480$), Jokes concerning performance in battle.>
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X0481$, Jokes concerning battle won.
Link: |P0986$, Commemoration of victory in war (battle).>

X0481.1$, Woman prime minister wants enemy (male) general to attack neither her eastern `bank' nor her
western, but in between: "In the `Canal'".
Link: |X0479.1.1$, Madam Minister will receive visiting dignitaries according to natural order, not their bureaucratic
rank: Judge al-'Air-yânî (`Peter') first, Minister al-Baidânî (`Balls') to follow. |Z0186.2.0.1$, Symbolism: water going
through field (irrigation canal)--sexual intercourse.>

X0482$, Jokes concerning battle lost.
Link: |M0356.1.1, Prophecy: loss of battle (combat). |P0555, Defeat in battle.>

X0482.1$, Jokes concerning foolish battle strategy.>
X0482.1.1$, Allowing invading army to advance, then waiting, during midsummer desert heat, for ice storm
to defeat enemy.
Link: |J2066, Foolish waiting.>

X0483$, Jokes concerning cowardice in battle.
Link: |K2350, Military strategy.>

X0483.1$, Coward officer thinks he is one of the world's `great generals': "I, likewise, [am] graet (i.e., ran
away)".
Link: |X1915$, Humor based on cross-lingual puns (phonetic similarities between words of different languages);
e.g., Arabic: graet (I ran away)--English: great. |Z0096$, Cross-lingual puns (based on phonetic similarities).>

X0485$, Jokes concerning interference by the army in political institutions.>
X0490$, Jokes concerning type and level of education of army officers.>
X0490.1$, Military education leads to `expertness' in all professions.
Link: |J0140.0.1$, Secular (western-style, modern) education leads to success. |P0767.5.1$, Government redistributes
(re-assigns) administrative positions (`Directorships') in large corporations.>

X0492$, Jokes concerning economic advantages given to army officers.>
X0494$, Jokes concerning social class privileges in army (officers and privates).
Ref.: AUC: 38A no. 10.>
X0495$, Jokes on army officers' moral and sexual conduct.>
X0498$, Humor concerning military affairs--miscellaneous.>
X0500-X599, Humor concerning other social classes.>
X0500, Humor concerning other social classes.>
X0501$, Humor concerning characteristic dress of certain groups--(ethnic, religious, social class). Type:
1873A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 941.>
X0501.1$, Jokes concerning wearing western-style clothes.>
X0501.1.1$, Countryman wearing western-style trousers told he will have trouble in latrine--(no outlets).
Link: |A1453.9.1$, Eblis (Satan) shows Europeans an economic way to fashion cloth: hence (tight) `Frank' trousers.
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|P0625.2.1$, Wearing shirt-like gown (thawb, gilbâb/`galabiyyah'), compared to wearing trousers (pants).>

X0501.1.2$, Jokes concerning wearing tightly fitting clothes.>
X0501.2$, Jokes concerning wearing native-style (non-western, loosely fitting) clothes.
Link: |P0625.2.1$, Wearing shirt-like gown (thawb, gilbâb/`galabiyyah'), compared to wearing trousers (pants).>

X0501.2.1$, Jokes concerning wearing shirt-like dress (gown). Type: 1873A$, 1874B$, 1874B1$.
Link: |J2521.2, Rebuke for going with a naked head in public. [In covering her head woman inadvertently exposes
(bares) her body]. |J2521.2.1$, Preserving ablution (ritual cleanliness) during handshake with member of opposite
sex: by wrapping hand with tail of garment worn, person exposes privates (body). |T0405.9.4$, Exposure (of
privates) caused by gust of wind (lifting up tail of dress, robe, shirt, gown, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 941 942.>
X0501.2.4$, Jokes concerning wearing veils.>
X0501.2.4.1$, Veiled woman likened to tent or kiosk.
Link: |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
object.>

X0510, Jokes concerning usurers.
Link: |X0610, Jokes concerning Jews.>

X0520, Jokes concerning prostitutes.
Link: |F0547.5.2.1$, Wide vagina: man's organs fall in it. |K1912, False virgin. Various deceptive practices to mask
bride as virgin. |K2094.3$, Feigning sexual enjoyment.

Ref.: DOTTI 744 929/{lit.}.>
X0522$, Prostitute tries to pass for `tight' virgin.
Link: |H1580.1.3.1$, Examining vagina to find out whether it is tight or loose (`wide').>

X0522.1$, Aging prostitute advised to keep her thighs together when with client so as to seem `tight':
painful results for client when she inadvertently parts them and then rapidly closes them--client's privates
had fallen in.
Link: |F0547.5.2.1$, Wide vagina: man's organs fall in it.>

X0530, Jokes concerning beggars.
Link: |X0420$, Jokes on performers of grave-side rituals (`fu'ahâ'/lower clerics: fuqahâ).>

X0535$, Beggar accused of pretending to be needy.
Link: |J1333, Prove me a liar [by giving me alms]. [Beggar's accusation of stinginess and challenge]. |K1996.4.2$,
Beggar's feigned disability (e.g., blindness, lameness, etc.).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 620.>
X0536$, Beggar and reluctant givers. Type: 706D$, 1871$.
Link: |W0155.6$, Beggar's request for food refused.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 620.>
X0540, Jokes on madmen.
Ref.: Râsî (al-) Haky 23.>
X0550, Jokes on secret societies.>
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X0560$, Humor concerning lazy persons and laziness.>
X0561$, Futile attempts to energize the lazy.>
X0561.1$, Lazy feigns death to avoid work.>
X0561.1.1$, Laborers needed in the heavens (hereafter) for "Rebuilding the walls (fence) of paradise": lazy
man feigning death decides to remain in the-here-and-now. Type: 1313.
Link: |K2326, Miser's family impersonates ghosts. Try to frighten him for being miserly.

Ref.: DOTTI 732 774 776 783 835 890/{Plst}.>
X0570$-(formerly, X0580$), Humor concerning misers and miserliness.
Link: |K2326, Miser's family impersonates ghosts. Try to frighten him for being miserly. |X0610, Jokes concerning
Jews.

Ref.: Gairdner 72 no. 26[.1]; Sha)lân 428.>
X0573$-(formerly, X0583$), Futile attempts to gain hospitality from miser. Type: 1388C$.
Link: |K1981.1, Trickster feigns deafness and gets hospitality from miser.

Ref.: Basset Mille I 533 no. 219; DOTTI 783 955/{lit.}.>
X0573.1$-(formerly, X0583.1$), Miser refuses to feed guest who claims to be "Son of God's sister": miser is
not richer than guest's maternal-uncle (i.e., God). Type: 1388C$.
Link: |K0455.1, Supper won by trick: the mutual friend.

Ref.: DOTTI 783/{Egy, Plst}; Schmidt-Kahle 171-73 no. 122; Sulaymân 189 no. VIII-13.>
X0574$, Stingy person seeks missing object (food). Type: 1704, 1388C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 919.>
X0574.1$, Miser interrogates suspect about missing food. Type: 1704.
Link: |K0344.1.2.1$, Servant claims to have thrown away part (head) of the cooked bird (cock). Master extols its
merits and retorts: "You threw it nowhere except in your own stomach!".

Ref.: Jâhiz II 374-75; Damîrî I 345; DOTTI 783 919/{Egy, lit.}.>
X0574.2$, Miser wants physician to X-ray suspect's (servant's) stomach to see whether it contains missing
food. Type: 1704.
Link: |F0889.4$, Marvelous machine allows looking into opaque objects. (X-ray). |J1144, Eaters of stolen food
detected.

Ref.: DOTTI 919.>
X0575$, Humor concerning stinginess (miserliness).>
X0575.1$, "No one gets any thing out of `it'".>
X0575.1.1$, "All one gets out of life is a piece of cotton [in the rectum]".
Link: |V0068.2.1$, Mouth and rectum of dead stuffed with cotton.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 363/(var.).>
X0579$, Humor of ridiculous (miserly, deceptive) prices and payments.
C

Link: |J1172.2.1$, Payment with a worthless (empty) compliment or praise: " afârim!". |J1521.5.1, Bargain: to
render service for "something". Claimant has called dead cricket "something" and must be content. |K0249.6$,
Worthless payment for worthless goods (services). |K0455.4.2$, Pretending to be an archangel (or prophet) to avoid
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paying for food: restaurant owner pretends to be God.

Ref.: MITON.>
X0583, Jokes about travelers.>
X0584, Jokes about hunters.>
X0590$-X599$, Humor concerning the sham pious,and exercise of religious services.>
X0590$, Humor concerning the sham pious.
Link: |J0167.3$, Wisdom from repentant sinner. |X0599$, Humor concerning religious duties--miscellaneous.

Ref.: Shawqî 309 [no. 36].>
X0590.1$, Admonitions of the sham pious cleric (`shaikh Matlûf').
Link: |K1961.1.2.1, Parody sermon. [Fabricated holy text]. |Z0127.0.1$, Sham piety (impiety) personified (shaikh
Matlûf).>

X0590.1.1$, Folly of repenting (atoning) too soon.
Link: |J0167.3$, Wisdom from repentant sinner. |K2058, Pretended piety. |K2371, Deceiving the higher powers
(God, the saints, fate). |V0315.5$, Repenting before it is too late.>

X0591$, Humor concerning exercise of fasting.
Link: |J0565, Intemperance in fasting.

Ref.: Jâhiz VII 162; Schmidt-Kahle II 135-37 no. 107.>
X0591.1$, Humor concerning sham-fasting.>
X0591.1.1$, Fasting `the cat's fast' (`the mouse's fast$, `the kite's fast$, etc.; i.e., eats or drinks secretly).>
X0591.2$, Partial credit for unfinished fasting.>
X0591.3$, Moslem fasting (Ramadan) contrasted with Christian fasting (Lent).
Link: |J1347.2.2.1$, Ramadan-fasting: rich foods (especially pastries) are prepared.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 298; Basset Mille I 473 no. 169; DOTTI 430/{Mrc}.>
X0593$, Humor concerning exercise of prayers. Type: 1874B1$.
Link: |J1467.1.1$, A killer-blessing. Animal dies in spite of prayers for its safety: threatening the trouble-maker with
"A blow with the same blessing". |T0187.0.2$, Female's coition posture compared to supplication posture (pleading
with God).

Ref.: Basset Mille I 347 no. 70; Sha)lân 12 388 437.>
X0593.1$, Humor concerning sham-prayers.
Ref.: Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 15-16 no. 6.>
X0593.2$, Sham-prayers: lasting signs (e.g., `prayer-raisin$, etc.).
Link: |H0069.1.2$, `Prayer-raisin' (zabîbah): raisin-like rough-spot on middle of forehead from touching floor.>

X0596$, Humor concerning exercise of pilgrimage.>
X0596.1$, Humor concerning sham-pilgrimage.
Link: |H0069.3$, Signs of having performed pilgrimage. |K0490$, Dodging responsibility by using religious service
(fasting, prayers, pilgrimage, etc.) as excuse. |K2058.2$, Feigned piety (religiosity) to mulct victim.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 70.>
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X0596.1.1$, Sham-pilgrimage on an unusual animal (e.g., cat, dog, etc.).>
X0598$, Humor concerning exercise of almsgiving.>
X0598.1$, Humor concerning sham-almsgiving.
Ref.: DOTTI 939.>
X0598.1.1$, Sham-almsgiving: lasting signs (e.g., hasanh, etc.).
Link: |H0069.4.1$, Appearance of "hasanah" (mole, mark of beauty) as sign of having done a good-deed.

Ref.: RAFE 16 n. 38.>
X0598.1.2$, Erotic act (kissing, embracing, etc.) as alms.
Link: |J1549.1.2$, Beautiful woman tells deformed suitor, who received injury in holy war, that he should seek
reward from God, not from her. |T0042.3$, Lover uses beggars's speech.

Ref.: Amîn 447/cf.; MITON.>
X0598.1.2.1$, Beggar does not want bread from beautiful almsgiving woman, he needs a kiss (embrace,
etc.): `for God's sake'.>
X0598.1.3$, Stolen goods (money) as alms.
Link: |P0763.1$, Stealing ill-gotten property is not a sin. |Q0042.8.0.1$, Reward for religious credit bestowed on
another person.

Ref.: Anonymous "Gohâ wa himârih" 6-7.>
X0599$, Humor concerning religious duties--miscellaneous.>
X0599.1$, Humorous oaths.
Link: |J1607.1$, Dog as saint: "We buried him (it) together!" Two impostors pretend that entombed dog is a saint.
Later, one cheats and swears his innocence by the saint; the other retorts.>

X0599.1.1$, A: "Swear!" B: "By the life the bear!"--(lit.: by the life of zihlif: `he-tortoise'.
Link: |M0104$, Deceptive oaths: swearing by pseudo-prophet, pseudo-saint, or pseudo-force.>

X0599.1.2$, Donkey's (heavy) oath: "By Him, who is the Creator of barely and the sender of the stick upon
asses!"--(i.e., by God).
Link: |M0119.0.1$, Swearing by God. |U0248$, Mental set (thematic apperception): readiness to perceive in a
particular manner (or certain things).

Ref.: DOTTI 81/{Egy}; Shawqî 275 [no. 12].>
X0600-X699, Humor concerning races or nations.>
X0600, Humor concerning races or nations. Type: 802D$, cf. 1718$.
Link: |J1704$, Stupid ethnic group (or race).

Ref.: DOTTI 445; RAFE 298 n. 8.>
X0601$, Boasting of national (ethnic, racial) group's superiority. Type: 1110$.
Link: |J0068.1.1$, Experiment to determine which nation (race) is oldest. |K1766, Trickster's boasting scares his
powerful opponent from contest. |P0666$, Custom: males' boasting of sexual conquests. |P0710.0.1$, Super-power
(powerful nation, empire). |P0751.3.5.1.1$, Equivocal sharp-wittiness: `painting air with air-brush' (as one does an
automobile). |X0650, Jokes concerning other races or nations. |X0681, Blason populaire. Despiteful names used
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by one city for another.

Ref.: DOTTI 703.>
X0601.1$, Adversary's superiority in industry (science) countervailed.>
X0601.1.1$, Manufactured human beings (in factory): an inferior's proof (claim) of superiority. Type:
1110$.
Link: |Z0197.2.1$, Sodomy in the `factory of human beings (i.e., bathhouse)' explained: mechanic installing
(opening) exhaust pipe (muffler).

Ref.: DOTTI 703/{Egy}.>
X0601.5$, "Invented by us!".>
X0601.5.1$, A: "We are the ones who invented the telegraph, this is so because I once found a wire while
digging on the farm". B: "We are the ones who invented the radio (`wire-less'), this is so because whenever I
dig I find no wires.".>
X0601.7$, "Ours is better (bigger, etc.)".
Link: |X0831.1$, Present to the president--seeing double: hashish which causes everything to be seen double as
solution to the problem of low national productivity. He is already using (smoking) a more potent brand.>

X0602$, Humor concerning conversion from one religion to another.
Link: |P0529.1.1$, Conversion to different religion to obtain divorce. |X0702.1$, Sexually frustrated European
woman notices that her native neighbor (or housemaid) always appears to be content; she asks the native for the
reason and is told: "My husband was active in bed last night". European woman wants to "Convert to the coition
faith".>

X0608$, Humor concerning ethnic (national, racial) sexual customs (practices). Type: cf. 978A$.
Link: |T0059.0.1.1.1$, A female's characteristic reactions during sexual intercourse: racial and ethnic manifestations.
|X0770$, Jokes concerning sexual prowess.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 617/cf.; DOTTI 679.>
X0608.1$, Nation of sodomy (homosexuals). Type: cf. 978A$.
Link: |F0129.2, Voyage to Land of Mossynoikoi. (People of topsy-turvy morals). |T0059.0.1.1.1$, A female's
characteristic reactions during sexual intercourse: racial and ethnic manifestations.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 617/cf.; DOTTI 679.>
X0608.1.1$, Blindfolded (male) parrot recognizes group's national identity by which of his organs (privates)
is touched.
Link: |F0655.3$, Blind man able to recognize kind of meat (flesh) by touch. |X0010.1.1$, Witty parrot. |X0701.1$,
Parrot wants to see how couple can "both be `on top' simultaneously" during intercourse, even if it costs him his life.
(They are actually talking about being on top of suitcase to close it).>

X0610, Jokes concerning Jews. Type: 1656, 1855.
Link: |X0510, Jokes concerning usurers. |X0570$-(formerly, X0580$), Humor concerning misers and
miserliness.>

X0630$, Jokes concerning dark skin (blackness). Type: 1319P*'.>
X0630.1$, Blackness due to over baking in oven (womb). Type: cf. 1110$.
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Link: |A1614.6.1$, Burned (over-baked) and underbaked races (hot and cool wombs: like ovens do with bread).

Ref.: DOTTI 703/{Mrc}.>
X0650, Jokes concerning other races or nations.>
X0680, Jokes concerning various cities.>
X0681, Blason populaire. Despiteful names used by one city for another.
Link: |W0256$, Stereotyping: generalization of a trait of character, from person to group (and vice versa). |X1919$,
Humor based on characteristics of a dialect (pronunciation, vocabulary).

Ref.: Trimingham 106-8a.>
X0690$, Humor concerning the higher powers (deities, angels, saints and arch-saints, or the like).
Type: 774A-774N, 1526D$, 1653G$, 1718*.
Link: |J1369.6$, Man prays for money, but stumbles: "No need to shove, just say, `No!'". |K0455.4.2$, Pretending to
be an archangel (or prophet) to avoid paying for food: restaurant owner pretends to be God. |K1512.2$, Husband
tests his faithless wife's dream-generating side of bed: he is sodomized by her paramour. (Sodomist proves to be
"Our Lord Lot"). |K1518.1.1$, Paramour said to be spirit (jinni, angel, etc.). |X0142.0.1$, Humor concerning dwarf
deity (culture-hero, arch-saint). |X0470.1$, God is suspicious of a ruler's overweening ambition (intentions): might
seize His throne.>

X0700-X799, Humor concerning sex.>
X0700, Humor concerning sex.
Link: |T0000, SEX: [ITS ACCOMPANIMENTS AND CONSEQUENCES]. |Z0198.3.1$, At the physician,
woman's pregnancy repeatedly diagnosed as: `winds' (gases, inflation, i.e., pseudo-pregnancy); her husband asks to
be examined, shows his organ, and exclaims: "Doctor, is this a penis or bellows (`air-pump')!".

Ref.: D.H. Müller Shhauri: SAE VII 70 no. 17, 110 no. 23.>
X0701$, Humor concerning coition posture.
Link: |C0119.3$, Tabu: abnormal sexual intercourse (deviant posture, oral sex, etc.). |T0187$, Coition posture.>

X0701.1$, Parrot wants to see how couple can "both be `on top' simultaneously" during intercourse, even if
it costs him his life. (They are actually talking about being on top of suitcase to close it).
Link: |X0010.1$, Witty bird. |X0608.1.1$, Blindfolded (male) parrot recognizes group's national identity by which of
his organs (privates) is touched.>

X0702$, Humor concerning frequency of coition.
Link: |V0330.1.3$, Conversion to a faith because it is less prohibitive.>

X0702.1$, Sexually frustrated European woman notices that her native neighbor (or housemaid) always
appears to be content; she asks the native for the reason and is told: "My husband was active in bed last
night". European woman wants to "Convert to the coition faith".
Link: |T0009.0.1$, Sexual frustration (deprivation). |T0167.3$, Display of pride (self-confidence, absence of `need')
indicates exercise of coition. |T0315.2, The continent husband. |V0330.1.3$, Conversion to a faith because it is less
prohibitive. |X0602$, Humor concerning conversion from one religion to another. |X0608$, Humor concerning
ethnic (national, racial) sexual customs (practices).>
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X0703$, Humor concerning size of sex organ(s). Type: 555, 901B$, 1353C$.
Link: |F0547.3, Extraordinary penis. |F0547.5.2, Enormous vagina. |J1542.2.2$, Man accuses woman--who had
previous sex partner (husband, lover, etc.)--of having `too wide' a vagina; she replies: "You are a mere substitute
(fidâ') for him who was able to fill it". |K1882.1.1.1$, Shadow of person's organ (limb) deceptively said to be
indicative of its actual size. |P0665, Custom: boasting of sexual prowess. |X0775$, Boastful of sexual prowess is
given opportunity to prove his claim: disappointed female.>

X0704$, Humor concerning sex organ (size, color, consistency, etc.). Type: 555, 901B$, 1637D$.
Link: |F0547.3.1.2$, Enormous penis. |F547.3.8$, Small penis. |F0547.5.2.1$, Wide vagina: man's organs fall in it.
|P0783.2.1$, Indecent posture: disgraceful. |X0921.1$, Lie: why the sky felt soft to head of one liar? Actually
testicles of the other. |Z0107$, Consistency (texture) symbolism: association based on sensation (touch) similarities.
|Z0188.8.1.1$, Symbolism: person with too large a head labelled: "'abû-râsain/the two-headed".

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 231 no. 67.>
X0706$, Humor concerning labels used to indicate desire for sexual intercourse.
Link: |K2052.3.1$, Husband wants to "typewrite" a letter with wife, but she pleads a broken-dowmachine; when she
changes her mind, he has already "handwritten" it--(by masturbation). |T0182.1.1.1$, Penis: ever limp (overworked)-vagina: ever erect (ready, "open-mouthed"). |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms. |Z0194.1.5.4.1$, Having the kid
`jump'/(ninatat el-gidy)--male engaging in (desiring) sexual intercourse.>

X0707$, Humor concerning sexual intercourse with supernatural being (other than jinn--e.g., with afrit,
ogre, devil, etc.). Type: 1099$, cf. 1110*.
Link: |F0300, Marriage or liaison with fairy. |X0761$, Humor on the unwilling, but accommodating, sex partner.

Ref.: DOTTI 703/{Egy}.>
X0707.1$, Afrit (ogre) forces man to sodomize him, then tightens his anus till `penis' is broken: man
substituted an implement (key, cane, etc.) for his organ. Type: 1099$, cf. 1110*.
Link: |G0302.7.1.0.1$, Qutrub: a devilish demon (min al-mutashaytinah) that sodomize a man, causing worms
(maggots) to breed in the victim's anus: death follows inevitably. (If the man is merely frightened, he may be cured).
|K1307.5$, Man with false (artificial) member. |K2234.1$, Seducer mutilates victim. |S0176, Mutilation: sex organs
cut off. |T0472$, Sodomy-rape (man, boy).

Ref.: DOTTI 703/{Egy}.>
X0749$, Humor concerning sex--miscellaneous.>
X0749.1$, Humor concerning circumcision (clitoridectomy). (Usually in verbal male's duels).
Link: |Z0086$, qâfyah: males' formulistic satire match (verbal duel).>

X0749.1.1$, Male to be circumcised with pen-sharpener (or like tool).
Link: |F0547.3.8.1$, Penis sharpened, like a pen. |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on
similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on
motion similarities. |Z0197.3.4$, Spear, peg, wedge, screw-driver, pen, key, needle, plough, etc.--penis.>

X0749.1.2$, Female to be circumcised with a plane (tool: fârah, lit.: `she-mouse').
Link: |T0329.0.1$, Woman (girl) with full clitoris (bazrâ$, uncircumcised). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color)
symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0106$, Action (movement)
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symbolism: association based on motion similarities. |Z0084.4.5.1$, Insult: uncircumcised woman (i.e.,
nymphomaniac, unclean).>

X0749.1.4$, Circumcising an adult person (usually by trick). Type: 1351E$.
Link: |V0082.0.1.1$, Circumcising the grown-up man (woman) as religious requirement (for marriage or conversion
from one religion to another).

Ref.: DOTTI 749.>
X0750, Jokes on old maids. Type: 1477*.
Ref.: DOTTI 815.>
X0753, A youth promises to marry an old maid if she will sit all night on the roof. She falls down. Type:
1479*.
Ref.: DOTTI 816.>
X0756, The mother trains the old maid to speak properly. Absurd results. Type: 1485*, 1486*, cf. 1457.
Ref.: DOTTI 812.>
X0757$, Properly raised (polite) girl trained to think of obscene words as signifying decent things (e.g.,
vagina--eye, penis--arm, etc.): absurdly obscene conversation with suitor. Type: 1457A$, cf. 1396$.
Link: |J1745.0.1$, Absurd ignorance of genitals. |J1745.3$, Girl totally ignorant of sex. |Z0186.9.2$, Symbolism:
`eye'--vagina, anus.

Ref.: DOTTI 785 812; HE-S Dikirnis 72-75.>
X0760, Jokes on courtship. Type: cf. 2030.
Ref.: DOTTI 962.>
X0761$, Humor on the unwilling, but accommodating, sex partner.>
X0761.1$, Progressive testing of seducer's intentions: from street (bus, train, etc.) to specifics of intercourse.
Every step, girl at first indignantly refuses and then, in response to seducer's pleading, she `unwillingly'
consents: "Just to see what he has in mind--for I am unjustly treated!". Type: 2039$.
Link: |J2378, What will the robber do. [Curious owner falls asleep: house robbed]. |K1350, Woman persuaded (or
wooed) by trick. |K1361.2, Progressive purchase of favors: the anatomical progression. |K2051.5.1$, Pretended
virtue: testing (by girl) of seducer's intentions.

Ref.: DOTTI 971 972/{Egy}.>
X0770$, Jokes concerning sexual prowess.
Link: |T0002.3.1$, Friends compare experiences with one prostitute: A, "My wife is better than this prostitute!" B:
"You are right; your wife is better!".>

X0771$, Jokes concerning sexual prowess: physical attributes (anatomy).
Link: |F0547.3, Extraordinary penis. |H0079.7, Recognition of monk by his large organ [(penis)]. |K1391, Long
distance sexual intercourse. [By magic].>

X0772$, Jokes concerning sexual prowess: performance.
Link: |K2052.4.1.1$, Mother visits newlywed daughter and hears in dismay about groom's (son-in-law's) sexual
prowess (jumping on target from the top of wardrobe). Later, daughter receives telegraph: "Your father fell off the
wardrobe and broke his neck".>
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X0772.0.1$, Sexual intercourse said to be a test (examination). Type: cf. 978$A, 1424B$.
Link: |H1579$, Test of sexual orientation. |K1315.7.1, Seduction by pretending to instruct (or to need instructions) in
marital duties. |P0548.1$, Legal aspects of being an adult.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 617/cf.; DOTTI 679 800 956/{Egy}.>
X0772.1$, Jokes on the sexually insatiable male.
Link: |T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite) for sex.>

X0774$, Jokes on the sexually insatiable female.
Link: |T0468$, Nymphomania: a woman's abnormal and insatiable desire (uncontrollable appetite) for sex.>

X0775$, Boastful of sexual prowess is given opportunity to prove his claim: disappointed female. Type:
901B$, cf. 1460$.
Link: |F0547.3.8$, Small penis. |H0389.3.1$, Test of young bride's (girl's) innocence: later she proves far more
experienced than presumed. |J1542.2.3$, Boaster of sexual prowess courts woman (nurse) and when they finally get
together he reveals his organ which proves to be very small. When he asks, "How do you want it?", she retorts,
"Intravenously!". |P0665, Custom: boasting of sexual prowess. |T0315.2.6.1$, Continent husband's secret: "I am a
woman like you!" "I have no organ," or the like. |W0166.2.2$, Braggart nonplussed (proved wrong). |X0703$,
Humor concerning size of sex organ(s). |Z0088$, Sarcasm.

Ref.: DOTTI 561; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 241-42.>
X0780$-X799, Humor concerning sexual deviance and homoeroticism.>
X0780$, Jokes on characteristic behavior of homosexuals.
Link: |H1580$, Test (recognition) of sexual deviance. |P0197$, Sexual deviants (homophiles). |T0000, SEX: [ITS
ACCOMPANIMENTS AND CONSEQUENCES]. |Z0186.9.2.1$, Symbolism: `the red eye'--vagina, anus.
|Z0179.1.3$, Body posture indicates sexual orientation.>

X0780.1$, Recognition of a `gay'.
Link: |H1579$, Test of sexual orientation. |H1580$, Test (recognition) of sexual deviance. |Z0179.1.3$, Body
posture indicates sexual orientation.>

X0781$, Jokes on "gays'" quests for anal gratification.
Link: |K0231.2.2.4$, Agreement to reciprocate sexual (homosexual) favors: the party receiving (gratified) first
refuses to fulfill part of bargain.

Ref.: DOTTI 679 956/{Egy}; AUC: 33 no. 17.>
X0783$, Jokes on "gays'" extreme (desperate) measures.
Link: |B0784.2.1.2$, Catfish (eel, snake) enticed out of a man's anus by watermelon. |K1307.5$, Man with false
(artificial) member.>

X0785$, Jokes on characteristic behavior of homoerotic sodomites. Type: 1874E$.
C C

Link: |P0199$, bitû - iyâl, lawâtî, lûtiyyah (homoerotic sodomites, the pedophilic).

Ref.: DOTTI 943; AUC: 33 no. 16; Sha)lân 400.>
X0786$, A `gay' assumes female disguises.>
X0787$, The disappointed male: the woman proves to be a man (`faggot').>
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X0788$, One `gay' tricks another.>
X0789$, The disappointed female: the seemingly virile man proves to be a `faggot'.
Link: |P0149.1$, Characteristic behavior of urban community's strong-woman.>

X0800-X899, Humor based on drunkenness [and similar states of altered consciousness].>
X0800, Humor based on drunkenness.
Ref.: Maspero 199 no. 14; DOTTI 429 712/{lit.}; Sayce Folk-Lore 31:3 184-85 no. 12.>
X0811, Drunk man lying under his bed thinks he is lying in his shroud. Type: 835*.>
X0815, Drunk man sees everything revolving and waits for his house to come to him.
Link: |X0831$, Humor concerning visual hallucination induced by drug.

Ref.: Wesselski Hodscha II 236 no. 520.>
X0815.1$, Drunk men think they have pushed the house aside too far from where they had laid their clothes
down. (Clothes stolen). Type: 1326.
Link: |J2328, The moving church tower. [Placing coat in front of tower to see whether it is moving: coat is stolen].>

X0830$, Humor concerning hallucinatory effects of drugs (hashish, opium, cocaine, alcohol, etc.). Type:
1641D$, cf. 1531.
Link: |F0950.0.1$, Hallucinatory drugs (hashish, opium, etc.) used as cures. |J2214.13.1$, Wife feigning death to
avoid coition moves when her hashshâsh husband sleeps with her (as corpse) anyway. Meanwhile, messenger at
door informs husband of his father's death. Husband suggests same treatment to revive father.

Ref.: DOTTI 776 835 889/{lit.}; Sha)lân 427; Sûfî (al-) 126-30; AUC: 41 nos. 14 16/(pun); HE-S
IUFTL: N.Y. 61-6 Tape 135.>
X0831$, Humor concerning visual hallucination induced by drug.
Link: |X0815, Drunk man sees everything revolving and waits for his house to come to him.>

X0831.1$, Present to the president--seeing double: hashish which causes everything to be seen double as
solution to the problem of low national productivity. He is already using (smoking) a more potent brand.
Link: |X0121, The wife who saw double.>

X0835$, Humor concerning hallucinatory sensations (touch, feel) induced by drug.
Ref.: DOTTI 889/{Egy}.>
X0840$, Humor concerning hallucinatory conceptualization (mental images, abstractions) induced by drug.
Link: |F1046.1$, Induced hallucinatory experience: the Tbubui/Tabubu affair. Person lives through lifelike events
induced by supernatural means, hypnosis, or drugs. |Z0018.0.3$, Poet's dramatic dialogue with critic or adviser. (Ode
or song as answer to hypothetical censor--usually spouse, lover or personified imaginary entity).

Ref.: Anonymous AAl-Thalâthah al-mughaffalîn" 9; DOTTI 31 855 936/{Egy, lit.}; Littmann ؤ
gypten pt. II 110 no. 44; MITON.>
X0900-X1899, HUMOR OF LIES AND EXAGGERATIONS.>
C
X0900, Humor of lies and exaggeration [(fashr, ma r, shalkh), etc.]. Type: 1889.
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Ref.: DOTTI 943.>
X0900.1$, Liar professes inability to utter an untruth. Type: 1930D*'.
Ref.: DOTTI 175 954 955/{Egy, Syr}.>
X0901, One lie a year. [Man is believed because of his general truthfulness]. Type: 1931A$.
Link: |F1042.2$, Compulsion to lie. |P0173.9.1.1$, Slave with shortcoming(s) sold (purchased) `As is'. |U0090$,
Credibility depends on characteristics of source. |U0235.0.1$, `Lying brings forth (generates) hate and enmity'.
|W0255$, Halo effect perception: exaggerated generalization of a trait of character.

Ref.: Chauvin V 278 no. 161; DOTTI 955/{lit.}; MITON.>
X0901.1$, Half a lie twice a year: disastrous results from less potent lie. Type: 1931A$.
Link: |X0904, The teller reduces the size of his lie.

Ref.: DOTTI 955/{lit.}; MITON.>
X0902, Liar comes to believe his own lie [due to repetition]. Type: cf. 1214.
Link: |J0148.0.2$, "Law of Exercise" (Law of Use, Law of Frequency): the more frequently a learned item is used,
the more reproducible (stable) it becomes. |J1607.1$, Dog as saint: "We buried him (it) together!" Two impostors
pretend that entombed dog is a saint. Later, one cheats and swears his innocence by the saint; the other retorts.
|W0199.9.1$, Self-deception: liar believes his lie and behaves accordingly.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 250; DOTTI 480 715; MITON.>
X0902.1$, Liar suspects his own lie may be true: he investigates. Type: 1920L$.
Link: |W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 173; Basset Mille I 455 no. 154; DOTTI 953/{lit., Tns}.>
X0903, Lie used as catch tale [(joke)]. Type: 2200.
Ref.: DOTTI 973.>
X0904, The teller reduces the size of his lie.
Link: |X0901.1$, Half a lie twice a year: disastrous results from less potent lie.>

X0904.1, The liar reduces the size of his lie when his brother steps on his toes to remind him of his lying
habits. Type: 1920D.
Link: |Z0013.13$, Listener corrects tale-teller's account.

Ref.: Bâzargân (al-) 40-41 no. 40, 196-97 no. 144; DOTTI 950/{Irq, Lbn}; Khatibah 155-8.>
X0904.3$, The liar enlarges the size of his lie. Type: 1920D-X$.
Ref.: Bâzargân (al-) 276 no. 198; DOTTI 950/{Irq}.>
X0905, Lying contests. Type: 1920.
Ref.: DOTTI 944 947 949 952/{Egy, Irq, lit., Mrc}; AUC: 7 no. 5.>
X0905.1, Master brought to say, "You lie!". Type: 1920C.
Ref.: DOTTI 949.>
X0905.3, Claim of property based on unusual lie. Type: 613B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 348.>
X0905.3.1$, Claims of ownership of purse (box) supported by descriptions of fantastic contents: farms,
villages, cities, schools, peoples, normal and deviant social groups, etc. Type: cf. 1889, 1889Q$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 944 946; MITON.>
X0905.8$, A greater lie corroborates the lesser one. Type: cf. 1920D**'.
Link: |J1162, Plea by admitting accusation and discomfiting accuser. |W0166.2.2$, Braggart nonplussed (proved
wrong). |X0921.1$, Lie: why the sky felt soft to head of one liar? Actually testicles of the other. |Z0098.3$, Proof of
truthfulness of a lie.

Ref.: DOTTI 950.>
X0907, Man has servant corroborate his lies. Rewards him poorly. Servant exposes him.>
X0908, Lie: sea has burned up. Type: 1920A.
Ref.: DOTTI 949.>
X0910-X1099, Lie: the remarkable man.>
X0910-X959, LIE: THE REMARKABLE MAN--HIS BIRTH, GROWTH, DEATH,PHYSICAL
POWERS, STRENGTH.>
X0910, Lie: the remarkable man.>
X0920, Lie: the large man.>
X0921, Lie: remarkably tall person.
Ref.: DOTTI 950/{Egy}; HE-S: Sharqiyyah 1962.>
X0921.1$, Lie: why the sky felt soft to head of one liar? Actually testicles of the other. Type: 1920D**'.
Link: |X0905.8$, A greater lie corroborates the lesser one. |Z0098.3$, Proof of truthfulness of a lie.

Ref.: Basset Mille I 434 no. 138/cf.; DOTTI 950.>
X0930, Lie: remarkable person's physical powers and habits.>
X0940, Lie: remarkably strong man.>
X0942, Lie: remarkable carrier.
Link: |F0531.4.12, Giant's net can hem in whole forest. |F0631, Strong man carries giant load. |F0631.7$, Strong man
(saint) carries whole building.>

X0960-X1019, Lie: remarkable person's skills.>
X0960, Lie: remarkable person's skills.>
X0980, Lie: occupational or professional skills.>
X1004.1, Lie: man rides unusual riding animal (lion, deer, etc.).
Link: |B0557, Unusual animal as riding-horse.>

X1004.3$, Lie: man rides flea. Type: 1930, 1935.
Link: |B0184.5.1$, Magic (marvelous) goat with whistle in its anus as hero's riding-animal.

Ref.: DOTTI 372 949 953 954/{Sdn, Syr}.>
X1010, Lie: remarkable mental skills.>
X1011, Lie: the great inventor.
Link: |F0606$, Mad scientist. |K2259.8$, Scientist (inventor, discoverer) as villain.>
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X1020-X1079, REMARKABLE MAN'S EXTRAORDINARY POSSESSIONS.>
X1020, Lie: remarkable possessions of remarkable man.
Ref.: CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 5-1-9 (slow bullet).>
X1030, Lie: remarkable buildings.>
X1031, Lie: the great kitchen.
Ref.: Chauvin VII 57 no. 77.>
X1060, Lie: other possessions of remarkable man.>
X1070, Extraordinary man's family.>
X1080-X1099, Lie: occupations of remarkable man.>
X1080, Lie: occupations of remarkable man.>
X1100, Lie: the remarkable hunter.>
X1100-X1199, LIE: GREAT HUNTERS AND FISHERMEN.>
X1110, Lie: the wonderful hunt.>
X1110.1, The unlucky hunt.>
X1120, Lie: the great marksman.
Link: |F0661, Skillful marksman.>

X1122, Lie: hunter with remarkable marksmanship.
Link: |X1845$, Lies about projectiles (bullets, bombs, arrow, etc.).>

X1122.1, Lie: hunter shoots projectile great distance. Type: 1890F.
Ref.: DOTTI 947 948/{Egy}.>
X1122.2, Lie: person shoots many animals with one shot.>
X1122.3, Lie: ingenious person bends gun barrel to make spectacular shot.
Link: |X1845$, Lies about projectiles (bullets, bombs, arrow, etc.).>

X1124.3, Accidental discharge of gun kills much game. Type: 1890.
Ref.: DOTTI 947.>
X1130, Lie: hunter's unusual experiences.>
X1130.2, Fruit tree grows from head of deer shot with fruit pits. Type: 1889C.
Ref.: DOTTI 944.>
X1133.3, Man in barrel grabs wolf by the tail and is drawn out of danger. Type: cf. 612B$, 1900.
Link: |R0212.1.2, Captive buried alive to his neck fastens his teeth on jackal that comes to eat and companions.

Ref.: DOTTI 344.>
X1133.3.2, If the wolf's tail breaks. [Catching a wolf by the tail stirs up dust--should make catcher see
another kind of dust]. Type: 1229.
Link: |Z0067.7.5$, Grave quest: "To bring in wolf by the tail" (i.e., accomplish an impossible, weighty, or hazardous
task).
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Ref.: Wesselski Hodscha I 216 no. 48.>
X1133.3.3$, Wolf (tiger, etc.) will be captured by grabbing it by the tail: but provided it proves to have a
tail. Type: 1229A$.
Ref.: Amîn 441; DOTTI 719/{Egy}.>
X1133.4, Man escapes from bee nest on bear's tail. Type: 1900.
Ref.: DOTTI 948.>
X1133.5, Tigers stand on each other's heads trying to reach man in tree. Type: cf. 121.
Link: |J2133.6, Wolves climb on top of one another to tree: lowest runs away and all fall.

Ref.: DOTTI 44.>
X1150, Lies about fishing.
Link: |X1300, Lies about fish.>

X1150.1, The great catch of fish. Type: 1960C.>
X1154, Lie: unusual catch by fisherman. Type: 1960A-C.
Ref.: DOTTI 957; CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 5-1-9 (eaten fish comes back to life).>
X1154.1, Fisherman catches fish with amazing contents.
Ref.: DOTTI 957.>
X1154.1.1, Man catches fish with larger fish inside.>
X1154.1.2$, One fish proves to contain many: each inside another. Type: 1960C.
Ref.: DOTTI 957/{Egy}.>
X1200-X1399, Lies about animals.>
X1200, Lie: remarkable animals. Type: 1875-1910.
Ref.: DOTTI 948.>
X1201, Lie: the great animal. Type: 1960A.>
X1202, Animals inherit acquired characteristics or condition.>
X1204, Lie: animals eat one another up.>
X1207$, Lie: predator cares for (nurses) prey. Type: 1930,/1935.
Link: |B0535, Animal nurse.

Ref.: DOTTI 953.>
X1207.1$, Lie: wolf (fox, jackal) nurses hare. Type: 1930,/1935.
Ref.: DOTTI 953 954/{Tns}.>
X1210, Lies about mammals.>
X1211, Lies about cats.>
X1211.3$, Lie: cat as chief of profession.
Link: |B0241.2.3.1$, shaikh of cats.

Ref.: DOTTI 955/{Egy}.>
X1211.3.1$, One-eyed cat as ship's captain (navigator). Type: 1930D*'.
Link: |X1211.3$, Lie: cat as chief of profession. |X1286.4$, Lie: mosquito acts as if human (woman).
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Ref.: DOTTI 954.>
X1215, Lies about dogs.>
X1215.9, Lie: obedient or dutiful dog. Type: 1920F*.
Ref.: DOTTI 951.>
X1216.1, [Lie:] the wolf [(lion)] is harnessed. Eats the horses, is harnessed and runs in the harness. Type:
1910.
Link: |B0256.4, Domesticated wolves. |B0256.14$, Domesticated lion. |B0275.5.1$, Lion (wolf) who killed mill ox
(ass, mule, etc.) must be harnessed in its stead as restitution.

Ref.: DOTTI 948.>
X1237, Lie: remarkable ox or steer. Type: 613B1$,/875B4.
Link: |H1024.1.1, Task: making a bull bear a calf. Reductio ad absurdum: have a man prepare for childbirth.

Ref.: DOTTI 348; Shamy (el-) Egypt 261 no. 14; Shamy (el-) "Mythological Constituents of Alf
laylah" 36; T.M. al-Tayyib al-Humrân 33.>
X1237.3$, Lies about a giant bull (steer): mythical (fantastic) size and qualities. Type: 613B1$,/875B4,
1960A.
Link: |A0844.2.1$, Astronomical measurements of bull supporting Earth. (Named al-Rayyân, \,). |A1791, Giant ox
ancestor of all animals. |B0871.1.1.1, Giant ox. |X1201, Lie: the great animal.

Ref.: Simpson 127-28; DOTTI 348 957/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 261-62.>
X1238$, Lies about birth of animals.
Link: |Z0061.1.7$, When animal's nature changes.>

X1238.1$, Lie: Male animal (bird) gives birth.
Link: |B0754.4.0.1$, Male animal gives birth (reproduces).>

X1238.1.1$, Lie: bull gives birth. Type: 613B1$,/875B4.
Link: |H1024.1.1, Task: making a bull bear a calf. Reductio ad absurdum: have a man prepare for childbirth.

Ref.: DOTTI 17 36 348 508/{lit., Plst, Sdn}.>
X1250, Lies about birds.>
X1251$, Lies about how a bird is used.>
X1251.1$, Lie: bird used as beast of burden (loaded with rocks, crops, or the like). Type: 1889C1$, 1930,
1935, cf. 207D$.
Link: |B0558, Unusual draft-animal. |H0954.1$, Ostrich's excuse for not carrying: "I'm a bird--birds don't carry (like
beasts of burden)"; and ostrich's excuse for not flying: "I'm a camel--camels do not fly (like birds)". |X1271.1$, Lie:
rooster (cock) used as beast of burden. |X1284.1.1$, Tick used as beast of burden.

Ref.: DOTTI 78 944 953.>
X1270$, Lies about sparrows, (wagtail, starlings, etc.).>
X1270.1$, Wagtail as ship's guard. Type: 1930D*'.
Link: |X1211.3$, Lie: cat as chief of profession. |X1286.4$, Lie: mosquito acts as if human (woman).

Ref.: DOTTI 955/{Egy}.>
X1271$, Lies about poultry, (hens, roosters, etc.).>
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X1271.1$, Lie: rooster (cock) used as beast of burden. Type: 1889C1$.
Link: |B0171.1.0.2$, Magic cock with field (trees) grown on its back. |B0558, Unusual draft-animal. |X1251.1$, Lie:
bird used as beast of burden (loaded with rocks, crops, or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 944.>
X1271.2$, Lie: rooster (cock) with tree grown (from wound) on its back. Type: 1889C1$.
Link: |F0971.3, Thorn growing in wound becomes tree.

Ref.: DOTTI 944.>
X1271.3$, Lie: goose ridden.
Ref.: DOTTI 956/{Egy}.>
X1280, Lies about insects.>
X1282.1, Lie: the great bee. [Bees as big as sheep. And the bee-hives?].
Ref.: Wesselski Hodscha II 219.>
X1284$, Lies about bugs.>
X1284.1$, Lie about ticks.>
X1284.1.1$, Tick used as beast of burden. Type: 1930.
Link: |X1251.1$, Lie: bird used as beast of burden (loaded with rocks, crops, or the like).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 370; DOTTI 953/{lit.}.>
X1285, Lies about fleas.>
X1285.1$, Lie: the large flea. Type: 1930,/1935.
Ref.: DOTTI 953 954/{Syr}.>
X1285.1.1$, Lie: flea as large as horse: saddled and ridden. Type: 1930,/1935.
Link: |X1004.3$, Lie: man rides flea.

Ref.: DOTTI 953 954/{Syr}.>
X1286, Remarkable mosquitoes.>
X1286.1, Lie: the large mosquito.>
X1286.4$, Lie: mosquito acts as if human (woman).
Link: |X1211.3$, Lie: cat as chief of profession. |X1270.1$, Wagtail as ship's guard.>

X1286.4.1$, Mosquito seen pretending to be a maiden (`bride'), riding a she-buffalo, and drawing a horse.
Type: 1930E*'.
Ref.: DOTTI 955/{Egy}.>
X1286.2, Lies about ferocious mosquitoes.
Link: |B0779.1$, Poisonous mosquitoes.>

X1296, Lies about lice.>
X1296.1, Rag so full of lice it can move.
Link: |B0268.8.4$, Army of lice. |D2176.2.1$, Saint commands an army of ants to exterminate lice. |V0220.0.15.1$,
Saint's dilq (cloak or mantle). |W0115.7.1$-(formerly, W0115.5.1$), Garment so full of lice (fleas) it moves.

Ref.: DOTTI 596 946 949 951/{lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no.
56.>
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X1300, Lies about fish.
Link: |X1150, Lies about fishing.>

X1301, Lie: the great fish. Type: 1960B, 1960C.
Ref.: DOTTI 956 957/{Muscat}; CFMC: Aswan 70-12A 5-1-9 (eaten fish comes back to life, fish
with twelve others--each is inside the belly of the other).>
X1303, Lie: remarkable actions of big fish.>
X1320, Lies about reptiles.>
X1321, Lies about snakes.
Ref.: TAWT 26 n. 47.>
X1321.3, Lies about remarkable kinds of snakes.
Ref.: TAWT 26 n. 47.>
X1340, Lie: extraordinary amphibia and other animals.>
X1342, Lies about frogs.>
X1342.2, Lie: ferocious frog.
Ref.: Jâhiz VI 370; DOTTI 953/{lit.}.>
X1342.5$, Lie: frog carries a ship. Type: 1930D*'.
Link: |B0558, Unusual draft-animal.

Ref.: DOTTI 175 955/{Egy}.>
X1370, Lies about imaginary animals.
Ref.: TAWT 26 n. 47.>
X1396, Lie: imaginary snakes.>
X1396.1, Lie: seaserpent.
Link: |B0091.5, Sea-serpent.>

X1397$, Lie: the great dragon.
Link: |B0011.2.12, Dragon of enormous size.

Ref.: DOTTI 950/{Lbn}; Khatibah 155-58.>
X1400-X1499, Lies about plants, fruits, vegetables and trees.>
X1400, Lies about plants, fruits, vegetables and trees.>
X1401, Lie: the great vegetable. Type: 1960D.
Ref.: DOTTI 957.>
X1405, Lie: plants produce fruit in remarkably short time after planting.
Ref.: DOTTI 237 945 946 954/{Plst}.>
X1406$, Lie: large yield (crop) from small seed (patch of land). Type: 1930.
Ref.: DOTTI 237 945 946 953 954/{Plst}.>
X1406.1$, One seed (sesame) yields loads of oil.
Ref.: DOTTI 237 945 946 954/{Plst, Plst}.>
X1408$, Lie: singing-dancing plants. Type: 1930,/1935.
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Link: |D1646.5$, Magic dancing bamboo (reed).

Ref.: DOTTI 953.>
X1410, Lies about fruits.>
X1411.1.1, Lie: large watermelon. Type: 1889Q$.
Ref.: DOTTI 946.>
X1420, Lies about vegetables.>
X1423.1, Lie: the great cabbage. Type: 1960D.
Ref.: DOTTI 957; Wesselski Hodscha II 220 no. 454.>
X1450, Lies about field crops.>
X1470, Lies about trees.>
X1480, Lies about flowers.>
X1490, Lie: miscellaneous plant motifs.>
X1500-X1599, Lies about geography and topography.>
X1500, Lies about geography and topography.>
X1503, Schlaraffenland. (Land of Cockaygne). Land in which impossible things happen. Type: 1930.
Ref.: DOTTI 953.>
X1505, Topsy-turvy land. Land where all is opposite from the usual. Type: 1935.
Ref.: DOTTI 953 956.>
X1505.1, House where omens go by contraries.>
X1505.1.1$, Reward for carrying out orders by contraries. Type: 480.
Ref.: DOTTI 250; TAWT 440 no. 32/{Egy}.>
X1505.2$, Land where all are cheaters. Type: 978, 978A$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 617; DOTTI 678 679; MITON.>
X1505.3$, Land where everyone speaks obscenely. Type: 1396$.
Link: |F0129.2, Voyage to Land of Mossynoikoi. (People of topsy-turvy morals).

Ref.: DOTTI 786.>
X1506, Extraordinary names [of locations]. Type: 1940, cf. 1376C*.
Ref.: DOTTI 770.>
X1507$, Extraordinary name gives absurd meaning when used in context. Type: 1376C*.
Link: |N0271.2, Murder revealed by unusual names of boys.

Ref.: DOTTI 770.>
X1507.1$, Prayer that sounds like a curse: "May God bring you Catastrophe from abroad!" (i.e., "May God
bring you [your son named] Catastrophe [back] from abroad!"). Type: 1376C*.
Link: |Z0071.13.1$, Formulistic curse: to "go into sixty catastrophes". |Z0095.0.1$, Double-meaning: word or phrase
that denotes more than one meaning. |Z0183.3$, Children named Catastrophe, Disaster, and Sickness.

Ref.: DOTTI 770.>
X1510, Lies about land features.>
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X1520, Lies about mountains and hills.>
X1530, Lies about remarkable soil.>
X1540, Lies about water features.>
X1550, Geography and topography--miscellaneous motifs.>
X1560, Lies about cities.>
X1600-X1699, Lies about weather and climate.>
X1600, Lies about weather and climate.>
X1610, Lies about winds and storms.>
X1620, Lies about cold weather.>
X1623.2, Lie: words freeze.>
X1630, Lies about hot weather.>
X1640, Lies about dry weather.>
X1645, Lies about rain.
Link: |F0962, Extraordinary precipitation (rain, snow, etc.).>

X1645.4$, Animal rain (it rains fish, dogs, cats, etc.).
Link: |D0902, Magic rain. |F0962.6, Shower of food. |J1151.1.3, The sausage [(chicken)] rain. [Fool made to believe
that it is raining food].

Ref.: Jâhiz V 526-27.>
X1650, Lies about precipitation and dampness.>
X1654, Lies about rain.>
X1660, Lies about climate.>
X1690$, Lies about the elements--general.>
X1691$, Lies about the day and night--general.
Ref.: DOTTI 949.>
X1691.1$, Lie: man fights piece of darkness left behind by departing night-time. Type: 1889, 1920.
Ref.: DOTTI 944 947 949/{lit.}.>
X1700-X1799, Lies: logical absurdities.>
X170O, Lies: logical absurdities.>
X1710, Lies about numbers.
Link: |J2213, Illogical use of numbers.>

X1720, Absurd disregard of anatomy.
Ref.: DOTTI 728/{Egy}.>
X1721.2, Lie: man's organ replaced with animal's.
Link: |F0668.1, Skillful surgeon removes and replaces vital organs.>

X1726, Man cuts off own head. Type: 1930, cf. 325A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 154 953.>
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X1726.2, Man cuts off own head, picks it up and replaces it. Type: 852, 1930, 1935.
Link: |E0783, Vital head. Retains life after being cut off.

Ref.: DOTTI 155 243 293 371 379 945 946 947 953 954/{Egy, Sdn, Tns}.>
X1727, Absurd stories about beards. Type: 1397A$.
Link: |J2112.5$, Grayness of beard (whiskers) cured.

Ref.: DOTTI 787.>
X1727.2$, Beard likened to animal's tail. Type: cf. 1834.
Link: |H0049.2.1$, Fool recognized by his long beard. |J1807.9.1$, Beard mistaken for animal's (bushy) tail.
|Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object.

Ref.: MITON.>
X1731.2.1, Man falls and is buried in earth: goes for spade and digs self out. Type: 1882.>
X1740, Absurd disregard of natural laws.>
X1741, Lies about gravitation.>
X1750, Absurd disregard of the nature of objects.>
X1757, Rope of sand (chaff). Type: 1174, 1889E.
Ref.: DOTTI 712 945.>
X1760, Absurd disregard of the nature of non-material things.>
X1762$, Lie: the three Pyramids fitted into one another and worn (carried) on head.>
X1780, Absurdity based on the nature of the object.>
X1782$, Lies about towing an object.>
X1782.1$, Lie: Huge machine towed (powered) by small animal. Type: 1930,/1935.>
X1782.1.1$, Lie: train pulled by goat.
Ref.: DOTTI 953 956/{Egy}.>
X1782.1.2$, Lie: battleship towed by donkey.
Ref.: DOTTI 953 956/{Egy}.>
X1782.2$, Lie: Enormous animal towed by tiny. Type: 1930,/1935.
Ref.: DOTTI 955.>
X1782.2.1$, Lie: mosquito drawing horse (bull, buffalo, etc.). Type: 1930E*'.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2155/cf.>
X1783$, Lies about size (contents) of object.>
X1783.1$, Large object(s) found inside tiny (small). Type: 2335.>
X1783.1.1$, Purse contains populated cities, markets, animals, etc. Type: 2335.>
X1785, Lies about stretching or shrinking.>
X1788, Lie: the realistic painting.>
X1790, Other logical absurdities.>
X1791, Lie: deaf, dumb, blind, and lame men catch hare. Type: 1965.
Ref.: DOTTI 957.>
X1796.1, Lie: footless man outruns swift horse.>
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X1800-X1899, Miscellaneous lies and exaggerations.>
X1800, Miscellaneous lies and exaggerations.
Ref.: Jarâjrah (al-) 67-70; Juhaymân (al-) II 307-8.>
X1810, Tall tales about miscellaneous objects.>
X1817.1, Lie: razor-sharp sword as footbridge. Type: 1930.
Link: |A0661.0.5.1, Soul-bridge: easy for righteous to cross, more difficult for others.>

X1840$-X01849$, Lies about weapons.>
X1841$, Lies about blades (`white weapons').>
X1841.1$, Lie: remarkable sword (knife, dagger, etc.).>
X1841.1.1$, Lie: large knife (sword) with fantastic dimensions. Type: 613B1$,/875B4.
Ref.: Simpson 127-28; DOTTI 348 957/{lit.}.>
X1843$, Lies about firearms (guns, cannons, etc.).>
X1843.1$, Lie: gun barrel shoots at an angel.
Link: |X1122.3, Lie: ingenious person bends gun barrel to make spectacular shot.>

X1845$, Lies about projectiles (bullets, bombs, arrow, etc.).
Link: |X1840$-1849$, Lies about weapons.

Ref.: DOTTI 947.>
X1845.1$, Lie: the deliberate (self-adjusting) projectile--in pursuing game it adjusts speed and direction of
travel (`smart-bomb'). Type: 1890F.
Link: |X1122.3, Lie: ingenious person bends gun barrel to make spectacular shot.

Ref.: DOTTI 944 947 948 949/{Egy, lit.}.>
X1850, Other tall tales.>
X1861, Lie: the hunt for the lost bee.>
X1861.0.1$, Lie: search for trivial object for many years. Type: 1889C, 1889Q$.
Link: |F1012.1$, The long search: looking for something (someone) for unusually long time (years).

Ref.: DOTTI 944 946.>
X1861.1$, Lie: the search for the lost sesame seed. [Search for many years]. Type: 465.
Link: |J1920, Absurd searches for the lost.

Ref.: DOTTI 236 237 944 945 946 947 954/{Plst, Sdn}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 27-28 no. 3.>
X1900$-X1919$, Humor based on puns (homophony).>
X1900$, Humorous pun. Type: 1345*.
Link: |J1805.1, Similar sounding words mistaken for each other. |X0110, Humor of deafness. |X0479.1.1$, Madam
Minister will receive visiting dignitaries according to natural order, not their bureaucratic rank: Judge al-'Air-yânî
(`Peter') first, Minister al-Baidânî (`Balls') to follow. |X1760, Absurd disregard of the nature of non-material
things. |Z0095$, Puns (homophony).

Ref.: Amîn 141 309/(tawriyah); CAbd-al-)Aal Tutwân 394; DOTTI 58/{lit.}; Sha)lân 360 403; AUC:
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38A no. 10.>
X1915$, Humor based on cross-lingual puns (phonetic similarities between words of different languages);
e.g., Arabic: graet (I ran away)--English: great. Type: 1322, 1337E$, 1699, 1700.
Link: |J2496.2, Misunderstanding because of lack of knowledge of a different language [i.e., language different] than
one's own. |K1874.0.1.1.1$, The Lord says: "lâ taqrabû as-salâtah wa 'antum sukârâ (Thou shall not approach
`salad' while you are drunk)". |K1874.0.1.2$, The Lord says: "'innahâ la-kabîrah Y (It is indeed a gross [sin] Y):
taken to mean: "It is indeed laka bîrah"/`beer' for you). |X0481$, Jokes concerning battle won. |Z0096$, Crosslingual puns (based on phonetic similarities).

Ref.: DOTTI 742; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 208, Webber 6 no. 5.>
X1915.1$, "I.B.M." in Egypt: "'in-shâ'-Allâh (If God wills)", "bukrah (Tomorrow)", "maClish//maClihsh
(Never mind)".
Link: |P0503.3$, Procrastinating bureaucrats. |W0199$, Self-deception (rationalization, regression, projection, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Psych. Criteria" 240.>
X1918$, Humor dependent on pronunciation (performance): syllabic structure.
Link: |K1874.0.1.2$, The Lord says: "'innahâ la-kabîrah Y (It is indeed a gross [sin] Y): taken to mean: "It is indeed
laka bîrah"/`beer' for you). |Z0084$, Formulistic insults.>

X1918.1$, Pseudo-insult: initial impression based on first syllable in word (e.g., You son-of-eshshar:batlî/esh-shar:mûtah (sweet-punch seller/whore) (compare the English: "ass:embly", dog:matic").
Link: |K1775, Bluff: insult repeated as harmless remark. The trickster makes an insulting remark, but when called on
to repeat what he said he changes it so as to turn aside wrath. |X1919$, Humor based on characteristics of a dialect
(pronunciation, vocabulary).>

X1918.2$, Pseudo-obscene language.>
X1918.2.1$, Pseudo-erotic pronunciation: inviting initial sexual impression based on first syllable in word;
e.g., zib:îb (penis:Y/rais:in), kuss:barah (vagina:Y/cour:lander).
Link: |C0496, Tabu: using obscene language ([words, names]). |K1872.9.5.4$, Statement intended to generate erotic
mental image deceptively camouflaged to seem decent. (The pseudo-erotic). |Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism:
association based on sound similarities (homophony). |Z0186.0.1$, Symbolism: erotic--general.

Ref.: RAFE 271 n. 770.>
X1918.5$, Pseudo-praise.>
X1918.5.1$, "yaCîsh Y (`[Long] liveY'): fish in water!", "yasqut Y (`down [with]'/falls) rain in winter!".
Link: |F0884$, Graffiti: illegal writing (drawing) on public walls (expressing opinion). |P0502.2$, Political
(campaign) promises and slogans.>

X1919$, Humor based on characteristics of a dialect (pronunciation, vocabulary).
Link: |X0681, Blason populaire. Despiteful names used by one city for another. |Z0096$, Cross-lingual puns (based
on phonetic similarities).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 282-84/(theoretical) III 292; Ibshîhî 528-29 621-22.>
X1919.1$, What is the proper name for "Y" in your part of the world? (Usually erotic act or sex organ).
Type: cf. 1425B$.
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Link: |Z0013.0.1.1$, Pseudo-erotic riddle (joke). |Z0186.0.1$, Symbolism: erotic--general.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 528-29.>

Z. MISCELLANEOUS GROUPS OF MOTIFS [AND SYMBOLISM]
Z0-Z99, Formulas.
Z0000, Formulas.>
Z0001$, Formulistic language (speech, parlance).
Link: |W0116.7, Use of strange language to show one's high education [(tahadhluq)].

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; DOTTI 582.>
Z0001.0.1$, A$inshâ-style literary composition: constituted mainly from copied (memorized) famous
quotations.
Link: |P0012.15.6$, Royal decree or letter. Form (syntax) of official letter--formal: ruler (sovereign, king, queen)
dealing with his officers. |V0318.1.0.1$, "Let fates run their courses; never spend a night except with clear (`empty')
mind". |W0047$, Eloquence. |Z0061.0.1$, `hayhât! hayhât!' (Never!). Literary usage. |Z0067.0.1$, Aggrandizement:
to be addressed in honorific the plural form. |Z0070.5.4$, "'inshâ-talk": impressive, but impractical.

Ref.: Maspero 43-67 no. 3; Simpson 31-49; ThaClabî 26-27/(26): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
60R; Boqarî 105-09; Burton VII 134 n. 1/(style of letter); Lane 216; MITON (also 8 n. 41); Shamy (el-)
"Character Transmutation" 246 n. 34, "Samaw'al" 8 n. 8; TAWT 22 n. 34; Zîr The entire work.>
Z0001.1$, Holy passages (from scripture) as formulas (usually in non-holy contexts, e.g., "The Lord says
`Y'," "The Holy Book states," or the like). Type: 1534A, 1824, 1825B, 1826.
Link: |J0837.1$, Ant advises her companions to enter nests lest they be trodden by marching army (Solomon's).
|J1242, Dividing by scripture quoting. |K1961.1.2.1, Parody sermon. [Fabricated holy text]. |Z0061.1.7.3$, `When a
camel passes through the eye of a needle'--(i.e., Never).

Ref.: DOTTI 840 933 934; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 195 no. 49, 210-12 no. 54; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32.>
Z0001.1.1$, Scriptural (scripture-like) formulas: (e.g., yâ 'ayyuhâ Y (`O ye who Y') 'inna 'Allâha Y (Verily,
The Lord Y), etc. Type: 1534A, 1824, 1825B, 1826.
Link: |F0883.1.6, Heavenly books. |J0837.1$, Ant advises her companions to enter nests lest they be trodden by
marching army (Solomon's).

Ref.: DOTTI 840 933 934; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58
9.>
Z0001.1.2$, Clerical speech (parlance): formulas that are formal, archaic, grammatically-conscious (but not
necessarily correct). Type: 210A$, 918$, 1359B, 1441B*, 1533A, 1534A, 1730C$, 1822, 1824, 1847$,
1871$, 1871B$, 1872$.
Link: |U0011.1.3.2$, Consenting cleric, being sodomized in homosexual affair, would not feign enjoyment: "Lying
is an abomination to The Lord!". |X0420$, Jokes on performers of grave-side rituals (`fu'ahâ'/lower clerics: fuqahâ).

Ref.: DOTTI 79 925; RAFE 299 n. 10; Shamy (el-) Egypt 203 no. 52.>
Z0001.1.2.1$, Speech (conversation) constituted exclusively from sacred scripture quotes.
Link: |W0116.7, Use of strange language to show one's high education [(tahadhluq)]. |Z0095.4$, Use of strange
grammatical form (tahadhluq) is matched by retort in the same form.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 84-85.>
Z0001.1.3$, Oracle's (augurer's, magician's) rhymed prose (sajC kuhhân).
Link: |K1960.1$, Fabricated (muntahal) traditions (poetry, utterances, etc.). |M0500.0.1$, Supplication for God's
C

boon or curse should be made (phrased) in normal daily speech (no contrived saj /rhymed prose). |V0320.2.2$,
Pseudo-prophet's holy text (sham-scripture)--heretic. |Z0001.1.2$, Clerical speech (parlance): formulas that are
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formal, archaic, grammatically-conscious (but not necessarily correct).

Ref.: Maspero 35 no. 2-4 n. 2; Damîrî I 218-19; Ibshîhî 435-44; Alf IV 241-42; Burton I xiv X 25557.>
Z0001.2$, Dialectical formulas. Type: cf. 1699A, 1697, 1322.
Link: |J1802, Words in a foreign language thought to be insults. |J2489.15$, "Ride (mount, top) the Y" (i.e., persist,
dominate). Fool interprets literally. |X1919$, Humor based on characteristics of a dialect (pronunciation,
vocabulary).

Ref.: DOTTI 666 717 718 720 736 746 780 815 870 916 918/{Irq, Tns}.>
Z0001.2.1$, Professional speech (jargon) formulas. Type: 920F1$.
Link: |J2496.4$, Misunderstanding because of use of specialized words (jargon).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 621-622/(sailors').>
Z0001.3$, Foreign language formulas (e.g., mazmazail/mademoiselle, misyoo/monsieur/mister, 'alistah/all
set, etc.). Type: cf. 1699.
Link: |P0191.1.4.1$-(formerly, P0738.1.1$), Parlance of foreigners (`rutân') not understood. |X1915$, Humor based
on cross-lingual puns (phonetic similarities between words of different languages); e.g., Arabic: graet (I ran away)-English: great. |Z0096$, Cross-lingual puns (based on phonetic similarities).

Ref.: DOTTI 742 917.>
Z0001.4$, Official (bureaucratic, governmental) formulas.
Link: |J0010, Wisdom (knowledge) acquired from experience. |P0002.2.1$, Requirements of social rank observed
(maintaining proper social distance). |P0425.3.1$, Public scribe finds assistant using weighty word (e.g., nonetheless,
aforementioned, etc.) in petition being written for small fee he accuses the assistant of `giving-away the store'.>

Z0001.4.1$, Formulas for addressing the great (high ranking).
Ref.: Maspero 49 no. 3 n. 3.>
Z0002$, Parallelism (as formula). Type: 1442$, cf. 1387*.
Link: |J0030.0.1$, Syllogistic logic: paradigmatic (Gestalt) perception. Inferring judgment in one case on the bases of
another. |J0064, Ducklings take to water from instinct. Bridegroom thus brought to understand bride's expertness in
lovemaking. |J0080, Wisdom (knowledge) taught by parable. |J2756.1.1$, `A woman trusting men['s fidelity], is a
woman trusting water [to remain] in a wide-meshed sieve!'. |J0080.0.1$, Situation in actual life calls for telling
(citing, referring to) a narrative that parallels it. (Listener is expected to infer the solution to own situation from the
narrative). |P0526.0.3.1$, Judging by legal precedent (qiyâs). |U0020$, Opposites are ever present side by side: goodC

evil (honesty-fraud, truth-falsehood). |V0318.1.0.2$, "While man (el- abd) is planning, the Lord (el-rabb) is
[already] disposing;" (i.e., "Man proposes, God disposes"). |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: TAWT 248 n. 31; Zîr 124.>
Z0010, Formulistic framework for tales. Type: 1716*, 2020$, 2035.
Ref.: DOTTI 921 959; S. Jahn 437-45; Shamy (el-) Egypt 203-4 no. 52, 204-5 no. 53.>
Z0010.8$, Formulaic emphasis (enforcing).>
Z0010.8.1$, Emphasis: character addressed by full name, each component separately (e.g., "O you Zayd, O
you Son of CAmr!", "Yâ Sindibâd, yâ Baharî!," etc.).
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Link: |Z0013.5.2$, Tale character (speaker) instructs self (unusually reprimandingly and with emphasis).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 305 n. 41, 306 n. 49; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes"
no. 58 9/(yâ Badawî).>
Z0010.8.2$, Defiant response to warning, threat, or need to accept consequences (responsibility).
Formulaic.>
Z0010.8.2.1$, "Let it be on one's head!"--(i.e., "You must suffer the consequences!").
Link: |J1030, Self-dependence. |P0788.2$, Social control by shaming (publicly) into compliance (conformity).
|W0040$, Self-reliance as trait of character.

Ref.: Burton I 187 294 II 33 134 270 VI 251; RAFE 233/(implicit).>
Z0010.8.2.1.1$, A: "You will regret it!" B: "Regret it! Regret it!"--(i.e., "I don't care: let it be whatever it
may be!". Applied to a variety of cases: "You will fail", "You will die", etc.). Type: 726*.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Around the World 158.>
Z0010.0.1$, Preamble tale: peripheral (formulaic) tale used to usher in the main narrative--also labeled:
"dahlîz" (corridor, "bisât" (welcome-mat), "Catabah" (threshold).
Ref.: Amîn 155; DOTTI 58 954 960/{Egy, Syr}.>
Z0010.0.2$, Beginning formula: affirmation of religious truth (e.g., `Oneness of God$, sacredness of
prophet, etc.).
Link: |A0100.1.1$, The One-God, no other deity but He--(Allah). |V0310, Particular dogmas. |Z0010.1.1.1$, An
all-lie tale may not include religious truth as opening formula. |Z0010.2.5$, Glorification of God formulas.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 7/cf.>
Z0010.1, Beginning formulas.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt liii-lv.>
Z0010.1.1$, Requirements of opening formula(s).>
Z0010.1.1.1$, An all-lie tale may not include religious truth as opening formula. Type: 303C$, 1920J$.
Link: |H0509.6$, Test: telling an all-lies-tale. |Z0010.0.2$, Beginning formula: affirmation of religious truth (e.g.,
`Oneness of God$, sacredness of prophet, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 113.>
Z0010.1.2$, Beginning formula: reversal of nature in former age (e.g., "When animals could talk", "When
the rocks were still soft", etc.).
Link: |A1101.2.3.1$, Formerly animals talked (before creation of Adam).

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 196; DOTTI 961/{Alg}; RAFE 139 n. 503.>
Z0010.2, End formulas.
Link: |Z0061.2, Forever.

Ref.: DOTTI 236 237 945 947/{Egy}; Reesink 34; Shamy (el-) Egypt liii-lv, "Mental Health" 16;
Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 74-75; TAWT 452.>
Z0010.2.0.1$, Neutral (nonsensical) end formulas: "Bit by bit, the tale is over (tûta tûta, firghit elhaddûtah". (As proverb).
Ref.: Anonymous "'Idhak Cala mahlak" 11-15; Shamy (el-) Egypt liv 63; Shamy (el-) TAWT 240;
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Taymûr no. 910/(as proverb).>
Z0010.2.1$, Happy end formula.
Link: |T0135.8, Two or more weddings at one time as the end of a tale. |Z0061.2, Forever. |Z0292.0.1$, Tragedy.

Ref.: Simpson 84 107 132 197 240-(non-tale/cf.); DOTTI 521 578/{lit.}; MITON.>
Z0010.2.1.1$, Happy procreation end formula.
Ref.: MITON; A.R. Sâlih 179; TAWT 44/Résumé no. 3 48/Résumé no. 14 156 no. 14 168 no. 15 177
no. 17 233 no. 28 240 no. 29 269 no. 33 271 no. 33-1 292 no. 37 311 no. 41 321 no. 46 328 no. 46-1 331 no.
46-3.>
Z0010.2.1.1.1$, "Engagement in life's customary chores end formula". ("wa-qaCdû/And they Remained";
e.g., working, cooking, traveling, etc.).
Ref.: TAWT 136 no. 11 n. 250 374.>
Z0010.2.1.1.2$, Misery to the adversary (`censurers,' `envious') as happy formula.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0010.2.1.1.3$, "They lived in stability and prosperity, and begot boys and girls/brought boys and girls into
the world". ("wi Câshu fî tabât wi nabât wi khallifu subyân wi banât".
Ref.: Brother and Sister 8 13 19 74 n. 72/(particularly Egyptian/by females); Shamy (el-) Egypt liv
46 63 72, TAWT 44 48 156 168 177 233 240 251 269 271 291 292 311 320 328 331.>
Z0010.2.2$, Apologetic end formula.
Link: |Z0013.8.1$, `The source is responsible [for the contents]' (i.e., `A messenger's only responsibility is to convey
[message]'). |Z0013.10$, Tale-teller begs God's forgiveness for lying (speaking untruth).

Ref.: TAWT 102 no. 8.>
Z0010.2.3$, Didactic (instructive) end formula.
Link: |Z0111.9$, Death (fate) allegorically described--miscellaneous.>

Z0010.2.3.1$, Graveness of story cited as end formula.
Link: |J0170.2$, King orders story recorded as history (and parable). |Z0067.7.1$, Weightiness: "To be engraven
with needles on eye-corners of mankind ('âmâq al-bashar)".>

Z0010.2.4$, Contentious (threatening) end formula.
Link: |M0411.25$, Curse by scribe (author, writer).

Ref.: Maspero 20 no. 1 n. 2.>
Z0010.2.5$, Glorification of God formulas.
Link: |A0102.4.3$, Life-giving, death-giving god. |A0141.0.1$, Marvels of Creation by The Creator--(Cajâ'ib almakhlûqât: encompasses all aspects of the universe). |Z0010.0.2$, Beginning formula: affirmation of religious truth
(e.g., `Oneness of God$, sacredness of prophet, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
Z0010.2.5.1$, `The Death-giver to nations and The Resurrector of corpses' (i.e., God).
Link: |L0403$, Tyrant acting as God nonplussed. |V0311.4$, Death heralds beginning of eternal life (life to come).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0010.2.5.2$, "Glory be to The Ever-living One, who dies not and in whose Hand is Dominion of the world
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visible and invisible (al-mulk wa al-malakût)!".
Link: |A0102.6.0.1$, The One whose existence has no beginning and no end (al-Sarmadiyy, i.e., God).

Ref.: Alf II 254 267/cf.>
Z0010.2.5.3$, "We are God's and to Him we [all] shall return".
Link: |Consolation: spiritual recompense for temporal misfortune.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 224 no. 59.>
Z0010.3, Transition formulas.
Link: |Z0122.9.1.4$, Fairytales' children (wilâd-el-hawadît) grow up quickly.

Ref.: DOTTI 236 237 945 947/{Egy}.>
Z0010.5$, Forms of formulaic repetition.
Link: |J0148.0.2$, "Law of Exercise" (Law of Use, Law of Frequency): the more frequently a learned item is used,
the more reproducible (stable) it becomes. |Z0012.3$, Account (of happenings) skips (shortens) certain events, and
prolongs others--("leaping and lingering").>

Z0010.5.1$, Plain repetition.
Ref.: Simpson 52 n. 9; MITON.>
Z0010.5.2$, Repetition: speech and action.
Link: |Z0018, Formulistic conversations.

Ref.: Simpson 125; Damîrî II 130-34; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 122; MITON; "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33, "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
Z0010.5.3$, Repetition: climax of relatives. Type: 313E*, 883B.
Link: |S0106$, Climax of murders: one more murder that will make a number formulistic (usually an even number).
|Z0041.11$, Climax of relatives. (Ascending series of relations).

Ref.: DOTTI 131 524.>
Z0010.5.4$, Repetition: incremental.
Ref.: Simpson 205-206/("detested"), 281-83; Amîn 429/(lyric song).>
Z0010.5.5$, Repetition: `commonplace' phrase (stanza) and `refrains'.
C

Link: |Z0122.5.1.1.1$, Night addressed along with the eye (yâ lail, yâ ain--i.e., `O me! O my!'). (A commonplace in
folk poetry).>

Z0011, Endless tales. Type: 2300, cf. 2271.
Link: |Z0017.1$, Circular questions: one answered question calls for another in seemingly endless manner (usually
leading to the first).

Ref.: DOTTI 974.>
Z0011.1, Endless tale: corn carried away one grain at a time. Type: 2301, 2301A.
Ref.: DOTTI 974.>
Z0012, Unfinished tales. Type: 2250, 2260.>
Z0012.0.1$, Partly-told story (account). Type: 1426A$, 1526D$.
Link: |J1185.1, Sheherezade: story with indefinite sequel told to stave off execution. |Z0013.1.3$, Narrator stops
telling at climactic event, then instructs audience to wait for rest of story at later time. (Sheherezade-style, "Soap
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opera"-style, "to be continued technique").

Ref.: DOTTI 804 832.>
Z0012.1$, Ending (fin) of account is missing (unknown, forgotten, etc.).
Link: |J1445, The forgotten traditions. [Trickster claims to have learned two soul-saving sayings of the Prophet: "My
source forgot one, and I the other"].>

Z0012.2$, Narrative begun in mid-course of events (`in medias res').
Link: |J0148.2.1$, One word (phrase, sentence, idea) evokes another associated with it. ("Principle of polarity":
stability of syntax, word sequence, word order). |U0263$, Memory diminished by time. Forgetting (what had been
learned) due to passage of time.

Ref.: Maspero 100 n. 5; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b/(implicit/theoretical) no. 53b.>
Z0012.3$, Account (of happenings) skips (shortens) certain events, and prolongs others--("leaping and
lingering"). Type: cf. 926H$, 1425B$.
Link: |U0248$, Mental set (thematic apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain things).
|U0248.0.3.1$, Exaggerated perceptions due to ego-involvement. |Z0010.5$, Forms of formulaic repetition.
|Z0013.0.1.1$, Pseudo-erotic riddle (joke).

Ref.: Burton I 90-92; DOTTI 615; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58
16; TAWT 200.>
Z0012.3.1$, Leaping (poetic): account skips (ignores) certain seemingly important events.
Link: |U0263$, Memory diminished by time. Forgetting (what had been learned) due to passage of time.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Bahlûl and Samîrah" no. 3, "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22,
"Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32, "el-Adham" no. 33, no. 33-b 245-46.>
Z0012.3.2$, Lingering (poetic): account dwells on (emphasizes or stresses by repetition) certain event(s) at
the expense of other happenings.
Link: |C0672, Compulsion to tell stories. |F1042.6$, Compulsion to creatively compose (story, poem, song, music,
drawing, or the like). |J0148$, Teaching (learning) through repetition. |J2043.1$, Train of thought interrupted, person
fails to recall words he had been repeating. |U0130.0.1$, Developing habitual behavior (learning) through repetition.
|U0248.0.3.1$, Exaggerated perceptions due to ego-involvement.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22, "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32, "elAdham" no. 33 no. 33-b 245-46; Wickett 199.>
Z0013, Catch tales. [And other ego-involving (self-reference) devices]. Type: 2200, cf. 2271.
Link: |K1067.1$, Trap question: posed in order to place adversary in trouble if answered properly. |U0245$,
Empathy: one person (animal) experiences pain or pleasure, another also feels its effects. "Vicarious instigation".
|U0248.0.3.1$, Exaggerated perceptions due to ego-involvement. |Z0016, Tales ending with a question: [(dilemma
tales)].

Ref.: DOTTI 973 974; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 160-73.>
Z0013.0.1$, Catch-riddle (joke). Type: 2210$.
Link: |H1182.4$, Task: explaining to king three classes (types) of vaginas: one to be kissed, one to be trodden on,
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and one to be aggrandized (`placed on top of head'). [Y]. |K0172.2.1$, Offensive fact in anger bargain: woman asked
if her mouth is horizontal and vagina vertical.

Ref.: DOTTI 973/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 17.>
Z0013.0.1.1$, Pseudo-erotic riddle (joke).
Link: |H0660, Riddles of comparison. |H0720, Metaphorical riddles. |H0745$, What are eight, four, and two.
(Teats: bitch's, she-camel's, woman's). |H0875.1$, Riddle: a rich woman would take `it' from the front, a poor from
the rear. (Bus, public transportation--first and second classes, respectively). |H0888.1$, [What would say [to a
female]: "Part your thighs wide and take me [in], and then make vocal manifestations of sexual enjoyment (ghang)
C

and let me hear [them]"? Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn). |H0888.2$, [What would say]: "Belly on belly,
meanwhile that which is dangling knows what to do"? Answer: wide-bellied water-tank (zîr), and person with cup
trying to reach down for water (= sexual intercourse). |H0888.5$, Riddle: [Y] That which is braided-elongated
C

(mabrûm) says to that which is parted widely-open (mafshûkh): "Greet your dangling `brother' (sallim ala 'akhûk elmiddalî)." (Answer: bananas, figs, grapes = penis, vagina, testicles--respectively). |H0889.1$, He (it) nudged me, I
laid down for him (it); he entered into me, I was pleased; he got out of me, I was saddened. (Answer: sleep).
|H0890.1$, Pale white [thing], product of soft-baskets (maqâtif): goes in limp, comes out erect! (Answer: loaf of
bread: into and out of oven). |H0890.2$, I got hold of it (`him') by its tufts [of hair], and then I drove the erect-one
(thick-one) into it. (Answer: shoe, shoe strings, and foot = vagina, and penis). |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his
C

sister, [then] he put `his thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing". Answer: button and buttonhole, (also, [clothes] snap
and snap hole). |X1919.1$, What is the proper name for "Y" in your part of the world? (Usually erotic act or sex
organ). |Z0012.3$, Account (of happenings) skips (shortens) certain events, and prolongs others--("leaping and
lingering").

Ref.: Ibshîhî 571; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 101, no. 64, 102 no. 71, 103 nos. 89 95 96; TAWT 382 n.
399.>
Z0013.0.2$, Pseudo-riddle (unsolvable).
Link: |H0761.6$, Pseudo-riddle: what is it that goes on two legs when born, and on four when it grows up? Solution:
(riddler, "Nothing I know of"). |H0892$, Task: answering question (riddle) intended to confound (debilitate, disable).

Ref.: Sha)lân 418.>
Z0013.1, Tale-teller frightens listener: yells "Boo!" at exiting point. Type: 332, 366A$.
Link: |Q0592$, Punishment: frightening (children).

Ref.: Burton V 306 n. 1/cf.; DOTTI 177 183.>
Z0013.1.1$, Tale-teller grabs (touches) listener to demonstrate tale's action.
Ref.: DOTTI 183/{Egy}; HE-S: IUFTL: N.Y. 61-6 127 no. 2, cf. Egypt 121 no. 17.>
Z0013.1.2$, Catch tale: teller seeks to make listener lose interest--(listener driven to boredom). Type: 2271,
2301A, 2320.
Ref.: DOTTI 974 975.>
Z0013.1.3$, Narrator stops telling at climactic event, then instructs audience to wait for rest of story at later
time. (Sheherezade-style, "Soap opera"-style, "to be continued technique").
Link: |Z0012.0.1$, Partly-told story (account).
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Ref.: Burton I 164.>
Z0013.2, Catch tale: teller killed in own story. Type: 2202, cf. 1364.
Ref.: DOTTI 766 973; HE-S: IUFTL: N.Y. 61-6 Tape 123 no. 1.>
Z0013.3$, Catch tale: listener subjected to acts of aggression. Type: 2200.>
Z0013.3.1$, Catch tale: listener subjected to sexual aggression--(usually verbal). Type: 2210$.
Link: |Z0063.3.1.1$, External indicators signifying humiliation: to be subjected to sexual aggression.

Ref.: DOTTI 973/{Egy}.>
Z0013.3.2$, Catch tale: listener embarrassed (non-sexually). Type: 2209A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 973.>
Z0013.3.2.1$, Narrative-chant that climaxes in participants pointing to a predesignated person and yelling:
"Here is the idiot!" (or the like). Type: 2209A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 973/{Egy}.>
Z0013.3.2.1.1$, Leader: "It is told!" Group: "What is told?" L: "That a gazelle." G: "What gazelle?" L:
"[The one that] went to drink." G: "Drink what?" L: "Drink water"; G: "What water?" L: "Pickle's water." G:
"What pickles?" L: "[The Greek] Yannî's pickles!" G: "What did Yannî say?" L: "Yannî said to me `Tell
him!'" G: "Tell him what?" Leader and Group point at a predesignated member as they shout repeatedly:
"`Here is the idiot!'". Type: 2209A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 973/{Egy}.>
Z0013.4$, Tale-teller compares listener (or self) to tale's character.
Link: |Z0013.9.2$, Speaker ensures that no accusation (taunting) seems to be aimed at listener. |Z0201$, Portrait of a
tale character's character-- hero's (heroine's, anti-hero's) character described (by narrator).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 101; TAWT 171.>
Z0013.4.1$, Narrator describes heroine's beauty then says to listener(s): "But she could not be your better",
or the like. (Usually an aside addressed at young girls). Type: 403D$, 408, 410, 480, 510A, 511, 533A$,
709.
Link: |W0164.1.5.1$, Verbal self-portrait of beauty (verbal `centerfold'). Female describes her beauty from head to
toe: "If you were to see my hair flowing over my back, you would ", "If you were to see my forehead shining like
crystal, you would ", etc. |Z0062.9.1$, Proverbial comparisons (`bigger than$, `smaller than$, `bolder than$, `softer
than$, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 191 195 198 250 260 265 295 391.>
Z0013.5$, Character-prompting: speaker (tale-teller) addresses tale-character directly.
Link: |V0066.0.1$, Instructing the dead before burial as to how to answer interrogative angels (talqîn, `prompting').
|Z0122.9.1.1$, Speaker (tale-teller) addresses time directly ("O day, go", "O year come," etc.).

Ref.: Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15; Shamy (el-) Egypt 214 no. 55, "Eg. Balladry": "elBadawî and Three Axes" 4 no. 58; TAWT 366 n. 85.>
Z0013.5.1$, Speaker uses show-and-tell style: "Here is/are Y".
Link: |F0670.1$, Story told so realistically that listener thinks he is `there' (part of events). |Z0019.1.0.3$, Fingers
(toes) counted, touched: child tickled. "This is the egg, this is the one who roasted it, this is the one who peeled it,
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this is the one who ate it, and this is the one who cried out: `Me too!' `Me too!'" (Catch-tale: surprise tickling,
touching).

Ref.: TAWT 385 n. 450.>
Z0013.5.2$, Tale character (speaker) instructs self (unusually reprimandingly and with emphasis).
Link: |Z0010.8.1$, Emphasis: character addressed by full name, each component separately (e.g., "O you Zayd, O
C

you Son of Amr!", "Yâ Sindibâd, yâ Baharî!," etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0013.5.2.1$, Addressing self to own heart (mind, reason, or the like).
Link: |F0956.7.7.2$, Venting frustration (expressing sorrow) by causing pain to oneself (hitting own head, slapping
own face, biting own finger, or the like). |J2028.1$, Perceiving point of reference (in relation to oneself).
|N0340.0.3$, Overheard conversation (talking to oneself) causes hasty condemnation.

Ref.: Simpson 236-38; Burton I 131/(poem); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî"
no. 1 Stanza 24/("yâ Caglî-el-mikhtalli/You, unbalanced mind of mine").>
Z0013.7$, Tale-teller addresses question along with answer to listener.
Link: |Z0013.15$, Tale-teller regresses to earlier left out episode: "I had bypassed you with talk Y", "Now we go
back to Y", or the like.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Sailor" 17 n. 5.>
Z0013.8$, Speaker disclaims responsibility for offensive contents.
Link: |C0434$, Names of dangerous things (animal, disease, murder, etc.) are not to be uttered at a person without
use of precautionary measures (e.g., "Distant one," "Away from you"). |J1675.2, Clever ways of breaking bad news
to a king, who will kill bearer of bad news. |W0044.2$, Bashfulness at indecent (obscene) words.

Ref.: TAWT 242 394 n. 608.>
Z0013.8.1$, `The source is responsible [for the contents]' (i.e., `A messenger's only responsibility is to
convey [message]').
Link: |C0487$, Tabu: lying. |J0171.9.3$, Counsel: "Do not listen to slander (backbiting), nor repeat it". |Z0013.10$,
Tale-teller begs God's forgiveness for lying (speaking untruth).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 6; DOTTI 376 377 381 873/{Jrd, Plst}; TAWT 424 no. 30.>
Z0013.8.1.1$, `Conveyer of disbelief (kufr) is not a disbeliever'.
Link: |K1683.3$, Chaste man punishes messenger delivering message of illicit love. |P0469.0.1$, A news-bearer
(envoy, messenger) is required only to convey the message.>

Z0013.8.2$, "This is what they say!" (or the like): speaker disclaims responsibility for the unbelievable
(fantastic).
Link: |J1156$, The fantastic (unbelievable) may be reported, but only as `news/report'.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 107; Littmann,Tigré 61 no. 44, 61 no. 45, 62 no. 46, 65 no. 49, 84 no. 65, 89 no. 72,
96 no. 76, 308 no. 76, 311 no. 114.>
Z0013.9$, Tale-teller takes precautionary measures toward listener. Type: cf. 925.
Link: |C0434$, Names of dangerous things (animal, disease, murder, etc.) are not to be uttered at a person without
use of precautionary measures (e.g., "Distant one," "Away from you").
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Ref.: Burton I 41 n. IV 90 n. 2/("Far-off one: `Euphemistic for thou shall die'); DOTTI 611; Shamy
(el-) "Sailor" 12, Egypt liii-lv.>
Z0013.9.1$, Speaker wards off evil effects of own speech (words).
Link: |C0434$, Names of dangerous things (animal, disease, murder, etc.) are not to be uttered at a person without
use of precautionary measures (e.g., "Distant one," "Away from you"). |D1420.4.1$, Supernatural being summoned
by mere mentioning of his name. |V0090$, Miraculous effects of invoking God's attributes (basmalah, hasbanah,
hawqalah, etc.). |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 301 n. 22, 206 n. 726; Shamy (el-) Egypt liv-lv; TAWT 53 n. 53 363 n. 40.>
Z0013.9.2$, Speaker ensures that no accusation (taunting) seems to be aimed at listener.
Link: |Z0013.4$, Tale-teller compares listener (or self) to tale's character.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 150; TAWT 384 n. 433.>
Z0013.9.3$, Speaker attempts to camouflage (explain) an indiscretion (committed by him). Type: 1831A*.
Link: |K1872.7.1$, At public gathering, voice raised (noise made) so that broken wind will not be heard.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 24-25.>
Z0013.10$, Tale-teller begs God's forgiveness for lying (speaking untruth).
Link: |C0487$, Tabu: lying. |Z0010.2.2$, Apologetic end formula. |Z0013.8.1$, `The source is responsible [for the
contents]' (i.e., `A messenger's only responsibility is to convey [message]'). |Z0078, Testament willing rewards and
punishments. Conventional ending of a story. |Z0098.3$, Proof of truthfulness of a lie.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 6; DOTTI 100 392 495 501 948/{Alg}; TAWT 368 n. 142.>
Z0013.11$, Reporter of the `truth' expresses possibility that report may be untruthful (out of humility, or due
to report's incredulity).>
Z0013.11.1$, Uncertainty about accuracy of truthful report: "And God knows best", "And God is
Omniscient" (or the like).
Link: |A0102.1, Omniscient god. [All-knowing God]. |J0907$, Humility before God brings exaltation from God.
|P0469$, Newsman, reporter, informant, etc.--('ikhbârî). |P0470$, Story-teller (narrator, tale-teller--muhaddith).
|W0050$, Humility as trait of character.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 411/(book's concluding statement); Ibshîhî 623/(recurrent) 426/(recurrent); MITON;
RAFE 42 n. 133.>
Z0013.12$, Tale-teller curses listeners (or tale-characters). (Usually as formulaic ending). Type: cf. 2018A$.
Link: |M0500.1$, Supplication that mimics an action, name, or condition. Reply formula; e.g., A: "Visit us." B:
"`May you be visited by vigor (Câfiyah)'". |Z0078, Testament willing rewards and punishments. Conventional
C

ending of a story. |Z0183.0.1.5$, Curse (prayer) that mimics meaning of name: e.g., "O Sa îd (Happy), may God
render you unhappy".

Ref.: DOTTI 875 959/{Egy}.>
Z0013.13$, Listener corrects tale-teller's account.
Link: |H1595, Test of memory. |J1263.1.5$, "The name of the wolf who did not eat Joseph". Preacher cites a name as
that of the wolf that ate Joseph; a listener objects, "Joseph was not eaten!" The preacher corrects himself but keeps
the name. |X0904.1, The liar reduces the size of his lie when his brother steps on his toes to remind him of his lying
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habits.

Ref.: DOTTI 251 267/{Egy}; TAWT 149 195/cf.>
Z0013.15$, Tale-teller regresses to left out episode: "I had bypassed you with talk Y", "Now we go back to
Y", or the like.
Link: |Z0013.7$, Tale-teller addresses question along with answer to listener.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 4 10.>
Z0014, "Runs." Conventional passages of set form within a tale, usually recited in a different voice from the
rest.>
Z0015, Tale avoiding all pronouns. Type: 2322.>
Z0015.5$, Alliterated tale. Narrative puzzle in which all words begin with the same letter (phone). Type:
2325$.
Ref.: DOTTI 975/{Egy}.>
Z0015.5.1$, Message in which all words begin with the same `letter' (sound, phone) "h".>
Z0015.5.1.1$, hadrat haramna: hâdrîn hâlan; haddarî hammâm, hammarî hamâm, Y, etc. (Her ladyship,
our spouse: we are returning soon; draw a bath, fry [some] pigeons, etc.).
Link: |T0059$, Accompaniments of coition.>

Z0016, Tales ending with a question: [(dilemma tales)]. Type: 537, 653A, 653C$,/945:II.
Link: |F0954.2.1, Dumb princess is brought to speech by tale ending with a question to be solved ([dilemma-tale]).
|H0620, The unsolved problem: enigmatic ending of tale [(dilemma-tale)]. |Z0013, Catch tales. [And other egoinvolving (self-reference) devices].

Ref.: Basset RTP VII 188; DOTTI 279 282 297 334 357 359 472 646 647/{Egy, Lbn, Sdi}; Jiha 1022 no. 2; Juhaymân (al-) II 11-34; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 249-50 no. 7; CFMC: CUKH-I nos. 2 355.>
Z0016.1, Four brothers [(companions)] construct a woman. Whose is she?. Type: 653C$,/945:II.
Link: |F1023, Creation of a person by cooperation of skillful men. |H0621.3$, Girl constructs a man that becomes
alive: to whom does he belong?.

Ref.: DOTTI 359 647.>
Z0017, Rounds. Stories which begin over and over again and repeat. Type: 2320.
Ref.: DOTTI 975.>
Z0017.1$, Circular questions: one answered question calls for another in seemingly endless manner (usually
leading to the first).
Link: |Z0011, Endless tales. |Z0021, Chains based on numbers.>

Z0017.1.1$, Inquisitiveness (curiosity) expressed in a chain of interrelated questions or hypothetical
situations: "And why is that so!", "And what if Y?". Type: cf. 72D$, 1685B$.
Link: |J0678.1$, Counselor of excessive caution suspected: "Whose side are you on?". |J1122, Clever younger
generation. |J2388$, How would an animal (object) feel in a given situation. |W0051$, Inquisitiveness (the need to
know or explore).

Ref.: DOTTI 910/{lit.}.>
Z0018, Formulistic conversations.
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Link: |P0790.0.1.1$, Having a conversation (interesting social talk).

Ref.: ThaClabî 8: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 16; Shamy (el-) Egypt liv-lv.>
Z0018.0.1$, Narrative's dramatic dialogue--(told as drama, as opposed to mere description).
Link: |F0415.1$, Invisible spirit negotiates terms of departure with healer (shaman, exorcist, holy man, etc.): healing
psychodrama. |P0807.1$, Literature and other artistic verbal activities as amusements.

Ref.: DOTTI 910/{lit.}; TAWT 23 n. 39.>
Z0018.0.3$, Poet's dramatic dialogue with critic or adviser. (Ode or song as answer to hypothetical censor-usually spouse, lover or personified imaginary entity).
Link: |J0148.3$, One idea (or mental image) evokes (recalls) another. |J0152.7$, Wisdom from old man who has a
book in hand. |J0155.4, Wife as [wise] adviser. |J1199$, Hypothetical case provides basis for judgment.
|W0199.3.3$, Blaming "The other"--(`people/society,' `adversaries/enemies,' `blamers,' `censurers$, `the envious$,
etc.). |X0840$, Humor concerning hallucinatory conceptualization (mental images, abstractions) induced by drug.>

Z0018.1, What makes your ears so big?.>
Z0018.2$, What makes your eyes so dim? Crying over your absence, my child. Type: 333, 705A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 179 194 376 378 392/{Egy}; AUC: 42 no. 6.>
Z0018.3$, Ogre to man: "Repeat [your blow]!" Man to ogre: "My mother did not teach me [to do so]!".
Type: 302.
Link: |C0742, Tabu: striking monster twice. |E0011.1, Second blow resuscitates. First kills. |T0604.3$, Mother
instructs (teaches) child (infant).

Ref.: DOTTI 106; TAWT 395 n. 619 439.>
Z0018.4$, Ogre to man: "Repeat [your blow]!" Man to ogre: "A young man's strike is not to be repeated!".
Type: 302.
Link: |F0628.4, Strong man's mighty spear-cast (sword blow).

Ref.: DOTTI 106; Shamy (el-) Egypt 9 no. 1.>
Z0018.5$, Ogre to man: "Had your greeting not preceded your speaking I would have crunched your bones
before devouring your flesh!".
Link: |N0385.4$, Greeting demon (ogre, jinni, etc.) in God's name spares greeter demon's aggression (attack).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 57 no. 8, 70 no. 9; TAWT 244-45 no. 30.>
Z0019, "Formulistic frameworks--miscellaneous".>
Z0019.1, Game tales. (Used as game). Type: 2330.
Ref.: DOTTI 975; Sayce Folk-Lore XI:4 383 394; HE-S: Cairo-CAbdîn 69-3 no. 12.>
Z0019.1.0.1$, The fox passed by, seven loops in his tail; the she-bear fell in the well, etc. (chasing game).
Type: 2330.
Ref.: DOTTI 975/{Egy}; TAWT 362 n. 16.>
Z0019.1.0.3$, Fingers (toes) counted, touched: child tickled. "This is the egg, this is the one who roasted it,
this is the one who peeled it, this is the one who ate it, and this is the one who cried out: `Me too!' `Me too!'"
(Catch-tale: surprise tickling, touching). Type: cf. 2200.
Link: |Z0013.5.1$, Speaker uses show-and-tell style: "Here is/are Y".
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Ref.: Amîn 152/(slap)/cf.; DOTTI 973 975; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 19; TAWT 64.>
Z0019.2, Tales filled with contradictions. Type: 2335.
Ref.: DOTTI 975 976/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 204 no. 53.>
Z0019.3$, Etiological tales: `That-is-why'-tales. Type: 758, 758A, 758B$, 758D$, 774L, 774L1$, 774M1$,
774M2$, 774P, 774Q$, 774R$, 985, 2009.
Ref.: R.L. Green 49-054/(Elephantinê Temple); Ibn-CAasim no. 94; ThaClabî 3: Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 5, 23 35; Damîrî II 21-22: "Arab Mythology" no. 106; Artin Seize 83-85; Basset Contes
pop. berb. 21 no. 11 25-26 no. 12; Bushnaq 222 229; Chimenti 71-72, 148-49; Delheure 354-55; DOTTI 24
43 75 421 423 430 431 432 433 453 509 618 688/{Alg, Egy, Irq, lit., Sdn, Tns}; Duwayk (al-) I 165;
Hanauer 11 283-86; K. SaCd-al-Dîn Turâth III:10 21; Laoust Maroc 34 no. 30; Littmann Tigré 80-81 no. 61,
96-97 no. 77: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 9; MITON; Mouliéras-Lacoste 501-2 no. 74 502-3 no. 75;
Reesink 160-61; Sayce Folk-Lore XI:4 377 378; Stephan "Fables" 184-85 no. 15; TAWT 451 no. 45/{Ymn};
CFMC: N-Nubia 69-10C 11-1-no. 24.>
Z0020-Z59, Cumulative tales.>
Z0020, Cumulative tales.
Z0020.1, Cumulative nonsense tales.>
Z0021, Chains based on numbers.
>

Link: |Z0017.1$, Circular questions: one answered question calls for another in seemingly endless manner (usually
leading to the first).>

Z0021.1, Origin of chess. Inventor asks one wheat-grain for first square, two for the second, four for the
third, eight for the fourth, etc. The king cannot pay.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 412 no. 132/cf.>
Z0024, The forgetful man counts the days of the week. On Monday they go to mill, etc. He thus discovers
that it is Sunday.
Link: |F0898.1$, Mark (pebble, nut, notch, slash, etc.) for each elapsed time-period (hour, day, month, etc.). |P0781$,
Local history reckoned in relation to a person's past disgraceful act. |U0265$, Date (time) recognized by act
performed (social activity, ritual, etc.).>

Z0024.0.1$, Life-long experiences reduced to few events. Type: 2012A1$.
Link: |P0960$, Life cycle celebration. |P0965$, Celebration of a wedding.

Ref.: DOTTI 958.>
Z0024.1, Widower tells of his courtship, his marriage, and the death of his wife, all in a week.>
Z0024.1.0.1$, Divorced woman tells of her engagement, marriage, giving-birth, troubles and divorce--all in
a few years. Type: 2012A1$.
Link: |T0201.1$, Marriage: disappointing (only bad memories).

Ref.: DOTTI 958.>
Z0024.1.1, Life story in ten hours: "At one I was born [ ]".>
Z0024.1.2, Bird advises man to treat his lazy children as she does her young: "In March I make my nest Y[,]
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in August I have nothing more to do with my young".>
Z0024.1.4$, History of the world (life) in one sentence: "Born, lived, died". Type: cf. 1873$.
Link: |J0169$, sîrah/siyar: personal life-history (biography, vita). |P0485.0.1$, Characteristic behavior of the
philosophical scholar (historian, interpreter of sacred dogma, etc.). |U0252$, Philosopher must reduce his long book
to one sentence: king has been awaiting book too long and is about to die. |X0370, Jokes on scholars [and learned
professions]. |Z0303$, The one unanswered question.

Ref.: DOTTI 940; Sallûm Baghdad 11-12 no. 1.>
Z0024.1.5$, Death, ritual, and burial on the hour: "At ten he died, at two we cried, at four his soul had
departed, [etc.]".
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of SaCd Zaghlûl" no. 30.>
Z0030, Chains involving a single scene or event.>
Z0031, Chains involving a wedding. Type: 2028B$, cf. 103A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 38 964.>
Z0031.2, Louse and flea wish to marry. Mosquito, toad, ant, etc., volunteer to supply the wedding feast.
Type: 2028B$, cf. 103A1$.
Ref.: DOTTI 38 964.>
Z0032, Chains involving a death: animal actors. Type: 2021*, 2021B.>
Z0032.2, The death of the little hen. She is characteristically mourned by objects and animals; e.g., flea,
door, broom, cart, ashes, tree, girl.
Ref.: A. CAbd-al-CAzîz Turâth I:10 90 no. 3; DOTTI 840 960 961 966/{Irq}; TAWT 436 no.
27/{Egy}.>
Z0032.2.1, The death of the little hen described with unusual words [(neologism)]. Type: 2021*, 2022A.
Ref.: DOTTI 961 962; TAWT 436 no. 27/{Egy}.>
Z0032.3, Little ant finds a penny, buys new clothes with it, and sits in her doorway. Type: 2023.
Ref.: DOTTI 962 964.>
Z0033.1, The fleeing pancake. Type: 2025.
Ref.: DOTTI 963.>
Z0033.4.2, The singing wolf. By his singing the wolf compels the old man to surrender his cattle, his
children and grandchildren, and finally his wife. Type: 2028.
Ref.: DOTTI 963.>
Z0039.1, The goat who would not go home. Type: 2015.
Ref.: DOTTI 49 165 958/{Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) I 165-76 no. 10.>
Z0039.7, Girl left in tree by sisters: asks monkey, ape, bear, and tiger to put her down or else bite her. All
refuse. Panther comes and devours her. Type: 327J$.
Link: |K2297.3.1$, Treacherous (jealous) playmates abandon girl in wilderness. |S0322.6.3.1$, Cruel sister refuses to
shelter younger sister.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) TAWT 426 no. 14.>
Z0039.9, Series of things acquired by mouse. [Killed accidentally]. Type: 170A.
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Ref.: DOTTI 71.>
Z0040, Chains with interdependent members.>
Z0040.1$, Life-death cycle: from grain, to flour, to dough, to bread, to excreta (human's and animal's), to
plant eaten by animals, to milk and butter, to flesh and blood.
Link: |A0630.1$, Chain (cycle) of derivative creations. |E0704$, Ecology: life-chain (cycle) of matter. Matter
becomes living organism and vice versa. |W0154.23.1$, Eating someone's food, then defecating in (i.e., fertilizing)
his neighbor's field. |Z0122.9.1.4$, fairytales' children (wilâd-el-hawadît) grow up quickly. |Z0024.1.4$, History of
the world (life) in one sentence: "Born, lived, died".

Ref.: Jâhiz V 14.>
Z0040.1.1$, Chain of killer killed, executioner executed, hunter hunted, etc. Type: 2030C*$, cf. 2031.
Link: |L0406$, Hunter (predator) becomes hunted (prey). |Q0550.0.3$, Murderer is himself (inevitably) murdered.

Ref.: Damîrî I 65.>
Z0040.1.2$, Chain of predatory feeding (preying on): wolf hunts fox, fox hunts porcupine, porcupine hunts
viper, viper hunts sparrow, sparrow hunts locust, locust hunts wasp (hornet), wasp hunts bee, bee hunts fly,
fly hunts mosquito, mosquito hunts ant, ant hunts all--large and small. Type: 2030C*$, cf. 2031.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 463.>
Z0040.2$, Economic cycle: egg needed for patient, egg is in hen's anus; hen needs wheat-grain, wheat
owned by merchant; merchant needs money, money is at treasurer (tax-collector); etc. Type: 2018A$, cf.
2010C$.
Link: |J1282.1$, One more thing (gift) calls for another as its requirement. (`A thing that is a prerequisite for the
another thing': dog, sheeep, sheperd, woman, house, farm, etc.). |P0144.1$, Tax-collector (sarrâf, makkâs, etc.).
|Z0047.3$, Series of ascending demands (requests): one thing requires another.

Ref.: DOTTI 875 959/{Egy}; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 19.>
Z0040.3$, Utility cycle of animal (bird): one use when young, another when mature, another when less
vigorous, finally discarded or killed and organs processed into goods. Type: 130, 157.
Link: |A2510, Utility of animals.

Ref.: DOTTI 53 64; MITON.>
Z0040.3.1$, Utility cycle of horse: broken when young and spirited, saddled and ridden for speed when
vigorous, harnessed to mill (wheel) when slows, slaughtered and organs processed into utensils when old.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 616/(mule); MITON.>
Z0040.4$, Utility cycle of a person (a human being, Adamite). Type: cf. 157.
Link: |H0761, Riddle of the Sphinx: what is it that goes on four legs in the morning, on two in midday, and on three
in the evening. (Man, who crawls as a child, walks in middle life, and walks with a stick in old age).>

Z0040.4.1$, Utility cycle of womankind (females).>
Z0040.4.1.1$, Four ages of woman: prostitute for pleasure, concubine for service and wife for breeding".
Ref.: Burton I 174 n. 3/(four) IX 175 n. 1/(seven/womankind).>
Z0040.4.2$, Utility cycle of a "man" (male).>
Z0040.4.2.1$, Lion searches for "man": little boy: is not, but will be one; old man: is not, but used to be one;
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etc. Type: 157.
Link: |H0761, Riddle of the Sphinx: what is it that goes on four legs in the morning, on two in midday, and on three
in the evening. (Man, who crawls as a child, walks in middle life, and walks with a stick in old age). |P0178.9.3$,
Slave freed when too old to work.>

Z0040.6$, Utility cycle of matter: from man, to dust, to ceramic dish, to broken sherds, to dust, to brick in a
wall. Type: cf. 1645D$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 670.>
Z0040.6.1$, Utility cycle of site (land): from wasteland, to graveyard, to residential district, etc. Type:
2021G$,/2018B$, cf. 1645D$.
Ref.: Qazwînî I 43; Ibshîhî 670.>
Z0041, Old woman and her pig. [Goat that would not go home]. Type: 2030.
Ref.: DOTTI 958 965; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 20/cf.>
Z0041.1, Woman has meat (liver) stolen by bird. Type: 2030C.
Ref.: DOTTI 965.>
Z0041.4, The mouse regains its tail. Type: 2034.
Ref.: Basset Contes pop. berb. 95-96 no. 45; DOTTI 970.>
Z0041.4.2, My dog picked up a string.
Ref.: DOTTI 970.>
Z0041.5, Lending and repaying: progressively worse (or better) bargain. Type: 2034C.
Ref.: DOTTI 970.>
Z0041.11$, Climax of relatives. (Ascending series of relations). Type: 313E*, 883B.
Link: |U0289$, Merits and demerits of family relations. |Z0010.5.3$, Repetition: climax of relatives.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 21; DOTTI 118 122 131 145 169 179 263 353 491 524 873/{Egy,
Jrd, Sdn}; Jarâjrah (al-) 60-64; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 16; TAWT 451 no. 46/{Sdn} 452 no.
46.1/{Egy}; CA. al-Tayyib Al-Ahâjî 75-88 no. 10, S. Jahn 61 no. 10.>
Z0041.11.1$, That which a kin-woman may not be: "If I'm your daughter, [O father,] I cannot be your son's
wife!" "If I'm your daughter, [O mother,] I cannot be your son's wife!" "If I'm your sister, [O sister,] I cannot
be your brother's wife!" "If I'm your sister, [O brother,] I cannot be your wife!". Type: 313E*, 510B, cf.
613C*.
Link: |T0415.5.1$, Parents approve (arrange) marriage between their son and daughter (brother-sister).

Ref.: DOTTI 131 262; TAWT 452.>
Z0042, Stronger and strongest--[mouse is strongest]. Type: 2031.
Link: |H1319.9$, Quest for the strongest (most powerful). |H0631.4, What is strongest? Woman. |H0659.11.2.1$,
Why is horse preferred to lion? Pursuing fleeing adversary. |J0742.1$, A straw-house, a wooden-house, and a brickhouse: latter strongest. |L0392, Mouse stronger than wall, wind, mountain. |P0710.0.2$, Most powerful king (nation)
and less powerful king (nation).

Ref.: ThaClabî 4: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 10; Ibn-Kathîr I 21/(religious context); Chauvin
II 97f.; DOTTI 169 967/{Sdn}; Kîlânî Bilâd al-Shâm 20/(mous/"Kit Kutaytân").>
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Z0042.1, The Esdras chain: stronger and strongest, wine, king, woman, truth. Type: 2031A.
Ref.: DOTTI 967.>
Z0042.1.1$, Death is the strongest. Type: 2031, 2031D$, cf. 773$.
Link: |H0631.4, What is strongest? Woman. |U0250.0.1$, Death is inevitable. |V0311.3.0.1$, Seek the hereafter, life
in the here-and-now is fleeting. (Futility of worldly life: death defeats all). |Z0042.4$, War is the strongest: it
destroys all. |Z0111.9.1$, `The destroyer of pleasures, and the disperser of throngs'--(death).

Ref.: DOTTI 64 428 967 968 969/{lit., Mrc, Plst, Sdn}; Laoust Maroc 36 no. 32; MITON; F.).
Muhammad Ta)âyshah 342 no. 6; Shamy (el-) Egypt 187 no. 47; Stephan "Fables" 179-80 no. 10.>
Z0042.1.1.1$, Human being is the strongest: beats all. (Except for death).
Ref.: ThaClabî 4: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 10.>
Z0042.1.2$, Sleep (`lesser death') is the strongest.
Link: |H0889$, Allegorical riddle(s) about sleep. |Z0111, Death personified. |Z0126.9.1$, Sleep personified.

Ref.: DOTTI 967/{Egy}.>
Z0042.2, Abraham learns to worship God. [Worshipping star, then moon, then sun proves useless]. Type:
2031B.
Link: |V0381.0.1$, Uselessness (helplessness) of idolatry.

Ref.: ThaClabî 44; Basset RTP VII 397; DOTTI 968.>
Z0042.4$, War is the strongest: it destroys all. Type: 2031E$.
Link: |H0631.10$, What is the strongest? War. |W0179.3$, If my own destruction is inevitable, let it be destruction
of all. (`Upon me and upon my enemies!'). |Z0042.1.1$, Death is the strongest. |Z0132, War personified.

Ref.: DOTTI 969.>
Z0042.5$, Whom to blame for a melon's bad inside: seller, buyer, seed (farmer), or God?.
Link: |J1847$, Misplaced condemnation (blame). |P0526.3.1.1$, Predestined acts of fate ("qadâ' wa qadar") render
person not responsible for consequences of own actions. |V0005.0.1.1$, `The sin [for this misdeed (injustice)] would
be around one's neck' (or `on your head'. |W0199.3.1$, Blaming the higher (supernatural) powers for one's own
misdeeds. |Z0049.11.1, Wall in construction collapses. [Y].

Ref.: Basset Mille III 434 no. 260.>
Z0043, The cock's whiskers. [Object falls (thrown), hits animal on head: series of reactions].
Ref.: DOTTI 969.>
Z0043.2, The cock strikes out the hen's eye with a nut. Type: 2021B.
Ref.: DOTTI 960.>
Z0043.3, Nut hits cock in head: he thinks world is coming to an end. Type: 2033.
Link: |A2426.2.19.1$, Golden oriole cries all-night for fear of the sky falling on him.

Ref.: DOTTI 969.>
Z0043.4, Fly frightens snake; snake frightens rats; rats frighten monkey, etc. Type: 2021B.
Ref.: DOTTI 960.>
Z0043.7$, Weak, weaker and weakest. Type: 231*, 2021B, 2030C.
Link: |L0406.1$, Food-chain among animals: one predator eaten as prey by another. |Z0042, Stronger and strongest--
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[mouse is strongest]. |Z0054$, Chain of participants of descending (ascending) sizes or values--from largest to
smallest, or vice versa.

Ref.: DOTTI 88 960 965.>
Z0043.7.1$, Pecking order: chain of aggressive actions and displaced reactions, started against the weak and
ending with the weakest. Type: 756D$, 1534A, 2031, 2031A*, cf. 1408B.
Link: |F0956.7.7.1$, Venting anger by aggression against innocent weak. |H0084.9.1.1.1$, Meek animal (mouse,
rabbit, etc.) slain as token of courage. |T0196.3$, Wife (innocent) divorced so as to punish her family. |U0022.2$,
Injustice: innocent punished along with guilty. |Z0056$, Process descends (brought down) to its lowest level
(nether). |Z0194.3.1.1$, Cock: ruler of hens.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 70 72; DOTTI 417 792 840 967 968; MITON 14 n. 84; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 266 n. 109; TAWT 383 n. 416.>
Z0043.7.1.1$, `He could not find anything to do, so he bought a slave to slap'--(lit.: "He could not find
[anything even as trivial as] decorating bread to do, so he bought Y").
Link: |J0021.50, "Idleness begets woe; work brings happiness". |J1016.0.1$, Idleness ("comfort") is valueless.
|L0494$, Vanity of the once-powerful. |W0205$, Authoritarian person.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2579 2652.>
Z0044, The house that jack built. Type: 2035.>
Z0046, Climax of horrors. Type: 366A$, 1931A$.
Link: |Z0046.1$, The climax of calamities: ascending disasters.

Ref.: DOTTI 183 972; Wesselski Hodscha II 203.>
Z0046.1$, The climax of calamities: ascending disasters. Type: 938, 1931A$, cf. 750J$.
Link: |J2349.4, The woman who asked for news from home. Gets many impossible answers, which she believes.

Ref.: DOTTI 642 955 956/{Egy, lit.}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": '"Ayyûb"/(maladies) no. 53-b/cf.>
Z0047, Series of trick exchanges.
Link: |J0708.5$, Gift-giving (exchange of presents) as farsighted economy. |J1518$, Trick-gifts exchanged.

Ref.: DOTTI 83 416/{Alg}.>
Z0047.1, Series of trick exchanges: razor--pot--bride--drum by tricky fox. Fox sings formula of exchange.
Type: 170A, 1655.
Link: |K0145.1$, Valuable animal (dog, horse) sold repeatedly; always escapes to join original master (owner).

Ref.: DOTTI 71 901.>
Z0047.2$, Series of ascending trick exchanges: trickster loses all.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 201 (addendum) no. 50.>
Z0047.3$, Series of ascending demands (requests): one thing requires another. Type: 513C, cf. 530, 1655,
2412$.
Link: |J1282.1$, One more thing (gift) calls for another as its requirement. (`A thing that is a prerequisite for the
another thing': dog, sheeep, sheperd, woman, house, farm, etc.). |T0165.8.1$, Bride refuses to consummate marriage
until a series of tasks are performed by the groom. |U0305.1$, Gradual increments: gives sense of `moderate' total.
|Z0055.3$, Social (interactional) process carried to its climax.
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Ref.: Jâhiz II 170-71; Ibshîhî 393 596-97; DOTTI 270 271 292 357 901 958 976/{lit.}.>
Z0047.3.1$, Asking for one thing may be indirect request for another (e.g., asking permission to travel is
actually petition for money for the trip).
Ref.: Alf I 140.>
Z0048$, The decreasing effects of the climax of calamities: descending disasters. Type: 938.
Ref.: DOTTI 642.>
Z0049, Miscellaneous independent chains.>
Z0049.6, Trial among animals. Type: 2021B, 2042A*, cf. 2030C.
Ref.: DOTTI 960 965.>
Z0049.11, Who is guilty of the accident. (One person blames another who blames another, etc.). Type:
2021B, 2031A*.
Link: |P0526.3.1.1$, Predestined acts of fate ("qadâ' wa qadar") render person not responsible for consequences of
own actions. |P0760.5.3.7.1$, Owner must compensate for damages caused by his property. |Z0042.5$, Whom to
blame for a melon's bad inside: seller, buyer, seed (farmer), or God?.

Ref.: DOTTI 960 968.>
Z0049.11.1, Wall in construction collapses. [Y Sea is guilty].
Link: |N0253, Safety [sought] in shadow of wall. [After many misfortunes: wall collapses on man]. |N0331.5$, Wall
falls on person and kills him (her).>

Z0049.11.2, Thief breaks foot climbing wall to rob. Suit against owner for dangerous wall.>
Z0049.13, Chain of killings: bulbul destroys flower and is killed by cat; cat shaken by dog; dog killed by
boy; boy sentenced to death by king. Type: 2030C*'.
Link: |N0335.6, Series of accidental animal killings. |Q0550.0.1$, `Poetic justice'.

Ref.: DOTTI 966.>
Z0049.13.1$, Chain of killings: drop of honey falls on bird, cat kills bird, dog kills cat, cat's owner kills dog,
dog's owner kills cat's owner, bloody feud between villages ensues. Type: 2036.
Ref.: DOTTI 971; MITON.>
Z0050, Cumulative tales--miscellaneous.>
Z0051, Chains involving contradictions or extremes. Type: 1965, 2335.
Ref.: DOTTI 957 975; MITON.>
Z0053, The animals with queer names: as hen (henny-penny), cock (cocky-locky), goose (goosey-poosey).
Type: 2010 IA.
Link: |X1506, Extraordinary names [of locations]. |Z0032.2.1, The death of the little hen described with unusual
words [(neologism)].

Ref.: TAWT 361 n. 8.>
Z0054$, Chain of participants of descending (ascending) sizes or values--from largest to smallest, or vice
versa.
Link: |Z0043.7$, Weak, weaker and weakest.

Ref.: Anonymous AGharâ'ib al-'aqwâl" 15.>
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Z0054.1$, Passengers board boat in sequence: camel, cow, donkey, ram, goat, cock, flea. Smallest causes it
to sink. Type: 135*.
Link: |F0840.0.1.1.1$, Boat sunk by a flea jumping aboard.

Ref.: DOTTI 54.>
Z0054.3.1$, Ascending (descending) value of series of containers fitted into one another: from clay to gold
(or vice versa).
Link: |F0853.2$, Series of enclosed boxes (chests) one within the other.

Ref.: Maspero 124-25 no. 7.>
Z0055$, Process ascends (escalated) to its natural or logical climax (conclusion). Type: 1871A$, 2039$, cf.
875B-875B4, 1430.
Link: |A1455.3$, Introduction of baking (bread processing). |J0032.0.1$, "If this is the part (product), then how the
whole (original) must be!" Inference based on syllogistic logic. |J1163.5$, Clever pleading by trickster counseling
anal coition: "If both sides of saddlebags are utilized, why not wife's?". |J1293.5$, If the dead can
why not also be able to

(eat, drink, etc.),

(strike, disappear, etc.)?. |J1551.7.1$, Imagined ownership: based on dream. Proved false

by another dream. |S0106$, Climax of murders: one more murder that will make a number formulistic (usually an
even number). |T0165.8.1$, Bride refuses to consummate marriage until a series of tasks are performed by the
groom. |U0286.3.2$, Listening to song as inducement to death; person listens and is led to series of ascending states:
pleasure, permissiveness, giving, poverty, worry, illness, death. |X0479.1.1$, Madam Minister will receive visiting
dignitaries according to natural order, not their bureaucratic rank: Judge al-'Air-yânî (`Peter') first, Minister alBaidânî (`Balls') to follow. |X0761.1$, Progressive testing of seducer's intentions: from street (bus, train, etc.) to
specifics of intercourse. Every step, girl at first indignantly refuses and then, in response to seducer's pleading, she
`unwillingly' consents: "Just to see what he has in mind--for I am unjustly treated!". |Z0048$, The decreasing effects
of the climax of calamities: descending disasters.

Ref.: Maspero 139-40 no. 7-I; DOTTI 507 805 939 956 971 972/{Egy, Irq}; MITON; Shamy (el-)
"Psych. Criteria" 242 n. 21.>
Z0055.1$, Biological process carried to its climax. Type: cf. 1425B$.
C

Link: |J1490.1$, Repartee concerning let wind's odor. |P0295.1.2.2.1$, "My ibn- amm's flesh is my own flesh (and
there is Cishrah and love). |U0276.1.1$, I said: "My head hurts"; the next day they, as far as the seventh town, came
to walk in my funeral procession.

Ref.: Qazwînî II 106-111/(from food to human-being); Ibshîhî 240/cf.; DOTTI 802 975/{Egy};
MITON.>
Z0055.2$, Production (industrial) process brought to fruition.>
Z0055.2.1$, Adam taught (by angel) when grain is rendered edible: sowing, harvesting, grinding, kneading,
baking, cooling, etc.
Link: |A1455.3.1$, Bread-production process learned: from planting to eating.

Ref.: ThaClabî 23.>
Z0055.3$, Social (interactional) process carried to its climax. Type: 1871B$, cf. 2010C$.
Link: |J1335$, Beggar turned down through chain of command in a miser's palace. He evokes a divine chain of
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command to punish the miser: God, Gabriel, Michael, , Azrael (Death). |S0106$, Climax of murders: one more
murder that will make a number formulistic (usually an even number).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 170-71; Boqarî 198; DOTTI 940 958 975/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; TAWT 293 n. 582.>
Z0055.3.1$, From drunkenness (liquor), to fornication, to lying, to murder. Type: 839.
Link: |J0485, Three sins of the hermit. Choice of three sins given him: adultery, murder (theft), drunkenness. He
chooses drunkenness [wine]; the others follow. |P0196.1.2.2$, Drunkard commits rape (incest). |S0106$, Climax of
murders: one more murder that will make a number formulistic (usually an even number). |U0283.1.3.1$, Liquor
leads to commission of crimes (sins).>

Z0056$, Process descends (brought down) to its lowest level (nether).
Link: |Z0048$, The decreasing effects of the climax of calamities: descending disasters.>

Z0056.1$, Descending human needs: man needs to have reason (wisdom); if unattainable, then property; if
unattainable, then good conduct (reputation); if unattainable, then death.
Link: |J1992$, Descending expectations: absurdly exaggerated (high) plans become realistic. |U0315$, Attending
secondary (acquired, derived) needs. |Z0048$, The decreasing effects of the climax of calamities: descending
disasters.>

Z0056.2$, Descending social responsibility: one is required to amend a wrong by deed; if not, then by word;
if not, then by thought.
Link: |V0008.9.2.3.1$, `A believer who witnesses a vice (sin) committed is required to amend it by hand (deed); if
not, then by tongue (word); if not, then by heart (thought)--the latter being the least [measure of] faith.'.>

Z0060, Other formulistic motifs.>
Z0061, Never. Type: 971A$, 1188B$.
Link: |K0231.12.2$, Debt to be paid "in-shâ'-Allâh (If God wills)": God never wills it. |P0180.8.6$, Slave-girl
refuses to surrender self to buyer (master). |Z0063.2$, Formulas signifying inseparability.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 528-29; DOTTI 675 713.>
Z0061.0.1$, `hayhât! hayhât!' (Never!). Literary usage.
Link: |Z0001.0.1$, 'inshâ-style literary composition: constituted mainly from copied (memorized) famous quotations.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0061.1.1$, Two planets (stars) never to meet. Type: 971A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 676/{lit.}; SaCdiyyah Bahâ' Mahdî Turâth VIII:1 117-19.>
Z0061.1.2$, `f-el-mishmish' ("[This is done only] with apricots!"--i.e., Never!). Type: 1188B$.
Ref.: Amîn 313; DOTTI 713; Taymûr no. 2132.>
Z0061.1.3$, When dry rod blossoms (i.e., Never). Type: 756C.
Link: |K0288$, Artificial (deceptive) non-compliance: one party to a bargain arranges for the terms (conditions,
stipulations) never to occur.

Ref.: DOTTI 416/{Egy}.>
Z0061.1.4$, When the sky collapses on earth (i.e., Never).
Link: |M0169.1$, Threat to collapse sky (heaven) on Earth.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 528.>
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Z0061.1.5$, When you ascend to the sky and then descend to earth (i.e., Never).>
Z0061.1.5.1$, `The stars in the sky would be closer [and more attainable]' (i.e., Never).
Link: |Z0092.2$, Formulas of astronomical (celestial) distances (thousands of years walk or flight).>

Z0061.1.7$, When animal's nature changes.
Link: |U0129.0.2.1$, A dog's tail cannot be made straight.

Ref.: DOTTI 230/{Egy}.>
Z0061.1.7.1$, When a she-mule gives birth (i.e., Never).
Link: |B0014.8.0.1$, Attributes of natural hybrids--(strengths and weaknesses). |W0157.4.1.1$, `To make a she-mule
give birth' (i.e., ability to make obvious lie believable). |Z0103.2.2$, She-mule: barrenness.

Ref.: Zîr 67/(poem).>
Z0061.1.7.2$, When Noah's crow returns (to the ark)--(i.e., Never).
Ref.: Jâhiz II 318.>
Z0061.1.7.3$, `When a camel passes through the eye of a needle'--(i.e., Never).
Link: |T0024.6.1.1.3$, If a camel were to pine away from love like (human) lover, it could pass through needle's eye
(due to thinness). |Z0001.1$, Holy passages (from scripture) as formulas (usually in non-holy contexts, e.g., "The
Lord says `Y'," "The Holy Book states," or the like).

Ref.: Amîn 2.>
Z0061.1.7.4$, When crow (raven) becomes grey-[feathered due to old age].
Ref.: Damîrî II 179.>
Z0061.1.9$, Never--miscellaneous.>
Z0061.1.9.1$, Will never be found.>
Z0061.1.9.1.1$, Corpse (person) hidden so well that blue (green) flies cannot find it (him).
Link: |E0734.7.1$, Soul in the form of blue (green) fly. |Z0061, Never.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 142 no. 26.>
Z0061.1.9.3$, Never done.>
Z0061.1.9.3.1$, A spit is never licked back.
Link: |J0210.3.1$, "[Like] a spittle: if [spat out] upwards [it comes down] on one's face; if [spat out] downwards, [it
falls] into one's bosom".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 433.>
Z0061.1.9.5$, Once in a lifetime: "Never again".>
Z0061.1.9.5.1$, Rooster's egg (cock lays an egg once in a lifetime).
Link: |F1089.3.1$, Rooster (cock) lays egg once in a lifetime. |T0578.9.1$, Male bird (rooster) lays egg.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 308; Qazwînî II 266; Boqarî 125.>
Z0061.2, Forever. Type: 971A$.

Link: |A0102.6, Eternal god. |Q0433.0.1$, Imprisonment for life as punishment--(`forever$, `for eternity').
|Q0550.2$, Eternal punishment (forever). |Z0010.2, End formulas.

Ref.: DOTTI 676; Webber 6 no. 3.>
Z0061.2.1$, Two planets (stars) forever in pursuit of each other. Type: 971A$.
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Ref.: DOTTI 676.>
Z0061.2.2$, Living forever.
Ref.: Maspero 178 no. 10.>
Z0061.5$, "Nobody".>
Z0061.5.1$, "The she-sparrow told me." (Through the grape-vine).
Link: |B0122.1.1, Birds tell a secret. |K1969.5.1$, Person pretends to know language of animals (birds, insects,
etc.).>

Z0061.5.2$, "Has anyone seen the camel?" "[Neither the camel] nor the camel-man!" (Nobody will know).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 103 no. 15.>
Z0061.6$, "It is over: no more!".>
Z0061.6.1$, "The `caliph' of the saint's fair (mûlid) rode off and the festival disbanded" (i.e., "The fat lady
sang").
Link: |P0302.1.0.1.1$, `It was my maternal-aunt and your maternal-aunt [that got us together], now the maternalaunts have parted company [so should we--due to lack of common interests]'.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1331.>
Z0061.6.2$, "That was long time ago: sold out (i.e., no more)".>
Z0062, Proverbial simile. Type: 1360C.
Link: |F0575.1.5.6.1.1.1$, Folds of tummy fat likened to a folder holding paper documents (or the like).
|F0574.9.2.1.1$, Woman (girl) looks like tower (column) of silver. |F0827.9.4.1$, Person with much jewelry
(ornaments) likened to mummy adorned with jewels ("treasure-doll"). |J0060.0.1$, Positive identification: "Model
yourself after So-and-so"--("Be like So-and-so"). |J0195.4.1$, For a Bedouin, stars are like bedroom ceiling (bedposts) for the city dweller). |J0210.3.1$, "[Like] a spittle: if [spat out] upwards [it comes down] on one's face; if [spat
out] downwards, [it falls] into one's bosom". |J1110.1.0.1$, Cleverness that would get a person out of trouble "like a
hair [is pulled] out dough [clean, blemishless]". |J2478, The numskull buys water at market. [He takes merchant's
similes literally]. |K1556.2$, Cuckolded husband reveals knowledge of gifts given to his wife by her paramours.
(Usually with rhymed proverbial simile; e.g., glimmering eye like the coin in our purse, silky smooth like the dress in
our chest, or the like). |M0400.0.1.1$, Cursing is like throwing stones at someone, one finds its target while another
C

doesn't. |P0570.3.9.1.1$, More unattainable (impenetrable) than al- Uqâb (the Phoenix). |P0774.2.6.1.1$, "Like a
saw: `eats' (cuts) going up and eats (cuts) coming down". |P0775.2.0.1$, `[Like a waterwheel], the full [bucket] pours
onto the empty'. |T0060.0.1.2$, To be beaten by the beloved is as (sweet) as eating raisins. |T0467.3$, Honey (liquor,
nectar) from biting lip (of the beloved). |U0020.3.1$, Like salt: unpleasant by itself but necessary for food's good
taste. |W0256.6.3.1.1.1$, Women are like a sickle: had it not been curved it would not have harvested (worked).
|Z0002$, Parallelism (as formula). |Z0065.3.1.1$, `A milk-[white] day' (i.e., as white and pure as milk: an auspicious
time). |Z0070.6$, To be like (as useless as) suspended grammatical rule (e.g., tanwîn al-'idâfah, silent letter).
|Z0094.2.2.2$, Like salt in food: necessary only for acceptable taste. |Z0117.6.2$, Musician's (singer's) love for
musical instrument: "mother and her child". |Z0140.1.1$, Color shifting: chameleon (hirbâyah)--elusiveness,
craftiness, deception. |Z0193.3.1.1.1$, Cock's job (duty): `eat, drink, and fY (copulate)'. |Z0194.9.4.1$, `A dream is
like a fleeting bird [up in the air], becomes actual only if interpreted (caught)'. |Z0197.3.1.2$, As lover, a eunuch is
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like a conqueror (warrior) without a weapon.

Ref.: Maspero 175 no. 10-(like/son/of/Nuît); Simpson 39 n. 35; Jâhiz I 196-98 220-21 III 500 IV
323/(`to be like ostrich'); Ibn-CAasim no. 157/(al-Basûs) no. 173 no. 506 no. 517; Damîrî II
343/(usefulness/"like the bee"); Ibshîhî 124/(Weathervane) 177/(camel/grudge) 605/(woman)
646/(Samaw'al); Ibn-CArabshâh 172/(ostrich) 267/cf./(ostrich/the poor).; Amîn 120; DOTTI 78 763/{lit.};
Hujelân 98 no. 7-2 330 no. 15-5; Littmann 96-97 no. 77: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 9; MITON;
Râsî (al-) Haky 159-63, khabâyâ 48-49; Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 9 n. 20, "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi"
no. 41, "el-Birdîsî" no. 34/cf./(image/simile), "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 13/(simile); Taymûr no.
1361-1559/(to be like/zayy); Wickett 166 173; Zîr 31/(`like full moon') 111/(like red flower/bloody warrior)
(like two souls in one body); AGSFC: QTR 87-3 676-1-207-23.>
Z0062.0.1$, "Khurâfah's report, [mythical, but it is the truth]". Type: 953A$.
Ref.: Jâhiz 301 212 V 502/(Banî Himmân's he-goat) 528/(frog loses tail); Ibn-CAasim 169-71 no.
280: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 1; Ibn-CAasim no. 280; Ibn-Kathîr I 27 (historians'); DOTTI 220
379 659 819 946/{lit.}; TAWT 23 n. 38.>
Z0062.2, "Bridegroom like the sun and bride like the moon".
Link: |Z0159.3.2$, Symbolism: moon--beauty.>

Z0062.3$, Proverbial innocence.
Link: |Z0194.1.6.2$, Lamb: innocence, peacefulness, inexperience (naivety).>

Z0062.3.1$, "[As] innocent as wolf's innocence of the blood of `Jacob's Son'" (i.e., Joseph).
Link: |J1263.1.5$, "The name of the wolf who did not eat Joseph". Preacher cites a name as that of the wolf that ate
Joseph; a listener objects, "Joseph was not eaten!" The preacher corrects himself but keeps the name. |K0419.11.1$,
Blame for missing person (child) fastened on wolf (or the like).>

Z0062.5$, Proverbial beauty (formulas).
Link: |F0574.1, Resplendent beauty. Woman's face lights up the dark. |W0164.1.5$, Publication of one's own
physical attributes. |Z0186.0.1$, Symbolism: erotic--general.

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 169; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 70; T.M. al-Tayyib al-Humrân 75-78.>
Z0062.5.1$, Celestial beauty (to be like moon, sun, star, dawn, etc.). Type: 709, 898, 918$.
Link: |F0574.1.5$, Woman's beauty matches splendor of midmorning sun on cloudless sky ("sun shining in the sheen
sky"). |F0575, Remarkable beauty. |J0040.1$, Inferences as to who is more beautiful: man (Adamite) or heavenly
body (moon, star, etc.). |Z0159$, Celestial (astronomical) symbolism.

Ref.: DOTTI 391 555 585; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22d,
"Sa d and Farag-Illâh" no. 23, "Ulama and sîdî Ibrâhîm" no. 60.>
Z0062.5.1.1$, `As beautiful as (more beautiful than) the moon'. Type: 613B3$, 918$, cf. 898.
C

Link: |A1213$, Man created in the best possible constitution ('ahsani taqwîm).

Ref.: ThaClabî 65; DOTTI 282 318 350 555 585/{Mrc}.>
Z0062.5.1.2$, `As beautiful as (more beautiful than) the sun'. Type: 918$, cf. 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 555 585; MITON.>
Z0062.5.1.3$, `As beautiful as a star (planet)'.>
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Z0062.5.1.5$, Angelic Beauty (i.e., person of beauty and airs of innocence).
Link: |T0370$, Satanic (diabolic) beauty: an utterly wicked (evil) person with extraordinary good looks. |W0046$,
Sinlessness.>

Z0062.5.1.5.1$, A[As beautiful as] `a houri' (nymph of paradise).
Link: |A1278.1.2.1$, Remodeled houri: given physical and emotional attributes of human female. |F0499.2, Nymphs
of Paradise (houris [hûriyyât]).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 120 121 no. 17; Wickett 172.>
Z0062.5.3$, Floral beauty (to be as beautiful as a flower, rose, etc.). Type: 925*.
Ref.: DOTTI 611.>
Z0062.5.3.0.1$, Withered rose (flower): sickness or death.
Link: |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.

Ref.: RAFE 216; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
Z0062.5.4$, Precious metal beauty (gold, silver, diamond, etc., as pure substance).
Link: |Z0071.8.6.1$, Twenty-four carats/karats: completeness (perfection: as in full acre, pure gold).>

Z0062.5.5$, Radiant substance--beauty.
Link: |F0574, Luminous person.>

Z0062.5.5.1$, Crystal-like body organs (semi-transparent).
Link: |F0529.5, Person with transparent body [(monstrous)]. |F0574.5$, Prophet (Joseph) with transparent body
(beautiful). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived
properties of object.

Ref.: MITON; Damîrî II 86.>
Z0062.6$, Proverbial softness (smoothness).
Link: |F0574.9.1$, Remarkable complexion: softness. |H0652, Riddle: what is the softest?. |Z0107$, Consistency
(texture) symbolism: association based on sensation (touch) similarities.>

Z0062.6.1$, `As smooth as silk'.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0062.6.2$, `As soft as a feather' (usually ostrich's). Type: 851D$, 894.
Ref.: DOTTI 474 546.>
Z0062.6.2.1$, `As light as a feather'.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 79 no. 10.>
Z0062.6.3$, As soft as butter. Type: 517A$.
Link: |F0574.9.1.1$, Skin so soft that it will not support a flea's weight (formulaic). |Z0065.4$, White cheese (butter)
is softest: female.

Ref.: DOTTI 286.>
Z0062.6.3.1$, "Winter butter"--firm and soft.>
Z0062.6.4$, As soft as dough.
Link: |F0575.1.5.12.1$, Remarkably soft fingers.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 20/(poem).>
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Z0062.6.4.1$, `Leavened dough': soft and elastic.
Link: |F0575.1.5.6.1$, Leavened-dough like abdomen (soft and firm).>

Z0062.7$, Ghoulish simile.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 121.>
Z0062.7.1$, Slandering (backbiting, calumniating) is [like] eating a dead brother's flesh.
Link: |C0434.3$, Scandal (defamation, infamy) must not be spoken of (spread). |C0486$, Tabu: backbiting (evilspeaking).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 121.>
Z0062.9$, Other forms for proverbial sayings.
Link: |J0039$, Knowledge acquired from inferences from proverb--how proverbs (parables) work. |Z0064,
Proverbs.>

Z0062.9.1$, Proverbial comparisons (`bigger than$, `smaller than$, `bolder than$, `softer than$, etc.).
Link: |H0660, Riddles of comparison. |Z0013.4.1$, Narrator describes heroine's beauty then says to listener(s): "But
she could not be your better", or the like. (Usually an aside addressed at young girls).

Ref.: Jâhiz I 220-21 V 528; Ibn-CAasim no. 58/(more foolish) no. 117, no. 172/(more inauspicious)
no. 173, no. 379/(more unattainable), no. 475/(equanimity), no. 478/(farter); Shamy (el-) "Samaw'al" 9 n.
20.>
Z0062.9.1.1$, In proverbial comparison, the `compared to' (mushabbah bihi) is superior to what is being
`compared'.
Link: |A0152.0.1$, Universe as replica of God's throne: throne contains the model (mithâl: prototype, archetype,
mold) for every one of His creations. |H0630, Riddles of the superlative. |H0679$, Other riddles of comparison or
C

the superlative--miscellaneous. |Z0119.3.1$, The fâ il (`doer$, active subject of a verbal clause) is superior to the
C

maf ûl (`done to$, object, passive participle).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0062.9.2$, Gohâ's utterance: "quotation-and-reply" (i.e., `Wellerism').
Ref.: Littmann 96-97 no. 77/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 9; Taymûr no. 2193-2207
2201/(action/Wellerism/cf.).>
Z0063, Formulas signifying fruitlessness.
Link: |J1064.0.1$, `Lived a donkey and died a donkey'--[without learning a thing]. |J2028.1.1$, Where are the two of
them located? "I dwell with my brother; my brother dwells with me; I and my brother dwell together; we dwell in
our house; our house is where we dwell; Y" etc. |T0099.3$, Futile love adventure.>

Z0063.1$, Formulas for futility.
Ref.: Simpson 189 n. 57.>
Z0063.1.1$-(formerly, Z0063.1$), `Like blowing into a torn water-skin [so as to inflate it]'--(futility).>
Z0063.1.2$-(formerly, Z0063.2$), `Eblis's hope in [admission to] paradise'.
Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 1803 1900.>
Z0063.1.3$, `As if [one has] neither gone nor come back'. Type: 2020$.
Ref.: DOTTI 959.>
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Z0063.1.4$, "Who reads! And who listens [nowadays; i.e., No one]!". Type: 41A$, cf. 122N*.
Link: |K0811.7$, Fox has invitation to feast in writing (a ruse). Fox sends wolf (lion) to people's feast by claiming to
have such an invitation. Wolf is captured, and begs fox to show the invitation; fox replies: "Even if they could read,
they wouldn't understand!".

Ref.: Taymûr no. 3027.>
Z0063.2$, Formulas signifying inseparability.
Link: |Z0061, Never.>

Z0063.2.1$, Inseparable: to be in one's blood.
Link: |U0130, The power of habit [(individualistic)].>

Z0063.2.1.1$, Satan runs within an Adamite as if blood (in veins)--inseparable.
Link: |A1384.3$, Being sin-prone is part of human nature (being an Adamite). |G0303.0.2.1$, Satan is ever close to a
human `as if in his blood.'.

Ref.: ThaClabî 25; RAFE 53 n. 168.>
Z0063.2.2$, Inseparable: one liquid mixed with another.>
Z0063.2.2.1$, Sweet water running into salty (at river mouth into sea)--inseparable.
Link: |H1028$, Task: separating sweet water from salty.>

Z0063.2.3$, Inseparable: substance dissolved in liquid.>
Z0063.2.3.2$, Like salt (sugar) dissolved in water--inseparable.
Ref.: Simpson 298.>
Z0063.2.4$, Inseparable: like parts of one organ or limb.>
Z0063.2.4.1$, Lover to beloved: "I'm the eye, you're the pupil"--inseparable. (Typically said by female).
Link: |F1035.6.2.1$, Girl would conceal her sweetheart in her `own eye (under eyelid)' and cover him with kohl
(formulaic). |P0302.1$, Cohesion among members of small group (`esprit de corps'). |Z0186.9.2$, Symbolism: `eye'-vagina, anus.>

Z0063.2.9$, Other formulas signifying inseparability--miscellaneous.>
Z0063.2.9.1$, Mystical inseparability.>
Z0063.2.9.1.1$, Inseparability: to be one's predestined lot (kismet, fate, etc.). Type: 430B$, 745A, 930930G$, 934A-934N$, 946F$, cf. 705A$.
Link: |A0604.3$, maktûb, muqaddar, qismah (written, predestined, kismet)--one's fated lot. |N0101.0.1.1$, `Destiny
cannot be erased (altered, escaped)'.>

Z0063.3$, Formulas signifying failure (defeat, humiliation).
Link: |J2755$, The real fool (`without a brain'). |T0594.1.2$, News of birth of daughter as source of shame.
|Z0071.5.14$, Seven sorrows (regrets).

Ref.:
Shamy
(el-)
"Eg.
Balladry":
"Shafîqah
and
Mitwallî"
1/(ballam/ballim/stunned/dumbfounded).>
Z0063.3.1$, External indicators signifying failure (submission, humiliation).>
Z0063.3.1.1$, External indicators signifying humiliation: to be subjected to sexual aggression.
Link: |Z0013.3.1$, Catch tale: listener subjected to sexual aggression--(usually verbal).

no.
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Ref.: MITON.>
Z0063.3.1.1.1$, To get `screwed'--failure.>
Z0063.3.1.1.2$, To be given (receiving) finger (wedge, peg, etc.) in anus--failure. Type: cf. 921G$.
Link: |J1485.2$, Mistaken identity. Trickster commits an indiscretion with the king and pleads: "Pardon! I thought
you were the queen". |Q0461, Impalement as punishment. |Z0186.9.1.1$, Symbolism: ring--vagina, anus.

Ref.: DOTTI 597.>
Z0063.3.1.1.3$, To be told: "[As for you:] your mother's vagina!"--failure. Type: 1637B$.
Link: |H1182.3$, Task: three things king has never heard, seen or tasted. Trickster: "`Your mother's vagina!'"; bares
privates; "Eat feces"--(or the like). |Z0069.1$, Person (act, entity, etc.) is "on one's shoe (penis)"--contempt.
|Z0084.1.1.1$, Insult: mention of mother's privates (vagina, buttocks, etc.).>

Z0063.3.3$, Personal manifestations signifying (as indicators of) failure.
Link: |P0169$, The poor--miscellaneous.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0063.3.3.1$, To be `slapped on the nape (back) of neck'--humiliation. Type: 737C$, 1425B$, 1469$.
Link: |K1289.2$, Girl feigns stumbling and slaps man (king) as she pretends to be leaning on him for support.
(Usually her hand lands on the back of his neck). |Q0479.2$, Slapping face as punishment.

Ref.: DOTTI 402 405 406 743 802 815/{Egy, lit.}; MITON.>
Z0063.3.3.1.1$, `Returning with back of neck [hot enough (from being slapped, or lowered in shame) that it
can be used for] heating bread' (i.e., head lowered and nape of neck exposed, etc.)--failure. Type: 923C$.
Link: |M0521.2.2$, Supplication: `neck lengthened' (i.e., neck upright, head high).

Ref.: DOTTI 607.>
Z0063.3.3.1.2$, `Returning with neck lowered'.
Link: |T0024.9.4$, Person will `humiliate' self for love.>

Z0063.3.3.1.3$, To be given a kick in the butt (shallût).
Link: |Q0479.3.1$, Kicking-butt (shallût) as punishment.>

Z0063.3.3.1.4$, To be beaten with shoe (slipper, clog, etc.).
Link: |H0386.1, Bride test: to allow oneself to be beaten with shoe. |Z0179.2.3.1$, Shoe (sandals) kissed: pleading of
desperation.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0063.3.3.2$, Loss (failure) on more than one front.
Link: |Z0077.6$, Formulas for disappointment (dissatisfaction, incompleteness, etc.).>

Z0063.3.3.2.1$, "Attaining neither Syria's (esh-Shâm's) palm-dates nor Yemen's grapes"--losing all.
Link: |J2183, Disastrous hesitation. |Z0063.7$, Formulas signifying futility of trying (despair, loss of stamina,
exasperation, etc.).>

Z0063.3.3.2.2$, "Returning with Hunain's thongs (sandals, slippers)"--losing all.
Link: |J0321.5$, Hungry (thirsty) man kicks aside modest food (basket of palm-dates) hoping for better: gets nothing.
|K0340.2.1$, Trickster lays out thongs (shoes, sandals, slippers) separately in the way of merchant, then steals goods
left unattended when merchant goes back to pick up the first of the pair which he had ignored earlier as useless:
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("Hunain's pair-of-thongs").
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Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 159.>
Z0063.3.3.3$, `To emerge from the fair (mûlid: saint's-day celebration, festival) without any chick-peas'-[where as everyone else gets some].
Link: |J1347.2.3.1$, Candy at a saint's fair ("mûlid's sweets"): readily available to all. |P0634.0.3.3.1$, Sweets eaten
on holy man's day (mûlid of prophet or saint).

Ref.: Amîn 454; Taymûr no. 1797.>
Z0063.3.3.4$, Loss of pride: broken spirit or countenance (maksûr el-khâtir).
Link: |Z0094.3.2$, Pride: to be with mended countenance (magbûr el-khâtir). |Z0188.5.2$, Humiliation: to bring
down someone's nose to the ground.>

Z0063.3.3.6$, Formulas signifying dishonor (shame).
Link: |Z0094.5.1$, Formulas for imperviousness (insensitiveness, shamelessness).>

Z0063.3.3.6.1$, `Like one who has committed a [grave] misdeed'.>
Z0063.3.3.6.2$, `Like one who has committed a disgraceful act'.
Link: |P0780$, Shameful (disgraceful) acts.>

Z0063.3.3.6.2.1$, "To seem as if having done `it' [(urination, defecation)] on self".
Link: |F1041.17.4$, Involuntary defecation (urination) from fear. |Z0084.3.1$, Insult: infantile (childish, still-indiapers, etc.).>

Z0063.3.3.6.3$, "To say, `O earth, open up and swallow me'".
Link: |W0166.0.1.1$, Arrogant person: [As if saying], "O earth collapse/(fortify yourself): no one on your surface is
as grand as me!".

Ref.: TAWT 422.>
Z0063.3.3.1.5$, To bite earth (`biting the dust')--humiliation, defeat.
Link: |Q0499.2, Humiliating death as punishment.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0063.4$, Formulas for disabling.>
Z0063.4.1$, Clipping (plucking) someone's feathers--(impoverish, crippled, etc.). Type: 921F*.
Link: |H0561.6.1, King and peasant [(fisher)]: the plucked fowl. |T0145.10.1$, "Clip your bird's wings lest he mate
with another." Wife is to keep husband poor.

Ref.: DOTTI 596; TAWT 234.>
Z0063.4.2$, Falling on one's belt (`broken belt': inoperative machine).>
Z0063.5$, Formulas signifying futility of conceit (trying to be the one with `the most').
Link: |L0295$, Conceited person will be disappointed: someone stronger (richer, more magnificent, etc.) than oneself
exists.

Ref.: Damîrî II 61.>
Z0063.5.1$, `Eve is fertile$, `A womb brings forth': formulas signifying futility of conceit.
Link: |A1231.3.1$, Adam's progeny on earth: children born to Adam and Eve after their descent. |A1274.1.1$,
Scores of twin brother-and-sister as children of first parents--(twenty, one hundred and twenty, etc.).
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Ref.: DOTTI 281 762 796 798/{Egy}; CA.A. al-Hasan Rashâydah 87; Kh. Ibrâhîm Hikam 26 no. 12;
MITON; Shahi-Moore 159 no. 33; Shamy (el-) Egypt 156 no. 31/(implicit); Shawqî 300 [no. 27]/cf. 299 [no.
26]/cf.; TAWT 365 n. 71; Taymûr no. 1815/(gen.).>
Z0063.6$, Formulas for ignoring a person (being ignored).
Link: |K1778$, Pretended indifference (lack of interest). |P0790.2$, Publication (signs) of anger.>

Z0063.6.1$, Ignoring: to [be left alone to] `self-split'.
Link: |F1041.16.8.1$, Person bursts from anger (frustration, humiliation). |K1778.1$, Angered person ignored: thus
rendered easier to reconcile.>

Z0063.6.2$, Ignoring: to `drink from sea'.
Link: |H1142.3, Task: drinking the sea dry: countertask: stop all the rivers.

Ref.: Alf III 174/cf.>
Z0063.6.3$, Ignoring: to `eat shit' (dirt, etc.). Type: 1637B$, cf. 921E, cf. 1408B.
Link: |H1182.3$, Task: three things king has never heard, seen or tasted. Trickster: "`Your mother's vagina!'"; bares
privates; "Eat feces"--(or the like). |K1044, Dupe induced to eat filth (dung).

Ref.: DOTTI 595 792; Shamy (el-) Egypt 217 no. 56.>
Z0063.6.4$, Ignoring: to be left to reverberate (yirinn, resonate; i.e, `cool one's heels').
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1170 1176-(sweetheart) 1630.>
Z0063.6.5$, Ignoring: person may `place his head where feet would be placed'.
Link: |Z0063.3.3.1.1$, `Returning with back of neck [hot enough (from being slapped, or lowered in shame) that it
can be used for] heating bread' (i.e., head lowered and nape of neck exposed, etc.)--failure.>

Z0063.6.6$, Ignoring: [listening with] one ear [made] of mud and the other of dough.
Link: |K2001$, Deception by pretense (pretence).

Ref.: Amîn 472.>
Z0063.7$, Formulas signifying futility of trying (despair, loss of stamina, exasperation, etc.).
Link: |F1012.1.2.1.1$, Life-long chase (hunt): begun when young, sill on in old age. |Z0063.3.3.2$, Loss (failure) on
more than one front.

Ref.: DOTTI 220 221 379 457 659 819 946/{Egy, lit.}.>
Z0063.7.1$, Exasperation: `one's gallbladder (marârah) bursts'.
Link: |K2066$, False virgin detected: pouch to be filled with red ink (blood), but mistakenly filled with green. She
accuses groom of having `popped' (punctured) her gallbladder (bile). |W0196, Lack of patience [(impatience)].
|W0254.4$, Power of endurance (perseverance, stamina) resides in gallbladder (bile, marârah)--(Compare:
mirrahah, i.e., power). |V0462.2.3, Death from ascetic devotions.

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 3: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 13-1; Burton I 157 n. 1.>
Z0063.7.2$, Exasperation: "one's donkey baffled".
Ref.: Boqarî 124/cf.; TAWT 372 n. 211 no. 9.>
Z0063.7.3$, Futility: striking at cold iron (to reshape it).
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0063.7.4$, Futility: `Calling in Malta for [performing Moslem] prayers'.>
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Z0063.7.5$, Uselessness: "[Coming] after Malta's ruination!" (i.e., it is too late to be of help).
Link: |U0156.1$, One-eyed struck on his [bad] eye: he said, "It is bad no matter what!"--(i.e., matters could not be
worse).>

Z0063.7.5.1$, "Dogs's barking does not harm clouds." (Cf. `Barking at the moon').
Ref.: Qazwînî II 246.>
Z0063.7.5.2$, "Our boring (digging) led into an empty storehouse (barn)".
Link: |P0475, Robber.

Ref.: Amîn 472.>
Z0063.8$, Formulas signifying differences (divergence).
Link: |F0579$, Remarkable diversity (dissimilarity, differences). |N0122.0.1, The choice of roads. At parting of three
roads are equivocal inscriptions telling what will happen if each is chosen.>

Z0063.8.1$, Formulas signifying divergence (of direction).>
Z0063.8.1.1$, One went east, the other went west.
Ref.: DOTTI 275/{Syr}.>
Z0063.8.1.2$, `Son of the east is for the east, son of the west is for the west'.>
Z0063.8.2$, Formulas signifying evident (stark) difference.>
Z0063.8.2.1$, `A world other than the world$, `A country other than the country]$, `People other than the
people$, etc.
Link: |F0160, Nature of the otherworld.

Ref.: TAWT no. 9.>
Z0063.8.2.2$, `Clay other than the clay' [is what a person (object) is made of].
Link: |A1241.3.1$, Clay ("tînah") with which God created Adam was fermented for forty days. |A1241.6$, Prophets
made from more pure class of clay (heart of earth) brought by Gabriel. |A1241.7.1$, Gog and Magog constituted
from mixture of earth and semen--(Adam's wet dream).>

Z0063.8.2.3$, No way for comparison ("'aish gâb, li 'aish gâb! (What has Y got to do with Y!)".>
Z0063.8.2.3.1$, Stark difference: `This is honey, this is vinegar!'.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0063.9$, Formulas signifying evident absence of differences (and presence of uniformity, similarity).
Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 2430/(white dog/black dog).>
Z0063.9.1$, `The clay is from the [same earth-] clay, and the dough-turn (lattah) is from the dough [in the
kneading tub (tray)]'.
Link: |P0750.0.3.1$, `We all are children of Eve and Adam'. |U0005$, Successor unlike predecessor.

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 1824.>
Z0063.9.2$, Sister (brother) or paternal-cousin: what is the difference? [None!]. Type: 516A1$.
C

Link: |T0416$, Paternal-cousin (bint- amm) as substitute for sister.

Ref.: DOTTI 277; TAWT 438.>
Z0063.10$, Formulas for undesirable.
Link: |D1812.5.0.20.9.1$, Omen: braking water jug behind undesirable visitor after his departure ensures that he
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(she) never returns.>

Z0063.10.1$, Undesirable: to be ever in one's face.
Link: |U0086$, Scarcity renders the common valuable, abundance renders the valuable common (mundane).
|U0131.3$, Familiarity produces contempt (lack of respect).>

Z0063.10.1.1$, To be like a bad deed--ever present.
Ref.: TAWT 406 n. 834.>
Z0063.10.1.2$, To remain like a `monkey that broke away'--ever present.>
Z0063.10.2$, Formulas for "Depart!" (`get lost!,' `beat it!,' etc.).>
Z0063.10.2.1$, `Go: with no expulsion [intended]'.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0063.10.2.2$, `Show us the width of [the back of] your shoulders'.
Ref.: MITON; Amîn 475.>
Z0063.10.2.3$, "Get road-bound" ("Hit the road!").
Ref.: TAWT 394 n. 595.>
Z0063.10.2.4$, `Sink' [out of my face (sight), like water in dried up well] (`ghûr'/ghْr).
Link: |M0448, Curse: to sink into earth. |Q0552.2.3, Earth swallowings as punishment. |Z0071.13.1$, Formulistic
curse: to "go into sixty catastrophes".>

Z0064, Proverbs.
Ref.: Maspero 107 no. 5; Ibshîhî 42-62; Amîn 61-70; Basset Contes pop. berb. 127 no. 63; HouriPasotti 47-48 no. 8 66 no. 21[.1]; AUC: 41 Nos. 2 8 9.>
Z0064.0.1$, Poetic characteristics of proverbs.
Ref.: Hujelân 299-301 332 nos. 1g 2.>
Z0065, Color formulas.>
Z0065.1, Red as blood white as snow.
Link: |Z0140.0.1$, Symbolism of color combinations (e.g., white-on-red, black-on-white, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 119 238 272 295 523 753/{Alg, Syr}; Muhawi-Kanaana 181-88 no. 21; Savignac 9597 no. 8.>
Z0065.1.1, Red as blood white as snow (black as raven).>
Z0065.1.2$, Snow-white.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0065.3$, White as milk (cheese). Type: 327J$.
Ref.: DOTTI 169; Shamy (el-) Egypt 15 no. 2; TAWT 440 no. 32/{Egy} 454 no. 47/{Lib}.>
Z0065.3.1$, `As pure as [white] milk'.
Link: |Z0142.5$, White as symbolic of purity. |Z0189.3$, Symbolism: un-skimmed and skimmed (crusted and uncrusted)--virgin and non-virgin.

Ref.: Prym-Socin 8-12 no. 2; Shamy (el-) Brother and Sister 55-56; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
Z0065.3.1.1$, `A milk-[white] day' (i.e., as white and pure as milk: an auspicious time).
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Link: |N0127, The auspicious (lucky) day (days).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0065.3.1.1$, `A milk-[white] day' (i.e., as white and pure as milk: an auspicious time).
Link: |M0119.8.3.2$, Swearing by the milk suckled together during infancy (i.e., mother's or wet-nurse's). |Z0062,
Proverbial simile. |Z0170.1.3.0.1.1$, "To have one's hand in milk"--pleasure (usually sexual).>

Z0065.4$, White cheese (butter) is softest: female. Type: 517A$.
Link: |F0575.1.5.12.1$, Remarkably soft fingers. |Z0062.6.3$, As soft as butter.

Ref.: DOTTI 286; MITON.>
Z0066$, Formulas signifying endearment.
Link: |P0500.0.3.2$, Deeds done by ruler to gain popularity--(e.g., reduce taxes, release prisoners, or the like).
|Z0152.6.6$, Precious stone symbolism (pearl, gem, etc.)--beloved female. |Z0183.9.1$, Variation(s) on a name.

Ref.: Burton IV 145 n.3/(incrementative = "great weaner": Ammûnah, Khaddûjah, Fattûmah).>
Z0066.1$, To be `in (on) one's eyes'--endearment.
Link: |F1035.6.2.1$, Girl would conceal her sweetheart in her `own eye (under eyelid)' and cover him with kohl
(formulaic). |M0494$, Curse: wishing that object (pebble of salt, offensive appellation or word, or the like) be "in
offender's eye".

Ref.: DOTTI 186 475/{Mrc}; Lane 402, 406; MITON.>
Z0066.1.1$, To be carried "on one's (host's) eyelashes, if not carried by earth"--endearment.
Link: |P0324.0.1$, Guest spared having to walk on bear earth (ground).>

Z0066.2$, To be dearer than one's self.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0066.2.1$, To be "dearer than one's own eyes" (soul, etc.).
Ref.: Hadrî (el) AFann al-=insâniyyah" 14 [no. 17].>
Z0066.2.2$, To be "worth one's own eyes". Type: cf. 403D$, 613.
Link: |M0225, Eyes exchanged for food. |P0774.2.5$, High price for rare (precious) object.

Ref.: DOTTI 191 345.>
Z0066.2.2.1$, To be done "out of one's own eyes".
Link: |Z0067.1$, To be `on top of one's head'--aggrandizement. |Z0076.5.1.1$, "In spite of someone' own eye (`eye's
pupil')".

Ref.: DOTTI 271 293 361/{Syr}; MITON; TAWT 381 n. 362.>
Z0066.2.2.2$, To be "culled" (extracted, "taken out") of one's eye--painful loss (surrendering) of dear object
or person.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of SaCd Zaghlûl" no. 30.>
Z0066.3$, Endearment: to be addressed as if a loved relative (without social distance).>
Z0066.3.1$, Endearment: man addressed as "khâl (maternal-uncle)".
Link: |W0251.2.1$, makhwal (`maternal-unclehood') as basis for judging character. |Z0067.5.2$, Esteem: woman
addressed as "khâlah (maternal-aunt)".>

Z0066.4$, Endearment: to be viewed as someone's loved offspring (`danâ': baby, child, little-one). Type:
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980H$.
Link: |T0604.4.1$, Mother communicates with infant.

Ref.: DOTTI 682.>
Z0066.4.1$, Endearment: to be referred to (or addressed) in the diminutive. Type: 450, cf. 1384.
Link: |K0149.2.1$, Variation on name sold to name owner (e.g., Nafîsah is sold the name "Nafasfas", Khadîgah is
sold the name "Khadagdag", etc.). |P0740.5.1$, Lack of esteem: adult to be addressed as child ("Boy/walad",
"Girl/`bit'/bint", or the like). |Z0183.9.1$, Variation(s) on a name.

Ref.: Boqarî 217/(Muhsin/Muhaysin); DOTTI 222 778; RAFE 94 n. 311; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1; TAWT 371 n. 192 381 n. 357 385 n. 462 399 n. 714 404 n. 796
446; Zîr 2/(Kulayb).>
Z0066.5$, Dear relative(s) as would-be ransom (sacrifice).
Link: |S0260, Sacrifices. |W0028.5.3$, One sweetheart offers to sacrifice self for the other.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0066.5.0.1$, Oneself as would-be ransom (sacrifice).
Link: |W0028.5$, Person offers to sacrifice self to save others.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0066.5.1$, One's own father and mother as would-be ransom (sacrifice).>
Z0066.5.2$, One's own children as would-be ransom (sacrifice). Type: cf. 516C.
Link: |S0268, Child sacrificed to provide blood for cure of friend.

Ref.: DOTTI 279.>
Z0066.5.3$, One's own spouse as would-be ransom (sacrifice).
Link: |H0492.1, Husband refuses to murder his wife for high honors; wife agrees to murder husband.>

Z0066.5.3.1$, Woman's own husband as would-be ransom (sacrifice).
Ref.: Jâhiz VI 260; DOTTI 814/{Irq}; MITON.>
Z0066.6$, Endearment: to be kissed, embraced.
Link: |P0682.7.1$, Greeting by placing tip of one's nose against another's. |T0059.1.0.1$, Lovers' kiss. |Z0179.2.1$,
Hand kissed: respect (appeasement, reverence). |Z0179.2.5$, Head kissed: endearment, reconciliation.>

Z0066.6.1$, Endearment: to be kissed between the eyes.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 11; Zîr 79.>
Z0067$, Formulas signifying aggrandizement (respect).
Link: |P0740.1$, Esteem (respect) shown (usually for seniors).>

Z0067.0.1$, Aggrandizement: to be addressed in honorific the plural form.
Link: |Z0001.0.1$, 'inshâ-style literary composition: constituted mainly from copied (memorized) famous quotations.
|Z0067.5$, Esteem: to be addressed as respected relative (with social distance kept).

Ref.: DOTTI 975/{Egy}.>
Z0067.0.2$, Aggrandizement: to be addressed indirectly via one's `presence' (hadrah), `highness' (rifCah), or
the like.
Link: |C0430, Name tabu: prohibition against uttering the name of a person or thing. |J1749.1, Fool thinks that
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"aforesaid" is title of honor. |P0005.4$, Formal title (e.g., Lord, Chevalier, Pasha, Bey, Prince, Lady, etc.) as
indicator of social status.

Ref.: DOTTI 975/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102; Zîr
142/(ganâb).>
Z0067.1$, To be `on top of one's head'--aggrandizement. Type: 1637A$.
Link: |H1182.4$, Task: explaining to king three classes (types) of vaginas: one to be kissed, one to be trodden on,
and one to be aggrandized (`placed on top of head'). [Y]. |P0324.0.1.1$, Guest spared having to walk on bare earth
(ground). |Z0066.2.2.1$, To be done "out of one's own eyes". |Z0188.8$, Symbolism of the human head.

Ref.: Burton I 88 38 80 82 II 59 94 313 316; DOTTI 186 271 293 361 475 882/{Mrc, Syr}; Lane
402, 406; MITON.>
Z0067.2$, To be one's `master and head-crown' aggrandizement.>
Z0067.4$, Aggrandizement: being a parent (root) to an act, value, or device.
Link: |J0485.0.1$, `Liquor is the mother of wickedness, and the focal point of cardinal sins!'. |U0121.0.2.2$, `A shemouse's daughter is adroit at burrowing'. |Z0135.1$, Afflictions as `banât ad-Dahr' (`Daughters of Time').>

Z0067.4.1$, Aggrandizement: being `the mother-of-all Y'.
Link: |A0401, Mother earth. The earth is conceived of as the mother of all things. |J0090.1$, Burial in ground or
cremating? Former shown to be the correct (God's) way. |Z0183.6$, "Mother-of- " ('Omm/'UmmC

C

).

Ref.: Tha labî 6; Tha labî 3: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 5.>
Z0067.4.1.1$, `Mother of-all-villages (towns)'.
Ref.: ThaClabî 3: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 5.>
Z0067.4.1.2$, `Mother of-all-battles'.>
Z0067.4.2$, Aggrandizement: being `the father-of-all Y'.
C

Link: |J1215$, Know-all person ("'Abu-el- Urraif"): a talkative fool.>

Z0067.5$, Esteem: to be addressed as respected relative (with social distance kept).
Link: |W0164.1.9$, Fame (recognition by public) promotes self-esteem. |Z0067.0.1$, Aggrandizement: to be
addressed in honorific the plural form.

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 424.>
Z0067.5.1$, Esteem: man addressed as "Camm (paternal-uncle)".
Link: |K2301.1.2$, Equivocal claim: "I address him as `My paternal-uncle'"--("Master [of a slave]"). |P0180.1.1$,
Slave addresses master (mistress) as paternal-uncle (paternal-aunt).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 14; TAWT no. 1 /24 /26 /33
/42 362 n. 16 389 n. 515.>
Z0067.5.2$, Esteem: woman addressed as "khâlah (maternal-aunt)".
Link: |P0302.1.0.1.1$, `It was my maternal-aunt and your maternal-aunt [that got us together], now the maternalaunts have parted company [so should we--due to lack of common interests]'. |Z0066.3$, Endearment: to be
addressed as if a loved relative (without social distance).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 256; Boqarî 33-34 37-46 53-56; Burton I 303 n. 1; Hujelân 318 no. 6-5; MITON;
Shamy (el-) Egypt 49 no. 7, TAWT 200 211 no. 24; Shamy (el-) TAWT 176 no. 17; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
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Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 15-16; TAWT no. 17 /24 382 n. 402 387 n. 485 389 n. 515.>
Z0067.5.3$, Esteem: older person addressed as pilgrim or pligrimess.
Ref.: Burton V 163 n. 2.>
Z0067.7$, Formulas signifying weightiness (gravity) of a matter or situation.
Link: |T0604.1.1.1$, Threat: person will be reached "Even if [seeking refuge] in mother's bosom".>

Z0067.7.1$, Weightiness: "To be engraven with needles on eye-corners of mankind" ('âmâq al-bashar).
Link: |F0883.1.9.1.1$, Story (tale) written in gold. |J0170.2$, King orders story recorded as history (and parable).
|Z0010.2.3.1$, Graveness of story cited as end formula. |Z0061.2, Forever.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0067.7.2$, Not a grave error: "Have I (we) erred with respect to Bukhârî!" (al-Bukhâî being the collector
of Prophet Muhammad's sayings cited as Bukhârî's sahîh/authenticated)".>
Z0067.7.5$, Grave quest: "To bring in wolf by the tail" (i.e., accomplish an impossible, weighty, or
hazardous task). Type: 1229A$.
Link: |X1133.3.2, If the wolf's tail breaks. [Catching a wolf by the tail stirs up dust--should make catcher see another
kind of dust].

Ref.: DOTTI 719/{Egy}.>
Z0068$, Formulas signifying ease of a task.>
Z0068.1$, Task could be performed `with one's little finger (toe, penis)'--ease.
Link: |Z0166.3.2.4.1$, Finger (pinky): small penis.>

Z0069$, Formulas signifying contempt.
Link: |J1365.2.1$, A (referring to B): "This marah (lady/`broad') Y". B (angrily): "`Broad in your eye'! Y". |M0494$,
Curse: wishing that object (pebble of salt, offensive appellation or word, or the like) be "in offender's eye".

Ref.: Maspero 154 no. 8 n. 2; Zîr 80.>
Z0069.1$, Person (act, entity, etc.) is "on one's shoe (penis)"--contempt.
Ref.: DOTTI 597/{lit.}.>
Z0069.2$, Urinating on someone--contempt (scorn).
Ref.: "Ulama and sîdî Ibrâhîm" no. 60/RAFE 280 no. 41.>
Z0069.2.1$, (desecrating) someone's grave--contempt (scorn).
Link: |W0183$, shamâtah: [Sinister] pleasure (rejoicing) at another's misfortune.>

Z0069.2.1.1$, Urinating, spitting, or defecating on someone's grave--sinister pleasure for defeat of dead
person in grave.
Link: |C0060.4$, Ritual polluter: issuing body-substances (e.g., letting wind, urinating, ejaculating--in wet dream,
vomiting). |N0002.3.2.5.1$, "If certain thing happens, then you may urinate on my grave". |Z0069.4.1$, "Spitting on"
(spitting in, or at)--disgust.>

Z0069.4$, Formulas expressing disgust.
Link: |Q0471, Spitting in face as punishment.>

Z0069.4.1$, "Spitting on" (spitting in, or at)--disgust. Type: 293C*, cf. 874, 900.
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Link: |N0002.3.2.4.1$, If certain thing happens, then you may spit on my face. |Z0069.2.1.1$, Urinating, spitting, or
defecating on someone's grave--sinister pleasure for defeat of dead person in grave.

Ref.: DOTTI 96 501 559/{Egy}; MITON; Taymûr no. 898.>
Z0069.4.2$, Nauseated (or vomiting)--disgust.
Ref.: CAbd-al-)Aal Tutwân 400.>
Z0070$, Formulas signifying uselessness (being inconsequential, insignificant, worthless).
Link: |J1489$, Repartee concerning broken wind. |U0119.8.1$, Additions for the sake of numbers (appearance): must
be inconsequential.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 188-89 n.72 (2010); Taymûr no. 2501 2502 2504/("Neither
fîsh nor Calaish") 2506 2507 2511.>
Z0070.1$, To be a `zero on the left'--uselessness.>
Z0070.2$, To be a tartûr (fool's conical cap)--uselessness.>
Z0070.3$, To be a "saddlebags's tassel"--uselessness.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1445.>
Z0070.4$, To `neither untie (undo) nor tie (do)'--uselessness.
Link: |X0475.1$, Ruler (politician) prefers slip-on shoes (over one with lace): "in order to `neither untie nor tie'".>

Z0070.5$, Empty talk (chitchat).
Link: |M0117.1$, Vow to perform certain act if a certain condition is met. |P0611.3.1.1$, Women's talk (superstitious
ways, old wives' tales, old wives' medicine, etc.). |Z0070.8.0.1$, Useless `word' or document: `To be soaked [in
water] and its brew drunk'.

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 155 III 212; Anonymous "Nawâdir Abu-Nuwâs" 4/cf.; Taymûr no. 2429.>
Z0070.5.1$, Mastabahs-talk (relaxed, informal, careless, not binding, etc.--like that uttered while chatting on
a mastabah-porch).
Link: |P0790.0.1.2$, Invitation to have `conversation'.

Ref.: MITON Intro. 8 n. 41; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 246 n. 34; TAWT 56 n. 77 361 n.
11/(mastabah).>
Z0070.5.1.1$, "Night-talk is covered with butter: melts away when sun rises [(shines on it])". Type: 707.
Link: |M0205.9.2.1$, Maiden (girl) promises to accomplish certain (impossible) task if certain condition is met but
fails to fulfill her part of the bargain. |Q0266.2$, Punishment for failure to live up to a promise made unintentionally.
|T0024.9.3.1$, A lover's promise is to be kept secret (unpublished).

Ref.: Chauvin VI 142 no. 299 143; DOTTI 387; Shamy (el-) Egypt 64-65 no. 9; Taymûr no. 2429.>
Z0070.5.1.1.1$, "Daylight erases night-talk".
Ref.: Anonymous "Nawâdir Abu-Nuwâs" 4.>
Z0070.5.2$, `masâtîl-talk'/`ghuraz-talk': irresponsible, bizarre, `crazy'--like that uttered by `the stoned' at
one of the hashish-`stands' (lit.: "hashish-stitches").
Link: |P0195$-P199$, Deviant social categories (groups).

Ref.: MITON Intro. 8 n. 41; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 246 n. 34.>
Z0070.5.3$, `Summer-time cloud': inconsequential--(where it never rains during summer).
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Link: |N0003.1.1.2$, God asks ruler (king, chief) of drought-stricken nation to choose one of three clouds: white,
red, or black. He chooses the black as the one with most promise of rain, but it proves to pack killer storm (wind).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 44.>
Z0070.5.4$, "'inshâ-talk": impressive, but impractical.
Link: |Z0001.0.1$, 'inshâ-style literary composition: constituted mainly from copied (memorized) famous quotations.

Ref.: TAWT 22 n. 34.>
Z0070.6$, To be like (as useless as) suspended grammatical rule (e.g., tanwîn al-'idâfah, silent letter).
Link: |P0601.2$, Customs practiced without knowledge of reason--("cultural survival"). |U0248.6.1$, Scribe's mental
set (imagination, phantasy). |Z0119.3.2$, Rules of grammar as symbols of erotic actions.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0070.7$, To be a useless (or base) item (e.g., body part or organ, excreta, or the like).>
Z0070.7.1$, To be "like testicles: do not partake in intercourse, yet do not stay free of ritual-contaminants
(nagâsah)".
Link: |C0001.1.1$, The profane (najiss/najass/`nagâsah'): the opposite of the pure/immaculate (tâhir/tuhr).
|J1919.5.4$, Fool undergoes castration to rid self of seemingly useless organ (or to test function of testicles).>

Z0070.7.2$, To be [like] excreta (`shit$, `broken wind$, etc.).
Link: |D1002.0.1$, Excrements of `holy man' works wonders (`holy shit'). |Q0405.0.1$, "A bad (`shit') child brings
insult upon his parents". |U0062.0.1$, `If names had to be purchased (paid for), a peasant would have had to name
his son `Shit'--[(that is all he could afford)]. |Z0063.6.3$, Ignoring: to `eat shit' (dirt, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 938 975/{lit.}.>
Z0070.8$, Useless bargains and promises (`word'). Type: 915C$, 978.
Link: |K0199.2$, Buying a valuable item for `three words' (fulfilling three wishes): seller's requests for customary
(routine) acts of hospitality (coffee, tobacco, etc.) are held as part of payment. |M0202.9$, Keepers of their `word'
(kilmah/kalimah, i.e., bargains, promises, etc.). |M0205, Breaking of [(reneging on)] bargain or promise.>

Z0070.8.0.1$, Useless `word' or document: `To be soaked [in water] and its brew drunk'.
Link: |D1355.2, Magic love-philtre. |D1735.5$, Magic powers from soaking supernatural charm (written) in water
and drinking (swallowing) brew. |K1019.2$, False doctoring: prescribing imaginary medicine (a fool's errand).
|Z0070.5$, Empty talk (chitchat).

Ref.: Amin 432; Boqarî 202.>
Z0070.8.1$, "Children's word": a broken promise.
Link: |V0003.0.1$, Observing required religious services is obligatory after puberty: sinn al-taklîf (age of
obligation).>

Z0070.8.2$, "Women's word": a broken promise.>
Z0070.8.4$, False-friend's word: a broken promise.>
Z0071, Formulistic numbers.
Link: |M0341.7$, Prophecy: death (killing) of certain number of persons. (Number is usually formulistic: seven,
thirty-nine, forty, ninety-nine, or the like). |Z0199$, Symbolic numbers.>

Z0071.0.1, Odd numbers--formulistic.>
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Z0071.0.1.1$, Formulistic numbers: a number less one (39, 99, 999, etc.).
Link: |T0586.2.3$, Ninety-nine (one hundred less one) children in family. |Z0071.6, Formulistic number: nine (99,
900, 999, 99,999, etc.). |Z0071.12.2$, Forty persons (maidens, slaves, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 215 no. 55; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58
13.>
Z0071.0.2, Formulistic numbers: a number plus one (101, 1001, etc.).
Ref.: DOTTI 83 229 413 416/{Alg/Mrc, Alg}.>
Z0071.1, Formulistic number: three.
Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 22/(trees); DOTTI 938 975/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation"
263 n. 102; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Sabrî and the Pasha" no. 24, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58
10/(prayer).>
Z0071.1.0.1, Triads.
Link: |P0798$, Characteristics of social interaction within triads. |Z0105.3$, Shape symbolism: triangle.>

Z0071.1.0.1.1$, Three sons. Type: 402, 550, 551, 551**, 551A$, 655, 655A, 655B$, 750D, 1716*.
Link: |P0234.0.3.1$, Three daughters. |P0251.6.1, Three brothers. |T0586.2, Extraordinary number of children in
family.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
Z0071.1.0.1.2$, Three daughters. Type: 430B$,/930G$, 432, 551Bs, 707, 898.
Link: |P0252.2, Three sisters.>

Z0071.1.2, Formulistic numbers: threefold.>
Z0071.1.9, Three seas surround the earth.>
Z0071.1.13, Three persons who spoke immediately after birth [as infants].
Link: |T0585.2, Child speaks at birth. [Speaking infant].

Ref.: ThaClabî 71 107/(four) 248/(six).>
Z0071.1.17, Three cries of the world.>
Z0071.1.17.1$, Three (seven) cries of pain--(poetic). "The first is: 'â-â-â-h for ", "The second is: 'â-â-â-h
for ", etc.
Link: |A1385.2$, Why Adamites cry out: "'â-â-â!/â-â-â-h" to express sorrow (regret). |Z0071.5, Formulistic number:
seven.

Ref.: Amîn 429 425/cf./(two); Sârîs (al-) 358-60.>
Z0071.2, Formulistic number: four.
Link: |A0871.4$, Four corners of earth (al-khawâfiq). |Z0071.8.6, Formulistic number twenty-four.>

Z0071.2.0.1, Formulistic number: fourfold (e.g., 400, 4000).>
Z0071.2.1, Formula: north, south, east, west. (The cardinal directions).
Link: |A1127.0.1$, Four winds of the cardinal directions: North, South, East, West. |Z0152.6.4$, Corner(s) of a
building (rukn,'arkân): strength. |Z0199.2.1$, Symbolic number four: power.>

Z0071.4, Formulistic number: six.
Link: |Z0071.13, Formulistic number: sixty.>
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Z0071.4.0.1, Formulistic number: sixfold.>
Z0071.4.0.1.1$, Formulistic number: "sixty by seventy" ("60 x 70").>
Z0071.4.0.1.1.1$, Formulistic insult: to be "son of sixty by seventy".
Link: |Z0084.1$, Insults concerning parentage (descent).>

Z0071.5, Formulistic number: seven.
Link: |C0908.1.2.1.1$, Pilgrimage to Mecca seven times renders a person "sinful for Hell fires to touch" (i.e., gives
immunity from Hell). |F1012.1.0.1$, Years (seven, forty, etc.) of searching or wandering. |Z0071.1.17.1$, Three
(seven) cries of pain--(poetic). "The first is: 'â-â-â-h for ", "The second is: 'â-â-â-h for ", etc.

Ref.: Simpson 320/(days); Ibn al-Kalbî 23/(divination arrows); Ibn-CAasim no. 305; ThaClabî 7;
Ibshîhî 443-44/(days) 575/(arts/poetry genres); Amîn 228; DOTTI 159 369/{Alg}; MITON; Râsî (al-)
Khabâyâ 142-44; TAWT 442 no. 34/{Omn} 453 no. 47/{Egy}; Wickett 176/(doors/gates); Zîr 39-40/(seven
lion cubs).>
Z0071.5.0.1, Formulistic numbers: sevenfold (e.g., 49, 70, 70,000, 7,777).
Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 6-7/(Thackston 5 no. 2): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 4; Ibshîhî 630.>
Z0071.5.0.1.1$, Moon of the `double-seven': (full).
Link: |Z0077$, Formulas for satisfaction (contentment, completeness, etc.).

Ref.: F.). Muhammad Ta)âyshah 340 no. 5.>
Z0071.5.0.1.1.1$, Moon of the `fourteenth [day of lunar month]': (full).
Link: |Z0159.3.2$, Symbolism: moon--beauty.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0071.5.0.1.2$, Fourteen portions (two sevens). Type: cf. 891A*, 923C$, 954.
Ref.: DOTTI 607 660; MITON.>
Z0071.5.0.1.2.1$, Corpse cut-up into fourteen portions (two sevens). Type: cf. 676/954.
Link: |A0127.1$, Deity dismembered (cut-up). (Osiris). |E0422.1.10.2.1$, Cut up corpse sewed together by cobbler.

Ref.: Ions 59.>
Z0071.5.0.1.3$, Twenty-eight portions (four sevens).
Link: |P0016.3.4$, Pharaoh put to death after certain period (28 years)--(an abandoned ritual).

Ref.: Ions 83.>
Z0071.5.1, Seven brothers and one sister. Type: 451.
Ref.: DOTTI 93 125 182 225 228 310 392 471 493 515/{Alg, Egy, Lib, Mrc, Tns}; TAWT 453 no.
47/{Egy} 45447-1/{MGH}.>
Z0071.5.2, Journey beyond seven seas. Type: cf. 936A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 639; MITON.>
Z0071.5.2.0.1$, Seven seas surround the earth.
Link: |A0872.1, Seven seas encircle the world.

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 9-10/(Thackston 8-9 no. 4): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 14.>
Z0071.5.2.4$, Seven regions of earth--('aqtâr, 'aqâlîm).
Link: |F0709.5$, Faraway locations (countries, sites, regions).
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Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 504; Zîr 53/(poem).>
Z0071.5.2.5$, Series (combinations) of seven topographical features of earth (seven mountains, seven
valleys, seven seas, etc.).
Link: |A0651.2.3, Seven lower worlds. |A0874$, Seven strata of earth.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0071.5.4, King for seven years.
Link: |F1012.1.0.1$, Years (seven, forty, etc.) of searching or wandering.>

Z0071.5.5.0.1$, Seven voyages (journeys). Type: 936A$.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0071.5.5, Exile for seven years. Type: 938B.
Ref.: DOTTI 644.>
Z0071.5.5.1$, Imprisonment for seven years.
Ref.: ThaClabî 73.>
Z0071.5.6, Seven as a number in religious and social records.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim 135-36 no. 239; ThaClabî 7 8-9: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 17; Ibshîhî
201.>
Z0071.5.6.13, Seven daughters of Humility.>
Z0071.5.6.14$, Seven-fold ritual.>
Z0071.5.6.14.1$, Seven circumambulations.
Ref.: Boqarî 146.>
Z0071.5.6.14.2$, Ritual involving seven entities (persons, objects, houses, limbs, etc.).
Ref.: Lane 258.>
Z0071.5.6.14.2.1$, Seven limbs involved in prostration at prayer-ritual (sujûd: feet, knees, hands, forehead-touching ground).Link: |H0069.1.2$, `Prayer-raisin' (zabîbah): raisin-like rough-spot on middle of forehead from touching floor.
Link: |V0248.2.1$, Angels in heavens are perpetually in postures of prayer-ritual (e.g., kneeling, prostration).

Ref.: ThaClabî 7.>
Z0071.5.6.17$, Seven mighty creatures (animals).

Link: |B0015.7.18$, Locust as hybrid of many (mighty) animals: horse's face, elephant's eyes, ox's neck, stag's
antlers, lion's chest, scorpion's belly, eagle's wings, camel's thigh, ostrich's leg, viper's tale.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0071.5.6.18$, Seven "arts" (genres, forms) of poetry.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 575.>
Z0071.5.6.19$, Seven mattresses (pillows, cushions, or the like).
Link: |H0041.1, Princess on the pea.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 280-81; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Z0071.5.8, Seven brothers marry seven sisters. Type: 303A, 303B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 109 111 173 234 707 808/{Alg, Qtr}; Duwayk (al-) II 93-94; Khemir 1-10; TAWT 421
426.>
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Z0071.5.9$, Seven lean years. Type: 938, 938B, cf. 750J$.
Link: |F0969.7, Famine. |P0603.1$, Storing provisions (rations) intended for consumption during extended period
(season, year, etc.).

Ref.: R.L. Green 51/(drought); DOTTI 642 644; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 264 no. 15, Zîr 74/cf.>
Z0071.5.9.1$, Seven years of misfortune. Type: 750J$, 938B.
Link: |M0340.3.2$, Prophecy: misfortune for a certain number of years (e.g., seven, nine, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 89; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Z0071.5.9.1.1$, Seven inauspicious ("cross") years: nothing will succeed.
Ref.: Zîr 74.>
Z0071.5.9.2$, Seven years of torture.
Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 517.>
Z0071.5.10$, Seven `mothers' (and stepmothers). Type: 462.

Link: |T0145.1.1, Man requires seven women. |Z0215, Hero "Son of seven mothers".

Ref.: DOTTI 234.>
Z0071.5.11$, Seven grandmothers.
Ref.: DOTTI 125 129 169/{Sdn}.>
Z0071.5.13$, Seven hazards (ordeals, tribulations, etc.). Type: 750J$.
Link: |A0671.0.5.1$, Hell has seven doors (gates). |E0422.9.2.1$, Treasure (tomb) protected by series of phantom
guards.

Ref.: DOTTI 411; MITON.>
Z0071.5.13.1$, Seven gates (chambers) of danger.
Ref.: MITON; Wickett 176.>
Z0071.5.14$, Seven sorrows (regrets). Type: 923C$.
Link: |Z0063.3$, Formulas signifying failure (defeat, humiliation).

Ref.: TAWT 113 no. 9.>
Z0071.5.14.1$, Seven grieving waterwheels: they weep.
Link: |Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism: association based on sound similarities (homophony). |Z0137.1.1$,
Grieving woman symbolism: weeps, moans, and groans. (Waterwheel).

Ref.: Burton I 123 n. 2.>
Z0071.6, Formulistic number: nine (99, 900, 999, 99,999, etc.).
Link: |Z0071.0.1.1$, Formulistic numbers: a number less one (39, 99, 999, etc.).

Ref.: ThaClabî 156/(99 ewes/women/wives); RAFE 297 n. 1.>
Z0071.7, Formulistic number: eleven.
Ref.: ThaClabî 65.>
Z0071.8, Formulistic number twelve.

Link: |Z0072.8$, Twelve things (objects, persons, animals, etc.)--one for each month.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0071.8.6, Formulistic number twenty-four.
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Link: |Z0152.6.4$, Corner(s) of a building (rukn,'arkân): strength. |Z0199.2.1$, Symbolic number four: power.>

Z0071.8.6.1$, Twenty-four carats/karats: completeness (perfection: as in full acre, pure gold).
Link: |J0248.1$, `A carat of luck better than an acre of cleverness'. |W0174.1$, Perfection is God's alone.
|Z0062.5.4$, Precious metal beauty (gold, silver, diamond, etc., as pure substance). |Z0077$, Formulas for
satisfaction (contentment, completeness, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 27 no. 3, 90 no. 12, 129-30 no. 21, 138 no. 23, 193 no. 49/cf.>
Z0071.9, Formulistic number: thirteen. Type: 327B*, 328.
Link: |L0010.1.1, "Thirteen" as name of victorious youngest son. |N0135.1, Thirteen as unlucky number.

Ref.: Damîrî I 65/(offspring/kings).>
Z0071.12, Formulistic number: forty. Type: 751D*.
Ref.: ThaClabî 180; Damîrî I 235-36: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 57-5/(years wandering);
Basset Mille III 18 no. 14; DOTTI 83 231 413 416 435/{Alg, Egy, lit.}; Hanauer 31; MITON; RAFE 46 n.
140; Shamy (el-) Egypt 15 no. 2 274 no. 26, "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no. 12-a/(acres); HE-S:
C
Izbat-Bilâl 70-1 no. 21 no. 23.>
Z0071.12.1$, War for forty years.
Link: |F1012.2.1.1$, War lasts for forty years.

Ref.: Zîr 140.>
Z0071.12.2$, Forty persons (maidens, slaves, etc.). Type: 400, 470C1$, 470E$, 954.
Link: |P0252.7$, Forty sisters. |P0476.1$, Band of forty female robbers. |Z0071.0.1.1$, Formulistic numbers: a
number less one (39, 99, 999, etc.). |Z0071.0.2, Formulistic numbers: a number plus one (101, 1001, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 95 184 204 241 243 246 288 646 660 819/{Irq}; MITON.>
Z0071.12.2.1$, Forty maidens (slave-girls, etc.). Type: 400, 470C1$, 470E$.
Link: |P0252.7$, Forty sisters. |P0476.1$, Band of forty female robbers.

Ref.: DOTTI 184 241 243; MITON.>
Z0071.12.2.2$, Forty saints (saint's shrines).
Link: |P0475.1.1$, Forty robbers. |V0220.0.1.2$, Limited number of cardinal saints may exist at one time or era: one,
four, seven, forty, or the like. E.g., four 'aqtâb (Axes), four 'awtâd (Pegs), seven 'abdâl (Substitutes), etc.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 143 no. 26; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58
8.>
Z0071.12.2.0.1$, Forty faces in likeness of one another.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 3138.>
Z0071.12.3$, Forty chambers (with forty doors, and forty keys). Type: 325, 433A, 470C1$, 470E$, 516,
550A, 710, 898.
Link: |C0611, Forbidden chamber. Person allowed to enter all chambers of house except one. |F0781.2,
Extraordinary number of rooms.

Ref.: DOTTI 152 215 241 243 274 304 393 555.>
Z0071.13, Formulistic number: sixty.
Link: |Z0071.4, Formulistic number: six.
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 261 no. 14/(calves).>
Z0071.13.1$, Formulistic curse: to "go into sixty catastrophes".
Link: |X1507.1$, Prayer that sounds like a curse: "May God bring you Catastrophe from abroad!" (i.e., "May God
bring you [your son named] Catastrophe [back] from abroad!"). |Z0063.10.2.4$, `Sink' [out of my face (sight), like
water in dried up well] (`ghûr'/ghْr).>

Z0071.16, Formulistic numbers--miscellaneous.>
Z0071.16.2, Formulistic number: ten.
Link: |Z0071.16.17$, Formalistic number: one hundred.>

Z0071.16.2.1, Ten plagues.>
Z0071.16.2.3$, Ten commandments (instructions, orders, etc.).
Link: |V0008$, Divine commandments (as prescribed in formal religious dogma).

Ref.: ThaClabî 115-17; Burton I 257 VIII 152; Zîr 59-59/(of "No reconciliation").>
Z0071.16.2.4$, A)Aashûrâ': "The Tenth" day of certain lunar months has special religious significance.
Link: |V0065.0.5.1$, CAashûrâ: commemoration of martyrdom.

Ref.: ThaClabî 35; Burton I 152 n.; RAFE 170.>
Z0071.16.11.1, Fifteen characteristics of a good (bad) woman.
Link: |A1650.5.2$, God's (fifteen) additional afflictions on women (`Eve and her daughters').>

Z0071.16.11.3, Fifteen signs before Doomsday.
Link: |A1002.2, Signs before the Day of Judgment.>

Z0071.16.17$, Formalistic number: one hundred. Type: 756C.
Link: |Z0071.16.2, Formulistic number: ten.

Ref.: DOTTI 416.>
Z0071.16.18$, Formalistic number: one thousand.
Link: |Z0071.0.1.1$, Formulistic numbers: a number less one (39, 99, 999, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 667 670.>
Z0071.16.18.1$, Formalistic number: a thousand thousands (i.e., one million).
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0071.1.20$, The three insatiables. (Hell, Earth, vagina).
Link: |A0671.0.5, Size and arrangements of hell. |F0547.5.11$, Insatiable vagina. |U0248.3.1$, `Only dirt would fill
an Adamite's eye'. |V0060.0.1$, Necessity of burial.

Ref.: Burton X 193.>
Z0072, Formulas based on the year.>
Z0072.1, A year and a day.>
Z0072.2, Seven years, seven months, seven days. Type: 425.>
Z0072.6, Three hundred and sixty-five [(sixty-six)].
Link: |H0721, Riddle of the year. |F0781.2.2$, As many rooms in palace as the days in a year (i.e., 360, 365, etc.).
|T0469.2$, Sexual intercourse with a different woman daily the year round.

Ref.: MITON.>
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Z0072.8$, Twelve things (objects, persons, animals, etc.)--one for each month.
Link: |F0771.15.2$, Twelve palaces. |H0721, Riddle of the year. |Z0071.8, Formulistic number twelve.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0073, A day and a night. Type: 136A*.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 202 no. 51/("two months and a night").>
Z0073.0.1$, A night and a day.>
Z0076, Formulistic exaggerations.
Link: |Z0093$, Formulas of numbers [i.e., denoting numbers].>

Z0076.5$, Formulas for forcing (compelling, coercing--ghasb/raghm Can) a certain action. (Proverbial
phrases).>
Z0076.5.1$, "In spite of someone' own nose".
Link: |Z0188.5$, Symbolism: nose--pride (vanity).

Ref.: Burton I 23 213 II 41 VII 221 VIII 127.>
Z0076.5.1.1$, "In spite of someone' own eye (`eye's pupil')".
Link: |Z0066.2.2.1$, To be done "out of one's own eyes".

Ref.: Hujelân 103.>
Z0076.5.2$, "With someone's leg (foot) on one's own neck".>
Z0076.5.3$, "To fetch someone [dragged] on his own `full' face".
Ref.: Alf II 228 Burton IV 214/("haled him along on his face"); Shamy (el-) Egypt 104 no. 15.>
Z0076.5.3$, "Even if `her' father [happened to be] the mayor (Cumdah)".>
Z0077$, Formulas for satisfaction (contentment, completeness, etc.).
Link: |T0467.3.1$, Moist kiss that yields honey, liquor, or nectar. (Sweet saliva, mouth moisture/rîq). |W0042$,
Contentment: satisfaction with one's lot in life (ridâ). |W0128, Dissatisfaction. |Z0071.5.0.1.1$, Moon of the `doubleseven': (full). |Z0071.8.6.1$, Twenty-four carats/karats: completeness (perfection: as in full acre, pure gold).>

Z0077.1$, `To fill out the eye [(of someone)]' (i.e., be appealing, impressive).
Link: |T0462.3.1$, No man can satisfy a lesbian--(`fill her eye'). |Z0186.9.2$, Symbolism: `eye'--vagina, anus.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0077.1.1$, `To fall from the eye [(of someone)]' (i.e., loss of respect).
Link: |P0785$, `saghranah' (unseemly behavior): committing acts that reduce one's communal standing (worth).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 297.>
Z0077.2$, Complete account (report).
Ref.: TAWT 100 105 no. 7 151 no. 13 285 no. 35.>
Z0077.2.1$, "From `taqtaq/(`[Saying Hello] at the crackling [of opening the front door') to `salâmo
C
alaikom/Salâmuhu Calaykom (May His Peace be upon you')"; i.e., "From the very beginning to the very
end").
Ref.: Amîn 471; TAWT 222 no. 26.>
Z0077.4$, `To be the fill out of own clothing' (i.e., portly, respectable).
Link: |F0575.2.0.1$, Portly (full-bodied) man--handsome. |J0532$, Unambitious person instructed to name a (large)
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grant commensurate with own worth (or giver's rank). |P0002$, One's actions (words) should be proportionate to
one's social status.

Ref.: Boqarî 34 155/(heavy/portly) 143/cf.>
Z0077.6$, Formulas for disappointment (dissatisfaction, incompleteness, etc.).
Link: |Z0063.3.3.2$, Loss (failure) on more than one front.>

Z0077.6.1$, Failed joy.
Link: |U0007.2$, Elusive `pair': when one is present (found), the other is not. |W0258$, Surprise at finding a negative
where only the positive is presumed.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0077.6.1.1$, `O you, joy-incomplete: the crow took you and flew away'.
Link: |L0506$, Happy occasion (joy) turns into an unhappy one (sadness). |W0156.1.1$, `A crow (raven) would steal
a bar of soap only to drop it into sea'. |W0258$, Surprise at finding a negative where only the positive is presumed.
|Z0166.4.3.3$, A quince: inviting (deceptive) appearance, but bitter taste. |Z0302$, The one defect (in the presumed
perfect or complete).

Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 2092 3079.>
Z0077.6.1.2$, `When the sad-one tried to be happy she found no place (vacancy) for herself [among the
joyful-ones]'.
Link: |J0682.0.1$, Alliance between `the hapless and hopeless' (`the sick and the dead'). |N0102.1$, Woman (girl)
luckless in spite of beauty, virtue, and wealth.>

Z0077.6.2$, Biting own finger's tip: profound regret (disappointment, sorrow). (Usually index finger). Type:
cf. 150.
C

Link: |N0340.0.1.1.1.1$, Death or self-injury from chagrin over divorcing wife hastily--(nadâmat al-Kusa iyy).
C

Ref.: Tha labî 231/(angel); Akiko 105/(lit.); Burton I 298 n. 1/("biting fingers' ends out of wrath [or
vexation]").>
Z0078, Testament willing rewards and punishments. Conventional ending of a story.
Link: |Z0013.10$, Tale-teller begs God's forgiveness for lying (speaking untruth). |Z0013.12$, Tale-teller curses
listeners (or tale-characters). (Usually as formulaic ending).>

Z0080, Formulistic rimes [rhymes]. Type: 2020$.
Link: |J0148.2.0.1$, Mnemonic device aids memorization (recall).

Ref.: DOTTI 959; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 205.>
Z0081, Blowing the house in. Type: 124.
Link: |B0128.9.2.1$, Breaking wind into hole so as to force occupant out.

Ref.: DOTTI 51.>
Z0084$, Formulistic insults.
Link: |H1182.3$, Task: three things king has never heard, seen or tasted. Trickster: "`Your mother's vagina!'"; bares
privates; "Eat feces"--(or the like). |Z0063.6.3$, Ignoring: to `eat shit' (dirt, etc.).

Ref.: Amîn 227; Burton II 056 n. 1/("shit").>
Z0084.1$, Insults concerning parentage (descent).
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Link: |J1270, Repartee concerning the parentage of children. |Z0183.5$, Patronymics: naming by parent-child
relationship.>

Z0084.0.1$, Person labeled: "Bastard!" ("Child of fornication!").
Link: |H1381.2.2.1.1, Boy twitted with illegitimacy seeks unknown father.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 193; Ions 72; Simpson 206 n. 27/"offspring of adultery"; MITON.>
Z0084.0.1.0.1$, Insult: "Begotten from own maternal-uncle ('ommoh gaybâh m-el-khâl)".
Link: |L0111.5.1$, Child born of brother-sister incest as hero: `Son of own maternal-uncle'.

Ref.: CAbd-al-Hakîm Fallâhîn 47.>
Z0084.0.1.1$, Person labeled: "Child of lowly animal" (i.e., donkey, dog, etc.).>
Z0084.0.1.1.1$, Insult: "Son/daughter of a dog (bitch)".
Link: |Z0084.4.5$, Insult: nymphomania ("Lioness!" i.e., whore).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 37 no. 5, 224 no. 60; Zîr 127.>
Z0084.0.1.1.1.1$, Insult: "Son/daughter of a sixty dogs (bitches)".
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 224 no. 59.>
Z0084.1.1$, Insult: mention of mother's name.
Link: |C0435.3$, Tabu: uttering mother's name (or the word "mother"). |M0119.8.3$, Swearing by life of one's
mother. |P0558.2$, Battle-cry: mother's name. |Z0063.3.1.1.3$, To be told: "[As for you:] your mother's vagina!"-failure.

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 162; DOTTI 637/{Egy}; RAFE 71 n. 233; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm
Pasha" no. 32; T.M. al-Tayyib al-Humrân 23.>
Z0084.1.1.1$, Insult: mention of mother's privates (vagina, buttocks, etc.). Type: 1637A$.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 255 614-15; Burton III 311 n. 2/(passim); DOTTI 883/{Egy}; MITON.>
Z0084.1.2$, Cursing the belly (womb) that carried one.
Link: |M0411.1, Curse by parent.

Ref.: DOTTI 460; TAWT 36.>
Z0084.1.6$, Insult concerning father.>
Z0084.1.6.2$, Cursing the `back' (loins) that ejaculated one into being.
Link: |A0604.3.1.1$, Sinning (disobedience to God) preordained at creation. |M0511.1.1$, Supplication: blessed be
the womb and the loins that brought person into being. |T0502.1$, Conception begins with ejaculation from man's
(father's) loins into woman's (mother's) womb.

Ref.: DOTTI 460.>
Z0084.2$, Insults concerning personal appearance.
Link: |U0281$, Merits and demerits of physical attributes.>

Z0084.2.1$, Insult: ugliness (`buffalo-face,' `drumstick-leg,' etc.).
Link: |J1990.6$, Claim that the wagtail (bird) mashes cream with his feet ("legs"): "Cream's effect should be evident
[on his wiry black legs]".>

Z0084.2.2$, Insult concerning body size.
Link: |U0281.4$, Merits and demerits of size (large or small, tall or short).>
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Z0084.2.2.1$, Insult: thinness.
Link: |F1041.9.4.1$, Extraordinary loss of weight (weakness, thinness) from illness.>

Z0084.2.2.1.1$, Insult: needle-like (in thinness).
Ref.: MITON; Amîn 1.>
Z0084.2.2.1.2$, Woman with "sparrow's-legs" "stick-legs, poker-like, or the like).
Link: |F0517.0.3.1$, Woman with hairy legs. |X0150.1$, Intercourse with thin woman not satisfying.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0084.2.2.2$, Insult: fatness.
Link: |F1041.9.8.1$, Illness from obesity (fatness). |J1413$, Fat is beautiful. |X0151.4$, Person too fat (round) to
reach move freely.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0084.3$, Insults concerning personal conduct.
Link: |Z0084.4.6$, Insult: pimp.>

Z0084.3.1$, Insult: infantile (childish, still-in-diapers, etc.).>
Z0084.3.1.1$, Insult: "Bed-wetter ('Abu-/'Omm-shakhkhah)". Type: 1653G$.
Link: |F1041.17.4$, Involuntary defecation (urination) from fear. |P0783.5$, Bed-wetting (`messing-up'): disgraceful.
|Q0329$, Bed-wetting punished. |Z0063.3.3.6.2.1$, "To seem as if having done `it' [(urination, defecation)] on self".

Ref.: DOTTI 898.>
Z0084.3.1.1.1$, Insult: "Loose bowls ('Abu-/'Omm-harrah)". Type: 1653G$.
Ref.: Maspero 181 no. 11; DOTTI 898 899/{Egy, Plst}.>
Z0084.3.2$, Insult: filthy (dirty, putrid, rotten, etc.).>
Z0084.3.3$, Insult: cowardice.
Link: |W0121, Cowardice.>

Z0084.3.3.1$, Insult: man called "woman".
Link: |W0202.1.1.2.1$, Indicator of femininity: woman's non-competitiveness. |W0251.2.3.1.1$, Being a "woman's
son" (bad character).>

Z0084.3.4$, Insult: to be hopelessly "Good for nothing".>
Z0084.4$, Insults concerning sexual conduct.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 251-52; TAWT 405 n. 811.>
Z0084.4.0.1$, Insult: "Child of sexually promiscuous mother".
Link: |T0366.2$, Female never says `No!' [to anyone asking for sexual intercourse].

Ref.: Ibshîhi 618/(mother as fornicator).>
Z0084.4.1$, Insult: homosexuality.
Link: |K2113.5$, Female slandered as lesbian. |K2114.5$, Male slandered as being sodomized (`gay').

Ref.: Simpson 121; Damîrî II 193; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 104 no. 15, cf. Brother and Sister 31
(pimp); Wehr 12 no. 1.>
Z0084.4.1.1$, Insult: lesbian.
Link: |T0462, Lesbian love.
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Ref.: MITON.>
Z0084.4.3$, Insult: oral sexuality.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 42 n. 4/(Ed. note).>
Z0084.4.5$, Insult: nymphomania ("Lioness!" i.e., whore).
Link: |B0754.9.2$, Animal(s) with unusual sexual appetite. |T0468$, Nymphomania: a woman's abnormal and
insatiable desire (uncontrollable appetite) for sex. |T0610.5.1.2$, Pubescent girl is like lioness in heat.
|Z0084.0.1.1.1$, Insult: "Son/daughter of a dog (bitch)". |Z0192.2.4$, Symbolism: lioness--courage, ferocity.

Ref.: DOTTI 919/{lit.}; TAWT 389 n. 520; Zîr 89/(poem/sister)/cf.>
Z0084.4.5.1$, Insult: uncircumcised woman (i.e., nymphomaniac, unclean).
Link: |T0329.0.1$, Woman (girl) with full clitoris (bazrâ$, uncircumcised). |T0329.3$, Effects of clitoridectomy.
|V0082.0.1$, Circumcision is required for cleanliness (of male or female). |V0082.2$, Clitoridectomy: female
excision (circumcision). |X0749.1.2$, Female to be circumcised with a plane (tool: fârah, lit.: `she-mouse').

Ref.: Damîrî II 130-34; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 122;
Burton V 279 n. 2; TAWT no. 32 396 440.>
Z0084.4.5.2$, Insult: whore (`sharmûtah/qahbah'/Câhirah).
Link: |J1351.2, The envious accuser. [One woman accuses another of prostitution: only because she would be
unwanted as whore]. |T0459$, Prostitution--miscellaneous.

Ref.: DOTTI 586/{Egy}; MITON.>
Z0084.4.6$, Insult: pimp. Type: 720.
Link: |T0455.8.1.1$, Female companionship service managed (owned) by father of its top girl. |Z0084.3$, Insults
concerning personal conduct.

Ref.: DOTTI 397 398/{Egy, Plst}; MITON; TAWT 446.>
Z0084.5$, Insult concerning effect of a person's presence.
Link: |Z0084.2$, Insults concerning personal appearance.>

Z0084.5.1$, Insult: being a `jinx' (harbinger of evil, mash'ûm/manhûs, etc.).
Link: |K2108.9.1$, Person (animal, object) said to bring bad luck (a `jinx'). |N0134.1, Persons bring bad luck.
|N0265, Person brings bad luck to others.

Ref.: DOTTI 865 943/{lit.}; MITON.>
Z0084.5.2$, Insult: being instigator of (ferment for) ill-humor, sadness, sour mood, etc. (`nikadî').
Link: |U0245.0.1$, Contagiousness of mood(s). |W0030.5$, Misery loves miserable company.

Ref.: TAWT no. 3 75 363 n. 36.>
Z0084.5.2.1$, Seeker (promoter) of misery: wishes for a funeral during which one--as condoler--would have
his fill of own face-slapping (as expression of grief).
Link: |F0956.7.7.2$, Venting frustration (expressing sorrow) by causing pain to oneself (hitting own head, slapping
own face, biting own finger, or the like). |H1376.5, Quest for trouble. |K2130, Trouble-makers. |P0681.1.1.2.2.1$,
Mourning: slapping own face (cheeks). |W0250.1.2$, Personality type: turâbî (`earth-prone$, melancholic, passive).
|V0065.7.1$, Holiday(s) spent in cemetery with deceased relatives.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 1855.>
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Z0085$, Insult and counter-insult, accusation and counter-accusation.
Link: |M0401, Cursing match (flyting). |M0402, Satire. |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort
formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water stop in your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 321-27; Amîn 15-16.>
Z0086$, qâfyah: males' formulistic satire match (verbal duel).
Link: |H1547$, Contest (duel) in enduring pain. |X0749.1$, Humor concerning circumcision (clitoridectomy).
(Usually in verbal male's duels).

Ref.: Suwayyân (al-); Amîn (al-) 15-16, 317-18; Anonymous "'Idhak Cala mahlak" 5-6/(key:
vendor's cries) 8/(key: rehtorics), 7/-(key: domino--game), 3-4/(key: proverbs), 4-5/(key: [popular] songs),
9-10/(key: geometry), 9/(key: chickes), 8/(key: clocks), 9/(key: 'awlâd el-balad), 6-7/(key: grammar),
6/(key: writing), 7/(key: barbering), 2-3/(key: provocation/garr shakal); Burton IX 220 n. 3/("most
unpleasant pleasantries"); Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 258; Sha)lân 389; Yunis 175.>
Z0087$, radh, tashlîq, taghgîr: women's formulistic insults (poetic vulgarities, often obscene).
Link: |P0788.2.1$, Fear of public disgrace (fadîhah) obliges victim to be silent.

Ref.: MITON; T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 74.>
Z0087.1$, Women's duel with formulistic insults (radh, tashlîq).
Link: |J1351, Women call each other prostitutes. |P0427.7.4.3$, raddâhah, shalaq: professional denigrator (satirist).
Woman hired to publicly disgrace a person with vulgarities.

Ref.: DOTTI 95 596/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 258.>
Z0088$, Sarcasm. Type: 613B$,/613B1$, 875B1, 875B4, 901B$, 1460$, cf. 879.
Link: |H0571, Counterquestions. Riddles answered by a question that reduces the riddle to an absurdity. |H0952,
Reductio ad absurdum of task. [Manifest absurdity of task assigned shown by absurd countertask]. |J1110.1.5$, A
"smart aleck": sarcastic person too clever with words. (Speaks in Lawidî). |M0402, Satire. |Q0331.3.1$, Rebuke
(reprimand) for arrogance. |W0187, Insolence. |X0775$, Boastful of sexual prowess is given opportunity to prove his
claim: disappointed female.

Ref.: Ions 75; Maspero 43-67 no. 3 253 no. 17 n. 1/(irony); Simpson 36 n. 16, 124; Boqarî
87/(advice labelled mawwâl); DOTTI 348 508 513 515 553/{Mrc}; Hujelân 222 224 294 344 no. 16-4 346
no. 15-4; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 7,
"Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 2/(Abu Jahl's); Wickett 170; Zîr 26.>
Z0088.1$, Failure (misdeed) as (grand) accomplishment. Type: cf. 1384C$.
Link: |U0255.1$, "From mother's vagina [directly] to grave ([after long life])" (i.e., with no accomplishments).

Ref.: Simpson 124; DOTTI 781.>
Z0088.1.1$, Invention of injustice as a deity's `grand' accomplishment.
Link: |A0102.16.3$, God hates injustice even to the most unjust (of all people). |W0035.5$, Justice learned (taught)
by experiencing injustice.

Ref.: Simpson 124.>
Z0088.1.4$, "Many a thing did the crow bring for his mother!" (i.e., "See what the cat dragged in").
Ref.: Taymûr no. 3097.>
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Z0090, Miscellaneous formulas.>
Z0091, Formulas for other world: "Where no man goes and no crow flies.".>
Z0091.0.1$, Other formulas of other-world (hereafter).
Link: |U0250.0.3$, Nature of life and afterlife (life after death). |V0311.4.1$, Life (here-and-now) is only a
preparation for the afterlife.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0092, Formulas of distance. Type: cf. 922.
C

Link: |P0779.3.5$, Commodity sold by length: finger-width (qîrât), span of the hand (shibr), cubit (dhirâ ), etc.

Ref.: DOTTI 600.>
Z0092.2$, Formulas of astronomical (celestial) distances (thousands of years walk or flight).
Link: |A0053.1$, Astronomical size of angels.

Ref.: ThaClabî 3 8-9: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 5; Basset Mille I 89 no. 19; RAFE 50 n.
156.>
Z0092.8$, Formulas for volume (size).>
Z0092.8.1$, Formulas for minuscule (small) volume (size).>
Z0092.8.1.1$, Minuscule: the size of a grain (plant seed).
Link: |W0173.2.1$, Small seed said to be large dome.>

Z0092.8.1.1.1$, Minuscule: the size of a mustard seed.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 12-13/(Thackston 12-15 no. 5): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 5-1; ThaClabî 3:
"Arab Mythology" no. 13-1.>
Z0092.8.1.2$, Minuscule: the size of fingernail clipping.>
Z0092.8.1.3$, Minuscule: the size of drop of water (compared in volume of water in ocean).>
Z0092.8.1.3.1$, Minuscule: the size of amount of water that can be carried by a small bird in its beak.
Ref.: Damîrî II 61; DOTTI 424/{lit.}.>
Z0092.8.3$, Formulas for immense (large) volume (size).
Link: |F0541.14.1.1$, Eyelashes that would cover an acre.

Ref.: Maspero 1251 n. 3.>
Z0092.8.3.1$, Immense: the size of heavens and Earth.
Link: |A0053.1.1$, Angel so large that he can swallow universe (heavens and earth).>

Z0092.8.3.2$, Immense: the size of Earth and all it carries.>
Z0092.8.3.3$, Immense: the size of the sea (ocean).
Link: |Z0118.0.1$, Symbolism: sea--mysteriousness, danger, uncertainty.>

Z0093$, Formulas of numbers [i.e., denoting numbers].
Link: |Z0076, Formulistic exaggerations. |Z0199.2$, Symbolic number--power (strength).

Ref.: TAWT 54 n. 76 73 183/(by-kantar).>
Z0093.0.1$, Incalculable (immeasurable, countless).
Ref.: ThaClabî 8/cf./(angel's shoulder hair immeasurable); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah alsharîfah" no. 57.>
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Z0093.1$, Incalculable: as many as the number of mustard seeds to fill cities.
Link: |A0603$, Time of creation of the Universe (age of the universe).

Ref.: Basset Mille III 76 no. 54.>
Z0093.1.1$, Incalculable: by (largest) grain measure (e.g., by the ardab, by the bushel, by the sack, etc.).
Link: |H1129.10.2$, Impossible task: assembling (payment with) a bushel-full of fleas: one-half males, the other
females.

Ref.: ThaClabî 201.>
Z0093.1.1.1$, Symbolism: sacks filled with sesame (mustard, etc.) seeds sent by one king to another king-threat of invasion with large army. Type: 465, 725.
Link: |H0515, Guessing contest between kings. |J1625, Armies like seeds and peppercorns. One king sends large
sack of seed to the other to represent the number of his soldiers. The second replies with a small bag of peppercorns:
"My army is small compared to yours but has all the power of the peppercorn compared to your lifeless seed.".

Ref.: ThaClabî 201; DOTTI 236 400.>
Z0093.1.1.2$, Innumerable: like sesame, rice, wheat, or the like. Type: 465, cf. 725.
Link: |T0136.2, Rice thrown at weddings.>

Z0093.1.2$, Incalculable: like sand (dust, pebbles, etc.).
Ref.: Maspero lxvi; Jâhiz III 125.>
Z0093.1.3$, Incalculable: like rain drops (flood water, seas, etc.).
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29, "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57.>
Z0093.2$, Innumerable symbolism.>
Z0093.2.1$, Innumerable: as many as the hairs on one's head (or on an animal's hide).
Ref.: DOTTI 601/{Tns}.>
Z0093.2.2$, Innumerable: `The number of stars'. Type: cf. 922.
Link: |Z0194.1.7.4.1$, Sow: fertility, procreation.

Ref.: Ions 24; DOTTI 600.>
Z0093.2.3$, Innumerable: `Like ants'. Type: cf. 2300.
Link: |F0883.6.1$, Script (writing) that looks like ants (ants's scratching). |H0779.1.1$, Riddle: of minute size
('add/qadd en-nimnimah) but would bring horses [fully] stirruped. (Answer: writing).

Ref.: Jâhiz IV 35; DOTTI 974.>
Z0093.2.4$, Innumerable: `Like locusts'.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0093.3$, Incalculable: defies consumption.
Link: |P0153$, Qârûn's wealth: incalculable.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0093.3.1$, Incalculable: `Fires cannot devour it [all]'.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0094$, Formulas for traits of character (personality, mood, etc.).
Link: |Z0170.9.1$, Symbolism of salt.
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Ref.: MITON.>
Z0094.2$, Formulas for favorable traits of character.
Link: |W0103$, 'ibn-harâm (`bastard$, `of illegitimate birth$, i.e., of bad character, vile).>

Z0094.2.1$, Formulas for bashfulness (hayâ').
C

Link: |H0640.1$, Most noble trait of character: al-hayâ' (proper bashfulness--may also be labeled " iffah, sharaf"
(chastity, honor). |T0101.1.2.0.2.1$, Bride quality: bashfulness (hayâ'). |W0044$, Proper bashfulness (hayâ'/khafar,
kusûf/khajal). A person's modesty (social sensitiveness, shyness, or decency).>

Z0094.2.1.1$, `Like es-sitt el-mistihiyyah [flower]$, (lit.: `the bashful lady$, i.e., shrinking violet).
Link: |Z0165$-Z169$, Plant and fruit symbolism. |Z0175.1, Language of flowers: [symbolic].>

Z0094.2.2$, Symbolism: balanced and imbalanced persons.
Link: |J1848.3$, Old person acts too youthful (childish): rebuked.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0094.2.2.1$, Symbolism: salted and unsalted character--(balanced and imbalanced persons).
Link: |H0592.1, "Love like salt." Girl compares her love for her father to salt. Experience teaches him the value of
salt. |J1450$, Retorts concerning age (young-old). |M0021, King Lear's judgment. [Pleased by his elder daughters'
flattery and angered by his youngest's seeming indifference--banishes youngest]. |U0020.3.1$, Like salt: unpleasant
by itself but necessary for food's good taste. |W0001$, Pervasiveness of "interpersonal response traits" (personality)-favorable and unfavorable. |Z0170.9.1$, Symbolism of salt.

Ref.: MITON; Burton III 7 n. 3/cf.>
Z0094.2.2.2$, Like salt in food: necessary only for acceptable taste. Type: cf. 923.
Link: |Z0062, Proverbial simile.>

Z0094.4.5$, Formulas for resourcefulness.>
Z0094.4.5.1$, Resourceful (clever, naughty, etc.) person or animal labeled: `afrit,' `jinni,' `devil,' `satan,' (or
the like).
Link: |F0200.9$, Other names used to refer to a jinni (e.g., devil, satan, afrit, demon, `dweller,' etc.). |J1122.3$, The
naughty child (boy, girl) as trouble-maker.

Ref.: RAFE 120.>
Z0094.3$, Formulas for (proper) pride, being honored, success, etc.
Link: |M0521.2$, Supplication: to be honored (by God). |T0594.0.1$, News of birth of son as source of pride.
|Z0063.3$, Formulas signifying failure (defeat, humiliation). |Z0188.5$, Symbolism: nose--pride (vanity).>

Z0094.3.1$, Pride: holding one's head high.>
Z0094.3.1.1$, Pride: with one's neck lengthened (held upright).
Ref.: TAWT 370 n. 170.>
Z0094.3.2$, Pride: to be with mended countenance (magbûr el-khâtir).
Link: |Z0063.3.3.4$, Loss of pride: broken spirit or countenance (maksûr el-khâtir).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0094.5$, Formulas for unfavorable traits of character.>
Z0094.5.1$, Formulas for imperviousness (insensitiveness, shamelessness). Type: 613A1$,/980*, cf. 613.
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Link: |W0155, Hardness of heart. |Z0063.3.3.6$, Formulas signifying dishonor (shame).

Ref.: DOTTI 3 345 404 683 684/{Egy, lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Cobbler and fiqi"
no. 41.>
Z0094.5.1.1$, "Cheek (face) carved out of mosque's (church's, temple's) threshold" (i.e., trodden stone,
insensitive). Type: 613A1$,/980*.
Ref.: DOTTI 683; MITON.>
Z0094.5.1.2$, `A face into which a nail driven with hammer would bend' (i.e., insensitive).
Ref.: DOTTI 684/{Egy}.>
Z0094.5.1.3$, Rude stare.
Link: |D2061.2.1, Death-giving glance. |D2071, Evil Eye. Bewitching by means of a glance. |W0256.8.3.2$, Eye that
stares for too long indicates foolishness.

Ref.: MITON; TAWT 369 n. 147.>
Z0094.5.1.3.1$, `An eye into which a bullet could be driven'.>
Z0094.5.1.6$, Formulas for lack of insight (lack of open mindedness, being closed-minded). Type: cf. 872$,
883$.
Link: |F0657.3$, `el-kâs' (wine-cup, `drink$, [the Challis]): mystical experience. |H0604.1$, Symbolic meaning of
animal (lamb) without heart, liver, brain, eyes, etc., served at dinner: so was guest's behavior. |T0101.1.4.1$, Bride
quality: intelligence, insight (fitnah). |Q0451.7.0.2.6$, Miraculous blindness as result of watching woman's genitals-(blindness `of eye and mind').>

Z0094.5.1.6.1$, Lack of insight (wisdom): `blindness of the heart (mind)'.
Link: |F0657.5.2$, Person deprived of his [mystic]-`drink' (kâs)--(i.e., becomes `captive spiritually').

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Around the World 159.>
Z0094.5.2$, Formulas for troublemakers (deviants). Type: 1353.
Link: |W0118$, Mischief-generating (trouble-making, being mischievous).

Ref.: DOTTI 750 751.>
Z0094.5.2.1$, Troublemaker labeled: afrit, jinni, devil, satan, Eblis, etc. Type: 1678.
Link: |F0200.9.1$, Powerful jinni labeled: "afrit" (usually "afrit from the jinn"). |T0371, The boy who had never seen
a woman: the Satans. [Father likes Satans most]. |W0256.6.3$, Women are deviant--(as compared to men).

Ref.: DOTTI 906; MITON.>
Z0094.5.2.2$, Troublemaker labeled: harm's-face (wishsh-'adhiyyah).>
Z0094.5.2.3$, Troublemaker labeled: yeast for ill-humor (khamîrit Caknanah).
Ref.: TAWT 75 363 n. 36.>
Z0094.5.2.5$, Clandestine troublemaker labeled (compared to): mite (sûsah, i.e., corroder).
Link: |J1057.1$, King of crows ignores vizier's warning about mite in tree trunk--tree falls. |K0409$, Object (animal)
consumed from its inside (within), its outside does not betray theft. |W0118$, Mischief-generating (trouble-making,
being mischievous). |W0154.22, Person compared to nettle, which stings the hand that protects it. |Z0167.2.2.1$,
Symbolism: carob tree--decay.>

Z0094.5.3$, Formulas for extreme caution (in person or animal)--(having suspicious mind).
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Link: |B0795$, Distrustful (cautious) animals (birds, fish, etc.). |J0635$, `Don't distrust, but check (verify)'. |J1101$,
`Caution is [the better] half of the cleverness (intelligence)'. |W0189.2$, Strong suspicion (feeling anxious, or ill at
ease about Y).>

Z0094.5.3.1$, Bastard: extremely cautious person.
Link: |W0103$, 'ibn-harâm (`bastard$, `of illegitimate birth$, i.e., of bad character, vile). |W0251$, Beliefs (theories)
about composition of character (personality). Implicit (folk) Personality theory.>

Z0094.5.3.2$, ginn/Cafrît/shetân: extremely cautious person.
Link: |A2909.2$, Counter belief: jinn are [actually] the evil humans. |G0303.0.1$, Other entities labeled `satan'.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 11/cf./(afrit/fear)/pamphlet.>
Z0094.5.3.3$, Extreme caution: "`And what if he is concealing the stone in his bosom [(under his
clothes)]?'" -- Said by young crow to his father who is instructing him to fly away whenever he would see
man with hand in pocket or bending to ground, for man would be getting a stone to throw at him. Type:
72D$.
Link: |B0795$, Distrustful (cautious) animals (birds, fish, etc.). |J0013, Young sparrows [(crows)] have learned to
avoid men. |J1122.1, Young crow's alertness. [Surpasses father's: the advice about stone-throwing man].

Ref.: DOTTI 32/{Egy}.>
Z0094.5.4$, Formulas for quarrelsomeness.
Link: |W0188.3$, Quarrelsomeness. |Z0194.1.5.2$, Goat: quarrelsomeness. |Z0194.3.1.2$, Cock: quarrelsomeness.>

Z0094.5.4.1$, "Person seated [by roadside] calling-out: `Provocation (conflict, quarrels) for sale'".
Link: |J1740.2$, Foolish fight with the elements (wind, rain, etc.). |N0112.2$, Bad luck (misfortune, misery)
purchased.>

Z0094.5.4.2$, `Person picking fights with flies [alighted] on his face'.
Link: |P0194.9.1.3$, Woman nicknamed: `Misdemeanors (gunah)'; she is a habitual law breaker (usually assaults
others). |W0169.1$, Fly's imperviousness (being persistent).>

Z0094.5.5$, Formulas for quibbling (milâwCah/mulâwaCah: lack of candor, being slick, being too clever,
etc.).
Link: |J1110.1$, Remarkable deeds by person clever at debate (argument, persuasion). |J1252, Quibbling answers.
|W0157, Dishonesty. |W0171, Two-facedness.>

Z0094.5.6$, Formulas for greed and hoarding.
Link: |P0019.6$, King (ruler) as conqueror.>

Z0094.5.6.1$, Greedy hoarder labeled "ogre" (ghûl), "whale" (hût), or the like.
Link: |F0496, Demon of gluttony. |F0496.0.1$, Gluttony as an illness. |F0632.0.1.1$, `Eating like an ogre eats':
gluttonous eating. |W0156.0.2$, Hoarding.

Ref.: MITON; Amîn 299.>
Z0094.5.6.2$, Greed: `An eye which only dirt can fill'. Type: 773$.
Link: |U0248.3.1$, `Only dirt would fill an Adamite's eye'. |W0151.0.5.1$, `Nothing kills an Adamite like greed'.

Ref.: DOTTI 428.>
Z0094.5.7$, Formulas for conceit (arrogance).
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Link: |W0166$, Arrogance (conceit). |Z0188.5.1$, Arrogance: to place one's own nose in the sky.>

Z0094.5.7.1$, Conceit: to walk as if earth carries no one (nothing) else.>
Z0094.5.7.1.1$, Conceit: to be [as if] saying, "O earth! Collapse, [for] nothing on you is as large I am!".>
Z0095$, Puns (homophony).
Link: |J1805.1, Similar sounding words mistaken for each other. |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action
demanded. Retort formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water stop in your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be
gone!". |X1900$, Humorous pun. |Z0097$, Alliteration (simple, plain). |Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism:
association based on sound similarities (homophony).

Ref.: Maspero lvi/(love of) 37 no. 2-4 n. 4 38 no. 2-4 n. 2/("nubu") n. 4/("sâhû"), 39 no. 2-4 n.
1/("Kakuaî"); Simpson 27 n. 19; Damîrî II 64; Amîn 141; Anonymous "'Idhak Cala mahlak" 9; Anonymous
"Nawâdir Abu-Nuwâs" 6-7; Laoust Maroc 45 no. 36; MITON; RAFE 210 n. 739; Sha)lân 372; Slyomovics
62ff.; Zîr 127.>
Z0095.0.1$, Double-meaning: word or phrase that denotes more than one meaning. Type: 915C$, 1563,
1637A$, 1641.
Link: |A0872.0.1$, Names given rivers and (`The Salty') seas. |J1352.5$, `To give by the pair' (i.e., gives double the
usual gift; or like a donkey, kicks with both hind legs at once). |K0362.10, Give him what he wants. [Theft by
message with double-meaning]. |K1354.1, "Both?" [Seduction by bearing false order]. |U0248.0.2$, "It" taken to
mean what listener has in mind. |V0384.0.1$, Interpretation by the overt (literal, al-zâhir, Zâhirite) and interpretation
by the covert (veiled, al-bâtin, Bâtinite). |X0475.1$, Ruler (politician) prefers slip-on shoes (over one with lace): "in
order to `neither untie nor tie'". |X1507.1$, Prayer that sounds like a curse: "May God bring you Catastrophe from
abroad!" (i.e., "May God bring you [your son named] Catastrophe [back] from abroad!").

Ref.: Ions 37 41/("tears"-"men"); Maspero lvi/(names) 12 no. 1 n. 4 124 no. 7 n. 3/(river/sea) 130 no.
7 n. 2/(euphemism: drowning/praise Râ); Simpson 114 n. 13 no. 9-(cattle/office); Damîrî II
209/(farj/vagina); Ibshîhî 66-70 70/(taht/under) 141/(jâma)aki) 446/("The hour") 529/(Cûd dhahab) 614-15;
DOTTI 582 861 883 886; MITON; TAWT 382 n. 399.>
Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.
Link: |A0001.0.2$, "Creator of human beings from mud" (i.e., God/Allâh). |C0434$, Names of dangerous things
(animal, disease, murder, etc.) are not to be uttered at a person without use of precautionary measures (e.g., "Distant
one," "Away from you"). |C0434.2.1$, Illness is referred to euphemistically. |F0628.4.9.1$, Striking with mighty
force: arm raised till white of armpit shows. |J0170.3.9.1$, "To bringing someone's `khabar/piece of news" (i.e.,
report of death or demise). |J2479$, Nick-name (euphemism) taken literally. |K0978.1.3$, Faulty poem: when read
correctly carries instructions to execute bearer for murder. |K1872, Camouflage. |T0201.2$, For a female, marriage is
"drowning". |T0400.0.1.1$, Defiled (profaned) human flesh. |W0047.0.1$, The craft of speech: putting eloquence to
work (diplomacy, instructions) is the most difficult. |W0048$, Being sweet-tongued. |W0187.0.1$, Insolence
euphemistically designated (e.g., "to be long-tongued", "to having been drawn by own tongue [out of mother's
womb]", "to be disowned by own tongue", or the like). |W0189.2.1$, To have "The mouse play in one's bosom (feel
suspicious, ill at ease, worried, etc.)". |X0706$, Humor concerning labels used to indicate desire for sexual
intercourse. |Z0013.9.1$, Speaker wards off evil effects of own speech (words). |Z0062.5.3.0.1$, Withered rose
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(flower): sickness or death. |Z0119.3.2$, Rules of grammar as symbols of erotic actions. |Z0138.0.3$, One body
organ used to refer to another. |Z0145.2.1$, `Green-heeled' person: fortune- (blessedness-) bringing person--usually
female. |Z0188.8.1.1$, Symbolism: person with too large a head labelled: "'abû-râsain/the two-headed".

Ref.: Ibshîhî 66-70; Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15; Boqarî 111 113; Burton I 68 26566 n. 351 n. III 102 n. 1/("incest"); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah" no. 57; T. al-Hakîm
Yawmiyyât/(woman equates policeman to bugs shaken off her footwear); TAWT 314 no. 43; Taymûr no.
2837.>
Z0095.1$, Homophony: "sabr" ([sweet] patience)--"sabr" ([bitter] aloe). Type: 425, 432.
Link: |H0604, Symbolic meaning of spiced and bitter tongues served at dinner. |J0850$, Consolation in misfortune
by patience. |W0026, Patience. |Z0098.2$, Same trait used to praise and to lampoon. |Z0108$, Sound (name)
symbolism: association based on sound similarities (homophony).

Ref.: MITON; Burton VII 339.>
Z0095.1.1$, Afflicted person asks spice-vendors about the whereabouts of the "`Land of sabr
(patience/aloe)'".
Link: |H0946.1, Task assigned from misunderstanding: search for prince named Sabr ("wait"). |J1805.1, Similar
sounding words mistaken for each other.

Ref.: Amîn 431-32; Burton VII 339/cf.>
Z0095.2$, Akhâl (maternal-uncle): khâl (mole, mark of beauty).
Link: |F0545.3.3$, Mole (khâl, hasanah, shâmah) on cheek. |P0297.2.1$, Bond between mother's brother (khâl) and
sister's son. |Z0097.3.3$, khâl (maternal-uncle): khill (bosom friend).

Ref.: Burton I 251.>
Z0095.2.1$, Akhâlî (my maternal-uncle): khâlî (un-preoccupied, serene, free, etc.).>
Z0095.4$, Use of strange grammatical form (tahadhluq) is matched by retort in the same form.
Link: |W0116.7, Use of strange language to show one's high education [(tahadhluq)]. |Z0001.1.2.1$, Speech
(conversation) constituted exclusively from sacred scripture quotes.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 617.>
Z0096$, Cross-lingual puns (based on phonetic similarities). Type: cf. 1337E$.
Link: |X0483.1$, Coward officer thinks he is one of the world's `great generals': "I, likewise, [am] graet (i.e., ran
away)". |X1919$, Humor based on characteristics of a dialect (pronunciation, vocabulary).

Ref.: DOTTI 742.>
Z0097$, Alliteration (simple, plain). Type: 2325$.
Link: |H1589.1$, `Tongue-twister' (verbal puzzle): test of ability to pronounce difficult statement. |T0016.6$, Passion
(hawâ) aroused due to nakedness or body exposure caused by gust of wind (air: hawâ'). |Z0015.5.1$, Message in
which all words begin with the same `letter' (sound, phone) "h". |Z0095$, Puns (homophony).

Ref.: Simpson 40 n. 44; Damîrî I 236/(meaning of "hasîr") II 178/("wa qabru Harbin bi makânin
qafrin, Y"); DOTTI 975; MITON; RAFE 210 n. 739.>
Z0097.1$, Abstractions (and objects) alliterated.
Link: |Z0110, Personifications [of abstractions].>
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Z0097.1.1$, marah (woman, womanness): murrah/marârah (bitterness).
Link: |W0256.6$, Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits.>

Z0097.1.2$, nisâ (women): nisyân (forgetting).
Link: |A0054.6.7$, Punishment of Eblis: stripped of all knowledge. |A1589.2$, Why two women are required (as
one) witness in court. |W0256.6$, Stereotyping: gender (sex) traits.>

Z0097.3$, Family relations (kinship ties) alliterated (or rhymed, etc.).
Link: |K2301.1$, Kinship ties equivocally presented. |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort
formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water stop in your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!". |Z0095.1$,
Homophony: "sabr" ([sweet] patience)--"sabr" ([bitter] aloe).>

Z0097.3.1$, hamâ (mother-in-law): hummah (fever).
Link: |P0262.1.1$, "A mother-in-law is a fever, a husband's sister is a deadly scorpion".>

Z0097.3.1.1$, hamâ (mother-in-law): Camâ (blindness).>
Z0097.3.2$, Camm (paternal-uncle: Camâ (blindness).
Link: |K2217.0.1$, Treacherous paternal-uncle. |S0071.2$, Cruel paternal-uncle (Camm).>

Z0097.3.3$, khâl (maternal-uncle): khill (bosom friend).
Link: |P0297.2.1$, Bond between mother's brother (khâl) and sister's son. |Z0095.2$, khâl (maternal-uncle): khâl
(mole, mark of beauty).>

Z0097.3.4$, durrah (a wife's co-wife): durr (harm).
Link: |P0225$, Co-wife (durrah: "sister-wife", "sister in wedlock", "co-consort").

Ref.: Lane 182 n. 3/(also "common name for a parrot"); Taymûr no. 1224.>
Z0097.3.5$, 'ukht/'akhkh (sister/brother): khawat (epilepsy, mental disturbance caused by counterspirit).
Link: |D2065.1.1$, Epilepsy from possession by jinn. |F0302.0.3$, Jinn-`mikhawiyyah' (`bebrothering'): jinniyyah
(fairy, jinn-woman) as a man's foster-sister. |E0724.3$, Actions of the counter-spirit. |E0724.3.5.1$, Counter-spirit
harms human counterpart. |M0452.1.1$, Curse: epilepsy (mental disturbance, khawat). |P0250.0.2$, Interracial
siblings--(half or foster brothers and sisters of different races--usually, black and white). |Z0186.4.3.4$, Symbolism:
spirit-possession (being `epileptic$, worn or ridden by spirit)--sexual desire (lust).>

Z0097.7$, Lovers's (or brother-sister's) alliterative names mirroring each other (e.g., gods Nun-Nanoid, gods
Amon-Agminate, Hamad-Hamdah, Sâmî-Sâmyah, etc.). "Phonetic bifurcation". Type: 327A, 450, 872E$.
Link: |A0002.8.1$, Ogdoad. Four divine couples as creators: Nun and Naunet, Huh and Hauhet, Kuk and Kauket and
Amon and Amaunet. |P0250.0.1$, Siblings undergo similar (identical) life experiences. |T0101.1.6.1.1$, Bride
(sweetheart) in the likeness of groom's sister.

Ref.: Ions 34/(alliterative names); Boqarî (brother-sister/Jamîl-Jamîlah); DOTTI 222; MITON.>
Z0098$, Contradictions (oxymoron). Type: 1696B$, 2335.
Link: |A1557.1$, Women's frailty (vulnerability) gives them power over men. |F1041.11.1.1$, `A worst affliction
[may] cause one to laugh'. |K0309$, The trickster: a character composed of opposites (contradictions). |U0010.1.2$,
Justice (honor) among band of thieves, who are unjust to the public, is necessary for the band's cohesion.
|Z0169.0.1.1.3.1.1$, Narcissus causes cheerfulness though melancholy flower.

Ref.: Amîn 374-75; DOTTI 453 916 975/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 205 no. 53; TAWT 389
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n. 512.>
Z0098.0.1$, Things called by their opposites (i.e., black called white, slave called master, etc.).
Ref.: ThaClabî 95.>
Z0098.1$, Rhetorical (poetic) oxymoron.
Link: |J1739$, Damning praise, and flattering condemnation (by fool). |K1872, Camouflage. |X1918$, Humor
dependent on pronunciation (performance): syllabic structure.

Ref.: Alf III 3; Burton V 234/(four contraries based on other four); Boqarî 167; DOTTI 919; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 248.>
Z0098.1.1$, Praise in lampooning (damning) terms.
Link: |V0066.1, Witty funeral sermon. [Y].

Ref.: Damîrî II 193; Boqarî 67; DOTTI 919.>
Z0098.1.2$, Lampoon in flattering (panegyric) terms. Type: cf. 1703$.
Link: |J1739.1$, Fool's damning praise (naive). |J2118.2$, Mediator, working for party A, tries to get grieving party
B to ignore one drawback in A, but cites numerous drawbacks heretofore unknown to B. A is offended. |Q0136.2.1$,
Poem as reward. (Panegyric poetry). |T0366.2$, Female never says `No!' [to anyone asking for sexual intercourse].

Ref.: Boqarî 167.>
Z0098.2$, Same trait used to praise and to lampoon.
Link: |U0280$-U289$, Balance between merits and demerits, advantages and disadvantages, good and evil.
|Z0095.1$, Homophony: "sabr" ([sweet] patience)--"sabr" ([bitter] aloe).

Ref.: Jâhiz V 174/(Arabs).>
Z0098.3$, Proof of truthfulness of a lie. Type: 1930.
Link: |J1141.11.9.2$, Liar confounded: ordered to produce evidence truthfulness of claim. |X0905.8$, A greater lie
corroborates the lesser one. |Z0013.10$, Tale-teller begs God's forgiveness for lying (speaking untruth).

Ref.: DOTTI 953.>
Z0098.3.1$, "This head, that is speaking to you now, is the one that was cut off and rejoined [in tale]". Type:
1930.
Ref.: DOTTI 944 947 953 954/{Egy}.>
Z0100-Z199, Symbolism.>
Z0100, Symbolism. Type: 516A, 725.
Link: |P0479.1$, Interpreter of dreams sought (to interpret vision).

Ref.: DOTTI 276; TAWT 438.>
Z0100.1, Names of giants (Fomorians) with sinister significance.
C

Link: |A1659.1, Origin of the Fomorians (giants). |F0401.0.1.1.1.1$, Jinni named `Whirlwind' (`Zawba ah').
|Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism: association based on sound similarities (homophony).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0100.1.1$, es-Suhsâh 'akkâl el-'arwâh (es-Suhsâh, Devourer-of-souls): giant's sinister name.
Link: |B0014.1.1$, Ammut (Amemt). Combination of lion, hippopotamus, and crocodile. Devours hearts of sinners.
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 7 no. 1 n; AUC: 20A no. 9.>
Z0100.1.2$, Ammut (Amemt): "Devourer of Hearts (Souls) [of sinners]".
Link: |B0014.1.1$, Ammut (Amemt). Combination of lion, hippopotamus, and crocodile. Devours hearts of sinners.
|Q0569.2, Sinners in hell swallowed by dragons.

Ref.: R.L. Green 115-("Amemt"); Ions 42 136.>
Z0100.1.3$, Apophis (Apep): "Devourer of Souls" (of the dead).
Link: |B0014.1.1$, Ammut (Amemt). Combination of lion, hippopotamus, and crocodile. Devours hearts of sinners.
|Q0569.2, Sinners in hell swallowed by dragons.

Ref.: R.L. Green 108; Ions 42/cf./(serpent) 58-59/(Ammut).>
Z0100.2$, Awe-evoking names of powerful jinn.
Link: |F0252.1.0.1.1$-(formerly, F0252.1.0.1$), King of the jinn. |F0252.1.0.3$, Sultan of asyâd ez-zâr (possessingC

jinn). |F0401.0.1.1.1.1$, Jinni named `Whirlwind' (`Zawba ah'). |G0301.1$, Minor household monster. Usually
C

C

evoked to frighten children--(e.g., Skinned-leg, "bu bu "/Bogeyman, Midnight-afrit).

Ref.: MITON; Burton VI 96 n./("Ifritical names"/"chosed for their bizarrerie"/Dâhish ibn AlA mash).>
Z0100.2.1$, Awe-evoking name of jinni: RaCd-Qâsif (Roaring-Thunder).
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0100.2.2$, Awe-evoking name of jinni king: Shamhûrish.
Ref.: Walker-IsmâCîl 38 n. 1.>
Z0100.2.3$, Awe-evoking name of jinni king: Sakhr (Rock).
Ref.: Burton I 42 n. 2 VI 96 n./cf.; MITON.>
Z0102$, Fertility symbolism.
C

Link: |A0437.1$, Fertility distributed among different regions by burial of organ (body part) in a region. (Osiris).
|Z0167.1$, Symbolism: fruitful and fruitless trees--fertility and barrenness.>

Z0102.1$, Animal as symbol of fertility.
Ref.: Ions 24.>
Z0102.1.1$, Sow: fertility.
Link: |Z0194.1.7.4.1$, Sow: fertility, procreation.>

Z0102.1.2$, Rabbit: fertility.
Link: |Z0192.0.1.1$, Rabbit (bunny)--female's genitalia.>

Z0103$, Barrenness (sterility) symbolism.>
Z0103.1$, Object as symbol of barrenness (sterility).>
Z0103.1.1$, Rock (stone, bad earth): barrenness (sterility). Type: 879, cf. 875E.
Link: |D0802.5$, Rock multiplies--by self-dividing (miraculous). |H1049.2.1$, Task: bringing pregnant virgins.
Countertask: bringing a `male radish' grown in rock. |V0312.0.2$, "As God created plants without seeds and caused
them to grow without water, so was Christ's Conception and Birth", said The Virgin to her accusers. |Z0152.6$, Rock
(stone) symbolism.

Ref.: DOTTI 510 513; MITON; TAWT 166 no. 15.>
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Z0103.1.2$, Unfertilized (`clear') "male's egg": sterility.
Link: |B0754.4.4$, Mammal (quadruped) lays egg. |F1089.2$, Man lays egg. |T0578.9.4$, Human lays egg.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0103.1.2.1$, Fertilized (`clouded') "male's egg": fertility.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0103.2$, Animal as symbol of barrenness (sterility).>
Z0103.2.0.1$, Male cannot give birth. Type: cf. 613B$,/875B4.
Link: |B0754.4.0.1$, Male animal gives birth (reproduces). |F1089$, Flukes of nature involving reproduction
(parturition). |T0578, Pregnant man.

Ref.: DOTTI 348.>
Z0103.2.1$, He-mule: sterility (barrenness). Type: cf. 48$.
Link: |Z0193.1.2$, He-mule--male's strength. |Z0194.1.3$, Mule symbolism (of male's character).

Ref.: Qazwînî II 193; Boqarî 34; DOTTI 16; MITON.>
Z0103.2.2$, She-mule: barrenness.
Link: |W0157.4.1.1$, `To make a she-mule give birth' (i.e., ability to make obvious lie believable). |Z0061.1.7.1$,
When a she-mule gives birth (i.e., Never).>

Z0103.3$, Character (deity, person) as symbol of sterility.>
Z0103.3.1$, Set (deity): symbol of sterility.
Link: |A0488.1$, Set: god of sterility (drought, desert, etc.).

Ref.: Ions 66 67/("aridity").>
Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
object. Type: 293C*, 516A, 884B*, 901B$, 1317, 1319, 1319A$, 1319*, 1319P*$, 1335B$, 1339A, 1390*,
1641D$, 1663, 1664$.
Link: |A1536.1$, Origin of the ritual (custom) of chopping rope during public assembly. Commemoration of killing
of evil serpent (deity). |D0454.7.2$, Transformation: comb to a wilderness (field of reeds, thicket, thorny hedge,
marsh, or the like). |H0664.1$, What is redder than a ripe watermelon (tomato, etc.). Answer: vagina. |H0664.2$,
Riddle: [She is] green in the street, red and cast aside at home. (Answer: watermelon [uncut--cut]). |H0767.6$,
Sitting on his little wall, dangling his little penis. (Answer: pitcher with spout on table, in niche, or the like).
|H0888.5$, Riddle: [Y] That which is braided-elongated (mabrûm) says to that which is parted widely-open
C

(mafshûkh): "Greet your dangling `brother' (sallim ala 'akhûk el-middalî)." (Answer: bananas, figs, grapes = penis,
vagina, testicles--respectively). |H0888.6$, "[What is] as long as a hand (shibr) and a hand's is his/its length: goes in
and out, while hair is all around?" (Answer: comb). |H0888.7$, "[What is] as long as a hand and a hand's is his/its
length; everyone `kissed' it, even the Prophet? (Answer: a mother's breast). |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his
C

sister, [then] he put `his thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing". Answer: button and buttonhole, (also, [clothes] snap
and snap hole). |H0890.5$, Grows tall (long) and grows short, but is not an afrit; carries saddlebags, but is not spicevendor; covered with fleece, but is not a ram. (Answer: penis). |H0890.6$, All in, but `his' head [is] out. (Answer: a
nail [hammered or driven into an object])). |J0011.1, Man bitten by snake fears snake-like rope. |J1063, Pot calls
kettle black. |J1761.10, Blind men and elephant. Four blind, men feel an elephant's leg, tail, ear, and body
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respectively, and conclude it is like a log, a rope, a fan, and something without beginning or end. [Different
perception by each]. |J1732.1.1$, Countryman unacquainted with sausage: orders it in the likeness of his organ.
|J1772.1, Pumpkin thought to be ass's egg. [Numskull hatches it; thinks rabbit is a colt hatched out]. |J1807$, Body
organ mistaken for (identified with) something else. |J1807.3$, Penis mistaken for an object (finger, pin, etc.).
|J1807.9.1$, Beard mistaken for animal's (bushy) tail. |J2271.2.3$, Old moon falls in form of old horseshoe (sickle).
|J2479.1.1$, At restaurant, the man orders "Amber" (or the like): it proves to be the same hated lentil-dish he gets at
home. |M0241.5.1$, `[Like a water-wheel where] the full [bucket] pours onto the empty'. |W0029.2.2$, A man
(husband) is like jewelry, if bent (broken) can be `re-erected' (titqâm). |W0255.1.2$, `He who gets burnt by [hot]
soup will blow on yogurt, and he who gets bitten by a snake will fear a [snake-like] rope'. |X0501.2.4.1$, Veiled
woman likened to tent or kiosk. |X0749.1.1$, Male to be circumcised with pen-sharpener (or like tool). |X1727.2$,
Beard likened to animal's tail. |Z0119.1.1$, Components of the alphabet in physical embrace. |Z0119.1.1.1$, Lover
hugs beloved like a certain letter conjoins with another (e.g., in Arabic script: the 'Alif (A) and the Lâm (L); in Latin
script: the bar--symbolizing a male--in the letters A, E, t). |Z0141, Symbolic color: red. |Z0166.1.4$, Grapes-female's nipples. (Especially elongated variety: "Nanny-goat Nipples"). |Z0166.3.2$, Round-shaped fruits
(vegetables). |Z0166.3.2.3$, Eggplant--testicles. (`bedingân'/bâdhingân = baid el-gân: literally, "eggs of the jinn"
[i.e., jinn=s testicles]). |Z0166.3.2.4$, Limbs (organs; e.g., finger, pinky, toe, nose): penis. |Z0186.1.2$, Symbolism:
button going into button hole--sexual intercourse. |Z0186.4.3.5.1$, Naked man will make people believe he is
clothed: penis will be mistaken for a necktie. |Z0186.7.2$, Symbolism: prayer niche (mihrâb) or pulpit--vagina.
|Z0192.0.1.1$, Rabbit (bunny)--female's genitalia. |Z0192.0.1.4$, Bird's down--female's genitalia. |Z0192.0.1.4.1$,
C

Shape of al- Uqâb (Phoenix-like female eagle)--female's genitalia. |Z0195.3$, Grinding- stone (the `female' side,
upper side with hole)--female. |Z0196.4.1$, Symbolism: comb (ornamental: usually squarish, cursive shaped)-vagina. |Z0198$, Symbolism: machine movement--engaging in sexual intercourse.

Ref.: DOTTI 7 41 47 96 276 529 561 733 734 735 736 740 742 784 800 889 903/{Egy, Egy, Jrd};
MITON; RAFE 203 n. 715; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 242; TAWT 372 n. 200 375 n. 273 382 n. 399.>
Z0105.1$, Shape symbolism: circle (roundedness).>
Z0105.1.1$, Shape symbolism: circle or halo--power.
Link: |A0798$, Origin of tâqat al-qadr (`[Light-]Halo of Power'). |D1761.3.1$, Wishing by tâqat al-qadr (`[Light]Halo of Power'). |V0296$, Sacred clique (circle of sacred personages).

Ref.: Maspero 94 no. 4 n. 4.>
Z0105.1.0.1$, Symbolism: center (centrality)--chieftainship, power, etc. Type: 516A1$.
Link: |Z0188.3$, Symbolism: navel--`the center'.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0105.1.0.2$, Symbolism: that which is in a woman's wist ("midst, center): vagina.
Link: |Z0186.7$, Symbolism: vagina--saint's shrine--(`shaikh So-and-so').>

Z0105.2$, Shape symbolism: square--strength.
Link: |A0871.4$, Four corners of earth (al-khawâfiq). |D1272.3$, Magic squares (badûh). |V0003$, Required
religious services (`pillars,' corners, 'arkân, furûd) and fundamental beliefs. |Z0152.6.4$, Corner(s) of a building
(rukn/'arkân): strength.
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Ref.: Maspero 132 no. 7 n. 1/cf.>
Z0105.3$, Shape symbolism: triangle.
Link: |P0798$, Characteristics of social interaction within triads. |Z0071.1.0.1, Triads.>

Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities. Type: 293C*, 516A,
1425-1425B$, 1664$.
C

Link: |H0589.4$, Riddle: "Due to her faddishness (bid ), a lady would urinate out of her toe." Answer: faucet.
|H0767.5$, Squeeze her head, she becomes undressed (she "takes off her `libâs/underpants'"). (Answer: an overripe
palm-date, or cured lupine seed--slips out of soft shell at the slightest pressure). |H0888.4$, Symbolism of scooping
out (coring) zucchini (or the like) for stuffing. |H0888.6$, "[What is] as long as a hand (shibr) and a hand's is his/its
length: goes in and out, while hair is all around?" (Answer: comb). |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his sister,
C

[then] he put `his thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing". Answer: button and buttonhole, (also, [clothes] snap and
snap hole). |H0890.5$, Grows tall (long) and grows short, but is not an afrit; carries saddlebags, but is not spicevendor; covered with fleece, but is not a ram. (Answer: penis). |H0890.7$, If I raise my leg, [his/its] half goes in; if I
raise the other all gets in. (Answer: pants/trousers). |J0080, Wisdom (knowledge) taught by parable. |M0241.5.1$,
`[Like a water-wheel where] the full [bucket] pours onto the empty'. |T0201.3$, Example provides policy for married
life. |U0013$, Only the productive (fruitful) are attacked. |U0318.1.1$, Sexual intercourse (coition) expressed in
terms of performance of religious duties (praying, kneeling, circumambulations, etc.). |X0245$, Girl is too little for
marriage; shoemaker (suitor): will `stretch her on the mold'. |X0749.1.1$, Male to be circumcised with pen-sharpener
(or like tool). |Z0165.1$, Mixing fruits (vegetables)--sexual intercourse. |Z0170.0.1$, Symbolism: eating
(swallowing, chewing)--sexual activity. |Z0174, Message or order given [in] symbolic action. |Z0186.4.2$,
Symbolism: rubbing (stroking) an object--erotic act. |Z0195.3$, Grinding-stone (the `female' side, upper side with
hole)--female. |Z0197.3.4.0.2$, `Brushing [with brush]'--non-penetration sexual intercourse. |Z0198.1$, Turning on a
machine--sexual intercourse (foreplay).

Ref.: DOTTI 96 276 801 802 903/{Egy}; MITON.>
Z0107$, Consistency (texture) symbolism: association based on sensation (touch) similarities. Type: 293C*,
1317, 1379A*$, 1641D$.
Link: |F0575.1.5.6.3$, Remarkably beautiful lower abdomen (siwwah). |F0655, Extraordinary perception of blind
men. |H0079.10.1$, "This vagina (hirr) [of tonight] is familiar, [but] the vagina into which I was last night was
unfamiliar!" (Said by a married man who was deceived into sexual intercourse by substitute bedmate). |J1761.10,
Blind men and elephant. Four blind, men feel an elephant's leg, tail, ear, and body respectively, and conclude it is
like a log, a rope, a fan, and something without beginning or end. [Different perception by each]. |U0303$, Relativity
of perceiving physical attributes (size, shape, form, etc.). |W0189.2.1$, To have "The mouse play in one's bosom
(feel suspicious, ill at ease, worried, etc.)". |W0255.1.2$, `He who gets burnt by [hot] soup will blow on yogurt, and
he who gets bitten by a snake will fear a [snake-like] rope'. |X0608.1.1$, Blindfolded (male) parrot recognizes
group's national identity by which of his organs (privates) is touched. |Z0165.0.1$, Symbolism: prickly softness of
fuzz on fruit or vegetable (e.g., peach fuzz, `chick's down')--pubescent human body hair. |Z0192.0.1.1$, Rabbit
(bunny)--female's genitalia.

Ref.: DOTTI 96 733 889; MITON.>
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Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism: association based on sound similarities (homophony). Type: 516A.
Link: |E0700.2.1$, nafs (self) is constituted of nafass (breath, breeze, air, etc.). |J1802, Words in a foreign language
thought to be insults. |J1808.9.1$, Grunts of hard labor (e.g., kneading, lifting, digging, etc.) mistaken for grunts of
sexual enjoyment (or vice versa). |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort formula; e.g., A:
"Stop!" B: "May water stop in your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!". |T0016.6$, Passion (hawâ)
aroused due to nakedness or body exposure caused by gust of wind (air: hawâ'). |W0254.4$, Power of endurance
(perseverance, stamina) resides in gallbladder (bile, marârah)--(Compare: mirrahah, i.e., power). |X1900$,
Humorous pun. |Z0071.5.14.1$, Seven grieving waterwheels: they weep. |Z0095.1$, Homophony: "sabr" ([sweet]
patience)--"sabr" ([bitter] aloe). |Z0097$, Alliteration (simple, plain). |Z0100.1, Names of giants (Fomorians) with
sinister significance. |X0479.1.1$, Madam Minister will receive visiting dignitaries according to natural order, not
their bureaucratic rank: Judge al-'Air-yânî (`Peter') first, Minister al-Baidânî (`Balls') to follow. |Z0166.3.2.3.1$,
koasah/zucchini = (kuss = vagina).

Ref.: Maspero 38 no. 2-4 n. 2; Damîrî II 173; DOTTI 276; RAFE 77 n. 251, 303 n. 34; TAWT 362 n.
16.>
Z0108.1$, Gender (sex) of object or abstract (e.g., planet, time period, letter of the alphabet, etc.).
Link: |A0736.0.1$, Gender of sun and moon (which is male and which is female?). |J1897$, Telling the sex of object
(automobile, bus, train). |Z0119.1$, Letters of the alphabet personified.

Ref.: Burton II 45 n./cf.; RAFE 72 n. 239.>
Z0110, Personifications [of abstractions].
Link: |G0303.9.4.5.4.1$, "Khanzab": name of satan (devil) that causes the forgetting of memorized holy text
(scriptural). |U0002$, Human perception tends to be animated (i.e., inanimate objects perceived in animate terms).
|Z0097.1$, Abstractions (and objects) alliterated.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 145 no. 91; Burton II 137/(patience/poem); DOTTI 647/{lit.}; RAFE 100 n.
328.
Z0111, Death personified. Type: 332.
>

C

Link: |A0487.2$, Azrael ( Izrâ'îl, `)Azrâ'îl,' `)Uzrâ'în$, etc.): angel of death. |D1610.19.3$, Grave (tomb) speaks.
|V0233, Angel of death. |V0233.0.1.4$, Angel of death in human form. |Z0042.1.2$, Sleep (`lesser death') is the
strongest. |Z0126.9.1.1$, Sleep as `the lesser Death'.

Ref.: Damîrî I 321-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 103; Damîrî II 65; DOTTI 177; RAFE 43
n. 136; Shamy (el-) Egypt 267 no. 17.>
Z0111.0.1$, Death personified as human skeleton (corpse) with sickle in hand. ("The Grim Reaper").>
Z0111.5, Death (fate) assumes various forms to destroy men.
Link: |K2372.1.1$, Azrael (Death) masks as a beautiful woman (girl) so as to tricks mortal who had tricked him.>

Z0111.7$, Symbolism: riderless horse (stallion, mare)--death of hero or chief.
Link: |P0555.4$, Riderless animal in battle (huwâshah) signifies falling of warrior.>

Z0111.9$, Death (fate) allegorically described--miscellaneous; Link: |Z0010.2.3$, Didactic (instructive) end formula.
Ref.: Kisâ'î 73-74/(Thackston 79 no. 34): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 69.>
Z0111.9.1$, `The destroyer of pleasures, and the disperser of throngs'--(death).
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Link: |U0250.0.1$, Death is inevitable. |U0292.1.1$, `He who owns much loses much'. |Z0042.1.1$, Death is the
strongest.

Ref.: Alf II 267/(defeater); Boqarî 197; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102,
Egypt 114.>
Z0111.9.1.1$, `The demolisher of palaces and filler of graves'--(death).
Link: |J2483, A house without food or drink. [Life in the grave (house) for the dead, "Must be like life in our's"].

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0111.9.2$, To be dealt the cup (drink) of death.
Link: |S0111.10$, Murder by poisoned drink.

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 75-77/(Thackston 81-82 no. 36): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 71.>
Z0111.9.3$, Returning to earth whence man (one) came--death.
Link: |A1241.5.2$, Man made from clay brought by Azrael (Death). |V0061.8.2.1$, Burial into earth returns man
(Adamite) to place of origin (from where he had come: "Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.").

Ref.: MITON; Kisâ'î 73-74/(Thackston 79 no. 34): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 69.>
Z0111.9.4$, Death: God retrieves His breath (deposit).
Link: |A0185.12.0.1$, God `breathes' soul into Adam's pottery figure. |C0898.1.1$, Tabu: wailing for the dead [(as
indignity to corpse)]. |U0282.1.2.1$, Death brings one closer to meeting God. |V0001.1.3.1$, Spiritually
advantageous death.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0112, Sickness personified.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Z0112.0.1$, Physical accompaniments of sickness (disease, illness) personified (e.g. wounds, abscesses,
maggots, etc.). Type: 750J$.
Link: |F1041.9.4.2.1$, Maggots in skin sores.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ayyûb" no. 53-b.>
Z0112.1, Fever personified.
Ref.: Amîn 181-82/(as demon)/cf.>
Z0112.1.1$, Fever: as `Daughter of Time'.
Link: |Z0135.1$, Afflictions as `banât ad-Dahr' (`Daughters of Time').>

Z0112.2$, The plague personified.
Ref.: Maspero 153 no. 8.>
Z0112.3$, Mental illness (madness, insanity, possession, etc.) personified.>
Z0112.3.1$, Possessing spirits ("'asyâd-ez-zâr", jinn, etc.) personified.
Link: |F0381.0.4$, Possession by a clique of jinn (saff 'asyâd). |F0385.2.2$, Possessing zâr-jinn (asyâd) placated by
sacrifice. |V0001.2.1.1$, zâr rituals as veneration (worship) of jinn.

Ref.: RAFE 302 n. 25; Shamy (el-) "Belif Characters" 26-27: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no.
119-1.>
Z0112.3.2$, Grief (misery, chagrin, etc.) personified. Type: 894.
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Link: |C0014, "Adversity" summoned: [ appears]. |N0112.2$, Bad luck (misfortune, misery) purchased.>

Z0112.3.2.1$, We reconciled ourselves to grief (misery), but grief is not reconciling `himself' to us.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1320.>
Z0112.3.3$, Tear of sorrow personified.
Ref.: Alf II 33; Burton III 141; Taymûr no. 2628.>
Z0113, Life personified: old woman carrying healing potions and salves.
Link: |A0596$, Arch-saint larger than the world (life). |Z0126.1$, Health personified.

Ref.: ThaClabî 192; CIdwî (al-) 152-53; Nabhânî (al-) I 266 412 452 II 40.>
Z0113.1$, Life (the world) personified as a beautiful young woman.
Ref.: Damîrî I 42; CAbd-al-Hakîm Al-Hikâyah 236-37; MITON; RAFE 100 n. 329; Shamy (el-)
Around the World 158 "Eg. Balladry": "Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah" no. 20/cf.; Sulaymân 117-18 no. III-A-1.>
Z0113.0.1$, Life personified.
Link: |U0253.1.2.1$, "O soul [of mine], there is no soul after you" [i.e., You live only once].

Ref.: Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15.>
Z0114, Old age personified.
Link: |F0571.9.1$, Senility (zamânah): madness (diminished mental capacity) from old age. |U0260.3$, Effects of
aging are irreversible.>

Z0115, Wind personified. Type: 759C, cf. 2031.
Link: |A1124$, Wind given wings (on which wind travels). |A1129.1.2$, Colors of wind indicates its (destructive)
power. |Z0120$, Nature (the elements) personified.

Ref.: Simpson 109; Kisâ'î 7/(Thackston 6-7 no. 3): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" 103-10 no. 24
(Thackston 109 no. 46): "Arab Mythology" no. 110-1/(var.); ThaClabî 165-68/cf.: "Arab Mythology" no.
101; Damîrî II 62; Ibshîhî 571-72/(shabbâbah/flute-like/feminine); DOTTI 424 967; MITON.>
Z0115.1, Man takes case against wind for damages.
Link: |Z0120.2.1$, Natural object sued (in lawcourt).>

Z0115.2$, Wind (breeze) as messenger. Type: cf. 759C.
Link: |F0963.5$, Wind carries news (message).

Ref.: Simpson 109; ThaClabî 68/(to Joseph's father--Jacob); DOTTI 424.>
Z0115.2.1$, Breeze (gentle wind) as carrier of messages between lovers. (Poetic).
Link: |T0024.6.1.1.2$, Lover so thin that it is easier for bird (breeze) to carry him than to carry his greetings
(message) to beloved. |T0041, Communication of lovers.

Ref.: ThaClabî 165-68: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 101.>
Z0116, Sovereignty personified.>
Z0116.1, Empire personified.
Link: |P0710.0.1$, Super-power (powerful nation, empire).>

Z0116.3$, `The Nation' (`The State') personified.
Link: |P0710.1$, Founder of a nation (`the father of the Nation'). |Z0116.9.1.1$, Bureaucracy (governmental rules)
personified.
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Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 53, "Eg. Balladry": "el-Wardânî" no. 29.>
Z0116.3.1$-(formerly, Z0116.3$), `The Nation' personified as young woman.>
Z0116.5$, Homeland personified.
Link: |P0712$, Homesickness: yearning for homeland.>

Z0116.5.1$, `Homeland demands the return of its [departed] inhabitants (people).'.
Link: |F1041.15, Inordinate longing. |P0711.8.1$, Desire to be buried (when dead) in one's own homeland (village,
town, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 98 111 137 174/{Jrd, Plst}.>
Z0116.5.3$, Aimless wandering: `From God's lands (countries) to God's peoples (created-beings)$, `One
country carries person, another puts him down$, etc.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 34 56 67 95.>
Z0116.5.3.1$, Aimless wandering: `One land (country) carries person, another puts him down'.
Link: |Z0116.5.1$, `Homeland demands the return of its [departed] inhabitants (people)'.

Ref.: TAWT 70 267 296.>
Z0116.7$, Public opinion personified.
Link: |D0631.4.5$, Bird indicates state of national virtu: inflates self at prevalence of vice (sin), deflates self at
persistence of virtu.>

Z0116.7.1$, Mr./Mrs. average citizen.>
Z0116.9$, National (governmental) personifications--miscellaneous.>
Z0116.9.1$, Government personified.
Link: |P0501.1$, Government compared to stepmother: `can neither love nor be loved'. |P0505.0.1$, Government as
disbeliever (infidel/hukûmah kâfirah). |P0507.0.1.2$, The kingdom (state) likened to human body (or vice versa).
[Y].>

Z0116.9.1.1$, Bureaucracy (governmental rules) personified.
Link: |X0479$, Humor concerning other aspects of government: miscellaneous. |Z0116.3.1$-(formerly, Z0116.3$),
`The Nation' personified as young woman.>

Z0116.9.1.1.1$, Bureaucracy personified: (CAbd-el-)Aatî al-bîroqrâtî).>
Z0117, Poetry personified.
Link: |A0465.1.0.1$, Demon (satan) of poetry. |E0724.1.2.1$, A poet's counter-spirit: inspires poetic creativity. Also
C

labeled a poet's `satan$, tâbi (`follower'), etc.>

Z0117.5$, Music personified.
Link: |A0465.2, God of music.>

Z0117.6$, Musical instrument personified.
Link: |D1610.34, Speaking musical instrument. |D1627.1, Instrument's ornamental figures climb down and run about
as harper plays.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 571-72/(shabbâbah/flute-like/feminine).>
Z0117.6.1$, "Musical instrument speaks".
Link: |D1275.1, Magic music. |E0632.1.1$, Harp (fiddle, rebec, psaltery, etc.) made of murdered person's bones
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speaks. |Z0139.9$, Utensil (implement, tool, manufactured object) personified.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0117.6.2$, Musician's (singer's) love for musical instrument: "mother and her child".
Link: |F0679.9.1$, Skillful singer-musician plays in various styles. |P0806.3.1$, Singing (playing a musical
instrument) as hobby. |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0118, Sea personified. Type: 318.
Link: |F0963.6$, Sea as messenger: carries news (message).

Ref.: Hollis 10 168/cf.; Simpson 101; DOTTI 147; Shawqî 310 [no. 37]/cf./(waves).>
Z0118.0.1$, Symbolism: sea--mysteriousness, danger, uncertainty. Type: 318, cf. 2020$.
Link: |Z0092.8.3.3$, Immense: the size of the sea (ocean).

Ref.: Maspero 12-013 no. 1.>
Z0118.0.1.1$, Symbolism: woman--as mysterious as the sea.
Link: |Z0062, Proverbial simile. |Z0140.1$, Color shifting symbolism.>

Z0118.3, River personified. Type: 318.
Link: |A0425, River-god. |D1549.3.7.1$, Holy man's letter (writings) causes dry river to flow. |V0011.2.1, Sacrifice
to river.

Ref.: DOTTI 148; Nabhânî (al-) I 158/(Nile).>
Z0118.3.1$, Father Nile.>
Z0119$, Language personified.
Link: |Z0117, Poetry personified. |Z0117.5$, Music personified. |Z0120.1.3$, Language of earth.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 249.>
Z0119.0.1$, Language creates artistic forms--(a belief). (Compare `Super-organic theory'/"einfache
Formen").
Link: |A1440.5.1$, Craftsman's (artist's) creativity is no innovation (creation).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 258-59.>
Z0119.0.2$, Word believed to have capacity (power) to create. (Blasphemous belief, [cf., superorganic
view]).
Link: |A0185.3.1$, God teaches vivified head of Adam to utter first words. |A0602.2.1$, `Science of letters' (Cilm alhurûf): harnessing supernatural beings through knowing the characteristics of the `servants' of letters (and numbers)
that constitute their names. |A0611.0.1.1$, Creator's command: "Be!"--it becomes ("kùn!" fa-yakûn). |V0329.3$,
Heresy (blasphemy): adhering to beliefs incompatible with fundamental tenet(s) of faith.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 16-17.>
Z0119.1$, Letters of the alphabet personified.
Link: |A0602$, Creation of the letters of the alphabet (Arabic), and of numerals. |U0002$, Human perception tends
to be animated (i.e., inanimate objects perceived in animate terms). |Z0108.1$, Gender (sex) of object or abstract
(e.g., planet, time period, letter of the alphabet, etc.).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 249.>
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Z0119.1.1$, Components of the alphabet in physical embrace.
Link: |K2052.3.1$, Husband wants to "typewrite" a letter with wife, but she pleads a broken-down machine; when
she changes her mind, he has already "handwritten" it--(by masturbation). |U0248$, Mental set (thematic
apperception): readiness to perceive in a particular manner (or certain things). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color)
symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object.

Ref.: Alf II 242/("L" embraces "A").>
Z0119.1.1.1$, Lover hugs beloved like a certain letter conjoins with another (e.g., in Arabic script: the 'Alif
(A) and the Lâm (L); in Latin script: the bar--symbolizing a male--in the letters A, E, t).
Link: |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
object.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 249.>
Z0119.2$, Words personified.>
Z0119.2.1$, "O `No$, where were you when I said `Yes'!" (Regret).
Link: |J0571, Avoid hasty judgment. |N0340.0.1$, Hasty killing or condemnation regretted.

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2461.>
Z0119.3$, Grammar personified.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 249.>
Z0119.3.1$, The fâCil (`doer$, active subject of a verbal clause) is superior to the mafCûl (`done to$, object,
passive participle).
Link: |J0481, Inflicters rather than receivers of wounds chosen. |J1745.5$, Simpleton thinks that a good (`straight')
bride doesn't have sexual intercourse; only a (`gay'/`whore') would submit to such licentious act. |P0197.1.1$, Sexual
C C

deviance met with contempt. |P0199$, bitû - iyâl, lawâtî, lûtiyyah (homoerotic sodomites, the pedophilic).
|Z0062.9.1.1$, In proverbial comparison, the `compared to' (mushabbah bihi) is superior to what is being `compared'.
|Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0119.3.2$, Rules of grammar as symbols of erotic actions.
Link: |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.

Ref.: DOTTI 693 761 796 798/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah al-sharîfah"
no. 57/(yunsub el-'f)âl) 13; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 249; TAWT 452.>
Z0119.5$, Writing implements personified.>
Z0119.6$, Eloquence personified.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0120$, Nature (the elements) personified.
Link: |Z0115, Wind personified. |Z0159.0.1$, Celestial body (sun, moon, star, planet, etc.) personified.>

Z0120.1$, Earth personified.
Ref.: ThaClabî 4: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 8.>
Z0120.1.3$, Language of earth.
Link: |A0667, Language of heaven. |A1482.2$, Arabic as language of heaven. |D1815, Magic knowledge of strange
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tongues. |D1815.6, Magic knowledge of language of the valleys. |V0249.2, Language of angels. |Z0119$, Language
personified. |Z0175.1, Language of flowers: [symbolic].>

Z0120.1.3.1$-(formerly, D1610.19.1$), `Earth speaks Arabic'.>
Z0120.2$, Natural object (tree, mountain, wind, etc.) personified.
Link: |B0251.4.2$, What animal (bird) says when it prays. |F0755, Living mountain. |H0887$, Riddles about the
meaning of sounds made by animals or objects. |J1880, Animals or objects treated as if human--miscellaneous.
|Z0175.1, Language of flowers: [symbolic].>

Z0120.2.0.1$, Mountain personified. Type: 2031.
Link: |F1006.4$, Mountain weeps.

Ref.: ThaClabî 4: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 8; DOTTI 967; Littmann 96-97 no. 77: Shamy
(el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 9.>
Z0120.2.1$, Natural object sued (in lawcourt). Type: cf. 759C.
Link: |F0451.4.5.2$, Jinn (afrits, etc.) tribunals and courts of law.

Ref.: DOTTI 424.>
Z0120.2.1.1$, Tree compensates man for injury.
Link: |P0535, ةric fines (imposed for personal injury, etc.). [(qasâs)].>

Z0120.2.1.2$, Man sues earth for damages.
Link: |A0530, Culture-hero establishes law and order. |Z0115.1, Man takes case against wind for damages.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 157 no. 32.>
Z0120.2.2$, Natural object expresses emotions (happiness, sadness, depression, or the like).
Link: |F0961.0.3, Heavenly bodies lament. |F1006.4$, Mountain weeps. |F1009, Inanimate object acts as if living-[miscellaneous].>

Z0120.3$, Planet (star, meteor, etc.) personified. Type: Cf. 725.
Link: |H0830$, Riddles (riddling questions) about things known only to God.

Ref.: ThaClabî 6/,(Sun, Moon, al-Zarah/Venus, furqadân/(two bright stars of Ursa Minor): Prophet's
family).>
Z0120.4$, Fire personified.
Link: |H0724$, Riddle: when given to eat (fed), she lives; when given to drink, she dies. (Fire).>

Z0120.4.0.1$, Hell's fire personified.
Link: |A0671.2.1.2$, Vipers in hell. |A0671.2.5.1$, Hell prohibited from touching certain persons. Punishing with
Hell's fire is tabu. |A0671.2.4.14.2$, Names given Hell's fires (strata). |Z0129$, Religious exercise personified:
`benefit of' almsgiving, prayers, fasting, pilgrimage, etc.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 18-19/(Thackston 18-19 no. /07): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 27; Burton V 306
n. 1.>
Z0120.4.1$, Fire's tongues.>
Z0120.4.2$, Fire's speech (hissing, trellis, ululation).
Ref.: Kisâ'î 18-19/(Thackston 18-19 no. 7): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 27.>
Z0120.4.2.1$, Fire speaks to person (warns, instructs, or the like).
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Ref.: MITON.>
Z0121, Truth personified. Type: 613.
Ref.: DOTTI 345.>
Z0121.0.1$, Honesty personified. Type: 847*.
Link: |Z0127.0.3$, Dishonesty (fraud) personified.

Ref.: DOTTI 467.>
Z0121.0.1.1$, Honest intentions personified ("Niyyah Salîmah"). Type: 613.
Link: |J0637.1$, Blind trust (benevolence, good intentions) leads to disaster. |W0171.0.2$, "To be of two-intents: [a
declared good one and a harbored evil (malicious) one]". (Abu-niyyatain).

Ref.: DOTTI 347/{Alg}.>
Z0121.1, Truth leaves city because there is no place left for her. Type: 613A$, 613B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 347 348.>
Z0121.5$, Justice personified. Type: 919$.
Link: |A0464, God of justice. |W0035.4$, Exemplary justice.

Ref.: DOTTI 585; MITON.>
Z0121.5.1$, Justice personified as young woman with insignia of impartiality (e.g., blindfold, scales,
feather, etc.).
Link: |A0464.1, Goddess of justice. [Mayet/Maat].

Ref.: Ions 96-97; Simpson 127.>
Z0122, Time personified.
Link: |A0729$, Progression of time (reckoned in terms of sun's journey). |K2059.9.2$, Excuse: innocent person sins
merely to justify undeserved condemnation (by adversaries, censurers, etc.). |U0265$, Date (time) recognized by act
performed (social activity, ritual, etc.). |W0199.3.3$, Blaming "The other"--(`people/society,' `adversaries/enemies,'
`blamers/censurers$, `the envious$, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 34 197; TAWT 365 n. 85.>
Z0122.0.1$, History personified.
Link: |P0484$, Historian (mu'arrikh, "'akhbârî"). |Z0122.7$, Temporal forces (quasi powers of fate) personified:
`Time' (ed-Dahr, ez-Zamân/Zamàn, el-'Ayyâm).>

Z0122.0.1.1$, "History's determinism" (hatmiyyat al-târîkh).>
Z0122.5$, Night-(time) personified.
Link: |X1691.1$, Lie: man fights piece of darkness left behind by departing night-time.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 362-63; DOTTI 944/{lit.}; Wickett 169.>
Z0122.5.1$, Night as companion of the lonesome (melancholy).
Link: |J1080$, Sleeplessness: person unable to fall (stay) asleep due to worries. |W0209$, Lonesomeness
(loneliness).>

Z0122.5.1.1$, Talking to `the night'.>
Z0122.5.1.1.1$, Night addressed along with the eye (yâ lail, yâ Cain--i.e., `O me! O my!'). (A commonplace
in folk poetry).
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Link: |Z0010.5.5$, Repetition: `commonplace' phrase (stanza) and `refrains'.

Ref.: DOTTI 955/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) Egypt 78 no. 10; Wickett 169.>
Z0122.5.2$, Night is frightful.
Ref.: Alf II 60.>
Z0122.5.2.1$, "Night is like a predatory beast".
Ref.: TAWT 115 no. 9.>
Z0122.6$, Dawn (morning, daytime) personified.
Ref.: MITON; Taymûr no. 2964.>
Z0122.7$, Temporal forces (quasi powers of fate) personified: `Time' (ed-Dahr, ez-Zamân/Zamàn, el'Ayyâm).
Link: |A0102.6.1.1$, "`Dahr (Time)' is `God'" (i.e., they are one and the same: euphemistically). |A0463, God of
fate. |C0494.1$, Tabu: cursing `Time' (Dahr, fate). |J0482.4$, Young man advised to choose as wife a girl who
would profess to be with him against `Time'. |N0011, Wager on wife's complacency. |N0100.0.1$, `Luck' as nonsacred entity: e.g., bakht, hazz (luck), zahr (dice), zaman (Time). |N0110, Luck and fate personified. |W0199.3.3$,
Blaming "The other"--(`people/society,' `adversaries/enemies,' `blamers/censurers$, `the envious$, etc.). |Z0122.0.1$,
History personified.

Ref.: Ibn-Kathîr I 33; Anonymous "Aghânî Anwar el-)Askarî" 15; DOTTI 895/{lit.}; MITON;
Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah" no. 20/cf., "Ayyûb" no. 53-b; Zîr 31.>
Z0122.7.1$, Temporal forces (`Time') responsible for man's misfortune (troubles).
Link: |J0637.1$, Blind trust (benevolence, good intentions) leads to disaster. |K2059.9.2$, Excuse: innocent person
sins merely to justify undeserved condemnation (by adversaries, censurers, etc.). |M0414.0.1$, Luck (`Time$, dice,
etc.) cursed. |W0199.3.2$, Blaming quasi powers of fate (e.g., Time, Days, Luck, Dice).

Ref.: MITON; RAFE 100 n. 329; Wickett 169.>
Z0122.7.2$, Those whom fate does not forgive (befriend).>
Z0122.7.2.1$, "`Fate is not a friend of him who does not consider the end!'"
Link: |J0021.1, "Consider the end".

Ref.: Damîrî II 130-34; Ibn-CArabshâh 178; Aalûcî II 181-83/(lacks elabor.): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 122.>
Z0122.8$, Certain day personified.
Link: |A1541.8.1$, Why Friday is the `chieftainess' of the days [of the week].>

Z0122.9$, Time personified--miscellaneous.>
Z0122.9.1$, Formulas signifying passage of time (moments, nights, days, years, etc.).
Link: |A0199.5.1$, For a deity (Ra, Râ) aeons of time are like years (to mortals). |H1583, Test of time. [Measuring
time]. |U0260, Passage of time. |U0265$, Date (time) recognized by act performed (social activity, ritual, etc.).

Ref.: Maspero 4 no. 1 n. 2; Boqarî 179.>
Z0122.9.1.1$, Speaker (tale-teller) addresses time directly ("O day, go", "O year come," etc.).
Link: |Z0013.5$, Character-prompting: speaker (tale-teller) addresses tale-character directly.

Ref.: TAWT 90-91 no. 6 169 no. 16 242 244 no. 30 266 no. 33 294 no. 38.>
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Z0122.9.1.2$, Nights (days, years) are pregnant with events by Time (fate) and give birth to the wondrous.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0122.9.1.4$, Fairytales' children (wilâd-el-hawadît) grow up quickly.
Link: |Z0010.3, Transition formulas. |Z0040.1$, Life-death cycle: from grain, to flour, to dough, to bread, to excreta
(human's and animal's), to plant eaten by animals, to milk and butter, to flesh and blood.

Ref.: Boqarî 197; Shamy (el-) Egypt 65.>
Z0123, Fury personified.>
Z0124, Valor personified.>
Z0124.2$, Valor personified as deity (culture-hero).
Ref.: Maspero 175 no. 10 n. 1/(Set).>
Z0125, Virtue personified.
Ref.: TAWT 388 n. 508; Wehr 452 no. 18.>
Z0125.1$, maCrûf (benevolence, kindness, chivalry, etc.) personified. (Usually as an angel named MaCrûf,
"shaikh MaCrûf", or the like). Type: cf. 155, 160, 613.
C

Link: |V0004.5.9$, Preaching the exercise of ma rûf (benevolence, kindness) and the avoidance of munkar
(malevolence, the sinful) as intercessor. |V0231.9.1$, Angel in human form (shape)--general. |Z0127.0.1$, Sham
piety (impiety) personified (shaikh Matlûf).

Ref.: Damîrî I 287-88; DOTTI 61 68 345/{lit.}; RAFE 186 n. 671.>
Z0125.9$, Other virtues personified.
Link: |Z0129$, Religious exercise personified: `benefit of' almsgiving, prayers, fasting, pilgrimage, etc.>

Z0125.9.1$, Hospitality (generosity) personified (as Hâtim at-Tâ'î, or the like). Type: cf. 756J$.
Link: |H1552.2, Contest in generosity. |H1564.2$, Host's hospitality tested by asking for his most valuable (sole)
possession.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 218-34 614-15; DOTTI 95 204 243 246 288 420 646 819/{Irq}; MITON.>
Z0126, Energy (strength) personified.
Link: |F0628.4.9.1$, Striking with mighty force: arm raised till white of armpit shows.>

Z0126.1$, Health personified.
Link: |M0500.1$, Supplication that mimics an action, name, or condition. Reply formula; e.g., A: "Visit us." B:
"`May you be visited by vigor (Câfiyah)'". |M0530$, Supplication: health (strength, beauty, etc.). |Z0113, Life
personified: old woman carrying healing potions and salves.>

Z0126.9$, Other aspects of health and vigor personified.>
Z0126.9.1$, Sleep personified.
Link: |H0889$, Allegorical riddle(s) about sleep. |J1081, Preciousness of untroubled sleep [i.e.: untroubled mind,
conscience].>

Z0126.9.1.1$, Sleep as `the lesser Death'.
Link: |Z0042.1.2$, Sleep (`lesser death') is the strongest. |Z0111, Death personified.

Ref.: RAFE 121 n. 420.>
Z0126.9.1.2$, `Sleep is a sultan' (i.e., an overpowering force).>
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Z0126.9.1.3$, `Sleep frolics with the eyes of Y' (i.e., being drowsy).>
Z0127, Sin personified. Type: 840.
Link: |A2922.3$, Iblis's children (descendants).

Ref.: ThaClabî 4-5: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 11; DOTTI 461; RAFE 35 n. 106.>
Z0127.0.1$, Sham piety (impiety) personified (shaikh Matlûf). Type: cf. 613.
C

Link: |X0590$, Humor concerning the sham pious. |Z0125.1$, ma rûf (benevolence, kindness, chivalry, etc.)
C

C

personified. (Usually as an angel named Ma rûf, "shaikh Ma rûf", or the like).

Ref.: DOTTI 345 919/{lit.}.>
Z0127.0.2$, Evil personified (as person, leech, or the like). Type: cf. 613.
Link: |A0054.6.9$, Punishment of Eblis: rendered empty of goodness (khayr). |G0303.3.3.7.2$, Devil in form of
leech (worm). |V0210.0.1.1.1$, "Opening-of-the-Chest (shaq al-sadr)": angel(s) open(s) chest of child destined to be
God's Messenger and remove evil-prone part (`black drop/seed$, leech) from heart.

Ref.: DOTTI 345.>
Z0127.0.3$, Dishonesty (fraud) personified. Type: 847*.
Link: |Z0121.0.1$, Honesty personified.

Ref.: DOTTI 467.>
Z0127.0.3.1$, Dishonest intentions personified ("Niyyah Sû'"). Type: 613.
Link: |Z0121.0.1.1$, Honest intentions personified ("Niyyah Salîmah").

Ref.: DOTTI 347/{Alg}.>
Z0127.2, Lust personified.
Link: |A0475.3$, Deity (demon, satan) of sexual power (lust).>

Z0128, Wisdom personified.
Link: |F0883.1.0.1$, The proverbial book (in possession of wise old man). |J0152.7$, Wisdom from old man who has
a book in hand. |M0301.4, Prophecies from old man who writes in a book.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 11, (Thackston 10): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 15.>
Z0128.0.1$, Person's wisdom (knowledge) stored in container (pot, hole, safe, etc.).
Link: |D1742.1$, Lost memory (knowledge) magically regained (restored).

Ref.: Nabhânî (al-) II 423-24.>
Z0128.1, Intelligence personified. Type: 945.
Link: |A1210.2$, Human brain as God's favorite creation. |J0149$, The value of education (schooling).

Ref.: Kisâ'î 11: (Thackston 10): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 15; DOTTI 647.>
Z0128.2$, Learning (education) personified.
Link: |G0303.9.4.5.4.1$, "Khanzab": name of satan (devil) that causes the forgetting of memorized holy text
(scriptural).>

Z0128.2.1$, School (university) personified.
Link: |J0140, Wisdom (knowledge) through education.>

Z0128.2.1.1$, `The school is a mother'.
Link: |T0604.3.1$, "The mother is the school (el-'omm [hiyyah el-] madrasah)".>
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Z0129$, Religious exercise personified: `benefit of' almsgiving, prayers, fasting, pilgrimage, etc.
Link: |J0565, Intemperance in fasting. |V0004.1, Religious exercise weighed in balance. [Priest's words outweigh
money willed to him]. |V0004.6$, Work (industry) as worship. |Z0120.4.0.1$, Hell's fire personified.

Ref.: Simpson 183/cf.; Ibshîhî 18; Basset Mille III 556 no. 340; CHAUVIN V 138 no. 67, VIII 169
no. 185; DOTTI 61 254 256 351 380 419 435 450 792/{Egy, Egy, lit., Mrc, Syr}; Dwyer 47-48 no. 4/cf.;
RAFE 34 n. 101, 307 n. 52; Sâ)î 168-74; AUC: 15 no. 4 31B no. 3.>
Z0129.0.1$, Person's religious faith ('îmân) personified.
Link: |V0515.1.6$, Vision of religious faith (personified).>

Z0129.0.1.1$, Religious faith personified as a knight in iron mask (armor).
Link: |A0189.8.1$, Angel-keepers (hafazah) of a mortal. They also act as accountants of deeds.

Ref.: ThaClabî 32: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 90.>
Z0129.9$, Deeds (acts) personified--miscellaneous.
Ref.: Burton IV 283 n.1; RAFE 34 n. 104.>
Z0129.9.1$, Honest labor (industry) personified.

Link: |V0004.6.2$, Useful products of honest labor as savior (intercessor)--they seek redemption for workman.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 64-65/(Thackston 69): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 54.>
Z0130$, Family (kinship, blood relationship, tribe) personified.
Link: |H0175.7$, Blood-relative mystically recognized: `Blood's yearning,' `Blood's howling'. |N0681.3.0.5$, Incest
believed impossible. Mystically repulsive: `Blood's howling$, `Flesh repels [same] flesh'. |T0410.0.1$, Pseudoincestuous interaction (description). Symbolic.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 571.>
Z0130.0.1$, `One's own flesh and blood': close paternal relative.
C

Link: |P0293.7.1$, `Blood would never turn to water'. |P0295.0.1$, Paternal-cousins ('abnâ'- umûmah, 'awlâdC

amm')--(father's family) as source of power. |T0105.1.1$, `Our own oil into our own flour' (endogamous marriage).

|T0106$, Paternal-cousin is preferred as spouse. |T0106.5.2.1$, Paternal-cousin preferred as spouse because he/she is
"Same flesh, same blood". |U0248.0.3.3$, "Our very own" affects perception.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Mahrûs and Mabrûkah" no. 16; Zîr 34, 27, 46/(bint-Camm),
61/(ibn-Camm).>
Z0130.0.2$, Motherhood personified.
Link: |A0111.1.0.1$, Motherhood among gods. |B0534.1$, Motherhood among animals. |U0121.0.2.1$, `Upset a jar
on its mouth, a daughter turns out like her mother'. |Z0139.9.3.2$, Water jug (jar, bottle, inkwell, etc.)--female,
vagina, womb, (or body orifice).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 570 571.>
Z0130.1$, Marriage personified.
Link: |T0127$, Husband and wife as contrasts (`odd couple').>

Z0130.1.1$, Marital disharmony personified (the `odd couple').
Ref.: TAWT 53 n. 70.>
Z0130.1.1.1$, Lackluster (pitiful) couple: Mishkâh and Rîmah.
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Link: |J0682.0.2.3$, "Mishkâh wed to Rîmah: no worth in either".

Ref.: Amîn 437; Taymûr no. 999.>
Z0130.1.1.2$, Comic (uncoordinated, contrary) couple: `Zaqzûq and Zarîfah'.
C

C

Link: |J0682.0.2.1$, "Z ait, wi M ait, wi Nattât el-Hait" (i.e., `Tom, Dick, and Harry'). |J1700.1$, The foolish couple
(husband and wife). |K1952.3.0.2$, Sham relatives--disgraceful: hirelings in motley (shabby) and with shameful
wear said to be a person's family.

Ref.: Taymûr nos. 997 60/cf.>
Z0130.2$, Huge wife, tiny husband.
Link: |T0127.5$, Husband and wife as contrasts: in physical constitution (size, beauty, etc.).>

Z0130.2.1$, `RafîCah-hânim wi es-SabC-Afandî' (`Lady-Lean (Slender)' and `Lion'-Effendi').
Link: |Z0098$, Contradictions (oxymoron).>

Z0131, Falsehood personified. Type: 613, 613A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 345 347.>
Z0132, War personified. Type: 2031E$.
Link: |A0485, God of war.

Ref.: Basset Mille III 145 no. 91; DOTTI 647 969/{lit.}.>
Z0132.1$, Instruments of killing (weapons: swords, bullets, etc.) personified.
Link: |Z0139.9$, Utensil (implement, tool, manufactured object) personified.

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 37/(arrows/given names); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33, "Hâger
and IsmâCîl" no. 51 10.>
Z0132.2$, Weapon (bullets, sword) reproached for striking the undeserving of death (the valiant, the noble,
etc.).
Link: |N0190$, Fate's inexplicable inequalities (injustices). |Z0122.7$, Temporal forces (quasi powers of fate)
personified: `Time' (ed-Dahr, ez-Zamân/Zamàn, el-'Ayyâm).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33.>
Z0133, Poverty personified.>
Z0134, Fortune personified. Type: 460C$.
Link: |N0117$, Livelihood personified.

Ref.: Simpson 89/(fate); Basset Mille III 145 no. 91; DOTTI 230 647/{lit.}; MITON; Taymûr no.
754.>
Z0134.3$, Money personified.
Link: |P0775.1$, Money must circulate.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 235/(dirham).>
Z0134.3.0.1$, Symbolism of coins (monetary bills of different denominations). Type: 922C1$.
Link: |P0013.9.3.3.1$, King's emblem (crown, name, seal, etc.) on royal property (palace, carriage, money, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 80.>
Z0134.3.1$, Debate between idle coin and man (miser).
Ref.: Ibshîhî 235; Shafi)î (el-) "Tarîq al-gharâm" 6.>
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Z0134.3.2$, `He who earns and spends pleases money'.
Link: |P0775.1.1$-(formerly, W0131.2$), Money likes to be earned and spent.>

Z0135, Adversity personified. Type: 894.
Link: |K2059.9.2$, Excuse: innocent person sins merely to justify undeserved condemnation (by adversaries,
censurers, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 546.>
Z0135.1$, Afflictions as `banât ad-Dahr' (`Daughters of Time').
Link: |P0234.0.1$, Father of daughter(s) less powerful. |T0594.1$, Birth of girl (daughter) is bad news. |Z0112.1.1$,
Fever: as `Daughter of Time'.>

Z0136, Civilization personified.>
Z0137$, Affect (one's sentiment, feeling, situation, condition, affair, etc.) personified.
Ref.: Alf II 186/cf./("bakhin-bakhin!!"/lit.); Burton IV 121 n./("Bakhkh-un Bakhkh-un"/"Bravo").>
Z0137.0.1$, `The tongue of someone's condition (situation): lisân al-hâl'.
Link: |Z0138.3$, Tongue personified.

Ref.: Burton V 50 n. 1.>
Z0137.1$, Grief (sorrow, chagrin) personified. Type: 844A$, 894A$.
Link: |N0112.2.1$, Seeds of chagrin planted, they grow and blossom.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 572.>
Z0137.1.1$, Grieving woman symbolism: weeps, moans, and groans. (Waterwheel).
Link: |H0747.1$, Riddle: dead in the field by night; moans, groans, and wails when revived in the morning.
(Waterwheel). |Z0071.5.14.1$, Seven grieving waterwheels: they weep.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 572.>
Z0138$, Body organ (member) personified. Type: 293, 1533C$.
Link: |D1707.2$, Blessed bodily organ (limb). |F1009, Inanimate object acts as if living--[miscellaneous]. |F1042$,
Mania: compulsion--uncontrollable (involuntary) behavior. |J0139.3.1$, Feet go to wherever they like (prefer).
|N0124$, Mechanical associations between cause and effect within the supernatural (e.g., Evil-Eye, mushâhrah, etc.).
|V0310.1.2$, Objects praise or worship God.

Ref.: DOTTI 837.>
Z0138.0.1$, Body organ addressed as if a person. Type: 293.>
Z0138.0.2$, Body organ blamed for misdeed.
Link: |D1705$, barakah (blessedness): supernatural [positive] power residing in object, act, or person. |J1860,
Animal or object absurdly punished. |W0199.3$, Projection: attributing to others one's own shortcomings
(defects).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 123 no. 19/(hand).>
Z0138.0.3$, One body organ used to refer to another.
Link: |C0496, Tabu: using obscene language ([words, names]). |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.>

Z0138.0.3.1$, That which is between the thighs (under the navel, or the like).
Link: |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red (rose-colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternal-uncle's wife?"
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C

Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn).

Ref.: Alf II 72; Burton III 227; TAWT 379 n. 325; AUC: 32A no. iv-60/cf.; HE-S: Cairo 69-10.>
Z0138.1$, Hand personified.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 123 no. 19.>
Z0138.2$, Foot personified. Type: 1533C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 837.>
Z0138.3$, Tongue personified. Type: 1340$.
Link: |J1074.3.2$, `Had it not been for my tongue, the back of my neck wouldn't have been slapped'. |Z0137.0.1$,
`The tongue of someone's condition (situation): lisân al-hâl'.

Ref.: DOTTI 743; Taymûr no. 2568.>
Z0138.4$, Eye personified. Type: 1340$.
Link: |D2071, Evil Eye. Bewitching by means of a glance. |H0679.7.1$, What is faster than an arrow? (Evil Eye).

Ref.: DOTTI 743.>
Z0138.4.1$, Evil Eye acts independently of owner's will.
Link: |D2071, Evil Eye. Bewitching by means of a glance. |N0330.0.1$, Involuntary killing (injuring) of person is
not `murder' (crime). |W0187.0.1$, Insolence euphemistically designated (e.g., "to be long-tongued", "to having been
drawn by own tongue [out of mother's womb]", "to be disowned by own tongue", or the like).>

Z0138.5$, Sex organ personified.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 11-12; DOTTI 802 838; MITON.>
Z0138.5.0.1$, Sex organ given name (e.g., "Sheik/Revered So-and-so, Abu-So-and-so"--typically malename).
Link: |U0318.1.1$, Sexual intercourse (coition) expressed in terms of performance of religious duties (praying,
kneeling, circumambulations, etc.). |Z0183.5.1$, "Father-of- " ('Abu- /"Bu- ").

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0138.5.1$, Penis personified. Type: cf. 1425B$.
Link: |N0134.2.1$, One-eyed person brings bad luck. |Z0186.9.2.3$, Symbolism: `the one-eyed'--penis.

Ref.: Jâhiz III 110; Ibn-CAasim no. 130; Ibshîhî Ibshîhî 603/(as shafî)/interceder) 614/(woman's
view: devil-inflated/cannot be denied).>
Z0138.5.1.1$,
Penis
head--(the
turbaned-one/shaikh,
the
hatted-one
(Abu-bornaitah)/the
khawâgah/European).
Link: |Z0188.8$, Symbolism of the human head.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 334.>
Z0138.5.2$, Vagina personified. Type: cf. 1533C$.
Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 110.>
Z0138.5.2.1$, Vagina as infidel: faces wrong direction during prayers (turns away from Qiblah at bowing or
prostration).
Link: |C0099.1.2$, Tabu: facing the Qiblah (Mecca) while urinating. |F0547.5.11$, Insatiable vagina. |T0187.0.2$,
Female's coition posture compared to supplication posture (pleading with God).
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Ref.: Jâhiz III 12; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 248 n. 43.>
Z0138.5.2.2$, Vagina as sacred shaikh/saint: "Shaikh Mansûr" or the like.
Link: |Z0186.7$, Symbolism: vagina--saint's shrine--(`shaikh So-and-so').

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14-15; CFMC: CFMC: 1960s??: El-Gimmaizah
collection/womn's wedding songs: "Cala el-Cumaiyyim Y/over little turban Y".>
Z0139, Personifications--miscellaneous.>
Z0139.2, Crime personified.>
Z0139.3, Wine personified.
Link: |P0196.0.1$, Poem or song of (liquor) drinking. (khamriyyât).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0139.6, Modesty personified.>
Z0139.7, Ladder as symbol of upward progress.
Link: |F0052, Ladder to upper world.>

Z0139.7.1, Ladder to heaven as symbol of saint. Type: 756G$.
Ref.: DOTTI 419.>
Z0139.9$, Utensil (implement, tool, manufactured object) personified. Type: cf. 310, 313.
Link: |D1610, Magic speaking objects. |Z0117.6$, Musical instrument personified. |Z0132.1$, Instruments of
killing (weapons: swords, bullets, etc.) personified.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 107-8; Boqarî 188/(electricity); DOTTI 117 129.>
Z0139.9.1$, Bathtub personified: `he' invites beautiful girl to bathe in it.>
Z0139.9.2$, Sewing implement personified.
Link: |H0767.3$, Enigmatic statement: "She dresses people, while she herself is naked." (Needle). |U0275.2$, Needle
dresses people while she herself is naked.>

Z0139.9.2.1$-(formerly, Z0139.7.2$), Scissors (open) as symbol of female.
Link: |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities. |Z0186.2.2.3.1$,
Symbolism: cutting watermelon with scissors--lesbian liaison.

Ref.: DOTTI 134 706 976/{Egy, Sdi}; Juhaymân (al-) I 17-30 no. 1; Shamy (el-) Egypt 39 42 no. 6,
218 no. 517.>
Z0139.9.3$-(formerly, Z0139.7.3$), Pot (jar, water-bottle) as symbol of female--(general). Type: 591, 898.
Link: |D1172.4$, Magic dough-bowl (kneading-tub). |P0961.1.2$, Birth-jug (for girl) and birth-pitcher (for boy).

Ref.: Ions 50; ThaClabî 213-14/(coat-pocket/bottle); DOTTI 340 555; Shamy (el-) Egypt 87 no. 12,
Tâhâ Husayn 83/cf.; TAWT 55 n. 86 417 no. 6/{Plst} 418 no. 14/{Egy}.>
Z0139.9.3.1$, Cooking pot--womb (woman). Type: 318B$, 591.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 570; DOTTI 150 340.>
Z0139.9.3.1.1$, Kneading tub (magûr el-Cagîn: traditionally, round, deep and of reddish earthenware)-vagina. Type: cf. 318B$, 591.
Link: |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red (rose-colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternal-uncle's wife?"
C

Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities
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of visually perceived properties of object.>

Z0139.9.3.2$, Water jug (jar, bottle, inkwell, etc.)--female, vagina, womb, (or body orifice). Type: 926L$.
Link: |F0171.6.2.4$, Spring (fountain, well) suddenly dries up (or its water sinks and cannot be reached) in other
world. |J2214.13.2$, Grayness of beard (whiskers) to be cured by dipping in woman's vagina. (Since penis is darker
than rest of body the same should apply to beard). |K2051.1.1$, Adulteress feigns unusual sensitiveness to masculine
things: speaks only in feminine gender. |P0961.1.2$, Birth-jug (for girl) and birth-pitcher (for boy). |T0117.7.1$,
Marriage to a pot (jug). |U0120.1$, `Every [pottery]-vessel (pot, jug, etc.) philters-out what is inside it'.
|U0121.0.2.1$, `Upset a jar on its mouth, a daughter turns out like her mother'. |Z0130.0.2$, Motherhood personified.
|Z0168.0.1$, Water source symbolism (well, spring, fountain, etc.)--woman.

Ref.: Ions 50/(Nut's name = womb/waterpot); Vinson "Strictly Tabubue" 49-50/(penis in pot);
Ibshîhî 570/ 571/(inkwell) 216/cf.; DOTTI 617; MITON; RAFE 199 n. 700, 301 n. 20; TAWT 54 n. 74 55 n.
86.>
Z0139.9.3.2.1$, Wide-bellied pottery water-tank (zîr)--female.
Link: |H0888.2$, [What would say]: "Belly on belly, meanwhile that which is dangling knows what to do"? Answer:
wide-bellied water-tank (zîr), and person with cup trying to reach down for water (= sexual intercourse).>

Z0139.9.4$, Dry container (box, chest, trunk, bag, pocket, etc.)--anal or vaginal orifice. Type: 591, 1110$,
1664$.
Link: |J1153.2.1$, To which of two men does woman belong? She knows how to prepare things necessary for one
(e.g., ink for scribe, etc.). |J1176.1, Pouring water into the inkwell. [Slavegirl must have learned it from author, not
soldier]. |T0519.1$, Impregnation by `blowing' (breathing) into pocket of (woman's) coat. |Z0196$, Machine
symbolism: female physical attributes.

Ref.: DOTTI 340 503 508 542 703 712 903/{Tns}; MITON; RAFE 210 n. 739.>
Z0139.9.4.1$, "Kohl-applicator (-needle) in kohl-pot" (al-mirwad fî al-`makhalah'/mikhalah) = full sexual
intercourse.
Link: |F0547.3.8.2$, Penis [so small] that it couldn't apply kohl to an eye. |F1035.6.2.1$, Girl would conceal her
sweetheart in her `own eye (under eyelid)' and cover him with kohl (formulaic). |P0526.0.2.2.1$, Proving adultery or
fornication requires establishing that actual (full) penetration took place. (Eyewitnesses and failing to pass a string
between the accused male and female as they lay on top of each other). |Z0186.9.2$, Symbolism: `eye'--vagina, anus.

Ref.: Burton V 97 n. 2/("`Kohl-needle in the Kohl-etui'"); RAFE 253.>
Z0139.9.5$, Attire and apparel personified.>
Z0139.9.5.1$, Belt (worn around waist) personified--strength, support, power.
C

C

Link: |P0295.0.1$, Paternal-cousins ('abnâ'- umûmah, 'awlâd- amm)--(father's family) as source of power.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0139.9.7$, Building personified (monument, temple, wall).
Link: |U0197.1.2$, "Walls have ears".>

Z0139.10$, Feather as symbol of lightness (truth). Type: cf. 851D$.
Link: |H0645.2$, Riddle: what is the lightest?. |Z0121.5.1$, Justice personified as young woman with insignia of
impartiality (e.g., blindfold, scales, feather, etc.).
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Ref.: Ions 26 135.>
Z0139.11$, Balance (scales) as symbol of justice.
Link: |A0464.5$, `The balance' of Judgment Day: for weighing religious exercise (soul, heart, etc.). |V0004.1,
Religious exercise weighed in balance. [Priest's words outweigh money willed to him]. |Z0121.5.1$, Justice
personified as young woman with insignia of impartiality (e.g., blindfold, scales, feather, etc.).

Ref.: Ions 54; Maspero 52 no. 3 56 63 n. 5 64.>
Z0140, Color symbolism. Type: 655A.
Link: |D0170.1$, Transformation: man to colored fish. |H0588.24$, Enigmatic counsels: heirs are to inherit objects
designated by color (shape)--(i.e., red dome = all gold, black horse = all black live stock, etc.). |V0131.3$, Color of
robe or head-wear (turban) marks members of religious group (denomination, sect, brotherhood).

Ref.: DOTTI 295 363 753/{lit., Syr}.>
Z0140.0.1$, Symbolism of color combinations (e.g., white-on-red, black-on-white, etc.).
Link: |Z0065.1.1, Red as blood white as snow (black as raven).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0140.1$, Color shifting symbolism.
Link: |A2411.5, Color of reptiles and other animal forms. |D0492, Color of object changed. |D1331.4, Magic object
causes sight-shifting. |W0175, Changeableness.>

Z0140.1.1$, Color shifting: chameleon (hirbâyah)--elusiveness, craftiness, deception.
Link: |Z0062, Proverbial simile.>

Z0140.1.2$, Color shifting: the sea ("green, yellow, red," etc.)--capriciousness, changeableness, uncertainty.
Type: 2020$.
Link: |Z0092.8.3.3$, Immense: the size of the sea (ocean).

Ref.: DOTTI 959.>
Z0140.1.3$, Chameleon as color shifting animal: hypocrisy, deception.
Link: |Z0194.2.3$, Catfish--slippery person (equivocal, evasive).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 465.>
Z0141, Symbolic color: red.
Link: |A0715.7$, Sun born of sky (goddess). |A0797.1$, Red color at dawn (dusk) from blood of celestial being (e.g.,
sky, planet, etc.). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived
properties of object.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0141.1, Red garment to show anger of king.
Link: |H0065.1$, Change in attire as indicator of mood-change. |H1376.3, Quest: learning what anger is.
|W0172.5.1.1$, Self-pity song (poem): mawwâl 'ahmar (`red-mawwâl'), ghurbah-song (`song of strangerhood$,
`being a stranger')--i.e., `the blues'. |Z0181, Nudity as sign of anger.

Ref.: Chauvin V 47 no. 18 n. 1; MITON.>
Z0141.1.1$, Person sentenced to execution dressed in red prison uniform.
Link: |Q0410.1.2$, Person to be executed is blindfolded.>
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Z0141.3.1$, Red as symbol of evil (danger, drought, etc.). Type: 451.
Link: |A0488.1$, Set: god of sterility (drought, desert, etc.). |D1052.2.1$, Red garment cures (prevents) measles, (and
warns of the malady's presence). |E0755.0.4.3.2.1$, "Red Valley" ("al-wâdî al-ahmar") as residence for sinners's
souls. |F0709.8$, Exceptionally dangerous lands or places. |W0172.5.1.1$, Self-pity song (poem): mawwâl 'ahmar
(`red-mawwâl'), ghurbah-song (`song of strangerhood$, `being a stranger')--i.e., `the blues'.

Ref.: Ions 24/(land of barbarians/desert) 63/(for Egyptians); DOTTI 225 661 665/{Egy}; TAWT.>
Z0141.4$, Red as symbol of (associated with) sex organs. Type: 921P$.
Link: |H0664.1$, What is redder than a ripe watermelon (tomato, etc.). Answer: vagina. |H0664.2$, Riddle: [She is]
green in the street, red and cast aside at home. (Answer: watermelon [uncut--cut]). |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red
C

(rose-colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternal-uncle's wife?" Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn).
|T0133.8.1.1$, "Henna-eve" precedes "dukhlah-eve" (night of consummation of marriage). Bride's (groom's) hands,
feet, etc., dyed with henna (rose, pink, red color). |Z0152.1.1.1$, Gold: female (association: `Red gold'). |Z0166.1.2$,
Tomato--vagina. |Z0189$, Symbolism concerning virginity and defloration.

Ref.: Basset II 194 no. 91; DOTTI 214 568 592 599 600 661 665 677 883/{Egy, lit.}.>
Z0141.4.1$, Man experiences penis-erection from touching watermelon (uncut): thus he realizes that it is
ripe (red inside). Type: 1637D$, cf. 921P$, 1543C1$, 1572J1$.
Link: |E0631.0.3.1.1$, Watermelon (red inside) plant from blood of slain person. |H0079.10$, Identification by touch
(sensation). (Usually erotic). |H1333.7$, Quest for watermelon (uncut) that proves to be redder than vagina.
|H0664.1$, What is redder than a ripe watermelon (tomato, etc.). Answer: vagina. |T0461.0.1$, Erotic fetishism.
|Z0065, Color formulas. |Z0166.4.3.1.1$, Unripe (bitter) tomato: girl unready for marriage. |Z0166.4.3.1.2$,
Symbolism: ripe fig (split, open, `ready$, etc.)--vagina (mature). |Z0186.9.2.1$, Symbolism: `the red eye'--vagina,
anus.

Ref.: DOTTI 599 855 883; MITON.>
Z0142, Symbolic color: white.
Link: |N0122.1.7.1$, Lucky (auspicious) colors.

Ref.: Hanauer 140-41; MITON.>
Z0142.0.1$, White as "the most noble (honorable) of colors".
Ref.: Damîrî I 117.>
Z0142.2, White as symbolic of martyrdom.>
Z0142.3$, White as symbolic of mourning.
Link: |N0122.1.7.1$, Lucky (auspicious) colors. |P0681.1.1.2.4$, Mourning: wearing only black (white) color
clothes. |Z0143.1, Black as symbol of grief [(mourning)].>

Z0142.4$, Whiteness as symbol of (physical) weakness.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 79.>
Z0142.5$, White as symbolic of purity.
Link: |N0122.1.7.1$, Lucky (auspicious) colors. |Z0065.3.1$, `As pure as [white] milk'. |Z0170.1.3.0.1$, Milk as
symbol of satisfaction (sexual pleasure).>

Z0142.5,1$, "White hand" as symbolic of generosity (goodness).
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Link: |F0575.1.5.11$, Remarkably beautiful hand.

Ref.: Burton IV 185 n.>
Z0142.6$, White as symbol of peacefulness (passivity).
Link: |W0043, Peacefulness.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0143, Symbolic color: black.
Link: |A1614.6.1$, Burned (over-baked) and underbaked races (hot and cool wombs: like ovens do with bread).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0143.1, Black as symbol of grief [(mourning)].
Link: |J1304, Why the black clothes. [ ], "I am wearing mourning for the father of my son". |P0681.1.1.2.4$,
Mourning: wearing only black (white) color clothes. |Z0142.3$, White as symbolic of mourning.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0143.3$, Black: inauspicious color.
Link: |J1063, Pot calls kettle black. |N0122.1.7.1$, Lucky (auspicious) colors.>

Z0143.3.1$, `Black day': inauspicious (tragic) day.>
Z0143.3.2$, `Black face': inauspicious person.
Link: |A1614.1.0.1$, Negroes (blackness) as curse on Ham for breaking nuptial tabu while on ark. |H0244.1$, Face
of liar supernaturally blackened. |M0439.1$, Curse: blackened face (in public).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0143.4$, Blackness as symbol of (physical) strength.
Link: |V0515.2.5$, Vision (scene) in which white chieftainess (woman) sees black bird defeat numerous white ones:
she gives birth to black son who will becomes hero. |W0256.5$, Stereotyping: racial traits.

Ref.: MITON; Zîr 75.>
Z0143.4.1$, Blackness as symbol of sexual stamina. Type: 315, 449, 517A$, 590, 590A, 1426, 1511.
Link: |T0480.1$, Loathsome paramour: black slave. |W0195.2.0.1$, `Penis envy'. |Z0166.3.2.3$, Eggplant--testicles.
(`bedingân'/bâdhingân = baid el-gân: literally, "eggs of the jinn" [i.e., jinn=s testicles]).

Ref.: Burton VII 298??.>
Z0143.5$, Black is beautiful.
Link: |U0281.1$, Merits and demerits of color (black, white).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0144, Symbolic color: blue.
Link: |Z0159.1.1.1$, Blue tent--sky.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 140, 273 no. 25.>
Z0144.1, Blue as symbolic of martyrdom.>
Z0144.4$, Blue: inauspicious color.
Link: |A0052.4.1$, Nâkir and Nakîr are blue-black in color, [Y.

@K2266.1$, Treacherous blue-eyed man (woman). |N0122.1.7.1$, Lucky (auspicious) colors.
|N0134.4$, Blue-eyed person brings bad luck. |Z0169.0.1.1.3.1$, Narcissus as symbol of melancholy
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(sadness).
Ref.: Jâhiz III 174-75 n. 2; Shamy (el-) Egypt 140 273 no. 25.>
Z0145, Symbolic color: green.>
Z0145.1, Green as symbolic of martyrdom.>
Z0145.2$, Green: auspicious color. Type: 451, cf. 720.
Link: |A0123.2.5.1$, God with green face. |A0431, God of fertility. |B0147.2.1.0.1$, `Green bird' as bird of goodomen (auspicious bird). |E0722.1.4.1.1$, Soul out of its body in form of green bird. |N0122.1.7.1$, Lucky
(auspicious) colors. |P0790.1.2.2$, Song (poem) of joy (festivity): mawwâl 'akhdar (`green-song').

Ref.: Ions 91/(Buto) 110/(Hapi) 135/(Osiris); DOTTI 225; RAFE 121 n. 421; Shamy (el-) Egypt 273
no. 25; TAWT 332-33 no. 47; Wickett 94.>
Z0145.2.1$, `Green-heeled' person: fortune- (blessedness-) bringing person--usually female.
Link: |J2285, Foolish interpretation of omen. |Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) Egypt 176 no. 41, Zîr 138/(poem).>
Z0147, Symbolic color: purple.
Ref.: Assaf 212 no. 33.>
Z0148, Yellow a lucky color.>
Z0148.0.1$-(formerly, Z0147.0.1$), Symbolic color: yellow.
Ref.: MITON; Damîrî I 244-45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 125.>
Z0148.1$, Yellow as pleasant color.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0148.1.1$, Blond is beautiful.
Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 18/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 44-3; Boqarî 177/cf.>
Z0148.4$, Yellow as color of sickness (death).
Link: |F1041.9.2.2$, Loss of appetite and skin-color from keeping secret (person becomes thin, pale, yellow, etc.).
|F1041.9.4.1.1$, Yellowness of skin from illness. |K0149.5$, Egg yolk (powdered) sold as potent (yellow) poison.
|K1996.2$, Feigning illness by shamming physical symptoms: saffron dye on face to simulate `yellowness'
(paleness) of death.

Ref.: ThaClabî 40-41; Alf I 4-5 115; Burton I 4.>
Z0148.4.1$, Yellow as color of jealousy.
Link: |F1041.1.9, Death from jealousy. |Z0169$, Flower symbolism.>

Z0150, Other symbols.>
Z0152$, Minerals and metals symbolism. Type: 123, 655, 2031.
Ref.: DOTTI 49 361 967.>
Z0152.1$, Precious metal symbolism.>
Z0152.1.1$, Gold: preciousness, constancy.
Link: |F0883.1.9.1$, Writings in gold (silver).>

Z0152.1.1.1$, Gold: female (association: `Red gold').
Link: |H0888.1.1$, "[What is] henna red (rose-colored), [and is] between the thighs of my paternal-uncle's wife?"
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C

Answer: kneading tub (magûr el- agîn). |T0133.8.1.1$, "Henna-eve" precedes "dukhlah-eve" (night of
consummation of marriage). Bride's (groom's) hands, feet, etc., dyed with henna (rose, pink, red color). |Z0189$,
Symbolism concerning virginity and defloration.

Ref.: DOTTI 568 592/{lit.}.>
Z0152.1.2$, Silver: preciousness.>
Z0152.1.2.1$, Silver: male (association).>
Z0152.3$, Base metal symbolism. Type: cf. 655.
Ref.: DOTTI 361.>
Z0152.3.1$, Iron: strength, durability. Type: 123, cf. 124, 1188, 1592.
Ref.: DOTTI 49 51 871.>
Z0152.6$, Rock (stone) symbolism.
Link: |Z0103.1.1$, Rock (stone, bad earth): barrenness (sterility).>

Z0152.6.1$, Rock (stone): strength, hardness. Type: cf. 124.
Ref.: DOTTI 51.>
Z0152.6.1.1$, Rock (stone): hardness of heart.
Link: |W0155, Hardness of heart.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0152.6.2$, Wall (building): strength.
Link: |F0777$, Extraordinary wall (fence). |Z0159.1.1.1.1$, Wall--sky. |Z0186.8$, Symbolism: building (palace,
house, inn, etc.)--female.>

Z0152.6.3$, Low (tumbling) wall: weakness.>
Z0152.6.3.1$, `A low wall (fence) gets ridden by dogs'.>
Z0152.6.4$, Corner(s) of a building (rukn/'arkân): strength.
Link: |H0602.1, Symbolic meaning of numbers. |V0003$, Required religious services (`pillars,' corners, 'arkân,
furûd) and fundamental beliefs. |Z0071.2.1, Formula: north, south, east, west. (The cardinal directions). |Z0071.8.6,
Formulistic number twenty-four. |Z0105.2$, Shape symbolism: square--strength. |Z0186.7.2$, Symbolism: prayer
niche (mihrâb) or pulpit--vagina. |Z0186.8$, Symbolism: building (palace, house, inn, etc.)--female. |Z0199.2.1$,
Symbolic number four: power.

Ref.: Maspero 94 no. 4 n. 4; ThaClabî 201-3: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 107 n./(implicit);
MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 148-(four/archsaints), "Eg. Balladry": "el-Adham" no. 33.>
Z0152.6.6$, Precious stone symbolism (pearl, gem, etc.)--beloved female.
Link: |Z0066$, Formulas signifying endearment. |Z0189.1$, Symbolism: unpierced and pierced (perforated,
punctured) objects--virgin and non-virgin.

Ref.: MITON; Wickett 168.>
Z0152.9$, Other minerals and metals symbolism.
Link: |Z0170.9.1$, Symbolism of salt.>

Z0152.9.1$, Mercury: elusiveness, evasiveness. Type: 1525, 1538A$.
Link: |Z0194.2.3$, Catfish--slippery person (equivocal, evasive).
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Ref.: MITON.>
Z0155, Gray hair the symbol of departed usefulness.
Link: |J0761.0.1$, Appearance of gray hair (whiskers) causes concern. |J2112.1, Young wife pulls out his gray hairs
[beard, whiskers]; old wife his black. Soon all are gone.>

Z0156, Cloud (mist) as symbol of misfortune.
Link: |N0003.1.1.2$, God asks ruler (king, chief) of drought-stricken nation to choose one of three clouds: white,
red, or black. He chooses the black as the one with most promise of rain, but it proves to pack killer storm (wind).

Ref.: ThaClabî 39/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 110.>
Z0157, Olive branch symbol of peace.>
Z0158$, Weather symbolism (symbolism of the elements). Type: 425G1$, 437.
Ref.: DOTTI 207 217.>
Z0158.1$, Benevolent weather symbolism.>
Z0158.1.1$, Symbolism: rain (showers)--generosity, prosperity.>
Z0158.1.4$, Symbolism: breeze (`air')--gentleness.

Link: |E0700.2.1$, nafs (self) is constituted of nafass (breath, breeze, air, etc.). |E0703.1$, Soul created in Adam
from God's breath. |E0703.2$, Jesus created in Virgin Mary's womb from divine breath (Gabriel's). |T0016.6$,
Passion (hawâ) aroused due to nakedness or body exposure caused by gust of wind (air: hawâ').

Ref.: ThaClabî 68.>
Z0158.5$, Malevolent weather (nature) symbolism (storm, earthquake, volcano, etc.).>
Z0158.5.1$, Symbolism: storm (tempest)--destruction (might).>
Z0159$, Celestial (astronomical) symbolism. Type: 725, 898, cf. 510B, 2031B.
Link: |A0157.8$, Shooting star (shahâb) as god's weapon. |D1761.1.1, Wishing by shooting star. |D1812.5.1.5.2.1$,
Red or pale moon as omen of approaching death. (Usually of exalted personage). |E0741.1.1, Shooting star signifies
that someone is dying. |M0302.4, Horoscope taken by means of stars. [Astrology]. |V0515.1.2, Wife sees moon enter
mouth of husband; husband sees star enter mouth of wife: famous child (saint) will be born. |Z0062.5$, Proverbial
beauty (formulas).

Ref.: ThaClabî 65; DOTTI 262 400 555 968.>
Z0159.0.1$, Celestial body (sun, moon, star, planet, etc.) personified. Type: 1387*, 1442$.
Link: |A0706$, Heavenly (celestial) bodies in social relations. |A0753, Moon as a person. |Z0120$, Nature (the
elements) personified.

Ref.: Kisâ'î 21-22: (Thackston 20 no. 8): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 36; Damîrî II 21-22/cf.:
"Arab Mythology" no. 106; DOTTI 808; Ghadab 46-47: "Arab Mythology" no. 91; Littmann 60-61 no. 44
69 no. 52/cf.: "Arab Mythology" no. 92 98.>
Z0159.0.2$, Celestial symbolism--nobility, aristocracy, stature, success, radiance, etc.>
Z0159.0.3$, Celestial body in humble (diminished) state. Type: 2031B.
Link: |Z0159.5.3.1$, Symbolism: `Counting the stars': loneliness, sleeplessness (insomnia).

Ref.: ThaClabî 65; DOTTI 286 400 968.>
Z0159.0.3.1$, Humbled celestial body (star, sun, moon, etc.): ruler (king, chief, patriarch) will suffer like
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fate. Type: 725, cf. 517A$.
Link: |V0515.1.2, Wife sees moon enter mouth of husband; husband sees star enter mouth of wife: famous child
(saint) will be born.

Ref.: ThaClabî 65; Littmann 69 no. 52: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 98.>
Z0159.0.3.2$, Falling celestial body (moon, star, planet): death of a great personage.
Ref.: Ibshîhî 443.>
Z0159.0.4$, Celestial body (star, moon, etc.) as messenger between lovers.
Link: |T0041, Communication of lovers. |Z0159.4.3.1$, Symbolism: `Counting the stars': loneliness, sleeplessness
(insomnia).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
Z0159.1$, Symbolism: sky (heaven).
Link: |Q0022.1$, Placing one's faith in God alone rewarded. |V0316.1, "He who asks shall receive".>

Z0159.1.1$, Sky as tent (house). Type: 841A$.
Link: |J2565, Fool thankful that God has built a palace [(sky)] without columns. Else the stones might fall down and
kill us. |Q0022.1$, Placing one's faith in God alone rewarded. |V0316.1, "He who asks shall receive".

Ref.: DOTTI 462.>
Z0159.1.1.1$, Blue tent--sky. Type: 841A$.
Link: |A0151.0.3$, God resides in the (blue) sky (and everywhere). |Z0144, Symbolic color: blue.>

Z0159.1.1.1.1$, Wall--sky.
Link: |H0767.6$, Sitting on his little wall, dangling his little penis. (Answer: pitcher with spout on table, in niche, or
the like).>

Z0159.1.2$, Sky as mother.>
Z0159.1.2.1$, Sky gives birth to heavenly bodies (sun, moon, stars). Nut.
Link: |A1170.1$, Night and day caused by the daily swallowing and rebirth of the sun. |T0604.1.3.1$, Mother
swallows her young so as to keep them safe in her belly (mouth).

Ref.: Ions 24 44 50.>
Z0159.2$, Sun symbolism.>
Z0159.2.1$, Symbolism: sun--patriarch, a significant person. Type: 725, 898.
Link: |V0515.2.4$, Vision in which youth sees Sun and Moon at his right and left, and king (father) kneeling
(humbled) before him.

Ref.: DOTTI 400 555; TAWT 427.>
Z0159.2.2$, Sunrise (dawn)--beginning.
Link: |Z0159.4.2.1$, Symbolism: `morning star'--beauty.>

Z0159.2.3$, Sunset--end (downfall).>
Z0159.2.4$, Symbolism: sun--a beauty. Type: 725.
Link: |F0574.1.5$, Woman's beauty matches splendor of midmorning sun on cloudless sky ("sun shining in the sheen
sky").

Ref.: DOTTI 400 555; MITON.>
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Z0159.3$, Moon symbolism.>
Z0159.3.1$, Symbolism: moon--a significant person. Type: 725, 898.
Ref.: DOTTI 400 555; RAFE 305 n. 41.>
Z0159.3.2$, Symbolism: moon--beauty. Type: 918$, cf. 709, 898.
Link: |Z0062.2, "Bridegroom like the sun and bride like the moon". |Z0071.5.0.1.1.1$, Moon of the `fourteenth [day
of lunar month]': (full).

Ref.: DOTTI 391 555 585; MITON.>
Z0159.4$, Symbolism: Sign of the Zodiac.
Ref.: Jâhiz I 211-12; Littmann 60-61 no. 44: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 92.>
Z0159.4.1$, Sign of the Zodiac personified.
Link: |M0302.4.3$, Sign of the Zodiac indicates (determines) future.

Ref.: Maspero 190 no. 13 n. 4.>
Z0159.4.2$, Symbolism: star_beauty.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0159.5$, Symbolism: star (planet).
Link: |Z0093$, Formulas of numbers [i.e., denoting numbers].>

Z0159.5.1$, Symbolism: star--a significant (glamorous) person.>
Z0159.5.2$, Symbolism: star--beauty.>
Z0159.5.2.1$, Symbolism: `morning star'--beauty.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
Z0159.5.3$, Symbolism: seeing star(s).>
Z0159.5.3.1$, Symbolism: `Counting the stars': loneliness, sleeplessness (insomnia).
Link: |Z0159.0.3$, Celestial body in humble (diminished) state.>

Z0159.5.3.2$, Symbolism: "To make someone see the stars at `high noon' (midday)"--to torment, bedevil,
frustrate.
Link: |F0628.4.9.1$, Striking with mighty force: arm raised till white of armpit shows.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 191; Amîn 475.>
Z0159.5.4$, Guiding star. Type: 936A$.

Link: |F0897.1.1$, Finding direction by star(s). |F0897.3.1$, Travel route (directions, map, chart) from one place to
another.

Ref.: DOTTI 640.>
Z0160$-Z0164$, Symbolism of topographical features of Earth.>
Z0160$, Mountain: power, majesty, etc. Type: 2031C, cf. 322*, 530, 936*.
Link: |P0019.4.3.1$, The king is a mountain: will destroy you if he falls on you, and will crack you if you fall on
him.>

Z0160.1$, Mountain as symbol of stability (strong bond). Type: 971A$.>
Z0160.1.1$, "Tawbâd Mountain" as symbol of bond between lovers. Type: 971A$.
Link: |N0793.1$, Mystic (spiritual) experience while in cave (in mountain).>
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Z0165$-Z0169$, Plant and fruit symbolism.
Link: |Z0062.5$, Proverbial beauty (formulas).>

Z0165$, Plant and fruit symbolism. Type: 2020$.
Ref.: DOTTI 959.>
Z0165.0.1$, Symbolism: prickly softness of fuzz on fruit or vegetable (e.g., peach fuzz, `chick's down')-pubescent human body hair.
Link: |F0547.6, Remarkable pubic hairs. |Z0107$, Consistency (texture) symbolism: association based on sensation
(touch) similarities.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0165.1$, Mixing fruits (vegetables)--sexual intercourse. Type: cf. 1425.
Link: |H0888.5$, Riddle: [Y] That which is braided-elongated (mabrûm) says to that which is parted widely-open
C

(mafshûkh): "Greet your dangling `brother' (sallim ala 'akhûk el-middalî)." (Answer: bananas, figs, grapes = penis,
vagina, testicles--respectively). |Z0166.5$, Eating a fruit (from tree in garden)--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: DOTTI 801 631 813/{Egy}.>
Z0165.1.1$, Handling grapes--making wine (drunkenness). Type: 725B$.
Link: |A2851, The four characteristics of wine. [Peacock: brilliant color; ape: jokes; lion: boldness; hog:
drunkenness]. |P0432.2$, Server of food or drink (waiter, waitress, flight-attendant, etc.). |Z0106$, Action
(movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities. |Z0139.3, Wine personified. |Z0166.1.4$, Grapes-female's nipples. (Especially elongated variety: "Nanny-goat Nipples").

Ref.: ThaClabî 72-73.>
Z0166$, Fruit (vegetable) symbolism. Type: 516A, 516A1$.
Link: |A1236.2, Tribes emerge from melon.

Ref.: DOTTI 631 801 813/{Egy}; TAWT 372 n. 200.>
Z0166.1$, A certain fruit (apple, pomegranate, orange, watermelon, etc.) as symbol of female's physical
attributes. Type: 921P$, 1365B.
Ref.: DOTTI 75 287 409 490 519 520 599 600 767 883/{Egy, Sdn, Syr, Tns}; MITON; Sâ)î 348-49
no. 74[+1]; AGSFC: QTR 87-3 697-x-358-84; CFMC: Oases 71-3 2-1-no. [5a]; HE-S: N.Y. 61-7.>
Z0166.1.1$, Symbolism: pomegranate (apple, orange)--breast. Type: 516A, 1641D$.
Ref.: Simpson 312/(pomegranate); Anonymous "Nawâdir Abu-Nuwâs" 5/(poem); DOTTI 276 889;
MITON; RAFE 302 n. 27; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 70; TAWT 438 no. 29/{Egy}; Wickett 41
169.>
Z0166.1.4$, Grapes--female's nipples. (Especially elongated variety: "Nanny-goat Nipples"). Type: cf. 123,
705A$.
Link: |F0575.1.5.5.7$, Remarkably beautiful nipple(s). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based
on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0165.1.1$, Handling grapes--making wine (drunkenness).

Ref.: DOTTI 376.>
Z0166.1.2$, Tomato--vagina. Type: cf. 1637D$"
Link: |Z0141.4$, Red as symbol of (associated with) sex organs.
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Ref.: HE-S: Dikirnis, 72-5, no. 178/(cucumber-tomato/"make salad").>
Z0166.3$, Symbolism: fruit (vegetable)--male's organ. Type: cf. 1425A$, 1689.
Ref.: DOTTI 529 911; Ibrahim Assaulting with Words 42 (banana); Shamy (el-) "Demographic
Factor" 80-18.>
Z0166.3.1$, Elongated fruits--penis. Type: cf. 884B*, 1339A.
Link: |Z0170.7.1$, Foods with elongated form--e.g., sausage, hot-dog, `subâ)-of-Y$, e.g., `finger-of-kuftah (stick-ofground-meat), `finger-of-stuffed-[grape-leaves]$, or the like: penis. |Z0186.9.1.1$, Symbolism: ring--vagina, anus.

Ref.: DOTTI 529; TAWT 9.>
Z0166.3.1.1$, Cucumber, banana, carrot, radish, etc.--penis. Type: 555, 1425A$.
Link: |H1049.2.1$, Task: bringing pregnant virgins. Countertask: bringing a `male radish' grown in rock. |H1334$,
Quest for radish grown in rock. |F0547.3.1.2.1$, Man with penis so large that he cannot stand up straight.
|K1363.1.2$, Seduction: putting the ear of corn in the oven. |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association
based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 614-15; DOTTI 313 801; MITON; TAWT no. 9; HE-S: Dikirnis 72-5 no.
178/(cucumber).>
Z0166.3.2$, Round-shaped fruits (vegetables).
Link: |Z0170.7.2$, Foods with round form--e.g., cookies, [round] bread-buns, bread-rings, or the like. (Vagina).>

Z0166.3.2.1$, Onions--testicles. Type: 1862D$.
Link: |E0780.5$, Transplanted organ retains original characteristics. |J1807.4$, Testicles mistaken for similar object
(onions, nuts, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 939/{Egy}.>
Z0166.3.2.2$, doum-nuts--testicles. Type: 1663.
Link: |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
object.

Ref.: DOTTI 903; TAWT no. 9.>
Z0166.3.2.3$, Eggplant--testicles. (`bedingân'/bâdhingân = baid el-gân: literally, "eggs of the jinn" [i.e.,
jinn=s testicles]).
Link: |D1367.1.1$, Insanity (idiocy, lunacy, etc.) from eating eggplant. |J1763.4$, Black man wearing green turban
thought to be an eggplant. |F0547.7.1$, Man with (embarrassingly) large testicles ('âdhar/'Abu-qalîtah). |Z0105$,
Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0108$,
Sound (name) symbolism: association based on sound similarities (homophony). |Z0143.4.1$, Blackness as symbol
of sexual stamina.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 243/cf.; RAFE 203 n. 715.>
Z0166.3.2.3.1$, koasah/zucchini = (kuss = vagina).
Link: |Z0108$, Sound (name) symbolism: association based on sound similarities (homophony).>

Z0166.3.2.3.1.1$, "koasah/zucchini situation" = ("Things are f..ed up/screwed up").>
Z0166.3.2.4$, Limbs (organs; e.g., finger, pinky, toe, nose): penis.
Link: |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
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object.

Ref.: Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 274/(Thumb/Toe); Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 242.>
Z0166.3.2.4.1$, Finger (pinky): small penis. Type: cf. 313E*.
Link: |D0481.1$, Mountain (hill, tree, etc.) stretches to put fugitive beyond pursuer=s reach. |Z0068.1$, Task could
be performed `with one's little finger (toe, penis)'--ease.>

Z0166.4$, Symbolism: fruit (vegetable)--taste, texture, color, and form.
Link: |H0740$, Ship (boat) coming from afar full of blacks. Answer: tray full of black eggplants.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0166.4.1$, Fruit symbolism: positive qualities.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0166.4.1.1$, A lemon: cures the nauseated (cures sickness).
Ref.: Amîn 467; Taymûr no. 2972/cf.>
Z0166.4.1.1.1$, Person compared to a lemon in a town where everyone is nauseated: it is in demand.
Link: |U0085$, Demand (need) renders the valueless valuable.

Ref.: Amîn 350; Taymûr no. 1851.>
Z0166.4.3$, Fruit (vegetable) symbolism: negative qualities.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0166.4.3.1$, Ripe and unripe fruit: girls ready and unready for marriage. Type: 879.
Link: |H0611.1, Melons ripe and overripe analogous to girls ready for marriage.

Ref.: DOTTI 513; Ibrahim Assaulting with Words 177 no. 5.2 (watermelon).>
Z0166.4.3.1.1$, Unripe (bitter) tomato: girl unready for marriage. Type: 857$.
Link: |Z0141.4.1$, Man experiences penis-erection from touching watermelon (uncut): thus he realizes that it is ripe
(red inside). |Z0166.4.3.1.2$, Symbolism: ripe fig (split, open, `ready$, etc.)--vagina (mature).

Ref.: DOTTI 476.>
Z0166.4.3.1.2$, Symbolism: ripe fig (split, open, `ready$, etc.)--vagina (mature).
Link: |A2711.7.1$, Fig tree (in paradise) provides Adam and Eve with leaves to cover their genitals: blessed (sweet
inside and out, yields two crops yearly). |H0611.1, Melons ripe and overripe analogous to girls ready for marriage.
|Z0139.9.3.1$, Cooking pot--womb (woman). |Z0141.4.1$, Man experiences penis-erection from touching
watermelon (uncut): thus he realizes that it is ripe (red inside).

Ref.: Burton III 302 n. 3.>
Z0166.4.3.3$, A quince: inviting (deceptive) appearance, but bitter taste.
Link: |Z0077.6.1$, Failed joy.>

Z0166.4.3.3.1$, "O quince, what shall I remember of you: a tear for every bite!". Type: 2012A1$.
Link: |T0100.0.3$, Better remain unwed, if marriage brings regret. |T0201.1$, Marriage: disappointing (only bad
memories).

Ref.: DOTTI 958; Râsî (al-) Haky 24; TAWT 384 n. 432; Taymûr no. 174/(onion).>
Z0166.5$, Eating a fruit (from tree in garden)--sexual intercourse.
Link: |A1319.1, Origin of Adam's apple. Forbidden fruit sticks in Adam's throat. |A1331, Paradise lost. Original
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happy state forfeited because of one sin. |C0621, Forbidden tree. Fruit of all trees may be eaten, except one.
|Z0170.0.1$, Symbolism: eating (swallowing, chewing)--sexual activity.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1, "Armanyoas" no. 62 22.>
Z0167$, Tree (plant) symbolism.
Link: |H0611, Youth asks for branch of tree; promised root. (Branch = youngest daughter; root = eldest).

Ref.: RAFE 43 n. 136.>
Z0167.0.1$, Family-tree (genealogy).
Link: |A0512, Parentage of culture-hero. |P0712.1$, `Watermelon doesn't ripen except on its vines.' (Literally: `Y on
his father/Clâ 'abûh'). |P0208.0.1$, Document that designates a person's genealogy (ancestry, descent). |P0070$,
Sherifs: descendants of Prophet Mohammed ('ashrâf, sâdah). |V0220.0.11$, Saint's genealogy (lineage).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 10.>
Z0167.0.2$, Symbolism: tree trunk--patriarch.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0167.0.2.1$, Symbolism: tree limbs (boughs, branches)--children.
Link: |H0611, Youth asks for branch of tree; promised root. (Branch = youngest daughter; root = eldest).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 65.>
Z0167.0.2.1.1$, Crooked bough is to be cut off. Type: cf. 315.

Link: |A1371.5$, Deviant women from Adam's `crooked rib'. |J0241.4$, Fruitless tree to be cut off. |W0256.6.3.1$,
Women's character: `crooked [like a] rib'.

Ref.: Cachia 315; DOTTI 140; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1, "Fawzî
and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
Z0167.0.3$, Symbolism: thorn--power.
Ref.: Jâhiz III 125.>
Z0167.0.3.1$, "Breaking someone's thorn".
Ref.: Boqarî 31.>
Z0167.1$, Symbolism: fruitful and fruitless trees--fertility and barrenness.
Link: |Z0102$, Fertility symbolism.>

Z0167.2$, Symbolism: tree (wood)--strength and weakness.>
Z0167.2.1$, Symbolism: strong tree.>
Z0167.2.1.1$, Symbolism: sandal-wood--strength.>
Z0167.2.2$, Symbolism: weak tree.>
Z0167.2.2.1$, Symbolism: carob tree--decay.
Link: |A2223.9$, Mite helps holy man perforate gem: may eat wood. |D1610.2.3$, Speaking carob tree. |N0444.1.1$,
Corpse held upright by cain (staff, rod) collapses due to decay of cane (by mite). |R0181.3$, Demons (jinn) escape
forced labor through accidental knowledge of captor's (Solomon's) death. |Z0094.5.2.5$, Clandestine troublemaker
labeled (compared to): mite (sûsah, i.e., corroder).

Ref.: MITON; ThaClabî 181; Damîrî I 321-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 103; Ibshîhî 470;
RAFE 58 n. 190.>
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Z0167.3$, Symbolism: vines (creepers).
Link: |J2571, "Thank fortune it wasn't a melon." [Nut from tree falls on man: he thus learns why melons should not
grow on tall trees]. |W0154.29.1$, A plant whose fruits overhang owner's property (grow outward): ungrateful.>

Z0167.3.1$, Symbolism: `Pumpkin vines reach only outward' (i.e., they benefit the others, rather than
owner).
Link: |H0585.3.1$, Coin thrown away: spent on daughters. |P0234.0.1.1$, A daughter is burdensome: begets
enemies, generates grudges (daghâ'in), siphons off father's wealth to her husband's family, etc.>

Z0167.4$, Symbolism: tree root--penis.
Link: |H1049.2.1$, Task: bringing pregnant virgins. Countertask: bringing a `male radish' grown in rock.>

Z0167.5$, Symbolism: tree trunk--male.
Ref.: DOTTI 134 201 496/{Qtr}; MITON.>
Z0168$, Garden (field) symbolism.
Link: |Z0186.2$, Symbolism: diving into pool, well, river, etc.--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: Alf II 304/Burton V 192/(poem); Shamy (el-) "Mahfûz's Trilogy" 63 66 74 n. 89; Wickett 166.>
Z0168.0.1$, Water source symbolism (well, spring, fountain, etc.)--woman.
Link: |F0171.6.2.4$, Spring (fountain, well) suddenly dries up (or its water sinks and cannot be reached) in other
world. |Z0139.9.3.2$, Water jug (jar, bottle, inkwell, etc.)--female, vagina, womb, (or body orifice).

Ref.: Simpson 308/(channel); DOTTI 245.>
Z0168.0.2$, Plowing (tilling): male's exercise of sexual intercourse.
Link: |Z0197.3.4$, Spear, peg, wedge, screw-driver, pen, key, needle, plough, etc.--penis.

Ref.: Burton III 304 n. 1.>
Z0168.1$, Symbolism: garden (field)--a female. Type: 883F$,/891B*.
Link: |A0694.3$, Paradise as garden (Garden of Eden). |Z0186.2.0.1$, Symbolism: water going through field
(irrigation canal)--sexual intercourse. |Z0198.1.2$, Planting (seeding, sowing)--sexual intercourse (impregnation).

Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah 182; Ions 62/(Isis = rich land of Egypt); Simpson 308
167/cf./(wife/land); Damîrî I 42; Ibshîhî 69; A. Jahn Mehri: SAE III 100-101 no. 18/cf.; DOTTI 527/{lit.};
MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14-15 "Folkloric Behavior" 247 "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62
21; Wickett 166; Yâfi)î 175; Zîr 22/(poem).>
Z0168.2$, That which is below woman's navel (pocket): "`gardens'"--vagina.
Link: |Z0187.3$, Navel-ferry (boat): lover carried across water in beloved's navel. |Z0188.3$, Symbolism: navel-`the center'.

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14-15.>
Z0169$, Flower symbolism.
Link: |Z0148.4.1$, Yellow as color of jealousy. |Z0175.1, Language of flowers: [symbolic].

Ref.: DOTTI 194 210 217 483 624/{Egy}; MITON.>
Z0169.0.1$, Symbolism: thorny and thornless flowers.
Link: |F0647.3, Marvelous sensitiveness: injury from rose leaves falling. |Z0175.1, Language of flowers: [symbolic].

Ref.: TAWT 424.>
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Z0169.0.1.1$, Symbolism: thornless flower (jasmine, tamarisk, carnation, etc.).
Link: |D0950.21$, Magic tamarisk tree (shrub).>

Z0169.0.1.1.1$, Jasmine as symbol.>
Z0169.0.1.1.1.1$, Jasmine as symbol of tenderness.>
Z0169.0.1.1.2$, Tamarisk as symbol.
Ref.: TAWT 424.>
Z0169.0.1.1.2.1$, Tamarisk as symbol of tenderness.
Link: |D0950.21$, Magic tamarisk tree (shrub).

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 209.>
Z0169.0.1.1.3$, Narcissus as symbol. [The blue flower].>
Z0169.0.1.1.3.1$, Narcissus as symbol of melancholy (sadness). Type: cf. 872A2$.
Link: |B0771.2.6.1.1$, Viper (snake) presents dying saint with bouquet of narcissus. |Z0144.4$, Blue: inauspicious
color.

Ref.: DOTTI 493.>
Z0169.0.1.1.3.1.1$, Narcissus causes cheerfulness though melancholy flower.
Link: |F1041.11.1.1$, `A worst affliction [may] cause one to laugh'. |Z0098$, Contradictions (oxymoron).>

Z0169.0.1.2$, Symbolism: thorny flower (rose).>
Z0169.0.1.2.1$, Symbolism: thorny rose--dearness (being hard to attain).
Link: |U0249.1.1$, `Those who desire honey must withstand bee stings'.>

Z0169.1$, Symbolism: flower--female. Type: 516A, 925*, cf. 926H$.
Link: |Z0175.1, Language of flowers: [symbolic].

Ref.: DOTTI 276 611 615.>
Z0169.1.1$, Rose as symbol of female.>
Z0170$, Food (cooked, processed) symbolism.
Link: |Z0166.4$, Symbolism: fruit (vegetable)--taste, texture, color, and form.

Ref.: Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 274; TAWT 387 n. 494.>
Z0170.0.1$, Symbolism: eating (swallowing, chewing)--sexual activity. Type: 333, cf. 2025.
Link: |F0575.1.5.3.1.1$, Neck: `mug for the thirsty'. |J0081, The dishes of the same flavor. |Z0106$, Action
(movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities. |Z0166.5$, Eating a fruit (from tree in garden)-sexual intercourse.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 457/(dream/eating lamb); DOTTI 179 963; MITON; RAFE 302 n. 27; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 22.>
Z0170.1$, Food symbolism: desirable (inviting, delicious, etc.).
Link: |Z0065.4$, White cheese (butter) is softest: female.>

Z0170.1.1$, Sweet food symbolism.>
Z0170.1.1.1$, Girl named (labeled) Pomegranate-kernels. Type: 894.
Link: |F0849.2.2$, Loved fruit dish: pomegranate kernels stew.

Ref.: DOTTI 546.>
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Z0170.1.2$, Candy (sweets, pudding, or the like) symbolism.
Ref.: RAFE 226.>
Z0170.1.2.1$, Honey as symbol of luxury.>
Z0170.1.2.2$, Honey as symbol of sexual pleasure.
Link: |F0950.0.4.1.1$, Honey as medicine (cures all). |Z0170.1.3.0.1.1$, "To have one's hand in milk"--pleasure
(usually sexual).

Ref.: Boqarî 178; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 22.>
Z0170.1.3$, Rich food (butter, ghi/samn, etc.) symbolism.>
Z0170.1.3.0.1$, Milk as symbol of satisfaction (sexual pleasure).
Link: |F0849.3.1$, Loved milk dish. |F0950.0.4.1.2$, Milk as medicine--(non-magical). |Z0142.5$, White as
symbolic of purity.>

Z0170.1.3.0.1.1$, "To have one's hand in milk"--pleasure (usually sexual).
Link: |B0763.1.1$, Snake attracted to milk. |B0784.2.1.1, Snake (frog) in human body enticed out by milk (water).
|X0055.1$, Person induced to think of self as animal (ass, horse, cow, etc.): ridden (milked). |X0205.3.1$, At the
coffeehouse, the `she-boss' fills an order for "tea with milk" with milk from her breast: the customer is disgusted; she
tells him he is fortunate that the `he-boss' was not the one filling the order. |Z0065.3.1.1$, `A milk-[white] day' (i.e.,
as white and pure as milk: an auspicious time). |Z0170.1.2.2$, Honey as symbol of sexual pleasure. |Z0170.9.1.1$,
Symbolism: salt--semen (or `milk').>

Z0170.1.3.1$, Dairy food symbolism--(also of dairy-like). Type: 517A$.
Link: |Z0194.9.3$, Bird (male) pecking an object through--sexual intercourse (illicit).>

Z0170.1.3.1.1$, `Winter-butter' (`Turkish delight'): soft-firm (usually a female's body).
Link: |Z0107$, Consistency (texture) symbolism: association based on sensation (touch) similarities.>

Z0170.1.3.1.2$, To be [like] "Chicken with sour-milk-gravy (kishk")--(desirable).
Link: |F0849.3.2.1$, Loved dish: sour-milk-gravy (kishk)--with chicken (broth).>

Z0170.2$, Food symbolism: undesirable (repulsive, `nauseating$, etc.).>
Z0170.2.1$, Bitter taste symbolism.>
Z0170.2.1.1$, Bitter taste: aloe.>
Z0170.2.1.2$, Vinegar as symbol of harsh (bitter) life.>
Z0170.2.2$, Salty taste symbolism.>
Z0170.2.2.1$, Salty taste: mishsh (pickled-cheese).
Link: |F0850.4.2$, Hated mishsh (pickled cheese). |T0570.1$, Pregnant woman's wish (craving). |T0571,
Unreasonable demands of pregnant women. [(Craving)]. |U0131.3.1$, `Like mishsh (salt-cured cheese), ever in your
face!'.

Ref.: TAWT 120 no. 9.>
Z0170.2.2.2$, Salty taste: fesîkh (pickled-fish).
Link: |J1110.1.2.1$, Person so clever that he (she) can persuade you that sweet punch can be made of pickled fish.

Ref.: TAWT 120 no. 9.>
Z0170.2.3$, Sour food symbolism.>
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Z0170.2.3.1$, Sour food: lemon, green tomato, etc. Type: 857$.
Link: |Z0166.4.1.1.1$, Person compared to a lemon in a town where everyone is nauseated: it is in demand.>

Z0170.2.4$, Nauseating food symbolism. Type: 327H$.
Link: |F0851.9.1.1.1$, Gas-giving (gaseous) foods eaten: beans, onions, leeks, taro (qulqâs: Colocasia esclenta,
`malanga'), etc.>

Z0170.2.4.1$, Nauseating food: yesterday's (stale, old)--e.g., sour-milk-gravy (kishk).
Link: |F0849.3.2.1$, Loved dish: sour-milk-gravy (kishk)--with chicken (broth). |Z0170.1.3.1.2$, To be [like]
"Chicken with sour-milk-gravy (kishk")--(desirable).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 218/(yesterday's/"bâ'it") 243/(reheated).>
Z0170.2.4.2$, Nauseating food: constant meat diet. Type: 327H$.>
Z0170.2.6$, Foods of poverty: salt-cured food, weed-like greenery (e.g., leeks, dandelion, etc.), spiced-salt
(duqqah), etc. Type: 844, 1407, cf. 1358C.
Link: |F0561.9$, People who live on their own flesh and blood (as their regular diet). |F0561.14$, Social groups who
live on weed-like greens (e.g., leek, radish, watercress, dandelion, etc.). |J0247, Goodness preferred to wealth.
|T0101.3.5.1$, Girl prefers marrying her [poor but] `hidiq/hadhiq' (clever-resourceful-witty-artful) sweetheart even if
she has to live on bread and spiced-salt (duqqah).

Ref.: DOTTI 464 758 790; Lane 134.>
Z0170.7$, Symbolism of characteristically shaped (patterned) foods.
Link: |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
object.>

Z0170.7.1$, Foods with elongated form--e.g., sausage, hot-dog, `subâ)-of-Y$, e.g., `finger-of-kuftah (stickof-ground-meat), `finger-of-stuffed-[grape-leaves]$, or the like: penis. Type: 901B$, 1339A, cf. 884B*,
1425A$.
Link: |J1341.4, Two eggs. Widow serves tailor one egg. He sings, "One egg, one egg." She decides one egg is not
enough and serves him two next time. He then sings "Two eggs are two eggs." He is next given two eggs and a
sausage, etc. |J1732.1.1$, Countryman unacquainted with sausage: orders it in the likeness of his organ. |J1732.4$,
Countryman unacquainted with stuffed foods: why wrapped (concealed)?. |Z0166.3.1.1$, Cucumber, banana, carrot,
radish, etc.--penis.

Ref.: DOTTI 529 561 742 801/{Egy}; MITON.>
Z0170.7.2$, Foods with round form--e.g., cookies, [round] bread-buns, bread-rings, or the like. (Vagina).
Type: cf. 313E*, 2021*.
Link: |J1732.1.1$, Countryman unacquainted with sausage: orders it in the likeness of his organ. |T0189.3.2.1$, Son
sent away to become vendor: during coition, parents pretend to be train entering station: boy (from hiding place)
shouts vendor's cry: ("Cheese, eggs, and bread-rings!", or the like). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism:
association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0166.3.2$, Round-shaped fruits
(vegetables). |Z0186.8.2.1$, Symbolism: oven (furnace)--vagina, womb. |Z0186.9$, Symbolism: ring (round coin)-body orifice. |Z0186.9.3.1.1$, Female in indecent posture "allows her dish's sizzling aroma to fill the air".

Ref.: DOTTI 865/{Egy}; TAWT 224 no. 27/ 328 no. 46-1.>
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Z0170.9$, Food symbolism--miscellaneous.>
Z0170.9.1$, Symbolism of salt.
Link: |F0561.10.1$, Social groups (classes) who live on `bread and salt,' or `spiced salt (duqqah). |Z0094.2.2.1$,
Symbolism: salted and unsalted character--(balanced and imbalanced persons). |Z0152.9$, Other minerals and metals
symbolism.>

Z0170.9.1.1$, Symbolism: salt--semen (or `milk').
Link: |K1877.3$, Deception: milk as sham semen. |Z0170.1.3.0.1.1$, "To have one's hand in milk"--pleasure (usually
sexual). |Z0186.4.8.1$, Semen--`milk (laban)$, `krîmah (cream)'.>

Z0174, Message or order given [in] symbolic action.
Ref.: DOTTI 362 580/{Tns}; Houri-Pasotti 87-89 no. 33/cf.>
Z0175, Sign language. Message delivered by means of the fingers, etc. Type: 516A, 924, 924AB, 1365B.
Ref.: Chauvin V 145, VIII 126 no. 112; DOTTI 276 610 611 767; MITON; TAWT 438 no.
29/{Egy}.>
Z0175.1, Language of flowers: [symbolic].
Link: |D1610.4, Speaking flower. |Z0169$, Flower symbolism.

Ref.: DOTTI 295 753/{Syr}; MITON.>
Z0178, Allegorical game.>
Z0178.9$, Other games allegorically (mystically) interpreted. Type: 1613A$.
Link: |H0603.3$, Symbolic (allegorical) interpretation of tale (formula).

Ref.: DOTTI 875.>
Z0178.9.1$, Chess-playing symbolically interpreted.
Link: |F0679.8, Skill at chess-playing. |K0092.4.2$, Chess game won by distracting opponent's attention: opponent's
property hidden.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0179$, Act allegorically interpreted.
Link: |H0604, Symbolic meaning of spiced and bitter tongues served at dinner. |H0767, Allegorical riddles. |H0890$,
Allegorical riddle(s) about directions and motions (in--out, up--down, etc.). |P0335.3$, Host does not stand up for
(notable) guest, nor invite him to be seated. |T0187.0.2$, Female's coition posture compared to supplication posture
(pleading with God). |V0515.2, Allegorical visions--political. |Z0186.9.2.1$, Symbolism: `the red eye'--vagina,
anus.>

Z0179.1$, Ascendance-descendance (social): act allegorically interpreted.
Link: |P0002.2.1.2$, No low rank person would be sitting down while addressing high rank. |P0740$, Seniority:
ascendance and descendance.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0179.1.1$, Body posture indicates defiance (contempt).>
Z0179.1.1.1$, Vizier climbing on king's shoulders (literally, so as to reach an out of reach object)
allegorically interpreted--(vizier doomed).
Ref.: DOTTI 402 644/{Tns}.>
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Z0179.1.1.2$, Treading on an emblem (stepping on it with foot or shoe)--contempt.
Ref.: Zîr 80.>
Z0179.1.2$, Body posture indicates submission.
Link: |P0014.25.0.2$, Accompaniments of being before the sovereign.>

Z0179.1.2.1$, Male laid on his stomach--submission.
Link: |C0005.12$, Satan's sleep posture: on stomach. |Z0179.1.2.2$, Submission: female laid on her back.

Ref.: Maspero 220 no. 16; MITON.>
Z0179.1.2.1.1$, Submission: kneeling. Type: 725, 737C$.
Link: |K1289.1$, King induced by girl to kneel before her.

Ref.: DOTTI 400 405; MITON; RAFE 28 n. 79.>
Z0179.1.2.1.1.0.1$, Prostration (sujûd) as total submission (or veneration).
Link: |A0054.3.1.1$, Eblis refuses to prostrate himself before Adam.

Ref.: Maspero 41 no. 2/cf. 86 no. 4 168 no. 8/(prostration) 261 no. 17 n. 1/(Moslem prayer/cf.) 287
no. 22; Abu-Tîgî (el-) "Armanyoas" no. 62 19/(ministers for new Christ. king).>
Z0179.1.2.1.1.1$, Submission: kissing ground (before a certain person).
Link: |P0712.0.2$, Kissing earth (ground) of homeland to show love (reverence, gratitude, etc.). |Z0066.6$,
Endearment: to be kissed, embraced. |Z0179.2.1$, Hand kissed: respect (appeasement, reverence).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 422; DOTTI 583 584 642/{lit.}; MITON; RAFE 28 n. 79; Shamy (el-) "Character
Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
Z0179.1.2.1.1.4$, Humiliation (submission): male on his knees with posterior raised.
Link: |Z0186.9.2.1.1$, `Gay' shows adversary `the red eye'--(displays anus).>

Z0179.1.2.2$, Submission: female laid on her back.
Link: |T0187.0.2$, Female's coition posture compared to supplication posture (pleading with God). |Z0179.1.2.1$,
Male laid on his stomach--submission.>

Z0179.1.2.2.1$, Female laid on her back with legs raised upward (toward heaven): submission to higher
power (praying, supplication).
Link: |U0318$, Fusion of wants (needs): two or more needs (drives) addressed together (e.g., sex and religiosity,
food and control, etc. |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0179.1.2.3$, Submission: female exposing her privates.
Ref.: S. Hassan Mawasû)ah XVII 147 n. 2; Ions 74/cf.; Simpson 112.>
Z0179.1.3$, Body posture indicates sexual orientation.
Link: |H1580$, Test (recognition) of sexual deviance. |P0198$, Cilûq, khawalât (`gays$, `faggots'). |X0780.1$,
Recognition of a `gay'.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0179.2$, Kissing allegorically interpreted.
Link: |P0682.7.2$, Greeting by a kiss (use of lips). |Z0066.6$, Endearment: to be kissed, embraced.

Ref.: Maspero 104 no. 5; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102.>
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Z0179.2.1$, Hand kissed: respect (appeasement, reverence).
Link: |J0837.2.1.1$, `A hand that you cannot cut off, [you should] kiss' (i.e., `If you cannot beat them, join them').

Ref.: DOTTI 220 235 659/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51
9/(Abraham's); Zîr 107/(pat.-unc.'s).>
Z0179.2.1.1$, "Kiss your mother-in-law's hand rather than your wife's" (for former is more influential).
Link: |P0262.5$, Mother-in-law and her daughter's husband (son-in-law).>

Z0179.2.1.3$, `To have a kiss that is one-pound [in weight] placed on one's hand'--heavy pleading,
imploring.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 840.>
Z0179.2.1.4$, Kissing own hand front and back: gratitude to God.>
Z0179.2.3$, Foot kissed: servility, paying homage, pleading of desperation.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 263 n. 102, "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and
Three Axes" no. 58 16.>
Z0179.2.3.1$, Shoe (sandals) kissed: pleading of desperation.
Link: |Z0063.3.3.1.4$, To be beaten with shoe (slipper, clog, etc.).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0179.2.5$, Head kissed: endearment, reconciliation.
Link: |Z0066.6$, Endearment: to be kissed, embraced.

Ref.: MITON; Boqarî 135.>
Z0179.2.9$, Other parts of body kissed--miscellaneous. Type: 1637A$.
Ref.: DOTTI 883.>
Z0179.3$, Symbolism of right and left sides.>
Z0179.3.1$, Right side is good (blessed); left sides is evil (cursed).
Link: |A0189.8.1.1$, `Angel of the Right' registers mortal's good deeds, `Angel of the Left' registers mortal's sins.
|C0005$, Tabu: Satan's ways (the left, etc.). |C0289$, Tabu: eating with left hand. |E0722.0.2.2$, Azrael uses his
right hand to extract a believer's souls (gently), his left for unbeliever's (severely). |N0122.1.6.1$, The left (north) as
unlucky (inauspicious) direction.

Ref.: Qazwînî I 99-100.>
Z0179.3.2$, Having two right hands: (much good done, many accomplishments).
Link: |Z0142.5$, White as symbolic of purity.

Ref.: Maspero 301 no. 23/cf./(Alexander).>
Z0179.3.3$, "Left hand destroys what right hand has built (accomplished).".
Link: |C0548.1$, Tabus associated with use of left hand (in greeting, cooking, etc.): it is the instrument for wiping
one's own excreta and urine.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 22.>
Z0179.4$, Directions and motions (east--west, in--out, up--down, etc.) allegorically interpreted. Type:
293C*, cf. 924A.
Link: |D1812.5.0.2.1$, Omens from direction bird (animal) travels (sawânih, and bawârih). |H0890$, Allegorical
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riddle(s) about directions and motions (in--out, up--down, etc.). |H1049.2.1$, Task: bringing pregnant virgins.
Countertask: bringing a `male radish' grown in rock. |T0187.0.2$, Female's coition posture compared to supplication
posture (pleading with God). |X0479.1.1$, Madam Minister will receive visiting dignitaries according to natural
order, not their bureaucratic rank: Judge al-'Air-yânî (`Peter') first, Minister al-Baidânî (`Balls') to follow.

Ref.: DOTTI 96; MITON; TAWT 381 n. 365.>
Z0181, Nudity as sign of anger.
Link: |G0654.2$, Indicator of ogress's anger (foulness of mood): neat (groomed) appearance. |H0065$, Indicators
(signs) of change in mood (disposition). |H1376.3, Quest: learning what anger is.>

Z0181.1, Nudity as sign of madness.>
Z0181.1.1$, Nudity as sign of guilt (dishonor). Type: 926F$.
Ref.: DOTTI 614 616/{Egy, Ymn}; Sulaymân 152 no. IV-5.>
Z0183, Symbolic names. Type: 883C,/960C$, cf. 1525U$, 1545.
Link: |A1577, Origin of personal names. |J1067.1.3$, Lazy apprentice's name (motto): "I eat and drink, but at work
time I sink (i.e., vanish)". |K0602, "Noman." Escape by assuming an equivocal name. [Niyâk, Nikhrâwain,
Nurgusfain, etc.].

Ref.: Jâhiz I 211-12; DOTTI 312 401 524 829 856/{Plst}; T.M. al-Tayyib al-Humrân 28 (origin of
“CAgîbah").>
Z0183.0.1$, Meaning of a name.
Link: |A0102.0.1.1$, Opposite attributes of God (e.g., forgiver-vengeful, honorer-abaser, etc.). |A0872.0.1$, Names
given rivers and (`The Salty') seas. |A1241.0.1$, Adam made from clay brought from earth crust ('adîm al-'ard).
|A1578.5$, Origin of clan's name (nickname). |A2501$, Origin of animal-name (bird-name, etc.). |B0041.3.1$, alBurâq as riding-animal with the speed of lightening (barq). |F0401.0.1.1.1.1$, Jinni named `Whirlwind'
C

(`Zawba ah'). |F0711.7$, Sea of treasures. |H0602.3, Symbolic interpretation of names. |P0225$, Co-wife (durrah:
"sister-wife", "sister in wedlock", "co-consort"). |Q0440.4$, Punishment: deprivation of own name--given name
revoked. |V0002.1.1$, Jinn and humans are labeled: "the two [creatures] with [worship] burdens (thiaqalân)".
|X0479.1.1$, Madam Minister will receive visiting dignitaries according to natural order, not their bureaucratic rank:
Judge al-'Air-yânî (`Peter') first, Minister al-Baidânî (`Balls') to follow.

Ref.: Budge Gods II 189/(Coptos = mourning/deprivation); R.L. Green 49-54 no. 4/("Fountain of
life"); Ions 32 (Nun/Huh/Kuk/Amon) 41/(Ra) 46/(Khepri) 47/(Anhur/Onuris/`He who brought back the faroff'/`Support of the heavens') 50/(Osiris) 70/(Harakhte) 72/(Harsiesis) 85/(Upuaut/Openerr-of-Ways)
92/(Harsaphes) 93/(Sebek) 93/(Amon/the hidden) 99/(Mut) 106/(Nefertum) 106/(Khnum) 109/(Satis,
Anukt), 111/(Taueret), 113/(Shai/"what is ordained") 116/(Mertseger) 124/(Banebdetet); Maspero xxiii n.
2/cf., xxiv/(Baîti/Anupu) 11 no. 1 n. 4 13 no. 1 n. 1/(Pharaoh) 89 no. 4 n. 2/(sea); Simpson 116 n.
15/(Gardiner as quoted by E.F.W. "Onomastica") 27 n. 19; Ibn-CAasim no. 94; ThaClabî 18/(Hawwâ'/Eve)
21/(Muzdalafah) 35/(CAashûrâ/embarking and disembarking Ark) 97/(Moses) 124/(Khidr)
181/(Kharnûbah/Minsa'ah) 249/(al-Ashram/[scar-faced]), 165/(Solomon/David) 200/(al-Khidr/Alexander):
Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 104; Damîrî I 244-45: "Arab Mythology" no. 125 II 2122/(siClâh/ogress); Ibshîhî 127/("Abu al-'aktâf"); Basset Mille III 14 no. 10; Boqarî 44/(Fraish village);
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Z0183.0.1.1$, Beautiful and ugly names. Type: 1461A$.
Link: |K1984.3, The girl with the ugly name. [She does not recognize new one: must be called by old].

Ref.: Jâhiz II 168; Chauvin V 286 no. 170qu; DOTTI 814/{Egy}; MITON; Zîr 45-46.>
Z0183.0.1.2$, Name purchased. Type: 1384.
Link: |K1831.0.1, Disguise by changing name.

Ref.: Aswad (al-) 279-80; DOTTI 778.>
Z0183.0.1.3$, Fitting and unfitting names (e.g., person named SaCîd (Happy) is happy; person named
"Kaslân" (Lazy) is energetic). Type: 675A$.
Link: |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water stop in
your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!". |U0062.0.1$, `If names had to be purchased (paid for), a peasant
would have had to name his son `Shit'--[(that is all he could afford)].

Ref.: DOTTI 367/{Egy}; Hujelân 294-95/(Layth/Lion); Taymûr no. 121; Zîr 45-46.>
Z0183.0.1.3.1$, Name that fits the name-bearer--e.g., girl named Jamîlah (Beautiful) is actually `beautiful$,
a man named Ghûl (Ogre) is actually `ogre-like'.
Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 54/(Rock Son of Mountain).>
Z0183.0.1.3.1.1$, Making a name fit its bearer (e.g., bad person named "NâfiC/Useful" rendered NotUseful/Useless, or the like).>
Z0183.0.1.3.2$, Making the name-bearer fit his name (i.e., "Lame" lamed, "Angry" angered, etc.).
Link: |J2116.1$, Fool pierces horse's eye to make it fit the name he had given it: "One-eyed".

Ref.: Damîrî I 115.>
Z0183.0.1.4$, Blessing (prayer) that mimics meaning of name: e.g., "O SaCîd (Happy), may God give you
happiness".
Link: |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water stop in
your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!". |M0500.1$, Supplication that mimics an action, name, or
condition. Reply formula; e.g., A: "Visit us." B: "`May you be visited by vigor (Câfiyah)'".>

Z0183.0.1.5$, Curse (prayer) that mimics meaning of name: e.g., "O SaCîd (Happy), may God render you
unhappy".
Link: |M0412.4$, Curse which mimics an action demanded. Retort formula; e.g., A: "Stop!" B: "May water stop in
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your throat!", A: "Go!" B: "May your life be gone!". |Z0013.12$, Tale-teller curses listeners (or tale-characters).
(Usually as formulaic ending).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 7-(naCam = naCCâmah
tirfusak/may an ostrich kick you/passim).>
Z0183.2$, Children named after certain happenings, (e.g., Enough, Trial, Release, etc.). Type: 885A.
Link: |N0271.2, Murder revealed by unusual names of boys. |T0596, Naming of children.

Ref.: ThaClabî 200: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 104; DOTTI 534; Holding 87-97 no. 9; Lane
418 (Gundubah); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "SaCd and Farag-Illâh" no. 23.>
Z0183.2.1$, Child's name reveals inexorable fate. Type: 931, 932$, 932A$, 933, cf. 883C,/960C$.
Link: |H0795, Relationship [(kinship)] riddles arising from unusual marriages of relatives. |L0111.5, Bastard hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 524 627 630 632 634; TAWT 457.>
Z0183.2.1.1$, Child named "Predestined: Thus-it-Became" ("Qudiya-fa-kân"), "What-was-has-Been"
("Kâna-mâ-kân").
Link: |A0611.0.1.1$, Creator's command: "Be!"--it becomes ("kùn!" fa-yakûn). |P0208.7.4$, Children named
according to omen.

Ref.: DOTTI 631/{lit.}; MITON.>
Z0183.3$, Children named Catastrophe, Disaster, and Sickness. Type: 1376C*.
Link: |J2493.0.1$, Person's name interpreted literally (or in combination). |X1506, Extraordinary names [of
locations]. |X1507.1$, Prayer that sounds like a curse: "May God bring you Catastrophe from abroad!" (i.e., "May
God bring you [your son named] Catastrophe [back] from abroad!"). |Z0095.0.1$, Double-meaning: word or phrase
that denotes more than one meaning.

Ref.: DOTTI 770/{Egy}; HE-S: Cairo 69-63.>
Z0183.4$, Naming person after location: country, region, city, etc. (e.g., el-Maghrabî, the-Northern, elShâmî, el-Baghdâdî, etc.).
Link: |P0005$, Indicators of social status (`status symbols').

Ref.: Maspero 94 no. 4; TAWT 118 371 n. 175.>
Z0183.5$, Patronymics: naming by parent-child relationship. (>Abu/'Abû-Y).
Link: |Z0084.1$, Insults concerning parentage (descent).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 370; DOTTI 732 735 774 776 783 835 890/{Plst, Tns}.>
Z0183.5.1$, "Father-of- " ('Abu- /"Bu- ").
Link: |Z0138.5.0.1$, Sex organ given name (e.g., "Sheik/Revered So-and-so, Abu-So-and-so"--typically malename).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 370; Amîn 16-22; Lane 126 n. 3; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Death of AbuBakr" no. 54 13; TAWT 387 n. 488.>
Z0183.5.2$, "Son-of- " ('Ibn- ).
Ref.: Simpson 72 n. 20/(Si-nuhe); Amîn 4-16.>
Z0183.6$, "Mother-of- " ('Omm/'Umm- ).
Link: |G0118.3.4.1$, Ogress has ninety-nine children (`Omm-Ninety-nine'). |J0090.1$, Burial in ground or
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cremating? Former shown to be the correct (God's) way. |T0149$, Matrilineal descent--miscellaneous. |Z0067.4.1$,
Aggrandizement: being `the mother-of-all Y'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 370; Amîn 71; RAFE 302 n. 27A, 304 n. 39; TAWT 362 n. 19 450.>
Z0183.6.1$, "Daughter-of- " (Bint- /`Bit- ').
Ref.: Maspero xxvii 176 no. 10 n. 1; Amîn 96/cf.>
Z0183.7$, Personal names formed from one of God's names (deus-nymics)--e.g., CAbd-Allâh, CAbd-alKarîm, 'Amatu-Allâh etc.
Link: |A0102.0.1$, God's names (99 attributes). (God's beautiful names). |D1707.1.1.1$, Name containing God's
attribute (`CAbd-ized' name) blessed. |D1707.1.2.2$, Personal name matching sacred person's name revered (e.g.,
C

Fâtimah, خisâ, Mûsâ, etc.). |J1286.1$, Tyrant to advisor: "Caliphs are given such formal titles as `Rules by Allah's
C

Command,' `Adheres to Allah['s Path],' and so forth; what do you think my title should be?" Advisor: "Na ûdhu bi
Allah! (`We Seek Refuge in God [from You]!;' i.e., `May heaven help us!')!".

Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 16 12/(Allât, Manâh/Manât); Kisâ'î 73/(Thackston 78 no. 33): Shamy (el-) "Arab
Mythology" no. 66; ThaClabî 26-27/(26): "Arab Mythology" nos. 60 61; Boqarî 19 217; MITON; RAFE 13
n. 26.>
Z0183.9$, Symbolic names--miscellaneous.>
Z0183.9.1$, Variation(s) on a name. Type: cf. 1384.
Link: |Z0066$, Formulas signifying endearment. |Z0066.4.1$, Endearment: to be referred to (or addressed) in the
diminutive.

Ref.: Maspero 145 no. 8 n. 1/(Satni/Satmi); Burton IV 145 n.3/(incrementative = "great weaner":
Ammûnah, Khaddûjah, Fattûmah); DOTTI 778; TAWT 366 n. 99.>
Z0183.9.2$, Names given a game's play-pieces (e.g., chess' king, queen, knight, elephant, dog, pawn, etc.).
Link: |Z0178.9.1$, Chess-playing symbolically interpreted.

Ref.: Maspero 133 n. 3 no. 7; Burton V 243 n. 3; MITON.>
Z0184, Symbols of divinity.>
Z0186, Symbolism: needle and thread--sexual intercourse.
Link: |A2223.10$, Worm helps holy man thread gem: may eat fruit. |J0086, Rocks falling together and thread
entering needle's eye suggest sexual intercourse: hence its beginning. |J1807$, Body organ mistaken for (identified
with) something else.

Ref.: DOTTI 910 916/{Tns}; Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 17.>
Z0186.0.1$, Symbolism: erotic--general.
Link: |K1872.9.5.4$, Statement intended to generate erotic mental image deceptively camouflaged to seem decent.
(The pseudo-erotic)-erotic). |X1918.2.1$, Pseudo-erotic pronunciation: inviting initial sexual impression based on
first syllable in word; e.g., zib:îb (penis: Y/rais:in), kuss:barah (vagina:Y/cour:lander). |X1919.1$, What is the proper
name for "Y" in your part of the world? (Usually erotic act or sex organ). |Z0062.5$, Proverbial beauty (formulas).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0186.1$, Symbolism: sewing--sexual intercourse. Type: cf. 1542**.
Ref.: DOTTI 854/{Egy}.>
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Z0186.1.1$, Symbolism: sewing implements--sex organs.
Link: |X0224.1$, Tailor as love-maker: empty spools.

Ref.: MITON; Sha)lân 388.>
Z0186.1.2$, Symbolism: button going into button hole--sexual intercourse.
C

Link: |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his sister, [then] he put `his thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing". Answer:
button and buttonhole, (also, [clothes] snap and snap hole). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association
based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association
based on motion similarities.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 573; Burton II 318 n. 1/poem/(Moslems avoid button loops), cf.>
Z0186.2$, Symbolism: diving into pool, well, river, etc.--sexual intercourse. Type: 1726*.
Link: |Z0168$, Garden (field) symbolism.

Ref.: Campbell Market Place 97-98; DOTTI 923.>
Z0186.2.0.1$, Symbolism: water going through field (irrigation canal)--sexual intercourse. Type:
883F$,/891B*.
Link: |D0213.0.1$, Transformation: woman (man) to planted field. |H0829$, Riddle (riddling question): could there
be plant without seed, tree without rainfall (ghayth), birth without male? [Y]. |X0481.1$, Woman prime minister
wants enemy (male) general to attack neither her eastern `bank' nor her western, but in between: "In the `Canal'".
|Z0168.1$, Symbolism: garden (field)--a female. |Z0186.3.2$, Symbolism: urinating in hole (crack)--sexual
intercourse.

Ref.: Ions 62/(Osiris = Nile/Isis = rich land); DOTTI 527; MITON; HE-S: Qulali/Nubia 69-3 no. 9.>
Z0186.2.0.2$, Water rushing from fountain--sexual intercourse. Type: 326, 432.
Ref.: DOTTI 155 212 214 677/{Egy}.>
Z0186.2.1$, Symbolism: diving into watermelon after cutting it with knife--sexual intercourse. Type:
921P$, 1543C1$, cf. 1889Q$.
Link: |E0631.0.3.1.1$, Watermelon (red inside) plant from blood of slain person. |Z0141.4.1$, Man experiences
penis-erection from touching watermelon (uncut): thus he realizes that it is ripe (red inside). |Z0186.2.2.1$,
Symbolism, knife in watermelon: male-female (intercourse).

Ref.: DOTTI 114 117 193 287 599 839 855 946 954/{Jrd, lit., Plst, Syr}; Gh. al-Hasan "Al-'Urdunî@
37-41 no. 10; MITON; Sârîs (al-) 392-94; Sâ)î 348-49 no. 74[+1]/cf.>
Z0186.2.2$, Symbolism: snake in watermelon--sexual intercourse.
Link: |T0172.2, Bridal chamber invaded by magic dragon (serpent).

Ref.: Amîn 90; DOTTI 93 257/{Egy}; Sayce Folk-Lore XI:4 377.>
Z0186.2.2.1$, Symbolism, knife in watermelon: male-female (intercourse).
Link: |Z0186.2.1$, Symbolism: diving into watermelon after cutting it with knife--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: DOTTI 138 308 312 401 645/{Alg, Plst}.>
Z0186.2.2.3$, Symbolism: fish in watermelon--lesbian liaison. Type: 1381A.
Ref.: DOTTI 775.>
Z0186.2.2.3.1$, Symbolism: cutting watermelon with scissors--lesbian liaison. Type: 1365B.
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Link: |Z0139.9.2.1$-(formerly, Z0139.7.2$), Scissors (open) as symbol of female.

Ref.: DOTTI 767; Shamy (el-) Egypt 218 no. 57.>
Z0186.3$, Symbolism: hole (crack, wound)--vagina. Type: 1159, 1353C$, 1391.
C

Link: |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his sister, [then] he put `his thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing". Answer:
button and buttonhole, (also, [clothes] snap and snap hole). |H1023.26$, Task: "Close this crack (vagina)". |J1545.5,
Husband tells wife in indecent posture to "lock up shop." She retorts that he has the key. |J2029$, Fleas on woman's
body try to identify their night quarters from their experiences there (breast, navel, etc.). |K0211.2$, Devil beaten
(cheated) by imposing impossible task: "Close this crack (vagina)". |N0793$, Adventures from entering pit, hole,
cave, well, or crack (in ground). |Z0195.3$, Grinding-stone (the `female' side, upper side with hole)--female.

Ref.: DOTTI 310 687 755 782 784 910/{Egy, lit., Syr}; Prym-Socin 41-43 no. 13; Reinisch Somali:
SAE I 204 no. 69.>
Z0186.3.1$, Symbolism: mouse entering hole (crack)--sexual intercourse. Type: cf. 1425B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 802; MITON.>
Z0186.3.2$, Symbolism: urinating in hole (crack)--sexual intercourse. Type: cf. 552.
Link: |Z0186.2.0.2$, Water rushing from fountain--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: DOTTI 310/{Egy}.>
Z0186.4$, Symbolism: firing off cannon (gun)--sexual intercourse. Type: 901C$,/1646A$.
Link: |T0060.3$, Sex-game: war--lovers pretend to be combatants.

Ref.: DOTTI 562/{Egy}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Shafîqah and Mitwallî" no. 1-c 13.>
Z0186.4.0.1$, Symbolism: firing on fortress (citadel)--ejaculation, orgasm (sexual intercourse).
Link: |Z0186.8$, Symbolism: building (palace, house, inn, etc.)--female.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0186.4.1$, Symbolism: pounding mortar with pestle--sexual intercourse.
Link: |Z0197.3.4.0.1$, Piercing (stabbing, puncturing, etc.)--sexual intercourse (penetration).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" 160 (no. 56); Sha)lân 425; CFMC:
1960s??: El-Gimmaizah collection/womn's wedding songs/(Song: "Love hasn't been tabued"/striking each
other with a `pestle').>
Z0186.4.2$, Symbolism: rubbing (stroking) an object--erotic act.
Link: |T0405$, Casual (accidental) illicit exposure of body of one relative to another.

Ref.: Sha)lân 312 (matches); TAWT 365 n. 75.>
Z0186.4.2.1$, Symbolism: kneading--erotic act. Type: cf. 313E*.
C

Link: |F0575.1.5.5.3$, Dough-drop breast (`qarsit agîn'; i.e., in the form, size, and consistency of dough oozed out
of baker's loosely clinched fist onto baking tray. |H0888.1$, [What would say to a female]: "Part your thighs wide
and take me [in], and then make vocal manifestations of sexual enjoyment (ghang) and let me hear [them]"? Answer:
C

kneading tub (magûr el- agîn). |P0783.2.1$, Indecent posture: disgraceful. |T0105.1.1$, `Our own oil into our own
flour' (endogamous marriage). |U0318$, Fusion of wants (needs): two or more needs (drives) addressed together
(e.g., sex and religiosity, food and control, etc. |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on motion
similarities. |Z0186.4.2.1$, Symbolism: kneading--erotic act. |Z0186.8.2.1$, Symbolism: oven (furnace)--vagina,
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womb.

Ref.: DOTTI 131/{Egy}; TAWT 379 n. 324 452; AUC: 32A no. iv-60/(riddle).>
Z0186.4.2.2$, Symbolism: grinding--erotic act.
Link: |T0569.2, Woman gives birth to grinding-stone. |Z0195.3$, Grinding-stone (the `female' side, upper side with
hole)--female.>

Z0186.4.3$, Symbolism: garment or shoe (sock)--vagina (female). Type: 510B, 1563.
Link: |P0529.0.1.1$, `Wife is like shoe (sock): can easily be taken off'. |X0244$, Shoemaker's `tight' (small)
apartment: will become wide with use.

Ref.: DOTTI 77 262 365 861; Kronenberg Nubische 253-55 no. 53; N. |Mahfûz I 470 II 417; Râsî
(al-) Haky 15-16, 162; TAWT 452 no. 46-3/{Egy}.>
Z0186.4.3.0.1$, Symbolism: garment's openings (slits)--body orifice.
Ref.: Damîrî II 209.>
Z0186.4.3.1$, Symbolism: wearing (slipping on, pounding "it" into, etc.) a shoe or garment--sexual
intercourse. Type: 510A, 510B.
Link: |A2926.1$, Devils offspring from marriage between Eblis and `the Viper' (`into whom he had entered').
|H0767.5$, Squeeze her head, she becomes undressed (she "takes off her `libâs/underpants'"). (Answer: an overripe
palm-date, or cured lupine seed--slips out of soft shell at the slightest pressure). |H0890.2$, I got hold of it (`him') by
its tufts [of hair], and then I drove the erect-one (thick-one) into it. (Answer: shoe, shoe strings, and foot = vagina,
and penis). |F0381.0.5$, Fairy (jinni, spirit) possesses by `riding' (`mounting,' `wearing') victim. |X0150.1.1$,
Callous (scar) from sexual intercourse with thin woman.

Ref.: Boqarî 208; DOTTI 263; RAFE 87 n. 290; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Gamîl and Khâlid" no.
12-a; TAWT 397 n. 681; AUC: 32A nos. 1.9, 4.27 (riddles).>
Z0186.4.3.4$, Symbolism: spirit-possession (being `epileptic$, worn or ridden by spirit)--sexual desire
(lust). Type: 1460A$, cf. 871.
Link: |A1337.3.1$, Origin of epilepsy: from jinn. |D2065.1.1$, Epilepsy from possession by jinn. |D2065.4, Insanity
of princess depends on height of fire. |D2161.3.8.1.1$, Epilepsy cured by coition. |M0452.1.1$, Curse: epilepsy
(mental disturbance, khawat). |T0182.5$, Celibacy causes sickness (epilepsy). |U0248.4$, Sexual desire (love) affects
perception. |Z0097.3.5$, 'ukht/'akhkh (sister/brother): khawat (epilepsy, mental disturbance caused by counterspirit).

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 217-18 259-60; DOTTI 485 814/{Irq}; RAFE 89 n. 297.>
Z0186.4.3.5$, Symbolism: neckwear (band, scarf, kerchief, etc.)--penis.
Ref.: Sha)lân 438.>
Z0186.4.3.5.1$, Naked man will make people believe he is clothed: penis will be mistaken for a necktie.
Link: |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
object.

Ref.: HE-S: N.Y. 64-12.>
Z0186.4.4$, Catfish (eel)--penis. Type: cf. 285B*.
Link: |B0784.2.1.2$, Catfish (eel, snake) enticed out of a man's anus by watermelon. |C0229.5.1$, Tabu: mixing
certain foods together (e.g., milk and fish). |Z0194.2.3$, Catfish--slippery person (equivocal, evasive).
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Ref.: DOTTI 92; RAFE 303 n. 30/cf.>
Z0186.4.5$, Symbolism: elephant's trunk--penis. Type: 1319A$.
Link: |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
object. |Z0196.4$, Symbolism: faucet, pipe (hollow), sink, etc.--vagina.

Ref.: DOTTI 734/{Egy}.>
Z0186.4.7$, Symbolism: spitting--ejaculating. Type: 293C*.
Link: |K1877.1$, Deception: spittle as sham semen. |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on
motion similarities.

Ref.: DOTTI 96/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Bint-Birrî" no. 56 160.>
Z0186.4.8$, Symbolism: erotic substance (secretion).
Link: |K1877$, Deception by sham semen. |X0055.1$, Person induced to think of self as animal (ass, horse, cow,
etc.): ridden (milked).>

Z0186.4.8.1$, Semen--`milk (laban)$, `krîmah (cream)'.
Link: |C0229.5.1$, Tabu: mixing certain foods together (e.g., milk and fish). |H1076$, Task: bringing milk that is
neither human's nor animal's--(brings plant sap: `milk'). |K1877.3$, Deception: milk as sham semen. |X0055.1$,
Person induced to think of self as animal (ass, horse, cow, etc.): ridden (milked). |X0205.3.1$, At the coffeehouse,
the `she-boss' fills an order for "tea with milk" with milk from her breast: the customer is disgusted; she tells him he
is fortunate that the `he-boss' was not the one filling the order. |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association
based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0107$, Consistency (texture) symbolism:
association based on sensation (touch) similarities. |Z0170.1.2.2$, Honey as symbol of sexual pleasure.
|Z0170.9.1.1$, Symbolism: salt--semen (or `milk').>

Z0186.4.8.1.1$, `Black' (brown) man poses naked as chocolate (cocoa) vending machine; woman pulls `his
lever,' and he ejaculates; she objects to getting `[white] creamàh/Krîmàh' instead of chocolate.>
Z0186.4.8.2$, `Abu-laban' (lovers's carriage-driver--insult: `pimp,' `homo').>
Z0186.5$, Symbolism: pitcher's spout--penis. Type: 756D$, 898.
Link: |E0782.6.1.1$, Pitcher's spout substituted for man's severed penis (by saint). |H0767.6$, Sitting on his little
wall, dangling his little penis. (Answer: pitcher with spout on table, in niche, or the like). |K2051.3.1$, Adulteress
feigns great disdain for (male) pitcher with spout; wants (female) water-bottle instead. |P0961.1.2$, Birth-jug (for
girl) and birth-pitcher (for boy). |V0223.10.3$, Saint as potter (potter-saint).

Ref.: Chimenti 15-20; DOTTI 417 555 557 609 750 809 856 915/{Irq, Syr, Tns}; Jamali 33-35;
Loubignac Pt. I 251-52 no. 7; RAFE 199 n. 700; Sâ)î 439-43 no. 105[+1]; TAWT 56 n. 75 181 no. 18 426 no.
14/{Egy} 427 no. 14/{MGH}; AUC: 32A no. iv-28/(riddle), 33 no. 17.>
Z0186.5.1$, Symbolism: water faucet--penis. Type: 898.
Link: |W0113.1.1$, Lullaby wishes that (rural) child grows to become house-servant in city, (with `buttocks-onseat$, `ladle in hand$, and `drinking from wall's penis'--i.e., water faucet). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism:
association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism:
association based on motion similarities.

Ref.: DOTTI 555.>
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Z0186.6$, Symbolism: buttocks--dome (shrine).
Link: |F0575.1.5.1$, Beautiful (`broad,' `high') buttocks. |J1807.1$, Flaunted bare buttocks mistaken for the rising
sun (dawn). |U0318.1.1$, Sexual intercourse (coition) expressed in terms of performance of religious duties (praying,
kneeling, circumambulations, etc.). |W0164.1.4.1$, Female views her sex-organs as male's shrine.

Ref.: MITON; N. |Mahfûz I 82-85.>
Z0186.6.1$, Symbolism: holy shrine--honorable woman.
Ref.: Damîrî II 181/(dream).>
Z0186.6.2$, Symbolism: buttocks--sand dunes (hill).
Link: |F0575.1.5.1.2$, Remarkable beauty: woman with buttocks so heavy that she cannot stand up (she is pulled
down by their weight).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0186.7$, Symbolism: vagina--saint's shrine--(`shaikh So-and-so').
Link: |W0164.1.4.1$, Female views her sex-organs as male's shrine. |Z0105.1.0.2$, Symbolism: that which is in a
woman's wist ("midst, center): vagina. |Z0138.5.2.2$, Vagina as sacred shaikh/saint: "Shaikh Mansûr" or the like.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 334; N. |Mahfûz I 82-85; MITON; Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 166-67/("Inn of Abu
Masrur"); Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 14-15.>
Z0186.7.1$, Symbolism: circumambulation (tawâf) of shrine--foreplay (or sexual intercourse).
Link: |U0318.1.1$, Sexual intercourse (coition) expressed in terms of performance of religious duties (praying,
kneeling, circumambulation, etc.).

Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Character Transmutation" 248.>
Z0186.7.2$, Symbolism: prayer niche (mihrâb) or pulpit--vagina.
Link: |A1546.0.4$, Origin of the niche (altar, mihrâb) at churches and mosques. |V0117, Pulpits. |Z0105$, Shape
(form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0152.6.4$,
Corner(s) of a building (rukn/'arkân): strength.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0186.8$, Symbolism: building (palace, house, inn, etc.)--female. Type: 1425B$.
Link: |Z0152.6.2$, Wall (building): strength. |Z0152.6.4$, Corner(s) of a building (rukn/'arkân): strength.
|Z0186.4.0.1$, Symbolism: firing on fortress (citadel)--ejaculation, orgasm (sexual intercourse). |Z0187$,
Symbolism: vessel (boat, ship, etc.)--female.

Ref.: DOTTI 802; MITON;Musawi (Al-) Islamic Context 166-67/("Inn of Abu Masrur")/cf.; RAFE
302 n. 27; Wickett 168.>
Z0186.8.0.1$, Symbolism: sexual intercourse expressed in terms of traveling (voyage) from on cite to
another. Type: cf. 1424A$.
Link: |F0897.0.1$, Marvelous navigation implements and devices (astrolabe, compass, map, etc.). |U0318.1.1$,
Sexual intercourse (coition) expressed in terms of performance of religious duties (praying, kneeling,
circumambulations, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 800; MITON.>
Z0186.8.1$, Door (gate, entrance, corridor, lane) to building (house)--vagina. Type: 1455.
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Link: |H0588.25.1$, "Change the threshold": (i.e., "Divorce your wife"). |T0054.2.1$, Choosing bride by knocking
on doors with sword (spear).

Ref.: DOTTI 919/{lit.}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 7
9/(threshold); Wickett 176.>
Z0186.8.1.1$, Erotic experience from opening forbidden chamber (door). Type: 313K1$,/510D$, 400,
470E$, 898.
Link: |N0794$, Adventure from opening forbidden chamber (door).

Ref.: DOTTI 184 243 264 555; MITON; Wickett 168.>
Z0186.8.1.2$, Erotic experience from going through corridor (narrow lane, tunnel). Type: 2020$.
Link: |N0793$, Adventures from entering pit, hole, cave, well, or crack (in ground). |Z0193.2.1.1$, Snake going
through hole (chamber, tunnel, etc.)--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: DOTTI 959.>
Z0186.8.1.2.1$, When wife changed the direction of entrance to her tent (house), it indicated that husband
may not enter because he has been divorced.
Link: |P0529.0.2.1.1$, In pre-Islam era, wife had right to instantly divorce her husband.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 232.>
Z0186.8.2$, Enclosures: female genitalia.
Link: |J1545.5, Husband tells wife in indecent posture to "lock up shop." She retorts that he has the key. |Z0105$,
Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0187$,
Symbolism: vessel (boat, ship, etc.)--female.>

Z0186.8.2.1$, Symbolism: oven (furnace)--vagina, womb. Type: 1425, 1425A$.
Link: |A1614.6.1$, Burned (over-baked) and underbaked races (hot and cool wombs: like ovens do with bread).
|K1363.1.2$, Seduction: putting the ear of corn in the oven. |Z0107$, Consistency (texture) symbolism: association
based on sensation (touch) similarities. |Z0186.4.2.1$, Symbolism: kneading--erotic act.

Ref.: Maspero 140 no. 7-I/; DOTTI 131 801; RAFE 126 n. 443.>
Z0186.8.2.2$, Symbolism: cave, lion's den, pit--vagina. Type: cf. 953B$.
Link: |N0793.1$, Mystic (spiritual) experience while in cave (in mountain).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0186.8.3$, `Women are like an inn (bathhouse), one man goes in another comes out'.
Link: |F0779.1$, Extraordinary experiences while bathing--(usually illusory, hallucinatory).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0186.9$, Symbolism: ring--body orifice.
Link: |F1035.6$, Body orifice as hiding place. |F0547.1.2$, Body orifice (vagina, anus) with mighty squeeze.
|H1580.1.3.1$, Examining vagina to find out whether it is tight or loose (`wide'). |Z0170.7.2$, Foods with round
form--e.g., cookies, [round] bread-buns, bread-rings, or the like. (Vagina).

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0186.9.1$, Symbolism: ring--mouth (small).
Link: |F0544.0.7.1$, Mouth the size of ring (jewelry).
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Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Demographic Factor" 70; Wickett 176.>
Z0186.9.1.1$, Symbolism: ring--vagina, anus.
Link: |E0761.4.4.1$, Life token: ring tightens around finger. |J1807.3$, Penis mistaken for an object (finger, pin,
etc.). |X0245$, Girl is too little for marriage; shoemaker (suitor): will `stretch her on the mold'. |Z0063.3.1.1.2$, To
be given (receiving) finger (wedge, peg, etc.) in anus--failure. |Z0170.7.1$, Foods with elongated form--e.g.,
sausage, hot-dog, `subâ)-of-Y$, e.g., `finger-of-kuftah (stick-of-ground-meat), `finger-of-stuffed-[grape-leaves]$, or
the like: penis.>

Z0186.9.2$, Symbolism: `eye'--vagina, anus.
Link: |T0462.3.1$, No man can satisfy a lesbian--(`fill her eye'). |X0757$, Properly raised (polite) girl trained to
think of obscene words as signifying decent things (e.g., vagina--eye, penis--arm, etc.): absurdly obscene
conversation with suitor. |Z0077.1$, `To fill out the eye [(of someone)]' (i.e., be appealing, impressive).
|Z0139.9.4.1$, "Kohl-applicator (-needle) in kohl-pot" (al-mirwad fî al-`makhalah'/mikhalah) = full sexual
intercourse.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0186.9.2.1$, Symbolism: `the red eye'--vagina, anus.
Link: |J0815.1.1$, Nobody would dare say to an ogress, "Your eye is red!". |X0780$, Jokes on characteristic
behavior of homosexuals. |Z0141.4$, Red as symbol of (associated with) sex organs. |Z0186.9.2.1.1$, `Gay' shows
adversary `the red eye'--(displays anus).

Ref.: RAFE 126 n. 443.>
Z0186.9.2.1.1$, `Gay' shows adversary `the red eye'--(displays anus).
Link: |J2450-J2499, Literal fools. |J2626.3$, Coward shows adversary `the red eye' (i.e., threat made in earnest).
|X0780$-X799, Humor concerning sexual deviance and homoeroticism. |Z0141.4$, Red as symbol of (associated
with) sex organs. |Z0179$, Act allegorically interpreted. |Z0179.1.2.1.1.4$, Humiliation (submission): male on his
knees with posterior raised.

Ref.: He-S: Brooklyn, NY 61-6.>
Z0186.9.2.3$, Symbolism: `the one-eyed'--penis.
Link: |G0303.4.1.2.8.1$, Antichrist ("al-Masîkh, al-Daggâl") is one-eyed. |Z0138.5.1$, Penis personified.

Ref.: DOTTI 96/{Egy}.>
Z0186.9.2.3.1$, `The One-eyed': name of Iblis's son instigating fornication (zinâ).
Link: |A2922.3$, Iblis's children (descendants).

Ref.: Qazwînî II 173.>
Z0186.9.2.4$, Symbolism: `mouth'--vagina.
Link: |T0467.5$, Oral sex.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz III 110/(poem).>
Z0186.9.2.5$, Symbolism: `lips'--external of vaginal orifice.
Link: |F0544.1.6.1$, Extraordinarily beautiful red lips: rose-red, ruby-red, etc.

Ref.: Burton II 49 n. 3.>
Z0186.9.3$, Body posture suggests erotic act.
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Link: |C0119.5$, Tabu: exposed sexual intercourse. (Or, intercourse in public place). |J1545.5, Husband tells wife in
indecent posture to "lock up shop." She retorts that he has the key. |T0187$, Coition posture. |X0701$, Humor
concerning coition posture. |Z0198$, Symbolism: machine movement--engaging in sexual intercourse.>

Z0186.9.3.1$, Female's squatting posture (with thighs parted, while cooking, kneading, laundering, etc.):
erotic. Type: 313E*.
Link: |U0318$, Fusion of wants (needs): two or more needs (drives) addressed together (e.g., sex and religiosity,
food and control, etc.). |Z0186.4.2.1$, Symbolism: kneading--erotic act.

Ref.: DOTTI 131.>
Z0186.9.3.1.1$, Female in indecent posture "allows her dish's sizzling aroma to fill the air". Type: 313E*.
Link: |F0849.7.1.0.1$, taqliyyah's strong aroma or sizzling sound (tàshsh) signifies that delicious food is about to be
had (served). |P0751.3.1.1$, "'Omm el-'afandiyyah" ("Mother-of-effendis"): should be conservative (modest) and
worthy of respect. |Z0170.7.2$, Foods with round form--e.g., cookies, [round] bread-buns, bread-rings, or the like.
(Vagina).

Ref.: DOTTI 131; TAWT 365 n. 75.>
Z0186.9.4$, Natural phenomenon suggests (symbolizes) erotic act.>
Z0186.9.4.1$, Sky on top, Earth at bottom = female on top, male underneath (during coition).
Link: |A0626.1$, Embrace of twin brother Geb (the earth) and his twin sister Nut (the sky) broken by their father Shu
(the atmosphere). |A1100, Establishment of natural order. |C0119.3.1$, Tabu: woman `topping' man during coition.
|T0187.2.1$, Woman demands that man lie on his back for coition.

Ref.: Burton III 304 n. 1.>
Z0187$, Symbolism: vessel (boat, ship, etc.)--female.
Link: |J1896.5.1$, Little jar with hole (crack) will grow up and hole (like gap-teeth, wound, etc.) will close.
|W0251.2.3.2.0.1$, Mother as vessel (or as earth for a plant). |Z0139.9.3$-(formerly, Z0139.7.3$), Pot (jar, waterbottle) as symbol of female--(general). |Z0186.8$, Symbolism: building (palace, house, inn, etc.)--female.

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 525/(poem); Boqarî 33/cf./(drowning); RAFE 302 n. 27A; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "Quranî" no. 13.>
Z0187.1$, Symbolism: luminous houseboat (ship)--life's pleasures (love of life). Type: 470C$.
Link: |F0171.6.4.1$, People in otherworld pull luminous houseboat (crystal ship) against each other (in opposite
directions). Conflict over worldly possessions. |Z0113.1$, Life (the world) personified as a beautiful young woman.

Ref.: DOTTI 240; MITON; Shamy (el-) Egypt 93 no. 12.>
Z0187.1.1$, Sexually abused woman likened to `sunken ship'.
Ref.: MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Armanyoas" no. 62 21.>
Z0187.3$, Navel-ferry (boat): lover carried across water in beloved's navel.
Link: |F0559.2.0.1$, Remarkable navel (human). |Z0168.2$, That which is below woman's navel (pocket):
"`gardens'"--vagina. |Z0188.3$, Symbolism: navel--`the center'.>

Z0187.9$, Ship: symbolic (allegorical)--other motifs.>
Z0187.9.1$, Ship = State of affairs: "metaphorical ship of state".
Link: |P0264.0.1.1.1$, "The ship of co-wives sailed, but the ship of wives of brothers foundered.".
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Ref.: Simpson 38 n. 28.>
Z0188$, Symbolism: limbs and other parts of the body--kinship relations. Type: 516A, 1465*, 1533.
Link: |J1241.0.2.1$, Guest divides fowl (animal) among members of host's family: "The head is for the [family]
head, the legs are for his legs (sons), and the wings are for his wings (daughters); as for the corpse, it is for another
corpse (which is me)!".

Ref.: Jâhiz II 357-59; DOTTI 276 836 837/{lit.}.>
Z0188.1$, Symbolism: head of animal or fowl--chief or family patriarch. Type: 516A, 1533.
Link: |H0601, Wise carving of the fowl. |P0200.0.1$, Patriarchal family (patriarchy). |Z0188.8$, Symbolism of the
human head.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 357-79 374-75/cf.; Damîrî I 43; DOTTI 276 783 836 837 919/{Egy, lit.}; TAWT 438
no. 29/{Egy}.>
Z0188.1.1$, Symbolism: arms, legs, wings, teeth--children. Type: 516A, 1533.
Ref.: Jâhiz II 357-59; DOTTI 276 836 837/{lit.}; Hanauer 127-28 no. 10; TAWT 438 no. 29/{Egy}.>
Z0188.2$, Symbolism: eye--chief or family patriarch. Type: 516A.
Ref.: DOTTI 276; TAWT 438 no. 29/cf.{Egy}.>
Z0188.3$, Symbolism: navel--`the center'. Type: 516A.
Link: |A0875.1, Navel of the earth. |Z0168.2$, That which is below woman's navel (pocket): "`gardens'"--vagina.
|Z0187.3$, Navel-ferry (boat): lover carried across water in beloved's navel.

Ref.: ThaClabî 13-14/(14)/(sky's navel): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 33; DOTTI 276; TAWT
438 no. 29/{Egy}.>
Z0188.5$, Symbolism: nose--pride (vanity).
Link: |A0066$, Satan corrupts by blowing (breathing) into nostrils (of creature). |F0543, Remarkable nose.
|Z0076.5.1$, "In spite of someone' own nose".

Ref.: Jâhiz III 305-7.>
Z0188.5.1$, Arrogance: to place one's own nose in the sky.
Link: |Z0094.5.7$, Formulas for conceit (arrogance).

Ref.: TAWT 167.>
Z0188.5.2$, Humiliation: to bring down someone's nose to the ground.
Link: |Z0063.3.3.4$, Loss of pride: broken spirit or countenance (maksûr el-khâtir).

Ref.: Burton III 210/(bring the noses of thy foes to the grindstone).; TAWT 381 n. 370.>
Z0188.6$, Symbolism: penis--power.
Link: |F0547.3.0.1$, Donkey's penis. |J1542.2.1$, A father and son see a donkey with erect penis, and the boy asks
why the donkey's penis is so large; the father explains: "Because he [the donkey] is sick". When the son points out
the `sick animal' to his mother she retorts: "I wish your father was in the same [poor] health".

Ref.: Jâhiz III 41-42.>
Z0188.7$, Symbolism: vagina--need (demands).
Link: |F0547.5.11$, Insatiable vagina. |H0888.5$, Riddle: [Y] That which is braided-elongated (mabrûm) says to that
C

which is parted widely-open (mafshûkh): "Greet your dangling `brother' (sallim ala 'akhûk el-middalî)." (Answer:
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bananas, figs, grapes = penis, vagina, testicles--respectively).

Ref.: Jâhiz III 110/(poem).>
Z0188.7.1$, "He who would rely on his she-neighbor's vagina will spend his nights with a [painfully]
throbbing penis!".
Link: |J0071.1.2$, Trained monkey shows "How a bachelor sleeps". (Restlessly and sexually aroused). |J1030, Selfdependence. |J1385.2.1$, What is you own, even if defective, should spare you from the need to borrow. |W0036$,
Reverse nepotism: harsher (less fair) treatment for self and relatives (friends).>

Z0188.8$, Symbolism of the human head.
Link: |H0767.5$, Squeeze her head, she becomes undressed (she "takes off her `libâs/underpants'"). (Answer: an
overripe palm-date, or cured lupine seed--slips out of soft shell at the slightest pressure). |Z0067.1$, To be `on top of
one's head'--aggrandizement. |Z0138.5.1.1$, Penis head--(the turbaned-one/shaikh, the hatted-one (Abubornaitah)/the khawâgah/European). |Z0188.1$, Symbolism: head of animal or fowl--chief or family patriarch.

Ref.: ThaClabî 187-88.>
Z0188.8.0.1$, Symbolism: "black head" = human being. (Euphemism). Type: 157.
Ref.: Taymûr no. 2375 2587.>
Z0188.8.1$, Symbolism of head size.>
Z0188.8.1.1$, Symbolism: person with too large a head labelled: "'abû-râsain/the two-headed".

Link: |F0511, Person unusual as to his head. |X0704$, Humor concerning sex organ (size, color, consistency, etc.).
|Z0095.0.2$, Euphemisms.>

Z0188.8.2$, Symbolism of headdress. Type: 1558A$.
Link: |V0220.0.15.2$, Saint's headdress (turban, miter, scarf, etc.). |Z0188.9.1.1$, Female's hair--honor (beauty,
`crown').

Ref.: Boqarî 151/(turban); Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship" 13/(turban);
Thakston/Kisâ'î 94 no. 40/(turban of Victory) 167 no. 56/(of Prophethood) 168 no. 56/(of Majesty).>
Z0188.8.2.1$, Symbolism: the larger the turban (headdress), the greater the status (office).
Ref.: Ibn al-Kalbî 21/(may not be matched); Boqarî 151 208; TAWT 45 no. 6.>
Z0188.8.2.1.1$, "Better to kill a man that to abuse his headdress (turban)".
Ref.: Boqarî 151 208.>
Z0188.8.2.2$, Symbolism: naked head (male's)--no pretense (being at ease).
Link: |J2521.2, Rebuke for going with a naked head in public. [In covering her head woman inadvertently exposes
(bares) her body]. |Z0138.5.1.1$, Penis head--(the turbaned-one/shaikh, the hatted-one (Abu-bornaitah)/the
khawâgah/European).

Ref.: Boqarî 151.>
Z0188.9$, Symbolism: parts of the body--miscellaneous.>
Z0188.9.1$, Symbolism: female's hair.>
Z0188.9.1.1$, Female's hair--honor (beauty, `crown'). Type: 1874B$.
Link: |F0555.3, Very long hair. |H0640.2$, What is "woman's crown (glory)"? Answer: her hair (also, her modesty).
|J2521.2, Rebuke for going with a naked head in public. [In covering her head woman inadvertently exposes (bares)
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her body]. |Q0328.2$, Woman baring her head in public punished. |Z0188.8.2$, Symbolism of headdress.

Ref.: Alf I 274; Burton II 308/cf./(missing).>
Z0188.9.2$, Symbolism: male's whiskers (moustache, beard).
Ref.: Burton III 246-47 n./(forms of beard).>
Z0188.9.2.1$, Symbolism: male's whiskers (moustache, beard)--power (prestige, authority). Type: 909$, cf.
1397A$.
Link: |H1155.6.1$, Task: bringing whiskers from ferocious lion. |K1917.7, "All of these are mine," says wooer as he
strokes his whiskers. The girl thinks he is indicating the fields and live stock past which they are riding. |N0002.3.6$,
Beard wagered. |P0774.2.3.2$, Cat to mouse: "I'll give you a reward (sugar, egg) if you pass under my whiskers."
Mouse: "The wages are `sweet' but the route is perilous". |T0604.1.2$, Child hiding in tree with mother must urinate:
mother asks child to urinate in her ear(s) so as not to betray hiding place. |W0037.4$, Hair from moustache (beard) as
collateral: man repays the debt. |Z0194.2.1.2$, Lion--power (chieftainship, kingship).

Ref.: Boqarî 7/(implicit); DOTTI 127 567; TAWT 305 no. 40 -(lion's).>
Z0189$, Symbolism concerning virginity and defloration. Type: cf. 1542**.
Link: |H0806.1$, Riddle: bird flew out of its nest on two wings but flew back on only one--(braid of hair, loss of
chastity). |K1912.0.1$, Non-virgin claims to be virgin. |T0133.8.1.1$, "Henna-eve" precedes "dukhlah-eve" (night of
consummation of marriage). Bride's (groom's) hands, feet, etc., dyed with henna (rose, pink, red color). |Z0141.4$,
Red as symbol of (associated with) sex organs.

Ref.: Basset Mille II 194 no. 91; DOTTI 186 295 568 592 753 854/{Egy, lit., Mrc, Syr}; MITON;
TAWT 401 n. 746.>
Z0189.1$, Symbolism: unpierced and pierced (perforated, punctured) objects--virgin and non-virgin.
Link: |K2066$, False virgin detected: pouch to be filled with red ink (blood), but mistakenly filled with green. She
accuses groom of having `popped' (punctured) her gallbladder (bile). |T0133.8.1.1$, "Henna-eve" precedes "dukhlaheve" (night of consummation of marriage). Bride's (groom's) hands, feet, etc., dyed with henna (rose, pink, red
color). |Z0152.6.6$, Precious stone symbolism (pearl, gem, etc.)--beloved female.>

Z0189.1.1$, Tire-repairer tests bride's virginity by dipping her in water tub: "I am watching for air bubbles
to see whether she is `punctured'".
Link: |Z0197.2.1$, Sodomy in the `factory of human beings (i.e., bathhouse)' explained: mechanic installing
(opening) exhaust pipe (muffler).>

Z0189.1.2$, Symbolism: unpierced and pierced gem (pearl)--virgin and non-virgin. (Usually occurs in
conjunction with Mot. Z0192.1.1.1$).
Link: |A2223.9$, Mite helps holy man perforate gem: may eat wood. |H1348.2, Quest for unpierced pearls.
|Z0192.1.1$, Mare (filly)--female with sex-appeal (fertile).

Ref.: Ibshîhî 592; DOTTI 487/{lit.}; MITON.>
Z0189.2$, Symbolism: sealed and unsealed--virgin and non-virgin.>
Z0189.2.1$, Symbolism: `With God's seal'--virgin.
Link: |A0156.4, God's seal.

Ref.: DOTTI 243 400/{Irq}; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2;
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Wehr 121 no. 5.>
Z0189.2.2$, Symbolism: "breaking seal"--deflower.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0189.2.2.1$, Symbolism: "breaking seal of bottle"--be first to enjoy contents.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0189.3$, Symbolism: un-skimmed and skimmed (crusted and un-crusted)--virgin and non-virgin.
Link: |Z0065.3.1$, `As pure as [white] milk'.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Fawzî and Fawziyyah" no. 2.>
Z0189.3.1$, Symbolism: "take/remove face (crust)"--deflower.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0190$, Animal symbolism: a certain animal (bird) as symbol of human attributes.
Link: |A1371, Why women are bad. |W0251.1.1$, Judging character by matching a person's behavior to that of a
certain animal (e.g., contrariness/stubbornness = donkey, vengefulness = camel, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 421 587/{lit.}; MITON.>
Z0190.1$, Dog symbolism.>
Z0190.1.1$, Symbolism: dog--benefit.
Ref.: DOTTI 76.>
Z0190.1.1.1$, Symbolism: dog--fidelity. Type: 101, 201E*.
Ref.: Ions 131; DOTTI 76.>
Z0190.1.2$, Symbolism: dog--harm.>
Z0190.1.2.1$, Symbolism: dog seen in dream--wicked man.
Link: |V0515.2.1.1, Vision in which king sees whelps reared by him gather dogs of Ireland and Britain against him
but suffer death in battle at last. The whelp is one of king's two foster sons.

Ref.: Jâhiz I 271.>
Z0190.1.2.2$, Symbolism: dog--low self-esteem (contemptable, scornful).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1125.>
Z0191$, Animal symbolism--female's physical attributes. Type: 758B$.
Link: |H0806.1$, Riddle: bird flew out of its nest on two wings but flew back on only one--(braid of hair, loss of
chastity).

Ref.: DOTTI 421.>
Z0191.1$, Domestic animal--female's physical attributes.
Ref.: Basset Mille I 352 no. 74.>
Z0191.1.1$, Symbolism: Cow--"ad-dunyâ" ("the world", "life").
Link: |A0132.9.2$, Goddess in form of cow (Nut, Hathor). |A0841.5.1$, Each arch-saint is holding the world from
an Carqûb (ankle). |A0665.2.1.1.1$, Horus, Set, Thoth and Sopdu stabilize the shaky legs of Nut (sky). |A0841.5$,
C

al-'aqtâb: four arch-saints at world-quarters support (carry) planet earth: (el-Badawî, el-Rifâ î, al-Jîlanî/`el-Kilânî$,
ed-Disûqî). |B0731.4.0.1.1$, Red and white cow. |B0811.3, Sacred animal: cow.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 14.>
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Z0191.2$, Wild animal--female's physical attributes.
Ref.: ThaClabî 156.>
Z0191.2.1$, Doe (she-gazelle)--beautiful female.
Ref.: DOTTI 281 533 678/{Egy}.>
Z0191.2.5$, Fish (certain types, e.g., bayâdah, binniyyah, bultiyyah)--beautiful female.
Link: |Z0186.4.4$, Catfish (eel)--penis. |Z0194.2.3$, Catfish--slippery person (equivocal, evasive).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Khadrah's doar" no. 15; T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât 81-82 159-60;
TAWT 387 n. 489.>
Z0191.3$, Domestic bird--female's physical attributes.>
Z0191.3.1$, Dove (pigeon)--female's physical attributes.
Link: |Z0192.3.1$, Dove (pigeon)--female's character.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0191.3.2$, Duck--female's physical attributes and characteristic walk (waggle, gait).
Link: |J1413$, Fat is beautiful.>

Z0191.4$, Wild bird--female's physical attributes.
Ref.: Jâhiz IV 368-69/cf./(ostrich/slave-girl) V 576/(qatâh/sand grouse); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"et-Tair" no. 25.>
Z0191.4.1$, Mourning dove--female's physical attributes. Type: 591A$, cf. 215$, 700.
Ref.: DOTTI 82 341 372; MITON.>
Z0191.4.2$, She-sparrow (starling, etc.)--little girl.
Link: |Z0193.4.1$, He-sparrow (he-starling)--little boy.>

Z0191.4.3$, Sand grouse (qatâh)--female's physical attributes and characteristic walk (waggle, gait).
Link: |H0887.2.6$, Riddle: what does a sand-grouse (qatâh) say?. |J1413$, Fat is beautiful. |Z0191.3.2$, Duck-female's physical attributes and characteristic walk (waggle, gait).>

Z0192$, Animal symbolism--female's character and personality attributes (habits). Type: 758B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 421 959.>
Z0192.0.1$, Animal fur or bird's down: female's softness.
Link: |H0652, Riddle: what is the softest?. |H0672, Riddle: what is softer than swan down?. |Z00105$, Shape (form,
color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0107$, Consistency
(texture) symbolism: association based on sensation (touch) similarities.>

Z0192.0.1.1$, Rabbit (bunny)--female's genitalia.
Link: |Z0102.1.2$, Rabbit: fertility.

Ref.: MITON; Jâhiz VI 470.>
Z0192.0.1.4$, Bird's down--female's genitalia.
Link: |Z0107$, Consistency (texture) symbolism: association based on sensation (touch) similarities.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0192.0.1.4.1$, Shape of al-CUqâb (Phoenix-like female eagle)--female's genitalia.
C

C

Link: |B0032, Phoenix. [(al- Anqâ'/ Uqâb)]. |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on
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similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0196.4.1$, Symbolism: comb (ornamental: usually squarish,
cursive shaped)--vagina.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0192.0.2$, Animal flesh--female's physical constitution.
Ref.: TAWT 206 no. 24.>
Z0192.0.2.1$, Sheep's tail (fat)--female's buttocks.
Link: |H0652, Riddle: what is the softest?.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0192.1$, Domestic animal--female's character.>
Z0192.1.1$, Mare (filly)--female with sex-appeal (fertile). Type: 449,/1511.
Link: |K2351.9$, Scent of mare `in heat' used to coax stallions of pharaoh's army into sea. |T0257.9.1$, Jealous
groom, who is a saddler, vanishes on his wedding night because he cannot bear the thought of men riding on saddles
handled by his bride (bearing her picture). |T0610.5.1.1$, Pubescent girl is like filly (mare) in heat. |U0101.0.2$,
Greatest pleasures are those of the flesh: eating flesh, riding flesh (horse), flesh entering into flesh (sexual
intercourse). |W0256.6.1.1.2$, Stereotyping: `Woman prefers vagina-rider to saddle-rider'.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 80; DOTTI 95 204 220 243 246 288 646 818 819/{Irq}; MITON.>
Z0192.1.1.1$, Unridden filly--a virgin. (Usually occurs in conjunction with Mot. Z0189.1.2$).
Link: |Z0189.1.2$, Symbolism: unpierced and pierced gem (pearl)--virgin and non-virgin.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 592; DOTTI 487/{lit.}; MITON.>
Z0192.1.2$, Cow (heifer, she-water-buffalo) as symbol for female: productivity, docility/submissiveness.
Type: 511A*, cf. 511A.
Link: |Z0194.1.7.2$, Water-buffalo (female): clumsiness, stupidity.

Ref.: DOTTI 266.>
Z0192.1.2.1$, Ewe (sheep) as symbol for submissive female.
Ref.: ThaClabî 156.>
Z0192.1.4$, She-mule--bad female (barren, stubborn, etc.). Type: 449,/1511.
Link: |A2231.7.4.1.1$, Mule is sterile because it willingly carried firewood to burn holy man (Abraham). |Q0493.1,
Adulteress transformed to mare and stirruped.

Ref.: Damîrî I 121/cf./(wife's fujûr); DOTTI 220 818.>
Z0192.2$, Wild animal--female's character.
Link: |Z0084.4.5$, Insult: nymphomania ("Lioness!" i.e., whore).>

Z0192.2.1$, Symbolism: viper--treacherous female. Type: 507C.
Link: |A0063.6, Devil in serpent [(viper)] form tempts first woman (Satan and Eve). |A2236.2.1.1$, Viper smuggles
C

devil into paradise in her mouth: she is cursed. |B0003$, Viper (hayyah, 'af â/female serpent)--as animal central to
supernatural beliefs (religious records). |B0225.3$, Kingdom of vipers: all females. |Z0194.2.4$, Serpent, male-snake
C

(hanash, thu bân)--treacherous (evil) male.

Ref.: DOTTI 256; MITON; Shamy (el-) "Folkloric Behavior" 251; Shawqî 266 [no. 7].>
Z0192.2.2$, Symbolism: scorpion--treacherous female. Type: 507C.
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Link: |P0262.1.1$, "A mother-in-law is a fever, a husband's sister is a deadly scorpion". |T0172.4$, Serpent
(scorpion) residing in bride's genitals kills bridegrooms.

Ref.: DOTTI 256; Shawqî 266 [no. 7].>
Z0192.2.3$, Symbolism: chameleon--hypocritical female (may also be applied to a male).
Link: |U0116, Hypocrite is acclaimed as saint after his death. |W0171, Two-facedness.>

Z0192.2.4$, Symbolism: lioness--courage, ferocity.
Link: |Z0084.4.5$, Insult: nymphomania ("Lioness!" i.e., whore). |Z0194.2.1$, Lion--courage.

Ref.: Zîr 90/poem.>
Z0192.3$, Domestic bird--female's character.>
Z0192.3.1$, Dove (pigeon)--female's character.
Link: |B0147.2.1.4$, Dove (pigeon) as bird of good omen. |Z0191.3.1$, Dove (pigeon)--female's physical attributes.>

Z0192.4$, Wild bird--female's character.>
Z0193$, Animal symbolism--male's physical attributes.>
Z0193.1$, Domestic animal--male's physical attributes. Type: cf. 1425B$.
Ref.: A. Jahn Mehri: SAE III 100 no. 18; DOTTI 802; MITON.>
Z0193.1.1$, Ox (bull)--male's strength.
Link: |A0844.2, Earth supported by bull.>

Z0193.1.2$, He-mule--male's strength.
Link: |Z0103.2.1$, He-mule: sterility (barrenness).>

Z0193.2$, Wild animal--male's physical attributes.
Link: |F0545.1.7.1$, Beard with whiskers like porcupine quills.>

Z0193.2.1$, Serpent, male-snake (hanash, thuCbân)--penis. Type: 432, cf. 450A.
Link: |B0784.2.1.2$, Catfish (eel, snake) enticed out of a man's anus by watermelon. |B0784.2.1.3$, Snake (serpent)
C

enticed out of woman's vagina by watermelon. |Z0194.2.4$, Serpent, male-snake (hanash, thu bân)--treacherous
(evil) male.

Ref.: DOTTI 92 212.>
Z0193.2.1.1$, Snake going through hole (chamber, tunnel, etc.)--sexual intercourse. Type: 285B*, 507, cf.
432, 450A.
Link: |Z0186.8.1.2$, Erotic experience from going through corridor (narrow lane, tunnel).

Ref.: DOTTI 212.>
Z0193.3$, Domestic bird--male's physical attributes.>
Z0193.3.1$, Cock (rooster): penis.
Link: |Z0193.4.1$, He-sparrow (he-starling)--little boy.

Ref.: Damîrî I 349/(masterbation); TAWT 372.>
Z0193.3.1.1$, Cock: sexual stamina (satyriasis).
Link: |T0183.1$, Satyriasis and married life. |T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal and insatiable desire (appetite)
for sex.

Ref.: DOTTI 7 41 47/{Jrd}.>
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Z0193.3.1.1.1$, Cock's job (duty): `eat, drink, and fY (copulate)'.
Link: |P0222$, Husband's duties. |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0193.4$, Wild bird--male's physical attributes.>
Z0193.4.1$, He-sparrow (he-starling)--little boy. Type: 720, 1655, cf. 700.
Link: |Z0191.4.1$, Mourning dove--female's physical attributes.

Ref.: DOTTI 373 397 802 901/{Egy}.>
Z0193.4.4$, Eagle--powerful (noble) male.
Ref.: ThaClabî 188.>
Z0193.4.6$, Crow--evil male. Type: 517A$.
Link: |Z0194.9.3$, Bird (male) pecking an object through--sexual intercourse (illicit).

Ref.: Damîrî I 259 II 181/(dream); DOTTI 286; Qazwîni II 180/(deam/fâsiq/adulterer); Shamy (el-)
Egypt 14 18 no. 2.>
Z0194$, Animal symbolism--male's character and personality attributes (habits).
Link: |D1101.0.1$, Armor endowed with animal's magic (totemistic) characteristics (e.g., bull's, lion's, eagle's, etc.).
|K1363.1.3$, Seduction: putting the animal (mule) in his natural habitat. |P0551.10.0.1.1$, Qualities of military
leader from animals. Lion: boldness "heart-strength", tiger: pride, bear: courage, boar: forward-charge, wolf:
persistence-of-attack, ant: carriage-of-armor, dog: fidelity-to-master, donkey: patience, cock: opportunism, crane:
vigil, Y, etc.

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 25.>
Z0194.1$, Domestic animal--male's character.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Mental Health" 25.>
Z0194.1.1$, Camel symbolism.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0194.1.1.1$, Camel--patience, strength, reliability.
Link: |B0744.1$, Camel travels extraordinary distance without drinking. |P0634.0.1.2.1.1$, `Eat in the manner of
camels, and quit ahead of [the other] men'. |W0026.0.3.1$, `The straw that broke the camel's back'.

Ref.: A.R. Sâlih 151/(poem: Abu-Zaid/Zayd); Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "el-Badawî and BintBirrî" no. 56 141 145 148, "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2-5; Shawqî 322 [no. 46]; TAWT 120; Zîr
91/(poem) 106/(gamal el-mahâmil)/poem.>
Z0194.1.1.2$, Camel: pride.>
Z0194.1.1.2.1$, Camel's nose: loftiness, pride.
Link: |Z0188.5$, Symbolism: nose--pride (vanity).>

Z0194.1.2$, Horse (stallion) symbolism: male's power (privilege, speed, etc.). Type: cf. 314, 313K$,
313K1$,/510D$, 532, 802D$.
Link: |Z0192.1.1$, Mare (filly)--female with sex-appeal (fertile).

Ref.: DOTTI 134 136 264 293 445.>
Z0194.1.3$, Mule symbolism (of male's character).
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Link: |A2231.7.4.1.1$, Mule is sterile because it willingly carried firewood to burn holy man (Abraham).>

Z0194.1.3.1$, He-mule--worthless (stupid) male. Type: cf. 48$, 301.
Link: |Z0103.2.1$, He-mule: sterility (barrenness).

Ref.: MITON; Ibshîhî 80 429; Boqarî 34/cf.>
Z0194.1.3.2$, He-mule--physical stamina (more durable than horse's).>
Z0194.1.3.2.1$, He-mule--sexual stamina.
Link: |B0754.9.2.1$, Hybrids with insatiable sexual appetite.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0194.1.4$, Donkey (ass) symbolism.
Link: |J1117.2$, Ass as trickster.>

Z0194.1.4.1$, Donkey: stupidity.
Link: |B0840.1.1$, Donkey's drooping "long-ears" and posture: unfortunate (ugly). |J1706.2$, Ass as stupid animal.>

Z0194.1.4.2$, Donkey: stubbornness. Type: cf. 211.
Ref.: DOTTI 80.>
Z0194.1.4.3$, Donkey: sexual stamina. Type: 315A1$,/650D$.
Ref.: DOTTI 144.>
Z0194.1.4.4$, Donkey: pitifulness (distress, lowly rank).
Link: |B0840.1$, Donkey (ass) as unfortunate animal (though valuable).>

Z0194.1.4.4.1$, Donkey's head (face, neck): low. Type: 430.
Link: |B0840.1.1$, Donkey's drooping "long-ears" and posture: unfortunate (ugly). |F0547.3.0.1$, Donkey's penis.
|J1661.1.5, Deduction: horse has been brought up on ass's milk. Has drooping ears. |T0551.3.3, Monstrous birth:
child with donkey's head.

Ref.: DOTTI 209.>
Z0194.1.4.4.1.1$, Donkey's ears: drooping. Type: cf. 103C*.
Link: |B0840.1.2$, Donkey-riding: indicator of rider's low (humble) social rank. |J1117.2$, Ass as trickster.
|J1661.1.5, Deduction: horse has been brought up on ass's milk. Has drooping ears. |Z0063.3.3.1.2$, `Returning with
neck lowered'.

Ref.: Damîrî I 238; DOTTI 37; Shamy (el-) Egypt 221.>
Z0194.1.5$, Goat (kid) symbolism. Type: 202, cf. 450, 2015, 2030.
Link: |F0171.6.0.1.2$, Ram (goat) butting rock(s) with his horns in other world.

Ref.: DOTTI 77 222.>
Z0194.1.5.1$, Goat: stubbornness. Type: 202, 2015, cf. 2030.
Ref.: DOTTI 77 958 965.>
Z0194.1.5.2$, Goat: quarrelsomeness. Type: 202.
Link: |B0766.6.2.1$, Aggressive goat (kid).

Ref.: DOTTI 77.>
Z0194.1.5.4$, Kid (gidy), or goat--satyriasis.
Link: |A0431.0.7.1$, God of fertility in form of goat. |T0469$, Satyriasis: a man's abnormal and insatiable desire
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(appetite) for sex.

Ref.: Badawî Herodot 144; Ions 17; Jâhiz V 219; DOTTI 910/{lit.}.>
Z0194.1.5.4.1$, Having the kid `jump'/(ninatat el-gidy)--male engaging in (desiring) sexual intercourse.>
Z0194.1.6$, Sheep symbolism (`flock').
Link: |A0102.13.1$, God as shepherd of flock (of believers). |P0500.0.3.1$, Ruler as shepherd. Ruler's
responsibilities towards subjects (citizens).>

Z0194.1.6.1$, Ewe: weakness, mindlessness, lack of will.>
Z0194.1.6.2$, Lamb: innocence, peacefulness, inexperience (naivety). Type: 111A.
Link: |Z0062.3$, Proverbial innocence.

Ref.: Jâhiz V 457/(dream/eating lamb); DOTTI 40.>
Z0194.1.6.3$, Ram: strength, stamina.
Link: |A0132.14, Ram-god.

Ref.: Ibn El-Fann "Al-Safînah al-kubrâ/The Great Ship" 15/(sexual).>
Z0194.1.7.2$, Water-buffalo (female): clumsiness, stupidity.>
Z0194.1.7.4$, Pig (hog) symbolism: dirtiness, clumsiness.>
Z0194.1.7.4.1$, Sow: fertility, procreation.
Link: |A0132.7.4$, Goddess in form of sow. (Nut). |Z0093.2.2$, Innumerable: `The number of stars'. |Z0102.1$,
Animal as symbol of fertility.

Ref.: Ions 24.>
Z0194.1.8$, Bull (ox) symbolism.
Ref.: Maspero 249 no. 17 n. 2/(helmet).>
Z0194.1.8.1$, Bull: strength (brute force). Type: 314A*, 511A.
Ref.: Maspero 174-75 no. 10/(Horus); DOTTI 266.>
Z0194.1.8.1.1$, Bull: maleness, sexual stamina. Type: 613B1$,/875B1.
Link: |Z0194.1.3$, Mule symbolism (of male's character).

Ref.: Ions 41 116 123/(Mnevis); Maspero xxiii n. 2/cf. 11 no. 1 n. 4; DOTTI 148 508.>
Z0194.2$, Wild animal--male's character.>
Z0194.2.1$, Lion--courage.
Ref.: Maspero 183 no. 12; Simpson 287; Jâhiz I 220; Ibshîhî 288 452; Zîr 31.>
Z0194.2.1.1$, `Lion-hearted' male (courageous).
Link: |D1358, Magic object makes person courageous. |D1793.1, Characteristics of animal acquired by eating it.

Ref.: Maspero 101 no. 5; Simpson 51.>
Z0194.2.1.2$, Lion--power (chieftainship, kingship). Type: 312F$, 883F$,/891B*, 909$.
Link: |B0240.4, Lion as king of animals. |H1155.6$, Task: taming ferocious lion. |R0351.1.2$, Urine drops from
fugitive on lion (wild beast) and reveals fugitive's hiding place in tree. |Z0188.9.2.1$, Symbolism: male's whiskers
(moustache, beard)--power (prestige, authority).

Ref.: Damîrî I 6; Ibshîhî 288; DOTTI 127 527 567; MITON; Zîr 90/poem.>
Z0194.2.3$, Catfish--slippery person (equivocal, evasive).
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Link: |Z0140.1.3$, Chameleon as color shifting animal: hypocrisy, deception. |Z0186.4.4$, Catfish (eel)--penis.
|Z0191.2.5$, Fish (certain types, e.g., bayâdah, binniyyah, bultiyyah)--beautiful female.>

Z0194.2.4$, Serpent, male-snake (hanash, thuCbân)--treacherous (evil) male.
Link: |A0737.1.1$, Eclipse caused by serpent (Apep) swallowing solar barque. |A1536.1$, Origin of the ritual
(custom) of chopping rope during public assembly. Commemoration of killing of evil serpent (deity). |Z0192.2.1$,
C

Symbolism: viper--treacherous female. |Z0193.2.1$, Serpent, male-snake (hanash, thu bân)--penis.

Ref.: Ions 42/(Apophis)/cf.; MITON.>
Z0194.3$, Domestic bird--male's character.>
Z0194.3.1$, Cock-like (rooster-like) man--domineering. Type: 670.
Ref.: DOTTI 77 365/{lit.}.>
Z0194.3.1.1$, Cock: ruler of hens. Type: 670.
Link: |W0201.1.1.1$, Indicator of manliness: controlling women. |Z0043.7.1$, Pecking order: chain of aggressive
actions and displaced reactions, started against the weak and ending with the weakest.

Ref.: DOTTI 365; MITON; Shawqî 264 [no. 5].>
Z0194.3.1.2$, Cock: quarrelsomeness.
Link: |B0766.6.4.1$, Aggressive cock. |Q0306, Quarrelsomeness punished.

Ref.: RAFE 154 n. 570.>
Z0194.4$, Wild bird--male's character.
Ref.: Basset Mille II 250 no. 27.>
Z0194.9$, Animal and bird symbolism--miscellaneous.>
Z0194.9.1$, Birds feeding from basket person carrying on head--crucifixion and exposure to the elements.
Type: 725B$.
Link: |M0302.7.1$, Dream brought to pass (fulfilled) only if interpreted. |Q0421.1, Heads on stakes. Punishment by
beheading and placing the heads on stakes.

Ref.: ThaClabî 73; Boqarî 24/(implicit).>
Z0194.9.3$, Bird (male) pecking an object through--sexual intercourse (illicit). Type: 517A$.
Link: |Z0170.1.3.1$, Dairy food symbolism--(also of dairy-like). |Z0193.4.6$, Crow--evil male.

Ref.: Damîrî I 259; DOTTI 286; Shamy (el-) Egypt 14 18 no. 2.>
Z0194.9.4$, Bird flying overhead--fleeting matter.
Link: |D1812.5.0.2, Omens from flight of birds.>

Z0194.9.4.1$, `A dream is like a fleeting bird [up in the air], becomes actual only if interpreted (caught)'.
Link: |M0302.7.1$, Dream brought to pass (fulfilled) only if interpreted. |Z0062, Proverbial simile.

Ref.: ThaClabî 73.>
Z0194.9.5$, Bird snatching precious object and flying away with it--loss of dear person or asset.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0194.9.8$, Insect symbolism--general.>
Z0194.9.8.1.1$, Scarab--rebirth.
Link: |A0013.3.3$, Scarab as creator--Khepri. |E0616.6$, Reincarnation as beetle (scarab).>
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Z0194.9.8.2$, Bee--industriousness.
Link: |A2541.1, Why bee is sacred.>

Z0194.9.8.3$, Ant--strength/industriousness.
Link: |D2176.2.1$, Saint commands an army of ants to exterminate lice.>

Z0194.9.8.4$, Mosquito (gnat)--insignificance.
Link: |F1041.1.14$, Death from insomnia caused by insect (mosquito) inside nostrils (brain): death of Nimrod.>

Z0194.9.8.5$, Fly--persistence, annoyance.
Link: |W0169.1$, Fly's imperviousness (being persistent). |W0022.1.1.1.1$, Fly's imperviousness (persistence) forces
immovable judge to move.>

Z0195$, Machine symbolism: a certain machine, (automobile, train, airplane, missile, etc.) as symbol of
human (animal) attributes.
Link: |H0747$, Riddles about machine metaphorically described.>

Z0195.1$, Machine symbolism--performance: speed, power, etc.
Ref.: DOTTI 601/{Tns}.>
Z0195.2$, Machine symbolism: work tools--limbs, organs.
Link: |P0774.2.6.1.1$, "Like a saw: `eats' (cuts) going up and eats (cuts) coming down".

Ref.: DOTTI 761 925/{Egy}.>
Z0195.2.1$, Symbolism: saw, or file--abusive tongue.
Link: |Q0586.1$, Abusive (ill-advising) tongue cut (bitten) off.>

Z0195.3$, Grinding-stone (the `female' side, upper side with hole)--female.
Link: |H0888.3$, The organ (tabq) is on the organ, the bowed [organ] is inside the hole, [meanwhile] the knee is bent
and the head is going and coming. (Answer: grinding-stone [at work]). |T0569.2, Woman gives birth to grindingstone. |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of
object. |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities. |Z0186.3$, Symbolism:
hole (crack, wound)--vagina. |Z0186.4.2.2$, Symbolism: grinding--erotic act.

Ref.: DOTTI 134 201 496/{Qtr}.>
Z0196$, Machine symbolism: female physical attributes.>
Z0196.1$, Symbolism: automobile trunk--buttocks. Type: cf. 1110$.
Link: |K2052.3.1$, Husband wants to "typewrite" a letter with wife, but she pleads a broken-down machine; when
she changes her mind, he has already "handwritten" it--(by masturbation).

Ref.: DOTTI 703.>
Z0196.4$, Symbolism: faucet, pipe (hollow), sink, etc.--vagina. Type: 1726*.
C

Link: |H0589.4$, Riddle: "Due to her faddishness (bid ), a lady would urinate out of her toe." Answer: faucet.
|P0459.6$, Plumber. |P0459.7$, Mechanic. |Z0186.4.5$, Symbolism: elephant's trunk--penis.

Ref.: DOTTI 923.>
Z0196.4.1$, Symbolism: comb (ornamental: usually squarish, cursive shaped)--vagina. Type: 450.
Link: |D0454.7.2$, Transformation: comb to a wilderness (field of reeds, thicket, thorny hedge, marsh, or the like).
|H0888.6$, "[What is] as long as a hand (shibr) and a hand's is his/its length: goes in and out, while hair is all
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around?" (Answer: comb). |H0888.8$, Riddle: "The size of the palm of hand (kaff), but would drop a hundred and a
thousand. (Answer: fine-tooth comb, `delouser'--usually squarish). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism:
C

association based on similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0192.0.1.4.1$, Shape of al- Uqâb
(Phoenix-like female eagle)--female's genitalia. |Z0197.3$, Cutting and piercing implements (`white weapons,'
writing implements, keys, combs, horns/antlers, etc.)--penis.

Ref.: TAWT 295 no. 38.>
Z0197$, Machine symbolism: male physical attributes.>
Z0197.1$, Symbolism: automobile shift-stick--penis.>
Z0197.1.1$-(formerly, Z0197.2$), Symbolism: bicycle bar--penis.>
Z0197.2$, Symbolism: automobile exhaust pipe (muffler)--anus. Type: 1110$.
Link: |K2052.3.1$, Husband wants to "typewrite" a letter with wife, but she pleads a broken-down machine; when
she changes her mind, he has already "handwritten" it--(by masturbation).

Ref.: DOTTI 703/{Egy}.>
Z0197.2.1$, Sodomy in the `factory human of beings (i.e., bathhouse)' explained: mechanic installing
(opening) exhaust pipe (muffler). Type: cf. 1110$.
Link: |P0459.7$, Mechanic. |T0409.2.1$, Bathhouse as stage for illicit sexual relations. |X0601.1.1$, Manufactured
human beings (in factory): an inferior's proof (claim) of superiority. |Z0189.1.1$, Tire-repairer tests bride's virginity
by dipping her in water tub: "I am watching for air bubbles to see whether she is `punctured'". |Z0197.2$,
Symbolism: automobile exhaust pipe (muffler)--anus.

Ref.: DOTTI 703.>
Z0197.3$, Cutting and piercing implements (`white weapons,' writing implements, keys, combs,
horns/antlers, etc.)--penis. Type: 1543A*, cf. 450.
Link: |G0302.7.1.0.2$, Ghaddâr: demon with ox horn-like penis, who invites men to sodomize him or be sodomized
by him. |H0888.6$, "[What is] as long as a hand (shibr) and a hand's is his/its length: goes in and out, while hair is all
around?" (Answer: comb). |Z0196.4.1$, Symbolism: comb (ornamental: usually squarish, cursive shaped)--vagina.

Ref.: DOTTI 222 865/{lit.}.>
Z0197.3.1$, Knife, sword, dagger, saw, etc.--penis (male). Type: 891, 1365B.
Link: |F0547.3.6, Penis cuts down trees. |H0125.1, Identification by sword [(dagger)]. |H0079.7, Recognition of
monk by his large organ [(penis)]. |H0888.4.1$, Riddle: You scrub [off its skin], you plunge into it [with
maqwarah/scooping-knife], then you get `water'. (Answer: preparing a zucchini (koasah) for stuffing: a woman's
view of sexual intercourse). |S0115.5.1$, Suicide by falling on erect sword (dagger). |T0054.2.1$, Choosing bride by
knocking on doors with sword (spear). |U0248.6.2.1$, For a carpenter, a wife (woman) is a `two-by-four' (marînah),
which he cuts with his saw. |Z0197.3.1.2$, As lover, a eunuch is like a conqueror (warrior) without a weapon.
|Z0069.1$, Person (act, entity, etc.) is "on one's shoe (penis)"--contempt.

Ref.: DOTTI 540 767; MITON; RAFE 302 n. 27.>
Z0197.3.1.0.1$, Cutting (chopping, sawing, etc.)--sexual intercourse. Type: 1365B$, cf. 1543A*.
Link: |U0248.6.2.1$, For a carpenter, a wife (woman) is a `two-by-four' (marînah), which he cuts with his saw.

Ref.: MITON.>
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Z0197.3.1.0.2$, Striking shield with sword--sexual intercourse. Type: 901C$.
Ref.: DOTTI 562/{Egy}.>
Z0197.3.1.0.3$, Blade going into or out of sheath--sexual intercourse.
Ref.: MITON.>
Z0197.3.1.1$, Carpenter cuts his `two-by-four' (wife) with his saw (penis)--sexual intercourse.
Link: |U0248.6.2.1$, For a carpenter, a wife (woman) is a `two-by-four' (marînah), which he cuts with his saw.>

Z0197.3.1.2$, As lover, a eunuch is like a conqueror (warrior) without a weapon.
Link: |P0170.0.3.1$, Characteristic behavior (and physical traits) of eunuchs. |T0479$, Eunuch's sexual activities.
|T0479.2$, Eunuch's sexual liaison with mistress. |U0245.2$, "Eunuch aroused (sexually) from his master's penis".
|Z0062, Proverbial simile. |Z0197.3.1$, Knife, sword, dagger, saw, etc.--penis (male).

Ref.: A.A. Maqdisî (al-) Al-Latâif wa al-zarâ'if 79.>
Z0197.3.4$, Spear, peg, wedge, screw-driver, pen, key, needle, plough, etc.--penis. Type: 1099$, cf.
883F$,/891B*, 901B$, 1460$.
Link: |F0547.3.8.1$, Penis sharpened, like a pen. |H0890.6$, All in, but `his' head [is] out. (Answer: a nail
[hammered or driven into an object])). |J1542.2.3$, Boaster of sexual prowess courts woman (nurse) and when they
finally get together he reveals his organ which proves to be very small. When he asks, "How do you want it?", she
retorts, "Intravenously!". |J1545.5, Husband tells wife in indecent posture to "lock up shop." She retorts that he has
the key. |Q0451.1.9.1$, `Stuffing' as punishment: object forced into body orifice (anus). |S0188$, Torturing by
impaling (stuffing). |X0749.1.1$, Male to be circumcised with pen-sharpener (or like tool). |Z0168.0.2$, Plowing
(tilling): male's exercise of sexual intercourse. |Z0186.4.1$, Symbolism: pounding mortar with pestle--sexual
intercourse.

Ref.: Damîrî I 42; Ibshîhî 216/(pen) 571; DOTTI 527 703 756 814/{lit.}; MITON; CFMC: ElGimmaizah village-196?? (wedding song: "Love hasn't been tabued"/striking each other with a `pestle'.).>
Z0197.3.4.0.1$, Piercing (stabbing, puncturing, etc.)--sexual intercourse (penetration). Type: 1365B$.
Ref.: DOTTI 756 767/{lit.}; MITON.>
Z0197.3.4.0.2$, `Brushing [with brush]'--non-penetration sexual intercourse.
Link: |T0059.2$, No penetration sexual intercourse. (`Brushing'). |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism:
association based on motion similarities.

Ref.: MITON.>
Z0197.3.4.1$, Candle symbolism. (Usually erotic).>
Z0197.3.4.1.1$, Symbolism: shielding one's own candle--(attending own private needs).
Ref.: Taymûr no. 1206.>
Z0197.5$, Jewelry symbolism.>
Z0197.5.1$, Round shaped jewelry: female. Type: 891.
Ref.: DOTTI 540; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Hâger and IsmâCîl" no. 51 9.>
Z0197.5.1.1$, Ring: female.
Link: |E0761.4.4.1$, Life token: ring tightens around finger. |Z0186.9$, Symbolism: ring--body orifice.

Ref.: Burton II 318 n./(anklet-ring = female/ear-loop=penis).>
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Z0197.5.1.2$, Necklace: female.
Ref.: Wickett 166.>
Z0197.5.1.3$, Rosary: female.
Link: |H0097$, Identification by rosary.>

Z0198$, Symbolism: machine movement--engaging in sexual intercourse. Type: 1543A*.
Link: |A0137.3.1.1$, Potter's wheel symbol. |H0747$, Riddles about machine metaphorically described. |K2052.3.1$,
Husband wants to "typewrite" a letter with wife, but she pleads a broken-down machine; when she changes her mind,
he has already "handwritten" it--(by masturbation). |Z0105$, Shape (form, color) symbolism: association based on
similarities of visually perceived properties of object. |Z0186.9.3$, Body posture suggests erotic act.>

Z0198.1$, Turning on a machine--sexual intercourse (foreplay).
Link: |Z0106$, Action (movement) symbolism: association based on motion similarities.>

Z0198.1.1$, `Turning on water-wheel (sâqiyah, etc.) or water-cylinder (tanbûr/baddâlah, etc.)'--sexual
intercourse.>
Z0198.1.2$, Planting (seeding, sowing)--sexual intercourse (impregnation). Type: 883F$,/891B*.
Link: |A2600.0.1$, Creation of plants by deity. |Z0168.1$, Symbolism: garden (field)--a female.

Ref.: ThaClabî 213-14: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 99; Damîrî I 42; DOTTI 527; MITON.>
Z0198.1.4$, `Dialing the telephone' (usually during the night)--sexual intercourse.
Link: |K1313$, Seduction by use of telepathy-like communication (computer, telephone, or the like).

Ref.: CFMC: 1960s??: El-Gimmaizah collection/womn's wedding songs. (girls' song: "Love hasn't
been tabued Y, `dialling the phone all night long'".>
Z0198.2.1$, Fitting (an object) into hole (opening, outlet)--sexual intercourse.
C

Link: |H0890.4$, "[He] kept on seeking his sister, [then] he put `his thing' (bitâ uh) into his sister's thing". Answer:
button and buttonhole, (also, [clothes] snap and snap hole).>

Z0198.2.1.0.1$, `[Physical] lover-and-beloved'--(wood) `notching'.
Link: |U0248.6.2$, Carpenter's mental set. |Z0197.3.1.1$, Carpenter cuts his `two-by-four' (wife) with his saw
(penis)--sexual intercourse.>

Z0198.2.2$, `Plugging in electrical appliance into electric outlet'--sexual intercourse.>
Z0198.2.2.1$, `Turning radio (television, etc.) on'--sexual intercourse.>
Z0198.3$, Blowing (with machine)--sexual intercourse (foreplay).
Link: |A0185.12.0.1$, God `breathes' soul into Adam's pottery figure. |E0700.2.1$, nafs (self) is constituted of nafass
(breath, breeze, air, etc.). |Z0186.4$, Symbolism: firing off cannon (gun)--sexual intercourse.

Ref.: ThaClabî 213-14/cf.: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 99.>
Z0198.3.1$, At the physician, woman's pregnancy repeatedly diagnosed as: `winds' (gases, inflation, i.e.,
pseudo-pregnancy); her husband asks to be examined, shows his organ, and exclaims: "Doctor, is this a
penis or bellows (`air-pump')!".
Link: |J1913.3$, Swelling of body (from sickness) thought to be plumpness (fatness). |Z0700, Humor concerning
sex. |Z0189.1.1$, Tire-repairer tests bride's virginity by dipping her in water tub: "I am watching for air bubbles to
see whether she is `punctured'".>
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Z0199$, Symbolic numbers.
Link: |H0602.1, Symbolic meaning of numbers. |Z0071, Formulistic numbers. |Z0093$, Formulas of numbers [i.e.,
denoting numbers].>

Z0199.1$, Symbolic number--supernatural (religious, mystical, magical). Type: 812.
Link: |H0602, Symbolic meaning of numbers, letters, etc.

Ref.: DOTTI 448.>
Z0199.1.1$, Symbolic number One--(God).>
Z0199.1.1.1$, `God is One, there is no second to Him'.
Link: |A0100.1.1$, The One-God, no other deity but He--(Allah).

Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": “CAdlî Lamlûm" no. 32, "Marriage of the Prophet" no. 44 1.>
Z0199.2$, Symbolic number--power (strength).
Link: |Z0093$, Formulas of numbers [i.e., denoting numbers].>

Z0199.2.1$, Symbolic number four: power.
Link: |Z0071.2, Formulistic number: four. |Z0152.6.4$, Corner(s) of a building (rukn/'arkân): strength.

Ref.: Maspero 94 no. 4 n. 4, 132 no. 7 n. 1; MITON.>
Z0199.3$, Symbolic number--erotic.
Ref.: Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "et-Tair" no. 25.>
Z0199.3.1$, Symbolic number 31 (thirty plus one)--masturbation.
Link: |C0102$, Tabu: masturbation (autoeroticism). |T0474$, Masturbation (autoeroticism).

Ref.: AUC: 33 no. 14; HE-S Dikirnis 72-5 no. 132.>
Z0200-Z299, Heroes.>
Z0200, Heroes.
Link: |J0216.7.1.1$, Heroic death preferred to ordinary (natural death). |V0326, Hero renounces heaven because dead
companions (heathen) are not there. |V0354, Life of heroic age preferable to Christian living.

Ref.: Ibshîhî 292-302.>
Z0200.0.1$, A hero needs many supporters.
Link: |P0791.1$, Necessity of cooperation. |W0048.1$, Being sweet-tongued gives social power without men (to
back one up).

Ref.: Taymûr no. 2184.>
Z0201$, Portrait of a tale character's character-- hero's (heroine's, anti-hero's) character described (by
narrator). Type: 613A1$,/980*, 2039$.
Link: |J0169$, sîrah/siyar: personal life-history (biography, vita). |Z0013.4$, Tale-teller compares listener (or self) to
tale's character. |Z0293, Return of hero. |Z0294$, Death of villain (tyrant).

Ref.: ThaClabî 88/(Job); Alf III 82; Burton VI 3/(Sindbad's); DOTTI 683 971; Shamy (el-) "Eg.
Balladry": "el-Badawî and Three Axes" no. 58 2ff.>
Z0201.1$, Story told by tale-character(s) as an account of own personal experience--"I"-tale, "We"-tale
(`memorate'). Type: 425D, 472$, 872$, 936A$, 953A$, 1332, 1384A$, 1384C$, 1540, 2039$, cf.
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613A1$,/980*.
Link: |H0011.1.1, Recognition at inn (hospital, [guest-house] etc.) where all must tell their life histories. |J0169.0.1$,
Personal experience narrative by story's character (e.g., Ahura's, Lost Sailor's, Sinuhe's, Sindbad's, etc.).

Ref.: Damîrî II 181: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 112-1; DOTTI 204 246 490 640 659 739
767 780 781 851 946 954 971 973/{Egy}; MITON.>
Z0201.9$, Tale character--miscellaneous.>
Z0201.9.1$, Tale character lacks specifics: "Someone", "Person", or the like. (Usually a spouse).
Link: |T0250, Characteristics of wives and husbands.

Ref.: Zîr 141/(wives).>
Z0203$, Heroes of siyar (Abu-Zaid, CAntar, el-Battâl, Sayf, ez-Zâhir, ez-Zîr, etc.).
C

Link: |J0169$, sîrah/siyar: personal life-history (biography, vita). |P0427.7.5, Bard. [Minstrel, (shâ ir-rabâbah):
performer of siyar (heroic epics and romances)]. |W0186.0.1$, "Antarism (CAntariyyah)": application of ancient
simplistic but violent `heroic' measures to intricate modern situations (problems).

Ref.: Jâhiz II 103; Amîn 19-22 (Abu-Zaid); Lane 391-425; MITON; Yunis 13 88 122 138 149 15051 155 163 164 165; Zîr 30/(CAntarah/prov. simile).>
Z0205$, Heroines of siyar (CUnaytirah/`CInaitrah', Dhât al-Himmah, al-Jâziyah, etc.). Type: cf. 519.
Link: |A0507$, Culture-heroine: female as culture-hero. |F0565.2.1$, Amazons-like maiden. |F0610.0.1, Remarkably
strong woman. |V0250.0.1$, as-sayyidah Zaynab: supreme saint (culture-heroine, `The Lady$, `The Chieftainess$,
etc.).

Ref.: Abu-el-Layl 264-65 [no. 45]/cf./(non-tale); DOTTI 121 159 289 548 624/{Alg}; Galley-Ayoub
34ff. (al-Jâziyah); Yunis 105 148 165.>
Z0210, Brothers as heroes.>
Z0210.1, Lodge-Boy and Thrown-Away as joint adventurers. Of brothers (sometimes twins taken from
body of slain mother) one is abandoned and becomes wild. Later he joins his brother. Type: cf. 759F$.
Link: |L0111.4.4, Mistreated orphan hero. |T0584.2, Child removed from body of dead mother.>

Z0211, Dreadnaughts [dreadnoughts]. Brothers deliberately seek dangers they have been warned against.
Triumph.
Link: |H1376.5, Quest for trouble. |T0685.1, Twin adventurers.

Ref.: DOTTI 100 948/{Alg}.>
Z0215, Hero "son of seven mothers". Type: 462.
C

Link: |T0573.2.1$, `Child of seven' [months pregnancy] lives, `child of eight' dies. |T0573.2.0.1$, 'ibn sab ah/child
of seven: child born after only seven months of pregnancy. |Z0071.5.10$, Seven `mothers' (and stepmothers).

Ref.: DOTTI 214 234/{Sdn}; Shahi-Moore 63 no. 2; TAWT 439 no. 30/{Syr}.>
Z0215.01$, Person son of many "mothers" (three, five, etc.).
Link: |K2301.1$, Kinship ties equivocally presented.

Ref.: Damîrî I 109.>
Z0230, Extraordinary exploits of hero.>
Z0253, Fool [(idiot)] as hero. Type: 1681, 1681A-C$, 1716$.
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Link: |L0121, Stupid hero.

Ref.: DOTTI 906 908 921.>
Z0254, Destined hero.
Link: |M0311, Prophecy: future greatness of unborn child. |P0710.5$, Deliverer of a nation. Oppressed (persecuted,
enslaved, etc.) people freed.

Ref.: Simpson 239.>
Z0255, Hero born out of wedlock.
Link: |L0111.5, Bastard hero. |T0059.3$, Accidental impregnation. (Unwanted, premarital, or out of wedlock
pregnancy).>

Z0257, Beardless hero.
Link: |K2275, Beardless villain.

Ref.: TAWT 456.>
Z0292, Death of hero.
Link: |L0311, Weak (small) hero overcomes large fighter. |P0975$, Death of a national hero (leader of a modern
state). |V0065.9$, Commemoration of death--miscellaneous.

Ref.: Slyomovics 63ff.; Zîr 150.>
Z0292.0.1$, Tragedy. Type: 883E$, 971$, 971A$, 971B$, cf. 844A$, 857$, 938, 2021*, 2202, 2023.
Link: |N0334, Accidental fatal [or tragic] ending of game or joke. |T0080, Tragic love. |T0092.2, Three victims of
love [and lesbian love]; girl loves boy, boy loves singing girl, singing girl loves the girl. All die of despair.

Ref.: DOTTI 169 465 476 526 642 674 676 961 962 963 973/{Irq, Jrd}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry":
"Hasan and Na)îmah" no. 22.>
Z0292.0.1.1$, Tragic ending of a story (tale): all die. Type: cf. 2025.
Link: |T0089, Tragic love--miscellaneous motifs. |Z0010.2.1$, Happy end formula.

Ref.: DOTTI 963 50 51 83 125 165 179 182 232 317 321 416 477 632/{Alg, Bhrn, Egy, lit., Mrc,
Sdn}; Hujelân 109-10 no. 9-2; MITON; T. al-Hakîm Yawmiyyât/(whole work); TAWT 20 no. 12 49 385 n.
449 414, 424 431 456.>
Z0293, Return of hero.
Ref.: Zîr 102-18.>
Z0294$, Death of villain (tyrant).
Link: |F1041.1.14$, Death from insomnia caused by insect (mosquito) inside nostrils (brain): death of Nimrod.
|L0311, Weak (small) hero overcomes large fighter.

Ref.: DOTTI 285 584 637/{Egy}; Shamy (el-) "Eg. Balladry": "Lamlûm Pasha" no. 32.>
Z0294.1$, Humiliating death for villain (tyrant).
Link: |L0311, Weak (small) hero overcomes large fighter.>

Z0294.4$, Joy (pleasure) at tyrant's death.
Link: |W0198.2.2$, `Tyrant's death is a relief [from God]'.>

Z0300-Z399, Unique exceptions.>
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Z0300, Unique exceptions.>
Z0301$, Unique lacks: (they deprive of perfection). Type: 467, 513C,:II.
Ref.: DOTTI 238 270.>
Z0301.1$, The one thing lacking. Type: 707.
Link: |U0007$, Nothing is perfect: there will always be a lack. |W0173$, Fault-finding. |W0174$, Perfectionism
(being hard to please).

Ref.: DOTTI 201 387 502 599/{Alg}; MITON.>
Z0302$, The one defect (in the presumed perfect or complete). Type: 707.
Link: |A2287.3$, Jesus gives bat both bird and mammal characteristics: hence bat is a more complete creature.
|U0007$, Nothing is perfect: there will always be a lack. |W0142$, Inability to acknowledge own character
shortcomings. |Z0077.6.1$, Failed joy.

Ref.: Jâhiz VI 259-60; DOTTI 387 814/{Irq}.>
Z0303$, The one unanswered question. Type: cf. 1873$.
Link: |J1445, The forgotten traditions. [Trickster claims to have learned two soul-saving sayings of the Prophet: "My
source forgot one, and I the other"]. |K0265, The fee used up before the main question is answered. [Main question
remains unanswered]. |U0252$, Philosopher must reduce his long book to one sentence: king has been awaiting book
too long and is about to die. |V0318.0.1.3$, If sinning is predestined (preordained), then why the punishment?.
|Z0024.1.4$, History of the world (life) in one sentence: "Born, lived, died".

Ref.: ThaClabî 21-22: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 43/(text leaves this plea unanswered);
DOTTI 910 940/{lit.}.>
Z0310, Unique vulnerability.
Link: |C0181.13$, Tabus concerning women's vulnerability to supernaturally induced barrenness (mushâhrah).

Ref.: DOTTI 320/{Lib}.>
Z0311, Achilles heel. Invulnerability except in one spot. Type: 650C.
Ref.: Basset RTP XXV 124 n. 1; Savignac 127-30 no. 16.>
Z0312, Unique deadly weapon. Only one thing will kill a certain man.>
Z0312.2, Giant ogre can be killed only with iron club he carries (with own sword). Type: 312, 312A.
Ref.: DOTTI 123; Sârîs (al-) 225-38 (own sword); Shamy (el-) Egypt 21 no. 2 (own wooden
sword).>
Z0312.2.1$, Ogre can be killed only with wooden sword. Type: 302, 312.
Ref.: DOTTI 106 123 126 354/{Egy}.>
Z0313, Vulnerability only by one person.
Link: |N0207$, Person (animal, bird) with certain qualities fated to perform task.>

Z0313.1, Only one person can overtake hero.>
Z0313.2$, Only one person can kill ogre (giant, etc.). Type: cf. 302, 312.>
Z0320, Object will fit only one thing (or person).>
Z0325$, Sethian chest: made so as to fit only intended victim (Osiris). Type: 38B$.
Link: |F0853$, Extraordinary box (chest, container). |H0036.2, Garment fits only true king. |K0714, Deception into
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entering box (or prison). |S0121, Murder by slamming down chest-lid. |S0141, Exposure in boat. Person [ ] set adrift
in a boat (chest, basket, cask).

Ref.: Budge Gods II 188; Ions 51-53, 58 65; Bushnaq 305/cf.; DOTTI 12 162 178/{Alg, Syr};
Savignac 134-38 no. 18.>
Z0325.1$, Ass's shadow used to fashion the harness (saddle) so that it may fit only him. Type: cf. 68.
Z0354$, Unique exception from bewitchment (magic charm). Type: 310, cf. 313.>
Z0354.1$, Heroine (hero) rendered invisible to all (persons, supernatural beings) who are present except
one.
Link: |D1981.1.1$, Goddess makes herself invisible to all deities (persons) except one. (Isis visible only to Set).
|F1046$, Hallucination: false perception without adequate stimuli.

Ref.: Simpson 116 no. 9.>
Z0354.2$, Only one article escapes (effects of) bewitchment. Type: 310.
Link: |D1611.9, Magic household articles answer for fugitive.

Ref.: DOTTI 117.>
Z0354.2.1$, Only a musical instrument (tambourine) escapes bewitchment and betrays fugitives. Type: 310.
Link: |D1612.1.3.4$, Musical instrument (tambourine) betrays fugitive.

Ref.: DOTTI 117/{Egy}.>
Z0356, Unique survivor. Only one person left from destruction of his community. Type: 779E$.
Link: |A1005.4$, Deity stops calamitous event (penal measure) upon realizing that the result will be total destruction
of mankind. |K0437.6$, One victim survives robbers's murderous assault; he kills them by luring each away from the
others and then attacking him (her).

Ref.: ThaClabî 35/(CAwj) 136-37/(135): Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 75; DOTTI 308 309
895/{lit.}; MITON.>
Z0356.0.1$, Only one member of one sex (male, female) remains after calamity: survival of tribe (nation)
depends on that person.
Link: |J0229.13.1$, God's punishment: extermination by a blessing or by a curse. Blessing: male offspring by men,
female by cattle; curse: female offspring by men, male by cattle. |N0303.1$, Only one family member survives
calamity. |M0444.3$, Curse of same gender births (all-males or all-females): death without issue follows.

Ref.: Damîrî I 244-45: Shamy (el-) "Arab Mythology" no. 125.>
Z0356.2$, Sole survivor of massacre (mass killing).
Ref.: Hujelân 102-3; MITON.>
Z0356.2.1$, Sole survivor of (military) battle.
Link: |F0628.2.1, Strong man kills many men at once.

Ref.: Maspero 14 no. 1/cf.>
Z0356.3$, Sole survivor of tragic accident (calamity: shipwreck, fire, earthquake, etc.). Type: 936A$, 938.
Ref.: Maspero 104 no. 5 n. 2; Simpson 54 n. 15/(sailor/serpent); DOTTI 640 642; MITON.>
Z0356.4$, Sole survivor from destruction of family (clan). Type: 938.
Link: |C0664.1.1$, Injunction: the only surviving female required to marry first male met. |L0410.9$, Barmecide
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Catastrophe: noble family destroyed.

Ref.: Jâhiz II 155-56/a; Damîrî I 244-45/(princess); DOTTI 35 402 642 644/{lit., Tns}.>
Z0356.4.1$, Only one of a group of siblings survives. Type: 327K$, cf. 123.
Ref.: DOTTI 49 171 557/{Lib}.>
Z0356.4.2$, Only a pair of a group of siblings survives--(usually brother and sister). Type: 123C$.
Link: |P0254.0.1$, Household composed of only brother and sister(s). They live alone in palace (house, cave, etc.).

Ref.: DOTTI 51 492/{Tns}; TAWT 18 n. 75.>
Z0357, Unique exception from curse. Type: cf. 779E$.
Link: |J0467$, Choice as to who may remain in residence and who must depart (be evicted).>

Z0358$, Unique exception from disbelief: only one person in a community of disbelievers adheres to the
true faith. Type: 779E$.
Link: |V0218.2$, Secret believer(s) in the true faith.

Ref.: Ibn-CAasim no. 239; MITON.>
Z0358.1$, Only one person can produce miraculous occurrence. Type: 776A$.
Link: |D0827, Magic object received through particular intermediaries. Only one person can help secure it.
|M0361.3$, Prophecy: yet unborn hero will achieve task (exploit). |V0210.0.2$, Miracles manifested (by God) at
C

C

hands of His Messengers (and Prophets). (mu jizât/mu jizah). |V0220.0.6$, Miracle-like manifestation by saint
(karâmah).

Ref.: DOTTI 435.>
Z0359$, Unique exception from Eblis's (Satan's) hate.
Ref.: ThaClabî 98.>
Z0359.1$, Moses is the only Adamite Eblis loved in spite of himself. Because God "cast His Love on him
(Moses)".
Link: |F1042$, Mania: compulsion--uncontrollable (involuntary) behavior.

Ref.: ThaClabî 98.>

END
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APPENDIX I
THE EGYPTIAN FOLK BALLAD
And Related Lyric Narrative-Songs
1900?-1986
Hasan El-Shamy. MS., Bloomington, Indiana, 1982/1986. 1
I. THE FAMILY
I-A. Brother and Sister
I-A.1 (No. 1). El-Gergâwiyyah, or Shafîqah and Mitwallî: (Sister's Honor)
Variants:
a. Field recording
b. Printed-oral (based on an oral field rendition)
c. malzamah (16 page pamphlet/`sixteen-pager), commercial; cf. "broadside")
c1. Oral fragment derived from oral text related to "c" (memorization case)
d. Folk booklet (with new printing techniques)
I-A.2 (No. 2). Fawzî and Fawziyyah: pamphlet
I-A.3 (No. 3). Bahlûl and Samîrah
a.
Pamphlet
b.
Printed-oral
I-A.4 (No. 4). Sâlhah and Sâlih: (A Sister's Sufferings for Brother)
a.
Pamphlet (prose, basis for text "a1")
a1.
Oral rendition (versified rendition of "a")
I-A.5 (No. 5). Harîdi and CImrân (or MasCûd and Wagîdah): Incest Averted
a.
Folk booklet
b.
Cassette (commercially produced)
Also see VI-D.2
I-A.6 (No. 6). Sâbir and Sâbrah: cassette, mostly prose
Also see Nos. I-D.1, I-G.1, and I-G.2
I-B. Adopted Siblings
I-B.1 (No. 7). el-Hasanât (printed-oral): Falling in Love with Foster-sibling
I-B.2 (No. 8). Sâmî and Samyah: cassette (cante fable). Cf. No. I-G.3
I-C. Father's Brother's Daughter and Father's Brother's Son
1

Used as text in my ballad class: 1974-2010 (F617/317: Middle Eastern Ballads and Folk Poetry). I began acquiring printed ballads
and related folk literature in 1960. 1986 is the year my field research in Egypt seeking new ballads came to an end). Field recorded texts,
other than those collected by El-Shamy, were collected by Hosnî Lotfî, and Ahmad )Abd-al-Rahîm; both are folklorists at CFMC
(Center of Folklore, Ministry of Culture, Cairo, Egypt).
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I-C.1 (No. 9). Karîm and Karîmah--(cante fable): cassette
Also see No. I-F.1, No. I-H.1
I-D. Father and Daughter
I-D.1 (No. 10).
"The Man who Married his Daughter": pamphlet
I-E. Husband and Wife (Conflict)
I-E.1 (No. 11). Mahfûzah and Mukhtâr: folk booklet
I-E.2 (No. 12). Gamîl and Khâlid, or Shilbâyah
a. A prose legend from Suhâg, a field recording
b. Shilbâyah: pamphlet
b1. Pamphlet (reprint of "b" with printing improvements)
c. Cassette (tape recording off a gramophone record)
I-E.3 (No. 13). Quranî: pamphlet
I-E.4 (No. 14). Ibrahîm es-Sannân: pamphlet
I-E.5 (No. 15). Khadrah's doar: Wife Reunited with her Childhood Sweetheart
a. Oral (cante fable, recited)
b. Oral (prose narrative, local historical legend)
c. Printed-oral (cante fable), cf. No. I-G.3
I-F. Brother and Brother (Conflict)
I-F.1 (No. 16). Mahrûs and Mabrûkah: folk book
I-F.2 (No. 17). Nûr and Gamîl: cassette (cante fable)
Also see No. I-A.5, No. I-H.1; cf. Nos. I-A.6, I-E.2, I-G.1
I-G. Mother's Brother (el-khâl)
I-G.1 (No. 18).
Mandûh and Yasmîn: cassette
C
I-G.2 (No. 19).
Ablah and Mokhtâr: cassette
I-G.3 (No. 20).
Ra'ûf and Ra'îfah: cassette, (cante fable)
I-H. Father's Brother (el-Camm)
I-H.1 (No. 21).
SaCd-the-Orphan: Cruel Paternal-Uncle
Also See No. I-A.5, I-A.3b, I-F.1; cf. No. I-G.3
I-K. Father's Sister (el-Cammah)
See No. I-D.1 (Helps her Brother)
I-X. FAMILY: MISCELLANEOUS
I-X.1. Mother and Son
See No. III.11.d
II. ROMANTIC LOVERS
C
II.1 (No. 22). Hasan and Na îmah: singer murdered for falling in love
a. Prose narrative (local historical account)
b. Printed-oral
c. Pamphlet
c1. An improved re-printing of text C
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d. Cassette
d1. Field recording derived from text D
f. Field recording
II.2 (No. 23). SaCd and Farag-Illâh (Local Romeo and Juliet): field recording
II.3 (No. 24). Sabrî and the Pasha: cassette (cante fable)
II.4 (No. 25). et-Tair (The Bird), lyric mawwâl/doar: Search for the Sweetheart
a. Pamphlet
a1. Fragment
b. Field recording
II.5 (No. 26). Selimân and Galîlah: (cante fable) field recording
II.6 (No. 27). Bahiyyah and Yasîn: printed-oral
III. NATIONALISTIC THEMES IN THE MODERN STATE
III.7 (No. 28). Dinshwâi: Tyrannical Colonial Rule
a. Field recording
b. Printed-oral
III.8 (No. 29). el-Wardâni: Assasination of Butrus Ghâlî Pasha
a. Oral field recording
b. Oral field recording, memorization: the stimulus word
III.9 (No. 30). The Death of SaCd Zaghlûl (a brilliant leader): field recording
III.10 (No. 31). The New Era: The Abdication of King Farouk (pamphlet)
III.11 (No. 32). Lamlûm Pasha: conflict over parliamentary elections (vendetta)
a. A prose narrative, a local historical account
b. Oral field recording
b1. Field recording
b3. A composite text: b and b1; a case of memorization
c. Field recording, Bedouin version
d. Field recording: (a mother sacrifices her sons for revenge)
e. Cassette (commercial, copyrights)
f. Field recording: "CAdlî Lamlûm" (Sûhaj--in Qatar)
IV. SOCIETAL EVENTS--REPRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY IDEALS
IV-A. The Outlaw-hero: Conflict between Tradition and Formal Law
IV-A.1 (No. 33). el-Adham esh-Sharqâwî (l'Dhamm): Chivalrous Robber
a. Field recording
b. Field recording (collected in New York City, 1964)
c. Pamphlet
c1. Field recording derived from "c"--a case of memorization
d. Booklet: a re-created text reflecting recent political and nationalistic ideologies; the
adaptive art of the folk poet
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IV-B. The Conduct of 'ibn-el-balad (The Native-urbanite: 'Real-man')
IV-B.1 (No. 34). Abu-el-CIlâ el-Birdîsî: pamphlet
IV-B.2 (No. 35). Hajji Ibrâhîm Karrûm: pamphlet
IV-B.3 (No. 36). CAzzûz: pamphlet
IV-C. Other Aspects of the Good Man
IV-C.1 (No. 37). Muhammad Amîn Darwîsh (an obituary): pamphlet
IV-C.2 (No. 38). el-Badrashain (local disaster): pamphlet
V. HUMOROUS BALLADS
V.1 (No. 39). The Wire and the Train: (Debate) pamphlet
V.2 (No. 40). The War between Cats and Mice
a. Field recording
b. Pamphlet
V.3 (No. 41). The Story of the Cobbler with the fiqi ([lower]-cleric): pamphlet
V.4 (No. 42). Zaqzûq the Ram Thief: (zagal genre, printed-oral)
VI. RELIGIOUS BALLADS
VI-A. Prophets
VI-AI. Muhammad
VI-AI.1 (No. 43). The Birth of the Prophet
a. Pamphlet
b. Field recording
VI-AI.2 (No. 44). The Marriage of the Prophet
a. Pamphlet
b. Field recording (Sûhaj--in Qatar)
VI-AI.3 (No. 45). The Story ad-dabb (the Lizard) and the Stone
VI-AI.4 (No. 46). The Story of the Snake in the Cave
a. Pamphlet
b. Field recording (Sûhaj--recorded in Qatar)
VI-AI.5 (No. 47). The Prophet's Shirt
a. Pamphlet (Cachia: "c")
b. oral text (Cachia: "a")
c. Casett (Cachia: "b")
VI-AI.6 (No. 48). The Story of the Bedouin
VI-AI.7 (No. 49). The Story of CAamir-the-Jew
VI-AI.8 (No. 50). The Story of the Camel and the Gazelle
a. Pamphlet
b. Cassette (commercial)
VI-A-II.
Other Prophets, and the Virgin
VI-AII.1 (No. 51). Sârrah and al-khalîl (Abraham), and Hâger and IsmâCîl
a. Pamphlet
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b. Littmann's German Translation
VI-AII.2 (No. 52). el-sayyidah Maryam ([Virgin] Mary), and the Birth of Cخisâ (Jesus)
a. Pamphlet
b. Littmann's German Translation
VI-AII.3 (No. 53). Ayyûb (Job) the Afflicted
a. Pamphlet
b. Field recording
c. Cassette (commercial)
VI-B. The Prophet's Companions
VI-B.1 (No. 54). The Death of Abu-Bakr
a. Field recording (Sûhaj--in Qatar)
VI-B.2 (No. 55). The Ring of Imam CAlî
VI-C. Axes, Arch-saints (al-'aqtâb), and Saints
VI-C-I. Ahmad el-Badawî
VI-C-I.1 (No. 56). The story of sayyidî Ahmad el-Badawî with Fatmah Bint-Birrî
a. Field recording
a1. Field re-recording of "a"
b. Pamphlet
c. Classical 15th century qasîdah (literary): A Study on Memorization
VI-C-I.2 (No. 57). The Story of Princess Khadrah al-sharîfa, and what Befell her in the Lands
of the Christians (pamphlet)
VI-C-I.3 (No. 58). The Story of sayyidî Ahmad el-Badwî ... and his Meeting with the Three
Axes
a. Pamphlet
b. Littmann's translation
VI-C-II.
Other (Axes) and Saints
VI-C-II.1 (No. 59). The story of sîdî Ibrâhîm ed-Disûqî
a. Pamphlet
b. Prose rendition
VI-C-II.2 (No. 60). The story of the Savants with sîdî Ibrâhîm
a. Pamphlet
b. Field recording (Sûhaj--in Qatar)
VI-D. Coptic shuhadâ ("Martyrs" and Saints)
VI-D.1 (No. 61). Mar Girgis (St. George)
VI-D.2 (No. 62). el-malik (King) 'Armanyoas: Brother-Sister Incest (mostly prose)
VII-MISCELLANEOUS
VII.1 (No. 63). The Unjustly-Treated Orphan: pamphlet (mostly prose)
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Hasan El-Shamy, "Arab Mythology" MS (Bloomington, 2002) 2
TABLE OF CONTENTS
001
002
003
003-1
004
005
005-1
006
007
008
009
010
011
011-1
012
013
013-1
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
020-1
020-2
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
029-1

Khurâfah.
Reasons for Creation.
The Tablet and the Pen of Destiny.
The Tablet and Pen of Destiny.
Creation of Water.
Creation of Heavens and Earth.
What is above the Skies (Heavens).
The Whale's Discontent.
Creation of Earth, and Mountains.
Dialogue between Qâf and Alexander the Dual Horned.
Why Mountain Stands Alone.
Mountains' Query: Creation: Strong and Stronger.
Populations of Earth's Strata (Stratigraphy).
Populations of Earth's Strata (Stratigraphy).
Earth's Stratigraphy.
How the Rock was Placed under the Bull.
Awe and the Death of Pious Person (Luqmân the Wise).
The Seven Seas.
Creation of Reason (Brain).
Would-be-Punishment of a Planetary Being.
Seven Skies.
Names of Seven Skies--version.
The Tree of Life.
Days of Creation--Version 1.
Days of Creation--Version 2.
Days of Creation--Version 3.
Why Friday is a Celebrated Day.
Which Came First: Day or Night?.
Adorning of the Skies.
Creation of the Canopy and the Throne
The Model-world.
Creation of Paradise and Hell.
Characteristic Strata of Hell.
Creation and Description of Hell.
Origin of Gog and Magog
Why the Turks Were Called "Tùrk" [A Folk Rendition].
2

. Used as text in my AMiddle Eastern and African Folk Religion/Religion among the Folk (F317/F617):@: 1974-2010.
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030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
038-1
039
040
041
042
043
044
044-1
044-2
045
045-1
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
057-1
057-2
057-3
057-4
057-5

Eclipse of the Sun.
Sun's Night-Lodge.
Darkness Reservoir and the Nature of Night's Darkness.
Sunrise at Doomsday, and the `Door for Atonement'.
Location of `Door for Penance/Repentance/Atonement'.
Creation of the Jinn, the Jân, and Eblis.
Boast of Heavens and Earth: Creation of Man.
Jinni Elevated to Heaven: Eblis.
Angel Demoted: Eblis (Iblis)--Version.
Eblis: Disobedient Son Transformed.
Creation of Eblis's Wife/Mate.
Creation of Adam.
The Breathing of the Soul into Adam.
Eblis Smuggled into Paradise.
Predestination: Adam's Query/Complaint to God.
Eve's Recompense.
Why Was Eve Created, and Beginning of Marriage Customs.
Why Men Assume the Upkeep of (Supporting) Women.
The Expulsion of the Viper from Paradise.
Why Certain Animals are Poisonous.
The Expulsion of the Peacock from Paradise.
First Pilgrimage, Meeting, and Recognition.
Acquisition of Livable Environment: Medicine, Healing Plants.
Origin of Basil.
Sin and Productivity (Nature's Fertility).
Acquisition of Food.
Blessed Cattle (Oxen).
Acquisition of Attire and Crafts.
The Craft of Farming (Land-tilling).
Acquisition of Fire: Origin of Fire on Earth.
Acquisition of Money Economy.
Acquisition of Timing Device.
Acquisition of Speedy Transportation: Creation of the horse-1.
Creation of the horse-2.
Sacred Horses
Horse's Prayer.
Exodus: the Horse, and Military Tactics.
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058
058-1
059
060
061
062R
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
072-1
073
074
075
076
077
077-1
078
079
080
081
081-1
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089

Adam's Progeny and the Twins.
How God Takes Care of the Children.
Eve's First Conception.
Adam's Sons and Daughters: Husbands and Wives-1.
Adam's Sons and Daughters: a Counter-belief-2.
Luqaym: Luqmân's Son by his Sister.
Adam's Successor: Seth (Shayth/Shîth) (The Persian Seth).
Cain Hides Evidence of his Crime.
First Poetry.
Compensation: Birth of Seth (Shîth).
Why Women Are Excluded from Attending Funerary Rites
and the establishment of burial rites.
Death of Adam and First Legal Contract.
God Informs Adam of his Death.
A Description of Death and Resurrection.
Adam's Bequest
Eve's Death.
Origin of Death
Seth Fights Cain.
How Fire Worship Began.
First Giant (Fomorian): Fallen Adamites.
C
Awj ibn CUnuq.
Origin of Debauchery on Earth.
Hârût and Mârût (Beginning of Magic/Sorcery).
The Legend of the Rôm, the Giant People.
How the Rôm Came to an End.
Martyrdom Denied: Satan Saves his Enemy.
Noah's Curse on Ham.
Noah's Curse-2.
Distribution of Tribes.
Death at Sunrise-point Won by Influence Peddling.
Angel of Death Nonplussed
The Eyes of Azrael.
Azrael's Mother and her Son's Duty.
al-Jassâsah (The She-spy).
How Aaron Died.
Hârût and Mârût.
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090
Hârût and Mârût Bestow Magical Powers on a Woman.
091
Scorpio and Pleiades as Co-wives.
092
Why Antares Hides from Pleiades
093
The Story of Kêmâ and her Son.
094
The Story of the True Seven and @ah and the Qerên.
095
A Song of CAlî-@âng> wad Hemmad-Derâr of Habâb.
096
Of What is Told About the Stars.
097
Of What Happens at the Rise of the New-moon.
098
Of What is Believed About the Death of the Moon.
099
Conception of Jesus.
100
Eyewitness of the Origins of Cat and Pig.
101
The Phoenix's Freewill, and Solomon's Predestination.
102
Solomon's Chair/Throne.
103
Death of Solomon and the Mites.
104
Origin of Alexander's Name.
105
Ruqyâ'îl: Alexander's companion.
106
Births of al-Khidr and Alexander the Dual-Horned (The Stolen Prophecy).
107
Alexander's March.
108
Alexander's Entry into Darkness--Adjacent to the North Pole.
109
How el-Khidr Gained Immortality. [A Folk Rendition].
109-1
Alexander's Tour.
109-2
Utopia: The Just People.
109-3
The Supreme Saints Cycle.
109-4
When the Arch-Saints Exchanged jobs.
109-5
An Arch-Saint's Attempt to Punish Sinners.
109-6
"Imamu" CAli's Narrative Cycle.
110
Loqmân and his Eagle, Lubad.
110-1/Var. The Prophet Hûd (s.A.C.s.).
111
The Weak but Mighty Locust.
112
Holy Celestial Cranes.
112-1
War of Cranes and Pygmies.
113
Why the Kite Shrieks During Copulation.
113-1
Why Camel has Split Lip and Eats Constantly
114
Devolved animals that were Human Beings.
115
The Race of the Fox.
116
Of the Gân (the Bird of the Soul).
117
al-Sadâ.
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118
119
119-1
120
121
122
123
124
125
126

al-Sâfir's Cries.
Of the Demon Called Waddegennî.
Zâr asyâd: a Pantheon.
Of What they Call Seher (Sorcerer) and Bozza.
How Bilqis Succeeded to the Sheba Throne (A Historical legend).
The Death of a Queen: Zonobia and CAmr (Historical Mythical Legend).
The Dam of Ma'rib and the Iron Mouse (Historical legend).
Doomed Property, Deception, and Escape (Dam of Ma'rib) (Historical legend).
Why the Rûm were called "Banu-al-'Asfar" (Children-of-the-Yellow-One).
Origin of divorce: The Tale of a Man who Knew the Language of all the Animals.
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ARCHIVAL MATERIALS

PUBLIC ARCHIVES
AGSFC: Arab Gulf States Folklore Center, Ministry of Information, Doha, Qatar. (C = cassette).
(Al-), Mr. CAlî (col., Bâzlûf:
Tapes, C43/01-43/10).
AGSFC: Doha 85-4
C43/01-43/10.
Fayyâd
C
C
C
Transcription by Abd-al- Azîz al-Mutâw ah, and Muhammad A. al-SaCdî.
AGSFC: QTR C670-C674. Sulaitî (Al-), Ms. Zabyah CAbd-Allâh (col.).
AGSFC: QTR C798-C799. Sulaitî (Al-), Ms. Zabyah CAbd-Allâh (col.).
AGSFC: QTR C675-C681. Diyâb (Al-), Ms. Shaykhah CAbd-Allâh (col.-transcriber), (tape-counter
numbers).
AGSFC: QTR C682-C686. Khâtir (Al-), Ms. Sabîkah Muhammad (col.).
AGSFC: QTR C711-C713. Khâtir (Al-), Ms Sabîkah Muhammad (col.).
AGSFC: QTR C746-C749. Khâtir (Al-), Ms Sabîkah Muhammad (col.).
AGSFC: QTR C687-C698A. Ghânim (Al-), Kaltham CAlî (col.)--[698 repeat], (tape-counter numbers).
AGSFC: QTR C698-C701. KaCbî (Al-), Ms Zabyah Hamad (col.).
AGSFC: BHR 86-4. (Cited as: "BAHRAIN 80" Collection in the Center=s records).
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/1-/. CAarif, Mrs. Barwîn N. et al. (col.); transcription by M.A. al-SaCdî.
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AGSFC: BHR 86-4/2-/. CAarif, Mrs. Barwîn N. et al. (col.); transcription by M.A. al-SaCdî.
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/3-/. Hâjî, Ms CAishah CAlî Muhammad (col.-transcriber).
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/8-/. Hâjî, Ms CAishah CAlî Muhammad (col.-transcriber).
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/10-/. Muhammad, Ms Suhâ (col.); transcription by M.A. al-SaCdî.
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/11-/. Kuwwârî (Al-), Ms Fâtimah (col.); transcription by M.A. al-SaCdî.
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/13Repeat.
Dubaib (Al-), Mr. Ahmad, and Mr. Anwar CAlî (col.); transcription
C
by Mr. M.A. al-Sa dî.
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/13Repeat. CAarif, Mrs. Barwîn N. et al. (col.); Transcription by M.A. al-SaCdî.
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/14-/. Muhammad, Ms Suhâ (col.); Transcription by CA. al-MutâwCah).
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/15-/. CAarif, Mrs. Barwîn N. et al. (col.); Transcription by M.A. al-SaCdî.
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/16-/. CAarif, Mrs. Barwîn N. et al. (col.); Transcription by CA. al-MutâwCah.
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/20-/. Muhammad, Ms Suhâ (col.); Transcription by CA. al-MutâwCah.
AGSFC: BHR 86-4/28-/. Huwatî (Al-), Ms Fâtimah (col.); Transcription by CA. al-MutâwCah.

CFMC: Center for Folklore, Ministry of Culture, Cairo.
CFMC: CIzbat-Bilâl, 70-1. Shamy (El-), Mr. H. et al. (col.).
CFMC: CUKH-I. (Col., Khidr=s-pupils, in writing, by pupils).
CFMC: CUKH-II: CAyyât 66, (Inf., Bedair H., and others).
CFMC: Aswan 70-12A. Ahmad, Mr. CAbd-al-Rahîm (col.).
CFMC: Aswan 70-12B.
Hasan, Miss SuCâd R. (col.). Instant tr. from Nubian to Ar. by A. Bâshâ,
C
F.M. Makki, and [?] Abd-Allâh.
CFMC: Cairo 69-9A. Mustafâ, Miss Yusriyyah (Mansûrah: col.).
CFMC: Cairo 69-9B. CAadily (El-), Mr. Sâbir B. (col.).
CFMC: Khidr=s-pupils. (See CFMC: CUKH-I).
CFMC: Khidr-student. (See CFMC: CUKH-I).
CFMC: Mansûrah 65-??. Lotfî, Mr. Hosnî, et al. (col.).
CFMC: New Nubia, 69-10A. Shamy (El-), Mr. H. (col.).
CFMC: New Nubia, 69-10B. Hawwâs, Mr. CAbd-al-Hamîd. (col.).
CFMC: New Nubia, 69-10C. Khidr, Mr. CUmarCUthmân (col.).
CFMC: Oases, 71-3. Hasan, Miss SuCâd R. (col.: New Valley-Western Oases: Dakhlah, Khârjah,
Barîs, Balât).
CFMC: SawâmCah-sharq 71-01. Ahmad, Mr. CAbd-al-Rahîm, (col.: Old-Cairo).
CFMC: Siwa 71-10. CAbd-al-Rahîm, Mr. Ahmad (col.).
CFMC: Siwa/Zaqaziq, 71-10. CAbd-al-Rahîm, Mr. Ahmad (col.).

IUFTL: Indiana University Folklore Tape Library, Bloomington IN.
IUFTL: 1961-7, Nos. 123-138. El-Shamy, Mr. Hasan, (col.: New York, July-September 1961).

PRIVATE ARCHIVES
AUC: See Private Arrchives.
HE-S: Materials collected by, or is in the possession of, Hasan El-Shamy
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AUC: The American University in Cairo: Students= Collections.
AUC [Manuscripts are in el-Shamy=s Archives].
AUC1. CAllâm, Miss Bahîga (col.).
AUC2. CAbd-al-Ghaffâr, Mrs. CAliyyah (col.).
AUC3. CAbd-al-Malik, Miss Margaret (col.).
AUC4. Abu-Shâdî, Miss Sonya Muhammad (col.).
AUC6. Bahgat, Miss Qismat (col.).
AUC7. Bakry (El-), Miss Shâdya (col.).
AUC8. Boqtor, Miss Hodâ (col.).
AUC9. Bîchâra, Miss André (col.).
AUC10. Sharîf ["Cherîf"], Miss Djenân (col.).
AUC11. Fahmî, Miss Monâ Hannâ (col.).
AUC12. Ghunaim, Miss Firyâl (col.).
AUC14. Khalîl, Miss Ilhâm (col.).
AUC15. Labîb, Miss Magda (col.).
AUC16. Lutfî, Miss CAzzah (col.).
AUC17. Mazlûm, Miss Chérîfa (col.).
AUC18. Nagîb, Miss NiCmat (col.).
AUC19. NaCwas, Miss Hanân (col.).
AUC20A-B. Rushdî ["Rouchdy"], Miss Jannât (col.) .
AUC 20A, in English--typewritten;
AUC 20B, in English/Arabic by high school pupils.
AUC21. Sayyid (El-), Miss Hâdya (col.).
AUC23. Sobky (El-), Mrs. Angelle (col.).
AUC24. Tabrîzî, Miss Shîrîn (col.).
AUC25. Tammûm, Mrs. Fâtimah (col.).
AUC26. Wasfî, Miss Nâdya (col.).
AUC27. Wâsef, Miss Matilda (col.).
AUC31A-B. CAbd-al-Râziq, Miss Sonya (col.).
AUC32B. Bakrî, Miss Zaynab Bashîr (col.).
AUC33. Bîkar, Miss Rânda (col.).
AUC34. Fahmî, Miss Hodâ Hannâ (col.).
AUC36. Hawwârî (El-), Miss Madîhah (col.).
AUC38A,C. Sabrî, Miss Monâ (col.).
AUC39. Saftî (El-), Miss Madîha (col.).
AUC40. Tasker, Miss Debora (Col.; in Eng.).
AUC41. Turkî, Mrs. Lynne (col., in Eng.).
AUC42. Yûsuff, Miss Mâgda (col.).
AUC44. Zuhdî, Miss Mâgda (col.).
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HE-S: Collections by Hasan El-Shamy.
ARABIAN PENINSUL:
HE-S: Bahrain 86-6. (Inf., f, 50s?, collected via Mrs. Kaltham).
HE-S: Kuwait 70-1. (Inf., Ruqayyah A.B., Umm-MasCûd).
HE-S: Oman 86-6. (Inf., Nora bint J., of Salâlah).
HE-S: Qatar 85-87. (group of informants).
HE-S: Saudi Arabia 77. (Inf., Mrs. N. al-A., and others, in writing).
HE-S: Saudi Arabia 85. (Inf., group of Saudi men, clerks at ARAMCO, Dahran).
HE-S: Somalia 74. (Inf., Ms. Nasîm, f, nurse, literate, written down in Arabic).
HE-S: Yemen 81-82. (Inf., CA.S., 22, Yemen, univ. Student, and family; CA. Al-Shâmî, merchant).

MESOPOTAMIA:
HE-S: Iraq 61-5. (Inf., CAzîz al-CUbaidî: m, 27, grad. student).
HE-S: Iraq
70-10. (Inf., Mrs. CAysha al-Hammûdî; Mrs. Salmâ Qâsim Ahmad, 49, married, literate, on visit
C
to Cairo; Ms. Sa îdah Falâh al-Hadîthî).

Esh-SHAM:
HE-S: Jordan 69-3. (Inf., Mr. CA. A. al-Shahrûrî; and via Mrs. N. Sidqî--his Egypt. spouse).
HE-S: Palestine 81-2. (Mrs. 'Umm-SaCîd, and family, Dyâ' SaCb., Miss F. Ghunaim).
HE-S: Syria 81. (Mrs. Amâl Q., and family).

NILE VALLEY-EGYPT:
Aghûr 69-72. (Qalyûbiyyah Prov.: Inf., Mrs. Sayyidah al-D.).
Aswan 81-12. (informants, unidentified male and companions, Nubians, 40s/?).
Basatîn, 69-3. (MaCâdî: Inf., Hilayyil Sâlim Ghânim, m, 16).
Basatîn, 69-3. (MaCâdî: Inf., Salmân CAwwâd CAoadah, Tarabîn Arabs, wed).
Bûlâq/Nubia 69-4. (Col.: el-Shamy and CU. Khidr, in Cairo. Inf., Mrs. Fanniyyah GumCah, Kunûzî
Nubian).
Cairo/CAbdîn 69-3. (Inf., SaCîd Soliman, and family).
Cairo/Turah 82-6. (Inf., Mrs. CAblah, 34, widow, maid, from Turah el-Balad/Helwân).
Cairo 69-3. (Inf., Mrs. Fathiyyah Kâmil, and Miss Yusriyyah Mostafâ).
Cairo/MaCâdî/Basatîn, 69-5. (Inf., CAzîzah M. Cخd, 32, wed).
Kafr el-Shaik 69 (miscellaneous texts written by informants)
Kafr el-Zaytûn 69-4. (Inf., group of men, one wman).
Minya 69-4. (Inf., Muhammad CAbd-al-Qâdir, m, 19, illiterate, no siblings, then medical janitor).
Minya 69-Summer. (Inf., group of men--Mûlid sidi el-Fûlî).
Minya 68-71. (Inf., Tilib, Muhammad Ahmad, m, 42, barely literate, janitor).
Minya 70-7. (Inf., group of women).
Munûfiyyah 62. (Inf., Miss Fatmah H., Miss Umniyah S., grad. students, in Bloomington, IN.).
Munûfiyyah/Shnûfah 69-72. (Inf., Galîlah CAbd-al-Magîd).
Qulali/Nubia, 69-3. (Col.: el-Shamy and CU. Khidr, in Cairo. Inf., Mrs. Zaynab M. GumCah, Kunûzî
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Nubian).
Sharqiyyah/Province 50s. (informants: childhood associates of El-Shamy).
Sharqiyyah 69-7. (informants: childhood associates of El-Shamy).
Sharqiyyah 71-4. (informants: sitt Tahiyyah, f, 50, litr., seamstress, and other females).
Sharqiyyah 82-4. (informants: young girls, and a group of informants of diverse ages and occupations).
Shattûrah/Sûhâg. (Informants: Ahmad el-Sayyid CUmar, born 1923, and his paternal cousin, Darwîsh).
Western Desert 70-71. (El-CAgamî/Alexandria, Informants: Sâfî CA., and family).

EGYPTIANS (AND OTHER ARAB GROUPS) IN NEW YORK, USA: See: IUFTL.
HE-S: N.Y. 64-12. (Inf., "CAgrîn" [Alexandria], Ahmad Hasan/"Ahmad Texas"--Kunûzî Nubian,
and others--Brooklyn, N.Y., U.S.A.).
HE-S: Ms. Bestourous, Hezqial, and Kenneth E. Nolin, "Upper Egyptian Proverbs". Asut, Egypt,
n.d. [1980?]. (Submitted by Dr. J. Pollock, of Ind. U., to El-Shamy for editorial advice. Returned).

NILE VALLEY-SUDAN:
HE-S: 70-71. (Informants: Mrs. F. Kh. Bashîr, and others; Bâbakr Tâj-al-Sirr; Amîr el-Tîgânî).
HE-S: 81-2. (Informants: Mrs. F. CA., and family).

MAGHREB:
HE-S: Algeria-Berber 81. (Informants: CA. Mohdî, B. Zoulim, and A. Arabi-Zâzou).
HE-S: Algeria-Berber/Arab 89. (Informants: Miss H.M., univ. grad.; young man, 30, government
employee, high school grad.).
HE-S: Libya 71-72. (Informants:
Zaynah
D., f, 50, illiterate, of Awlâd CAli al-Abyad Tribe, resides
C
C
in Tobruk, relative of Sâfî A., of Agamî, Egypt).
HE-S: Tunisia 69-4. (Informants: Sâlih Bel-Qâsim, m, 24, univ. student).

MISCELLANEOUS MANUSCRIPTS:
Hurreiz, Sayyid Hâmid. "Collection of JaCalyyIn Folktales" (Submitted in partial fulfillment for the
requirements for F365: "Folklore of the Arab Peoples", Indiana University, Summer 1972.
Ibrâhîm, CAdlî. "An Annotated Collection of Folktales Collected in Cairo, Egypt." MS., Master=s
thesis--unfinished, Bloomington, IN., 1966.
Ibrâhîm, CAbd-Allâh CAlî, col. "Min 'ahâjî al-Rubâtâb (From Rubâtâb Folktales, [Sudan, collected
in May 1985]). Resumés" MS. Bloomington, IN., 1987.
JaCfar (Al-), CAlî CAa. et al., col. "Hikâyât shCbiyyah min al-Kuwayt, bi-ruwâyat al-sayyid Y.C. alHaddâd (Folktales from Kuwait, as Narrated by Mr. Y"). MS., Bloomington, IN., 1993.
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